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A Message From
the Secretary
The 2002 budget envisions a national
transportation system that can meet the
demands of our citizens. These demands
include those of the American public - who
want to be safe and secure - and those of
American businesses - which want access to
consumers in all
regions of the country, as well
as a safe and dependable means to deliver their
products. The U.S. Department of
Transportation's 2002 budget proposes a record
$59.5 billion investment in our national
transportation system, the highest level in the
history of the Department.
The Bush Administration understands that the connection between transportation
investment, economic prosperity, job creation, and quality of life is both immediate and
direct. Three decades ago, when I was mayor of San Jose, California, the toOl that
made the most difference in my community was transportation. Nothing else has as
great an impact on our economic development, on the pattern of growth or on the
quality of life than transportation. And what I have found In the years since is that this
is true not only locally, but also regionally and nationally.
President Bush has asked us to set aggressive goals to address our Nation's key
transportation priorities. These priorities are to: increase transportation safety,
enhance mobility for all Americans, support the Nation's economic growth by providing
access,to new markets and new economic opportunities, and protect our Nation's
environment and security. All U.S. Department of Transportation employees are held
accountable to helping meet these priorities.
The Department's activities place the safety of the American public above all other
objectives. We will work to eliminate transportation-related deaths through expanded
enforcement efforts to enhance the deterrence and detection of safety hazards; broader
public outreach to increase the awareness of important safety precautions; and
increased research to find new solutions to safety challenges. The 2002 budget includes
$7.3 billion for critical transportation safety programs, a funding increase of 7.5 percent.
A central challenge for the Department and the Nation is to close the gap between
demand for transportation and the capacity of our transportation infrastructure.
Through funding of aviation capital modernization and delay reduction initiatives, the
budget will help address the dramatic growth in the number of aviation passengers
projected for the coming years. The budget proposes strong investment In
transportation infrastructure totaling $42.8 billion. This investment In our roads,
bridges, airports and transit infrastructure will allow us to improve conditions and
performance and Increase capacity.
The President and I take great pride in proposing this budget. In the coming year, I
look forward to pursuing the Administration's commitment to the future of our country
through an improved transportation system.
Norman Y. Mineta
Secretary

OVERVIEW
The Nation's transportation system touches our lives every day. It connects resources
with consumers and enables our citizens to travel to where they need and want to go.
The activities of the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) aim to make real
Improvements in the country's transportation system, the security of our Nation and the
quality of life of the American people.
The Department's 2002 budget totals $59.5 billion and Is 6 percent above the 2001
funding level adjusted for one-time appropriations totaling $2.8 billion. The budget
invests in the safety, mobility, economic growth, environment and national security of
the United States In a manner that is responsible and forward-looking. The budget calls
for the highway and transit funding guaranteed in the Transportation Equity Act for the
21st Century (TEA-21) and aviation operating, capital and airport grant funding
authorized In the Aviation Investment and Reform Act for the 21st Century (AIR-21).

Safety
Guaranteeing the safety of the traveling public is the number-one job at DOT The
United States has an enviable transportation safety record, and leads the world in safety
In many modes of transportation. Even In our biggest and most difficult category of
transportation fatalities, those on our highways, the number of fatalities in recent years
has been held relatively flat, despite significantly rising numbers of vehicles on our
roads. However, in 2000 we saw a slight reversal of that trend, where the preliminary
number of fatalities increased while the preliminary number of vehicle miles traveled
remained essentially the same.
This serves to make us vitally aware that the Department must constantly search for
the most effective means to provide the public the greatest possible safety
Improvement for each dollar spent. The 2002 budget proposes overall transportation
safety funding of $7.3 billion, $511 million or 7.5 percent above 2001. Continued and
Increased Investment in motor carrier safety, motor vehicle safety, pipeline safety,
aviation safety, transit safety, rail safety, and marine safety Is critical to the future
success of our transportation system as a whole.
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Motor Carrier Safety. Motor carriers represent only 4 percent of all registered
vehicles, but are Involved in 13 percent of all crashes resulting in a fatality. For motor
carrier safety, the budget calls for a total of $400 million, 49 percent above 2001. For
safety efforts at our border with Mexico, new funding is requested to add 80 Federal
enforcement staff, support State Inspection operations, and provide new Inspection
Infrastructure.
Motor Vehicle Safety. In 2000,
Congress enacted the Transportation
Recall Enhancement, Accountability,
and Documentation (TREAD) Act to
improve motor vehicle safety. The
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) budget
includes funding to Implement the
TREAD Act mandates to update the
tire safety standard, Increase crash
data collection to include information
regarding tire failure, develop
dynamic rollover tests and Improve
the safety of child restraints.
Pipeline Safety. DOT continually strives to Improve and target its pipeline safety
efforts, and the budget provides funding of $54 million, 15 percent above 2001, to
support enhanced Federal pipeline safety efforts. Increased efforts will be targeted at
oversight and enforcement of recently strengthened Federal pipeline standards.
Aviation Safety. Funding for aviation safety will increase by 4 percent to $4.1 billion
in 2002, supporting DOT's commitment to an 80 percent reduLtion In fatal aviation
accident rates of U.S. commercial carriers by 2007. To address the Increase in runway
Incursions, the budget includes $112 million, 13 percent above 2001, for runway
Incursion safety enhancement efforts. These funds will allow us to (f) complete the
steps necessary to make automated alerts of pending runway Incursions operational,
(2) begin the production contract for 25 additional airport surface radars to complement
the 40 existing radars that warn air traffic controllers of pending runway Incursions,
(3) improve the analysis of Incursions and their causal factors, and (4) increase
education and training programs.
Transit Safety. In an effort to bolster the safety oversight activities of States
operating guideway systems, the budget includes a proposal to allow States to use
funds made available for capital projects for safety oversight activities. This Federal
assistance would allow States to enhance their internal rail safety expertise while
improving the frequency and quality of safety audits and reviews.

S

Rai Safety. Freight movement on our Nation's
railroads continues tb grow at unprecedented
rates, resulting in more trains competing for
space on Increasingly congested rail lines.
Despite the increased levels of traffic, the Federal
Railroad Administration's safety efforts have
produced tangible Improvement - rail-related
fatalities per million train-miles In 2000 reached
the lowest level In two decades. Rail safety
spending is proposed to increase 9 percent over
2001 to $154 million In 2002.

T

Marine Safety. There are many dramatic
examples of the U.S. Coast Guard's success in
saving lives at sea. The 2002 budget proposes $1.1 billion, 12 percent over 2001, for
Coast Guard safety activities to Improve the detection of those In distress/enhance
passenger vessel safety, and improve staffing and communications at search and rescue
facilities.

Mobility
A central challenge for the Department is to close the gap between demand for
transportation and the capacity of our transportation infrastructure. That gap is what
generates the congestion on the highways, the delay experienced on the taxiway or at
an airport gate, and the inefficiencies that shippers face when shipments are jammed
up In a rail bottleneck.
The funding levels guaranteed In TEA-21 and authorized for operations and capital In
AIR-21 are an Important step in helping to invest in ways to solve these problems. In
total, highway, transit, aviation, and rail Infrastructure investment will equal
$42.8 billion, 39 percent above the 1994-2001 average annual investment.
Transportation Infrastructure Investment

In our nation's highways, airports, transit systems & Amtrak
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In order to ensure the mobility of all Americans, the proposed budget provides funding
for a New Freedom Initiative that will help Americans with disabilities by increasing
access to assistive technologies, expanding educational opportunities, Increasing the
ability of Americans with disabilities to Integrate Into the workforce, and promoting
increased access into daily community life. The Federal Transit Administration's (FTA)
Job Access and Reverse Commute Program Is funded at $125 million in 2002 and will
help provide transportation services from low Income neighborhoods to areas of job
growth.
The number of passengers trying to fly and shippers trying to move packages by air has
grown dramatically. In 2000, we had 208 million more aviation passengers than we did
In 1991, a number nearly equal to the entire population of the United States. Given the
fact that it is Impossible to quickly expand air traffic control capacity, airport capacity
and airline capacity, it is not surprising that the result is an increase In the numbers of
delays at large airports. In 2002, $3.3 billion is proposed for airport grants.
Approximately one-quarter, or over $700 million, of Federal airport grants goes for
projects that Increase airport
capacity, such as new or
extended airport runways or
aprons. The bulk of the
remaining funding ($2.5 billion)

goes toward improving runway
pavement.
To address our mobility
challenges, DOT also strives to
find better ways to manage our
existing transportation
Infrastructure to make more
efficient use of our Investments.
This includes using new
technology to make our road
pavements last longer and
improving the efficiency of our
highways and skyways to
accommodate Increased traffic
demand.
The budget proposed for aviation capital modernization includes funding for the
introduction of new air traffic control technology. The budget also proposes to increase
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) capital spending on delay reduction initiatives by
33 percent. Funding Is requested to provide new air traffic control automation aids to
Increase capacity 3-5 percent during the peak operating periods at 5 of the busiest U.S.
airports. In addition, more sophisticated weather systems for airport towers will be
operational in 2002, allowing controllers to minimize disruptions to traffic flow from
severe weather and reduce delays and diversions caused by Imperfect knowledge of the
location of severe weather.
The search for new technological and Innovative solutions to our mobility challenges is
well supported In the 2002 budget, with investment in technology, research, and
development proposed at $1.2 billion, 7.5 percent above 2001. Development and
Increased use of technologies, such as Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are
proposed in the 2002 budget. A total of $253 million, 32 percent more than 2001
funding levels, Is requested for ITS to further Increase the number of Integrated ITS
locations.

Economic Growth
Transportation Iskey to generating and enabling economic growth, In determining the
patterns of that growth, and in determining the competitiveness of our businesses in
the world economy.
DOT Is opening International air travel to market forces and removing antiquated service
restrictions through "open skies" agreements that permit unrestricted air service by
authorized carriers to, from and beyond the territories of their partners. Understanding
long-term trends In the airline Industry's operating and competitive structures is
required as the Department formulates effective negotiating strategies to ensuie procompetitive liberalization. Additional staff are requested in 2002 to enhance DOT'S
activities In this area.

Environment
The Department recognizes the undesired environmental consequences associated with
our transportation system and seeks to mitigate those harmful effects to the maximum
extent possible. The 2002 budget increases funding for environmental programs to
$6.6 billion, almost 8 percent above 2001.
A large part of DOT's environmental strategies are funded by the Congestion Mitigation
and Air Quality Improvement (CMAQ) Program, which supports activities that help
communities reach and sustain healthy air standards. Through the CMAQ program and
other transportation enhancements, the
Department funds innovative projects that
promote transit ridership, clean fuels, and
emissions-reducing inspection and maintenance
programs. In addition, bicycle- and pedestrianoriented projects have provided community and
recreational alternatives to the car in many of
our heavily populated urban areas. The 2002
budget includes $1.7 billion, within the TEA-21
funding levels, for the CMAQ program.
Tne Department, through the Maritime
Administration (MARAD), is responsible for
disposal of obsolete vessels that pose a danger to the environment. The budget
includes $10 million to dispose of at least three such vessels in 2002.

National Security
WOT
also plays a critical rote In ensuring the U.S. transorU

system Issecurand

U.S. borders are sale from illegal Intrusion. Even in times of peace, our transportation
system is vulnerable to Ientional harm, and our borders are vulnerable to Intrusion
through the smugglIng of contraband and illegal migrants. The 2002 budget proposes a
total of $1.9 billion for national
secudty program, 5.7Pecn
over 2001.
In support of the Aesident's
drug control strategy, the 2002
budget proposes $759 million,
19 percent over 2001, for the
US. Coast Guard to fulfill the
Department commitment to
conduct counter-drug law
enforcement operations. This
Includes an additional
$243 million to fully fund the
levels contained In the Western
Hemisphere Drug Eliminatior Act
and modernize Coast Guard's capital assets.
The 2002 budget also Includes funding to enhance airport security and FAAInformation
security. For airport security, the budget Inducdes $97.5 million to continue the purchase
of explosive detection systems.

Conclusion
The DOT goal Is to provide the resources necessary to Improve our Nation's
transportation system. The funding requested In2002 will help Improve transportation
safety, maintain and expand our transportaion Infrastructure and Increase Its capacity,
reduce environmental degradation, enhance national security, and Improve quality of life
for our dtizens.
The following pages provide highlights of the Department's budget by operating
admInistration.

. . ..
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Overview: The 2002 budget request for fie Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
reflects the Administabon's strong commitment to increasing the performance and
capacity of our aviation system. The capital and operating levels authorized Inthe
Avation Investment and Reform Act for the 21st Century (AIR-21) are requested in the

budget.

Performance:
In 2000, the preliminary fatl av'Ion accident rate fOr U.S.commercial air carriers
was 0.033 per 100,000 departures, beating the 0.045 goat. This Is down from a
1994-1996 baseline of 0.051 fatal accidents=
per 100,000 departures. The 2002 goal
is 0.038.

Sine 1997, the airports community, with active support froni FAA, has maintaIned
Ingood or fair condition 9s percent of
at
rnways
all commercial service airports
and reliever airports as well as selected general aviation airorts. The 2002 goal is
to maintain this high standard of runway condition.
In 2002, FAA's
goal for National Airspace System Capacity is a cumulative increase of
3.8 percent in through-put during peak periods at certain major airports and a
cumulative increase of 7.6 percent In direct routings for en route flight phase.
ENVIRONMENT:
In 2000, the number of people Inthe U.S. exposed to significant aircraft noise
(65dB or higher) was reduced to 44#,000. This Is down from a 1985 level of
34 million. In 2002, the goal is to continue to limit the number of people exposed to
aircraft noise to the 2000 level.

FY 2002 Budae

Operations: $6,886 billion, 5.7 percent ($370 million) above 2001, consistent with the
AIR-21 authorized level. Most of the Increase ($328 million) Isneeded to maintain
current operations.
Air Traffic Services ($S.447 billion) - FAA is responsible for the Nation's air traffic
control system. To keep pace with the growth of aviation, the 2002 budget for
air traffic services includes $32 million to expand its workforce by 600
controllers. FAA will also continue to redesign the Nation's airspace to address
capacity constraints, and will Increase air traffic funding by $7million for
runway safety programs.
Aviation Regulation and Certification ($745 million) - FAA maintains safety
oversight of the Nation's aviation system, including aircraft, repair stations,
pilots and maintenance crews. In 2002, FAA will perform almost 41,000 flight
standards investigations (up 4 percent over 2001) and over 430,000 air people
and operator certifications (up 7 percent over 2001).
" CMI Aviation Security ($150 million) -FAA works to Protect the aviation system
and its own facilities and employees from terrorist and other criminal intrusion,
and helps in the Nation's efforts to interdict unlawful narcoIcs entering the
United States.
" Regions and Center Operations ($91 million) - The 2002 budget Includes $14
million in new funds for development of Air Tour Management Plans that
address aircraft noise over national parks and tribal lands, as authorized by
AIR-21.
Airport Grants: $3.3 billion, an
Increase of 3.3 percent over 2001,
for airport improvement grants
and related administrative costs.
The Grants-In-Ald program Issues
grants to airports and State and
local governments for projects
that Improve safety, Increase
capacity, and help mitigate noise
for areas adjacent to airports.
The budget request Includes
$57 million in administrative
expenses, $8million for airportrelated research, and an
estimated $10 million for the
Essential Air Service program.
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Fadites and Equipment: $2.9 billion, an Increase of 10 percent ($263 million) over
2001, to continue to improve and modernize the equipment central to the national
airspace system. The request includes:
Safety - $453 million for projects
that support safety performance
goals such as Improvements to
weather sensing and reporting
systems, safety Information
databases and computer systems
to assist safety inspections,
improvements to flight services for
general aviation, and runway
incursion research and new
technology.
Mobility - $2.2 billion for projects to support mobility goals such as replacement
of older radars, new automation for terminal control facilities, free flight and
oceanic automation to improve flight route flexibility and significant
Infrastructure Improvements to reduce outages caused by older, less capable
facilities and equipment.
*

Environment - $78 million for projects to support environmental
performance goals such as replacing fuel tanks at FAAfacilities, removing
environmental hazards and cleaning up hazardous materials at identified sites.
National Security - $168 million for projects in support of national security
performance goals such as purchase of explosive detection devices, protection
of FAAfacliti-s and Information systems, and Improvements to the emergency
communications network.

Research, Engineering, and Development: $188 million, which includes
$53 million for continued research in aircraft structures and materials, and $50 million
for explosive detection and other security research. The remaining research funding Is
in the areas of weather information, resolution of environmental issues, human factors,
safety issues and support of the FAAlaboratories.
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Overview:

The United States Coast Guard (USCG)Isa military, multi-missioned
maritime service and one of the Nations five Armed Services. Its mission is to protect
the public, the environment, and U.S. economic Interests in the Nation's ports and
waterways, along the Nation's coast, on International waters,.and in any maritime
region as required to support national security.

Performance:
Prellminary/2000 data Indiae tha the number of recrational boating fatallia
was 742. This I down from 773 In 1999. The 2002 target Is 742,

ENVIRONMENT:
Preliminary 2000 data indicate that the rate of oil discharged-Into the water by
maritime sources was 4.6 gallons per million gallons shipped. This is down from the
l95 rate of 6.6. The 2002 targets 3.6.

NATIONALSecunn':
]In 2000, the Coast Guard seized over 132,000 pounds of cocaine - a record for
Interdctoa. This amounted to a seizure rat of10.6 percent for cocaine that is
shipped throgh the transit zone. Th 2002 target Is 18.7 percent.
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Operations: $3.4 billion, 6 percent ($198 million) above 2001, for the continued
operation and maintenance of a wide range of ships, boats, aircraft, shore units, and
aids to navigation. The $198 million increase includes $108 million in offsets from
management efficiencies; $266 million for pay raises, contract adjustments, and other
base adjustments; $8.5 million for improvements to search and rescue and marine
safety; and $31 million for operation of assets acquired in 2001.
Capital: $659 million, 59 percent ($245 million) above 2001, which supports the
President's initiative to fully fund the Western Hemisphere Drug Elimination Act and the
Coast Guard's recapitalization of vessel and aircraft fleets, information resource
management systems, shore facilities, and aids to navigation. This includes $338
million for the deepwater capability replacement, which will fund the Initial phase of the
full production contracts for the development of an Integrated system of assets to carry
out Coast Guard's deepwater missions. Italso includes: $70 million for two seagoing
buoy tenders; $90 million for enhancements to Coast Guard information systems,
National Distress System, commercial satellite communication system, and vessel
tracking systems; and $63 million for renovations and improvements to Coast Guard
facilities, and for additional housing as well as repairs to existing units.
Research: $22 million, for research, development, testing and evaluation to provide

for technologies, materials, and human factors research directly related to the
improvement of Coast Guard mission performance and de~fvery of services to the public.
Retired Pay: $876 million, which includes annuities and medical care for retired
military personnel and former Ughthouse Service members and their dependents and
survivors.
Reserve Training: $83 million to train, support, and sustain a ready military Selected
Reserve Force. The Reserves are required to meet current commitments for direct
support to the Department of Defense, and provide surge capacity for responses to
emergencies, such as humanitarian missions In the event of natural disasters and cleanup operations following oil spills.
Environmental Compliance: $17 million, including funding for major clean-up
projects for Kodiak, Alaska and Elizabeth City, North Carolina.
Boat Safety:
$64 million, consisting of
$59 million for Boating
Safety Grants and
$5million to coordinate
and carry out a National
Boating Safety program to
ensure compliance with
national safety standards
for boating equipment.

-.
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Overview:

The highway system serves as the backbone to the Nation's Intermodal
surface transportation infrastructure. Our challenge Is to maintain our high-quality
network while achieving our goals to Improve safety and protect the natural
environment. The budget request for the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) will
allow us to meet this challenge by building on the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st
Century (TEA-21) and providing the guaranteed funding envisioned when TEA-21 was
enacted.
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Performance:
Mosnzrr:,
In 2000, threpercentage of miles on the National Highway System meting
acceptable ride pavement performance standards Is projected to be 93.8 percent.
This Is up from 91.5 percent In 1996. The 2002 goal is 95 percent.
In 2000, 21.5 percent of bridges on the National Highway System were rated
deficient. This Is down from 25.8 percent In 1996. The 2002 goal is 21 percent.
ENVRONNgTr
Through creative and ambitous efforts, every acre of wetlands affected by Federalaid highway projects In 2000 was replaced by 3.8 acres. The 2002 goal Isto replace
every acre affected with 1.5 acres or more.
In 1998, on-road mobile source emissions were reduced to 63.7 million tons, down
from the 1996 baseline of 68.9 million tons. The 2002 goal Is 61.1 million tons (or
lower).

Federal-Aid Highway Program: Our Nation's highways and intermodal connectors
are the critical link Inour national intermodal transportation system -virtually every trip,
whether by passenger or freight, Involves passing over a road at some point. To
safeguard our tremendous highway Infrastructure investment, advance programs to
improve safety, protect the environment, reduce congestion, and improve the efficiency
and operation of our hghevays, the 2002 budget request includes a $31.6 billion
obligation limitation, 7 percent above 2001 and consistent with TEA-21 guaranteed
funding levels. The 2002 budget continues to distribute the majority of the funding for
16

the Federal-aid highway program to the States In the five major program categories - Interstate Maintenance, National Highway System (NHS), Surface Transportation
Program, Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation Program, and Congestion Mitigation
and Air Quality Improvement Program. Included within this total are the following
Important Initiatives:
New Freedom Initiative - includes $145 million of Revenue Aligned Budget
Authority for two programs that are part of the President's New Freedom
Initiative. A Pilot Program for Innovative Transportation will provide $45 million
to promote Innovative transportation solutions for people with disabilities.
Matching Grants for Alternative Transportation will provide $100 million in
competitive matching grants to promote access to alternative methods of
transportation. The funds will aid community-based organizations that seek to
integrate Americans with disabilities Into the-workforce.
Border Infrastructure Improvements - provides $56 million for State and
Federal motor carrier Inspection facility contruction at the U.S.-Mexico border.
*

Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act Program provides an estimated $123 million to leverage our Federal Investment in
transportation Infrastructure. This will translate into as much as $2.4 billion in
credit assistance to support Investments of approximately $7 billion in nationally
significant surface transportation projects.

"

Research and Technology - proposes to fully fund research and technology
programs within the Federal-aid obligation limitation, ensuring that the entire
$503.7 million In budgetary resources, including Revenue Aligned Budget
Authority, are available for use. This Includes a total of $253.2 million for
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), 32 percent above 2001: $135 million
for ITS to accelerate rural, regional, and commercial motor vehicle deployment
and $118.2 million for ITS standards, research, operational tests, and
development. Programs to improve pavements, reduce congestion, and
strengthen bridges are proposed at $250.4 million, 27 percent above 2001.

A Limitation on Administrative Expenses - includes $317.7 million for the
salaries and expenses of the FHWA.

Overview: Preliminary results Indicate that traffic crashes claimed a total of 41,800
lives In2000, accounting for over 90 percent of transportation-related deaths and the
leading cause of death for persons age 5 through 29. The economic cost of motor
vehicle crashes is more than $150 billion annually. Emerging demographic trends, such
as a continuing increase In the number of drivers and a significant growth in both
elderly and teenage drivers, pose increased traffic safety challenges that must be
addressed. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) provides grants
to States for the operation of highway traffic safety programs and conducts critical
highway safety research.

|4
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Performance:
SAE"
In 2000, the preliminary rate of fatalites per 100 million vehicle miles of travel
(V"4) was 1.6 and the preliminary ratio of Injured persona per 100 million V14 was
119. The 2002 goals are 1.4 for fatalities and 111 for Injured persons.
In 2000, the preliminary percentage of highway fatalities that were alcohol-related
totaled 38 percent NHTSA's alcohol-Impalred driving countermeasures, designed to
reach high-risk drinking drivers, will assist In achieving the 2002 goal of 33 percent.
In 2000, seat belt usage reached an all-tiUme high of 71 percent up from less than
SO percent In 190. The 2002 goal is 87 percent with the ultimate goal of 90
percent by 2005.

IY
2002 Budget
Operations and Research: $196 million, an Increase of $5 million (3 percent) over
2001. Operations and research activities include:
$57 million for research and analysis to support activities Including: (1) the
National Transportation Blomechancs Research Center, which studies the efects
on the human body of highway crashes, leading to safer vehicle design;

(2) crash avoidance research to support programs such as antilock braking
system effectiveness, light vehicle rollover, and heavy vehicle visibility; (3) the
National Center for Statistics and Analysis (NCSA) Including the Fatality and
Accident Reporting System (FARS), which tracks all fatal crashes In the U.S.;
(4) testing of driver distraction and effects of alcohol on driver performance
through the National Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS); and (5) initiatives
required by the TREAD Act including tire safety, dynamic rollover and child
safety seat testing.
*

$75 million to maTntain the existing workforce and to hire, train, and develop
safety professionals; maintain critical information systems; design, print and
distribute safety-related literature; and other operational costs and services.

*

$42 million for highway safety programs that address impaired driving
deterrence, Increased seat belt usage and correct placement of child safety
restraints. Countermeasures will be developed and tested for traffic
enforcement, deterrence of aggressive driving, speeding and &stracted driving.
Initiatives will be undertaken in emergency medical system education, safe
operation around school buses, and for occupant protection usage surveys.
$15 million for Safety Assurance, including enhancing the Office of Defects
Investigation by increasing vehicle testing and modernizing databases to
improve the processing of
.
consumer complaints, with a
continuation of the 2001
funding increase provided
by the TREAD Act.
$7 million for e-lfety
Performance Standards
including the New Car
Assessment Program, which
provides consumers with
information on vehicle safety
performance. The program
will continue frontal and side
impact crash tests, and will provide consumers with additional information on
tight vehicle rollover propensity. TREAD Act initiatives include updating the tire
safety standards, improving child restraint systems and developing a child
restraint ratings program.

Highway Traffic Safety Grants: $223 million obligation limitation, an increase of
$10 million (5 percent) over 2001. This is the level guaranteed in TEA-21. Included is:
$160 million for State and Community Highway Safety Grants to support a full range of
highway safety programs in every State, territory, and the Indian nations; $38 million
for Alcohol-Impaired Driving Countermeasures Incentive Grants designed to encourage
States to pass strong anti-drunk-driving legislation; $15 million for Occupant Protection
Incentive Grants to encourage States to promote and strengthen occupant protection
laws, including child protection laws; and $10 million for State Highway Safety Data
Grants to improve the accuracy, uniformity, and accessibility of highway safety data.

Overview: The number of large trucks traveling the Nation's highways Is Increasing.
In 2000, an estimated 5,307 Americans died and an estimated 145,000 were injured in
traffic crashes Involving large tucks, about 13 percent of all people killed in motor
vehicle crashes. Yet trucks represent only 4 percent of all registered vehicles and about
7 percent of vehicle miles of travel. The Federal Motor Carder Safety Administration's
(FMCSA) main function is to improve safety among comnmerdal motor vehicles (CF4Vs).
The 2002 budget request for FMCSA, totaling $344 million, 28 percent above 2001, will
help meet the challenge of improving motor carder safety.
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Performance:
SAFMn.,
Motor carrier safety represents an espedally challengIng problem, but we have
begun to make progress. Based on preliminary estimates, fatalities Involving large
bucks fell from 5,362 In 1999 to 5,307 In 2000. The 2002 goal is 4,710. The 2009
goal is 2,687.

Ern02 Budget
Motor Carrier Safety (Operations and Research): $139 million, 51 percent above
2001, to support cdtical motor carder safety activities that will save lives and prevent
injudes on our Nation's highways. The 2002 budget Includes a proposal to Increase the
FMCSA administrative takedown front one-third to two-thirds of one percent. This
increase will fund motor carder safety priorities including: oversight and border
enforcement; motor carrier safety research and technology; crash data improvements,
State Commerdal Driver's License (CDL) program enhancements; increased inspection
and compliance review activities; and safety data quality Improvements. The budget
proposes funding for the following safety program enhancements:
*

$19 million for Increased oversight and enforcement activities Including
stationing 80 additional Federal enforcement personnel at the U.S./Mexco
border.
$14 million for motor carder safefy research, $4 million above 2001.
New Initiatives Include: field testing advanced buck safety technologies; testing
dynamic roadside enforcement equipment; developing new driver selection,
testing, licensing and training techniques; using simulation and Instrumented
vehicles to determine unsafe motor carrier driver actions; and researching
crash causation study results.
countermeasures guided by early
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$11 million to advance motor carrier crash data improvements, the
Commercial Driver's License Improvement Program, and staff FMCSA's 24-hour
safety telephone hotline.

.

$86 million, $7 million or 9 percent above 2001, for motor carrier safety
operations to furotherincrease motor carrier Inspections and compliance reviews.

*

$9 million for the Bureau of Transportation Statistics' Safety Data Quality
Improvement program.

National Motor Carrier Safety Program: $205 million, 16 percent above FY2001,
as part of an aggressive expansion of State enforcement of interstate commercial motor
vehicle regulations.
*

$183 million Isdedicated to State motor carrier safety grants, with $160 million
provided for the Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program (MCSAP); $18 million
for enhanced State enforcement operations at te southern border; and $5
million for State CDL program improvements. MCSAP
grants may be used to
increase the number of compliance reviews in States; identify and apprehend
traffic violators; Increase the volume of roadside inspections; improve State CDL
oversight activities; and support State border enforcement efforts.

*

$5 million to continue a comprehensive study on commercial vehicle crash
causation initiated In 2001. The study will identify data requirements and
collection procedures, reports and other measures that will improve both FMCSA
and the States' ability to evaluate future crashes Involving commercial motor
vehicles; monitor crash trends and identify causes and contributing factors; and
develop effective safety improvement policies and programs.

*

$17 million is included for the Informations Systems and Strategic Safety
Initiatives (ISSSI) program. The program's implementation Is shared by FMCSA
and the States and supports motor carrier information system and data analysis
activities including:
SAFESTAT technology, used
to target high-risk motor
carriers for cornplance
reviews; and the
Performance Registration
Information Systems and
Management (PRISM)
program, which links State
motor vehicle registration
systems with carrier safety
data in an effort to identify unsafe Eommercial motor carriers.

Border Infrastructure Improvements: $S6 million, derived from Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) Revenue Aligned Budget Authority, for State and Federal motor
carrier inspection facilities construction at the U.S./Mes co border. Advancing these
Infrastructure projects will be the joint responsibility of FMCSA, FHWA, and the States.

FesurnumTrnit
Overview: Transit moves millions of people every day, safely and efficiently. Transit
reduces the costs of congestion and helps to protect the environment. The Federal
Transit Administration (FTA) 2002 budget seeks to continue implementation of the
innovations envisioned by the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21).
The budget preserves and increases Investment in our Nation's public transit
infrastructure. When combined with State and local funding, the proposed $6.7 billion,
8 percent above 2001, will promote mobility and access for transit-dependent riders.
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Performance:
SAFETY;
In 2000, transit fatalities were reduced to .519 per 100 million passenger miles
traveled, while Injured persons fell to 107.5 per 100 million passenger miles

traveled. The 2002 goal is .492 transit fatalities and 109.4 transit injured persons (or
lower).
M OaIntr
In 2000, TA met and achieved a new high with 80 percent of the bus fleet
compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). This Is up from
77 percent In 1999. In 2000, 52 percent of key rail stations were compliant with

ADA, up from 49 percent In 1999. The 2002 goal for ADA compliance is 86 percent

for the bus fleet, and 68 percent for key rail stations.
FY 2002 Budget

Formula Grants Program: $3.6 billion, 9 percent above 2001, Is available for all

transit purposes, including planning, bus and railcar purchases, facility repair and
construction, maintenance and, where eligible, operating expenses. This program
includes grants specifically targeted to urbanized areas, non-urbanized areas, and the
special needs of the elderly and persons with disabilities.

22

* In 2002, funds proposed for the Formula Grants program will contribute
almost $7 million to the Over-the-Road Bus Accessibility program. This program
will help to Improve the accessibility of over-the-road buses for riders with
disabilities. It will also protect the basic mobility of rural and disadvantaged
communities by mitigating the costs of compliance with the Americans with
Disabilities Act and keeping fare prices affordable.
Transit Safety: To further improve transit safety the budget includes a proposal to
allow States to use funds made available for capital projects for rail transit safety
oversight activities.
Capital Investment Grants: $2.8 billion, 5 percent above 2001, Is proposed in 2002
for the following Initiatives: $568 million for the replacement, rehabilitation, and
purchase of buses and the construction of bus-related facilities (legislative language Is
proposed to formularize this program starting in 2002); $1.1 billion for the
modernization of existing fixed guldeway systems, including heavy and light rail,
commuter rail, and ferryboat operations; $1.1 billion for the construction of new fixed
guldeway systems and extensions to existing fixed guideway systems. These program
levels represent the Federal commitment to Investment Intransit infrastructure.
Project Financial Management Oversight: $45 million to provide oversight of DOT
grants to States and localities. Grants management and oversight Is a core
management responsibility of FTAand assures that Federal funds are spent efficiently
and effectively. To address an Increased demand for project management oversight
resources and services, legislative language Is proposed to Increase the Capital
Investment Grants Oversight takedown from .75 percent to 1 percent.
Research and Technology Program: $49 million, 4 percent above 2001, for the
National Research and Technology Program. The Research and Technology Program
also Includes $8.3 million in funding for the Transit Cooperative Research Program,
$4.0 million for the National Transit Institute, and $5.3 million for the Rural Transit
Assistance Program.
Metropolitan and Statewide Planning Programs: $67 million, 6 percent above
2001, In formula grants to support the activities of regional planning agencies and
States, helping them to plan for the capital transit Investments that best meet the
needs of the urban and rural communities they serve.
University Transportation Centers: $6 million to provide continued support for
research, education, and technology transfer activities aimed at addressing regional and
national transportation problems.
Job Access and Reverse Commute Program: $125 million, 25 percent above
2001, to help individuals transition from welfare to work. Since only a small percentage
of Americans on welfare own a vehicle, lack of transportation Is a frecluent barrier to
employment and self-sufficiency. This program makes grants to States, local
governments, and non-profit groups to provide transportation services to people moving
from welfare rolls to payrolls. This program can also support transportation services
that help all people, regardless of their income level, to reach the dramatic growth of
jobs In suburban locations. Legislative language is proposed to formularize this
program starting In2002.

23

Overview: The 2002 budget request for the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)
represents a commitment to Improve a strong railroad safety record, advance traditional
and high-speed rai research, and move Amtrak toward achieving operational selfsufficiency by 2003 with general capital grants.
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Performance:
SAFlrv:
Preliminary results Indiate that In 2000, rail-related fatalities per million trainmiles were reduced to 1.29, the lowest In two decades. In 2000, train accidents per
million train-miles decreased from 4.25 In 1993 to 4.01 (preliminary). The 2002
goal Is to reduce rail-related fataities to 1.20.
The estimated 2000 highway-rall grade-crossing accident rate was 1.78 (per the
product of million b-aIn-mles times trillion highway vehilde-miles traveled), a
significant decline from the 1997 rate of 2.27. The 2002 goal Is 1.39.

Between 1996 and 2000, Amtrak rldership Increased from 19.7 million passengers
to 22.5 million. A key to Amtrak self-sufficency Is ridership. The 2002 goal Is 26.7
million passengers,

FY 2002 Budget
Amtrak Capital: $521 million, which Is consistent with the glidepath to Amtrak
operating self suffiency. This fund-g will be used to make and support critical capital
Investments for safety, yards and shops, and rehabilitaton and modernization of
stations, consistent with the definition of capital investment utilized since 2000. The
budget request assumes that these funds will all be spent In FY 2002.

Safety and Operations: $111 million, up $8 million or about 8 percent, from the
total funding available (including funds transferred) in 2001. Funding will enhance
FRAs partnership programs with railroad labor and mangement, Including the Safety
Assurance and Compliance Program and the Railroad Safety Advisory Committee.
Funding will also support national outreach programs, continue FRAs information
technology Initiative and, provide staff and support for ongoing and expanded
regulatory and enforcement work and other critical safety programs.
Research and Development: $28 million, up $3 million or approximately 12 percent,
from 2001. Research efforts will focus on train occupant protection, human factors in
train operations, grade crossings, track and vehicle-track interaction safety, and railroad
systems safety and security.
Next Generation High-Speed Rail: A total of about $25 million for the following

projects:
*

$11 million to continue the high priority development and demonstration of two
major train control projects. The projects are designed to enhance the safety
of high-speed systems and lower the capital costs of developing high-speed
ground systems, making communications-based train control an affordable
technology.

*

$6.8 million to facilitate the development and deployment of domestically
produced high-speed, high-acceleration locomotives that do not require electric
power from wayside supplies via costly catenary systems.

*

$4.3 million to support the implementation of high-speed rail service on the
existing infrastructure by mitigating grade crossing hazards and developing lowcost, Innovative technologies.

*

$1.3 million to identify and demonstrate advanced and more economical
technologies to resolve corridor capacity constraints and bottlenecks.

*

$1.7 million for corridor planning.

Overview:

The Research and Special Programs Administration (RSPA)
focuses on
improving hazardous materials and pipeline safety, coordinates and advances
transportation research, technology and education activities to promote Innovative
multi-modal transportation solutions, and manages the Department's transportationrelated emergency response and recovery responsibilities. RSPA also provides planning
and training grants to States and Indian tribes to increase hazardous materials
emergency preparedness.
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Performance:
SAFEr':
Preliminary 2000 data Indicate that serious hazardous materials incidents Increased
to 396 from 377 In 1999. Even though this Is down from 466 In 1996, more can be
done to address hazardous materials transportation Incidents. The 2002 goal Is
391.

ENviRONENnT:
Between 1999 end 2000, the spill rate for liquid pipelines was reduced from .0229
to .0131 tons per million ton-miles shipped by pipelines. The 2002 goal Is 0.0142 or

lower.I
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FY-2002 Budile

Hazardous Materials Safety Program: $21 million, 10 percent ($2 million) above
2001, to improve the safety of hazardous materials transportation, both domestic and
international. This funding will support regulatory outreach, training, enforcement, and
research programs to promote safe and efficient transportation of hazardous materials
and to address the increase in the number of hazardous materials Incidents that
occurred in 2000.
Emergency Preparedness Grants: $14 million, the same level of funding as 2001,
for the States to train hazardous materials responders and improve response plans.
The grants help to ensure that training isprovided to a larger segment of the
emergency response community.
Research and Technology: $5 million, the same !evel of funding in 2001, for RSPA's
research programs, primarily in strategic planning and management, human factors and
transportation infrastructure assurance, which will enable the Department to respond to
recent directives to enhance the protection of critical national transportation
infrastructure.
Emergency Transportation Program: $2 million, the same level of funding as in
2001, to provide operational oversight in civil emergency preparedness, response, and
recovery for transportation services across a large spectrum of crises. The request
supports the coordination oftransportation assistance to the victims of disasters and
enhances public safety and national security. This program includes the centralized
Crisis Management Center, which provides information to help make timely and
informed decisions on restoring the transportation infrastructure, and supports Federal,
State, and local emergency responders during dsasters.
Pipeline Safety: $54 million,
15 percent ($7 million) above 2001,
to support enhanced Federal
pipeline safety efforts. RSPA will:
(1) begin oversight and enforcement
of recently strengthened Federal
standards for the Integrity of
pipeline systems operation and
management; (2) assist
communities in protecting their
citizens from pipeline failures; (3)
expand and strengthen its
partnership with the States; and (4)
continue research and development
efforts.

Overview:

The Maritime Adm nstration (KAAD) has primary Federal responsibility

for ensuring the availability of effIcient water transportation service to shippers and
consumers. Programs operated by MARAD support education and training of merchant
mariners at the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy and 6 State maritime schools. In
addition, MARAD oversees the National Defense Reserve Fleet, Ready Resev Forc
and U.S. cargo preference compliance.

.~
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Performance:
NATIONALSECURITY.'
All vessels In the Ready Reserve Force (RRF)require licensed and unlicensed U.S.
merchant marines. The U.S. Merchant Marine Academy and theState maritime
schools directly support mariner availability by graduating qualified candidates for
the merchant marine. From 1999 to date, 100 percent of the mariners needed to
crew the sealift and commercial fleets have been available. The 2002 goal Is 100

percent.
Between 1997 and 2000, the percentage of Department of Defense (DOD) designated strategic ports for military use considered able to meet DOD readiness
requirements on 48-hour notice Increased from 60 percent to 93 percent. The 2002
to maintain 90 percent (or higher) readiness.
goal is
ENvIRONmENT:
As of December 2000, HS obsolete vessels In the National Defense Reserve Fleet
In 2001. By the end of
are designated for disposal, with plans for three disposals
2001, MARAD anticipates an Inventory of 15 ships. The 2002 goat Is to dispose of the
three vessels inthe poorest condition.
FY 2002 Budae
Operations and Training: $89 million, to support the U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy, State maritime schools, and MARAD operations. A total of $48 million Is
requested for the Merchant Marine Academy, Including $13 million for critical capital
modernization projects, $34 million Is requested for MARAD operations and $7 million Is
requested to support State maritime schools.

Admiisraio

Maritime Security: Vessels supported by this program are committed to carry military
cargo during war or national emergencies. To consolidate the management of like,
programs and achieve greater efficiencies, the budget proposes to transfer the Maritme
Security Program and its funding from the U.S. Department of Transportation to the
Department of Defense (DOD).
Title XI Loans: The budget includes $4 million to cover the costs of administering
loan guarantees for U.S. flag and export ship construction, and for shipyard
modernization. From 1994 through 1999, MARAD approved $4.7 billion of Title XI
financing for 405 vessels and 8 shipyard modernization projects. During 2000, Title XI
loan guarantee commitments were made for 21 vessels totaling over $800 million. The
budget proposes no new funding for subsidies, as carryover of $10 million Is projected
to be available In 2002.
Ready Reserve F3rce: The Ready Reserve Force (RRF)is managed by MARAD, but
funded in the DOD budget. The 2001 level for the RRFis $259 million. MARAD will
meet the DOD planned readiness level for the RRF with the $251 million requested by
DOD for 2002 activities,
Ship Disposal: MARAD is responsible for the -isposat of obsolete ships In the National
Defense Reserve Fleet and, In consultation with the Navy and Environmental Protection
Agencys MARAD is developing a new scrapping plan. With the proposed $10 million in
2002, MARAD expects to dispose of at least three ships.
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Performance:
MOBILITY:

Since 1978, the Office of the Secretary (OST) has successfully Implemented the
Essential Air Service (EAS)program. LA provides eligible communities reliable
access to the Nation's air transportation system, with no disruption In service If air
carriers choose to discontinue operations. The 2002 goal Is to ensure 3 round trip
flights per day, 6 days/week at 75 percent of the eligible communities
ECONOMIC
GRowTH:

In 1999, the agreements among 36 'open sies' countries and Canada covered
49 million passengers, Fiscal year 2000 saw "open skies, agreements Increased to
47 countries and Canada covering over S6 million passengers (preliminary data).
The 2002 goal is 59.7 million passengers covered in those international markets with
open skies aviation agreements.

FY 2002 Budgt
Salaries and Expenses: $69.5 million is requested to support a staff level of 450,
which Includes 12 additional staff and $2.8 million in the Office of General Counsel to
focus primarily on airline consumer rights protection, unfair competition Issues, and
alternative dispute resolution activities.
Airline consumer complaints to the Department have risen dramatically. From 1998 to
2000, the number of disability-related complaints against airlines rose more than
80 percent and customer service complaints increased 130 percent. DOT has made it a
priority to resolve or prosecute existing backlogged cases to ensure that the rights of
passengers are upheld. The budget will allow DOT to become more proactive in its
Investigations of carrier compliance with Federal consumer protection requirements.
Furthe, the additional employees are important for successful outreach efforts to
provide technical assistance to Individuals with disabilities under the Air Carrier Access
Act.
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Planning, Research, and Deveopnkwt: $5.2 milon Is requested for 2002,
Including $0.7 million and 6 additional staff for domestic and International aviation work.
The domestic airline Industry continues to undergo major changes. International
deregulation, which poses even more complex and controversial Issues, Is barely
underway. Common to all of the aviation Issues currently fadng DOT Is the need for
in-depth and Intensive analysis of practices, mergers, and International alliances. The
additional staff In 2002 will help build a song core of experienced analysts having
broad policy backgrounds and capable of using sophisticated analytical tools to meet
these challenges.
Office of Civil Rights: $8.5 million, to support Internal anl external dvil rights and
equal opportunity matters; support the Minority Serving Institutions student Internship
program; enforce Federal clN rights statutes; carry out special emphasis
commemoration, hiring, reporting and diversity programs; Implement executive orders;
Investigate EEOcomplaints, support the Disability source Center, support the Shared
Neutrals Alternative Dispute Resolution Program; and oversee and coordinate equity
programs throughout the Departnent.
Minority Business Resource Center (MBRC): $3.9 million is requested for MARC
activities. $0.9 million In Federal subsidy will fund an $18 million short-term loan
guarantee program to assist small, disadvantaged and women-owned transportation
related businesses; and $3 million will fund the MARC Outreach program, which
includes a clearinghouse for national dissemination of Information on transportationrelated projects and grants to minority educational Institutions.
Essential Air Servce: $50 million, of which $40 million Is lnancd through aviation
overflight fees and $10 million from FANs Airport Grant program. The budget proposes
modifying the program criteria for eligibility. Specifically, a community will not be
eligible for the subsidy Ifit is located fewer than 100 highway miles from the nearest
large or medium hub airport, or fewer than 70 highway miles from the nearest small
hub airport or fewer than 50 highway miles from the nearest airport providing
scheduled service with jet aircraft. This change will enable more effective use of
resources targeted to communities with the greatest need.

SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
The Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation (SLSVC) Isa wholly-owned
government corporation created to construct, operate and maintain that part of the
St. Lawrence Seaway between Montreal and Lake Erie, within the territorial limits of the
United States. The SLSOC coordinates its activities with its Canadian counterpart
particularly with respect to rules and regulations, the Tariff of Tolls, overall day-to-day
operations, traffic management, navigational aids, safety, environmental programs,
operating dates, and trade development Initiatives. The unique binational nature of the
Great Lakes St. Lawrence Seaway System requires 24-hour, year-round coordination
between the Seaway entities.
The 2002 budget proposal totals $13.345 million from the Harbor Maintenance Trust
Fund, which together with miscellaneous other non-Federal revenues, will finance
SLSOC's 2002 activities.
To ensure the availability and long-term reliability of the two U.S. Seaway locks and
related navigation facilities In the St. Lawrence ver, t SLSOC's
2002 goal Is
99 percent availability. In 2000, StSOC achieved 98.7 percent availability.

BUREAU OF TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
The 2002 budget request for the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (ETS) totals
$4 million. This Includes
a $4million direct appropriaton from the Airport and Airway
Trust Fund to replace funding for the Office of Aidine Information currently provided out
of Federal-Aid Highways. Italso includes $9million, to be funded within FMCSA's
administrative takedown, to Improve safety data. The remaining funds, $31 million
authorized in TEA-21 from Federal-Aid Highways, will support continuation of BTS major
programs:
* Collecting data on travel behavior, freight movement, motor carder
operations, and customer satisfaction.
* Imiroving data quality by reviewing DOT data programs, establishing data
collection standards and identifying best practices, ensuring the reliability of
data used for DOT performance measures, and advising other DOT modes on
statistical Issues and problems.
* Compiling, storing, and disseminating data through the Intermodal
Transportation Data Base, the National Transportation Ubrary the monthly
Transportation Indicators report, the annual National Transportation Statistics
report, and Geographic Information Science.
* Analyzing data on the economic and environmental impacts of
transportation, conducting focused studies of critical transportation issues and
emerging trends, developing measures for DOT's strategic goals, publishing the
Trans.porttion and Statistics Annual Report sponsoring the Journal of
Transportation and Statis@, and making statistical research grants.
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SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD
The 2002 budget proposal for the Surface Transportation Board (STB) totals
$18.5 million. The STB, established In 1996 by the ICC Termination Act of 1995, Is
responsible for the economic regulation of the rail industry and the transportation Of
commodities by pipeline other than oil and gas. The STB is also responsible for certain
non-licensing regulation of motor and water carriers.
The STB is charged with promoting substantive and procedural regulatory reform In
the economic regulation of surface transportation, and with providing an efficient and
effective forum for the resolution of disputes. During 2000, the STB initiated a
proceeding and rulemaking to comprehensively reexamine its rail merger policies and
rules Impacting major rail consolidations and the present and future structure of the
North American rail Industry. As a result of this rulemaking, the STB suspended all
major rail merger activity until June 2001 when the new rules are to be adopted. The
STB also concluded rulemakIngs streamlining or otherwise improving applicable
regulations and the regulatory process, handled several pending rail maximum rate and
pipeline complaints, Initiated oversight of the Illinois Central acquisition by the Canadian
National, continued oversight of the Union Pacific/Southern Pacific merger and rail
service In the Western United States and of the Conrail acquisition by CSX and Norfolk
Southern, conducted a review of various rail access and competition Issues, completed
action on several labor arbitration appeals, processed numerous other rail restructuring
cases, Issued decisions Inrail abandonment and rail line construction cases, and
completed action on a significant number of non-rail matters, including a number of
rate cases innon-contiguous domestic water trade. The STB has processed various
matters brought before it Ina way that has promoted private-sector negotiations and
resolutions, where appropriate, and has facilitated market-based activities In the public
interest.
In the performance of its functions, the STB seeks to resolve matters brought
before it fairly and expeditiously through use of its regulatory exemption authority,
streamlining of the decisional process, and consistent application of legal and equitable
principles. The STB continues to strive to develop, through ruilemakings and case
disposition, new and better ways to analyze unique and complex problems, to reach
fully justified decisions more quickly, and to reduce costs associated with regulatory
oversight.

TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE CENTER
The Transportation Administrative Service Center (TASC) provides administrative
services on a negotiated fee-for-service basis to the Department's operating
administrations and other government organizations.

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
The 2002 budget request for the Office of Inspector General totals $56.1 million.
This Includes a $50.6 million appropriation, $2million of reimbursable funding from FTA,
and $3.5 million of reimbursable funding from FHWA. This is an overall Increase of
$3.3 million above 2001 funding, mostly for mandatory pay Increases.
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.LARY
TABLE 2001-0¢
INCO ORANG f1E Z70%O8NER SCHEDULEINCREASE AND A LOCALrTYPAYMENT
OF 1023%
FOR THEILOCALITYPAY AREA OF WASHMGTO48LT3IORFI
C4D.VA.WV
INCLUDINGG
ST. MARY'S COUTY, NO)
(NMhiome 381%)
8-8ha.,Janm 2001

AlnveIRasny GradeOWd
Step

Gs-I

$15.701

$16.225

$16,747

$17,26

$17.79D

$18,098

$18.611

$19.132

$19,152

$19.642

2

$17.653

$18,72

$18.658

$19.152

$19.389

51.938

S20.508

$21,078

$21.48

22,.18

3

$19,262

$18.903

$20,545

$21.188

$21.828

$22M8

$22,111

$23,752

$24.394

$25.035

4

$21.623

$22.344

$23065

$23.785

$24.506

$25.227

$25848

S28A889

$27-,90

S28.111

5

$24.192

$24,99

$25.809

$26613

$27A20

$28227

$29,033

$29.840

0.647

$31454

8

$2.968

$27,864

$28.762

,2M.661

$L,56

$31,457

$32,328

133,254

7

$29.966

M$30,8

$31,93

$32,982

.33.961

53,.959

535.sm9

$3o.957 S

9

$33.187

$34,294

$35,.400

$36.507

$37.614

538.720

$39.827

$40,934

8

.5856

$37.877

S39.099

$40,320

$41.541

$42.783

$43,984

$46,205

$48,427

$47.648

10

$40.387

$41.713

43.059

544.405

S45.751

$47.097

$48.443

£49.789

$51.135

$52.481

IlI

44.352

$45082

S47,209

$48.787

50,265

S51.743

$53.221

554.6

Iso.178

$57.656

$ 4.928

$5,699

$58,470

$60,242

$62.013

$63,785

65-,2

$67,327

$9,099
$82.180

12

.53156

$34.15

$35 081

37.9

S38.954

$,58O41

$43,147

13

163.211

$55.319

567.427

S69.534

$71,642

$73,749

$75.57

$77.965

$80.072

14

$74.697

$77.187

$79.678

$2.168

184,658

27,.148

$89.838

92.128

s9.618

$97,108

15

187,844

$90,793

$.93722

$98,580

$102,509

$15,437

5108,366

$111.395

$114.224

96.651
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1--GSZRAL 8OZZ

(Effective or. the first day of the first applicable pay period
beginning on or after January 1, 2001)
10
GS-I
2
3
4
5
6
7
- 8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

$14,244
16,015
17,474
19,616
21,947
24,463
27,185
30,107
33,254
36,621
40,236
48,223
57,345
67,765
79,710

$14,719
16,395
18,056
20,270
22,679
25,278
28,091
31,111
34,362
37,842
41,577
49,830
59,257
70,024
82,367

$15,193
16,926
18,638
20,924
23,411
26,093
28,997
32,115
35,470
39,063
42,918
51,437
61,169
72,283
85,024

$15,664
17,375
19,220
21,578
24,143
26,908
29,903
33,119
36,578
40,284
44,259
53,044
63,081
74,542
.7,681

$16,139
$16,418
17,571
18,088
19,802
20,384
22,232
22,886
24,875
25,607
27,723
28,538
30,909
31,715
34,123 . 35,127
37,686
38,794
41,505
42,726
45,600
46,941
54,651
56,258
64,993
66,905
76,801
79,060
90,338
92,995

$16,884
18,605
20,966
23,540
26,339
29,353
32,E21
36,131
39,902
43,947
48,282
57,865
68,817
81,319
95,652

$17,356
19,122
21,548
24,194
27,071
30,168
33,527
37,135
41,010
45,168
49,623
59,472
70,729
83,578
98,309

$17,375
19,639
22,130
24,848
27,803
30,983
34,433
38,139
42,118
46,389
50,964
61,079
72,641
85,837
100,966

$17,819
20,156
22,712
25,502
28,535
31,1798
35,339
39,143
43,226
47,61'
52,305
62,686
74,553
88,096
103,623

(Effective on the first day of the first applicable pay period
beginning on or after January 1, 2001)

1
2
3
4
5
6
'7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

class
1

Class
2

Class
3

Class
4

Class
5

Class
6

Class
7

ClASS
8

Class
9

$79,710
82,101
84,564
87,101
89,714
92,406
95,178
98,033
100,974
103,623
103,623
103,623
103,623
103,623

$64,5188
66,526
68,521
70,577
72,694
74,875
77,121
79,435
81,818
84,273
86,801
89,405
92,087
94,850

$52,335
53,905
55,522
57,188
58,904
60,671
62,491
64, 2cC6,296
68.285
70,334
72,444
74,bI7
76,856

$42,407
43,679
44,990
46,339
47,729
49,161
50,636
52,155
53,720
55,332
56,991
58,701
60,462
62,276

$34,362
35,393
36,455
37,548
38,675
39,835
41,030
42,261
43,529
44,835
46,180
47,565
48,992
50,462

$30,719
31,641
32,590
33,567
34,575
35,612
36,680
37,780
38,914
40,081
41,284
42.522
43,798
45,112

$27,462
28,286
29,134
30,008
30,909
31,836
32,791
33,775
34,788
35,8132
36,907
38,014
39,154
40,329

$24,550
25,287
26,045
26,826
27,631
28,460
29,314
30,193
31,099
32,032
32,993
33,983
35,002
36,053

$21,947
22,605
'23,284
23,982
"24,702
25 ,443
26,206
26,992
27,802
28,636
29,495
30,380
31,291
32,230

Do

9
3

.
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5CUDUZA

TIcM
.URS

(Effective on the first day of the first applicable pay period
- beginning on or after January 1, 2001)
Schedule for the Office of the Under Secretary for Health
(38 U.S.C. 7306)*
Deputy Under Secretary for Health ......
.................. $135,370
Associate Deputy Under Secrettry for Health ....
............ .. 129,659 60*
Assistant Under Secretaries for Health .......
..............
125,837 ...

Medical Directors .......
Service Directors .......
Director, National Center
for Preventive Health ........

Minimum

Mai

................... .$107,365
......................
93,486

$121,683
116,102

................

79,710

116.102

.................... .$93,486
.................... ...
86,324
.........................
79,110
...................... ...
67,765
...................
57,345
......................
40,223
.................... ...
40,236

$116,102
110,017
103,623
88,096
14,553
62,686
52,305

Physician and Dentist Schedule
Director Grade ........
fxec~tive Grade .......
Chief Grade .........
Senior Grade ........
lntermediate Grade.........
Full Grade ...........
Associate Grade .......

Clinical Podiatrist and Optome:rist Schedule
Chief Grade ...........
Senior Grade...........
Intermediate Grade .........
Full Grade ...........
Associate Grade .......

......................
......................
...................
.......................
.................... ...

$79,710
67,765
57,345
48,223
40,236

$103,623
88,096
74,553
62,686
52,305

Physician Assistant and Expanded-Function
Dental Auxiliary Schedule ....
Director Grade........
..................... ...
Assistant Director Grade .......
................
Chief Grade ........
....................... .
Senior Grade ..........
......................
Intermediate Grade......
.......................
Full Grade ........
...........................
Asscciate Grade ..........
....................
Junior Grade ...........
......................

$79,710
67,765
57,345
48,223
40,236
33,254
28,616
24,463

$103,623
88,096
74,553
62,686
52,305
43,226
37,202
31,790

This schedule does not apply to the Assistant Under Secretary for Nursing Programs
or the Director of Nursing Services. Pay for these positions is set by the Under
Secretary for Health under 38 U.S.C. 7451.
Pursuant to section 7404(d) 41) of title 38, United States,Code, the rate of basic
pay payable to this employee is limited to the rate for level IV of the Executive
Schedule, which is $125,7100.
Pursuant to section 7404(d)(2) of title 38, United States Code, the rate of basic
pay payable to these employees is limited to the rate for level V of the Executive
Schedule, which is $117,600.
Pursuant to section 301(a) of public Law 102-40, these positions are paid
according to the Nurse Schedule in 38 U.S.C. 41071b) as in effect on August 14,

1990, with subsequent adjustments.
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SCHEDULE 4--SENIOR EXECUTIVz SERVICE

(Effective on the first day of the first applicable pay period
beginning on or after January 1, 2001)
ES-1
ES-2
ES-3
ES-4
ES-5
ES-6

.......
........
........
........
........
........

I. ..
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .

.
. .
.
. .
. .
. .

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .. . . .
. . . . . . .
. .
. . . . . . . . . .
I. . . . . . . . .
.. . . . . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

. . . $109,100
. .
114,200
. . 119,400
. . . 125,500
. . . 125,700
. ..1 125,700

SCHEDULE 5--EXECUTIVE SCHEDULE
(Effective on the first day of the first applicable pay period
beginning on or after January 1, 2001)
level
level
level
level
level

I . .
II . .
III...
IV . .
V . .

. . . . . . . . . I. . . . . . . . . . . . ..
. . I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
. . . . . . . I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SCHEDULE 6--VICE PRESIDENT AND MU

.
.
.
.
.

$161,200
145,100
133,700
125,700
117,600

RS OF CONGRESS

(Effective on the first day of the first applicable pay period
beginning on or after January 1, 2001)
Vice President ..........
........................ $186,300
145,100
Senators .....
..........................
Members of the House of Representatives..
145,100
...........
145,100
Delegates to the House of Representatives...
...........
145,100
Resident Commissioner from Puerto Rico ....
............
161,200
President pro tempore of the Senate ....
...............
Majority leader and minority leader of the Senate ......... 161,200
Majority leader and minority leader of the House
161,200
of Representatives ....
.. ..
.....................
Speaker of the House of Representatives ....
............
186,300
SCH DULE 7--JUDICIAL SALARIES

(Effective on the first day of the first applicable pay period
beginning on or after January 1, 2001)
Chief Justice of the United States ....
.............
Associate Justices of the Supreme Court ...
...........
Circuit Judges .........
.......................
District Judges .........
.......................
Judges of the Court of International Trade ..
.........

.. $186,300
... 178,300
... 153,900
... 145,100
... 145,100
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(PA= 3)

MLY CADT OR MIDSRIPMA

PAT

The rate of monthly cadet or midshipman pay authorized by section 203(c) of
title 37, United States Code, is $600.00.

Note:

As a result of the enactment of sections 602-604 of Public Law
105-85, the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year
1998, the Secretary of Defense now has the authority to adjust the
rates of basic allowances for subsistence and housing. Therefore,
these allowances are no longer adjusted by the President in
conjunction with the adjustment of basic pay for members of the
uniformed services. Accordingly, the tables of allowances
included in previous orders are not included here. ,
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OSULI 3--LOCALITT-SAE

COfILAAAIhTY PAVfhfl

(Effective on the lirst day of the first applicable pay period
beginning on or after January 1. 20011
E[ocalitv. Ppy Area'

LL

Boeton-Worcester-Lawrence.NA-l-MC-Ct-R
....
.
Chicago-Oary-Kenosha. IL-IN-MC .l.......
....
Cinin~mati-lall ton. OR-KY-IN ...........
...
Cleveland-Akrn, 00 ................
.. .
Columbus O
Dallon
or
X
....
.th
.........

8.066
12.13%
13.001
10.76%
9.17%
9.1%
.11

bnver-Bolder- reeley. CO ....
....... .
Denrolt-m Arbor-Flint. MI .............
rtord, T
. ....
.-..
.
.
Nfuutoe-Oalveeton-raoria, TX .............

11,50%
1.141
12.65%
16.001

Atlanta, GA

. ............

luotsville.At

-

-...

.-

-

-..
.

....

.

...

fodiacapole. IN ..
.
..
.
.7.
KansaI City, NO-KS ---------LOs Angelee-Rivernide-Oraoge County. CA ---Miami-Fort Lauderdale.FL . ..........
--.
NUzlusukee-Oaczne,WI-....
.....
.....
Nlnnepolis-.t. Paul.
.1..........10.30%
.4

S12%

894
.321
14.37%
11,00A
.

91%g

Wee York-Northern ewJersey Lone Illand, NY-aJ-C-PA . .
13'42%
Oriodo. FL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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GENERAL STATEMENT
Introduction
it is often said that knowledge Is power. The eternal quest for more and better
information has brought the world closer together and made it progressively more
prosperous, healthy, and safe. Ourjob at the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS)
Is to lead the search for information that will make transportation more efficient,
accessible, safe, and clean. This Is a challenging task, as each marginal Improvement
requires more Ingenuity and richer data than the last. For example, the next significant
transportation safety advances will likely result from education campaigns targeting the
highest risk populations. Knowing who to target and how to influence their behavior
requires extensive demographic and attitudinal data, some of which we are currently
gathering.
BTS' legislative mandate covers four key areas: 1) compiling, analyzing, and publishing
a comprehensive set of transportation statistics; 2) making statistics readily accessible;
3) implementing a long term data collection program; and 4) improving transportation
data and advancing its effective use in public and private sector decision making. Over
the first six years of our existence, we established ourselves by focusing mainly on the
first three areas. Now we are expanding our data quality and data analysis activities in fact, they are the priorities In our 2002 budget request.
2000 and 2001 Accomplishments
STS has made significant progress since last years Congressional budget submission.
The highlights:
" The Intermodal Transportation Data Base (ITOB), mandated by TEA-21. will soon be
available to DOT users through the intranet. Public access over the Intemet, with
additional tools for easily querying the database, will follow soon thereafter.
" The National Transportation Library (NTL), another mandated program, continues to
grow. Today, we provide indexed access to over 150,000 transportation research
documents and abstracts for another half million.
" We launched two new monthly reports to aid transportation policy officials, the
Transportation Indicators report and the Transportation Omnibus Survey report. The
Indicators report tracks key variables that Influence transportation decision making.
including indicators of the economic and social context for transportation as well as
many aspects of system use and performance. The Omnibus Survey polls 1.000

households about their travel behavior, satisfaction with the'transportation system,
and opinions and perceptions about important transportation issues.
We established an Office of Motor Carder Information to improve the completeness,
accuracy, and timeliness of Federally mandated trucking company financial and
operating statistics. We will soon offer a web-based data reporting option and our
new motor carrier statistics data base will greatly simplify economic and safety
analyses.
" We made our first transportation statistics research grants in 2000. We think that
the five funded projects will advance the science of applying statistical methods to
solve transportation problems. The grant program Is authorized in TEA-21.
" We are leading the modernization of Geographic Information Sciences (GIS)
programs In DOT. This Includes, among other things, enhancing the National
Transportation Atlas Database required by TEA-21 and developing spatial data
analysis and Internet mapping tools. The premise of our work is that the human eye
can detect patterns on maps that might otherwise be hidden In reams of numbers.
" We are transitionlng our alpine data from a mainframe to a mid-tier server, a onetime expense which will greatly reduce recurring data processing costs and expand
our analytical capabilities.
" We compiled the Changing Face of Transportation report, which examines the
evolution of the nation's transportation system over the pest 26 years and projects
the trends and choices we will face during the next quarter-century. The report
should be a useful reference for transportation policy officials for years to co,.ie.
The 2002 Request
This budget request Is the first In which BTS seeks an Increase above our $31 million
TEA-21 authorized level. The request, which totals $43.76 million, includes two major
new Initiatives: implementing the Safety Data Action Plan ($9 million, requested within
the Motor Carder Safety Obligation Limitation) and funding the Office of Airline
Information (OAI) from the Airport and Airways Trust Fund as authorized by AIR-21
($3.76 million).
Safety Data Action Plan
The Safety Data Action Plan was devised out of concern that without better information
about accidents and risk factors, our progress in improving transportation safety may
come to a standstill. From a series of four mode-specific workshops and a national
safety data conference came ten recommended safety data improvement projects
ranging from improving measures of actual transportation risk levels to better
understanding accident causes to making safety data more timely.
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In 2001, BTS is developing implementation plans for nine of the safety data
improvement projects (the tenth project is fast-tracking the ITDB, which Is already
underway). Our 2002 proposal would implement four of them, with a special focus on
improving date quality: Reengineer Safety Data Programs, Advance the Timeliness of
Safety Data, Develop Common Data on Accident Circumstances, and Improve Safety
Data Analysis. These projects, which will be carried out in cooperation with many other
DOT modes, will make DOT's safety programs more efficient and effective by facilitating
earlier, more targeted interventions to head off emerging safety problems.
In his confirmation hearing testimony, Secretary Mineta stressed the need for better
data to manage DOT programs - safety and otherwise. The lack of useful data has
been Identified in Inspector General and NTSB reports, as well as internal DOT reports,
such as the 1999 Dry Run Performance Report and the 2000 Hazardous Materials
Program Evaluation. Further, a recent Congressionally requested BTS review of four
randomly selected DOT data programs found three of them in need of reengineering or
complete overhaul due to poor data reliability.
OAI Funding
The Aviation Improvement and Reform Act for the 21 s Century (AIR-21) authorizes an
annual appropriation of $4 million from the Airport and Airways Trust Fund for OAI.
OA's operations are currently funded - along with the rust of BTS - from the Highway
Trust Fund. AIR-21 offers opportunities to fund OAI from a more appropriate source,
increase its base funding level by nearly $500 thousand, and focus more TEA-21
resources on surface transportation data collection and analysis.
The Secretary, Congress, the airline industry, many other Federal agencies, and
consumers rely on OAI's flight delay, airline service quality, and airline competition data.
With airway congestion worsening and a now round of aidine merger proposals on the
table, this data has perhaps never been more vital. The funding increase proposed
would be used to make OAI's data analysis more sophisticated.
Other Activities
In addition to the initiatives described above, BTS' first priority will be to meet its
legislative mandates. In doing so, our emphasis will be on three objectives: Improving
data quality, providing better data analysis for decision making, and filling data gaps.
Specifically, we will:
" Expand and improve mandated programs and reports, such as the ITDB, NTL,
National Transportation Atlas Database, and Transportation Statistics Annual
Report.
" Ensure the reliability of data used for DOT's GPRA performance measures and
develop measures for DOT's new strategic goals.

54
"

Issue data collection, processing, presentation, and interpretation guidelines for all of
DOT.

*

Build our staff of transportation experts, who will collaborate with statisticians on
focused studies of 'hot" transportation issues. We think that by looking more closely
at data, we will make discoveries that challenge conventional wisdom and lead to
better transportation policies. Our current efforts in this area are limited, but they
include applying control chart methods to highway safety data to detect and provide
advance warning of unusual patterns such as the Firestone tire problems.

" Fill gaps in transportation data that we identify in a far-reaching 'visioning" effort
taking place in 2001.
*

Continue and refine the Omnibus Survey and Indicators report, which are critical
tools for collecting new data and making it useful to decision makers.

Special Issues
As you review this budget submission, two things will likely leap out at you. The first is
the dramatic increase in BTS' obligation level from 2000 to 2001. The second is the
near-tripling of our FTE level from 2000 to 2002. These trends deserve explanation.
Obligation Spike
BTS obligated about $24.4 million in 2000 and plans to obligate $54.7 million in 2001,
including $23.7 million carried over from 2000. The reasons for this spike in obligations
are threefold. First, BTS carried over a $15 million unobligated balance from 1998 to
1999, the result of the delayed passage of TEA-21. Second, BTS' obligations are
"lumpy" by nature, because we sponsor two large surveys on concurrent five-year
cycles, the Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) and the American Travel Survey (ATS, now
part of the National Household Transportation Survey). Both surveys will begin in 2001,
at a combined cost of $10-17 million. Third, BTS is maturing as an agency. Some of
our major programs, such as the ITDB, NTL, Indicators report, Omnibus Survey, and
Motor Carrier data program, are just this year getting into full gear, with plans, staff, and
contract support in place.
FTE Growth
BTS' FTE level grows from 54 in 2000 to 155 in 2002. Much of this growth is related to
the maturation process mentioned above. We expect 2001 to be the first year in which
we utilize our entire $31 million TEA-21 authorization for recurring expenses, which is
necessary to fulfill our TEA-21 mandates and achieve our related strategic and
performance goals. It is no secret that developing, expanding, and improving programs
requires human resources.

Another important factor in the FTE increase is a substantial change to BTS' mix of civil
servants and contractors. The change was prompted by realizations that we 1) had
become overly reliant on contractors for the intellectual work of the agency and lacked
the capability to property manage many of our contracts, and 2) were using some
contractors in ways that verged on personal services. We will continue to use
contractors for information technology support, specialized technical expertise, and
certain routine functions, such as product distribution, mass mailings, and database
management. However, we think that civil servants, not contractors, should carry out
core agency functions on a day-to-day basis.
How This Submission Is Organized
We have chosen to arrange this budget submission largely around programs, rather
than organizational units. The reason is that most of our programs are not confined to a
single office; they span the agency, utilizing an array of talents and specialties. While
this creates some resource tracking challenges, we think it is an effective way to keep
staff motivated and accomplish our goals.
The programs are grouped into five categories along the lines of our Congressional
mandates: Data Collection; Data Quality; Compiling, Storing, and Disseminating Data;
Data Analysis; and Leadership and Support.
Conclusion
BTS is at an exciting place in its short history. We have established ourselves as the
clearinghouse for transportation data and research, and now we are poised to fulfill the
rest of our mandate by dosing critical data gaps, improving data quality across DOT,
and providing data analysis to assist policy officials. Our efforts will surely contribute to
meeting DOT's outcome goals by making DOT programs smarter and more costeffective.

March 27, 2001
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Survey Programs
$1,889,202
1 2.71

$17,135,610
2.8

$689,700
3.9

Objectives
BTS' Survey Programs collect information on the quantity and characteristics of commodity and
passenger movements between and within regions, States, and metropolitan areas of the United
States as well as the domestic movement of foreign trade and foreign visitors on the Nation's
transportation systems. BTS also collects information on travel behavior and user satisfaction
with the Nation's transportation systems.
FY 2001 Anticipated Accomplishments
* Conduct the National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) in cooperation with FHWA. The
NHTS combines two surveys, the Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey (NPTS) and
the American Travel Survey (ATS), both last conducted in 1995. The NHTS will provide
data on daily and long-distance travel by American households. This data will be used in a
variety of ways, from analyzing long-term trends in travel behavior and the impacts of policy
and safety initiatives to assisting state and local planning organizations in developing travel
demand forecasts.
* Design the 2002 Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) and sign an Interagency Agreement with
the Census Bureau for data collection. DOT, other Federal agencies, State DOTs,
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs), and the private sector use CFS data to help
guide policy decisions, assess infrastructure investment needs, better understand and project
economic growth, and guide individual business decisions.
* Continue the monthly Omnibus Household Survey and launch the Omnibus Establishment
Survey. The Household Survey, which started in August 2000, gathers data from 1,000
households about travel behavior, perceptions of transportation policies, and satisfaction with
DOT services and the transportation system. The Establishment Survey will ask similar
questions of businesses. Other DOT modes can add questions to these surveys on a
reimbursable basis and the results are posted on the BTS web site.
# Conduct the Highway User Survey (National Quality Initiative), as directed by Congress.
+ Initiate a bicycle/pedestrian data collection program to fill gaps identified in a 2000 BTS
report, Bicycle and PedestrianData: Sources, Needs, and Gaps. The highest priority gaps,
according to transportation planners and researchers, are usage, trip, and user characteristics
and crash and safety data.
Data Collection
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*

Collect data on recreational boating activity, which wilI allow DOT to measure boating
fatality and accident rates, not just raw counts. Only with rates can we accurately gauge
boating safety changes from year to year.
# Develop measures of customer satisfaction to support DOT's Organizational Excellence
strategic goal.
FY2002 Activities
* Complete data collection for the NHTS. Perform processing, using improved statistical
techniques for estimation. Conduct methodological studies to improve future data collection.
Begin data analysis.
* Continue CFS planning and development and begin data collection.
# Continue the Omnibus Household and Establishment Surveys, and expand the analysis of
survey results.
# Continue collecting data and develop1etter methods to measure customer satisfaction in
support of DOT's Organizational Excellence strategic goal.
# Begin data collection to fill gaps identified in BTS' Vision for Transportation Data report.

Data Collection
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Motor Carrier Information
*

22,81

$1,039,473

$796,832

1.32.5

5.0

Objectives
The Motor Carrier Information program manages the Congressionally mandated financial and
operating statistics (F&OS) data collection program and develops motor carrier information for
users and potential users. Data are collected quarterly and annually from trucking and bus
companies. The information collected is available to users. From these data, BTS has created an
analytical database that will be part of the Intermodal Transportation Data Base (ITDB).

FY 2001 Anticipated Accomplishments
* Increase the comprehensiveness of the F&OS database by encouraging several hundred more
trucking companies to file annual and quarterly reports.
* Improve the completeness and accuracy of the F&OS data by implementing stricter
quality-control and edit-check procedures.
* Enhance the relevance and utility of the data by developing quarterly "trucking
indicators" performance measures for use on the BTS web site.
# Implement web-enablement so users can download current-year individual-carrier
data and report filers can input their data into the F&OS analytical data base via the
Internet.
* Develop F&OS analytical research products, such as benchmark statistics for segments of the
trucking industry and examinations of truck and bus industry financial conditions and
operating measures.

FY 2002 Activities
* Collect over 2,000 annual reports and 8,000 quarterly reports from trucking companies and
21 annual reports from bus companies.

Data Collection
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* Increase
the number of companies filing reports and monitor and document the companies
that should be but are not yet filing F&OS reports.

* Expand the scope of research reports and explanatory materials on the trucking
and bus industries.
# Continue outreach efforts to users and potential users by sponsoring special F&OS Data User
Conferences (FOSDUC), sessions for non-filers needing information on the data collection
program, and projects with other agencies.
* Create stronger F&OS data research partnerships with trucking and bus associations,
academics, and other "data stakeholders."

Data CollecUon
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Office of Airline Information

*

$3.842.6W4

.$4,73,7W

$3,760,000

17.0
21.0
"2000 includes a $900,000 one-time cost related to the closing of the TASC Computer Center. 2001
includes a $550.000 one-time cost for transitioning aviation data bases from a mainframe to a mid-er
server.
14.1

Objectives
The Office of Airline Information (OAI) manages BTS' aviation information program through
the collection, processing, and dissemination of individual air carrier (airline) financial and
operating data. OAT's mission is to provide Congress, DOT, and several other Federal agencies
with uniform and comprehensive aviation data that are accurate, timely, and relevant for use in
making aviation policy and administering programs. Other customers served by OAI include
State and local governments, universities, the aviation industry, and consumers.
The Aviation Improvement and Reform Act for the 2i' Century (AIR-21) authorizes a $4
million annual appropriation for OAI from the Airport and Airways Trust Fund. This is the most
appropriate funding source for OA and would mean increased base resources, which are needed
to effectively respond to growing demands for data and analysis about airway congestion, flight
delay, and airline competition issues.
FY 2001 Anticipated Accomplishments
* Complete the migration of the aviation databases from a mainframe to a mid-tier operating
environment. This is a significant one-time expense that will pay for itself quicdy through
reduced data processing costs and better data analysis capability.
* Issue a notice of proposed rulemaking to eliminate data gaps within current aviation
databases and increase uniformity of reported statistics, thereby facilitating data analysis
within the air transportation industry.
* Complete, jointly with the Office of the Secretary, an action plan to guide the modernization
of aviation data collection, processing, and dissemination.
* Implement a Professional Development Plan that enables the staff to maintain and/or develop
the skill levels that are critical to providing uniform and reliable aviation data in a changing
technological environment.
* Double our Alaska Field Office staff from one to two. Data collected by this office is used to
set mail rates, among other things. The existing staffer must travel extensively and is often
unavailable to respond to information requests.
Data Collection
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FY 2002 Activities
* Collect, process, and disseminate air
carrier financial, market/traffic, and customer service
data.
* Initiate web-based aviation data collection and dissemination.
* Prepare aviation data modernization rulemakings.
* Build an analytical capability so that we can go "beneath the surface" of the data to spot
emerging trends and provide better information to policy officials. This is critical to
supporting Secretary Mineta's efforts to reduce airway congestion.

Data Collection
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Data Gaps Programs
$70,488
0.6

$612,188
6.5

$944,376
9.5

Objectives
BTS is charged in its legislation with identifying gaps in transportation data, and collecting
appropriate data not gathered by others. Collecting data can be expensive and intrusive, but at
the same time good data are needed to make informed decisions. Many shortfalls have been
highlighted over the years, for example:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
•

Productivity in various parts of the transportation sector
Travel times, costs, and reliability
Variables influencing travel behavior
Variables that influence global competitiveness
Cross-modal estimates of safety risk
Comprehensive indicators of the condition ofthe transportation system
Measures of transportation capital stocks
Throughput at intermodal terminals

We have begun the process of identifying gaps with several "visioning" sessions, including one
with the Advisory Council on Transportation Statistics (ACTS), to help identify current needs as
well as future issues. We also have outreach sessions planned with Wall Street analysts and the
media, to help develop key indicators.

FY 2001 Anticipated Accomplishments
*

Launch a major research and outreach effort to craft a detailed vision for the long-term data
collection program called for in our legislation. We plan to hear from other DOT modes,
Congress, States and MPOs, industry, interest groups, academics, and others.
* Provide staff support to write Safety Data Action Plan project implementation plans.

FY 2002 Activities
* Publish the Vision for Transportation Statistics report and begin implementation activities.
Date Collection
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* Provide staff support to implement Safety Data Action Plan projects.

Data Collection
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Data Improvement Programs
i

II

$964,162
6.7

$2,074,013
16.9

I

$2,944,725
25.1

Objectives
Dam improvement is a continuous process, and is one of BTS' highest priorities. Congress has
entire DOT is
data collected and reported by the
given BTS the responsibility.to ensure that all
accurate, reliable, relevant and in a form that permits systematic analysis. We have a special
mandate to review and report to the DOT Secretary on the sources and reliability of the statistics
proposed under OPRA to measure outputs and outcomes.
BTS made a major contribution to DOT's first OPRA performance report We coordinated the
development of source and accuracy statements for DOT data systems, and included uncertainty
statements for ever' measure. Our statitical analyses went beyond those done by any other
federal agency. Congressional reviewers singled out the reportas a model for other agencies.
Altogether, BTS has agreed to perform quality reviews of about 70 major DOT data bases, most
of thm related to the DOT Performance Plan or the Safety Data Action plan These include dam

bases related to hazardous materials, motor carrier safety, rnnny incursions, grad crossing

safety, highway performance monitoring, seat belt usage, and recreational boating accidents.
BTS'independence as a sistical agency and its extensive statistical expertise provide a degree
of credibility and depth that agencies are not likely to be able to achieve on their own. The aim
is not perfect data (which cannot be achieved) but a reasonable level of confidence in the data
and transparency of the data collection and processing-essentially the same attributes that are
souht in academic and professional research. The results ofdata quality reviews can ofie
some assurance that dam programs are sound
BTS also supports the other DOT operating administrations and OST offices in their statistical
week by running a free consulting program We have many specialized competencies that can
help in data collection and analysis. Over the last two years, consulting projects have included:
" Analysis of cadaver injuries in NHTSA cash tests
* Survey design to help MAA measure the pool of trained mariners available for

nationalm
" Analysis of contuibutory ftn in airline flight delays for FAA
* Design ofstudies todiscover whether enforcement agents use illegal forms of racial
profiling for airport baggage inspection, highway stops, and border crossings.

Dat Quality
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FY 2001 Anticipated Accomplishments
* Review all major DOT safety-related data bases as a prerequisite to implementing the Safety
Data Action Plan's data system reengineering project.
* Pursuant to a March 2000 DOT program evaluation, complete a quality review of hazardous
materials data bases in RSPA, NHTSA, FAA, and other DOT modes and lead an effort to fix
data problems, fill data gaps, and better understand root causes of hazmat incidents.
* Further develop our Guide to Good SaisticalPractice,a handbook for data program
managers and analysts. It contains guidance on documenting data quality, determining the
type and amount oferror in the data, and analyzing and presenting data. The draft is
available on the W1S web site, and it will be expanded to cover other aspects of data
collection, processing. presentation and interpretation.
* Ensure the reliability of data used for DOT's 2002 Performance Plan/2000 Performance
Report

FY 2002 ActivIties
Continue data quality reviews.
Continue work to identify and resolve hazmat data problems.
Provide statistical consulting services to other DOT modes and OST offices.
Ensure the reliability of data used for DOT's 2003 Performance Plan/2001 Performance
Report
* Provide staff to implement the Safety Data Action Plan projects.
*
*
*
*

Data Quality
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Safety Data Action Plan
$0

0.0

$2,664.000

[2.61 21

$9,000,000 11

rw

request within the Mfotor Carrier Safety (Operations and Research) Limitation on
11Fud arem
2 FTE are non-add. Staff support for this project Isdrawn from the Data Gaps and Data Imyrovement
programs. Funding is for contract support outreach actities, and other non-personnel costs,

Objectives
The origin of the Safety Data Action Plan (SDAP) is a 1999 DOT Safety Conference, which
recommended the creation of a task force to address critical shortcomings in DOT's safety data.
These shortcomings have since been cited by Secretary Mineta, the DOT Inspector General, the
National Transportation Safety Board, and internal DOT program evaluations.
Working with the task force, BTS sponsored four mode-specific workshops and a national safety
data conference to hear from a broad array of stakeholders. The resulting SDAP recommends 10
safety data improvement projects. We are requesting one-time funds to implement the four
highest priority projects in 2002: 1) Reengineer DOT safety data programs; 2)Advance the
timeliness of safety data; 3) Develop common data on accident circumstances; and 4) Expand,
improve and coordinate safety data analysis.
Safety is the top priority of the Department of Transportation, a point recently underscored by
Secretary Mineta in his confirmation hearing. During the last decade, DOT has reduced accident
rates in every major category of transportation. The tools used to achieve this success were
broad educational campaigns (drunk driving, scatbelt use, truck no-zones), widespread
implementation of new technology (better black boxes in aircraft, airbags, weather satellite
reports), and national enforcement initiatives (hazardous spill reporting, zero-tolerance policies
on drugs and alcohol, aggressive accident investigation, and appropriate prosecution).
The strategies listed above are analogous to the nationwide inoculation and fluoridation
programs used in public health, in that they are essential, but better-focused efforts can reap
major additional benefits. For DOT to achieve the next level of safety improvement, new tools
are needed that focus very specifically upon the causes and circumstances of accidents, in the
same way that modem public health researchers have gone beyond national vaccination
programs by sifting medical data to find risk factors. Success requires the analysis of highquality accident data to identify patterns that might be addressed by technology, new legislation,
or other interventions.
Data Quality
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Lack of timeliness and comparability and problems with data quality are found in safety data
programs throughout the Department. The Secretary's 1999 National Transportation Safety
Conference identified better data collection and reporting across all jurisdictions as one of the top
priorities to improve safety. More recently, the Deputy Inspector General testified that data
quality problems are hindering the Department's ability to achieve its safety strategic goals.

FY 2001 Anticipated Accomplishments
* Develop implementation plans for nine of the ten SDAP projects. The odd project out is
Link safety data with other data, which we are aggressively pursuing already through the
Intermodal Transportation Data Base program. In the event of resource or time constraints,
we will of course focus on the four projects that we propose to implement in 2002.

FY 2002 Activities
Here are descriptions of the four proposed projects:
Reengineer DOT data programs.
The Problem: The Department of Transportation maintains in excess of 40 programs that
capture either safety data or crucial related information, such as measures of exposure. But a
recent data quality review requested by Congress suggests that quality improvements can be
made that will better serve the DOT mission.
What we need: The first step in improving our data programs will be a data quality audit. The
Bureau of Transportation Statistics intends to perform a full quality audit of all major safety data
systems in FY 20(1 . This audit will b ! done in two stages: the first stage will identify broad
quality issues for each program, and the ;econd stage will produce a detailed report describing
problems and potential remedies. For FY 2002, BTS proposes funding to begin implementing
these remedies.
Following this initial assessment of major data collection systems, areas for possible process
improvement activities will be identified, working closely with the modal data collection
organizations and data suppliers. Process improvements then will be developed and
implemented. There will be periodic review of data collection to keep the process flexible and
up-to-date and to ensure quality.
Benefits: Unless we have reliable and accurate data, we will be basing program decisions on a
misguided understanding of the transportation system and its operating environment. With
improved data, DOT's safety programs will become not only more effective, but more costeffective as well. As DOT more accurately focuses its inspection, education, regulatory,
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investment, and research efforts, both the numbers of fatalities and injuries and the costs for
prevention will decline.
Workplan: Based on the Congressionally.mandated audit, BTS assumes that about three out of
four ofthe Department's safety databases will require modifications, with one in four needing to
be substantially reengineered. These changes involve revising software and improving quality
control, reworking data reporting forms, training data reporters, and gathering data user input.
Budget Request: $3,000,000
Advance Ike dmelness of safety data
The problem: Much of our safety data are reported only on an annual basis, and for most of our
safety data there are reporting lags ofup to several months after the accident or end of reporting
period. When we reported safety results in our first DOT Performance Report to Congress, we
could not provide complete data for many of the measures three months after the end of the year.
A senior DOT official characterized this situation as like "light from a distant star-it may have
been extinguished long ago by the time we see it." This is not adequate for managing and
redirecting our programs throughout the year, and it is not adequate for reporting performance
against our goals.
What we need: We should have safety data on a monthly basis at least, and with no more than a
30-day lag. To achieve this, we will need to reexamine our processes for collecting the data, and
explore options for alternative data collection where the processes cannot be changed easily.
The solutions may involve new technology or different operating procedures. In any event, we
will need to be very aware of how incentives act on the behavior of thowe who report or collect
the data.
Benefits: More timely data will allow us to identify trends earlier, and tae corrective actions
earlier. This could mean program design changes or reallocation of resources, but the effect
would be fewer deaths, injuries and accidents. More timely data will also provide greater
credibility in our performance reporting, helping to underpin the department's budget requests.
Workplan: In 2001, develop plans to improve the reporting frequency of five databases that
support DOT performance measures from annually or quarterly to monthly.
In 2002, implement timeliness improvement plans for the databases evaluated in FY 2001 and
evaluate five additional databases. Implementation would typically involve some combination of
new data collection, automation of existing data collection, and increased analytical support to
process data collected.
Budget Request: S2,500,000
Data Quality
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Devlop common data on accident circunstanca
The problem: Over time, each mode has developed its own taxonomy for describing the
circumstances surrounding accidents. In fact, much of the focus has been on defining "causes"
of accidents and developing "causal" data. However, determining the cause of an accident
involves a subjective judgment, and often leads to a statement such as "operator error"-which
by itselfdoes not offer much for the data analyst to understand the underlying causes of
accidents so they can be prevented. Perhaps more important is a description of the chain of
events and the operating environment, including characteristics of the operator, the vehicle, the
weather, and the system. But there is no consistency in collecting such data across modes. This
inconsistency inhibits the sharing of information (such as in the area of human factors or the
effects of weather), and fails to take advantage of advances in different modes. Event recorders,
for example, are used in aviation extensively, but are not widely used in other modes. Extending
the use of event recorders is one of NTSB's ten most wanted safety improvements in
transportation.
What we need: We should be taking advantage of technology like event recorders, and of
research on classifying accident circumstances. We need data which will help identify the causal
chain for individual accident investigations, and which will be useful also in analyzing data
statistically across a wide variety of accidents--even in different modes.
First, we will need to identify and evaluate the range of taxonomies across modes (and look at
failure mechanisms in other areas like occupational safety, nuclear safety, etc. for ideas). We
also need to evaluate the range of technologies already available. Then we will need to develop
a common framework for thinking about transportation accidents.
Benefits: Common data on accident circumstances would allow easy sharing of research
findings, and could improve most modes' data and understanding of Accidents. Expanded use of
event recording technology, in particular, could provide a wealth of data to help isolate important
factors that could be addressed through targeted government or private sector intervention. We
could expect greater visibility ofaccident circumstances, and thus more cost-effective actions to
prevent or mitigate accidents.
Workplan: In FY 2001, assess the current knowledge ofaccident circumstances across modes,
assist ongoing modal event recorder research, and explore other means of capturing more
detailed accident circumstance data in all modes.
In FY 2002, conduct field tests of promising accident circumstance data collection methods.
These field tests may involve event recording technology, post-accident interviews, and forensic
investigations. Also, begin making database changes necessary to organize and analyze the new
data being collected.
Budget Request: $2,500,000
Data Quality
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Expand, improve and coordinatesafety dataanalysis
The problem: The purpose of collecting data is to understand the causes and circumstances of
transportation-related deaths and injuries, and then to help reduce deaths and injuries. But data
analysis methods and skills vary widely, and there is no good forum for sharing research findings
or best practices in this area. Also, after two decades ofdecline, the level ofresources for
analysis/evaluation is widely believed to be too low. As a result of these shortcomings, the
effectiveness of our analyses is limited, which in turn limits the effectiveness of our programs.
What we need: We need a sophisticated and coordinated analysis capability to help guide our
transportation safety programs. To achieve this, we should benchmark other agencies, and
evaluate the variety of modal approaches to data analysis. We need to develop aplan for
building the department's analytical capability, and create a mechanism for sharing best practices
and research results.
Benefits: Good analysis underpins virtually every successful program. It can help identify
transportation problems, as well as help develop policy options, interpret performance, and
assess program effectiveness. Using the data will also drive improvements to the dataWorkplan: In FY 2001, assess each mode's data analysis capability and develop a plan for
improving data analysis in the Department, including analysis standards.
In FY 2002, implement safety data analysis improvements. Likely improvements are the
development of a training curriculum for safety data analysts and building mechanisms for data
analysts to share best practices. BTS will use its base resources to create a safety data analysis
"strike force" to provide specialized expertise to all of DOT.
Budget Request: S1,000,000
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Intermodal Transportation Data Base
$22463
0.44.1

$2,171,013

$3,194,669
8.1

Objectives
The Intermodal Transportation Data Base (ITDB)is a network-based portal to the wealth of
transportition-related data collected by DOT as well as others outside DOT. The aim is one-s
shWfizn for transportation data, and ultimately--in conjunction with the National
Transportation Library (NTL)-one-stop shopping for all of the information needed to carry out
transportation research. The premise is fairly simple: By reducing the overall amount of time
needed for data gathering, more time is available for analysis; and by providing easy linkages
across data sets, we can facilitate new insights. Having all of the data in one place also provides
side benefits (and challenges). It potentially exposes discrepancies in definitions, differences in
schemes, and dat gapps--offering new opportunities for improving data quality, comparability
and coverage. It also provides an opportunity to more easily develop standards for presentation
and documentation, to make transportation data more usable.
TEA.21 guides our development of "... a data base [that] must be suitable for analyses carried
out by the Federal government, the States, and Metropolitan Planning Organizations." The
most prominent feature of ITDB will the scope of its data-we are aiming to include all of the
major data sets within DOT, as well as a variety of demographic, economic, and social data, to
enable wide-ranging analyses. The ITDB also will contain powerful web-based tools to look at
the data, including the ability to construct tables, graphics, and maps. Various means of
accessing the data will be available, including both the Internet and Intranet.

FY 2001 Anticipated Accomplishments
* Deploy a first version of ITDB through the Internet by Spring 2001, adding databases and
querying tools, plus various display options by the end of the fiscal year. The Spring release
will present approximately 40 transportation-related databases, over 20 geo-spatial databases,
and an interim portal service that directs users to web sites for downloading databases not yet
incorporated into the ITDB database framework.
* Launch ITDB on the departmental Intranet, with additional tools for easily querying
databases, since the client-server environment is better supported than Internet applications.
* Conduct extensive user testing and obtain feedback on usability, database coverage, desired
tools and specific applications. Incorporate recommendations, as relevant and applicable.
Compiling, Storing, and Disseminating Data
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FY 2002 Activities

* Add data sets based on a priority list. Top priority data sets are those that help fulfill BTS'

#

*
*
*

Congressional mandates, followed by those used in performance-based reporting (e.g.,
GPRA), followed by safety-related data sets not otherwise included, others used in BTS
publicadons etc.
Expand the functionality of ITDB-lntemet by introducing new database query tools, tabular
and graphical display capabilities, and mapping tools for geo-spatial data applications. Keep
pace with emerging tools for web-based applications; identify and implement/customized
state-of-the-art tools for tabular and graphical display of data.
Provide additional database modeling capabilities that facilitate cross-database activities for
analytical users and more casual users.
Provide additional interface possibilities that enhance usability for the general public and
others less facile with database manipulation. Improve usability through the use of
technologies such as natral-languagequerying.
Provide additional interface possibilities to accommodate the expected growth in wireless
communication and hand-held computers.
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National Transportation Library
r

$"61,263

1.0

$2,382,138

4.5

$2,792,983

7.0

Objectives
Good access to the right information increases the rate of technology implementation, saves
money by helping organizations avoid duplication of effort, and makes for more informed
decision-making. The National Transportation Library (NTL), charged with facilitating access to
transportation-related information needed by decision-makers at the Federal, State, and local
levels, partners with other organizations and agencies to ensure timely access to the information
that supports the Nation's transportation research programs, operations, and investments.
The NTL is committed to developing and applying new tools for organizing the transportation
community's information on the World Wide Web. Along with the Transportation Research
Board (TRB), the NTL makes the Transportation Research Information Service (TRIS) database
available to the public at no cost. TRIS-Online contains over 500,000 bibliographic records,
2,200 links to full-text documents, 100,000 links to corporate authors, and over 5,000 links for
direct orders.
NTL also responds to more than 2,000 online reference questions each month and maintains the
Department of Transportation's search engine (called DOTBOT), which fields over 25,000
queries daily.

FY 2001 Anticipated Accomplishments
* Integrate the NTL digital collection (full-text documents with NTL addresses) and TRISOnline to increase the number of full-text documents linked to TRIS-Online.
* Expand DOTBOT to search for transportation-related materials on other Federal agency web.
sites (Environment, Agriculture, Interior, Energy, etc.).
# Add the TRB Research-in-Progress database to TRIS-Online.
* Add 10,000 NTIS reports to the NTL digital collection.
# Create a "union catalog" for the 23 DOT libraries and document collections.
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FY 2002 Activities
#

Increase the number of fuil-text links in TRIS-Online to 10,000
# Create links to 75% of the electronic documents on the DOT website.
* Expand the "union catalog" to include bibliographic catalogs from the major U.S. universitybased transportation libraries (Northwestern, UC-Berkeley).
# Access foreign research documents from the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development's (OECD's) International Transportation Research Database.
* Scan the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials' (AASHTO's)
historic documents to make them available electronically.
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Outreach and Communications

-

III

$4,103,753
7.3

II

II

$4.604,615
11.1

$3,779,006
14.8

Objectives
The Outreach and Communications program encompasses a number of functions related to the
dissemination of BTS information to stakeholders and the general public. These include
operation of the BTS web site and Statistical Information Line; editing, layout, and printing of
BTS reports; distribution of BTS products; and Congressional, intergovemmental, media, and
customer relations. Outreach and Communications staff also organize BTS conferences and
outreach sessions for a variety of purposes and manage BTS' partnerships with statistical and
transportation organizations. As BTS' front line link to the outside world, the Outreach and
Communications program contributes to achieving our strategic goal of providing relevant
information to transportation decision makers.

FY 2001 Anticipated Accomplishments
* Finalize refurbishment of the BTS web site. A new contractor was hired to clean out defunct
and broken links and improve the content, appearance, and navigability of the site.
* Working with BTS survey statisticians, develop and implement a comprehensive BTS
customer satisfaction survey program. This program will not duplicate efforts of the broader
Omnibus survey and will provide information to help guide BTS' decisions on the type of
data to offer customers.
* Develop and implement web-based interface allowing BTS staff to generate product
distribution reports and update the web-based catalog. This innovation will reduce contractor
labor hours to generate ad-hoc reports and make additions/changes to the web-based product
catalog.
* Pursue an aggressive public affairs plan to disseminate BTS information more widely to the
public. Our recent release of airline holiday travel statistics gained national recognition, as
has our Transportation Fact of the Day, which is routinely used in USA Today. We have
instituted a monthly media blitz on BTS' Transportation Indicators and our data products
have been featured in US News & World Report, the Chicago Tribune and the Chicago Sun
Times.
* Work with the Transportation Analysis staff to develop a more user-friendly format for the
Transportation Statistics Annual Report.
Compiling, Storing, and Diasominating Data
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#

brt

Sponsor a national safety data conference to update stakeholders on progress made and
gather input for our future activities in this area.
* Eater a two-year Transportation Research Board sponsorship, giving BTS access to a wealth
of transportation expertise to assist with our work.
* Edit, layout, and print all BTS publications, including the Transportation atticss Annual
Report, the National TransportalionStatistics report, and the North American Transportation
in figures report.

FY 2002 Activities
* Support BTS programs by helping them to gather stakeholder input to improve their
products; transforming their statistical and analytical work in to attractive, readable
publications; and disseminating their findings to those who can put them to use in making
transportation better.
* Operate the BTS web site and Statistical Information Line.
* Reduce product distribution costs by expanding web access to publications, streamlining
operations, and using print-on-demand technology.
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Geographic Information Science

$81IIIIIIS72,477 $4746,813
1.0
5.2

$2.148.126
7.0

Objectives
Geographic Information Science (GIS) offers powerful tools to help visualize, analyze and
present spatial data. It puts data on a map, where the human eye can often detect patterns that
might otherwise be hidden in the date. By linking disparate data sources, highway projects and
grant funding can be mapped into Congressional districts, airports can be screened for a variety
of criteria to determine eligibility for special tax treatment, transportation systems can be
associated with household income distributions, and noise contours can be drawn around railroad
crossings or airports to measure population exposures.
BTS is the lead administration in DOT for geographic information, and represents DOT in the
Federal Geographic Data Committee chaired by the Secretary of the Interior. We create,
maintain and distribute geospatial data through the National Transportation Atlas Data Base
(NTAD) program, outlined in TEA-21 legislation. These data include the National Highway
Planning network, a national rail network, public use airports and runways, and Amtrak stations.
The NTAD program distributes transportation geodata and a number of geographic reference
files including state, county, Congressional district, and Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA)
boundaries.
GIS is a rapidly growing field. To coordinate the development ofdata, standards and tools
within DOT, BTS created and chairs a Geographic Information working group. We are also
partnering with other federal agencies to share geospatial data over the Internet. And GIS will be
built into the design of the Intermodal Transportation Data Base to provide dynamic mapping of
statistical information over the web. BTS can help others with mapping, spatial analyses,
building Internet mapping applications, and building other GIS tools and applications.
FY 2001 Anticipated Accomplishments
Implement a major GIS Modernization Plan in DOT, which includes: 1) adding layers for
land use, waterways, transit, intelligent transportation systems, and the national highway
network to the NTAD and the National Spatial Data Infrastructure; 2) improve the accuracy,
completeness, and consistency of all DOT spatial data sets; and 3) develop software
applications to enable better spatial data presentation and analysis.
Compiling, Storing, and Dlssemlnating Data
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* Continue to improve, expand, and disseminate geospatial data through the NTAD program.
# Develop methods for the use of airport noise contour spatial data and analysis of affected
areas and population.
# Establish cooperative agreements with other Federal Agencies and private industry to acquire
and improve geospatial data for a complete road network including Federal Lands.
* Develop methods for the use of airport noise contour spatial data and analysis of affected
areas and population* Establish cooperative agreements with other Federal Agencies to acquire and improve
geospatial data for a complete road network including Federal Lands.
* Establish public-private partnerships to improve transportation geospatial data, for example,
to create an improved Intermodal terminals data set.
* Work more closely with MARAD and the USCO to add geospatial capabilities to the Marine
Transportation System.
# Develop GIS applications to assist in the analysis of topics such as urban sprawl and asset
management.
* Through the Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) Ground Transportation
Subcommittee, develop a Transportation Content Standard for the transportation layer of the
National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI).
* Continue working with various Federal, State, and local governments and other organizations
through the OMB Information Initiative.
# Develop interoperable Internet mapping applications whereby DOT geospatial data is served
through other Federal Agency Intemet mapping applications and their geospatial data is
served through the BTS Internet mapping application(s).
* Working with BTS statisticians, improve the use of geographic information systems to better
understand and quantify travel behavior.
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International Programs
$835,869
1.4

$661,760
2.0

$771,418
2.0

ObjectIves
The U.S. is a trading nation. Trade provides intrinsic economic benefits and a better quality of
life overall, but it also raists issues ofcompetitiveness for firms and industries, it highlights
differences in regulatory standards (safety, environmental, and even physical standards for
shipping), and it imposes additional stresses on transportation infrastructure. Understanding the
scope and magnitude of these issues is particularly difficult given the range of players and
disparities in data collection systems.
BTS compiles, analyzes and publishes information on U.S. foreign trade, variables that may
influence U.S. global competitiveness, key international trends in transportation, and
comparative statistics of transportation in various countries. These data provide context for
understanding how the U.S. transportation system might be affected by exports, imports and
international travel, and set the stage for harmonizing international data. We work closely with
our statistical counterparts in Canada, Mexico, and many other countries, including a variety of
exchange and collaborative activities.

FY 2001 Anticipated Accomplishments
* Issue North American ansportafionin Figures report, a joint effort with Canadian and
Mexican statistical agencies.
* Provide access to monthly North American Tranaborder Surface Freight data and border
crossing data.
FY 2002 Activities
* Contribute to a web-based update of North American Transportationin Figes.
* Continue the development of the BTS International Transportation Data Harmonization
project.
# Continue to collect and disseminate international trade and border crossing data
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Statistical Compilations
$9359

1.9

$1,444,377
.57.6

$1,474,188

Objectives
Statistical compilations serve as useful reference documents for researchers and policy officials
and as means of disseminating new information to the transportation community. BTS'
Statistical Compilations program publishes three recurring reports: National Transportation
Statistics,the Pocket Guide to Transportation,and TransportationIndicators. These reports are
described below. BTS also produces special compilations, such as the 1999 Maritime Trade and
Transportationreport, and is in the process of compiling data on the transportation workforce
and the financing of the transportation system.
National Transportation Statistics andPocket Guide to Transportation
The annual NTS report is the transportation equivalent of the Census Bureau's Statistical
Abstract ofthe UnitedStates. The soon-to-be-published NTS 2000 provides over 240 tables of
data on:
* The extent, condition, use and performance of the physical transportation network;
* Accidents, crashes, fatalities and injuries for each mode and for hazardous materials;
" The relationship between transportation and the economy, including share of GDP,
employment, and transportation expenditures; and
" Transportation energy use and environmental impacts.
NTS data are used as a rpady referenceand as a primary source of data for BTS' Pocket Guide
to Transportation-apopular guide Phanges in the U.S. transportation system since 1970and the TransportationStatisticsAmual Report. The NTS includes a brief discussion of the
quality of data used in the tables, as well as extensive explanatory notes with each table,
highlighting differences in data collection across modes and over time.
TransportationIndicators
This monthly report tracks key variables that give context for transportation decision making,
including indicators of the economic and social context for transportation as well as many
aspects of system use and performance. Initially developed for DOT Senior Staft the report is
now publicly disseminated through the BTS web site on the last Thursday of dach month. Each
Compiling, Storing, and Disseminating Data
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indicator includes both graphical and tabulated data over time, along with a briefdiscussion of
the indicator and its significance.
Since the first issue in July 2000, BTS now publishes more than 60 transportation indicators that
are updated regularly-including some weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual time serie-. We
are currently exploring ways to make it easier for nternet users to get more background data for
each indicator, and we are continuing research to develop additional indicators.

FY 2001 Anticipated Accomplishments
* Produce the 2000 National Transportation Statistics, as a print and web-based document
with expanded scope of over 240 tables on transportation dat accompanied by source and
accuracy profiles; and the 2000 Pocket Guide to Transportationcontaining more timely data
than previous editions.
* Produce monthly TransportationIndicatorsreports on current transportation system trends to
assist in timely policy decision making.
* Prepare a Government Financial Statistics report on Federal, State, and local transportationrelated revenues and expenditures, which will be published on the BIS web site.
* Begin research into the transportation workforce. With the aging of the U.S. workforce,
many comers of the transportation industry have begun to forecast serious shortfalls of
skilled labor in the near future. Some sectors may be hit harder than others, depending on the
age distribution of the existing workforce--shrinking sectors may be more likely to retain
older workers.
* Compile over 250 transportation facts for Fact of the Day on the BTS website.

FY 2002 Activities
* Produce the 2001 annual reports- National Transportation $atistics, and Pocket Guide to
Transportation-andthe monthly Transportation Indicators report.
* Compile daily transportation facts for BTS websites Fact of the Day.
* Assist in the development and updating of the Intermodal Transportation Database
* Expand Government Financial Statistics to include revenue and expenditures by functional
areas and analysis of the efficiency with which transportation dollars are being used.
# Compile reports on regional, State, and local level transportation issues, such as mobility,
safety, energy, environment, and condition and extent of the transportation system.
* Redesign printed cdmpilations for web-based publishing.
* Publish a transportation workforce statistics report
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Transportation Analysis

*.$667,923

M7

1.6

$402,563
1.9

$513,875
2.7

Objectives
The central function of the Transportation Analysis program is to publish the Transportation
StatisticsAnnual Retort (TSAR), a legislative mandate. The TSAR provides the most
comprehensive annual overview of U.S. transportation. TSAR examines the extent of the
system, how it is used, how well it works, how it affects people and the economy, and how it
relates to energy ine and environmental impacts. It also outlines the state of transportation
statistics and new developments in data collection and analysis.
BTS also provides data and analytical support to DOT's Center for Climate Change and
Environmental Forecasting and publishes special analytical products, such as the Railroad
Rationalization and Diversion analysis required by the 1999 Senate Appropriations Report, a
study of transportation for people ,,,;th disabilities, and a National Internodal Analysis System.
The purpose of the Climate Change Center is to identify and evaluate strategies for managing
transportation greenhouse gas emissions and mitigating climate change impacts on transportation
infrastructure, The development of this expertise enables DOT to speak authoritatively in
interagency and other deliberations.
FY 2001 Anticipated Accomplishments
Publish TSAR2000 and begin work on TSAR2001. TSAR2000 has been completely
redesigned from previous issues. We have moved to a much more issue-oriented, graphicintensive format that allows readers to find areas ofinterest more easily, and to more quickly
grasp the essence of an issue. We have also added information on more current issues,
including airline delays, highway and port congestion, tire safety, and gasoline prices.

FY 2002 Activities
+ Publish TSAR2001.
* Provide data and analytical support to the DOT Center for Climate Change and
Environmental Forecasting.
Data Analysis
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* Develop special analytical products as needed.
* Respond to quick turnaround information requests from the Office of the Secretary.
Congress, and the BTS Statistical Information Line.
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Economic Analysis
MS18.,79
$8
0.1

$518,124
1.4

$832,602
2.0

Objectives
While transportation is fundamental to economic life as we know it, we know surprisingly little
about the relationship between transportation and the economy even today. BTS has several
major research projects underway to help fill the gaps in our understanding.
The Transportation Satellite Account (TSA) has been a joint effort with the Bureau of Economic
Analysis (BEA) to provide more detailed resolution of transportation in the nation's gross
domestic product (GDP). By enhancing the data used in constructing GDP estimates, we have
been able to quantify detailed values for input-output models that allow in-depth resolution ofthe
economic interactions between specific categories of transportation and other segments of the
U.S. economy.
Also through a collaborative research effort, BTS and PEA have been developing a method for
"capital stock accounting" - to measure the value of the nation's transportation infrastructure as directed in our TEA-21 legislation. This supports efficient asset management, and enables
other DOT modes to forecast remediation requirements.
FY 2001 Anticipated Accomplishments
# Report the first transportation capital stocks data.
* Develop a measure of the transportation sector's contribution to the nation's overall
economic productivity.
* Determine the contribution ofhousehold transportation to the nation's Gross Domestic
Product (GDP).
FY 2002 Activities
* Extend the Transportation Satellite Account and capital stocks accounting program to cover
non-highway modes.
* Extend capital stocks account to the State level.
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Advanced Studies
$832,213
1.7

$1,995,600
10.0

$1,849,375
13.5

Objectives
Advanced Studies is a new and growing BTS program. We seek to apply methods of theoretical
statistics, econometrics, and regional science to problems in the area of transportation, provide
consulting support to ensure that our data are relevant to decision makers, identify emerging
trends, conduct focused studies of significant issues, and broadly explore the range of
transportation research issues to improve the collective understanding of transportation.

FY 2001 Anticipated Accomplishments
#
#
*
*
*
*
*
*

Complete the study of the highway transportation of international trade, as required by TEA21.
Develop broad measures for DOT's new strategic outcome goals. Areas of focus will be
system condition, trip times, accessibility, cost, workforce capacity, and environmental
impacts.
Test a consumer price index for airfares.
Enhance a widely used model for estimating freight and vehicle flows for use by
transportation planners.
Use the Internet to provide customer-oriented statistical summaries and analysis of all airline
delay data for the last three years.
Apply tools from industrial process control and data mining to a number of different DOT
data series in order to provide early alerts of emerging transportation trends.
Assess the effect of environmental streamlining on highway construction schedules.
Model transit vehicle availability and repair frequency data to allow for ready analysis.

FY 2002 Activities
* Continue work to develop measures for DOT strategic outcome goals.
* Continue to provide consulting sport and independent research of transportation issues to
the department.
* Design a measure of congestion that supports both local and national decision making.
Data Analysis
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#

Create new transportation indicators out of existing airline and motor carrier data.
# Establish dynamic statistical graphics (essentially movies) as a tool for disseminating
transportation information.
# Construct a sprawl indicator and one or more measures of mobility.
# Develop a transportation-based measure of quality of life.
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Journal of Transportation and Statistics
$112,335
0.1

$119,188
0.1

$129,625
0.1

Objectives
The Journal of Transportation and Staltisics is now in its fourth year of publication. It is the
only research journal that stands at the interface of statistics and transportation. Because BTS
began it and edits it, the Journalensures that our expertise will always track the leading edge of
academic and industry research. Journal articles are peer-reviewed, and many raise provocative
issues for transportation. Some recent examples include:
" A special issue on the difficulties in measuring automobile emissions
" An article identifying risk factors in fatal truck accidents
" A study ofthe effect of use fees to ease congestion
The Journalof Transportation andStaisics is published three times a year. The editorial board
includes many distinguished scholars and researchers.
FY 2001 Anticipated Accomplishments
* Publish three issues of the Journal.
FY 2002 Activities
Ongoing Actides
# Publish three issues of the Journal.
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FY 2002 PRESIDENTS BUDGET
Statistical Research Grants
*

401,248

$606,431
.01.10.1

$507,700
0.1

Objectives
The BTS Grants program allows us to directly shape the directions of university research in
transportation statistics-an emerging new discipline that BTS is nurturing. TEA-21 authorizes
up to S500,000 in grants each year (49 U.S.C., Section I11 (g)).
Last year, the program focused on raising the standard of statistical methodology in
transportation studies, by fostering research that applied specialized sampling methods to
longstanding problems in safety and traffic flow estimation. The Texas Transportation Institute
at Texas A&M received an award for work to combine expert opinion with empirical data in
order to improve statistical inference. Boston University was funded to study public choice
models for air travel. Other awardees included the University of Minnesota, University of
Illinois at Chicago, and University of Connecticut. The program is agile, and can adapt to fund
emerging areas of new transportation interest.

FY 2001 Anticipated Accomplishments
Make up to $500,0)0 in grants to worthy projects. The 2001 call for proposals identified the
following areas of emphasis: 1) visualizing and mining of transportation databases; 2)
aggregating and analyzing databases maintained by bOT agencies, especially where the research
involves multiple modes of transportation; 3) improving the quality and usability of federal
transportation statistics; 4) developing exposure measures (e.g., vehicle miles traveled) for use in
risk analyses; 5) improving the statistical use of geographic information systems to better
understand and quantify travel behavior; 6) developing performance measures for the
transportation system; 7) designing and analyzing transportation surveys; 8) improving data
quality and data collection; and 9) enhancing or extending the National Transportation Library to
better express or incorporate statistical analyses.

FY 2002 Activities
. Make up to $500,000 in grants.
Data Analysis

BUREAU OF TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
FY 2002 PRESIDENT'S BUDGET

Leadership and Support
*

614,28

57,933,586

$7,630,803

Its

20.3

26.2

Objectives
Leadership and Support consists of the Office of the Director, the Associate Directors and their
immediate staffs, professional development, travel, awards, information technology (IT) support,
and common services such as rent, office supplies, and Transportation Administrative Services
Center (TASC) allocated charges. The Office of the Director and the Associate Directors
provide program leadership and administrative oversight for BTS. Office of the Director staff
coordinate budget formulation and execution, strategic and performance planning, personnel
operations, space management, procurement, and many other vital activities.
FY 2001 Anticipated Accomplishments
+ Complete Orgasoational Assessment aimed at improving staff morale, productivity, and
retention.
* Implement Professional Development Plan that increases investment in staff training.
* Develop and "operationalize" revised Performance Plan to establish clear outcome goals and
hold managers accountable for results.
* Take advantage of DOT's new DELPHI accounting system to better track agency spending
down to the project level.
* Improve procurement support to eliminate bottlenecks and develop a handbook and
k statement of principles to help program managers acquire the contract support they need.
* Complete comprehensive IT plan, including benchmarks and best practices. Use the plan to
write a performance based IT support contract.
* Acquire additional BTS space to accommodate growing staff
* FY2002 Activities
* Continue to provide leadership and administrative services to facilitate efficient program
management and achievement of straegic and performance goals.
* Publish first Performance Report

Ledemhlp and Support
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Overview
BS

Is commuted to managing for results. To this end, in 2000 we discarded our old

strategic plan

-

wtulch
tossed too mudh on aciite and outputs rather than

outcomes - and replaced It with a radically different plan that is focused on the
coninuous, measurable Improvement of our products and services. This performance
plan "operatlonallzes' our new strategic plan by establishing a series of specific
measures wth numerical targets for each strategic goal. As you will see, many of our
performance measures are stl redevelopment and lack baseline data. However, we have
already implemented a number of them and wil have a much more robust performance plan and
report next year.

Strategic Plan for Transportation Statistics
MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to lead In developing transpoDrtation data and Information of high
quality, and to advance their effective use In both public and private transportation
decision maldng.

VISION STATEMENT
Data and Informaton of high quality wi support every significant transportation policy decision,
thus advancing the quality of fife and economic well being of all Americans.

STRATEGIC GOALS FOR TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
Relevance -- We aim to anticipate the needs of decision makers, provide the Information
that is most useful to them, and demonstrate a thorough understanding of major transportation
Issues and tends. If our work Is not re;evant4 BTS is not needed.
Quality -- We aim to provide data, analysis and Information of high quality for transportation
decision makin. Whatever we provide will be accurate, reliable, and objective.

Timeliness

-- We aim to reduce the lag In data reporting, so that decision makers have a
nearly 'real-i'me' view of the transportation system and the factors that affect it. Where
appropriate to the data, program managers and senior leadership should be able to tak about
where things stand 'as of last night.-

Comparability

-- We aim to provide a view of transportation that is consent aas
modes and acoss time, to enable people to make comparisons and to make broad program and
resource dedslon
Comparabllty is hindered to some extent by the separate, historical
development of transportation programs. It is also constralned to some extent by the need to
rely on external data sources.

Completeness -- We aim to have data that cover transportation in every area of Interest
Utility -- we aim to make data easy to access,easy to understand, and easy to use.

94
How We Selected Our Performance Goals
Our ultimate goals are those of DOT as a whole: to enhance safety, moblity, economic growth,
the human and natural environment, and national security. Our role in achieving these goals Is
to provide transportation policy makers at all levels of government and In the private sector with
the Information they need to make sound, frrward-loling decisions. To be successful,
transportation decision makers must have liormaton with the attutes highlighted in our
strategic plan. The Information must be relevant, accurate (quality), timely, consistent across
modes (comparability), complete, and easy to access and use (utility). On the continuum from
inputs to ultimate outcomes, our stratgic goals would be considered Intermediate outcomes, but
they lie at the outer reaches of our hIfluence as an agency. This influence extends beyond our
own operaeons; the scope of our mission is all transportation data, not just the data we collect in
BTS.
The performance goals Inthis plan are a mixture of output and Intermediate outcome goals.
They all connect logically to our strategic goals and Inturn to the DOT strategic goals. For
example, one of our Timeliness performance goals Is to increase the percentage of DOT safety
data programs reporting monthly data. We believe that if safety data were updated more
frequently, safety program managers could spot emerging trends and Intervene sooner than they
can today, resulting In accidents prevented and lives sied.
Ir addition to connecting our performance goals to both our own and DOT's strategic plans, we
also followed the recommendations Inthe Interagency Council on Statistical Polky's (ICSP's)
'Guidelines for Reporting the Performance of Statistical Agencies.' These recommendations
Include:
*
*
*
*
*
"
*

Use peer review to measure product quality.
Continuously survey customer satIsfaction with all aspects of your operations.
Measure and monitor all facets of survey error.
Monitor the tirneliness of data products.
Use a combination of indicators to traci web site usage.
Cout citations of agency work Inthe media, government repot, and journals to gauge
releance.
Use brief written "nuggets as Indicators of Impact on policy decisions or departmenal
outcomes.

ICSP believes, and we agree, that statistical agencies play unique roles within their departments
and cannot be measured Inthe same way as 'operating" agencies. Common approaches to
performance measurement among statistical agencies will assist with benclumaritng and

identufyng best practices.
Our process for developing performance goals and measures has been highly participatory,
because we want everyone In TS to be able to see how their work relates to achieving the goals
and we want the measures used as management tools. Instead of being lofty and general, many
of the goals and measures are closely tied to ongoing STS programs and projects. This plan will
be fluid and nimble, just like SiTS.
Another feature of this plan Isthat Rrelies heavily on customer feedbad This is because we are
a highly customer-orented agency, our customers being DOT policy officials; Congress; Federal,
state, and local agencies; the transportation Industry; advocacy groups; academic researchers;
and the general public. If we are not providing these customers with the Inrrmation they need,
when they need it, then we are failing to achieve our mission.
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We hope bat this plan
gNs yu a goodsemse
orourprloles, aspiratons, andplans We have
bled tobe honest about thelrNta"ons of our dcoen measures, and we welane your
suggesons for making this a bett'
product.

72-314 2001 - 4
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Beeance: We aim to anticipate the needs of decision makers, provide the Information that is

most useful to them, and demonstrate a thorough understanding of major transportation issues and

trends. If our work Is not relevant, BTS is not needed.
Performance Measure #1: Percentof
customers satisfied or vey satsfied with overall
relevanceof BTS infornaon.'
Targets:
Actual:

NA
NA

Perfosanp Measure #2: Averagenumber
of dtatons of FS or BTS work In the
mainstream media and selected tade journals
per month.

Targets:
Actuals:

NA
NA

20

25

Last Year: Although 5. has FY 2000 baseline data
for media citations and Congressional requests for
information, these indicators were not used for
management purposes. For this reason, the data should
not be Interpreted as resultb," but as baselines,
Th launched a monthly Transportation Indicators
report. The report is a compilation of te latest
economic, safety, environmental, and other data related
to transportation. Its purpose is to inform transportation
decision makers of changes or emerging trends as soon
as possible.
We also published a major report titled The Changing
Face of Transportatto, which details the evolution of
America's transportation system over the past 25 years
and forecasts the impacts of today's policies and
emerging trends on the next quarter-century, We
expect that this volume will serve as both a reference
and a blueprint for future transportation policy makers.

Performance Measure #3: Number of

How We'll Achieve Our Goals:

Congressional requests for data or analysis,

"

Targets:
Actuals:

2M
NA
7

2M
15

2=

25

Performance MeZLaA~e#: Narrative
descriptions of how BTS data or analyses were
used bysenior officials
to make transportation
2
policy decisions.

2M
Targets:
Actuals:

a

NA
NA

* Measure Is under developnsent

ma

STS Is expanding Its Outreach and Communications
staff in order to better understand what types of
information our stakeholders need to make
transportation decisions and to raise awareness of
the products and services that we currently offer.

" We are hiring several analysts with transportation
expertise to complement our strong core of
statisticians. These analysts will track transportation
issues and identify opportunities for 81 to inform
decision makers. They will also collaborate with our
statisticians and economists on focused studies of
key transportation issues or questions.
" We will continue our monthly Transportation
Omnibus Survey, launched in FY 2000. This survey
gauges public opinions and perceptions about the
transportation system and transportation policy
issues. We expect that the responses will help to
guide our work.
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>

We are kiding off a major effort to identify
transportation data gaps, reaching out to
stakeholders nationwide to find ort what crical
information they need to Improve transportation.
The output In FY 2002 will be a comprehensive
vision for transportatIon data, which Is required of
us by statue and will become a key point of
reference as we plan our future data collection and
analysis activities.

>

We will devglo key Indicators of the aviation a 'ad
buding Industries. The aviation Industy In
particular haS been the focus of attention from
policy
makers and the media due to Increasing
congestdi and proposed airline mergers.

>

The 2000 Transportation Statistics Annual Report
(TSAR2000) has been completely redesigned from
previous Issues, We have moved to a much more
issue-oriented, graphic-intense format tit allows
readers to find areas of Interest more easily, and
more quickly grasp the essence of an Issue. We
have also added Information on more current issues,
Induaing airline delays,
highway and port
congstion, tire safety, and gasoline prices.
TSAR2000 will be available in early 2001.

>' We will develop direct measures of DOTs Strategic
Plan outcome goals. These measures will
provide
the public with a better understanding of how the
transportation system impacts them.
About the Measures:
measure #1 - M isin the process of developing a
customer satisfaction survey, which will both measure
satisfaction with existing productsand gather feedback
to improve or generate future products.
Since we place
a greater value on the latter function, we plan to use a
mal or e-mail survey. Such surveys are subject to bias the most likely respoxents will be those who have
strong opinions (one way or the other) about our
products - bt they also encourage more thoughtful and
detailed feedback.
Mean #2 - The Office of Outreach and
Coninurcetion reviews over 20 major newspapers plus

stgg

adj journals for mentions of STS or 15

btv

data/aalyss. One of the difficulties with thin measure
is discering the causes of changes In the results. For
example, increased media citations may be attributable
to the release of more relevant data, to a more
aggressive public affairs staff, or to some combination of
the two. STS will have to Interpret this measure in
combination with the others; improvng customer
satmfactilon ratings combl,*d with Increased media
citations would suggest that we are providing more
relevant information.
Measure #3 - The Office of Outreaclh and
Communications tracks and records all Congressional
requests for data or analysis coming by phone,e-mail,
meeting, or correspondence. This measure was chosen
as a proxy for the extent to which BTS Information is
used to make public policy decisions.
Measure #4 - 513 employees are asked to document
cases In which BTS information Is used to make
transportation policy decisions. This is an expermental
measure that will be tested in FY 2001. Though we
could count these cases, the measure is really
qualitative. It Is meant to complement Measure #3 by
capturing information about how BTS Information is
used, not just how often. One obvious ilmtation of the
measure is that BT5 employees are not always privy to
decision making processes in which our data are used.

Surwu of ransprrttfon Safscs FY2002 Perbnrnanc4 P/n

"tS

We aim to provide data, analysis and infoimation of high quality for transportation
Oual.
decision making. Whatever we provide will be accurate, reliable, and objective.

Perko ance Measre #1: Grade Point
Average based on peer reviews of 8TS
products.*

Targets:
Acbals:

NA
NA

3.0

3.5

Perfornmiae Measure #2: Percent of
customers satisfied or very satisfied with overall
quality of STS products and services.*
Targets:
Actuals:

NA
NA

65

75

Last year we also published the Safety Data Action
Pian, whichwas the product of four mode-specific
safety data workshops and a national safety data
conference. The plan identifies several safety data
concerns and recommends ten projects to Improve
the safety data used to design and administer DOT
safety programs. These projects indude expanding
the collection of -near-mlss- data, collecting exposure
data for additional modes (such as remeatonal
boating and general aviation), and gaining a better
understanding of accident precursors and causes.
Another step we took to Improve data quality in DOT
was the development of a draft Gue to Good
Stabstc. / Practi, a handbook for data program
managers and analysts. It contains guidance on
documenting data quality, determining the type and
amount of error in the data, and analyzing and
presenting data.
How We'll Achieve Our Goals:

Pefformance Measure #3: Weighted average
quality rating (1-5, 5 being the best) of DOT data
programs based on TS revews"
Targets:
Actuals:

am
NA
NA

nan
2.5

>

We have proposed a $9 million Safety Data A'cton
The initiative would
Plan budget initiative.
implement several of the recommended projects.
We are spending $2.7 million in FY 2001 to
develop detailed implementation plans.

>

a quality review of hazmat data
We have iniated
bases in RSPA, NKTSA, FAA and other DOT
with RSPA
modes, and we have started working
to evaluate their Hazardous Materials Informaton
System (HMIS) and UNISHIP data bases. Work
on this project will be closely coordinated with
research under the Safety Daa Action Plan, BTS
efforts to identify data gaps, and our data quality
be central to all of
reviews. Hazmat data will
these efforts.

>

BTS will perform quality reviews of about 70
major data bases. These reviews will involve first
a quicktriage process to sort out the most
problematic data bases, foDowed by complete
audits based on DOT's management priorities.
In each case will be a report to the data
The result
specific
making
'administrator,
base
recommendations for quality improvement.

2=n
3.0

PJ onnee Measure #4: Percent of DOT
surveys meeting standards of excellence.*
Targets:

Actuals:

aM
NA

2Mt
NA

zoon

100

NA

Measure is under development.

Last Year: In FY 2000, 8Ts was asked by
Congress to review four DOT data programs, selected
at random. The results of the review showed a wide
range of quality Issues and opportunities for
improvement.
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About the Measures:
Mesar #1 -In addition to being relevant to policy
makers and nessle to the pub, we want our
Iriatlon
to be useful to
transportation
professionals and researches.
If we can put the
dat they need at
their
fingers, ttxy can spend less
gathering Information and more time analyzng
and thinking about what it means,
nr
o
thereby Increasing the likelihood of thoretical and
practical advanmes.
This measure ;aptures the plnomn; of transportation
ard statiso epets about WTS products and
services. Wa will
Irlte pimis of the
experts to
review our products a few Umes per year and ask for
both In-depth oltiqus and nmerical scors on al
dimension of our Srategc Plan (Relevance, Quality,

Thrnnelless, Comparbity, Completeness, and Utlity),
plus an overall score.
Meamue #2 - The strengths and weaknesses of tis
measure are di
in the Relevance section of the
Performare Plan.
Messre #3 - As noted above, BTS Is undertaking
reviews of at least70 data programs throughout DOT.
These reviews will follow a uniform protocol and each
data program wil receive a numerical score, in
addition to substanive recommendations for
improvement. We hope that this Is a case where the
process of measurement Itself will 'ead to
programntic improvements.
The numerical scores will be weighted based on a BTS
categorzation of data prograrrs by level of
Importance. The most important data programs are
tose used for sfety operations, suds as air traffic
oortol and Coast Guard vessel Inpections.
A potential problem with this measure is that data
programs will rot be reviewed randomly or cyclically.
O'TS wil probably review the most troubled data
programs first and revisi then periodically to dnd
progress, whereas sound programs may be reviewed
once and never again unless problems become
apparent
Until Th has reviewed all 70 data programs, the
results for thismeasurewill be skewed toward the
poor performers. However, once a complete baseline

hi.

Is established, the measure wil provide meaningful
sfomatlon about DOs progress toward better data.
Measure #4 - This year, Th will begin measuring,
monutorlin, and documenting several aspecsof
survey accuracy in a consistent way. Speciflally, we
will measure sampling error, samnplg standard error,
nonresponse error, respome rate, impsufton rate,
processing error, and, IFobtainable, coverage error.
The results of these measurements will be used to
develop Survey Standards of Excellence for BTS and
DOT as a whole. We hope that these standards which will likely vary by type of survey - will serve to
improvetransportation survey design and the

reliability of survey data.
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ima1lne s. We aim to reduce the lag in data reporting, so that decision makers have a nearly
'real-time' view of the transportation system and the factors that affect It. Where appropriate to the
data, program managers and senior leadership should be able to talk about where things stand "as of
last night"
Las Year: In the irass of developing
the Afety
Pimormance Nar.
#1: Percentof
meaum In the DOT Perforance Report using
past year results or reliable estimates of results.

Targets:
Actual:

2Mn

z=

am

NA
88

100

100

Performance Measure

2 Percent of DOT

safety data programs reporting monthly data.
Targets:
Actuals:

2Mo

NA
40

2=
50

z=

60

Performance Measure #3: Average lag tine
(in months) between the dose of the reference
period and the release of Information In BTS
products.*
Targets:
Actual:

2Mo

NA
NA

2=

Dao Acton Pan, we found that much of our safety
data are reported only on an annual basis, and for
most of our safety data there are reporting lags of up
to several months after the accident or end of
report period. When DOT reported safety results in
its first DOT Performance Report to Congress, we
could not provide the data for many of the measures
even three months after the end of the year. The
stuatIon has been characterized as like 'light from a
distant star-it may have been extinguished long ago
by the time we see it."Thisis not adequate for
managing and redirecting our programs throughout
.
the year, and it is not adequate for reporperformance against our goals.
Our monthly Transportation Indicators report -- begun
last year -- gives transportation policy oftls the
most recent available data concerning allaspects of
transportation, but it has also revealed that a lot of
important information is not updated as frequently as
it should be,

How We'll Achieve Our- Goals:
>

One of the projects inthe Safety Data AcoOn Planis
to advance the timeliness of DOT safety data,
making it available monthy at least. To achieve this,
we wBI need to reexamine our processes for
collecting the data, wind explore options for
aternative data collect-on where the processes
cannot be changed essiry. The solutions may
involve new technology or different operating
procedures. In any event, we will need to be very
aware of how incentives act on the behavior of
those who report or collect the data.

>

The Journey of data from collecdon to release can
be delayed at many points. Much of the data in
55'publications is collected and processed by

2=

Performance Measure #4: Percent of
customerssatisfied or very satisfied
with overall
timeliness of STS information.'

Targets:
Actual:

NA
NA

Measure is under development
others. We intend to useour influence (and in some
cases resources) to make all the data we use more
timre, particularly the data from other DOT modes.
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This will take time. In the ~int-term, we plan to
lol for ways to reduce the time from when we
receivedatato whenwe releaseit in publications.

About the Measures:
Measure #1 - BTShas a statutory mandate to review
and report to the Secretary on the sources and reliability
of the statistics proposed under GPRA to measure
outputs and outcomes [49 U.S.C. 1t1(c)(3)). Our
approach to this responsibility is proactive; we work
closely with the Office of the Secretary to develop sound
measures and data sources to support DOTs goals. We
consider this to be a maintenance measure, since the
percentage of DOT performance measures using past
year results or reliable estimates is already high.
Measure #2 - Safety is DOT's top priority, yet many
safety programs collect data only anruay, and even
then it is not Fnalzed until three months or more after
the close of the reference period. Webelieve that safety
programs would be more effective if they could track
results on a monthly basis. Monthly data would allow
program managers to respond immediately to emerging
problems and evaluate new strategies more quickly.
This is clearly a stretch goal for BTS, since all of DOT's
safety data programs are managed by other modes.
Our challenge will be to persuade these modes that their
data need improvement, the-i assist them in the
process.
The baseline data for this measure Is derived from a
sample of 18 (out o' a total of 44) DOT safety data
bases.
Measure #3 - No single measure of data lag Sine is
ideal. As noted above, many factors can influence data
lag time.
Moreover, acccpgble lag times differ
depending on the type of data. For instance, we can
wait longer for greenhouse gas emissions data than for
runway incursions data, because we know that reducing
emissions is a long-term proposition, whereas runway
safety measures can be more readily implemented when
problems become apparent.
Our initial approach to measuring data lag will be to
concentrate on two of our data products that capture a
broad array of transportation data: the National

bt

Transportation Statistics report and the monthly
Transportation Indicators report. Most of the data for
both reports come from outside sources; for this reason,
we will attempt to measure both the time from the close
of the reference period to release by the data source
and the time from release by the data source to
publication by BTS. That way, we can Isolate data
collection and processing by others from our own
publication process. - However, as noted above, we
Intend to address both aspects of the data lag issue.
Measure #4 - The strengths and weaknesses of this
measureare discussedin the Relevancesectionof the
Perfonnance
Plan.
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We aim to provide a view of transportation that is consistent across modes
and across time, to enable people to make comparisons and to make broad program and resource
decisions. Comparability Is hindered to some extent by the separate, historical development of
transportation programs. It is also constrained to some extent by the need to rely on external data
sources.

descriptions of progress made In deveoping
cross-modal measures of safety, system usage,
system
condition,
etc.
P performance
Measure
#1: Narrative

Performance Measure #2: Numberof critica
data harmonization issues resolvedwith G-8
nationsand major trading partners.*

Targets:
Actuals:

*

NA
NA

Measure is under development

Last Year: Comparability Is a major thrust of the
Safety Oata Action Plan. Currently, the DOT modes use
several different criteria for reporting deaths and injuries
and for measuring exposure to risk. Consequently, it is
difficult, if not impossible, to determine the relative
safety of each mode of transportation,
TS has engaged in a variety of efforts to improve data
documentation across al, of its products and services,
which thereby facilitate effective comparsons and
analyses. The National Transportation Stattics 1999
and 2000 contain extensive accuracy statements, which
are critical to understanding and identifying the key
differences in data for specific modes and transportation
subjects, Similar efforts have previously been conducted
for other BTSproducts, such as the Transborder Surface
Fre htData. The Intermodal Transportation Data Base
will contain extensive documentation on a number of
critical transportation data sets.
BTShas also worked to improve the understanding of
U.S. transportation systems and services with other
counties. In 2000, BTS released the first product of an

ongoing trilateral research effort with Canada and
Mexico, the tth American Transportafion in Figures
report. The objectives of this project have been to:
identify key information that will help provide a
comprehensive view of transportation in North America;
characterize transportation activity and mpacts across
and between Canada, Mexico and the United States;
reveal specifc data comparability differences within and
across countries; Identify data gaps within and across
countries; and begin discussions for reducing
comparability differences and data gaps through
cooperative activities.
As a result of the trilateral project and internal
initatives, Mexico
has made changes to its
transportation statistics and analysis program.
For
example, Mexico will now routinely begin releasing
merchandise trade data by all methods of transportation
with state level geographic information. In the safety
area, Mexico is revising its data collection instrument for
road fatalities and injuries, and will now collect
information on whether seat belts were in use during a
crash.
How We'll Achieve Our Goals:
>

As part of the Safety Data Actibn Plan, we will
develop common critena for reporting transportation
deaths and injuries and common denominators for
transportation safety measures. These projects will
require extensive cooperabon from other DOT
modes and from state and local data sources.

>

We will initiate an InternaoralTansportaucrn Daa
Harmonzatbn project. This will include convenng
an initial workshop that focuses on the international
needs and requirements for transportation data
harmonization.
Our objective is to explore the
current international approaches to transportation
data harmonization, to identify critical issues of
systems comparabrty, to initiate discussions for

108
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future international cooperative activities, and to
agree upon a declaration of principles for moving
forward. We will then develop a number of options
for continuing these activities, Induding: the
development of a web site to facilitate continued
International participation In this effort; coordination
with the United Nations Statistical Directorate and
Regional Commissions Involved In transportation
data; and coordination with other partner countries
and regional organizations (such as Eurostat) on
Issues of joint Interest (for example, freighttrade
and international travel data).
>

As part of ongoing work for the North American
Transportation Statistics Project, we will also work to
update the North American Transportation in Fgures
report through an online data base, and work with
Canada and Mexico to more fully document data
definitions, methodologies, time series and collection
instruments for the following subject categories:
economy; safety; energy/environment; freight;
lnfrastructure/vehldes/equpment.
travel;
trade;
This will allow users to conduct more informed
analyses on North American transportation issues.
In addition, the three countries will discuss
collaborative efforts toward harmonizing data and
reducing cnbcal data gaps.

About the Measures:
Mea.rare #1 - This measure is entirely qualitative,
mainly becausewe are still in the early stages of
research to determine whether the cross-moda
For
measures we desire are statistically feasible.
instance, we would like to develop a universal measure
of transportation risk exposure, but doing so means
overcoming significant differences in how transportation
modes operate.
Measure #2 - This measure will be based on a list of
priority international transportation data harmonizaton
milestones that we hope to achieve in the next few
years, which
is currently under development.
Recognizing our limited influence on other countries'
statistical programs, we want to focus on progress
achieved, not what remains to be done. So we are
counting the number, not percentage, of milestones
met. The milestones will be made available to

bts

interested customerswhen they are ready and will be
Included in future editions of this plan.
It is important to note that data comparability doesnot
necessarily mean data standardization. In some areas,
working towards greater standardization may be
In other areas, the
necessary and beneficial.
documentation and recognition of key differences across
data sets Is sufficient, and facilitates informed analyses
and transportation decisions.
Understanding how the stabstical programs and
transportation trends in other countries compare with
the U.S. Is prerequisite to effectively analyzing glbal
transportation trends and how they impact the U.S.
Th can contribute to data harmonization by initiating
discussions and providing forums this goal can be
promoted and encouraged across countries.
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£Q1RIehtfill. We aim to have data that cover transportation In every area of Interest.
*
Peftmn
enIaan
data gaps filled *
Targets:
Actila

am

2W

nn

Pedrmnce Measure #2: Intermodal
Transportation Data Base ia') Completeness

I rdex.
Targets:
Actuate:

NA

Performance Measure #3: Percent of customers
satisfied or very satisfied with the completeness
of
13TS
information.*

2MO
Targets:
Actuals:

Throughput at intermodal terminals

#1: Percentof priorly

2M0

2=O

NA
NA

We have begun the process of identifying gapswith
several 'visioning* sessions, induding one with the
Advisory Council on Transportation Statistics (ACTS), to
help Identify current needs as well as future Issues.
Our legislation also requires that we maintain an
lntermodal Transportation Data Base(midb)suitable for
analyses carried out by the federal government, states,
and metropolitan planning organizations. The rfob Is a
network-based portal to the wealth of transportationrelated data collected byDOT as well as others outside
DOT. The aim Is
for transportation
data, and ultmatey-in conjunction with the National
Transportation Ubrary (NTL)-one-stop shopping for all
of the Informaton needed to carry out transportation
re earch.
The most prominent feature of Adb will the scopeof its
data--we are aiming to include all of the major data sets
within DOT, as well as a variety of demographic,
economic, and social data, to enable wide-ranging
analyses. 7he ib also will contain powerful web-based
tools to look at the data, including the ability to
construct tables, graphics, and maps.
How We'll Achieve Our Goals:

Measureis under development.
M
Last Year; MSis charged in its legislation with
identifying gaps in transportation data, and collecting
approrate data not gathered by others. Collecting data
can be expensive and Intrusive, but at the same time
gooddata are needed to make informed decisions.
Many shortfalls have been highlighted over tme years,
for example:

*
*
*
*

Productivity in various parts of the
transportation sector
Travel times, costs, and reliability
Variables influencing trave? behior
Variables that influence global competitiveness
Comprehensive indicators of the conditon of me
transportation system
Measures of transpor"ti capital stocks

We recently embarked on a major effort to develop
a vision for transportation data. In the process, we
willreach out to the entire transportation
community, plus other stakeholders, such as Wall
Street and te media. The resulting document,
which we plan to publish In FY 2002, will
comprehensively identify critical gaps in
transportation data and will guide BTS' work for
years to come.

> The 4b is currently under development, We expect
to deploy a first version for DOT users through the
int-anet bySpWing2001. Public access over the
Internet, with additional tools for easily querying the
data base, WIl follow.
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About the Measures:
Measure #1- One of the outputs of the tnspodatUon
data visioning project wiNbe a list of priority data gape
that must be filled. We will back our progress against
this
list.
Mea #2- The tb Co npleteness Index
encourages the "smart growth' of the 4db by placing
special emphasis on the most ImportaM data bases. We
have grouped the data bases that we want to indude in
the tdb Into priority categoris, with each category
assigned a point value. The top category Includes data
bases mandated by our legislation (S points), the next
category Includes data bases supporting the DOT
strategic and performance plans (3 points), and the last
category Includes other data bases of interest that do
not fit into
the higher categories (1 point).
The Itb Completeness Index is calculated as folows:
1. Multiply eachdata base Included In the ktbby Its
category point value.
2. Suanthe point values.
3. Divide the sum by the total possible point value
(whiCh is the sun of point values for all data bases
planned for inclusion).
and weaknesses of this
Measure #3 -- The strengths
measure are dacussed in the Relevance secton of the
Performance Plan. We are awarelthat any single
customer Is a poor judge of completeness, since he/she
is probably locling only for certain types of Information
Nonetheless, we figure that
and not at the 'big picture.'
if enough customers tell us that we are Providing them
with what they are looking for, we must be doing
something right
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jjjf . we aim to make data easy to access, easy to understand, and easy to use.
Last Year: We took several steps in FY 2000 to
Improve the accessibility and utility of transportation
Information.
First, we began a renovation of our web site. We are
still In tie process of purging outdated content, repairing
broken links, tdying up the site's appearance, and
adding several new features to make the site more
relevant and user-friendly.
Second, the National Transportation Library (NTL)
brought the Transportation Research Information
Services (TRIS) to the internet. TIS Online provides
access to over 500,000 bibliographic records maintained
by theTransportation Research Board.
Performance Measure #2: Percent of web site
users satisfied or very satisfied with the overall
quality of the site.*
Targets:
Actuals:

NA
NA

Th;rd, we moved our Statistical Information Line
operation from the Volpe Center in Boston to our
headquarters in Washington, D.C., where it Is closer to
the technical experts and other resources that we tap to
answer customer questions.
How We'll Achieve Our Goals:

Petrmance Measure #2: Number of hil text
research and referencedocuments
postedon the
NationalTransportation Library.
Targets:
Actuals:

21W
NA

=n 25,000
amn

15,000

6,000

Performance MeasurA #4: Percent of customers
satisfied or very satisMedwith the overall ease of
use of BTSproducts and services.*

Targets:
Actuals:

*

amn
NA
NA

2W

Measure Is underdevelopment

um

>

We plan to complete our web site renovation by
early summer 2001. We have already established a
web site management protocol to ensure that tre
site remains current.

> The NTL currently has 6,000 full-text documents in
its data base and Is working with the National
Technical Information Service (NTIS) to obtain 9,000
more. The NT will also developa union catalog
that provides information about the collections
maintained by the 23 traditional libraries in DOT.
> Data sets included in the Intermodal Transportation
Data Base will be completely documented to prevent
misunderstandings or misuse.
About the Measures:
Measure #1 - We use Internet bading software to
collect a wealth of data on the use of our web site, al of
which we carefully monitor. We ch6se number of visits
and repeat visits as our performance plan measures

Bureau of Ttanspot9on .SZa FY2002 P
because tiVy are the most basic and understandable
Indcicators of the site's usagerate. We recognizethat
web site usageIs also a measure of Relevance, Quality,
and Completeness, notto mention promotional skillWe
piecet here because the B's web site Is our primary
tool for maldngour work more accessible and widely
Some might argue that merely posting our
used.
information on the web meets te goal of acc;essibi;
we believe that the accessibility of work is proven by Its
actual use.
One linitatio of these measures Is hat a visits are
counted, regardless of duration. To the extent that our
visitors arrive Inadvertently or are just passing throughthese measures will overte genuine usage of the site.
AJtogh we believe that this Is a minor concern, we do
taadcvisit duration, and may eventually choose to
exclude visits under a certain length of time from these
measures.
measures, we know
Regardless of howwe modify the
we witl haveto ty to separate the effects oEweb site
promotion fromchanges In the site's content and
functionality
Measure #2 - Number of vhts is one important
Indicator of a wet site's quality, but it can only tell us so
much,.
To capture more direct and substantive
information about our web site's usefulness, we are
introdudrng a customer survey. Visitors will be able to
access the survey by dickng an icon that will appear on
HTMLpages Thrcughout the site. The survey witl consist
of only 2-3 questions and a comment box. This
measure will be derived fromna question about the
customers overall
levelof satisfaction with the web site.
An obvous limitation of this measureis that the survey
Is not scientific. The participants are not chosen
random ly; they are volunteers. To the extent the
customers most likely to participate are those with
stron positive or negative opinions about the site, the
results will be biased.
Another
imitation is that each customer's assessment of
the web site will be based on only those pages that
he/she visited. Due to the leedto keep the survey very
brief (to encourage participation), we will not be able to
ask which pages the respondent visited. Hopefully some
of this more specific feedback will be gathered through
the comment box.

arf

a,mW,

We think that If we make the survey eny enou
accss and complete, Yeewill hear from a wide variety of
customers whose oonlons, In tre aggregate, will be a
fairly accurate measureof our web sie's Laty.
We expect to see Increasing satisfaction with the MTS
web soeas fe renovation project progresses.
M"aMie #3 - STS aims to min
e access to
important transportaton literature. The highest degree
of accessibility is for customers to be able to download
full-text documents directly from the web, which is why
we chose thIl measure. We are aware that this measure
values quantity over quality, but we have developed
Internal protocols to ensure that dhe NTi'scollection is
highly relevant
Neaure #4 - The general strengths and weaenessas
of this measure are discussedinthe Relevance section
of die Performance
Plan.
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Summary Table

Strategic Goals

Performance Measures

Future Targeta
2002

2000 Value
2001

Relevance.

We aim to anticipate

2005

Percent of customers satisfied or very

'he information
that is must useful to
he needs of decision makers.provide
them, and demonstrate a thorough
indertandig of major transportation
issues
and trends. If our work is not

with overall relevance of
R'TS
inormation
satisfied

NA

Avcrage number of citatioro of BIS
or BTS work in the mainsream midia
and selected trade jourmalsper month

NA

relevant, BIS is not needed.

Number of Congressional
requests
for
data or analysis
Narrative descriptions of how HTS
data or analyses were used by semor
officials to make transportation policy

7

1

NA

NA

NA

NA

30
.0__.____'_

3.5

TBD

NA

2.5

3,0

TBD

""0
NA

NA

5

TBD

decisions
Quality. We aim toprovide dat.
analysis and information of high
quality for transportation decision
making Whate-ee we piriide will be
accurate, reliable, and objective

Grade Point Average basedon peer
reviews of BTS products
Percent of customers satisfied or iery
satisfiedwith overall quality of BTS
information
Weighted average quality rating of
DOT dataprogram basedon BTS
reviews (1-5. 5 beinghighest
Percent of DO I surveys meeting
standards of excellence

NA
____

NA

100

Strategic Goals
T im eliness. W e aim to reduce the
lag in data reporting, so that decision
makers have a nearly "real-time"
view of the transportation system and
the factors that affect it.
Where
appropriate to the data, program
managers and senior leadership
should be able to talk about where
things stand "as of last night."

Performance Measures

______________2001

2000 Value

-

Future Targets

2002

Percent of m easuresin the DOT
Performance Report using past year
results or reliable estimates ofresults
Percent of DOT safety data programs
reporting monthly data
Average lag time (in months) between
the close of the reference period to he
release of information in HTS

.

......

2005

88

IQO

100

100

40

50

60

100

NA

NA

NA

product
Percent of customers satisfied or very
satisfied with overall timeliness of
BTS information

Comparability.

NA

We aim to
provide a view of transportation that
is consistent across modes and across
time, to enable people to make
comparisons and to make broad
program aisd resource decisions.
Comparability is hindered to some
extent by the separate, historical
of
transportation
development
programs It is also constrained to
some extet by the nced to rely on
external data sources.

Narrative description of progress
made in developing cross-modal
measures of safety, system usage,
system condition, etc.

Completeness. We aim to have
data that cover transportation in every
area of interest.

Percent of priority data gaps filled
ITDB Completeness Index

NA
NA

Percent of customers satisfied or very
satisfied with completeness of BTS
infomlatio

NA'

NA

NuMbeL of critical data harmonization
issuesresolved with G-8 nations aiid
major trading parLes.
NA

NA

Strategic Goals

Performance Measures

2000 Value

We aim to make data easy
to access, easy to understand, and
easy to use.

Average number of web site visits per
month
Average number of repeal web site
visits per month
Percent of web site users satisfied or
very satisfied with the overall quality
of the site

NA

Utlt.

Nuniber of full-text research and
reference documents posted on the
NTI.
percentof customers satisfied or very
satisfied with the overall ease of use
of BTS products

2001

Future Targets
2003

2005

15,000

25.000

TBD

NA

NA

6,000

NA
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BUREAU OF TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
FY 2001 BUDGET
(in thousands of dollars)
BUDGET AUTHORITY

Form

D

FY2000
ACTUAL

Bureau of Transportation Statistics (FF) 1/

CA

M

30,818

Office of Airline Information (TF) 2/

CA

M

NA

APPROPRIATION
TITLE

TOTAL, ETS BUDGET AUTHORITY

30,818
30,818

EXHIBIT 1A

FY2001
ENACTED

FY 20G2
REQUEST

30,932

'10,000

C

3,760

30,9.2
30,9:2

43,760
43,760

It TEA-21 authorizes a $31 million annual allocation for BTS from the Highway Trust Fund. An addition
$9 million is proposed in FY 2002 from the Motor Carrier Safety Limitation on Obligatons. 1 hese amounts
are included in the FHWA and FMCSA totals. They are shown here for display purposes only.
2/OAI funding is requested from the Airport and Airways Trust Fund, as authorized by AIt-21.

Theabbreviabons
in columns2 and3 meanthe foilowng
SAFomi
MOD
CA= ConTactAasonty
M = Mandatory
D: Disctebonary
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EXHIBIT 18

BUREAU OF TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
FY 2002 BUDGET
(in thousands of dollars)
OBLIGATIONS

FY 2002
REQUEST

FY2000
ACTUAL

FY 200'
ENACTED

Bureau of Transportation Statistics (TF) 11

24,568

54,504

40,1000

Office of Airline Information (TF)

NA

0

3,760

TOTAL, BTS DIRECT OBLIGATIONS

24,568

54,504

43,760

TITLE
APP,1OPRIATION

1/ BTS obligation amounts are included in the totals for the Federal-aid Highway sTd Motor
Carrier Safety programs. They are shown here for display purposes only.
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EXHIBIT I C

BUREAU OF TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
FY 2002 BUDGET
OUTLAYS

APPROPRIATION
TITLE

Or
0

FY2000
ACTUAL

FY2001
ENACTED

FY 2002
REQUEST
NA

BumauofTramnportabon
Ststcs (TF)1/

0

20.82

MA

Officeof Ailine .forrabotl 1AJ)
2/

0

NA

NA

TOTAL.BTSOUTLAYS

20.820

3,384
0

3.384

1/ Disre
mf nary ouays for rese pftog-aniire includedinOnFedenl-ai
Hghway acconL Applyng
theFederalaidHighway
outlayratsto STS forestcralrnn purposes wouldbemoleadzng
2/ OA)was fundedfromOne
STS approprabon
In2000and2001
The abbre%,atbos:
BA Fon"
CA= Contrad Atl:orlly

M Or
MmMandatory
D= Oswmbonary
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BUREAU OF TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
FY 2002
RESOURCE SUMMARY - STAFFING
POSITIONS (FULL-TIME PERMANENT)

FY 2000
ACTUAL
FULL-TIME PERMANENT (FTP) POSITIONS:
Bureau of Trensportation Statistics
Office of Airtine Information 1!
TOTAL FTPs

EXHIBIT 2

FY 2001
ENACTED

FY 2002
REQUEST

71
NA
71

144
NA
144

141
21
162

FULL TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE) STAFF YEARS

54

113

155

TOTAL FTP END-OF-YEAR EMPLOYMENT

59

144

162

1I OAI staffing data broken out for 2002 due to request for separate appropriation
Notes:
Staffing increases shown in this exhibit are discussed in the General Statement,
BTS staffing amounts are included in the totals for FHWA, They are shown here for display purposes only
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
BvLget Summary by Program
(FTE and Oigations)

2000
Program

fm

Ttal

EXHIBIT

2001

ENg

2002

iau

TOTAL

53,7 24,568,377

112.9 54,504,024

Data Collecton
&rey Programs
Motor Came, Informnto,
Ot*e ofArhne nformie1on
Data Gaps

18.7
8,259,419
27
1,89,202
1,3
224,851
14.1 4,073,878
086
70,488

28.8 22,629,815
28 17,135,610
2.5 1,039,473
17.0 3,842,544
6.5
612,188

Dati Quality
Data JmprovementPrograms
Se4' DaiaActon Pfan
Compiling. Storing, and Cis.amlnatlng Data
Intermodal Transponabon Dae Bass
Library
National Transpoat
Oumech end Communicatons
Geographic InfomaIon Science
InternsionslPrograms
tastrsUcl1Complations
Data Analysis
TranswoWtatowAnalys
Economic Analysis
Advanced Studies
Joumalof Transportabonand St1istics
St,*cecil Rasearch Grants
i eadership and Suppod

5.7
67
0,0

964,162
g64,162
0

9,375,424
13,0
04 2,264,503
915,263
10
73 4,103,753
10
572,477
1.4
835,689
1.9
983,559

18.9
16.9

4,738,013
2074,013

155.4 43,760,000
39.4
39
5.0
210
9.5

6,190,907
689,700
795,832
3,760,000
944,375

25.1 11,944,725
25.1 2,944,725

25] 26.64,000

,[0
o

33.4 15,700,705
4.1 2,171,013
45 2,382,138
11.1 4,604,615
52 4,436,813
20
661,750
6.5 1,444,377

4.4 14,160,388
3,194,669
81
7.0
2,792,083
14.8 3,779,006
70
2,148,125
771,418
20
7.6
1,474,188

.00o,000

3.8
18
01
17
0.1
0.1

2.829,446
567,923
815,479,
832,213
112,583
401.248

13.4
19
14
100
0.1
0.1

3,501.906
402,563
518,124
1,.55,800
179,186
506,431

18.4
2.7
2.0
135
01
01

3.833.077
513,875
832,592
1,.49,375
128,625
507,700

12.8

5,140,920

20.3

7,933,580

26.2

7,930,903
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
(TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS)
OBJECT CLASSIFICATION
(dollars in thousands)
FY2000
ACTUL
11.1 Fl-tima permanent
11.3 Oter tan funtime pemarnt
11.5 Otler peronnel oompensabon
11.8 Specialpersonre
servicespayments

FY 2001
ESTIMATED

EXHIBIT 4A

FY 2002
ESTIMATED

3.845
205
115
0

7,778
163
118
0

9,922
134
136
0

TotalPersonnel
Compensation

4,15

8059

10.192

CivilianpersorI benefits
Benefts of fon personnel
Traveandtaaportsabon of persons
Transpotation ofthings
Rentalpayments
to GSA
Coir. ai, and misc charges
Pnting andreprsducton
Advisory
and Assstances
Serces
Otherservion
Pochases
ofgoods and services
fromother government
accounts
260 Supplies andmaterials
21.0 Equipmet
41.0 Grants

837
0
201
4
860
10
547
7.40
6,955
1.817

1985
0
361
30
1,257
14
611
20,027
6,531
12,561

2,491
0
300
30
1.415
20
677
16,726
5,904
540

348
952
392

413
2,155
500

345
870

11.9
121
1.0
21.0
22.0
231
233
24.0
25.1
25.2
25.3

Soo

890
990

SUbtoDti,
Direct
Oblgaons
Reirnturm
bleOtigaton

24,568
650

54,504
447

40,000
150

999

TotalObligations 1, 21, Y

25.218

54,951

40,150

112002 oligabs do not hndade tie OfficeO AorineInfomation, ~to is shownina separateUe
212002tired obigations idude $9 rnion frst the MotorCarrier
SafeyLimitationonObligatons.
3/STS Objct Clasalfcabon anount are includedwithintotalsfor Federal-at hghways andMotorCaier
Safety.Theyareshonn hem fordI y Wpoe only.
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EXHIBIT 48

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
(OFFICE OF AIRLINE INFORMATION)
OBJECT CLASSIFICATION
(dollars in Itlousands)
FY 2000
ACTUAL

11.1
11.3
11.5
11.8

Fl-Ome permanent
Oter tan full-timepemaent
Other
personnelcorinpenaorl
Specal personnel sea-ics payments

11.9 TotalPersonneCorpenston
121
13.0
210
22.0
23.1
23.3
24.0
25.1
25.2
25.3
26.0
31.0

CAak personel benefits
Benefitsofjoiner personnel
Travalandnnspolsbcn of persons
Trsportation of lings
Rentalpayments
to GSA
Com. ut,andon charges
Prinng andreproduction
S ces
AdvisoryandAssilstanoe
Oten Services
Purchases
ofgoodsandoes
from
otr goenment accounts
Suppliesa odmataas
Equipment

FY 2001
ESTIMATED

FY 2002
ESTIMATED

1.537
4
16
0

1.557
366
0
62
0
186
5
5
1,145
316
0
108
10

99.0 Subtotal,
OwedOtbgatons
Ogabons
990 Reimbursable

3,760
200

999

3.960

Totar
Oblgaio 1/

1/ OAJoblaons for2000 and2001are included
in totalSTSoiaboo,

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
Appropriations History
1992-2001
($ in millions)

Budget Authority

1992
5.0

1993
10.0

1994
15.0

1995
15.0

1996
20.0

1997
25.0

1998
31.0

EXHIBIT 5

1999
30.8

2000
30.8

2001
30.9

Note: Amounts shown include rescissions.
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THE COMMANDANT OF: THE UNITED STATES COAST GUARD
WAW4INGTON,
D.C.2069 -OOO

I

am pleased to present the United States Coast Guard's scal year 2002 Budget-

in-Brief and fiscal year 2000 Performance Report. Together they provide an
overview of the astonishing breadth of the Coast Guard's services to America and
their modest cost to the taxpayer.

In 2000, the Interagency Task Force Report un the Roles and Missions of the
Coast Guard validated the importance of the Coast Guard's missions and predicted
that the need for all of them will increase in the coming years. Fortunately, the
Coast Guard hao ready undertaken the challenge of transforming itself to meet
this grow ng demand for its services, having begun projects ten years earlier to
modernize its fleets of patrol boats, buoy tender, and other coastal assets. The
2002 budget takes the next crucial step in that transformation by moving forward
with the replacement of our open-ocean assets through the Integrated Deepwater
System acquisition project and by continuing progress to restore readiness in select
areas.

I invite you to read this report carefully and to learn more about the Coast
Guard's plan for maintaining its remarkable Ifvel of performance while preparing to
meet America's ever growing need for a military, multi-mission, maritime service.

Admi

U. S. Coastquard

2IICo*

mRapmt 3
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Strategic Goals
Described below are the U.S. Coast Guard's five strategic goals.

Maritime Safety:

Eliminate deaths, injuries, and property
damage associated with maritime transportation, fishing, and
recreational boating.

Maritime Security: Protect our

maritime borders from all
Intrusion3 by halting the flow of Illegal drugs, aliens, and contraband
into this country through maritime routes; preventing iitegal
incursions of our Exclusive Economic Zone; and suppressing
violations of federal law in the maritime region.

Protection of Natural Resotrces:

Eliminate environmental
damage and natural resource degradation associated with all
maritime activities, including transportation, commercial fishing, and
recreational boating.

Maritime Mobility:

Facilitate maritime commerce and eliminate

interruptions and Impediments to the economical movement of
goods and people, while maximizing recreational access to and
enjoyment of the water.

National Defense:

Defend the nation as one of the five U.S.

Armed Services. Enhance regional stability In support of the National
Security Strategy, utilizing our unique and relevant maritime
capabilities.
The Coast Guard has Identified 16 performance goals in support of these
strategic goals to help us measure our progress. Based upon our FY00 results
and our long term performance trends, we have Identified performance targets
for FY02. These targets are discussed in detail in our performance plan. The
U.S. Coast Guard's FY02 budget, which was developed in support of the United
States Coast Guard's strategic plan, will enable us to improve our performance
and further our ability to meet our strategic goals. A discussion of our
performance results can be found later in this document.

"Our readiness concerns include training and
maintenance deficiencies, spare parts shortages, a
young and inexperienced workforce, personnel
recruiting and retention challenges, increasing casualty
rates and higher maintenance costs."
- Vice Admiral Thomas Collins, USCG

4. u

cl

mq mWt
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Restoring Owr Read nes sr,,

The United States Coast Guard can only meet l

wide-ranglng mission requirements when operation
and support units are property staffed, trained,
equ pped, and maintained. To restore readiness, we
must continue our mul-year, phased approach to
establish an equilibrium at which we can sustain
normal operations and perform appropriate training,
maintenance and administrative work all the while

W v%, an llenge
a
n and addressing tle xprend worenges
* Developing a Readines Management System that
will monitor, assess, and manage readlnesa data
providing the necessary Infomation to make rational,
decsios.
risk-Iamd policy and resource allo

m intaining "surge' capacity for emergency

Shai ng Otr Futtre

operations.

We must plan the U.S. Coast Guard's future now.
The ability to anUdpate and respond to new threats,
risks, demands, and opportunities Is citical to our
success. We mutg become more agile In both
operations and support systems. Collaboration and
planning between operations and support must
Improve so we can quldy Identify new requirements;
acquire, develop, and deploy new capabililes; and
shift between missions to meet emerging needs. Both
operations aid support systems must reinvent
themselves to take advantage of new technologies,
Information systems, and ways of doing business. We
must Increase our operational assets' Cfectivees bry
expanding Intellgence use and Increasing Maritime
Domaln-Awareness (MWA). We will be Innovative and
bold as we Invest In the people, technology,
Information systems and strategies to meet our
nation's 21st century maritime challenges. As such,
the President's FY02 budget addresses 'Shaping the
Coast Guard's Future" as follows:

The President's FY02 budget addresses 'Restoring
Coast Guard Readness' through the following:
Operating new 47-foot motor lifeboats and coastal
patrol boats ensures our capability to meet heavy
weather search and rescue (SAR) missions and
continue effective SAR services In the coastal zonewhere most recreational boats operate.
* Operating the modernized Vessel Traflic Services
(VTS) In Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan and Berwick Say,
Louisiana a result of the 'Ports and Waterways Safety
Systems' Initiative supports Improved waterway
mobility and safety.
* Operating new 49-foot stem loading buoy boats
will ensure we retain our ability to maintain shortrange aids to navigation, facilitating navigation and
Improving safety and mobility on the Nation's
waterways.
'Acquiring and operating new seagoing buoy
tenders to replace maintenance Intensive, 50-year-old
ships.
* Integrating the Global Maritime Distress and
Safety System (GNDSS) Into our operations improves
dIstress communications capability by automatically
sorting evaluating, and Identifying distress calls.
* Providing Aviation Parts Sustainment funding to
begin to restore our aircraft's mission readiness,
Material Spill
* Improving Oil and Hazardous
Response Capability through a National Contingency
Prepareess Plan to minimize the environs tal and
economic Impacts fom a Spill of National Significance.
v Ensure the safety of passengers by Improving our
ability to respond to a passenger vessel Incident end
by overseeing the design, consruction end operation
of all cruise ships, gaming vessels and ferries
operating in or from the United States.
* Restoring Search and Rescue System capabilities
by standardizing operating procedures and training,
filling critical personnel shortfalls at SAR command

* Executing the Integrated Deepwater -staem
capabilities restoration program replacing 93 ships and
206 aircraft. We will use an approach that Integrates
surface, air, shoreske, and C4ISR** assets and
rational
logistics support systems to maximize
effectiveness at minimum total ownership wets.
* Modernizing the National Distress and Response
System (NORS) will replace obsolete communications
equipment, eliminate the more than 65
communication gape around our nation's waters, and
add direction finding and Immediate recorded voice
playback capability resulting in more lives being saved
from the pe'rils of tWe sea.
* Leading efforts to enhance the Marine
Transportation System (MTS) by providing person
and funds to manage the safety, security,
environmental protection, and efficiency of the MTS.
* MOA--l aflume Domain Awarenwss: abil/ty to acquire,
In eW time vessels and aircraft
trac, and AdenUfy
entedng Amerkwcs marfUine *mO.. and makain
awareness of nadona and kSietsaonal trends Anacie)
aspects of rnlne ac&vWes and Ve marine kWustv,
Intei//gend.Sensos, anaconsa
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"We know that we are sustaining our operations only
through the heroic efforts of our people, but faced with tired
and aging platforms, depleted inventories, stretched logistics
and support systems, even our heroes are getting tired."
- Admiral James M. Loy

Deopwater
Soperatons performed at least 50 miles from
short. These missions often demand long
D
eepwater
missions
are US.
Coast capabilities
Guard
transit times,
extended
on-scene
and the ability to operate in severe maritime
environments.
Additionally, coastal operations requiring long-term
commitment and logistical Support-such as the TWA
Flight 80 recovery operatlon-would also be considered
Deepwater Missions.
USCG Deepwater cutters are the 37th oldest of 39
similar fleets worldwide with the resulting technological
limitations. The Increasing demands for our services are
greater than what we can provide with these aging
assets. Despite our operational forces' superb
performance, we are concerned about our ability to
sustain current performance levels with aging and
obsolescent Deepwater cutters and aircraft.
The United States Coast Guard's major cutters and
aircraft are aging and technologically obsolete. As a
result, these platforms have excessive operating and
maintenance costs, and lack essential capabilities in
speed, sensors, and Interoperability that limit overall
mission effectiveness and efficiency. Their repfacement Is
a near-term top national priority.
The Deepwater Program seeks to renovate,
modemize, or replace U.S. Coast Guard Deepwater
assets with an Integrated system of surface, air,
command, control, communications, computers,
intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance and logistics
systems. Rather than focus on a specific cutter or
aircraft class, we are focusing on the capability to

ONSI 0COd
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perform all of our 14 federally mandated missions in the
deepwater region,
In September 1998, Chief of Naval Operations Admiral
lay Johnson and U.S. Coast Guard Commandant Admiral
3ames Loy signed the National Fleet Policy Statement.
This statement ensures that the US. Coast Guard and
Navy recapitalize their forces in the 21st Century,
synchronize planning, training, and procurement to
provide the highest maritime capability :evel for the
nation's investment. As a result of the U.S. Navy's and
Coast Guard's future plans, we will build a fleet of major
cutters (USCG) that are adaptable, interoperable, and
complementary capable. By ensuring interoperability, we
can increase our effectiveness In all mission areas.
Working together, we will form our National Fleet.
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People - or most valuable asset
It all begins with people. Through hard work,
Innovation, and Ingenuity, our personnel get the job
done. As a credit to our people's dedication, the U.S.
Coast Guard overcame aging assets, parts supply
shortages, and Increased work pace In FY00 to meet
our performance goals. Our people are the U.S.Coast
Guard's most valuable resource-and they are what we
are most proud of and concerned about today.
After a two-year concentrated effort, the U.S. Coast
Guard's military workforce component Isnumerically
back up to full strength. However, today's workforce Is
the youngest and least experienced that we have had
in decades. Retention remains a concern-with FY00
attrition exceeding projected levels for commis-sioned
officers by 12 percent, enlisted personnel by 15
percent, and civilian employees by 12 percent. At the
same time, the technical rates of our enlisted
workforce component continue to face a significant
disparilty between the desired and the actual skill sets
of the incumbents. In this,strong economy, our ability
to recruit and retaWnour talented workforce remains
challenging, Itisnot enough to simply expect the best
of our people. We need to also expect the best for
them. As such, we have established the following
priorities for our people:

* Succession pTaning.Develop a long-range,
comprehensive workforce reinvention-plan, that
explores better ways to obtain, train, qualify, and
deliver people to U.S. Coast Guard units.
* Quality of life. Create a quality of life comparable
to other armed services through Improved
compensation and Increased job satisfaction.
The United States Coast Guard Is committed to
ensuring that when we embark upon a mission, our
crews will have the training, experience, and support
they need to accomplish the job safely and effectively.
U.S. Coast Guard women and men, their families, and
the public we serve deserve nothing less.

aim

* Safety and welfare, Our Immediate goal is to
increase our people's safety and welfare by more
effectively managing workload and readiness. This
means we strive to operate only to the level that can
be sustained by existing resources and systems. To go
farther could possibly endanger lives.
* Knowledge management. Invest in developing our
critical thinking, analytical skills, and our information
management abilities. Develop tools and processes to
effectively plan and make decisions for managing risk,
supporting Innovation, and making the best of our
resources.
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Service to America
*5663 Million
More than two billion tons of domestic and
foreign commerce, worth one trillion dollars,
move through United States ports and
waterways annually. The U.S. Coast Guard
maintains aids to navigation and Vessel Traffic
Services to facilitate the safe transit of
commercial vessels.
U.S. Coast Guard Icebreaking services keep
commercially navigable waterways open in the
Northeast and through the Great Lakes, St.
Lawrence Seaway, and polar regions during
the winter--facilitating shipments of fuel and
other commerce to these regions.

Prokotleon of

$682.6 Million
Commercial and recreational fisheries
contribute about $S0 billion annually to the
U.S. economy. In FYO0 the U.S. Coast Guard
boarded 6,622 fishing vessels to enforce safety
and environmental laws.
Accidents like the Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska
and the New Carlsse oil spill in Oregon illustrate
the enormous magnitude of the environmental and
economic Impacts that could result from a marine
pollution accident Every day pollution Investigators
respond to 20 oil or hazardous chemical spills
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The United States Coat.t Guard
strives to maintain a readiness
level that facilitates aggressive
programs aimed at preventing
accidents at sea, yet the maritime
arena is massive and complex, and
mishaps will inevitably happen. Our
prevention activities in the pursuit
of maritime safety are often
inseparable from those to protect
the marine environment or police
the U.S. Marine Transportation
System. Actions in one mission
area often reinforce those required
for other missions.
Overall, the U.S.Coast Guard's
numerous accident- prevention
efforts, includingg the Coast Gjard
Auxiliary's search and rescue and
education activities, have saved
countless lives and contributed to
the economic and environmental
health of the United States. Each
year, we respond to approximately
40,000 calls for assistance at sea.
About 100,000 mariners receive
some form of emergency
assistance from us each year-of
which 4,000 involve people in
imminent danger. When
emergencies and accidents at sea
occur, the Coast Guard must be
poised to respond immediately to
save lives and property.
Furthermore, the U.S. Coast
Guard investigates accidents to
determine causes and whether or
not laws have been violated. As
such, we conduct nearly 7,000
marine-related investigations per
year, and the data collected
become valu, ole for use in our
prevention programs.
The challenges of preserving maritime safety inthe United
States and international waters will
increase inthe years ahead as the
numbers of ships and individuals
using U.S. ocean coastal, and
inland waterways trows. The U.S.
Coast Guard has stood "always
ready" to preserve life,
health, and
commerce in all areas of maritime

responsibility. Our future must be
reshaped now to ensure we can
continue to provide basic maritime
safety services to the American
public.
As such, we will focus on
modernizing our equipment aed
communication network, acquiring
technology and improving our
search and rescue planning and
decision-making tools. This will
ensure we modernize systems to
save as many lives as possible and
eliminate injuries and property
damage associated with maritime
transportation, fishing, and
recreational boating.
On tne threshold of the 21st
century, with many revolutiors in
technology and systems to aid
them, America's Lifesavers still
need personal courage, dedication,
and unique skills to protect lives
and property at sea. Operational
training will be optimized through a
new, entry-level navigation and
bcat handling school.
In addition, we will continue to
conduct public service campaigns
with states, safety organizations,
and industry to promote personal
floatat on device (PFD) use,
operator training, and prudent
seamanship. We will work with
other local maritime jurisdictions to
complete safety boardings and
enforce "boating under the
influence" statutes. Through our
U.S. Coast Guard Auxliary we will
offer boating safety courses, and
dockside vessel safety checks.
Moreover, states will receive $59
million in grant money from the
U.S. Coast Guard to conduct
recreational boating safety
education and training programs.

Protect o6r ma time borders
ns by halting
from all intru
If Illegal drugs,
the fle
aliens, and contraband
Into this country
through maritime
route*; preventing
illegal incursions
of our Exclusive
Economic Zone;
and suppressing
violations of
federal law in the
maritime region.
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While traditional law
enforcement against piracy,
smuggling, organized crime, and
the illegal weapons movement
continues today, the U.S. Coast
Guard's most resource-intensive
efforts support drug interdiction,
alien migrant interdiction, and the
protection of living marine
resources (LMR).
Our expertise in interdiction at
sea has put us on the front line of
defending America's seaward
frontier against a torrent of illegal
drugs. The Coast Guard is
designated as the lead agency for
maritime drug interdiction under
the National Drug Control
Strategy. We also share leadagency responsibilities with the
U.S. Customs Service for airinterdiction operations.
The six-million square-mile
transit zone is roughly the size of
the continental United States, and
includes the Caribbean, Gulf of
Mexico, and Eastern Pacific.
Countering the illegal drug threat
to the United States will become
more difficult as advanced
equipment and technology are
increasingly employed by drug
cartels. In response to U.S. Coast
Guard's efforts, smugglers have
begun investing in high-speed
craft and low-observable, radarevading "stealth" vessels and
aircraft in an attempt to evade
detection at sea Other capabilities
include sophisticated counterintelligence technologies enabling
criminal organizations to challenge
US. and international law
enforcement.
Undocumented migrant
interdiction operations are as
much humanitarian efforts as they
are law enforcement missions.
Undocumented migrants typically
take great risks and endure
significant hardships in their

attempts to flee their countries
and enter the United States. In
many cases, migrant vessels
interdicted at sea are overloaded
and not seaworthy, lack basic
safety equipment, and often
operated by inexperienced
mariners.
We also face daunting
challenges patrolling and
protecting LMR under Jnited
States jurisdiction, in addition to
patrolling the high-seas areas
enforcing international fishery
laws. Sustained at-sea law
enforcement has resulted in
increased deterrence and
apprehension of illegal fishing in
the nearly 3.4-million-square-m le
U.S. Excusive Economic Zone
(EEZ). The EEZ includes some of
the world's most valuable
fisheries, supporting a more than
$27 billion United States
commercial industry, as well as a
recreation fishery estimated to
be worth $25 bi!ion and growing.
To meet maritime security
responsibilities, the Coast Guard is
developing an Integrated
Deepwater System of surface, air,
command and control,
intelligence, and logistics.
Maritime interception missions
require deepwater assets for
effective execution.
As the United States confronts
the complex and growing
challenges of the 2tst century, the
demands on the Coast Guard's
people, platforms, and systems for
effective maritime security will
only increase. The Coast Guard
intends to meet the future headon with new capabilities to carry
out its critical maritime safety
duties.

Enforcement of
LavYs & Tceaties
F6nding Profile
(Ootlar5 n rhiffionS)

XY96
FY97li
FY99*
FYOO
FY OJL.*
FY02-

OE
$1011.7
$706.9
$695.1
$839.8
5
IS 0.0
875.5
$922.4

AC&I
$62.9
$50.9
$64.8
$301.8
$29&0
$78.0
$198.5

Dolhastic Fisheries
arine4i anc4uari s
nforcWent Funding
for
fit* 1*
ilill
Pli
FY99.
* 4 FY01 and illi
data
For
ore projectionlil
FY02, Funding Pli
for
drug lntwdktAM it
$565.2 million for
OperatingExpenses (OE)
and $47.7 mWillon
Acquisition, construction
Zmprovenpents (AC&I).
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Eliminate environmental
damage and natural
resource degradation
associated with all
maritime activities,
including
transportation,
commercial
fishing, and
recreational
boating.
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America's marine waters and
ecosystems are vital to the health,
wellbeing, and economy of the
nation. Extending to the full expanse
of our 200-nautical mile Exclusive
Economic Zone (EEZ) encompassing some 3.4 million
square miles of ocean space-the
United States marine environment Is
among the most valuable and
productive naturaT resources on
Earth, containing one-fifth of the
world's fishery resources, The EEZ is
also a region of extraordinary
recreation and transportation
activities. For these reasons, the
U.S. Coast Guard has a unique role
in carrying out the nation's
mandates to protect the manne
environment, We work with our
partners in the commercial maritime
industry, educators, environmental
organizations and agencies and
international maritime organizations
to prevent pollution and threats to
fisheries and protected species
We must be ready to perform our
fundamental roles in the protecting
our natural resources by mitigating
environmental damage and natural
resource degradation associated
with maritime transportation, fishing
and recreational boating.
The U.S. Coast Guard's prevention
of oil spills from all sources and
activities avoids costs of nearly s x
billion dollars each year in oil losses,
cleanup costs, and environmental
damage.
Although less dramatic than
massive oil spills that capture the
public's attention, the inadvertent
introduction of alien marine species
transported in ships poses severe
threats to U.S. ecosystems. Foreign
ballast water pumped into U.S.
harbors may contain exotic species
and pathogens that threaten to
displace or eliminate native species
and damage important fisheries.
Foreign viruses have reduced U S.
marine aquaculture production by
half since 1996 and may cost the
Great Lakes commercial and sport
fisheries more than $500 million by
the year 2005. Current estimates
indicate that control measures to
reduce problems caused by
nonindigenous species can cost the

American public more than six billion
dollars each year.
As a world leader in marine
environmental protection, the U.S.
Coast Guard shapes the safety and
pollution-control standards for
international and domestic maritime
transportation and offshore
industries that can pose grave
threats to fragile marine
ecosystems. Coast Guard people
need the latest information,
technological support and training to
be effective ambassadors of natural
resources protection.
U.S. Coast Guard National Strike
Teams, located on the East, Gulf,
and West Coasts, are at the ready to
respond to major oil or other
hazardous materials sp ilsin the
inland waterways and coastal
regions However, in future crisis
scenarios, these Strike Teams should
be prepared for the possibility of
beingthe nation's "first-responders'
to a terrorist attack using chemical,
biological, or nuclear weapons in a
crowded port or roadstead.
Furthermore, increasing. coastal
population and industrial growth
threatens critical marine habitats.
tIlegal dumping of waste oil and
other pollutants continues to wreck
waterways and coastal regions of
the United States. U S. Coast Guard
assets must be able to police our
environment as maritime commerce
continues to grow.
Modernizing U.S. Coast Guard
deepwater capability through an
integrated system of surface, air,
command and control, intelligence,
and logistics systems is critical to
the future of pollution prevention
and fisheries management.
Oeepwater assets are needed to
enforce more complex fisheries
management plans and to perform
policing activities and maritime
interception of suspect vessels.
Effective prevention and
enforcement will
hinge upon our
offshore interceptions and
inspections of suspect vessels before
they enter U.S. territorial seas and
ports.
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and elimln5" Interruptions
and lmoediments to the
economical movement
of goods and people,
while maximizing
recreational access
to and enjoyment of
the water.
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In the international arena, we
serve as the United States'
principal contact in a variety of
organizations, including the
International Maritime
Organization (IMO) The IMO is a
United Nations agency with 157
member states. The IMO's
purpose is to improve
international shipping safety and
ship pollution prevention.
The United States is also
responsible for the international
ice patrol, including the provision
of services and equpment and
reporting on ice conditions in the
North Atlantic and marginal seas.
We are reimbursed for services by
the 17 signatory nations using
the service. The U.S. Coast Guard
operates long-range HC-130H
Hercules aircraft from Eizabeth
City, North Carolina, deployed to
Newfoundland on a rotatonal
basis. The Canadian government
cooperates with us in this
endeavor.
in an era of globalization the
United States is still an island
nation, linked to the rest of the
world by the movement of ships.
With the importance of maritime
mobility certain to grow, the U.S.
Coast Guard must provide
leadership in protecting our ports
and navigation systems as part of
the nation's critical infrastructure.
The U.S. Marine Transportation
System facilitates America's
global reach into foreign markets
and the nation's engagennent in
world affairs. This includes
protection of U.S. national
interests through a national and
international regulatory
framework that governs trade and
commerce. The Marine
Transportation System
shareholders are comprised of
international and domestic
passenger services, commercial
and recreational fisheries, and
recreational boating.
We will pursue our goal to

facilitate maritime commerce and
eliminate impediments to the
movement of goods and people,
while maximizing recreational
enjoyment of the water. This wIl
be accomplished primarily
through control of aids-tonav.gation, waterways
management, boating safety and
icebreaking programs. By
improving our MTS efforts, VTS
resource upgrades, and st-ffing
mix, the Nation's maritime
be mit
mobllity priorities will
more successfully.
There are more than 300
seaports and 3,700 manne
terminals in the United States,
050 of which handle abouT95
percent of all marine cargo
tonnage. More than 90 percent of
the U.S. population is served by
domestic shpping, which moves
nearly one-quarter of the nation's
freight (by ton-mile) for less than
freight
two percent of the total
billIn peacetime, more than 95
percent of U.S. trade (measured
by tonnage) is carried in si ips.
Water-borne cargo contr-butes
more than $742 billion to the U.S.
gross domestic product and
creates more than 13 mullon jobs
for Americans. In wartime, as
documented during the 1991-92
Persian Gulf War, ships move
about 9, percent of everything
carried to and from conflict areas.
The U.S. Coast Guard needs to
pursue waterways research into
the technology needed to manage
increasing port traffic. Finally the
development, of standards for
providing more effective vessel
traffic safety is critical as we
automate traffic and waterway
management systems to improve
mobility on U.S. waterways.
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as one of the
Defend thItati4
five U.S. fluied Services.
Enhance
lonal stability
in support of the
National Security
Strategy, utilizing our
unique and relevant
maritime
capabilities.
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countries' maritime Interests. The
The US Coast Guard - as one of
the five armed services - provides an
striking element in these linkages is
the similarity between the Coast
essential and unique element of our
national defense, and plays a key role 1 Guard and many foreign government
navies and maritime forces. This has
in ensuring our homeland security.
We also guard against impediments
resulted In the recognition that we
are the 'right force" to reach the
to America's Marine Transportation
majority of these navies. Inasmuch
System that could threaten our
as some 70 percent of the world's
economic security.
navies are essentially coast guards,
Beyond U.S. coastal waters, our
our continued and enhanced
role as an Instrument of national
peacetime international engagement
policy and maritime security Is
will continue to generate great
becoming even more important. We
are relied upon to maintain a high
benefits to the United States.
A central focus of U.S. national
state of readiness to function as a
security strategy is to promote
specialized service within the Navy in
times of war. In peacetime, we have
democracy abroad, to build trust and
friendship among former adversaries,
command responsibilities for the U.S.
and to promote economic prosperity
Maritime Defense Zones. indeed, in
at home and overseas. International
every major conflict in which the
dangers that threaten U.S. interests
United States has been engaged, the
at
home are felt by America's friends
U.S. Coast Guard has served with the
Navy and Marines.
overseas. The U.S. Coast Guard's
involvement in the elimination of
The U.S. Coast Guard performs a
regional security threats, the
vital, complementary role that is
promotion of regional cooperation,
increasingly relied upon by service
and the protection of maritime
chiefs and the war-fighting
interests are key elements in
commanders. In 1995, an agreement
America's policy of global
between the Secretaries of Defense
and Transportation assigned four
engagement and active and
major national defense missions to
acceptable presence. For Interested
neighbors abroad, we drafted a
the U.S. Coast Guard in support of
MODEL MARITIME SERVICE CODE as
United States regional Commandersa legislative "template' to help
in-Chief (CinCs). These missionsforeign government maritime forces
Maritime Interception Operations,
Military Environmental Response
provide enhanced security and safety,
protect the mariner as well as the
Operations, Port Operations/Security
environment, and allow a maritime
and Defense (POSD), and Peacetime
state to exercise the maritime rights
Engagement-require Deepwater
assets to execute essential military
and obligations recognized under
International law.
tasks in support of joint and
To provide these important national
combined forces In peacetime, crisis,
defense capabilities for operations
and war. In recent years, the United
across the U.S. global strategies and
States CinCs have requested and
policies spectrum, we are continuing
been provided U.S. Coast Guard
cutters to conduct Maritime Intercept
our integrated Deepwater System
(IDS) Program. The IDS will be the
Operations, Peacetime Engagement,
and other supporting warfare Tasks.
development of an integrated system
of surface, air, command and control,
Since 1995, we have deployed our
intelligence, and logistics systems to
cutters to the Baltic, Mediterranean,
Persian Gulf and Black seas as a
carry out the defense operation
mandates in the deepwater area of
complement to the more routine
responsibility.
forward-presence operations of Navy
ships.
U.S. Coast Guard involvement in
routine peacetime engagement
reaches out to all elements of other

The U.S. Coast Guard has the following performance goals to indicate our progress at achieving our
strategic goals. Our performance report begins on the following page.

Maritime Safety
Search and Rescue Save all mariners in
distress and property in peril
a Maritime Workers Fatalities Eiminate
crew Member fatalities
a Passenger Vessel Fatalities Elminate
passenger vessel fatalities
* Recreational Boating Fatalities Eliminate
recreational boating fatalities
a

Marme Sectl-ty
a Drug Interdiction Reduce the flow of
illegal drugs
a Undocumented Migrant Interdiction
Eliminate the flow of undocumented migrants
entering the U.S via maritime routes
a Foreign Fishing Vessel Incursions
Eliminate illegal encroachment of the 200 mile
U S. Exclusive Economic Zone by foreign
fishing vessels

Mlun

Mohity

Navigation Aids Maximize vessel mobility
in ports and waterways
a Vessel Traffic Eliminate vessel collisions,
allisions, and groundings
a Domestic Icebreaking Maintain maritime
navigation in icebound areas
a Polar Operations Provide icebreaking
capability needed to support national interests
in the polar regions
a

National Defense
a Military Operations Provide core
competencies when requested by the
Department of Defense or the Department of
State
a Military Readiness Achieve and sustain
complete military readiness for U.S. Coast
Guard units as required by the Department of
Defense

Protection of Natal Resources
a Oil Spills Eliminate oil discharged

into the
water
and
plastics
a Marine Debris Eliminate
garbage discharged into the water
* Living Marine Resources Improve the
health of fish stocks and other living marine
resources
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Search end Rescue
The number of recreational and commercial
waterway users continues to increase as more
people move to coastal areas and global trade
grows, Operating in a remote, unforgiving
environment, many mariners lose their ives, many
more are injured, and billions of dollars of
property are at risk The United States Coast
Guard is the sole U.S. federal agency with the
expertise, assets, and around the clock, on-call
readiness to conduct search and rescue missions
in all areas of the maritime environment. Since the
18th century, mariners have depended on us to
provide rescue services in their time of need. In
FY00, we responded to 40,068 calls for assistance
and saved 3,365 lives.
While our ability to save the lives of mariners
who are able to report their distress remains
relatively constant, we are concerned about the
drop in percentage of all mariners saved.
This year we missed our goal of saving 85
percent of all mariners in distress. Only 82.7
percent were saved: the lowest result we have
seen since 1993. However, we were able to rescue
93.4 percent of mariners reported in imminent
danger. An additional 297 people were recorded as
"unaccounted for" in FY00. Our old data system
did not capture this statistic, and although we
have always known some number of liveswere not
accounted for, we have not known the magnitude.
Historically the majority of search and rescue
cases involve recreational boats, commercial
fishing vessels, and "people only" situations
(swimmer, dver, etc.). These cases also make up
the majority of lives lost. While there will always
be some number of lives the U.S. Coast Guard will
not be able to save due to the severity, location,
or circumstances of the distress, there are
improvements that can be made. The National
Distress and Response System (NDRS), our

maritime emergency radio network, will be
modernized (to be completed in 2005) to eliminate
the 65 existng communications gaps, and add
direction finding and immediate recorded voice
playback and enhancement capabilty. NORS'
direction finding capabilty will reduce the amount
of time expended on hoaxes and false alarms-25
percent of all SAR time.

Maritime Worker Fatalities
Working in the marine environment is
dangerous. Although the number of fatalities is
relatively small, maritime workers have one of the
highest fatality rates in the transportation field.
The commercial fishing industry is purported to be
one of the most hazardous in the Naton; on
average (1992-1999), 78 crewmembers die per
year. Loss of i fe has profound impacts on family,
friends and communities; moreover, negative
economic forces generated as a result of these
tragedies ripple well beyond the mantime
commumty.
Approximately one-half of all maritime worker
fataities occurs on commercial fishing vessels.
Deaths in this industry involve falls overboard,
entanglement, capsizings, etc Casualty data
indicate that the death rate among fishermen has
reached a plateau or begun a slight upward climb,
while the population of fishing vessels remains
steady. However, the National Marine Fisheries
Service believes that the industry is still overcapitalized and putting excessive pressure on fish
stocks, Due to dwindling fish stocks, fishermen
experience increased economic pressure and
competition resulting in reduced profit
opportunities. These economic pressures combined
w th fisheries management decisions encourage
risk taking, deferred maintenance of vessels, and
deferred purchase/upkeep of required safety gear.
While the Commercial Fishing Industry Vessel
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Safety Act of 1988 has helped reduce fishing
vessel fatalities 20 percent from pre-Act levels,
dwindling fisheries stocks, more competition, and
regulated limited time fshing seasons have
increased risk-taking by fishermen and made
fishing related deaths an ongoing problem.
Compourding this is the fact that fishing vessels
have few required safety standards. The vanable
nature of this industry makes it dlifficolt to develop
universal fishing safety regulations - vessels vary
greatly In size and operate in diverse locations
and climates.
Hazards to personnel have also been endemic
to the tug and barge industry. Crewmembers
working to attach a barge to a tug, or to free a
grounded vessel are at risk of being crushed in an
accident, or fa ling overboard - the single greatest
cause of fatalities in this industry.

Passenger Vessel Safety
Each year over 207 million passengers are
carried aboard cruise ships, ferries, charter fishing
boats, sightseeing boats, gaming vessels and
other commercial passenger vessels in the United
States. In 1999, 5.85 million North American
vacationers alone traveled on cruise lines-and
that number is expected to grow to 6.37 mil:on
for 2000. There are approximately 6,200 domestic
passenger vessels and 130 foreign flag passenger
vessels operating from U.S. ports. Collectively,
these vessels provide one of the safest forms of
transportation. The potential for disaster, however,
does exist. This was highlighted by the May 1999
capsizing of the amphibious passenger vessel iss
iajestic on Lake Hamilton, Arkansas which
resulted in the deaths of 13 of the 21 passengers.
Based on preliminary data estimates, there
were 15 fatalities on passenger vessels in FY00
Compared to other modes of transportation, the
safety record of passenger vessels operating from
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U.S. ports, including both domestic and foreign
vessels, is outstanding. In the last 16 years, there
have been no passenger deaths due to a vessel
casualty on foreign flag cruise ships. For the
domestic fleet, the safety record, while still
relatively excellent, varies from year to year with
no clear trend emerging Of the estimated 6,200
vessels in the domestic passenger vessel fleet,
only nine vessels in FYO0 were involved in
casualties resulting in a passenger death, These
fatalities resulted from falls, asphyxiation, being
struck by objects, and other randomly occurring
accidents.
As newer vessels are put into greater use with
higher passenger capacities and speeds, the risk
for a major catastrophe involving a passenger
vessel increases, as does the potential for loss of
hfe The use of high speed, high capacity ferries in
Puget Sound, San Francisco, Southern California,
and the Northeast has grown. Also, unique winged
craft are being developed. In sum, future
passenger industry growth will increase
congestion and maritime casualty risk on coastal
and inland waterways.
Finally, as most cruise snips are foreign flagged,
the U.S. Coast Guard is limited to port state
enforcement. Flag state regulators and
classification societies make up the other
oversight sources. Our Prevention Through People
initiatve and Internatonal Safety Management
Code implementation target these concerns.

Recreational Boating Fatalities
Recreational boating is a popular activity in
America-there are about 78 million recreational
boaters in the United States. During the last
decade, approximately 800 Americans have died
each year from boating accidents, usually from
drowning. However, recreational boating fatalites
declined to 742 in calendar year 2000-the lowest
number of fatalities the U S. Coast Guard has
reported to date. High gas prices and colder,
wetter weather during the boating season are
believed to have reduced the overall level of
boating activity this year and contributed to the
decline in fatalities.
While the recent trend in boating fatalities has
been mixed, fatalities have declined dramatically
since the early 1960s and 1970s, Today, there are
fewer than half the number of recreational boating
fatalities as there were in the early 1970s. At the
same time, the number of recreational boats has
more than doubled. Tnis long-term reduction in

The Coast Guard Auxiliary:
A Multi-Mission Force-Multiplier
'rWe could not deliver the level of service the
American public expects of the Coast Guard
without the generous gift of time and talent given
every day by members of the Coast Guard
Auxiliary," said Admiral Lay, commenting on the
61st Anniversary of the Auxiliary. The Auxiliary
provides almost $1 billion in service to the
American public and to the Federal Government
at a fraction of the cost. A voluntary, civilian,
non-military organization, the Auxiliary was
established in 1939. Auxiliarists operate on their
own time and for the most part, at their own
expense. The minimal federal funding support
received by members only partially pays for
training, fuel and subsistence used in the
performance of officially sanctioned operations.
Members are experienced boaters, amateur
radio operators, and licensed aircraft pilots using
their own vessels, aircraft and communications
stations or providing skills the Coast Guard can
use to enhance customer service in operations
centers, administrative offices, on the water and
in the air. Specifically, Auxliarists offer a wide
variety of boating safety courses, they assist in
search and rescue, environmental protection,
patrol marine events, verify private aids to
navigation, conduct vessel safety checks, and the
lst of services continues. In sum, Auxiliarists are
an absolutely essential force-multiplier that the
Coast Guard relies upon as an integrated
resource to do good things for America.
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fatalities is due to life jacket use, cooperative
boating-safety education and enforcement efforts
with state governments, as weli as safer boats
and equpment manufactured in accordance with
U S. Coast Guard standards.
Still, too many fatalities occur each yearmostly due to accidents involving operator
controllable factors. For instance, more than half
of all recreational boating fatalities are the result
of capsizing or falls overboard-and the percent of
victims who drown remains high. Moreover, the
majority of these drowning victims were not
wearing life jackets
Accident prevention is the best way to reduce
fatalities - but when accidents do occur, boaters
have a vastly improved chance of surviving if they
wear a life jacket.
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Drug Interdick-ion
The U.S. Coast Guard's FY00 drug seizure rate
fell, despite the fact that we set a new noncommercial maritime seizure record for cocaine.
Final FY00 seizure and cocaine shipment data
show a seizure rate of approximately 10.6
percent, as compared to the target of 13
percent.
Drugs are interdicted in a challenging and ever
changing environment. The international drug
syndicates operating throughout our hemisphere
are resourceful, adaptable, and extremely
powerful. At the same time, socioeconomic
conditions, here and abroad, influence the supply
and demand for illegal narcotics.
In FY00, the U.S. Coast Guard seized
approximately 132,480 pounds of cocaine, which
set a new non-commercial maritime seizure
record. We also seized over 50,000 pounds of
marijuana. These results are attributed to higher
patrol concentrations in the Eastern Pacific
Ocean, improved intelligence sharing with other
law enforcement agencies, increased cooperation
with Central and South American countries, and
use of Coast Guard boarding teams on Navy
ships. A growing threat in smuggling has been
the shipment of cocaine to the U.S. through the
Eastern Pacific. This year, we shifted our limited
resources to address the burgeoning go-fast
threat in the Eastern Pacific. Interdictions in this
region accounted for over 80 percent of all drugs
seized by the Coast Guard.
Furthermore, we continue to take aggressive
steps toward stopping go-fast vessels-a major
problem-with Operation Frontier Shield, in
which U.S. Coast Guard cutters sailed with
specially equpped use of force helicopters and
high-speed interdiction boats. These units carry
high-tech equipment designed to safely stop
fleeing go-fasts. Operation Frontier Shied was
employed in two limited-scope deployments in
FY00. In six possible opportunities to intercept
go-fasts, Frontier Shield forces successfully
interdicted all six vessels, seized over 2,600
pounds of cocaine, nearly 12,000 pounds of
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marijuana, and detained 18 suspects.
In FY00, Operation Frontier Shield continued
to deter smuggling into Puerto Rico and disrupt
traditional smuggling routes into the United
States. The U.S. Coast Guard also continued
Operations Gulf Shield and Border Shield off the
coasts of the Gulf of Mexico and California,
respectively. These smaller-scale operations
served to anchor the maritime flanks of the
Southwest Border with Mexico as federal, state
and local agency interdiction efforts ashore were
increased.
Well-funded smuggling organizations operate
over huge areas of ocean, and quickly change
tactics to Fid an advantage. While we achieved
record cocaine seizures for two years in a row,
the tempo of operations in previous fiscal years
(FY97-99) was extraordinary and purchased at
the expense of deferred asset maintenance and
curtailed support activities. The Coast Guard has
reduced operations and truncated maintenance
and support activities to meet the rising costs of
personnel, energy and aging assets. These
actions will impact FY01 operations, and we will
be challenged to meet our FY02 supply reduction
goal (18.7 percent).
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tindoctwented Migrant Interdiction
Undocumented immigration poses a serious
threat to America's economic and social we I
being, and challenges the integrity of our b orders
as a sovereign nation. Thousands of people try to
enter this country illegally every year via
meantime routes, many via smuggling operations.
An untold number perish when overloaded,
unseaworthy vessels capsize. The U.S. Coast
Guard must maintain an effective presence in
migrant departure, transit and arrival zones The
U.S. Coast Guard must curtail illegal immigration
on more than 144,000 square miles of ocear in
the Caribbean alone, in addition to respondirg to
intelligence on voyages along the East and Viest
coasts and throughout United States territory, s in
the Pacific.
We met our goal in FY00, holding attempts at
illegal immigration by sea to 1 percent of
potential entry attempts. However, we met ou"
FY00 target this year largely because migrant
flow from China shifted away from Guam in
response to our 1999 interdiction efforts. Last
year we reported that a large number of Chine' e
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migrants were targeting Guam. This year, in
response to U.S. Coast Guard Interdiction efforts
in FY99 and FY00, Chinese migrants are now
targeting Mexico and Central America, for
eventual passage across the United States land
border.
There was also a reduced flow of Cuban
migrants attempting to reach the United States
by maritime means in FY00. This is partially the
result of improved efficiency in granting
immigrant visas by the U S. Interest Section in
Havana, more Cubans taking illegal flights to the
United States from third countries, and an
increased number travelling to Mexico (by air)
and crossing the land border illegally. However,
U.S laws and policies continue to challenge
interdiction efforts: a combination of United
States laws and policies make returning a Cuban
migrant who lands ashore in the US difficult,
thereby providing a strong incentive for Cuban
migrants to make te attempt, and keeping the
demand for Coast Guard interdiction efforts high.
In FY00 over 500/ of the known flow of Cuban
migrants reached United States soil
In addition, professional human smuggling
remains problematic. In recent years, smugglers
have carved out a lucrative business for
themselves, and most migrants attempting to
illegally enter the United States employ their
services. For example, Chinese migrants pay
smugglers up to $40,000 per person for
undocumented passage to the United States and
Cuban migrants pay up to $8,000 per person.
In addition, there are numerous forces-largely
outside tne U.S. Coast Guard's control-that
motivate migrants. These include immigration
policy decisions, political and economic situations
in the source country, and the economic pull that
the United States has upon people from the
developing world
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Foreign Fishig Vessel Incursions
The U.S . Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) was
established by the 1976 Magnuson-Stevens
Fishery Conservation and Management Act. This
Act claims for the U.S. the maximum EEZ allowed
by international law, extending 200 miles from
U S. shores. Our EEZ is the largest in the world,
covering 3.36 million square miles of ocean and
95,000 miles of coastline. It is a major source of
renewable resources-providing a Ivelihood for
U.S. commercial fishermen and numerous related
enterprises, a valuable source of protein, and
recreational opportunities for, millions of people.
Within the EEZ, United States citizens have
primary rights to harvest fish stocks; foreign
fishing is significantly limited and restricted since
1991. The U.S. Coast Guaro is the only agency
with the maritime authority and infrastructure to
project federal law enforcement presence over
this huge area. As such, we are the primary
federal at-sea enforcement agency, and are
responsible for ensuring fo-eigners do not illegally
harvest U.S. fish stocks.
We appear to have met our goal of less than
202 incursions-only 170 were detected this year.
Unfortunately, however, the lower number of
detected incursions can also be attributed to
decreased surveillance availability, particularly
from aircraft. Because of laws in the detected
incursions measure, we are currently developing
an interdiction rate measure that better reflects
our resource capabilites and international
cooperation efforts
After a FY99 record high of 428 detected
incursions, we see positive results from our
efforts to improve interoction effectiveness, We
appear to have met our goal this year largely due
to our improved coordination with Mexican,
Russian, and Canadian authorities to increase
prosecution rate and decrease the number of
incursions along our EEZ borders.
Following last year's spike in incursions in the
Bering Sea, we worked closely with the Russian
Federal Border Guard to improve cooperation.
The result was more successful prosecutions in
FY00 and correspondirgly fewer interdictions as
the fishing fleet came to realize it would be
prosecuted if caught.
We also stepped up our efforts in the Gulf of
Mexico, where most illegal incursions have
occurred, There, small Mexican boats (lanchas)
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operate in the U.S. EEZ, and rapidly flee to the
Mexican territorial seas when sighted. The U.S.
Coast Guard worked closely with Mexican
enforcement officials to prosecute those violators
that we were able to interdict. We also employed
deployable pursuit boats, and as we began to
interdict more of the lanchas (15 percent of
detected incursions thisyear, as opposed to five
percent last year), we began to see the number
of incursions in this region declne.
In addition, during the summer of 2000 we
signed a Law Enforcement Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with Canada to allow U.S.
Coast Guard vessels and aircraft to operate in
Canadian waters to identify violators. Previously,
Canadian commercial fishers set their gear in
United States waters, but fled the area when our
vessels approached. Now we may enter Canadian
waters and airspace to identify violators, and
forward evidence to Canadian authorities for
prosecution. From this improved coordination
with Canada as well as a successful prosecution
of a violator in May 2000, incurs-ons in Lake Erie
nave also declined.
Surveillance availability of patrol aircraft is
decreasing mosi: clearly in the Western Pacific,
where eight non-contiguous EEZs around various
United States island territories pose a daunting
enforcement challenge. In this region, we
detected 32 incursions in FY00, compared to 44
in FY99. However, we had no successful
interdictions either year, and little reason to
believe the actual number of incursions
decreased.
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Maritime Oil, Spls
Over 90 percent of the oil spilted into United
States waters results from only a few large spills.
Tank ships and barges are the leading sources of
spills, with most resulting from equipment
malfunction or stemming from human error. With
more than 85 percent of tne US. population living
near the coasts, oceangoing trade perhaps tripling
during the next two decades, offshore drilling and
platforms venturing farther offshore, and larger
cargo and tank ships plying the oceans, the task
of preventing oil spills will become even more
challenging. Oil spats can devastate ecosystems
and can incur enormous response costs.
Preliminary data indicates that we missed our
target for reducing the amount of oil spilled to 4.1
gallons per m ihon gallons shipped. The estimated
volume of oil spilled per million gallons shipped in
FY00 is 4.5 gallons. Of the total volume of oil
spilled in FY00, 61 percent was spilled from
facilities and 39 percent from vessels, Three large
spills contributed to over 94 percent (537,510
gallons) of the total volume spilled from facilties
Two of these spills were from waterfront facilties
and were the result of a storage tank rupture at a
refinery and a pipeline leak within a waterfront
facihty.
Two large spills contributed to over 36 percent
(130,100 gallons) of the total volume spilled from
vesse:s. One of these spills resulted when a tank
worker overfied a tank-barge discharging over
70,000 gallons of oil into the Houston Ship
Channel. The other large spill was caused when a
large recreational yacht sank off the coast of

Puerto Rico after a Coast Guard helicopter rescued
the crew.
The data reinforce the continued trend of a
sma'l number of spills contributing to the largest
percentage of volume spilled. Tank barges and
waterfront facilities are the major sources of oil
spills accounting for over 65 percent of the volume
spilled and 56 percent of the major (over 10,000
gallons) spill incidents,
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The Coast Guard faces the daunting task of patrolling and protecting
great expanses of ocean under the sovereign jurisdictionof the United
States - and is patrolling even greater high seas areas in support of
an increasing number of internationalfishery regimes. In the
Northwest Atlantic, U.S. Coast Guard Deepwater fisheries enforcement
patrols contribute greatly to the steady recovery of groundfishstocks,
while sustained at-sea law enforcement presence in the Bering Sea
has resulted in increased deterrence and apprehension of illegal
foreign fishing in the U.S. EEZ.
"It'snot justan ocean-it's one of the richest fishinggrounds in the
world, and therefore of great importance..." - Captain John V. O'Shea,
Director of fisheries enforcement policyfor the 17th district(Alaska).
2001CeoseGad Rapd .2V

Marine Debris
Marine debris degrades our oceans,
beaches, coral reefs, wildlife and coastal
communities. One of the most harmful effects
of marine debris is its lethal impact on birds
and marine animals. Even in remote areas,
nearly untouched by human hands, dangers
lurk below the waves. Discarded fishing lines,
derelict nets and other marine debris kill
endangered species like the Hawaiian monk
seals by entangling them until they drown or
starve to death. Debris has killed countless
birds, sears, sea turtles, and other marne
creatures, Nets also entangle and kill coral,
the living base of reefs that provide homes for
numerous fish and invertebrates. Finally,
discarded nets continue to fish, resulting in
economic losses to the fishing industry as well
as needlessly killing marine life. Marne debrs
is also a nuisance to mariners, fouling
propellers and clogging cooling water intakes.
Marine debris items have been declining
over the past few years. We met our target of
55 items of debris per mile cleared for 1999 there were 41 items per mie. (Data for 2000
will not be available until mid 2001.) Key
sources of marine debris are trash items and
galley waste from fishing vessels, cruise ships,
and cargo ships; and fishing net fragments
discarded or lost from fishing vessels.
Recreational fishing and boating also
generates trash such as plastic bags and cups,
in addition to tremendous amounts of
monofilament fishing line.
The U.S. Coast Guard promotes educational
initiatives such as the Sea Partners program,
which is primarily staffed at the field level with
U.S Coast Guard Reservists. The program
seeks to educate maritime users about the
detrimental effects of maritime pollution, and
the laws prohibiting discharge of plastic into
lted.
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the water. Sea Partners also promotes the use
of appropriate port disposal facilities in lieu of
dumping debris overboard at sea. In addition
to education, the U.S. Coast Guard assists in
developing and enforcing the International
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution
from Ships commonly referred to as the
MARPOL Treaty. Finally, the U.S. Coast Guard
intends to maintain core prevention and
response programs with adjustments as
needed based on available data.

Living Marine Resources
Commercial and recreational fisheries
contribute about $50 billion annually to the
Un ted States economy. Responsible
management of ocean resources is critical as
the world's population continues to grow,
increasing demand on food sources. The U.S.
Coast Guard is the only agency with the
maritime authority and infrastructure to
project federal law enforcement presence over
this huge area.
In FY99 we adopted a new goal that aligns
our measurement with the Sustainable
Fisheries Act (SFA). Under SFA, the National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMfS) works toward
fisheries sustainability, and reports on the
number of fisn stocks "over-fished" or
'approaching over-fished" status. Preliminary
data indicate that there was a nine-percent
increase inover-fished species under U.S.
Coast Guard jurisdiction, which was very close
to the eight percent goal It is important to
remember that this increase is a result of a
stricter definition of over-fishing in the 1996
Sustainable Fisheries Act, and not necessarily
a sudden decline in the biomass of stocks.
NMFS continues to assess fish stocks under
the new definition, and as such it is possible
that a few more species may be added to the
over-fished list in FY01.
Maintaining fishstocks within our EEZ is a
complex management challenge. There are
many factors that influence the viability
of fish
stocks, but we influence only one of these
factors through at-sea enforcement of
management plan regulations. The economic
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health of the fishing industry, especially as
more strict fishing limits are imposed, may
create pressure to fish beyond those limits.
Environmental factors may separately affect
the health of the fiss stocks either positively
or negatively. Also, errors in scientific
estimates may affect both the fisheries
management plans and the measure of
success.
The U S. Coast Guard aims to help achieve
the fisheries goals by enforcing NMFS
regulations and those specifed in regional
fisheries management plans. In developing
fisheries management strategies (with input
from the U.S. Coast Guard), NMFS has
identified enforcement of regulations as
critical in maintaining the viability of fisheries
and improving the health of over-fished
stocks. The Coast Guard monitors these
regulation compliance rates. This strategy is
critical in reaching the outcome - healthy fish
stocks The U.S. Coast Guard is also working
with NMFS to implement a Vessel Monitoring
System (VMS). VMS wiJI not replace patrols;
it cannot detect illegal nets or undersize
catch, but it is an effective monitor of
vessels near closed fishing areas,

Every day, large quantities of ballast water
from all over the world are discharged Into
United States waters. Along with this water are
plants, animals, bacteria, and pathogens. These
organisms range In slze from microscopic to •
large plants and free- ;wimming fish. These
organisms have the potential to become aquatic
nuisance species (ANS). ANS may displace
native species, degrade native habitats, spread
disease, and disrupt human social and
economic activities that depend on water
resources. Any ship carrying ballast water Is a
potential Invasion source. In recent years there
has been increased international concern for
the threats to human health, aquaculture, and
coastal environments from aquatic nuisance
species and diseases,
Zebra mussels are one of our now all toofamiliar ANS. First discovered In Lake St. Clair
near Detroit, Michigan in 1g88, they are small,
fingernail-sized mussels native to the Caspian
Sea region of Asia. Tolerant of a wide range of
environmental conditions, zebra mussels filter
plankton from the surrounding water. They clog
water systems of power plants and water
treatment facilities, as well as irrigation
systems..Zebra mussels have severely reduced
and In some cases, eliminated native mussel
species.
The United States Coast Guard Is responding
to these concerns through a comprehensive
national ballast water management program.
This program: (1) promotes ballast water
management for operators of all vessels In
waters of the U S., (2) provides voluntary
ballast water management guidelines for all
vessels entering U.S. waters from outside of
the EEZ, and (3) requires the reporting of
ballast water management data by all vessels
entering U.S. waters from outside of the EEZ.
The U.S. Coast Guard encourages program
participation from vessel operators. A
mandatory reporting requirement was
established to monitor part;clpation with the
program and assess ballast water delivery
patterns. The information gathered from these
reports will influence future action.
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Aids to Navigation
We fell short of our goal to maintain the
national system availability at 99.7 percent this
year. The actual system availability was 98.7
percent. An aid is considered 'not available" when
some key function-light, whistle or horn-is not
working, or when the aid's physical location is not
correct. In FY00, the U.S. Coast Guard maintained
approximately 50,000 aids to navigation serving
the U.S. and Its territories.
Analysis shows that while on West Coast
waterways we almost reached our target of 99.7
percent, on Gulf Coast and Southeast waterways
we fell the furthest short of the desired level of
service. Storms, vandalism, and equipment
failures all reduce availabilty. But the leading
cause of reduced system performance is the
destruction of the aid itself, most often from ship
and barge collisions wits buoys and structures
This is particularly acute in the Gulf Coast, where
a growing number of destroyed aids are being
temporarily marked while the U.S. Coast Guard
works to address the backlog of repairs. About a
tnird of the system's degradation is traceable to
temporary markers awaiting permanent repair
Failure of equipment is another leading cause of
discrepancies. To address tfis, the U.S. Coast
Guard is pursuing more reliable mooring and
lighting technologies. Specifically, in 2000 we
began testing Light Emitting Diode (LED) lights to
potentially improve aid reliability and lower
maintenance costs.
The U.S. Coast Guard also maintains Radio Aids
to Navigation, consisting of Long Range Navigation
(Loran-C), Global Positioning System (GPS) and
Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS). The
U.S. Coast Guard provides Loran-C and DGPS
services; the Department of Defense (DoD)
Milaliln Nav-gat4in Aid Avallal1lty1
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provides GPS service. The purpose of these
systems is to provide continuous, accurate, allweather positioning capability to navigators of
both vessels and aircraft, in order to prevent
disasters, collisions, and wrecks.
Loran-C uses a system of 24 U.S. rand-based
radio transmitters. The system allows manners,
aviators, and terrestrial users operating Loran-C
receivers to determine their position to an
accuracy of approximately one-quarter nautical
mile. The system serves the coastal waters and
the entire inland area of the 48 states, the Great
Lakes, the Gulf of Alaska, and the Aleutian
Islands.
DGPS augments the DoD-provided Global
Postioning System (GPS) using a system of Coast
Guard-operated land-based radiobeacons. This
augmentation improves the accuracy of GPS and,
more critically, provides an integrity warning to
users of any detected faults in the GPS service.
DGPS allows mariners and terrestrial users
equipped with GPS and DGPS receivers to
determine their position to an accuracy better
than ten meters, and typically better than three
meters depending on distance from the DGPS
station and quality of tne user's receiver, (The U.S.
Coast Guard is partners with the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers (USACE) in operating 20 of these
sites, mostly on Western Rivers.) The system
serves the coastal and inland waters, Great Lakes,
and Western Rivers as well as 55 percent of the
U.S landmass and about 65 percent of its
population

Vessl Traffic
In today's global economy, our country's foreign
trade is of great importance for economic vitality.
Excluding Mexico and Canada, 95 percent of our
foreign trade and 25 percent of our domestic trade
travels by snip or -arge-more than two billon
tons of freight w(. th $L trillion annually move
through U S. pcrt. and waterways. As trade
increases, larger volumes of commercial and
recreational vessel traffic maximizes port and
waterway capacity. Navigational accidents will
have more of ai impact on freight movements and
increase risk cf environmental damage.
Mobility efforts dim to ensure that our nation's
waterways are capable, accessible, available, and
reliable at meeting the nation's maritime
commerce and recreational needs. Current
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numbers indicate that we w ll meet the
target. There were 1,177 events among
freight and [ank ships over 500 gross tons,
mostly caused by humsn error, and 2,164
events among all commercial vessels.
However, collisions, alh'sions and groundings
are strongly affected by human error on tne
part of those piloting the ships. Faster,
larger, deeper draft vessels will pose a
greater risk of navigational accidents.
United States Coast Guard efforts are key
to facilitating the movement of commerce
within our ports and waterways As such,
the U.S. Coast Guard has the role of
coordinating the prevention of and response
to these major waterway incidents. These
efforts preserve America's waterways as
freeways of commerce and recreation and
provide every American safe and efficient
access.
Commercial vessels make thousands of
port calls in the Unted States each year. At
the same tine, Americans operate about 20
million recreational craft, Both commercial
and retreat onal traffic and competition for
access to United States waterways will
increase dramatically in the years ahead.
The potential for disaster and increased
demand on Coast Guard maritime safety
and search and rescue capabilities, from
inland waters to the high seas, will grow as
well

The Marine Transportation System, or
tITS, is much more than the waterways and
ports through which nearly all of America's
foreign and one-quarter of its domestic trade
moves every day. It is also the intermodal
links to rail,
truck, and pipeline services that
support U. S. economic and military security.
In particular, the marine infrastructure
facilitates America's global outreach into
overseas markets and the Nation's
engagement in world affairs, including
protection of U.S. national security interests.
The MTS includes, as well, the rational and
international regulatory framework that
governs trade and commerce. In short it is
the intricate and in some instances delicate
web of relationships and systems that link
the farmer In Iowa to customers inEurope,
the Far East, and other U. S. trading
partners throughout the world.
The MTS has many users and
beneficiaries, often with competing interests;
moreover, our MTS infrastructure is aging
and fragmented. It s stressed, and that
stress continues to escalate steadily as
waterborne trade increases, higher volumes
of oil, bulk commodities, nuclear waste and
hazardous materials are shipped. Pressure is
also on the MTS as growing numbers of
people use recreational boats and enjoy
cruises on larger and larger ships that are
heading for ever-more remote areas where
America's environment may be In further
jeopardy.
The Coast Guard is at the forefront of
developing ways to meet the challenges that
face our MTS. The Coast Guard is:
a Striving to improve the safety and
education of all system users in order to
prevent deaths, injuries, damage to the
vessels and property
* Working to protect valuable ecosystems
and natural habitats as improvements to the
MTS are implemented
* Employing advanced computer and
communications technology (D'GPS, VrS) to
increase the productivity of the hITS
* Ensuring that the hTS Is secure from
threats due to terrorists, smuggling, theft
and other criminal acts
* Partnering with the public, maritme
community, and other federal, state, and
local entities to ensure that the MTS remains
America's gateway to the global
marketplace.
301 Call Oard Rol'U3

Domestic Icebreaking
The Coast Guard s the only U.S agency
with icebreaking responsibilites. The US.
Coast Guard provides a heavy icebreaking
capab lity to facilitate year-round maritime
commerce. Shipping in the Great Lakes and
Northeast during winter months often
provides the most cost-effectve
transportation o" raw materials and goads for
many industries, particularly those that ship
bulk cargoes aid home heating oil.
Approximately 1S million tons of maters
(ore, coal, steel, etc.) are sh pped during the
winter on the Great Lakes alone. If the LaKes
freeze over, marine traffic stops. Studies
indicate that U.S Coast Guard icebreaking
services have an estimated annual outcome
value of $49 to $78 million to industry alone
In addition to the direct benefits, the Great
Lakes iron, ore, steel and freight
transportation industries constitute a
considerable economic force within the Unted
States, employing 485,000 to 525,000
people, drawing an estimated annual payroll!
in excess of $5 7 billion. Wnter closures
increase transportation costs substantially, i
trains were to replace shipping as the primary
means of commercial transport in the region,
fuel consumption would increase by 14 million
gallons annually, generating an additional
4,321 tons of harmful emissions.

We met our goal for limiting closures of
critical waterways to two days in an average
winter and eight days in a severe winter.
There were no closures in FY00 The winter of
1999 - 2000 was slightly warmer than
average. Many of the vessels assisted in FYUO
carried petro'eum products for home heating
and poier generation Without cebreaking
support, many communites in the Northeast
would experience calamitous oil shortages
during tie coldest das of a harsh winter
Unted States Coast Guard domestic
icebreakieg operations continue to be an
integral and vital component of the Marine
Transportation System for all comrrercra ly
navigable waterways in the Northeast and
throughout the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence
Seaway, Without a robust cebreaking
capabilty, maritime commerce would
essent ally cease to move during tne winter
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PolW Operations
The United States Coast Guard is the sole U.S.
operator of heavy icebreakers. We conduct polar
operations to facilitate the movement of critical
goods and personnel in support of scientific and
national security activity in the polar regions.
Scientists in the Antarctic only have four months
of summer in which to work - an inability to
resupply science operations by ship every year
would essentially shot down U.S. Antarctic
research activities at McMurdo. The U S. Coast
Guard is also responsible for assuring that
supplies and logistics are delivered to Thule Air
Force Base in Greenland This facility is one of
three missile detection and tracking stations
monitoring the skies of northern Europe. Without
this service, these bases could not perform vitai
functons.
The U.S. Coast Guard must maintain suffcient
icebreaking capability to ensure that these
missions can be reliably executed-there is no
backup asset to finish the task in the remote
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polar frontiers, or render assistance if the
primary asset breaks down or is beset n the ice.
In addition to logistics, polar icebreakers
promote a U.S. presence in the polar regions,
serve as floating scientific laboratories to support
National Science Foundation research, and
support State Department treaty compliance
inspections.
We met our goal to provide icebreaking
capability as requested by the National Science
Foundation, Defense Department and State
Department 100 percent of the time. We
provided science and logistics support to the
National Science Foundation in both the Arctic
and Antarctic. We also assisted U.S. Fishi and
Wildlife Service projects focused on Arctic
science.
While the U.S. Coast Guard has continued to
meet support reguevt 100 percent of the time, in
the past it has not oeen able to provide needed
scientlfhc research capabilities However this year
the U.S. Coast Guard acquired the USCGC Heafy,
to provide a platform from which scientists can
conduct research projects in the harsh Jandscape
of the Arctic and Antarctic - in addition to
providing multi-mission rapabilty.
Over a six-month voyage, the crew of the CGC
Healy tested and evaluated the capablities of the
U.S. Coast G, ord's newest polar icebreaker. The
three phased trials program, consisting of warm
water sea trials, cebreaking trials, and science
systems trials, was successfully completed. The
CGC Healy is scheduled for its initial unrestricted
science cruise in May 2001-an Eastern Arctic
deployment-during which it will be working
extensively with the German heavy icebreaker
Polar Stern, The impressive success of Healy's
science trials program, which was staffed by
scientists and technicians with national stature,
has generated excitement in the Arctic science
community.
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PalftryOperation
The United States Coast Guard is a unque
instrument of national security and fills a
variety of roles to meet the panorama of
national secunts issues that we face. U.S. Coast
Guard active duty and reserve components
provide complimentary capabilities supporting
other military services: maritime interception
operations, environmental defense operations,
peacetime engagement, and deployed port
security and defense operations. These U.S.
Coast Guard capabilities were demonstrated
during Operation Uphold Democracy in Hati
where U.S. Coast Guard aircraft, cutters, and
port security unts played a vital role. More
than 40 of the world's 70 naval forces are, in
essence, "coast guards." We are the best U S.
liaison to assist these forces in deve:opng into
strong, stable organizations that help maintain
democratic governments throughout the world.
We did not meet our goal for providing our
core military competencies when requested by
the Department of DefensE or Department of
State 100 percent of the time. Only 89 percent
of requests were met .n 2000 Requests for
scheduled employment of U.S Coast Guard
resources in support of the Defense and State
Department requirements are normally
negotiated in advance based upon projected
resource availability. However, programmed
U.S. Coast Guard support does not fully satisfy
Defense Department aspirations. The U.S.
Coast Guard met 370 of 415 days requested to
support CinC initiatives.
Frontline protection against many current and
emerging threats to our national and maritime
security begins at sea. In 2001 and beyond, the
U.S. Coast Guard will continue to maintain
capability to meet Department of Defense and
the Department of State operational needs.
However, obsolete, aging, and maintenance
intensive deepwater assets that lack
interoperability strain the U.S. Coast Guard's
abilty to meet these demands. The ability of
the U.S. Coast Guard to modernize its
operational assets and leverage rapidly
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improving technology is critical to meeting
today's high tech maritime and national security
challenges.
With the Deepwater acquisition project, the
U.S. Coast Guard is developing an integrated
system of surface, air, command and control
assets; surveillance; and logistics systems to
carry out operational
mandates in the
f
deepwater area o responsibility. This initiative
will provide more effective capability in place of
assets that are beyond or are rapidly
approaching the end of their service lives to
ensure the U S Coast Guard-as one of the five
Armed Services-can provde its essental and
unique contributions to the Nation's maritime
needs
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MAiitary Roadfkris
The United States Coast Guard did not meet its
target for prodding the required number of "combat
ready" units to fill the CisC's operational
requirements 100 percent of the time, Our units
were ready only 5t percent of the time. Our
measure of military readiness is continuing to
undergo refinement to more accurately reflect the
spectrum of support prowded by U.S. Coast Guard
forces in meeting CinC operational requirements,
We wee able to meet CinC requirements for
patrol boats 100 percent of the time, with additional
patrol boats available for immediate recorsstution
and/or backfill.
High endurance cutters (i.EC;) were available to
meet CisC requirements only 53 percent of tne time
during FYO0. The major reasons our cutters were
not considered immediately ready were personnel
and training shortfalls, followed closely by
equipment casualties
Although the minimum standard for Port Security
Units (PSUs) has not been achieved, there has been
substantial progress toward attaining the mcrinmum
overall readiress rating for individual units All
major equipment has been provided, and efforts are
underway to resolve persistent personnel vacancies
and supply shortfalls. Training and exercise
deficiencies are being elimnated.
Though Port Security Units made incremental
improvements, they did not meet our serv ce
ob;ectve of having all six units "combat ready"
year-round. Two units were combat ready at the
same time. A third ueit was nearly ready. The
remaining three units made substantial baseline
training and exercise progress required to attain the
minimum required readiness levels.
Several Port Security Units were ablo to enhance
skills and unit proficiency through participation in
the following operations and exercises: Foal Eagle,
Bright Star, Linked Seas, the International Naval
Review, and the current Middle East deployment,
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The U S CoastGuardReserve Forces provide
qualified personnel for response to conflict national
emergency, or natural andman-made disasters
Reservists maintain their readiness through rea lC
coordinated mobiization exercises. formal military
training anddutyalongside regular Coast Guard
members during routine andemergency operations
The requested level of S83 m,lion provides resources
to fullytrain, support and sustain a Selected Reserve
forceof 8,000 memnbesTheU S Coast Guard is one
of the five armedforces andisa full partner on the
Joint Naional Securey Team The U S Coast Guard's
commitment ir. this areaisdemonstrated by he
employment of PortSecurity Units
(PSUs) inresponse
to Department of Defense requiremenls PSUsare a
mixof achveduty and reserves that protect mission
essential
cargoes in vital
loadout destmation ports This
wartimeor national security missionis a natural
extenson
of the pci
I safety function that theU S Coast
Guardperforms daily
in peacetime The U S Coast
Guard Reserve alsoprovides a cost-effective surge
capacity for responses tohumanandnatural disasters
(e g huicanes, flooding, earthquakes and
immigration) Only the J S Coast Guard can
sriroltaneously fill
such maritimesafety manitme law
enforcement and manneenvironmental proteclloo
roles These unique capabitlities
are products of the
U S Coast Guard's mission diversity which the
Reserves supplement as surge capacity for Coast
Guard operations
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The U S CoastGua;dErd
vlronnental Complance and
Reslotaten account provides
resources
tocarry
out
en vironmenral cony ante andrestoratren
responslb'l:ties resulhnq
fromtheoperalon of former
andcurrent Ceast Guard
racilites Thisprogram
focuses
on specific r nsloration
projects drivenbythe
level
of hazad posed to the environment andtemered
bythedemands of federal state and loca'
envromenal regulatory
agencies Contnuing
comp iance it atues include
meetingthe more
sringont emission requirements of heCleanAirAct
Amendments of f990developing hazardous
waste
mnlmutlon strategies pollution
preventing shore
faclty
improvement protects
performing prcaclive
compiance audits
to preclude regulatory actos and
protctypng ofmoreenvironmentally friendly
equipment
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Theoverall
goal of the Research,
Development Test
and Evaluafon program isto employ new technologies
in improving ryeperformance ofalCoast Guard
missions whileimproving producfivity The irvestments
in RDT&Eresult inreductions inthenumber of ices
lost at sea improvements in efficiency of maritime
commerce that translate directly into earrenal economic
gains. reduc',on inl thedestruction of the environment
by o Iandcheml spills
improvements in our
enforcement of lawsandtreaties anddretelsavings to
the taxpayer inthe costs required to opeare the U S
CoastGuard

Ths appnnpnasoo providesaseFederalGovemenrs shareofte costs
fonatero orreming bridges
detenined tobe obsthruc
inssonavigatien
Ateranhon
of obstructve highway
bridgesisefgite for
funding
" theFedera-AidHghways
programTheCoastGuardwil conboue
tomakethedeterrinions asto
whether
anybridge presentsan unreasonable
ols.,cituch
1onavigator. andtoadimnster to program
Generaly,
bridgesto beaheredwereb it
with
what
arenowinsuftiient verbcal
and/or horiontalclearances
for ree navigationonav-gable watersoftheUndedStatesCunentyundertheTruman-lobbs Actof 1940,
asamended,
theU S CoastGuardsharesthecostofatenng railroad
andpubJcyowed highway
bridges
w chobstructthefreemovement
ofmane traffic Inadderon,
theU S CoastGuardexercises
adminisnote
conholoverte constructon,
maintenance
andoperatoriof bridgesacrossnavigableeates in OreUnied
States
BoatingSafetyfunds
provide$59milhonfor
grantstoStatesandnationalnonprofit
publicserviceorganizations
to develop
andcarryoutrecreational
boatingsa'ty programs.
and$5 millionforCoastGuardcoordinaocin
of
theNational
Recreational
BoatingSafetyProgram,
established
bytheFederalBoatSafetyActof1971.
as
amended

ThMs
appropriation
providesfundingtopayretiredmilitarypersonnel
oftheU S CoastGuardCoastGuard
Reserve
andmembers
o theformerLighthouse
Slece I1
alsomakespayments
to their
sulvors
pursuant
to
theRetiredServicemrn's
Family
Protecbon
Pan andtheSurvior Benefits
Plan.payments
forcareerstatus
bonuses
undertheNatronalDefense Authorzaon Act Since1983,themedical
care of rebreesand
dependents-formerly Panced bytheDepartment
of HealthandHumanServices
underthe Dependent's
Medical
CareAct-has beenfunded underthis
account
TheOdSpidl
LiabdityTrustFundprovidesa sourceoffundsforremoval
costsanddamages,
including
assessment
of damaged
naturalresources.
payingclaims
andfor federalexpenses necessary
to administer
the
Fund Inaccordance
witr Ire provisions
of theOilPorlution
Actof 1990.
thefundmayfinanceannuallyupto
$50mulfoo
of emergency
resources andatvatidclaimsfrominjuredpartiesresulting
fromoi1
spills The$61
millon
requestconsistsof $50 1ltton
foremergency
responsecosts,$10mdilonfor payment
of cn,s arid
$12 millionfortheOiSpillRecovery
Institute
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Operating Expenses Budget by Major Programs - FY02
(Dollars in Millions)
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BUDGET
ESTIMATES
FISCAL YEAR 2002

UNITED STATES
COAST GUARD

SUBMITTED FOR USE OF
THE COMMITTEES ON APPROPRIATIONS
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U. S. COAST GUARD
CONGRESSIONAL STAGE (C-STAGE) BUDGET
JUSTIFICATION
FY 2002 BUDGET REQUEST GENERAL STATEMENT
The Coast Guard's Fiscal Year (FY) 2002 budget proposes budget authority of $5,2
billion. This budget provides for the continuation of high value service to the American
public as well as advancing Administration objectives. Support of this request will allow
the Coast Guard to continue delivering basic, essential services expected by the American
public, to execute specific presidential initiatives, and to address pressing capital
investment needs.
The Coast Guard continues to aggressively implement the Government Performance and
Results Act (GPRA). The performance plan included with this budget refines our FY
2001 plan and is closely aligned with and supports the Department of Transportation
Strategic Plan. Examination of the performance outcomes reveals that the Coast Guard
provides a tremendous return on investment for the nation. Our search and rescue
mission, only a portion of our safety-related activities, typically results in the saving of
more than 4,000 lives and over $1.0 billion in property annually. in protecting natural
resources, the Coast Guard not only combats environmental damage due to maritime
transportation accidents, but also enforces fisheries regulations to protect this valuable
national resource. National mobility and commerce are enhanced through Coast Guard
aids to navigation and ice operations. As a military armed service with law enforcement
responsibilities, the Coast Guard is a unique instrument of national security with
substantial peacetime responsibilities in Homeland Security. The Coast Guard protects
America's ports and waterways against terrorism and the introduction of weapons of
mass destruction. In addition, the Coast Guard actively protects our expansive maritime
borders against other asymmetric and transnational threats such as the flow of illegal
drugs, aliens and contraband. The focus on performance and outcomes highlights how
much value the Coast Guard provides. This budget will provide for the continuation of
these basic services with carefully targeted enhancements such as the President's
commitment to stop the flow of illegal drugs into America.
People remain our greatest asset and this budget addresses many of the issues required to
maintain a dedicated workforce. This budget includes funding for the President's
announced pay raise for 2002 (military 4.6%; civilian 3.6%), annualization of the 2001
pay increase, costs associated with increasing health care, and annualizaion of FY 2001
National Defense Authorization Act mandatory personnel entitlements. These initiatives
begin to address the Administration's commitment to people and help in the increasingly
difficult recruiting and retention environment faced by all of the armed forces. This
budget also provides vital capital investment consistent with the President's goal to fully
fund the authorizations of the Western Hemisphere Drug Elinnation Act First enacted
in 1998. this Act authorized funding for Coast Guard cutters, patrol vessels and air
support for counter-drug efforts. In the FY 2002 budget, S243.0 million in additional
funding is provided under this initiative for the acquisition, construction and
improvement of cutters, planes and equipment to enhance Coast Guard drug interdiction
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efforts and toreplace the Coast Guard's aging fleet of cutters and aircraft. Coast Guard
men and women risk their lives every day and must be provided theequipment and
facilities needed to safely perform their jobs - this budget provides many of these
essential tools.
Operating Expenses (OE)
The $3.4 billion request for OE will fund the continued operation and maintenance of a
wide range of multi-mission ships, boats, aircraft and shore units. This level is a 6 percent
increase over the President's FY 2001 enacted budget. This OE request includes 524.9
million from the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund and $340.2 million chargeable to
Function 054.
In the Programmatic Reductions category, this request includes $ 108.2 million of savings
provided from the termination of one-time costs, annualization of FY 2001 management
savings and numerous management and technology efficiencies.
In the Built-In Changes category, this request includes $132 3 million for pay raises and
mandatory entitlements. A total of $107.8 mullion for inflationary cost increases
associated with fuel and energy, health care expenses, property rent, contracts, and
readiness capability sustainment is included in this request. Also, this request includes
$26.4 million to annualize those new initiatives and enhancements begun in FY 2001.
In the Operate New Facilities category, $31.2 million is requested to operate new
facilities that were brought on line as a result of investments made in FY 2001 and
previous years. Facilities such as newly commissioned seagoing buoy tenders, 47-foot
motor lifeboats, 49-foot stem loading buoy boats, and further refined Vessel Traffic
Services in Sault Ste. Mane, Michigan and Berwick Bay, Louisiana will improve
maritime safety and mobility on the nation's waterways. The commissioning of ten
coastal patrol boats will improve our maritime law enforcement capabilities, Other
sensor
projects involving commercial and military satellite communications,
enhancements, and the defense message service will facilitate the more effective and
efficient delivery of all Coast Guard missions.
In the New / Enhanced Initiatives category, funding has been included to continue
improving performance in the Coast Guard's mission areas of Search and Rescue ai,d
Maritime Safety. Approximately $5.5 million has been requested to address the
recommendations from theNational Transportation Safety Board's report concerning the
tragic loss of lives on the sailing vessel MORNING DEW which were the subject of a
Congressional hearing (November 3, 1999). This request includes $2.1 million to
address critical maritime safety and environmental issues including the recommendations
contained in the September 1999 Marine Transportation System Report to Congress,
inspections of passenger vessels (i.ecruise ships) and contingency planning to prevent
major environmental damage from oil I hazardous material Spills of National
Significance. Also, $0.8 million has been requested for personnel support initiatives.

A.
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Acquisition, Construction and Improvements (AC&I)
The FY 2002 AC&I request is critical to shaping the future of the Coast Guard. This
request sustains operational Lapability, implements Presidential initiatives and continues
to provide the taxpayer %kith a highly efficient Coast Guard. We must be able to
recapitalize and modernize our assets to effectively and efficiently meet the challenges
we see in the 2 1" century.
The $659.3 million request assumes $20.0 million from the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund.
This request specifically includes $243.0 million in support of the President's goal to
fully fund the authorizations of the Western Hemisphere Drug Elimination Act and the
Integrated Deepwater System Project.
In the Vessels category, $70.0 million is requested for the continuing Seagoing Buoy
Tender Replacement Project. In addition, $5.0 million is requested for the Polar Class
Icebreaker Reliability Improvement Project and survey and design for cutters and small
boats, which supports future year cutter and boat renovation and acquisition programs.
In the Deepwater Capability Replacement Project category, $338.0 million is requested to
recapitalize and modernize the Coast Guard's deepwater capability. In the Report of the
Interagency Task Force on U.S. Coast Guard Roles and Missions (December 1999), the
task force validated that the Coast Guard's Integrated Deepwater System Project
represented a sound approach and that the recapitalization of the Coast Guard's
deepwater capability is a near term national priority.
Of the $27.5 million requested in the Aviation category, $27.0 million will purchase
aircraft spare pans and $0.5 million is for provisioning and training associated with the
HC-1303 acquisition project.
In the Other Equipment category, $ 12.0 million is requested to address various command,
control and communications projects such as the recapitalization of the Coast Guard's
high frequency communications system. In addition, $61.1 million is requested to
support initiatives that will result in enhanced maritime safety as well as safety for Coast
Guard personnel (National Distress and Response System Modernization Project, Ports
and Waterways Safety System, Global Maritime Distress Safety System, Search and
Rescue Capabilities Enhancement Project, P-250 Pump Replacement and Self-Contained
Breathing Apparatus Replacement). Also, $172 million is requested for advancements in
information technology (Configuration Management - Phase 11, Marine Information for
Safety and Law Enforcement (MISLE), Readiness Management System. and support for
minor information technology projects).
In the Shore and Ards to Navigation category, $63.3 million is requested to support Coast
Guard housing, facility improvements, and aids to nagation projects Finally. $65 2
milion is requested for personnel and core acquisition costs associated ,th these capitl
improvement projects.
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Reserve Training (RT)
This budget requests $83.2 billion to fully train, support, and sustain a Coast Guard
Selected Reserve Force of 8,000 members. The Reserve is an integral part of Team
Coast Guard and beyond an augmentation force, provides daily support of all Coast
Guard missions. Today's Coast Guard depends on Reserve personnel for day-to-day
activities in addition to the qualified military surge capacity a trained Reserve Force
provides.
The Coast Guard Reserve fills critical
natiorA security and national defense roles in
direct support of Department of Defense theater commanders. The Coast Guard Reserve
provides the nation's only deployable port security capability. Additionally, the Coast
Guard Reserve's unique capabilities supplement Service missions as a cost-effective
surge capacity for Coast Guard operations including quick response to natural or manmade disasters such as floods, hurricane relief, major pollution cleanup efforts, and rapid
response to major catastrophes.

Research. Development, Test and Evaluation (RDT&E)
The Coast Guard requests $21.7 million forRDT&E. The Coast Guard continues to
leverage a productive R&D program that exploits technology to improve productivity and
enhance effectiveness of mission performance. The Coast Guard has revised its program,
project or activity (PPA) areas to more effectively align investment areas with the Coast
Guard's overall strategic plan and performance goals. Funds will provide for research,
development, testing and evaluation of technologies and processes to directly improve
service delivery outcomes that benefit the American public. For example, the Research
and Development Center is teaming with other government agencies to develop fuel cell
propulsion technology that will meet operational needs in an environmentally sensitive
manner. The continued development of advanced sensor technology and contraband
detecuon methods are improving the effectiveness and efficiency with whuch the Coast
Guard's interdiction responsibilities are being conducted Ballast water management and
aquatic nuisance species neutralization research is pursuing a cost-effective solution to
counter the extensive environmental damage that is affecting U.S. waterways. Lastly, the
development of search planning tools, risk management decision tools and the study of
human fatigue and fire safety measures will contribute to increased safety among
cormmsercial and recreational manners.

Alteration of Bridpes
This budget requests $15.5 micun for necessary expenses of alteration or removal of
obstructive railroad bridges
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Environmental Compliance and Restoration (EC&R)
This budget provides $16.9 million to carry out the Coast Guard's environmental
compliance and restoration responsibilities. These responsibilities include environmental
cleanup and restoration of contaminated current and former Coast Guard facilities, and
proactive measures to bring Coast Guard facilities, vessels, and aircraft into compliance
with federal and state environmental regulations. Failure to meet restoration or
compliance responsibilities could subject the Coast Guard to fines, penalties, or shutdown
of operational assets by environmental regulators. Major cleanup projects are required to
continue at Kodiak, Alaska and Elizabeth City, North Carolina in FY 2002 to comply
with Federal and state requirements. Funds requested for these major projects will allow
the Coast Guard to meet legally mandated milestones. The requested funding level will
also keep the Coast Guard's aids to navigation (ATON) batery recovery program on
track, consistent with the ten-year closure goal established in the Coast Guard's 1995
National Plan for ATON Battery Recovery and Disposal. Compliance efforts include
ongoing unit assessments that allow Commanding Officers to detect and correct
discrepancies before they become problematic, meeting provisions of the Clean Air Act,
pollution prevention actions, and waste mintmization initiatives which decrease the
amount of hazardous materials that must be handled and discarded.
Boat Safety
The Coast Guard requests $64.0 million for FY 2002, consistent with the Transportation
Equity Act (TEA21) that provides $59.0 million from the Aquatic Resources Trust Fund
for permanent budget authority grants to state recreational boating safety (RBS) programs
and $5 0 million for Coast Guard coordination cf the national buiing safety program. A
substantial component of this program will involve regulation and compliance monitoring
of safety standards involving recreational boating equipment.
Retired Pay
The Coast Guard requests $876.4 million for Retired Pay. This appropriation provides
funding to pay retired rmlitary personnel of the Coast Guard, Coast Guard Reserve and
members of the former Lighthouse Service. It makes payments to their survivors
pursuant to the Retired Serviceman's Family Protection Plan and the Survivors Benefits
Plan. Additionally, this includes payments for career status bonuses under the National
Defense Authorization Act for FY 2000. This appropnation also provides funding to
cover medical care costs for retired military personnel and their dependents.
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FY 2002 COAST GUARD ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
The Coast Guard exists to produce a wide range of public goods relatedto our national maritime
interests, Those Interests are embodied in the strategic goals and articulated in the 1999 Coast Guard
Strategic Pan. In addition, from among the elements In the Strategic Plan, the Commandant identified
his personal pnontes for the next two years In the Commandant's Direction.
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Imlement the Future
Force21Strategy
Execute theIntegrated Oeepwater System Project
Invest InInformation Systems andTechnohy
Lead the Marine Transportation System Initiative

The CoastGuard Annual Performnce Plan(referred to hereafter as the Plan) is part of a larger planning
archiecture
thatincludes
the 1999 Coast Guard Strategic Pan which guidesCoast Guard allocation and
management ofresources
to achievethe most effective results in the most efficent manner. The Plan
servesas a translator
between the annual budget request and the performance outcomes that the Coast
Guard alms toachieveina particular
fiscal year; in this case, FY 2002. Over the past few years, the P:an
highlighted
thehrkage between Jbudgetresources, the mission activites funded by those resources, and
the outcomes thoseactiviies
produce. In FY 2002, the Coast Guard's Plan also includes management
iniiaives
thatenhance the administration and operation of the agency, including finanoal accountablity
and improvements infinancial
systems and processes.
The Planispublished
as part of the budget submission to Congress each year. The Plan communicates
corporate-level
performance information through the entire organization. Though not all-indusrve of the
FY 2002 strategies
and initiatives required t" achieve 2002 targets, tne Plan should be used in the field as
guidanceindeveloping
and executing the speofic strategies and activities that produce outcomes in the
maritme environment.
The plan also communicates performance information to our external
stakehoders-ctizens, the Administraion, Congress, other government agences-for their use in making
budget deosons and formulating public policy. In sum, the Plan is a strategic document, a budget
document, and a communication tool.
The Plan is structured around the Coast Guard's strategic goals. The five strategic goals are: Manrtime
Safety, Maritime Security, Protecton of Natural Resources, Maritime Mobility, and National Defense. The
strategic goals are outcome goals; they are externally focused, and describe the results customers expect
the Coast Guard to achieve(i.e. fc-wer deaths in the manne environment). Coast Guard mission areas
such as defense operations, maritime law enforcement, port safety and security, environmental response,
etc., describe the full range of activities that the Coast Guard undertakes daily to achieve our strategic
goals. For example, a search and rescue case is the activity directed at maintaining safety on the
water-an outcome described by the Mantime Safety strategic goal.
Ai organLzatonal effort and
resources-both opEratonal and logistical--are utmately focused on producng strategic goals.
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The Coast Guard ha established five strategic "outcome" goalsto describe the
outco es the Coast Guard seeksto achieve or infsoce over the long tem.
M

IIM

. .................... Ehmiae deaths. injuries, and property damage

associated with maritime transportaion, fishing,
and recreatioal boating
Mu~secft.......
........ Probed outrmaritime border from all intrinrs by
halting the fow of illegal drags. &hens. and
coraband into this oomtry through majitime
routes: presenting dkga incurions of our
Exclusive Economic Zone; and suppressang
violations of federal law in the maritime region.
ftdm d

I~MNl

l

asm bir ...Elimmate environmental damag
and natural
resource degradation associated with all taruritime
activities, including transportation. commercial
fiulwtg and recreational
boatirg.
.......
Futcsate

maritime commerce
and eliminate
inLerupons and impediments to the economical
movement of goodsand people,while maimmng
recreational access
to and enyment of the water.

...................... Defead the nation as one of the five U.S. Armed
Service. Enhance regional stabihlty in support of
the Nationa Security Strategy, utilizing our
unique a"d relevrnt
maitime caabilities
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Summary of Coast Guard Performance Goals
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Note: Each performance goal now has a short, recognizable
name or acronym that may be used interchangeably wrth
the current letter-number designatons (51, S2, et-.).
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Maritime Safety
-Search and Rescue
-Maritime Worker
Fatality Prevention

-Passenger Vessel
Fatality Prevention
-Recreational Boating
Fatality Prevention
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MARINER RESCUE: The number of recreational and commercial marine users continues to
Increase as more Americans move to coastal areas and global Tade grows. Operating in a remote,
unforgMng environment, many mariners lose their lives, many more are Injured, and billions of dollars of
property are at risk. The U. S. Coast Guard is the sole government agei that has the expertise, assets,
and around the dock on-call readiness to conduct search and rescue missions in all areas of the
martin environment Annually, the Coast Guard responds to approximately 40,000 calls for assistance;
since the 1700s, mariners have depended on the Coast Guard to provide rescue se-vices in tkne of need.
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Note on Data: Due to changes in data queries,
the percent of property saved is reported
differently for 2000 than 1999.
Our new
database also allows us to report the number of
missing persons. In this first year of data, more
cases than expected were found where bodies
were not recovered. Before adding this number
into our data analysis, we will track and report it
separately to assure that this represents a data
trend and not an aberration.
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External Fedora: Several factors ornpound
the difficulty of successful response: untimely
notification to the Coast Guard of distress,
Incorrect reporting of the distress site location,
severe weather conditions at the distress site,
distance to scene, etc.
2000 Results: In 2000, the Coast Guard
responded to 40,068 calls for assistance and
saved 3,365 lives. While our ability to save the
lives of marners able to r=t
their distress
remains relatively constant we are concerned
about the drop in the percent of all mariners
saved. This year we missed our goal of saving
85% of all narners in distress. Only 82.7%
were saved: the lowest result we have seen
since 1993. An additional 297 people were lost
at sea in 2000 and recorded as unaccounted for.
Our old data system did not capture this
statistic, and although we have always known
some number of lives were not accounted for,
we have not known its magnitude. When added
to the ives lost in nur *save an mariners in
distress' measure, these addtional cases drop
our result to 77.1%. However, we were able to
in imminent
rescue 93.4% of mariners report
danger.
Historically the majority of search and rescue
cases
involve
recreational
boats,
(SAR)
commeroal fishing vessels, and 'people only'
(swimmer, diver, etc.). These cases also make
up the majority of lives lost While there sell
always be some number of lives the Coast
Guard will not be able to save due to the
severity, location, or orcuristances of the
distress, there are improvements that can be
made.
The National Distress and Response
System, our maritime emergency radio network,
will be modernized (to be completed in 2005) to
eliminate the 65 existing communications gaps,
and add direction finding and immediate
recorded voice playback and enhancement
capability. NDRS's direction finding capability
will reduce the amount of time expended on

hoaxes and false alarms - 25 percent of all SAR
time.

Marine Information for Safety and Law
Enforcement (MIS.E). (ACM $20M).

FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation:
Saving lives is the top priority of the Coast
Guard. Our goal is within reach.

Implement the Readiness
System (ACI $1.7M)

Strategies and Initiatives to Alhieve 2002
Target The Coast Guard aims to save as many
lives and as much property as possible by
operating fleets of cutters and aircraft, and
rescue stations; using search sensors and search
planning tools and tactics; and requiring
mariners
to use survival
gear, distress
notfcation, alerting, and locating equipment
*

Enhance Commercial Fishing Vessel Safety
Initiatives.
Provide 24-hour watches at regional Rescue
Coordination Centers, and manage the
worldwide Automated Mutual-Assistance
Vessel Rescue System - which provides
position and communications information on
vessefs that are available to assist others at
sea.

*

Improve requirements for vessels to carry
distress location equipment and survival
gear.
(
Differential
Global
Positioning
System
Follow-On (OE $295K). Operate the Global
Maritime Distress and Safety System, 1F&
HF Digital Selective Calling Alert Processing
System
(OE
$871K, (AC&I
$2.2M),
recapitalize
Command
Centers
(AC&
$727K), and Modernize command and
control
communication
capabilities
in
Districts 13 and 14 (AC&I $39M).

*

Operate and maintain Coastal Patrol Boats
and 47FT Boats (OE $83M), and enhance
SAR capabilities through the Command and
Control SAR Computer System (OE $80K).

*

Commercial Satellite Communications (AC&I
$1.5) (OE $1M). Self Locating Data Marker
Buoy Operations (OE $774K).

*

Provision and provide training support for
the C-130) aircraft (AC&I $500K).

*

Aviation Parts Sustainment ($27M)
M
Manage waterway safety, security and
environmental protection through the Ports
and Waterways Safety System (PAWSS) and
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Management

Other Federal Programs with Common
Outcomes: The US Navy and Air Force have
search and rescue capability, primarily for their
own vessels and aircraft. The National Search
and Rescue Manual establishes responsibilities
and cooperative efforts between organizations
that have search and rescue capabilities. The
Air Force is the lead agency for land-based
search and rescue; the Coast Guard Is the lead
for maritime search and rescue. Each assists
the other depending on resources available for a
particular search effort. Information is shared
through formal search and rescue schools, and
at search and rescue conferences and forun
held worldwide. The Air National Guard at'
provides search and rescue capability.

175
MARIT ME WORKER FATALITIES: Working In the marine environment is dangerous. Although the
number of fatalities is relatively small, maritime workers have one of the highest fatality rates in the
transportation field. The commercial fishing industry is purported to be one of the most hazardous in the
Nation; on average (1992-1999), 78 crewmembers die per year. Loss of life has profund Impacts on family,
friends and communities; moreover, negative economic forces generated as a result of these tragedies ripple
well beyond the maritime community.
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Note on Data: The Coast Guard brought a new
and improved IT system for its marine safety
programs online InFY2000, and as a result, revised
the queries used to obtain data for this indicator.
This revised indicator provides a more accurate and
repeatable depiction of aewmernmber fatalities over
time. The original FY2002 target for fatalities was
30, which converts to 42 using the new
methodology.
This
represents
same
the
proportional reduction in oew T ber fatalities that
our programs were aiming for in the original target.
Crewmember fatality rate includes reportable
manner casualties resultng in the death or
disappearance of a crewmember or employee
aboard U.S. vessels. Crewmembers indude the
following role types: deck crew and officers, engine
crew and officers, employees, stewards, medical
personnel, tankermen, etc.
We do not measure deaths or disappearances from
foreign vessels, any platforms or facilities. We do
not Include instances when a death or
disappearance Is determined to be from natural
causes or the result of an intentional act (e.g.
siuide, heart attack, altercation, etc,).
External Factors: In the fishing
dwindling fish storks and human error
significant role in worker fatalities; poor
condition of vessels or equipment plays

industry,
plays a
material
a lesser
Page 9

role. The majority of deaths are attributable to
personnel
accidents vice vessel casualties
(collisions,
allisions,
and
groundings).
Approximatey one-half of all maritime wastie,
fatalities occur on commercial fishing vessels.
Deaths in this Industy Invotve falls overboard,
entanglement, capsizings, etc.
While the Commercial Fishing Industry Vessel
Safety Act of 1988 has helped reduce fishing vessel
fatalities 20 percent from pre-Act levels, dwindling
fisheries stocks, more competition, and regulated
limited-time fishing seasons have increased risktaking by fishermen and made fishing-related
deaths an ongoing problem. Compounding this is
the fact that fishing vessels have few required
safety standards. The variable nature of this
industry makes it diffioilt to develop universal
fishing safety regulations - vessels vary greatly in
size and operate ir,diverse locations and dimates.
Hazards to personnel have also been endemic to
the tug and barge industry. Crewmembers working
to attach a barge to a tug, or to free a grounded
vessel are at risk of being crushed in an aciddent
or falling overboard - the single greatest cause of
fatalities Inthis Industry.

2000 Results: Although preliminary results
indicate that maritime worker fatalities dropped In
2000, the casualty data indicate that the death rate
among fishermen has reached a plateau or begun a
slight upward climb while the population of fishing
vessels is in steady state. However, the National
Marine Fshenes Service believes that the industry
is still over-capitalized and putting excessive
pressure on fish stocks. Due to dwindling fish
stocks, fishermen experience increased economic

pressure and competition resulting In reduced profit
opportunities. These economic pressures combined
with fisheries management decision encourage risk
taking, deferred maintenance of vessels, and
deferred purchase/upkeep of required safety gear.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: The
most senous deficiency in casualty statistics is the
lack of firm population data to serve as the
denominator for death rates. Available estimates
for fishermen equate to 160-180 fataltes/100,000
workers, making fishermen well above set goals.
In short, the measure needs to be refined. For
2001, we may not meet the goal due to potential
for the upward dimb as noted in the 2000 results.
Strategies and Initiatives to Aohleve 2002
Goal: The Commercal Fishing Vessel Safety
Program (CFVS) is the Coast Guard's effort to
improve safety in.the fishing indusby by helping
fishermen comply with the regulations issued
pursuant to the Commercial Fishing Vessel Safety
Act of 1988. The CFVSprogram seeks to enhance
safety through education, public awareness,
voluntary dockside examination of vessels, and
regulatory enforcement at sea. The Coast Guard's
Marine Safety and Environmental Protection office
convened the Commercial Fishing Vessel Task Force
to review the state of CFVS program due to a rash
of losses in January 1999.
The Task Force generated 59 recommendations,
developing a CFVS Action Plan that continues to
underpin
ongoing
activities.
Among
these
recommendations is the need for regulations
mandating inspections of fishing vessels and
licensing requirements to reduce fishing vessel
worker fatalities.
Within the other industry sectors, there has been a
general reduction in the fatality rate due in part to
the collaborative Prevention Through People (PTP)
initiative efforts with industry groups. PTP initiatives
promote awareness of safety risks and wi, 1 to
reduce the sizable role human error plays In
fatalities. The partnership with American Waterways
Operators has resulted in a define in towboat
worker deaths.
Related Coast Guard actvties include:
* Legislative Change Proposals for mandatory
examiaton of fishing vessels and
crew
trainig.
,

Optimize prevention programs for all existing
vessels. Adjust areas of focus pursuant to
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casualty analysis.
* Work

with

Organization

the

International

Marltime

to improve worldwide safety

standards.
,

Provide resources to support the Differential
Global Positioning System (OF $2S51
and
Commercial Satellite Communications (AC&I
$1.SM) (O $1M).

SOperate and maintain Coastal Patrol Boats (O
$ 3M). 47FT Boat Follow-On (O $4.955M).
*

Provision and provide training support for the
C-130 aircraft (AC&I $500K).

*

Manage
waterway
safety, security
and
environmental protection through the Ports and
Waterways Safety System (PAWSS) and Marine
Information for Safety and Law Enforcement
(M[SLE).(AC&I $20).

*

Replace P-250 dewatering
cutters (AC&I $2M).

*

Recapitalize and replace high frequency (HF)
capability (ACEI $2.5M), and recapitalize
Command Centers (AC&I $727K). Modernize
command
and
control
communication
capabilities inDistricts 13 and 14 (AC&I $3.9M).

*

Implement the Readiness Management System
(ACd $13M).

pumps

aboard

Other Federal Programs with Common
Marine
Outcomes:
Casualty
Investigation
responsibilities are shared by the USCG and the
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB); both
use investigation results to develop better safety
strategies. USCG and the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) have an agreement
regarding the boundaries of each agencys authority
for prescnibng and enforcing standards or
regulations affecting the occupational safety and
health of seamen and passengers aboard vessels
inspected and certificated by the Coast Guard.

177

PAINGER VESSEL SAFETY o Each year over 207 million passengers are carded aboard cruise ships,
boats, sightseeing boats, gaming vessels and other commercial passenger vessels in
ferries, charter fishing
the U.S.5.85 million North American vacationers alone traveled on cruise lines In 1999 - and that number Is
expected to grow to 6.37 million in 2000. There are approximately 6,200 domestic passenger vessels and
130 foreign flag passenger vessels operating from U.S. ports. Co!le ctvely, these vessels provide one of the
safest forrs of transporaton. But the capsizing ofthe amphibious passenger vessel MISS MAJESTIC In May
1999 on Lake Hamilton, Arkansas resulting in the deaJs of 13 of the 21 passengers, highlights the potential
for disaster that exists.
Peiomno
iil
Number of laalu
was often assumed that there were a large number
aboard passenger vissxJ
of people dying on passenger vessels, when In fact,
this is not true. The Coast Guard is actively
engaged in Improving performance measures, and
will substitute
te better ones as appropriate.
23
22
19
15
hl: 29
Af
External Factors: As newer vessels are put into
Dillicndaid Pannac MemaJw. Niumlr oct ihuse with much higher passenger capacities and
speeds, the risk for a major catastrophe involving a
vend asuatles per1,00 vessel.
ri pn erger
passenger vessel increases, as does the potential
for loss of life. There has been growth in the use of
46
47
W9
rlt A JA
high speed, high capacity ferries in Puget Sound,
52
53
ft~stl 111A
San Francisco, Southern California, and the
k
:al. 45
41*
Northeast. Also, unique winged craft are being
eta
developed. In sum, future passenger industry
growth will increase congestion and mriine
ReJc pflsen~ge hawks~
casualty risk on coastal and inland waterways.
In addition, as most cruise ships are foreign
flagged, the Coast Guard is limited to port state
enforcement; flag state regulators and classification
societes make up the other oversight sources. The
Coast Guard's Prevention Throgh Peoe initiative
and implementation of International Safety
Management Code target these concerns.
SPassenger
oaralites Vessed

*Target

Note an Revised Data: The new DOT strategic
plan replaces the passenger vessel casualties
measure (a measure of passngr vessel accidents)

with a new measure of passenger fatalities. The

new measure focuses on a specific outcome
readily
(passenger
fatalities) that is more
understandable and meaningful to both program
managers and the public.
The original measureoflhigh risk passenger vessel
casuatias" was found to be inadvertently
misleading becausethere was too much confusion
as to what the data actually represented. The
original measure focused on events (fire, expl.osion,
flooding, allision, collision, capsizing, grounding or
siskng) that increasethe risk of a major lossof life
on passenger vessels.However, because the public
often associatesdeath with the term "casualty" it
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Finally, passenger vessels transport people who are
often unfamiliar with the vessel's safety practices as
well as ways to exercise caution aboard a ship in
order to avoid a life-threatening situation.
2000 Results: Based on preliminary data
estimates, there were 15 fatalities on passenger
vessels in FY 2000. Compared to other modes of
transportation, the safety record of passenger
vessels operating from US ports, including both
domestic and foreign vessels, is outstanding. In FY
2000, there was approximately one death on a
passenger vessel every 24 days compared to
approximately one death every day on commercial
aircraft. There have been no passenger deaths on
foreign flag cruise ships due to a vessel casualty n
the last 16 years. For the domestic fleet, the safety
record, whie stil relatively excellent, varies from
year to year with no clear trend emerging. Of the
estimated 6,200 vessels in the domestic passenger

vessel fleet; only 9 vessels were involved in
casualties that resulted in the death of a passenger
in FY 2000. The fatalities were the result of falls,
asphyxiation, being struck by objects and other
randomly occumng accidents.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: For FY
2001, the goal for reducing fatalities aboard
passenger vessels appears realistic.

Organization to improve worldwide safety
standards.
*

Expand the use of risk-based decision making to
increase the effiency of services provided, and
improve the effectiveness of safety activities in
stopping accidents.

*

Provide resources to support the Differential
Global Positioning System (OE $295K).

Strategies and InitiatIves to Achieve 2002
Target: The Coast Guard's approach to passenger
vessel safety improvement and risk reduction
focuses on maximizing core prevention programs
while seeking innovative means of preventing and
responding to a major passenger vessel casualty.
Some specific Coast Guard activities indude:

*

Partner with the Passenger Vessel Association
to identify and mitigate risks through an
initiative known as Prevention Though People
(PTP). The Coast Guard ate works with the
International Maritme Organization to improve
the level of safety standards on a worldwide
basis.

*

with
Establish
Outlines
of
Cooperation
lassification Soieties. These organizations
regulate the industry and reduce the nsk of
accidents.

Recapitalize and replace high frequency (HF)
capability (AC&I $23M). and recapitalize
Command Centers (AC&I $727K). Modemize
and
control
communication
cornmnand
capabilities in Districts 13 and 14 (AC&I $3.gM).

*

Implement the Readiness Management System
(AC&.I$1.7M).

* Optimize core prevention programs for existing
foreign and domestic vessels with adjustments
to areas of focus pursuant to available laggTng
and leading Indicators and on-Ong marine
Concurrently assess the
casualty analysis.
implications of future vessel and industry
growth on prevention and re;ponse capabilities.
*

Establish the International Maritime Information
System (IMISS) to collet voluntary informatin
about 'near-mlss maritime accidents.

* Create quality Incentive programs for near term
improvement in prevention and response while
the need for new standards is being studied.

SExecute plans to respond to a major passenger
vessel marine accident now and in the future.
* Establish the Intemational Maritime Information
System (IMISS) to collect voluntary information
about "near-miss' accidents.
* Create quality Incentive programs for near term
improvement in prevention and response while
the need for na.w standards is studied.
* Work with the International Maritime
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Operate and maintain Coastal Patrol Boats (OE
$ 3.4M). 47FT Boat Folkw-On (OE $4.995M).
Provision and provide training support for the
C-130J aircraft (AC8. $500K).
Manage
waterway
safety, security and
environmental protection through the Pots and
Waterways Safety System (PAWSS) and Marine
Information for Safety and Law Enforcement
(MISLE). (AC&I $20M).

Other Federal Programs with Common
Marine
Casualty
Investigation
Outcomes:
responsibilities are shared by the USCG and the
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB).
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) and the USCG have an agreement
regarding the boundaries of each agency's authority
for prescrbing and enforcing standards or
regulations affecting the occupational safety and
health of seamen and passengers aboard vessels
inspected and certificated by the Coast Guard.

179
RECREATIONAL BOATING FATALTIES:

During the lest decade, appro o'natety 800

Americans died each year from boating accidents, usually from drowning. Recreational boating is a popular
activity in America, and the popularity of personal watercraft (PWC) continues to be sting. There are about
78 million recreational boaters in the U.S. - and most operators Involved in accidents have had no boating
safety training. The Coast Guard works with states to reduce boating faMtities.
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fatalities occur each year - mostly as a result of
accidents Involving operator controllable factors.
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External Factors: A growing US population and a
growing US economy leads to growth in the
number of recreational boats. Success of our
efforts is, in part, dependent on the effectiveness of
education and
many
individual state-run
enforcement programs. Also, boater behavior is
often difficult to Influence - for example, boaters
tend to decline to wear life jackets, Ignoring the
risks associated with the nature of their boating
activity.
2000 Results: Recreational boating fatalities
declined to 742 in 2000 -- the lowest number of
fatalities the Coast Guard has reported to date.
High gas prices and colder, wetter weather during
the boating season are believed to have reduced
the overall level of boating activity this year,
contributing to the decline In fatalities.
While the recent trend in boating fatalities has been
mixed, fatalities have declined dramacally since
the early 1960s and 70s. Today, there are fewer
than half the number of recreational boating
fatalities as there were in the early 1970s. At the
same time, the number of recreational boats has
more than doubled. This long-term reduction in
fatalities is due to cooperative boating safety
education and enforcement efforts, safer boats and
equipment manufactured in accordance with Coast
Guard standards, and life jacket use. Still, too many
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More than half of all recreatonal boating fatalties
are the result of capsIzings or fails overboard -- and
the percent of victims who drown remains high.
The rnajoty of these drowning victims were not
wearing life ja-kets.
Accident prevention is the best way to reduce
fatalities - but when accidents do occur, boaters
have a vastly Improved chance of surviving if they
are wearing a life jacket.
2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: The
?FY
2001 target is 749 fatalities or less. While the drop
in the number of fatalities between 1999 and 2000
appears to be influenced by external factors, the
2001 target Is within reach. We will continue to
assist state boating safety programs; conduct
safety education campaigns; and encourage boater
education programs that Incorporate National
Association of State Boating Law Administrators
National Boating Education Standards with the
primary focus on improving boater skills and
behavior to reduce accidents. We will continue a
research effort to improve lifejacket comfort and
wearabdity, thus promoting greater usage.
Strategies and Initiaives to Achieve 2002
Goal: The Coast Guard aims to reduce boating
fatalities by: developing and enforcing compliance
with safety standards for recreational boats and
equipment; promoting the wearing of personal
fltaUon devices (PFD); Improving boater behavior,
skills, and knowledge; intensifying enforcement of
statutes; and
boating under the Influence
conducting Coast Guard Auxiliary Vessel Safety
Checks and boating education courses to promote
safe operation and use of safety equipment.

The Boating Safety Grants program will provide
funds to states to support education, outreach,
and law enforcement.
The Coast Guard Auxiliary will continue to
cooperate with the U.S. Power Squadrons and
the States, and provide boats and aircraft to
assist with maritime SAR.
The Coast Guard Recreational Boating Safety
program will continue to develop safety
regulations in cooperation with manufacturers
and
standards
organizations, investigate
consumer complaints of non-compliance with
standards,
and
monitor
manufacturers
equipment recalls.
The national boating safety study being
commissioned by the Coast Guard will provide
valid and reliable information on boating
practices, safety, and exposure.
This
information will enable safety officials to assess
boating risk, implement appropriate safety
intervention strategies, and measure the
effectiveness of program activities in reducing
the risk and negative outcomes associated with
the use of recreational boats. Data collection
will commence in the Fall of 2001.
*

Differential Global Positoning System Follow-On
(OE $295K). Operate the Global Maritime
Distress and Safety System, MF & HF Digital
Selective Caliing Aert Processing System (OE
$87K), (AC&I $2.2M), HF recapitalization and
modernization
(AC&d $2.2M),
Command
Centers
(AC&d $727K),
and Modernize
and
control
communication
command
capabilities in Districts 13 and 14 (AC&I $3.9M).

*

Surface Search Radar System Support (OE
$870K). Replace P-250 dewatering pumps
aboard cutters (AC&I $2M).
Operate and maintain Coastal Patrol Boats and
47FT Boats (OE $8.3M), and enhance SAR
capabilities (OE $80K).
Commercial Satellite Communications Channels
(AC&I $I5M), (OE $iM). Self-Locating Data
Marker Buoy Operations (OE $774K).

*

Provision and provide training support for the
C-130 aircraft (AC&I $500K).

*

Manage waterway
safety,
security and
environmental protection through the Ports and
Waterways Safety System (PAWSS) and Marine
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Information for Safety and Law Enforcement
(MISLUE).
(ACiI $20M).
implement the Readiness Management System
(AC& $1.7M)
*

Ensure DOD Command, Control, Comms and
Intel interoperability (ACI $1,5M), and Military
Satellite Comms (OE $225K).

Other Federal Programs
with Common
Outcomes: The CG maintains oroing, active
working relationships with state boating safety
offices to optimize use and distribution of matching
formula grants and discretionary grants to nonprofit
public service organizations; it also maintains
interagency agreements with EPA, DOC, DOI,
USACOE, FERC, BIA, and other federal agencies to
address boating safety issue on waterways over
which these agencies have authority. For example,
we are working with the Departmssent of tne Interior
to investigate and resolve a problem of carbon
monoxide poisoning on houseboats. The U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers and the National Park Service
manage many recreational lakes that are used by
boaters, and cooperate with the Coast Guard and
states in managing safe boating programs.

Maritime Security
*Drug Interdiction
-illegal Migrants
*Foreign Fishing Vessel
Incursions
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DRUG INTERDICTION:

As the only military service with law enforcement authority, the U, S.

Coast Guard apprehends smugglers attempting to import illegal drugs into the U.S. In 2999, a $10 million
investment in new Coast Guard capabilities, employcng armed helicopters and high-sped small boats to
stop smugglers, yielded a return of $120 million In seized drugs. Coast Guard boarding :eams deal with
the challenge of enforcing increasingly complex laws against much more sophisticated criminals. Despite
foiling so many attempts to smuggle drugs Into the country, drug-fnduced deaths continue. irn addition to
the Coast 'Guard's efforts to halt the destructive influence of drug consumption, traffickirg must be
obstructed so as to stem related orminal acts.
Seizure rate for ocaine

ftr.~

that isshipped through the Wl zone.
Target: M
2M 2M1 2M2
12.5% 13% IS%
18.7%
Actual: 12.2% 10.6%
Discontinued Derffera

E

Red
a~uce the

smug- suceM rate (ccane enter U.S.via
noncommeiral maritime fow asa parentage of
the poxtental undeterred
flow
bound via
nmcel

maritme).

Target: 1M
55%
Actual:

57%

M0
5D%
66%

External Factors: Drug Interdiction operates in
a challenging and ever changing environment.
The international drug syndicates operating
throughout our hemisphere are resourceful,
adaptable, and extremely powerf I. At the
same time, socioeconomic conditions, here and
abroad, influence the supply and demand for
illegal narcotics.
2000 Results: The Coast Guard's drg seizure
rate fell this year, despite the fact that the Coast
Guard set a new non-commercial maritime
seizure reord for cocaine. Final
seizure and
cocaine shipment data for FY 2000 slow a
seizure rate of approximately 10.6%, as
compared to th.target of 13%.
Drug Interdiction operations take place In a
challenging and ever changing environment
The international drug syndicates operating
throughout our hemisphere are resou-ceul,
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adaptable, and extremely powerful.
At the
same time, socloeconomc conditions, hre and
abroad, influence the supply and dernaad for
illegal narcotics.
In FY 2000, the Coast Guard set a new ioncor,'mercial
maritime
seizure record
of
approximately 132,480 pounds of cocaine. 7he
Service also seized over 50,000 pounds of
marijuana. The results are attributed to a higher
concentration of patrols in the Eastern Pacific
Ocean, improved intelligence sharing with other
law enforcement agencies and cooperation with
Central and South American countries, and use
of Law Enforcement Detachments (LEDETs). A
growing threat in smuggling has been the
shipment of cocaine to the U.S. through tie
eastern Pacific. This year, the Coast Guard
applied a shift in our limited resources to
address the burgeoning go-fast threat in the
eastern Pacific.
Interdictions in this region
accounted for over 80 percent of all drugs
seized by the Coast Guard.
We also continue to take aggressive steps
toward stopping go-fast vessels - a major
problem - with Operation New Frontier, In which
Coast Guard cutters sailed with specially
equipped "use of force' helicopters and hghspeed Interdiction boats.
These units carry
high-tech equipment dcegned to safely stop
fleeing go-fasts. Operation NEW FRONTIER was
employed in two limited-scope deployments in
2000. In six possible opportunities for go-fast
intercept, NEW FRONTIER forces successfully
interdicted all six vessels, seized over 2,600
pounds of cocaine, nearly 12,000 pounxds of
marijuana, and detained I suspects.
Operation FRONTIER SHIELD, Institutionalized in
1999, continued to deter smuggling into Puerto
Rico and disrupt traditional smuggling routes
into the United States in 2000. The Coast Guard
also continued Operatons GULF SHIELD and
BORDER SHIELD off the coasts of the Gulf of
Mexico and California respectively.
These

smaler-scale operations served to anchor the
maritime flanks of the Southwest Border wih
Mexico as federal, state and local agency
Interdiction efforts ashore were increased.
FY 2001 Pefonnance Plan Evaluation: The
seizure rate target for FY2001 Is raised to 15%.
The Coast Guard Is working to upgrade support
systems, Improve Intelligence end expand 'use
of force' hicopter and 'over-the-horzon boat
operations. Well-funded smuggling organizations
operate over huge areas of ocean, and quickly
change tactics to find an advantage. While we
achieved record cocaine seizures for two years
in a row, the tempo of operations In previous
years (1997-1999) was extraordinary and
purchased at the expense of deferred asset
maintenance and curtailed support activities.
The Coast Guard has reduced operations and
truncated maintenance and support activities to
meet the rising costs of personnel, energy and
aging assets. These actions will impact FY2001
operations, reducing the Coast Guard's ability to
sustain drug Interdiction operations such as the
19,884 lb cocaine seizure from the FOREVER MY
FRIEND. As a result, we do not anticipate
rmeting our target.
Strategles and InItlatives to Adheve 2002
Target* Reducing the supply of drugs entering
the U.S. is a vital element of the National Drug
Control Strategy. Despite eliminating multiple
aircraft and some front line law enforcement
cutters, the Coast Gulrd will develop sequential,
regional pulse operations to deny maritime
smuggling routes, targeting high threat areas..
Partner with the ONDCP and Customs
Service to validate the Rockwell Deterrence
Study, which may help better measure the
deterrent effect of Interdiction activity.
*

The Integrated Deepwater System (ACM
$338M) develops a system of surface, air,
command and control, Inteligence, and
logistics system to carry out deepwater
missions,
such
as
maridime
law
enforcement. Deepwater is essential to
maintaining an effective drug Interdiction
presence in the Caribbean and Eastern
Pacific where there is limited resupply and
refueling opportunities.

*

Operate and maintain Coastal Patrol Boats
(OE $3.4), 47FT Boat Follow-ON (OE
$4.9M), Surface Search Radar SPS-73
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System
Support
(OE
$870K),
and
Commercial
Satellite
Communications
Channels (O" $1M) (AC&I $1.5M).
*

Provision and provide training support for
the C-130J aircraft (ACMd$500K).

*

Modernize
command
and
control
onmunicaton capablities in Districts 13
and 14 (AC&
$3.9M). Recapitalize and
replace high frequency (HF) capability (ACM!
$2.5M).

*

Implement the Readiness Management
System
(AC&.
$i7M).
Ensure
DOD
Command, Control, Communications and
Intelligence inbeoperability (AC&I $13M).
Military Satellite Comma (OE $225K).

Other Federal Programs writh Common
Outcomes: The ONDCP coordinates overall
U.S. drug policy, and sets national objectives
and goals in the National Drug Control Strategy.
The Coast Guard particpates In the multfagency efforts to set these goals, Enforcement
efforts regularly require coordination between
the Coast Guard and Departnent of State

(DOS), National Security Council, Department of
Justice, Depar irit
of Commerce, Department
of Defense (DOD), and Treasury. Coast Guard
Interdiction activities directly contribute to the
national goals of -Shielding America's air, land
and sea frontiers from the drug threat" and
"Breaking the foreign and domestic drug sources
of supply." The Commandant of the Coast Guard
serves as the U.S. Interdiction Coordinator,
coordinating International Interdiction efforts
with DOD, Customs, and other agencies. While
the Coast Guard is lead federal agency for
maritime drug
Interdiction, lead
agency
responsibility for air Interdiction is shared with
Customs. DOS provides international, diplomatic
liah-n with other countries and supports DOT
efforts in bilateral agreements to counter drug
smuggling.
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UNDOCUMENTED MIGRANT INTERDICTION: Inetai Immigration poses a serious
threat to America's economic and social well-being, and challenges the integrity of our borders as a
sovereign nation. Thousands of people try to enter this country Illegally every year via maritime routes,
many via smuggling operations. An untold number perish when overloaded, unseaworthy vessels
capsize. The U. S. Coast Guard must maintain an effective presence in migrant departure, transit and
arrival zones. The Coast Guard must patrol more than 144,000 square miles of ocean in the Caribbean
alone, In addition to responding to intelligence on voyages along the east and west coasts and
throughout U. S. trritories In the Pacific In its efforts to curtail illegal Immigration.
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External Factor: Socioeconomic andi political
conditions in both the U.S. and migrant source
countries drive
migrant entry attempts.
Outcomes are also influenced by the active
criminal intent of those who profit from moving
illegal migrants.
Year-to-year measures of
success can take unexpected turns based on
changing criminal tactics.
2000 Results: We met our goal in FY 2000,
holding attempts at Illegal Immigration by sea to
11% of potential entry attempts. However, we
met our target this year largely because migrant
flow from China shifted away from the US in
response to 1999 Coast Guard interdiction
efforts In Guam. Last year we reported that a
large number of Chinese migrants were
targeting Guam. This year, in response to Coast
Guard interdiction efforts in 1999 and 2000,
Chinese migrants are once again targeting
Mexico and Central Amerca, for eventual
passage across the land border of the U.S.
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There was also a reduced flow of Cuban
migrants attempting to reach the U.S. by
maritime means in 2000. This is partially the
result of un improvement in efficiency In
granting Immigrant visas by the U.S. Interest
Section in Havana, an inoeased number of
Cubans taking illegal flights to the U.S. from
third counties, and an increased number
travelling to Mexico (by air) and crossing the
land border illegally. However, U.S. laws and
policies continue to challenge interdction
efforts: a combination of U.S. laws and policies
make resuming a Cuban migrant who lands
ashore in the U.S. difficult - thereby providing a
strong incentive for Cuban migrants to make the
attempt, and keeping the demand for Coast
Guard interdiction efforts high. In FY 2000 over
50% of the known flow of Cuban migrants
reached U.S. sodl.
In addition, professional smuggling remains an
ongoing problem. In recent years, smugglers
have carved out a lucrtive business for
themselves, and the majority of the migrants
attempting to illegally enter the U.S. employ
their services. Chinese migrants pay smugglers
$35,000-40,000 each for passage to the U.S.;
Cuban migrants pay $3,000-8,000. Organized
c rme structures within the U.S. provide a
further support mechanism, and allow migrants
to make a small down payment for travel, with
the remaining being paid off while working in
the U.S.
In addition, there are numerous forces that
motNate migrants and are largely outside the
omntro of the Coast Guard.
These include
immigration policy decisions, political and
economic situations in the source country, and
the economic imbalance of the U.S. and the
developing world.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: We
are continuing to attack the problem in FY 2001
through increased intelligence, more interagency

coordination, and better sensors. We are also
Increasing coordination efforts with the U.S.
Border Patrol Anti-smuggling Unit and the U.S.
Attorney's in Miami. The Coast Guard is working
with the Department of State on potential
Interdiction bilateral agreements.
While we
have made gains since 1999, smuggling of
migrants still persists. In addition, the Coast
Guard has reduced operations and truncated
maintenance and support activities to meet the
rising costs of personnel, energy and aging
assets. These actions wilJ impact FY 2001
operations. As a result continuing to meet the
goal of holding undocumented migrants to 13
percent may be difficult .
Strategies and Initiatives to Adleve 2002
Target: The Coast Guard will operate along
maritime routes to deter attempts by
undocumented migrants, and to detect and stop
those who try to enter the U.S. illegally. We will
also establish agreements with source counties
to reduce migrant flow. For example, aircraft
overflight authority granted by the Dominican
Republic in 1996, and the resultant deterrent
effect, contributed significantly to the decrease
in illegal Dominican migrants. We will use
intelligence to target our presence in the
to
provide both
maritime environment
deterrence and an effective enforcement
capacity.
T
' he Integrated Deepwater System (AC&I
$3384) develops a system of surface, air,
command and control, intelligence, and
logistics systems to carry out deepwater
missions,
such
as
maritime
law
enforcement. The system is essential to
keeping assets with long endurance
capabilities and extensive command and
control capabilities on station during times
of increased migration attempts and mass
migration events.
*

Develop agreements with source countries
to coordinate Interdiction efforts and to
work out strategies for preventing potential
illegal migrants from making the attempt.

*

Coast Guard liaison officers and mobile
training teams will assist migrant source
zone counties in improving democratic
institutions and effective law enforcement
against migrant smugglers.
Operate and maintain Coastal Patrol Boats

*
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*
*

*

(OE $3.3M), 47FT Boat Follow-On (OE
$4.91), Surface Search Radar SPS-73
System Support (OE $870K), and
Commercial
Satellite
Communications
Channels (AC&1$15M), (OE $IM).
Provision
and provide training support for
the C-1301 aircraft (AC&I $500K).
Modernize
command
and
control
communication capabilities in Districts 13
and 14 (AC&I $3.9M). Recapitalize and
replace high frequency (HF)capability (AC&d
$2.SM.

Implement the Readiness P-Sanagement
System (AC&I $1.M). Ensure DOD
Command, Control, Communications and
Intelligence interoperability (AC&I $1.5M).
Military Satellite Comms (OE $225K).
Other Federal Programs with Common
Outcomes: The U.S. Border Patrol enforces the
stateside immigration laws, while the Coast
Guard has the lead at sea. The INS cooperates
with the Coast Guard on the disposition of
undocumented migrants who are detained. The
Coast Guard regularly meets ad coordinates
with the State Department, INS, and the Border
Patrol on immigration issues and potential
international agreements. The Coast Guard
sharesintell.snce information with the other
agencies reLdrding specific illegal migration
trends and forecast. Discussions on common
goal setting have begun, but common goal
targets have not been established.
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FOREIGN FISHING VESjEL INCURIIONS: The U.S. Exdusve Economic Zone (EEZ)
was established by the 1976 Magnuson-Stevens Fslery Conservation and Management Act (MSFCMA).
This Act calms the maximum EEZallowed by interrational law, extending 200 miles from U.S. shores.
The U.S. EE2is the largest in the world, covering 3.36 million square miles of ocean and 95,000 miles of
coastline. The U.S. Coast Guard is the only agency with the maritime authority and infrastructure to
project federal law enforcement presence over this huge area. The EEZis a major source of renewable
resources - providing a livelihood for U.S. comnerdal fishermen and numerous related enterprises, a
valuable source of protein, and recreational opportunities for millions of people. Within the EEZ, U.S.
citizens have primary harvesting rights to fish stocks; foreign fishing rssigrficantly limited and has been
restricted since 1991. As the primary agency responsible for at-sea enforcement of the MSFCMA, it is the
Coast Guard's responsibility to ensure foreign fishermen do not harvest U.S. fish stocks illegally.
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After a record high in the number of detected
rncursions in 1999 (428), we are seeing results in
our efforts to improve interdiction effectiveness.
Wie appear to have met our goal this year largely
due to our improved ooordination with Mexican,
R,JSsian and Canadian auUorities to increase
pisecution rates and decrease the number of
incursions along our EU7 borders.

Redue Mo Vo cu'e of d" ExchiNe

Following the spike in incursions in the Bering
Sen last year, we worked closely wth the Russian
Federal Border Guard to improve cooperaton.
Tl.u result was more successful prosecutions in
20(0 -- and correspondingly fewer interdicton;
as lhe fishing fleet came to realize they would be
projected if they were caught.

ForeIn Flaing Veseli Incursion
ktrdion Rat

1

Im'

outside USCGcontrol . For example, a change in
foreign fisheries management measures may
result in a greater incentive for fishermen to
illegally fish in U.S.waters. Furthermore, oceanic
a.nd climatic shifts can cause significant
fluctuation in the migratory patterns of Important
fish stock's that cross EEZborders. Illegal fishing
activitbe sometimes increase as commercial
fishermen follow their intended catch.
FY 2C00OResults: We appear to have met our
goal of less than 202 incursions - only 170 were
deter.ted this year. Unfortunately, however, the
lower number of detected incursions can also be
attrbuted to decreased surveillance availability,
pa simlarly from aircraft Because of flaws In the
deected incursions measure, we are currently
developing an interdiction rate measure that
!.)ener reflects our resource capabilities and
International cooperation efforts.

19"1 19"g 20

External Factors*
Annual EZ inarsion
numbers vary greatly due to a number of factors
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We also stepped up our efforts in the Gulf of
Mexo, where the largest number of illegal
incusions has always occurred. There, small
tllex can lanchas operate in the U.S. EEZ, and

rapidly fee to the M an IvirtioriaJ seas when
sighted. The Coast Guardworked closely with
ean eriorcernsf officlis t prosecuteidose
We also
violators that we wereable to Interd.
fast 'Guardian' CoastGuard boats,
emnployed
more
of
the
Lanctsas
andas we beganto Interdict
(15% of detcted incursions this yew, as
to
see a
began
5%
last
year),
opposedto
delne inthe numberof Incursons in tus region.
In addition, during the sumer of 20M we
signed a Law Enforenrt heorManum of
(MOU)with Canadato allow Coast
Understanding
Guard vesselsanda rcalt to operate in Canadian
water to IMenisolators. previously, Canadian
set their gear In U.S.
commercial fislr
waters, but fled the area when Coast Guard
approached.NowCoastGuardunits may
vessels
iter Cariadlanwaters and airspaceto buitfy
violators,and fleward evidenceto Caqndian
Mutrxrbes for prosecuton. As a resu of
improved coordnation with our Canadian
lor cfa
partnersas wellas a succesul preoseut
senatorthis past fay, incursions inLakeErieare
alsoon tie decline.
of pat
Decreased survellaoe avilabilty
alroaft is ocr*g most dearly in the Western
Pad6c whereeight norncoiguous EEZsaround
varloosU.S.iland trftrles pose a dawnig
enhcement csalenge. in this region, we
to
det cthd32 Incursions In FY 20D, compared
44In 'FY1999. Howvrer, we had no suosfuf
WterdiCons either year, and litte reasonto
beleve the actual number of inaxsions
decreased.
FY 2001 Peefornmaacc Plan Bvluation:
Whie ouradilevemeits have been mboed, the
tep of operations In previousyearswas high
andpurchasedat the epense of deferred asset
andcurtailed support actvtes. The
maintenance
Coast Guard has reduced operations and
truncated maintenance and support activists to
mreetthe rising cod of personnel,energy and
aging assets.Theseactionswil impact FY 2001
As a result meeting the 2001 goat
opefatior
be chienging.
vill
and Indaveves to Addeve 2002
Swartegl
Target In each major threat area, onogoi
Inibtives should Irnprov performance by
goveresr
irexeasingcooperation with focreign
irNvNed
and improvingthe capabilities of CG
violations.
and prosecute
units
to detect
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The integrated Oeepwter System(ACM
$338M) developsa systemof surface,air,
corand and control, intelligence, and
to carry Mi depater
logisticssystems
rssions, suchas marti e lawenforcement
* Continue to work closely with Russian,
Canadianand Medcan asosinses to stop
iega Incursions.
* Partner with the OD to improve Coast
Guardcapabilty to detect violates. Pursue
nrslple ongoingprojects to ensurewe can
successfuly stop and boardvessels detected
non-lethai force.
EEZusing
ustheU.S.
Stiriprove interoperablty with Westen Pacific
Isand nations
Boats
* Operateand maintainCoastalPatim?
(OE $3,3M), 47FT Boat Psllos-On (OE
S 'ster
SPS-73
Srface SearchRadar
$4.9M),
Support (oE $870K), and Commercial
Satellite Cors'nunkatons Channeis(ACS;
$1.5M), (OE$iM).
the
Provisionandprovidetaining support for
C-130Ja-ciaft (AC, $500K).
and cornol
command
Moderize
curmmjncabon capablties in Disbicts13and
replace
14 (AC&I $19M). Recapitalizeamid
highftequency (HP) capablity (ACW$2.5H).
I[mplemen the Readkiess Maragianent
System (AC&M $1.7M). Ensure DOD
Command, Cetol, Commurications and
Intelligence Interoperablfy (ACM $1.tM).
MilitarySatelliteCorrrns(OE $225K).
Oter Feder Programs with Common
Outcome The Coast Guardprovidesat-sea
fisheries erArcement, while NMPS leads
shoreside. Numerous Internabonal fisheries
agreementsand Presicntal ExenovueOrders
are soon to enter into force, requiring
coordination with DOS,DO), NOAA, and NMFS.
Conservation of U.S. Fisheriesresoartesand
protectedmarIneresourcesIs a collaboratve
effort invfohnigthe CoastGuard, NCAA. NMFS,
Regional FtPiery Managernent Councl and
Act
Mane Mammalrer roytearimsTheOceans
all federal agenis wih
of 2000 requires
maritrse responibilites to worktogether.

Protection of Natural
Resources
-011 Spill Prevention
-Plastics and Garbage
-Pollution Response Preparedness
*Living Marine Resources
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MARITIME OIL SPILLS: With more than 85 percent of the U.S. population living near the coasts,
oceangoing trade perhaps t pling during the next two decades, offshore drilling and patfonns venturing
fard
offshore, and larger cargo and tank ships plying the oceans, the task of preventing oil spills will
become even more challenging. Oil spills can devastate ecosystems and can incur enormous response costs.
The New Canssa typifies the threat posed by cargo ships. The vessel carried 359,000 gallons of molasseslike bunker oil as engine fuel and 37,000 gallons of diesel fuel for running generators. An estimated 70,000
gallons of oil spilled from the New Cwissa in February 1999 when the ship foundered off the coast of
Oregon, costing more than $10 million to dlean impacted shoreline.
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2000 Results. Preliminary data Indicates that we
missed our target for reducing the amount of oil
spilled to 4.1 gallons per million gallons shipped.
The estimated volume of oil spilled per million
gallons shipped in FY 2000 is 4.6 gallons. Of the
total volume of oil spilled in FY 2000, 61% was
spilled from facilities and 39% from vessels. Three
large spils contributed to over 94% (537,510
gallons) of the total volume spitted from fadities.
Two of these spills were from waterfront faolities
and were the result of a storage tank rupture at a
refinery and a pipeline leak within a waterfront
facility.
Two large spills contributed to over 36% (130,100
gallons) of the total volume spilled from vessels.
One of these spills resulted when a tankerman
overfilled a tankbarge discharging over 70,000
gallons of oil into the Houston Ship Channel. The
other large spill was caused when a large
recreational yacht sank off the coast of Puerto Rico
after a Coast Guard helicopter rescued the crew.
The data reinforces the continued trend of a small
number of spills contributing to the largest
percentage of volume spilled. Tank barges and
waterfront facilities are the major sources of oil
spills accounting for over 65% of the volume spilled
and 56% of the major (over 10,000 gallons) spill
incidents. An effort that began in 1994 to establish
procedures to coordinate responses to maritime
pollution incidents between the United States and
Mexico culminated in the adopton of the MEXUS
Plan in February 2000.

Note on Revied Data: The Coast Guard brought
a new and improved information system f its
marine safety programs online In FY2000, revising
the process used to obtain data for this indicator.
The revised indicator provides a more accurate and
repeatable depiction of oil spills over time. The
original FY 2000 target for oil spills was 4.83 gallons
per million
gallons shipped - which converts to 4.1
using the new methodology. This represents the
same proportional reduction in oilspills that our
programs were aiming for in the original target: a
20% reduction over the next five years from the
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: The
average of the past five years. A five year average
goal for FY 2001 remains realistic. Therefore, the
is used to determine targets because of the
variation that can occur in the volume of oil spills Service will continue key prevention activiies such
as port state control efforts aimed at eliminating
from year to year.
substandard ships from operating in U.S. waters.
External Factors: Over 90% of the oil spilled into
Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve 2002
U.S. waters results from only a few large spills.
Target: The Coast Guard's Marine Environmental
Tank ships and barges are the leading sources of
Protection programs aim for both prevention and
spills, and most spills result from equipment
response. In FY2000, the Service implemented the
malfunction or stem from human error.
first application of the Marine Safety Network,
Mission Aralysis and Planning. Now, the Coast
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Guard can better analyze the root cause of oil spills
and a variety of other marine accidents. The
Service also maintains vessel traffic and aids to
navigation systems to reduce the risk of accidents
that may result In a polution incident. Some of the
Coast Guard's specific activities include:
*

Lead broad assessment of potential risk of spills
from bunker oi, pipelines, offshore operations
modify
and
hazardous materials,
and
prevention and response programs accordingly.

*

Create voluntary near term incentives for
pollution prevention while studying the need for
new mandatory measures.

*

Lead interagency effort including cruise lines
focused on cruise ship pollution prevention.

*

The Coast Guard inspects and certifies U.S.
ships carrying oil, and examines foreign ships
for compliance with international treaty
requirements. The Service will continue to lead
the U.S. delegation to the International
Maritime Organization, Marine Envionmental
Protection Committee, Improving international
standards in ship design and operations.

"

Through regulation, establish a numbering
system for barges to allow Identification of their
owners and help prevent abandonment of
barges that become pollution hazards.

* Implement an aggressive pollution exercise
program as part of a National Contingency Plan
preparedness strategy for dealing with a spill of
national significance (SON).
*

Commercial Satellite Communications Cannels
(AC&I $1.51M), (OE $1M). Self-Locating Datum
Marker Buoy Operatons (OE $ 774K).

*

Operate and maintain Coastal Patrol Boats (OE
$3.377M), and 47FT boats (OE $4.914). Ports
and Waterways Safety System Follow-On (OE
$245K) and DGPSFollow-On (OE $295K).

*

Provision and provide training support for the
C-130J aircraft (AC&I $500K).

*

Implement the Readiness Management System

(ACI] $11M).
Programs with Common
Other Ferl
Outcomes, The Coast Guaodis the lead agency for
oil pollution prevention and response in dhe coastal
maritime zone, while EPA is the lead for inland
waters; each agency may take Immediate action as
first federal on-scene coordinator. During oil and
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gas exploration and development, the Coast Guard
with the Minerals Management Service in
-rtrers
environmental protection on the Outer Continental
Shelf. The National Transportation Safety Board
investigates some mannercasualties that result in
oil spills for safety purposes in coordination with
Coast Guard investigations. The Coast Guard
participates In a muti-agency workgroup to
establish common or complementary goals for dean
water. The Coast Guard also coordinates the
iRspection of waterfront facilities with the DOT's
Research and Special Projects Administration.
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DKIuS Marine debris degrades our oceans, beaches, coral reefs, wildlie and coastal
t
communi ies. One of the most harmful effects of marine debris is its lethal Impact on birds and Marine
animals. Even In remote areas, nearly untouched by human hands, dangers lurk below the waves.
Discarded fishing lines, derelict nets and other marine debris killendangered species like the Hawaiian monk
seals byentangling them until they drown or starve to death. Debris has killed counntiss birds, seals, sea
turtles, and other marine creatures. Nets also entangle and kill coral, the living base of reefs that provide
homes for numerous fish and invertebrates. Finally, discarded nets continue to fish, resulting in economic
losses
to the fishing industry as well as needlessly killing marine life. Marine debris is also a nuisance to
mariners, fouling propellers and clogging cooling nater intakes.
MAR

Measure: By 2005, reduce the
perfonain
mount of vepsel-gawatel Plastic aindgarbage
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ote on Data: The data reflects the number of
vessel-generated manne debris items collected

d'ing the Center for Marine Conservation's annual
beach surveys.
External Factors: Key sources of marine debris
are trash Items and galley waste from fishing
vessels, cruise ships, and cargo ships; and fishing
net fragments discarded or lost from fishing
vessels. Recreational fishing and boating also
generates tash such as plastic bags and cups, in
addition to tremendous amounts of monofilament
fishing line.
2000 Results: Data for calendar year 2000 is
unavailable within the timeframe of this report;
therefore, 1999 results are presented due to the lag
time in reporting. The target of 55 Items of debris
per mle cleaned In 1999 was met at 41 items.
FY 2001 I'eformance Plan Evaluation: The
goal for FY 2001 Is achievable. The Service will
continue key educational Prevention actMtles and
partnerships aimed at eliminating marine debris.
Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve 2002
Target: The Coast Guard promotes educational
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initiatives such as the SeaPartners program, which
is prinarily staffed at the field level wth Coast
Guard Reservists. The program seeks to educate
maritime users about the detrimental effects of
marfime pollution, and the laws prohibiting
discharge of plastic into the water. Sea Partners
also promotes the use of appropriate port disposal
facilities in lieu of dumping debris ovet)ard at sea.
In addition to education, the Coast Guard assists in
developng
and enforcing the International
Corventon for the Prevention of Pollution from
Ships commony referred to as the MARPOL Treaty.
Finally, the Coast Guard intends to maintain core
prevention
and
response
programs
wih
adjustments as needed based on available data.
Other Federal Programs with Common
Outcomes: The Coast Guard works with the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to enforce
pollution regulations and keep beaches and other
coastal areas free of contaminating debris. The
Coast Guard, EPA, National Marine Fisheries
Service, National Park Service, and the Center for
Marine Conservation also coordinate in monitoring
and measuring marne debris amounts In efforts
such as EPA's National Marine Debris Monitoring
Program. Also, the Coast Guard receives significant
funding from the Departnent of Defense for the
Sea Partners program.
Although not federal programs, the Coast Guard
builds on the works of private groups such as the
Center for Marine Conservation that seek to
educate marners on marine debris regulations, and
the harmful effects of debris.
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POLLUTION RESPONSE PREPAREDNEM. Pollution response preparedness Is vital In
maintaining a healthy environment and uninterrupted waterboume transportation and trade. A robust
system of equipment, planning, and training has evolved within the National Response System and Industry
ina complex public/private partnership. Responsible preparedness management ensures that resource needs
are identified, optimized within resource constraints, and steps are taken to plan for worst case scenarios.
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Extemal Factors: A quick response to pollutioncausing incidents, coupled with the ability to choose
the appropriate spill mitigation strategy, and get
the appropriate equipment on scene is key to
minimizing environmental damage.
Incident
location, extent of vessel or facility damage or
mechanical problem, type of petroleum product
spilled, on scene weather, sea conditons, and
length of time oil has been in the water all play a
role in how successful mitigation efforts will be.
Each pollution incident is different - the Coast
Guard must maintain the readiness to formulate
and Implement the best response that minimizes
the impact of the contaminants.
Strategies and Initiatives: The Coast Guard's
Marine Environmental Protection programs seek
improvements to preparedness initiatives through
the new preparedness assessment as well as
through leading broad appraisal of potential risk of
spills from bunker oil, pipelines, offshore operations
and hazardous materials.
The Coast Guard
modfies prevention and response programs
accordingly.
In FY 2000, the Coast Guard distributed "Pollution
Response Preparedness Assessment Instructions for
Prototype Testing' to appropriate field units. This
is the first field test or the draft Preparedness
Assessment tool under development since May of
1999. The prototype test and feedback response
sheet is due to be returned to Coast Guard program
managers by June 16, 2001.
The assessment is intended to assist Federal OnScene Coordinators (FOSCs) to balance insk and
capabilities.
Measuring
pollution
response
preparedness is a goal in the Coast Guard Strategic
Plan and the G-M FY2001-2005 Business Plan.
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Measuring pollution
response
preparedness
supports the Coast Guard's endeavors to measure
readiness; it also measures the service that the
agency provides to the public.
The Coast Guard seeks to maintain a high level of
response preparedness.
It staffs the National
Response Center which serves as the sole national
point of contact for reporting all oil, chemical,
radiological, biological, and etiological discharges
into the environment anywhere In the U.S. The
center gathers and distributes spill data for FOSCs
and serves as the communications and operations
center for spill responses.
The Coast Guard also operates three National Strike
Teams that must maintain a 24 hour-a-day
readiness for major incident response. Smaller
response teams are located at Marine Safety Offices
around the country.
Finally, research and development projects play a
large role inimproving pollution response, including
the development of predictive models for response
equipment, and evaluation of In-situ burning
as a
response tool.
Other Federal Programs with Common
Outcomes: USCG and the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) have agreed to share
responsibilty for the mitigation of damage to the
public health and welfare caused by the discharge
of oil or hazardous substances into the waters of
the United States. The Coast Guard is the lead
agency for oil pollution prevention and response in
the coastal maritime zore, while EPA is the lead for
inland waters; each agency may take immediate
action as first FOSC.USCG and the U.S Fish and
Wildlife Service have an Interagency Agreement to
specify theconditions and procedures under which
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service provides USCG
FOSCs with technical expertise and services in
support of efforts to control and dean up oil and
hazardous chemical discharges. The Coast Guard
maintains agreements with a variety of federal
entites to coordinate spill response. Through the
National Response Team (NRT) and Regional
Response Tearns (RRTs), the Coast Guard works
with sixteen federal departments and agencies and

193
many state and local governments. The
Environmental Protection Agency chairs the NRT;
the Coast Guard serves as Vice Chair. Each of the
13 RRTs is co-chaired by EPAand the Coast Guard.
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194
FISHERIES PROTECTION: The U. S. Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)is the largest in the
world, covering 3.36 million square miles of ocean and 95,000 miles of coastline. The EEZ is a major
source of renewable wealth - providing a livelihood for commercial fishermen, a vast supply of food, and
recreation. Commercial and recreational fisheries contribute about $50 billion annually to the U.S.
economy. Responsible management of ocean resources is critical as the world's population continues to
grow, demanding increasing foud sources. The Coast Guard is the only agency with the maritime
authority and infrastructure to project federal law enforcement presence over this huge area.
Performance measure: Percent change in
number of species that are designated as
overfished (Includes all areas where Coast
Guard has enforcemert responsibility in
fisheries management plans).

Target 1M
Actual:

2M
8%

-

N/A

2=
-1%

2M22
-5%

9%*

*Goal was not included
rPerformance Plan.

in the FY 2000

=PrmrInary results based upon draft NMFS
External Factors: Maintaining fish stocks is a
complex management challenge. There are
many factors that influence the viability of fish
stocks, but we influence only one of these
factors
through
at-sea
enforcement
of
management plan regulations. The economic
health of the fishing industry, especially as more
strict fishing limits are imposed, may create
pressure
to
fish
beyond those
limits.
Environmental factors may separately affect the
health of the fish stocks either positively or
negatively. Also, errors in scientific estimates
may affect both the fisheries management plans
and the measure of success.
2000 Results: In 1999 we adopted a new goal

95

~

2%' 252 209%4200

N",alYea

that aligns our
measurement with
the
Sustainable Fisheries Act (SFA). Under SFA, the
Nationa. Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) works
toward fisheries sustainability, and reports on
the number of fish stocks "over-fished" or
"approaching over-fished" status.
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Preliminary data indicate that there was a ninepercent increase in over-fished species under
Coast Guard jurisdiction, which was very close
to the eight percent goal. It is important to
remember that this increase is a result of a
stricter definition of overfishing in the 1996
Sustainable Fisheries Act, and not necessarily a
sudden decline in the biomass of stocks. NMFS
continues to assess fish stocks under the new
definition, and as such it is possible that a few
more species may be added to the overfished
list in 2001.
NMFS' draft 2000 Report to Congress lists 107
fish stocks as overfished, either due to low
biomass (92 stocks), overfishing despite the
biomass level (72 stocks), or both (57 stocks).
This represents an increase of nine overfished
stocks over last year. The Coast Guard has
enforcement responsibility for 91 of these 107
stocks, an increase of seven overfished stocks
over last year's number of 84.
Maintaining fsh stocks within our EEZ is a
complex management challenge. There are
many factors that influence the viability of fish
stocks, but we influence only one of these
factors through
at-sea
enforcement
of
management plan regulaticns. The economic
health of the fishing industry, especially as more
strict fishing limits are imposed, may create
pressure to fish
beyond those
iRmits.
Environmental factors may separately affect the
heath of the fish stocks either positively or
negatively. Also, errors in scientific estimates
may affect both the fisheries management plans
and the measure of success.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation:
Meeting the FY 2001 goal will require a 10
percentage point drop in the percent change of
overfished fish stocks. However, achieving this
outcome will be dependent upon a number of
factors, including Coast Guaro enforcement of
fsheries management plans.
Gven recent
results coupled with reductions in operational

tempo, it will be extreme
FY 2001 goal.

and 14 (AC&I $3.9M). Recapitalize and
replace hig frequency (HF) capability (AC&I
$2.SM).

difficult to meet the

Strategies and Iniatives to Acieve 2002
Target: The Coast Guard alms to help achieve
the fisheries goals by enforcing NMFS
regulations and those specified in regional
fisheries management plans. In developing
fisheres management strategies (with input
from the Coast Guard), NMFS has identified
enforcement of regulations as critical in
maintaining the viability of fisheries and
improving the health of over-fished stocks. The
Coast
Guard
mcnitors
these regulation
compliance rates. This strategy is critical in
reaching the outcome - healthy fish stocks. The
Coast Guard is also working with NMFS to
implement a Vessel Monitoring System (VMS).
VMS will not replace patrols; it cannot detect
illegal nets or undersize catch, but it is an
effective monitor ofidosed areas.
In FY 2002, the Coast Guard will address the
large expansion of closed fishing areas and the
long-term decline of U.S. fisheries.
M
Monitor
high threat areas, intercepting
suspects that are detected, and stop
violations in progress.
*

Enforce regulatory measures regarding
ballast water management and examine
alternatives.

*

Support the Ocean Guardian strategic
fisheries plan, with added protection for the
U.S. Western Pacific EEZ.

*

The Integrated Deepwater System (AC&I
$338M) develops a system of surface, alr,
command and control, intelligence, and
logistics systems to carry out deepwater
missions,
such
ds
maritime
law
enforcement.
Deepwater is essential to
maintaining an effective fisheries program.

*

Operate and maintain Coastal Patrol Boats
(OE $3.?M), 47FT Boat Follow-On (OE
$4.9M), Surface Search Radar SPS-73
System
Support
(OE
$870K),
and
Commercial
Satellite
Communications
Channels (AC&1$I.5M), (OE $1M).

*

Provision and provide training support for
the C-1303 aircraft (AC&I $500K).

*

Modemize
command
and
control
communication capabilities in Districts 13
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*

Implement the Readiness Management
System
(ACI
$1.M).
Ensure
0O
Command, Control, Communications and
Intelligence Interoperability (AC&I $1.SM).
Military Satellite Comms (OE $225K).

Other Federal Programs with Common
Outcomes: The NMFS and Coast Guard aim to
achieve the goals of the Sustainable Fisheries
Act of 1996. NMFS conducts stock health
assessments,
oversees
regional
fisheries
management planning efforts to sustain that
health, and conducts shoreside enforcement.
The Coast Guard provides at-sea enforcement.
Numerous international fisheries agreements
and Presidential Executive Orders pend that
require coordination with DOS, OOJ, NOAA, and
NMFS. Conservation of U.S. fisheries and
protected marine resources is a team effort,
involving
the
NOAA,
Regional
Fishery
Management Councils and Marine Mammal
recovery teams.
The Oceans Act of 2000
requires all federal agencies with maritime
responsibilities to work together.

Maritime Mobility
*Aids to
Navigation

*Vessel Traffic
*Domestic
Icebreaking
*Polar
Operations
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AIDS TO NAVIGATION:.

Short Range Aids to Navigation are buoys, beacons, lights,

lighthouses, ranges, sound signals (fog horns, bells, etc), and radar-reflecting devices that mark
navigable channels and hazards. These aids assist mariners and boaters in determining their
position and safe course, warn them of dangers and obstructions, and promote safe and
economic movement of vessel traffic. Aids are placed in waterways in patterns proven to best
reduce vessel risk, and in close consultation with local mariners. Products from the evolution of
radio navigation and electronic charts are unquestionably providing mariners with the means to
further reduce risks associated with marine transportation. Those technologies are promising,
but they do not replace the need for traditional aids to navigation to define the useable corridors
through hazardous waters. The short-range aids to navigation system will remain a vital
component of the U.S. maritime transpxtaton system in the foreseeable future.

growing number of destroyed aids are being
temporarily marked while the Coast Guard
works to address the backlog of repairs.
About a third of the system's degradation is
traceable to temporary markers awaiting
permanent repair. Failure of equipment is
another leading cause of discrepancies. To
address this, the Coast Guard is pursuing
more
reliable
mooring
and
lighting
technologies. Specifically, in 2000 we began
testing Ugnt Emitting Diode (LED) lights to
potentially improve aid reliability and lower
maintenance costs.

Performancemeasure
Percestage of total
operating days that marineads to navigation
are available for use on U.S. na4 able
waters

Target IMf
Actual:

2M

l2Ml

99.7%

99.7% 99.7%

98.4%

98.7%

2M9
99.7%

Ad Availability 1999-200
99o%
2000 Results: We fell short of our goat to
maintain the national system a "!liability at
99.7%
this year.
The actual system
availability was 98.7%. ' aid is considered
"not available" when some key function - its
light, whistle or horn - is not working, or
when the aid's physical location is not
correct.
In PsY 2000, the Coast Guard
maintained approximately 50,000 aids to
navigation serving the U.S. and its
territories.
Analysis shows that while West Coast
waterways almost reached our target of
99.7%, Gulf Coast and Southeast waterways
fell the furthest short of the desired level of
service. Storms, vandalism, and equipment
failures all reduce availability.
But the
cause
of
reduced system
leading
performance is the destruction of the aid
itsef, most often from ship and barge
collisions with buoys and structures. This is
particularly acute in the Gulf Coast, where a

96%
J 97%

S96%
95%
S

MF 1999

1F 2COO

The Coast Guard also maintains Radio Aids
to Navigation, consisting of Long Range
Navigation (Loran-C), Global Positioning
System (GPS) and
Differential Global
Postioning System (DGPS).
The Coast
Guard provides Loran-C and DGPS services;
the Department of Defense (DoD) provides
GPS service. The purpose of these systems
s to provide continuous, accurate, allweather positioning capability to navigators
of both vessels and aircraft, in order to
prevent disasters, collisions, and wrecks.
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Loran-C uses a system of 24 U.S. landbased radio transmitters. The system allows
mariners, as iators, and terrestrial users
operating Loran-C receivers to determine
their position
to
an
accuracy
of
approximately one-quarter nautical mile.
The system serves the coastal waters and
the entire inland area of the 48 states, the
Great Lakes, the Gulf of Alaska, and the
Aleutian Islands.

FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation:
The Coast Guard remains consistently below
its target to maintain the national system
aid availability at 99.7%. The Coast Guard
has reduced operations and truncated
maintenance and support activities to meet
the rising costs of personnel, energy and
aging assets. These actions will impact FY
2001 operations. As a result, meeting our
target in FY 2001 will be challenging.

DGPS augments the DoD-provided Global
Positioning System (GPS) using a system of
Coast
Guard-operated
land-based
radiobeacons, This augmentation improves
the accuracy of GPS and, more critically,
provides an integrity warning to users of any
detected faults in the GPS service. DGPS
allows manners and terrestrial users
equipped with GPS and DGPS receivers to
determine their position to an accuracy
better than ten meters, and typically better
than three meters depending on distance
from the DGPS station and quality of the
user's receiver.
(The U.S. Coast Guard
partners with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) in operating 20 of tmese
sites, mostly on Western Rivers)
The
system serves the coastal and inland waters,
Great Lakes, and Western Rivers as well as
55% of the U.S landmass and about 65% of
its popuation.

Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve
2002 Target: Coast Guard actions to
achieve 2002 target include:

DGPS availability this year was 98.86%
which falls short of the required 99.7%
The primary reason for DGPS' failure to
meet the availability requirement was DGPS
transmitter site equipment failures due to
heavy
weather,
lightning
strikes,
communications outages, and electronics
equipment casualties.
In addition to
equipment failures, availability suffered due
to our inability to access and repair sites in
remote locations during severe weather.
Not surprisingly, the Alaska sites fared the
worst (96.84%) due to the harsh climate
and technicians' difficulty in reaching them
during periods of inclement weather. The
Coast Guard is working to improve DGPS
performance through equipment upgrades,
antenna modernization, and more strategic
support
philosophies (e.g. pre-staging
critical components and moving sites away
from exposed environments).
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Differential Global Positioning System
(DGPS) Follow-On (OE $295K), and
Ports and Waterways Safety System
Installation Follow-On (OE $245K)
*

Local Notice to Mariners
Follow-On (OE $925K)

Automation

*

Commission
Three
Tenders (OE $9.8M)

*

49FT Boat Follow-On (OE $346K).

Seagoing

Buoy

Manage waterway safety, security and
environmental protection through the
Ports and Waterways Safety System
(PAWSS) and Marine Information for
Safety and Law Enforcement (MISLE).
(AC&I $20M).
Modernize
command
and
control
communication capabilities in Districts
13 and 14 (AC&I $3.9M). Recapitalize
and replace high frequency (HF)
capability (AC&1 $2.5M), and recapitalize
Command Centers (AC&I S?27K).
Other Federal Programs with Common
Outcomes: The Army Corps and NOAA
provide navigation charts of U.S. ports and
waterways.

199
MARITIME NAVIGAnoN In today's global economy, our country's foreign trade is
of great importance for economic vitality. Excluding Mexico and Canada, 95% of our foreign
trade and 25% of our domestic trade travels by ship or barge -- more than two billion tons of
freight worth $1 triTlion annually move through U.S. ports and waterways. As trade increases,
larger volumes of commercial and recreational vessel traffic squeezes ports and waterway
capacity, and navigational accidents will have more of an impact on freight movements and
increase risk of environmental damage. We seek safe and efficient traffic on our nation's
waterways.
those piloting the ships.
Faster, larger,
deeper draft vessels wi pose a greater risk
of navigational accidents.

Performance measure: Total number of

commercial vessel collisions, aliisions,
and groundings.
Target:
Actual:
* Prelirra

999
N/A
2,177

20
N/A

2000 Resut: Current numbers icdicate
that we wiil meet the target. There were
1,177 events among freight and tank ships
over 500 gross tons, mostly caused by
human error, and 2,164 events among all
commercial vessels.

200)J2002
2,20? 2,163

2,164#

data

Discontinued Performance Meaj-jre: Total
number of nawgabona acrceets --maritime
colisons, alisions and groundi:gs - for
freight and tank ships over S0 gross tons.
TarontI
fl
N/A

200
1,224

Actual:

1,177#

*Prefirrnary

91

Coast Guard efforts are key to faciltating
the movement of commerce within our ports
and waterways. As such, the Coast Guard
has the role of coordinating the prevention
of and Pesponding to these major waterway
incidents, These efforts preserve America's
waterways as freeways of commerce and
recreation and provide every American safe
and efficient access.

ata

Note on Revised Data: The Coast Guard
records all reported collisions, allisions and
groundings of commercial vessels. Collisions
involving more than one vessel are counted
more than once. Recreational vessels and
public vessels are not included in this
measure. For 2001, the scope of this
measure was expanded to include all
commercial vessels instead of only freight
and tank ships greater than SODgross tons.
External Factors: Mobility efforts aim to
ensure that our nation's waterways are
capable, accessible, available, and reliable at
meeting the nation's mantime commerce
and recreational needs. However, collisions,
a hsions and groundings are strongly
affected by human error on the part of

Commercial vessels make thousands of port
calls in the United States each year. At the
same time, Americans operate about 20
million
recreational
craft. With
both
commercial and recreational traffic and
competition for access to U.S, waterways to
increase dramatically in the years ahead, the
potential for disaster and increased demand
on Coast Guard maritime safety and search
and rescue capabilities, from inland waters
to the high seas, will grow as well.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation:
The new measure more fully assesses
disruptions to mobility in U.S. waterways.
Based upon our results in 2000, the target
should be met.
Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve
2002 Target: The Coast Guard operates
and maintains a national aids to navigation
(ATON) system and provides Ports and
Waterways Safety Systems (PAWSS) in
select ports. The Coast Guard also develops
naconal and international standards for
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vessel navigation, manning, and crew
qualifications, and enforces these standards.
Reducing human error will be the major
focus of the Service. The Coast Guard will
also manage higher risk waterways using
Vessel Traffic Services (V). New
technology will be used to improve
navigation. Coast Guard actions to achieve
2002 target include:
Some specific activities include:
*

*

Operate and maintain a fleet of buoy
tenders,
construction
tenders,
icebrealkng vessels, and a system of
aids to navigation.
Revise navigation equipment carriage
requirements to accommodate newly
avaiable technology.
Participate in
development
of
technical
and
performance standards for emerging
navigation technologies.
Continue to oversee the alteraton or
removal of bridges determined to be
unreasonable obstructions. Funding is
from
the
Federal-Aid
Highway
Discretionary Bridge Program.

*

Research into the technology needed to
manage increasing traffic in major ports.
Provide resources to support the DGPS
and begin to upgrade/refLrbish the
equipment at the end of its 8-10 year
lifecycle. DGPS is a critical component
of the nation's radio navgation system
and greatly enhances the safety of
navigation along the coasts, in harbors
and rivers. It has also become the
exclusive mechansm for setting the
majority of the aids to navigation for
which the Coast Guard is responsible

*

Differential Global Positioning System
(DGPS) Follow-On (OE $295K), Ports
and
Waterways
Safety
System
Installation Follow-On (OE $245K), and
Local Notice to Mariners Automation
Follow-On (GE $925K).

*

Commission Three Seagoing Buoy
Tenders (CE $9.8M), 49FT Boat FollowOn (OE$346K).

*

Commeroal

Satellite Communications
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Channels (AC&I $1.5M), (OEStM).
Manage waterway safety, security and
environmental protection through the
Ports and Waterways Safety System
(PAWSS) and Marine Information for
Safety and Law Enforcement (MISLE).
(AC&I $20M).
Recapitalize and replace high frequency
(HF) capability (AC&I $2.5M). Modernlze
command and control communication
capabilites in Districts 13 and 14 (AC&1
$3.9M).
Other Federal Programs with Common
Outcomes: The Coast Guard investigates
marine accidents, and works worth the
National Transportation
Safety Board
(NTSB)
to investigate major maritime
accidents to use the lessons learned in
improving waterway safety. The Army Corps
of Engineers dredges channels to maintain
charted depth and width; and both tie
Corps and the Department of Commerce
(NOAA) provide navigation charts of U.S.
ports and waterways.
NOAA provides
weather information to ships, and real-time
environmental information on weather,
tides, and currents to ships maneuvering in
the nations waterways.

201
DOMESTIC ICEBREAKING: Providing a heavy Icebreaking capability to facilitate year-round
maritime commerce Is of national significance. Shipping in the Great Lakes and Northeast during winter
months often provides the most cost-effective transportation of raw materials and goods for many
industries, partIcularly those that ship bulk cargoes and home heating oil. Approximately 15 million tons of
materials (ore, coal, steel, etc.) are shipped during the winter on the Great Lakes alone. If the Lakes freeze
over, marine traffic stops. Winter dosures Increase transportation costs substantially; if trains were to
replace shipping as the primary means of commercial transport in the region, fuel consumption would
ino-ease by 14 million gallons annually, generating an additional 4,321 tons of harmful emissions. Studies
Indicate that Coast Guard Icebreaking services have an estimated annual outcome valueof $49 to $78
million to Industry alone. In addition to the direct benefits, the Great Lakes iron, ore, steel and freight
transportation industries constitute a considerable economic force within the United States, employing
485,000 to 525,000 people, drawing an estimated annual payroll in excessof $6.7 billion.
ule. Days

Prfrmaim

ialtwaterways are

*19ed due to Ice.
Target:
Actual:

"
2*
0

2=
2-8*
0

Z
2-85

2-8*

petroleum products for home heating and power
generation.
Without Icebreaking support, many
communities in the Northeast would experience
calamitous oil shortages dunng the coldest days of
a harsh winter.
Coast Guard aviation supported the Great Lakes
domestic icebrealong mission with 137 HH-65
helicopter sorties from Air Stations Traverse City
and Detroit, accumulating 250 flight hours. Air
Station Corpus Christi also supported this mission
with HU-25 Falcons providing 24 hours of flight
time far ice reconnaissance patrols.

Uriit closures to critical waterways to 2
days in average winters and 8 days in
sever winters
a

1 1r996 1997 1998 1999 200 2001 2002
gOomescc eraong EIIarget]

External Factors: Our current performance
measure is limited to closures on the Great Lakes,
there is no measure for domestic icebreaking in the
Northeastern
United
States.
Icebreaking
performance Is affected by ice thickness, which is
linked to the severity of the winter weather. Some
sources of traffic delay (e.g., canal tock closures)
must be addressed by other government agencies
such as the Army Corps of Engineers and the St.
Lawrence Seaway Authtxity of Canada.
2000 Results: We met our goal for limiting
closures of critical waterways to 2 days in an
average winter and 8 days in a severe winter.
There were no closures in FY 2000. The winter of
1999 - 2000 was slightly warmer than average.
Great Lakes icebrealing assistance started on 22
December 1999 and was terminated on 31 March
2000. A total of 110 vessels were assisted,
requiring a total of 1,763 ship operation hours. In
the First District, the icebreaking season spanned
from 15 December 1999 to 20 March 2000. A total
of 357 vessels were assisted, many of which carried
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A.

Coast Guard domestic icebreaking operations
continue to be an integral and vital component of
the marne
L-ansportation system
for all
commercially navigable waterways in the Northeast
and throughout the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence
Seaway. Without a robust icebreaking capability,
maritime commerce would essentially cease to
move during the winter.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: The FY
2001 goal target of limiting closures of designated
critical waterways to 2 days (average winter) and 8
days (severe winters) is realistic in light of past
performance and long-term weather trends. The
current winter of 2001 has been colder than
average and may challenge icebreaking efforts.
Strategies and Initiatives to Achleve 2002
Target: The Coast Guard aims to limit days of
waterways closure due to ice by breaking the ice so
that ships can pass, using Coast Guard ships with
strengthened hulls for operating in ice.
*

Operate and maintain the heavy icebreaker
MACKNAW and icebreaking tugs on the Lakes
to keep waterways open.

*

Conduct icebreakng escorts of commercial
vessels, establish and maintain tracks through

202
the Ice, monitor traffic routing and
conditions, and free vessels beset in Ice.

Ice

*

Manage
waterway
safety, security and
environmental protection through the Ports and
Waterways Safety System (PAWSS) and Marine
Information for Safety and Law Enforcement
(MISLE). (AC&I $20M).

*

Provision and provide training support for the
C-130) aircraft (AC&I $S00K)

Other

Federal

Programs

with

Common

Outcomes: The Coast Guard Is the only agency
with U.S. icebreaking responsibilities. The Canadian
Coast Guard is the only other organization with
significant icebreaking capability on the Great
Lakes. The Coast Guard coordinates with the Army
Corps of Engineers on general navigation and
mo ility issues in the Great Lakes, with the
common objective of keeping winter shipping as
efficient as possible.
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203
Polar Ooeratlons:

The Coast Guard conducts polar operations to facilitate the movement of
citical goods and personnel In support of scientific and national security activity In the polar regions. Our
Icebreakers provide logistics support and clear tracks for other vessels resupplying U.S facilities in the
polar regions. Without this service, these bases could not perform vital functions. The Coast Guard must
maintain sufficient icebreaking capability to ensure that these missions can be reliably executed - there
Is no backup asset to finish the task in the remote polar frontiers, or render assistance If the primary
asset breaks down or is beset in the ice. In addition to logistics, polar icebreakers promote a U.S.
presence In the polar regions, serve as floating scientific laboratories to support National Science
Foundation research, and support State Department treaty compliance inspections. The Coast Guard is
the sole U.S. operator of heavy icebreakers.

support as megueste bv the kaioa Siece
Foundation, Depsirtent of enee or State
mllD~i

ExX Provide icebrealung

100% of te rne.
100%

Acull: 100%
Prd ioebal

LOD% 100%

100%

100%
g s,;

a rsuael "00%d

TiO 100% 100% 100%

100% 10M

19g7 19M 19W 2000 2C0
External Factors: Ice blockage reduces
mobility, and delays or precludes navigation to
the polar region bases. Icebreaking performance
is affected by ice thickness, currents, winds, and
other factors linked to the severity of winter
weather patterns. Polar science research In
limited by the availability of assets that can
transport people and equipment through ice and
serve as laboratory platforms.
2000 Results: We met our goal to provide
icebreaking capability as requested by the
National
Science
Foundation,
Defense
Depart'nent and State Department 100% of the
time. We provided soence and logistics support
to the National Soence Foundation in both the
Arctic and Antarctic. We also assisted U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service projects focused on Arctic
science.
The Coast Guard conducts polar operations to
facilitate the movement of critical goods and
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personnel in support of science and national
security activity in the polar regions.
Our
icebreakers provide logistics support and clear
tracks for other vessels resupplying US facilities
in the polar regions. Without this service, these
bases could not perform their vital functions.
Scientists in the Antarctic only have 4 months of
summer in which to work - an inability to
resupply science operations by ship every year
would essentially shut down U.S. Antarctic
research activities at McMurdo.
The Coast
Guard is also responsible for assuring that
supplies and logistics are delivered to Thule Air
Force Base in Greenland. This facilty is one of
three misse detection and tracking stations
monitoring the skies of northern Europe.
While the Coast Guard has continued to meet
support request 100% of the time, in the past it
has not been able to provide needed scientific
research capabilities. However this year the
Coast Guard acquired the HEALY,to provide a
platform from which scientists can conduct
research projects in the harsh landscape of the
Arctic and Antarctic, in addition to providing
multi-mission capability.
Over a six-month voyage, the crew of the
USCGC HEALY tested and evaluated the
capabilities of the Coast Guard's newest polar
icebreaker. The three phased trials program,
consisting of warm water sea trials, icebreaking
trials, and science systems trials, were
successfully completed. The HEALYis scheduled
for it's initial unrestricted science cruise in May
of 2001 - an eastern Arctic deployment - during
which it will be working extensively with the
German heavy icebreaker POLARSTERN. The
impressive success of HEALY's science trials
program, which was staffed by scientists and
technians with national stature, has generated
excitement in the Arctic science community and

204
future arulses
are expected
subscibed.

to be

fully

FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: The
Coast Guard expects to meet the FY 2001
target.
Strategles and Initatives to Achieve 2002
Target:
*

*

Cutter HEALY Aviation Support (OE $3.9M).
C nmercial
Cc
Satellite
Commuhications
Channels (AC&J $1.5M),
(OE $1M), and
support and maintenance of Miltary Satelite
Communications (OE $225K).
Implement the Readiness Management
System (AC&t $1.7M)

Other Federal Programs with Common
Outcomes: The Department of Defense and
Department of State provide requirements for
security and 'iplomatic functions. The National
Science Foundation provides scientific research
requirements for icebreaking services.
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206
MILITARY READINESS: The U.S. Coast Guard - as one of the five armed services - provides an
essential and unique element of our national security. Today, its defense functions are targeted to the
Service's unique capabilities in Maritime Interception Operations, Military Environmental Response
Operations, Port Operations, Security and Defense, and Peacetime Engagement.
a fa
rrgLan: Pecntg of days that the
sets (high
designated in,,mber of
11:
a de

spectrum of support provided by Coast Guard
forces in meeting CiC operational requirements.

boat, and portsawzty
uvkrae arm, Pa
to support Defense Depaitit
uwe
need
fdess
opapln pans) makflh a Cioctate
rfg d 2 or beer.
1*Wb
Me~ ZOO
2=O

We were able to meet CiC requirements for patrol
boats 100% of the time, with additional patrol
boats available for immediate reconstituton and/or
backkill.

-

100% 100%

100%

4%
Acal:
Revised Begor~ni Mllltgi
Taqft
Actual:

-o

2M
100%

N/A

51%

IMlJ

2M
100%

2
100%

Note on Revised Reporting Methodology: The
Navy and Coast Guard agreed on a revised
readiness reporting scheme, whereby artificially low
peacetime readinss ratings for Coast Guard units
can be factored out. Coast Guard units, except for
Port Security Units, are not staffed in peacetime
with a full wartime personnel allowance, and that
has now been accounted for in the readiness
reporting system. In event of a national secunty
contingency when these units change to Combatant
Command (CiC) operational control, members of
the Coast Guard Reserve augment ships' crews.
The Coast Guard's measure of military readiness
will continue to undergo refinement to more
accurately reflect the spectrum of support provided
by Coast Guard forces in meeting CinC operational
requirements.
High,
multi-missioned
Factors:
External
to
increased
contributes
tempo
operations
equipment falures and slippage of long-term
maintenance. Maintenance and logistics systems
are increasingly challenged to provide the support
necessary to maintain readiness standards.
2000 Results: The Coast Guard did not meet its
target for providing the required number of 'combat
ready' units, using SORTS criteria, to fill the CinCs
operational requirements 100% of the time. Our
units were ready only 51% of the time. Our
measure of military readiness is continuing to
undergo refinement to more accurately reflect the
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High endurance cutters were available to meet CinC
requirements ony 53% of the time during FY 2000.
The major reasons our cutters were not considered
immediately ready were personnel and training
shortfalls, followed close by equipment casualties.
Although the minimum standard for Port Security
Units has not been achieved, there has been
substantial progress toward attaining the minimum
overall readiness rating for -ndividual units. All
major equipment has been provided, and efforts
are underway to resolve persistent personnel
vacancies and supply shortfalls. Training and
exercise deficiencies are being eliminated.
Though Port Security Units made incremental
improvements, they did not meet our aggressive
service objective of having all six units 'combat
ready' year round. Two units were C-2 at the same
time and a third unit was almost so. The remaining
three units made substantial baseline training and
exercise progress required to attain the minmum
required readiness levels.
Several Port Security Units were able to enhance
skills and unit proficiency through partcipaton in
the following operations and exercises: Foal Eagle,
Bright Star, Unked Seas, the International Naval
Review, and the current Middle East deployment.
2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: The Coast
Guard has reduced operations and truncated
maintenance arid support activities to meet the
rising costs of personnel, energy and aging assets.
These actions will impact FY 2001 operations. As a
result, we do not expect to meet our FY 2001
target. We are working toward a durable pc!icy
solution for personnel costs driven by Defense
Authorization Acts and unbudgeted extraordinary
expenses, such as sharply rising fuel costs, and
unanticipated surge operations.
Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve 2002
Target: To achieve the stated level of readiness,

the Coast Guard will take several steps to improve
the trng- term resource sustainability in order to
meet essential military obligations:
*

Study active duty and reserve component
personnel requirements for designated defense
assets.
Continue to participate in DOD military training
and readiness exercises, conduct shipboard
refresher training, and regularly evaluate
defense resources for readiness status to
improve proficiency.

*

The Integrated Deepwater System (AC&I
$338M) will replace the Coast Guard's legacy
assets as they reach the end of their service
yes and develop a system of surface, air,
command and contrOl, Intelligence, and logistics
systems to carry out deepwater missions.

*

Continue with Differential Global Positioning
System Follow-On (OE $295K). Operate the
Global Maritime Distress and Safety System, MF
& HF Digital Selective Calling Aleit Processing
Systern (OE $871,
(AC&I $2.2M), and
Modernize
command
and
control
communication capabilities in Districts 13 and
14 (ACd $3.9M).

*

Operate and maintain Coastal Patrol Boats and
47FT Boats (OE $8.3M).

*

Support Commerdal Satellite Communications
Channels (ACXd $1.5M), (OE $iM). SelfLocating Data Marker Buoy Operations (OE
$774K).

*

Provision and provide training support for the
C-130J aircraft (AC&. $500K)

*

Complete multiple information
projects (AC.d $2M), (OE $578K).

*

Defense Message System and Folow On (AC&I

technology

$2M) (OE $400K)
*

*

Refine operational requirements and update the
annexes to the MOA between the Secretaries of
Defense and Transportation.
Validate resource requirements to conduct
agreed to operations, identify gaps and Initiate
actions to bring capabilities in Ine with
requirements.

*

Information for Safety and Law Enforcement
(MISLE). (AC&1 $20M).

waterway safety,
security
and
Manage
environmental protection through the Ports and
Waterways Safety System (PAWSS) and Marine
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Implement the Readiness Management System
(AC&I $1.7M), and Human Resources Info
System (GE $1.2M)
Control,
Ensure
DOD
Command,
Communications and Intel interoperability
(AC&I
$1.M),
and
Military
Satellite
CommLn cations (OE $225K).

*

Develop Surface Search Radar System Support
(OE $870K). Replace Self Contained Breathing
used
to
conduct
Apparatus
(SCBA)
emergency/shpboard firefighting operations
(AC&d $1M), and replace P-250 dewatering
pumps aboard cutters (AC&I $2M).

Programs with Common
Other Federal
The
Department
of
Defense
Outcomes:
coordinates the assigned roles of each service in
national defense, and develops readiness-rating
systems.
The Coast Guard transfers to the
Department of the Navy in time of war, or in
national emergencies as directed by the President.
The Coast Guard routinely participates in military
exercises that enhance the joint readiness of the
armed forces. The Coast Guard also works with the
DOD to set readiness criteria, and develop systems
for tracking readiness.
An Inter-Departmental
agreement outines missions in support of DOD that
the Coast Guard will provide; the missions are listed
in the opening paragraph. Jointly developed
operational plans establish the number of Coast
Guard units factored into Combatant Command
Contingency Plans.
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Military QOerations:

The Coast Guard s a unique instrument of national security and
fills a variety of roles to meet the panorama of national security issues that we face. Coast Guard
active duty and reserve components provide complimentary capabilities supporting other military
services: maritime interception operations, environmental defense operations, peacetime
engagement, and deployed port security and defense operations. These Coast Guard capabilities
were demonstrated during Operation Uphold Democracy in Haiti where Coast Guard aircraft,
cutters, and port security units played a vital role. More than 40 of the world's 70 naval forces
are, in essence, "coast guards." We are the best U.S. liaison to assist these forces in developing
into strong, stable organizations that help maintain democratic governments throughout the
world.
Pskmortwr±ce me

Provide core

that often lack interoperability strain the
Coast Guard's ability to meet these
demands.

carmretens,
a s requestedor crntly
-lnetoyDepatmnt of Defeor Stae
100% Ofthetime.

Targt IMS
i00%

2M

Z=l

2Ml

100%

100%

100%

Acual: 100% M9%

2000 Results: We dd not meet our goal
for providing our core military competencies
when requested by the Department of
Defense or Department of State 100% of
89
the time. Only % of requests were met in
2000.
Requests for scheduled employment of
Coast Guard resources in support of the
Defense and State Department requirements
are normally negotiated in advance based
upon
projected
resource
availability.
However, programmed Coast Guard support
does not fully satisfy Defense Department
aspirations. The Coast Guard met 370 days
of 415 days requested to support CinC
initiatives.
Frontlne protection against many current
and emerging threats to our national and
maritime secunty begins at sea. In 2001
and beyond, the Coast Guard will continue
to maintain capability to meet Department
of Defense and the Department of State
operational needs.
However, aging and
maintenance intensive Deepwater assets

With the Deepwater acquisition project, the
Coast Guard is developing an integrated
system of surface, air, command and control
assets; surveillance; and logistics systems to
carry out operational mandates in the
This
deepwater area of responsibility.
initiative will provide more
effective
capability in place of assets that are beyond
or are rapidly approaching the end of their
service lives to ensure the Coast Guard - as
one of the f've Armed Services - can provide
its essential and unique contributions to the
nation's maritime needs.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation:
The Coast Guard has reduced operations
and truncated maintenance and support
activities to meet the rising cost
of
personnel, energy and aging assets. These
actions will impact FY 2001 operations. As a
result, meeting the 2001 goal will be
challenging.
Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve
2002 Target: The Coast Guard will take
several steps to improve the long term
sustainability of Its resources to meet its
military obligations, including:
The Integrated Deepwater System
(AC&I $338M) will replace the Coast
Guard's legacy assets as they reach the
end of their service lives and develop a
system of surface, air, command and
control,
intelligence,
and
logistics
systems to carry out deepwater
missions.
Differential Glcbal Positioning System
Follow-On (OE $295K). Operate the
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Global Maritime Distress and Safety
System, MF & HF Digital Selective
Calling Alert Processing System (OE
$87K), (AC8J $2.2M), and Modernize
command and control communication
capabilities in Districts 13 and 14 (ACiI
$3.9M).
Operate and maintain Coastal Patrol
Boats and 47FT Boats (OE $4.85M), and
enhance SAR capabilities (OE $80K).
*

Commercial Satellite Communications
Channels (AC&I $1 5M), (OE $1M). SelfLocating Data Marker Buoy Operations
(OE $774K).

*

Provision and provide training support
for the C-130J aircraft (AC&d $500K),
Defense Message System and Follow On
(AC&I $2M) (OE $400K)
Implement the Readiness Management
System (AC&I $1.7M)
Ensure
DOD
Command,
Control,
Communications
and
Intel
interoperability (AC&I
$1.5M),
(OE
$400K),
and
Military
Satellite
Communications (OE $225K).
Surface Search Radar System Support
(OE $870K). Replace Self Contained
Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) used to
conduct
emergency/shipboard
firel'ighting operations (AC&[ $iM), and
replace P-2S0 dewatering pumps aboard
cutters (AC&I $2M).

Other Federal Programs with Common
Outcomes: The Department of Defense
coordinates the assigned roles of each
service. The Coast Guard may operate
under the Secretary of the Navy in times of
war.
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Resources to Support Goals
While many of the resources in our budget submission are requested to implement specific
strategies and ultimately achieve specific performance outcomes (most of those are noted within
applicable goal sections), some resources requested in this budget are used to support logistical
functions that impact almost all our strategies and activities, and thus contribute to all the
strategic and performance goals.
MTS Personnel and Information
Management Tools ($837K)

Operating Expenses:
*

Operations and Support Increases
($8.3M)

,

GSA Rent Base Increase ($3M)

*

National Teecommunications &
Information Administration (NTIA) Fees
($195K)

*

*

Spills of National Significance (SONS)
Preparedness (SIM)
ACI:

Escalating Health Care Costs ($33M)

R
REINESS
MANAGEMENr SysrEM (RMS)
(AC&I $1.7 m)

Civilian Workforce Restoration &
Mandatory Expenses ($500K)

Information Technology Projects (AC&I
$2M)

*

Outyear Costs for Previously Oblgated
Enlistrent And Retention Bonuses
($5.6M)

*

Annualization of FY 2001 NDAA Items
($47M)

C-130H and C-130) Resisting
Requirements-Phase I ($500K)
Replace ISC Boston Building 8 Utilities
($1.6M)
Consolidate Elizabeth City Aviation and
Station Facility-Phase 1 ($6.3M)

FY 2002 Pay Raise ($63M)
*

Increasing Contract Costs ($24.4M)

*

Annualization of FY 2001 Part Year
Funding (New Initiatives/Enhancements)
($26.4M)

*
*

Consolidate Engineering Logistics Center
($12.6)
Modernize Group Marine Safety Office
Long Island ($4.9M)
Replace Station Brunswick ($3.6Mf)

Annualization of FY 2001 Pay Raise
(3.7%) ($15.9M)

*

Escalating Fuel and Energy Costs
($46M)

.

Digital Voice Logger Replacement
Project Support ($500K)
Shore Facility Construction Follow-On
($1.6M)

*

Fund Increase of Transit and Vanpool
Benefits ($750K)

*

Search and Rescue System
Enhancements ($5.75M)

Replace Station Port Huron - Phase II
($1M)

Reserve Training:

SCivilian Workforce Mandatory Expenses
($500K)
*

Passenger Vessel Safety ($1.2M)

Funeral Honors Duty ($50K)
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Management Challenges
The FY 2002 Coast Guard Performance Plan
describes the expected performance outcomes
based on a particular level of funding. Our
performance and results are the focus of this
document. Coast Guard Outcomes are what we
aim for, every day. But how we achieve results is
enormously important. The public entrusts us to
improve maritime safety and performan., as
well as to manage our resounes and p-ograms
wisely. In order to achieve ou- citizens' and our

-rcse

01

own high expectations, we have to meet internal
management challenges. We must address and
overcome our management challenges as we
work towards meeting specific performance
goals. Establishing the appropriate strategy to
guide activities whrle managing effectively can oe
summed up as doing the RIGHT THINGSRJGrr.
The Coast Guard is committed to providing
outcomes the public expects in the most judicious
manner possible.

Activities

Manage meant
Challenges

ucmes
-

Performance
Goals

The Coast Guard s plannng what is potential Ve large acquisition project in lt history. This
Cos .
eior the Deewater Caatet Repolacement Prject. involves replacig or modernIng
and 209 alrraft. The estimated O could total $10 billion ver20 years. Il1998,
Guard's 92 ships
icatn and
the GAO reconwnerded that the Service more thoroughly address the projs jcut'
The
Coast Guard addressed many of the concnems and continues to tadde drakig
affordablTiy.
These chad nesmt be addreased
induding affordability and adequacy of management concern "
both before and after the agency awards a contract in january 2002. The Coast Guard we nt
The GAO notes da asling for funds pro to
complete the planning pess unt July 2001.

co-pleting the Plani

Process 1ie uncertaintes about what the overall acquitor stragy wil

be and how the funds
will be used.
The Coast Guard Ieids to aid

a conl

to one system Integrator fa

period of 2D0yo.

and te imps
Becaile of the unileness of this approach, the lage dollars involved,
approach in #eapig Me htze tithe

oceof tis

lQlr the agency's planned contacting stable nalubs

a carefuly thought-out and well-docunwnted aculstion pan. GAO Is curenty reAmin Isses
related to tie Deepwater Project, including the Cast Guard's Proposed contracting siJll As ar
of the review, GAO shared preliminary findings with theService, expressIng concerns ao- te lac
of documentation and detailed analyses of the risks associated with various contracting utertv.
contracting stratgy In more detail and are document
Coast Guard managers are examining their

their plans
Reconilino capital
Invesitnierit olotias and budler targets. Specifically, establishing capital
ncle
investment priorities and continue wordng with the Office of Management and Budget to

their respective capital funding proposals and budget targets.
jusifying the FY 2002 udoet Recruest for the National Distress and Response System Modrl
Prot The major task for the Coast Guard is to present a specific system modernization plan ti
details what assets reed to be acquired or modernized, how it will be done, what It will oosiand
when funding will be needed. In sum, the Coast Guard's priority is to establish a realistic budget and
schedule estimates for the National Distress System Project.
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Imorovino operational performance goals. As theCoast GCard uses Its performanr measures to
manage for results, the measures are revised as necessary to more accurately portray the acle-es
that are conducted to achieve partcular outcomes. In som cases,
new Information technology has
come on 1ine alwin for better data and revision of measure.
Inavlno operational performance ooan. otinued. The measure, 'Pollution Response,' was revised
to rnflec the be"er management measure of 'Pollution Response Preparedness' In the FY 2002 Plan
Measuring preparedness is a goal In the Coast Card Strategic Plan and the G-M FY 2001-20( 5
Business Plan. Pollution Response Preperedress represents an important component to the CoDt
Gard's Federal On-Scene Coordnatos' (FOSCs) long expressed interest
in answering the quest,,
'Av! we ready?' Measuring pollution response preparedness, using a formal assessment framework,
was just recently dissemInared to field offices for testing a id validation.
DeveMin and iniolemretino ioltics werfornance ooals. The Coast Guard's Strategic Plan identified
three logistic goals: Hurnan Resources, System, and Infornaion, Logistics enconasses all the
actvtes associated with developing, acquling, susaring, nd eventually retiring the component of
capability: people, systems, and information. The fundamental purpose of logistics Is to put tieright
capability In the right place at the right time and at the nght cost. The Coast Guard's task is to
develop kjistIcs performance goals and measures because kgistcs is the foundation of performance.
Alone, the operational performance goals and measures fail to convey the critical role of the Coast
Guard's kogstcs system.
IncomoMso financial manaoement rrfonmance measums and ao.
As a result of OMB
Memorandum dated Febuary 15, 2001, the Coast Guard Is publishing draft measures aM goals for
finayual managemwt in the FY20(2 fan. The Coa Guard will contiue to develop an enhance
the meures as experience kdentifes ares for Improvement
Strenoldenino comuait security, The Coast Guard will continue efforts to manage unsuthorlzed
access or attacks by outsicers, enhance recurIty over itsiden, hlding employees, contractor, and
grantees.
Improving the timeliness of rulernalnos. The Coast Guard is pursuing completion of two rules,
'Pernt for the Transporta oin of 4undpal and Corrwrwrdal Wastes,"
and Dt re-Remoal
Equipent for Ves Carrying Ol," that am past deadline.
M
an Imr
Ow Seroa's plamm and
mpooess A factDor'th
wigimpact the
Coast Guars abilft to achieve s goals is developing Iette Wages among and between
logistkclsupport elements and operation outomes. The Coat Guard is takng ste to integrate
more of s planning pm- es Ly bringing all operation, zUsfl, human resources, dv nghts,
leg&i, contracting, and lrfonmatom oxogran marages tognther to develop plans and male resource
allocation decisions. Contectv 5dween resource planf ng and aNocation will inst delerate,
strategy-diven resource allocaton decisions supported ty plans that dearly define and in
te
o-edi and support goals,
- anl mures
Vervlng and validation data ouality and delolrn o
rance measures The Coast Guard is
worlng closely with OTs Bureau ofTransportation Statstics (6TS) to address data ility issues.
In additn, with ffM' assistant, programs are also kmorang measurement and targs setting.
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Stewardship
The Coast Guard is committed to being a responsible steward of taxpayer resources. To show this
commitment, we have established initiatives to Improve our performance in three broad areas: Managing
for Results, Financial Management, and Procurement Management.
Managing for Resu

:

The Coast Guard has a variety of Initiatives underway to continue our transition to a performance-based
organization and to continuously improve our management systems and processes. As a result of this
performance-based management philosophy and our specific efforts to date, the Coast Guard was
awarded an "A"grade as "Beat inGovernment' in the category of "Managing for Results" by the Pew
Charitable Trusts "Government Performance Project' in March of 2000.
All of our major management initiatives are based on a simple, but comprehensive "Resources to Results"
management model which explains how the Coast Guard translates appropriated dollars into outcomes
for thepublic.
National
Policy
andMandate
Resources

Resuts

00
Capahia

\
'tins

Readiness

CG Planning
System: We have .mplemented a comprehensive planning system (theFamily of Plans)
which supports the communication of vital information for decision-making between the Coast Guard's
operational and logistics programs, at Headquarters and in the field. The planning system includes
comprehensive assessments of strengths, weaknesses, threats and opportunities by the Area
Commanders (the Regional Strategic Assessments), and performance-based business plans by major
Headquarters directorates. Overarching direction is provided by theCoast Guard Strategic Plan, which
aligns to the Strategic Goals in the DOT Strategic Plan.
Loistcs Dotine: Logistics encompasses all the acavfties associated withacquinng, sustaining and
retiring the components of capability: people, information, and systems. We have developed and are
beginning to implement a doctrine for integrated logistics managercert to provide the most efficient and
effective support to our units. The doctrine focuses on putting the right capability in the right place, at
the right time, at the optimum cost. Itcalls for more thorough identification of standards and
requirements, and improved collaboration between operations and logistics programs.
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System (RMS): Readiness is the ability of Coast Guard people, assets and
ReadinessInaement
systems to execute missing requirements in accordance with standards. Maintaining required levels of
readiness is the key to the Coast Guard's success in providing service to the public on both a daily basis,
and in response to the numerous natural and man-made disasters which require rapid and professional
Coast Guard response. The RMS will improve the way the Coast Guard measures, monitors, and
manages readiness. In FY 2002, the Readiness Task Force will continue to work on and deploy readiness
measures and standards for an expanding list of Coast Guard units to enable better management of our
resources.
Future Force 21 (FF211: Increasing demands for new skills, specialization, and a more agile workforce
system requires the Coast Guard to rethink some of the basic premises of its Human Resources system.
FF21 is a long-term, comprehensive, evolutionary workforce reinvention plan that challenges our current
set of HR management policies and practices. Operationally, FF21 is about maintaining and/or adjusting
our legacy HR systems while simultaneously creating new HR systems, The goal of FF21 is to more
effectively and efficiently provide a workforce that can meet both the current and future work
requirements of the Coast Guard.
Shore Faciliti,s Caoital Asset ManaQement (SFCAMl1 As part of the Coast Guard Logistics Doctrine, the
Coast Guard has developed and is beginning to implement an improved system to manage the service's
shore infrastructure. SFCAM is founded on a life cycle and stewardship management approach to facility
resources that includes planning, investing, using, and divesting. SFCAN is devoted to managing shore
facility capital assets in the most effective and efficient manner possible, by having the right facilities in
the right place at the right tirne at the optimum cost.
Innovations and T/e-CG Initative: The Coast Guard is in the initial deployment stages of a service-wide
initiative to become fundamentally innovative, nimble and technologicaly empowered in its approach to
business processes and solutions. The initiative seeks to use IT to help members get work done faster
and less expensively and to help extemal customers access Coast Guard services and information
conveniently over the web. The initiative also seeks to foster greater innovation, collaboraion and
informed and reasoned risk-taking throughout the service.
Finandal Manaoement and Procurement Manarement: Sound fiscal management is a critical component
of managing performance. The Coast Guard is developing measures and goals for financial
management. These goals will be included In our FY 2003 Plan.
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Data Details
This Performance Plan reports on outcomes related to the public good we aim to achieve. However, the
Coast Guard uses a number of measures, balanced across inputs, activities, outputs and outcomes to
monitor and adjust performance.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTAT ION
U.S. COAST GUARD
RESOURCE SUMMARY -FINANCING - BUDGET AUTHORITY
(dollars in Ihousands)

Operating Expenses:
General Fund
DoD Function 054chargeable
OSLTF Shaieofpense,
Year 2000 Conversion Rescission PL.106-246
Transporiafion Administration Service Center(TASC) P L 106-69
Clinger CohenTransfer
ONDCP - HIDTA Transfer P.L 106-58
Military Constrtactton Aoronnaton Act, P L 106-246

2,456,000
3W0000
25.000
-3,500
-I .963
-25
301
77.0"0

2,819.783
340.250
24.945

3,017.643
340,250
24,945

Acquisition, Construction & Improvements:
General Fund
OSLTF Shareof expenses
Military Constraction Appropnaton Act, PL 106-246
Budget Authority Rescission pursuant to PL It-246
Unbhligated Balance Rescission pursuant to P.L. 106-246

k

3167.499
20,000
623,(1.O
-2,200
-9,200
9,19

394.131
19,956

639,367
19,956

41A

(5.2

7

.,irnmental Compliance & Restoration'

16.924

16.663

16.927

Alteration of Bridges'

14943

15,466

15.466

Retired Pay (Mandaloryl

730,327

778.000

876.346

Resent Training'

71.952

86,198

83,194

Research,Development, Test & Ealuation:
General Fund
OSLTF Shareof expenses

15.493
3,500

17,781
3,492

18,230
3,492

Trust Fund Shareof Expenses "non-add

'

-48.500

48.393

.48,393

FY 2001 i cludes a government-'tide recession of $7.022 i in for Operating F .penses, $913 thousand for Acqui sition.
Construction. Improvements, $37 thousand for Enseronmental.
Compliance andRestoration; $34 thousandfor Alteration of Brdges;
$177 thousand for ReseraeTraining; and $47 thousandfor Research,Deselopment. Test andEvaluatton pursuant to P L 106-554.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
RESOURCE SUMMARY -FINANCING - BUDGET AUTHORITY
(dollars in thousands)

Oil Spill Recovery, Coast Guard, (OSLTF) (Mandatory):
Emergency Fund (OSLTF)
Payment of Claims/Oil Spill Recovery. Inst. IOSLTF)
Oil Sill Recovery Institute(Accrued Interest)

50.000
10,833
982

50,000
10,000
1,200

50.000
10,003
1,200

Boat Safety (Mandatory)

64.000

64.000

64.000

Gift Fund
GI Mill III IMA I %I 1114)KIll III%101 %L( Msl
1. 11
Di" " Ii .......
11%

Proprietary Receipts:
Marine Safety User Fees(69-2421)
Miscellaneous Recoveries & Refunds, not otherwise
classified (69-3099)
Tonnage Duty Feesi69-031 1)

214

so

80

4.831.0).SO
8;63;6

4.0;.94
9413.2st)

.181.1196
1,4001.621,

3.974.7!4

3.732.66;

4,179.4711

19,275

20,901

20.966

799
70,360

500
71,0)0

500
73,000
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
RESOURCE SUMMARY-FINANCING-DIRECT OBLIGATIONS
(in thousands of dollars)

Operating Expenses:
General Fund
DeD Function
OSLTF Share of expenses

2,7 13,884
300,000
25,000

2,820,283
340.250
24,945

3,017,643
340,250
24,945

462,177
20.000

725.044
19.956

625,186
19.956

Environmental Compliance & Restoration'

16,971

16,663

20,509

Alteration of Bridges'

16,355

15,466

41,087

721,234

778,000

876,346

Reserve Training'

71826

80,198

83,194

Research, Development, Test & Evaluation':
General Fund
OSLTF Share of expenses

15.781
3,500

19,222
3,492

18,230
3,492

Trust Fund Share of Expenses "non-add'.

-48,500

-48,393

-48,393

Oil Spill Recovery, Coast Guard, (OSLTF) (Nlandator):
Emergency Fund (OSLTF)
Payment of Claims/Od Soil Reovers Ins: (OSLTFI

56,603
11.815

50,000
11.200

50,000
11.200

Boat Safety (Mandatory)
Boat Safety (Mandatory)

337
60,578

........
76,484

.........
...
64.000

Acquisition, Construction & Improvements:
General Fund
OSLTF Share of exoenses

Retired Pay (Mandatory)

Other Funds

243

80

80

'FY 2001 includes a go'emment-wide rescission of $7.022 million for Operating Expenses $913 thousand for
Acquisition, Construction, lmprosements, $37 thousand for Ensironmental Compliance and Restoration; $34
thousand for Alteratiot of Bridges. $177thousand for Reser'e Training, and $47 thousand for Research,
Development. Test and Evaluation pursuant toPL.106-554.
RS-3
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTAflON
US. COAST GUARD
RESOURCE SUMMARY - FINANCING - OUTLAYS
(dollars in thousands)

Operating Expenses:
General Fund
DoD Function 054transfer
08t.TF Shareof essences

Acquisition. Construction & Improsements:
General Fund
OSLTF Shareof expenses

2.712.019
300,000
25.000

2,584.159
332.200
24945

2.902.935
337.1030
24.945

463.918
20,000

660,000
19.956

17,350

13.395

11,000

5.338

49,325

31,000

713.423

761219

861.300

Reserve Training

72.786

77.928

82.805

Research, Development, Test & Evaluation:
General Fund
OSLTF Shoreof expenses

15.565
3.500

19.286
3.492

18.634
3,492

-4.500

-48,393

Environmental Compliance & Restoration
Alteration or Bridges
Retired Pay

Trust Fund Share of Expenses "non-add"
Oil Spill Recovery, Coast Guard, IOSLTF) (Mandatory):
Emergency Fund (OSLTF)
Payment ef ClasmesOl Snilt Recovery Inst.(OSLTF)

54.306
13.656

50.000
11.200

Boat Safety (Grants) (ARTF):
Boat Safety (Mandatory)

9.483
42,315

830
60,713

Other Funds:
Coast Guard Supply Fund
Coast Guard Yard Fund
Coast Guard General Gift Fund
Misc. Trust Revolving Funds

-I251
-5.860
330
175

602.022
19.956

48,393

.. .. .
so

80

1-1

L I _\mi(wTf
.;J,37 A4S

3.7s .;Ifi

4.1133.41111

RS-4
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
RESOURCE SUMMARY - STAFFING
FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT EMPLOYMENT (FIE)

Operating Expenses:
Civilian
Military

4,571
34,761

4,686
34,118

Acquisition, Construction & Improvements:

Civ'ian
Mih:ary

263
366

284
366

293
417

87
406

87
406

5,191

5,192
34,974

Environmental Compliance & Restoration:
Civilian
Military
Reserve Training:
Civilian
Military
Research, Development, Test & Evaluation:
Civilian
Military
Subtotal, Direct Funded:
Civilian
Military

5,035
35,554

35,776

RE[MBURSEMENTS/ALLOCATIONS/OTHER
Reimbursabes:
Ciiilian
Military

208
141

236
136

237
136

780
162

808
158

809
158

Allocations/Other:
Yard Fund:
Civilian
Military
Subtotal, Reixnbursements/Allocations/Other:
Civilian
Military

RS-5
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUA 11D
RESOURCE SUMMARY - STAFFING
POSITION/BILLETS (FTP - POS)

Operating Expenses:
Civilian
Military
Acquisition, Construction & Improsements:
Civilian
Military

4,870
35,157

317
387

4,959
35,207

4,966
34,433

338
387

366
452

91

91
415

Environmental Compliance & Restoration:
Civilian
Military
Resene Training:
Civilian
Military

415

Research, Development, Test & Evaluation:
Civilian
Military
Subtotal, Direct Funded:
Civilian
Militar ,

S,517

5,552

36,042

35,333

249
141

251
146

251
146

612
22

612
22

861
163

863
168

5,407
35,980

REINMBURSEMENTS/ALLOCATIONSOTER
Reimbursables:
Civilian
Military
Allocations/Other:
Yard Fund:
Civilian
Military
Subtotal, Reimbursements/Allocations/Other:
Civilian
Military

863
168

( , i'ilian

6,268

6.3S41

6.d5
,

1. POS I H 0 N S:
[ l,OT ANlilit.ar.,

36.143

36.2141

35.5411
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OPERATING EXPENSES
For necessary expenses for the operation and maintenance of the Coast Guard, not otherwise
provided for, purchase of not to exceed five passenger motor vehicles for replacement only;
payments pursuant to section 156 of Public Law 97-377, as amended (42 U.S.C. 402 note), and
section 229(b) of the Social Security Act (42 US.C. 429(b)); and recreation and welfare,
[$3,192,000,000] $3,382,838,000, of which [$341,000,000] $340,250,000 shall be available for
defense-related activities; and of which [$25,000,000] $24,945,000 shall be derived from the Oil
Spill Liability Trust Fund: Provided, That none of the funds appropriated in this or any other Act
shall t, available for pay for administrative expenses in connection with shipping commissioners
in the United States: Provided further, That none of the funds provided in this Act shall be
available for expenses incurred for yacht documentation under 46 U.S.C. 12109. except to the
extent fees are collected from y,'cht owners and credited to this appropriation[: Providedfurther,
Tl.at none of the funds in this Act shall be available for the Coast Guard to plan, finalize, or
implement any regulation that would promulgate new maritime user fees not specifically
authorized by law after the date of the enactment of this Act.] (Departmentof Transportation
and Refaed Agencies AppropriationsAct, 2001, as enacted by section 101(a) of P.L 106-346.)
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
US. COAST GUARD
OPERATING EXPENSES
Program andFina cing (in thousandof dollars)

0001
0002
0003
0004
0005

Search and Rescue
Aids to na' igation
Marine safety
Marine en rtoental protection
Enforcement of laws and treiates

2390

Ice operations
Defense readiness
Total direct program
Reimbursable program
Total new obligatons
Budgetary reaouesas available for obligation
UnobhgaLed balance carried forward, start of year
New budget authonty (gross)
Resources asailabte from recoveries of
prior year obligations
Total budgetary resoumr s available for obligation

2395
2398

Total new obligations
Unobligated balance expiring or withdrawn

2440

4000
4015

Urobligated balance carried forward, end of year
New budget authority grossis, detail:
Discretionary.
Appropration (definite)
AppropriaLion (emergency)

4075
4077
4100
4079
4200

Appropriation rescinded P L 106-246
Appropriaton rescinded P.L. 106-554
Transferred to other accounts
Reduction pursuant to P.L 106-69
Transferred from ocher accounts

4300
6800
6810
6815
6890
7000

Appropriation (total discretionary)
Discretiooary spending authority from offsetting collections.
Offsettng collections (cash)
Change in uncollected customer payments from Federal sources
Ajustments to uncollected customer apytrents from Federal sources
Spending authority from offsetting collections (rotal discrebonary)
Total new budget authority (gross)

7240
7295

Unpwd obligations. start of year
Uncollected customer payments from Federal sources, start of year

2299

Obligated balance, start of year

7310
7320
7340
7400

Total new obliganons
Total outlays (gross)
Adjustments in expired accounts (net)
Change in uncollected customer paymrrns from Federal sources

0006
0007
0091
01.01
10300
2140
2200
2210

454.921
484.094
399,005
332.454
1.213,426
109.400
45,583
3038,884
86.142
3,125.026

387,673
485.467
433.544
358,366
1,379,631
65,302
75.496
3,185.478
103.955
3.289.433

407.315
491.818
456.484
374.564
1.445,490
128.905
78262
3.362,838
104.955
3.487.793

166.533
2,939,555

500
3.28.933

3,487,793

3,126,088
-3,125,026
-561
Soo
500

3.289,433
-3,289.433
. .
.... .

3.487,793
-3,487,793
.. .
.. .

2,756.055
77.000
3,500

3.167,000

3,357.893

-6,967
-25
-1,963
301
2,827.868
102,780
-108.258
117.164
111.687
2,939,555

3,160.033
128,900

126.900
3,288933

3.357.893
129,930

129,903
3,487,793

Change in unpaid obligations:

776.595
-205.311
571.284
3.125.026
-3.114,800
-127.449
108,258

659,3)2
-97,053
562.319
3,289.433
-3,045.215

903.590
-97,053
806.537
3,487,793
-3,369,865
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
OPERATING EXPENSES
Prouram and FmancLg (in tbmmtnds of doUars)

7440
7495
7499
8690
8693
8700

8800
8800
8840
8890
8495
8896
6900
9000

Unpaid obligations, end of year
Uncollected customer payments from Federal sources, end of yeur
Obligated balance, end of year
Outlays groan) , detail:
Outlays from new discrtonay authority
Oudays from discretionary balances
Total oudays
T (gross)
Against gross budget authority and outays
Offsetting collections (cash) from.
Department of Defense
Othen Federal Sources
Non-Federal Sotrces
Total, offsetting collecuons (cash)
Against gross budget authority only:
Change in uncollected customer payments from Federal sources
Adjustmant in uncollected customer payments from Federal sources
Net budget authority and outlays:
Budget authority
Outlavs

659,372
-97,053
562,319
2,365.074
749,726
3,114,800

22.114
70,857
9,609
102,780
-108,258
117,164
2,827,868
3.012.020

903.590
-97,053
80l6.537
2,656.926
388,289
3,045,215

32,000
90,000
6,900
128,900

1.021,518
-97.053
924,465
2.816,214
553,651
3.369,865

32,000
90,000
6,900
129,900

............
............

. .....
........

3,160.033
2.916.315

3,357,893
3.239.965

OE-3

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
OPERATING EXPENSES
Offsetting Collection (in thousands of doLlars)

88.00

FEDERAL FUNDS:
Dot) (mostly Navy) includes personnel casts.
mcedlcat/dental services, parts and maintenance and
radur, sonar and wranons
rrcft
-iA-renanc of a

DoT: includes cost for CG TSC Telenet Costs,
National Response Center. DAMS. NASSIF/TRANS
Medical unit. Security Policy & Planning, OMEGA
Project, FAA luson, etc
EPA

32.000

8,357

11.000

11,000

3.386

4,000

4.000

includes personnel costs, CERCLA.

ensironmental inget pollution nutigauon, etc
Other rtascrllaneous agencies include NSF, NOAA
DOS, OSIA, CUSTOMS. FEMA, Interior. Panama
Canal Co
sson etc, includes icebreaker fuel/
maintenance, security assistance,Customs
Forfeiture Fund, migrant interdiction. etc
TRUST FUNDS:
nai c, aI,as, tli' T.,l F,,al irgt ST-i
Oi Si i La ,ll : iii
m-5
lti Fu=nd(OS L

88.40

32.000

22.114

NON-FEDERAL SOURCES:
Travel Oserseun Vessel inspections & Esam Teams (CONUS)
Yacht Documentation
Ailmnln Costs
t4SP ITtsr FP-.
MSP))ot

Use

Fe

34,114

5000

51,000

25101

25.01"

25(W)

rTF)

n~ill

564
4.798
4.447

2,010
4,000
900

'AE

dr
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTA lION
U.S. COAST GUARD
OPERATING EXPENSES
Program and Performance
To carry out its unique duties as a peacetime operating agency and one of the military services,
the Coast Guard employs multipurpose vessels, aircraft, and shore units, strategically located
along the coasts and inland waterways of the United States and in selected areas overseas. The
2002 request provides for the safety of the public, and the Coast Guard's work force, with a
continued emphasis on critical national security and law enforcement missions.

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
OPERATING EXPENSES
Object Classification (in thousands of dollars)

1 [.1
11.3
11.5
11.7
11.8

Direct obligations:
Personnel compensation:
Full-time permanent
Other than full-time permanent
Other personnel compensation
Military personnel
Special personal services payments
L
co pna
i

Fi -Ttlprsne

121
12.2
13.0
21,0
22.0
23.1
23.2
23.3
24.0
25.1
25.2
25.3
2;.4
25.b
25.7
25.8
26.0
31,0
32.0
42.0
199.0

209,234
7.282
7.322
1,182,844
21,464

231.599
8.060
8,104
1,241.727
22.211

1.2.4".;1171

Civilian personnel benefits
Military personnel benefits
Benefits for former personnel
Travel and transportation of persons
Transportation of things
Rental payments to GSA
Rental payments to others
Communications, utilities,
and miscellaneous charges
Printing and reproduction
Advisory and assistance services
Other services
Firchases of goods and serNices
from Government accounts
Operation and maintenance of facilities
Medical care
Operation and maintenance of equipment
Subsistence and support of persons
Supplies and materials
Equipment
Land and structures
Insurance claims and indemnities

53.214
124,151
11,928
91,318
54,303
32.372
68,827

246,175
8,568
8,615
1,337,706
23.207
16421

58.902
119.096
16.530
95.124
56,567
34,320
71,696

62.609
129,339
17,259
99.756
59.321
35.554
75.187

102.146
5.323
8.715
163,099

106.404
5.545
9.078
169,898

lI1.584
5.815
9.520
178,169

2.700
164,781
127.448
135.589
11,229
395.417
52,292
4,161
1725

2.813
171,650
132,761
141.241
9,651
411,900
54,472
4.334
1.795

2.949
180.007
139,224
148,117
8.651
431.953
57,124
4,545
1.884

Sbol.
,T
D iet oligatio ns

3.038.884

Reimbursable obligations
Reim
J'f brsaleoblgtin

3

86,142
.26

_3.:18547

103.955
3.9553

3.382.8381l

104.955
3.4.793

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
OPERATING EXPENSES
Personnel Summary

1031
1101

Iirect:
Total compensable workyears
Full-time equivalent employment civilian
Full-time equivalent employment military

2001
2101

Reimbursable:
Total compensable workyears
Full-time equivalent employment civilian
Full-time equivalent employment military)

4,571
34,761

208
141

4,702
35,196

237
136

4,694
34,118

237
136

232
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
OPERATING EXPENSES
Program Digert (in thousands of dollars)

I
2.
3
4.
5.
6.
7.

Search and rescue
Aids to navigation
Marine safety
Marine environmental protecton
Enforcement of laws andtreats
Ice operations
Defense readiness

(Military)
(Cisilian)

427,189
454.407
374.582
312.127
139.132
102,565
42.811

34761
4,571

-

387,532
485,539
433.344
358,268
1,379,497
65.321
75,477

407.315
491.818
456.484
374.564
1,445,490
128,905
78,262

35.196
4,702

34,118
4,694

OE-8

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
OPERATING EXPENSES
Program, Project and Activity (PPA) Index
N.,

A Military pay & allowances (AFCi3l)
B. Civlhan pay& benefits (AFC-08)
C. Military Health Care(AFC-57)
D Penn.chageof"iauon(AFC-20)
E. Training & Educatioe(AFC-30 & AFC-56)
F. Recruiting (AFC-301
G FECA/UCX (AFC-30)
Subtotal

1,290,633
207.26
146,600
66,100
74356
5,585
11.091
1,80L,845

1,442,782
246,933
172,621
70.745
77.267
13.153
3.442
2026,944

111,936
39393
37.232
7.383
2.849
178,693

1,534,718
266.226
209.853
78,128
80.116
13.153
3.442
2,205.637

A AdamzicCommand
B PaofiCommand
C. Disnct Budgei Model
I Ist
Distct
2 7th Distct
3 8th Distr
4 9thDistrct
5 13th
Distrc
6 14h Distcti
7. 37thDistict
Offices
D. Headquarters
E. HQ-Maoaged Unts
F. OtherAciitis
Subtotal

122390
130.550

109,200
130.421

-724
-3.892

08.476
128.529

40,847
51,165
31-366
19.800
13,539
9.781
19.973
133,229
56.578
-27.324
601,896

34,186
49.511
28251
17.790
13.580
11,019
20.264
243,689
54.014
6,208
718,138

36
4.357 231
-174
145
122
-368
32,158
15,855
41,01

34,202
45,154
28.488
17,616
13,725
11,141
19,896
215.847
69.869
6.208
759.150

A Aircraft Mainmenance
B. Elecuonic Maintenance
C Ocean
Enginecoteg
andShoreFaclitis Matetenanco
D. Vesse Maintenance
Subtotal

147,016
36.422
93-354
100.468
357.259

173,947
40,460
108,883
116,606
439,896

-32,241
3,262
3.684
3,450
-21,45

141.706
43.722
112.561
120,056
418.051

Year0XC
oRn-cr nPL 106-246
Triitia
Atauan
Seoar Uo
Lu (TAS"OFL 10"6
Charger
Ch.9Tranfe
ONDCP-IIDTA Tdn PL 10658
Erow
Suktar -FtY01
M:ilty C--anoreoc P L 106-246

-330
1963
-25
30'

77.000

'FY 2001includes a gooemment-wid rescissionof$7.022
million
forOperating Expcnses.

PPA-1

PPA I - PERSONNEL RESOURCES:
A. Military Pay and Allowances:
Provides funding for expenses related to compensation for active duty military personnel
This category includes pay, allowances, employer's share of FICA, Social Security credits,
and other expenses associated with compensating military personnel. Annual funding
supports over 35,000 military full-time equivalents (FTE).
MILITARY FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT ESTIMATES
ALL APPROPRIATIONS
Pas Grade

2000 actual

2001 estimate

1

0-09
0-08
0-07
0-06
0-05
0-04
0-03
0-Ot
ADSW'-AC*
Subtotal

4
14
12
318
718
1.065
1.945
894
545
50
5.566

Pay Grade
W-4
W-3
W-2
ADSW-AC"
Subtotal

2000 actual
313
467
633
l1
1,424

2001 estimate
266
529
585
11
1.391

2002 estimate
291
372
733
11
1,407

Pay Grade
E-L0
E-09
E-08
E-07
E-06
E-05
E-04
E-03
E-02
E-OI
ADSW-ACSubtotal

2000 actual
I
268
543
2.707
5,308
5.802
5,952
3,515
2,915
573
114
27,698

2001 estimate
I
269
537
2,704
5.286
5,926
5,980
3.843
2,803
449
114
27,912

2002 estimate
I
276
538
2,706
5,305
6,060
5,667
3,428
2,527
502
114
27.124

o-02

1

2002 estimate

0-10

4
13
13
310
707
1.076
1.873
942
606
50
5,595

1
4
15
14
311
712
1,073
1,740
970
667
50
5.557

*ADSW-AC = Active duty for SpecialWork in Support of the Active Component
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I. A. Military Pay and AUowances: (cont)
MILITARY FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT ESTIMATES
ALL APPROPRIATIONS
Pay Grade
PHS
CADET
OCS
Subtotal

2000actual
162
791
52
1005

2002 estimate
166
825
53
1,044

2001estimate
166
817
53
1,036

MILITARY FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT ESTIMATES
SUMMARY BY CATEGORY
Pay Grade

L

tissaod Officer

Chief Warrant Officer
Enhsed Personnel
Other Personel

2000 actual
5,557
1,424
27,698
1,005

2001 estimate
5,595
1,391
27,912
1,036

2002 estimate
5,557
1,407
27,124
1,044

35,684

35,934

35,132

Total Personnel

COAST GUARD ATTRITION RATES
VARIOUS PERSONNEL CATEGORIES
Fiscal
Year
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

Civilian

MiUtary

Enlisted

7.4%
6.0%
8.4%
12.4%
6.3,
6,5%
6.6%

9.4%
11.8%
11.5%
14.3%
13.51
12.5%
134%

2000
2001 (et)

80/.
83%

14.9/,
15.8%

106%
13 3%
13.0/
161%
14 3%
13.4%
t45-.

Officer
Aiator
41%
5.9%
5.11%
7. 1%
8.4%
70%
71%

Officer
Non-Aviator
5 7%
7.0%
7.0%
9.9%
9.7%
9.2%
9.1%

161%
17.0/6

9 3%
80/6

8.8%
105%

ACTIVE DUTY OFFICER / ENLISTED RATIOS - FY 2000
WITHIN ALL MILITARY SERVICES
Service
Army

Nav
Maine Corps
Air Force
Coast Guard

lcludin CWOs
1:5.2

1 :5.9
1:8.7
See Note
1: 40

Without CWOs
1 62

t.6,1
1: 9.7
1:4.1
1:5.0

Note: The Air Force does not employ Chief Warrant Officers
(CWOs)
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I. A. MiitarV Pay and Allowances:

(cont)

REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN AND MINORITIES
COASTGUARD -- FY 1995 TO FY2000
FY

PERCENTAGE OF MINORITIES

PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN
- AflAOFF
1.5
9.3
1.8
9.6
2.4
98
101
2.6
36
10.1
10.0
4.2

cOo-

95
96
97
98
99
00

COt5f0
0(M00

0fxOF

9A
10,4
11.4
11.9
12 7
132

8.8
96
055
11I
1.8
12.7

T

EVOISu

67
7.7
92
10.1
108
125

18.7
189
19.3
19.3
18,7
18 0

REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN AND MINORITIES
WITHIN ALL MILITARY SERVICES-FY 2000
'omen by Service
Coast Guard
Armv
Na)
A~rForce
Mare Cors
bv Service
Minority%
Coast Guard
Arm)
Navy
Air Force
Marine Corps

Enlisted
100%
15.5%
136%
1939
6A.1

Officer
126%
15.3%
150%
17.1%
51%

C'O
41%
69%
4.6%
NA
6 2

Officer
13 0%
21.0%
168%
117%
14.7%

CVeO
Enlisted
18 1%
12 3%
25.5%
4-48%
,
394%
233%
NA
272%
24.7% [ 33 7%

GENERAL DETAIL LEVELS
WITHIN THE COAST GUARD - FY 1995-2001
FY 1995
156%

FN 1996
14 7%

FY 1997
14.6%

FY 1998
14.50

FY 1999
14 5%

F\ 2000
4 56

FY200I
14 5%

Note: Compansom to other Armed Set-nices has not been included as statistics for the Depamrnent of
Defense Individual Accounts (DOD counterpart to the Coast Guard General Detail) are no longer published
"ithn the annual Defense Manpower Requiement Report
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I. A. Military Pay and Allowances: (coat)
COAST GUARD
SPECIAL, INCENTIVE AND RETENTION PAYS (S)
Category:
Responsibilitypay
Diing pay
Hostile fire/imminent danger pay
Career seapay (l)
Hardship
dutypay -locaton
Aviation career incentive pay
Hazardous duty incentive pay
Special duty assignment
pay
Selective reenlistment bonuses
Aviation career continuation pay (2)
Tarited enlistment bonuses
college fund (3)
Applicant
Total

FY 99
137,657
48.894
663,455
13,310,966
104,167
6,908,342
5,423,097
2,418,537
7,324,015
2,903,299

FY 00
139,255
61.405
403,122
13,312,331
100,234
7,282,239
5,266,993
2,629,020
8,629,341
476,00
6,020,698

$39,242,429

L$44,320,637

_

FY 01 (est)
140,000
62,000
405,000
13,750,000
105,000
7,500,000
5,500,000
2,705,000
8.800,000
700,000
5.446,528
150000
$45,263,528

FY 02 (ent)
140.000
62,000
405,000
22,950,000
105,000
7,500,000
5,500,000
2,900,000
14.800,000
1,300,000
6.944,000
100,0oo
562,706,000

Notes:
(1) No later than October 1,2001, Career Sea Pay rates will be adjusted asauthorized within the National
Defense Authorization Act of Fiscal Year 2001, to better compensate personnel assigned to afloat umits.
(2) Implemented in FY2000 to promote retention of fxed-wing aircraft
coarniders
(3) Alternatr,e incentive to enlistment bonus to ar-act recruits with plans for post-military education.

ENLISTED PERSONNEL
CLOTHING MAINTENANCE ALLOWANCE (S)
FY97
FY98
FY99
FY00
FY01 (st)
FY02 esi)

6,75,897
6,423,440
6.065,"35
6,543,146
7.200,000
7,500,000

Note: Clothing Maintenance Allosance is an entitlement paid to eaisted
members to ensure that members
can maintain or replace required uniform items.
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i. A. Military Pay and Allowances: (corn)

COAST GUARD BILLETS
ASSIGNED TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES
Countr"
Austraha
Bahamas
Bahrain
Barbados
Canada
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Curacao
Domnucan
Republic
Germans
Hait]
Jamaica
Japan
Korea
Men co
N0earagua
Netherlandzs
Panama

Peru
Singapore
S-, eden
Trinidad &
Tobato
United
Kingdom
Venezuela

,

Pay Grades
Function
03
Royal Australian Nasv RAN) Exchange
O3, C4, 03. three 02s. CPO,
Drug Interdiction
P01, & two PO2s
Coast Guard Liaison Officer O4)
06 5
Maritime Liaison Comnander, middleEast Forces
05
Secants Assistance - CHUSMLO
Too 03s
Royal Canadian Air Force Exchange
05, CPO
Coast Guard Attache
04
05
Secuity Assistance
CPO. P02. P03. SA
ANnation Detachment- Guantanamo Bay
04
Drug Interdicton Specialist. US Interests Section. Haxana
05
Irtemational Mantme Organization tIMOI Liaison
04
SecucmryAssistance
04
Coast Giard Liaison Officer
05
Commander in Cuef Europeat Comnand Staff
04
Secar Asstance
0i
1 Coast Guard Liaison Officer
04
Secun' Assistance - CHUSMLO
01. POI
Coast Guard Attache
06
F-' East Liaison
04, 0;. 02. CWIO & Mo POI s
Act izies Far East & Marne irspecior office
CS
C, Lason Officer harbor Defense
06.04
Coast Guard Attache
04
Coast Guard Attache
O.05, t-o O4s, five 03s. 02
Actiities Europc & Marine Inpection Office
&,-four CWOs, t'oo POts. PO3__
06
Panama Canal Aushorir
05
Coast Guard Liaison Officer
03
Assistant Coast Guard Attache
04
Embass. Liaison -Mantime Adviser (NAS)
04, 02. VaoCV Os
Marine Inspection
0
instructor. World .antme UNsersit . Malmo
04
Secrn Assistance -CHUSMILO
Tivo O3s

Royal Nam Air Force Exchange

W5

Coast Guard Attache
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1. A. Military Pay and Allowances: (cont)

REQUIRED CHANGES ($000)

FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL

1,442,782
TOTAL

1i.PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS

ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 MANAGEMENT SAVINGS

-3,298

SCHEDULED DECOMMISSIONING OF FOUR SEAGOING BtUOY

TENDERS
LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS (LNM) AUTOMATION SAVINGS
ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT PERSONNEL REDUCTIONS
SURFACE ASSET REALLOCATION
AVIATION ASSET REALLOCATION
MARINE SAFETY EFFICIENCIES
II. BUILT-IN CHANGES
-FY 2002 PAY RAISE (MILITARY 46% CIVILLAN 3 6%)
OUT-YEAR COSTS FOR PREVIOUSLY OBLIGATED ENLISTMENT AND
RETENTION BONUSES
NNUALIZATION OF FY 20O1 PART-YEAR FUNDING
(NEW INITIATIVES. ENIANCEMENTS)
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PAY RAISE (3 70o)
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 200I NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION
ACT ENTITLEMENTS (NON-MEDICAL)
Ill.OPERATE NEW FACILITIES
COMMISSION AND OPERATE THREE SEAGOING BUOY TENDERS
47-FOOT MOTOR LIFE BOAT (NILB) FOLLOW-ON
USCGC HEALY AVIATION DETACHMENT SUPPORT FOLLOW-ON
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM PROJECT FOLLOW-ON
CONLMERCIAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS (SATCOM)
FOLLOW-ON
COMMISSION AND OPERATE TEN COASTAL PATROL BOATS
DIFFERENTIAL GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (DGPS)
FOLLOW-ON
IV. NEWIENRANCED/RESTORATION INITIATIVES
SEARCH AND RESCUE SYSTEM EN11ANCEMENTS
PASSENGER VESSEL SAFETY
TOTAL
FY 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

-3,525
-56
- .415
-6.489
-11.167
-546
47.703
5,600
14,265
12,788
47.000
3.882
2,726
637
155.
30
1,317
70
2,130
129
111,936
1,554,718
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1. B. Civilian Pay and Benefits:
Provides funding for expenses related to compensation and entitlements for federal
civilian employees. The workforce is composed of General Schedule (GS) personnel,
Administrative Law Judges (AIJ), Senior Executive Service (SES) personnel, and
personnel whose salaries are administratively determined (e.g. Coast Guard Academy
civilian faculty members). This category also includes "non-ceiling employees" (e.g.
cooperative education students, student aids, summer aids, and federal junior fellows).
COAST GUARD
SENIOR EXECUTIVE POSITIONS
ES-04
ES-04
ES-04
ES-04
ES-04
ES-04

Director of Finance and Procurement
Director of Standards
Deputy Director of Personnel Management
Deputy Chief Counsel
Assistant Commandant for Civil Rights
Director, international Affairs &Foreign Policy Advisor to the
Commandant

ES-04
ES-04
ES-02
ES 01

Director, Waterways Management Studies and Program
Development
Deputy Chief Liformation Officer
Director, National Pollution Funds Center
1Deputy Assistant Commandant for Acquisition

Funding for the following positions is not included in this category:
" Funding for Wage Grade positions is provided in the respective Area, District or MLC
sub-PPA within PPA 1].These personnel are employed inindustrial operations, with
fluctuation in employment levels subject to workload and the availability of alternative
services in the private sector.
* Funding for Wage Grade and General Schedule positions at theAircraft Repair &
Supply Center (AR&SC) is provided inthe Aircraft Maintenance category under PPA
II,Depot-Level Maintenance.
" The following table lists thePPAs and associated estimated funding for FY 2001 for
those employee groups whose pay and benefits are not included in Personnel
Compensation, Benefits, and Related Costs (PPA I).
PPA
Categor t

Description
MatenSe

It

Operating Funds & Unit Level Maintenance
Maintenance & Logistics Commands
District Offices
Depot Level Maintenance and Repair
Aeronautical Maintesance (AR&SCI

Ill
Total

ogsie

omad

FY

t200

35,840
23,894
59,734
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1.B. Civilian Pay and Benefits: count )
The following table lists the actual and projected conversion of Coast Guard military
billets into Coast Guard civilian positions. Billets and positions are frequently reviewed
by cognizant programs to determine if assigned work is being completed by the
appropriate component of the Coast Guard workforce (e.g. civilian employee, officer,
enlisted, active duty military, reserve military, or civilian contractor). Fiscal Year 2001
estimate represents an extrapolation of current trends.
MILITARY BILLET TO CIVILIAN POSITION CONVERSIONS
FY97

9

FY98

129

FY99
FYOO
FY01 (es)

75
62
91

REQUIRED CHANGES ($000)
FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL

246,933
TOTAL

I. PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS
LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS (LNM) AUTOMLATION SAVINGS
ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT PERSONNEL REDUCTIONS
AVIATION ASSET REALLOCATION
II. BUILT-IN CHANGES
FY 2002 PAY RAISE (MILITARY 4.6,,CIV'LIAN 3.6%)
CIVILIAN WORKFORCE MANDATORY EXPENSES
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING
(NEW INT-IATIVES /ENHANCEMENTS)
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PAY RAISE (3.700)
Ill. OPERATE NEW FACILITIES
PORTS AND WATERWAYS SAFETY SYSTEMS (PAWSS)
INSTALLATION FOLLOW-ON
COMMERCIAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS (SATCOM)
FOLLOW-ON
IV. NEW/ENHANCED/RESTORATION INITIATIVES
_MARINE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PERSONNEL AND
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT TOOLS
SEARCH AND RESCUE SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
PASSENGER VESSEL SAFETY

-57
-1,395
-83
14,581
503
1,766
2,879

121
49

TOTAL
FY 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

497
52
383
19,293
266,226
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1. C. Military Health Care:
Provides funding for authorized health care entitlements for active duty military members
and their dependents. This category also includes funding for: medical, dental, and
laboratory supplies, services and equipment to support Coast Guard-provided health
services; wellness initiatives; the government's share of TRICARE and the Dependent
Dental Program payments; and reimbursement to other military services, and public and
private providers of health support for active duty military members and their dependents.
Funds are also provided for payment of Public Health Service (PHS) personnel salaries,
for those PHS officers assigned to the Coast Guard.
The Coast Guard has over 35,000 active duty military personnel, over 48,000 active duty
dependents, and over 8,000 Selected Reservists. To serve these authorized personnel, the
Coast Guard employs approximately 164 PHS doctors and other health professionals.
Title 10 USC, Chapter 55, Section 1074 (a), entities active duty personnel to medical and
dental care in any facility of any uniformed service. Section 1067 of the same statute
authorizes medical and dental care for dependents of active duty members.
Health care is delivered to active duty personnel and their dependents from five sources:
I. Coast Guard Clinics: The Coast Guard manages 32 outpatient clinics located at units
that have an assigned PHS physician. These clinics provide pharmaceutical, laboratory,
radiology, physical therapy and mental health services. In FY 2000, these clinics had over
284,683 outpatient visits as follows:
Coat Guard persoanet and their dependents
DoD pesonnel
Other personel
Total

255,866
21,842
6,975
2846813

2. Non-federal Health Care: Non-federal health care providers are civilian physicians,
dentists and hospitals that are contracted by the Coast Guard to provide emergent and
routine health care to active duty personnel. These providers are used only when it is
determined to be more efficient than TRICARE Prime or Coast Guard clinics, especially
in remote areas away from military facilities.
3. Uniformed Services Family Health Plan (USFHP : This is a legislated managed care
plan, offered by Uniformed Services Treatment Facilities (USTs). In 1981, ten PHS
hospitals were redesignated as USTs. In FY 1994, these USTFs implemented a managed
care plan, known as the Uniformed Services Family Health Plan. In FY 2000 the plan was
renamed to TRICARE Designated Provider. This plan provides benefits, similar to
TRICARE Prime, to some active duty members, active duty dependents, and retirees
under age 65. If they enroll in the plan, dependents cannot use TRICARE or any DoD
MTF except in an emergency.
4. DoD Medical Treatment Facilities (MTFs: Inpatient and outpatient health care is available
to active duty personnel and their dependents at DoD MTFs. A Memorandum of Agreement
with the Army, Air Force and Navy requires reimbursement at the Federal Interagency rate.
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I. C. Military Health Care: (cont)
5. DOD Managed Care Health Delivery System (TRICARE): Coast Guard participates in
the DOD TRICARE program, which was fully implemented nationwide in
FY 1998. TRICARE offers active duty dependents expanded options beyond CHAMPUS.
There are three options under TRICARE: Standard, Extra, and Prime. TRICARE
Standard (CHAMPUS) provides for care through a private doctor who is an authorized
TRICARE provider. The beneficiary pays a cost-share and Coast Guard funds cover the
majority of the cost. Under TRICARE Extra, beneficiaries select their doctor from a list
of designated TRICARE providers, and therefore reduce their cost share and avoid filing
claims. TRICARE Standard and TRICARE Extra deductibles and cost share requirements
are similar to many civilian medical insurance programs. Finally, beneficiaries may chose
to enroll in TRICARE Prime, usually receiving primary care at a military treatment facility
or through a cMlian provider. TRICARE Prime is administered similarly to private health
maintenance organizations. Retirees under the age of65 can also participate in
TRICARE, with some stipulations. In all cases, government costs are limited due to
defined benefits and established rates for treatment. TRICARE also administers the
TRICARE Dental Plan, a cost-share insurance plan approved by Congress for all active
duty dependents. Dependents pay a cost-share and the Coast Guard pays the remainder.
The FY01 National Defense Authorization Act significantly improved TRICARE benefits
and established the TRICARE Prime Remote system for family members.
AUTHORIZED SOURCES AND USERS
OF MEDICAL CARE
Coast Guard Clinics
Non-federal Health Care
DoD MTFs
TRICARE
USF-I

Acise Due Members
X
X
X
X
X

Actise Duty Dependents
X
X
X
X

The following are the actual and projected total health care costs for active duty personnel
and their dependents for FY's 1998 through 2002. These figures do not include retired
pay health care costs. FY 1999 costs are still considered 'projected' as approximately five
percent of the bills for care provided to active duty personnel and their dependents during
FY 1999 have not yet been received.
PROJECTED HEALTH CARE COSTS ($000)
ALL APPROPRIATIONS
Fiscal Year
Total Cost
DOD
Non-DOD
1998
140,707
87,773
52,934
1999
15I.00
102,400
49,400
42,769
122,631
165,400
2000
2001 (est)
185,324
145,887
39.437
2002 (est)
218,860
171,703
47,157
Note: Coast Guard health services are received primarly from DoD and private sources, both of which are
beyond the immediate control of the Coast Guard
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1. C. Military Health Care: (cont)

REQUIRED CHANGES ($000)
FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL

172,621
TOTAL

I. PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 MANAGEMENT SAVINGS
SCHEDULED DECOMM]SSIONTNG OF FOUR SEAGOING BUOY
TENDERS
LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS tLNNf) AUTOMATION SAVINGS
ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT PERSONNEL REDUCTIONS
SURFACE ASSET REALLOCATION
AVIATION ASSET REALLOCATION
MARINE SAFETY EFFICIENCIES
II. BUILT-IN CHANGES
FY 2002 PAY RAISE (MILITARY 4.6%, CIVILIAN 3.6%)
ESCALATING HEALTH CARE COSTS
INCREASING CONTRACT COSTS
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING
(NEW INITIATIVES / ENHANCEMENTS)
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PAY RAISE (3.7%)
II. OPERATE NEW FACILITIES
COMMISSION AND OPERATE THREE SEAGOING BUOY TENDERS
47-FOOT MOTOR LifE BOAT (MLB) FOLLOW-ON
USCGC HEALY AVIATION DETACHMENT SUPPORT FOLLOW-ON
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM PROJECT FOLLOW-ON
COMMERCIAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS (SATCOM)
FOLLOW-ON
COMMISSION AND OPERATE TEN COASTAL PATROL BOATS
DIFFERENTIAL GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (DGPS)
FOLLOW-ON

-387
-433
-7
-73
-361
-545
-39
592
32,960
2,787
1,489
159
369
270
65
10
2
[27
8

IV. NEWIENHANCED/RESTORATION INITIATIVES
SEARCH AND RESCUE SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
PASSENGER VESSEL SAFETY

232
7

TOTAL
FY 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

37,232
209,853
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I. D. Permanent Chanee of Station (PCS) & Related Travel & Transportation:
Provides funding for all travel and transportation of household goods, and other authorized
entitlements incident to Permanent Change of Station (PCS) assignments for Coast Guard
personnel and their dependents, This activity includes such PCS-related items as personnel travel
costs and allowances, transportation and storage of household goods, and othe-authorized items.
Approximately 50% of all PCS transfers are considered non-discretionary transfers. Nondiscretionary PCS transfers involve members -whoare graduating from enlisted recruit or officer
training, being promoted, completing required training, or retiring/separating from the serve ice.
The remaining 50,1 are actual duty station reassignments. Approximately half of the remaining
duty station assignments are also considered "non-discretionary" because the are used to reassign
Coast Guard members currently serving in arduous duty assignments such as isolated dury
stations, cutters designated as unusually arduous sea duty, and command cadre positions.

PERSONNEL RELOCATION
PURPOSE OF FUNDED RELOCATION ORDERS
ALL APPROPRIATIONS
1998
actual
9.944

1999
actual
8,907

2000
actual
9,072

2001
est
9,000

2002
est
9.000

Accessions (I)

3,236

3,187

4,055

3,540

4.670

Separations

2,514

2,692

2,898

3,750

3.050

Retirements

1.4-48

1,192

918

1,280

1.150

Tranig (A-school)
Student Dependent Trel
Eaul, Return of Dependents

1.614
56
40

1,931
52
35

1,977
64
41

1,520
60
40

2.100
60
40

IYPE
PCS reassignments

Re-noftRe!ns

Consecutive Oerseas Travel
Total (2)

5

4
18,894

9

I1
18,019

2

12
19,049

10

0

30

30
19,230

20,110

-Notes

number does
notagree
withtherecritong datain section I F fort-o reasons 1) is tableincludes officer
(1 Thisaccession
issued
of orders
thenumber
only, and2) This table shows
but therecioing dataisenlisted
and eIhsted accessions,
graduarior,
frontrecrut orofficer training _Thenumber give inrtecrritig damishigherusit
upon
Orders areonlyissued
is the niber of personnel atentry(not allof themgraduate).
listed,theCoast
Guard
only "cost"ordersInaddition to the"cost"orders
includes
(2) Thne
TotalNiriber of Travel Orders
alsoissues
"nocost"orders(cg., forPCStransfersnot requinng a chargein geographiclocation)
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1. D. Permanent Change of Station (PCS) & Related Travel & Transportation: (cont)
PERSONNEL RELOCATION COST DATA
ALL APPROPRIATIONS
FISCAL
YEAR

TOTAL COST
(WOO)
(Note I)

1993
1994
1995

362.635
64,055
64,280

1996
(Note 5)

75,3t0

19,453

1997
1998
1999

67,250
66,964
72,773

18.168
18,894
18,019

200W1

74,500

TOTAL NUMBER
OF
TVL ORDERS
(Note 2)
15,671
17,696
17,872

AVERAGE
COST FOR
ALL MOVES
(S) (Note 3)
$4,124
3,620
3,597

NUMBER
OF PCS
REASSIGNMENTS
12,350
10,658
9,408

PERSONNEL
ROTATION
RATE
(Note 4)
29.6
250
25.0

3,871

10,293

301

3,702
3,544
4,039

9,761
9,944
8,907

29.0
290
26.0

19,049

3,911

9,072

25.8

2001 (est)

75,388

19,230

3,920

9,000

25.7

2002 (est)

83,440

20,110

4.149

9,000

263

Notes
(1) TbeTotal Cost is revised IwzlUAly
ASthe PCS accosIi for each fiscal yearcontinues to eicur ex lditres for
aperiodof five years
(2) TheTotal Numberof TravelOrdersincludes only "cost" orders.In additon toshe"cost" orderslisted,the
Coast Guard alsoissues "no cost"orders(e.g.,for PCS transfearsnotrequiring a change
in gevyaphic
location).
(3) TheAverugeCost for all Movesincludesall categories of movesaccessios separations,
uzisieg, penreset
change of staton (PCS)orders, andthe einor categories of fundedmoves. I is revisedamnully astheTotal
Cost isrevised.
(4) ThePersonniel
Rotation Rateis thenumber of PCSreawrgpienlts divided byte suuter of pisonnel sothe
CoastGuard(not including OCSor cadets)atthe end of the fiscalyear
(5) FiscalYear 1996costsandmovesreflect theeffectsof streaeslming andreaigrtTIe
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1. D. Permanent Change of Station (PCS) & Related Travel & Transportation: (cont)

REQUIRED CHANGES ($000)
FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL

70,745
TOTAL

1. PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 MANAGEMENT SAVL;GS
SCHEDULED DECOMvISSIONTING OF FOUR SEAGOING BUOY
LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS (LNM) AUTOMATION SAVINGS
ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT PERSONNEL REDUCTIONS
SURFACE ASSET REALLOCATION
AVIATION ASSET REALLOCATION
MARINE SAFETY EFFICIENCIES

-689
531
15
160
705
1,208
66

II. BUILT-IN CHANGES
FY 2002 PAY RAISE (MILITARY 460,. CIVILIAN 3.6%)
INCREASING CONTRACT COSTS
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PAY RAISE (3 7%)
I11. OPERATE NEW FACILITIES
COMMISSION AND OPERATE THREE SEAGOING BUOY TENDERS
47-FOOT MOTOR LIFE BOAT (MLB) FOLLOW-ON
USCGC HEALY AVIATION DETACHMENT SLTPORT FOLLOW-ON
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM PROJECT FOLLOW-ON
COMMERCIAL SATELLITE COLMUNICATIONS (SATCOM)
FOLLOW-ON
COMMISSION AND OPERATE TEN COASTAL PATROL BOATS
DIFFERENTIAL GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (DGPSI
FOLLOW-ON
IV. NEW/ENHANCEDIRESTORATION INITIATIVES
SEARCH AND RESCUE SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
PASSENGER VESSEL SAFETY
TOTAL
FY 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

390
907
105
807
842
407
20
16
270
61
1,488
7N
7,383
78,128

I. E. Training and Education:
Provides funding for the Coast Guard's professional training and education programs, and
operation and maintenance of the five Coast Guard Traimng Centers and the Coast Guard
Academy.
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I.E. Trama and Education: (cont)
Professional TralningEducation:
Provides funding for tuition, travel and per diem for formal training and education
performed as temporary assigned duty (TAD)for military and civilian personnel. "Formal
training and education" is defined as structured, curriculum-based instruction and applied

exercises for the attainment and retention of skills and knowledge required to accomplish
specific job tasks. This training and education is usually conducted by dedicated resident
staffs at facilities with classrooms, but may also include exportable training or
correspondence courses, which follow a formal schedule with supporting lesson plans
requiring interaction or evaluation of the students or participants. The following are the
major areas of funding provided in this section:
"
*
"
*
"
*
"
*
"
*
*

Recruit travel and per diem
Basic Enlisted "A" School travel, per diem, and contract fees for commercial "A"
schools
Basic Flight Training reimbursement to the U.S. Navy
Chief Warrant Officer Indoctrination travel and per diem
Chief Petty Officer Academy travel and per diem
Leadership Development Center student tuition, travel, and per diem
Servicewide Advanced Enlisted "C" School tuition, travel, and per diem
Servicewide Advanced Officer, Enlisted, Civilian, Reserve, and Auxiliary
Specialty tuition, travel, and per diem
Undergraduate, Postgraduate, Senior Service School tuition
Tuition Assistance and DANTES programs
Pre-Commissioning Training for new cutters

Training Centers:
Provides funding for the operation and maintenance of Coast Guard training centers
located atPetaluma, CA, Yorktown, VA, Mobile, AL, Cape May, NJ and Elizabeth City,
NC. These five training centers provide approximately 3,000 student-years of training in
support of Coast Guard missions. A student year is equivalent to two students going
through 26 weeks of schooling. Funding is included for unit level maintenance and
repairs of buildings, piers, grounds and housing; food service contracts; boat supplies;
vehicles; specialized electronic equipment; training equipment and supplies used during
courses of instruction; housekeeping supplies and equipment; spare parts; energy, fuel and
utilities; federal Wage Grade salaries; and other matenals and supplies consumed iri the
course of operations and everyday business.
Training Centers provide basic ("A" school) and advanced ("C" school) training for Coast
Guard enlisted ratings, as well as servicewide specialized training for officers, enlisted,
civilians, reserve, and auxiliary. Students graduating from "A" schools are sent to the
field with the necessary skills to function as apprentices. Students who complete "C"
schools and specialty training are returned to the field with specialized skills in equipment
repair, boating safety, marine safety, maritime law enforcement, and other focused skill
areas.
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1. E. Training and Education: (cont)
Training Center Petaluma, California:
Training Center Petaluma, California provides basic, advanced and specialty training to
approximately 4,400 students per year in over 40 coirses of instruction.
"

Basic Enlisted "A" Schools, By Ratings
*
"
*
*
*
*
*
*

"

Electroncs Tectlucian (ET)
Storekeeper (SK)
Food Service Specialist (FS)
Health Senices Techncian (HS)
Health Serices Technician (Denial)
Yeoman (YE)
Telephone Techtucian (TT)
Telecomm,.mcations Specialist (TC)

Adanced Enlisted "C" Schools
*

Cnromand, Control & Communicatons
" Standard Workstation
* Radar Systems Maintenance
• Communication StatioaiCommuncation Center Operator

"

Health and Safety Schools
* Emergency Medical Techimcian (ENT) Cenificanion
* En ironmenal health
* Unit Safety Coordinator

*

Leaderstup and Instructor Schools
* Instructor Deielopment
* Course Designer
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I.E. Traing and Education: (con:)
Training Center. Yorktown. Vir-inia:
Training Center Yorktown provides basic and specialty training to over 6,700 students per

year (military & civilian) in over 125 courses of instruction.
"

Baslc Enlisted "A" Schools, By Ratings
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
•

Boatswain's Mate (BM)
Damage Controlman (DC)
Electrcian's Mate(EM)
Fire Control Technician (FiT)
Gunner's Mate (GM)
Machinery Technician (MK)
Marine Science Technician (MST)
Quartermaster (QM')
Radanman (RD)

" Servicewlde Specialized Training for Enlisted or Officers
*

National Aids to Navigation (ATON) Schools
* Automated Lighthouse Technician
* Buoy Deck Supervisor
* Minor Aid Maintenance Servicing Technician
* ATON Officer Basic
* ATON Officer Advanced

*

Operati ns Schools
Defense
* Fire Control System MK-92 MOD- Operation and Mamtenance
* MK38 25MM .Machine Gun Operation and Maintenance
* Super Rapid Blooming Off broad Chaff(SRBOC) System Maintenance
* MK75 76MM Weapon System Operation and Maintenance
* Small Arms Instructor

*

Marine
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Safety Schools
Safety & Occupational Health Coordinators
Marine Safety Peny Officer
Reserve Marine Safety Officer
Marine Safety Investigating Officer
Container Inspection
Commercial Fishing Vessel Examiner
Explosive Handling Supervisor
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I. E. Training and Education: .(cont)
Training Center. Yorktown, Virginia: (cont)
*

National Maintime Law Enforcement (MLE) Schools
" NILEBoarding Team Member
* MLE Boarding Officer
• NILE Instructor

*

Naval Engineering Schools
* Naval Engineering Administration
* Refrigeration & Air Conditoning
* Hydraulic Systems & Equipment
* Advanced Analog Electronics
* Advanced Digital Electronics
* Gyoo Compass System
* Steet'Aluminum Welding
* Small Cutter Damage Control

*

National Search and Rescue (SAR) Schools
* Cos ain Class "C'" School
* Maritime SAR Planning
" Boat Creimember for 41' Utility Brat
* Small Boat Engineer for 41' Utility Boat
* Prespectie Commanding Officer XO Ashore
* Mantine SAP Planing (Iaternational)

* Procurement Schools
* Contract Quality Assurance
* Statement of Work Preparation
* Centraized Shipboard Supply
* Simplified Acquisition
* Performance Based Service Contractig
*Leadersltp & Instructor Schools
* Instructor Development Course
* Course Designer
" Mentoring (Military& Civilian)
* Career Enrichment
* Intelligence Program
" Introduction to Coast Guard Intelligence
* Senior Officers Intelligence
" Command Intelligence Officer
* Coatigenc> Preparedness Schools
" Contingency Preparedness Deliberate Planner, Pari Level
" Contingency Preparedness Command & Staff
" Contingency Preparedness Command & Control
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I. E. TraininE and Education: (cont)
Aviation Technical Training Center Elizabeth City. North Carolina:
Aviation Technical Training Center (ATTC) Elizabeth City, NC provides enlisted aviation
training to over 750 students per year in 36 courses of instruction,
Basic Enlisted "A" Schools, By RAtings
* Aviation Maintenance Technician (AMT)
• Aviation Electronics Technician (AVI)
* Aviation Survival Technician (AST)
Advanced Enlisted "C" Schools
* Aircraft Composite Material Repair
* Aircraft Corrosion Control and Maintenance
* Aircraft Maintenance Officer
* Aircraft Structures for Managers
* Aircraft Fuel Systems
* Air Traffic Controlman
* Miniature Component Repair
* Shipboard Aircraft Firefighting
* Specialized Training Specific to Types of Aircraft
Servicewide Specialized Training for Enlisted or Officer
* Aircraft Accident In stigation
a
Aircraft Accident Prevention
* Aviation Safety Program Management
• Crew Resource Management

Aviation Training Center Mobile, Alabama:
Aviation Training Center (ATC) Mobile, AL provides standardized pilot training for
Coast Guard aircraft including the HU-25 Guardian, HH-60 Jayhawk, and NH-65 Dolphin
aircraft. For each aircraft type, three different courses are offered: 1) initial and requalification courses, 2) upgrade courses, and 3)proficiency courses. Proficiency training
in simulators is required annually for all pilots.
or Enlisted
Servicewtde Specialized Training for Officers
" HU-25 Qualification, Upgrade, andProficiency Cermficaton
* HI-65 Qualification, Upgrade, and Proficiency Ceification
* HH-60 Qualification, Upgrade, and Proficiency Cernficasion
" Advanced Rescue Swimmer Training
* Instructor Training and Certification
a Shipboard Helicopter Qualification and Proficiency Courses
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I. E. Traning and Education: (cont)
Recruit Trainine Center Cape May, New Jersey:
Training Center Cape May. NJ has provided basic recruit training to an average of 5,000
new recruits (both active duty and Reserve) and approximately 70 recruiters each year.
*

*

Basic Enlisted Training
* Actise Duty Recraut Basic Tranng
*

Reserve Enlisted Basic Indoctrnann

*

Mantirme Academy Traning Progeam

Senicewide Specialized Training (or Enlisted or Officers
* Boot Camp Company Commander tndoct-iaaon
* Recruiter Training
* instructor Des elopment
* Recruiter Refresher Training

Coast Guard Academ.%New London, Connecticut:
The Coast Guard Academy, located in New London, CT, is the accession point for all
Coast Guard officers. The Coast Guard Academy's average enrollment is 950 officer
trainees and the, graduate approximatel, 350 officers each year from the four-year Cadet
Program and Officer Candidate Schools. During the next year, there will be an estimated
2,400 students attending Leadership Development Center (LDC) courses at the Coast
Guard Academy and an additional 1,250 students completing non-resident LDC courses.
The LDC is the Coast Guard's center of excellence for integrating leadership and
professional development training into all levels of the organization. The LDC supports
the development of Coast Guard personnel by providing focused training at specific points
along each individual's career. The LDC's schools include: Officer Candidate School,
Leadership and Quality Institute, Conmand and Operations School, Officer in
Charge!Executive Petty Officer School, and the Chief Petty Officer Academy
LDC Service-wide Spoecialized Training for Enlisted or Officer:
Leadership and Quality Intitute Courses:
* Leadership and Management School
* Class "A"School Leadership Program
a Faciliator Traiing
* Quality Performance Consultant Training
* Coneandai' Quality Award Examiner Trainig
*

Officer
*
*
*
*
*

Programs
Officer Candidate School
Direct Commission Officer Indocusmiution
Public Health Service Officer todocsintion
Reserve Officer Candidate Indocmiution
Minority Officer Recruitment Effort
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I. E. Training and Education: (cont)
"

Courses:
Command andOperations School
* Prospective Commanding Officer/Executive Officer School
" Prospective Operations Officer School
" Curier Operaions-Team Coordiataoa Training
* International Maritime Officer Course

"
*
"
"
,

ChiefPetty Officer Academy
Officer.in-Cbarge, ecutive Petty Officer School
Group Operations---Team Coordination Training
Chief Warrant Officer Indoctiaation Course
Civilian Orientation Program

Funding supports the operation and maintenance of the Coast Guard Academy including:
all phases of officer accession training and education; support and operation of all LDC
schools; personnel support; food service and security contracts; housing maintenance; and
federal Wage Grade employee salaries. Also included are maintenance and repairs of
buildings, piers, grounds and housing; boat supplies; vehicles; supplies and equipment for
housekeeping, safety, and administration; energy, fuel and utilities; spare parts; and other
materials consumed in the course of operations and everyday business.
COAST GUARD ACADEMY
ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS
FISCAL
YEAR

DIRECT ANNUAL
MISSION COST ($008)

TOTAL ANNUAL
OPERATING COST ($000)

44.732
46,074
47,917
48,995

60,079
61,881
64,356

1999
2000
2001 (est)
2002 (esl

65,804

represent the total appropriated cost to rinthe various Academy
costs
Note: Total annualoperating
missions (e g.vessels homeporied at the Academy, Leadership Development Center, personnel reporting
represent
unit, procurement functions, medical clinic, Coast Guard Band, etc). Direct annual niission costs
that portion ofthe total directly allocated to support the four-year Academy cadet education and taming
mission It is computed according to a formula prescribed by the General Accounting Office and applied in
a relatively consistent manner among theService Academies.

MILITARY SERVICE ACADEMY
COST PER GRADUATE-FY 1995 - 1999
Service
Air Force
Army
Coast Guard
Navy

1995
$282,880
$276,817
$218,500
S217,898

1996
$293,953
$29600
$222,200
_230,800

1997
$300,116
$306,942
$235,300
$231,235

1998
$303,252
S310,410
$250,300
5243,275

1999
$312,349
$319,722
$258,100
$250,573

per graduate" is calculated on a standard formula prescribed by GAO. FY00 Cost per
Note: The "cost
Service Academies is not yet available.
Graduate for the Miitary
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I. E. Training and Education: (cont)

REQUIRED CHANGES ($000)
FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL

77,267
TOTAL

1. PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 MANAGEMENT SAVINGS
SCHEDULED DECOMMISSIONING OF FOUR SEAGOING BUOY
TENDERS
LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS (LNM) AUTOMATION SAVINGS
ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT PERSONNEL REDUCTIONS
SURFACE ASSET REALLOCATION
AVIATION ASSET REALLOCATION
MARINE SAFETY EFFICIENCIES
II. BUILT-IN CHANGES
INCREASING CONTRACT COSTS
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING
(NEW INITIATIVES / ENHANCEMENTS)
III. OPERATE NEW FACILITIES
COMMISSION AND OPERATE THREE SEAGOING BUOY TENDERS
47-FOOT MOTOR LIFE BOAT (MLB) FOLLOW-ON
USCGC HEALY AVIATION DETACHMENT SUPPORT FOLLOW-ON
PORTS AND WATERWAYS SAFETY SYSTEMS (PAWSS)
INSTALLATION FOLLOW-ON
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM PROJECT FOLLOW-ON
COMMERCIAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS (SATCOM)
FOLLOW-ON
COMMISSION AND OPERATE TEN COASTAL PATROL BOATS
DIFFERENTIAL GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (DGPS)
FOLLOW-ON
IV. NEWiENHANCED!RESTORATION INITIATIVES
MARINE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PERSONNEL AND
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT TOOLS
SEARCH AND RESCUE SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
PASSENGER VESSEL SAFETY
TOTAL
IP' 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

-51
-70
-I
-18
-49
-386
-5
481
238
389
134
1,383

5
2
67
9

2
707
11
2,849
80,116
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I. F. Recmi n:
Provides funding for expenses related to Officer, Enlisted, and Reserve recruiting efforts
by the Coast Guard Recruiting Center. This category includes advertising, printing,
filming, marketing, direct mailing, and administrative support for local recruiting offices.
The Coast Guard faces increasing challenges in its efforts to recruit the desired workforce.
Private industry and DoD services utilize aggressive, well-funded, and targeted efforts to
recruit the best personnel from the same pool of military eligible candidates. Also, the
decline in the propensity of young people to join the military creates additional challenges.
ENLISTED PERSONNEL RECRUITING DATA
TOTAL
RECRUITS

FISCAL
YEAR

ENLISTED
LOSSES

REGULAR
RECRUJI S

RESERVE
RECRLTrS

994
1995

4,070
3,776

2.373
3.700

37
287

2,410
3,987

4,571
3,881
3,618
3,964
4,432
4,550
4,400

3.299
3.697
3,962
4.159
4,721
3450
4,700

229
303
548
900
6t4
700
700

3,528
4,000
4,510
5,059
5.405
4,250
5,400

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001 (esi)
2002 (est)

REQUIRED CHANGES ($000)
13,153
Total

FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL
NO CHANGES
TOTAL
FY 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

-013,153
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1. G. Federal Employee Compensaion and Unemployent Comaensation
(FECIUCX :
Federal Emplovee Comensation (FEC):
Provides finding for workers compensation benefits to Coast Guard civilian employees
for disability due to personal injury or disease sustained while in the performance ofduty.
FEC also provides for the payment of benefits to dependents if a work-related injury or
disease causes an employee's death. FEC is a direct bill paid by the Coast Guard to the
Department of Labor. The bill is received two years in arrears.
Unemployment Comoensation (UCX/UCFE):
UCX provides funding for the Coast Guard to reimburse the Department of Labor for
unemployment benefits paid by the states to former, eligible Coast Guard military service
members. UCFE provides funding to DOT to reimburse the Department of Labor for
unemployment benefits paid by states to former eligible Coast Guard civilian personnel.
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PPA II OPERATING FUNDS AND UNIT LEVEL MAINTENANCE
I. (A & B) Adantic and Pacific Area Commands:
The Coast Guard is divided geographically into two areas: Atlantic Area and Pacific Area.
Each Commander is responsible for overall mission performance within the respective
Area and serves as the intermediate echelon of operational command between the
Commandant and the District Commanders. Major Cutters that frequently operate across
District boundaries are Are& assets (medium endurance cutters and larger). Maintenance
and Logistics Commands (MLC) are centralized support organizations structured to
realize economies of scale and relieve operational units of many routine support functions.
This allows lean field units
to focus on providing services to the public. The MLC's are
subordinate to the Areas.
The next echelon of command beneath the Area is the District, which is largely a
geographic division. Within the Districts there are combinations of units that fall under
Groups and Activities which accomplish the Coast Guard's missions.
This PPA provides funding to units, facilities and activities that are under the direct
operational and administrative control of the Coast Guard's Atlantic Area or Pacific Area
'h
Commanders. These include the 5 (Atlantic) and I I" Districts (Pacific), Maintenance
Logistics Commands (MI-C's), Integrated Support Commands (ISC's), Polar Icebreakers,
High and Medium Endurance Cutters (WHEC's/WMEC's), Communication Stations, and
Area Offices as applicable, for supplies, materials, and services to support maintenance
and repairs performed at the unit level. Typical requirements include: maintenance of the
cutters' hulls, mechanical systems, electrical equipment, and small boats; supplies and
materials utilized for unit "housekeeping" and administration; procurement of spare parts;
fuel and energy, personnel support; and other materials consumed in the course of
operations and everyday business.
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rENAN
PPA H[ OPERATING FUNDS AND UNIT .VM Q frI.
IL (A & B) Atlantlc and Pacific Area Commands:
Area Offices:
performed
by
Funding is provided to Area offices for the command and control functions
±
the Atlantic and Pacific Area Commanders. Funding is also provided for the 5 Coast
Guard District office which was merged with Atlantic Area, and the IIhCoast Guard
District office which was merged with Pacific Area, as part of the Coast Guard's 1996
National Streamlining Plan. This PPA category also includes centrally managed and
funded operations and support activities performed by Area units and Districts, such as
Search and Rescue, Enforcement of Laws and Treaties, Marine Environmental Protection,
Marine Safety, Operational Training, and Military Readiness.
* Commander, Atlantic Area/5 Coast Guard District: Portsmouth, VA
* Commander, Pacific Area/I Ph Coast Guard District: Alameda, CA
Maintenance and Logistics Commands (MLC's):
Each Area Command has a subordinate Maintenance and Logistics Command (MLC),
which provides a wide array
of support services directly to individual units. The MLC's
consult freely and frequently with District staffs and Headquarters support program
managers. MLC's exercise administrative control over support units, including Facilities
Design and Construction Centers (FDCC's) and Integrated Support Commands (ISC's).
Funding is provided to Maintenance and Logistics Commands for oversight and
administration of field support programs in the Atlantic and Pacific Areas. This
subcategory includes safety; industrial health; personnel management; Equal Employment
Opportunity, legal; contracting; financial management; civil, naval and electronics
engineering technical support for all Coast Guard units; travel; property leases; office
supplies/equipment; Integrated Support Command functions which maintain existing
infrasructure and piers; utilities services for Area cutters; security contracts; housing
maintenance; and federal wage grade employee salaries.
* Commander, Maintenance and Logistics Command, Atlantic: Portsmouth, VA
* Commander, Maintenance and Logistics Command, Pacific: Alameda, CA
Internated Sumort Commands:
Twelve Integrated Support Commands (ISC's) were created from existing Support Centers
and bases in 1996 as part of the Coast Guard's National Streamlining Plan to consolidate
the wide array of local support services required by operational commanders in meeting
mission demands. The location of the ISC's were slecited to bring existing shore support
facilities in line with operational unit locations. The consolidation of support services
provides "one-stop shopping" for operational commanders.
Integrated Support Commands have two distinct parts of their service delivery. (1)
personnel and financial support; and (2)platform support. Personnel andfnancial
support combines functions such as personnel support units, work-life programs, housing
programs, food services, phasing, warehousing, and related activities. Pla (orm
support provides maintenance to boats, cutters, and the shore plant within a given
geographic location.
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I. (A & B) Atlantic and Pacific Area Commands: (con)
Integrated SuVnort Commands. Atlantic
*
*
"

"
"

*

ISC Boston
ISC Portsmouth
ISC Miami
ISC New Orleans
ISC Cleveland
ISC St Louis

Integrated Support Commands. Pacific

* ISC San Pedro
*
"
"
"
"

ISC
ISC
ISC
ISC
ISC

Alameda
Seattle
Honolulu
Ketchikan
Kodiak

Area Cutters:
Atlantic and Pacific Area PPA's provide funding for the Coast Guard's Polar icebreakers
(WAGB), High Endurance Cutters (WHEC), and Medium Endurance Cutters (WMEC) as
depicted in the following tables:
Department of Transportation
U.S. Coast Guard

Area Cutter Summary
NUMBER
CREW
OFF/VO/ENL
IN CLASS
TYPE/LENGTH (ft)
161
14/04/143
12
WHEC 378
98
11/02/85
13
WMEC 270
78
9/1/68
1
WMEC 230 STORIS
75
08/01/66
1
WMEC 213 ACUSHNET
'
75
11/01/63
1
-16
WMEC 210
134
11/04/119
2
WAGB 399
67
7/03/57
1
WAGB 420 HEALY
99
±
8/1/90
1
WMEC 282 ALEX HALEY 2/
I/ Total Crew reflects an average for enlisted billets due to a vsrtance a shore-side maintenance support
Actual enlisted crew sizes vary from 60 to 65

2'

Former USS Edenton
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11. (A & B) A

and Pacific Ares Commands:

(cont)

PolarIcebreake: The Polar Icebreakers (WAGB) consists of two 399-foot polar
icebreakers, USCGC POLAR STAR and USCGC POLAR SEA, and one 420-foot polar
icebreaker, USCGC HEALY. The Coast Guard Poa ore
are funded from the
Pacific Area Command PPA. The two 399-foot icebreakers operate in the Arctic region
and the Healy operates in the Antarctic. Their primary duties are National Defense,
Marine Scientific Research Support, Icebreaking Operations, and Search and Rescue.

USCGC HEALY

High Endurance Cutters (WHEC): The High Endurance Cutter (WHEC) class consists of
12 cutters which are 378-feet in length with a crew complement of 161 personnel. Their
primary missions include Law Enforcement, Defense Operations, and Search and Rescue.

USCGC MUNRO (WHEC 724)
Medium Endurance Cutters (WMEC): The Medium Endurance Cutters (WMEC) are a
class of cutters whose lengths vary between 210-282 feet. Their primary missions are Law
Enforcement, Defense Oerations, and Search and Rescue. Crew complements range
from 75-99 personnel.

USCGC SENECA (WMEC 906)
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11. (A & B) Adantic an Pacific Area Commands: count)
Communications Stations (COMMSTAs):
Coast Guard Communicalions Stations operate a long range communication network that
provide communication capability between Coast Guard ships and aircraft, other
government agencies, commercial shipping, the commercial fishing industry, and the
recreational boating public, Commurunicatious on the network includes distress, safety,
marine information (i.e., Notice to Mariners), weather, command and control of Coast
Guard operations, and support of all Coast Guard missions. The communication network
uses a combination of leased and dedicated communications circuits, computers, radios,
and antennas.
The Communications System 2000 (COMMSYS 2000) AC&I investment project, which
%Nascompleted in fiscal year 1999, has reduced the Coast Guard's communications
network from eight fully staffed stations to two Communications Area Master Stations
(CAMS) in Point Reyes, CA; and Chesapeake, VA and one Communications Station in
Kodiak, AK while maintaining the same level of customer service and operational
capability. Four of the original eight communications stations (Guam, Miami, Boston, and
Honolulu) have already been con cred to remote operation.
11.A. Atlantic Area Command
Atlantic Area Malor Subordinate Units:
* I"h District - Boston, Massachusetts
* 51 District - Portsmouth, Virginia (merged with Atlantic Area under Streamlining)
* 7th District - Miami, Florida
'h
* 8 District - New Orleans, Louisiana
95 District - Cleveland, Ohio
*
*
*
*

Maintenance and Logistics Command, Atlantic - Norfolk, Virginia
High Endurance Cutters (2)
Meiun Endurance Cutters (26)
Communications Stations (1)
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II. A. Atlantic Area Command: (cont)
Atlantic Area Command PPA Funding Breakdown

REQUIRED CHANGES ($000)
FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL
1. PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS
LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS (LNM) AUTOMATION SAVINGS
SURFACE ASSET REALLOCATION
AVIATION ASSET REALLOCATION
II. BUILT-IN CHANGES
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING (NEW
INITIATIVES /ENHANCEMENTS)
Ill.OPERATE NEW FACILITIES
SHORE FACILITY CONSTRUCTION FOLLOW-ON
49-FOOT STERN LOADING BUOY BOAT (BUSL) FOLLOW-ON
47-FOOT MOTOR LIFE BOAT (MLB) FOLLOW-ON
COMMISSION AND OPERATE TEN COASTAL PATROL BOATS
DIFFERENTIAL GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (DGPS) FOLLOW-ON
IV. NEW/ENHANCED/RESTORATION INITIATIVES
MARINE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PERSONNEL AND
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT TOOLS
SEARCH AND RESCUE SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
PASSENGER VESSEL SAFETY
TOTAL
FY 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

109,200
TOTAL
-21
-926
-606

482
26
22
76
109
51

7
55
-724
108,476
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11. A Adantic Area Command: (cont)
Major Shore Commands:
" Area Offices, including the 5'b Coast Guard District Office
* Maintenance and Logistics Command Atlantic (MLCLANT):
* Integrated Support Commands (ISC), Atlantic
ISC Boston
ISC Miami
ISC Cleveland

ISC Portsmouth
ISC New Orleans
ISC St Louis

High Endurance Cutters (WHEC's):
The following WHEC's operate under the Atlantic Command:
378' WHEC
716 DALLAS
721 GALLATIN

Years in

Homeport

Service

I1997

34
33

Operational Days

Charleston, SC
Charleston, SC

I1999

[ 1998
209 U
201

157 U
84 U

Key- U hduW -m
Thecu empiayrt ghsdrdk th' sips is 1 55 d5ysnvsy
fro, 5ornw" Wtintn
fot.,
bon-oport Onry p
o.W day.sredy ed o 15, wbib,

186
163

.d

days s-,y

Medium Enourance Cutters (WMEC's):
The following WMEC's operate under the Atlantic Command:

MEC

Years [a
Serice

901 BEAR
902 TAMPA
903 HARRIET LANE
904 NORTHLAND
905 SPENCER
906 SENECA
907 ESCANABA
908 TAHOMA
909 CAMPBELL
910 THETIS
911 FORWARD
912 LEGARE
913 MOHAWK

18
17
17
17
15
14
14
13
13
12
I1
LI
10

270'

Operational Days

Homeport
1997

Portsmouth, VA
Portsmouth, VA
Portsmouth, VA
Portsmouth, VA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
New Bedford, MA
New Bedford, MA
Key West, FL
Portsmouth, VA
Portsmouth, VA
Key West, FL

179U
185
191S
187
186
176
178 S
173 U
187
185
184
205
160S

Ka) S-schedalm,,l
va,,.. U- -nbehduldd
mL.,a.ca
sS~pao. 15 "dlystsway frsnmhoocyoo
foa, 5oafpon.
Oayo.
IaoaaI
dar daoeod
SSo.
th
Thecutt.tamploy.o. . adaadtor, 5,

1998

193
187S
193
185
176 U
183 U
176 S
193
183 S
181S
176U
175S
188

1999

174
180
[81
188
148
189
150
161
185
179
165
185
168

oo.Eodogopo.looonai sodrnuni'ie~day.

d -.-

saoy
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II. A Atlantic Area Command: (cont)
210' WMEC

Years to
Serve

Operational Days

Homeport
1997

615 RELIANCE
616 DILIGENCE
617 VIGILANT
619 CONFIDENCE
620 RESOLUTE
621 VALIANT
622 COURAGEOUS
624 DAUNTLESS
625 VENTUROUS
626 DEPENDABLE
627 VIGOROUS
628 DURABLE
629 DECISIVE

37
37
37
35
35
34
33
33
33
33
32
33
33

Kitery ME
Wilmington, NC
Cape Canaveral, FL
Cape Canaveral,
FL
ST Peersbug, FL
Miami,FL
Panama City,
FL
Galveston,TX
ST Petersburg, FL
Cape May, NJ
Cpe May, NJ
ST Petersburg,
FL
Pascagoula,
MS

180
173
150S
112 U
145
178
136U
195
188
5S
173
166
0M

1998

]87U
185U
184S
170
187
139U
197
179S
166S
169
185
141S
0M

Key. M - hip. M.4 M..i owe Ail.bWilty, S - cdeded ata
U - -bduLed
Th
w ,ar
n oo- a..
fro5eb hpos 185 d.y, -oay
fb.. h-..pw" -1I.hng oeroI .,.d -1&..bonpm%OCy p-zt,-otlda
&pUdep tb Uk.
D

295' WVIX
Training Ceuter
327 EAGLE

Years in Service
55

Horn

1999

130
191
187
179
169
176
172
141
150
184
158
124
138
days .y

r

New London, CT

Communications Stations:
Includes funding for the operations and maintenance of Communications Area Master
Station Atlantic (CAMSLANT) in Chesapeake, VA and remote transmitter sites in
Boston, MA; .Miami, FL and New Orleans, LA (scheduled for automation in 1999).
5th Coast Guard District
The 5'h District collocated with Atlantic Area staffs includes the states of Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina. eastern Pennsylvania, and southern New Jersey.
The 5L District protects the world's largest natural harbor - the Chesapeake Bay along
±
with the Delaware Bay and related tributaries. The 5 District coordinates nearly 5,500
search and rescue cases annually, and services 6,900 federal aids to navigation and
manages 2,200 private aids. The District includes one Activity, 6 Groups, 2 Air Stations,
and 3 Marine Safety Offices.
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IL A Atiantic Area Command: (coot)
Marine Safety Offices (MSOs):
GrouplMSO Philadelphia, PA (Only MSO)
Authorized Stength
75
Total:
24
Officer
Warrant Officer 09
37
Enlisted:
05
Civilian
MSO Hampton Roads, VA
Authorized Strength:
84
Total:
40
Officer
Warrant Officer 08
34
Enlisted:
Civilian
02
MSO Wlmdinigton, NC
Authorized Strength
38
Total:
09
Officer
Warrant Officer 02
25
Enlisted:
02
Civilian:
Groups and Activities:
Group Cape Hatteras, NC
Total Units:
Cutters:
Boat Station:
Aids to Navigation Teams:
Total Billets:
Officer
Warrant Officer
Enlisted:
Civilian

05
0
04
0
136
02
03
130
01

Group Eastern Shore, VA
Total Unit
Cutters:
Boat Statons:
.Aids to Navigation Teams
Total Billets:
Officer
Warrant Officer
Enlisted:
Civilian:

06
01
04
01
113
02
02
108
01

Acivides Baltimore, MD
Total Units
Cutters:
Boat Stations:
Aids so Navigation Teams
Total Billets:
Officer
Warrant Officer
Enlisted:
Civilians

08
01
06
01
231
19
08
194
10

Group Fort Macon, NC
Total Unts.
Cutters
Boat Stations
Aids to Navigation Teams
Total BMets.
Officer
Warrant Officer
Enlisted:
Civilian:

09
04
05
0
214
09
04
200
01

Group Hampton Roads, VA
Total Units:
Cutters:
Boat Stations
Aids to Navigation Teams
Total Billets
Officer:
Warrant Officer
Enlisted,
Civilian

08
03
04
01
174
04
02
168
0

GroupMSO Philadelphia,PA (Only Group
billets)
04
Total Units.
02
Cutters:
01
Boat Stations:
01
Teams
Aids to Navigation
83
Total BiUets
01
Officer:
2
Warrant Officer
80
Enlisted:
0
Civilian
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1I. A Athatic Area Command: (cont)
Groups and Activiti

: (cont)

Group/AL Stafion Adanie City, NJ (Onb Group bilets)
13
Total Units:
03
Cutters:
09
Boat Stations
01
Aids to Navigation Teams
246
Total Billets:
03
Officer
04
Warrant Officer:
238
Enlisted:

Civlhan

01

DISTRICT Cutlets
Vessel Type

Yrs InSerice

Homeport

Seagoing Buoy Tender
225' WNLB

2

Atlantic Beach, NC

555 JAMES RANKIN

3

Baltimore, MD

557 FRANK DREW

2

Portsmouth, VA

560 WAqLLLAM TATE

2

Philadelphia, PA

25

Portsmouth, VA

15
10
10

Atlantic Beach, NC
Atlantic Beach, NC
Atlantic Beach, NC

57

Atlantic Beach, NC

204 ELM
Coast&UBuoy Tender
175' WN"LM

160' V-LIC Inland Construction Tender
802 KENNEBEC
110, WPH Patrol Rost

1309 AQUIDNECK
1344 BLOCK ISLAND
1345 STATEN ISLAND
100' WLIC Inland Construction Tender

315 SMILAX
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I1. A Atlantic Area Command: (cont)
DISTRICT Cutter: (cont)
82' WPB Patrol Boat

Yrs in Semice Homepori

82333 PT HIGHLAND
82347 PT BONITA

39
35

Chincoteague, VA
Norfolk, VA

,TlIC Inland Construction Tender
75303 SLEDGE

39

Baltimore, MD

55

Long Beach, NC

65601 CAPSTAN
65602 CHOCK
65615 CLEAT

40
40
34

Philadelphia, PA
Portsmouth, VA
Phladelphia, PA

87' WPB Patrol Boat
87303 MAKO
87309 ALBACORE
87314 FINBACK
87325 BELUGA
87329 COCHITO

2
2
I
1
I

Cape May, NJ
Little Creek, VA
Cape May, NJ
Portsmouth, VA
Little Creek, VA

75'

65' "'Ll SmaU Inland Buoy Tender

65303 BLACKBERRY
65'

WYTL Smal Harbor Tug
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II. B. Pacific Area Command:

Pacific Area Major Subordinate Units:
0 I' District - Alameda, California (merged with Pacific Area under Streamlining)
a 13'h District - Seattle, Washington
'
0 14 b District - Honolulu, Hawaii
0 17'hDistrict - Juneau, Alaska
* Maintenance and Logistics Command, Pacific - Alameda, California
" Polar Icebr'akers (3)
" High Endurance Cutters (10)
* Medium Endurance Cutters (6)
" Communications Stations (2) CAMSPAC Point Reys, CA & CONAMSTA Kodak, AK

Pacific Area Command PPA Funding Breakdown

REQUIRED CHANGES (SO00)
FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL

I. PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 MANAGEMENT SAVINGS
LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS (LNM) AUTOMATION SAVINGS
SURFACE ASSET REALLOCATION
AVIATION ASSET REALLOCATION
1I. BUILT-IN CHA0VGES
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING (NEW
HI. OP'ERATE NEW FACILITIIES____
SHORE FACILITY CONSTRUCTION FOLLOW-ON
47-FOOT MOTOR LIFE BOAT (MLB) FOLLOW-ON
COMMISSION AND OPERATE TEN COASTAL PATROL BOATS
DIFFERENTIAL GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (DGPS) FOLLOW-ON
IV. NEW/ENHANCED/RESTORATiON INITIATIVES
MARINE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PERSONNEL AND
SEARCH AND RESCUE SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
PASSENGER VESSEL SAFETY
TOTAL
FY 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

130,421
TOTAL
-307
-14
-5t
-3,630
1,465
132
81
284
94
7
46
I
-1,892
1T7,529
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II. B. Pacific Area Command: (cont)
Mator Sbore Commands in Pacific Area:
" Area Offices, including the I 1 Coast Guard District Office
* Maintenance and Logistics Command Pacific (MLCLANT):
* Integrated Support Commands (ISC), Pacific:
ISC San Pedro
ISC Seattle
ISC Ketchikan

ISC Alameda
ISC Honolulu
ISC Kodiak

Icebreakers (WAGB)

WAGB

Vears in
Sericte

10 POLAR STAR
t1POLAR SEA
20 HEALY

25
23
New

Operational Diss

Homeport
Seattle. WA
Seattle. WA
Seattle. WA

1999
18
193
N/A

1998
234 U
89 S
N'A

1997
105 S
195
NIA

Kr' S -chedualed etamteeaste U;- nscediled; -:rtresnt,

The cutter eetp c test sta~t~ d tfr these shr isE
"days asay 'mm bomepot "Lnc1udg peru toetl and tTJrletancc days ans
from honcepor Ott!>ope-muonadays aredepictiedintie tabte

High Endurance Cuters (WHECs)
The following WHECs operate under the Pacific Area Command:

WHEC
715 HAMILTON
717 MELLON
718 CHASE
719 BOUTWELL
720 SHERMAN
722 MORGENTHAU
723 RUSH
724,MUNRO
725 JARVIS
726 MNIEDETT

Years in
Serie_
34
34
33
33
33
32
32
30
30
29

OperationalDas

Homeport
San Diego. CA
Seattle, WA
i San Diego, CA
' Alameda, CA
Alameda. CA
Alameda, CA
Honolulu, HI
Alam.da, CA
Honolulu, HI
Seattle, WA

Key S -s..hedulec smirmelarlce," uesthetuler mairtenanste
Th~ecr5er
emrp,sne stasdasd Co i/testeshp s5155 "days asan 'trnt httri/ol init.d
ftrth
htorept Only opeatoal dats are sep ted arthetable

1997
134 U
185 U
186
I85U
185
186 U
186
185
180 U
188
ig

1998
186
186U
170
197
186S
168U
186S
ISsU
17 U
181 U

Cpers'a rzd

1999
186
177
185
174
173
184
183
184
187
168

~lna~
e dais cata

e-a
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It.
B Pacific Area Command: count )
Medium Endurance Cutters (WMECs):
The following WMECs operate under the Pacific Area Command:
Year in
Service

282' WMEC

Homeport

Operational Days

2

Kodiak, AK

1997
NIA

1998
N/A

1999
N/A

230' WMEC
38 STORIS

59

Kodiak, AK

131 S

184U

179

213' WNIEC
167ACUSHNET

58

Ketchikan, AK

185

146 S

156

210' WVMEC
618 ACTIVE
623 STEADFAST
630 ALERT

36
33
32

Port Angeles, WA
Astoria, OR
Astoria, OR

185
138 S
132 U

194 S
167 S
185 U

177
159
185

39 ALEX HALEY

Key S - schedulede~teeaecsJ,,

-.uensbehtued mainlce'd~cs

The cutterr poyrr.ens standard foetheseships is 155"daysana. Fonmheriecpor"mcud egcperanonalted mairte ,ce dayssat >
froe.
honeo

OnlyOpasto~aI dars t:s depictede theithsl

1> Toh
betonsfenred io Ketchlaar, Air suer,ee I>199

Communications Stations:
Includes funding for the operations and maintenance of Communications Area Master
Station Pacific (CAMSPAC), in Point Reyes, CA; Communications Station Kodiak, AK;
and remote transmitter sites in Honolulu, HI and Guam.

11th Coast Guard District
The I1I Coast Guard District collocated with Pacific
Area staffs includes the states of
California, Nevada, Utah, and Arizona. The I Vh District coordinates nearly 4,500 search
and rescue cases annually, and maintains 1,200 federal aids to navigation and manages
2,300 private aids. The District includes one Actisity, 3 Groups, 5 Air Stations and 3
Marine Safety Offices.
Air Stations:
Air Station
Humboldt Bay
Los Angeles
Saci mento
San Diego
San Francisco

Location
McKinlewille, CA
Los Angeies, CA
Sacramernto, CA
San Diego, CA
San Francisco, CA

Aircraft Allow ante
HH-65A (3)
HH-65A 3)
HC-130H (4)
HH-60J (3)
HHt-65A (4)

Billets Off/Enl/Civ)
17,5002
1540 02
24 123.03
15/47/03
19!59'03
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I. B Pacific Area Coanad: (con)
1 I th Coast Guard Distri
Marine Safety Offices (MSOs):
MSO San Diko, CA
Authorzed Strength:
25
Total:
09
Officer
06
Officer
Warrant
10
Enlisted:
00
Civilian:

MSO Los Angele.2/oeg Beach, CA (Only MSO
Bi ets)
Authorized Strength
94
Total:
32
Officer
Warrant Officer. 10
45
Enlisted:
07
Civilian:

M$O Sn Francisco, CA
Authorized Strength:
99
Total:
34
Officer
Warrant Officer 10
47
Enlisted:
08
Civilian:
Groups and Activities:
San Diego, CA (Doesnot includeAir
Ac&iv
Sction or MSO billets)
05
Total Units:
03
Cutters:
01
Boat Stations
01
Aids to NavgatioD Teams:
65
Total Billets:
06
Officer
03
Warrant Officer
52
Enlisted:
04
Civilian
Group/',Station Humboldt Bay,
Group billet)
Total Units
Cuttersi
Boat Stations:
Aids to Navigation Teams
Total Billets:
Officer
Warrant Officer.
Enlisted
Civilian

CA (Only
04
01
02
01
99
01
02
96
0

Group/MSO Los Angele/Long Beach, CA
(Only Group billets)
09
Total Units:
05
Cutters:
03
Boat Stations:
01
Aids to Navigation Team:s
157
Total Billets:
06
Officer
02
Warrant Officer:
149
Enlisted:
0
Civilian,
Group SanFrancisco, CA
Total Units
Cutters:
Boat Stations
Aids to Nawgalon Teams:
Total Billets:
Officer:
Warrant Officer.
Enlisted:
Civilan

II
03
07
01
305
08
05
291
01
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II. B Pacific Area Command: (cont)
cutters.

Vessel Type

_______________

Yrs in Senice

Homeport

Buoy Tender
2251"LB Seatgoing

208 ASPEN

New

San Francisco, CA

110' WPB Patrol Boat

1313 EDISTO
1330 TYBEE
1342 LONG ISLAND

14
12
10

San Diego, CA
San Diego, CA
San Diego. CA

82' WPB Patrol Boat
82338 PT BRIDGE
82339 PT CHICO
82358 PT STUART
82372 PT BROWER

39
39
34
31

Marina Del Ray, CA
Bodega Bay, CA
Newport Beach, CA
San Francisco, CA

87' WPB Patrol Boat
87301 BARRACUDA
87306 DORADO
87312 HAWKSBILL
.87317 BLACKFLN
87326 BLACKTIP

3
2
New
New
New

Eureka, CA
Crescent City, CA
Monterey, CA
Santa Barbara, CA
Oxnard, CA
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II. C. District Commands:
This category funds the units, facilities and activities that are under the direct operational
and administrative control of Coast Guard Distict Commanders.
Atlantic Area and Pacific Area are divided geographically into Coast Guard Districts.
District Offices located within the Atlantic Area:
I'"District - Boston, Massachusetts
5t District - Portsmouth, Virginia (also designated Commander, Atlantic Area)
b
S7 District - Miami, Florida
8 t District - New Orleans, Louisiana

S9"' District - Cleveland, Ohio
District Offices located within the Pacific Area:
Il' District - Alameda, California (also designated Commander, Pacific Area)
• 13' h District - Seattle, Washington
* 140 District - Honolulu, Hawaii
* 17h District - Juneau, Alaska
District Commanders exercise command and control of all units within the geographic
area of the District. This PPA category includes centralized funding for command and
control as well as support functions performed by Coast Guard District Commanders.
Command and control functions include operational activities such as Search and Rescue,
Erfrcement of Laws and Treaties, Aids to Navigation, Military Readiness, Marine Safety
and Environmental Protection. Support functions include procurement of operational
equipment, nonrecurring cutter and boat maintenance not covered at the depot level;
travel; printing; public affairs; personnel administration; legal assistance; Coast Guard
Auxiliary support; district-wide housing maintenance; and Federal wage grade employee
salaries. These centrally managed funds assist the Districts to realize economies of scale,
standardization of equipment, and efficiencies in managing the District's operational units.
District Offices
Funding is provided by District Offices to subordinate Activities, Groups, Air Stations,
Marine Safety Offices, Long Range Electronic Navigation Aids Stations, Cutters (225'
WLB class and smaller), and Vessel Traffic Services for operations and administration.
The District Office-distributed funding includes unit level maintenance and repairs of
cutters, aircraft, boats, buildings, piers, grounds, hangars and runways, vehicles, housing
and barracks; communications equipment; Federal wage grade employee salaries; supplies
and equipment for housekeeping, safety, administration, boats, cutters, aircraft, Aids to
Navigation, Search and Rescue, Marine Environmental Protection, etc.; fuel, energy and
utilities; srare parts; electronic repair parts; travel; contracts for security, janitorial and
food service; personnel support; command and control functions; and other materials and
supplies consumed in the course of operations and everyday business.
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11. C. District Commands: (cont)
Activities:
Under the command of District Offices, three prototype Coast Guard Activities have been
created to study improved delivery of services to the public. Activities combine Groups
and Marine Safety Offices, and in some cases Vessel Traffic Services and Air Stations,
into one unified command servicing a designated geographic area. The three prototype
Activities have separate structures to allow a comparison of the different organizational
types. The Activity prototypes are located in New York, Baltimore and San Diego.
Activities are intended to better coordinate the delivery of the broad spectrum of Coast
Guard services to the public, improve internal Coast Guard communications, and
eliminate duplication of effort in a given geographic area. In addition, streamlined District
Offices require a more robust field command structure able to make decisions across a
wide variety of Coast Guard programs. Some personnel efficiencies have been achieved,
but this is not the primary objective fot Activ ities. Prototype Activity Locations:
New York (Fort Wadsworth/Staten Island)
* Marine Inspection Office New York
* Group New York
* Vessel Traffic Service New York
Group Sandy Hook
Baltimore, Maryland
* Group Baltimore

*

San Diego, California
* Group/Air Station San Diego

* Marine Safety Office San Diego

Marine Safety Office Baltimore

Groups:
Group commands serve under the operational control of the District Commander to
conduct every mission and support responsibility of the Coast Guard, with Search and
Rescue, Enforeement of Laws and Treaties, Aids to Navigatior, and Port Safety receiving
the most emphasis. There are 32 stand-alone Groups geographically aligned throughout
the Coast Guard that provide command and control oversight for 188 boat units, 82 patrol
boats, 53 other vessels, and 61 Aids to Navigation Teams (ANTs). Each Group serves as
the collective interface/coordinator between the smaller units under its command and the
larger independent units such as Marine Safety Offices (MSOs) and the District. As
subordinate units of the Groups, small boat stations and patrol boats provide quick, short
range response to accomplish all Coast Guard missions while ANTs establish and
maintain coastal and inland aids to navigation (i.e. buoys, lighthouses and structures).
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I!. C. District Commands: (cont)
Combined Groups and Air Stations:
The Coast Guard has six Air Stations which are combined with Coast Guard Groups. and
one Air Station is combined with an MS0 into an Activity (San Diego). Although most
Groups and Air Stations are separate District units, combined Group/Air Station units in
sone locations represent the most efficient organizational unit to coordinate operations in
areas where the two entities are in close geographic proximity. Many of the operations in
the combined Group/Air Station areas of responsibility readily lend themselves to use of
aircraft in combination with surface platforms, thus the units receive coordinated
operational control, provide a single external Coast Guard interface for the public, and
combine administrative overhead under one command.
Combined Grour/Air Stations
Atlantic City, NJ (Fifth District)
Corpus Christi, Texas (Eighth District)
Humboldt Bay, CA (Eleventh District)

North Bend, OR (Thirteenth District)
Astoria, OR (Thirteenth District)
Port Angeles, WA (Thirteenth District)

Air Stations:
The Coast Guard maintains 24 Air Stations (including seven that are combined with
Groups or Activities as previously described); 6 Air Facilities; I Aviation Training Center;,
and I Helicopter Interdiction Tactical Squadron. The major missions conducted by Air
Stations include: Search and Rescue, Law Enforcement; Marine Environmental
Response; Ice Operations; and Defense Operations. The supplementary data section
includes a complete isting of Coast Guard aircraft by type
Marine Safety Offices (MSOs):
MSO's maintain a coordinated Federal port and vessel safety, security and environmental
protection program. There are 47 Marine Safety Field Offices (42 MSOs. 3 Activities, and
2 Marine Inspection Offices (MIOs)) geographically aligned throughout the Coast Guard.
Trained and experienced Coast Guard Marine inspectors and investigators inspect
mechant vessels, as well as shoreside and off-shore facilities for compliance with U.S.
and international standards established to enhance safety and protect the environment.
The activities at MSO's are focused in large part to prevent marine casualties. However,
when casualties do occur, MSO's direct a coordinated federal, state and local response.
MSO's also conduct a field program for licensing and documentation of merchant marine
personnel.
Marine Safety Offie (MSOs)- 42
Activities: 3
Baltimore
New York
San Diego (tuekdes an Air Station, Groap, and MSO)
Marine Inspection Offices (MIOs): 2
(inelxsi Activitdes Far East)
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HI.C. District Commands: (cant)
Lona Ranee Electronic Navigation Aids Stations:
Long range electronic navigation aids promote safe and efficient passage of marine and air
traffic by providing continuous, accurate, all-weather radio navigation service. Long
range navigation aids include: LORAN-C (Long Range Navigacon); and DGPS
(Differential Global Positioning Systems). The Coast Guard operates and maintains the
57 site maritime DGPS system which achieved full operating capability in March 1999.
This system provides extremely accurate positioning information to mariners in harbor
entrance and approach areas in the continental U.S.,-Puerto Rico, Hawaii, and portions of
Alaska and the U.S. western rivers. DGPS provides signal corrections to properly
equipped GPS users via existing radio beacons which improves the accuracy and integrity
of GPS for use by mariners in restricted waters. The Coast Guard also operates and
maintains the Nationwide DGPS service for non-maritime areas. The system is currently
being provided by the Coast Guard using reimbursable funding. In addition, the Coast
Guard operates and maintains the 24 U.S. LORAN-C transmutting stations and jointly
operates an additional five Canadian transmitting stations.
Vessel Traffic Service (VTS):
The Coast Guard addresses the national interest in protecting the environment and in
providing safe and efficient ports and waterways by operating eight Vessel Traffic
Services (VTS) systems to monitor, direct, and control as necessary, shipping traffic in the
vicinity of heavily traveled waterways. The District Commands provide funding for
supplies and minor unit level maintenance. The eight Coast Guard operated VIS's are
located in the following areas:
*
*
*
"
*
"
"
*

Berwick Bay, Louisiana
Houston/Galveston, Texas
Louisville, Kentucky
New York, New York
Puget Sound, Washington
Prince William Sound, Alaska
San Francisco, California
Sault Saint Marie, Michigan

The Coast Guard also jointly operates a VTS with the Marine Exchange in Los
Angeles/Long Beach. A new VTS in New Orleans is scheduled to be operational in the
spring of 2000.
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II. C. District Commands: count)
Cutters:
Cutters under the command of Districts and Groups range from 65 to 290 feet and include:
patrol boats, buoy tenders, construction tenders, and ice breaking tugs. These various
cutters support all Coast Guard mission areas. This category also includes CGC
MACKINAW, an icebreaker that operates on the Great Lakes, and CGC GENTIAN, the
Caribbean Support Tender.
DtSTRICT CrtTER SUMMARY

TYPE/LENGTH lft)
WAGB 290 MACKINAW
WLB 225 (INCON'US)
W/LB 225 (OUTCONIJS)
WPB 110
WPB 82
WPB 87
WTGB 140
WTGBi3ARGE 240
WYTL 65
WLB 180 (INCONUS)
WLB 180(OUTCONUS-D14)
WLB 180 (OUTCONUS-DI7)
WLM 175
WLM 133
WLI 100(CONUS)
WLI 100 (OUTCONUS)
WLI 65
WLIC 100
WLIC 75
WLIC 160
WLR 75
WLR 65
WIX

NUMBER
IN CLASS
1
3
2
49
11
30
6
2
11
8
1
4
14
1
I
I
3
1
8
4
12
6
1

OFF/WO/ENL
7/01/67
4/02/34
5.02/36
2/00/14 1'
0/00/10 3/
1/00,9 3/41
2/01/14
2/01/24
0100;106
5/02/42 5/
5/02/49
6102/50
0/01/17
0/0l/23
0i0114
0/0117
0/0009
0/01/15
0/01/13
0/01/14
0/00/13
0/00/13
3/02/29

TOTAL
CREW
75
40
43
J[6 2/
10
10
17
27
6
49
56
58
18
24
15
18
9
16
14
15
13
13
34

1/ Four tto-footWPBshavecrewsoft Warrant Officer and t5 enlistedbillets.
2/ Total crew reflects the standard mix, OtJTCONUS t 10-foot WI>Bs may be augmented with one
Electronics Technician (ET)
31 Approximately one half of the 82-foot WPBs have a crew oft officer and 9 enlisted billets, the
remaiung 82-foot WPBs are crewed with 10enlisted billets.
4/ Ten WPB 87's, all crew/compliment of 82' WPB applies.
5! includes CC GENTIAN
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II. C. 1. 1' Coast Guard District
The 1 Coast Guard District extends from Tom's River, NJ to the Canadian border and
includes the states of Maine New Hampshire, Vermont, Mssachusetts, Connecticut,
Rhode Island, east and southern New York, and northeast New Jersey. The I ' District
includes one Activity, six Groups, one Air Station and four Marine Safety Offices.
District units respond to more than 6,000 search and rescue cases per year, maintains more
than 5,700 federal aids to navigation and manage 3,700 private aids, and respond to more
than 1,500 oil or chemical spills per )ear. In the winter months, District tugboats break
ice inthe northeast harbors and rivers to help keep shipping channels flowing freely.

REQUIRED CHANGES ($000)
34,186
TOTAL

FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL
I. PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS
LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS (LNM) AUTOMATION SAVINGS
AVIATION ASSET REALLOCATION
1I. BUILT-IN CHANGES
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING (NEW
II1. OPERATE NEW FACILITIES
SHORE FACILITY CONSTRUCTION FOLLOW-ON
49-FOOT STERN LOADING BUOY BOAT (BUSL) FOLLOW-ON
47-FOOT MOTOR LIFE BOAT (MLB)FOLLOW-ON
COMMISSION AND OPERATE TEN COASTAL PATROL BOATS
IV. NEW/ENHANCEDIRESTORATION INITIATIVES
SEARCH AND RESCUE SYSTEM ENH-ANCEMENTS
PASSENGER VESSEL SAFETY

-35
-395
i2
58
103
142
8t

TOTAL
FY 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

49
I
16
34,202
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II. C. 1.

1 Coast Quard District

Ar Station
Cape Cod

(cont)

Location
Otis AFB, MA

Air
HP1-603 (41,
IHU-25A (4j

49A 77/60

Mtrine Safety Offices (MSOs):
CG Actis
.lOJIGEurope
Authorized Strength:
Total:
17
Officer
10
Warrat Officer 04
Enlisted:
03
Civilian:
00

MASOProiiencs, RI
Authorized Strength:
Total:
41
Officer
II
Warra.t Officer 06
Enlisted:
22
Civilan:
02

MSO B.Ritn, MA
Authored Strength:
Total:
55
13
Officer.
Warrant Officer. 07
25
Enlisted:
Civilian:
10

Group/MSO Long Islmd Sound, NY (Only
MSO)
Authoiired Strength:
Total
62
07
Officer
Warrant Officer 04
51
Enlisted:
Civilian
00

MSOPordand, ME
Authorized Strength:
Total:
38
Officer
12
Warrant Officer 04
Enlisted:
21
Civilian:
01
Grouts and Activities:

CG Acites New Yor4, NY (M bill only)
Authorized Strength:
Total:
306
Officer.
054
Warrant Officer 024
Enlisted:
181
047
Civilian.

Group Boston, MA
08
Total Units:
Cutters:
02
Boat Stations
05
Aids to Navigation Teams: 01
Total Billets:
188
Officer:
05
Warrant Officer:
05
Enlisted,
t78
Civilian:
0

Group Pondod. ME
Total Units
Cutters:
Boat Stations:
Aids to Navigation Teams
Total Billets:
OfficerWarrant Officer.
Enlisted
Civilian

Group Woods Role, MA
Total Units
Cutters
Boat Stations:
Aids to Navigation Teams
Total Billets
Officer
Warrant Officer
Enlisted
Civilian

07
03
03
01
186
07
04
170
05

13
03
09
02
329
09
06
314
05
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!I. C. 1.

1" Coast Guard District count )

Marine Safety Offices (MSOs): count )
Group Mordches,
NTotal Units
Cutters.
Boat Stations:
Aids to Navigation Teams
Total Billets:
Officer
Warrant Officer:
Erlsted:
Civilian

Group Sourhwsr Harbor, ME
Total Urits
Cutlers:
Boat Stations
Aidsto Navigation Teams
Total Billets
Officer:
Warrant Officer
Enlisted.
Cillian

07
01
05
01
199
03
04
192
0

Group/MSO Long Island Sound, NY (Both
Group A MSO)
Total Units
07
Cutters:
02
Boa', Stations:
04
Aids to Navigation Team
01
Total Billets:
209
Officer.
13
Warrant Officer:
08
Erlisted
186
Civilian
02

09
04
04
01
190
05
04
1 I1
0

Acriviides ,NewYork, NT (Inc AU activity NT
billers)
Total Units
14
Cutters
07
Boat Stations
05
Aids to Nasigation Teams
02
Total Billets
554
Officer:
65
Warrant Officer
23
Enlisted:
413
Civilian
54

Cutters:
Vrs in Servsice

Homeport

225' WNLB
Seagoing Buoy Tender

201 JUNIPER

5

Nevort, RI'

202 WILLOW

4

Newport, RI

5
4
3

Newhport, RI
Bayonne, NJRockland, ME
South Portland, ME

140' WTGB Icebreaker Tug
107 PENOBSCOT BAY

16

Bayonne, NJ

108 THUNDER BAY

16

Rockland, ME

109 STURGEON BAY

14

Bayonne, NJ

175' WLM Coastal Buoy Tender
551 IDA LEWIS
552 KATHERINE WALKER
553 ABBIE BURGESS
554 MARCUS HANNA

4
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II. C. 1.

1' Coast Guard District (conl)

Cutters:

Ir

InSeni

110' WPB Petrol Boat
1312
1326
1332
1333
1338
1340
1343

SANIBEL
MONOMOY
WRANGELL
ADAK
GRAND ISLE
JEFFERSON ISLAND
BAINBRIDGE ISLAND

871'
WPB Patrol Boat
87302 HAMMERHEAD
87308 CHINOOK
87328 RIDLEY
65' WYTL Small Harbor Tug
65604 TACKLE
65607 BRIDLE
65608 PENDANT
65609 SHACKLE
65610 HAWSER
65611 LINE
65612 WIRE
65614 BOLLARD

Homeport
1

14
12
12
12
10
10
10

3
2
New

39
38
38
38
38
38
38
34

Woods Hole, MA
Woods Hole, MA
South Portland, ME
Sandy Hook, NJ
Gloucester, MA
South Portland, ME
Sandy Hook, NJ

Woods Hole, MA
New London, CT
Montauk, NY

Rockland, ME
Southwest Harbor, ME
Boston, MA
South Portland, ME
Bayonne, NJ
Bayonne, NJ
Saugerties, NY
New Haven, CT
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I. C. 2.

7th Coast Guard District

"

The 7 Coast Guard District includes the states of South Carolina, Georgia and Florida
and extends into the Caribbean as far east as the Lessor Antilles Islands and as far south a
'
South America. A majority of the Coast Guard's drug interdiction efforts occur in the 7
t
District. The 7 District includes 5 Groups, 4 Air Stations (including I Air Facility) and
I Helicopter Interdiction Tactical Squadron, and 6 Marine Safety Offices. District units
respond to nearly 7,500 search and rescue cases per year and maintain more than 6,700
federal aids to navigation and manage 7,100 private aids.

REQUIRED CHANGES ($000)
FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL

49,511
TOTAL

1.PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS
SCHEDULED DECONMSSIONING OF FOUR SEAGOING BUOY
LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS (1N) AUTOMATION SAVINGS
AVIATION ASSET REALLOCATION
II. BUILT-IN CHANGES
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING (NEW
INITIATIVES / ENHANCEMENTS)
IH. OPERATE NEW FACILITIES
SHORE FACILITY CONSTRUCTION FOLLOW-ON
COMMISSION AND OPERATE THREE SEAGOING BUOY TENDERS
49-FOOT STERN LOADING BUOY BOAT (BUSL) FOLLOW-ON
47-FOOT MOTOR LIFE BOAT (NILB) FOLLOW-ON
COMMISSION AND OPERATE TEN COASTAL PATROL BOATS
IV. NEW/ENHANCED/RESTORATION INITIATIVES
SEARCH AND RESCUE SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
PASSENGER VESSEL SAFETY
TOTAL
FY 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

-11I
-41
-4,994

92
189
286
15
103
94
6
4
-4,357
45,154
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II. C. 2.

7th Coast Guard District (cont)

Air Stations:
Air Station
Borinquen

Location
Aguadilla, PR

Clearwater

Clearwater, FL

Billets (Off/Enli/Civ)
47/138/31

Aircraft Allowance
HH-65A (4),
HU-25A (4)
HH-60J (12),

54/293/07

HC-130H (7)

Miami

Opa Locka, FL

Savannah

Savannah, GA

87/274/14

HH-65A (9),
HH-25A (2)
HU-25C (8),
VC4A (1)

HURON- 10

Jacksonvil]e FL

Marine Safety Offices (MSOs):
MSO Miam4 FL
Authorized Strength:
75
Total:
23
Officer
Warrant Officer: 09
31
Enlisted:
Civilian:
12
MSO Tamapa,FL
Authorized Strength:
43
Total:
14
Officer.
Warrant Officer 06
22
Enlisted:
01
Ciiltan:
MSO Jacksonvle, FL
Audxtd Strength:
39
Total:
14
Officer.
Warrant Officer: 07
16
Enlisted:
02
Civilian:

Croous and Activities
Groap Mtajpo

HH-65A (5)

FL (Not iMe Bas Mhypon)

27/67/04
I

I

(AIRFAC Charleston)

MH- 68 (8)

33/41/00

Total Units
09
03
Cutters
04
Boat Stations:
Aids to Navigation Team 02
190
Total Billets:
07
Officer
04
Warrant Officer
179
Enlisted:
0
Civilian

MSO Savanaa, GA
Authorized Strength:
Total:
25
Officer
07
Warrant Officer 03
13
Enlisted:
02
Civilian:
MS1OCharsisan, SC
AIurhized Strength
34
Total:
09
Officer
Warrant Officer 03
16
Enlisted:
06
Civilian:
MSO Sam Jau, PR
Authorized Strength:
47
Total:
14
Officer.
Warnt Officer 05
26
Enlisted:
02
Civilian:
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II. C. 2. 7th Coast Guard District (cont)

Group Charlestom, SC (Not ineL Base
Caerstox)
09
Total Units
03
Cutters:
03
Boat Stations
03
Aids to Navigation Teams

Group S PetersburgFL
Total Units:
Cutters:
Boat Statons:
Aids to Navigation Teams
Total Billets:
Officer
Warrant Officer:
Enlisted:
Civilian:

Total Billets:
Officer
Warrant Officer
Enlisted:
Civilian

Greater AntillesSection, PR (Not lacL BaseSan
Juan, AIRSTA Borinquen, nor MSO San Juan)
08
Total Units:
06
Cutters:
Ot
Boat Stations:
01
Aids to Navigation Teams
192
Total Billets:
29
Officer
Warrant Officer:
04
52
Enlisted:
07
Civilan:

Group Miam4 FL
Total Units
Cutters:
Boat Stations
Aids to Navigation Teams
Total Billets:
Officer
Warrant Officer:
Enlisted:
Civilian:
Group Key West, FL
Total Units
Cutters:
Boat Stations:
Aids to Navigation Teams
Total Billets:
Officer
Wanant Officer:
Enlisted
Civtian
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I. C. 2.

7th Coast Guard District (cont)

Cutters:
Vessel Tpe

Yrs in Serice

Homeport

Buoy Tender
180' 'LB Steaoing

302 MADRONA

58

Charleston, SC

59

Miami, FL

3
I

St Petersburg, FL
MayAport, FL

25

Miami Beach, FL

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
14
14
14
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
12
12
12
10
9
9

Miami Beach, FL
Miami Beach, FL
Miami Beach, FL
Miami Beach, FL
Key West, FL
San Juan, PR
San Juan, PR
San Juan, PR
Key West, FL
San Juan, PR
Key West, FL
San Juan, PR
Miami Beach, FL
Miami Beach, FL
Key West, FL
San Juan, PR
Port Canaveral, FL
Key West, FL
Key West, FL
Key West, FL
Key West, FL
St. Petersburg, FL
St. Petersburg, FL
St. Petersburg, FL

180' lA1X Carribean Support Tender

290 GENTIAN-CST
175' WLM Coastal Buoy Tender

556 JOSHUA APPLEBY
562 MARIA BRAY
160' NVLIC Inland Construction Tender

801 HUDSON
110' WPB Patrol Boat

1301 FARALLON
1302 MANITOU
1303 MATAGORDA
1304 MAULI
1305 MONHEGAN
1306 NUNIVAK
1307 OCRACOKE
1308 VASHON
1314 SAPELO
1315 MATIDNICUS
1316 NANTUCKET
1317 ATTU
1318 BARANOF
1319 CHANDELEUR
1320 CHLNCOTEAGUE
1321 CUSHING
1323 DRUMMOND
1324 KEY LARGO
1325 METOMPKIN
1328 PADRE
1329 SFKINAK
1341 KODIAK ISLAND
1347 PEA ISLAND
1348 KNIGHT ISLAND
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7th Coast Guard District (cont)

I. C. 2.
Cutcers:
Vessel Type

Yrs in Service

liomeport

87' WPB Patrol Boat"
973 4 MARTI'N
711)fl TARPON
87313 CORMORANT
87318 BLUEFIN
87319 YELLOWFIN
87322 KINGFISHER

I
2
2
1
I
1

Ft M verReacEh FI.
Island GA
T
Ft. Pierce, FL
Ft. Pierce, FL
Charlhston, SC
Ma port,
FL

82' WPB Patrol Boat
82336 PT GLASS

39

Dana, FL

75' WLIC Inland Ccistruction Tender
75301 ANVIL
75302 HAMMER
75305 VISE

39
39
39

Charleston SC
Mayport, FL
St. Peterst .rg,
FL

II. C. 3.

8th Coast Guard District

The 81 Coast Guard District extends from Wyoming to West Virginia, North Dakota to
h
of 28 states in the ind-western U. S. The 8 1 District
Louisiana and covers all or parts
12
Marine
Safety
Center,
and
Training
includes 7 Groups, 3 Air Stations, I Aviation
Offices. More than 700 million tons of cargo is transport,,d annually on the 7,000 miles of
units and
and District
inland waterways and western rivers of the 80 Coast Guard District,
respond
personnel ensure that these waterways remain safe and navigable. District units
to more than 5,500 search and rescue cases per year and maintain more than 22,000
federal aids to navigation and manag. over 29,000 private aids. The 8b Dsict responds
to nearly 6,000 pollution incidents annually.
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I. C. 3.

8th Coast Guard District

REQUIRED CHANGES ($000)
FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL

28,257
TOTAL

I. PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS
-222
-23
-416

SCHEDULED DECOMMISSIONING OF FOUR SEAGOING BUOY
LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS (LNM) AUTOMATION SAVINGS
AVIATION ASSET REALLOCATION
II. BUILT-IN CHANGES
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING (NEW
INITIATIVES / ENHANCEMENTS)
III. OPERATE NEW FACILITIES
SHORE FACILITY CONSTRUCTION FOLLOW-ON
COMMISSION AND OPERATE THREE SEAGOING BUOY TENDERS
49-FOOT STERN LOADING BUOY BOAT (BUSL) FOLLOW-ON
47-FOOT MOTOR LIFE BOAT (MLB) FOLLOW-ON
PORTS ANt) WATERWAYS SAFETY SYSTEMS (PAWSS)
INSTALLATION FOLLOW-ON
COMMISSION AND OPERATE TEN COASTAL PATROL BOATS
IV. NEW/ENHANCED/RESTORATION INITIATIVES

40
117
533
15
91
24
68
3
I

SEARCH AND RESCUE SYSTFM ENHANCEMENTS
PASSENGER VESSEL SAFETY

TOTAL
FY 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

231
28,488

Air Stations:
Air Station

Location

Aircraft Allowance

Corpus Christi

Corpus Christi,

HH-65A (3),

TX

HU-25B (3)

Houston, TX
Mobile, AL

HH-65A (4)
HH-65A (8),
HU-25A (5),

Houston
ATC Mobile
(Note: ATC Mobile is

29/87/03
19/53/02
98/276/27

HH-60J (3)

a HQ Unit)

New Orleans

1 Billets (Off/Enl/Civ)

New Orleans, LA

HH-65A (5)

28/76/02

Marine Safety Offices (MSOs)
MSO St Louis, MO
Authorized Strength:
44
Total:
13
Officer

Warrint Officer 08
18
Enlisad:
05
Civilian:

MSO Memphis, 7N
Authorized Strengt
28
Total:
08
Officer:
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8th Coast Guard District

Marine Safety Offices (MSOsO: (cont)
Warra Officer 04
II
Enlisted:
05
Civilian
MSO Padacah NY
Authorized Strengtk
24
Total:
06
Officer
Warrant Officer 04
13
Enlisted:
01
Civilian
MSO Pitsburgh,PA
Authorized Strength:
16
Total:
05
Officer
Warrant Officer. 03
07
Enlisted:
01
Civilian:
?UG Handngon, WV
Authortzed Strength:
19
Total:
05
Officer
03
Officer
Warrant
10
Enlisted:
01
Civilian

MSO LouLkyliei NY'
Authorized Strength:
26
Toa:
Officer.
07
Warrant Officer 04
14
Enlisted
01
Civilian
MSO Morgan City, L4
AuthorizM Strengte
94
Total:
26
Officer
Warrant Officer. 16
47
Enlisted:
05
CivdLn:
MSO Mobi1e, AL
Authorized Strength:
69
Total.
24
Officer
Warrant Officer 07
34
Enlisted:
04
Civilian
MSO Corpus CtrhWt,IX
Authorized Strength:
44
Total:
II
Officer.

Warrant Officer 05
27
Enlisted:
01
Civilian:
MSO Por Arhtr, IX
Authorized Strength:
87
Tob!:
28
Officer
Warrant Officer II
45
Enlsted:
03
Civilian:
MSO Housto/Galveston, 7X
Authorized Strength:
163
Total:
38
Officer
Warrant Officer: 12
102
Enlisted:
11
Civilian:
MA0 New Orleans, LA
Authorized Strength
189
Total:
53
Officer.
Warrant Officer: 26
76
Enlisted:
34
Civdian
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Group and Activitis
Group Mobile, AL (Not indL
Base Mobile)
18
Total Units
08
Cutters:
06
Boat Stations:
04
Aids to Nay Team
3 15
Total Billets:
Officer.
10
05
Warrant Office:
2!97
Enlisted:
03
Civilian

Group New Orleans, L4
Total Units:
Cutters:
Boat Stations:
Aids to Nay Teams:
Total Billets:
Officer
Warrant Officer:
Enlisted:
Civilian

16
07
04
05
2 89
07
06
275
1

Group Galveston, 2X (Not IncL
Base Galeson)
10
Total Unis:
05
Cutters:
03
Boat Stations:
02
Aids to Nay Teams:
2 17
Total Billets:
09
Officer:
04
Warrant Officer.
2
01
Enlisted:
03
Civilian:

Group/Air Station Corpas Christi, ?X
(Only Group Metes)
Total Units
09
04
Cutters:
Boat Staiot:
03
03
Aids to Nay Teams:
249
Total Billets:
05
Officer
05
Warrant Officer:
238
Enlsted:
01
Civilian:

Group Ohio Valley, KY
Total Units:
Cutters
Boat Stations:
Aids to Nay Teams
Total Billets:
Officer.
Warrant Officer
Enlisted:
Civilian:

Group Lower Mississipi,TN
Total Units:
07
06
Cutters:
0
Boat Stations:
Aids to Nav Teams: 01
126
Total Billets:
Officer
02
02
Wananut Officer
122
Enlisted:
0
Civilian:
Group Upper Missisippi,M.
Total Units:
Cutters:
Boat Stations:
Aids to Nav Teams:
Total Billets:
Officer
Wantt Officer
Enlisted:
Civilian:
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Vessel Type

Yrs [a Strvce

Homeport

180' WLB Seagoing Buoy Tender
309 SWEETGUM

58

Mobile, AL

175' WLM Coastal Buoy Tender
559 BARBARA MABRITY
561 HARRY CLAIBORNE

2
I

Mobile, AL
Galveston, TX

160' WLIC Inland Construction Tender
800 PAMLICO
803 SAGINAW

25
25

New Orleans, LA
Mobile, AL

133' WLM Coastal Buoy Tender
540 WHITE SUMAC

58

New Orleans, LA

110' WPB Patrol Boat
1339 KEY BISCAYNE

10

Corpus Christi. TX

87' WPB Patrol Boat
87305 STINGRAY
873 H COBIA
87320 MANTA
87321 COHO
87323 SEAHAWK
87324 STEELHEAD
87327 PELICAN
87330 MANOWAR

3
2
I
I
I
I
I
I

Mobile, AL
Mobile, AL
Freeport, TX
Panama City, FL
Carrabelie, FL
Port Aransas, TX
Abbeville, LA
Galveston, TX

82' WPB Patrol Boat
82342 PT BAKER
82352 PT SAL
82353 PT MONROE
82366 PT LOBOS

38
35
35
34

Sabine Pass, TX
Grand Isle, LA
Gulfport, MS
Pensacola, FL

75' WLIC Inland Constrnrt1on Tender 75304 MALLET
75306 CLAMP
75309 HATCHET
75310 AXE

39
37
36
36

Corpus Christi, TX
Galveston, TX
Galveston, TX
Mobile, AL

75' WLR Small River Buoy Tender
75307 WEDGE
75401 GASCONADE
75402 MUSKINGUM
75403 WYACONDA

37
37
36
36

mDeropolis,
AL
Omaha, NE
Sallisa-, OK
Dubuque, IA
PPA-59
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Vessel
75404
75405
75406
75407
75408
75409
75500
75501

Type
CHIPPEWA
CHEYENNE
KICKAPOO
KANAWHA
PATOKA
CHENA
KANKAKEE
GREENBELER

65' ,VLR Small Mver Buoy Tender
65501 OUACHITA
65502 CIMMARRON
65503 OBION
65504 SCIOTO
65505 OSAGE
65506 SANGAMON
I1. C. 4.

Yrs In Service
36
35
32
32
31
31
31
31

Homeport
Owensboro, KY
St. Louis, MO
Vicksburg, MS
Pine Bluff, AR
Greenville, MS
Hickman, KY
Memphis, TN
Nathez, MS

41
41
39
39
39
39

Chattanooga, TN
Paris Landing. TN
Owensboro, KY
Keokuk, IA
Sewicltey, PA
Peoria, IL

9th Coast Guard District

The 9" Coast Guard District covers the Great Lakes and surrounding states including
Michigan; northern Minnesota, Indiana and Ohio; northeastern Wisconsin and Illinois;
and western New York and Pennsylvania. Twenty six million American citizens rely on
the lakes for their recreation and livelihoods. Economically, it is one of the most
important areas in North America. While the boating season on the lakes has traditionally
been thought to be short because of the harsh winters, 91'District units handle over 6,000
search and rescue cases annually. The District also plays a key role in facilitating
commerce on the Great Lakes during the winter months employing five 140-foot
icebreaking rugs, the 290-foot icebreaker MACKINAW, and three 180-foot buoy tenders.
The District has 5 Groups, 2 Air Stations (including 2 Air Facilities), and 8 Marine Safety
h
Offices. The 91 District maintains 2,600 federal aids to navigation and manages 3,000
h
private aids. The 91 District services an additional 1,700 federal aids during the winter
season.
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REQUIRED CHANGES ($000)
17,790
TOTAL

FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL
1. PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS

-17
-357

LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS (LNM) AUTOMATION SAVINGS
AVIATION ASSET REALLOCATION
II. BUILT-IN CHANGES
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING (NEW
III. OPERATE NEW FACILITIES
SHORE FACILITY CONSTRUCTION FOLLOW-ON
49-FOOT STERN LOADING BUOY BOAT (BUSL) FOLLOW-ON
47-FOOT MOTOR LIFE BOAT (MLB) FOLLOW-ON
PORTS AND WATERWAYS SAFETY SYSTEMS (PAWSS)
IV. NEWfENHANCED/RESTORATION INITIATIVES
SEARCH AND RESCUE SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
PASSENGER VESSEL SAFETY

2
12
37
91
52
5
1

TOTAL
FY 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

Air Stations:
Air Station
Detroit
(AIRFAC Muskegon)
Traverse City
(AIRFAC Waukegan)

Location
Mt. Clemens, MI

Aircraft Allowance
HH-65A (5)

Billets (OfffEnl/Civ)
28/73/02

Traverse City, MI

HH-65A (5)

28/96/02

Marine Safety Offices (MSOs)
MSO Saooh Ste Marie. MI
Authorized Strength:
10
Total:
05
Officer.
Warrant Officer 01
03
Enlisted:
01
Civilian:

MSO Chicago IL
Authorized Strength:
31
Total:
08
Officer:
War=nt Officer 03
19
Enlisted:
01
Civilian:

MSO MilMulue, 47
Authorized Strength.16
Total:
05
Officer.
Warant Officer: 02
08
Enlisted:
01
Civilian:

MSODetrea, MI
Authorized Strength17
Total:
05
Officer
Warrant Officer 01

10
Enlisted:
01
Civilian:
MSO Totedo, OH
Authorized Strength:
30
Total:

Officer:
Wan-ant Officer
Enlisted:
Civilian:
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9th Coast Guard District (cont)

Marine Safety Offices (MSOs) (cont)
17
Total:
05
Officer.
Warrant Officer. 02

MSO Cleveland, OH
Authorized Strength:

Enlisted:
Civilian:

09
1J

MSO Duluth, MN
Authorized Strength17
Total:
04
Officer:
Warrant Officer 03
09
Enlisted:
01
Civilian:

MSO Buffalo, NY
Authorized Strength
23
Total.
06
Officer
Warrant Officer: 03
14
Enlisted.
00
Civilian:
Growps and Activities

Group Buffalo, N'Y
Total Units
Cutters:
Boat Stations
Aids to Nay Teams
Total Bllet
Officer:
Warrant Officer
Enlisted
Civilian:

Group Detroit. MI
Total Unis:
Cuters"
Boat Statcr-.
Aids toNav Teams
Total Billets:
Officer:
Warrant Officer
Enlisted:
Civilian:

11
0
10
01
179
04
03
172
0

13
O1
10
02
331
to
07
314
0

Group Milwaukee, WI (Nor
inct Base Milwaukee bilets)
12
Total Units
01
Cutters:
09
Boat Stations:
02
Aids to Nay Teams
208
Total Billets:
07
Officer
05
Warrant Officer:
194
EnListed:
2
Civilan:

Group/MS9 Saute See Marie, MI
(Only Group bilten ?)
13
Total Units:
03
Cutters.
09
Boat Stations:
0l
Aids to Nay Teams
244
Total Billets:
07
Officer:
08
Warrant Officer.
223
Enlisted:
06
Civilian

Group Grand Haven, NU
08
Total Units:
0
Cutters:
07
Boat Stations:
01
Aids to Nav Teams
II
Total Billets:
03
Officer
02
Warrant Officer:
106
Enlisted0
Civilian:
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9th Coast Guard District (cont)

Vessel Type
290' WAGB Icebreaker
83 MACKINAW

¥rs in Service

flomeport

57

Cheboygan, MI

180'
392
404
406

WLB Seagoing Buoy Tender
BRAMBLE
SUNDEW
ACACIA

57
57
57

Port Huron, MI
Duluth, MIN
Charlevoix, MI

140'
101
102
103
104
105

WTGB Icebreaker Tug
KATMAI BAY
BRISTOL BAY
MOBILE BAY
BISCAYNE BAY
NEAH BAY

23
22
22
22
22

Sault St Marie, MI
Detroit, MI
Sturgeon Bay, WI
St. Ignace, MI
Cleveland, OH

38

Sault St Marie, MI

100' V l1 Large Iuland Buoy Tender
642 BUCKTHORN
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13th Coast Guard District

The 13'P Coast Guard Distict includes the states of Washington, Oregon, Montana and
Idaho. The Pacific Northwest, rapidly becoming one of our Nation's economic hubs, has
always challenged mariners with its isolated, storm-battered coastline and treacherous
harbor entrances. In Puget Sound, WA the Vessel Traffic Sevice system guides more
than a uarter million vessel movements through foul weather and heavy traffic annually,
The 13 District responds to more than 3,000 search and rescue cases per year and
maintains 1,900 federal aids to navigation and manages 800 private aids. The District has
5 Groups, 3 Air Stations includingl Air Facility), and 2 Marine Safety Offices.

REQUIRED CHANGES ($000)
FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL

13,580
TOTAL

I. PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS
LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS (LNM) AUTOMATION SAVINGS
SURFACE ASSET RI:ALLOCATION
i. BUILT.IN CHANGES
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING (NEW
INITIATIVES / ENHANCEMENTS)
Il. OPERATE NEW FACILITIES
SHORE FACILITY CONSTRUCTION FOLLOW-ON
47-FOOT MOTOR LIFE BOAT (MLB) FOLLOW-ON
IV. NEW/ENHANCED/RESTORATION INITIATIVES
SEARCH AND RESCUE SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
PASSENGER VESSEL SAFETY

-15
-422

146
180
193

TOTAL
FV 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

62
I
145
13,725

Air Stations:
Air Station
Astoria
North Bend
(AIRFAC Nevport)
Port Angeles

Location
Warrenton, OR
North Bend, OR

Aircraft Allowance
HH-60J (3)
HH-65A (5)

Billets (Off/En/Clv)
17/5102
28/60/02

Port Angeles, WA

HH-65A (3)

19/52/02
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13th Coast Guard Distric (cont)

Marine Safew Offices [MS

):

MSO Pordad ORAuth onzed Strengthr
Total:
85
Officer
25
Warrant Officer: 06
Ents'ed:
47
Civilian:
07

MSO Puget Sound, WA
Autorized Strength:
Total:
84
Officer
31
Warmt Officer: 3
Enlisted:
25
Civilian:
15

!EI2uO adA
Acivities
Grom!pAbiStaton Astoria,OR (Onl Group
Total Units:
Cutters:
Boat Stations:
Aids to Navigaion Teams
Total Billets:
Officer
Warrant Officer
Enlisted
Civilian:

04
0
03
01
199
05
03
190
01

GroupMSO Porrla
OR (Only Group balts)
Total Umts:
03
Cutters:
Of
Boat Stations:
01
Aids to Navigation Teams 01
Total Billets:
62
Officer.
0
Warrant Officer
03
Enlhsre
59
Civilian:
0

Group/Air Station Po r Angeles, WA (Only
Groap billets)
Total Units
05
Cutters:
03
Boat Stations
02
Aids to Navigation Teams:
0
Total Billets:
123
Officer:
01
Warrant Officer.
03
Enlisted:
]L
Civilian:
Group Seatde, WA
Total Units:
Cutters:
Boat Stations:
Aids so Navigation Teams
Total Billets:
Officer.
Warrant Officer
Eniste:
Civilia:

04

05
02
02
01
119
06
02
III
0

Group/Air Stion North Send OR (Only Groap
btles)
Total Units:
30
Cttems:
01
Boat Stations:
08
Aids to Navigaton Teams 01
Total Billet:
282
Officw.
06
Warrant Officer
05
Enlisted:
268
Civil:
03
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13th Coast Guard Dtrct (cont)

Vessel Type
I8' WLB SeagotngBuoy Tender
277 COWSLIP

Yrs

Service

Homeport

59

Astoria, OR

13
12

Port Angeles, WA
Coos Bay, OR

56

Portland, OR

2

Port Townsend, WA

31

Everett, WA

47

Seattle, WA

110' WPB Patrol Boat

1322 CUTIYHUNX
1327 ORCAS
100' WLI Large Inland Buoy Tender

313 BLUEBELL
87' WPB Patrol Boat

87307 OSPREY
82' WPB Patrol Boat

82375 PT DORAN
65' W'LI SmallInland Buoy Tender

65400 BAYBERRY
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14th Coast Guard Distrit

The 14"' District is the largest geographic Coast Guard command covering 18 million
square miles of land and sea from the Central Pacific to the Indian Ocean and includes the
state of Hawaii. District and Pacific Area cutters and aircraft routinely patrol the Pacific
Ocean to enforce the Magnuson Fisheries and Conservation Act, which establishes a
controlling fishing area within 200 miles of U.S. shores including Guam, the Northern
Mariana Islands, American Samoa and other U.S. Pacific territories. The District responds
to over 800 search and rescue cases annually. The 14' District has I Group and I Air
h
station. The 14' District maintains 400 federal aids to navigation and manages nearly 400
private aids.
REQUIRED CHANGES ($000)
FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL

11,019
TOTAL

1. PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS
LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS (LNM) AUTOMATION SAVINGS
II. BUILT-IN CHANGES
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING (NEW
1N-TIATIVES / ENHANCEMENTS)
ill. OPERATE NEW FACILITIES
SHORE FACILITY CONSTRUCTION FOLLOW-ON
IV. NEW/ENHANCED/RESTORATION INITIATIVES
SEARCH AND RESCUE SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
PASSENGER VESSEL SAFETY
TOTAL
FY 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

-5

105
19
2
I
122
11,141

Air Stations:
Air Station

Location

Barbers Point

Barbers Pt, HI
(Oahu)

Aircraft
Allowance
HH-65A (4),
HC-130H 4

Billets
(Off/EnuCiv)
38/167/07
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14th Coast Guard Distrct count )

Marine Safety Offices (MSOs):
CGActiites FarEast1MO
Audtorized Strength:
Total:
II
Officer
06
Warant Officer. 03
Enlisted:
02
Civilian:
00

MSO Honolulu, HI
Authorized Strength:
Tot:
64
Officer:
23
Warrant Officer: 09
Enlisted:
29
Civilian
03

MSO Guam
Authorized Strength:
Total
is
Officer
06
Warrant Officer 02
Enlisted:
07
Civilian:
00

Groups and Activities
Grvxp Honolulu,MI
Total Units
07
Cutters:
04
Boat Stations:
02
Aids to Navigation Teams 01
Total Billets
117
Officer.
09
Warrant Officer
0
107
Enlisted:
Civilian
01

Marianas Section, Guam (Does
not incL MSO Guam)
Total Units
01
Cutters:
01
Boat Stations:
0
Aids toNavigation Teams 0
Total Billets:
42
Officer.
02
Wariniit Officer
0
Enlisted.
40
Civilian:
0

Vessel Type

I'min Service

Homeport

225' WLB Seagoing Buoy Tender

203 KUKUI
205 WALNUT

4
3

Honolulu, HI
Honolulu, HI

57

Apra Harbor, Guam

12
II
11

Honolulu, HI
Hilo, HI
Honolulu, HI

9

Apra Harbor, Guam

2

Nawiliwili, HI

580' WLB Seagoing Buoy Tender

401 SASSAFRAS
110' WPB Patrol Boat

1331 WASHINGTON
1336 KISKA
1337 ASSATEAGUE
1349 GALVESTON ISLAND
87' WPB Patrol Boat

87316 KITTIWAKE

-
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17th Coast Guard District

h

The 17' Coast Guard District covers the entire state of Alaska and the surrounding
maritime regions, with a coastline larger than the entire East Coast. Alaska's waterways
and fishing industry are its lifelines making fisheries enforcement, environmental
protection and marine safety major concerns. Coast Guard units and personnel play key
roles in these areas. Due to the remote, isolated areas and frequent inclement weather
encountered in Alaska, search and rescue and aids to navigation support are also vital
Coast Guard missions in the 17t5 District. The 17th District coordinates more than 800
search and rescue cases annually and maintains 1,300 aids to navigation and manages 187
'
private aids. The I7 h District has 2 Air Stations (including I Air Facility).
REQUIRED CHANGES (S000)
FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL
1. PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 MANAGEMENT SAVINGS
MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY EFFICIENCIES
SCHEDULED DECOMMISSIONING OF FOUR SEAGOING BUOY
LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS (LNM) AUTOMATION SAVINGS
AVIATION ASSET REALLOCATION
I. BUILT-IN CHANGES
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING (NEW
INITIATIVES / ENHANCEMENTS)
II. OPERATE NEW FACILITIES
SHORE FACILITY CONSTRUCTION FOLLOW-ON
COMMISSION AND OPERATE THREE SEAGOING BUOY TENDERS
47-FOOT MOTOR LIFE BOAT (MLB) FOLLOW-ON
IV. NEW/ENHANCED/RESTORATION INITIATIVES
PASSENGER VESSEL SAFETY
TOTAL
FY 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

20,264
TOTAL
-324
-354

-5
-878

358
173
658
3
I
-368
19,896

Air Stations:
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17th Coast Guard District

VoMed Type

(cont)

Yr InService

Homeport

225' WLB SeasoLi Buoy Tender
206 SPAR
207 MAPLE

New
New

Kodiak, AK
Sitka, AK

I8' WLB Seagoing Bnoy Tender
393 FIREBUSH
402 SEDGE
405 SWEETBRIER

57
57
57

Kodiak, AK
Homer, AK
Cordova, AK

175' Coastal
Buoy Tender
588 ANTHONY PETIT

2

Ketchikan, AK

116' WPB Patrol Boat
1310 MUSTANG
1311 NAUSHON
1334 LIBERTY
1335 ANACAPA
1346 ROANOKE ISLAND

15
15
12
11
9

Seward, AK
Ketchikan, AK
Auke Bay, AK
Petersburg, AK
Homer, AK

65' WLI Sma Inland Buoy Tender
65401 ELDERBERRY

47

Petersburg, AK
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II. D. Headquarters Directorates:
This PPA provides funding for service-wide policy development, information
dissemination, central management, and oversight in all program areas. Headquarters
retains these funds for various purposes, among them:
"

Operational oversight and contract management for developmental field projects such
as the A'rbome Use of Force imtiative

*

Centralize bill paying and contract management (e.g. buoy procurements, lube oil
analysis program, and claims)

*

DOD intercperability (e.g. Naval In-Service Engineering (NISE) reimbursable
agreement n anagement, Defense Data Network line charges, Coast Guard interface
with Transpo.'tation Operational Personal Property Standard System (TOPS), and joint
DOD war planning exercises)

* Centralized program management (e.g. - Marine Safety technical support, vessel
response plans, recreational vessel/boating safety enforcement and administration,
Alien Migration Interdiction Operations (AMIO) support, Federal Employees
Compensation, A itomated Merchant Vessel Emergency Response (AMVER), and
Chief Counsel legal program and policy)
*

Programmatic studies, projects, and training (e.g. test and evaluation of pollution
prevention equipment, aircraft performance evaluations, response exercise program,
Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA-90) projects, boat compliance testing, double hull
study, service record automation project, environmental impact studies, and mission
analysis.)

*

Printing services for maouais, publications, and documents that are distributed servicewide (e.g. flight manuals, cutter training and quali fication ma:.aals, Coast Guard
Auxiliary publications, ns.vigation rules of the road, and Coast Guard directives )

*

Centralized information resource systems management (e.g, Departmental Accounting
and Financial Information System (DAFIS), Law Enforcement Information System
(LEIS) II, CG-wide Strategic Information Resources Management Plan (SIRMP)
initiatives, DOT mainframe computer usage, Personnel Management Information
System (PMIS), real-time Automated Personnel ID system, Marine Safety Information
System (MSIS), Headquarters computer center, and Standard Work Station III (SWS
P)migration)

*

Funds held by resource staffs for subsequent distribution to the field throughout the
fiscal year (e.g. WPB Combined Allowances for Logistics Maintenance and Support
(CALMS) shortfalls, WHEC/MEC communications and homeport changes, WAGB
support, VTS maintenance and support, aircrew flight gear/survival suits, WLB
lifeboat upgrades, and 406 EPIRBs for life rafts )

*

Work-life program support (e.g. Employee Assistance Program, wellness program,
health benefits advisory program, ombudsman program, transition benefits program,
and career counseling)
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Personnel administration (e.g. centralized military identification card processing,
clothing distribution center, secu.ty clearance processing, inter-service agreements
with DOD for relocation services, urinalysis program, and alcohol rehabilitation
program)
These funds also include command and control functions (such as operating the National
Response Center and the CG Headquarters Command Center); personnel management
(including EEO program, CG personnel promotion/suitabilityassignmen boards); public
affairs, contracts for building security and maintenance; and other materials and supplies
consumed in the course of everyday business.
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II. D. Headquarters Directorates:

REQUIRED CHANGES ($000)
FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL
I. PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS
TERMINATION OF ONE TIME COSTS
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 MANAGEMENT SAVINGS
MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY EFFICIENCIES
SCHEDULED DECOMMISSIONING OF FOUR SEAGOING BUOY
LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS (LNM) AUTOMATION SAVINGS
ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT PERSONNEL REDUCTIONS
SURFACE ASSET REALLOCATION
AVIATION ASSET REALLOCATION
MARINE SAFETY EFFICIENCIES
OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY SUSTAINMENT
IL BUILT-IN CHANGES
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING (NEW
INITIATIVES / ENHANCEMENTS)
INCREASING FUEL AND ENERGY COSTS
GSA RENT INCREASE
NATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION ACT FEES
Ill. OPERATE NEW FACILITIES
COMMISSION AND OPERATE THREE SEAGOING BUOY TENDERS
47-FOOT MO FOR LIFE BOAT (MLB) FOLLOW-ON
USCGC HEALY AVIATION DETACHMENT SUPPORT FOLLOW-ON
PORTS AND WATERWAYS SAFETY SYSTEMS (PAWSS)
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM PROJECT FOLLOW-ON
COMMERCIAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS (SATCOM) FOLLOWCOMMISSION AND OPERATE TEN COASTAL PATROL BOA rS
SELF LOCATING DATUM MARKER BUOY (SLDMB) FOLLOW-ON
LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS AUTOMATION FOLLOW-ON
DIFFERENTIAL GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (DGPS) FOLLOW-ON
HUMAN RESOURCES INFORMATION SYSTEM FOLLOW-ON
IV. NEW/ENHANCED/RESTORATION INITIATIVES
MARINE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PERSONNEL AND
SEARCH AND RESCUE SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
PASSENGER VESSEL SAFETY
FUNERAL HONORS DUTY
TRANSIT AND VANPOOL BENEFITS INCREASES
IMPROVE OIL AND HAZMAT SPILL RESPONSE CAPABILITY
TOTAL
FY 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

243,689
TOTAL
-8,550
-93
834
-3
-96
-6,235
-466
-132
-12,000

3,734
45,750
3,000
195
1,651
57
14
2
388
I
27
399
925
2
1,173
136
50
31
50
750
564
32,158
275,847
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I. D Headquarters Dlrectorates: (cont)
Marine Safety and Environmental Protection Directorate (G-M):
The Marine Safety and Marine Environmental Protection programs support four of the
five strategic goals of the Coast Guard: safety, protection of natural resources, mobility
and maritime security. Principle responsibilities include:
"

*
"
"

"
*
"

establishing federal policies and sta ,dards for the design, construction, equipment,
manning, operations and maintenance of commercial vessels, and for the qualifications
of their crew;developing standards for handling hazardous materials onboard vessels & marine
facilities;
negotiating international maritime safety and environmental protection standards on
behalf of the U.S.;
assuring U.S. vessel compliance with domestic and international standards and
compliance by all vessels and regulated facilities in U.S. ports and waters, through a
combination of education, monitoring, and enforcement;
controlling vessel and facility operations to correct or reduce significant safety,
security, or environmental threats;
coordinating national protocols for preparedness planning, training, and exercising;
dirLcting response activities to mitigate the effects of maritime casualties and
pollution.

Operations Directorate (G-0):
The Office of Operations develops doctrine and policy- provides guidance; altocates
resources; and coordinates with other countries, government agencies, and industry to
employ Coast Guard forces and accomplish Coast Guard operational maritime missions.
The Operations Directorate is the program manager for Coast Guard aircraft, cutters, and
boats in support of the Coast Guard's five strategic goals.
Human Resources Directorate (G-W):
Human Resources Directorate to executes Human Resource programs to meet the people
needs of the Coast Guard while meeting the needs of Coast Guard people. Meeting the
people needs of the Coast Guard includes the execution of programs, which ensure the
quality of Coast Guard people and integrate human resource support functions at minimal
cost. Examples include workforce management support for the active duty, reserve, and
civilian workforces, training and development program support, health and safety program
support, inter-service agreements with DoD for common personnel and security support
programs, diversity enhancement programs, and IRM support for Human Resource
management information systems. G-W meets the needs of Coast Guard people by
providing centrally managed quality of life support services, such as an employee
assistance program, transition assistance programs, family support programs, and housing
support programs.
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Hi.D Headquarters Directorates: (cont)
Systems Directorate

(G-S):

Systems Directorates and Offices use funding to execute policy and programmatic
management of engineering, logistics, information and technology, and command, control,
communications, and computers functions and systems in support of Coast Guard
operations. The Engineering Directorate handles the aeronautical, civil, naval, and ocean
engineering programs along with environmental compliance and restoration. The
Logistics Directorate deals with logistics policy and design, implementation and oversight
of logistics systems, The Information and Technology Directorate encompasses
information systems architecture and planning, information management, and Coast Guard
research and development. The Command, Control, Communications, and Computers
Directorate manages the electronics engineering program and communications and
computer systems. The Systems Resource Management Directorate oversees overall
planning and fiscal efforts for the Systems Directorate. The Systems Directorate also
manages the Federal Telephone System (FTS), Postal, and GSA rent central funds:
Headnuarters SuporLfCommand (HSC) and other Headquarters Offices
Funding for the Headquarters Support Command provides consolidated support for Coast
Guard Headquarters including: administrative, logistics, transportation, facilities,
information services, and health services. Also funded in this category are the Assistant
Commandant for Civil Rights, Acquisition, Legal, Chief of Staff, and the Office of the
Commandant

E. Headquarters Manged Units:
Funding is provided to Headquarters units, which provide specialized support and services
Coast Guard-wide. This category includes applicable supplies, materials, and services for
operations; maintenance and repairs performed at the unit level for grounds, buildings and
equipment; supplies and materials utilized for unit "housekeeping" and administration;
procurement of spare parts; security contracts; fuel and energy; federal Wage Grade
employee salaries (for personnel working at the Engineering Logistics Center and OE
funded personnel at the Yard); personnel support; and other materials consumed in the
course of operations and everyday business.
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REQUIRE D CHANGES ($000)
FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL
I. PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS
HEADQUARTERPS COMMANDS SUPPORT PERSONNEL REDUCTIONS
II. BUILT-IN CHANGES
INCREASING CONTRACT COSTS
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING (NEW
IIL OPERATE NEW FACILrTIES
SHORE FACILITY CONSTRUCTION FOLLOW-ON
COMMISSION AND OPERATE THREE SEAGOING BUOY TENDER
47-FOOT MOTOR LIFE BOAT (MLB) FOLLOW-ON
COMMERCIAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS (SATCOM) FOLLOWSELF LOCATING DATUM MARKER BUOY (SLDMB) FOLLOW-ON
SEARCH AND RESCUE CAPABILITIES ENHANCEMENT FOLLOW-ON
IV. NEW/ENHANCED/RESTORATION INITIATIVES
MARINE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PERSONNEL AND
SEARCH AND RESCUE SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
PASSENGER VESSEL SAFETY
TOTALI
1
FY 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

54,014
TOTAL
-249
12,856
985
39
27
103
787
375
80
196
654
2
15,855
69,869
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I. E. Headquarters Managed Units: (cont)
Engineering Logistics Center (ELC):
The ELC, located in Baltimore, MD, is the focal point for management of vessel and
electronics logistics: managing platform and equipment configuration; developing
maintenance policy; setting vessel pans allowance standards; providing design and
engineering support; managing and distributing approximately S190M of Coast Guard
peculiar inventory that cannot be effectively sourced directly from commercial vendors
and is not managed by Department of Defense logistics systems; and developing,
managing and providing technical information and logistics information systems support.
Funds within this account also pay salaries for federal wage grade personnel employed by
the ELC.
Finance Center:
The Finance Center (FINCEN) located in Chesapeake, VA, is responsible for the payment
of all government and commercial bills and maintaining all accounting records and
submission of reports for all units within the Coast Guard except Inventory Control Points
(ICPs). In fiscal year 1998, the FINCEN managed more than 4.7 million accounting
transactions while also coordinating the payments and acting as auditor of the
government-wide credit card program. Additionally, the FINCEN provides guidance for
selecting and training individuals who have fund certification authority, unit level
guidance for separation of financial duties, funds certification, account reconciliation, and
Coast Guard-wide management of the Large Unit Financial System (LUFS) functions.
Human Resources Service And Information Center:
Provides funding for the operation and maintenance of the Human Resources Service and
Information Center (HRS&[C) located in Topeka, Kansas. HRS&IC gathers, maintains,
and manages personnel information on all active duty, reserve, and retired Coast Guard
military personnel. The HRS&IC, formerly the Pay and Personnel Center (PPC), develops
and provides personnel, financial, and accounting reports and information for Coast Guard
managers and other government agencies. The HRS&IC also administers the Personnel
Management Information System/Joint Uniform Military Pay System (PMIS/JUMPS), and
provides payment and personnel support services to active duty, reserve, and retired
personnel, as well as annuitants and the NOAA Officer Corps. The HRS&IC processes all
Coast Guard travel claims, administers the evaluation program and the servicewide
examinations for active duty and reserve enlisted personnel; processes reserve and active
duty separations and retirements; administers the in-service and out-of-service debt
collection program, processes allotments and garnishments, and receives and processes
initial reports of all Coast Guard and NOAA personnel casualties.
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Coast Guard Yard:
The Coast Guard Yard is the only shipbuilding and vessel repair facility operated by the
Coast Guard. The Yard's industrial operations include the repair, modification, and
construction of vessels; ordnance overhaul and maintenance; manufacturing of
miscellaneous Coast Guard equipment; maintenance and repair of vessel components; and
providing casualty response support to the fleet. Along with completing electronic work
on cutters during Yard availabilities, the Yard electromc shop performs electronic
equipment overhauls and develops prototypes it support of Coast Guard mission areas.
The Yard has been certified by the Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) as a Limited
Repair Facility (LRF) for Navy owned ordnance.
Current Yard projects include construction of 49-foot stem loading buoy boats (BUSL's),
and conversion of USCGC ALIPX HALEY, the former USS EDENTON to a Coast Guard
medium endurance cutter, Industrial activities, averaging $50,000,000 annually, are
funded through a revolving fund that is sustained through payments from Coast Guard
appropriations (Operating Expenses (OE) and Acquisition, Construction, & Improx ements
(AC&l) and other government agency customers. Funds within this PPA sub-account are
for Yard activities directly supporting Coast Guard operations that are appropriately OE
funded. The Yard serves as host facility for the Engineering Logistics Center, Coast
Guard Activities Baltimore and Station Curtis Bay. It is also homeport for Coast Guard
Cutters SLEDGE and JAMES RANKIN.
National Strike Force:
The National Strike Force is comprised of three regional Strike Teams and the National
Strike Force Coordination Center (NSFCC). Each Strike
Team is comprised of highly
trained personnel and fully-outfitted with a contingent of response and recovery
equipment. The Coordination Center provides a centralized reporting point for spills of
oil or hazardous substances and activates the rapid deployment ofoil pollution response
resources. The Coordination Center also coordinates the National Pollution Response
Exercise program, enhancing the preparedness of a network of response capabilities in
bulk-liquid maritime ports throughout the country. The National Strike Force is composed
of the following:
*
*
"
*

National Strike Force Coordina'on Center, Elizabeth City, NC
Atlantic Strike Team, Fort Dix, NJ
Gulf Strike Team, Mobile, AL
Pacific Strike Team, Hamilton AFB, CA
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The National Pollution Funds Center (NPFC) administers laws and regulations relating to
oil pollution liability and compensation, including carrying out the responsibilities in Title
I of the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 that have been delegated to the Coast Guard. The NPFC
also acts in a fiduciary capacity under the Comprehensive Environmental Response
Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) for provisions managed by the Coast Guard.
The NPFC manages the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund (OSLTF) to provide funds for
response to oil spills in navigable %'atersof the U.S., adjoining shorelines, and the
exclusive economic zone. The NPFC coordinates with the Environmental Protection
Agency in matters pertaining to Coast Guard involvement with expenditures and recovery
of funds from the Hazardous Substance Response Fund.
Command and Control Engineering Center (C2CEN):
The CYCEN located in Portsmouth, VA, is the Coast Guard's Center of Excellence for
integrating Command, and Control (C2) engineering and support for all Coast Guard C2
systems ashore and afloat. Basic missions of the C2CEN are to provide engineering,
systems management and training support for the following systems at a centralized
facility:
* Command Display and Control (COMDAC) system.
* Optical Surveillance System (OSS)
" Shipboard Command & Control Systems onboard 210', 270' & 378' cutters
* Radar
* Vessel Traffic System (VTS) upgrade
* Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS)
• Short Range Aids to Navigation (SRAN)
* Land Based Support Facility for WLB/WLM Replacement
* Navigation Sensors
Air Station Washinton:
Air Station Washington operates and maintains the Coast Guard's single Long Range
Command and Control aircraft which provides necessary and required transportation for
the Commandant of the Coast Guard and certain members of the Commandant's staff, the
Secretary of Transportation and certain members of the Secretary's staff, and occasional
Congressional delegations.
Operations Systems Center (OS:
The Operations Systems Center (OSC) located in Martinsburg, WV, develops, supports,
and maintains major operational information systems and data bases. The OSC provides
services that are accessible to the Coast Guard 24-hours per day from around the world to
support operational mission accomplishment and mission oversight analysis.
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II.E. HeadQuarters Manaed Units: (cont)
TLr Coast Guard's operational databases include:
* Automated Mutual Assistance Vessel Rescue (AMVER) system, which tracks
participating merchant vessels so as to provide a guide to potential assistance in the
vicinity when distress calls are received.
o Computer Aided Search Planning (CASP), this system leverages the world class
search and rescue expertise of the Coast Guard to produce fast, accurate, and
comprehensive search planning that incorporates weather, currents, and numerous other
critical factors.
* Law Enforcement Information system (LEIS) I1 is a client-server data system with
links to internal (Coast Guard) and external law enforcement (LE) databases. LEIS II
provides tactical LE information to field units on a near real-time basis. It also provides
the fundamental system for standardization and automation of the collection and retrieval
of Coast Guard LE data.
* Joint Maritime Information Element support system (IMIE) is a group of government
agencies who have a common interest in maritime issues. In order to improve their ability
to exchange data and support their business programs, the JMrE has developed the JMIE
Support System (JSS). The JSS is a centralized database of maritime information which
analysts from the JMIE consortium agencies have access.
* Marine Safety Infornation System (MSIS), is a mission critical system which supports
broad program management needs, field operations, and decision support requirements.
Data is collected at the port level through on vessel and facility inspections and
compliance, marine violations and casualties, and port activities,
* In fiscal year 1997, three more systems were transferred from the Transportation
Computer Center (TCC) in Washington, DC to the OSC; Auxiliary Management
Information System (AUXMIS), Search and Rescue Management Information System
(SARMIS), and Automated Requisitioning Management System (ARMS). In
combination, the information systems at OSC serve as the heart of Coast Guard's search
and rescue, law enforcement, and marine safety missions.
Telecommunication and information Systems Command MSCOM71
TISCOM, located in Alexandria, VA, is the Coast Guard's Center of Excellence for
operating, managing and providing technical support for Coast Guard telecommunication
and computer networks, TISCOM manages Coast Guard-wide voice and message
telecommunications including telephone, radio, and satellite systems, security, and
configuration control.
The Coast Guard telecommunication and computer systems form an integrated network of
voice and message communication capabilities to ensure reliable continuity of operations
around the world.
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II. E. Headquarters Managed Units: (cont)

Navigation Center (NAVCEN):
The Navigation Center (NAVCEN) is collocated with the Telecommunications Systems
Command (TISCOM) in Alexandria, VA. The NAVCEN is responsible for gathering,
processing, and disseminating timely status and general information about the Global
Positioning System GPS, maritime Differential Global Positioning System DGPS, National
Differential Global Positioning System NDGPS and LORAN-C systems to domestic as
well asforeign users of the systems. The NAVCEN also exercises operational control of
the U.S. LORAN-C system, the Maritime DGPS Service, and the Nationwide DGPS
Service.
Intelligence Coordination Center (ICC):
The Coast Guard Intelligence Center is the Coast Cuad's strategic intelligence center and
serves as the focal point for interaction with the intelligence components of the
law enforcement agencies, and the intelligence community.
Department of Defense, other
The ICC is co- located with the National Maritime Intelligence Center (with the Office of
Naval Intelligence and the Marine Corps Intelligence Activity) in Suitland, MD, The ICC
supports all Coast Guard missions and serves as the focal point for Coast Guard collection
management as well as submitting Coast Guard requirements to the intelligence
community.
LORAN-C Suoort Unit (LSU):
The LORAN-C Support Unit (LSU) located in Wildwood, NJ provides Coast Guard-wide
support for LORAN-C marine electronic navigation systems. LORAN-C provides
electronic navigation for commercial and privately-owvned vessels and aircraft.
Coast Guard Institute:
Provides funding for the operation and maintenance of the Coast Guard Institute, located
in Oklahoma City, OK. The Institute manages a variety of training and testing materials
purposes of advancement and nonresident training. The
for Coast Guard personnel for
Institute manages the distribution, administration, and scoring ofcourses and
examinations; as well as publishing advancement lists on the basis of scored
examinations.
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Research and Develoomeni Center:
The Coast Guard Research and Development (R&D) Center located in Groton, CT,
conducts applied research to develop operational techniques, concepts, systems,
equipment and materials in suppor Jfthe operational missions and regulatory programs of
the Coast Guard. The R&D Center assists Coast Guard operating programs to identify
emerging technology that can be integrated into existing or new operational systems that
will result in future Operating Expenses (OE) savings. The R&D Center also operates a
remote Fire and Safety Test Detachment in Mobile, AL which is the only facility in the
world that uses real vessel platforms for full-scale fire testing. The R&D Center is fully
funded through the Research, Development, Test & Evaluation appropriation and receives
no OE funds for its own support. However, the R&D Center is the OE Administrative
Target Unit (ATU) for two tenant commands, the Marine Safety Lab, and the International
Ice Patrol.
Coast Guard Personnel Command (CGPC):
The Coast Guard Personnel Command, located in Washington, DC, manages the entire
Coast Guard military and civilian workforce. The CGPC oversees all Coast Guard
accessions, assignments, advancements and promotions, and separations. The CGPC also
conducts Physical Disability Evaluation Boards. The CGPC consists of an administrative
staff, an officer personnel management division, an enlisted personnel management
division, a reserve personnel management division, a civilian personnel management
division, a recruiting center, and a records and correspondence section.
National Maritime Center (NMC):
The NMC located in Washington DC, is a Coast Guard Headquarters unit responsible for
initiating and executing marine safety activities and services at the national and
international levels. Established in August 1995, it consists of the Marine Safety Center,
the National Vessel Documentation Center, the Marine Personnel Administration
Division, the Container Inspection Training and Assist Team, and the Marine Safety
Laboratory.
11.F. Other Activities:
This PPA provides funding for the Chief of Staff's Administrative Account.
Chief of Staffs Administrative Account
This account is the agency's central budgetary account Funding in this account is for
charges from canceled appropriations, developmental initiatives for which the recurring
funding need is being reviewed, agency contingencies and natural or mission related
emergencies below the scope of a supplemental appropriation, minor changes to program
budgets arising since submission of the Congressional budget.
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- DEPOT-LEVEL MAINTENANCE SUPPORT AND REPAIR:

A. Aeronauticsil Maintenance:
Provides service-wide funding to support the major maintenance and repair of Coast
Guard aircraft not appropriated in the Coast Guard Acquisition, Construction, and
Improvements (AC&') appropriation. This category includes materials, services and
supplies necessary for depot-level repair, maintenance, modification and overhaul of
aircraft and aircraft equipment including associated avionics and refrigerant systems;
transportation of aircraft and aeronautical materials and equipment; and procurement of
aircraft ground handling and support equipment.
Depot maintenance programs supported through this category include the periodic
overhaul of the Coast Guard's 80 HH-65A, 35 HH-60J and 26 HU-25 aircraft. It also
supports commercial depot maintenance for the fleet of 26 HC-I 30s, and the single VC-4
and VC-20 aircraft. The F'Y 2002 budget retires 13 HU-25s, 3 HC-130s and 5 HH-65As
with appropriate savings. This category provides funding for the aviation parts inventory
used to provide depot level logistical support to Coast Guard aviation. This support
includes contracting, purchase, stocking, repair, issue and transportation of field stock,
avionics and ground support equipment. A large portion of the depot level logistics
budget supports repair and reconditioning of aircraft components, which includes repairs
performed in-house and those contracted out to commercial sources. Currently,
approximately 80 percent of all component repairs are outsourced to commercial vendors
while the remainder are completed at the Coast Guard's Aircraft Repair and Supply
Center (AR&SC).
Funding support is also provided for contracted engineering services. These services
include contractor field teams, avionics software support and aircraft storage facilities.
By leveraging these services, the Coast Guard can acquire cost-effective support for
aspects of aviation not efficiently provided by its current organization.
Further support is provided to Coast Guard aviation through the funding and maintenance
of two major management information systems. The Coast Guard Aviation Maintenance
Management Information System (AMMIS) provides the Coast Guard with total asset
visibility while capturing critical cost accounting data. Similarly, the Aviation
Computerized Maintenance System (ACMS) provides Coast Guard aviation managers
with detailed maintenance management information and configuration control. The
Coast Guard has initiated the Aviation Logistics Management Information System
(ALMIS) AC&l project which will integrate ACMS with AMMIS to integrate the
aviation maintenance and logistics management information systems.
Finally, this category provides funding for all operating, maintenance, and administrative
expenses associated with AR&SC. These expenses include salaries for civilian federal
employees, routine upkeep and maintenance of facilities, housekeeping supplies and
equipment, safety program expenses, and administrative supplies consumed in carrying
out AR&SC's functions.
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AIRCRAFT MODIFICATION WORK
The following aircraft modifications wereaccomnplished
diving fiscal year 2000 at a total cost of: S4.777.000
P1roJeet(00S

HH.80J Heitopem.
Rotor Head Streamlining
Crack Mitigation Kit Installs bySikorsky
Extended Hoist Arm
Cabin Emergency Egress LAghtiong
Tail Landing Gear Strut Wiper
Pressure Refueling lefuelina Hose Upgrade
Digital Automatic Flight Control System Computer
Number 2 Tactical Das Processor Fan Reversal
Digital Eacryption Standard Installs
Stabilator Actuator Grounding StraipBracket

ain Shield

Seb Total

290
200
157
40
30
17
II
7
3
2
5757

0,S

Project
HH-65 Aircraft
Eney Attenuating Seats
Fuel Quantity Indicator
Environmental Control System Conversion
Imooved Searchligsht
Dry Cell Battery Replacement
Vibe Monitoring Unit

1,265
759
225
30
13
7

Sb Total

$2,29

Sub Total

1.080
641
$1 721

HC-130 Aircrfl
LN- I00/Statdby Altitude Indicator
FCS 105/Aircraft Commonalit
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M].A. Aeronautical Maintenance: (cont)

REQUIRED CHANGES ($000)
FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL

173,947

__________TOTAL

REDUCTIONS
I. PROGRAMMATIC
AVIATION ASSET REALLOCATION
OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY SUSTAINMENT
II. BUILT-IN CHANGES
INCREASING CONI RACT COSTS
iL OPERATE NEW FACILITIES
USCGC HEALY AVIATION DETACHMENT SUPPORT FOLLOWCOMMERCIAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS (SATCOM) FOLLOWTOTAL
FY 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

-20,064
-16,185
2,603
1.323
82
-32,241
141,706

III. B. Electronics Maintenance:
Provides service-wide funding for the procurement, installation, replacement, major
maintenance, and support of standard electronic, navigation, command and control, and
communications systems not provided in the Coast Guard's Acquisition, Construction,
and Improvements (AC&I) appropriation. Standard equipment and systems are those
with an Electronic Integrated Logistic Support Plan and for which recurring support has
been provided through this centralized electronics maintenance program. Information
Resources Management (IRM) systems that are included are those in the Coast Guard's
Five Year IRM Plan. This account sustains the Coast Guard communications, computer,
and sensor base and provides for technology refreshment where OE funding is
appropriate.
Examples of supported systems include radio navigation systems (Differential Global
Positioning System (DGPS)); command and control systems (Shipboard Command and
Control System (SCCS)), Vessel Traffic Services (VTS), radars with associated antennas;
and communications systems (i.e. shore- and ship-based radios with associated antennas
and telephones).
Major maintenance has two levels:
*

Intermediate level maintenance: performed on-site but beyond the capability of the
Coast Guard cutter, boat, or unit personnel due to the need for special equipment
and/or particular technical skills (i.e. changing a radar on a small boat).
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*

Depot level maintenance: performed at a central facility because it cannot be
performed on-site, such as rebuilding and overhauling the radar or repairing a broken
antenna mast.
Coast Guard major electronics maintenance is performed by both commercial contractors
and a network of Coast Guard facilities including the Engineering and Logistics Center
(ELC), Command and Control Engineering Center (C2CEN), Telecommunications and
Information Systems Command (TISCOM), a network of electronic support units, and the
Loran Support Unit (LSU).

FY 2001 OE ESTINMATEREQUIRED
LEWE.L

CHANGES (000)

40,460
TOTAiL

I. PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 MANAGEMENT SAVINGS
MANAGE MEANT
AND TECHNOLOGY EFICIENCI S
SCHEDULED DECOMMISSIONING OF FG R SEAGOING BUOY
SURFACE ASSET REALLOCATION
BUILT-IN
FT.
CHANGES
INCREASING CONTRACT COSTS
ANNUALIZATION OF Y 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING (NEW
INCREASING COST OF READRNSS CAPABILITY SUSTANMENT
III. OPERATE NEW FACILITIES
COMMISSION AND OPERATE THREE SEAGOING BUOY TENDERS
49-FOOT STLnZN~ LOADING BUOY BOAT (BUSL) FOLLOW-ON
DEFENSE MESSAGE SERVICE FOLLOW-ON

29
-30
-87
729
69
221
82
73
400

47-FOOT MOTOR LIFE BOAT (MLB) FOLLOW-ON A5
PORTS AND WATERWAYS SAFETY SYSTEMS PASSS)
INSTALLATION FOLLOW-ON
SURFACE SEARCH RADAR SPS-73 SYSTEM FOLLOW-ON
COMMERCIAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS (SATCOM) FOLLOWMILITARY SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS (MILSATCOM) FOLLOWDIGITAL SELECTIVE CALLING (DSC) ALERT PROCESSING SYSTEM
FOLLOW-ON

45
870
60
225
87

COMMISSION AND OPERATE TEN COASTAL PATROL BOATS
DIGITAL VOICE LOGGER FOLLOW-ON
TOTAL
FY 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

J

32
500
3,262
43,722
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Ill.
C. Civil/Ocean

Engineering And Shore Facility Maintenance:

Provides Service-wide funding for major nonrecurring maintenance which ensures the
integrity of the shore infrastructure to maximize facility service life, while avoiding large
recapitalization expenses. This request includes funding for repairs, rebuilding,
renovation, improvement, and other services provided by the Coast Guard's Civil
Engineering program not appropriated in the Coast Guard Acquisition, Construction, and
Improvements (AC&I) appropriation. This category includes buildings, grounds, roads,
fixed Aids to Navigation structures (ashore and offshore): major non-consumable
equipment used to support the shore plant (e.g., generators, compressors, concrete mixers,
truck cranes); underground storage tanks; non consumable ATON equipment in
lighthouses and lighted ranges (light and sound signals, and posser systems): procurement
and installation of towers for radio beacon ground systems and purchase of non-GSA
vehicles.
The Coast Guard's inventory of shore assets includes approximately 22.000 buildings and
structures totaling over 30,000,000 square feet, and approximately 22,000 ashore and
offshore fixed Aids to Navigation structures (450 of which arelighthouses). The Coast
Guard's shore assets hold an estimated value of S7.2 billion. This figure, deterrruned
using the replacement cost approach, quantifies both the nature and size of the shore
facilities.
The benefits from this funding affect the majority of units, cross most geographic areas,
touch each mission owned, and support a myriad of Coast Guard personnel. The
program's backlog is over 5700M and consists of $362M in deferred maintenance,
Typical projects executed with these funds are:
"

Maintenance, repairs, and casualty responses to operational facilities serving the
American public, such asrunways. piers, wharfs. bulkheads. seawalls, boathouses,
and support buildings.

*

Maintenance and repairs to CG-owned housing (roof systems, sewage, roads, utilities,
etc.), changes to provide or upgrade child care facilities in existing buildings, and the
identification and remediation of environmental hazards in housing units.

*

Building retrofits resulting from Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards
requirements, technological advances, environmental requirements, handicap
accessibility, and seismic reinforcements.

"

Minor improvements and facility modifications to correct space and energy
inefficiencies.

* "Quick Fix" maintenance to avoid service failures, higher long term maintenance
c6sts
(utility system repairs, roof replacements, paving, and structural inspections),
and loss of design useful life.
• Repair and maintenance to address health and safety discrepancies.
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I. C. Civil/Ocean Engineering And Shore Facility Maintenance: (cont)

REQUIRED CHANGES ($000)
FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL

108,883
TOTAL

I. PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS
SURFACE ASSET REALLOCATION
II. BUILT-IN CHANGES
INCREASING CONTRACT COSTS
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING (NEW
INITIATIVES / ENHANCEMENTS)
INCREASING COST OF READINESS CAPABILITY SUSTAINMENT
III. OPERATE NEW FACILITIES
SHORE FACILITY CONSTRUCTION FOLLOW-ON
USCGC HEALY AVIATION DETACHMENT SUPPORT FOLLOW-ON
COMMISSION AND OPERATE TEN COASTAL PATROL BOATS
TOTAL
FY 20020E REQUEST LEVEL

-11
1,943
108
595
701
25
323
3,684
112,567
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Ill. D. Vessel Maintenance:
Provides service-wide funding not otherwise appropriated to the Coast Guard
Acquisition. Construction, and Improvements (AC&I) or Environmental Compliance and
Restoration (EC&R) appropriations for general expenses related to depot level inventory,
repair, alteration, modification, and engineering design services in support of the Coast
Guard's Naval Engineerng Program. Expenses chargeable to this category include:
*

Services, supplies and matenals required for intermediate and depot level vessel
repair and maintenance during dockside and dry-dock availabilities for 233 cutters
(65ft or greater in length), 1352 small boats, and 30 barges ilh some of these assets
being retired with appropriate savings in this budget:

*

Services, supplies and materials required to respond to vessel equipment and
mechanical systems casualties;

* Travel expenses in direct support of vessel and boat maintenance projects.
"

General engineering design and contractual services related to vessels,

"

Major hull, mechanical and electrical alterattons and modifications to boats;

*

Procurement of major equipment used for maintenance, repair, and alteration of
vessels including propulsion, electrical and auxiliary systems iThis includes
equipment such as generators, fire fighting systems and equipment, damage control
systems and equipment, oily water separators. waste handling sysems, etc.)

*

Restoration and repair of small boats resulting from fire. flooding, collision, and
grounding:

* Contract messing and berthing costs for eligible crewmembers displaced from vessels
due to repair or rehabilitation dunng vessel availabhilities
"

Transportation costs of materials and equipment procured with vessel maintenance
funds:
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I1. D. Vessel Maintenance

(cont)

VESSEL MODIFICATION WORK
The followng vesselmodifications were accomplished dunng fiscal year 2000 at a total cost of
$6,034,000
Project
High/Medium Endurance and Training Cutters
378 WIEC Refrigerator Replacement
378 WHEC FT-4A fuel Control Replacement
378 WI-EC lncinerator Lnsallation
378 V}EC Boiler Monitoring System Prototype
270 WMEC Fire & SrmckeAlarm System Replacement
270 WMEC MK29 Gyrocompas Replacement Prototype
WHEC &WMEC Crescent Davi Improvements
2 I0 WMEC Oily Water Separator Replacement
WMEC Doppler Speed Lg Replacements
Sub Total

(000's)
300
330
1,500
180
250
150
100
488
400
3,698
000's)

Project
Patrol Boats
110 WPB Transom Flap Prototype
I 0 WPB Exhaust System Silencer Installation
Sub Total

190
122
312
(000's)

Project
Boats
Boat Alteration Executiont
Sub Total

428
428

(000's)

Project
Icebreakers/kebreaking Tugs
400 WAGB Freon 134A Conversion
140 WTGB Shi Service Bole Relacement
Sub Total
Project

120
245
365
(O00's)

Buoy Tenders
225 WLB Condion Based Monitoring Slstem Prototype
Sub Total

95
95
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IIl. D. Vessel Maintenance: (cont)
VESSEL MODIFICATION WORK
Project

I

General
MK6 Lnferaft installaton
Sub Total

(O00"d
I136
1136

REQUIRED CHA NGES ($000)
FY 2001 OE ESTIMATE LEVEL

116,6C.6
TOTAL

I. PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS
ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 *IANAGFMENT SAVINGS
MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY EFFICIENCIES
SCHEDULED DECOMMISSIONING OF FOUR SEAGOING BUOY

-553
-566

SURFACE ASSET
AVIATION ASSET REALLOCATION

-1,056

II. BUILT-IN CHANGES
INCREASING CONTRACTT COSTS

2,108

A.NNUALir7i1ON OF FY 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING (NEW
1,068
638

LNITIA TVES / ENHANCEMENTS)
[NCREtSING COST OF READINESS CAPABILITY

Ill. OPERA NEW FACILITIES
COMMISSION AND OPERATE THREE SEAGOING BUOY
49-'FOOT STERN LOADING BUOY BOAT (BUSL) FOLLOW47-FOOT MOTOR LIFE BOAT (NILB) FOLLOW-ON
COMMISSION AND OPERATE TEN COASTAL PATROL BOATS
TOTAL

FY 2002 OE REQUEST LEVEL

1,124
81
28
578
3,450

120,056
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COAST GUARD
FY 2002 BUDGET C-STAGE REQUEST
OPERATING EXPENSES REQUIRED CHANGES
SUMMARY BY BUDGET CATEGORY (DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS)
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I. PROGRAMMATIC REDUCTIONS

-108J200,000

A. TERMINATION OF ONE TIME COSTS ..................

$8,550,000

This item reflects FY 2002 savings associated with the terntinabon of one-time costs for program
start-up and exit costs that were funded in FY 2001.
NON-RECURRING
AMOUNT

FY 2001 LINE ITEMS
Decommission Three Cutters
Commission Four Cutters
Use of Force Armed Helicopter Operatons

-1,422
-2,951
4,177
-8.550

Total
PPA BREAKDOVI'N - TERMIINATION OF ONE-TIME COSTS

Total

PPA I: Operating Funds and Unit Level MaintenanceI
Headquarters Directorates

,-5
Total LineItem Request

-58,550

B. ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 MANAGEMENT SAVINGS .......................
-$5,731,000
Annualizing FY 2001 part-year reductions from the decommissioning of three cutters provides
FY 2002 savings.
FTE
(MIL)

FY 2001 LINE ITEMS
Decommission CGC BUTTONWOOD
Decommission CGC IRONWOOD
Decommission CGC WOODRUSH T
Total

RECURRING AMOUNT
ANNUALIZED ($000)

FIE
(CIV)
-42
-16
-32

0
0
0

-2,401
-.,225
-2,105

-90i

01

-5,731

OE-4

PPA BREAKDOWN - ANNUALIZATION OF FY2001 MANAGEMENT SAVINGS

Total

PPA I: Personnel Resources (-90 FITE)
Military Pay and Allowances
Military Health Care
Permanent Change of Station
Training and Education
PPA I1: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Pacific Area / Il th District
17th District
Headquarters Directorates
PPA I: Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Electronics Maintenance
Vessel Maintenance

-3,298
-387
-689
-51
-3071
-324
-93
-29
-553
Total Line Item Request

C. MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY EFFICIENCIES
1. SCHEDULED DECOMMISSIONING OF FOUR SEAGOING
BUOY TEND ERS .................................................................................................

.$3,946,000

Decommission four buoy tenders as part of the ongoing Buoy Tender Replacement project.
Sixteen 225-foot and fourteen 175-foot buoy tenders will replace a fleet of 37 aging buoy tenders
by the end of PY 2005.
PERS
QTRS

CUITERS

FP I PE
(MIL) (ML)

PERONNEL
FUNDING

O&MN
O&M
QTRS
FUNDING

TOTAL
($000)

CGC SWEETBRIER

3

-64

-48

-1,900

3

-375

-2.275

CGC MADRONA
CGC SWEETGUM
CGCWHlTE SUMAC

1
2
0

-56
-56
-27
-203

-14
-28
0
-901

-509
-1,142
54
-3,497

1
2.
0

-6
-231
163
-449

-515
-1,373
217
-3,946

Total

PPA BREAKDOWN - SCHEDULED DECO'MMISSIONING OF FOUR BUOY TENDERS
PPA 1: Personnel Resources (-203 FTP, -90 FIE)
Military Pay and Allowances

Total

-3,525
...433

Military Health Care

Permanent Change of Station
Training and Education
PPA II: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
7th District
8th District
17th District
Headquarters Directorates
PPA IMI:Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Electronics Maintenance
Vessel Mamitenance

531
-70
-ill
-222
-354
834
-3(
-566
Total Line Item Request -$3,946

2. LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS (LNNI)

AUTOMATION SAVINGS ........... -S285,000

This savings represents a reduction in personnel, printing, and mailing costs associated with the
Coast Guard-wide deployment and automation of the Local Notice to Mariners (LNM). The
Production and distribution of the paper LNM will be replaced with a web-based system that
automates the collection and dissemination of the LNM and other aids to navigation information
via the Internet. The LNM project will also automate the management and storage of the aids to
navigation data, which will eliminate the need for paper record keeping.

PPA BREAKDOWN - LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS (LNM) AUTOMATION
SAVINGS
PPA I: Personnel Resources (-10 FTP, -3 FTE)
Military Pay and Allowances
Civilian Pay and Allowances
Military Health Care
Permanent Change of Station
Training and Education

Total
($000)
-56
-57
-7
15
-1

PPA II: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Atlantic Area / 5th District
Pacific Area / 1I th District
I st Districj
7th District
8th District
9th District
13h District
14th District
17th District
Headquarters Directorates

-21
-14
-35
-41
-23
-17
-15
-5
-5
-3
Total Line Item Request

-$285

3. ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT PERSONNEL REDUCTIONS ........... -$3,086,000
This item provides recurring personnel operating expense savings resulting from efficiencies that
have been identified at Coast Guard Headquarters and several Headquarters managed units.
These administrative and support related personnel reductions are commensurate with the FY
2002 operational facility closures and decommissionings.
PPA BREAKDOWN - ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT PERSONNEL
REDUCTIONS

PPA I: Personnel Resources (-94 FTP, -94 FTE)
Military Pay and Allowances
Civilian Pay and Alowances
Military Health Care
Permanent Change of Station
Training and Education
PPA I: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Headquarters Directorates
Headquarters Units

Total
($00)
-1,415
-1,395
-73
1601
-18
-96
-249

Total Line Item Request -$3,086

OE-7
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$14,982,000
4. SURFACE ASSET REALLOCATION .......................................................
This item provides recurring personnel and operating expense savings by decommissioning five
cutters and retiring eight law enforcement fast boats that are directly supported by two of the
cutters being decommissioned, In addition, one 170-foot patrol craft will be removed from the
Coast Guard inventory of surface assets. The cutters being decommission"4 include some of the
oldest and most maintenance intensive and least multi-mission capable cutters in the Coast
Guard fleet. These reductions will assist in stemming the increasing rate of consumption of
scarce, expensive parts that has drained maintenance support funds. Future adjustments to fleet
allocation and relocation will be addressed in consideration ofregional strategic assessments.
PERS
QTRS

CUTTERS
USNS PERSISTENT
USNS VINDICATOR
CGC COURAGEOUS
CGC DURABLE
CGC COWSLTP
170-Foot Patrol Craft
8 Fast Boats

Total

4
4
4
4
4
0
4

FTE
FTP
(MIL) (MIL)
-17
-16
-75
-75
-49
0
-73
-305

-17
-16
-75
-75
-49
0
-73
-305

PERSONNEL
FUNDING
-428
-387
-1,375
-1,375
-887
0
-1,742
-6,194

O&M
QTRS
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

PPA BREAKDOWN - SURFACE ASSET REALLOCATION
PPA I: Personnel Resources (-305 FT, -305 FTE)
Military Pay and Allowances
Military Health Care
Permanent Change of Station
Training and Education
PPA El: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Atlantic Area I 5th District
Pacific Area / I th District
13th District
Headquarters Directorates
PPA II: Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Electronics Maintenance
Civil/Ocean Engineering and Shore Facility Maintenance
Vessel Maintenance

O&M
FUNDING

TOTAL
($000)

-2,703
-2,396
-829
-829
-523
-200
-1,308
-8,788

-3,131
-2,783
-2,204
-2,204
-1,410
-200
-3,050
-14,982
Total
($000)
-6,489
-361
705
-49
-926
-51
-422
-6,235
-87
-11
-1,056

Total Line Item Request -$14,982

OE-8
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5.

AVIATION ASSET REALLOCATION ............................................................

-$42,779,000

This item provides recurring personnel and operating expense savings by retiring the oldest and
most maintenance intensive aircraft in the Coast Guard fleet (13 HU-25 and 3 HC-130 aircraft).
These reductions will assist in stemming the increasing rate of consumption of scarce, expensive
parts that has drained maintenance support funds. In addition, savings are achieved by closing
two air facilities (Long Island, NY and Muskegon, MI), which includes the retirement of 3 HH65 helicopters, and reducing the operating hours of HC-1 30 aircraft and HH-65 helicopters in the
remaining Coast Guard inventory. Re-balancing aircraft among aviation units will occur in
consideration of regional strategic assessments.
AIRCRAFT

FACILITY
Retire 13 HU-25
FACON Aircraft
Retu-e 3 HC-130
HERCULES Aircraft
Eliminate Aviation
Augments
Close Air Facility Long
Island, NY
Close Air Facility
Muskegon. MI
Total

S PrE
QTRS (%I

J$ooo)

___

O&M I O&M
QTRS FUNDING

PERSONNEL
(M[L) (CIV)

(CIV)

FUNDING

1I ($o0o)

i

TOTAL
I

($000)

4

-205

-205

-1

-t

-4,913

4

4

-110

-tt1

-3

-3

-2,588

4

-4,541

-7,129

4

-17 -101

(

0

-2,438

4

-6,014

-8,452

0

0

-287

4

-626

-913

4

-1,281

4
4

-11

-I

-28

-28

0

0

-747

-454

-454

-4

-4

-10,973

PPA BREAKDOWVN - AVIATION ASSET REALLOCATION

-19,344 -24,257

-2,028

-31,806 -42,779
Total
($000)

PPA 1: Personnel Resources (-458 FTP, -458FTE)
Military Pay and Allowances

-11,167

Civilian Pay and Allowances

-83
-545

Military Health Care

1,208

Permanent Change of Station
Training and Education
PPA I:

PPA

M:

-386

Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Atlantic Area I 5th District

-606

Pacific Area / 11 th District

-3,630

1st District

-395

7th Distrct

-4,994

8th District

-416

9th District
17th District

-357
-878

Headquarters Directorates

-466

Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Aircraft Maintenance

-20,064
Total Line Item Request -$42,779
OE-9
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6. MARINE SAFETY EFFICIENCIES ..................-......

$565,000

This item provides recurring personnel and operating expense savings by reducing many marine
safety activities. Physical inspection of ordnance load-outs on merchant vessels departing U.S.
seaports, oil and bulk cargo shore facility inspections and commercial towing vessel inspections.
PPA BREAKDOWN - MARINE SAFETY EFFICIENCIES

Total

PPA I: Personnel Resources (-34 FrP, -34 FIE)
Military Pay and Allowances
Military Health Care
Permanent Change of Station
Training and Education

-546
-39
66
-5

PPA HI: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Headquarters Directorates
Total Line Item Request

7.

OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY SUSTAINMENT ....................

-132
-$656

-$28,185,000

This item provides operating expense savings by re-leveling programmed operating standards for
Coast Guard cutters and aircraft in FY 2002. The combined result of fewer assets in service and
a re-leveling of operating standards will result in an operating tempo that will improve
sustainment capability ofthe current maintenance and support infrastructure.
PPA BREAKDOWN - OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY SUSTAINNIENT

Total

PPA II: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Headquarters Directorates

-12,000

PPA HI: Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Aircraft Maintenance

-16,185
Total Line Item Request[-$28,185

OE-10

11.

fli-Jf

3A266.44,00

'-fllftt,

A. PERSONNEL ENTITLEMENTS
1. FY 2002 PAY RAISE (NILITARY 4.6%, CIVILIAN 3.6%) ...........................

$63,266,000

This request provides three quarter funding for the FY 2002 proposed pay increase for military
(4.6%) and civilian (3.6%) personnel becoming effective on January 1, 2002. The civilian
portion of this pay raise includes pay entitlements and mandated agency retirement contributions
in excess of the average pay raise. These mandated costs include retirement cost increases (e.g.,
contributions to the Federal Employee Retirement System (FERS), FICA and Medicare) and
Within Grade increases (WGIs).
PPA BREAKDOWN - FY 2002 PAY RAISE (MILITARY 4.6%, CIVILIAN 3.6%)

Total

PPA I: Personnel Resources
Military Pay and Allowances
Civilian Pay and Allowances
Military Health Care
Permanent Change of Station

47.703
14,581
592
390
Total Line Item Request[ S63,266

2. ESCALATING HEALTH CARE COSTS ..........................................................

$32,960,000

This request provides funding which will allow the Coast Guard to provide quality health care to
its beneficiaries and thereby enable the workforce to meet Administration and Department
priorities. Coast Guard health care costs continue to escalate as a result of three factors. First,
advances in medical technology and pharmaceutical cost increases are resulting in health care
inflation well above the inflation level for the economy as a whole. Second, changes in the
Coast Guard's health care benefits package (i.e. inclusion of chiropractic care) axe being sought
to maintain parity with the benefits offered by the Department of Defense (DoD). Finally, DoD
(the Coast Guard's primary medical provider) is improving their billing systems to capture all
costs of health care delivered to non-DoD personnel. This billing system improvement has
resulted in increased costs to the Coast Guard.
Total

PPA BREAKDOWN - ESCALATING HEALTH CARE COSTS
PPA I: Personnel Resources
Military Health Care

32,960
Total Line Item Request

$32,960

OE-11
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3. CIVILIAN WORKFORCE MANDATORY EXPENSES .

$500,000
S..................................

Funds are requested to cover Congressional and Departmental mandates, including mandatory
costs associated with Professional Liability Insurance reimbursement, managers, overtime pay,
increased health care costs, Integrated Personnel and Payroll System charges, and the
Department of Transportation Disability Center funding.
Total

PPA BREAKDOWN -CIVILIAN WORKFORCE MANDATORY EXPENSES

($000]

PPA I: Personnel Resources
Civilian Pay and Allowances

500
Total Line Item Request

$500

4. OUT-YEAR COSTS FOR PREVIOUSLY OBLIGATED ENLISTMENT AND
$5,600,000
RETENTION BONUSES ......................................................................................
This request provides funding for the out-year costs of incentives previously granted to attract
new and retain experienced Coast Guard personnel. These incentives help the Coast Guard
compete with the other services and private industry for the limited pool of qualified personnel.
PPA BREAKDOWN - OUT-YEAR COSTS FOR PREVIOUSLY OBLIGATED

Total

ENLISTMENT AND RETENTION BONUSES

($000)

PPA 1: Personnel Resources
Military Pay and Allowances

5,600
Total Line Item Request $5,600

B. INCREASING CONTRACT COSTS .................................................................

$24,414,000

Coast Guard operations rely heavily upon contract support for items such as capital asset
maintenance, domestic services, cutter and aircraft deployment logistics and food services and
procurement. Escalation in the price of goods and services during FY 2001 is a factor that must
be accommodated. Funding is requested to ensure that maintenance and logistics contracts are
adequately funded, enabling the Coast Guard to provide basic, essential services to the American
public in FY 2002.

OE-12

PPA BREAKDOWN - INCREASING CONTRACT COSTS

Total

PPA I: Personnel Resources
Military Health Care
Permanent Change of Station
Training and Education
PPA II: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Headquarters Units
PPA lU: Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Aircraft Maintenance
Electronics Maintenance
Civil/Ocean Engineering and Shore Facility Maintenance
Vessel Maintenance

2,787
907
481
12,856
2,603
729
1,943
2,108
Total Line Item Request $24,414

C. ANNUALIZATiONS
1. ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING (NEW INITIATIVES I
ENHANCEM ENTS) .............................................................................................
$26,424,000
Certain projects and programs for which resources were first provided in FY 2001 were funded
for only part of the year. Additional funding and full-time equivalents are required to provide
full year resources.

FY 2001 LINE ITEMS
Shore Facility Construction FoUow-On
Commission Four Seagoing Buoy Tenders
Sensors And Communica.ons Upgrades /
Enhancements Follow-On
Operation And Maintenance of 87-Foot Patrol
Boats
49-Foot Buoy Boat Support And
Standardization Team
Breaking Surf Station Boat Crews
Commercial Fishing Vessel Safety
Readiness Sustainment
Active Duty Workforce Recruiting And
Retention
Tuition Assistance
Response to Weapons of Mass Destruction
Airborne Use of Force
Increased Deployable Law Enforcement

FTE
(MIL)

FTE
(CI)
2
75
0

FY 2002 FUNDING
($000)
0
0
0

330
5,640
33

0

0337

4

0

186

50
10
68
0

0'
7
0
1

1,891
1,187
3,091
89

0
3
30
34

2
0
0
01

209
231
4,933
[,782

Detachment Capability
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FY 2001 LINE ITEMS
HC- 30 Flight Hour Augment Support
Enhanced Intelligence Collection And Support
Enhanced International Engagement
Campaign "Steel Web" Logistics Support
Ocean Gardian Living Marine Resources
Initiatives
Total

FY2002 FUNDING
(SO0)

FTE
(CIV)

FTE
(MEL)
37
10
14
0
4
341

1,774
1,401
1,023
1,001
1.287

0
4
1
0,
6

26,424

21

PPA BREAKDOWN - ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PART-YEAR FUNDING (NEW
INITIATIVES / ENHANCEMENTS)
PPA 1: Personnel Resources (0 FTP, 362 FrIE)
Military Pay and Allowances
Civilian Pay and Allowances
Mh'itary Health Care
Training and Education

Total
(SOOO)
14,265
1,766
1,489
238

PPA Il: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Atlantic Area / 5th Distict
Pacific Area/ I lIthDistrict
t st District
7th District
8th District
9th District
13th District
14th District
17th District
Headquarters Directorates
Headquarters Units
PPA III: Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Electronics Maintenance
Civil/Ocean Engineering and Shore Facility Maintenance
Vessel Maintenance

482
1.465
12
92
40
2
146
105
358
3,734
985
69
108
1,068
Total Line Item Request] $26,424

2. ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PAY RAISE (3.7%) .....................................

$15,931,000

Funding is required to annualize the FY 2001 pay raise. Recurring funds are required for the
fourth quarter (calendar year) increment of the 3.7 percent military and civilian increases in pay
and other entitlements for personnel that became effective January 1, 2001.
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Total

PPA BREAKDOWN - ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 PAY RAISE (3.7%)

(sooo)
PPA I: Personnel Resources
Military Pay and Allowances

12,788

Civilian Pay and Allowances
Military Health Care
Pennanent Change of Station

2,879
159
105
Total Line Item Request $15,931

3. ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT
$47,000,000
ENTITLEMENTS (NON-MEDICAL) .......................................................
This request provides funding to maintain Coast Guard compensation parity with the Department
of Defense. Entitlements included in this request are Dislocation Allowance for first-term
enlistment personnel, pet quarantine costs resultirg from Permanent Change of Station moves,
reduction from 19 percent to 15 percent in out-of-pocket costs for Basic Allowance for Housing
(BAB), BAB for junior enlisted shipboard personnel, Career Sea Pay Reform, expanded use of
Hazardous Duty Incentive Pay, and creation of Targeted Subsistence Allowance.
Total

PPA BREAKDOIAN - ANNUALIZATION OF FY 2001 NATIONAL DEFENSE

($000)

AUTHORIZATION ACT ENTITLEMENTS (NON-MEDICAL)
PPA I: Personnel Resources

47,000

Military Pay and Allowances

Total Line Item Request $47,000
D. OPERATIONAL ADJUSTMENTS
$1,454,000
1. INCREASING COST OF READINESS CAPABILITY SUSTAINMENT ......
This request provides funding to begin to restore critical aeronautical, naval, electronic, and
shore facility engineering support funds to a level consistent with the operational demands
placed upon the Coast Guard. The current level of support funding has not kept pace with the
rising cost of operations and maintenance support. The effects can be seen in the form of
decreased vessel and aircraft availability, increased equipment casualties, substandard shore
facilities, and unreliable, antiquated command and control systems.
Total
($000)

PPA BREAKDOWN - INCREASING COST OF RE &DINESS CAPABILITY
SUSTAINMENT
PPA III: Intermediate aud Depot Level Maintenance

221
595
638

Electronics Maintenance
Civil/Ocean Engineering and Shore Facility Maintenance
Vessel Maintenance
Total Line Item Request[
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$1,454

338

$45,750,000
2. INCREASING FUEL AND ENERGY COSTS ...............................................
This resource request increases the base funding for the energy account, which is used to
-distribute energy funds (i.e. funds for heating, electrical, fuel, etc...) from a centralized
Headquarters account to field units. The requested amount represents the Coast Guard's best
estimate of the funds required to cover anticipated increases in energy costs for FY 2002. This
request must be funded to allow Coast Guard assets (i.e. cutters, aircraft and rescue boats) to
operate at revised programmed operational hours and provide vital maritime services to the
American public.
PPA BREAKDOWN - INCREASING FUEL AND ENERGY COSTS
PPA H: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Headquarters Directorates (Centralized Fuel and Energy Account)

Total

45,750

Total Line Item Request $45,750

$3,000,000
3. GSA RENT INCREASE ................................................................
cover the cost of the Coast Guard's GSA rent account.
This request provides funding to fully
The difference between the FY 2001 GSA rent base and the FY 2002 rent estimate leaves a
deficit of $3 million. This request ensures the Coast Guard can pay GSA leased space costs.
PPA BREAKDOWN - GSA RENT INCREASE

Total
(s00)

PPA lI: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Headquarters Directorates

3,000
Total Line Item Request 53,000

4. NATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION
$195,000
ADM INISTRATION (NTIA) FEES ........................................................
This request provides funding for reimbursement to N'TIA for operating expenses in support of
domestic and international radio spectrum management as specified in Public Law (PL) 105-277.
PL 105-277 requires each agency to provide a prorated reimbursement to NTIA for services
provided based upon the number of spectrum firequencies assigned. The Coast Guard uses radio
spectrum for listening and responding to distress calls from mariners, providing urgent marine
information broadcasts and navigation services to mariners, and maintaining an interoperable
command, control and information system among Coast Guard stations, vessels and aircraft.
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PPA BREAKDOWN - NATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION
ACT FEES
PPA

Total
($000)

Operating
1:
Funds and Unit Level Maintenance

Headquarters Directorates

i 95
Total Line Item Request
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A. SHORE FACILITY CONSTRUCTION FOLLOW-ON ...........

AA

$1,646,000

This request provides follow-on operations and maintenance funding for shore facility projects
scheduled for completion in FY 2002. This funding includes the day-to-day operation and
maintenance costs (i.e. energy requirements, utility service, routine repairs and maintenance,
housekeeping costs, and uncapitalized equipment) as well as major, non-recurring repair costs
(i.e. rebuilding, improvement, rehabilitation, etc...) anticipated throughout the life of the
structure. Since such costs increase with facility age, a historically based average is used to
cover non-recurring needs which typically include replacing roofs; replacing heating, ventilating,
and air conditioning systems; improving energy efficiency; upgrading major electrical services;
renovating; and other middle and later life needs. The request provides service-wide funding for
major shore facility maintenance that ensures the integrity of the shore infrastructure and
maximizes facility service life while avoiding large recapitalization expenses.
SHORE FACILITY PROJECTS ($000)
PROJECT
Replace Statico Buildmg
Aircraft Parking Ramp Extension
Improve Pier D1 (North Face)
Construct Housing Facility Phase I
Conasohdate and Relocate
Waterfront Imprvemens Phase t
Bndge Replacement

EST.
COMPLETION
Feb-02
Mar-02
Feb-02
Oct-01
Oct-01
Mar-02
Apr-02

LOCATION
Station Stonecock, NY
AfrStation Elizabeth Caty, NC
Group Key West, FL
Base San Juan, PR
Marine Safety Office Mobde, AL
Station Port Hcron. MI
Integrated Support Command
Alameda, CA
Ar Staton Port Angeles, WA
Air Stafon Kodiak, AK
Station Point Alerlon, MA
Station Montauk, NY
Stauon Point Alleron, MA
Activities NY
Station Fort Totn NY
Station Fort Totten, NY
Group Gaveon, TX
CarrabeU, FL
Group San Francisco, CA
Station Cwcuipez, Marnez, CA
Group Astora, OR
CGC Henry Blake, Evere't, WA
tSC Honolulu, HI
CGC Maple, Sitka, AK

Dec-0l1
Jan-02
Oct-0l
Dec-O1
Dec-01
Oct-Ot
Oct-O 1
Oct-O t
Jun-01
Oct-01
Jul-01
Oct-01
Feb-02
Nov-01
Sep-01
Jun-01

Boathouse Replacement

Staton KetchLkan, AK

Ju]-Ct

Roland Hall Fifth Floor Addition

CG Academy, New London, CT .

Apr-2
TOTAL

Hangar Improements
Hangar Itt Interior Rehabilitation
Expansioo/Renovatron
Replace Staton Patrol Boat Pier
Constuct Wave Attenuator
Molby Pier, Uthiltes Phase It
SRelocatn
I Divestiture
Replace Patrol Boat Pier
New Patrol Boat Homepon
WharfImprovetnent
Relocate Station
New Dispensary
New HomeporL
KK.H Sewage Pumps
Pier Improvements

O&M
35
52
82
183
130
28
177
118
220
14
21
25
24
19
-19
17
28
38
96
94
75
38
82

24
49
1,6
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PPA BREAKDOWN - SHORE FACILITY CONSTRUCTION FOLLOW-ON

Total

PPA U: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Atlantic Area / 5th District
Pacific Area / 1 th District
Ist District
7th District
8th District
9th District
13th District
14th District
17th District
Headquarters Units

26
132
58
i89
117
12
ISO,
19
173
39

PPA I: Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Ciit'Ocean Engineering and Shore Facility Maintenance

701
Total Line Item Requestj Ti6]

B. COMMISSION AND OPERATE THREE SEAGOING BUOY TENDERS.... $9,808,000
This request provides personnel and operational funding for three replacement Seagoing Buoy
Tenders as part of the ongoing Buoy Tender Replacement project. Sixteen 225-foot and fourteen
175-foot buoy tenders will replace a fleet of 37 aging buoy tenders by the end of FY 2005.
Without this funding the Coast Guard will be unable to operate the buoy tenders being acquired
through the Acquisition, Construction and Improvements appropriation.
PERS

CUTTERS

IQTRS

CGC CYPRESS &

3

FTP
(MIL)

54

MAT

CGC OAK & MAT
CGC SYCAMORE &
MAT
1
Totall

1FTE

I

PERSONNEL
FUNDING

(NIL)

I

,

41

sooo

1O&M
Q0R1

Isoo

TOTAL

O&M
FUNDING

($000)

2,705

2

1,475

4,180

2,044
698

1
3

1,004
1,882

3,048
2,580

4,361

9,808

27

2
4

54
9

27

117

77

'

5,44I71
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Total
(SOOO)

PPA BREAKDOWN -COMMISSION AND OPERATE THREE SEAGOING BUOY
TENDERS
PPA I: Personnel Resources (117 FT, 77 FTE)
Military Pay and Allowances
Military Health Care
Permanent Change of Station
Training and Education
PPA 1: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
7th District
8th District
17th District
Headquarters Directorates
Headquarters Units
PPA

m:

3,882
369
807
389
286
533
658
1,651
27

Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Electronics Maintenance
Vessel Maintenance

82
1,124
$9,808

Total Line Item Request

C. 49-FOOT STERN LOADING BUOY BOAT (BUSL) FOLLOW-ON ................. $346,000
This request will complete the follow-on funding for personnel, equipment, and support needed
to operate and maintain the 49-foot BUSL fleet consisting of 26 boats, This request helps ensure
that the Coast Guard will retain the ability to maintain short-range aids to navigation,
consequently facilitating navigation and improving safety and mobility on our nation's
waterways.
PPA BREAKDOWN - 49-FOOT STERN LOADING BUOY BOAT (BUSL) FOLLOW-ON

j (000)
Total

PPA I: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Atlantic Area / 5th District
1st District
7th District
8th District
9th District
PPA Eli: Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Electronics Maintenance
Vessel Maintenance

22
103
15
15
37
73
81
Total Line Item Request
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$346

343
D. DEFENSE MESSAGE SERVICE FOLLOW-ON ..................................................

S400,000

This request provides funding to support the end user hardware and software associated with the
Defense Message Service (DMS), a tactical service for secure record messages. The Coast
Guard has begun implementation of DMS in order to remain interoperable with the Department
of Defense (DoD), other government agencies and allied military forces. DMS is a DoD
mandated program that will replace the antiquated Automated Digital Network (AUTODIN)
record message system. To maintain this messaging capability, the Coast Guard must be fully
operational on DMS.
PPA BREAKDOWN - DEFENSE MESSAGE SERVICE FOLLOW-ON

Total
(SO00)

PPA III: Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Electronics Maintenance

400
Total Line Item Request

E. 47-FOOT MOTOR LIFE BOAT (MLB) FOLLOW-ON ....................................

$400

$4,955,000

This request provides funding and personnel to properly staff, operate, and maintain the new
fleet of 47-foot MLB's. Additional personnel are needed at stations, which were previously
staffed for utility boat operations with three person crews. The 47-foot MLB requires a crew of
four personnel. Funding this request will ensure the readiness of this fleet to respond to search
and rescue and law enforcement missions.
PPA BREAKDOWN - 47' MOTOR LIFE BOAT (MLB) FOLLOW-ON

Total
($000)

PPA 1: Personnel Resources (112 FTP, 56 FTE)
Military Pay and Allowances
Military Health Care
Permanent Change of Station
Training and Education

2,726
270
842
134

PPA U1:Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Atlatic Area / 5th District
Pacific AreaI Ith District
Ist District
7th District
8th District
9h District
13th District
17th District
Headquarters Directorates
Headquarters Units

76
8I
142
103
91
91
193
3
57
103
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PPA

mII:

Total
($000)
15
28

Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Electronics Maintenance
Vessel Maintenance
Total Line Item Request

$4,955

F. USCGC HEALY AVIATION DETACHMENT SUPPORT FOLLOW-ON.... $3,854,000
This request provides aviation resources (program flight hours and personnel) required to support
the increase in polar deployment days that will occur as HEALY becomes fully operational.
This request also includes the special equipment needed for aircraft operations in the Polar
Regions. Aviation assets are essential for successful mission completion in the Polar Regions.
The aircraft perform essential reconnaissance that enables the ship to transit safely through the
polar ice pack. In addition, the aircraft support the logistical needs of the ship and embarked
scientists.
Total
($000)

PPA BREAKDOWN - USCGC HEALY AVIATION DETACHMEENT SUPPORT
FOLLOW-ON
PPA I: Personnel Resources (54 FTrP, 14 FTE)
Military Pay and Allowances
Military Health Care
Permanent Change of Station
Training and Education

637
65
407
1,383

PPA II: Operating Funds and Unit Level aintenance
Headquarters Directorates
PPA II: Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Aircraft Miainteance
CivillOcean Engineenog and Shore Facility Maintenance

14
1,323

25
Total Line Item Request

$3.854

G. PORTS AND WATERWAYS SAFETY SYSTEMS (PAWSS) INSTALLATION
$245,000
FO LLO W -ON .............................................................................................................
This request provides seven watchstanders for Vessel Traffic Services (VTS) in Sault Ste. Marie,
Michigan, and Berwick Bay, Louisiana. The personnel requested will complete staffing to allow
7-day x 24-hour watchstanding to oversee safe navigation and operations in ports and waterways.
Operating an understaffed safety service exposes the Coast Guard to unacceptable liability. This
unsafe practice will be terminated and adequate staffing provided to fully realize the
effectiveness of the Automatic Identification System in reducing the risk of maritime vessel
accidents. Funding is also requested for adequate operation, maintenance, and modernization of
equipment to continue providing safe and efficient traffic organization services and navigation
information to the mariner.
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PPA BREAKDOWN - PORTS AND WATERWAYS SAFETY SYSTEMS (PAWSS)
INSTALLATION FOLLOW-ON

Total
($000)

PPA 1: Personnel Resources (7 FTP, 2 FTE)
Civilian Pay and Allowances
Training and Education
PPA II: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
8th District
9th District
Headquarters Directorates
PPA IM: Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Electronics Maintenance

121
I
24
52
2
45
$245

Total Line Item Request

H. SURFACE SEARCH RADAR SPS-73 SYSTEM SUPPORT FOLLOW-ON ..... $870,000
This request provides software support funding for the AN/SPS-73 Surface Search Radar (SSR)
which replaces the AN/SPS-64 radar. Unlike its predecessor, the AN/SPS-73 radar is computer
based; the operating system is proprietary and requires support for software changes. Funds for
SSR software support are not part of the original support base since the AN/SPS-64 radar had no
computer components.
PPA BREAKDOWN - SURFACE SEARCH RADAR SPS-73 SYSTEM FOLLOW-ON

Total

PPA ItL: Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Electronics Maintenance
Total Line Item Request
I.

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM PROJECT
FO LLOW -O N .............................................................................................................

870
$870

$578,000

This request provides funding to support the Configuration Management System. Funds will be
used to provide database web administrators who will support the centralized Configuration
Management Plus (CMplus) database. Funds will also be used to provide annual software
maintenance and hotline support to the 600+ field units that will use CMplus. The integrated
configuration, maintenance and supply data maintained within CMplus greatly facilitctcs
logistics planning, budgeting, inventory management and execution of maintenance and supply
actions.
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Total
($000)

PPA BREAKDOWN -CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM PROJECT
FOLLOW-ON
PPA I: Personnel Resources (2 FTP, 2 FTE)
Pay and Allowances
Military
Military Health Care
Prmanent Change of Station
Training and Education
PPA I]: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Headquarters Directorates

155
10
20
5
388

Total Line Item Request

$578

J. COMERCIAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS (SATCOM')
$1,029,000
FOL LO W-ON ........................................................................
This request provides operating and maintenance resources for commercial SATCOM. Funds
will be used to support nine dedicated leased commercial satellite channels for large cutters 210foot and above, satellite datalvoice communications for 110-foot patrol boats, satellite voice
communications for 87-foot patrol boats and fixed and rotary wing aircraft communications.
The request also includes necessary operational and support personnel.
PPA BREAKDOWN - COMMERCIAL SATCOM FOLLOW-ON

Total

PPA 1: Personnel Resources (5 FTP, 2 FTE)
Military Pay and Allowances
Civilian Pay and Allowances
Military Health Care
Permanent Change of Station
Training and Education

30
49
2
16
2

PPA H: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Headquarters Directorates
Headquarters Units
PPA DIU:Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Aircraft Maintenance
Electroncs Maintenance

787
82
60
Total Line Item Requestj $1,029
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347
K. MILITARY SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS (MILSATCOM)
FO LLO W-O N .............................................................................................................

$225,000

This request provides funding to maintain LST-5D MILSATCOM equipment that is already
aboard sixteen 210-foot medium endurance cutters. The Department of Defense previously
supported this equipment; however, maintenance responsibility shifts to the Coast Guard in FY 2002.
MILSATCOM improves command and control by providing reliable, secure communications for
cutters deployed in remote locations and for cutters working with Joint Interagency Task Force
elements.
Total

PPA BR AKDOVN - MILSATCOM FOLLOW-ON
PPA I: Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Electronics Maintenance

225
Total Line Item Request

$225

L. GLOBAL MARITIME DISTRESS AND SAFETY SYSTEM (GMDSS), DIGITAL
SELECTIVE CALLING (DSC) ALERT PROCESSING SYSTEM
$87,000
FO LLO W -O N .............................................................................................................
This request provides funding for DSC distress communications operations in two of the four
ocean coverage areas in the GMDSS. GMDSS was mandated for worldwide use by the
International Maritime Organization's (IMO) 1988 amendment to the Safety of Life at Sea
(SOLAS) Convention, to which the U. S. is a signatory nation.
PPA BREAKDOWN - GMIDSS, DSC ALERT PROCESSING SYSTEM FOLLOW-ON

Total
(SOO0)

PPA 1U: Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Electronics Maintenance
Total Line Item Request

87
$87

M. COMMISSION AND OPERATE TEN COASTAL PATROL BOATS ............ $3,377,000
This request provides funding for the operation and mainenance often 87-foot WPB's delivered
during FY 2002. Additional 87-foot WPB's are required to complete the replacement of all 82foot patrol boats, which have reached the end of their economical service lives and are becoming
increasingly unreliable and costly to maintain. Current and projected missions, particularly in
law enforcement, require more speed, seaworthiness and greater endurance than provided by the
82-foot patrol boats. The 87-foot WPB was designed to provide the additional capability and
reliability needed for mission performance in drug interdiction as well as search and rescue, alien
migrant interdiction and protection of living marine resources. Six of the ten 87-foot WPB's
addressed in this request will replace 82-foot WPB's. Four of the ten 87-foot WPB's in this
request are new patrol boats, wihout corresponding 82-foot decommissionings. Each WPB will
provide 1,800 resource hours per hull to primary mission areas. Three additional 87-foot patrol
boats will come off the assembly line in 2002, but operation of these vessels will be deferred
until 2003 when funding becomes available.
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CUTTERS

PERS
QTRS

FTP
(MIL)

FTE
WM)

PERSONNEL
FUNDING

O&M
QTRS

($00

Cc IBIS

01

0

CGC POm,,NO
CGC HALIT.(.T
CGC BO',TO
CGC TERN
CGC HERON
CGC WAHOO
FLYINGFISH
COGC
CGC HADDOCK
CGC SHRIKE
CGC SHEARWATER
CGC BRENT
CGC PETREL
Total

0
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
3
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0i
12
2
t21
0
0
0
471

0
0
0
0
0
0
6
6

4
4
5
5
0
0
405
405

403
6
550
9
0 DEFER TO 2003
0 DEFER TO 2003
0 DEF TO 2003
1,781
27

4
4
4
4
3
31
2
2
2
3
0
0
0

O&M
FUNDING

TOTAL
($00O)
89i=
89
93
93
89
94
89
94
89
175
175
175
175
631
226
225
628
764,
0
0
0
3,377

225
214
1
0
1,596

PPA BREAKDOWN - COMMISSION AND OPERATE TEN COASTAL PATROL BOATS

Total
($00o)

PPA I: Personnel Resources (47 FTP, 27 FrE)
Military Pay and Allowances
Military Health Care
Permanent Change of Station
Training and Education
PPA H: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Atlantic Area / Sth District
Pacific Area / 1lth District
Ist District
7th District
8th District
Headquarters Directorates
PPA II: Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Electronics Maintenance
Civil/Ocean Engineering and Shore Facility Maintenance
Vessel Maintenance

1,317
127
270
67
109
284
81
94
61
27

Total Line Item Request
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3
323
578
$3,377

349
N. SELF LOCATING DATUM MARKER BUOY (SLDMB) FOLLOW-ON .

$774,000

This request provides funding for approximately 300 SLDMB replacements, contracted satellite
data transmission, logistics and engineering support, and database management. Deployed from
Coast Guard aircraft and vessels, SLDMB's will provide near real-time surface current data for
improved search and rescue planning, oil spill trajectory predictions and tracking of drifting
contraband and migrant crafts.
PPA BREAKDOWN - SLDMB FOLLOW-ON

Total

$_L0009.

PPA H: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Headquarters Directorates
Headquarters Unib

399
37_]
$774

Total Line Item Request
0, DIGITAL VOICE LOGGER FOLLOW-ON ..........................................................

$500,000

This request provides funding to support the Adaptive Digital Systems DVL-32 Digital Voice
Logger being installed in Coast Guard communications centers at Groups and Districts and
onboad cutters. Funds will be used to provide periodic system maintenance, hardware and
software upgrades, and updated maintenance, operating and training manuals. This system will
enable Coast Guard communications centers to record and playback critical voice transmissions
(i.e. MAYDAY calls) used in responding to search and rescue cases. This enhancement
responds to Congress, the National transportation Safety Board and the public demands for
improved Coast Guard capability to record and playback voice transmissions to further prevent
the loss of lives at sea.
PPA BREAKDOWN - DIGITAL VOICE LOGGER FOLLOW-ON

Total
($000)

PPA II: Intermediate and Depot Level Maintenance
Electronics Maintenance

500
Total Line Item Request

$500

P. LOCAL NOTICE TO MARINERS AVTOMATION FOLLOW-ON ................. $925,000
This request provides funding for sysum testing, training, deployment, operations and
maintenance of the automated LNM system. The web-based LNM system will replace the
production and distribution of the paper LNIM by automating the collection and dissemination of
the LNM and other aids to navigation inforria'-'on via the Intemet. The LNM project will also
automate the management and storage of the aids to navigation data, which will eliminate the
need for paper recbrdkeeping.
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PPA BREAKDOWN - LNM AUTOMATION FOLLOW-ON

Total
ts(oo)

PPA U: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Headquarters Directorates

925
Total Line Item Request

5925

Q. SEARCH AND RESCUE CAPABILITIES ENHACEMENT FOLLOW-ON ..... S80,000
This request provides maintenance funding for search and rescue (SAR) computer decision,
planning and monitoring applications. The computer applications will ensure SAR planners
have contemporary decision support tools for saving lives and property through more efficient
use of on scene searching resources. These open architecture systems also provide improved
situational assessment through increased data sharing and interoperability between the Coast
Guard and local and / or international SAR resources, which is vital to open-ocean or mutinational rescue efforts.
Total
($000)

PPA BREAKDOWN - SEARCH AND RESCUE CAPABILITIES ENHANCEMENT
FOLLOW-ON
PPA I1: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Headquarters Units

so

Total Line Item Request
R. DIFFERENTIAL GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (DGPS)
FO LLO W-O N .............................................................................................................

$80

$295,000

This request provides resources to support the DGPS and begin to adequately upgraderefurbish
the equipment at the end of its 8-10 year lifecycle. DGPS has become a critical component of
the nation's radio navigation system and greatly enhances the safety of navigation along the
coasts, in harbors and rivers. It has also become the exclusive mechanism for setting the
majority of the aids to navigation for which the Coast Guard is responsible. Without these funds,
adequate support and service availability will diminish. Seven technician billets axe requested to
maintain the system to reliability and availability standards set by the International Maritime
Organization and the federal Radionavigation Plan.
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Total
($000)

PPA BREAKDOWN - DGPS FOLLOW-ON
PPA I: Personnel Resources (7 FTP, 2 FrE)
Military Pay and Allowances
Military Health Care
Permanent Change of Station
Training and Education
PPA II: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Atlantic Area/ 5th District
Pacific Area / I Ith District
Headquarters Directorates

70
8
61
9
51
94
2
$295

Total Line Item Requesti

$1,173,000
S. HUMAN RESOURCES INFORMATION SYSTEM FOLLOW-ON ...............
This request provides resources to fund the Coast Guard's portion of the Department of
Transportation (DOT) civilian Human Resources Information System (HRIS). DOT requires a
modem HRIS to effectively manage human and financial resources. The system will reduce the
administrative burden related to processing and improving the quality and quantity of readily
available management data. The current DOT information system for human resources are
outdated and have reported material weaknesses and inherent risk of failure. Fiscal Year 2002 is
At the end of the
the first year of a four-year phased implementation for the HRJS.
implementation period, all DOT agencies will be utilizing the DOT HRIS.
PPA BREAKDOWN- HUMAN RESOURCES INFORMATION SYSTEM FOLLOW-ON

Total
($000)

PPA H: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintensuce
Headquarters Directorates

1,173
Total Line Item Request

$1,173
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IV. NEW/ENHANCED/RESTORATION INITIATIVES

$8.399,000

A. SAFETY ENHANCEMENTS
1. MARINE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PERSONNEL AND INFORMATION
M ANAGEM ENT TOOLS ......................................................................................
$845,000
This item requests resources for Marine Transportation System (MTS) activities in support of
MTS Task Force recommendations and the MTS Report to Congress. Personnel and funds are
needed to establish and act as the interagency coordinator for local port level stakeholders and
government committees, including Harbor Safety Committees (HSCs) that are affiliated with
Coast Guard Marine Safety Offices. These resources will be used to manage safety, security and
environmental protection and improve the efficiency of the MTS. This item also requests funds
to support the Waterway Evaluation Tool (WET) which will provide Coast Guard users with a
systematic risk-based process to support decision-making on how best to apply resources across
diverse waterways.
PPA BREAKDOWN -MARINE TRANSPORTATION PERSONNEL AND
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT TOOLS

Total
($000)

PPA I: Personnel Resources (24 FTP, 6FTE)
Civilian Pay and Allowances
Training and Education

497
2

PPA HI: Operating Funds and Unit Lesel Nailenance
Atlantic Area / 5th District
Pacific Area / t IlthDistrict
Headquarters Directorates
Headquarters Units

7
136
196
Total Line Item Request

2. SEARCH AND RESCUE SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS ...................................

$845

$5,541,000

This item provides resources needed to improve Coast Guard Search and Rescue (SAR)
capabilities and implement some of the recommendations from the National Transportation
Safety Board's (NTSB) report concerning the tragic loss of lives on the sailing vessel
MORNING DEW. Resources are requested to improve the staffing at SAR Command Centers
and Stations. SAR Command Center staffing will be increased to ensure that there is a minimum
of two persons on duty in locations where most needed during a 12-hour watch shift. SAR
station staffing will be improved to allow a 68-hour workweek duty rotation. A specialty school
will ensure that personnel have the requisite small boat handling and navigation skills to stand
duty at SAR Stations. In addition, resources will be provided to support Command Center
quality assurance and technology support teams to improve the readiness of watchstanders to
face mission challenges associated with emergency response. These SAR enhancements address
the most urgent shortfalls identified by the NTSB, eliminate high crew fatigue at stations and
address problems and challenges associated with a junior, less experienced workforce.

OE-30

Total
(SO00)

PPA BREAKDOWN - SEARCH AND RESCUE SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
PPA I: Personnel Resources (194 FTP, 51 FTE)
Military Pay and Allowances
Civilian Pay and Allowances
Military Health Care
Pennanesnt Change of Station
Training and Education
PPA I: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Atlantic Area / 5th District
Pacific Area/ I Ith District
1st Dittrict
7th District
8th District
9th District
13th District
14th District
Headquarters Directorates
Headquarters Units

2,130
52
232
1,488
707

Total Line Item Request
3.

PASSENGER VESSEL SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS ..........................................

55
46
49
6
3
5
62
2
50
654
5,541

S649,000

This item requests funding to mitigate the safety risks on passenger vessels (i.e. cruise ships,
ferries and high-speed ferries). This outcome will be achieved through maximizing core
prevention programs and focusing on innovatNe means for responding to major passenger vessel
accidents. Passenger vessels have become larger, faster, more numerous and more techmcally
sophisticated vessels. Vigorous oversight during the design, construction and operation of all
passenger vessels operating in or from the U.S. is required to ensure that these vessels meet the
appropriate safety standards at all times. In addition to longer safety inspection times due to
their size and complexity, they also require highly trained inspectors; therefore, this item
provides funding for enhanced inspector training. Furthermore, passenger vessel safety will be
improved by spearheading partnership activities with the local response community, developing
a coordinated emergency response and contingency plan, and training local response a3encies to
work cooperatively under a unified command system. This item provides personnel and funding
required to conduct and evaluate these partnership activities and response exercises.
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PPA BREAKDOWN - PASSENGER VESSEL SAFETY

Total

PPA I. Personnel Resources (23 FTP, 6 FTE)
Military Pay and Allowances
Civilian Pay and Allowances
Military Health Care
Permanent Change of Station
Training and Education

129
383
7
74
1

PPA 11: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Atlantic Area / 5th District
Pacific Area / I Ith District
1st District
7th District
8th District
9th District
13th District
14th District
17th District
Headquarters Directorates
Headquarters Units

1

4
I
I
I
I
1
31
2
$649

Totl Line Item Request
B. PERSONNEL SUPPORT INITIATIVES
1. FUNERAL HONORS DUTP 7

4[

......................
......... .......... .......

tsl #3tJXloI

jvu'u

This item provides funding to allow the Coast Guard to comply with a legislative requirement 3-t
forth in the FY 2000 Department of Defense appropriation. The appropriation provided that,
upon request, all military services must provide one or two military representatives at the
funerals of service veterans. Reservists may be utilized on a voluntary basis and receive a S50
per day stipend, reimbursement for travel if more than 50 miles, and one retirement point.
Active duty attendees will only receive travel reimbursement.
Total
($000)

PPA BREAKDOWN - FUNERAL HONORS DUTY
PPA lf: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Headquarters Directorates

so
Total Line Item Request

OE-32

$50

355
2.

$750,000
TRANSIT AND VANPOOL BENEFITS INCREASE ..........................................

This request provides funding for the recently authorized $100.00 per person per month nontaxable mass transit fare benefit. The Coast Guard is currently funded to provide $65 per person
per month. Congress increased the authorized benefit to $100.00 per person per month starting
in FY 2002.
Total

PPA BREAKDOWN - TRANSIT AND VANPOOL BENEFITS INCREASE

-($0o0

PPA H: Operating Funds and Unit Level Maintenance
Headquarters Directorates

750
$750

Total Line Item Request

$564,000
C. IMPROVE OIL AND HAZMAT SPILL RESPONSE CAPABILITY .................
This item provides funding to allow the Coast Guard to implement the pollution exercise
program as part of a National Contingency Plan preparedness strategy for dealing with a Spill of
National Significance (SONS). Such spills are so large and complex that they pose the highest
risk to the natural environment, public health and economic vitality of the area impacted.
Funding provided for SONS exercises will ensure that non-federal, federal, private, local, and
state stakeholders are pre-coordinated and prepared for a SONS, thereby minimizing the
environmental and economic impacts of such a major spill. Specifically, this item will fund
contractor support for evaluating SONS exercises and support the exercise design and execution
team activities.
PPA BREAKDOWN - IMPROVE OIL AND HAZMAT SPI1 L RESPONSE CAPABILITY

Total
($000)

PPA 1H:Operating Funds and Unit Level Maimtenance
Headquarters Directorates

564
Total Line Item Request

OE-33

$564
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ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
For necessary expenses of acquisition, construction, renovation, and improvement of aids
to navigation, shore facilities, vessels, and aircraft, including equipment related thereto,
[$415,000,000), $659,323,000, of which [S20,000,000 $19,956,000 shall be derived from
the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund; of which [S156,450,000] $74.990,000 shall be available
to acquire, repair, renovate or improve vessels, small boats and related equipment, to
remain available until September 30, [2005; $37,650,000] 2006: $27,500,000 shall be
available to acquire new aircraft and increase aviation capability, to remain available until
September 30, [2003; S60,113.000] 2004, $90,371,000 shall be available for other
equipment, to remain available until September 30, 12003; S63,336,000] 2004; $63,262,000
shall be available for shore facilities and aids to navigation facilities, to remain available
until September 30, 12003; $55,151,000] 2004; $65,200,000 shall be available for personnel
compensation and benefits and related costs, to remain available until September 30.[20021
2003; and 1542,300,000], S338,000,000 for the Integrated Deepwater Systems programs to
remain available until September 30, [2003] 2006. Provided,That the Commandant of the
Coast Guard is authorized to dispose of surplus real property, by sale or lease, and the
proceeds shall be credited to this appropriation as offsetting collections and made available
only for the National Distress and Response System Modernization program, to remain
available for obligation until September 30. [20031 2004. [Providedfurtter,That upon
initial submission to the Congress of the fiscal year 2002 President's budget, the Secretary
of Transportation shall transmit to the Congress a comprehensive capital investment plan
for the United States Coast Guard Which includes funding for each budget line item for
fiscal years 2002 through 2006, with total funding for each year of the plan constrained to
the funding targets for those years as estimated and approved by the Office of Management
and Budget: Providedfurther,Thai the amount herein appropriated shall be reduced by
S100,000 per day for each day after initial submission of the President's budget that the plan
has not been submitted to the Congress: Prosidedfurther, That the Commandant shall
transfer S5,800,000 to the City of Homer, Alaska, for the construction of a municipal pier
and other harbor improvements, contingent upon the City of Homer entering into an
agreement with the United States to accommodate Coast Guard vessels and to support
Coast Guard operations at Homer, Alaska.] (Department of Transportation and Related
Agencies AppropriationsAct, 2001, as enacted by section 101(a) ofP.L 106-346.)

NOTE: Tre above appropranons language reectsa coriectmon
to the Presidents
Budget
language
itie FY 2002
Appendix With OS" and0MB approval, theprometeatcgonris were adjusted torefteci the correcton
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars)

Obligations by program activity:
Direct program:
Search and rescue
Aids to navigation
Marine safety
Marine environmental protection
Enforcement of laws and treaties
Ice operations
Defense readiness
Total direct program
Reimbursable program
Total new obligations

2140
2200
2210
2390
2395
2398
2440

Budgetary resources available for obligation:
Unobligated balance carried forward, start of year:
New budget authority (gross)
Resources available from recoveries of prior
year obligations
Total budgetary resources available
for obligation
Total new obligations
Unobligated balance expiring or withdrawn
Unobligated balance carried forward. end of year:

Ne%, budget authority (gross), detail:
Discretionary:
4000 Appropriation
4015 Appropriation (em ergency)
4076 Reduction pursuant to P.L 106-113
4076 Reduction pursuant to P.L. 106-69
4077 Reduction pursuant to P.L. 106-554
4078 Reduction pursuant to P.L. 106-246
4300 Appropriation (total discretionary)

96,435
53,039
14,465
28,931
212,158
72,327
4,822
482,177
5,041
487,218

355,610
1,011,296
17,927
1,384.833
-487,218
-2,003
895,612

369,326
623,000
-1,478
-349
..........
-11,400
979,099

157,955
66,369
19,749
146,855
202,355
140,849
10,868
745,000
28,000
773,000

105,492
92,305
79,[19
65,932
262,735
26,373
- 13186
645,142
28,000
673,142

895,612
442,087

564,699
687.323

..........
1,337,699
-773.000
...........
564,699

.

.........
1.252,022
-673,142
....
578.880

639,367
395.000
....... .
...- -...
...........
..........
-869
.......
394,131

....
.....
639,367
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMiENTS
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars)

8800

8895
8896

Offsets:
Against gross budget authority and outlays:
Offsetting collections (cash) from: Federal sources
Against gross budget authority only.
Change in uncollected customer payments from
Federal sources
Adjustments to uncollected customer payments from
Federal sources

32,447

47,956

-1,654

.
....
......... ...........

I-1,6
...

47,956

Net budges authority and outlays:

8900
9000

Budget authority
Outlays

979,099

394,131

463.9t8

660.000

639,367
602.022
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
Program And Performance
The Acquisition, construction, and improvements (AC&I) appropriation provides for the
aircraft, information
acquisition, construction, and improvement of the vessels,
management resources, shore facilities, and aids to navigation required to execute the Coast
Guard's missions and achieve its performance goals.
Vessels - In 2002, the Coast Guard will acquire multi-mission platforms that use
advanced technology to reduce life cycle operating costs. The seagoing buoy tender
acquisition will continue with a one-time request for 2 ships.
Deepwi ater - The Deepwater capability replacement project continues with full scale
development InFY 2002, the Coast Guard will begin to acquire and build theselected
integrated deepwater system.
ill start the planning process to determine the
Aircraft -In 2002, the Coast Guard wx
follow-on acquisition and support requirements for the C I30J acquisition project.
Other Equipment - In 2002. the Coast Guard w,,illins estin numerous management
information and decision support systems that will result in increased efficiencies. The
Marine Information forSafety and Law Enforcement (MISLE), National Dtress System
(NDR), and Commercial Communications Satellite Upgrade projects %Nil!continue.
Shore Facilities - In 2002, the Coast Guard x ill ins estin modem structures that are more
energy efficient, comply with regulatory codes, and minimize follow-on maintenance
requirements and replace existing dilapidated structures.
Personnel andRelated Costs -Personnel resources will be utilized to execute theAC&l
projects described above.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars)

Spending authority from offsetting collections:
6800
6510
6815
6854
6855

Offsetting collections (cash)
Change in uncollected customer payments
from Federal sources
Adjustments to uncollected customer
payments from Federal sources
Portion credited to expired accounts
Portion ofchange i uncollected customer payments

7000

from Federal sources
Spending authority from offsetting
collections (total discretionary)'
Total new budget authority (gross)

7240

Change in unpaid obligations:
Unpaid obligations, start of)ear:
Unpaid obligations, start of year

7295

Uncollected customer payments from Federal

7299
7310

sources, start of year
Obligated balance, start of year
Total new obligations

6890

7320

Total outlays (gross)
Adjustments in expired accounrs(net)
Recoveries of prior year obligations

32,447

47,956

47,956

-l.t19

....

. . ..

-7.939
7.939

.

......

31,428
1,010,527

47,956
442,087

47,956
687,323

537,580

507,918

573,291

-19,974
517.606
487,218

-18,320
489,598
773,000

-18,320
554,971
673,142

-496,365
-580
-17,927

-707.956
-649,978
.........

7340
7345
7400

Change in uncollected customer payments

7440

from Federal sources
Unpaid obligations, end of year

580
507,918

Uncollected Customer payments from
Federal sources, end of year
Obligated balance, end of) ear

-18,320

-18,320

-18,320

489.598

554,971

578,132

279,797
^-16.568

146,750
561,206

496,365

707,956

207,831
442,147
649,978

7495
7499

573,291

596,452

Outlays (gross), detail:
8690
8693
8700

Outlays from new discretionary authority
Outlays from discretionary balances
Total outlays (gross)
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_ DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
Object Classification (in thousands of dollars)

Direct obligations:
Personnel compensation:
11.1
Full-time pennanent
11.3 Other than full-time permanent
11.5 Other personnel compensation
11.7 Military personnel
11.8
Special personal serices
payments

12 1
12 2
13.0
21.0
22.0
23.2
23.3

Civilian personnel benefits
Military personnel benefits
Benefits for former personnel
Travel and transportation of persons
Transportation of things
Rental payments to others
Communications, utilities.
and miscellaneous changes
24.0 Printing
and reproduction
25.1 Advisory and assistance services
25.2
Other sen ices
25,8 Purchases of goods & services from government
26.0 Supplies and materials
31.0 Equipment
32.0 Land and structures

Reimbursable obligations
T
obIgiins48.28

16.165
815
224
24,146
452

17,940
905
249
25,430
470

20.259
1.022
2S1
34.018
494

3,666
2,574
246
7.652
813
048

5.664
3.977
380
11,823
1,256
661

4.S95
3.132
361
12.047
1.280
671

3'3]1
, 179
112,406
118,516
205
S 1.076
269,101
91.451

4.048
1S3
114.533
63,988
200
83.275
207.573
93.182

2,923
116
75,751
80,600
238
55,474
147,485
62.189

5,041
!:ilq|

28,000
7.000II
7

28,000
673.1421
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
Personnel Summary

1001
1101

Direct;
Total compensable workyears
Full-tune equivalent employment civilian
Full-time equivalent employment military

263
366

284
366

293
417
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
Program Digest (in thousands of dollars)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Search and rescue
Aids to navigation
Marine safety
Marine environmental protection
Enforcement of laws and treaties
Ice operations
Defense readiness

169,242
102,278
34,325
39,073
480,158
162,782
11,241

55,147
112,967
24,580
34,101
137,881
45,221
4,190

121,549
107,594
92,857
73,959
221,290
30,436
11,638

366
263

366
284

417
293

FrE:
(Military)
(Civilian)

Note: Amounts shown represent a programmatic distribution of funds appropriated for
each year. Therefore, they may not correspond to the amounts on lines 00.01-00.07 of
the Program and Financing schedule, which consist of direct obligations of both prior
year and current year appropriated funds.
FY 2000 includes $20,000,000 derived from the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund and
$623,000,000 derived from the emergency supplemental appropriation.
FY 2001 includes $19,956,000 derived from the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund.
FY 2002 includes $19,956,000 derived from the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
ACQUISITION. CONSTRUCTaION AND IMPROVEMENTS
Line Item Summary
(in thousands of doar)

1. ESSELS:
AND EORIPMIENT:
A. ACO IRE S'E.SSELS
I
SURVEY & DESIGN - CUTTERS AND BOATS
2
SEAGOINGBUOY TENDER i4ALB) REPLACEMENT

5010 VES
"OO N ES-2-1

B. REPAIR, RENOVATE OR \IPRON E EXISTING N ESSELS
AND SMELL BOATS:
I
POLAR CLASS ICEBREAKER RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT LRIP)

I.

DEEP%%
ATER CAPABILITY REPLACElENE PROJECT,

Ell.

AIRCRAFT:
ACOILIRE NES A.IRCRAFT AND INCREASE A%loTION CAPABILITY:
,
AVIATION PARTS AND SUPPORT
2

IV.

4490

3 '(D

C-I30J SYSTEM PRO ISIONING AND TR-AINING SLPPORT ANALN SES

OTHER EQUIPMENT.
I
PORTS AND %A
ATERWA S SAFETY SYSTEMS (PAJ SS)
2
M MARINE
INFORM ACTION
FOR SAFETY AND LAW FNFORCEMENfT (MISLEi PROJECT
4
N NATIONALDISTRESSAND RESPONSESYSTEM MODERNIZATION oNDRSM PROJECT
4
DEFENSE MESSAGING SYSTEM (DMS) IMPLEMENTATION
5
COMMERCIAL SATELLITE CONIMLNICATIONSISATCOI UPGRADE
I

GLOBAL MARITIME DISTRESSAND SkFETYS5 STEM GAIDSS)
SEARCH AND RESCUE CAPABILITIES ENHANCEMENT PROJECT

S
A
10
I
12
13
14
11
16
I7

THIRTEENTH DISTRCTMICROAVAE MODERNIZATION PROJECT
HAVAI RAINBOW COMMUNICATIONS SSTEI MODERN
N A-TFION
HIGH FREQUENCY HF, RECAPITALIZATION AND MODERNIZATION
READINESS M ANAG EMENT S STEMl4P,-S)
DOD C1I INTEROPER-ABILIT
C0QMMiANDCE\TERRLADINESS A\I rNFRASTRLCLRE RECAPITALIZASION FROJECI
P-250 PLM REPLACEMENT
CONFIGLRATION MANAGEM ENT - PHASE IJ0
SELF-CONTAINEDDREATH,-NGAFPAR.ATLS(SCA) REPLACEMENT
MINOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOG PRO) ECTS

\E.S4

DEPAT--

2'"ocw
5(k

N]C-I

12,500
-,450
2 000
2003

EQIP.I
EQLIP--4
EQLIP-5-6
EQL'IP?-.S
EGLIP-9

.300

AC-2

2 200 EQLiP-1C-Il
1.320 EQLIP- 2
800 EQLIP-)
1100 EQLIP-14
1500 FOLIP-I5
'.5 EQL'IP-It
1.5m EQLIP IF
72- EQ IP-IS
2.04 EQLIP-9I
EQL IP:C.
9
OLj EQ4 IP-2
2 00

EQ4IP-23

SHORE FACILITIES AND AIDS TO NANIG 4ION
A SHORE-GENERAL:
I
SLRSES AND DESIGN - SHORE OPERAT ONAL AND SL PORT PROJECTS
2
MENOF AC&I 'HORE CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

".(UO SHORE-I
-l 2 S00R E-2

B. SHORE - AIR STATION S:
I
CONSOLIDATE ELIZABETH CILA AVIATION AND STATION FACIL

6.1()

IES -PHASE)

SHORE-3

ACI SUM -1

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
US,COAST GUARD
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROS EMENTS
Line Item Summar
(in thousands of dollars

11,000 SHORE

C. COAST GUARD HOISING- VABOUS LOCATIONS:
SHORE - GROUPSIBMASE
SSTATIONSIMSO's:
I
ENGI-EERINO LOGISTICS CENTER RAAREHOUSECONSOL DAION
2
REBUILD GROLP-MARDNE SAFETY FFiCE LONG ISLANDSOLD
REPLACE COAS FGLARD STATION PORTHLRON PHASE [I
4
CONSTRUCT NE STATION BR S TCK
5
REPLACE ISC BOSTON. BLILDIG 'NO S UTILITIES

D

E. AIDS TONAS IGATION FACILITIES:
I
\. WATER AYS ATDSTO NS% IOSTIO\ I\FRXSTRU CTERE
MMqi
! lI J~l I, Jll E~MI9
nli
1 l1
glkl!tl
t

I1"
4.990
1 0
00
N)0

~

I

I

I

IL
=

| .k1
%%[ R t I %lI 1) lI

.HORE.$
SHORE-9

0,00 SHOREIl
D{

IL1S

PERSONNEL AND RELATED SUPPORT:
I
RC&I CORE COMPETENCIES ANDCRPABILITES
2
AC&I PERSONNEL COSTS
I R
Il

SHORE-5
SHORE-b
.
SHORE -

-0C0 PERS-!
S.,n , PERS-2
I

............I

...........

-7

7

7 jh)

26
1.

1
103 11 wt)t F'sl

1
14
-NI VJ

1" 1
FN :1102
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U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars in thousands)
S500

SURVEY & DESIGN - CUTTERS AND BOATS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION To provide funding in support of future year cutter and boat renovation
and acquisition programs prior to the program receiving dedicated funding in the budget.
CAPABILITY ACQUIREDIMAINTAINED: Early planning, requirements development, and cost
estimating efforts in support of future cutter and boat projects involve significant engineerng and
planning efforts. The Coast Guard operates over 230 cutters and 350 small boats. Diverse mission
requirements call for complex designs and performance capabilities. Maintaining total in-house
engineering expertise would require a considerable staff and costly facilities. Therefore, much of the
Naval Engineering Survey and Design work is accomplished by using outside expertise. These efforts
include developing and refining requirements through feasibility studies to verify the soundness and
practicability of various combinations of vesse! performance and payload requirements, with the
ultimate goal of determining an optimum set of requirements which will lead to a balanced, integrated,
and cost effective ship or boat design. Later, a more detailed design with trade-off analysis identifies
critical parameters and permits a more accurate look at potential acquisition budget cot.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED TiHS FISCAL YEAR:
MEASURE
Lump Sum

ITEM
Survey & Design Projects

OUANTITY

TOTAL
S0

FY
1997 & earlier
1998
1999
2000
2001

TOTAL
4,550
500
500
500
499

FUNDING HISTORY:
Survey & Design
Survey & Design
Survey & Design
Survey & Design
Survey & Design

Projects
Projects
Projects
Projects
Projects

TBD

ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:
PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:

Primary
Secondary

SAR

ELT

MtEP

MS

ATON

10

DR

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars in thousands)
$70,000

SEAGOING BUOY TENDER (WLB) REPLACEMENT

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: To continue funding the multi-year program to replace the 26 vessel fleet
of 50-year-old Seagoing Buoy Tenders. This request funds the last two hulls and associated costs.
CAPABILITY ACQUIRED/MAINTAINED: The capability to maintain short-range aids to navigation
in an exposed offshore environment will be retained.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEMI
Sailaway (award of bulls 15 & 16)
Logistics/Tacilities
Project Admin
Sparc Parts

MEASURE
Each
Lump Sum
Lump Sum
Lump Sum

OUANTITl
2

TOTAL
63,700
4,200
700
1 400
70,000

FUNDING HISTORY:
FY
1997 & earlier
1998
1999
2000
200!

Contract Design, Hulls 1-6
Hull 7
Hulls 8,9
Hulls 10, 11.
Hulls 12,13, 14.

TOTAL
220,790
41,000
72,600
77,000
117,740

ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

24,800

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATNG PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACIITY:

Primary
Secondary

SAR

ELT

MEP

MS

X

X

X

X

ATON
X

10

DR

X

QUANTITY:
Planning Range
Funded Number
Contracted Number
Accepted Number

16
14
14
5

ships
ships
ships
ships
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368
U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITON, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars in thousands)
SEAGOING BUOY TENDER (WLB) REPLACEMENT

Acquisition Baseline Unit Costs
Actual Average Unit Cost to Date
Projected Future Unit Costs

S70,000

UNIT COST (S in millions):
59
39.5
40.9
CONTRACTOR-

Marinette Marine, Marnette, "I
Type of Contract: Firm Fixed Price
Contract Options: FY02, max 2, mm
KEY EVENTS:
Mission Need Statement
Deliver Lead WLB
Award Production Contract
First Production Delivery
Last Production Delivery

FY04-05

VES-3
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U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITON, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars In thousands)
POLAR CLASS ICEBREAKER RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT (RIP)

$4,490

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This project restores and improves the operational reliability of the two
Polar Class icebreakers, CGCs Polar Star and Polar Sea, to ensure they remain serviceable and
operational for the remainder of their design service lives and to halt escalating maintenance and
reliability problems. FY 02 funding needed for Phase 3 installation on Polar Sea
CAPABILIT VACOI IRED/IAINTAINED: A number of shipboard systems are nearing the end of
their service lives, require extensive maintenance and are experiencing escalating support cost. This
project allows the Coast Guard to continue to support the Nation's interest in the Polar Regions. This
request will fund the installation of Phase IU items on one cutter. Phase I work will include ship
service diesel generator with switch board, sea water cooling system modifications, and replace the
standard boat davit system. A total of four phases will be required to complete the entire project on both
icebreakers.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
Phase 3 Installation USCGC POLAR SEA
Non-recurring Engineering Costs

MEASURE
Each
Lump Sum

QUANTITY
1

TOTAL
4,355
135
4,490

FY
1997 & earlier
1998
2000
2001

TOTAL
23,696
5,300
3,550
4,490

FUNDING HISTORY:
Design Research & Long Lead Time Materials
Phase I Install USCGC POLAR SEA
Phase 2 Install USCGC POLAR STAR
Phase 2 Install USCGC POLAR SEA

32,100

ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:
ASSET/FACILITY:
SAR
Primary
Secondary

ELT

MEP

MS
X

ATON

10
X

DR

X

Project Design
Phase 11Contract Award
Phase m] Contract Award

KEY EVENTS:
FY90-94
FY0 I
FY02

VES-4
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U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollar In thousands)
DEEPWATER CAPABILITY REPLACEMENT PROJECT

$338,000

PROJECT DESCRIIFION: Recapitalize the Coast Guard's aging and obsolete assets that execute the
Coast Guard's missions in the difficult and challenging offshore area of operations. In August 1993, the
Coast Guard awarded contracts to three industry teams to design an Integrated Deepwater System (LIDS)
that maximizes operational effectiveness and minimizes total ownership cost. Industry team proposals to
design and construct the IDS are due in July 2001. the Coast Guard intends to award a Phast II contract
in the second quarter of Fiscal Year 2002, to begin acquiring, constructing or improving existing assets
under the accepted proposal to recapitalize Coast Guard asset capability for mission performance. Prior
to Phase [I contract award the industry teams' proposals are proprietary information. The requested
details can, however, be provided with a proprietary briefing in a controlled environment, This request is
for the first year of implementation of the selected team's proposed plan.
CAPABILITY ACOUIRED/MAINTAINED: The Deepwater Project, when completed, is planned to
provide affordable operating assets and increase operational effectiveness by leveraging current and
future t,.,hnologies to achieve requisite functional capabilities.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL VEAR:
ITEM

MEASURE

Core Team Technical Support
Selected Implementation Plan*

QUANTITY

TOTAL

Lump Sum
Lump Sum

34,000
300,000

(*Additional details can be provided in a
proprietary data controlled environment)
Project Administration

Lump Sum

4,000
338,000

FUNDING HISTORY:
FY

TOTAL

Admin, prepare initial contract awards
Phase I contracts for industry teams and IAGC. Trade off analysis.

1998
1999

4,900
24,800

Contract for Conceptual Design. Modeling and simulation.

2000

44,200

MYT studies. Functional design. Project admin.

2001

42,207

ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

TBD

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:
SAR
Primary
Secondary

ELT

MEP

MS

X

X

X

ATON

10

DR

X

X

X
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U.'S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
I-Y2002 C-STAGE
(dollm in thousands)
DEEPWATER CAPABILTY REPLACEMENT PROJECT

$338,000

UNIT COST (S in millions):
Planning range budget and baseline costs for DW
assets ill be determined at the end of Phase 1,the analysis
phase.
CONTRACTOR:
Avondale Industries, Inc; Lockheed Martin Gov
Electronic Systems; Science Applications
International Corporation
Type of Contract: Cost Plus Fixed Price
Contact Options: SIM in FY98 (base Yr); $6M per
team in FY99; S8.4M per team in FYO0; S5.IM per
team in FY01.
KEY EVENTS:
FY95
Mission analy is report
FY96
Key Decisio, Point I
FY97
Phase I Proposal Approval
FY98
Award Industry Concept Exploration Contract
FYO0
Project Management Plan
FY00
Conceptual Design Complete
FY01
Key Decision Point 2
FY01
Functional Design Complete
FY02
Award Contract for selected implementation plan
TBD
Key Decision Points 3 & 4

DEPWT-2
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U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars in thousands)
$27,000

AVIATION PARTS SUSTALNMENT

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This project provides funding for the repair and replacement of critical
aviation parts and equipment to begin restoring the degraded mission readiness of Coast Guard aircraft.
This project includes replacement of life-limited parts and equipment that can no longer be repaired and
the repair of other partasupport equipment to maintain adequate inventory levels and readiness at Coast
Guard Air Stations.
CAPABILITY ACQUIRED/,ANTAINED: Tle Coast Guard will maintain a fleet of 152 operational
atrcrafl in FY 02. Parts inventories at Air Stations have declined to low levels as costs to repair/replace
aging systems have outpaced finding. As a result, the mission readiness of Coast Guard aircraft has
degraded. In F'Y 02, this project allows the Coast Guard to fund vital pans and support purchases that
will fill critical inventory shortages thereby increasing operational readiness of all Coast Guard aircraft.
Given the current state of aviation parts shortages and support equipment condition, this project is vital
to restoring readiness of Coast Guard aviation.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
Aircraft Parts and Support

MEASURE

QUANTITY

TOTAL

Lump Sum

1

27,000

2 7,000
FUNDING HISTORY:
None
ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

TBD

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:

Primary
Secondary

SAR

ELT

X

X

MEP

MS

ATON

10

X

X

X

X

DR
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U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars in thousands)
5500

C-130J SYSTEM PROVISIONING AND TRAINING SUPPORT ANALYSES

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This request partially funds analysis of training and logistics support
requirements for this new, technologically advanced aircraft. This study will determine the required
methods of training pilots, aircrew and technicians to operate and maintain the C-1301 aircraft
Additionally, this request initiates funds to determine the best mix of contract logistics support and
Coast Guard workforce necessary to maintain the C-130J fleet.
CAPABILITY ACOUIRED/MAINT'AINED: Funding these studies will lay the groundwork required
to ensure that the C-130Js are operated and maintained in a way that will efficiently result in gaining the
greatest performance return on the investment.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM

MEASURE

QUANTITY

Each

I

Aviation Training System Study

TOTAL
500

FUNDING HISTORY:
Acquisition of 6 C-I 30J Maritime Patrol Aircraft

FY

TOTAL

2000

468,000
TBD

ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:
PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:

Primary

SAR

ELT

X

X

Secondary

MEP

MS

ATON

X

10

DR

X

X

KEY EVENTS:
Initial Training Capability
Initial Operating Capability

FY03/04
FY0405 TBD
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U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars in thousands)
PORTS AND WATERWAYS SAFETY SYSTEMS (PAWSS)

512,500

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Funding is requested to implement Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) systems,
including radar and communications systems and the Automatic Identification System hardware, in two
ports (Houston/Galveston and San Francisco) and to perform surveys and communications analysis in
additional ports. This project continues to evaluate the most appropriate application of vessel traffic
systems to meet the maritime safety needs in our major ports.
CAPABILITY ACO'IRED/MAINTAINED: This project provides Vessel Traffic Services to
facilitate timely, safe transportation of waterbore commerce which has a direct impact on the social and
economic viability of the nation. The likelihood of collisions, rammings and groundings, along with the
associated loss of life and damage to the environment, are reduced with vessel traffic systems.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
MEASURE
Lump Sum
Lump Sum
Lump Sum
Lump Sum
Lump Sum

ITEM
VTS System Implementation
Remote Site Prep/Installation
Port Survey & Comms. Analysis
System Engineering Support
Administrative Support & Testing

QUANTITY

TOTAL
5,875
4,625
1,125
250
625
12,500

FUNDING HISTORY:
FY
Identification of Requirements
1997 & earlier
System acquisition and installation. System eagineering.
1998
New Orleans completion. 2nd port survey.
1999
Valdez completion. 3rd port survey.
2000
System implementation. Remote site prep. Port siuvey. Comms analy 2001

TOTAL
1,700
5,500
6,600
4,500
6,087

ESTMIATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

TBD

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:

Primary
Secondary

SAR

ELT

X

X

MEP
X

MS
X

ATON

10

DR

X

X

X

EQUIP-1
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U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
dollarss inthousands)
PORTS AND WATERWAYS SAFETY SYSTEMS (PAWSS)

S12,500

CONTRACTOR:
Lockheed Martin, Ocean, Radar & Sensor Systems of
Syracuse, NY
Mantel Corp, Gulf ort, MS
KEY EVENTS:
Project Reset
FY97
System Integrator Contract Award
FY98
Key Decision Point 4
F YOO
VTS Valdez Initial Operating Capability
FYO1-02
Puget Sound, HoustomiGalveston, San Fran completed
FY03
Project Completion
FY05-10

EQUIP-2
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U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars in thousands)
MARINE INFORMATION FOR SAFETY AND LAW ENFORCEMENT (MISLE)
PROJECT

$7,450

PROJECT DESCRIPTION MIISLE will replace the existing obsolete Marine Safer) Information
Sy stem (MSIS) as the Coast Guard's cross-functional information system to promote commercial vessel
safety and law enforcement by tracking and monitoring a side range of vessel history information
Better designed and integrated software applications will improve mission effectiveness and efficienc)y
increase reliability. significantly reduce system response time and eliminate redundant date entry.
MISLE %sillsupport more than 5000 Coast Guard users at over 550 sites.
CAPABILITY ACOLIRED/'MAI%'TAINED The Marine Information for Safety and Las
Enforcement (INSLE) project satisfies the Pert and Tanker Safety Act, the Oil Pollution Act of 1990.
and the legislative mandate of Public Las 100-710 which requires the establishment of a nationwide
vessel identification system and the modernization of maritime commercial instruments and liens
processing. Ihe systems are necessary to meet the information needs and legal mandates of the Coast
Guard's Marine Safety and Environmental Protection. Law Enforcement, and Defense Readiness
missions
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM

MEASURE

Marine Safety Net,,ork Software Dexelop
Hardware & Systems Software Acqis:tion

TOTAL

QUANTITY

Lump SuM
Lump Sum

7.000
450
7.450

FUNDING HISTORY:
Requirements. hardware software acquisition, data conversion
SRMIIPS,'5EISI CPP software development. IV&V.
Softw are development, Sw bw acquisition

FY

TOTAL

19W7& earlier

24,153
- 4,000

1998

IV&V.

Hardware and systems software acquisition
Software deselopment, Sowhw acquisition.

1999

6.400

2000
2001

10,500
8.481

ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

NONE

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:
SAR
PrimaN
Secondary

X

ELT

MEP

NIS

X

X

X

ATON

10

X

X

DR
X

K
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U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars In thousands)
MARINE INFORMATION FOR SAFETY AND LAW ENFORCEMENT (MtSLE)
PROJECT

$7,450

CONTRACTOR:
Fuentes Systems Concepts, Inc. via OSC Martinsburg contract.
Contract Options: base year plus four option periods

KEY EVENTS:
FY92
Acquisition Plan Approved
FY94
Contract Award
FY96
Key Decision Point 2/3
FY99
Key Decision Point 4
FY01
Marine Safety Network(MSN)Phase I (includes VDS)
FY02
MSN Phase 2
FY03
MSN Phase 3 (includes LEISII integraron)

EQUIP-4
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U.S. COAST GUARD
-JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
NATION

kdoUars in thousands)
L DISTRESS AND RESPONSE SYSTEM \IODERNIZAlON (NDRSW)
$42,000

PROJECT

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Validation and full scale deelopment of the selected alterriatise solution
for the Coast Guard's National Distress and Response System Modernization (NDRSMIt project
CAPABILIY ACQUIREDMALNTAINED. The N2a:onal Distress and Response Systern (NDRSI is
the Coast Guard's pnrmar. asset to perform the funuonal tasks of detection. classification, and
command and control in the Inland and coastal zones for the Search and Rescue and Marne Safety
operating programs The existing National Distress S sterm is adequate to meet the safety
requirements of grossing marine traffic, and is not capable of meeting the reqnietenrs of the
International Cons ention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) treaty NDRSM ill expand existing
capability through greater area coNerage, eliminate emergerc access problems, comply w ith the federal
mandate for narrosbanding, provide voice recorder replay, and add direction finding capabilhty to
impros e Coast Guard emergency response
COST ESTIMATE OF NkORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL
IT Phasella Final Design & Initial Operating

T.AR:

QLANTITY

MEAStRE

TOTAI.

Lump Sum
Lump Sum

21,000

Ensvironmenrtal Impact A.nal sis
Technical Acquisition Support

Lump Sum

Project Administration
Phaellb (Deplovnent) Initial Site Sur%eys

Lump Sum
Lump Sum

3,000
1,250
14 000

Capability

2,7s

42,000
FUNDING HISTORY:
TOTAL

FY"
1997 & earlier

Stand Up Project, Concept Exploration

1.150

Concept exploration.

1998

5,000

Concept Exploration. Contract Preparation
Contract Esaluation, Preliminary Design

1999
2000

3,000
16.000

Prelminarv Design, Prototype Development

2001

23.748
IBD

ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:
PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/TACILITY:

Primary

Secondary

SAR

ELT

X

X

MEP
- X

MS

ATON

10

X

X

DR
X

X
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U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
dollarn in thousands)
NATIONAL DISTRESS AND RESPONSE SYSTEM MODERNIZATION (NDRSM)
PROJECT

542,000

KEY EVENTS:
Phase I Contract Award
Phase 11Contract Award
Initial Operating Capability
Key Decision Point 4
Full Operating Capability

FY00
FY02
FY03
FY03-04
FYOS-06

EQUIP-6
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U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IM]PROVEMENIS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars in thousands)
$2,000

DEFENSE MESSAGING SYSTEM (DMS) IMPLEMENTATION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This project sifl replace the current military recordd) messaging system,
An'omated Digital Network (ALTODIN), with Department of Defense's (DoD's) mandated
replacement, the Defense Message System (DMS). thereby facilitating contirued messaging
nteroperabilty wsith
DoD, Allies and other gosemnment agencies.
The Coast Guard is responsible for
landing, staffing. and implementing DMS beyond the DoD Enabling Capability for organizational users
(shore-based and mobile)
CAPABILITY ACOUIREDMIAINTAINED
Enables the Coast
requirement to hae a messaging system that is fully inieroperable
order to fulfill itsmissions, the Coast Guard must maintain military
DoD, and therefore. must implement DMS to ensure continued
messaging capability.

Guard to meet the mandated
ith DoD and itscounterparts In
messaging ineroperabilty
with
global connectivity and secure

COST ESTIMATE OF \WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM

MEASURE

QUANTITY

TOTAL

Primary Equipment'Sy stems

Lump Sum

230

C41SR Support

Lump Sum

1.662

Performance & Training

Lump Sum

108
2,000

FUNDING IIISTORY:
TOTAL

FY'
DMS hardware and software implementation

199S

DMS hardware and software implementation

1999

800

DMS hardware and software implementation

2000

3,477

DMS hard,%are and software implementation

2001

2,466

1,400

ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

7,400

PERFORMANCE EFFECTOPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:

Primary

SAR

ELT

MEP

MS

ATON

10

DR

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Secondary
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U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars in thousands)
DEFENSE MESSAGING SYSTEM (DMS) IMPLEMENTATION

S2,000

KEY EVENTS:
DMS Transition Plan
DMS Migration & Architecture Plan
DMS Master/Project/Implementation Plans
DMS LCC Establishment
AUTODIN Phaseout
DMS to Shore-side Organizational Users
DMS to Tactical Users
DMS Project Complete

FY96
FY97
FY98
FY99-00
FY99-00
FY99-02
FY02-06
FY08-10

EQUIP-8
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U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
I"Y2002 C-STAGE
(dollars in thousands)
COMMERCIAL SATELLITE COMPLICATIONS (SATCOM) UPGRADE

$1,500

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Continuation of the multi-year project to install SATCOM equipment on
surface operational platforms that currently depend on inadequate high frequency data link (HFDL)
communications, and upgrade existing SATCOM equipment with current technology.
CAPABILITY ACOUIREDMAILNTAINED:
The existing High Frequency (HIF) radio
communications infrastructure is an inadequate communications path for support of large bandwidth
data exchanges due to limited throughput. Utilization of this new technology will allow the Coast Guard
to adapt to an increasingly information-rich environment and take advantage of competitive cost savings.
It is anticipated that
competition among the satellite service providers will continue to cause a decrease
in the cost of service. This will allow the mobile platforms to utilize the commercial satellite
communications path toits fullest potential. The new commercial satellite communications path will
enable cost effective provision of record message traffic, e-mail, and other mission essential
applications, increasing efficiencies in process automation and data fusion. Pending DOD data
communications interoperahiliy is reliant on completion of this initiative.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
SATCOM Voice Systems, Install & Parts
HIFDL Systems & Install

MEASURE
Each
Each

QUANTITY
50
27

TOTAL
574
926
1,500

FUNDING HISTORY:
FY
1999
2000
2001

Non-Recurring Engineering -First year Equipment acquisition
Equipment acquistion and Installation
Equipment acquisition and Installation

TOTAL
4,000
4,049
5,447

ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

5,700

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY TIS
ASSET/FACILITY:

Primary
Secondary

SAR
X

ELT
X

MEP

MS

ATON

[o

X

X

X

X

DR
X

KEY EVENTS:
Project Complete

FY04
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U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTSS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars in thousands)
GLOBAL MARITIME DISTRESS AND SAFETY SYSTEM (GMDSS)

$2,200

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This continues the project to modernize the Coast Guard's shoreside
infrastructure for high and medium frequency Digital Selective Calling (HF/MF DSC), a distress alerting
system that is part of GMDSS. Is use is mandated by the SOLAS Convention, to which the U.S. is a
signatory nation. The Coast Guard's existing shoreside DSC technology platform is obsolete and rapidly
becoming unsupportable. 'n aditjon, the project replaces the aging High Frequency (HF) transmitters
currently supporting GMT' SS a:.Coast Guard communications stations.
CAPABILITY ACOUIRED/MAINTAIND: This project will facilitate the transition of the Coast
Guard's infrastructure for HF/MF SC to our currentt IT platform. Both hardware and software will be
obtained to modernize the system and improve the p-ocess of sorting incoming digital distress alerts.
Shore-based HF transmitters, supporting Maritiae Public Ssfety and Command, Control,
Communications, Computer, and Intelligence (C4D missions, are beyond their projected end-of-life.
Equipment is 1970s technology, and requires significant, increasing resources to maintain, the missions
supported by these transmitters are intemati,,nally mandated legal obligations and DORNATO
interoperability requirements with an expected duration of 10-15 years. These BF requirements cannot
be otherwise met or replaced with satellite communication systems. This project will ensure the
reliability of the Coast Guard's IF shore-baseo infrastructure at Coast Guard Communication Stations
supporting GMDSS missions.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
HF/MF DSC Development / Installation
HF Transmitters (Communication Stations)

MEASURE
Lump Sum
Each

OUANTTY
1
7

TOTAL
1,150
1 050
2,200

FUNDING HISTORY:
I{F/NF DSC Ashore
System Developmest'Procurement. HF Transmitter Replacement

FY
1997 & earher
2001

TOTAL
5,100
3,076

ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

3,600

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY TIlS
ASSET/FACILITY:

Primary
Secondary

SAR
X

ELT

MEP

MS

ATON

10

DR

X

EQUIP-10
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384
U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND LAPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollhn is thousads)
GLOBAL MARITIME DISTRESS AND SAFETY SYSTEM (GMDSS)

$2,200

KEY EVENTS:
Complete Shore Installs.

FY03

EQuW-In
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U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICA3ION
ACQUISmON, CONSTRUCTION, AND IPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dolan in thousands)
SEARCH AND RESCUE CAPABILITIES ENHANCEMENT PROJECT

$1,320

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This completes the project to enhance Coast Guard Search and Rescue
(SAR) capabilities through SAP computer application upgrades and an open architecture that allows for
future technological improvements.
CAPABILITY ACQUIRED,,MANTAINED: Funding will allow the Coast Guard to implement a
multi-faceted project to improve computer applications for search and rescue (SAX) decision-making,
planning and monitoring. This will ensure SAR planners have contemporary decision support tools for
saving lives and property through more efficient use of on-scene search resources, The improved
systems will also provide improved situational assessment through increased data sharing and
interoperability between USCG and local or international SAP resources, vital to open-ocean or multinational rescue efforts. These computer systems also assist the nation in meeting international
obligations for providing rescue services and coordination within those areas of the globe for which the
Coast Guard has coordination responsibility.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
IEM
Software Development & Documentation

MEASURE
Lump Sum

QUANT=TY
1

TOTAL
1,320

FY
2001

TOTAL
1,497

FUNDING HISTORY:
CASP basic ieed/C2PC utilities, hardware, SLDM~s
ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

NONE

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACM
:

Primary
Seoadary

SAR
X

ELT

MEP

MS

ATON

10

DR

X

EQUIP-12

386
U.& COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
dollarn In thouands)
THIRTEENTH DISTRICT MICROWAVE MODERNIZATION PROJECT

$800

PROJECT DESCRIPTION This project will upgrade the existing Coast Guard-owned and operated
microwave communications network in Oregon and Washington, used for search and rescue, law
enforcement, Vessel Traffic Service for Puget Sound, Coast Guard Data Network, and the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration. This effort provides infrastructure upgrades.
equipment purchase and installation, and the transitioning from the existing analog microwave to the
hybrid microwavecased landline solution.
CAPABIIXTY ACOU1RED/MA1NTAINED: In accordance with mandates setforth in the Department
of Commerce Spectrum Reallocation Report, the CG must abandon a large portion of the Thirteenth
District communication network by CY 2004. This severely impacts our ability to respond to safety
emergencies, to monitor vessel mobility within ports and watei ways, and to sustain our military
readiness. Project work must commence in FY02 to have the system at full operating capability prior to
January 2004. The proposed combination of microwaves and leaseL landliies provides the necessary
system and bandwidth to meet the network needs for critical Coast G trd missions (search and rescue,
vessel traffic service, and law enforcement).
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS f ISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
In frastructure Upgrade

MEASURE
Lump Sum

OUANTrT'

TOTAL
800

FUNDING HISTORY:
None
ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

TBD

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:

Primary
Seondary

SAR
X

ELT
X

MEP
X

MS
X

ATON
X

10

DR
X

KEY EVENTS:
Identify/Commence Infrastructure Upgrades
FY02
Equipment Acquisition and InstalLation
FY03-04
Complete Installations & Transition to Hybrid Solution
FY04
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FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dolln in thousands)
HAWAII RAINBOW COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM MODERNIZATION

13,100

PROJECT DESCRIPION: This initiative will fund an upgrade to the existing Hawaii Rainbow
Communications System, which provides VHF-FM connectivity throughout the Hawaiian Islands for
both federal and state agencies. The Hawaii Rainbow Communcations System is aunique Federat/State
multi-agency partnership, comprised of U.S. Customs Service (USCS), U.S. Coast Guard, US. Drug
Enforcement Agency, and three State of Hawaii agencies. The federal agencies provide the funding to
support the system, while the State agencies provide land and facilities. This project will fund the Coast
Guard's one-third share of the total system modernization cost, estimated to be $40M USCS is the lead
agency for the Hawaii Rainbow Communications System and will coordinate acquisition and installation
of equipment.
CAPABILITY ACOUIRED/MALNTALNED: The existing Hawaii Rainbow Communications System,
installed in the late 1970's, is nearing the end of its life cycle. Availability of pans and components has
become problematic and performance of the system is degrading.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED TIIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
Non-recurring Engineering
Hardware Purchiaselnstallation

MEASURE
Lump Sum
Lump Sum

OUANTITY
.

TOTAL
500
2,600
3,100

FUNDING HISTORY:
None
ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

4,600

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:

Primary
Secondary

SAR
X

ELT
X

MEP

MS
X

ATON

X

X

10
X

DR
X

KEY EVENTS:
Provide CG Share for Engineering Study
System Replacement to USCS for Project Execution

FY02
FY02-03
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(dollars in thousands)
HIGH FREQUENCY (M RECAPITALIZATION AND MODERMZATION

$2,500

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Replace shore based high frequency (HF) transmitters and transceivers
with state-of-the-art HF equipment and a flexible network architecture utilizing Automatic Link
Establishmeit (ALE). A total of 732 transmitters snd transceivers will be replaced during this 5-year
project. The project provides an overarching, comprehensive HF ALE-enhanced communication systems
architecture that will integrate state-of-the-art telecommunications technology into the CG's long haul,
multi-mission communication system
CAPABILITY ACOJIEDIMAINTAINED: This initiative will ensure the continued viability of the
CG's ship and shore-based BF communications infrastructure and its ability to fully support Public
Maritime Safety and CG C41 missions. It will develop a comprehensive plan to ensure that CG use of the
HF spectrum is automated and integrated into the CG's network centric shore-based architecture. HF
ALE technology automates manpower intensive operations and will increase throughput necessary to
continue proving reliable service to the maritime public and ensuring interoperability as required by
international agreements. This modernization effort will also provide the flexibility and scalability
needed to meet current and future voice and data requirements.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
Non-recurring Engineering/Integration
Hardware AcquisitionInstallation
Transmitter/Transceiver Sparing

MEASURE
Lump Sum
Each
Each

OUANTITY

TOTAL
800
1,325
375

17
5

2,sW
FUNDING HISTORY:
None
ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

TBD

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:

Primary
Secondary

SAR
X

ELT
X

MEP

MS

ATON

10

X

X

X

X

DR
X

KEY EVENTS:
Preliminary EnginenngIntegration Work
,Equipment Acquisition and Installation

FY02
FY02-06
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dollars in thousands)
READINESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (lsS)

51,675

PROJECT DESCRITON: This requests provides funding for an overarhing, integrated Coast
Guard Readiness Management System (RidS).
CAPABILITY ACOUIRED/MAINTAINED: A Readiness Smart Window system will provide
interactive computer display as the interface to allow a display of common information on operational
tasia and critical logistics information such as personnel, training, and equipment readiness. The
system will serve the needs of all levels of the Coast Guard (units/groups, districts/areas, and
Commandant). The RMS will help identify issues most effecting readiness and assist making informed
decisions to achieve the best balance in meeting readiness standards.
The Navy's TYCOM Readiness Management System (TRMS), a critical part of the Readiness
N-nsurement System, is a new tool developed by the Navy that will greatly improve readiness reporting
for .najor cutters, Island class patrol boats, and PSUs. It will facilitate data entry, reduce errors, and
create readiness messages for use throughout the Coast Guard. This request provides funding for tools
to all w a web-based analytical capability and real-time visibility of readiness information.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
RMS System Acquisition & Maintenance
TRMS System Acquisition & Maintenance

MEASURE
Lump Sum
Lump Sum

QUANTITY
1
1

TOTAL
1,002
673
1,675

FUNDING HISTORY:
None
ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

2,600

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATiNG PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:
SAR
X

Primary
Secondary

ELT
X

MEP
X

MS
X

ATON
X

10
X

DR
X

KEY EVENTS'
TRMS Fully Operational
RMS Fully Operational

FY02
FY05
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(doUars
in thousands)
DOD C41 INTEROPERABLJTY

$1,530

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This project will provide internet protocol based communications
capabilities to meet US Navy IT-21 guidelines, positioning the Coast Guard to meet impending change
in the DOD data communications environment. Funding will be used to provide shoreside infrastructure
to support this communications system throughout the Coast Guard and to place systems aboard three
icebreaking cutters (two in FY02).
CAPADBIiTY ACQUIRED/MAINTAINED: Coast Guard assets must have full communirssions
interoperability with DOD counterparts to meet commitments to national defense and joint operations.
This project will ensure the zransitios to intemet protocol based communications as outlined by the
Navy's IT-21 initiative, which creates a primary pipeline for secure and unclassified data transmissions
among assets.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED IIS FISCAL YEAR;
ITEM
Shoreside Systems (USN & USCG
communications centers)
Non Recurring Engineering Costs (NRE)

MEASURE
Lump Sum

QUANTITY
1

Lump Sum

11000

TOTAL
530

1,530
FUNDING HISTORY:
None
ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

TBD

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACH ,fY:

Primary
Secondary

SAR

ELT

X

X

MEP

MS

ATON

JO
X

DR
X

KEY EVENTS:
Engineering/installation IT-21 on polar icebreakers
FY 03
Engineering/installation of shoreside systems
FY 02
Engineeringinstallation of IT-21 system on CGC Healy
FY 03
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(dollars in thousands)
COMMAND CENTER READINESS AND INFRASTRUCTURE
RECAPITALIZATION PROJECT

S727

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This project will improve and standardize command and control tools at
Area, District and Section command centers, providing funds for a front-end analysis to develop
training, hardware/software deployment and command, control, communications, computer and
information system integration strategies. It also funds the expansion of data networking connectivity as
well as the deployment of robust processing hardware and in(egated decision support tools.
CAPABILITYACOUIRED/MAINTAINED: This project will ensure that Coast Guard command
centers gain the ability to efficiently collect, process and exchange vital information in execution of all
Coast Guard missions. Funding will correct current shortfalls documented in the 1999 Coast Guard
Command Center Study, including unsupported stand-alone systems, training deficiencies, and
inadequate facilities, as well as suboptimal hardware, software and connectivity to support a complex
information environment. The support and integration of existing systems are also integral to this effort.

COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
Front-End Analysis for Systems

MEASURE
Lump Sum

OUANTITY
1

TOTAL
727

FUNDING HISTORY:
None
ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

TBD

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACIIJTY:

Primary
Secondary

SAR
X

ELT
X

MEP
X

MS

ATON

X

X

10

DR

KEY EVENTS:
Mission Need Statement
Contract Award
Project Completion

FY02
FY04
FY05
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(ddlas n to msands)
P-25 PUM AiEPLACEMET

n,6

PROJECT DE. CRIFflON: This project will replace the prmary portable flrefighting and dewa-aing
pumps on Coast Guard cutters. The pump is used on cutters for emergencies and on vessel being
assisted at sea. Since the existing P-250 pump is no longer manufctued, the inventory of Spam pumps
and parts will be depleted by the. end of FY02.
CAPABILITY ACOUIRED/MAINTAINED: This project maintain the flet's base level of readiness.
with respect to fire fighting and dewatering capabilities for cuttems. Funding this project will provide a
"just in time" solution to the problem of supporting obsolete pumps while reducing overall life cycle
costs of portable pumps.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
Primary Fquipmeot & Sytens
Sparing/itegratd Logistics Support

MEASURE
Ship Set
Lump Sum

TOTAL
1,809
237

OUAWTITY
84

2,046
FUNDING HISTORY:
None
ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMNT:

NONE

PERFORMANCE EFFECIIOPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:

PrImry
Secondary

SAR

ELT

MEP

MS

ATON

10

X

X

X

X

X

X

DR
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(dollu In thousands)
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT - PHASE 11

$6,023

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Configuration Management Plus (CMplus) is an integrated configurationbased supply and maintenance application originally designed for Coast Guard cutters. CMplus
provides automated central information storage and retrieval for inventory, maintenance, requisitioning
and equipment history information. It is the single application that supports all vessel engineering and
supply efforts at field units. The FY 2002 CM Project effort will complete testing of the centralized
database and deploy it to over 400 shore units. It also will upgrade the cutter version and deploy it to
over 200 cutters.
CAPABILITY ACOUIRED/MAINTAINED: The CM Project improves configuration, maintenance
and supply support at the field level to overcome system weaknesses identified by GAO audits and to
conform to new governmental regulations including the CFO Act and GPRA. CMplus provides the field
unit with a single source record to draw upon for engineering and supply information. CMplus has led to
very successful DOT IG audits of Operating Materials & Supplies (OM&S) in FY98 and FY99. These
evaluations were given with the understanding that the Coast Guard would continue efforts to bring a
CFO compliant system to all units that carry OM&S. There are 583 units in the Coast Guard that carry
OM&S, currently valued at $251 M.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
Hardare & Implementation
Software

MEASURE
Lump Sum
Lump Sum

O ANTrT_'

TOTAL
2,263
3760
6,023

FY
1997 & earlier
1998
1999
2000
2001

TOTAL
23,065
4,017
3,800
3,700
3,592

FUNDING HISTORY:
Cmplus Phase I thru IV
Cmplus deployed to 21 cutters: 5-210, 3-140, 13-I] 0.
Cmplus deployed to 21 cutters: 2-210, 1-140, 18-110,
Cmplus deployed to Polmr Icebreakers & last 11-1 1O's.
Deployment Phase I - Software Development
ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

NONE

ASSET/FACILITY:

Priary
Secondary

SAR

ELT

X

X

MEP

MS
X

ATON
x
X

10

DR

X

X
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(dollars In thousands)
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT - PHASE H

$6,023

KEY EVENTS:
Instal text based application
FY00
Install preliminary web supply capabilities
FYOI
Complete deployment on (5) 110's & (2) Polar Class
FY02
Installation of centralized web based application
FY02
Deploy Cmplus to remaining units (Afloat and Ashore)
FY02/03
Project completed.
FY03
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(dollars in thousands)
SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS (SCBA) REPLACEMENT

S,000

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This project is the flrst phase of a multiyea project to replace the Oxygen
Breathing Apparatus (OBA) with SCBA aboard Coast Guard cutters and training commands. The
SCBA equipment is used to protect personnel while fighting shipboard firm, This project will outfit
most CG cutters and training facilities with SCBAs and the necessary spare parts, refill compressors,
extra bottles, storage space modifications, training, and provide funding for disposal of obsolete OBA
canisters (Hannat).
CAPABILITY ACQUIRED/MAINTAINED: Replacing the OBAs with SCBAs will ensure our CG
cutters and personnel are equipped with proper, safe, supportable and the most environmentally.friendly
personal birthing gear available for fighting fires at se&
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
Purchase SCBAs
Non-Recurring Engineering Costs

MEASURE
Ship Set
Lump Sum

QUANTITY
49

TOTAL
825
175
1,000

FUNDING HISTORY:
None
ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

TBD

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:

Prdry
Secondary

SAR

ELT

MEP

MS

ATON

10

X

X

X

X

X

X

DR
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(dollar In thousands)
MINOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS

$2,000

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This initiative provides resources to support a comprehensive information
technology (1T) investment management process, execute minor IT initiatives, evaluate emerging
technologies, and develop alternatives to satisfy program and enterprise-wide information requirements.
CAPABILITY ACOUIREDiMAINTAINED: This initiative will facilitate the timely acquisition of
specialized technical expertise on an as needed basis; the comprehensive design and analysis of
alternatives to meet our operations and support information needs, and the ability to rapidly optimize
emerging tchnolcgy in support of program and enterprise-wide information needs through the
deployment of incremental system fhnctionality.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
Alternative Development & Analysis

MEASURE
Lump Sum

QUANTITY

TOTAL
2,000

FY

TOTAL

1997 & earlier

1,000

FUNDING HISTORY:
Minor AC&I IT Projects
ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

TBD

PERFORMANCE EFFECTOPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSETIFACILITY:

Primary
Secondary

SAR

ELT

MEP

MS

ATON

X

X

X

X

X

10

DR
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(dollars In thousands)
SURVEY AND DESIGN - SHORE OPERATIONAL AND SUPPORT PROJECTS

S7,000

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Funds for this request are required to complete engineering design work
prior to project appropriation, and contract administration/project management when construction
funding has been appropriated and construction is underway. This request 'will also provide funds for
planning, design, travel, and administrative expenses required Ahicb ensures efficient management,
contract ?tministraon, and execution of the shore capitalization and investment program, The future
projects supported are part of the long range plans to support operational units.
CAPABILITY ACOtIRED/MALNTAINED: Provide funds for advance requirements, planning and
engineering studies, project design, master plans, and other architectural esg:neering efforts to
supplement in-house capability. Additionally, funds will be used for preliminary site surveys, property
acquisition expenses, options, and real property purchases for future construction. Funding for
construction inspection and contract management ensures high quality construction, compliance 'with
accepted building standards and codes, and quick resolution of construction problems. This year's
request will also provide planning and design of shore facilities to support siting requirements of new
acquisitions including motor lifeboats, buoy tenders, coastal patrol boats and platforms 'which improve
Coast Guard readiness and modernization efforts.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
Survey & Design
Muster;/Special Plans
Inspection / Support

MEASURE
Lump Sum
Lump Sum
Lump Sum

_UANTIfTY

TOTAL
5,900
400
700
7,000

FUNDING HISTORY:
F__
1997 & earlier
1998
1999
2000
2001

> Summarize work done prior to FY98 bre

Facilities
Facilities
Facilities
Facilities

Studies, Master Planing,
Studies, Master Planing,
Studies, Master Planing,
Studies, Master Planing,

Planning,
Planning,
Planning,
Planning,

and Design
and Design
and Design
and Design

TOTAL
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
6,985

ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

TBD

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:

Primary
Secondary

SAR

ELT

MEP

MS

ATON

10

DR

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars in thousands)
MINOR AC&I SHORE CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

S7,162

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: To provide continuing funds for small, but necessary shore facility
construction projects. These projects are less complex and require less advance planning than their
major counterparts. The overall cost for any minor shore facility project falls between $350,000 and
$1,000,000. Various locations and capital plant actions are involved. Typical problems include
substandard, deteriorating, overcrowded or functionally inadequate facilities. This level is necessary
because facility changes will be made at various homeports to accommodate new operational cutters and
boats delivered to the field. Some of these new acquisitions include motor life boats, buoy tenders,
coastal patrol boats and other platforms to increase operational and support readiness for
surface 'aviation capability.
CAPABILITY ACQUIRED/MAINTAINED: Types of projects planned include
a. Upgrade facilities to achieve more energy efficient facilities.
b. Renovate existing facilities to comply with current habitability, fire, life safety and occupational
standards.
c. Modify existing facilities to meet mission & staff requirements and to comply wsithregulations
d. Replace deteriorating facilities which are beyond the intended service life.
e. Construt new facilities to provide for changing mission requirements or new acquisitions.
f. Modify existing mooring facilities for new cutters and boats.
The Coast Guard encourages its units to scale back projects and pursue least costly alternatives. In
return, projects are accomplished more quickly, before additional deterioration or facility requirements
involve a more costly and extensive design and construction effort.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FrDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
Minor AC&I Shore Construction-Various

MEASURE
Lump Sum

OUANTIY

TOTAL
7,162

FY
1997 & earlier
1998
1999
2000
2001

TOTAL
4,000
7,000
6,000
6,000
5,318

FUNDING HISTORY:
Summarize work done prior
Minor AC&I Shore Construction
Minor AC&I Shore Construction
Minor AC&I Shore Construction
Minor AC&I Shore Construction
->

to FY98
Projects
Projects
Projects
Projects

here
-Various
- Various
- Various
- Various

Locations
Locations
Locations
Locations

ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

TBD
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FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars In thousands)
$7,162

MINOR AC&I SHORE CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY TIlS

ASSET/FACILITY:

Primary

SAR

ELT

MEP

MS

ATON

10

DR

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Secondary
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FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars in thousands)
CONSOLIDATE ELIZABETH CITY AVIATION AND STATION FACILITIES PHASE I

S6,300

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This project will consoldate Coast Guard Air Station Elizabeth Cityand
Station Elizabeth City, NC administration, operations and maintenance functions into a single tiwo-story
building. Currently, these functions are housed in several functionally inadequate and undersized
Three buildings will
buildings withsafety concerns associated with 1940's construction and design life.
be demolished as partof this project, the fourth will be retained as an inteim facility until Hangar 49
renovations are completed.
CAPABILITY ACQUIRED/MAINTAINED. Four deteriorated buildings will be replaced vath one
modem, safe, energy efficient, functional building. Administration, operations, communications and
maintenance spaces for the Air Station, C-130 Standardization Team and Station Elizabeth City
personnel will be consolidated into the new facility.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED TIS FISCAL I EAR.
ITEM

QUANTITY

MEASURE

TOTAL
70
6 230

Lump Sum
Lump Sum

Demolition
Building Construction

6,300
FUNDING HISTORY:
None
4,700

ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:
PERFORMANCE EFFECT:OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:

Primary
Secondary

SAR

ELT

X

X

StEP

MS

ATON

10

DR

X
X

X

X

X
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(dollars In thousands)
ENGINEERING LOGISTICS CENTER- WAREHOUSE CONSOLIDATION

S12,600

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This project consolidates Engineering Logistics Center (ELC) functions at
the Coast Guard Yard. Phase I involves constructing an addition onto the existing warehouse. This will
allow the Coast Guard to vacate leased warehouse space located over 20 miles away. The ELC currently
occupies 21 different buildings at three different sites either at the Coast Guard Yard or in leased
facilities nearby. This arrangement was intended to be temporary when the ELC was created as a result
of the consolidation of Supply centers Curtis Bay and Brooklyn in 1993.
CAPABILITY ACOUIRED/MAIN'TAINED: Construct an addition to the existing warehouse as
Phase I which allows the Coast Guard to reduce expensive leased warehouse space. ELC will gain
efficiency in operation. Phase 2 is planned to construct another support facility atthe Yard to consolidate
all the ELC organizations now scattered in leased space.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
Construct addition to ELC warehouse

MEASURE
Lump Sum

QUANTITY

TOTAL
12,600

FUNDING HISTORY:
None
ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

NONE

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:

Primary
Secondary

SAR

ELT

MEP

NIS

ATON

10

X

X

X

X

X

X

DR
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FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars In thousands)
COAST GUARD HOUSING - VARIOUS LOCATIONS

$11,000

PROJECTDESCRIPTION: This program will provide replacement for 16 family housing units
including roadway and utility improvements in Kodiak, Alaska. In addition, the second phase of
housing improvements to 25 units in Valdez, Alaska will be completed -including utility and drainage
improvements Housing need assessments substantiate requirements to construct or improve housing in
theseJocations.
CAPABILITY ACOUIREDMAINTAINED: Certain areas lack sufficient adequate community
housing for personnel to rent or buy, or for the Coast Guard to lease. Many existing units require
extensive renovations to meet adequacy and safety criteria. Adequacy criteria include cost,
environmental safety, suitability elements (size, number of bedrooms, condition), and commuting factors
(time, distance, and cost). Coast Guard owned housing is acquired where other alternatives are
inadequate, not available, or not cost effective. Constructing new and improving existing units will
reduce the number of Coast Guard personnel who are inadequately housed and improve the quality of
life for members and their dependents.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
ISC Kodiak Housing Units / Site work
MSO Valdez Housing Improv Phase 1I

MEASURE
Lump Sum
Lump Sum

QUANTITY

TOTAL
8,000
3,000
11,000

FUNDING HISTORY:
SummarLz work done prior to FY94 here
Construct/purchase approximately 75 units
Construct approximately 6 family & 38 UPH units
Construct approximately 62 UPH modules & renovate barracks
Construct 16 family & I I UPH modules; improve 28 units
=>

FY
1997 & earlier
1998
1999
2000
2001

TOTAL
12,000
14,900
9,000
7,800
9,978

ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

TBD

PERFO! LANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY TMIS
ASSET/FACILITY:

Primary
Secondary

SAR

ELT

MEP
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X
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FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars In thousands)
REBUILD GROUP-MARINE SAFETY OFFICE LONG ISLAND SOUND

$4,900

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: To replace the existing operational facility GroupMarine Safety Office
Long Island Sound and Station New Haven in New Raven, CT with a new, modem, energy efficient,
handicapped accessible facility. This three story building contains all operations and communications
spaces, engineering maintenace facilities, galley/mess, and bathing for Group/Marine Safety Office
Long Island Sound and Station New Haven. The building is deteriorated, functionally and physically
obsolete and does not adequately accommodate female personnel The building has serious health and
safety concerns which must be addressed, including asbestos in the form of sprayed asbestos ceilings,
vinyl asbestos floor tiles, and asbestos insulation throughout the building. In addition, the building does
not meet seismic structural code requirements.
CAPABILITY AC.URED/,MAINTAINED: A new building will be constructed adjacent to the
existing structure, which will provide for more functionally efficient spaces that meet current design
standards and health, safety, and seismic structural tife safety codes New construction will include
individual berthing modules with private bathrooms and properly configured MSO
communications/operations spaces, which have never been addressed since the Marine Safety Office
was relocated to the Group facility in the early 1990s. The new facility will meet all handicapped
accessibility requirements.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
MEASURE
ITE I
Renovate Grp MSO Multi Purpose Building Lump Sum
Lump Sum
Demolition

TOTAL
4,800
100

QUANTITY

4,900
FUNDING HISTORY:
None
NONE

ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENTr:
PERFORMANCE EFFECTIOPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILI l':

Primary
Secondary

SAR
X

ELT

MEP

x

x

MS
X

ATON
X

10

DR

SHORE-7
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U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIICA-ION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars in thousands)
REPLACE COAST GUARD STATION PORT ZLRON - PHASE II

$3,100

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This request will provide a modem, safe w.aterfront and properly sized
shore facilities for Station Port Huron, Michigan. This operational station, whose primary mission is
search and rescue, is a parent station to one other station and has its own immediate response
requirement. Many critical problems exist with the current site. The station's mooring has silted in
forcing remote mooring of the response boat, which increases response time. Ice forms at this location
relatively early in the season, requiring removal of the boat much earlier than operationally preferred.
Many security problems exist as well. The station is currently housed in an obsolete 1938 wood framed
structure. Age and minimal upgrades over the years have degraded the unit's capability to maintain the
structure and utilities. The nation complement has increased and additional space is required to
accommodate personnel Berthing facilities do not meet current fire, life safety, or occupational health
standards. The project will be awarded in two phases; Phase I (FY01) funds the urgently needed
waterfront facilities, Phase 11(FY02) will address the shore facilities.
CAPABILITY ACQUIREDWIAINTALNED: This project will provide a fully functional waterront
facility, decrease response time, repair security shonfalls, and replace the station's obsolete 1930s era
building. It will provide appropriately sized facilities, eliminate safety and environmental problems,
reduce maintenance, and create a better work environment for station personnel.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED TIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
New facility construction

MEASURE
Each

OUANTITY
1

TOIAL
3,100

FY
2001

TOTAL
1,297

FUNDING HISTORY:
Demolition and water front construction

NONE

ESTIMATED IUURE COST REQUIREMENT:
PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACLITY:

PrimaY
Secondary

SAR
X

ELT
x

MEP
x

MS

ATON

NO

DR

X

X

X

X

SHORE-8
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JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, 'ONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dolwas In thousands)
S3,600

CONSTRUCT NEW STATION BRUNSWICK

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This project will provide new station facilities for Station Bra.swick,
Georgia. The original station boathouse was destroyed by fire in 1993, the station building was
condemned in 1994, and the station has since beenoperating out of temporary facilities on leased land.
The previous boathouse was located 3.5 miles from the station. Neither site is acceptable to construct a
new station. The existing temporary facilities are co-located at the site for the Georgia Department of
Natural Resources.
CAPABILITY ACQUIRED/ALkIN'AINED: This project will provide a fully functional, multimission station building and replace the current temporiuy facility.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
MEASURE
Each

ITEM
New facility construction

TOTAL
3,600

OU
1

FUNDING HISTORY:
None
NONE

ESTIMATED IKUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:
PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:

Primary
Secondary

SAR
X

ELT
X

MEP
X

MS

ATON

10

DR

X

X

X

X
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JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars in thousands)
REPLACE ISC BOSTON BUILDING NO. 8 UTILITIES

$1,600

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This project will replace the existing antiquated boilers, electrical,
sanitary, telecommunication, ventilation, and variousother systems in Building 8 at [SC Boston, MA.
The building, a former warehouse, is approximately 100 years old and is currently) used as office and
support spaces for ISC Boston. The outdated systems experience frequent electrical, plumbing, heating,
and telecommunication outages, and are unable to accommodate current building demands Additionally,
the utility systems are not in compliance vwith
current building codes.
CAPABILITY ACQUIRED/MAINTAINED: This project will provide modem, adequately sized and
code compliant building utilities to properly serve the various offices and support spaces within Buildiig
No. 8
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED TIllS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
Replace Building Utilities

MEASURE
Lump Sum
FUNDING

QUANTITY

TOTAL
1,600

IlSTORY:

None
ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

NONE

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY TillS
ASSET/FACfLITY:
SAR

ELT

MEP

MS

X

X

X

X

ATON

10

DR

Primary
Secondary

X

SHORE-10

US. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollar In thousands)
WATERWAYS AIDS TO NAVIGATION INFRASTRUCTURE

$6,000

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: This request establishes, maintains and impro%,es transportation on US.
waterways, through construction and improvements to buoys and structures which assist in navigation
CAPABELrTY ACOLRED/MA.INTAINED: Waterways infrastructure projects require an annual
base funding level torespond ,orequirements from expanded U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE)
activity and aging or damaged aids to navigation infrastructure. For example, major ACOE projects in
Houston-Galseston, TX, Cape Fear River, NC, and Gulfport,
MS cannot be made fully operational
without theaddition of navigational aids, and aids to na..gation improvements are required in Florida
because of increases in the cruise ship sizes and sailings,
Safe, efficient marine transportation is an integral component of our nation's transportation system and
is essential to the health and well-being of the economy.
COST ESTIMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
ITEM
MEASURE
Relocate Structures/Ranges (ACOE project) Lump Sum
Instal] Ranges (ACOE projects)
Lump Sum
Improvements to Waterways
as a Result of Waterways Analysis
Lump Sum

OUANTITY

TOTAL
2,040
2,760
1 200
6,000

FUNDING HISTORY:
Waterways
Waterways
Waterways
Waterways
Waterways

Aids toNavigation
Aids toNavigation
Aids to Navigation
Aids to Navigation
Aids to Navigation

FY
1997 & earlier
1998
1999
2000
2001

Projects
Projects
Projects
Projects
Projects

TOTAL
9,500
5,000
4,070
5,000
4,696

ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

TBD

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:
SAR
Primary
Secondary

X

ELT

MEP
X

MS
X

ATON
X

10

DR
X

SHORE-1I
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U.S. COAST GUARD
JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSThUC'ION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
dollarss In touads)
AC&I CORE COMPETENCIES AND CAPABHI ES

S700

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: To provide information resource management, qualty assurance, human
resource management, and other management finding to support major acquisition project development
CAPABILITY ACOUIRED/MAINTAINED: Allows the Coast Guard to comply with a'prnaions
e t project
law and to maintain an effective acquisition process by providing AC&I resources t
specific Provi es the Coast Guard with the ability to maintain core competencies anflabilities to
execute assiped workload.
cost

sTrMATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED TIS FISCAL YEAR:

ITEM
Management Travel and Supplies
Information Resource Managemnet
Human Resource Requirements
Business Plan Action Items
Project Initiation

OPANTITY

MEASURE
Lump Sun
Lump Sum
Lump Sum
Lump Sum
Lump Sum

TOTAL
112
105
210
70
203
700

FUNDING HISTORY:
Core acquisition
Core acquisition
Core acquisition
Core acquisition
Core acquisition

FY
1997 & earlier
1998
1999
2000
2001

costs.
costs.
costs.
costs.
costs.

ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:

TOTAL
6,550
500
750
750
998
TBD

PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:

PrSmary
Seecdsury

SAR

ELY

MEP

MS

ATON

10

DR

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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JUSTIFICATION
ACQUISITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND IMPROVEMENTS
FY 2002 C-STAGE
(dollars In thousands)
AC&I PERSONNEL COSTS

$64,500

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Fund salaries, compensation and support costs (including annual pay raise
and COLA) for personnel who manage, execute and administer the Acquisition, Construction and
Improvements (AC&I) Program.
CAPABILITY ACOUIRED/MAINTAINED: This line item provides the required human resources
for AC&I planning, design, engineering, contracting, project management, quality assurance and
logistics support to ensure the products and services acquired through the AC&l program are completed
on time, on budget, and in compliance with performance requirements. The increase over last year's
request is due to pay and COLA increases, and new C130J project, National Distress and Response
System project, Great Lakes Icebreaker project and Deepwater project requ-rements while large projects
such as the Seagoing Buoy Tender, Coastal Patrol Boats, and Motor Life Boat are still active.
COST ESTIMLATE OF WORK TO BE FUNDED THIS FISCAL YEAR:
MEASURE
ITEM
Personnel salaries, compensation and support Lump Sum

QUANTITY

TOTAL
64,500

FY
1998
1999
2000
2001

TOTAL
46,500
47,700
50,t80
54,032

FUNDING HISTORY:
Direct Personnel
Direct Personnel
Direct Personnel
Direct Personnel

Costs
Costs
Costs
Costs

TBD

ESTIMATED FUTURE COST REQUIREMENT:
PERFORMANCE EFFECT/OPERATING PROGRAMS SUPPORTED BY THIS
ASSET/FACILITY:

Primary
Secondary

SAR

ELT

MEP

MS

ATON

10

DR

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE AND RESTORATION
For necessary expenses to carry out the Coast Guard's environmental compliance and restoration
functions under chapter 19 of title 14, United States Code, ($16,700,000] $16,927,000, to remain
available unidt expended. (Departmentof Transportationand Related Agencies Appropriations
Act, 200), as enacted by section 101 (a)ofP.L 106-346.)

4L
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE AND RESTORATION
Progam and Fluancag (to thomsads of dollars)

Obligations by program activity:
Direct program:
1000 Totkew obligations

2395
2440

BudkAlry resources available for obHigation:
Unobligated balance carries forward, start of year:
New budget authority (gross)
Resources available from recoveries of prior
year obligations
Total budgetary resources available
for obligation
Total new obligations
Unobligated balance carried forward, end of year:

4000
4075
4076
4077
4300

New budget authority (gross), detail:
Discretionary:
Appropriation
Reduction Pursuant to [P.L. 106-69] (-)
Reduction Pursuant to [P.L. 106-13] (-)
Reduction Pursuant to [P.L. 106-554] (-)............
Appropriation (total)

7240
7310
7320
7345
7440

Change in unpaid obligations:
Unpaid obligations, start of year:
Total new obligations
Total outlays (gross)
Recoveries of prior year obligations (-)
Unpaid Obligations, end ofyears

2140
2200
2210
2390

16,971

16,663

20,509

3,350
16,924

3,582
16,663

3,582
16,927

279

......

20,553
-16,971
3,582

20,245
-16,663
3,582

20,509
-20,509

17,000
-11
-65

16,700

16,927

16,924

.- 37
16,663

...
16,927

11,791
16,971
-17,35u
-279
11,133

11,133
16,663
-13,395
..........
14,401

14,401
20,509
-11,000
.....
23,910

Outlays (gross), detail:
8690 Outlays from new discretionary authority
8693 Outlays from discretionary balances
8700 Total outlays (gross)

5,077
12,273
17,350

4,999
8,396
13,395

6,153
4,847
11,000

Net budget authority and oudays:
8900 Budget authority (net)
9000 Outlays (net)

16,924
17,350

16,663
13,395

16,927
11,000
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GOUTARD
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE AND RESTORATION
Program Digest (in thousands of dollars)

I. Cleanup & Restoration Projects & Activities
2. Environmental Compliance Program & Activities
3. Personnel

FTE:
(Military)
(Civilian)

9,984
2,138
4,802

9,962
2,133
4,568

9,919
2,000
5,008

2
49

2
52

2
52

ECR-3

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE AND RESTORATION
Program and Performance
The Environmental Compliance and Restoraton a~count provides resources to the Coast Guard to satsfy
environmental compliance and restoratio'j related obligations arising under chapter 19 of tide 14 of the
United States Code.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE AND RESTORATION
Object Classificadon
(in thousands of dollars)

11.1
11.3
11,5
11.7

Direct obligation.:
Personnel compensation:
Full-time permanent
Other than full-time permanent
Other personnel compensation
Military personnel

11.8

Special personnelservicepamnts

1

12.1
12.2
13.0
21.0
22.0
23.2
24.0
25.2
25.8
26.0

Civilian personnel benefits
Military personnel benefits
Benefits for former personnel
Travel and transportation ofpersons
Transportation of things
Rental payments to others
Printing and reproduction
Other services
Subsistence and support of persons
Supplies and materials

859
7
1
298
2
3
14
11,845
I
383

31.0

Equipment

3,211
5
29
168

84

3,593
5
32
179

3,778
5
34
188

I1

944
8
1
280
2
3
13
11,164
1
359

993
8
1
365
3
4
17
14,541
1
468

78

102

ECR-5

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE AND RESTORATION
Personnel Summary

Direc:
1001
1101

Total compensable workyears
Full-time equivalent employment civilian
Full-time equivalent employment military

49
2

52
2

ECR-6
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE AND RESTORATION
Justification
Executive Order 13148 and federal, state, and local environmental laws and regulations require site
restoration and compliance related actions throughout the Coast Guard, including restoration of
contaminated groundAater and soils; air pollution emission controls; and pollution prevention.
FY 2002 will consist of$16,927,000 in new budget authority. Detailed explanations are included in the
following three categories.

I. RESTORATIONS|MITIGATION ............................................................

.. $9,919,000

Goals are designed to repair damage that has been caused to the natural or human environment.
Development of Performance Targets and Measures:
*
&_giflc

Clean up all known sites.
Nlitigaon Operations:

The Coast Guard will continue its policy of addressing the most serious contamination problems first,
including continuation of efforts started during prior fiscal years. With some sites, enforcement action by
regulatory agencies may factor in project prioritization.
Due to uncertainties in levels of contamination found at each site and potential state enforcement actions,
costs and timing may vary, and emergent requirements may necessitate the reprioritiation of individual
projects. This funding request supports one year of restoration at each site, not the total funding necessary
to complete all cleanup actions at each site. Other planned activities including engineering survey and
design work, and technology systems designed to support the following:
a. Battery Recovery Activities
Supports servicewide continuation of the Aids to Navigation cleanup efforts, as outlined in the Coast Guard
National Plan. With the passage of the Clean Water Act and recognizing that the uncontrolled discharge of
any pollutant into America's waterways is detrimental to the environment, the Coast Guard published a
policy prohibiting the release of expended batteries.
The Coast Guard has also undertaken a comprehensive cleanup effort to recover batteries and properly
dispose of them. The Coast Guard has responsibility for aids to navigation located on navigable waterways
and in U.S. waters. Unfortunately, used primary batteries were sometimes discarded in the water or on land
while servicing an active aid. Most batteries were discarded at fixed lighted aids before there was general
environmental awareness or laws. In 1973, guidance banned on-site disposal ofused batteries. Later, the
Coast Guard launched its National Battery Recovery and Disposal program after years of research and
partnership between the Coast Guard, other federal agencies, state and local governments, academic
institutions, private industry, and the public. Although scientific studies indicated that batteries posed no
significant threat to human health or the environment, the batteries were found to be improperly discarded
and the Coast Guard developed a multiyear, multimillion dollar strategy to properly recover and dispose of
them.

ECR-7
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U.S. COAST GUARD
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE AND RESTORATION
Justification
a.

Battery Recovery Activities (coot)

Since 1973, the Coast Guard has promulgated operational policies prohibiting the disposal of batteries into
the waters of the U.S. The Coast Guard has acted with resolve to pre%entbattery losses in the future
including:
*

redesigned aids to navigation (the Coast Guard has converted more than 98% of battery powered
aids to solar power)

*

reinforced mounting brackets and battery boxes to mirmize knockdown losses

"

training for Coast Guard personnel

"

creation of a "cradle tograve" battery tracking system

To date, approximately 10,500 of the more than 12,500 active fixed sites identified have been surveyed.
Batteries were discovered atonly 22% of the surveyed sites and more than 40,000 batteries (representing
approximately 1.9 million pounds of solid waste) have been recovered and disposed of. Consent orders and
agreements have been signed with sixstates and others have been consulted during the recovery efforts.
For FY 2002, the Coast Guard has approximately 2000 active fixed lighted aids left to survey and expects
that this portion of the work will be essentially completed by the end of FY 2002. Additionally, the Coast
Guard will be reviewing historical, discontinued fixed aid sites toascertain whether any evidence of
remaining structures exists. If Coast Guard structures are found at these sites, recovery dives will be
attempted. As a general rule, when the Coast Gu 4 -d receives notice of discarded batteries from members of
the public or state agencies, efforts to seek and recover those batteries are made as quickly as possible.
b.

Large Installation remedladion efforts.

integrated Sunoort Command. Kodiak Alaska: Continuation of work necessary to fulfill the terms of a
signed consent order and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) operating permit as follows:
Under the requirements of a 1990 RCRA 3008(b) Consent Order, the Coast Guard was originally required
to investigate 36 sites at integrated Support Center Kodiak. A RCRA operating permit was issued in 1998
and as part of the permitting process, additional sites vere identified. The number of sites now under
investigation totals 42.
Eight of the original sites were Hazardous Waste Management Units (HWMU) that have been closed. Ten
other sites have been approved for no further action with another four pending including two solid waste
landfills that were capped in FY 2000. The remaining 20 sites include a former small arms range,
abandoned storage tanks and a former fire training pit.
Funds requested forFY 2002 will be used to perform groundwater monitoring at three closed HWMUs and
a solid waste landfill. Other work includes the remediation of a large aviation gas spill under the hangar
tarmac and investigation and cleanup at abandoned underground storage tank sites.

ECR-8
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Justification
Suport Center, Elizabeth Clty North Carolina: Pursuant to a Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) Part B operating permit and the State of North Carolina Administrative Code, the Coast Guard
must clean up approximately 23 contaminated sites at Support Center Elizabeth City. Of these sites, 14 are
being managed under RCRA regulations and the remaining 9 sites under North Carolina Administrative
Code. There are 12 sites, which require investigation and I I sites, Ahich are currently under or require
remedial actions. Funds requested for FY 2002 are for continued investigations and implementation of newm
and ongoing operations for remedial actions.
c.

Minor remediadon projects. Planned FY 2002 efforts:

LORAN Station Sitkinak, AK
Air Station Traverse City, MI
Radio Station Pt. Higgins, AK
Air Station Brookl, NY
Former Air Station Annette, AK
Gr.rp Cape May, NJ
Air Station Clearwater, FL
Poverty Island Light Station, Ml
Support Center New York, NY
Air Station Brooklyn, NY
Station St. Petersburg, FL
Station Fairport, OH
___
ISC Portsmouth, VA
Cape Sarichef, AK
Loran Station Attu, AK
Station Ashtabula, OH
Station Oak Island, NC
I LORAN Station St. Paul, AK
Group Grand Haven, Ml
Air Station Brooklyn, NY

Station Little Creek, VA
Station Barnegat Ligt, NJ
NArianas Section, GUAM

Sie Disposal
Soil and water remediation
Release investigation
Remedial actions
Site investigation
i Townsend Inlet corrective action
Contaminated soils at tennis courts
Environmental site assessment
O&M for remediation systems
O&M of Soil Vapor ExtractionlBio-sparging system
Contamination assessment report for contaminated soil
Corrective Action-Underground Storage Tank (UST)
Fuel leak
Site disposal - various conditions
Site decommissioning
UST leak investigation
Corrective Acton-UST
Annual Monitoring
PCB contamination investigation
Post cleanup/mortoring of Soil Vapor ExtractionlBiosp
ag system
Corrective action-UST
Firing range investigation
Salva3e lot, Preliminary Assessment/Site Investigation,
reediation
Corrective Action-UST
Corrective Action-UST at Beach Haven
AST-M phase I & 11survey

Station Chincoteague, VA
Station Manistee, M1
Station Port Huron, MII

ICorrective Action-UST
Corrective Acfion-UST
Corrective Action-USTs

LORSTA Carolina Beach, NC
ISC Ketchikan, AK
SCGYard, MD
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Justification

Station Venice, LA
Station Rochester, NY
Station St Ignace, Ml
ANT Team Green Bay, Wl
Group Sauh Ste. Marie, Ml
Station Sturgeon Bay, WI
Air Station Port Angeles, WA
Activities San Diego, CA
Group Sault Ste Marie, MI
ISC Alameda
[SC Boston
USCG Yard, MD
LORAN Station Shoal Cove, AK

Pipeline leak contamination
Corrective Action-USTs
Clean up Thunder Bay Island
Corrective Action - UST Plum Island
Corrective Action - UST N. Superior
CorrectiN e Action-UST
Site remediation - UST
Site investigation
Asbestos/Lead in soil - Drummond Island
Subsurface investigation - Novato housing
RI/FS - South Weynouth buoy depot
50k
UST remediation
Release investigation

Station Portage, MI
Station Fort Pierce, FL
Station St. Ignace, Ml
CGC Ma-kinaw moorings, N1l
ISC Kodiak, AK

Lead & heavy metals - Isle Royale
Hydrocarbon contamination from UST leak
Clean up Middle Island Light
ASTM Ihase ll - Mackinaw lot
Asbestos landfill closure, Airport UST release
investigation
Annual bioventin monitorin
Remedial Action Plan - implementation

LORAN Station Port Clarence, AK
LORAN Station Kodiak, AK

2. COM PLIANCE/PREVENTION ................................................................

$2,000,000

Goals include elintinating generation of harmful emissions, minimizing future encroachments on the human
and natural environment, and reducing consumption of natural resources. Ftuiding in this category is
intended to influence the following outcomes:
"
*
"

Reduction of Hazardous Waste Generation through pollution preventon
Reduction of Hazardous Material stocks and consumption through procurement controls
Achieve 100% level of no findings during CG or external unit compliance evaluations.

Specific Prevention mad ComDUanet Operations:
Provides funding to bring Coast Guard shore facilities and vessels into compliance with environmental laws
and regulations including: infiastnjcture-relatod compliance projects at shore installations; performing
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JustificaJon
environmental compliance evaluations of shore facilities; developing pollution prevention and hazardous
waste minimization strategies; activities to bring facilities into compliance with the more stringent
emissions requirements of the 1990 amendments to the Clean Air Act; developing Spill Prevention, Control
and Countermeasure (SPCC) plans for shore installations; and developing Facilities Response Plans as
required by the Oil Pollution Act of 1990.
These funds also provide for professional development of EC&R personnel as well as program management
and administrative costs including statutory reporting requirements. Planned activties include engineering
survey and design work, human resource development and technology systems designed to support the
following:
a. Unit Assessments ser-icewide.
Environmental Compliance Evaluation (ECE) Program: Includes a number of major and minor facility
audits and annual updates to federal/state/'agency environmental audit protocols and information system
improvements.
b. Hazardous Waste/Hazardous Minimization efforts.
Pollution Prevention (P2) Program: Includes pollution prevention assessments, hazardous waste
minimization efforts, evaluation of pollution prevention equipment and guidance, and the pollution
prevention awards program. Modifications to existing equipment or supply processes to reduce the use of
hazardous waste and minimize further need for such materials. Training ti provide expertise in acquisition
of new platforms to ensure construction meets current regulatory requirements to reduce future modification
costs.
c. Small Compliance projects.
Small Compliance Activities, Service-Wide: Funds infrastructure related compliance projects under
$500,000 at various shore facilities, Projects include construction of or improvements to hazardous waste
storage facilities, storage tank spill containment structures, and equipment washdowrn facilities to meet
environmental regulations.
Vessel Compliance, Agency-wide: Includes studies leading to vessel modifications to comply with the
Uniform National Discharge Standards.
d.

Regulatory Requirements.

Provides for preparing new Spill Prevention, C. ;-ol, and Countermeasures Plans (SPCC Plans), updating
and certifing other SPCC plans and examples of environmental permits as follows:
a
*

Prepare new Clean Air Act permits for Coast Guard shore facilities
Prepare new Clean Water Act permits for Coast Guard shore facilities

ECR-II
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Justiflicatlon
3. PERSO NN EL .......................................................................................

$5,008,000

Funds provide for 54 fil time equivalent support personnel.

SMllitan,

FITP
Civilian

FY 2002

2

Annualizadion
New FY 2002 Request

0
0
2

TOTALS:

Military

Civilian

53
0

2
0

52
0

0
53_

0
2

0
52

ECR-12

ALTERATION OF BRIDGES
For necessary expenses for alteration or removal of obstructive bridges, ($15,500,000] $15.466.000.
to remain available until expended- (Departmentof Transportationand Related Agencies
Appropriations Acet, 2001, as enactedbi section 101 (a) ofP L 106-346)

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
ALTERATION OF BRIDGES
Program and Financing (In thousands of dollars)

Obligations by program activity:
Direct program:
1000 Total obligations
Budgetary resources available for obligation:
2140 Unobligated balance carried for-,ard, start of year:
2200 New budget authority (gross)
2390 Total budgetary resources aailable
for obligation
2395 To*al new obligations (-)
2440 Urnobligated balance available, end ofyear:

4000
4075
4077
4300

New budget authority (gross), detail:
Appropriation (definite)
Reduction pursuant to 106-113 (-)
Reduction pursuant to 106-554 (-).............
Appropriation (total)

7240
7310
7320
7440

Change In unpaid obligations:
Unpaid obligations, start ofyear:
Total new obligations
Total outlays (gross) (-)
Unpaid obligation, end of year

Outlays (gross), detail:
8690 Outlays from new discreuonary authority
8693 Outlays from discretionary balances
8700 Total outlays (gross)
Net budget authority and outlays:
8900 Budget authority (net)
9000 Outlays (net)

16,355

15,466

41,087

27,033
14,943

25,621
15,466

25,621
15,466

41,976
-16,355
25,621

41,087
-15,466
25.621

41,087
41.087

15,000
-57
14,943

15,500
...........
-34
15,466

15,466
...........
...........
15,466

70,134
16,355
-5,338
81,151

81,151
15,466
-49,325
47,292

47,292
41,087
-31,000
57,379

3,437
1,901
5,338

3,557
45,768
49,325

3,557
27,443
31,000

14,943
5,338

15,466
49,325

15,466
31,000

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
ALTERATION OF BRIDGES
- ObJet Clatsjiffitiom (Intboouunds ofdo8lar)

25.2

Other services

16,355

15,466

41,087

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATUION
U.S. COAST GUARD
ALTERATION OF BRIDGES
PROGRAM AND PERFORMiANCE
This appropriation provides the Government's share of the costs for altering or removing bridges
determined to be obstructions to navigation. Alteration of obstructive highway bridges is eligible
for funding from Federal-Aid Highway program The Coast Guard will continue to make the
determinations as to whether any bridge presents an unreasonable obstruction to navigation, and
to administer the program.
Without these funds, bridges that obstruct navigation will continue to pose potential and
hazardous conditions cause that could major delays to both commercial and defense vesse,"
mobility and numerous accidents.
The bridge alteration program facilitates the safe and reasonably unhindered passage ofmanne
traffic in the navigable waterways of the United States and minimizes or alleviates the
obstructive nature of bridges, through bridge alteration with due consideration for land traffic
and the environment. The ongoing activities of the program support imermodal mobility and
safety. The goals of this program are:
*

Strategic Goals for Mobility (GPRA): Facilitate maritime commerce and eliminate
interruptions and impediments to the economical movement of goods and people, while
maximizing recreational access to and enjoyment of the water.

" Strategic Goals for Safety (GPRA): Etiminate deaths, injuries, and property damage
associated with maritime transportation, fishing, and recreational boating.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
ALTERATION OF BRIDGES
FY 2002 Justification
This appropriation provides the Government's share of the costs for altering or removing bridges
determined to be obstructions to navigation. The S15,466,000 funding is requested 1o begin
construction on the Burlington Northern Santa Fe Ralroad Bridge in Burlington, lowa. The
design of this project is complete and it is ready for construction. The existing bridge continues
to unreasonably obstruct navigation and creates a seriously hazardous situation for marine traffic.
The FY 2002 request seeks funding at the minimum level necessary to ensure the timely
alteration of this obstructive railroad bridge.
Funding fS in 000)
Bridge Owner
__________________

Railroad
Burlington
Bridge, Burlington
Northern Santa Fe
Railroad Company,
Burlington, lowa

Estimated
Total Coast Guard

Share

$30,000

Funding to Date
__________

$13,800

FY 2002 Program
Needs

$15,466

RETIRED PAY
For retired pay, including the payment of obligitons thereforeotherwise chargeable to lapsed
appropnAbon foe tis purpose, [and] payments under the Reited Servicceman'sFamily
Protection and Survivo Benefits Mants.payments fo career sutus bonusesunder the Na'onal
DefenseAutbor.atto Act. &d for payments for medical care of refard persoel and t ir
dependentunder the Dependents Medical Care Act (10 U SC. ch. 55) (578,O.0001
$8"7634000. Dtparnw
of Trwaporsario and Relared Agencies Appropriation Act 2001,
astescedby section 101 (a) P L. 106-.346.)

RP.I
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
US. COAST GUARD
RETIRED PAY
Program and Financing (in thousands of doLLars)

Obligations by program activity:
Direct program:
Regular militiuy personnel
Former Lighthouse Sen'ice personnel
Reserve personnel
Survivor benefit programs
Medical care

588.936
217
37,298
17,922
76.861

1000

Tota new obligations

721.234

2200
2395
2398

Budgetary resources available for obligation:
New budget auubority (gross)
Total new obligations
Unobligated biance expiring or withdrawn

6000

New budget authority (gross)
Mandatory
Appropiation (definite)

Change in unpaid obligations:
7240 Unpaid obligations, star of year
7299 Obligaled balance, sta of year
7310 Total new obligations
7320 Total outlays (gross)
7340 Adjustments in expired accounts (net)
7440 Unpaid obligations, end of year:
7499 Obligated balane, end of )ear

730,327
-721.234
-9,093

633,084
184
39.975
19.684
85,073
778,000

778,000
-778.000
.......

685,203
212
44,280
21,158
125.493
876,346

876.346
-876,346

730.327

778.00

876,346

62-47
62,347
721,234
-713,423
2,334
72.492
72,492

72,492
72,492
.778.00)
-761,219
...........
89,273
89.273

89.273
89.273
876,346
-861,300
.........
104,319
104.319

8697
8698
8700

Outla)s (gross), detail:
Outlays from new mandatory authority
Outlays from mandatory balances
Total outlays (gross)

651.076
62,347
713,423

688,727
72,492
761,219

772,027
89,273
861.300

8900
9000

Net budget authority and outlaws:
Budget authority
Outlays

730,327
713.423

778.000
761.219

876.346
861,300
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U. S. COAST GUARD
RETIRED PAY
Program and Performance
This program provides for retired pay of military personnel of the Coast Guard and
Coast Guard Reserve, members of the former Lighthouse Service, and for annuities
payable to beneficiaries of retired military personnel under the retired serviceman's
family protection plan (I0 U.S.C. 1431-46) and survivor benefits plans (10 U.S.C.

1447-55); payments for career status bonuses under the National Defense
Authorization Act; and for payments for medical care of retired personnel and

their dependents under the Dependents Medical Care Act
(10 U.S.C, ch. 55).
The following tabulation shows the average number of personnel on the rolls during
FY 2000 compared with estimated numbers for FY 2001 and FY 2002.
AVERAGE NUMBER

Commissioned officers
Warrant officers
Enlisted personnel
Former Lighthouse
Service personnel
Reserve personnel

5,502
4,425
18,985

5,633
4,512
19,415

5,750
4,605
19,801

$
3,764

5
3,934

3
4,152
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
US. COAST GUARD
RETIRED PAY
ObjeciQssitlion (in thousands of dollars)

13.0 BenefiL forform
25.6 Medical Care

personnel

644.373
76,861

692.927
85.073

750.833
125.493

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S.COAST GUARD
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
RETIRED PAY
Jnstifica~tom

This appropaw provides funding for rcred payof military personnel of theCo Guard andCoast
Guard Reserve. nnities for members of the former Lighthouse Ser.ice. andfor payments to their .
surivors. In addition, this appropnation also proiodes funding for medical anl dental cameof reti
military personnel and their dependents.
Members are added to the rolls each month as they are voluntarily or inlantainly retired Members
areremoved from the rolls during the ye. r n Iaily dueto the death of thatmember, Notetbless*
the normal patern results in a gradual increase in the retired rolls throughout the years.
Esi natAWchanges to the retirement rolls for theend of fiscal yearsFY ODDthrough FY 2001areas
follas:
Change in Numbers on the Retired Rolb

On rolls, beginning of year
Addibons:
Regular military personnel.
Commisioned officers
Warrmnt offers
Enlisted personnel
Reente personnel

Reductions:
Artritions

NAU

240
163
91O
310

-811

11A12

268
175
888
269

-800

M3479

282
174
861
286

-800

RP-6
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
US. COAST GUARD
RETIRED PAY
Sunma- ofChaauges
The increases requested ar basel on the annualiranon of FY 2001 adjusmns and anticipated
changes in FY 2002.

692,927
85,073

33,499
N/A

The following are adjustments to the FY 2001
Appropriation Base.
a. Annualized costs:
(1) Retirements
(2) Atritions
(3) Cost-of-livng increase, effectie Ian 1.2001 (34%)

18,905
-7,754
6,013

876
-416
N/A

b Sur-ivor benefit program.
(I) Projected increase in Sui-iior Benefit payments
Subiotal, F 2001 adjustment

1,377
18,541

N/A
460

[3,543

N/A
N/A

Retired Pay
Health Care

2

The folloing are the adjus onents to the FY 2002 Budget
Request based on the new program adjustments that will
begin in FY 2002
a. Retirements
b Artitions
c Cost-of-living increase
effective Ian. 1, 2002 (2.5%)
d. Medical benefits
Subtotal, FY 2002 adjustment
f
MIME L ll~

40,420
79,805
v
li

352
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RESERVE TRAINING
[INCLUDING TRANSFER OF FUNDS)
For all necessary expenses of the Coast Guard Reserve, as authorized by law; maintenance and
operation of facilities; and supplies, equipment, and services, [$80,375,000; Provided, That no
more than $22,000,000 of funds made available under this heading may be transferred to Coast
Guard "Operating expenses" or otherwise made available to reimburse the Coast Guard for
financial support of the Coast Guard Reserve: Providedfurther, That none of the funds in this
Act may be used by the Coast Guard toassess direct charges on the Coast Guard Reserves for
items or activities which were not so charged during fiscal year 1997.] $83,194,000.
(Departrnent of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 200), as
enacted by section 101 (a) of P L. 106-346.)
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
-U.S. COAST GUARD
RESERVE TRAINING
Program ai Fiuaclg (hIth~omaamda
ofdellan)

Obilgatlons b) program activity:
Direct program:
0001 Initial Training
0002 Continuing Training
0003 Operation and maintenance support
0004 Program Management and Administration
0091 Total direct program
0901 Reimbursable program
1000 Total new obligations

2,528
43,767
15,644
9,887
71,826
16
71,842

4,161
49,321
16,364
10,352
80,198
40
80,238

4,300
51,277
16,918

Budgetary resources available for obligation:
2200 New budget authority (gross)
2395 Total new obligations (-)
2398 Unobligaled balance expiring or withdrawn (

71,968
-71,842
-26

80,238
-80,238
..............

83,234
-83,234

72,000

80,375
177
-......

83,194

New budget authority (gross), detail:
Dlscretlonari:
4000 Appropriation (definite)
4077 Reduction Pursuant to (P.L. 106-S54] (-)
4079 Reduction Pursuant to [P.L4 106-69] (-)
4300 Appropriation (total)
Spending authority from offsetting collections:
6800 Offsetting collections (cash)
6810 Change in uncollected customer payrnents
from Federal sources
6815 Adjustments to uncollected customer payments
form Federal sources
6890 Spending authonty from offsettng
collections (total)
7000 Total new budget authonty (gross)

83,194
40
83,234

-48
71,952

80,198

...........
83,194

31

40

40

-81
66
16
71,968

.................
.....

40
80,238

.........
40
83,234

RT-2
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
RESERVE TRAINING
Program aedFlanelg (in tbaaadas ofdollars)

Change In unpaid obligations:
7240 Unpaid obligations, start of year.
7295 Uncollected customer payments from Federal Sounces
Federal sources, start of year (-)
7299 Unpaid obligations, start of year
73 1O Total new obligations
7320 Total outlays (gross) (-)
7340 Adjustmenus in expired accounts (net)
7400 Change in uncollected customer payments from
Federal sources:
7440 Unpaid obligations, end of year
7495 Orders on hand from Federal sources (.)
7405 flieateA halanece ensdnf year

Outlays (gross), detail:
8690 Outlays from new discretionary authority
8693 Outlays from discretionary balances
8700 Total outlays (gross)
Offsets:
Against gross budget authority and outlays:
Offsetting collections (cash) from:
8800 Federal sources:
8895 Change in uncollected customer payments
from Federal sources
8896 Adjustment to uncollected customer payments
from Federal Sources
Net budget authority and outlays:
8900 Budget authority (net)
90o Outlays (net)

8,620

8,190

10,493

-115
8,505
71,842
-72,816
.29

-34
8,156
80.238
-77,968

-34
10,459
83,234
-82,845

81
8,190
-34
8 156

.
10,459
-34
1042S

.......
10,849
-34
t0.IS

62,629
10,187
72,816

69,812
8,156
77,968

72,419
10,425
82,845

31

40

40
...........

81
66

71,952
72,786

..........

80,198
77,928

83,194
82,805
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DEPARTMENr OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
RESERVE TRAINING
Program and Performance
The Coast Guard Reserve Forces provide qualified personnel and trained units for active duty in she e; cut
of conflict, national emergency, or natural and man-made disasters. The reservists maintain heir readmiess
through mobilization exercises, and duty alongside regular Coast Guard members during routine and
emergency operations. Reservists wvillcontinue to serve as a cost effective surge force for response to
human and natural disasters. The FY 2002 Selected Reserve program level vilt support a st-engtlh of
8,000 reservists.

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
RESERVE TRAINING
Days of Training

Initial Training:
Initial active duty for training

29.332

30,400

30,400

Continuing training:
Selected Resene (with pay):
Active duty training
Dnll training

85,375
161,650

96,600
173,000

96,600
173,000

Other Ready Reserve
withoutt pay):
Active duty for training
Drill training
The table below shows the personnel strength in the %arious Resene categories althe end of
FY 2000, FY 2001, and FY 2002.
PERSONNEL IN THE COAST GUARD RESERVE'

I, Ready Reser,
a. Selected Resee:
161

(I) Initial Training'
(2) Continuing Training:
Drill Pay Strength
Subtotal, Selected Reserve
b. Individual Ready Reserve
Subtotal, Ready Resenve

150

150

7.965

7.770

7770

8,126

7,920

7,920

4.772

4.800

12,898

12,720

12,720

2
51
153

0
150
150

15

4

2. Standby Reserve:
a. Active Status
b. Inactive Status
Subtotal, Standby Reserve
dewt
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
RESERVE TRAINING
Object Classificadoim(I bousands of donars)

11.1
11.3
11.5
11.7
11.8

12.1
12,2
13.0
21.0
220
23.2
23.3
24.0
25.2
25.8
26.0
31.6
42.0

Direct obligations:
Personnel compensation:
Full-time permanent
Other than full-time permanent
Other personnel compensation
Military personnel
Special personnel benefits

Civilian personnel benefits
Military personnel benefits
Benefits for former personnel
Travel and transportation of persons
Transportation of things
Rental payments to others
Communications, utilities,
,and miscellaneous changes
Printing and reproduction
Other sen ices
Subsistence and support of persons
Supplies and materials
Equipment
Insurance claims and indemnities

Reimbursable obligations

3,109
24
106
53,130
307

3,399
27
116
61,838
316

3,566
28
122
64,578
330

767
6,115
167
2,101
1,082
433

838
7,011
232
1,189
612
446

879
7,216
242
1,074
553
452

10
137
758
1,815
812
768
185

6
78
429
2,222
830
433
175

5
70
387
2,282
851
392
167

16

40

40
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
RESERVE TRAINING
Personel Summary

1001
1101

Direct:
Total compensable workyears:
Full-time equivalent employment, civilian
Full-time equivalent employment, military

82
394

87
406

87
406

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
RESERVE TRAINING
Coast Guard Selected Reserve Recruiting

636

1992

360

276

1993

58

36

94

1994

37

.........

37

1995

87

.........

87

1996

166

61

227

1997

229

74

303

1998

386

161

547

1999

256

517

773

2000

200

479

679

2001 (est)

200

500

700

500

700

2002 (est)
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
RESERVE TRAINING
Functional Distribution of Reserve Drill Training

Operational Programs

48%

48%

48%
'

Contingency & Surge
Operations

2%

2%

20%

48%
100%

480,
100r0

48%
1000/6

Support Pr Ngram
Total

bd
E4

|1

l

1

]

I

|l I I0\]][
I

I

q

1 I

I

%I%N"
OR1|101o-.

1992

1,768,890

1993

1,870,292

1994

1,404,126

1995

1,263,844

1996

1,819,776

1997

1,891,300

1998

1,907,916

1999

1,970,000

2000

2,072,678

2001 (est)

2,273,000

2002 (est)

2,273,000
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S.COAST GUARD
RESERVE TRAILING
Reene Year-Ead Strength Summary

SELECTED RESERVE
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER

3, 1992
30, 1993
30, 1994
30, 1995
30, 1996
30, 1997
30, 1998
30, 1999
30, 2000
30, 2001 (e-t)
30. 2002 (est)

11,232
9,341
7,423
7,340
7,708
7,524
7,587
7,959
7,965
7,920
7,920

1,536
1,318
1,175
1,173
1,224
1,272
1,275
1,262
1,204
1.200
1,200

SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER

30, 1992
30, 1993
30, 1994
30,1995
30, 1996
30, 1997
30,1998
30, 1999
30, 2000
30, 2001 (e-st)
30, 2002 (est)

18,576
17,471
16,671
14.891
14,878
13,988
12,871
12,695
13,051
12,870
12,870

2,000
1,818
1,715
1,569
1,521
1,474
1,460
1,435
1,426
1,400
1,400

9,696
9,023
6,248
6,167
6,484
6.252
6,312
6,697
6.761
6,720
6,720

16,576
15,653
14,956
13,322
13,357
12,514
11,411
11,260
11,472
11,470
11,470

TheSELECTED
RESERVE
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
RESERVE TRAINING
Program Digest (in thousands of dollars)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Initial Training
Continuing Training
Operation and maintenance support
Psgom Management and Administranon

FTE:
(Civilian)
(M3litary)

2,533
43,844
15,672
9,903

4,161
49,321
16,364
10,352

4,300
51,277
16,918
10,699

82
394

87
406

87
406

RT-I1

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
RESERVE TRANNiG
Summary of Budget Category & Justlkations
(in thousands of dollars

BUILT IN CHANGES
A. FY 2002 pay raise
(4.6% for MUland 3.6% for Civ) ......................................

2,352

B. Annualization:
Annualize FY 200i PaY Raise (3.7% MI]CIv ....................

644

RT-12
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
RESERVE TRALNLNG
FiY20-02Justification
budgett
IY 2001 ENACTED BUDGET AITHORITY: ...................................................

$80,198

BUILT-IN CHANGES: .........................................................
52,996,000
A. Personnel Entitlements:
FY 2002 Pay Raise (4 6% for Ml./ 3.6% for Civ) ..............
$2,352.000
This request provides three-quarter year funding for the FY 2002 proposed 3.6 percent for
civilian and 4,6 percent for military pay increase for personnel anticipated to become effective
on January I. 2002.
Amount bv PPA (000)
Initial Training ................................... .
$00
Continuing Training............................
$1,457
Operations & Maintenance Support............
$429
Program Management & Administration .......
S366
Total .........
$2,352
B. Annualization:
Annualization of FY 2001 Pay Raise (3.7 % militairycivilian) .........
644,000
Funding is requested to annualize the FY 2001 pay raise Recurring funds are required for the
fourth quarter (calendar year) increment of the 3.7 percent military and civilian in pay and
other entitlements for personnel, effective January 1,2001.
Amount by PPA ($0)
Initial Training ....................................
Continuing Training ............................
Operations & Maintenance Support .............
Program Management & Addnistration .......
Total .$.......

$33
$404
$124
$83
S644

TOTAL BUILT -IN CHANGES
Amount by PPA ($00S)
1. Initial Training ..............................................................
2.Continuing Training .......................................................
3. Operations & Maintenance Support ....................................
4. Program Management & Adminlstration ..............................
Total Buit-in Changes .......................................................
S

*

S

*

*

S

S

S

5

5

$133
$1,861
$553
$449
$2,996
S

TOTAL BUILT-IN CHANGES ......................................................................
FY 2002 TOTAL BUDGET AUTHORITY REQUEST .........................................

*

4

5

$2,996
$83,194
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RESEARCH, DEVELOPMEN-T, TEST AND EVALUATION
For necessary expenses, not otherwise po'ided for. for applied scientific research,
development, test, and evaluadon; maintenance. rehabilitation, lease and operation of facilities
and equipment, as authorized by law, [S21,320,000J) S21,722,00, to remain available until
expended, of which ($3.500000 S3,492000 shall be derived from sheOil Spill LiabilityTrust
.Fund: Prosided That there may be credited to and used for the purposes of this appropriation
funds received from State and local governments. other public authorities, prate sources, and
foreign countries, for expenses incurred for research. development. testing, and evaluation.
(Departmenl of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 200). as enacted by
J01(a) ofPL 106-346 t
section

RDTE- I

72-314 2001 - 15
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
US. COAST GUARD
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION
Program and Finance (int ousands ofdollars)

1030

2t40
2200
2210
2390
2395
2440

4000
4015
4078
4079
4300

6800
6810
6890
700

Obligations by program activity:
Direct program:
Search and Rescue
Aids to Nasi gation
Marine Safer)
Manne Enironmental Protection
Enforcement of Lams and Treaties
Ice Operations
Defense Readiness
Tota direct program
Reimbursable program
Total new obligations
Budgetary resources asailabk for obligation:
Unobligaled balance :arned forward str of)ear
New budget authority (gross)
Resources available from recoveries of poor
)ear obligations
Total budgetary) resources aailable
for obligation
Total new obligations
Unoblgated balance camed for-wardi endof year
New budget authority (gross), daail:
Discreticinar):
Appropriation
Appropriation (emergency)
Reduction to Pursuant P L 106-554
Reduction to Pursuant P L 106-69
Appropriation (rota] discrcuoiaij)
Spending authority from offsetting collections
Discrttionmar):
Offsetting collections (cash)
Change is uncollected customer pa)nents Federal sources
Spending aLthronty from offsetting
collections (total discretionary)
Total new budget authority (gross)

19.671

1.980
2,751
7.929
3.065
6.149
433
407
22.7J14
593
23.307

1.890
2.626
7.567
2.925
5.912
414
385
21,722
390
22,112

1.052
19.274

1.369
21,66

22,112

714
21,040
-19,671
1.369

23.235
-23,307

22.1 12
-22.112

15,500

17,828

18.230

-47
-7
15.493

17.7S1

18,230

4.77
-996

4,085

3,882

3.781
19,274

4,085
21.866

3,882
22,112
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S.COAST GUARD
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION
Program and Finance (in thousands of dollar)

7499

Change In unpaid obligations:
Unpaid obligations, start of )ear
start
ofyear
Unpaid obligations,
Uncollected customer payments from Federal
sources. su of )ear
of) ear
Obligated balance, start
Total new obligations
Total outlays (gross)
Adjusmneets in expired accounts (netl
Recosenes of prioryear obligarions
Change inuncollected customer payments from
Federal Sources
Unpaid obligations, endof )ear
Unpaid obligatons, end of )ear
Uncollected customer payment from Federal
sources. end of)ear
end of , ear
Obligated balance,

8690
8693
8700

Outlays (gross), detail:
Outlays from newdiscretionary authority
Outlays from discretionary balances
Total outlay s (gross)

8840
8895

Offsets:
Against grossbudget authority and outlays:
Offsetting electionss (cash) from:
Feder sources:
Non-Federal Sources
Change in uncollected customer payments from

7240
7295
7299
7310
7320
7340
7345
7400

7440
7495

Federal sources

8900
9000

Net budget authority and outlays:
Budget autlsoriy
Outlays

14 611
-1,796
12,815
19.671
20.342
.547
-714

13,226
-8010
12426
23307
-23,371

14,000
-800
13,200
22,112
-24516

996
13,226

14,00

9,596

-800
12,426

.800
13,200

-800
10,796

10.588
9,754
20,342

13,509
9,862
23,371

13,544
8,972
22,516

4,777

4.085

3.882

17.781
19,286

18.230
18,634

-996

15.493
15.565
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION
Progam and Performance
The Coast Guard's Research, and Deselopment program includes the development of
techniques, methods, hardware, and systems which directly contrbute to increasing the
productivity and effecti eness of Coast Guard'soperating missions. Priorities for 2002 include
the R&D investment areas: Detect, Identify and Classify Marine Targets; Decision
Support/Resource Allocanion/Risk Management; Future Communications Concepts; Intelligent
Waterways; Human Error Reduction/Fatigue Analysis: Energy Consersation and Contraband
Detection Technologies.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
US. COAST GUARD
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION
Object Classification (inthousands of dollars)

Direct obligations:
Personnel compensation:
S1.1 Full-time permanent
11.3 Other than full-time permanent
11.5 Other personnel compensation
11.7 Military personnel
120
l prsonal te, ices payments

12.1
12.2
13.0
21.0
22.0
23.2
23.3
240
25.1
25,2
25.5
25.8
26.0
31.0

Civilian personnel benefits
Military personnel benefits
Benefits for former personnel
Travel and transportation of persons
Transportation of things
Rental payments to others
Communications, utilities,
and miscellaneous changes
Printing and reproduction
Advisory and assistance services
Other services
Research and De~elopment Contracts
Subsistence and support of persons
Supplies and materials
Equipment

Reimbursable ubllndona
Reimbursable oblizations

4,615
281
91
2,197
33

5,010
305
98
2.314
34

5,296
322
104
2,416
35

1,065
222
18
425
50
389

1.157
216
25
536
64
489

1,223
226
26
478
57
436

161
151
337
772
6,970
18
1,365
121

202
190
425
973
8,789
15
1,720
152

18I
170
378
b66
7,826
14
1,532
136

390
390

593
593

390
390
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION
Personnel Summan"

1061
1101

Direct:
Total compensable ork) ears
Full-time equivalent employment ci%iian
Full-time equivalent employment military

70
31

74
31

74
31
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
US. COAST GUARD
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND fVALUAfION
LirA IM Sumary (ti tbhne of dola)

1.

Maxine Safety
A.
arie Safety
FTE
NPesosel

B. Searc & Reseau. Capa

lity

3,jo
14
1 770
1 338

5,437
2;
3,577
I ,,0

M.62

034
2

5
400
762

Perso-nel

100
156

4,059
17
2-.1W
1318

.

C. Support laeeragesy Shp Stesr'tte Comsiltee
tSSC) Reaearnb
FTE
icon Personnel

159
I

380
I

120
39
4,429
19
2290
2.139

2 0
134
6X13
26
4,127
2,146

Nanigatlon
FrE total
NonrPenonoel total
Pnsoortl total

1.447

1t19)
5

31.

NMnrl

4.

3.

PeNornel
Mlan: Safety oL.
FIE total
Non-Pro+m
l total
Pesoitl toul

Z

.

....

4,09
17
2M41
1.518

Waterways Safety& Maunalteent and Aidsto
1,70
a

430

7S5

994

408

699

223
10
1530
733

1,139
4
750
389

I,m5
6
1,005
600

Comprtneniac Law Eafoefnet
FTE total
N ,.n- Peronnel lotal
Personnel total

3.213
14
2,175
838

4,412
19
2.903
I.S09

4332
20
3.025
1,87

Ttedtnn~l
a' saet
RP total

3,746
16
2,725
021

3.92
16
2,620
I,62

4,991
20
3,100
1,851

3A"99
35
1 492

4,274
35
1.2I4

4,405
34
1.539

2406

3.04.0

2.666

Ealenmtnaal Prowctina
FTE tot
Non-peosonoel total
Personotel tow

lotal
No. Pesonnl
Personnel total
6.

. ..

R&D Ptr'ootDd, Program Supporl & Operatra
FTE total
No-p-asoinol total
P
hnelttal

1.171

Beginning in FY 2002. the Rc ach. Delopnen. Tes and E-aluatin budgc request will onsolidate
i
Search and Re.cmeCapathty. ,Maim Sifety snd Supro fo InteragencyShnp Strscrure Committt
Research bogjet tegory mto a single Wi'et cate$Ry it'ed M anne Safety
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NOTE: Begiewing
with the Fiscal Year2002 CoastGuard RDT&F Budget Request. IMPROVE SEARCH AND
RESCUE CAPABILITY (formerly Bu9getSheet No. 01), MARINE SAFETY (fouruly Budget Shed G3) and
SUPPORT FOR INTERAGENCY SHIP STRUCTURE COMMrITCE (S.C) RESEARCH (fose'ty Budget Shoe
G4) have " ombid as BudgetSheet01. MARINE SAFETY. The RESOURCE SUMMARY tie (below)
detailsthiscorsoidaioe.

PROG RANR DESCRPFION:
Manse Safety Research supports theCoast Guard and Departmental Safety goal to eliminate deaths,
injuries, and proper

damage associated with mantr

transportation. fishing, and recreational

boating. Two major initiati%es showgreat potential to help reduce the number of accidents on U S,
waterways the dcesrlopment of risk management anal)ical tools for marine inspection and regulatory
missions, and the development of fatigue countermeasures that minimize hunnn error and reduce crew
fatigue. The first pinpoints root-cause safety problems from the galy. of components that can
malfunction on complex marine engineering systems. The second addresses the S0 of maritime
rmshaps in which human error was the direct cause or was a major contributing factor. Other Maxine
Safety research and deselopmnt initistes a

focused on more traditional research areas such as

improving the Computer-Assisted Search Planning (CASP. system used in tactical search and rescue
(SAR) operations by more accurately applying all information available on wind, currents, survisor
characteristics (ie, life raft or personal flotation desire). reducing the threat of shipboard fires by
and esaluaing ship fire safety systems. improving the cc.xdtnauon of CG operations through
testing
the useof new communications s)sienu; and encouraging state-of-the-art marine engineering design
though membership in the Ship Structure Comrnittee (SSC). an interagency consortium that
coordinates research to enhance manume safety.
i' 2001 Anticipated
Activitie,/Accomplishments
Delivering a real-time ocean

1l' 2002
Program Request
Continuing to improve search

current and drift monitoring
planning tools.
system that integrates latest sensor Buding on the unit-lesel risk
and web based technology to help
assessment "toolbot." address
pinpoint %icm location.
more complex nsk analysis
Working with industry and labor
problems at the program level
organizations to dev elop "crew
Continue evaluating the role that
endurance plans" to improve crew human error plays in mantime
perfonnance and runimize
casualties. Extend lessons learned
fatigue-related accidenL.
from developing Coast Guard
Developing risk assessment
techniques for usein field
operations.
Developing risk-based decision
and resource allocation tools
aids
for both regulatory and operational
rmissions.
Deseloping national protocols for
safety and distress calls.
Partnenng with industry to
improve fire safety in main
machinery compartments.

Outcome(s) Sought
En

ced Szfe:

Contribute tosaving lies and
property by:

Adeping risk
management techniques
that have been successful
in commercial safety
activities for Coast Guard
use,
* Reducing crew fatigue
and improving alertness.
crew endurance plans to improve
alertness on commercial vessels.
* Developing effective
Conduct scientific
research
international safety
scietifi
resarchspecifications
and
regulations.
necessary to establish and defend
the U.S. position with regard to
- Using new ocean
role in setting international
it's
monitoring technologies
safety standards.
to more quickly locate
Researching ways to integrate
search targets.
Coast Guard into emergency
*
Expanding and improving
the ability of mariners to
cellular phone networks on a
quickly and easily report
global level
accidentscalls.
and make
distress
*
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CA ACO t.V%

support DOT Safety and CG Marifisx Safety perormane

Rewarch Initiaive
SarvIct Planning Toot
Methodolg; Improving the
Compter-AssLreed Search
Planning (CASP) system used
in tactical searchLd rescue
(SARI)openmniiersby trsore
accurately applying all
inforration ailaNl on vaind.
currents,sx1vo
characternsts (i e life raft or
personal tiottion dice)
Risk-Baed Planning and
Maaaement Technoloiot:
Develop isk-based aipraches
thatcs optimize exising
decisionmaking processes
it
the fieldbydevelopingtie
giLdebies andtechnical
frannework to support a rarinc
safetyin Coast Guad riskbaseddectsios- maki ng
IRBDM )

CG Strteg Gaps
Several factors conound
thediifK thyof successful
response untiiely
neificaton to the Coast
Guard of distress, i norrect
rmp.irung of ie distress site
Iocaion, severe%,rather
c ndiorlos at the distress
sire,and severeproperty
damage.

ResearchIniaLive

CG Strtegic Gaps
e NTSB found serious

USCG Globa Inoldent

als

Performance Goal
Improse search pLanning by
upating the search-planning
model to incorpo te data on
ihe effect of surface vinds on
search targets. and i mprov ing
searchalgonthms by
employing sophisicaed
probe dry rtadhetnaucs,
improved surface current
data, and self-locatng datum
marker tuo s
Lack of a objectire merhd Impeove SAR operations by
to deterrs..e the best use of pUlnners sith contemporary
scarce resources
decision support tools foe
Deselotgiert. and
saving lives a"cSproperty,
iamplensentaiUon of nisk
metlhodolocs and decision
supperi tools will help rtse
Coast Guardsolve this
problem

Notifladon: Integrate
de iiences
t is r U IIrsis
'
CoastGuard intosh United Guards consniunication
Suits Enhanced 911 netwvork system A reenl National
aMsiroung emsergenicycalls or BoatUng Federati o studyy
a global level R&D is looking funded by sheCoast Guard
on Cellular phone rougehas
at the infrastiaturt and
shoun thatVHF-Fhl has
p"cceduril] issues of iig
cellular phones for distss
r been replaced,but
ce'lular is gaining
con'ussuricaticns
poulunrty. A sarscy of 890
recratinaloat.- shoitd
that VHF FM isascarried
by 93 5% of boaters, arid
ccular is on 70 1% cf
surv eyed

Anticipated BeInfit
Higher search success
rates, ir, reasd sangs
of lives andproperly,
reduced resource time.
andredu ed cost to the
Coac, Guard

Coast Guarddecisions
based on appropriate,
systemic risk
management processes
enhancing
tse
ability of
sheCoast Guard to
opimize sheu of
resources to reduce risk

Performane Goa
Aniceipated Benefit
Improve rie ability of
Automatic visrelesscall
)
manners in diserss tonoir routing for manume
theCoast Guard Inipove
relaceddistress
"AR Comarnid & Conuol
incidents, quicker
perfornisance
(Alaskan
response tirries
'asLal / one CoverageI

eats
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Re
b Inrtlatve
jHuma Fact",In Clsa]ty
leatiptliomr: Improve the
ability of InNeslgafirg Officer
110)to identify and report
hur&n-related casus of
accidents, arid therebyincrease
thea.c irac y of the manne
cssualty dauiba.

Shpboard Fatigue
Cocntermeasures Anwyss;
Research specific methods to
implement strategies to
maintain alertness, saety, atri
prevent chronic fatigue during
commercial maritime
Operations.

CG ,Strategc Gaps
80% of all
meantime mtrsh , human
error was either the direst
cause or a major
contributing factor. In
mansy
of these nuances the
effects of fatigue on the
•essels'creu. playeda
signrficant role in the
accidents

IIn
approximately

Currently, practical
guidance to mitbgate the
impact of fatigue on deep
draft vessels is neededto
ensure safety, the
prevention of personnel
injures, and ultrtately the
preventon of accidents that
mAyimpact out
envaronme
nt.
CG personnel mission
demands aresteadily
increasing with unbalanced
workloas and excessive
work bours wll contribute
to performance andsafety
the aboard CG cutters

Perforsance Goal
Improve ft '*lidty.
rehability, andcompleteness
of reports of casualfies
invoking human action,
inaction, or decision making

Aatipated Bdpef!
ProOceiur's established and
documented for the
innesugaton of humanrelated causesof accidents
and eating materials on
their use. More vlid,
reliable. Andcomplete
reports of casu ltes
involing human action.

rtoide gidel Lnes
and
strategies for comnierial
mainume esneli to promote
sessel ssafety.

Hainan Performance ad
Provide guidel,nes and
Safety for CG Operadtom.
strategies forCoast Guc:d
Evaluate theeffects of crew
cre. personnel regarling
fatigue on petfortamce and
fatigue on performance
safety aboardUSCG cutters
and produce USCG Crew
Endurane Plans to nutigate
impact of watch schedules,
duty c)cles, andpossible future
cre reduitioos on work.oad
and safety,
Haman Error ia CommatrciaJCommercial fishing
Redoe Lheniiib,.r of
Operation: Extend lssons
cotnunars to rank as one of cremembet fatalities on
lear-ed from developing Coast the mos hatlard..n
U S Commercal "esels
Gard cre endurance plans to occupatoris in Ar mra
improvealrness on
corturiol vessels

tru.cuon,or dcilsona.uking
Providethe commercial
mariume industry ,ith
USCG lessons learned and
procts for mnruimizing
crri fstigue

Mninnrez fatigue, shift lag,
arid performance
degradauoounder
en ironmenial and
operational conditions
charactensc of USCG
cuaner
patrol Previde
sound recommenasont on
feasibility of future crew
reducuos aboard USCO
cuters
Reduced ns of fatalies
Onconrtnerial essels by
icorpc.aung lessons
cared to educate
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Anticipated Bea.fi!
Perforance Goa ]
Regear Ianitiative CG Strategic Gaps
Millions oU S.Passengers lmproe safety of passnger Imp sed personnel
LMO rre Pee1eciod
safely aboard
reed tobe protected aboard ,esscls and passengers
Supporl:Perform fire
research tests used to buttress foreign flag ssels. Larger through research on improici .oamtriaJ ,,sese
are
fre safety
and faster "essels
theU S position at
increasing the need so live
International Maritme
sound US.positions at
Organization deliberations
intern ional safety
regulator) cetungs
Reduced risk of fir,
Lrned Stcs flagged tank Deselop measures thait %i
Development of Improved
azriVorits effect more
improve Lankvessel fire
vessels hadthe second
Fire Safety Measures for
lines scd.and reduced
safety throighoul the uorld
lhghest rite of
Tank Ves".: Deselop
firc.Vexplosions among all Thisincludes InsestigaSSon of environmental implit
measures that ill improve
flags (during the period of tank vessel deck foam
tank sesoel fiesafety
systems to Improve
by
1978-1992)
throughout the world
protecuon Ofthecargo rks,
Firesfxplosions on Unk
focusing on perention.
double hull roid space
sessels hadthe highest
suppression. and/or safety
number of lives los da-ing protection, improerents to
management meUics
cargo pump room protectl ion.
shesame period Fires
onboard wanksvessels %e. arid methods to Impfose tank
barge safety. The efforts "111
in addition to the normal
hazards
of fire onboard
a
focus on prevention.
ship, the added potennal for suppression, and/or safetN
management methods
serious envtonnentad
oftheir
damage due to loss
1-1: NIA_________
¢cr
forShip Struicture
Support
Corunaine: Provide support
and gUidance to Ship Stricture
Committee ISSC) for research
planning through joins
meetings i th oter Federal
and Canadian agencies
Execue research that
s l0 beer
contribute
urdervAlind~ng of the design.
producion technologies, and
life cicle risk uranuacment of
manne strwsut

Miliom of U S. passngers
need so be protect.d aboard
foreign flag vessels Larger
and faster vessels are
increasing the need to hare
sound U S. posttons at
international safety
regulatory metngs

Support research on
improved slip stritures to
reduce the potential for
damage related oil discharge
including asses-sments of risk
associated .Lth nea vessel
design

Increased saf ty and
mob ity reduced
ersironmental risks, and
reduced cosL of
martjie traisporiation,
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G2: WATERWAYS SAFETY & MANAGEMENT AND AIDS TO
NAVIGATION 1,870,000
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
U.S. international trade is expected to double by 2020. Our domestic waterwa)s are a critcaJ
component in this international commerce and transportation system. This indicates agreat need for a
well-integrated intemiodal transporation system, one with a robust mn-mi e transportation system as
the focal point., with efficient and effective links to land and air modes The Coast Guard. together
with the Maritime Admmistration (tIARAD) and other federal agencies,has developed the Marnne
Transportation System (MTS) - an interagency initiative focused on the mantipe portion of the
national transportation system. The objective of teNMS effort is to support a world-class waterways
system that improves our global competitiveness and maintains national secunt,. Waterways
management research supports the Coast Guard and Departmental Goals of Safety, Mobility, and
Economic Growth by facilitating naritimes conmerce and eliminating impediments tc the swift and
economical movement of goods and people while ma.inuzing recreational enjo.rncnt of the waler.
This research area will focus on pros ding the technology for managing ever-iscrrasing traffic in
major ports. Key to successful achievement of the USCG Safety and Mcbility goals is a robust,
effective waterways management system. The R&D program is developing intelligent waterways
technologies to provide the maximum amount of positional and traffic information to the manner
while hmiting the number of government-operated traffic control s5sicms Efforts in this research area
include technology to: customize the nux of visa and electronic aids to the need of each port and
waterway; integrate risk-based managenrent processes for resource allocation based on a balance of
affordability and waterway perforrrie, and develop watera) designs and mnrne information
systems that together facilitate safe,efficier:. and effective m ement of people a"d goods in transit,
especially as this movement transitions between different modes of transportation
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0
FY 2002
Antipated
FY 2001
Acdlties/Ac€omplishments
Program Request
Outcome(s) Sought
Building on past involvement in the
development of international
navigation standards, working on
international committees thai are
developing technical standards for
the Universal Automatic
Information System used ty
manners.
Developing a final watervays
analysis methodology.
Using consumer requirements,
developed an assessment model to
measure the relative perfornsauce
of Nanous combinations of
electronic and visual naigational
aids
Using this model of navigation aid
performance in developing an
overall aid mix analysis
methodology for the Coast Guard
to use in determining the right mix
of visual and electronic
navigational aids.

Investigate, develop, test. and
demonstrate technologies, methods.
and standards useful foe providing
future ,cssel traffic management
safety and mobility information
using fully automated means
Particular emphasis will be placed
on information interfaces thai
automatcally gather and deliver
navigation safety) and moility
information to the manse operator.
Develop an analytical tool that will
determine the level of seice
required from the aid system by
each class of waterway user and
provide a basis for '-'eloping a
method of detertuning the impact
of aid ittix alternatives on each
class of user.
Determine the technical feasibility
of blending several emerging
technologies, such as ubiquitous
communications, wearable
conVuters and voice recognition,
into the development of an
augmented reality aids to
navigation system

Enhanced Mobility
Economic Growth
and Trade
" Continue to
improve the orderly
and expeditious
flow of goods and
services in our
Nation's ports and
vsatesay s.

SProvide the
capability to deal
with large
anticipated
increas in traffic
volume on the
nation's waterways
by giving managers
the tools to asses
boh the
effectiveness of
various aid mixes
with regard to
waterways safety,
andthe effects of
various user mixes
on system safety
requirements.
" Improve tnamnne
safety by prov-iding
marners with realtime position,
speed. safety and
traffic information
This effort has the
potential to no
only provide the
manner vith
"dashboard"
information, but to
also gise them a
'picture" of all
other traffic in their
area and related
safety information.
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G2: WATERWAYS SAFETY & MANAGEMENT AND AIDS TO
NAVICATIIN
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& MIANAGINIENT & AIDS IO NAVIGATION supports DOT MobIlit/Eeonoum

Growth & Trade and CG MaNritime Moblt

rfornne e toia.

ResearchInibatise
CG Strtegic Gaps
Vrssel Traffic Managemeat Portsand .aterua)s are
Research: In',estgate.
geawingmorecongested
each
deselop.test, anddemonstrate)ar. Pe number of
technologies, methods, a d
coalition, lIsLos, and
useful for po'.iding trou.ndings hase beer, ning
standards
futue tcsel traffic
mnimnent safety and
mobility%information using
fully automated titan

Performance Goal
Maximire .essel mobile t
aith pors and aterua s
and rcdc costsby proding
thneinformation na:ggaors
priced
in a timely manner to
trasrse oatcra)s safely end
effiienyd) Full) automated
could improve safery %',e
reducing implermentaton and
operating cost:, and reduce the
co mu niattons congestion
on lhe VHF m rine
frequencies

i

Anticipated Bencfit
Improed "aer'ays
operational
pe-ormanc¢,
mpros td safety.
readied marine
commerce cost:
increased capact) of
en sting shipping
lanes. impros.d
environmental
prote.Ution. and
increased safetyand
cnjo)mnt for
recreational boaters
Aid Mix: A Slstemn
Anal)sisThe Coast Gard has not met hMumzie cssel mob tr) and Oprrr.al M' x of aids
its nasigniton aid availabiliry safety ihin pars and
to nasigaior %hich
of Aids to Naiigation:
ater~a)s by upgrading the
Dctlop the informauon,
goalforseveral es
take ad: anlage of
technological
methods andtools to support
ATON s)stem This ill
the Aids to Nanigasion
nds awres. reduced
red,.e ATON maintenance
program
costs siithou
manager in
determining Usefuture AtoN
:acrficing saety,
n
iiity, And
Systemrequirements and
protection of natural
relatedprogram policies and
strategies
resources
Waterways Management
Eliminale sesel collision,
Impro, ed ,un
tr, ays
intelligent bivalma)t
a
ihsions, and groundings by operaaon.a
Resarh: Detenmriethe
system that will pro:ide the
pro: ding the capability to
:apabiliry to posliely
performance,
technical feasibility of
blending seiral emerging
desntif)and onto cswl
iroitldc sirial aids to
improed safc);
ositsonand rmioenn for
na',gartos information in all
reduced ma ne
technologies,
ich as
ubiquitious
commtinuit onts. real-time ale.a)s
reduced :,siblit stitual ons
commerce cost.
ucarable computers and soice management
rcreas.ed capacity of
reiogniton, into the
csing shipping
Lnes,
improicd
dc~elcpnxntof an augmented
reality aids to na ,gallon
Cs:trontisental
protetion. and
s sir s
isreased safetyand
c njoyment for
'l¢reatwona boatrs
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PROGRAM DESCRIPON:
Marine Environrnental Protection research supports the Deparment's and Coast Guard's Human aM
Natural Envlronment/Protectlon of Natural Resourcts goals conducting research and developing
tools and methods to eliminate environmental damage and natural resourcL degradation associated with
mantme transportation, fishing, and recreational boating. Marine Ensironmenta Protction R&D seeks
to protect and preserve the environment by developing ways to train and evaluate critical response
personnel during the periods between spills and by, using technology to stop the introduction of foreign
species into the local en%ironment.
FY 2001 AMtd paced
Actisites/Accomptisments
Delivering atraining system to
evaluate the planning and
execution of major Marine Spill
Response Area exercises. The
system is so successful in
improving performance that it is
being evaluated as a platform that
can be modified to support other
t)pes of USCG exercises.
Delivering a technical assessment
of the risks of a potential spilt of
newly developed hazardous
substance products to the Marine
Board.
Delvering the tec'7nques and
equipment necessary to support
burning spilled oil on the ocean.
This is an effective and efficient
I method of removing large
quantities of oil from the ocean
surface before it reaches shore and
further harms the environment.
Deploying a prototype on scene
command and control s5stem for
the coordiration and management
of major oil/hazmt spills.

FY 2002
Program Request
Develop a system that allows
Federal On Scene Commanders
and their staff to monitor and
control emergency response assets
during a major oil spill
Exploit emerging technologies to
develop faster and more effective
spill cleanup methods that help
minimize environmental damage
Investigate heat. flushing.
filtration, cheucals, and
tank/ptping redesign as means of
reducing the risk of aquatic
nuisance species (ANS) being
introduced into U.S. waterways
through vessel ballast water.
Develop a prototype of one or a
combination of these options for
possible incorporation into a
vessel's ballast water management
practices.

Outcome(s) Souzht
Protection of Natural
Resources
Contribute to the protection
of the environment by:
* Developing responses to
threats posed by the
development and use of
new petroleum products.
* Developing techniques to
clean up spills in "fast
water" environments.
* Providing On-Scene
Coordinators wvith
irranediate and conunuous
access to the information
needed to unimuze the
impact and cost of major
spills,
* Developing actiNe aquatic
nuisance species countermeasures that can be used
on vessels to elimnate the
risks associated with this
hazard
* Developing in-situ burnig
as an oil spill cleanup
alternative

RDT&E -15
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MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION supports DOT Human and Natural Entsmeat and CG
Protectaon of Naturl Resorcs performance joals.
Research Initiative
Detelopmentof Ba~lati
latcr Management
Practices for Coastal
Shipping; Esaluate potential
management practices that
could be usedto control the

CG Stratnk Gaps
A more aggressse emphasis
on ballsMt afterr technology to
ehminte the influx of aquatic
nuisance species

spread of aquaic russance
species (ANS) by Alt vessels

Anticipated Benefit
Performance Goal
Researchresults proided
Prescnt enstronmnental
damagecaused bythe nilux to develop regtlattons that
ofaquatc nuisance spaces by will help prscnt the
inzo'ducon of aquatic
all tssels in U S uaicrs
nui e species (ANS)
io L S waterard lead to
srrrprosernens tn ballast
uatcrmanagement

A more aggressive emphasis Present environmental
Aquatic Nuisance Species
Pres¢nton: Use technology on ballast s.ater technology toi dange caused by the i'lux
e nsk
elimnate thneinflux ofaqa ic of aquatic nuisance setIesb)
to elitrre
all %sessls in U S waters
nuisance species
associated with the
introducton of foreign
speies into shelocal
enviret-

I
CG Strategic Caps
Researcb liaidadive
During a major spil, large
On-Scene Conmand and
amounLs of information must
Control System (OSCI)
be procsed. displayed.
Prototta: Deselop ard
demionstratea cosa-eflectise.transmtted, a&i archived
New tools are essential which
computer based,emergency
wll (a) organrie and present
responsemanagement tool,
istitch significandy assists in informauon and displays to
allow decisions to be tiade
.he collection, analysis,
,display, and dissrenasaon of based on the bestasaslable
relesant Naional Interagency data. and (b) record that data
for subscqunt anay sis asd
Incident Management
debnefing
System. Incident Commarid
System informsation within
both the 'Unrifed Ciomo.ad'
day to-day and the " iral
I
Command Centers

Alieraliss analysis
tool
technical assessment
to presentte i rosi action
of foreign organisms into
I S coastl waters

Antacipated Beniefit
mgnused consimoid post
kciion inning and spill
5y raising the sahidty.
elhability. andcompleteness response oversight,
of response naagemnsent tools ignificantly improved
:orrtnia d post information
iolurg decsionr.making
-etcntion fon post spill
analysis

I

Performance Goal

Improve rnann eco- s)sems

RDT&E -16
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G3: MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Research initadne
Predictive Models for
Improved Spill Response:
Deselop submerged oil spill
containment and recosen)
s)stems, tracking system and
r
Tllt
ajeCeon numencal
nnsXdels

CG Strategic Gaps
The discharge of od into U S
waters can hase deasating
effects on coastal area
ens ironmients andi industries
Without proper protecrtequipment, the Coast Guard
iockfore , ould be
griegtiely impacted in bLh
its preventativ€ and response
ac o ti'
lc s

ResearchInitiatihe
Oil Spil Prenention

E M

Performanc Goal
Eliminate oil disharge into
the aiter front manttme
sources

methods that reduce negative
.mpa~tson thecnwtonnctnl

I

Anticipated Benefit
Better Urdertaridng of
tiehasior of spilled non
floating ois
Enhanced
cleanup capabtlities for
these o ls and proectton
of the marine
en ironment

*

Perfornnance Goal
The discharge ofoi ito U S Eliminate 001disharge into
Initiatives: Explot emergimg
aters can hase deastahng
te s, ater frontmatitme
itehnolog) to deselop faster
effnts on coasul area
,ourcs though presenung
and more effeeti e clean-up
ensnontn-ients and indussnes
environmental damage
CG Strategic Gas

a:t ac z:

Antiipated Benefit
4tat- f-the-an spell
methods fo
response teams

Ilesnip

Without proper protetNe
equipment, the Coast Guard
workforceshould be
negatrel) impacted in both
,t5pre tnlaste and response
aiCt ites

RDT&E -17
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
Comprehensive Law Enforcement reserch supports the Coast Guard's Miaritime Security goal and
the Departsnent's National Security goal byconducting research anddevelopment aimed at halting
the flow of illegal drugs, migrants, andcontraband, presenting illegal incursions into our Exclusive
Economic Zone, and suppressing violations of federal law inthe mantre region. Most Coast Guard
mission activities rely on detecting. identifying. and classifying targets at sea. A significant
performance gap exists in the Coast Guard's current ability to detect targets of interest, and Lhen
identify those targets that should be interdicted The R&D Prognam is exaruning sensor alternatives
that will give operational commanders a functional knowledge of all activity in their area of
responsibility at a reasonable cost.It is also exploring new methods of halting fleeing suspect
vessels, and investigating new methods to seeinto compartrrnits heretofore hidden from inspection
FY 2001 Antkipated
Activities/Accomplashments
Developing airborne use of
force tactics that have niosed
from concept development to
limited scope deplo)ments This
concept is being considered for
full time use.
Participating on a CG Sensor
Team which is coordinating the
procurement. management and
exploitation of sensor
technologies throughout the
Coast Guard
Developing multi-mission
operational scenarios to assist
in the design and development
of law enforcement
requirements for current and
fusare procurements.
Evaluating techniques for
launching Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAV) from any.sIz
vessel UAV's are being
considered for over-the hornzon
aenal sur.seillance

11 Program2002
Request
Continue to desel'p ne, sensor
packages to improve operational
commanders capability to
detect, identify. and intercept
targets of interest The sensor
capability ill operate against
all three la, enforcement
threats: drug smuggling, alien
migration, and fishing in
protected areas. Technologies
that are being evaluated include
acoustic and satellite options
Continue to develop
technologies to improve
deteicton of hidden contraband
in locations that ere previously
impossible to search,
Continue to improve tactical
communications s) stems to
improve interagency
coordination. command, and
control

Continue to develop
technologies that gise
a %widerrange of
comnmrders
Beginning esaluatton of an
Unattended Undersater Acoistic options to stop fle-ing sessls
Sensor (UUAS) s)sten that na)
he useful for detection of go-fast
sese S.

Outcomen(s) Sought
Maritime Securtit):
Contrbute to reducing drug and
undoc a ented migrant
smuggling by"
" Providing operational
commanders with the
location and movetnent of
all law enforcement threats
within their operatical
area This allows the
ma tmum use of available
units to thwvart illegal
activity. This technology
provides improserrents in
search and rescue and spill
response for no additional
cost.
* Severely reducing the
effectiveness of "go-fast"
boats by gi ing operational
commanders a wider range
of apprehension options to
stop fleeing vessels
* Developing novel search
technologies that will help
the Coast Guard find n,.-re
contraband and rnsakehtdine
contraband more nsky and
espenslie for the so uggler

RDT&E -18
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G4: COMPREHENSIVELAW ENFORCEMENT

$4.832.OOO

COMPREHENSIVE LAW ENFORCEMENT support DOT and CG Naaonali/Maridme Security/Defense
perfornace tals
ResearchInitiative

CG Strategic Gaps

Perforannce Goal

D" eclop for Coast Guard
Curirently as ailable boarding
Vessel Search Via Low
barding teams methods to
Energy Imaging Techniquens tools. technology, and
account for all spaces aboard
inspecton methods do not
SUltraionic Technology:
ssels. to improve drg
Use loss energy incrrtgaton afford boad rg teams the
seIIur totes
ability to account ferall
technologies and techniques
spaces Such acounabiil
'u,,
I as ultrasonic and'lot
rneasurs are time consuming,
el¢CLtoma3nt)c sensors to

desetopainimaging desice

resource intensive, andhaiecainraedtret

and ealuate its potential as a high prbabtiity of causing
il [or sear hling vesselranks da nage to the s esel and its
cargo
andI unaccounted spacirs
Contr band
tec ion
Cagcahilirt Enh.mncwtesnt:
Deselop technologies to
improse d t uon of hidden
conraband in area that are
currently impossbi
to
inspect

Anticipated Ben'it
L00' space
accountabhity for Coast
Guard boarding teams
Insreased discovery of
illegal migranLs and
smuggled contraband.
increased atests, and

Modern sensorsto incrC3se
detectioin capabilit, are
needed, these incde
gereration Ill hu'Gs, FLIR,
radars, and radar detewtr s

effect ofthe ELT
program

Improved elficien) ma>
in.rras¢e operational
effectiveness le g ,the
numbers of sessels searchetd,
scatsh aciurazs and
ccnldence in the search
results Improved
technologies and equ~prent

lore ef-ic ent vessel
arclhcs

may also result in an

and
increased disconscry
sezre of cru hand before
it enters the U S
Noletlal Disabling
Technologies Asssca o:
Evaluate sanoas non lethal
mars that maN enhance the
sufrt of CG hoarding ean
mernmers Develop
technologies that provide
options to stop fleeing sessels
other than til. g them to stop

on Capabhhues
Drug [ntetdi
rd
- need the tools and
technology to remain current
Ithdsnatnuc and non-rsk
adverse smuggling
organizations

Improved boarding team
Improset intelligence
gaLhenog and expanding use control and increased
trarn safert.
of force" helicopter and
"oser-Lhe-honzon' boat
ons to increase drag
operate
enure rates, and deter ilNgal
migrants smiggling and
fishing

o edsalng fire.Rese richI imti%e
Serusor Teshaolov
Evaluation: Develop ness
sensr packagesto impron
v
operational coimra-id¢r
capabniI to detcer, iden f).
andintecr<cpi ta rges of
nietrest in all threela.
erforsenrnt artas dmd
enforce ne nt. alien Miraion.
Landfi ctncs prce con

CG Sinrte,icGaps
Gaps exist in Ove Coast
Guards ability to detect al
targets of interest and then
iJentif) those that need to he
interdicted ' fore conmifing
our limited assets to the rash

Perfonlrnce Goai
Wide Area Susdlance
Capabilities rust be capable
of linking to cuter, aircraft.
and shorsde io ensure
tactcatand stcatcg~c
infornatsr oncha.nge tc
imprsoe drug.
nh'

rant &

Anticipated Benefit
Improved situational
Jata for on sceneand
ihore-side mission
rommanders, sre
!ffe. ii e decisionnaking and r soste
ullcatiot

ihenie sink rdction goals
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U~ Bit 1tnf

Reserch Imiiadve
Senior Fumj : Identify aid
definesoftware dccson Aids
that ill allow Coast Guard
stategic andtactical mission
planners to more effectisely
employ operational resources.

CG Strategl Gaps
A standardized system fcr
resource allocation decision
making using Wide Area
Surveillance capabilities to
link cutter, aircraft and
shoresde.

Perfortnce Goal
Improve sernc technology
anddata systems
%ill gitt
operational command
ers and
their escsls ans aircraft an
accurate
picture of the threat
in their arca of operation

Aiipated Benielt
Improed decisionmaking by logisiscal
plurinpers
proacuse
allocauon anduse of
operational rescirces.

Improved Taical Data
Exchange: Improse tactical
communicate
tons systems to
improve interagency
ocodination, command, arid
Ccontl~

3aps

curntendy exist in the
Coast Guard's ability to
!ffeciisely transfer tactical
JalAfrom one unit to another

Meet Coast Guard
interdiction goalsby
improing command
and
control tactical
communication s5stems,sdh
ocher agencies

Improved istera ency
communication
systems
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
Technology Investment research supports the Coast Guard's Management Effectiveness goal. The
primary purpose of this research is to increase performance capabilities and resources to partially
offset the effects of long-term increases in operational requirements. Technology is used to optinrsie
of core infrastructure systems, such as
the use of existing resources and to improe thefunctionait)
communications and propulsion systems. Funds are also used to evaluate the technoca feasibility and
abreast of and exploit emerging technologies to
business sense of new ideas The strategy is to sta)
cull those ideas that%ill nimediacely increase productiity and enhance mission performance,
Whereser possible, the Coast Guard wants to leverage R&D resources by partnering with odser
go'ermental and prisate entities and adapting systems being developed in parallel to solve urgent
operational problems, thereby consening resources.

I

l'2001 Anticipated
Accluitses/Acoenplishmenta
Meting one of the major goals of

the Fuel Cell Demonstration
Program by successfull) generating
industry interest in de%eloping fuel
cells for the rnine environment
Pamnering with industry and other
federal agencies to demonstrate
shore-side fuel cell capability.
Commencing evaluation of
communications technologies that
will give commanders better
operational control over actisities
in their area of responstbility.
Evaluating the potendal of wireless
comtunications for CO operations.
Testing a variety of distance
learning alternatives to formal
training programs that will increase
personnel at the duty station and
provide just-in-time training, where
and when it is needed.
Reporting on key developments in
current and future technology, its
potential impact and how this new
technology may affect key Coast
Guard business decisions
Deterriur ing the tehnical
feasiilit) and implementation
poter trial of breakthrough
techsologies that can be exploited
fe. Coast Guard use.

FY 2002
Program Request
Participate is fuel cell conoriium
to encourage deselopmcn of
applications for the manse
industry. ComrsecrcisllN stable
maritime fuel cells wil gise all
maritime interests an
environmentally friendly and
significantly more efficient

propulsion system that is more
reliable and less cosil to maintain.
Determine if fuel cells are a
realistic, cost effectie alternative
for remote shore station use.
Contiue to evaluate the ability of
rapidly changing computer and
cotnisunications technologies to
increase a commander's overall
knowledge of the threats he/she is
facirg and to coordinate units under
their control. Similarly, esaluate
concepts to use this technology to
give operational units a better

picture of all threats in the area so
that they can better coordinate their
activities and share tactical
ffor ilation,
Expand distance learning
capabilitfis to afloai units
Continue to provide ke. CG
decision makers ",

h information

on current and future Technology.
its potential impact and hoss this
ness tehnolog 'sill affect
Operations

Outcome(s) Sought
Exploit Technol o':
Improve performance and
rriniiUze costs b)
energy
* Reduc ing
Sorauoption
" Identifying propulsion
less
altersatises that
espensise to maintain
and operate.
* Increase the ability of all
CO assets to "talk" to
one another and share
tactical information.
* Giving comnmianders real
tmeinformation on the
locations of their assets
of
and the status
ongoing operations.
Gue ndisidual units an
awareness ofthe context
of their activities within

thoverall operational
pictu -e
* Bnngilg t ore training
to the student rather than
the student to training
* Capitalizing on breakthrough technologies to
alert senior managers to
thebusiness and poli)
implications of new
technologies
* Lkeraging the work cf
sister laboratones by
adapting new
deseloprnrnts toCG
arnlications
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TECHNOLOGY INVESTMENT Is cross-programnnac, aid thus support multiple DOT and CG performances

Research Intiatve
Loa Expomre an Risk
Analysis Methodolog:
Develop a mehodology for
conducting risk assessments
on CG plafor-msaid in CG
facilities, an massaging
the
identified nsk.s.

CG Strtt
Gapt
Nrformncc Goal
Sstasstics
demonsurae an
Reduce fatalities, lost
overwhelming needto
workdaysandcostto
improveourloss prevention
go,ernmens
by using a tool
programandthe management which imritlmenion
of risk at our facilities The support Risk Mantgeoerst
Coast Guardreli s on
Capabl'iy
omphle-ad safety
sire"s. noton predictive risk
informton to idntify
Potenoal hazards before
e he)
reslt in losses The result is
assissffictens approach
to loss&

Anticipated Beneflt
Risk reducuon
reomrnesdations applied
to new Cuter designs,
shorefaci ity planning.
snian
ne safety inspection
procedures, andthe Cutter
crew optimization Projects

Research Initiative
CG Strategic Gaps
Peeofunnane
Coad
Sore Facility Fuel Cll
Need forclean efficient
Reduce theadser effect of
Dem: Investigate the
energy aIteroas es to ucrnt Iran'porabton onecosystems
potential benefits of fuel cell gao.n1e and diesel s) stems
andthe naral ensironnoen.
technology
for cosl-effecs'e
aridrediue thearmo
unt of
electric power gertion and
Pollutior from transportation
co-generation
at CoastGuard
sources
shore facilities.
Fuel Cel Propulon for a
Reduce the aisecseeffects of
Need forclean efficient
WNIEC: Demorsstrate the
energy titerrmttse to current transportaton on ecosystems
benefits of fuel cell propulsionSasolime anddiesel systems
and the natural ensironsien.
Mdship's service on board
ard reduce the amount of
Coast Guard cutters. Develop
pollution from tounsportion
marine fil cell prototype that
urces
will pro%ide technical ari cost
data neces
sry to esalulae
fure applications of manne
fuel

Anticipated Benefit
A clean, reliable an
potential econorsusl
source of premium electric
poer arid heat producing
technology.

Reduced fuel expenses,
asioidsce of finesfor
polluting, reduced manning
arideaunced mission
effectiveness Also
reduction of g~eenhous,'
gas anddiminution of U S
dcperdency upon foreign
petroleum sources

cells

Need for clean efficient
USCG Vesstl Energy
Alternatives: Identify, est, energyaiJeriti es to current
gasoline &A diesel systems
ari esluate efficient
lternta,es for USCG small
boat andcutta energy steeds,
(propulsion andship nseice)

Reduceie aderse effects of
narspoesauon on ecosystems

Significansi enrerg) sasings
ror USCG sessmls

andthe natural eniroomri..
tedreduce the amount of
pollutuon from rispirtanon
ouries
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Performance Goal
Reduce the adverseeffects of
transportation on ecosystetrts
andthe natural environment,
of
andreduce the amount
poliuon from transportation
sources

g
CIl

anaivr

Anticipated Benefit
A Coast G -d energy
management snttegy.
leading to reduced energy
costs

Research Wlusti'die
Energy Advancements:
Developing energy reducing
alternatives for power and
propuLsion

CG Strategic Gaps
Needfor cleanefficient .
energy altirrasss to current
gasoline anddiesel systems

Research initiative
Mobile Comnsanicatiom
Infrmstinatcture. Evaluate new
andemerging commercial
systems to meetCoast Guard
mobile communications
requirements. Develop an
architectue forwide area
network connectivity between
irnbile platforms and shore
units.
Future Commacatios
Develop a global
Syse.
system that will augment
High Frequency
current
systems usedfor operational
communications.

Performasnce Goal
CG Strategic Gaps
Improvesoperauonal
Cornununcaions
effectiveness, supports all
tnfrastrutaure - units do not
have the right C41SR systems operations performance goals
to carry our the mission, needs
for mission-essential
applicaions

Anticipated Benefit
A morecost-effecave
coercial mobile
communications
alternatve; better service
to thepublic..

Improves operational
Communications
effectiveness, supports all
Infrastructure - units do not
the
right C4tSR systems operations performance goals
have
to carry out the rssion. needs
fornission-essential
applications

Reduced flow of illegal
drags/illegal aliens

Research Initiative
Afloat Lerung
Environments. Provide a
technical bastsshatwill ensure
ftat shebest practices of onsite tttning system design are
available to theUSCG
Future TehnologlesSeleri
Projects. Research rapidly
etnerging technologies that
would enhance and
complement Coast Guard
missions

CG Stralegk Gape
Pipeline trainingactivities
frequently causeoperational
personal shortages.

Performance Goal
Improve crew training and
increase work days available
from existing assets

Antciptated Benefit
More efficient arid
effective on-site training
programs; fewer mission
days lost toformal
classroom triumng

All

Improve operational
performance by keeping
abreast of last technology
andits impact on mission
performance.

of
Rapid deplo) meint
beneficial emerging
technologies, and
evaluation of threats posed
by new technologies to the
performance of CG
missions.
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G6: R&D PERSONNEL, PROGRAM SUPPORT & OPERATIONS

$4,40500

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
T"ii activity provides the support services required to conduct the Coast Guard R&D Program. It
provides the strategic planning, programming, management and support personnel, material,
resources and leased facilities for the execution of the Coast Guard RDT&E Program, including* leased facilities for R&D activities.
* Centralized computer systems and nesork management support
* Technical library and technical referral service.
* Overall program management (HQ) and liaison with external agencies
, Spectalized management personnel, including contracting officers, accounting technicians and a
procurement lawyer.
* R&D Management Information System, which correlates and integrates CG R&D Program
efforts.
* Support services including mail, typing, secretarial. technical editing and technical publication
printing and binding.
* Human Resources, Facilities Management, and Property Management.
FY 2001 Anticipated
Acivtides/Accomtplishnsents
Managing and administering the
RDT&E support program.
Providing program and financial]
management services for the
RDT&E Program.
Providing support services for the
RDT&E Program.
Improving coordariaion with other
governmental and private entities
to improve products and share
dev'eloprwnt costs.
Inimating a "stage gate" product
review process that mirrors
industry best practices,
Developing contract vehicles that
support the "stage gate" process.
Developing partnerships that will
enhance R&D capabilities as a
"learning" organization

FY 2002
Program Request
Outcome(s) Sought
Manage and administer the
Program Suoiort:
RDT&E support program.
Conribute to program
Provide program and financial
effecti veness by:
management services.
.* Keeping management
Provide support se" ices
overhead to a minimum.
Partner with other agencies to
, Prosiding accurate and
improve products and share
timely financial
development cos,.
information.
Develop contracts tiat include
*
Providing technology
business analysis capabilities for
advice throughout the
R&D portfolio management, and
acquisition process.
which foster and enhance the use
* Leveraging R&D
of a "stage gate" progress for
capabilities and products
ongoing review of R&D projects
through joint ventures with
Develop programs and partnerships
other govemmen and
13enhance R&D capabilities asa
private-secto agencies.
'learning" organization and asthe
* Developing employee
technology advisor for the CG.
skills in project
management, contract
administration, and product
development.
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G6: R&D PERSONNEL. PROGRAM SUPPORT & OPERATIONS

$4,405,000

R&D PERSONNEL, PROGRAM SUPPORT AND OPERATIONS (proram manu emuat andsupport senices)
Anticipated Benefit
Performance Goal
CG Straiegic Gaps
Research IniLiative
R&D products thai are
Povide management and
Supports aJl
Portfolio Managemet and
admnistase support for the essenualto CG
New Product Geting
performance goalsand
R&D Program
Process. Incorporate trindustry
maximze tt.estxent in
best pracuces into R&D
highest poteniu projects.
project selection and product
toanagement prauces.
Mostrffecue research &
and
management
Prcide
Supports all
New program-wide
admiristratlse support for the development for lo-est
contracting -tebicle Larger
cost.
R&D Progr3.m
contracts encouage greater
competition, competing task
encourage
price
orders
completion
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
COAST GUARD
OIL SPILL LIABILITY TRUST FUND
Unavailable Collections (in millions of dollars)

Balance, start or 3ear:
0199

Balance. start of'.ear.
Receipts:
Interest on insestmens
Fines and penalties
Recoseres
Total receipts
Total: Balances and collections
Appropriation:
Minerals Management Service
Environmental Protecion Agency
Oil spill recovery, Coast Guard
Trustfund share of expenses
Research and special program administration
Denali Commission trust
fund
North Pacific marine research institute fund
Subtotal
appropriation
Total balance, end of year

839

973

895

59
33
7
99
1.155

56
6
7
69
1.042

42
6
7
55
950

-5

-7

-5

-10

-182

-181

973

861

..........

..........
...
.........

OSLTF-I

473
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
COAST GUARD
OIL SPILL LIABILITY TRUST FUND
Unavailable Collections (in millions of dollars)

Unexpended balance, start of )ear
0O0

Uninsested balance

2

10

5

1,062
-48
1017

1.199
-51
1.156

1,121
-46
.066

U S. Securities:

0101

Par 'al e

0102
0199

Unrealized discounts
Total balance. start of sear

0202
0204

Cash income during the )ear:
Governmental receipts:
Fines and penalties
Reco enies

33
7

6
7

6
7

lntragos ernmenlal transactions:
Earnings on investments, oil spill
liability trust fund

59

56

42

35
316

34
103

-6
-38
-68
-49
-9
-5

-6
-59
-61

0240

0280
0299

Offsetting collections:
Offsetting collectons(020-00-8221-0)
Total cash income

0500
0501
0502
0503
0504
0505
0507
0599

Cash outgo during ,ear:
Oil spill
research
Oil spill response
Oil Spill Rccoe 0 , Coast Guard
Trust fund share of expenses
Trust fund share of pipeline safety
Denali Commission trust fund
North Pacific
marine research institute fund
Total cash outgo

0700
0701
0702
0799

Unexpended balance, end of year:
Uninvested balance
U. S. Securities.
Parsalue
Unrealized discounts
Total balance, end of ear

-175

....
55

.........

-48

-4
-10
-5
-193

10

5

1.199
-51
I.156

1.121
-46
1.066

......
........
...

950

OSLTF-2

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
COAST GUARD
OIL SPILL LIABILITY TRUST FUND
Program and Performance
The Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund is used to finance oil pollution prevention and cleanup activities
by various Federal agencies. In accordance with the provisions of the Act, the Fund may finance
annually up to $50 million of emergency resources and all valid claims from injured parties
resulting from oil spills. For Coast Guard, tiis funds the following accounts: Trust fund
share of expenses, Oil spill recovery, and Payment of claims.
The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989, Public Law ;01-239. triggered collection of a
5 cent tax on each barrel of oil produced domestically or imported to be deposited into the Oil
Spill Liability Trust Fund. The authority to collect the oil barrel tax expired on December 31, 1994.
Legislation will be proposed to reinstate the tax and place a $5 billion cap on the Fund's balance.

OSLTF-3

DEPA RTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
COAST GUARD
OIL SPILL RECOVERY, COAST GUARD
Program and rmacing (in thousands of dollars(

Obligations by program activity
Emergency fund
Pa)ment of claims
Prince William Sound Oil Spill Recovery Institute
Total new obligations (object class 25.2)
Budgetary resource .ailable for obligation
2140 Unobligated balance aailable, stat of)ear.
2200 New budget author) (gross)
2210 Resources available from reucenies of prior year
obligations
2390 Total budgetary resources availabTe for obligation
2395 Total new obligations
2440 Unoblgated balance available, end of year
New budget authority (gross), detail:
Mandatory:
6026 Appropiaton (trust fund, definite)
6027 Appropriation (trust fund. indefinite)
6250 Appropriation (total mandatory)
000l
0002
0003
100

7240
7310
7320
7345
74.40
8697
8.698
8700
8900
9000

Change in unpaid obligations:
Unpaid obligations, start of year Obligated balance,
start of year
Total new obligations
Total outlays (gross)
Adjustments in unexpired accounts
Unpaid obligations end of year' Obligated balance
end of year
Outlays (grms), deta:
Outlays from new mandatory authority
Outlays from mandatory balances
Total outlays (gross)
Net budget authority and outlays:
Budget autbonty
Outlays

56,603
10.833
982

50,000
1,000
1,200
61,2010

50,000
10.c00
1.200
61,200

81.106
61L815

76,130
61,200

76.330
61.200

1.827
144.748
-68.418
76.330

137.530
-61,200
76.330

137,530
-61,200
76,330

501.30
11.815
61.815

50.000
11,200
61,200

50,000
11.200
61.200

93,631
68,418
-67,962
-1827

92,260
61.200
-61.200

92260
61.200
-61,200

92.260

92,260

92.260

61,833
6.129
67,962

61,200

61,200

61,815
67,962

61.200
61,200

684

. i

8

.......

....
61,200
61.200

OSLTF4

476
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
COAST GUARD
OIL SPILL RECOVERY, COAST GUARD
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars)

Distribution of budget authority by account:
Emergency Fund
Payment of Claims
Oil Spill Recovery Institute
Distribution of outlays by account:
Emergency Fund
Pay mnt of Clams
Oil Spill Recovery Institute

50,000
10.813
982

S0.00
10000
1.200

50,000
10.000
1.200

54,306
12,674
982

50,000
10.000
1.200

50.000
10,000
1,200

OSLTF-5

477
DEPA RTMIENT OF TRANSPORTATION
COAST GUARD
OIL SPILL RECOVERY, COAST GUARD
Program and Performance

This account provides resources from the Oii Spill Liability Trust Fund for costs associated
with the cleanup of oil spills. These include emergency costs associated with oil spill cleanup,
the Prinxe William Sound Oil Spill Recoery Institute, and the pa)tment of claims to those who
suffer harm from oil spills where the rr sponsible party is not identifiable or is without resources.
The program activities in this account will continue to be funded under separate permanent
appropriations, and are being displa%ed in a consolidated format to enhance presentation

OSLTF-6
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
COAST GUARD
TRUST FUND SHARE OF EXPENSES
Program and Flnancing (in tkaosands of dollars)

fMM M
0001
0002
0033
1000

2200
2395

Budgetary resources available for obligation:
New budget authority (gross)
Total new obliuatacns

4026

New budget authorii (gross), detail:
li-cretionary:
Appropriation (trust fund. (definite)

6027

Mandatory
Appropriation (trust fund, indefinite)

7000

Total new budget authority (gross)

7310
7320
8690

8900
9000

U-

M1

Obligations by program acti%ity:
COperating expenses
Acqu,sition. corsr.-action and improernents
Research. derelpmeC;t. test and ealuaton
Total new obligatons (object class 92 0)

Change in uapakid obligations:
Total new obligations
Total outlays (gross)
Outlays (gross), detail:
Outlas from new discreicnary authority
Net budget authozit) and outla)s:
Budget authority
Outlays
Distribution of budget autsirity, by account:
Operating expenses
Acquisition, constructon and irprosements
Research, deelopmcnt, test, and evaluation

Distribution of outlay., by account:
Operating expenses
Acquisition. construction and improvements
Research. development. tsn, and evaluatmon

24,945
19,956
3.492
48,393

24.945
19.956
3,492
48,393

48,500
-48,500

48.393
-48.393

.18.393
-48,393

48.500

48,393

48.393

43500

48,393

48,393

4,500
-48.500

48,393
48,393

48.393
-48,393

48'00

48.393

48.393

48.5(0
48.503

48,393
48,393

48,393
48,393

25.0020.000
3 500

24,915
19.956
3,492

24,945
19,956
3.492

25,(0
20.000
3,500

24,945
19,956
3,492

24,945
19,956
3.492

25000
20,000
3,500
48,500

...

OSLTF-7

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U-S. COAST GUARD
TRUST FUND SHARE OF EXPENSES
Program and Performance
This account provides resources from the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund for activities authorized
under the Operating expenses; Acquisition, construction and improvements; Research,
development, test and e%aluation accounts.

OSLTF-8
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480
BOAT SAFETY
[AQUATIC RLSOuRCES TRUST FUND)

BS-I

481
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
BOAT SAFETY
Program and Flmance
(in tbowads of dollars)

Obligatons by program activity:
Dired progam:

0091
00a2

100

Suare recreational boaoog safety program
Complitrxa andBwoun Programs
Total sew obligatoos

2395
2440

Bodgetar resource available for obligation:
Unobligated ba:Ax camed forwal, start of year
New brdges authodry (pos)
Resoures available from reco ,rens of prior
year obligations
Total budgetary resources available
for obligaton
ToW newobligations
Unobligatedblanc cried
m
forward, end ofye.

6200

New budget authority gross) , detaih
MAndatory
Transferred from other accouns [14-8151j

2140
2200
2210
2390

55,915
5,000
60,915

71,848
5.000
76.848

59,000
5,000
64.000

9,654
14,000

12,84$
64,000

0
64,0W

109

...

-

,4.0)0

73,763
-60.915
12.848

76.84.8
.76,848
0

-6-4,000
0

64,000

64,000

64,000

37.050
17.050
60,915
-51,798

46.167
46,167
76.848
-61,543

61.472
61.472
64.000
-63.226

46.17
46,161

61,472
61.472

62.246
62.246

Change Inunpaid obigation:

7440
7499

Unpaid obligations, star of year
Unpaid obligations, start of year
Obligatd balance: stn of year
Tota new obligation
Total outlays (gross)
Unpaid obligations, end of year.
Unpaid obtitons, end of year
Obitgtted balance, end of yeaw

8693
8657
8698
87(00

Out ays (po),
del:
Osrlays from discretionaiy balances
Outlays from new nuaory authority
Outlays from nandatory ba ances
Total outlays(gross)

9,500
28.500
13798
51.798

830
29,370
31,343
61,543

81
29.370
33,775
63,226

89(0
90(0

Net budget authority and outlays:
Budgel audiority
Outlays

64,000
51,798

64,)
61,343

,,CCC0
63,226

7240
7299
7310
7320

BS-2

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
BOAT SAFETY
Program and Performance
This account provides grants for the development and implementation of a coordinated national
recreatonal boating safety program. Boating safety statistics reflect the success in meeting the
prograrn'sobjectives No discretionary appropriation is requested for 2002 from the Boat safety
account of the Aquatic resources trust fund. The Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century
(TEA 21) provides mandatory funding from the Aquatic resources trust fund of $64 million
annually beginning in 1999. Of this total, $59 million is provided for grants to States and $5
million is available for Coast Guard coordination of the national boating safety program.

BS-3

483
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
BOAT SAFETY
Object Classiflcation (in thousands of dollars)

21.0 Travel and Transpoation of people
25.2 Other services
25.3 Purchases of goods ad services from
government accounts
410 Grants sLbsid:t-aM contribub"s

17
0
2,462
5R_436S
58436

0
0
6.180
70.66
70668

0
5,000
1.180
57.820
57820

484
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
AQUATIC RESOURCES TRUST FUND
Unavailable Collection (in millions of dollars)

Balance, start of year
0199 Balance, start of year

0201
0202
0240
0299
0400

Receipts:
Excise Taxes, Sport Fish Restoration
Custom.*duties, Sport Fish Restoration
Interest o. investments
Total rccipts and collections
Tcal: Balances and collections

Appropriations
0500 Sport fish restoration
0799 Balance, end of year

9201
9202

Memorandum (non-add) entries
Total investments, start of year. Federal securities:
Par value
Total investments, end of year Federal securities:
Par value

843

845

898

342
34
46
422
1,265

352
36
83
471
1,316

392
39
72
503
1,401

-420
845

418
898

-476
925

1,148

1,192

1,184

1,192

1,184

1,280

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
US. COAST GUARD
AQUATIC RESOURCES TRUST FUND
Program and Performance
The Internal Revenue Act of 1986, as amended by TEA-21, provides for the transfer of
Highway Trust Fund revenue derived from the motorboat fuel tax and certain other taxes to the
Aquatic Resources Trust Fund. Appropriations are authorized from this fund to meet
expenditures for programs specified by law, including sport fish restoration and boating safety.
Excise tax receipts for the trust fund include motorboat, fuel tax receipts, plus receipts from
excise taxes on sport fishing equipment, sonar and fish finders, and small engine fuels, and
import duties on fishing equipment and recreational vessels.

BS-6

486
DEPARTMF.NT-3F TRANSPORTATION
US. COAST GUARD
SUPPLY FUND
Program and * izang (in thousands of dolicrs)

1000
2140
2200
2390
2395
2440

6800
7240
7299
7310
7320
7440
7499

Obligations by program activity:
Direct program:
Total new obligations (object class 26.0)
Budgetary resources available for obligation:
Unobligated balance cared forward, start of year:
New budget authority (gross)
Total budgetary resources available
for obligation
Total new obligations
Unobligated balance carried forward, end of yearNew budget authority (gross), detail:
Discretionary:
Spending authority from offsetting collections:
Offsetting collections (cash)
Change in unpaid obligations:
Unpaid obligations
Obligated balance:
Obligated balance, start of year
Total new obligations
Total outlays (gross)
Unpaid obligations, end of year
Obligated balance, end of year

Outlays (gross), detail:
Outlays from new discretionary authority
Outlays from discretionary balances
Total outlays (gross)
Offsets:
Against gross budget authority and outlays:
Offsetting collections (cash)from:
8800 Federal sources:
8840 Non-Federal sources
8890 Total, offsetting collections (cash)
Net budget authority and outlays:
8900 Budget authority
9000 Outlays
8690
8693
8700

63.159

64485

64,485

383
64.762

1,986
62,499

...........
64,485

65,145
-63,159
1.986

64,485
-64485
...........

64,485
-64,485
...........

64,762

62,499

64,485

7,024
7,024
63,159
-63,511
6.672
6,672

6,672
6,672
64485
-62,499
8,658
8,658

8,658
8,658
64,485
-64,485
8.658
8,658

64,762
-1,251
63,511

62,499
...........
62499

64,485
.........
64485

-55,063
-9,700
-64,763

-53,124
-9.375
-62,499

-53.124
-11,361
-64,485

...........
...........

..; ........
...........

.
-1,251

SF-I

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
US. COAST GUARD
SUPPLY FUND
Program and Performance
The Coast Guard Supply Fund, in accordance with 14 U.S.C. 650, finances the procurement of
uniform clothing, commissary provisions, general stores, technical material, and fuel for vessels over
180 feet in length. The fund is normally financed by reimbursements from sale of goods.

488
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
COAST GUARD YARD FUND
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars)

1000

Obligations by program activity:
Operating Expenses:
Cost of goods sold
Other
Capital Investment: Purchase of equipment

22,575
47,578
1,469

22,914
48.292
1,491

23,304
49,113
1,516

Total new obligations

71,622

72,697

73,933

3,154
75.925

7,457
65,240

0
73,933

2395
2440

Budgetary resources available for obligation:
Unobligated balance carried forward, start of year.
New budget authority (gross)
Total budgetary resources available
for obligation
Total new obligations
Unobligated balance carried forward. end of year

79.079
-71,622
7,457

72,697
-72,697
0

73,933
-73,933
0

6800

New budget authority (gross), detail:
Discretionary :
Spending authority from offsetting collections:
Offsetting collections (cash)

75,925

65,240

73,933

-2.198
-2.198
71,622
-70,066

-642
-642
72,697
-65,240

6,815
6.815
73,933
-73,933

.......
-642
-642

.......
6,815
6.815

........
6.815
6,815

2140
2200
2390

Change in unpaid obligations:
7240 Unpaid obligations, start of year
7299 Obligated balance, start of year
7310 Total new obligations
7320 Total outlays (gross)
7400 Change in uncollected customer payments from
Federal sources
7440 Unpaid obligations, end of year
7499 Obligated balance, end of year

8697
8693
8700

8800
8900
9000

Outlays (gross), detail:
Outlays from new discretionary authority
Outlays from discretionary balances
Total outlays (gross)
Offsets:
Against gross budget authority and outlays:
Offsetting collections (cash) from:
Federal sources:
Net budget authority and outlays:
Budget authority
Outlays

65,240
75,925
....
-5.860 .........
65,240
70,065

-75,925

-65,240

73,933
.......
73,933

-73,933

...................
-5860 ... ............

YF-I

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
US. COAST GUARD
YARD FUND
Program and Performance
This fund finances the industrial operation of the Coast Guard Yard, Curtis Bay. MD (14 U.S.C.).
The Yard finances its operations out of advances received from Coast Guard appropriations and
other agencies for all direct and indirect costs.

ANALYSIS BY TYPE OF WORK (%)

Vessels repairs and alterations
Boat repairs and construction

Buoy fabrication
Fabrication of special and
Miscellaneous items

Total

47

52

64

490
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
COAST GUARD YARD FUND
Object Classificaton (in thousands of dollars)

.9-4"A3-0-4 441,11
Direct obligations:
Personnel compensation:
Full-time permanent
Other than full-time permanent
Other personnel compensation
Military personnel

12.1
12.2
21.0
220
23.3
24.0
25.2
26.0
31.0

00/26/2001

Civilian personnel benefits
Military personnel benefits
Travel and transportation of persons
Transportation of things
Communications, utilities,
and miscellaneous changes
Printing and reproduction
Other services
Supplies and materials
Equipmen

21,009
2,495
4,875
895

21,595
2,564
5,010
928

21,959
2,608
5,095
962

6,106
74
70
28

6,200
77
71
29

6,429
80
72
29

2,126
17
3,495
30,000
432

2,148
17
3,500
30,121
437

2,185
17
3.560
30,491
446

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
US. COAST GUARD
YARD FUND
Personnel Summary

2001
2 lot

Reimbursable:
Total compensable workyears:
Full-time equivalent employment civilian
Full-time equivalent employment military

572
21

572
22

632
22

492
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
US. COAST GUARD
GENERAL GIFT FUND
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars)

Obligations by program activity:
Total new obligations
Budgetary resources available for obligation:
Unobligated balance carried forward, start of year.
Uninvested
U.S. Securities: Par value
Unrealized discounts
New budget authority (gross)
Total budgetary resources available
for obligation
Total new obligations
Unobligated balance carried forward, end of year.
Treasury balance
U.S. Securities: Par value
Unrealized discounts
Budget authority (indefinite appropriation)

243

80

80

88
1,560
-43
214

129
1.493
46
80

129
1,493
46
80

1,819
-243

1.748
-80

1,748
-80

129
1,493
-46
214

129
1493
-114
80

129
1 493
-114
80

New budget authority (gross), detail:
Mandatory:
7000 Total new budget authority (gross)

243

80

80

7240
7310
7440

Change in unpaid obligations:
Unpaid obligations
Total new obligations
Unpaid obligations

154
243
67

67
80

80

8700

Outlays (gross), detail:
Total outlays (gross)

330

80

80

8900
9000

Net budget authority and outlays:
Budget authority
Outlays

214
330

80
80

80
80

l OO
2140
2141
2142
2200
2390
2395
2440
2441
2442
6005

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
COAST GUARD GENERAL GIFT FUND
This trust ftmd, mainuained frm gifts and bequests, is used for purposes as specified by the
donor in connection with the Coast Guard training program (10 U.S.C. 2601).

494
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
GENERAL GIFT FUND
Object Classification (in thousands of dollars)

21.0

Travel and Transporlaton

25.2
26.0
31.0

Other services
Supplies and materials
Ejuipment

M

M

IIRIN

iI

3

240
............

......

............

62
to
8

62
t0
8
M~ll 1

GF-3

495
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
US. COAST GUARD
MISCELLANEOUS TRUST REVOLVING FUNDS
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars)

Obligations by program activity: Direct program:
0901 Cadet activities
0902 Surcharge collections, sales of commissary stores
0909 Reimbursable program by activities
1000 Total new obligations (obiect class 25.2)

2140
2200
2390
2395
2440

Budgetary resources available for obligation
Unobligated balance carried forward, start of year:
New budget authority (gross)
Total budgetary resources available
for obligation
Total new obligations
Unobligated balance carried forward, end of year:
New budget authority (gross), detail

8.032

8,140

8,248

8.032
8.032

8,140
8.140

8,248
1.248

68
8,032

...........
8,140

...........
8,248

8,100
-8,032
...........

8,208
8,248
-8,248
-8,208
....................

Mandatory
6900
7310
7320

Offsetting collections (cash)
Change in unpaid obligations
Total new obligations
Total outlays (gross)

8.032

8,140

8,248

8,032
-.8,207

8,140
-8.136

8,248
-8244

8.207

8,136

8,244

-8,207

-8,136

-8,244

Outlays (gross), detail
8697

8800

Outlays from new mandatory authority
offsets
Against gross budget authority and outlays:
Offsetting collections (cash) from: Federal sources:

8900
9000

Net budget authority and outlays
Budget authority
Outlays

...........

...........

...........

MTF-I

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
US. COAST GUARD
MISCELLANEOUS TRUST REVOLVING FUNDS
Program an Performanoe
The Coast Guard cadet fund is used by the Superintendent of the Coast Guard Academy to
receive, plan, control, and expend funds for personal expenses and obligations of Coast Guard
cadets.
The Coast Guard surcharge collections, sales of commissary stores fund is used to finance
expenses incurred in connection with the operation of the Coast Guard commissary store in
Kodiak, Alaska. Revenue is derived from a surcharge placed on sales (14 U.S.C. 487).

MTF-2

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
U.S. COAST GUARD
MISCELLANEOUS TRUST REVOLVING FUNDS
Object Classification (in thousands of dollars)

23.3
25.2
26.0
31.0

Communications, utilities, and
miscellaneous charges
Other services
Supplies and materials
Equipment

............
8,032
.......

26
7,912
164
38

26
8,016
166
40

MTF-3
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
The following information has been requested each year by the Committees in questions for the
record. In order to provide the Committees with adequate information for oversight functions and
to be more responsive, the Coast Guard is providing this information as a part of the Budget
Justifications.

SUPP - 2

500
TYPE AND NUMBER OF COAST GUARD AIRCRAFT. FISCAL YEAR 2001
Number in

Field

CAllowances
Fixed Winz
HC-130H "Hercules"
HU-25 "Guardian" (2)
VC-4A
C-20B

30
41
I
I

26
26
1
I

94
42
8
217

82
35
8
179

Rotary Wiue:
l-H-65A "Dolphin" (3)
HH-603 "Jayhawk"
MH-68 (4)
Total, all aircraft
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Includes Spare and Maintemnce Aircraft
8 HU-25 in storage
Assumes addition
of 2 HH-65s for Air Facility Waukegan, IL.
with Augusta Aerospace Corporation,
Assumes 8 MH-68 aircraft accepted in FY 01. Current lease contract

SUPP- 3
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AIRCRAFT OPERATING COSTS
ACTUAL FY 2000
NO. OF AIRCRAFT:
(OPERATIONAL.

lEE

SUPPORT
26
35
80
15
3
a

HC-130
HH-GOJ
HH-GSA
HU-25A (2)
HU-258
HIJ-25C
VC-4A
C-20B
MH-90 (3)
TOTALS

/4
/7
/12
/4
/1
/1
I 0
1/ 0
2 / 0
171 /29

HC-130
HH-60J
HH-5A (5)
HU-25A
HU-25B
HU-25C/D (6)
VC-4A
C-208
MH-68 (3) (7)
TOTALS

26
35
82
14
2
10
1
1
8
179

ESTIMATED
Cos (1)
$44.50 M
$39.82 M
$64.98 M
$18.12 M
$8.74 M
$1389 M
$0.34 M
$0.94 M
$3.12-M
$194.45 M

RESOURCE

COST PER

HOURS

HOUR

20.1
23.7
45.7
6.6
3.8
5.6
0.6
0.6
0.3
107.0

K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K (4)

$2.2
$1.7
$1.4
$2.8
$2.3
$2.5
0.5
$1.6
$9.2

K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K

PROJECTED FY 2001
14
/7
/12
/3
/1
/2
/50$05
/0
/0
/29

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
$1.01 M
$8.44 M
$244.16 M
$59.49
$48.54
$75.39
$27.35
$3.91
$19.54

21.0 K
24.0 K
48.1 K
10.0 K
1.4 K
7.1 K
0.7%
0.5 K
2.9 K
115.7 K (8)

$2.8 K
$2.0 K
$1.6 K
$2.7 K
$2.7 K
$2.7 K
$0.7K
$2.0 K
$2.9 K

21.0 K
24.0 K
48.7 K
8.5 K
OK
10.0 K
0.7 K
0.5 K
4.8 K
118.2 K (8)

$2.9 K
$2.2 K
$1.7 K
$2.8 K
$0 K
2.8 K
$0.7 K
82.1 K
$2.0 K

PROJECTED FY 2002
HC-130
HH-60J
HH-65A
HU-25A
HU-25B
HU-250/0 (9)
VC-4A
C-20B
MH-68 (3)
TOTALS

26
35
82
12
0
14
1
1
8
179

/4
/7
/ 12
/4
/0
/2
/0
t0
IlO
/ 29

$61.48
$52.29
$82.89
$24.18
$0
$28.21
$0.51
$1.03
$9.78
$260.38

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

(1) Costs derived by multiplying actual resource hours fown by budgeted costs per hour. The cost
figures Include aircraft fuel, depot level maintenance, and unit level maintenance costs.
(2) 3 HU-25s reacfvated in 4th qtr FY00
(3) MH-90/MH-68 costs include all contract costs for configuraton and lease.
(4) HH-6J and HH-65A aircraft flew 95% program flight hours, and HU-25A/B/C and HC-130H aircraft
flew 89% program flight hours due to operational reductions caused by resource constraints.
(5) Assumes addition of 2 HH-65s for Air Facility Waukegan, IL in 3rd and 4th qtra FY01.
(6) Assumes 2 HU-25s converted to HU-25D aircraft.
J7) Assumes 8 MH-68 aircraft accepted in FY01. Current lease contract with Agusta Aerospace
Corporation.
(8) Assumes HH-60J and HH-65A aircraft fly 95% program flight hours; HU-25A/BC and HC-130H
aircraft fly 89% program flight hours due to operational reductions caused by resource constraints.
(9) Assumes 4 HU-25s converted to HU-250 aircraft.
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AIRCRAFT MODIFCATION WORK. FY2M0

The folowing aircraft moditlcations were a complished during fiscal year 2000 at a total cost of $4,776,000
Prolc

("

800')

H 0 Helicopter:
Rotor Head Streamlining
Crack Mitigation Kit Installs by Sikorsky
Extended Hoist Arm
Cabin Emergency Eqress Lighting
Tail Landing Gear Strut Wiper
Pressure Retueling/Defueling Hose Upgrade
Digital Automatic Flight Control System Computer Rain Shiek
Number 2 Tactical Data Processor Fan Reversal
Digital Encryption Standard Installs
Stabliator Actuator Grounding Strap/Bracket
Sub Total
Pro w

290
200
157
40
30
17
11
7
3
2
$8
(000'S)

HH45 Hielcopter:
Energy Attenuating Seats
Fuel Quantity Indicator
Errvironmenetal Control System Conversion
Improved Searchlght
Dry Cell Battery Replacement
Vibe Monitoring Unit

1,265
759
225
30
13
7
$2,299

Sub Total
I)Osa

ropc

IHC 30 Aircrat: C000
LN-i OIStandby Attitude Indcator
JFCS1 OSIAJrcraft Commonality

Sub Total

1

'
1,080
641

$1,721I
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MASS TRANSIT SUBSIDY BENEFIT PROGRAM

The units and the number of personnel currently participating in the program at each
location is as follows:
Personnel Count as of November 30, 2000
Location:
Coast Guard Headquarters, Washington, DC
Activities New York, NY
ISC Alameda, CA
ISC Boston, MA
ISC St. Louis, MO
Coast Guard Group, Ohio Valley Louisville, KY
Marine Safety Office Pittsburgh, PA
ISC Miami, FL
ISC New Orleans, LA
ISC Cleveland, OH
ISC San Pedro, CA
ISC Seattle, WA
ISC Honolulu, HI
Coast Guard Group Philadelphia, PA
Human Resource Services and Information Center, Topeka, KS
MLC Atlantic, Norfolk, VA
Total:

911
37
181
182
15
3
5
46
141
165
33
437
43
3
14
45
2,261 (1)

i) Fiscal year 2002 estimate is 2,314 commuters.
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OPERATING EXPENSES (CE) FUNDING FOR CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTERS
Current OE funding for Coast Guard Child Development Centers (CDCs) is as follows:
FY 2001 ESTIMATED CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER OE FUNDING
CDC LOCATION

CapeCod, MA
San Jua, PR
Cape May, NJ
BoinquPR
Petaluma, CA
Kodiak AK
NewLondon CT
Alameda, CA

OPERATIONS

S 19,675
14,000
24,195
18,000
23,500
44,890
29,035
15,230

Washion DC
TOTALS:

N
$202,845

SALARIES

S271,98
212,815
212,815
212,815
222,113
242.815
231,115
222,115

Z3111
$2,059,598

TOTAL

S291,553
226,815
237,010
230,815
245,615
287,705
260,150
237,365

245415
$2,262,443

FY 2002 ESTIMATED CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER OE FUNDING
LOCATION
Cape Cod, MA
SanJuan, PR
Cape May, NJ
Bouinquen, PR
Pealum, CA
Kodiak, AK
New Londn CT

Alameda, CA
Waingto
TOTALS:

DC

OPERAS

%ALAQ

TOTAL

$19,675
14,320
24,195
18,050
23,500
20,910
28,500

S284,341
222,518
222.518
222,51
232,318
253,318
241,718

$304,016
236,838
246,713
240,568
255,818
274,228
270,218

21,2W

232,318

233,518

2412.21
$2,152.285

236.61
S2,338,5350

$18
$185,23

SUPP-
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ROUTINE PUBLICATIONS
The periodicals listed below provide an update to the listing of Coast Guard
headquarters and routine field publications:

HEADQUARTERS PUBLICATION

NUMBER PRINTED
AND FREQUENCY

Aids to Navigation Bulletin
Coast Guard Magazine (Note 1)
Enlisted Hi-line
Marine Safety Newsletter
Navigator (Auxiliary Magazine)
On Scene
Proceedings of the Marine Safety Council
Radio Navigation Bulletin
Coast Guard Reservist Magazine
T-Magazine
Vital Signs
Systems Times

1,600 quarterly
24,000 monthly
3,000 semiannually
800 monthly
39,000 quarterly
5,000 quarterly
8,450 quarterly
2,800 semiannually
24,000 monthly
canceled
canceled
4,000 quarterly

Notes:
(I) Formerly the "Commandant's Bulletin"

DISTRICT/FIELD PUBLICATIONS

NUMBER PRINTED
AND FREQUENCY

Gulf River Connection (Note 2)
Coastline
Local Notice to Mariners

2,500 quarterly
1,700 monthly
28,000 weekly

Note:
Note: This publication is only produced on-line.
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MAJOR ACOUSMTION EROJECTS
The following lists all of the Coast Guards projects that have been designated as Major
Acquisitions:

Deepwater Capability Replacement Analysis
Coastal Buoy Tender (WLM) Replacemeut
Seagoing Buoy Tender (WLB) Replacement
Coastal Patrol Boat (CPB) Replacement
Ports & Waterways Safety Systems (PAWSS)
Great Lakes Icebreaking (GLIB) Capability Replacement
Stem Loading Buoy Boat (BUSL) Replacement
Fleet Logistics System (FLS)
Marine Information for Safety and Law Enforcement (MISLE)
Motor Lifeboat (MLB) Replacement
National Distress and Response System (NDRS) Modernization
Surface Search Radar (SSR)
C-130J Aircraft

SUPP-
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ACQUISITION REVIEW COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP
The membership of the Coast Guard Acquisition Review Council (CGARC) is provided
in the following table. The sponsor is the Assistant Commandant of the program having
the primary need for the particular major acquisition. The Assistant Commandant for
Operations (G-0) or the Assistant Commandant for Marine Safety (G-M) normally serves
as sponsor.
CGARC MEMBERSHIP
Chair: Vice Commandant (G-CV)
Members:
Chief of Staff (G-CCS)
Assistant Commandant for Acquisition (G-A)
Assistant Commandant for Systems (G-S) Assistant Commandant for Human Resources (G-W)
Director of Resources (G-CRC)
Director of Finance and Procurement (G-CFP)
Director of Information and Technology (G-SI)
Chief Counsel (G-L)
Sponsor
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MAJOR ACOUISMON SEMI-ANNUAL BRIEFS
The following is a list of the Major Acquisition Semi-Annual Briefs held during the;
year. Semi-Annual Briefs are informational briefings held to provide Department of
Transportation officials and Coast Guard Headquarters staffs with a complete and cut
status of projects.
Project

Date

Coastal Patrol Boat Replacement
Great Lakes Heavy lcebreaking Capability
Motor Lifeboat Replacement
Surface Search Radar Replacement
Ports and Waterways Safety Systems
Fleet Logistics System
Seagoing Buoy Tender (WLB) Replacement
Coastal Buoy Tender (WLM) Replacement
Stem Loading Buoy Boat (BUSL) Replacement
National Distress System Modernization
Marine Information for Safety and Law
Enforcement (MISLE)
Coastal Patrol Boat Replacement
Motor Lifeboat Replacement
Great Lakes Heavy Icebreaking Capability
Ports and Waterways Safety Systems
Surface Search Radar Replacement
Fleet Logistics System
Seagoing Buoy Tender (WLB) Replacement

January 28. 2000
January 28,2000
February 17, 2000
February 17, 2000
March 22. 2000
March 22, 2000
April 26, 2000
April 26, 2000
April 26, 2000
May 17,2000

Coastal Buoy Tender (WLM) Replacement
Stem Loading Buoy Boat (BUSL) Replacement
National Distress System Modernization
Marine Information for Safety and Law
Enforcement (MISLE)

-

May 17, 2000
July 19, 2000
July 19, 2000
August 30,2000
August 30, 2000
September 6, 2000
September 6, 2000
October 18, 2000
October 18, 2000
October 18, 2000
November 15.2000
November 15, 2000
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Rank Order of Fatal Accidents - 1999

'
@(T1AW
AeenW
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

mStl8
Stale

II_

IIm

taa'ealDei

lhgkord

_

Florida
Texas
Californla

I1,299
210
894
178
114
343

191

17

Minnesot
Alabama

Soutb Carolina
Georgia

20
21
22

Kentucky
Arkansas
Ortgon

187
240
184

291
231
21j

24
1

North Carolina
WL11nr9
i1a
Ohio

I1
R9

_

Total Number of
Reported Accidents

Numberer
Reprted Fatales

Numberotfeperted
Fatal Accidents

42: q

1

8
8t

130
167
120
195
75
9'

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Arizona
Sew Jersey
Maine1

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Iowa
Montana
Connecticut
Kansas
Utah
Indiana
Nebraska
Rhode Isla nd

42

Wet Virginia

43

Delaware

44

Wyoming

45
46

Nevada
Vermont

6

6
6

3

_
_

__

_

3_

38

31

25

3_
2_

31
31

2______
2___

2_________
0___

_

86
25
72
5
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22
24
129
13

47
48
49
so
i51 I

52
53

54
55

56
57

AdM ts~~
state
Northt Dakota
Adsadc Ocean
Soutk Dakota
Virgin Islands
NwMexico
Distrit of Colombia
teAul
Pacific Ocean
Puerto Rico
Guam
Golffof Morico

Numbe, of Reporte
Fatal Accidnts

Number of
Reported FatalItles
I
1________
________

ToWaNumber of
Roiported Accidents
I_______

Is1
12

_________I

1________
________

_______

2
of_______

37
16

0_______

______
(A______

is_______1

__________

13
13

01
0__________________
______

8

_______

______5

01C

*More than 3 miles off-short
More thn miles off-shore
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Rank Order of Fatal Accidents by Numbered Boat - 1999

1999 RWW'eoa*i
Rask Order of
Boat AeeddemI
Fatal Aecdearts by Numbe1
SttldtkNumbered Bats
Statef/errito y
1
Alaska
2
Idaho
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
is
16
1'
Is
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Washington
Montana
Louisiana
Colorado
Kentucky
Rhode Island
Virginia
Arkansas
Wyoming
Massachusetts
Texas
Oregon
Delaware
Florida
Alabama
New Hampshire
Mississippi
Missouri
North Caroliaa
West Virginia
Vermont
Oklahoma
Utah
Tennessee
Georgia
Maine
Connecticut
KanSAs
Ohio
Arizona
Ne% York
Nebraska
South Carolina
California
Illinois
Nevada
New Jersey

Number of
Reported
Number of
Fatal Accidents
Numbered Boats
21
25,960
12
83,554

Fatal Accidents per
Numbered Boat
0.00080894
0.00014362

28

250,606

0.00011173

5
30
9
14
3
19
14
2
ID
42
13
3
52
17
6
17
19
20
3
2
12
4
16
16
6
5
5
19
7
22
3
16
36
13
2
7

50,687
313,035
101,137
169,759
36,522
235,330
173,437
26,287
149,170
629,640
196,102
45,854
805,079
267,868
96,456
281,958
331,693
353,166
54,477
37,932
229,770
77,171
314,624
316,770
120,197
102,071
102,424
407,347
153,517
524,326
72,153
414,527
955,700
372,618
60,644
221,152

0.00009864
0.00009584
0.00008899
0.00008247
0.00008214
0.00008074
0.00008072
0.00007608
0.00006704
0.00006670
0.00006629
0.00006543
0.00006459
0.00006346
0.00006220
0.00006029
0.00005728
0.00005663
0.00005507
0.00005273
0.00005223
0.00005183
0.00005085
0.00005051
0.00004992
0.00004899
0.00004882
0.00004664
0.00004560
0.0000419i
0.00004158
0.00003860
0.00003767
0.00003489
0.00003299
0.00003165
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PatakOrdrof
Fatal Acddests by
Nambeoed Boats
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
1
49
5)
51
52
53
54
55
56

1999 Racurtiml
Boat Acdiet I
Numbern Stadtic
StateiTerrttory'
Iowa
Maryland
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin
Michigan
North Dakota
Minnesota
South Dakota
Indiana
American Somoa
District of Columbia
Guam
Hawaii
New Meico
N. Mariana Islands
Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands

Number of
Reported
Fatal Accidents

Number of
Numbered Boats
6
203,081
208,766
6

Fatal Accidents per
Numbered Boat
0.00002954
0.00002874

352,231
564,313
985,732
42,380
793,107
52.499
219,089
146
1,811
3,000
15,147
78,945
1,046
52,166
4,072

0.00002839
0.00002835
0.00002739
0.00002360
0.00002143
0.00001905
0.00001826
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000
0.00000000

10
16
27
1
17
1
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
636

Off-Shore Fatal Accidents
IAtlantic Ocean *
GuIf nfMeico
Pacific Ocean -

12,738,271

0
0

* greater than 3 tiles offshore
heater than 9 nules offshore
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AVERAGE RETIRED PAY BY GRADE
Average Annual Pay for Retired Personnel by Grade:
Commissioned Officers:
Reular
0-10
0-9
0-8
0-7
0-6

85,809
85,812
78,562
69.348
54,557

0-5

35,954

0-4
0-3
0-3E
0-2
0-2E
0-1
0-IE

30,329
24,288
25.365
14,226
18,204
10,551
17,016

Reservera
0
0
30,296
0
18,934
12,886
10,841
12,058
15,567
13,256
7,140
0
0

Warrant Officers:
W-4

32,208

W-3
W-2
W-I
Enlisted Personnel:
MCPOCG
E-9
E-8
E-7
E-6
E-5
E4
E-3
E-2
E-I

22,609
18,732
16,482

12,179
8,919
7,039
0

40,834
26,639
20,311
16,692
13,046
8,596
4,946
4,242
4,073
3,524

0
10,234
8,181
7,344
5,231
4,276
3,324
0
4.416
0

Annual Retirements and Numbers on the Rolls:

Numbers on Rolls:
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993

(2)
Estimate
33,499
33,462
33,257
32,520
3 t,146
30,297
29,098
28,412
27,883

Actual
32,684
31,812
32. L43
31,533
30,360
29,366
28,383
27,799
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27,208

27Z26

Annual Retirements and Numbers on the Rolls (cont.)
Number o rolls:
1991
1990
1989

Esumte
26,661
26,094
25,523

Retirements:
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
L989

1,600
1,18
1,644
1,517
1,311
1,446
1,250
1,178
1,092
1,157
1,065
1,172
1,104

....
1,623
1.537
1.436
1,612
1,648
1.486
1,156
1,079
1,097
1,051
1,046
987

Notes:
(i) Reserve Retired Pay is based on a "point" system. "Points" are accumulated for the
number of years of active duty service, courses completed, and drills performed. It is
possible for retired pay inversions to occur that would otherwise seem unlikely, i.e., lower
ranks may retire at higher pay levels than higher ranks.
(21 Average strength on the rolls during year indicated,
Established in accordance with congressional mandate.
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RESERVE TRAINING - OTHER SERVICES
ESTIMATED OBLIGATIONS FOR OTHER SERVICES
(in thousands of dollars)

Commercial meals for drilling reservists
Computer maintenance & programming services
Contracted beating for drilling reservists
Training services (1)
Active units' support of reserve program (2)
Advertising & Other Recruiting Initiatives o
Total

2000
445
168
1,209
21
500
3,500
5,843

2001
584
170
1,500
330
500
2,400
5,484

2002
593
177
1,800
350
500
2,266
5,686

Notes:
(L)[n FY 00, tuition assistance was not RT funded. It was paid by AFC-56. In FY 99 and
FY 01 AFC-90 paid tuition assistance benefits to SELRES members.
{2) Estimated portion of the PSC-R expensed at the active unit 40 0/ of $155 per SELRES
member.
(3)Bonuses were continued in Jan 02 for hard to fill rates/billets.
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DEFENSE READINESS RESOURCES
Defense readiness program information is developed by a "program budget" cost
allocation model. The model spreads the Coast Guard Operating Expenses appropriation
across operational mission categories based on the percentage of time Coast Guard
multimission assets spent conducting each mission. The defense readiness information is
as follows:
(in millions of dollars)

1999

Operating Expenses ..................................
A C& I........................................................
RDT&E .......................
Total ...

........

$60.0
. 6 .1
0.6

................... $66.7

Fiscal Year
2000 (est) 2001 (est)
$42.8
11.2

$45.2
4.2

0
$54.0

0.0
$49.2

Workload data for fiscal year 1999 is as follows:
Resource Employment
Hours
Hours
Missions
4,419
5,799
......................
...............................
235
Cutters
489
542
212
Aircraft ......................................................................
4,332
3,756
Boats .........................................................................
984
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Coast Guard Budget Authority Historical Data
(in thousands of dollars)

Opevlitnq Eupene.
Acquwlti, C

railcila, isd Imp

ENIromtSl Complice & Rem

2,070,20

-

1mn.t.

Port S041elyDneqinint
Ahitad.

Bridge.

R~lned Pity
Rnee

44.164

tic.sUo

T.I.Iq

2.353.934
411,326

21.3ev
...
2.323
420,800

...
3.747
45.900

2.493.462 2.532,495 2.587.770 2,624.831
401.500

21.00
...
22.200

311.900

320,54S

361.875

374.90

395.906

624,46

22,600

20,997

2t.000

2,300

21,000

2 .00

...

...

...

.Ow

12.596

12.940

16,00

16.000

500,250

548,774

562.585

579.522

616,784

64,377

62,000

1

7.3575
614,00

15.466

21,273

21,722

64000

64,000

61,200

61,200

51,620

57.020

59,316

65, 59

61.15

s0

104

237

fotiios Fund

49.409
50,0O

16,.76

55,603

55.301

30

29

97

7,0

153

15,466
376,346

18,993

55,148

32,50

...

64,000

64.006

20,169

59,750

16.927

13,194

55.000

22.500

36,393

659,323

80,199

19,0o

33.431

35.000

...

779.000

19,006

29.250

34.999

16.663

14.939

43,000

2.000

29,910

3.312,3

414,07

730,327

30,0

20,465

11"; Sfely

74.00

...

12,00

ResearcIh,
Dmvulap-ens,Tel & Ruslustlon

60

17.000
653,19

...

16.924

67.0O

64,000

229

...

;,09,299

65.390

72,733

90

5.000

497,700

75,000

Gif Fund

3,044.971 2.852,913 3.14,970

221.79

74,305

5.441

2.633,009 2,714.979

364.391

71,614

On spin

.575,30

71.952

214

so
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Operett g Expwns
Esdos
1990 $
1991
1992

93
1994

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
200
2001
2M

Appropriations

2,M.200,000
2.391,351.000
2,539.600.=00
L3,000.00I
2

.609,747,000
2,630,505,000 ,
2,618,316,O
2,637,850,.00
2,740,000,00 "32

2,771,70,000

'sD

L.941.039,000
3.083,000.000tO'
3,382,38,0 tS44?

M1990
S 2,0"/
,7 000 ""
1991
2,33.934,000 'J""
1992
2,493,462.00 I..IltS

1993
1994
1995
1994
199
1991
1999
2000
2001

261,065.000

4.I1.3,S1i

2,591,840.320 ' "l"'
2,624,837,847 ii,'J,2s,35M
2,575,90,000 ".
2,833,08,646 s

2,714,934,.000Is..M
3,044,970,?98 lIJ.vit
2,652,812,955r~.OSA
3,184377.600

Includes $3000000 dorivodfromBoat SafetyAccount.
Includes atransfer
of$160,000.DDO
from See.909 of theDcpartmnt
of Defense
Appropristiots Act, 1990(Pt. 101-165). AA
additional$140,000,000
of in-kind sLuitance is alsoavailable,
'eects reduction of$5,857,000 (0.3perten) for
.roceqency Drug P-di
da Titd
e IV,Ch&p VI, Pt. 201-164.
4Pa.,
99-177The Halted BudgetandEmergency Deficit Control
Act of 1915.
Ilnldes $750,000 r7,trefromtre Acquisido.
Constuction AMdmpeovaernta
account (P.- 201-164).
'Includes antorns of $295,000,000 from the Depatrect of Defense
Appropiatons Act. 1991(See. 8047),
includes
$41,489,000 derived
fromthe Oil Spill libility Trut Fnd.
Includes$35,000,000
derived from TheBoat SafetyAmoun.
'This amount
isreducedby .0013permt (4-25-91sequeutriordrr)
Includes $I38,700,000 from theDepartmnt of DefeoaAppropriations Act, 1992(eae.810 ofP.L.
102-172),
luelhdes $31,876,000 fromtheOil Spi Libility Trut Fund,
Itinctudes
$L4,490,000ntrsfer
fos theDeparment of Defense
fo Diro E agency Der Sinm Supplemaoal "itle I ofP.L.
102.
229),
luides 82000000 for lurdicauAndresariub Relief (Pt-102-368).
*"
, e n53,000,000 oanfarfront theDepuatocti: of Defeos,Appopriations Act, 1993(sec. 91606
of P.L 102-39.
"Include;M
2,000,00 from th 0I Spill
liability TrustFo
t
Includes $32,50,000 derived ftm BoatSafety Account
Includes97,000,000
rescissin purirusotto F.L. 103-50.
m
Includes $63,100 trmfer fromONDCP pursuao P., 102-393
t Transfe
of $21,700,000 from theDeparmiucm
of Debene Appropaistiona
Act, 1994(Title VIII.se. 8111of PL.103-139)and
970,320,000 from theOffice of Natioel Dreg Control Policy.
'oincludes $4,000000
K
D
ola tawdpusuat to f 1994Sopplemienol
Appropriatios Act, P. 103-2k1.
tlIncludes
$25,000,000 from theBot Safety Accot.
oxReflecs reductions
of $63,000 (aec.
330)foxworking capitalfund end$2012- (ae. 331)for bones awds andtransferof
$792,828 for cosolidatd civil rihsaoffice (Pt 103-331).
I,cl desreductionsof, $629,000 for DOT working Capita] Frd, $4,117,000 forDOT Adm.redoction, $1,100,000
for Govermmact
wie reduction end$4,300.000
forCoast Gurd reduction purnip,,t,t P.L. 104-19,
z Includes$11,200,000
t-asfrfrom Department
of Defense Ie. 8115Aof P.L 103-335).

519
Operatn

Ripen

bjde $25,297,000 traferred der theDepartment of DefesEmgerey Suppemenial Appr
*Inchue $H2000I000fromtheBoatSafetyAcount.
redacno of $1,928.000 in wti cappedfuoc andbnises andawards.
su
of Defense
(Operationsad Matece,
* Inc]edes $300.000.0 transfer fromDepartemet

tions;A P.l 104-61.

"Reflects

nsawids of PL 104-i61).

$14,645.4 1 from ONCP Special Poresnze Fund and $650,000
of Defeuse,
$299.718.000 ntraer from Dopartment
dciudcs
Ostuferrtd toDOT 'Rental Paymns" appopriaion punountto P.L 104-208.
puumt toPL 105-IS.
for TWA 800 crasb
anInclude; SupplemeeataappropRation
Includes reductionof $2.026,S05 for TASC (sec.320) and $3.000 afaward (se.346) pursuantto PL. 104-205.
of Defense.
Includes5530000,000 tunbr from Department

33
Admmiefraton support Services Program provision pursuant to P.L 105-119See 404.
Includes$63000 fat Internationul Cooperative
Icludes $529,000reduction fo TASC pursunt toP. 10I56 Sec.320.
isInclues $309,000 for defense-relatedscvti s
16

Approriadton AcL 1999P.1 105-277: $16,300.000 for CounterDrug
Sqpplomeotal
IncludesOmouibusConsolldated andEmergency
$31,773,000 f Year 2000Coevermon
forMiitary Radines nd Cotingency Operations,
Activities andInterdiction. $100.080,000
Supplecatal puruant toP-L 106-31.
Includes$20,00.00O tor Kosovo Emergency
Includes$334,000,000 foeDefeose-related activities.
Mhtusy Consactuov Appropriations Act. 2001P.L 106-246.
from e6se
* Includes $77.000,0c0
TASCreduction ptusuantlo P1,t 06-69 Sec.319.
'o Includes $1,693,000
at INcludes
$25,080sedurtios

for Clinger Colicoand $300,955 ONOCP-HWDTA
ftraner.

Y=s2000 rescissionpursuit toRt 106246.
4 Includes$3,508,000
4'
of Dese.
Incl de $341,080,000 tras.fer from Department
$116.000,000 Use']eaOffset.
"Icldes proposed
4
(.22 percent) of $7,022.400 peurut toP 106-554.
IncludesaSoveronent-wide sesclasion
ofDefense.
ornor from Depsotroene
"Includes $340,250,000
$24945.000 fromthe OWSpili 1Lability TrustFu
SIncludes
I .de $31.054,000 derived fromthe Oil Spill Labitlity Tist Pend
4
Iclude $18,, 000 for OperationsDesert Shield andDesert Storm Suppleental Appropriations Ac , 1991.Pt 10-1.
M

National Dug Control Policy (rosfer, FL. 101-09.
for Office ef
$200,000
odem
(P.L. 103-75.
teaMidwea Flood

~Inludes $410million fortheSupplental

520
Acquisition, Construction, and Imsprovements
Estimates

Appropriations

1990
1991
1991

1682,300,000

1990

437,800,000
419.536000
422,978,000'
422,971,000
414.000,000
414,000000
-35,000,000
.2,000,000
439200 O
0
428,200U00
411,600.000w
319.D,00,00
407,173,M0 '~

19M

1993
1991
1994
1994 Investmecnt
1994 (Supp.) Rescission
1995
1995 (Snpp.) Rescisson
1996
1997
1998
1999
1999
2000

o
350,326,00

'

2000

o

2001
2002

520,200,000'
659,323,000

wihdS
OSuhmltd
Rhjnn rod

5

By transfer
1991
1992 Dire Emergetcy Supp
199

1993
1994
1994
1994
1995
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
1999

Rescission
(Supp.1 by transfer
(S'4pp.)
Rescission

Div BSupplmetal

2000

2000 Supplemenal
2001

$436.686.000
-7.478.0010
411332,000)
390,W00006
21,500,000
3,40,000,000~
327,500,000
.20,000,00'
-4.0000008'
362,937.400 113
-35,314,000
362,375,000
3174,40000'
397,850,000'
395,465,000
230.000.000
376,099,00D 1.G
623.000,000
414,067,000

a s repbtd byito OCt rd t
duonv Aa sf 1906.
Pt 101'164.
ISI.34D16(0 3pcssantfrBmrgracythuFdsdiqesdnfltstV. OvAPWVI.
ofDeloe@ApVpoclsaI AM,191 (Sec.90471.

~caTeDepavrnprc

faduos assest95.00,40

0013warn(4.25491 mequzerzentr)
Ibis mmi steducedby
00
ptopsa a nsu af$11,000
delved tor SrOilSpitUsoWay fisar Pun; mod
*laddsSSS.82.
teeMM
O peeneensdfflfeIc A~puietcv. Act.199.
To"d
lidee 335A4.000 deived erm on DOSpVlIsby TWAe
'tMitas $20,00,00 denied frm ds Oilsv
SpLLatoty Tnut Paot.
Pats promaded
is PtL 102-361ar adedBDy
aernofe
fre Openuj DExreo. 54.000.00(PL 103-411).
084O Usiauisysval un
hltw $32,00,000 deriveotj PuM
ofprimyouausobpwd
forbvoso nd aw* (awe311). Alive96,311,000
oRefae tedtnIot d $12,6W0
06lowae reduced
fmprocroeeerimfwmeo[t.331 (P.1.103-131)
1
' Mlilos mtsmd 4.40,000 fri DirmSopkzsooel Hlelnc AsAdrewluska.
otes.
w"Of
kidob
19,000,00As be eedlo fma i cmlto
3
mU
offtuatg cOwlet .
Of
0tb4,00,000 Sbuil MeWroo
eAnudditomal
$350M.000 is novi pto &gceso few La poa4
$oite
41,000000 proposU ac.
'ck~
jz
tcboe retmaefl.471,000 (0.01parser) (hSt,01 ddeont Appeet 5.10.4 0425 Pt-106-113).
ftdecilt of8349,000forTA5C(Sec 319).
* Ici
tOS Ma1030 Appepiasl Act Pt.. 106-34
lit -130042-f Alaemft.-mlaclod
m Inda M&nd
tm

fastwsf~w
rsob n(Gn~Qd 9t~n~pt106-054)
orCoaste Drip. 1100mO~r forkoadlesi: ad $12.6eonhianfar HuriamaOGwres
bdadt Sl1?M4-Msel 1M000n doasmpiattpL 1024.
m

~h

521
Acquisition, Construction, and Improvements

Vessels
Appmpriatioa

Estimates
$376200,000
162,200,000

1990
1991

164,100,000'
106,800,000

1992
1993

(By utr~sf)
1994
1994 Invesetnt
1995
(SUpp.)
Rescission
1996
199?
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
IAnrYt fezrO

.3.000.000
1 1500.000'
-22,900,000
214,250,000
0
203,700,000
237,000,000
186,90,000'
234,573,001
165,760.000'
"
257,180,000
74,990,0001

$132302,000 ',
157,500,000 14

1990
1991
1992
1993 Dire EmrgcY SuPp

144,150.000
92,450,000t

1994
194 Rescission
1995
4as
(Supp,) R i&c
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

95,300.000
-20,000,00
187,90K 0'
-12,133,000
167,460.000'
216,500,000'
212,100.000
219,923,000'
134,560,000 U
156,450.000

byd&iu qmPaiuiifl WOpass
spe

' Ammw
t ipmWle inVpwd apprfrdov befp
'fIt uatl bnmbw by .0013 pw=c (4-23-9Ieqea aids).
nnd
PI'&udepnlto6PL 102-3uMww
55 pao ktjIris R. PPa e-M S42. it,
'b~s nnaof5IA9,05

ID)~ .

522
Aircraft
Ftirmws
199

Appriadbon
$202.100,000'

1990
1991
1992
1993 Dime
Emergency Supp

$96,11 0,000 17,478,000'
90,010,000 10
60.35000
31.300.000'

1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
20DO
2001

4.9,65,000'
11,100,000
12,000,000
18,040,000'
25,100000
35,700,000
44210,000
37,650.000'

By nzsfm
1991
199
1993
1993 (By trunfar)
1994
Ms
1996
199
1991
1999
20022,110,000'
2001

1

110,X300,000'
64,100,000'
41.30000'
-1.500,000
71.900,000
14,90,0'
19.500,000'
21,400,000
2600000
37,131,000'
43,650.00

ndmle.$5,OO (0.3pcrcmQfomwgmay Dng Pwni nd&TLk N, dhqtzr AIFl. 101-164,
opgaft"paa, 4
Am=%e
rM wvspdain WgF" appopdilisirea
o
7WhuamcImnduco by D013pem(4-25-9lqs or~a1.
gdgcjj

1ae4tdoeain

523
AcquWdon, ConstrucOon, and Improvements
Met Eq1sipment
Appropriations

im
1991
im
IM
1994 (By MLnd-)
1994
1994 layestsmW
1995
IM (SVM) kwiuim
1996
im
1"S
LM
2000
2001
20M
ANOW fbr

*-&

$13=000
$24.500,00D
46,800,000
93M.W0'
-7,10DDDO
0.70OX0 3
-12,IWAW
61uAcsoo
0
A300.000
46.700,ODO
49,70%0001
33$69,0001
53,726,OW
60.313,000
K371,000

im
1"]
im
1993

$15AS2.00D
ISM,000

48,7MOOD
56,565,000

1994

44,5MOOO

1995
1995 (Supp.) Rudstion
1996
1997
1998
1999
200D
2DOI

29,70D.00D
.2%UW
49=000
41,700=
44.MOW
36,569,000
SIA26=
MAU=

In Wpvpdidm kw

PASOM
Muclift of w olls(Oj
1fw RMProw nruc Twft Uft na ry, cbspiff V1P.L ]as .1SL
Amw ra *KdW Is pqwVd WWkdm bpW
rdl 00"M b MtMd by 0013Pw*M (44141 MqMWO"
ObIAMIM1,01

g )wme*Nkm2mdCalMi.060moododmOAhadSyxm=-.

524
Acquisiton, Construction, and Improvements
Shore and Aids to Navigation Facilities
EstiMate
1990
1991

(By -frascr)

1994

Appopiations
S59,700,000'
86,000,000'
ws5.0woo
127.700,000,
-4.700000
119.200,000'

$70,187,000
111.885,000IA
102750,000
123,665.000

1990
199
199
19M
1994
(Supp.) (by transe)

1995
1995 (SUPP.)
Rescission
1996
1997
1998
1999

200D
2001

20W0

103,550.000
0
99,B00.000'
594500,000'
69.00,000
53.6%.0000
55,800,0
61,606,000'
63.262.000

1995
Resciosmoas
1995 (SiUpP)
1996
1997
1998
1999
20DO
2001

96,400,000
-4.000,000'
9350,000'
*16481.000
88,875,000'
52350.000'
68,300,000'
54,823.000
63.800,0
63,336,000'

mct to .pvpnadau kaguat
Amfocohr prop.
1
Pt 101.164.
313,00(0 poflwEm.jesy Da Po~qM~ftnl V, baprorVL
Mlin
iatatPa
Awoa
upedmdh
am poePM pa
ft bqsnWM dfrtfou ApjqatimAdAV.1991(Sac,8047).
* adne nofdS ,000,00 t
'Thi Mmas roemSby S1t puema(4-3$41mopeww 4
*Byraoft foM OWoradtaPus. $4,00,00 (P. 103-211

~aesoc

525
Pensonnd sad Reinso Coo
199
1992
ion
199
1993 (Ryvusft)
1994
199
1996

$31,100,00
36.500
40"OnsDo
36,.5000'
-1,7004000'
39.00.00

1990
1991
1g

$a2sss0oo
36.936"00
34.=.0

199

36AC0.00

1994
1995

MAU=500'

45,000000

1997

48100000'
47,000.=00

MG9
1997

44.700.=00
46=50000'

299

47.0(0D000
48i4soA

1996
1999

47A00,00

1999

200D
2001
2002

52,930.0=0

'

55,151,000'
65=50000'

2000
2001

'Aces.9xet
"-edi k qpigiaukmlp
'Ida rmdcu ci W.MO (0J
f-a
BI~uOcy DrqSadgftWl.
Aces
fa n
tmd
by AO
1* 41 moaw i)
'dac

mftU d$349.64 F TMSC
(Ba 319In

44.17*00'D

4OA50.000
S0.581.000U

55.151.000,

W.QqWPVt PL 101
-164,

526
INTEGRATED DEEPWATER SYSTEMS
ESTIMATES

2000 .......................... $0
2001 ............... 42,300,000

2002 .............. 338,000,000

APPROPRIATION
2000 ............................
$44,200,000
2001 .............................
42,300,000

52'
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE AND RESTORATION
Em1T~ns

(Supp.) RescLsslon

APPROPRlATIONB
$7,0(0,000
25.00,000
25,100,000
30,500,000
23,057.000
25,000.000
0
25,000,000
25=000.000
2l.000
21.000,000
19.500,000
16.700,000
16,927.000

$21,500,000'
21.500.000
22,000.00
22..600.5000
23,497,300
(Supp.) Rescissions -2,500,000
21.000,000
21,900,00
21,000,000
2 .000
16,92 ,000
16,663,26

Submitted with estimates as required by theCout fuin Autdiasuon Act of 1988.
This amount is reduced by 0013 percent (4-2$.91 sequester order).
5

t

Refle" reduction or$2,700 for bonuses ad 4wardi (Sec. 331iP.L. 103-331).
Reflects traesfer'd funds of $200,000 to otw accouts for OSARent, purmunt to Pt- 104-205,
Reflect reduction of $65.000 (0,38 percent Sec, 301. Title InLAppendix B-HR #3425. P. 106-113) and
reduction of SI 1,000 for TASC (Sec, 319). puTaus'at
to P.L. 106-69.
Reflects a governz
t-wide fecission of $36,740 (0.22 percent) purmuant to PL. 106-554.

528
ALTERATION OF BRIDGFSAM~OWUITIONS

RwmJATa

6Xt000

5232MO00
U7,47.000
11,100.000

10=30000
11.100.0WO
12.940.00
0
2,0K0,W
2,000,W'
0o

12,600,000
12,94000
0
16.0000
16.000.00
17,000,000

os

373575,000

a'MD

34,W4,000
15.465,900

1

Rdlscu rcdmt of $7.000 (0.3 pm-t) f-r EiagecY Dztg Peding ,zsdnllde 'V.
cospw VI. M±101-164.
Rufleds pending IngiSlati to b-uf ihis fwieslo to die Corp of Bofis.
This uma is nodced by .00 13 porceo (4-25-1 sequestrder)'ropwnod for isibtad bridgs oly.
Propose to be fijmd eros Pedal-Aid Wgbhay Peopa.
Debas SOaOf
8cleda $21,800,0 appopiaticas transfer frm DOD MatOWS
Ban" pjmesa to PtL 105-262. and redgeto of 5542.000 for udmmsadiv and
travel epenes, pzsreito P. 105.-31.
t
et) (Sec 301, titdeM. Appndix BHil f3425.
(0.38 poew
7 cldg tcd'siou of $57,00W
PL. 106-1133.
'IMudes a tovarsmmt-wide roeadsom of $34.100 (0.22 peered pwo

la P

106-554.

529
RETIRED PAY
int
1990
1991
1991
1991 (SUPP3

1993
1994

1995
1992
1996
1991
1997
1997 03iarg Supp.)
£998
1999

200D
2001
2002

Approprodo
420,00,000
451,200,000
437.2=0.000
14.500.000
487,700.000
519,000,000
519,700.000
548,774,000
.62,585.000
582,022,000
608,084,000
0
645,696,000 i
684,O000 ,0
730.327,000
778,000.000
876,346,000

1990

420,800.000

1991
1991 (Dire Emargaucy Supp)
1992

437.200000'
14.500.002
487,700.000

1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1997 (Eag Supp.)
1998
1999
2000
2001

519,00,000
5.748.74000
562,585,0002
579.122,000'
608,084.000'
9,200,000
653,196,000
6&4,20,O00
730,327,000
778,000.000

'Sbmlted with esdmares asequLred by theCout Oud Authaiai
i
awnu isreduced by .0013 pernt (4-25-91 sequester order).

Act of 1988.

'Reflects governmernwi& rasuion of $2,500,000 (See. 31002 ofPt.104-134).
'4Etimate of nsuch
smus maybe eeeusLy..CBO estmte suc sum. us$721.000,000
5 Does not
reject a bnwser of 500K tootber
ccowis.

530
-RESERVE

TRAINING

WrEMTKS
1990

$73.800.00

1991
1991
199
199
199
199 (By tradter)
1994
199
1IM
1997
199
1999

78,400.000
73$032,000
77,300,000
77300.000
31.5304M0
(43,000000:
64.O00.OO0
65=02000
64,959.000
65,89.00
6000.000
67AM0.000

2000
20D1

72.000.00
73,371,0M0

APJROPMIONS
199
1990 Scquandcui

872,582,000
*96.000

199

$-?4,306=u
2SO0.
50,0005~

By hraut
199
199
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
I*9
1999
2000
2001

(By troser)

Div. B, 116cr

fl.OO0.00
(50.00.00)
64AM0,000
64X06.725
62,000.000
65,89.00
670000
69000.000
5.000.00
71.952,000
80.198,175

200283.194000
'PRlct renccc0218.00(03 pereci for THnaeecyDr Pcdlq nder Tide MV
Chapt V1. P.L. 101.-164.
'P.. 9-17 The Belmod Bhadget ad SAnePcy DedtilCod Actal 191.
a Submined wit
uam
required by &teCowi 0und Atbmasudm of I98L
'This Lmano is reduced by .0013 pencx (442-91 sequester weds).
aTncsfer fto Depaitmas d DetaM Apjxgulade Axt 199 (Sec 8100, Tide VM of . 102-172).
'Pawed to be taieaed ftm. te DqasMW ocDfese
7
T~aef Ioa Depusucci ot Dem AppcowiaMc Act. 1993 (Sec, 9 166 of P. 102-396)
'Rlcts roducta of 343275,000 trboomas aPd ewaids (Bea 331 of PtL 10331.
*Idea rotde of U4100 farTASO (See. 319).
M
Rdn rousts of (0.2S) resclsloc for S8276X82
(por1.6I5W4%).

531
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
Estimates
190
1990
1991
1991
1992
193

1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
199
2000
2001
2002

Appropriations
19,000,000
19.000,000
,3.00O
28,800.000
21,800,000
19.0000'
25,000.000
20310.000'
22,50,000'
20,300,000 1
19,000.000 "

18,300.000"
21,79,000
21.320,000"
21,72,000"

1990
10 Sequestion

20,73,000'
-273,000'

1991
1992
1993
1994

25,000O00
29,150,000
27,915,000
22,500,00
20,169,
St 55

1995
2996
199
991
1999
199 DivEB, Tideal
2000

1.,000.000

2001

21,273,096 " '

19.000.000 "

19A,000
12,000,000 "
5.000.000
18,993,000 u%34

SP.l. 101-239 Ixovided the revised sequ.ster report published in the Federal Register on 28 December 1919.
from ie Omnibus Recoclaboton Act of 1989,
1 Sub MId with estimate as required by the Coast OuW Auithcriation Act of 1988.
'Reflects reduction of $62,000 (0.3 percent) for Emergency Drug Pund under Title IV, Chapter VI, P.L, 101-164.
4 l amount is reduced by .0013 person (4-25-91 sequester order).
For co sparabilty purposes, this table includes $4,0000 i 1993 from the Oil Spill ability Trust Fund
(Trust Fund Share of peses).
'Includes $5,595,000 derived from the Oil Spill Liability Fund (TrCuFund Sha of Expenses),
in iacordarce with FY 1993 DOT and related Agencies Approplations Act, FL 102,i88.
Includes $4,457,000 derived from the Oil Spill Liability Fund (Tnt Fund Sha of Expense),
in acordaoce wid FY 1994 DOT and related Agendas Appropriations Act, P.L 103-122,
Includes $3,1 50,000 ditived from the Oil Spill Liability Fund (funt TurW Shar of Expenses).
Includes redmctiou of $117.00 in personal end related coos account reflected in the 4th quarter
from the FY 1995 Emergency Supplemental and Resioo Act, P.L. 104-19.
10Reflects reduction of $3.600 for bonuss and awards (Sec. 331 of PL.L103-331).
SReflects a transfer of 5200 to t DOT 'Resn Paymentasaqppriatico for GSA Rel ,
punuant to FL, 104-205, 71. M -General Provisions, SEC.326.
tIludes $5,020,000 from the Oil Spil Liability TrM Fund (Trust Fund Share of Expense).
nlucludes
$3,500,000 from the Oil Spill Llabillty Trust Fn (TrustIFund Share of xpense).
Reflects reduction of $7,000 for TASC purnuant to P. 106-69.
-Reflecta goveromeo-wide itscislon (0.22%) of $46.904 puruant soP1- 106-554.
leludes $3,492,000 from the Oil Spill Ltability Trust Fue (Trust Fund Shu of Expense#).

532
Bossum Safety
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United States Coast Guard
Fiscal Year 2000
Drug Interdiction Activity Report
Section 103 of the Coast Guard Authorization Act of 1906 (Public Law 104-324)
directed the Secretary of Transportation to submit quarterly reports on all
expenditures related to Coast Guard drug interdiction activities during that
quarter. This supplementary information synopsizes that data for all of 2000.
Three appropriations support the Coast Guard's drug interdiction mission:
Operating Expenses (OE); Acquisition, Construction, and Improvements (AC&I);
and Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation (RDT&E). The Coast Guard
uses a program budget model to estimate actual expenditures by operating
program. The model uses resource hours and other workload data to allocate
costs to each of the Coast Guard's operating programs.
The Coast Guard's actual expenditures for drug law enforcement in fiscal year
2000 totaled $760.8 million. This total is broken down by supporting
appropriations as follows: OE - $585.8 million; AC& - $171.1 million; and RDT&E
- $3.8 million. The attached table provides this information along with the actual
cutters and aircraft resource hours dedicated to drug interdiction missions in
2000. (Note: not all RDT&E funds scored to drug interdiction program.)
During Fiscal Year 2000, the CoasTGuard continued Campaign STEEL WEB,
our ten-year strategy to reduce the flow of illegal drugs through the Transit Zone
in direct support of the President's National Drug Control Strategy (NDCS). The
centerpiece of STEEL WEB is the sequential denial of the use of maritime routes
by drug smugglers by employing a series of operations in which interdiction
forces are concentrated in high-threat areas. In fiscal year 2000, Congress
appropriated funding to enhance the Coast Guard's ability to effect the
"endgame' to effectively interdict the most elusive maritime drug smuggling
threat - the go-fast vessel. Operation NEW FRONTIER, the Coast Guard's
endgame initiative which combines cutters, armed helicopters and specially
outfitted cutter small boats, was employed in two limited-scope deployments in
2000. In six possible opportunities for go-fast intercept, NEW FRONTIER forces
successfully interdicted all six vessels, seized over 2,600 pounds of cocaine,
nearly 12,000 pounds of marijuana, and detained 18 suspects. The Coast Guard
is in the process of permanently establishing this unique concept, which i.
expected to deploy again in 2001. Another endgame initiative being explored to
address the drug smuggling threat is the Deployable Pursuit Boat, or DPB, a
high-speed interceptor deployed deep in the transit zone to pursue, intercept,
stop and board go-fasts.
The Coast Guard applied a shift in our limited resources to address the
burgeoning go-fast threat in the eastern Pacific during 2000. Interdictions in this
region accounted for over 80 percent of all drugs seized by the Coast Guard,
setting a new non-commercial maritime seizure record of 132,480 pounds of
SUPP-21

cocaine and over 50,000 pounds of marijuana, with a street value of $4.4 billion.
Additionally. Operation FRONTIER SHIELD, institutionalized in 1999, continued
to deter smuggling into Puerto Rico and disrupt traditional smuggling routes into
the United States. The Coast Guard also continued Operations GULF SHIELD
and BORDER SHIELD in the Gulf of Mexico and along the southwest border
respectively. These smaller-scale operations served to anchor the maritime
flanks of the southwest border with Mexico as federal, state and local agency
interdiction efforts ashore were increased. In 2000, the Coast Guard also
continued to initiate and participate in numerous multi-national combined
counterdrug operations with our foreign partners throughout the Transit Zone,
including Operation CARIBE VENTURE (island nations of the eastern
Caribbean), Operation RIP TIDE (Jamaica and the Cayman Islands) and
Operation FRONTIER SABER (Bahamas, Turks and Caicos).
In support of interagency ounterdrug efforts in the Transit Zone, the Coast
Guard remained a primary force provider for Joint Interagency Task Force
(JIATF)-East and JIATF-West, providing ships and aircraft for counterdrug
operations such as Operation CAPER FOCUS off the Pacific coast of Colombia
and south Central America; Operation SNOW FLURRY in the eastern Pacific;
Operation CARIBE SHIELD in the deep Caribbean; and Operations MAYAN JAGUAR, LIFESAVER and MILLENNIUM STRIKE in the western Caribbean.
The Coast Guard deployed Law Enforcement Detachments (LEDET) aboard
ships of the U.S. Navy and our international partners (United Kingdom,
Netherlands), deployed throughout the Transit Zone. Finally, the Coast Guard
continued to provide valuable training to law enforcement personnel in foreign
countries in our effort to improve the effectiveness of maritime interdiction forces
of these Source and Transit countries.
The Coast Guard seized a record 132,480 pounds of cocaine during fiscal year
2000; the previous record was set in 1999 at 111.689 pounds. The Coast Guard
also seized 50,463 pounds of marijuana. The estimated street value of these
seizures is more than $4.4 billion.
A comparison of Coast Guard interdiction accomplishments for fiscal years 1997,
1998. 1999, and 2000 is summarized in the following table:
Fiscal Year
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Seized
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2000
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118
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74
57
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_Lbs)
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z
61,506
50,463

1
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Department of Transportation
U.S. Coast Guard
Quarterly Drug Interdiction Expenditure Report
Through Fourth Quarter FY 2000
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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In accordance with the Senate Report 106-309 accompanying the Department of
Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, 2001, this Interim Report is
submitted by the Commandant of the Coast Guard. The Task Force was first convened on
October 10, 2000 at Coast Guard Headquarters. The Task Force is required to submit its
Final Report to Congress no laterthan July 1, 2001.
The United States Coast Guard is a mWti-mission armed service in the Department of
Transportation. It provides a broad array
of maritime services to protect people and the
maritime environment. The Coast Guard's legally mandated missions include maritime
search and rescue; marine safety and environmental protection; law enforcement,
including drug interdiction; aids to navi'ration; recreational boating safety; domestic and
international ice patrols; and national defense operations.
The Coast Guard was directed by the Senate to "form a task force to assess the systematic
requirements of the Coast Guard in providing health care to its uniformed personnel and
determine if the Coast Guard should continue its participation in TRICARE or transition
to an alternate health care system, such as the Federal Employee's Health Benefits
Program." The Committee also directed the Coast Guard to "analyze such issues as
program administration, access to providers, scope of coverage, and costs to the agency
and individual expenses."
As part of the review, several options were identified for Task Force evaluation: (1)the
replacement of TRICARE with an alternate Federal Employees Health Benefits Program
(FEHBP)-type plan; (2) the addition of an alternate FEHBP-type plan to augment the
current system; and (3) retention of the current system, including TRICARE.
Several factors affect the Coast Guard's ability to meet its systemic health care
requirements. These include Coast Guard operational readiness requirements; joint
service interoperability; Coast Guard unit locations; distance from military medical
facilities; availability and affordability of local health care; specific unit missions; unique
characteristics of deployable platforms; work environments; and workforce demographics.
The Coast Guard's systemic requirement for active duty personnel consists of the ability
to ensure access to those services necessary to maintain fitness-for-unrestricted worldwide
duty and to support operational readiness. The Coast Guard must also maintain a medical
readiness capability that is both compatible and seamless with the other armed services.
This is a critical support element for military readiness, national security and
interoperability among the armed forces. The Coast Guard's systemic requirement for
active duty family members is to ensure access to affordable quality family health care at
all active duty unit locations, and to provide a family member health care benefit in parity
with DOD.
Coast Guard operating environments demand optimal flexibility in personnel assignments.
Operating costs preclude depth in critical service specialties, often forcing reliance on
"just-in-time" staffing to meet mission requirements around the world. Active duty
personnel must be fit for unrestricted worldwide duty to the greatest extent possible, or
must be able to receive health care to achieve that status in a minimum amount of time.
Traditional service methods that provide military health care through centralized major
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military health care facilities are not often available to meet Coast Guard needs. Less than
25% of Coast Guard units are in locations that allow access to major military facilities for
active duty and family member health care. In contrast, over 90% of DOD personnel and
families are stationed at bases containing medical facilities. As a result, the Coast Guard
must use other sources of care for its active duty members. Coast Guard family members
often find themselves relying on the local health care system. This is an especially acute
concern for the Coast Guard's remote area workforce, where over 50% of the typical small
unit staffing consists of junior enlisted members in pay grades E-5 and below.
The Coast Guard meets its systemic health care requirement through its organic health
care delivery system and participation in TRICARE. The Coast Guard's organic health
car delivery system includes its network of 32 primary care clinics, 114 afloat and ashore
sick bays, and contracts with private sector providers. These are the primary care sources
for approximately two-thirds of the Coast Guard's active duty workforce. Other sources
of care include DOD treatment facilities (MTFs), TRICARE, the Veterans Administration
Medical Centers and the Uniformed Services Family Health Program. Program
management and administration is provided by Coast Guard Headquarters and two
regional Maintenance and Logistics Commands. All Coast Guard active duty personnel

are enrolled in TRICARE. Coast Guard family members also use TRICARE as their
military health benefit. The combination of the Coast Guard's organic health care
delivery system and DOD/TRICARE currently accounts for approximately ninety-eight
percent of Coast Guard active duty health care. The remaining two-percent is obtained
from Coast Guard contracts with local providers.
The Coast Guard has several current gaps in health care delivery, and anticipates a number
of future challenges. Primary challenges include sufficient resources to provide adequate
health care to meet mission budgetary issues, compatibility with DOD to ensure
interoperability, and obtaining access to affordable quality health care at all unit locations.
The Presidents Budget includes requests for additional funding in 2002 to pay the cost of
new TRICARE benefit enhancements in the fiscal year 2001 National Defense
Authorization Act (NDAA), and to expand and upgrade medical information technology
systems to ensure interoperability with DOD. This will ensure compatibility and costeffective use of Coast Guard, DOD, and TRICARE health care systems.
Section VH (Health Care Provisions) of the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA)
was enacted on October 30.2000. It significantly improves the health care benefit to
active duty members, their eligible family members, retirees and their eligible family
members. These improvements are designed to remedy many outstanding provider

access, scope of coverage, organizational cost, and individual member affordability
problems that are driven by unit location and distance from major military medical
facilities. These new NDAA family member entitlements can help close the most
significant Coast Guard health care service gaps, particularly in remote and high health
care cost areas. The Task Force will assess the impact of NDAA in its evaluation of the

three previously mentioned health care service options in the Final Report.
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II.

INTRODUCTION

In accordance with the Senate Report 106-309 accompanying the Department of
Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations Bill, 2001, this Interim Report is
submitted by the Commandant of the Coast Guard and was used in preparing the Coast
Guard's fiscal years 2001 and 2002 budgets.
The Coast Guard was directed by the Senate to "form a task force to assess the systematic
requirements of the Coast Guard in providing health care to its uniformed personnel and
determine if the Coast Guard should continue its participation in TRICARE or transition
to an alternate health care system, such as the Federal Employee's Health Benefits
Program." The Committee also directed the Coast Guard to "analyze such issues as
program administration, access to providers, scope of coverage, and costs to the agency
and individual expenses." An excerpt of the Committee language and a copy of the Task
Force charter are provided as addenda (1) and (2). In complying with the Senate's
request, the Coast Guard Health Care Task Force will:
*
*
"
•
*

"

Identify the Coast Guard's systemic requirements;
Discuss the Coast Guard's organic health care delivery system;
Discuss Coast Guard participation in TRICARE;
Identify gaps in health care delivery and future challenges;
Identify the need for additional fiscal year 2002 Coast Guard health care
funding, including that required to implement the new health benefits
provisions contained in the recently enacted fiscal year 2001 National Defense
Authorization Act (NDAA); and
Present alternative health care options for further study to meet the Coast
Guard's systemic requirements.

The Task Force was first convened on October 10, 2000 at Coast Guard Headquarters.
The Task Force is required to submit its Final Report to Congress no later than July 1,
2001.
The Coast Guard, as an armed service, faces unique challenges in delivering cost
effective, quality health care to its active duty personnel and family members at many unit
locations. These challenges impact the Coast Guard's mission performance and its ability
to recruit and retain its people. Mission requirements find Coast Guard men and women
inside and outside the continental United States, often in areas lacking timely access to
affordable health care. In recognition of these gaps in adequate, accessible health care, the
Senate asked the Coast Guard to evaluate its current health care system, and to examine
alternative options to improve health care service to its people. The Coast Guard
appreciates this shared interest in ensuring its members of the armed forces and their
families are afforded proper health care services.
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II.

COAST GUARD HEALTH CARE AND SYSTEMIC REQUIREMENTS

This section addresses the Coast Guard's systemic requirements, organic health care
delivery system, and participation in TRICARE. It describes specific Coast Guard health
care requirements, their relationship to Coast Guard mission performance and operational
readiness, and the rationale for the Coast Guard's use of multiple sources of health care
delivery.
The Coast Guard's systemic health care requirement for active duty personnel: The
Coast Guard's systemic requirement for active duty personnel consists of those services
necessary to maintain fitness-for-unrestricted worldwide duty, and to support operational
readiness. Health care support includes the provision of routine medical and dental care,
plus a highly customized menu of physical examination requirements that are not readily
available in the private sector. These military specific services include: aviation; diving;
worldwide deployment; command afloat; service point of entry (accession, enlistment,
commissioning); dental; periodic fitness-for-unresticted worldwide duty determinations;
disability evaluations; hearing conservation; hazardous chemical exposure monitoring;
and related occupational medicine hazards. Each type of physical examination has
specific requirements that are based on the member's occupational status in the Coast
Guard, and on their current or future duty station locations.
Coast Guard medical readiness must be compatible to and seamless with the other armed
services. This is a critical support element for military readiness, national security and
daily interoperability between the Coast Guard and DOD. Achieving and maintaining this
medical readiness capability is dependent upon the Coast Guard's ability to meet the
following three medical readiness components. First, the Coast Guard must retain the
ability to assess, achieve and maintain member fitness-for-unrestricted worldwide duty.
Second, the Coast Guard must be able to ensure access to quality, cost-effective, and
appropriate scope of coverage health care from federal and private sector sources at
individual unit locations. Third, the Coast Guard must ensure the requisite operational and
occupational medicine expertise to enable its personnel to perform effectively and safely
while deployed on operations at-sea and around the world.
The Coast Guard's Organic Health Care Delivery System
The Coast Guard's organic health care delivery system is designed to meet service
operational readiness requirements for diverse unit locations, missions and patient needs.
It consists of primary care clinics, afloat and ashore sick bays, contracts with private
sector providers, and open purchase of local health care in the absence of other
alternatives. These sources are augmented by use of DOD Military Treatment Facilities
(MTFs), TRICARE, Veterans Administration Medical Centers, and the Uniformed
Services Family Health Program. Overall system management and administration is
provided by Coast Guard Headquarters and its two regional Maintenance and Logistics
Commands. Access, scope of coverage and cost factors will be covered in the Final
Report.
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The Coast Guard's organic health care delivery system manages issues affecting fitnessfor-unrestricted worldwide duty, access to providers, scope of coverage, cost of patient
care, and medical readiness issues related to joint service interoperability. Preliminary
analysis indicates that the current system meets these requirements in three critical ways.
First, it provides overarching Coast Guard management of a multiple source, armed
service health care program. Second, it delivers health care to over two-thirds of the Coast
Guard's active duty workforce through its network of Coast Guard clinics and sick bays.
Third, it coordinates care and fitness-for-unrestricted world%ide duty issues with DOD
and TRICARE through daily contact and electronic connectivity. Electronic connectivity
with DOD and TRICARE is an essential component of joint service interoperability, and
of providing the most uniform benefit possible to all service members, regardless of unit
location.
Coast Guard-wide, Coast Guard clinics provide primary care to approximately 45% of the
total number of Coast Guard units, encompassing approximately two-thirds of the total
active duty workforce. Approximately 34% of Coast Guard units rely on local civilian
TRICARE providers. The remaining 21% use DOD MTFs and non-TRICARE affiliated
civilian providers under Coast Guard contract. (Secondary and tertiary care is obtained
from DOD MTFs and civilian providers). This utilization takes maximum advantage of
available uniformed service health care to meet systemic requirements. It supplements
uniformed service health care with private sector augmentation to ensure fitness-forunrestricted worldwide duty. The current system of Coast Guard managed, multiple
source care, is the product of a long history of intra- and inter-service experience,
innovation, and necessity.
Coast Guard clinics: The Coast Guard operates an outpatient network of 32 primary care
Coast Guard clinics. Addendum (3) is a map of their location;. Coast Guard clinics are
located at large Coast Guard units, and where several smaller Coast Guard units can
collectively access their services. All Coast Guard clinics are staffed with Coast Guard
physicians. Most clinics provide dental care, and all clinics provide at least a limited
amount of pharmaceutical services. Coast Guard clinics are staffed and funded to treat
active duty personnel. In areas lacking DOD MTFs, Coast Guard clinics provide health
care to approximately three thousand collocated DOD active duty personnel. Coast Guard
clinics also provide a platform for Coast Guard and other Department of Defense Reserve
and National Guard organizational components to receive health care evaluations,
treatment and training. This function is primarily conducted after normal working hours,
and during weekends, to coincide with reserve drill scheduling, Most Coast Guard clinics
also treat non-active duty eligible beneficiaries, including retirees, from the Coast Guard
and the other uniformed services on a time and space available basis.
Seventy-five percent of Coast Guard clinics are located in areas that lack access to DOD
MTFs. They are the single largest source of Coast Guard active duty health care in areas
that are far from major DOD medical facilities. Coast Guard clinics that are located inside
DOD MTF catchment areas often have specialized support missions requiring in-house,
on-site expertise, such as aviation, marine and occupational medicine expertise. This
scope of health care coverage is difficult to find in the private sector in general, and often
impossible to find at remote locations. A prime example of specialized scope of coverage
5
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is the need for a Coast Guard flight surgeon to support air station operations. Coast Guard
flight surgeons determine whether Coast Guard pilots and crews are fit for flight
operations. They analyze emergent situations at sea or at remote shore sites to determine
the appropriate level of the Coast Guard medical response to various operatibnal
evolutions in urgent situations. They also coordinate transport destination medical care
and on-scene intervention, and provide ancillary training for rescue personnel.
Coast Guard clinics also provide health care ad%ice to deployed units for urgent mission
related operations. Coast Guard physicians are frequently called upon to provide health
care advice to independent duty health services technicians assigned to operational units
for patient encounters such as alien migrant interdiction operations. search and rescue, and
for national emergencies such as hurricanes, flooding, and earthquakes. Coast Guard
clinics and their health services professional staff support Coast Guard sick bays by
mentoring and training enlisted health services technicians. Coast Guard physicians and
physician assistants play a leading role in this effort, Coast Guard providers teach health
services technicians how to function in independent isolated settings, This mentoring is a
critical Coast Guard clinic function, It ensures that the appropriate levels of training and
clinical experience are obtained to enable health services technicians to function
competently on independent duty, especially when assigned to Coast Guard cutters.
Coast Guard sickbays: Coast Guard sick bays provide on-site patient assessment and
care to active duty personnel. There are 70 afloat and 44 ashore sick bays. Coast Gua,
afloat sick bays are located on its sea-going buoy tenders, larger cutters and polar
icebreakers. Coast Guard ashore sick bays are small medical departments at selected
shore stations. Coast Guard ashore sick bays are generally located at Coast Guard
operational units containing approximately seventy-five active duty personnel. These
units lack the active duty population size for a Coast Guard clinic to be cost-effective.
Instead, they use local TRICARE or civilian providers under Coast Guard contract for
higher levels of care. Health services personnel assigned to ashore sick bays also have a
broad geographic area of oversight responsibility. This includes the management of health
care for smaller, non-sick bay equipped units in their unit's chain of command. They
provide a mission-essential, indispensable source of on-demand "deck plate" care. Coast
Guard sick bays maintain regular contact with Coast Guard clinics. TRICARE, and their
respective Maintenance and Logistics Commands for patient tracking and case
management.
Coast Guard contracted private sector care: Units that lack access to Coast Guard
clinics, MTFs, TRICARE civilian providers, or other sources of federal health care must
be able to obtain care for their active duty personnel in the local community. In these
situations, limited to approximately two-percent of Coast Guard units, the Coast Guard
contracts with local providers to obtain more favorable fee schedules. When contracting
is not possible, the Coast Guard is forced to purchase care at usual and customary rates.
Coast Guard participation in TRICARE
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TRICARE for active duty personnel: TRICARE is the military health system's managed
care program. Coast Guard active duty service members and active duty family members,
as eligible beneficiaries of an armed service, are authorized to obtain medical and dental
care from the military health services system (TRICARE) under Chapter 55 of Tale 10,
USC. The TRICARE program is administered by 32 CFR 199. All armed services
personnel enroll into TRICARE Prime, and authorized care is provided without cost to the
member. All Coast Guard active duty personnel are enrolled in the TRICARE Prime
program, regardless of the local source of their routine health care. Active duty
TRICARE enrollment confirms the eligibility for active duty military personnel to receive
authorized health care. It facilitates specialty and inpatient referrals in both the Military
Health System and in civilian facilities, and enables access to benefits such as commercial
pharmaceutical services, including the National Mail Order Pharmacy Program. Coast
Guard TRICARE participation also provides a medical support linkage to DOD, and
enhances joint service interoperability. The Coast Guard uses TRICARE in locations
lacking access to Coast Guard clinics, or where a higher level of care is required. The

Coast Guard's health services program administration works to ensure that Coast Guard
health care and TRICARE operate synergistically, to optimize Coast Guard health care
delivery and control costs. TRICARE currently meets the Coast Guard's active duty
health care need at most Coast Guard unit locations.
TRICARE for active duty family members: TRICARE is the authorized military health
benefit for family members. The two major TRICARE family member program options
are TRICARE Prime and TRICARE Standard. A third option is TRICARE Extra. Where
choice exists for TRICARE options, beneficiaries may elect to enroll in TRICARE Prime
or to participate in TRICARE Extraor TRICARE Standard. TRICARE Prime is a Health
Maintenance Organization (HMO) type program. TRICARE Extra is a Preferred Provider
(PPO) type program, offering additional patient discounts for using network providers.
TRICARE Standard is an out-of-network, managed fee-for-service program.
Active duty family members pay no out-of-pocket costs when enrolled into TRICARE
Prime at DOD Military Treatment Facilities (MTFs). They were liable for a per visit copay when they use a civilian TRICARE Prime network provider. The recently enacted
fiscal year 2001 National Defense Authorization Act eliminates these per visit co-pays for
eligible family members that lack access to MTFs. This will have a dramatic impact on
one of the Coast Guard's most critical family member health care affordability gaps.
Funding requirements to pay for these benefit enhancements and other related Coast
Guard health care needs are contained in addendum (4). The Final Report will evaluate
the pros and cons of the Coast Guard's reliance on TRICARE, including access to
providers, scope of coverage, and cost.
Invoice and emse management: TRICARE processes all health care invoices generated
by Coast Guard active duty and family member visits to TRICARE providers, DOD, in
turn, bills the Coast Guard for TRICARE-related services. TRICARE health ca, - finders
provide case management assistance, and coordinate inpatient and other complex episodes
of care with the Coast Guard's organic health care delivery system.
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IV.

FUTURE CHALLENGES

The Coast Guard will face several future challenges tj its ability to deliver timely and
affordable health care to its active duty personnel ard family members. The primary
challenges include budgetary considerations, healt'i care benefit parity with DOD, DOD
interoperability, and health care access, scope of :overage, and affordability problems at
certain Coast Guard units.
Budgetary considerations
Inflation: Health care inflation continued to increase. The impact on the Coast Guard
parallels the private sector in many areas. Traditionally, the increase for the budget base
includes the previous year, combined with the non-pay cost of living increase. For fiscal
year 2002, the non-pay cost of livin, increase is expected to be 1.7%. and the projected
Health Care Finance Administration (HCFA) increase in medical costs is projected to be
6.6%. Likewise, pharmaceutica! costs are expected to rise at a similar rate. It is important
to note that many major private: sector health care plans, including those offered by the
Federal Employees Health Benefit Program, have experienced recent annual premium
increases of 10% or more.
Impact of budetary i1anning, process: Based on the lead role of the Department of
Defense and the NatiOnal Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) legislative development
and enactment process, budgetary planing and projections can be challenging for the Coast
Guard. For instance, when NDAA 2001 was enacted, it had resource implications
impacting the fiscal years 2001 and 2002 Coast Guard budget; yet the fiscal year 2001
budget was enacted on October 5, 2000. Also, the fiscal year 2002 budget was submitted
to the Department of Transportation at the end of July 2000. Although close coocdination
with DOD continues to be a priority in determining upcoming budgetary projections, the
determination of out-year estimates is extremely difficult because of the legislative and
budgetary planning and implementation process.
The National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA): The NDAA was enacted on October
30, 2000. Section VII (Health Care Provisions) significantly improves the health care
benefit to active duty members, their eligible family members, retirees and their eligible
family members. The Coast Guard will require additional fiscal year 2001 and 2002
funding to implement the new NDAA provisions. NDAA funding requirements are
provided in addendum (4).
The new NDAA provisions should positively impact the Coast Guard health care system.
The provisions will remedy many outstanding provider access, scope of coverage,
organizational cost, and individual member affordability problems. They include the
introduction of a TRICARE Prime Remote (TPR) for Family Members benefit at all active
duty unit locations where the member is TPR-eligible, and the elimination of TRICAREPrime related co-pays at non-MTF locations. They also include new authority for
TRICARE to negotiate higher reimbursement rates to attract new provider participation.
The introduction of new TRICARE providers in certain areas should lower fee schedules
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and reduce out-of-pocket expenses for family members. It may also reduce current Coast
Guard active duty health care costs, by enabling the Coast Guard to disengage from the
use of local, higher cost, non-TRICARE providers.
Enhanced and simplified pharmaceutical benefits and other ancillary care improvements
are aso contained in the NDAA. Planned TRICARE customer service improvements
should also ameliorate a host of provider billing problems that currently plague far too
many service members and their families. These new family member entitlements are
expected to close the most significant overall Coast Guard health care service gaps.
Cost Guard health care benefit Darity with the other services: In comparison to
DOD, the geographic isolation of many Coast Guard units creates different health care
access, scope of coverage and affordability challenges for Coast Guard active duty service
members and their families. Coast Guard families usually spend a greater percentage of
total service time in medically "under-served" areas. They have had fewer opportunities
to participate in the lower out-of-pocket cost, TRICARE Prime option. This situation is
esecially acute for Coast Guard family members who are in junior enlisted and officer
pay grades. The Task Force reviewed the family member health care situation at 27
remote Coast Guard units with a history of health care access problems. The findings
revealed that 69% of the enlisted workforce stationed at those units were in pay grades E-5
or lower. These junior members are among the least able to afford out-of-pocket expenses
for family member health care. Indeed, DOD strongly encourages MTF use for families
cf active duty members in pay grades E4 and below, and ensures MTF appointment
availability. The distribution of Coast Guard units required to meet diverse Coast Guard
missions does not allow comparable MTF access for its junior personnel. In comparison
.o DOD, this has resulted in a career-spanning, health care benefit disparity for the Coast
Guard family.
InteronerabWtv: Coast Guard clinics must maintain an effective, internal and external
cross-platform, electronic information and data retrieval system. Unimpeded
interoperability with the Military Health System's (MHS) health care delivery program
(TRICARE) is an essential component of the Coast Guard's health care delivery system.
Integration within the MHS medical information system infrastructure is vital to achieving
interoperability. The Department of Defense utilizes a host of government owned and
commercial software/systems to manage medical information and processes, many of
which have applicability for the Coast Guard. The most important system for daily Coast
Guard/DOD/TRICARE health care interoperability is DOD's Composite Health Care

System (CHCS and CHCSII). This is an automated medical information system deployed
worldwide to over 600 military hospitals and clinics. It is one of the world's largest and

most advanced health information systems, serving over 8,000,000 patients. CHCS
provides automated support for health care providers by facilitating appointment
management, documentation, order entry, and results retrieval. The system supports
health car administrators and administrative support personnel with a variety of resource
management and patient administration functions. CHCS is the critical joint service
electronic bridging platform, and one of the most important elements of joint service
interoperability.

9
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Coast Guard and DOD health care delivery systems interact almost constantly. Nearly all
Coast Guard clinics are electronically linked to host DOD MTF sites. All Coast Guard
clinics should be linked to DOD by the end of fiscal year 2001. This electronic linkage
enables Coast Guard use of DOD's CHCS, and other related systems. It optimizes patient
access, minimizes health care treatment times, and enhances military interoperability. The
implementation, maintenance and currency of this linkage through future system
evolutions will require additional Coast Guard funding identified in addendum (4).
Geographic Concerns: Coast Guard units are located in areas ranging from urban,
"medically saturated" to remote "medically under-served." Unit distance from DOD MTFs
and Coast Guard clinics dictates how the Coast Guard participates in TRICARE. Under
TRICARE, the distance in mileage and driving time from the nearest DOD MTF
determines where and now active duty service members and their families will get their
care. The active duty member's TRICARE designation drives the TRICARE status of
their family members. Approximately 600 Coast Guard units, representing more than half
of the total number of units examined with personnel assigned, are eligible for TRICARE
Prime Remote. TRICARE Prime Remote offers the TRICARE Prime-like benefit to
family members that lack access to DOD MTFs. However, nearly 200 of these TRICARE
Prime Remote eligible Coast Guard units
still lack local access to TRICARE Prime
civilian providers. This represents a significant gap in service delivery, and places
additional financial burdens on Coast Guard active duty family members. In these
locations, TRICARE Standard, the highest out-of-pocket TRICARE program, is often the
only option available. Further, the lack of TRICARE providers in some of these locations
results in higher service costs for active duty health care.
Active duty family members at TRICARE Prime remote locations receive most of their
health care under the higher out-of-pocket expense, TRICARE Standard program. When
given-the option, over 80% of Coast Guard active duty family members choose the lower
out-of-pocket expense TRICARE Prime program. These Coast Guard enrollment figures
are consistent with those experienced by DOD. Family members also compete for a
limited amount of care at Coast Guard clinics, based on time and space availability. Over
90% of Coast Guard active duty family members are enrolled in, and pay the premiums
for, the TRICARE Active Duty Family Member Dental Plan. This level of enrollment is
also consistent with that reported for DOD Indeed, when given the same options, Coast
Guard family members will opt for the same benefit choices as their DOD counterparts.
The new NDAA provisions will provide this choice.
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V.

ALTERNATIVES

The Task Force is evaluating three options to meet the Coast Guard's systemic health care
support requirement for its active duty personnel and family members. These options are
consistent with the direction given in the Senate request They cover the Coast Guard's
organic health care delivery system, TRICARE, and alternate private sector plans like the
Federal Employees Health Benefit Program (FEHBP). They will be discussed in greater
detail in the Final Report. A brief description of each follows:

Option #1: Retain the Coast Guard's organic health care delivery system, but shift
augmentation from TRICARE to a FEHBP-type, private sector-based plan.
Option #1 shifts the Coast Guard's external health care augmentation from TRICARE to
an alternate private sector-based health care program like the FEHBP. It would require
the establishment of a new private sector-based, "global" health care delivery program.
This program must be able to support the Coast Guard's systemic health care requirements
for operational readiness. interoperability, and active duty and family member health care
around the world. It will also require a significant amount of administrative overhead to
establish and manage the contract(s), in many ways paralleling the ongoing efforts of
DOD with TRICARE. Beneficiaries would either be continued in the private sector plan
as retired eligibles, or reverted to TRICARE. Enabling legislation and funding authority
would be required.

Option #2: Retain the Coast Guard's organic health care delivery system with
TRICARE augmentation.
Option #2 retains the current state of Coast Guard health care delivery with external
augmentation through TRICARE. Future internal adjustments would fine tune the Coast
Guard's program, as TRICARE enhancements addressed gaps in remote area health care
delivery.

Option #3: Retain the Coast Guard's organic health care delivery system with
TRICARE augmentation, and test the viability of private sector-based plan
augmentation on an experimental, demonstration-type project basis.
Option #3 is similar to Option #2, but allows for controlled experimentation of a private
sector-based program in selected areas suffering from Coast Guard and or TRICARE
service delivery gaps. It will require enabling legislation and funding authorization, and
will result in increased overhead to establish and maintain the contract(s). Selected use of
private sector plans would not alter the Coast Guard's TRICARE interface, or impact
beneficiary eligibility in retirement.
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VI.

CONCLUSION

The Coast Guard has complex health care needs. These are dictated in part, by the
location of many of its units in areas suffering from problems with access to providers,
scope of coverage, and the lack of affordable health care.
This Interim Report has discussed the Coast Guard's systemic requirement to provide
health care support. It described the Coast Guard's organic health care delivery system,
and how its network of clinics and sick bays provides health care to the majority of Coast
Guard active duty personnel, especially those in remote areas. It also discussed the Coast
Guard's participation in TRICARE, including TRICARE's role in ensuring
interoperability, and as the military health benefit for Coast Guard family members,
As one of the nation's armed forces, the Coast Guard must meet its obligation to provide
adequate, affordable health care to all of its members and their families. Failure to
provide quality health care will negatively impact member recruitment, retention, service
quality of life, and mission success. Fortunately, several new health care benefit
enhancements, contained in the fiscal year 2001 National Defense Authorization Act, hold
the potential to meet the Coast Guard's needs and eliminate existing gaps.
The Task Force is evaluating options to meet the Coast Guard's systemic health care
requirements. The ability of each of these options to meet these requirements will be
discussed in the Final Report.
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Excerpt from Senate Report (106-309) accompanying the
Department of Transportation and Related Agencies
Appropriations Bill, 2001
Militarn health care task force.- The Coast Guard, as a uniformed service, is
required by statute to be a full participant in the Department of Defense TRICARE
program. The health care delivery structural requirements of the Coast Guard,
however, are vastly different from what is necessary for the Defense Department.
Under TRICARE, military personnel and their dependents are expected to rely on the
nearest military treatment facility for health services. Unlike DOD personnel who are
stationed in large military bases, Coast Guard personnel typically are assigned to
small stations, many of which are at remote locations a great distance from the nearest
military treatment facility. As a result of this difference, the Coast Guard cannot
justify health care facilities at these units and must rely on the participation of health
care providers in the community for health services. The Committee com-mends the
Coast Guard for working with DOD to increase the reimbursement rates in remote
areas to attract greater civilian participation in TRICARE. Nevertheless, the
Committee is concerned that this alone will not improve the quality of health cai s at
remote stations. Also, the Coast Guard does not need to maintain an organic health
care a stem as the
services must for over-seas
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COAST GUARD HEALTH CARE TASK FORCE CHARTER

Ref:

(a)

Excerpt from Senate Appropriations Bill NO. S. 2720

I. PURPOSE. This Charter establishes a Coast Guard Health Care Task Force to accomplish
actions directed by the Senate Appropriations Committee Report, reference (a). The 'ask Force
report will include health care for active duty members and their families,
2. GOALS. The goals of the Aealth Care Task Force are: (l) to determine whether the Coast
Guard's health care delivery system meets service operational readiness requirements. (2) to identify
Coast Guard health care needs that are being met by TRICARE. (3) to identify Coast Guard health
care needs that are not being met by TRICARE. and k41 to determine if the Coast Guard should
transition to an alternate health care source such a, the Federal Employee Health Benefits Program
(FEHBP).
3. BACKGROUND. The Coast Guard's health care deliver) system is designed to meet service
operational readiness requirements for diverse unit locations, mission, and patient needs. Multiple
heJth care sources in the federal and private sectors. including Coast Guard clinic, and sick bays.
are utilized.
Coast Guard active duty service members and aCti %eduty fanilx members, a, eligible beneficianes
of an armed service, are authorized to obtain medical and dental care from the military health
services system (TRICARE) under Chapter 55 of Title 10, USC. The TRICARE program is
administered by 32 CFR 199. All armed scorers personnel enroll into TRICAaE Prime. and
authorized care is pros ided vitbout cost to the member.
Actoe duty family members in each service are also entitled to receive care under TRICARE.
Where choices exist for TR1CARE options, beneficiaries may elect to enroll in TRICARE Prime or
to participate in TRICARE StandardlExtra. Active duty farils members pay no out of-pocknt costs
sshen enrolled into TRICARE Prime at DOD Military Treatment Facili es iMTFs) and pay, a per
xiit co-pay when they use a civilian TRICARE Prime netssork provider. Active duty family
members who elect to use TRICARE Standard or TRICARE Extra must meet an annual deductible
and tien pay per v isit cost- shares.
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5. ASSUMPTIONS.
a. The Coast Guard Health Care Task Force will address Coast Guard active duty service
member and Coast Guard active duty family member health care as integral components of
operational readiness.
b. The Coast Guard, as one of the five armed services, must maintain military interoperability
and readiness.
c. All Coast Guard active duty service members and active duty family members should have
health care options comparable to their counterparts in the other armed services.
6. AUTHORITY. The Health Care Task Force Co-Chairs have the authority to take actions
necessary to ensure that the project is completed in accordance with the details and scope of this
Charter, including authority to:
a. Obtain assistance from program, facility and support managers to meet the project schedule
Bring any difficulties in obtaining support to the attention of the Chief of Staff.
b. Issue correspondence related to the project.
7. RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
a. Task Force Co-Chairs. As a Task Force Co-Chair, you are responsible for the planning.
development and completion of the Health Care Task Force project. You are directly
responsible to the Chief of Staff for executing this Charter. In addition you shall:
(I) Establish a Health Care Task Force Working Group and appoint a full-time team leader
to conduct the daily activities of the Task Force.
(2) Obtain biweekly briefings from the Health Care Task Force, on project progress, and
provide regular updates to the Chief of Staff.
(3) Ensure that the interests of all affected program, facility and support managers are
considered.
(4) Ensure that ongoing DOD efforts to improve TRICARE. including initiatives of the
Defense Medical Oversight Conurttee, are a component of the Health Care Task Force's
analysis.
b. Program, Facility and Support Managers. By copy hereof, program, facility and support
managers are directed to support the Health Care Task Force in meeting the objectives of this
Charter.
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8. ORGANIZATION AND RESOURCES. The Health Care Task Force Co-Chairs will oversee
the activities of the Health Care Task Force as part of normal duties. A full-time Health Care Task
Force Team Leader will be assigned for the duration of the project, and additional full-time
personnel may also be assigned. A Health Care Task Force Working Group will be identified, with
membership to ensure broad representation of Coast Guard operational and support functions,
including the two Coast Guard members assigned to the TRICARE Management Activity and the
Defense Medical Oversight Committee. The Health Care Task Force should ensure input frons
active duty and their family members (beneficiaries), health professionals in the fields of medicine,
dentistry, pharmacy, occupational and environmental health, clinic and health benefits
administration, as well as from Coast Guard health services technicians am! health benefits advisors.
DOD's Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health Affairs and other relevant external organizations
should also be consulted. Enclosure (I) contains the list of some of the proposed program elements
to be represented on the Health Care Task Force.
Additionally, subject matter specialists will be assigned part-time as needed. Personnel assigned
directly to program, facility and support managers may accomplish portions of the project at their
current duty stations. They shall respond to the Health Care Task Force requests for information and
support in their areas of responsibility. Health Care Task Force personnel currently attached to other
units, whose presence is required at Coast Guard Headquarters, shall be assigned TAD, as
appropriate. Input from program and support managers, as well as-Maintenance and Logistics
Commands, Districts and Areas will be obtained by tasking from you. Direct Liaison Authority is
hereby granted for all Health Care Task Force correspondence and communication to facilitate
timeliness. Each Directorate/Office identified in enclosure (1) shall provide the name of their
representative to the Task Force Team Leader by 29 September 2000.
9. REQUIRED REPORTS AND SCHEDULE. Commence the project on 29 September 2000 or as
soon thereafter as practical. Deliver a draft interim report to the Chief of Staff for use in preparation
of the FY2002 budget request no later than 15 November 2000. Submit a draft of the final report to
the Coast Guard for Chief of Staff approval no later than 1 March 2001, so that the final report can
be submited to the Committee by I July 2001. Advise the Chief of Staff promptly if the study
begins to indicate that the scope of this Charter cannot be complied with or if areas are identified that
are more suitable for separa:e follow-on study.
Also, during the course of the study, identify any area that you consider in need of immediate
corrective action.

T. W. JOSIAH
Encl: (1) Coast Guard Health Care Task Force Participating Program Elements
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FY02 OMB Submission (Health Care Cost)

3241ITEM

ESTIMATE (SIC

Medical Inflation (Increases in technology'modemizat on); comparing this increase tothe
authorized Non-Pay COLA cap of 1 7%. the medical base must be lunded an additional 5 1% just
10keep up wth HCFA inflation estimates.

8,784

TRICARE Enhancements (Improvecustomer service, appointment availability, address
geographic disparities)
TRICARE Prime Remo'e Implementation for dependents'
CG Integration toOOD IT Health Care Systems
Increased pharrmaceuticat costs due to inflation HCFA reports that phanaceutical costs are
increasing at a rate of more than 10% annually. Companng that tothe Non-Pay COLA of 1 7%
and subsequently rhe adoiriona 5.1% requested above leaves the Coast Guard short by 3 4% to
purchase pharmaceuticals

11,187
4,WG
2.18S
2.725

Cape May Medical Staff
Aagmentation forIncreased Accessions
Chiropractc Care'
Eiminatoi of TRICARE Prme Co-Payments'
Reimbursement for Medical Travel Expenses*
DOD shlt toCost Per Treatment Codes
Transition to DOD Formalay

~COtUD.. gins

1.599
14
1,400
140
2,100
2
'*'.

• ....
t

'NOTE: The funding level of ths item may be adjusted by a possible FY 2001 supplemental.
"CNOTE Thetola
lij
in ' 2002 may be reduced byarecumng FY 2001 supplemental

-

'

37,06

.
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Appendix C:
FIVE YEAR
CAPITAL INVESTMENT PLAN

Overview
The Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations Act of 2001 directs the
Secretary of Transportation to 'transmit to the Congress a comprehensive capital investment plan
for the United States Coast Guard, which includes funding for each budget fn item for fiscal
years 2002 through 2006. with total funding for each year of the p4an oonstrai eC to the funding
targets for those years as estimated and approved by the Office of Management and Budget."
This plan reflects OMB targets It also meets OMB guidance with respect to the linkage of capital
investments to performance goals, and the highlighting of gaps which those investnwwrts are
intended to IS. The FY02 CIP represents a substantial expansion in scope from the FY 01
versio. While this CIP reflects some new starts toe FY 03, many more will arise as a result of the
continuing business planning process. The CIP presents the most accurate information available
as of the date of publication, but post submission changes may occur as the budget build process
Progress.
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Introduction
This Capital Investment Plan broadly ties the side
range of services the Coast Guard provides
to the
American public, to capital investments required to I)
maintain the Coast Guard's operating capahility, 2)
enhance existing capabdity, or 3) meet new
requiremenLs forcapalobhy. These investments directly
enhance the national interest by improving economic
trade and ,ltaliy, protecting the environment and
natural resources, ensung safe and efficient marine
transportation, and maintaining law and order. The
Coast Guard's unique,
multi-mission capabilities are
characterized by its motto, Setepee Paralus-Always
Ready.
Highly flenble, the Coast Guard routinely
responds to a variety of national emergencies: natural
disasters such as floods or humcasies; trasporsason
incidents such as maintimne
collisions and airline or ral

VA

numtkut
s

crashes; environmental disasters like oil spills, and
national security cics around the world. Yet everyday,
its capital equipment and personnel ase productively
employed n delrerng routine senices to the public.
us. taxpssee' reu'-o a double benefit: an effective
defenseforce and cnis-nrespon.e provider. as
Rel
as a
coit-effecsse eice that -nWnces national secunciand
deliver
ecieni
vi
it, ldid. operation.
This Capital nier tnert Pin dr.cnbei the linkage
between our planed capial in ieroments and our
mission, strategic ig.,
prrfortnnce goals, and
stalegesactistUes. It is reformed in large part by the
Coast Guard's Petforrienre
Piu,,
Anpl.Fing
information regarding performance and measurement
issues
can be obtained from the Performance Plan.
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The Fie Year Capital Investment Plan representsa requirements-based summaryof the Coast Guard's AC&
funding needs - whether for sustaiment of current capability or to dose iden6fied capability gaps. The layout of
this sectio is based on the format in which we submit our budget to Congress, NOT on the system-of-sysems
format usedelsewhere in theAgency Capital Plan.
With few exceptions, outyedr initiatives to closeperformance gaps are not included. Outyear "new start" whil are
included are those that are already "in sheworks"baud on the Coast Guard's planning proposal process or near.
term support strategies. Operating programs cannot project which of the many new initiatives planned for years two
through five of the Five Year CIP will survive our capital]investment decsion-mking process, but can roughly
incl-ate what level of recapitalization willbe required to maintain capability.

Commandant's Direction
The Commandant's Direction guides the Coast Guard in managing its operatons and resources. Below is a list of
the two areasof emphasis and their associatedimperates that dentify the Coast Guard's prionties for the next two
years.The Commandant's Direcon descnbes what mangers will emphasize to ensure the Coast Guard remains on
track with the long termelements of the Strategic Plan aswell as thevision outlined in Coast Guard 2020.
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CapitalInvestments in Support of

Maritime Safety
Performance Goals
SAR CapabihtiesEnSwcerment
Pmeojt
M
Ds.s'e .es
andSafetySystem
arii
Iniegrated Deep,,ateSystem
National Distess andResponse
SystemModernization
Marine Infornamon
for Safetyad Law Enforcemn,
Seagoing Buoy Tender Replacement
Portsa Waerays SafetySystem
Waterys Aids to Navigation lsnruwxstur
P-250 Pump Replacement
ElectenOptical Sensors
forCuttersand Boats
G
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60a.

Save all manner, in distress and save all property in imminent danger.

TRGoT.Saw at least 85% of all marners in distress and 80% of property .n imminent danger as the number of manr,
vessels on the viter continues to grow.

and

Save all mariners in distress
suna

07 5.

3s%

86%

85%

%

84%

1995

I

Actual:

99
N/A
87.5%

1997

2000
2001
N/A 85%
827%

1999

2001

2002
85%

Performanos Measure: Percent of property reported
m imminentdangersuned

Target:

9

2OO0*

Actual:

N/A
80%

80%
63%

Actual:

Due to changesin data quene. the percentof property)
saced is reportedd4feordlyfor 2000 than 1999. Our
-ec,database also allow, us to report the numberof
missing persons.In this first year of data. more casesthan
epeoed srne found where bodies votre not reoered
Befor add.g ths number into our data analyit, ve asill
track and report atseparately to assure that this represents a

daa trend and notan aberracon
Why WeAd
Coast Guard'.

distress sasatinos from

man safety poani s
ccumng.

distress casesocur annually.

2005

Coast Guard sing th Joi of approsmatel', 4,000
manner, annually in immlnrn danger, ard priading some
to "eals l0000ibanners
form of erersncyassan(n
The number of recreational and commercial vanne u-ei
continues to grw rapidly as more people moe to coastal
regions, and as global trade increases. Coast Guard
response readere1 cell be strained asmeet future demand
No other gor-mel,t agents or private organatuon has he
t
espece. asset,, and 24 hur-ada onca ' readiness to

r diftc
scsdung
' a
Several fatenrsconipocnd Fe
succssf. l 'filess respore.
i
ass'i'
cairn--, n sainon.
alonsi
bout t e d,-'ii
psi
mcorrea or Linon
a
commucations oth the mann
iii d, nsr
weatler at tie distress lo,,on. and severe injl .e.s a
reduce the chancesnf manner sunisal Th most perilcenl
factor to deal cth i s:ng mnre hen i manner seacion
Manners Iho use safety tools anc nr- rood ]udnnent hair
a,
an no-on
, better chance of aldirz n soiuria
e ne rge ii '

2w(?Q
93%
93.4%

NoteanData

Th

2003

Xey Succss Factors

Discontinued Performance MAre: Percentof
danger wo A rescued.
manner, reportedin immanent
1999
93%
95%

85

conduct search and rescue misslns in all areas of the
manre region

4 Dueto upgradestoourdatabase,resultswerereported
usinga different meiodology for2000 than 1999.

Target:

05%

0. saved
,lTarget

Perforanmce Measure, Percentof all mannersin
imminentdangerwvho
are nscued.
Target:

5% 6i

4%

to prevent

Hooncer, over 40,000

Tlese ue, involve the

200UResults
In 2000, the Coast Guard responded ta 40 .1,calls for
assistance aid aird 3.3(55 ha
ilheour ability to sAr
tie ices of manes able to repor ther dstre remains
rlatirs constant, -o are connrned about the drop in the
percentage sda ma.nors cairs This cear " m scd -sn
Onk
goal of racing 85 n of all ironii in dstre
82 M nre saed the Ion'- a
,is -sn,es-n
ce
1993 Ai addii,,Al 297 pid , ,-t I ' ,i a , 200'
and recorded as nunner
1 .. "t-r,
1
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hasnot tkno
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lost in our 'save all manrs in disutess"measure,these

technology such as the Global Matime Distress and
Safety System that sell gneady improve the ability of
manners to notify others of their distress. We also
maintain the Automated Mutual-Asuistance Vessel
eutsrw System CAdsIVER) that allows us to dinern
nearby commercal vesselsto rendcr assmtance.

addional cases drop our result to 771%. HonsveT, se

mr able to rescue 93.4% of mariners rem
imminent
danger.

in

Historicaty
the ma~ontyof search undrescuecasesinvolve
recreational
boats.commercialfishing
vessels.and "people
11
ooV summerr, diver. etc-). These casesalso make up >i
The Coast Guard ,vs modermze communicanon
the majority of lives
IOSLWhie them s111
always besame
systems and acquire new planning and decision coolsto
numberof irvestheCoast Guard %i not be able to save
Improve the percentageof lives saved.
doe to the sever:,y, location, or circumstances
of the
tainui
The Coast Guard partners seth international,
distress,there are improvements
that can be made. The
national, state, and local agencies that have response
National Distress and ResponseSystem, our muinime
experise and responsibities.
We work
ith the
emergencyradio network, will be modenied (Iobe
Intematonal Mantime Organieation to implement
completed in 2005) to eliminate the 65 existiog
standards
that
improve
the
sunvual
chances
of
manners
communications gaps, and add dlrection failing and
i dress. At the federal level, the Navy and Air Force
immediate recorded voice playback and enhancement
also maintain limited rescue capabilities Each agency
capability. NDRS's di ecton finding
capability ".'ll
assists the others depending on need, and the best
reducethe amountof umeexpendedon hoaxesand false
response cAuab_,iL ar a particular location and
alarms -25 percent of all SAR ime.
stuatrs

PastPedoimatce
Over the past several years the number of sarch and
rescuecaseshas decreasedbecause of better safety
awareness and thematuring
of the commercial assistance
industry, which nos handlesmany non-emergency cases.
Howevr, the numberof severecases
where livesare most
likely tobe losthas remainedrelativelyconstant. While
ourability to save the livesof mannersable toreporttheir
distressremainsrlativly constant, weare concerned about
the drop in the percentof all mariners
saved. Although
99 9
1
's result washigher
than thoseof previous
years,our
resultin Z000 Is thelowesticehaveseensince 1993.

NewCapital
Itvnurtts toSuppot Strateies

Strategies
to Impwnm
Performaoce
> tat"
m"
The Coast auard
seeks to preient dcistrss cases
from occuring by conducting safety hoardings Coast
Guard Aumliry vesselsafety checks,and public serssce
campains that serveto Improvemariner knowledgeand
skills. The Aumliary conducts about 40.000 dasses
fur
240,000 boaters
eachyear. Houevee,when prevenon
efforts fail. the Coast Guard respondsto accidentsis
order to mitigate the damage.To maismice surreal
chancesin incidents that do occur, we maintain a
coontnuous
responsecapability in coastaland deepwcater
areasusing sherestations,boats,cutters, and aircraft.
We operate a VHF-FM distress network prodding
extensive courage of inland and coastalwaters. Or
search and rescuepersonnel ore experts in search
techniques, and rmicue procedures. We employ
advasced searchsensorsand searchplanning models
and require mannernto cany effecuve distress locating
andsurival equipment We work 1ththe international
scarcr and rescue community to implement new

C-8 Maritime Safety

SAR Capale.&ties Esharcemsent Pject: Improes
SAR plnring toos,
places aing hardware, and
pmdes additional support for gromnig SAR information
systems.Decision making and planning is cnrical to saving
more Ives - parucularly in 'people only" cases where
find a person floanng in the water is difficil
Global Maritime Diatres
and Sa&ety System:
provess the ability of manners to communicate distress
information -key o saving moe lists It nIl automate the
sorting. evaluation, and Idenfication of distress calls.
Integrated

Deepwater System: Recap:salizes the
system of surface, air. command and control, intelligence,
and logisto systems sihi.h prosecuteSAR in the remote
and often dangerous deeplter operabng envirnment.
National Diatress & Respose System: improves the
Coast Guard's abilt y to detect manners in distress to notify
the Coast Gu rd - a concal factor in sating more lioes
The current system is taxed by a going boater
pcpulaon, has gaps in coosrage, and does net hate
direction fisdng and rapid playback featIes that sold
concobute to saving more lines
P-250

Pump Replacement: Replace the pnsay
portable firefighting and dewateing pump on cutters.

Electra Optical Senaors or Cutters and Boats:
Equips 210' and Mature Class medium endurance cutters,
I10' and 87' patrol boats, and smalI boats to effectively
operate at night and in adverse weather conditions.

_USG FY2

Agency Copdcl Plos
Appr,d, C

GOA:

Elmnate cresrnember fatalities on U S. commercial vessels

TRi:

By 2005, reduce the cresnenber fatalnt) rate per 100,000 workers to no more than 58 Reduce crue
fttaties to 44 per 100,000 workersin 200T

mber

Eliminale cfewmember fatalities on li.S. commercial
vessels

09
1995

197

199

2001

WhyWeAct

2X3

2NSResults

NTo
todi
arine eornoieni cao be a danigerous
OccupationAlthough die numberof ftahlies
i relaoirls
small, oranameisworkers
hae one of the higher faraims
rarer is die trnsportation field. Arokon fiskenn for
example, ha-e an ocoupanoral fatally rate 20 Lmesthe
natoal average Th. loss of lire lsle has negatue
usromic impact, on te indarrtre, to-r's aid famlle,
m6,sd.
The Coast Guard bar the espemre and
p-srorl to innnrme
there
farahuis diruch edunion.
roltion. anderforcerent

KeySuccess
Factors
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Human error playsa significant role .n morkar fatihte.
poor material condjLn olfs.esstls or quipmer.r pians a
lersn role The
aiortsy of deaths are atmbtr able to

personnel casualues
or essel
casualties.
lihe largest
portion
of fatalities occurs in the fishing irdaras
Acidents in this industry
enranglesrent, collisions, hilt
capsziegs

insolre faflr orroard,
failure,,
nund rgs and

While theCommerci Fishirg Vessel Indusry Safer At
of 1918 has helped reduce fishing ,rosci fatalton 20
percent from pre-Act leorls. dusondlhng fiheneu stoL.
more competition. and regulated irmired ume fiihin
reasontare i.crred n-kutaLeg b frrors ad rad,

lishrg-rrlatud deaths irnongoig problem Conpoundr
thin is the factthat s-hing se- nln ha-o
! ,,
req-.red safersandirds
TIe aRable azn of tl-

PastPerfrmaice
The niarirr
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,ith industry to educatecompaniesand indinidual
not required to ie
marinerson safetyros6.For Iessels
inspectedby the Coast Guar, wefocuson education
andvoluntary action. The CoaslGuard also aggressively
enforces the ne" Interabonal Safety Management
([SM) Code. This code changes the philosophy of
safety from a regie based on technical requirements to
one that gives equal importance to t;e human element.
Research and development efforts an unlized to
improve safety equipment and reneal how human
decisions play a role in accidents. For those incidents
that do occur, the Coast Guard maintains a search and
rescue capability to misiree lossof life.
Ww The Fishing Vessel Casualty Task Force rvcendy
emned fishing vessel casualies The~r top 10
instituting
safety
recomnendatons
included
inspections and operator licensing:
csnminatons,
developing safety and stability standards: coordinating
6shenes stock management with safety. and improsng
casualty investigation data. The CoastGuard will work
toward integrating these recommendutiogs into erstins
mantime worlier fatality prevention efforts.
uairut'eN. The Coast Guard coordinates uth the
Occupational S,fet Health Administaon (OSHA)
in developing vesselsafety standards for equipment such
as ce
machinery to reduce the rin of injury and

C-10 Mantime Safety

fatalities. We work with the National Trnsporsation
Safety Board to irviestipte major maritime accidents
and use the ivesgpation results to develop better safety
siratees. We investigate less serious incidents to
drertoine causes and identify trends. In cooperation
with pnnte industry, we promote the Prevention
Throath People Intiative which Liis a people-focused
approach to reducing rasualte. We partner with the
Amiencan Waterway Operators (AWXIO). International
Council of Cruise Lines, and the Passenger Vesuel
AnnaLuon - the partnership with AWO has already
produced a decline in towboat worker deaths.

Strategies
NMw
Ciapal Investmnts to Support
Safety
and Low
Information for
Enforcenent Replaces the obsolete and unsupportable
Marine Safety information System The new system nill
provide an impro.ed capability to track trends and support
Thin rnforoaton is in turn
analysis of safety incidents
used to support all aspects of the inspection and licensing
programs by srclung and monitoring a wide range of vessel
vesel
hutort
information, providing a nationwide
identification system, and modimiing mantime commercial
Marine

instruments and liens processing.

USCG FY 200D2Agency Copitg Pirn
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SOX:

liminate passengervsnel fatal ties n.

fTtREr By 2005. reducepasseger fatalities
to no morethan 19. -Reduce ftlte

o2

n201

Reduce passenger fatalities

40 3
30

2

;z
Passenger Vessel Fatalities!

15

20

aIITarget

10
0

1205 t20E 1tO,7 1990 t299 2000 200? 2002 2003 2004

Wiy WeACI

pasenger

vessels also transport people who are often

ofanmliur with the procedurets for reacting to these
Each year oer 207 milhonpassengers are cared aboard
dangerousincidents.
cruiseships,feeses,charterfishingboats,sigheing boats,
gaming vessels
and other commercialpassenger
vesselsis
In addition, most cruise ships are foreign flagged, the Coast
tfr U.S. 5.85 million North Amencan vacationen alone
Guard does not have complete ospecior, authont; flag
traveledon cru lines in 1999 - and that numberis
state regulators and clossificAtiao societies make up the
espevted to grow to 6.37 million in 2000. There are
other oversight sources. Tre Coast Goa 's Prevention
vessels and 130
approximately 300 domesticpassenger
Through
People Program and
rmplementtion of
foreignflag passenger
vessels opertsng from U.S. ports.
Intrmationsl Safety Management Code target these
The number of cruw shipsalone in the US market s
concerns.
expected to growfrom 161 to 206 over the next 4 years.
Collectvely, thesevessels
pride oneof the safestforms of 22 Regufts
Based on preluisary data estimates, there oere I5
transportation
But the capsizingof the amphibious
fatalities on passenger vessels in FY 2000. Compared to
passenger vessel MISS MAJESTIC i May 1999 on
other modes of transporation. the sferv record of
r ung in thedeathsof 13 of
Late Hamilton. Aekansas
passenger vessels operating from US parts, including both
highlightsthe potentialfor disasterthat
the 21 passengers
dooesuc and foreign vessels, is outstanding. In F't'2000,
euts
there ws approximately one death on a pa senger vessel

As newer vesselsare put into use wth much higher
every 24 days compared to appronmatenly one death every
passengercapacitiesand speeds,the nsk for a major
day on commercial aircraft.
catastrophe involving a passenger
vesselnarases, as does
the potential for lossof life. There has been dramatic PWd
Perfowmwu
growthin the u of hgh speed,high capacityfeees in
The trend in passnger fatalitie has vared over the past
Puget Sound,San Francisco,
SouthernCalifornia, and the
five years There have keen no passenger deaths on foreign
Northeast. In the lastdecade,passengers
movedb the
flag cruise ships in U.S. ports due to a vessel casual!t in
Washingion StateFerrySystemhaveincreased
over 2qi a
the last 16 years. For the domestic fleet, the safety record.
year. -also, unique wingedcraft Are beingdeveloped. In
while still relatively excellent,nouiesfromyear to )ear i ith
passenger
industry
growth
r1ll
increase
sum, fture
no clear trend emerging Of the estimated 6,200 vessels in
niskon coastalandisland
congeston and manime casualty
the domestic passenger vessel fleet, only 9 eols were

Key
Succes
Factors
Fromhistorical data,noeknowthatcollisions.allsios and

vessels ronnng agroundmakeup a majorityof passenger

involved in casualties that resulted is the death of a
passenger in FYZO00. The fatalities u-.re the result of
IalIs. asphysatson, bing struck by objects sod other
randomly occurrig accidents.

vesselaccidents,and mostof theseare caused by human Straleges toImprove
Perflrmwace
error. But urn also know that the highestdanger to ;-OWtNrS. Te
Coast Guard initiates rrsk-based decision
passengerives generallyoccursin the lower frequency
making to focus on mu. mizing core preention programs
ivctdens such as fire and capsizings These too am
while seeking innovative means of preventing and
accidentsfrequently causedby human error. Aswell as by
mitimizng the impacts of major passenger casualties
equipment and vesselcondition. To make mattersworse.
through response actions. Rak bused decision malungis
Maritime Safety
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usedm all mission aeass,withthe Port State Control
progrus providing a goodexample, Ar6vng Foreign
Raggedvesselsenter their data into a matrix whicl is
subsequently used to assess
risks and expend resources
accordingly.
We participate in tle development
of international safety
stranards dealing wish fie protection,- management
practices. vnatchetpng, and emergency
drills. We provide
consuluions io maritime interestson therevsed Standards
for Tining Certification and Watcbkeepng. We also
administer a Control Verification programthat monuius
the safetyof all vessels
that embarkpassengers
from U.S.
ports. The pmp"gnmconsistsof an initial exaninaton as
The new
well as quarterly and annual examinatnons.
International Safety ManagementCode is aggressively
enforced.Researchanddevelopment
efforts areuilized to
improves e equipment and revealhowhuman decisions
play a rolein accidents.For thoseincdents that do mcur,
the CoastGuard mutaina a search and rescuecapability
of life.
to minimize loss
d

Il'xg The Coast Guard will expan its use of risk-based
decision making to increasethe efficiency of services
provided, and improvetheeffieasenessof safety activities
n stopping accdens
Risk-baed decision natung will
benefit all strate
gic goals.
Co iawo The Coast Guard coordinates
wish OSHA in
developing vessel
health standardsthat reduce therisk of
accidents.The Coast Guard alsoworkswith the national
major
Transportation SafetyBoard(NTSB) to invesugate
maritimeaccidentsand use the invesagaon results to
develop better safetystrategd; it investiate-s less serious
incidentsto determinecausesand identify trends. The
Coast Guard works with the International Maritime

C-12
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the Iel of safetystadards on a
Orv .nrao to usprove
worldwide basis. Through the Preventio Though People
initiative, theCoast Guard has a parti nlip with the
Passnger Vessel Association to identfy and mitigate
safetyrob. The CoastGuard hasalsoestablished
a.ier
Oudines of Cooperation with Classification Societies.
These organizationsserve to regulatethe industry and
reducethe riskof accidents,U yd's Regiser of Shipping
isoneexample
of a well known dasificaon society.
Seagoing Buoy Teesdr Replacement: Providesnew
boy tendersusedto establishsafesaterway ewkingsand
minimizepoundirip and collosas.
and Las
Marine lnomataion for Safety
EA.rcement:Replacesthe obsoleteand unsupportable
Marine SafetyInformaton System,ard provides a means
by which the Marine Safety program's entire data
warehouse canbe accessed.The new systemwl provide
us improvedcapability totrack trends and support an&ys
of safetyaccidents
- vital data an whih to make is-Lased
decisions.
Ports and Watenoaya Safety System:
Implements
t
Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) sysems in twi ports
(Houscon/Galveston
and San Francisco) and performs
surveysand communications analysisin two additional
ports The PAWSS asses risks in major US. ports
and evaluatesthe most appropriate
application of vessel
traffic service
systems
to meetthe aiunmesafetyneeds.
Watenays Aids to Naigation Imnsrftmenstrusr
with Corps of
Improemaidsto navisation in conjunction
Engrneers pntects to reduce accdent.

USCGPY 2002 Agency Caltal Plan
Apperc.i
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G

Ei..inate receanril beang fatalities.

TlesT

Reduce recreational boatmg to 742 fataltnes or less.

C

Reduce the number of recreational boating fatalities
888

C

900
850

[0 Recreational Boating'

li00

77

Fatalit en

73

757

742 742 742 742 N!

742

Fart

700
650

•
19g93

1995

1997

1999

2001t

Why
WeAd

2003

2005

Pas Performance

For modes of in-nsportaion, recreationa boating is second While the recen trend in boating fatalities has been mied.
only t higlhwaytravel in the annual isrnbeeof related fatalities have declined dransoscalls nce the early 1 9 60s and
fatalities.The numberof recreatonal boaters continue to 70s. Todas there are fever than half the number of
growasmorepeoplemovetothe coastalegions,
and the recreational boating fautahes an therc v
tdot
inerr
earl,
vo'ter becomes a more popular place for recreaton In 1970s. At the same tre, the number of recreatioval boats
1998. therewere78 mdlon boatersralangto the aLe Io has more than doubled This long teem reduction in fatatis
20 milton craft. The number of personalswatercraft
has is due t cooperatice bootna safety edcaion and
increased
anavecge of 27% eachyearsince 1987. "f-s enforcement efforts. safer boatsand equipment manufactured
increase
hasproduceda greaterriskof fataltnes andinjuncs io accordance , h Coast Guard standards, and lfe jackrt
on our vaterways. Over 700 boaters,indudig about40
use. Stil. roo many fatalities Occur each year - mosdy as a
children, die n boating accidents eads)ear - most as a result of accidents involkng operator controllable factors.
result of dr..nig.
More than half of all recreatonal boaung fatht
are the

KeySuccess
Faden;

result of capszngs or falls overbourd - a.nd the percent of
victims who drown remains high The majont of these

Th"e largest factorinrecreational boating fataliurs is lack of droning victims were not weanng life jackets.
personalfloatanondevice(PFD) use.More than half
of all
Accident precennon is the best vay to reduce fataihes - but
fatali6es are the result of casings or falls overboardwhen acciden-s do occur, boaters bose a sandy improved
80% of thesevictms drown. Overall, about 8W% of all
drooning rectimsdo not wear life jackets
Fatalihes could chance of surfing if they are veang a life acket.
be sady reducedby increasedPFD use. The pnman
Sneies t Impron Petormance
causesof accidentsare operator inatternon. carelessness,
r"OasomN The Coast Guard conducts public sb ec
and excessie
sped, operator intoxicaon
is alsoa
campaigns trh states, safe orgaintzans, and indas, in
significant factor. 80% of all beating fataies occuron
promote personal floataion desIUe use, operator
rin'g,
boatswherethe operator had no formal training. The
Coast Guard soackowith state agenciesto im-plement and good boatng behavior. Our annual Safe Boatir
Campaign is acked-off in late May, rght before the start of
boing safety programs- successin reducing fatalitiesis
the boating season. 'e also conduct on-the-tooter safer>
Pardy dependenton effectuenessof the s are's
educason
boardings, while the Coast Gaard Aulia y conducL
andenforcement
programs.

2M6Result
Recreationalboatng faulfies
declined to 742 in 2000 -the lowestnumber of fatalities die Coast Guard has
reportedto date. High gas prices and colder, wetter
danrg the boating season are beltesedto have
evather
reduced the overall level of boating
activity this ear.
con butinrg
to the decline in fatalities.

boating safetycourses,and dockside courtesy esamiratons
11
We v- prorde $59 million in grWantfunding to state
recreationa! boxing safe'
educauon and training
programs.
Ths mandatory apprepration, in place
through, FY 2003, assistsstates in implemenlng elfectie
boatriig safety programs. 'Xe continually work to increase
personal floatat.on deice effectiveness by impeu n
wearabLbiy and rehabili y. We enforce boatng under te
influence statutes a d promote looenng the intoxication

Maritime Safety
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threshold to .08% fogaduts., and to a zei tolerance level
for minors. Our researh and development proietn seek to
manner awarnes.
reduce hu a w r and improve
>1 Th.e Coat Guard will improve its search and rescw
planning and decision-aking tools, and ceonrcatoons
networks. Marnyrecreational boaters are saved fromdeath
by oar search and rescue activities. We evil &h0 expand
the Coast Guard Artisiiny's seaM.cand resort and
education activities.
-PCatssat Th Coat Gurd and CoastGuard AaMilary
work -th state Ld local ovmmaient and safety
Oganirationa sach a Boat'U.S and the US. Power
Squadron to provide boating1educationand seamin
preormn. We assistboaters in finding the right cassfee
with theNational Sale
thei Deeds- We alsop
,
Boating Coucil. National Association of State Botn
Law Administraso, Sal America Foundatim4nsace
industry, and boat manufacturer to pieme public service
safety mesaas and distribute information on hoabsg
equipment safetyrecak -

C-14
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SAR

Copalbflies Fhsrsemet Project Improves
SAR planning tools, replaces agng hardware, and
providesadditional support fo gwing SAR information
systm. Decision maig and planning is critical to sveig
more live - particular" r "people only caneswere
inding a personfloatingin d Watr is difih.
Ginlo Matorair Diatres and Saky Syterm.
Improve the sillity of mariners to communicate distress
information - keyto iavns mor lve It will automate the
sorting evaluation, and identifition of distress calls
Instegratfed Denyrrootec Syszessu Develops a systemsof
sur ace, airofeeand An cmol, iatelligrnr , and
logisticssystems to carry ot SAR is the reoo and often
dargrous deepater region.

Natlorso Distress & Response System- Impeovs the
abilty of mariners indistress so notify de Coat.Guard - a
criticalfactor in savng lom lives. Current system is ed
by a growing heaer population. &addoes ot sabr~ieup to
date diction Findingan rapid playback eatures that
would contibute to saving more lives.

USCG FY 20012Agency CaipId Mon
Aperlxd

C

CapitalInvestments in Support of

Maritime Security
Performance Goals
nLegrated Deepwaier Stistc
ElectronOpticl Sensors for Cutters and Boats
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Gnat

route as part of theinteragency
effortto impact tie
sd,,,e
e Flowof illegaldrgs by denying mariumesmuggling
national demandlevl-

Totir

Increasethepercentage
ofcocaineseized over noncommercial
mrimne routesto 187% by2002 and to 27.7% by
2007. (fromthebandlnecomputed fromthe F"Y95-97averageof 8.7)

Increase the seizure rate of cocaine smuggled
over maritime routes to 18.7%
300%
13Drug Interdicltin

200%

A

100% 1-+
00%

-

-

TLarget

1

Wy WeAt
Enery Amrincu itzn is adnerselyimpactedby illegal
drug use. Over20.000 Amencans die every year because
of legal drugs.and there are about 700 drug-related
murder
s eachyear. The ounualsocialcostof drug use is
of dragestimated at $110 million - the consequence
relatedcrme (Offe of National'.\rg Control Strategy
"Dug Factsand Figures") Drug smugglig destabilizes
nations where drugs are produced and transported,
.
degradng our national secuny Fighting drgs requires
high seas
educaton, trenment. domesticlaw enforcement,
interdiction, and interoan.ipalcooperation The National
Drug Control Statel' (NDCS) is the Prestdnnt's
comprehensive
police)document
addressing all theseneeds.
The CoastGua , as leadagency for maritimeandco-lead
agencyfor arubomeinterdiction, plays a vital role in
implementing NDCS goals"Shield Arnetca' Air. Land
and Sea Frontiers from the Drug Threat" and "Break
Drug Soures of Supply."
Faers
KeySc
Smuggling via manrimeroutes is an efficient methodof
tnrsporting illegal drugs Mantime borders are more
difficult to control than airport and highwayentry ports,
and illegal dogs can be disguisedas or included oath
legitimatecargo. Moreover, smugging mutes cameasilybe
land
shiftedbetweendifferent marinmepaths, or between,
and aur routes. The Canbbean mantime mutes are
overlappedby numerousnatona] lursdiction thatmust
coordinatestratpees to create an effectivede"ernent.
Domestic and internaonal socioeconomicconditions
influence the supplyanddemandof illegal drup. Finally.
other agency efforts such as largeNlandbased pulse
We
operanons may shift drogs 1kw, to maritme routes.
andeffectiveness
s
must continue toimproveour readiness
techniques.
smugglers continueto find moresophisocated
C-16
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The Coast Guard's drugseizre rare fellin 2000, despite
the fact-that the Coast Guard seta new non-commetial
maitme seizure recordfor cocare Final setiure and
cocaine shipmentdata for2000 showa seizurerate of
approximately 10.6%, ascompared
to the targetof 133%.
Drug interdiction operationstake placein a challengi.ig
ard ever changng environment The interatornal drug
syndicates operating throughout
our hemisphereare
resourceful, adaptable,and entzemelypowerful At the
same time, soc.onomni, conditions, here and abroad,
influence thesupply anddemandfurillegalnarci.
In FY 2000, the Coast Guard set a new non-commercial

manme seizurerecordof appoimatly 132.40 pounds
of cocaMe.The Servicealsoseizedover 50,000 pounds
of manjana. The results are aLbuied to a higher
concentraton of patrols i '1h
e Eastern
Pacflu Ocean,
improved intelligenceshanng wrthoter law enforcement
agences and cooperauon oath Central and South
American counties. and use of Law Enforcemernt
Detachments
(LEDETs). A rowing threatinsmuggling
hasbeenthe shipment of cocaineto the U.S. throughthe
a
eastern Paoific. Ths pear, the Coast Guarda-pphed
goshift in our limited resources
to addressthe burgeoning
fast threat in the easternPacific. |nerdictons in this
regon accounted for over80 percent f all drugsseizedby
theCoastGuard.
stepstowardstopping
We alsocontinue to takeaggressive
go-fast vessels
I a major
problem -with Operation New
Frontier, in which Coos: Guard cutters sailed with
specially equipped "use of force" heliopters and highspeed interdicos boas. These uits cary high-tech
equipment designed to safely stop fleeing go-fauto
Operation NEW FRONTIER was employedin two

USCG FY 22

:o counterthreatsto out detectionand searchdecrees,
resulting in betterdetectionofillegalsmuging

In six possible
hirnted-ope deployments in 2000
opportunites for go-fast intercept, NEW FRO.TIER
seed oer
forces successully interdcted all sixvessels,
2.600 pounds of cocaine, nearly 12,000 pounds of
manuana. anddetained 18 suspects.

-

Operauon FRONTIER SHIELD, insuttuionouized in
1999, continued to deter smuggling into Puerto Ruo and
sntothe UnLed States
tradibonal smugglng romules
disrupt
in 2000. The Coast Guard also continued Operaons
GULF SHIELD and BORDER SHIELD off the
coasts of the Gulf of Me-co and Caifumma repeuIely
-tcale operauons sewred to anchor the
These sinalle
munoce Rlanksof the Southwnest Border nith Mexico as
federal, state and local agencyinterdiction efforts ashore
were increased

good results.

Record tears have

occurred in Fiscal Years 1999 and 2000, c',nco-a:n
seizures of over II 1,650 pounds and 132.480 pounds
This marks the third an3 fourth craw of an
respecuvelo
OperL:too Stel
aggressive courtrnarcotics camp i.
numbers surpass
tWtieb In 20(0, the raw cocaine seizure
the record 999 isptu-bY over 19 percent
Strategies toImprove Perlormarnc

Stn ie
Newcapital Invmnts toSupport

0Momt The Coast Guard has a Counterdrug Strategic
plan that ets goalsand estahlishes a frameonk of
campaign plans thot target high-threat areas It .sclose1]v
alged with NDCS goa!. We seek to ma naio an
effecte manume presence using cutersand arcrah to
seize drogs and deter smuggled, reducing the cocane
flow ',epartrulrly target the high-threat from go-fort
smuggling vessels usungour own high-speed pursut
hosts and armed hel copters that can use force tostop
fleeing vessels. If I-sn, pa- olhng ,s onlypart of our Z'eseek to make our
strategy,to improve performance.
by employing uipinned patrol
efforts more tffect",
tactcs, using intelligence more effecttvely, and applying

NMrThe CoastGuard ,!I focuson stoppingthe pnrme
mouint0f ocae throughtre dru transitzone: go-fasts
Tr) rotI l.kJy transport over half the cocaine
smuggled 6o mnlme in FY 200!. tleruept cnpahbl5)
the
threat. We will Increase
t cntical to stoppingthus
numberand capubliry of boti surfaceand at patrl
croft - particularly the capabilityof intercepco,: golat
Ve will alsoincreaunintelligence
smugglingvesls.
resourcesto .mprOvethe productvity of out patrol
Resources acquired through It'99
efforts
supplemental countrrerug find ng mdl hase been
henughton line, and milt producetheir full effect in
FY01

t
The Offe of National Dr-ugControlPolio)
I CiotrItist
(ONDCP) coord:natesoverall U.S. drug control
sees as tre
The Coast Guard Commandant
poh.
U.S Interdction Cooidnator to coordinateefforts
conductedby Defense,Customs, Drug EnIorcement
Agency, and stateand locallaw enforcement Te
Cot Guard also coordinates o.'th the State
Department to ngotat e interoatonal bilateral
agreements tocombatsmuggling

Past Performance
We haie produced

Agency Capitol Plan

Integrated Deepater System: Deelops a systm of
surface, air, commandand control. intelligence,and
fo_-sucssystemsto c-r) out drug interdiction to the
Deepnoter assetswith
attcr area of rnespoonoihil,.
de
longendurance capabiites aneesseucalto maintainingan
in the deepCanbhean
effective druginterdiction presence
and EasternPacfic here there are limited resupplyand
refueling opportunues,
Electro Optical Sensorsfor Cutter; and MAtas
cuters.
Equips 210' and MatureClassmediumendurance
110' and 87' patrol boats,and small boats to effectuely
conditions.
operateatnughtandin adverseoeathee

e' also rend cuttemto other nauons for
better training
engagement and training to enhance there abiljt to
prevent smuggling Our research projects seek to
improve detection capability, including new technology"
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flow of undocumented migrants entering the U.S. vi rnastime mutes.

5:

Reduce t

T5E

manume routes to eo more than 13% of estimated
Hold the low of undocumented migrants entering the U.S.
eny attempt as the number oF migrant attempts and professonal migrant smugglng operations rows.

Limit the flow of undocumented migrants to no more
than 13% of entry attempts
-

30.0% t
25.0%

_

_

_

I

'

20.0%

1,0%
0.0%
10.0%

tLIHt

flt
199: t996

1997

19'9819992000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
SMigrants *NTarget

can often outrun the fastest Coast Guard cutters.
Wbj We.Ad
Maintaining the reianess tointerdict and deter migrants to
Attempting to legal enter theU.S over manie routes
rapidly
changing social and political conditions is critcal to
migrants
posesa gravesafetyrisk to the undocumented
preening
large numbers of migrants from entering the
involved. Many do not survivethe harshenvironmental
conditions. or are preyed upon by smugglers. U.S
adverselyaffect regional 21 Rests
Undocumented migrantscanalso
economies.particularly in anes Of mass migratons.
We met our goal in n' 2000. holdingattempts at illegal
Furthemore, large migratons of people can increase immigration
attempts.
by sea to 11% of potentialentry
instability already presentwithin a source county. Ile
However, usemet this year's targetlarge y because migrant
threat of Iilegal
migration tono es to grow a socionowfrom China shiftedawayfromthe US m resrnse to
to
economic conditions in Haiti and Cuba continue
1999CoastGuard interdiction effortsin Gluam.
deteriorate. The Coast Guard attemptstodeter or intendict
undocumentedmigrantsand ensue their well being and Pamt
Mefsuur
safety, We am the onlyagencyninththe epe"sn and
Ust year me did not meet our perform ce goal. We
.
assets needed to conduit at-sea mrngrantsnterdiction
reportedthat a large numberof Chinesemigrants were
r'unes, and mingran' smuggler apprehensions.
targetingGuam. This yew, n responsetoCoast Guard

by/succa Fatten

interdiction efforts in 1999 and 2000, ChLvos migrants

areonceagain targetingMeiuo andCentral America. for
is a convenient andefficient
Smuggling viamaritime routes
eventual passage acrossthe lundborderof theU.S.
method of transporting undocumentedmigrants. The
There was also a reduced flow of Cuban migrants
migruns attempting to enterthe
majority of undocumented
attemptng toreach
the U.S. by wantme meansin 2000.
U.S. bysea come fhomislandnationssuch asHaiti nd
Cuba where ships and boats am commonand available This is partially the result of an imprvement in efficiency
bythe U.S. InterestSection in
in granting immigrant vosas
modesof transportation.
Maritime borders aremom
Havana, an increased numberof Cubans taking illegal
difficult to control than en"t ports suchas airportsand
third
countes. and an increased
flights
to
the
U.S.
from
and undocumented
migrantscan
highway border crossings,
theland
number travelling to Mexico (by air) andcrowning
trade.
be hidden aboard vesselsengagedin legitimate
border illegally, Howver. U.S. laws and policies
Socioeconomic and political conditions in migrant source
continueto challengeinterdiction efforts: a combination of
countrieslargely drive migrants'enty attempts. Migrant
to etuto a Cuban
U.S. lawsand policesmakeit difcult
smuggling organizationsare pecomvngmore common.
migrant who lands ashorein the U.S. - therebyproviding a
particularly around Cuba. These organj.ations increase
stronguocentiv for Cuban migrantsto makethe attempt,
the opportunity for migrants to attempt Iilegal enry.
and keeping.the demand forCoast Guard interdsctinon
Smugglersusesnall vessels that aredifficult to detectand
C-1B Maritime Security
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effortshigh.In F'Y2000 over50% of she omt flowof
Cuban mignu

>

NEWThe Coast Guard will expand its sensor"apabhines
using new mchnoloically advanced ensoes that -1]
improve the probably of detecstng undocumented
mig-nt vessds and smuggling vessels.

.

e iat:
The Coast Guard provides at-sea enforcement
of
iremigracon laws. and
conducts seabourne
repatriation of undocumented migrants. The dispos'ton
of undocumeied migrants is coordinated oth the
Border Patrol and Imigraton and Naturaliracon
Seece. The Coast Guard also coord; ate
with
Customs and state and local law
enforcement
orgasiratmonS .n interdcting migrants.

raced U.S. soil.

In addition, professional smuggling remains an onmng

problem.SmuggJlerhave caied out a lucraue business
for hemnselvs, and themajority of he mignots attemptng
to illegally enter he U.S. employ their services.
Chrese
migrants pay smugglers $35,000-40.000 each for passage
to the U.S.; Cuban migrants pay $3,000-8,000
Ornired crime structures widlhn he US. pronde
further support, allcwng migrants to make a small down
payment for avel.
sunit the balance paid off while working

o de U.S.
In additon. there ae numerous forces Usatmotivate
migrants and are largely outside the control of te Coast
Guard.
These indude immigration policy decisions.
polincal and economic siluaonta in shesourcecountry, and
die economic imbalance between the U.
and the
developing world.

Sbtigito
IIWsnw Perfrmw
-0Os1oi5a
The Coas Ovarcdreinmtamon
a presence
.iIntse
maot.nle eannronment to deter smugglers and endice
migrant flous. We seek to maintain the readiness io
ntercept
9/
of all koown mgrant vessels detected at
sea, Even the knowedge that Coast Gard cutters
are
staconed off the shore of a migrant sore country can
serveas an effective deterrent to a mass migration, as
Coast Guard opertions did i0 1993 and 1994 in Hai
and Cuba. We also establish agreements nth source
countries so assist in reducing migrant flow For
example, atirraft ocrf
ilght aishonty granted by the
Dominican R public in 1996 contributed signifianty so
a decreaseto migrant flow

NewCaU4laIsmggs toSuppo
trafqies
instegrated Deepater Systems:Declops a systemi
of
surface, air, command and control, intelligence, and
logsn:S systems to cany Out migrant interdction and
migrant rescues in the deepw-ate area of responsibility.
Deep-ter is essential to keeping assets
h long
endurnce capabikhtes and exensive command and control
capabilises on station during times of increased migration
attempts and mass migration events such as toe .laeel
Boadhft
Veectro Optical Sensors for Cutters and Boats:
Equips ZIO' and Mature Class rmedum endurance cutters,
I10' and 87' patro boats, arid small boats to effectively
operate at night and in advere weather condiions.
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Boa.

Eliminate iegal encroachmnent
of die200 mileU S. Folusive Economic Zone by foreignfishingvesel
1

Tiit
Rdce ilnga encroachment
from theFY98 baseline
of2lS8 encroachmnents
to 202.

Reduce illegal incursions of the Exclusive Economic
Zone to 202
500

m
- FOre 9 Fissng Vessel

300

* Target

1996

1998

2000

2002

2004

2006

Foreign Fishing Vessel Incursion
Interdiction Rate

5%
0%
1996

1997

1998

1999

Oneu xusive Economic Zone (EEZ) represents a

2000

may dove the number of encroachment
atmpts. An
increasing number of tcrio fishing vessels, and an
increusng worldsde demandforfishenesfood products
aill makeprotecting ouisovereign EEL more dfficulL

significantsource of renewableresourcesover which we
eurcise jurisdicton It provides a livelihood for commerna
fishers,a sourceof recreationfor oer 17million Americans iSg Rasuss
and a ch supply of seafoodfor the American public.
We appear to have met our goal of less than 202
Commercialand recreationalfishertesannually contribute
mcurions - only 170 we, detected this year.
an estimated$20 bilon and$10 bilimn respeCVely to the
economy. Many encroachments
ore committedby large Unfortunately, however, the lower numberof detected
incurions
can alsobe attibuted todecreased
sureillani:e
foreignfishing vesselsthatarecapableof harvestinglarge
avaasobility,
particularly fromaircraft cause of flaws in
quantities
of fish in shorn periods of brae,potentially
the detected incursions measure we are cimsreody
harming
the sustainabity of our fisheriesstocks.
We am
developing sn interdiction cate
measure
that better
reflect
the only agencywiththe expertse and asisiet
capability to
our resourcecapabilites and mtrnational cooperation
deterand interdict violations 200 nuacal milesoffshoreat
efforts.
theboundariesof the EFEZ.

Swats, Faers
-Key
The U.S. EZ isthelargestin the world,covering3.36
millionsquaremilesof ocean
and 95,000 miles of coastline
Tis makes compeehersivemoitoricg difficult. U.S
fisheriesstockswiti the EEZ ace valuable o foreign
vessels
that chooseto iLegallyexplosthem. Economic
conditions of foreign countriesand the increasingworld"sdedemandfor fish product as a coical sourceof food
C-20
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PasPrflnwn
After a recordhigh in thenumberof detectedincursions in
1999 (428), we are seeing results
inoureffortsto improve
interdiction effectiveness.We appearto hase
metour goal
this year largely due to sue improvedcoordination "on
Mexcan, Russian
and Canadian authonsesto increase
prosecution rates and decreasethe numberof 'icursions
alongourEEZ borders.

Followinng
the spikein incursionsin the leng Sea lot
year,wicworked cosely with tie RussianFederalBorder
Guard to improe cooperation. The result was more
successfulPeiions in 2000 - and correspondingly
fewerirtecictons as the fishing fleetcamieto real they
wouldbeprosecuted
if theywere caught.

USCGFY2002Agency Copsot Plan
Appeord C
encompass
3 rilion squaremds. To safeguardthese
areas.tir CoastGuard maintain a presenceusinghigh
endurance cutters and aircraft.
The Deepwater
Capabhilty project is crtial to continuing this effective

strategy.
r

aircrft and cutter surceillanice
IE Increase
crpabilit.
We alo stepped up our efforts in the Gulf Of Mesco,
along s ith airbornesensors and detection equipment
to
wherethe largest numberof illegal recursionshas always
order to moreeffeir1.elyutJILzeEIZ patrol hour.
occurred. T"ere, small Mexican lanclas operatein the
(,
The Court Guard works dosely nth the
gcRDiae
U S EEZ, andrapidly flee to theMercan ertanal seas
National Mainne EIrhenes Service who estblish's
when sighted The Coast Guard worked looselysaith
fisheriesmanagement
plans,andmonitors
foreignfishing
Mesican enforcement
offioals to prosecutethoe violators
vessels, The Coast Guard provide input to the
that we wereable to interdict. %.ealso employed ast
management
plansand conductsat-seaenforcement
of
"Guardiun" Court Guard boats, and as we began to
regulations.
interdictmore of the lanchas (15% of detected incursions
50
thusyear,as opposed to o las year),we beganto seea New
Ial Ifftvemntto Srtpol Strategie
dedine in the numberof incursionsin thisregion
Integrated Deepiater Syste-n Deselop an integrated
system of surface,ir. commandand control. intelligence.
In addition, dung the summerof 2000 wesigneda La.
and Iogistis systemsto carry out statutorymandatesfor
EnforcementMemorandum of Understndng tMOU)
EEZ e
in thedrepatr areaof responsihility
itrcewent
to
with Canadato allow Coast Guard vessels and aircraft to
ensurethe inceating worldwide demandfor fish products
operate n Canadian wa-ters .s anus salators
doesnot depleteourfishenesstosi Drepcater assetsare
Preo1s)y, Canadian commercialfishermen
set their gear
critcal to enforcing the sovereignty of our ast E7
in US. waters, bt fled the area wien Coast Guard
parcularl) offshore Aiaska and in the\X'sten. Pacfic
nesnels
approached. Now Coast Guard units may enter
Canadianwaters and airspaceto identify rolators. and
Electra Optcao Sensor for Cuttera and Boats:
forward evidenceto Canadian authontrs for prosecution.
Equips 210' and MatureClassmedium endurance
cutters,
As a resultof unproved
coordinaton with our Cunadan
110' and 87 patrol boats,and small boats to efecruel
paroers nswell as a successfulprosecution
of a siolator
operate at night andin adverseweathercondeons.
this pastMay, ncursions in Lake Erie are also on the
decline.
Decreasedsurseillanceavatlability of patml aircraft is
occuring mostclealy in the Xt.esterrPacifc, whereeight
non-contguous EFEZs around uinous U.S island
termone posea daunting enforcement
challenge. In this
region, we detected32 excursionsin fiscal year 2000.
uompaoed
to 44 in fiscal yocar1999 However.we had no
successful interducuonseither year, and little reasonto
bhehie the actual numberof incursions
decreased.

>

flar0. The Coast Guard maintains a presencein the
FEZ to deter illegal incursions by foreignfshing vessels
and apprehendthose vessels that do illegally enter,
Incursions include bi
illegal fishing and illegal
transshipmentof fish products caught by domestic
\ Xe seekto maintain thereadiness
sessels.
to intercept
of all known suspected snolations.
90%so
The area of
greatestconcernis Alaska and the Pacific Northwest.
In recent)ears, the Coast Guard has flownnearly-daily
missionsand maintained a continuousdeepter cutter
presencealong the EEZ boundary dung peakfishing
seasonsto deter incursions by the huge Russian.
JApanese. Polish, Chinese.and Taicn fleetsoperating
alongthe line. Another areaof concernis the resourcench U.S. EEZs in the Western Pacific. which
Maritime Security
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Capital Investments in Support of

Protection of Natural Resources
Performance Goals

Integrated
Deep taer System
SeagoingBuoy Tender Replacerent
Ports and Waterways SafetySystem
Mar. Iinformationfor SafetyandLaw Enforcement
Waterways Aids to Navig n Infrasteucture
Elacro Optical SensorsFoe
Cutters andBoats

C-22
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Eta..

Eliminateoil discarged intotw

ter frm roatitime sources.

20 5

tono morethan3.4 gallonsper
TiOET. By 0 , reducetheaverage annualvolume of oil oillat,i frommanrimesources
million gallonsofoil shipped. Reduceoil spills in 2001 to 4 gallonsper million gallonsshipped

Reduce oil spills

6

4

4

Ms &s

r spilled per
shipped
ritongodono
1.
E Target

2

c
199&

199?

1999

2001

c
NOU- RiW 040
In P 2000, the Court Guard brought - impro-d
information

technology

on

line

for its

manri

safety

programs.
As a result,dataqucmmLad to berevised.The
newidr raor is a more accurate
and repeatabledepiction
of oil spills over Line. The onpina FY 2001 target for oil
splls mos4.62 gallonsper million shLpped;thisconvertsto
2
four gallonsusingthe newmethod. The reduction of 001a
over the neonfiveyearsfrom the averageof the past five
yearsrepresents
themmeproportonal reductn is oil spills
thatour programs
were aming for in the ongina target
Waterborneshipments
of crudeoi ard petroleum
products
data are obtainedfrom US. ArmryCorps of Engineer
Watorborne CommerceStatiotics. We measure reported
spills into navigablevvatercoaps
of oil or oil productsthat are
determined
to befrom a maritime source.Maritme sources
and recreational
include:all commeroraL
vessels,
andcertan
waterfront facilities such as fined platforms, shipyards,
mamnas, etc.
Spills from undetermined sources,pipelines and outer
contnental shelf platforms are not included in the results.
Also, spils from other vesseland facliy sourcesnot
regulated by the Coast Guard (such as public
typically
vessels)arenot included.
The U.S. importsover 7 million barrelsof crudeoil a day.
most of it v.a mantimetransportation.Petroleum products
are also transported ,withinthe U.S. over its inland and
coastalwaerways. Dischargeof oil isto U.S. cooters.
particularly in acadents hketheboon VaIder oil spill. can
hae devastating
effectson coastalareaenvironments,
which
in turn produce seriousrepercussions on local tourist and
" fishing industnes. U.S petroleumdemand is expectedto
increaseby about2% a year, increasingoil shipment by
water, and potentially increasing
the nsk ofa spill.

2003

KeyS'tes Fadn
Over 90% ofthetotal volume
of oil sp lledis the ,uultof a
few largeoil spills. Thesespills are mostlytheresult of
groundings.collisrons,
and fres. Human error playsa
signfcant role in theseincidents. Tank bargesar the
ma~or source of discharged oil, accounting for
apprma.tely 75%of therolme spilled.40% of all
spill
incidents,and mostma}0rspils. Tank shipsare also a
si.gnifiunt source of pollution, especiallyintermsof the
numberof majoraod redium oil spills.Faurhermore,
tank
ship accidentspose a threat of catastrphic pollution.
Economicfactors and governmentaction can affect
regulator,complianceh, industry. A. the amountof
petroleumproductsshippedbymantimecaeers cononaes
to increase,
theCoastGuard mustbe readyto ensurethese
don't lead to accidents that harm the
shipments
enironmetL
Preliminary data indicatetht we mussedour targetfor
reducingthe amountof oil sptlled to 4.1 gallonsper
million gallonsshippedThe estimatedvolume of oid
spilled per million gallons
shippedin FY2000 s 4.6
gallons.Of the totalvolumeof oil spilledinFY2000.
61% was spilled fromfialities and 39% from vessels.
Three large spdls contimbutedto over 94% (537.510
gallons)
of the totalvolume spilled fromfacilit.es.Two of
thesespills were from saterfront facilitiesand were the
resultof a storage
tankruptureat a efineryanda pipehne
leakwithin a waterfeort facility.
Two large spills contobut-d to over 36% (130.100
gallons)of the total volumespilled fromvessels. One of
these spills resulted a-hena ankerman overlilled a
sankibarge
dischargingocr 70,000 pallonsof oilinto the
Houston Ship Channel. The otherlargespill wascaused
whena largerecreaional yacht
sankoff thecoastof Puerto
Rtco aftera CoastGuard helicopter
rescued
thecrew.
Protection
of Natural Resources
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The datareinforcesthe continued trend ofa ssall
number
of spills contrbung to she largest percentage
of volume
spilled. Tank bargesand waterfront facilities are shemator
spills amounting for over65% ofthevolume
sourcesof oil
spilled and 56% of the mator (over 10,000 galons) spill
incidents. An effort that began in 1994 to establish
proceduresto coordinate responses
somaritimepollution
incidents between the United States and Mexico
"
calminated in theadoption of the MEXUS Plan in
2000.
February

-Padt Nelwuman
The oil spill rate has been viable over the long term:
rising in 1993to 1996 butdropping signican ly in 1997
through1999. This is due to the infrequent occurrence
of a
major oilspill. The number of maor and mediumoil spills
and the volumeof oil spilled havedecreasedsig ificaity
frompre-1
990 levels,

t.t~n
erw*r
ACQeOl
C

to operatein accordance with an approved response
plan.
We work to sabsrh a barge nurnbefisrg
system
whichhelps prevent abandonedbarges becoming
pollution hzards by identifying
bargeowners. The
Coast Guard also maintainsvessel'p-ffinsystems,and
aidstonavigation systems to reducetherisk of collisions
andgroundings
that mayresultina pollution oddent
NeaThe CoastGlud seeks
to increaseknowledge and
awareness of rear missincidentsthat could provide a
leading indicator of factors that lead to a serious
pollution accident.

" CwtwhKTtK:
The CoastGuard coordinates pollution
pr-Cnton actvities with the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA). EPA focuseson inland polluton,
while the Coast Guard is responsibleforthe coastal
maritime zone.The CoastGuardalsocoordinates the
inspection of waterfront facilities with the Departmen of
Transportation's Research and Special Projects
Administration.

Historicalby, malor and medium-size oil spills are fewin
number butaccountfor around 97 percentof the total
volume of oil spdled in a givenyear.Tank bargesand tank
kw Cap"alwsMWats toSgapge
Slagi
slhys are the leading sourcesof majorand mediumspls.
Seo4going Buoy Tender Replacement: Provides new
Our partnershipswith American Waterways Operators.
buoytenders ued to establishsafewaterway markngs and
International
Association of Independent Tanker Owners
minimize accidents.
and the Baltic mnd international
MantumeCouncil seekto
reducetank and bargespills.
As a result
of reducing tank
Port and Waferwas Safety Systems: Implements
andbargespills, the overallaveragenumberof oispillsthat
Vessel Traffic Semrce (VTS) systemsin two ports
are more than 10.000 gallons has dropped by
(HoustoruGalveston and San Francisco)and performs
appropriately 50percenifrom pro-1991levels.
surveysand communications analysis in two additional
ports. Evaluatesthemostappropriate application of sese
Straitgl estoImlrog
Pg mamc
traffic servicesystemstomeetthe mantume safetyneedsin
,? "11awThe Coat Guard develops pollution prmenTon
rator U.S. porut.
standards,enforcespollution regulations, and educator
Marine Informatin
mariners on pollution prevention stLttegis and
for Safety and Law
Enforcement: Replaces the obsolete Marine Safety
procedures. WXeemploy the "Preventicn
through
Inforeauon System. The new systemwll provide an
People'philosophy
to idenufy
the humancausal
factors
improved capability to support analysis of pollution
in pollution incdents andfocuson educationof marmers
rodents,
and determine beer stauepes for reducing
and industry to reduce thesefactors. We inesugate
pollution accidentsand analyzethe causefor remedial sp ls.
action. The Crst Guard Research
and Developmert
Wateruayn Aids to Naigation Infrastructure:
Center worksto fngerinnt spill samoles in order to
Improves aids to navigation
inconiunccon wurhCorps of
!
identify the source of the spiL The Coast Guard
Ergirreers projectsto reducepo liuon-causing accidens.
pursues regulatory activity to implement Oil Polluton
Act of 1990 provisions
that require tank vesseland
faihties carrying
or rnsferong bulk hazardous
material
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outer lerm macitootsurces.
nd poaedischarged into die
Eliminate plasuco

TAItt

By 2005, reduce the mount of essel-geeurd plastic and garbage to no more th n 46 pieces per mile of shoreline.
Reduce o 50 pieces per mile 1 2001.

Redne platuscaard garbagedischarged per mile Of
shoreline sunesed
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"

water quaity anddi'fles coastal Ma ne .debts arnounis have beendeclining for the past
Macinn debrin degrades
of manner
debris several years. In particular, dramatic reductions in the
beaches One of themostharrefoleffects
amountof galleywasteand commercialfishing waste have
lethl impacton birds and marineanimals.Seabirds
isits
beenobserved since1988,with smallerreductions so sessel
commonly ingest plastic: fishing line, plastic swrap,Orplastic
The
operatnal snasteand recreationulboatifigwaste.
foam. Ssa turtles often mistake plastic bags for pellyEfich a
National Manre Fishenes Serviceconducted a recent
common food. Evey year an estimated 30,000 nernem
study in Alaska tsat showed marinedebris from vessel
fur seals die due to entangemenL in plastic debris. Lcst
sources is declining. The Center forMarine Conservation
fishing nests and fishing line is one of the most dangerous
has notedthat the dropin mansedebris is an indication
forms of debris is the marineenvironment. Discardedor
lost netscontae tonap fish, resulting in economiclosses that manners are obseeing MARPOL regulauons
marine regardingthedumping of plasticsAnnex V of MARPOL
killing
t, the fishing ndusty as wel as needlessly
deals with plasticsand garbagedisposal from ships. It
.sfe. In one Florida beachcleanup, volunteers retnced,
prohibits the oceandumping of plastcsfrom ships. Trash
hours Fisheren
severalmilesof filhlng ine in Lustthree
handling and distancefrom short reqatrementshavealso
debns fouls
and boatersam also affectedwen .arine
been set on other types of solid c'ostes All sessels.
propellers and dogs water intakeportscausingengines so
anerhieat
regardlessof naoonality, are bound by theserestictions
within our temtonal wat .
Key soarnesof mane debnsare trash itemsand galley Sirielif to hItpose Pirme
OrArL The Coast Guard pommoes educational initiatives
shps, andcargoship,
waste fromfishing vessels.
to educate
such as UseSea Paries programthat 6eks
or lost from fishing
and fishing ret fragmentsdiscarded
mantime users aboutthe detimental effectsof manume
ressrls Receatonal fishing and boating also generates
pollution, and the laws prhbuig dischargeof plastic
as wellas tremendous
trashsuchas plasticbagsandcups,
into thewriter It also promotesthe aseof appropriate
fishing
threatening
monofilament
amountscf the sernously
port disposal facilities in lieu of dumping debis
annually
line. Marne debs ismeasured and categorized
ocerbard at sea. in addiorn soedca-ton, the Ccast
by the Ceater for Marne Conrcation. Only debris
Casd assess is deo,]opiog, and enforcing the
sourcesisincluded, the
ctetgonaedas bringfrom vessel
riteistional Cenuertnornn the Pre-irnon of Pollution
data. COer25.925 pices of fishingIre
Coast Guard's
from Ships commonly relernedto as the MARPOL
werecollectedfrom U.S. beachesduring the Centerfor
Treaty
Manne Conservation's 1996 beachcleanup. and a: least
40% of all the entnglernents reportedd urngthe cleaccp
Cr:ayay. [he Coas Gruard works with the EPA to
U"
involved
Fibhog line.
andoler
enforce pol ition reglasons andkeepbeaches
coastalareasfreeof contaminating debris The Coast
Goard, EPA Natonal Manrine Fishenes Service,
arhur tie
Datsfor calendaryear 2000 isunavailable
Nautior-l Park Serirce, and the Center for Mlane
timefraro of this repor, therefore. 1999 rsuhsare
Consersaton also coordinate in woetonng and
is reporsng.
e rgetof 55
prnseed due tothelagtime
mearusir mania debris amountsin efforts such as
itemsof denis per mile cleanedin 1999 was metat41
EPA's Natuona!Mrne Debs Monitonring Program.
items.
Protection of Natural Resources
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We bud on the efforts of prime groups suchas the
Center for ManneConservstion that seekto educate
rnssners on marine debris regulations, sod the haohul
effeoro
ofdebris.
No nowapita] invtesbents planned.
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by developing andmeeting Coast Guard program
standardsSpecific target and measureto be determined Data to be Collected.

performance in choosing the proper response in mi
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j
lng

pollaton ridents
AlthoughtheCoast Guard works to preventpollubcn
incidentsfrm happening, italsorespondstominmire the
Stntdegies
to hnpiew
Pediornsc
impact of those
that do occur Pollution irodents ran be
rutg:
Te Coast Guard seeks to mntamin a highleae of
devastaung - theEcon Valdez oi spill illed a great
response preparedness. Itstaffs the Nasoul Response
of rannemammals. ish and birds. ana causeda
number
Center which setses as thesole naonal point ofcontact
secnous
econosocloss to the fishing
tndutlr.Yet, the
for reporting all nd, chemical. radloical, biological,
EiaorValda oil spill
would havehadfar worse
impactsor,
and esolog-cal discharges into theeronment anysheer
themanne erivnrn-ent and localfising industry had it ouit
nd.e U S The centergathers and tchm tes ln data
beenforCoa.s Guard effort
to eff-carly coordiate
for Federal On Soene Cordinatoers and senses as the
response
efhrts, halt thedischarge of oil and contain
and
cnmmuniruons
and operatrs center for spill
removeoilin the water. US petroleun demand in
responses.
The Coast Guard also operates three
apeed to increase by about2% a aear, ncro-g on
Nauisnal StokeTeams that must maintain a 24 hourashipmentby water,anc potenia ly increasing
the rikof a
da readiness for maor incident response. Ie
also
spill.
maitan smaller response teams at Manse Safety
Offices around the
tountr.
Research and development

projectsp.ay a large role in improwng polluton
A quickresponseto polluson-causeg
clients.coupled
response, includingthe development of predicoite
with the ability to choose
the appropriate spill m gat,oo
models forresponse qcupment. and evsaluatonof on the
state , and getting the appropriate equipment on usceis
spot buning as a response tool
key to noitma
ursu environmental
damage. Incident
of vessel
or facilitydamageor rchanical
location,extent
HCctrtinoi. The Coast G ard marntasagreeieitscth
splleu, on scene
problem. tspe of petroleum product
a aety of federal esnr tocooidirate spill response
weather.
seacondions.
and lengthof simeoil hasbeenin
Through theNationalResponst Team (NRT)and
thewater
allplaya roleto nowsuccessful
rigatiUon efforts
Regional Respone Teams (RRT). the Coast Guard
-ll be. Each polluton incident is d.iferen - the Coast
sorksst
sites federal departmentand ogencura and
1
Guard must maintain the readinessto formulate and
nan, stats ond 1o-a goernment.. Tn NRT is sha-cd
inpleoent the bestresponsethat mirts
th nirepastot
b> toe E-ronn ental Protetuon Agenc,; the Coast
thecoatauonianta.
Guard series as \'ice Chair ur-ch of the 13 RRTs are
o-

ed by EPA and te Coat Guard

a treasure
and targetto Newcapdil luetm ntstoSgppu Stroujits
,heCoast Lard is developing
gauge success
in pollution
response The goal lastusedin
No news naptal v,-estorents planned
1998 focused
on percentage
of spilled oil moved frorthe
cater. However. thiss notan adequae nieasureof
performance sinceinsome cases femoreefectis response
to mrnmize
pclluon i5 to leave
the oil inthe waterand
apply dlspersarts, orIun it on the pot. A newmeasure
is
currently
underdevelopment
that willreflect ove-i
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in all using manne resource stcks achieviog a." maintaining healthy,

$

Eoforce feea regulations that
stistanable poptulatons.

tIarF

Reduce the nuerbeeof Fler-esspecies ithin Co
designated as, overfished by I .

rult

a

r -fenforcedI'shenes Management Pla,-

t are

Reduce the Number of Overfished Stocks

roo h ot
ord

c 4rIG
0oerfsh
1999 2000

2002 2i03 20N 2005

t2001

F~sool Year

Why
WeAdt
Our ocruos represent a significart sourceof renewable
wealth.Commercial and recrearonal fsuhenes oontnhure
about $50 bitt-on, annually o tare US eoromy. A 1996
United Nations wsord fishenes report revealed some
staring facts (I) Wthorld fish catch has more than
quadrpled s:nce1950; (2) There i a sustanoble 80
million metric toncatch asadtble u.old t.sde, yet oer 90
million memo tons was harnested in 1997 and demand for
fis.protein in 2010 willreach 1 I5 million metric ions: and
(3)27% of theworld sde catch is discarded as bcatt-h
(Fsh which are ntientonally netted dunnr the process of
fishing for targeted sprctesi. The U.S. has the largest and
one of the inor producti;e EE.Z in the sdd, snothan
2
resources However.
estimated 09v of the vnorlds fishery
many domestc sheres are *r danger of collapse. The
increasing fishingcapacity of the I10.000 uromercal
fishing vessels in the U.S. far exceeds the fish stocks'
capabilities to reproduce. fle Sustanahle Fiuheines Aut
passed i 1996 attempts to deal stah the many problems
hotoday over-aplahation, over-fishing.
facing fisheries
Also
catch, and the protecbonof essoncal sh habitat
contibuirg to the protebon of tong mane resources am
the harm to fisoees nabits caused
ilit
noonreguarrons to
by roslre species camed to nur oo incommercial rerotl
ballast vaor.it , up to the Coast Guard to proy-drthe
ofthese new and exosuL
crral to the success
enforcement
fishery management plansand achieve the u
goal of beelnthysstainable t',henrs

KeySte

wale outcome

Fadors

mpleo problem
Ma,-otar"'ig healtr"F-hlcneu tiock isa
Frrst,enronmental latoot(chlmate ct-dirons speeds
reproductive capabitires) ot-st be fvorable for stock
or reco ery Neot, scentficassessmenrts of
sutsanabilit
staok'ze and sustainabthty calculations must be accurate
C-28
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Trit ,ooeo~ ,ategir-, ,d rt 5 latN. -sd t ep
calculacoon must he
Fshigfrto rucerding thesesoentfic
correr-i, deorloped, And firly,the regulations mist F
adeuarten. enforcedThe Coast Giaro contos only ths
lost factor - heenfocmeo of regulaton'.
inuctofic assessments or
Farlor io prourde accurate
results e oe hanesrng.
recalauon enforcement
effecuive
f-hino These rodce the
.miotertonal b0 catchand iliega
oeral health and abudarce of fhsheons tacks As filing
booL grot larger and more i ic rent these factors wil
heah The economic
fJrler threatening fisheries
Increase,
health of he fishingindustry ard ,disndual fishermen
affects theirpropensity for c-placre rtrh regiulautors in
some s-1 ignore rego 0 ort to sustain
bod tr,s,
for seafod grows
lnes
errls A, the demand
Fh
11
worldcde, the Coats Guard w, e pressed so natan the
redness to enforce all fisherinnesglanos
290 Reslts
oal tha aligns our
new
I c*9 we adopted
-Act
(SFA)
oeas..iement with the Sautainol Fshenrs
t-benes Sei-te
Under SFA, the Noonol Maine
(NMFS)worksto ard fishones uscarabhft), and reports
on the rmber of fish socus our sbed"or 'app oachig

in

status
oer-fished"
e thatthere was a rne-percent
data indiar
n oer-fishedsoLes under Coast Guard
Lcra
ur-dlchon,with sas set rlose to the eightpercent goal.
It is isnportant to remember rhoai' i ,r reue 1 5 ret-it ot
a stLer durntlonofave.fishng in Le 1906 Susta, bue
Pretimma

FfshenesAct and not ne.sary a sudden declinee he
bhimnos t sfucs N AF contnes to assess fish otci,:k
rnder he new dnfinltir,, and as u it is possible that a
fe mo1- ;rPnceus ma' la added - toe oseefshed istn
2O1

USCG FY 2M Agenoup Capital Plan
AppDend C
lhe Coast Guard has been working oath the National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) to enforce their
fishenes management schemes The FY 2001 budget will
help us to onpeoe our ability to filly enforce fisheries
managerent plans

NMFS" draft 2000 Report to Congress lists 107 fish
stocs as o-ertshed, either due to lowbiomass (92 ntons),
o erfishing despite the biomass 1e-l (72 stocks), or both
(57 stocks). This repmsents an crease of nie ovefihed
stocks ownrlast year The Coait Guard has eef rcemen!
responsibility for 91 of these 107 stocks, an n-reane of

sevenoverfished stocks over fastyears number of 84
Mointainig fish stockswithin our EEZ is a complex
management challenge. There are many factors that
influence the nubjy of fish stocks,but we iuence only
one of these factors through at sea enfctcemeno
management
plan reguatons. The economicheath o[ the
8th ng indusy., especoally
as more stct fishrg limis are
imposed.may createpressureto fish beyondthoselts
Eacronmentl factorsmay separately affectthe healthof
the fish stocksether positively or negauiely Also. errorsin
suienshfic esnniates may affect both the fisheens
management plansandthe measure of success
Aussements of overfsherd
stocksare relately rew, andthe
data collecto methodologies
are sill being refined. Hence.
1999 vwasthe first yearwith comparable
performance data
Although the percentage
of overfished stocksis a good
measureof performance.Coast Guard perfomince muir
also beviewedin terns of the numberof healthystocks e
helpedpreventfromdegrading. This presestauve actii
is aial to keepinghealthy,high-value A bskan
aod Berng
Seastocks from everMacLeg an endangered
point.
In order to managein eefsrcenen: activityand -osurthat
regulaois base the intended impact within oseni
management plans, the Coast Guard motors riltabon
compliance rate It has seta goalofinrsing the number
r
of mater fisheres that have achievedat 1eat a 9.
ohseeed compliancerate \'hlde th s s a low leel
outcome. it is crttcal to ensure Coast Guard effort
contibtes to the final outcome - healthyfish stock In
1998, we achieved a 960, compliance
rate.
Coast Guard fshenes enfuovemicthaseuperued a recent
decrease in effort due to competingdemand a other
missionareas. The greatestinmpacts
werein NewErgland
and Alaska.
Additional clo-ed fish ng area, ,re
implementedin the Gulf of MNire i IQ98. die to
competing resource demands,there ar no enforcement
prince Sere80 percentof the time
Hower, one
positve developmentha hoes tnt recoveryof Kemp',
Ridley sea turtles. The ntirber of adult Kemps Rdley
tuces has improved
from a Io ol 1.050in 1985 to ...
3,000 in 199f. An integralpart nf this recover has been
the ,eplemretun of turte escluder desces fTED) in
shemp t-aels, Whih eliminateturtlemortality C1thesenets
An iteose level of enforceseiit effort at-sea
as
instrumental to achievig a h gh 1rel of obsered
compl:anc, with TEDs regulations,which subsequnty
conhbuted to thespecies'inproument.

Strlnes toWqmnPofmce
-

On icu The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)
and regional Fishenes Management Councils develop
boogic.al.y effective iving manne resource management
plans and establish regulations that guide enforcement.
Tne Coast Guard develops viable
enforcement schemes,
monitnrs compliance wi iernational agreements and
ensures compliance
d lawn and regualaons
We
maintain a surface and air presence on fishing grounds
to deter snolans and apprehend those that do break
the law each )ear we stoveto board 20% of alI fishing
sesels in areas of reportance
major laws enforced
on.lude the Miuin
Ste.en, Fishery Cnseiation
5
.ct, l.acey
Act.High Seas Dolt Net Moratorium, and
the
anorie Mammal and Endangered Spesies Act.
We are worhig wah NMFS to develop a national
Vessel Montonng System that wl provide autoated
1
.inlnnaco on sense posuns Ths weLI
mpmoe our
surnedlance ofimportant fishig aeu
We developed a
sip reporting system toprotect the cncall"y endangered
Northern RightWhale from vesselcol:sions. and have
pirnoed regulator acuetr regarding ship bailst waer
management to reduce harn by rvasr, pieces
Cae
ia The Coast Guard worksclosel with NMFS
and also coordlna'es wiEt state fshenes enforcement
organizatins

NewCROtW
luvvsbugats toSappe Stnatqstes
Integrated Deepeater System: De lop a system of
surface. air. cominand and conul. rtelligence, and
logiucs systemsto carry out statutory mandates forfisheries
en-orcemet is the dropvLer area ef rerponsbilay.
Ueepater asses ar esetiral to enforcing t'shrnes
regu!auons
or, thehigh sean,ann at ire outer reaches of the
Faclse Economic Zone to ensure tie increasing
,onidwde demand for fisli
prods is doe no deplec our
fihenesstocks
Rectr
Optical Seesor for Cotters and Boots:
Equips210' and Mature Clas medium endurance cutters,
I10' and S7 patrol boa, and smallboata to effectsels
oprate at night
and in advrs-e wea0e -cnlitions.
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CapitalInvestments in Support of

Maritime Mobility
Performance Goals
SeagoingBuy Tender Replacement
Water,,y3 Aids to Navigaton Infnctrucure
Great Lakes Icebreaker
Replacement
Polar Icebreaker ReltabulAy
Improvement Project

C-3D

Maritime Mobl y
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r.og:
MBTo

ports and waterways.
Maimioe vessel mobility within
Maintain navigation aid availability days at 99.7% of ail days.

days
Maintain niogation aid avtaillity on 997% of lil
NC.a
7% N57%997 W-7%".57%
ar r,

I006
Do

990% .

r

E

#

98 00%
97 00%o
1994

1996

1999

2000

on of domestic and foreign commerce is
year.
transported through
US postsand waterwaysevery
Range
The Coast Guard's Nangasbon Programs(Short
Oer 2 billion

Fafts

Naeganon aids can be mooed outof position or eriderd
unusable by natural curents and shifts in the iater,-y
bottom, and nn.l allhsmins. Se en weathercondiuons such
as urricasis or never
flooding can degrade an entire aid to
nampton system in a particular area, greatly krmpacting
waterwsay mobility.

, often
eganicaions engaged i, a complex ernomeni
working independenty and for the accomplishment of
addre
the
future
This
inanimve
-l1
different goals.
needs of the nation by imprening the coordination and
and -n[I assist
coopratbon among all sakeholder
and in
pnoorit
agencies in etahshg,.g conton

We fell sho of our goal so ainan the national system

drafting legislation that support the outcome of this
effort. We also must be ready to protect our ports and
the nation's cotical
navigation systems as part of

The actual sytei
a-ilabhity' at 99.7% this yeas.
An aid is considered "not
alabi;ty was 98.7%.
available" when some key function - its light. whLsde or
h e. -is not isor-king, or when the aid's physical location is
not corict
In 2000, the Coast Guard maintained

ir f-asoucture
NEa The Coast Guard will pursue the integratio of
technology into the nagaon system. We will automa e
electronic
and
promote
navigaton
infornacon
We -rll
navigation, ndding digital rautical charts

appenrnely 50,000 aids tonavigation serving the U S
and is tentone.
m...

.

se (visual,
audible
and electronic)particular natagesdid
notentirely eliminate their usefulness.

-

a Oestof kay senders
Dasi Tie CoasiGuanooperates
to maintain the mom than 50,000
navipm n.

federal aids to

2004

the Differential Global Posctionig Syster (DGPS) to
Lih highly accurate. continuous,
pride manner
We develop and apply new
navigation capabilities.
technology to make the system more efficient and
effectae, The Coast Guard, along with the Mantime
Admnistarion ard other federal agencies has deveoped
the Marine Transpotaon System - an inter-agency
nitiatve focused, on the marine poiton of he national
transporwtaon system. The objtecnseof this effort is to
support a wordclaass waterways system that improves our
global compieniienss and national secanty Marine
t-sporaion is now cha-actenard by many diverse

social needs. Th programs are concerned wth operation
of sound, -aul) and electronic signaJstomark sfe water or
scam ofdanges

ouraids to
Althoighthe goal arnet has not beenachieved,
naregation system provideda veryhigh levelof ubliy to
meantime user. Because our aids provided several) facets of

2002

such as LORAN-C and
operateradionaigacon systems

Aids toNa-iganon and Radio Nagiiton Aids) promote
the efficient movement of marine usersand commerce on
the navigable oters of the Uited States to support
national defense, economic, scientific. environmental, and

. . .
P

artet

We ar
noot enaluaton toOls and models to poonue
akd to navgation discrepancies and improvements in
order to optimally maintain ihe system. We develop and

w*Ad
Why

MaYSea

ENargabnoAdS

"

also pursue new pol-cy doeiopment in areas such as
public/pnvate partnership
'

C.a0 T
uonc Tie Coast Guard works closely with the
Anmy Corps of Engineers to prwnde effective navigation
aids for channel dredg ng and irfrastrttre pr-o-css.
Tne Coast Guaa- also coordiates with tie Mantime
Administraton on shoreside infrastrctue protects
through veries such as the Interagency' Comnitee for
To ensure radionaviganon
Viaterays Maagement.
taosporta'aon benefits, the
systems pronde wnmiwu
Martirme Mobility
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Coast Guard wrlts with the Federal Aviaion
Administraon and Federal Railroad Adminnstraioon
to
determine future needs for LORAN-C and the
Nationwide DGPS. The CoastGuard Is alsowotrking
wih a spectrum of agenciesto develop the Federal
Radionssgaon Plan for theeffectivemanagement
of all
federalradionavion systems.
5ao1, g Buoy Tender Replacesair Iuoy tenders
with more able esels; cuiocal to maintaining the
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readiness of 50,000 federal aids to naigation,
:
WateraOys, Aid, to Navigation Infrtctur
Commences pmec
to nmll. replace, and realign
nansotion aids in coordination r,,h Corps of Egrn"e
channel dredging project. This will improe ad to
rigaion nfroo-iicture to support and namire the oblity
of the Corps o Eng erers project.

USCG FY2002 Ageccy CojstoI Foat
Appenlx C

Ge."

Eliminate vessel collisions, allisions, and groundings.

TatoT
By 2005, reduce the number of vessel collis:cns,alhsions aod groundngs to no more than 1966. Reduce to 2261
n
Ise
collons, all:sios and groundigs in 2001.

Reduce the number of ollisions, allisions and groundings
2716 sane-0-

0017x
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Wfl WeAd
As U.S ports are squeered by lr9ger vn!umesof rantime
and recreational rrel traffic, the impactof the ]sureof a
mujnr eteray on coimme in and around these port
becomes evenmore significant. Ninety-fie
percent ofU.S
foreign trade is moved by water, and Lotevolume of thi
trade is expected to increase by a third over the nest to
decades. A vessel accident ina majorviatey wml]
impact
major vessel movements, passenger vesseloperatons,
recreatonal users barge traffic, and even been to affect
local and nationalIa d trick tcavsportacon userces
CoastGuard efforts
arnkey to fc hlitang the movement of
commerce udthinour portsand vate-,ays
As such,the
CoastGuard has the role ofcoordinatig thepreventon of
and responding to these mato' %vatericayincdens.

competition for access to US vcaterovy to increase
dramatically in the ears head, the potential for disunter
and inreased demand on Coast Guard mooer safety end
search and rescue capabilteie, flom inland ,ooter, to the
hloh seas. sl[ gos as util

PastPerfKm
The number of collsions, allsons, and ground gs has
T
been declining
'e are stll nnalyng incident information
to refine our strategies for improving performance, and
refine our measurement efforts to ensure measurermect
reflects the true rk of accident.

Strategiesti Imgrn Performanc
Outit" In addition to the extensie visual and
rad onaogon systems mmaintains. the Coast Guard
coordinates safe and efficient movement of traffic
through Vessel Traffic Se-ces ,'sTS). These, cts
serve as an ex" aid to mariners a cuogating hough
corgested and difficult ports and satersways.

KeySo==mFader
ing, planning preventave maintenance and other
human factors continueto play a central rule
0n
mar y
accidents. The high volumeof marme traffic
in our ports
and usetaiinayn leaves ltde rom for error,
and makes eey
mistake potentially dangerousObstructions, shoalhg.and
Tr

The Coast Guard seeks to reduce human error in
mobd'
accidents thonogh prople-focused training and
educasn efforts. W"e develop and enforce standards for
nravigsor, inanng. and framing, We also aggresninely
enforoe the Internaaen ] Safety Management Code that
concentrtes on human factors that cause Mishaps.

poor channel markiogs, lessthan sptrealbridge span
placement or design,and loW "v1bhltYweather also
compound the nskof accident.

233 Rndhl (lPretintyBal

The Coast Guard abo
ses techoolog' to reduce
incidents Our Ports and W'ater,nys Safety Sstrem
rPA\SS Protect nl include a Uneol Shipbore

Current numbers indicate that %t unillmeet the targeL
There swere1.177 eventsamong freimgh and tanksLps
over 500 gross tons mostly used ho human error. and
2,164 eveas among all commercialvesselss
CoastGuard
efforts are key to facilitating the Moement of commerce
ithin our port and unetrecceo These efforts prese-r

AutomaLc Identification System tha' n',I dent5, vessels
b) tpe and name Tliutsil rciioiire riterbore traffic
conflicts and collisios. These shipboard transponders
u1 hr r nmor component of the Coast Guard's VTS
n Ne' Oreanr, a part,(ucu
ar corgesned ard d:fficut
iuta'r~a , area.

Amenca's "tsate-ays as oresson of commerce and
recreaton and prosode eeiy Amencan safeand efficient
access
-N

Commercial vsesels make appromiaten 70.000 por calls
in the Uorted Staten each year. At the sane
me,
Americans operateabout 20 million recreational craft
\/tti both commercial and reereaunal traffic and

w." Tihe Coast Guard -,I conduct an orals sof
incdriLs that ocsrrd durrg 1996-1998 to ideot
.adn
cmses o' acoderts, the urderlyg cond,uions
that

Cnotnbie

no the cases,

and ihe appropnate

Meantime Mob) ty
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strategies so mitigate dime. condition.
Do ao The Coast Guard wo closely with the
Army Corp of Engine
to provide effectie navigation
ids for channel droolgingand infrastruicture proect.
TIheCoat Guad aho coordias with the dantooe
Adainisnation on sloreside in"frstrtnre, projects
through venuessuch as the Isterency Committee for
Watervays Manag
iL Pilot amociations and prva
tsfic sernces provide asastmace hat complements
Coast Ga d ve tusfEca ce foictoon. The Cost
Guad, in cooperation with private industry, pmotes
the Prevention Thiough People initiativewhich takir a
people-focused approach to reducing collisions. allisiono.
and grondings.

Watenoy Aids to Nasoztionlnfaeni"eceae:
Conomence. project to install, replace. and realign
navigation aids in coordimion with Corpsof Engineers
channel dredging projects. Tin will improve aid to
navigation infrastructure to support and maximizethe aclity
of theCorpsof Engineers proc..
Ports and Wartenoaa Safety Syses Implements
Vessel Tr& Servc
(/TS) systems in tn ports
(Houso.
o/Galvestn and San Francisco) and perforrn
surveys
and communications analysis ia t aw tonal
ports. Evauate the most appopiWe appation of vsse
trac servicesystems
to mee the maritime saity needs in
malorU.S. port.

Seqcobsg Buoy Tensdwr Repl ace nd operates nw
morecapl buoy teirdem th sa critical to maintaining
the readiness of 50,000 federalid, on mviaon.
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San

thenavigation
season
in c--boud sits of theGrea Laes.
Maintain

TiM,

waterways
to2 daysgarageewinter) aid 8 days(severewiners.)
Limit closures
of designated critical

Limit closures to critical waterways to
2 days In average winters and 8 days
In severe winters
10

Wore estic
Icebreaking

8

8
4E
2
1996

1
-w
1998

1 1 -in 1
2000

W WeAd
Durng the iceseason,15 million tons of commerceis
shippedover the Great Laceis: maintaining a rnter
shipping season (throughCoast Guard icebrralng)
the efficent transportation of this comnmetre.In
facihtates
thenorthernUS., reLable mobility is crucial to the winter
delwery of homehearingoil. The ability of fishing vesels
to transit ice-hoked harbors in New England ensums
fishermancan continue to support their kisndies. nd
seafod to thenation.
providemucih-demanded

2002 L

Target (average
te r)
*NTarqet (severe
iter)

icebreahing support, many
generation. withoutt
communities intheNortheast would erenence calamitous
during thecoldest daysof a hirsh winter.
oil shortages
CoastGuard avation supported the Great Lakesdomestic
.cebreaing missionwith 137 HH-65 helicopter sores
fromAir Stations TraverseCity andDe oit, accumulatig
250 flight hours. Air Staton Corpus Christi also
support this missionwith HU-25 Falcots providing 24
patrols.
of flight timeforice er.,cnnaursance
hours
CoastGuard domestic icebiva',ng operations-ontinue to
be an integral and ital component of he marine
t.aotsportationsystemfor all commercially navgable
waterways in the Northeast and throughout the Great
Lakes and SL Lawence, Seaway. Without a robust
icebreakig capability, meantime commerce would
ceasetomow dunsg thewinter.
essentially

mobility anddelayswinter navigation.
Iceblockage reduces
that is
is affectedbyice thickness
ceibreaig performance
linkedto the seventyof winter weather patterns.It s also
dependent
on wind conditions:ice maybe blowo back mto
cannot transit
a cleared
trackso thatcommercialvessels
Analyzing past winter weather patterns,and mainmueong Pad PamIas
the radinessto break ice in severewinter conditions us Goal targetshavebeenmetto thepastfivsyers. 1996woo
aitical to maintaining winter navigationmobility. Some
a severewinter; 1997-99 werecategorzed as wanner than
of delay,suchas lock closures,must be addressed average winters: unseasonably
sources
resulted
warm temperatures
such as the Army Corps of Engineers in minimal ice. Only a few vessels wvre assisted
byother agencies
on the
Authonty of Canada.
andtheSaint LawrenceSeaway
Great Lahesin theseyearsbecauseof themildconditions
of 500 vesselshaveneeded
upwards
Inpast severewinters,.
M Rel~ts
asistance. The 1999 weatherconditions continued a trend
We metour go- for lilting closuresof'unseal waterways where winter, of the last 20 years
hare been generally
2
to twodays is an avenge winter and8 days in a severe milder than the wintersof the prenoun
0-year period.
winter. There wereno dosuren in FY 2000. The winter
and require
However, specific year con still be quite severe
of 1999 - 2000 wasslighdy warmer than average.Great
extensive icebreaking activity, The winter of 1993-94 was
Lakes icebreakingassistancestarted on 22 December
of thepast35 ys.s.
amongthe mostsevere
on 31 March 2000. A total of
1999and oasterminated
I10 vesselswereassted, requiring a total of 1,763ship
operationhour. In the First Distnct, the icebreaking
'
AN1- The Coast Guard ensures tte continued
season spannedfrom 15 December 1999 to 20 March
of a
mo- meant
of coenmercebymuitainiug t.sreadiness
2000. A totalof357 essels re ssted, manyof which
iships tronsLr
Slon
fleetcapableof brelung ice and a
carried petroleumproductsfor homeheatingand power
Mariciee Mobility C-35
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T6r &ntincldes a hcary icbreaker, icebreaking sp.
and buoytede,, Not only do the icvbneakes
clear
tracks. but they ao free commercial reaselathut are
trapped Ln ice. In additon, icebreaking proeres
secendiay Seefit& of -reprov d serch and rescue,
enroamenutl protection, and Flood ones for theArmy
Corpsof Engineers n nagable s-errys.
'Cwmmui The Coast Guard sod the Cao.dian Cone
Guard operateunder a roprive agreementto meet
kebr-akig requirmetLs in the Great Lakes and Saint
Lasoence Seaay. lie ate very limited icebmakiog
Capabilibes prmidd by commerce.
I tp at the request
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,_ b saWpsirdp"

GCvat Lakes Icebmake, Prcides for the continuation
of heavyicebreahingcapabiliuioon he Grea Lakes
beyond the sched,.ed decommissoning
of USCGC
MACKINAW in 2006
Secapo
Buoy Tende RepLaeement: This ne- class
of buoytendersill replacede enis ng tender fleet. The
new veselsshould hve a bettericebeaal,g rpabiliy due
to their grr liosepover 2nd urder bramn

UtIC FY 2002 Agency Copilta Plan
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r
6a:
om.

i.o
I

to upper national interestin the polar regions
Proide iceblraking capability needed
Provide icebeeaksng supportasaequ,esJ by theNational Scuroce
Foundcarn, Department
of Defenseor State
100% of the time.

Provide Icebreaking support as requested 100%
ofvi
vi e tim e

10%
0%
1997

5999

2001

WhyW.Act
The CoastGuard conduct, polar operations tofacilitate the
1
of
movementof ital goodsand personnel i support
scientific and national secuntyaetivty in the polo. mons
support and clear
tricks
Or icebreakes provide Iogistus
forother cesselsenupplyins U.S fatal,tuesin the polar
reons. Without this service,thesebasescouldnotperform
Y-salfunctions The Coast Guardmustmaintainsuflcient
icebreakng capability toensurethat
thesemissionscanbe
is no
reliably executed:
in the remotepolar frontiers,there
the task, or render a-ostance if the
backupassetto finish
primary
asset
breaks
downor is besrtinthe ice. Scienrsts
in theAotarctic only havefour monthsof summerin which
operationsby ship
towork - an nobility toresupplyscience
every
year would essenuallyshut dous U.S. Antarctic
research actviues at McMurdo Bay.

2003
and other factors naked
torie seventyof winner".,eaiec
patterns.
Polar scenceresearchis Imited b5 the
ailabhiy cf assets that car trnsoport people and
equipment
though ice and revearlabortory plaons.
gr to prondeielureakic copablity as
Werer o goal
requoted by the Naono Scrence Foundation,Deferse
ind StateDepartment
I OO of thet.me We
Department
psosdedscience and logostrosupport to the Natonal
ScienceFountiron in boththeArctic andAntarcuc. We
also assisted US Fsh and i idhfe
Seesce projects
facustd
on Amc science
W "te the Coast Guard has co 'aued to reersupport
requets 100% of the trte, in thepastithas notb- she
topresde needed
scientific
reseah cupabir es. Ho eer.
titter
this year the CoastGuard acquired the cebreakig
HEALY toprovidea platformFromwnch senbso an
conductresearchproectaJn theharshlandsape of in
Arctic and Antaciuc, inaddlbonto prsdmng mJUmrssin
cpabhrty.

The Coost Guard is also responsiblefor assuring
that
supplies and logistics are deliveredto Thule Air Force
Baue i Greenland. This facility is one of t ree misse
deteciuon and sucking sations monitonog te sies of
a
northern Europe. The Ar Forceis currently negotiating
secondsea lift operauon. The secondsupply ruo aslI
tolgis
wm Parfergm
require at leastone CoastGuaodicebreakerannually. [n
r" Ocir."
The CoastGuard operates largepolar icebreakers
addition to logistics,polar tcebreakers
promotea US.
capableof establishing
tracksforresupplyroutes in the
foreignport
presencein the polar regionsandinnumerous
ves, seeve r floating sientific laboraronesto support
polar e ics. and transportingscentists for the
State
purposes of conducting
expenments
in te polarreion
National ScienceFoundation research, and conduct
as floating laboratores
for
The icebrvakecs
also serve
Department treaty complianceinspectons. "TheCoast
crimsn.
In
important natioal-leve research in the polar
Guard is the sole US. operatorof heavy cebrea ing
February eachyear.
CoastGuard icebreakersopen a
capability.
bring in a
channelfora tanker and supply shipthat
Keay
Suicces
Fadan
year'ssupply of materal, fuel, and food Inaddition,
and delays or precludes
Ice blockagereducesmobility,
CoastGuard he',coptenembed o the tebeakers
ouragation to the polar region bases. fcebreakin.g
assit in transportng scienUists
to remoteareas
of the
perforarce maffected by ice thickness, currents, w,,ods, Ararcic landmaiss
where fld-',,cg
acraftcannot
Mantime Moblity C-37
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> NEW:
We seek to improve our ablty to carry out
urfufi]Lkd scientific research ,.th the Cutter HEALY,
a more rusearc-.apable polar icebreaker. O-r a .month voyage, the crew of the USCGC HEALY
tested and e-aluated the capbilis of the Coast
Guard's newest polar icebreaker. The three phased
trials program,crossing oF mann roarer sea nab,
icebreaking mrials,and scierar systems trols, mere
ruccesslIly
completed. The HEALY isscheduled for
it's initial uriestcted sonce crioe is ilay of 2001 an casten Arctic deployment - dunng -Adch it vjl be
working exteesioely soth tIe German heauyicebreaker
POLAR STERN.
The
,pressise success of
HEALY's science trials program, shich was stuffed by
and echnicans oih national stature. has
scieis
generated es.Ve,nt in the Arctc science ormmnity
and hture cruelsesare expected to be fully subscribed

HEALY is equipped-th modernsciertific search
facilities that a-11be used by the National Scirence
1
Foundation to tarryoa Arctc research. HEALY - 1
prosde 180 operational days for up to 50 embarked
members of thescience
community.
t

Ntwo Provide more aviation resourcehurs in support of
increased polar cebreaklng operatons.

>o CowrnotaiuThe Departm'ent
of DefenseandDepartment
of State pmrvd, requirements for seurty anddiplosatic
footions. The Nborul Scene Foundationprnovdes
scientific research
requirements
for iebreak g series.
Pafer lccbrealrRliWability Im o
ent: Restore
the reliability of the to exsoLing
polar classicebreakers
to
halt escalating maintenance problems and eire they
remain able to carry out mission requiremer.ts in the
Anta.6c.
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Achieve
andsustaina
completemilitary readiness
forCG unitsasnsquired
b) Depansti of Defens.

TMEto [assre thedesignated
numberof highiaid mediumeniduince cutters,patrol oats,and Puresecurity
unto needed
in
supportDefense
Deparitmrentoperainan
plains
miaintain
a r-dirss scr of (I bigh, 5flowscale)100%of .aI
darn

Perf aase mccar: Percentage
of dapsthat
th deeguostref
isses (high
number
of critoal defense
endurance cutters.patrl boats. and port seeip units
needed to support Defense Dpartmennt operational
plans) rsintaio a Coniot Readiness rating of 2 or

Target:

19f
-

Actual:

2M
I00%

Actud:

100%

4%

Revised Reo.rtin Mes

Target:

ML
100%

oloa:

IIf

Z9Q

Z 1

2l

-

i00%

100%

100%

N/A

51%

N*an Revised
Reportn
Mathodifq
The Navy and Count Guard agreed on a revised
readiness reporng scheme, whereby artificially iow
peaceuime readiness ratings for Coast Guard nits can
be factoed ouL Coast Guard umt. except for Port
Secumrin Units. are not staffed in pecenme with a full
wartme personnel allowance, and that has nsbeen
aoounted for in the readiness reporting system
In
event of a national neurtg srtrgenc v.
ths e un'it
change to Combatant Command (CirCl operational
control, mrmben of the Coast Guard Reserse augment
ships' crews
The Coast Go.',
i
oeasre
mhtars readiness ,1n
conrne to ondeeno reginement io more accurael%
reflect the spectrum of support provided by Coast
Guard
forces in
meeung
CinC
operauo
requrerents.

WhyWeAct
lnistainig a Highlee of raonal securty is croo to
the Unoted States' economic and social stabhty. fhis
secuar ensures that ciorens and organizations are free
to carry out actives hat enhance the'r own
inerests.
aid also promote the -nerall
ital't of the maoon The
Pesideet's Naronul] Secmny Strategy .s a positie force
in prornobing ilailty throghoui the world. The Coast
Guard Is an r tegal component in the ration's armed
forces, and plays a crtical role in Iis steate
We must

C-40
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rraiain a high level of readiness in odee to cors- ou
-.r u iquees litary rues at a inomens nouce
KeySucces Factors
The Coast Guard s a miulimisninord se-,ce thatmust
s-rultaneously carry ot everyday missions osun
as drug
enforcement,fishene searches and rercuen while
ounnming a hgh leselI readiness formilitary missins
thar we may be called uponto parnoae n at anyumre
The openauon'l tempo of non-mniry missions assfil
as the tempoof national se.ams o rtlions c-, impact
our ablitv Io mintin readiness

218 lenis
Au the Con t Guard sees to maintainitsreadress to
respond to other groir g missionareas. it is suained to
maintai the readinessIo rcspnd to cncal ni arn
spoations. Tf, CoastGuard did not meetit, target
fur prudnog the rg sted number of combat ready'
unit', using SORTS cienria. to fill the CieC'
outeraina requirements
100on of te lime Our unt
were ready only 5 1 of the time Our measureof
mnhiaryreadiness
is consnsng to undergorefinemen to
'one accurate refiet thespectrsmof sipprt provided
by Coast Guard forcesin meeug CnC operitol
req
rm to
teereable to meetCinC roquireeenn fur patrol
100% ,1 the une, sth additonal patrol boas
asatuble for nrmediate riconsn:ntiur and01 boklfill.
\

ba

H glheadurance couttrs sore a
iota meet CmC
req-'emerts only 53n of the us e ounng FY' 2000
The

Inn o' reasons nun cutters were not considered

inmediurslo ready were personneland train ng
rhorifalls, frI owed closelyby equipment canualoes
Althoughthe esrimu
standard for Port Securi
Uns has not beena bnsed. there Is beensubtanal
prcies toward attalnng the rinrum overall readiness

ratr for in
n dual .nu: All moor eq p'nent has
been proved, and efforts are underway to resolve
pen 'tent personnelvacancies and supple shrtfalls
Tra

nlg and nrc'se defir encl

ire beng rlrminated

Though Port Secuns Unots made incremental
inproements. they did notineetour serice objectiveof
hausog ni s-n units 'combat ready' ,ar round. Two
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uits were C-2 at the same time,and a 6lrd was almost
so. The remaining three untos made substanual basehne
training and exercise progress required to attan the
ninmum reqrets greatness
levels.
Though rep rhog a degrad ope.tuosnal eadieso
status,
severalPort Seount) Unts were able to enhance
shills and owt profiency thnougfi
particition to the
lollonng operaos and e-rcis: Foal Eagle. Bnght
Star, Linked Seai, the lrnemarional Naval Review, and
the cnent Middle East dep!oymert

Past
Performaat
The Coast Guard haano beenabletorieeto-rtargets
firpr sdmg the required number of 'combatready'
urt, s:nrg SORTS rrena, iu meet DoD CIC's
coxilgen, plan rnqirrreeta 100% ofthe cxce Our
mea-sre of mitary readiness continues to be refied
The DoD conisgend requiewnts used n the measorn
arr fcr ssorst r-' scenanos needed to support two
rater theaer cuningency plan
-quireests The
retaed resOrce$ include high endurance cutters, patrol
boaLand portsecunw units
The drcas change is \t-HEC reahne-s from the 4%,
readiness repored in 1999, was partially caused by the
Fact 6ut he requiemnt to report the Coningeocy
Personnel Recomienis List (CPRL) (the bill wartime
personnel strength nqurement) .a the unitSORTVS
report is ,,xea. pending vaidaLor of personnel
requirements:that have changed due to new equipment
and operatonal procedures.
The Navy has been
formed of c-rt
ad has en' oblected
to reporting
pes'nil strength using(oastCauand standards that are
lessdemandog danl peacetime operanons.

Stuategie
to lprwvPwiggmaou

Guard also part ip tes In Mittry training eserusas
such ax FOAL EAGLE that support foes it
Korea We also maintain the madness todefend the
catons nntical mnetmeiniesricrire, and guard
against termst threats
-

Mar Te.

Coast Guard wil assess
and develop the
readiness posture needed to resyond in \Xnapon-i of
Muss Des'tecuon incdents \te sashalso develop the
ability to deploy 110 footpatrol boatsn, ,reprveour
readiness to meet naunaJ securty inthatrei

Coi,' uktir The Drprtment of Defense coordinates
the atined role of each seesce The Coast Guard
and Navy hase jood) etablshed the concept of a
National Fleet. Under th s cncept. both services -It
mants's their discriue capahdies, but ie wl]
make surethat our strengths are co'rplemetay."Oe
Navy wsll maintain its hghl capable mutlt
-mstot
surface combatants dns,gnad for the full
spectunm of
navaloperauons, while the Coat Guard -HI provide
smaller maritime securitycutters. designed for
peaetime ad twiss response operations

Mew
Capitol
Winstmtts toSuppor-t
Strat

mntegrnated
Deepwateer

Syateet: Deejleps an
int'grated systemof sunfane, air, command and corio
intelligence, and logsgtics systems to cat'yout the
statutory mandates
in
the deepwater area of
response biliy
Pros.des morE fetuce ard reliable
readiness In place ofaging, high-mamesane assets

Electro Optinal Sensors for Cutter-n and Botat:
Equps 210' and Mature Class emedsc eoduace
cutters, IT0' and 87' patol heas, and smal boatsto
effectively operate at right and in adverseweather
-o~diu-rl.

o0qoma
,
The Crust

Guard seeks to improve its
readiness though bettertrained personnel. more
efirint jogist systems,and more effec-ue
eqipanest and assets thatimproveour capaciJly to
car
out our unique responsible taes The Coast

Natonal Defense C-41
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Goa.;

Provndecon competen es (Marome Interception Operations, Depiyced Port Operatons, andEamnonnenta
Defense) 'hen requested by the Department of Defense or Department of State.

TaRr.

Pronsde core corrpetencies as i..quested or currency panned by Department of Defense or State 100% of the trme.

Provide core military competencies when requested
100% Iof the time
100%
Of
reest

90
130%
1996

0
1998

20LD

-th We
Act
The Coast Guard is a uique instrument
of national
securityand fill, a "ancetyof roIs to meetthepanoramaof
national securityisnec thatme face. Coast Guardactio
duty and reser'e componentsprade capab too not
anarlable from other miltala
aercices.manomeutercepton
operations, environmental
defense
opeatons, and deployed
port
security
and defense openaioos. TheseCoast Guard
capabilites were demonstrateddunngOperation Uphold
Democracy
in Hai ohee Coast Guard aircraft, cutters,
uitsplayeda vital role.
More than40 of
andport security
theworld's
70 nasalforcesare, in essence,
"coast guard..
We am the best U.S. Irason to assist
these forces in
dec lping oito strong. stable
organrations that help
governents throughout
theworld
maintain
democratic

Ke"Sass Facmn

nt

Target

2002

3,70 days of 415

days requested to support CurC

Frondine protecton ago rst marny current and emerging
threat- to our national and manhie snunt begin at sea
r Coast Guard onll conanue to
In 2001 and beyond.
maintain capability to meet Department of Defense and
Department of State operational needs. However. aging.
and maintenance-intensioe Deepoiter assets that lack
nteropembiliy sran the Coast Guard's ability to meet
these demands. The abthty of rthe Coast Guard to
modemiz
ts oper-nonal assets and leverage rapidly
improving tecnologs is critcaL to meeting today's high
tech maotritee and national scorn.

hallenges.

'ftlh he Deepwater acquision protnot, he Cocas Gourd
is deoropig an integnaed sytrem of surface, air. command
and control asset: suretlLnce and logistics systems to
carry out operational mardate

n rte deep.ater area of

The Coast Guard is a isloorslo:ied onrocehat mast
respo-sihilty. Thin ,ritrise will provide more effectooc
,
nimoitarousy carry out e,,.ryday
n ss..
n -h as dorg
capability i place of ats that are beyond or are rapidly
enforcement,fisheries,
and rescues,whilemaLnto g a
approackrg the rd
of other csrices
to en ,re fe
highleelof madnessfor military missioarsthat we mavbe
Coast Guard can provide it essesal and
ocrie
caled uponto parucipate m o1anybre. The operational
countries to -e stein's manmn needs.
tempo of non mnar missions as wellas the tempo of
national securty operationscar impaLt our abily to PAt Nrfarsana
maintair readiress
Pre-usly, me have consistently met our goal for proc-ng

208SResults
Wtedid not meetourgoalfor procrdig or core rritary
compences whins requested
by the Departm'rentof
Defenseor Depart ent of State I 00b of the time Only
9
8 e of requests,err
met a 2000.
Request forscheduledemployment
of Coast Ga.rd
:-nsources
in support of tie Dofenseand State
Department
requirements are normaly regot ted in ads nce based
Howeser,
upon projected resource availability.
programmedCoast Guard support does notfully
satisfy
DefenseDepartment aspiraions The Coast Guardmet
C-42
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our core military competencies when requested by the
10
Departnets of Defense or Stare W. of the time The
Crci2 Guard proved series for c. a-go-, tuhttar
operations i
*

99.

AJhd Force - Cettes BEAS and DAiLAS
supported mre ray operations in Kosoco and the
Meor:enaneso

*

Dsert Storm - Coter IIDGETT satedr
as
nber of the USS CONSTELLATION battle
group operacng is the Pers an Gulf . Or
Lam
EnfncnI

Deachments embarked on U S. Nay

UG

ships to enforce U.N. sanctions against Iraqi
petroleumshipments.
cuttersand trining teamsfor peacetime
We alsodeployed
These included Caribbean
engagementoperation.
Support Tender operationsand trraing sitsto South
Aitmeica.

2?M00
Agarcy Caoa PlaM
AppenCi C

Engagementand Enlargement under the National
%nil1
include UNITAS
SecurityStrategy. Engagement
wth the US
training and assistance cutterdeployments
South America. and Central
Navy to the Caribbean,
to theMediterranean and
Amenica; cuer dep!oymoents
andtninig assstnc to the Huiian Coast
BlackSea.s,
Guard andPert assaarmed forces

the
" CsKc . The Departmentof Defensecoordinates
and
f OOAns" The Coas Guardseels tomaintain thecutter
ant gnedrolesof eachservice. The CoastGuard may
aircraft readiness,and opeamnal expertiseneeded to
operate under the S-eetry of theNay .. timesof oar
of
respondtoall Department ofStateand Department
Defenne mission requests. The Coast Guard -s MWCaio btowa to SOW Sbflqm
Integrated Deepater System: Develops anintegrated
specifically tanLd to participate in Departnent of
of surface,air. commandand control, mtelligence,
system
Defense
engagementstrategies. The Coast Guard
a
and logtsticsswms to carry out the defense operation
continuestoplay a role supporting national interests
moandai in thedeepatoer areaof espnshlity. Missions
the PersianGolf. CoastGiard deepc,,er cutters hav
interceptoperations to enforce sich as mantime interception.,qle deep-ater assetsfor
been conducting meantime
effective
eeution.
theUnited Nations embargoagainst rq. They have
interdicted several vessels attempting to transport
in nolation of the embargo. Coast
petroleumproducts
Guard cutters and other forces supportPeacetime

National Defense
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CapitalInvestments to Support All Strategic Goals
While auyof the CoastGuard's cap,,alrrtr.tcnts ar intended to implerent spific stnatieos and utirattiy achese
specific perforrnan outcomes, somemvesmens svolsupportloguca furcncors that impactalmost all our strategiesand
stes, and thus conurbuteto all the stra-eipc
active
andpeTformancegoals An effort is on-gCng to establish specioclogstics
perormance goalsto ichmc
thesecapitalnivestento an e linked
The intisrren projects
listedheio are separated
accordrg to PPA, or sub-appropnacon. Desonpions am procsdedin the
olonrig pages.
Vessels
Survey and Design, Cuters and Boats
Aircraft
Aviation Parts Sastainmenl
C-130J Provisioning and Training Support
Other Equiptmuent
Defense Message System
Commercial SATCOM Upgrade
D13 Microwave Modernization Project
Hawai Rainbow Communications System
HF SystemModernization
DOD C41 lnteroperability
Automatic Identification System (AIS)
Readiness management System
Command Center Readiness and Modernization
Minor Information Technology Projects
Configuration Management System
Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus
Uniform National Discharge Standards (UNDS) Implementation
Shore FacUlities and Aids to Nasigatios
Shore SurvtY & Design
Minor Shore Projects
Aviation/Station Facility Consolidation, Elizabeth Cay, NC
Modernize Group/MSO Long Island Sound
Consolidate Engineenng Logistics Center
Construct Supply Building; Group Port Angeles, 14A
Asiation Support Building, ISC Kodiak, AK/C-130J Req Phase l
Building 8 Utilities; ISC Boston. MA
Coast Guard Housing Station 5runswick. GA - Construct new station
Rebuild Station Por Huron, Pi
AC&I Personnel and Related Support
Direct Personnel Costs
Core Acquisition Costs
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Five Year Funding Projection
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FY2005'
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FY2004'
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FY2006'
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45000
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2000
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FY2Q
Personnel and Reiated-Suppori
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lsryivross64500
Corn .'ur

c"_
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To tACMl Request
0MB AC&t Funding Throet
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.700

.
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IFY2003

002004'

FY2006'

002006'

63,245

61,348

0S9,540

57,720

62565*

606013

50000

57.10X

680-

660

620

640

59,323
9

673,000

60,Do0

704,000

719,000

659,323

673.00

608,000

704,000-

719,000

"
GENERAL COMMENTS:
Amounts for 201032006 are estimates onlyThese amounts wdlbe refned dur,' the budgetprocess
'Deepwater industry Teams are current w-rkng on project functonel design and cost estunates Cost ostomates wi. be
developed and updated dunng theFY 03 buig9et process.
C_-130.t
funding reqIuests to, FY03 and FY04 represents the epiontp otprovisiomng thesfxaircraft, wh,ch includes
}round ssyport eqypent. sjpecial zedtest equipment, tools and spanng, such as engines, and avoco s
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GENERAL STATEMENT

The FY 2002 budget request for the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) reflects the
funding levels as enacted in the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21) and

provides full funding of the highway "guarantee" level. The highway system serves as the
backbone to the Nation's intermodal transportation infrastructure and is an indispensable

component of our economy. Our challenge is to maintain our high-quality network while
achieving our goals to improve safety and mobility and protect the natural environment. The
budget request for the FHWA will allow us to meet this challenge by building on TEA-21 and
providing the guaranteed funding in TEA-21. The budget combines the continuation and
improvement of current programs with new initiatives to meet key national transportation
priorities.
Transportation safety continues to be our highest priority. The FHWA works to identify top
roadway and vehicle safety issues and countermeasures. Safety construction programs will
contribute in correcting unsafe roadway design, removing roadway hazards, and in funding other
safety construction programs While transportation is much safer than it was a decade ago, it still
takes a temble toll. More than 41,000 Americans die and 3.2 million are injured in motor vehicle
crashes on our highways each year. We are committed to continuing to increase safety,
recognizing that this requires a strong effort in the face of rapid growth in travel, as well as
changing demographics, such as the increase in older drivers and the growing dispersion of
housing, shopping and other services. To meet its highway safety goal, FHWA will focus safety
programs on high risk areas through technical assistance, research, training, data analysis, and
public information. The Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) program is developing and
deploying technologies to help States and localities improve traffic flow and safety on streets and
highways.
This budget also strongly supports achievement of our other strategic goals of mobility, economic
growth and trade, human and natural environment and national security. We are committed,
along with our partners at the State and local levels, to continuing to maintain, operate and
improve the transportation system to guarantee continued mobility across the Nation, which is
necessary for us to compete effectively in a global marketplace and enjoy a higher standard of
living. The increases requested inthis budget are critical to meeting those challenges.
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Susmman of Budest L.vels
The following is a brief mmary of our budget for FY 2002 for our core business areas, as well
as for our cross-cutting areas ofresearch and technology, and salaries and administrative
expenses. The FY 2002 budget includes $4.520 billion in revenue aligned budget authority
(RABA), of which $45 million will be for a pilot program that promotes innovative transportation
program
solutions for people with disabilities, $100 million will be available for a matching granm
to promote access to alterna-ive methods of transportation, and $56.3 million will be for
infrastructure improvements and new construction of state border inspection facilities. The use of
every dollar in authorized funds for Research and Technology is critical to achieving our mobility
and safety goals in the future. With these requested levels and with the expected investment of
our partners, we will be able to move toward achievement of our strategic goals and accomplish
the agency's mission.
Federal-aid Program
Our FY 2002 submission ruflects a total obligation level of nearly $31.987 billion for the Federalaid highway program for FY 2002, which includes $4.520 billion in RABA. Our Nation has been
reaping the benefits of record level funding for surface transportation as authorized in TEA-2 1.
The guaranteed funding levels tied to Highway Trust Fund receipts is providing the States with
the resources to support the Nation's highway infrastructure as the Congress intended, Our FY
2002 budget reflects this guaranteed level in this fifth year of the six-year authorization to
continue the commitment made to the traveling public in TEA-21, and to meet our strategic goals
contained in the Department's Strategic Plan and achieve the performance measures contained in
the Department's Performance Plan.
Research and Technology
The TEA-21 authorizes FY 2002 contract authority for research and technology programs,
including Intelligent Transportation Systems, totaling $529 million. This includes $56 million
from RABA- Our FY 2002 budget includes the fill finding levels contained in TEA-21 and
proposes to exclude research and technology programs from the proportionate obligation
limitation reduction so that all contract authority will be available for use.
The need to maintain a strong research program was recognized in TEA-21. As a result FHWA
continues to develop and test new technologies, including ITS. The TEA-21 also launched 'he
deployment ofintelligent transportation infrastructure by clarifying ITS funding eligibilities under
the National Highway System, Surface Transportation Program, and Congestion Mitigation and
Air Quality program, and the creation of the ITS Integration and Commercial Vehicle ITS
Infrastructure incentive programs. In keeping with the TEA-21 framework, this budget is
proposed in two parts: (1) a program of research and technology transfer activities similar to
those carried out under the Intesmodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act with the technical

support necessary to achieve integrated deployment of ITS; and (2) an incentives program that
supports the integrated deployment ofrmetropolitan, rural, and commercial vehicle ITS
infrastructure.
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Salaries and Administrative Expenses
This budget requests a funding level of $318 million for the necessary salaries and benefits for
2,427 FrE, for ongoing administrative expenses, and special initiatives. The requested funds for
our administrative operations in support of our Federal-aid program include modest adjustments
for mandatory salary and benefit increases, other adjustments for current service levs, an
increase in employee development funds to better prepare our staff as we continue to deliver a
record level Federal-aid program, and an increase to support our shift in focus to technology
support and technical assistance. Our upgraded mission critical application systems will enable us
to deliver r-WA's programs more efficiently to our customers and partners.
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FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
LIMITATION ON ADMINSTRATIVE EXPENSES
(Formiry Limtaton on Generai Op6atmg Expeose', FY 1992-1999)

ESTIMATES
$352,024,000
1992 .......................
433,533,000 f/
1993 ........................
488961,000
1994 ....................
[70000.000
1994 Investmn .............
598,445,000
1995 ........ ........
0
1995 Supp. (Rescission)...
689,486,000 3
1996 ..................
652,905,000
1997 ..................
494,376,000
1996 ............................
521,883.000 &
......
1999 ............
... 344.616,000
2000 ...............
315,834,000
2001.................
.... 317,693,000
2002 ...........

LIMITATION
1992 ..................................
1993 ...............................
...
1994 ............

$419,000,000
398,000,000
468,856,000

521,796,000 2J
1995 .........................
-54,550,000
1995 Supp. (Rescission)...
493,243,000 'v
1996.......... .......
519,088,910
..
1997 .......................
...... 551,656,000
19%j ..........................

19 9

7/
324,767,000 V
304,355,000 1f ro
/
294,469,738 I'

....
.. .............

2000
. _. .-...
2001 . ......
... ..
2002.. ...
....

Prior to FY 1993 Motor Carrier Safety (,ICS) adninistrative expenses were funded from the General Fund The fc
1993 budget proposed to include MCS witi

year

this imitaton at $56.826,00

2' Reflects reductions of $610,000 for woreng capital fund (Sectio 330), $474,000 for bonuses and awards (Section 331).
and $2,41,000 for procurement reform (Section 323) contained irP L 103-331.
31 Proposed legislation would replace this winr funding through the Unified Transportation Infrastructure Investment Program.
41 Reflects reductions of $1, 658000 for working capital fun (Section 327) and $14.003,000 for bonuses "noawards
335) contained in PL 104-50 Also reflects reduction of $756,000
(Section 349) and field office consolidation (Secti
for Oepartmrient-wide reduction contained in Section 30012 of P L. 104-134.
5' Reflects reduction of $1,883.438 lot TASC (Section 321) end sf41,652 for awards (Section 346) contained in Pt 104-205
al Proposal included funding for research and lechnology programs; however, the Transportation Equity Act toe tne 21st
Century (PL 105-178) amended Section 104(a) of title 23, United States Cede, so that research programs could not
be funded within this limitation Therefore, enacted limitations do not include research
71 Reflects reduction of $610,000 for TASO contaied in Section 320 of P L 105-66
iv Reflects reducti of $2,646,000 for TASC contained in Section 320 of P.l 105-277
9' Refects reduction of $ ,233,000 for across-the-board TASC reduction contained in Section 319 of P L. 106-69.
10V In FY 2000. the Motor Carrier Safety Improvemenl Act of 1999 (P L 106-159, signed 12/9(99) spt the Office of It
Carers out of the Federal Highway Administraton (FHWA) and created the Federal Motor Canner Safety Administration
(FMCSA) As a result, the tmount shon reflects a reduction of $70,464,000 that was transferred from the FWA to the
FMCSA for the administrative expenses of the new agency.
ri Reflects reduction of $649,262 1 22%) lor govemmert-wide rescisson contained in Section 1403 of P 1. 106-554
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FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAYS
ONOBLIGATIONS)
(LIMITATION
(HIGHWAYTRUSTFUND)
LIMITATION
.. . .... $16,055,364,000 1/
1992
15,506,790 201 21
.......
1993..........
0
1993 Emer. Sulpp
17,590,000,000
1994,

ESTIMATES
$15,722,000,000
1992 .....................
......... 18,898,000,000
1993 . .............
2,976,250,000
Supp..
1993 Emer.
1994 ................ 18,398,000,000
[2,657.427,750
...............
1994 Investment
19,969,078000
.......
.. ............
1995 ...
20,254,255,000 6.
.. .............
......
1996
17,714,000,000
...........
1997 ..........
........ 18,170,000,000
1998
21,500,000,000
1999 ....
27,312,230,000 11
2000 ._
... 29,318,806.000 14/
2001 ..............
2002

. .

.

...

31,563,157,000

1&

.17,398,515,791
1995 . ..
-135,040,000
1995 Supp. (Rescission)
17,744,307,990
..
.
1996
18,226,329,563
.....
.
1997.
694,810,534
1997 Emer. Supp
....... 21,500,000,000
1998
25,511,000000
7999 .
25,873,214,891
2000
29,596,175 852
..
.
2001

4/
,
8i
7,'
/
9 lo

1113'
14 15/

2002..

to Section1004of P L 102-240,Internodal Surface Transportation Elfc encyAct of 1991
1/Reduced pursuant
2
310(e)of P L 102388
Section
2) Includes bonusobligation limltation of $180.040.01 ,naccordance with
andawardsIScion 331),and
330). $474,000 for boruses
cuplal fund (Section
N Reflects reductions of$610,000 for working
reform(Section323)under PL 103-331
$2,461,000 for procurement
L
103331
of
P
310ie)
with
Section
4 Includesbonusobligaton limitationof $242.060,791 inaccordance
Insthe
of $132190,000to programs Subject
FY 1995Department-wide reductionand reduction
5' Includes$2,50,000 for
obigaton lmitalon con/anedin P L.104-19
Progam
investment
through theUnifiedTransportation Infrastructure
with
funding
bZProposedlegislation wouldreplacethis
(-$20 054,255,000),
bonusesandawards(Section349), and
capital fund (Section327),$4,427 for
working
7;Reflects reductons of $1,692,073 for
reductionof $1.146,000 for
335)contained in PL 104-50Also reflects
$14,192,000 forfieldofficeconsolidation (Secton
30012of P L 104-134.
Departmenlwde reductioncontained inSection
with
Sectron310(e)ofP L 104.50
StIncludes bonusobligationlimitationof $211 342,490 in accordance
346)contained in
for bonusawawards (Section
redchoos of $2,001,532 for TASC(Sectron 321)and$178,512
9lReflects
104205
P.L.
Section 310(e)of P L 104.205
limrtatonof $228,509,607 in accordance with
10 Includes bonusobhgaton
of theTransportatien
(d)
Section8101
in accordance with
$1,456,350,000 inrevenue aligned budget aLthonly
11 includes
Aclfor the 21stCentury lP L 105-178)
Equity
III,
AppendixE of
Tetle
301,
SecIon
i
contained
rescission
12 Reflectsreductionof $105,260,00 (38%) forgooerumenel-wide
transferred
the FY 2000OmnibusAppropnaticns Act(PL.106113) Also reflectsreduction -ia ,.,46,816,709 for amounts
Trans Admnistratlon persuanl to Section104(k)of bl Zj,Lited StatesCode.
tothe Federal
split theOfficeofMotor
Act of 1999(PL 106-159,signed 12/9199)
13 In FY 2000,the MotorCarnet SafetyImprovement
Acmnxnstrabon
Highway Administration (FHWA)and.seated the FederalMotorCarser Safety
Carsers outof the Federal
tOeamountshown reflects a reductior of $76,058,400 thatwas Iransferred fhrmthe FHWAtothe
(FMCSA) Asa result,
andresearch exposes of thenewagency
FMCSA foroperations
authctry in accordance wth Section 8101(d)of the Transportation
aligned budget
14 Includes $3.058,000,000 in revenue
(P L 105-178)
21st
Century
Equity Actforthe
151Reflects transfer of $375,000 tothe Federal MotorCarrar SafetyAdministration for prograns fundedfrom theadministrative
reduction of $65,251,148 (22%) for gooemment-wde rescission contained in Secton
takedown Also reflectsadditional
1403ofP L 106-554.
8101(d)of theTransportation Equity
Section
in accordance with
16/Includes $4,543,000,000 in revenue aligned budget a Jthonty
$22,837,000whichisshownurder 'Motor Camer SafetyGrantsto reflect
105-178),less
(P.L.
21itt Century
Actfor Ore
theportiongoing to thai program under thedisthbut, )nmethodautonzed in Section110oftIle 23. United States Code
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FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAYS
(LIQUIDATION
OF CONTRACT
AUTHORIZATION)
(HIGHWAY TRUSTFUND)
ESTIMATES
1992 ...... ........
....
......, $14,900,000,000
1993
_.............19,200,000,000
1994 .. .. ...................
18,000,000,000
1994 Investment ............ .. [500,000,000]
1995...................
17,000,000,000
..
1996 ...................
19,200,000,000
1997
........... ...
19,800,000,000
1998..............
..... . 19,800,000,000
1999 ........................
23,000,000,000
2000 .......... .....
....
26,000,000,000
2001 ................
........
28,000,000,000
2002 ................
.
30.000,000.000

APPROPRIATIONS
1992 ............
..................
$15,400,000,000
1993 ...................
9,000,000.000
1994............. ................
18,000,000,000
1995...............
17,000,000,000
1996.....
......
19,200,000,000
1997 ..........................
19.80,000,000
1998.
20,800.000,000
1999 ..........
24,000,000,000
26,000,000,000
....
......
...
2 000 .......
2 00 1.... ....................... ...
28,000,000,000
2 0 C2 .... .. ..... .. .... . . .

FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAYS
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)
RESCISSIONS

ESTIMATES
1992 ......
..............
1993
..................
_..
1994 .....
......
...........
1994 Supp............

RESCISSIONS
1992 .
...... .....
1993
.................
1994 .................
-$564,180
1994 Supp ..................
-11,995,612

In fiscal year 1994 (P L 103-122), rescissionsof$564,180 were madelfrom the Iol1owng projects
Interstate Route 170 (Highway Trust Fund) (P.L. 96-131) ..
Federalaid highways (Highway Trust Fund) (P.L. 100-71)

...
..............

$200,0 00
364,1 80
564,1

80

"Thefiscal year 1994 supplemnental(P.L. 103-211) provided for resclssns of $11,995,612 front the following projects.
Lawyersbuog Road. PA Highway Trust Fund)
nges on Federal dams (Highway Trust Fund)

.

$2,517.4 73
9,478,1 39

11.99.612
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FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAYS
FUNDING)
(EMERGENCY
(HIGHWAY
TRJST FUND)
ESTIMATES
$0
1992 Dire Emergency Supp..
175,000,0 00
1993 Midwest Flood Supp .
...
. 1,665,000,0 00
1994 Supp .......

0
1997 Emerg Supp ...........
259,000,0 00
1998 Supp ..............
0
1999 ........
....
........
0
2 000 ..................
. . ...
...
...
0
20 01........................
...
.
0
20 02 .......................
.........

APPROPRIATIONS
1992 Dire Emergency Supp
$30,0o,000
175,000,000
1993 Midwest Flood Supp
4
1,265,000,000
..
.
199 Supp .....
100,000,000
1995 Supp (Rescission) .
300,000,000
1996 Omnbus ................
1997 Omnibus ..
............
82,000,000
650,000,000
1997 Emerg Supp .
259,000000
1998 Supp .
1999 .................
0
0
2000..,
718,416,000
2001.
2002 .......

1[
2
*v

4,
5,
Si

7'

entitled, "Emergercy Relief.
1/ Appropration
?J P.L. 103-75 contained
an emergency reliel appropnatbon for the MidwestFloods $75000 000 ofwhrchwas apportiored in
fiscal year 1994
appropnatons of $950 000,000 for the Southern Caifomia earthquake ol January1904
3' P 103-211 contained emergency relief
and $315,000,000 for theLoma Pneta (San Francisco, CA) earthquakeof October 1989
4' PL 104-19 rescinded
$100,000,000 of theapproynation made available inP L 103-211.
appropnatonof $300,000 000 for the January1996 flooding inte Mid-Aftntc.
5/ P L 104-134 contained an emergencyrelief
Northeast, and Northwest States and other disasters
Fran and Hortense
6/ P.L 104-208 contained an emergency relief appropinahon of S82,000,000 for Hurricanes
for he Emetqescy RelefProgram",whichwas thenreducedby
an appropnabon$720,000,000
7/ P.L.106-346 contained
inSeftcin1403 of P L 106-554
$1,584,000 (22%) forgovemment-wde rescission contained
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MISCELLANEOUS HIGHWAY TRUST FUNDS
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)
APPROPRIATIONS
ESTIMATES
1992 ...................
$0
1992 .........
...............
.... $69,103,333
1993 .............................
0
1993 .................. 325,014,667
1994 ...............................
0
1994 ......................
......
7,800,000
1994 Supp. (Rescission).....
-1,520,000
.0
1995 .......................
...
1995 Emer. Supp (Resc) ....
-9,017,271
0
1996 ........................
......
0
1996. ............
........
......
1997................................
0
1997 .......... ..........
0
19 98.................................
1998 ...
.. ..... .......
0
0
19 99 ............
................... 0
1999
......
0.................
0
200 0 ............
....................0
2000 ............... .... ............
1,500,000
2001 ............... ............... 1,182,492,780
2001 ......................
0
2002 ...... .....
..........
0
2002 ...........................

o

1995 ...........
.....
..............

1 Reflects reduction of $2 607,220 (22%) for government-wmde rescission contained in Section 1403 of P L 106554
In fiscal year 1992. appropriations were provided out of the Haghway Trust Fund for the following miscellaneous projects

Intermodal Urban Demonstration Project
Highway Safety and Economic Development Demonstration Projects
Highway-RaLroad Grade Crossing Safety Demonstrator) Project
Batimore-Washinglon Parkway.
Trust Fund Share of Other Highway Programs
University Transportation Centers
Metropolitan Planning

$9,000,00
19,800,000
4.500 000

19.800,000
8,003.333
5,000,000
3,000,000
69,103,333

Infiscal year 1993, appropriations were pioded outof Ine Highway Trust Fundfor the following miscellaneous projects
Intermodal Urban Demonstration Project.
Highway Saety and Economic Development Oemonstrat on Projects.
Trust Fund Share of Other Hghway Programs ..............
Highway Safety Improvement Demonstration Project....
Highway Wideng and Improvement Demonstration Project
Climbing Lane and Highway Safety Demonstration Project
Alabama Highway Bypass Demonstration Project.
Kentucky Bridge Demonstration Project.
Virginia HOV Safety Demonstration Project ..............
Urban Highway Corridor and Bicycle Transportation Demonstration Project
Urban Airport Access Safety Den onstratbon Project.
Pennsylvania Reconstruction Demonstration Project
Pennsylvania Toll Road Demonstration Project...
Highway Projects ....... . .......

. .

.......
....

S3,200.000
6,400,000

2,442,667
6,000.000
1,3.4,000
3,840.000
3,200,000
6.400,000
1,600.000
3.392,000
3,840,000
6,400,000
3,200.000
273,756,000
325,014,667

621
In fiscal year 1994.appropriations were provided out of "heHighway Trust Fundfor the following miscellaneous projects:
MineolaGrade Crossing.............................................

...... .. ..... ...... ... ... ..

...

$7,8 0,00
0.........0........
7.800,000

Rescissions (P.L 103-211):
U.S. 101 scenic byway. CA

.

-$480,000

.

Norfhef ast Dade B epath, 1992, FL .............................

... ........ ......

............

.........

Donora Park access road, PA ....................................................

-400,000
-640 000
-1.520000

The fiscal year 1995 emergency supplemental appropriations and resc.ssions for the Department of Defense (P1L. 104-6)
provided for rescissions of $9.017,271 from the following demonstration project:
Vehioular and pedestrian safety (P L 100-71) ..........

...

... ........

-$9,017.271
-9,017,271

In ftal

year 200M, the FY 2001 Miltary Conslruction Appropriations Act )P.L 106-246, signed 7tl3/D0) included

appropriations out of the Highway Trust Fund for the folcwlng miscellaneous projects.
Highway 8, from the MN border, to Highway 51 in WI, stly of improvements (Section 2607)...

$500,00

Halls MIl RIad in Monmouth County, NJ, construction & .mprovements (Section 2608)

1,000,0CC

....

1,5,0;OO
In fiscal year 2001. appropriations were p ovided out of the Highway Trust Fund for the folowrig miscellaneous projects
(amounts shown sier 22% reductor).
Section 378 of P.L. 106-346
Bridges and other projects on the Dalton Highway, Alaska construction & improvements.. .

$30,133,560

aska construction & improvements

49,890,000

Glenn Highway/George Parks Highway inlerchange in

Birmingham, Alabama, Northern Belllnn desgn & construction ...
.
1-49 in the State of Arkansas: construction & improvements

34,024,980
93,793,200

US 63 in Jonesboro, Arkansati construction & improvements

9,978,000

Alameda Corridor East Gateway to American Trade corridor project, Calfomia constr. & rmpr.
Extension of Hwy 180 from City of Mendota to I-5 in Fresno Courty, Calilorra construction
17th & 23rd Avenues highway ramps in Denver, Colorado construction & improvements
1-95 to Transitway access project in Stamford, Connecticut. construction & improvements
Norwich, Connecticut intermodal facility project construction & improvements .....
Route 7 North bypass in Brookfield, Connectcut constriction & related activities
John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in the District of Coljmbia.........
US 19 in Pinellas County. Florida construction & improvements

.

...

Hamakua-Hilo corridor road and bridge projects, Hawaii construclon & improvements
Katiuk

Bridges, Hawaii construction & improvements.

1,496,700
34,923,000
8,481,300
7,982,400
3,492,300
24,945,900
9,,78,000
39,912,000
4,490,100
4,989,000

Kekaha, Kauai access roads, Hawaii: constriction & improvements.

3,991,200

Khei Road, Hawaii: construction & improvements

2,494,500

Saddle Road, Hawaii construct on & improvements

4,989,000

Avenue G viaducl and connector roads in Council Bluffs, iowa construction & improvements

3,991,200

Dayton Road in Ames, Iowa improvements

3,192,960

Hoeven Valley corridor, Soux City, Iowa road, intersection, and ru-I crossing improvements
.
1235 in Polk County, Iowa municipality relocation costs ...........

6,385,920
6,385,920

1-35 from Des Moines to Ankeny, Iowa environ work, prelim, survey and design, & reconsfi...

11,973,600

1-15 between milepost 0 and milepost 16, from Utah border to Deep Creek, Idaho: construction.

13,470,300

.
US Department of Transportation structure 8289.961-H at FAS Route 37 in Illnoi
1-435 at Donahoo Road in Wyandotte County, Kansas: construction of new interchange

3,991,200
8,6W0.860

622
US 54 inKansas: construction & improvements .... ............

3,991.200

US 73 from Slate Avenue North 10 Marsen Road in Wyandotte County, KS: improvements

4,989.000

...

US 231 from Bowling Green to Soottswile. Kentucky, construction & tnprovements.................
Kansas Lane Connector Road alignment project in Monroe, LA constr. & improvements
Padanaran and Little River Road bridge projects in Dartrnouth, Massachusetts

13,470,300
5,487,900
1.496,700

.

Potee Street Bridge in Baltimore, Maryland: reconstruction acbvrties .

10,975,800

Ambassador Bridge Gateway project in Detroit, Michigan: construction
improvements
.
US 53 from Minnesota Highway 169 north of Virginia, Minnesota, to Cook, Minnesota .............

14,967,073

Naue

Brd

on Route S in Camden County, M ioun construction & improvements-...

19,95,000
2,594,280

Upgrade Highway 36

Marion County, Missouri, to 4i-lare divided highway ................
Upgrade Highway 60 in Shannon and Cater counties, Missojn, to 4-lane divided highway.

9,978,000

Extension of Hwy. 44, including a bridge over the Pead Rver, in Lawrence County, MS
1-69 Great River Bridge crossing the Missisippi at Bolivar County, Mississippi: preii design.

4,989.000
7,982,400

9.978,000

US 82 bridge over the Mississippi River at Greenville, Mississippi: constr & improvements
Intersection at 27th Street and Airport Road in Bitings, Montana constr & improvements .

99.780,000
.

14,967.000

North Shre Road in Swain County, North Carolina, construction & improvements ..............
Four Bears Bridge in North Dakota: constrction & improvements
.........................

15,964,800
34.923,000

Missouri River pedestrian crossing in Omaha Nebraska construction & improvements,

12,971,400

Broad St. Parkway in Nashua, New Hampshire, constr. of road expansion & improvements

11,973,600

Broad St. & Wyckoff Rd. intersection, inclidig traffic light upgrades, Eatontown, New Jersey
County Route 605 in Detaware Township and West Amwell Townshp, Hunterdon County, NJ

149,670
1,197,380

Halls Mil Road in Freehold Township and Monmouth County. New Jersey reconstruction
Lewisville Road in Lawrence Township, New Jersey: reconstruction ........................

7,882,400

NJCDC Training Facilrty Project in Paterson, New Jersey .......................
Reconstruction of Institute St , Lockwood Ave., First St , Second St., etc in the Freehold, NJ

4,989000
249,450

498,900

Rosedale Road and Provinelne Rc-sd intersection in Princeton, New Jersey improvements
Route 35 at Clinton Avenue and other intersections in the Bc rough ot Eatontown, New Jersey.
Route 35 in the Borough of Eatontowr, NJ: corridor improvements, including signal upgrades

249,450
498,900
498,900

Route 641 in Hunterdon County, New Jersey. improvements .......
Route 9 and Route 520 intersection in Malboro Township, New Jersey improvements

2,494,500

School Road East in Marboro Township, New Jersey reconstruction

1,197,360

997,200

Township of Princeton New Jersey, municipal complex road improvements
......
.......
Craig Road overpass between 1-15 and Losse Road in Crty of North Las Vegas, Nevada
.
Hoover Dam bypass four-lane bridge: environmental work, design, & construction ......
1.15 Southbound project, Nevada: construction & improvements ........... ...
..... .

498900
4.989000
19.956.000
...

9,978,000

f-8&I.S 395 interchange in Reno, Nevada: construction & improvements .......................
US 95 between Laughlin Cutoff and Railroad Pass, Nevada construction & improvements
1-87 in New York border crossing improvements

................

.........

9,978,000
9,978,03)
2,793,840

...

Midtown West intermodal ferry terminal New York City. New York: constr. & improvements
Route 17 in Chemung County, New York: grade crossing eliminations ..........
.

9.279.540

.

1,197,360

Van Wyck Expressway, Queens County, New York .mprovements ........ ..................

997,800

Fort Washington Way reconfhguration project, Cincinnati, Ohio: construction & improvements

99,78,000

Martin Luther King, Jr. Bridge in Toledo, Ohio: construction & improvements
.
..
MacArhur Boulevard in Oktahoma City. Oklahoma: relocation & related construction actvitlas.

3. 92,960

US 101 in Oregon: construction & improvements ...................

4,989,000

4.190,760

Intelligent transportation infrastructure program (Sec. 5117(b}(3) of TEA-21) ..
.49,890,000
Lafayette St. access improvements from US 202 Dannehower Bridge to PA Turnpike ...

9,978,000

Route 309 Expressway between Limakln Pike and SR 63 in Montgomery County, PA
1 195 in Rhode Isand, construction & improvements
..............................

,989000
9,978.000

Cooper River Bridge in South Carolina: construction & improvements .
.
Widening, relocation, and other improvements to South Carolina Highway 5 ...

.

.

29,934,000
.9,728,550

Southeast Connector Route between 1-90 and SID 79 in South Dakota ...................
US 12 between Aberdeen and 1-29 in South Dakota construction & improvements ........
1-69 in Tennessee: environmental work, preliminary survey and design .......................

..

28,936,200
23,548,080
18,359.520
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US 281 atFM 2812, FM 162. FM 490, SP 122, & SH 186 inTexas: construct interchanges-.-

9,78,000

US 77 at Business 77 Norh, FM 3186, FM 490,SP 122,and SP 413 in Texas......................
12,472.500
Route 2 between St.Johnsbury, Vermont end the New Hampshire State Line ...............
3,991.200
Route 9 Bennington Bypass, Vermont: construcWn & improvements ..

....... ..

Cascade Gateway Border Project, Whatcom County, Washington.........................
FAST Corridor in Washigton: construction & iprovements
.............. .....
SR 99 inShoreline, Washington: improvements, inclLicIng traffic signal system upgrades .
1-39.US51/SH 29 corridor (Wausau Behine) in and around Wausa,

Wisconsin ..

5,986,800
9.....6.....
997,800
23947,200
4.989,000

.....

35,920,800

Interchange at County Hwy.J &US 10 and upgrade segment ofUS 10 inPortage County. WI

3,991,200

US 50 Partersburg bypass in West Virginia, construction & improvements ...................
..
.24,945,000
SR 789 between Lander and Hudson, Wyoming: widening and overlay/guard rail
work . .........

12,372,720

Commercial Remote Sensing Products & Spacial Into. Tech. (1.10 in MS) (Section 1109)

$3,991,200

Farm-to-market

roads in Tulare County, CA (Section 1121)

Main Street Corridor in Houston, TX (Section 1128) ......
Stitwater Lift Bridge between MN aid WI (Section 1128)

.
.

.

...........

.

.

.

...................
..................

McClung Road, etc. in the City of LaPorte, IN (Section 1128) .....
U.S. 36SWadsworthInterchange in Broomfield County, CO (Section 1128) ......
...............

2,394,720
1.
1,696,260
4,989,000
997,800
997,800
,182,492,78W
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MISCELLANEOUS APPROPRIATIONS
ESTIMATES

APPROPRIATE INS
199 2 ..................................
$540,725,667
1993...................................
16,861,333
1994 ....
....... ......
148,562,000
Rescission .............
-3.059,960
1994 Supp. (Rescission) ....
-28,212.843
1995 ............................... 1995 ...............................
352,055,000
1995 Emer. Supp (Resc..
-2,987,179
1996 ..........
1996 ................
0
1997 ...........
19 97...................................
0
1998 .......
1998 .....................
0
1999 ...........
.............
1999 .....................
200,000,000
2000 ............
... ..........
..................0
200 0 ...............
2001 ............
200 1..............................
..............
604,666.800
2002 ............
2002 .....................
1992 ...........
1993 ...........
1994 ...........

1/ Reflects reduc:on oi $1,333,200 (22%) for governmenl-wide rescission conta ned ,n Section 1403 of P L 106-554

Infiscal year 1992 appropriations were provided out of the General Fund of the Treasury forthe following miscellaneous
highway projects,
..
Highway Wdcli ng Demonstration Project
Highway Safell Improvement Demonstration Projec
..
Highway Widei ing and Improvement Demonslralion Project
.
.
Climbing Lane ind Highway Safety Demonstration Project
Indiana Irdtustr at Corndor Safety Demonstraion Project
Alabama Hghneay Bypass Demonstration Project
.9.000,000
Kentucky Bridg D
Demonstration Project
..
.
... ..
.........................
Virginia HOV S fety Demonstration Project
Urban HighwayCorrdor and Bicycle Transportation Demonstration Project
.
Urban Airport A .cess Safety Demonstration Project.
Pennsylvania F ,construction Demonstration Project
.
Pennsylvania T A1Road Demonstration Project
Highway Bypas ;Demonstration Project
...
Highway Demo istration Projects
Highway Studie ; --Feasibility, Design, En sronmental, Engineering
..
Corridor G lmpr )vemert Program
Corning Bypass Safety Demonstration Project
Turquoise Trail projectt ....
Ottumwa Road "xlension Proct
..
North Carolina I onnector Project ........ .....
Railroad-Highw y Crossings Demonstration Projects

$1,800.000
16 350,000
7,200,000
6,300.000
3.600,000
4,500.000
5,400,D00
10,530,000
9.000,000
8,100,000
1,800,000
9.000,000
249.146.000
19,198,000
148,500,000
12 600,000
2.700,000
7,200,000
4,800,000
4,01,667
540,725,667
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In fiscal year 1993, appropriations were provided out of the General Fund of the Treasury for the following miscellaneous
highway projects:
Railroad-Highway Crossings Demonstration Projects..............
Baftimore-Washington Parkway ....................
Highway Widening Demonstration Project-

$1 221,333
15,000,000
640,000
16861 333

In fiscal year 1994, appropriations were provided out of the General Fund of the Treasury for the following miscellaneous
highway projects iP L. 103-122)

Railroad-Highway Crossings Projects ......................
Baltimore-Washington Parkway.
..................
Kentucky Bridge Project
Border Highway Project.....
Appalachian Corridor Improvement Project ............
Cumberland Gap Tunnel Projec

.........

12,000,000
6,400.000
57,000,000
6,000,000

Lock ad Dam No. 4 Bridge.

4,000,000

Congestion Mitigation ..............

.............

Cross Westchester Expressway .
Schenectady Bddge. ..... ............... ..
Columbia Gorge Highway

$30,262.000
12.800,000

............

Manassas Batlefield Bypass

...

....

.

.

.......

Rescission (P L 103-122)
Intersection safety demonstration project (P L 100-457 and PL 101.516).
Rescissions (PL 103-211)
Sky Harbor Airport access road, 1992 AZ
Route 152 improvements, CA
1-651-10 connection study. FL
Northeast Dade Bikepath, 1992, FL ............
U.S. 20 Realignment, LA
.... ..
.
State highway 30, IA ........... ...........
1-70and 110th Street, KS ....
Southeast Kansas corridor study. KS .
1.49/US. 167 exsension, LA.
.
.
Brackstone River bikeway, MA .
1-20 interchange, MS ........................
Pead River bridge, MS
Telegraph Avenue-255 interchange, MO
Lake Road bay outlet bridge, NY.
Albert Street to IR-80, OH
Pondcreek Road, OK .........
U.S. 35 relocation, WV ...

1,600,000
9,800,000
3,200,000
2,500,000
3,000,000
148,562,000
43,059,960

82,100,000
-1,600,000
-583,939
-735,250
-1,756.709
-1,440,000
-3,446,600
*1,376,000
-600.000
-212,032
-1,620,000
-1,600,000
-40,000
-4,249,893
-3,600,000
-2,845,500
-406,920
-28,212,843

In fiscal year 1995, appropriations were provided out of the General Fund of the Treasury for the following miscellaneous
highway projects:
Surface Transportation Projects.

$352.D55,000
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The fiscalyear 1995 emergency supplemental appropriations andresciasons for the Department of Defense (P.L. 104-6
provided for reascissions
of $2,987,179 from the following demonstration projects:
Accelerated Highway Widening (P L.98-8)
Highway Safety Improvement (P L. 98-473)
Railroad highway crossing (P.L. 93-87) ..........

-$1.506,806
-1,453,376
-26,997
-2,987,179

In fiscal year 1999, the FY 1999 Omnibus Consolidated and Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act (P.L 105-277)
included appropriations out of the General Fund of the Treasury for the following miscellaneous highway projects
Surface transportation projects locaed in Massachusetts (Section I11 ) ...................
Highway projects in the comdors designated bysection 1105(c(1 81)(C)(iiof
P.L. 102-240 (Section 114) ......

......

...........

$100,000,000
100,000,000

200,000,000
In fiscal year 2001, appropriations were provided out of the General Fund of the Treasury for the following miscellaneous
highway projects (amounts shown after 22% reduction)
Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge (Section 379 of P.L 106-346) .........
Valley Trains andTours, Virginia (Section 376 of P.L 106-346)............. ...
Muscle Shoals, Tuscumbia, & Sheffield, AL hwy-rat impr (Section 375of P L 106-346)

$598.680,000
997,800
4,989,000
604,166,800
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APPALACHIAN DEVELOPMENT HIGHWAY SYSTEM

ESTIMATES
APPROPRIATIONS
1992 ......................
1992 .....................
19 93....................................
199 3 ....................................
1994 ..............................
199 4 ....................................
1995 .........................
1995 .............
........
1996 .....................
1996 ................................
1997. ..
......
...........
199 7 ....................................
1998................-.....
1998 ..................................
00,000,000
1999 ...................
132,000,000
1999 .....................
2 000 ............................... 2000 ................................ 0
2001 ......................
2001 ............................
......
0
2002 ...................
......
2002........
.......................

In fiscal year 1999, the FY 1999 Omnibus Consolidated and Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act (P.L 105-277)
included appropriations out ol the Generai Fund of tie Treasury forthe foflowvngprojects
Corridor Xof the Appalachian development highway system located in Alabama (Section 112).
Appalachian development highway system in the State of West Virginia (Section 113),.

$100,000,000 0
32,000,000
132,000,000

APPALACHIAN DEVELOPMENT HIGHWAY SYSTEM
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)
ESTIMATES
1992 .. .........
....................
199 3 ....................................
1994 ...............................
1995 .............
.............
1996 .....................
1997 .....................
1998 .....................
1999 .............................
2000 .....................
$0
2001 ......................
2002 ..........
..................
0

APPROPRIATIONS
1992 ..............................
1993 ..............................
1994 ...
.....................
1995 ............................
1996 ...........................
1997 ................
1998 ..............................
1999 ........................
20 00 .............
....................
2001 ..........
.............. $254,402,081
200 2 ...........
...
.................

;

V Reflects reduction of $560 919 (0 22 percent) for government-wide rescssion contained in Section 1403 of P L 106-554.
In fiscal year 2001, appropriations were provided out of the Highway Trust Fund for the following projects (amounts shown
after 22% reduction)

Appalachian Development Highway System (Section 326 of P L 106-346)
Corridor X in Alabama (Section 378 of P.L 106-346) ....................
Corridor D in West Virgina (Section 378 of P L. 106-346J ..........
.

•.

54,842,081
99.78W.000

99.780,000
254.402,081
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STATE INFRASTRUCTURE BANKS
ESTIMATES
1997........................ $250,000,000 1
150,000,000 1
1998 ..................
150,000,000 1
1999 ................................

2000...................
..... .......
2001 .................. ......
2002 ..
................ .......

0
0
0

1 Proposed to be funded from the Highway Trust Funds

APPROPRIATIONS
1997 ..................
.............
$150,000,000
1998 ............................... 0
1999
..................
.......
0
1999 Emer. Supp.
(Rescission) ... . .........
-6,500,000
2000 ..........................
.......
0
2001 ................................ 0
2002 .......................
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RIGHT-OF.WAY REVOLVING FUND
(LIMITATION
ON DIRECT LOANS)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)

ESTIMATES
APPROPRIATIONS
1992 ................................
$42,500,000
so
1992 ......................
. ...
1993 ...................
42,500,000
1993 ....................
42,500,000
1994 .........
..........
42,500,000
199 4 .............
....................
42,500,000
1995 ..................................
42,500,000
199 5.................................
42,500,000
1996..................................
1996 ............
...................
19 9 7...............
.............
19 9 7.................................
1998 .....................
.......
199 ...... ..........
1999.. ............... ....
1999 .................
2 0 00 .................
............
2000 .....................
2001 .........................
2001 ............................
2002 ....................
2002. ................
RIGHT-OF-WAY REVOLVING FUND
(LIOUIOATION
OF CONTRACT AUTHORIZATON)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)

APPROPRIATIONS
ESTIMATES
1992 ...................................
$40,000,000
1992 ............................. $40,000,000
1993 .........
:....................
1993 .....................
...
1994 ............................... 19 94...............................
1994 Supp. (Rescission)....
-20,000,000
1994 Supp. (Rescission) ....
1995 ............................. 19 9 5 ...................................
1996 ..............................
19 96 ...................................
1997 ...... .........
1997
................
19 98 ...............................
1998 .......................
19 99 ...................................
1999 .......................
2000 ...........................
.
2 0 00...................................
2001 ......................
2001 .....................
2002 .............................. 2002 .....................
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HIGHWAY-RELATED SAFETY GRANTS
(LIMITATION ON OBLIGATIONS)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUNO)
LIMITATION

ESTIMATES

1992 ...................................
1993 ...................................

$35,000,000
20,000,000

1994 ..................................

10,000,000

1994 ...................................

10,000,000

1995 ...................................
1996 ...................................

10,000,000
10,000,000

1995 ...................................
1996 ...................

10,800,000
11,000,000

0 21
199 7...................................

1992 ...................
1993 ...................................

$9,337,000
10,000,000

0 3
199 7 ................................

0
1998 ...... ....................0
1998 ..................................
0
1999 ......
..........................
0
1999...................................
0
2000 ..................................
0
2000 ..................................
0
..........
.............................
2001.
.... ......... 0
0
2002 ...........
2002 ..................................
1/ Reduced pursuant to Sec. 1004 of P.L 102-24, tniemodal Transportation Efficiency Actof 1991.
Proposed legislation would transfer this program to the National HighwayTraffic Safety Administration's highway-related
safety grants program.
3/ P L. 104-205 transferred this program to the National Highway Traffic Salety Administration's "Highway Traffic Salety
Grants program,
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MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY
APPROPRIATIONS
ESTIMATES
1992 ...... ..........
$49,317,000 I'
1992 ...................................
$47,600,000
1993 ....................
1993 ...................................
[56,826,000] 2!
2/
1994 ...................................
1994 ...................................
2
1995 ...................................
1995 ...................................
1996 ...................................
1996 ......................
...
50,000,000 41
21
1997 ...................................
1997 .............................
2/
1998 ...................................
1998 ...................................
2i
1999 ...................................
1999 ...................
......
2;
2000 ...................................
2000 ...................................
2001 ...................................
2001 ...........................
2002 ..................................
2002 ...................................
1/ Proposed lo be funded from the Highway Trust Fund
2/ Proposed to be funded under the "Limitation on General Operating Expenses within Federal-ad Highays
3' Included under the Limitation on General Operating EnpDenses
beginning in FY 1993.
4 Proposed to be funded from a separate appropriation from the Highway Trusl Fund
5 In FY 2000, the Motor Carrier Safety Improvement Act of 1999 (P L 106-159, signed 129/99) split the Ofice of Motor
Carriers out of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and created the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administrat on
(FMCSA)
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MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY GRANTS
(LIMITATION ON OBLIGATIONS)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)

ESTIMATES
LIMITATION
1992.............. .........
$60,000,000
1992 .............................
$65,000,000
1993 ....... .................
76,000,000
1993 ................
65,000,000
199 4...................................
65,000,000
1994 .................... 65,000,000
1995 ..........................
..
83,000,000
1995 .... .................
74,000,000
1996 .....................
85,000,000
1996 .............................
77,224,000 I1997 ...........
..................
85,000,000
1997 .......
...............
. 77,914,106 2
1998 .....
...........
100,000,000 31
199 8..............
................
84,825,000
19 99. ...........
....................
100,D00,000 3/
1999 ..........................
..
100,000,000
4,
2000
....................
105,000,000 3'
2000 .................
..............
2 00 1..................................
2001 .....................
2002 ...................................
200 2 ..............................
1/ Reflects reductions of $1,000 for Department.wvie reduction contained in Section 30012 of P L 104-134.
2J As a resutof the reduction mandated in Section 1003(c) of ISTEA (P.L 102-240) and the rescissions
contained in
P L. 104-208, the amount of total budgetary resources available ($77,914,106) was less than the obligation limitation
($78,225,000) enacted in P.L 104-205.
3' The budget proposed to change the name of the program to the "National Motor Carer Safety Program*

However,

Congress continued to use the "Motor Camer Safety Grants" heading inthe appropriations act.
49 In FY 2000, the Motor Carrier Safety Improvement Act of 1999 (P L 106-159, signed 1219/99) split theOtbce of Motor
Carriers
out ofthe Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and created the Federal Motor Carner Safety Administration
(FMCSA). As a result, the Motor Carner Safety Grants program was transferred from the FHWA to theFMCSA

MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY GRANTS
(LIQUIDATION OF CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)

ESTIMATES
APPROPRIATIONS
1992...................................
1992 ............. .. ............... $62,000,000
$62,000,000
190 3...................................
71,000,000
1993 .................................
65,000 ,000
1994 ........ ........ 68,000,000
1994 .................................
68 ,000,000
1995 ... ....................
1995 ...................73,000,000
73,000,000
1996 .. ......................
1996 ..................................
68,000,000
68,000,000
1997 .....................
1997 .............................
74,000,000
74,000,000
1997 Omnibus Rescisson
of Contract Authority
-12,300,000
1998 ..............................
1998 ...............
.................
90,000,000 I'
85,000,000
1999 ..............................
100000,000 '
1999 ..................
100,000,000
2000...........................
105,000,000
2000 .. .......
..................
200 t ..................................
2001 ........ ......................
2002 .....................
2002
.. ................
The budget proposed to change the name of the program to the 'National Motor Carner Safety Program" However,
Congress continued to use the "Motor Camer Safety Grants" heading in the appropriations acl.
2J In FY 2000, the Motor Carmer Safety Improvement Act of 1999 (P.L. 106-159, signed 12_./99) split the Office of Motor
Cariers out of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) andcreated the Federal Motor Carier Safety Administration
(FMCSA) As a result, the Motor Carrier Safety Grants program was transferred from the FHWA to the FMGSA.
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FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAYS

The Federal-aid Highways (FAH) program is the critical element in the development of an
intermodal transportation system that is economically efficient and environmentally sound, while
providing the foundation for the Nation to compete in the global economy, and moving people
and goods safely.
All programs included within FAH are financed from the Highway Trust Fund and most program
funds are distributed via apportionments and allocations to States. Liquidating cash
appropriations are subsequently requested to fund outlays resulting from obligations incurred
under contract authority.
FY 2002 Program
The Transportation Equity Act for the 2 t' Century (TEA-21) reauthorized surface transportati n
programs through FY 2003. TEA-21 provides for increased transportation infrastructure
investment, strengthens transportation safety programs and environmental programs, and
continues core research activities. TEA-21, along with Title 23 of the United States Code
('Highways") and other supporting legislation, provides authority for the various programs of the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).
In FY 2002, we are proposing a $31.9S7 billion program level consistent with the TEA-21
guarantee to continue major programs, including the Surface Transportation Program, the
National Highway System, Interstate Maintenance, the Highway Bridge Replacement and
Rehabilitation Program, and the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program.
Other programs under TEA-21 include Transportation Infrastructure Finance Innovation, the
National Corridor Planning and Border Infrastructure, and the Transportation and Community
and System Preservation Pilot Programs.
Obligation Limitation and Exempt Programs
The FY 2002 budget includes an obligation limitation of $31.563 billion for the FAH programs.
This includes revenue aligned budget authority (RABA) of S4.520 billion, of which $201 million
is to be used to support a New Freedom Initiative and Border Infrastructure Improvements. This
budget proposes to fund most FAN programs from within the obligation limitation. The
Emergency Relief program and a portion of the Minimum Guarantee program vill continue to be
exempt from the limitation. The budget authority and outlays from these exempt programs
continue to be shown as mandatory spending as these programs are not subject to the obligation
limitation. The estimated obligations for exempt programs is S,55 million.
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Federal-aid Highway Proram Gals
With the funding levels provided in this budget and the anticipated investment of our partners,
the FHWA will continue to work to identify top roadway and vehicle safety issues and
countermeasures. In 2002, th -safety construction programs will help to correct unsafe roadway
design, remove roadway hazards, and to fund other safety construction programs. About 90
percent of the TEA-21 funds are distributed to the States by formula, primarily for highwayrelated projects, including the preservation and sopansion of eligible roads and bridges. The
FHWA will work with State and local govern - nts to:
* Maintain 93 percent or more of National Highway System miles in a condition that
meets pavement performance standards for acceptable ride quality. The NHS carries one
trillion, or 43 percent, of all vehicle miles traveled. The condition of the system affects
public safety, wear-and-tear on vehicles, fuel consumption, travel time, congestion, and
comfort. In 1999, the estimated percentage was 93 percent.
v Hold the growth in average annual hours of extra travel time due to delays by 30
minutes, to 34 hours in 2002. In 1999, the individual urban traveler experienced an
average 32 hours of extra travel time due to delays. Without intervention, this would
grow to 35 hours of extra travel time.
* Reduce the percentage of bridges on the NIHS that are deficient--from 21.5 percent in
2000 to 21 percent in 2002
Tbis level of funding--along with continuing initiatives such as the Transportation Infrastructure
Finance and Innovation Act--will provide sufficient resources to meet critical program outcome
goals. The benefits of these activities will be measured using the program performance goals and
indicators included in the Performance Plan Section.
Highway Fundina and the Economy
In addition vi achieving Departmental goals for the Nation's highway system, investments in the
highway infrastructure have a positive effect on private sector economic performance,
productivity, and employment.
Productivity growth is key to maintaining global competitiveness and a rising standard of living.
Economic analyses clearly indicate that highway capital has a direct (cost reducing) productivity
effect on business and significant impact on consumer demand. Important findings from recent
FHWA research are:
About 25% of the long-term productivity growth rate in the U.S. economy over the past
40 years can be attributed to increases in the stock of U.S. highway capital.
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Rates of return to the commercial sector of the economy from highway investments
averaged 16 percent per year. When returns to consumers are factored in, the rates of
return are even higher.
*

Rates of return on "non-local' highway investment, which apply to almost all Federal-aid
highway investment, exceed returns available to private capital. The higher-order road
network serves commercial interests extensively, and may contribute more to producer
productivity than lower-level roads because of the nature of the demand for commercial
transportation and the fact that such roads are shared by so many users over a wide
geographical area.
Increased highway capital investment reduces production costs in all manufacturing
industries and for the ecoaomy as a whole. Overall, a $1.00 increase in the highway
capital stock has historically generated 30 cents of producer cost savings each year over
the lifetime of the underlying road improvements.

Since highway construction activities are relatively labor intensive compared to the rest of the
economy, investment in highway infr-astru.ture facilitates job expansion in both the public and
private sectors. Recent FHWA research indicates that approximately 44,709 total jobs are
supported nationally per SI billion of Federal-aid highway investment. The job estimate
includes: (1) direct onsite and offsite construction industry employment; (2) indirect jobs in
'supplying industries," or those which provide materials and equipment to highway construction
projects (e g., stone and clay mining, lumber, steel, concrete, petroleum refining); and (3)
induced jobs, or those supported throughout the economy as workers in the construction industry
spnd their wages on goods and services.
Federal Lands Highwav Prowram Outcomes
Approximately 8,000 miles of park roads and parkways are under the jurisdiction of the National
Park Service and serve the Natiorud Park System. About 60 percent of the roads are paved and
these were deteriorating at 1 percent annually. The proposed funding level will reverse the
continued deterioration of paved roads and vuill allow the overall condition of paved roads to
improve approximately 5 percent over the next 10 years. Over 50 percent of the uncompleted
segments of park roads where construction has been initiated would be completed in the next 5
years. Transportation planning and technical assistance initiatives will be initiated in accordance
with the November 25, 1997, DOIOT Memorandum of Understanding. Also, alternative
transportation will be initiated in five parks which are presently undergoing significant traffic
congestion.
Approximately 25,000 miles of Bureau of tndian Affairs (BLA) plus another 25,000 miles of
State and local roads arc classified as Indian Reservation Roads serving the 560 Indian tribes and
villages. The TEA-21 guarantee level in 2002 will allow for the maintenance of approximately
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5,000 miles of paved roads in fair togood condition. Also, the percentage of unpaved roads
constructed to standard will increase from 24 percent to 28 percent over the next 5 year period.
Also, the percentage of deficient Indian Reservation Roads bridges owned by the BIA will be
reduced to less that 10 percent over the next 5 years.
Over 29,000 miles of State and local r-oads are designated forest highways serving the National
Forest System. Over 22,000 miles of roads are paved. The TEA-21 guarantee level in 2002 will
allow construction improvements to 1,500 miles of roads over a 5-year period.
Approximately 5,900 miles of refuge roads are under the jurisdiction of the Fish and Wildlife
Service and serve National Wildlife Refuges. Over 500 miles of roads are paved. The TEA-21
guarantee funding in 2002 will allow the overall condition of roads and bridges to improve 25
percent over the next five years.
Most of the discretionary public lands highway funds are allocated for projects based on
applications by State transportation departments. Section 204(i) of 23 U.S.C. provides for a
portion of discretionary public lands highway funds to be reserved to fund necessary Federal land
agency administrative and transportation planning costs which are not funded otherwise under
the Federal Lands Highway Program. This provides funding to Federal land agencies to update
inventories and ratings to identify condition and safety characteristic of roads and bridges serving
these Federal lands.
Border Infrastructure
To ensure that the opening of the U.S.!Mexico border is done with the utmost attention paid to
motor carrier safety, a total of $56 million, to be funded from RABA, is requested for southern
border motor carter safety inspection facilities construction in FY 2002 Funding for these
activities is included within the Federal-aid Highways program levels.
The States will require Federal funding to support infrastructure improvements necessary to
accommodate permanent facilities (i.e., property, roadways, buildings, and inspection facilities).
With 23 border-crossing sites located in the four States along the U.S./,Mexico border, it is
anticipated that a total of $162 million, of which $54 million is requested in FY 2002, is needed
to build new State motor carrier
inspection facilities. Funding for these activities will be
distributed on an as needed basis, with States submitting proposals that will be evaluated to
qualify for Federal funding. Advancing these infrastructure projects will be the joint
responsibility of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), FHWA, and the
States.
'S2.3 million is also necessary in FY 2002 for Federal construction of areas to park unsafe
vehicles placed out-of-service at the border. These funds will be managed by FMCSA to ensure
that paved, secured areas are instructed to fulfill immediate requirements, as the States move
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toward the construction of permanent facilities. This justification is also contained within
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration's FY 2002 budget submission.
New Freedom Initiative
The Administration believes that every American should have the opportunity to participate fully
in society and engage in productive work. Unfortunately, millions of Americans with disabilities
ae locked out of the workplace because they are denied the tools and access necessary for
success. Through the "New Freedom Initiative," the Administration plans to help integrate
Americans with disabilities into the workforce and funds two programs within this budget from
$145 million of revenue aligned budget authority.
The budget provides $45 million for 10 pilot programs run by State or local governments in
regional, urban, and rural areas. These pilot programs will be selected on the basis of the use of
innovative approaches to developing transportation plans that serve people with disabilities.
In addition, a $100 million will be used to establish a competitive matching grant program to
promote access to alternative methods of transportation This matching program will be open to
Centers for Independent Living, Assistive Technology Centers, vocational rehabilitation centers,
and other community-basei organizations that seek to integrate Armericans with disabilities into
the workforce. The fids will go toward the purchase and operation of specialty vans, assisting
people with down payments or costs associated with accessible vehicles, and extending the use of
existing transportation resources.
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FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAYS PROGRAM
(In thousands of dollars)

Surface Transportation Program
Contract authority
Obligation level

FY 2001
$7,235,863
$6,721,526

FY 2002
$7,649,359
57,129,128

The Surface Transportation Program (STP) provides flexible funding to be used by States and
localities for projects on any Federal-aid highway, including the NHS, bridge projects on any
public road, tra.-it capital projects, and iitraity and intercity bus terminals and facilities. Prior
to apportionment, funds are set aside for Railway-Highway Crossing Hazard Elimination in High
Speed Rail Corridors and for Operation Lifesaver, State suballocations of apportioned funds
ensure funding for transportation enhancements, safety, urbanized areas with populations over
200,000, and rural areas with less than 5,000 population. A portion of funds reserved for rural
areas may be spent on rural minor collectors.
National Highway System
Contract authority
Obligation level

FY 2001
$6,179,016
$5,751,509

FY 2002
$6,509,649
$6,145,800

This program provides funding for improvements to rural and urban roads that are part of the
National Highway System (NHS), including the Interstate System and designated connections to
major intermodal terminals. The current system mileage ofjust over 161,000 miles may be
modified by the Secretary in accordance with certain criteria, but is limited to a maximum
mileage of 178,250, Under certain circumstances, NHS funds may also be used to fund transit
improvements in NHS corridors.
Interstate Maintenance Program
Contract authority
Obligation level

FY 2001
$5,010,140
$4,774,592

FY 2002
$5,353,741
$5,162,472

The Interstate Maintenance (IM) program finances projects to rehabilitate, restore, resurface and
reconstruct the Interstate System Reconstruction that increases capacity, other than HOV lanes,
is not eligible for IM funds. A portion of [NI funds are set aside prior to apportionment for
obligation for 4R projects on the Interstate System at the discretion of the Secretary
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Hlkwav Bridge Replacement and
Rehabllitatlon Pr m
Contract Authority
Obligation level

FY 2001
$4,298,975
$4,091,650

FY2002
$4,566,350
$4,424,976

This program assists States in responding to the problem of unsafe and inadequate bridges. The
funds are available to replace or rehabilitate deficient highway bridges and to seismic retrofit
bridges on any public road, including those on roads functionally classified as rural minor
collectors and as local. Up to 50% of bridge apportionments may be transferred to other
programs, but the transferred amount will be deducted the succeeding fiscal year from the total
cost of deficient bridges in the State and in all States. A portion of Bridge funds are set aside
prior to apportionment for obligation for bridge projects at the discretion of the Secretary.
Congestion Mitiration and
Air Quality Improvement Program
Contract authority
Obligation level

FY 2001
S1,765,076
S1,634,860

FY 2002
$1,863,745
$1,720,824

The primary purpose of the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program
(CMAQ) is to fund projects and programs in air quality nonattainment and maintenance areas for
ozone, carbon monoxide (CO), and small particulate matter (PM-tO) which reduce transportation
related emissions. A minimum V percent of the apportionment is guaranteed to each State.
Safety Incentive Grants for
Useof Seat Belts
Contract authority
Obligation level

FY 2001
$89,658
$102,461

FY 2002
$114,854
$114,854

This new program provides incentive grants to encourage States to increase seat belt use rates.
The amount of funding each State is awarded will be based on calculations by the Secretary of
the annual savings to the Federal Government in medical costs (including savings under the
medicare and medicaid programs). A State may use these grant funds for any project eligible for
assistance under Title 23, U.SC.
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Safety Incentive to Prevent Operation of
Motor Vehicles by Intoxicated Persons
Contract authority
Obligation level

FY 2001
$90,000
$79,110

FY 2002

$100,000
$ 90,000

The purpose ofthis new program is to provide incentive grants to encourage States to establish
0.08 percent blood alcohol concentration (BAC) as the legal limit for drunk driving offenses
Any State that has in effect and is enforcing a 0.08 percent BAC law, before the end of the fiscal
year, is eligible to receive incentive funds for that fiscal year. A State may use these grant funds
for any project eligible for assistance under Title 23, U.S C.
Intelligent Transportation Systems
Contract authority
Obligation level

FY 2001
$87,900
$111,707

FY 2002
$118,175
$118,175

The Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) program provides for the research, development,
and operational testing of intelligent vehicles and intelligent infrastructure systems aimed at
solving congestion and safety problems, improving operating efficiencies in transit and
commercial vehicles, and reducing the environmental impact of growing travel demand. In
addition to these program funds, several of the core Federal-aid highway programs specifically
include eligibility for infrastructure-based ITS capital improvements.
ITS Deployment
Contract authority
Obligation level

FY 2001
$103,722
$145,494

FY 2002
$135,058
$135,058

These funds support the nationwide deployment ofproven ITS technologies that are technically
feasible and highly cost effective, as a component of the Nation's surface transportation systems.
Deployment incentives accelerate ITS integration and interoperability in metropolitan and rural
areas, and support the deployment of ITS applications to Commercial Vehicle Operations
Federal Lands
Contract authority
Obligation level

FY 2001
5635,265
$725,921

FY2002
$724,249
$711,306

The Federal Lands Iighways Program provides funding for a coordinated program of public
roads and transit facilities serving Federal and Indian lands. Included are Public Lands
Highways, including Forest Highways; Park Roads and Parkways; Indian Reservation Roads (a
portion of funds authorized for this category are now required to be set aside for improving
deficient IRR bridges), and Refuge Roads, which consists ofpublic roads that provide access to
or within the National Wildlife Refuge System.
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Federal Hiebwav Research
and Technology Programs
Contract authority
Obligation level

FY 2001
$196,472
$249,108

FY 2002
$250,419
$250,419

The purpose ofthe research and technology program is to develop new transportation technology
that can be applied nationwide. The elements of the program include surface transportation
research; a national technology deployment program; University Transportation Research;
training and education to develop the knowledge and skills within the transportation community
needed to develop and apply new technology, and other research-related programs. It will also
support the continuation of the Bureau of Transportation Statistics major programs to provide
convenient access to transportation data and information, and to conduct transportation surveys
and analysis. We are also requesting an additional $25 million to be funded from the
administrative takedown to augment our Title 5 programs for planning and initiatives which are
critical to safety and infrastructure improvements.
National Corridor Plannine and
Development and Coordinated Border
Infrastructure Proeram
Contract authority
Obligation level

FY 2001
$123,060
$152,789

FY 2002
$143,567
$143,567

These two programs are funded from a single authorization The purpose of the National
Corridor Planning and Development Program is to provide allocations to States and metropolitan
planning organizations for coordinated planning, design, and construction of corridors of national
significance, economic growth, and international or interregional trade. The purpose of the
Coordinated Border Infrastructure Program is to improve the safe movement of people and goods
at or across the border between the United States and Canada and the border between the United
States and Mexico. This budget also includes arequest for an additional $30 million for this
program to be funded out of the administrative takedown.
Administration
Contract authority
Obligation level

FY 2001
$352,684
$294,470

FY 2002
$367,409
$317,693

Section 104(a)(t)(B) of Title 23, United States Code, authorizes the Secretary of Transportation
to deduct (take don), prior to apportionment, up to 1 1/6% of certain authorized sums for the
administration of Federal-aid highway programs. This takedown amount is available until
expended and is used to pay for virtually all salaries and administrative costs of the FHWA.
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Other Programs
Contract authority
Obligation level

FY 2001Y
$522,636
$420,963

S639,963
$525,363

This category includes the following programs: Recreational Trails, Ferry Boats, Notional
Scenic Byways, Highway Use Tax Evasion Projects, Value Pricing Pilot, the Puerto Rico
Highway Program, and Miscellaneous Studies and Reports. In FY 2002, RABA provides $145
million for the New Freedom Initiative and $56.3 million for the State Border Infrastructure
initiative. This additional funding is included in the FY 2002 contract authority and obligation
level
Transoortation and Community and
System Preservation Pilot Proeram
Contract authority
Obligation level

FY 2001
$21,975
$21,927

FY 2002
$25,637
$25,637

The Transportation and Community and System Preservation Pilot Program (TCSP) provides
funding for planning grants, implementation grants, and research to develop and demonstrate
effective strategies for States and local governments to use existing transportation systems and
future transportation investments to help create livable communities. Nationwide, States and
local governments are looking for strategies to ease congestion, improve road planning,
strengthen existing transportation systems and expand the use of alternative transportation to
enhance their economic competitiveness, protect the environment, and promote social equity. In
FY 2001, 298 States, Metropolitan Planning Organizations and local governments applied for
this program requesting almost S197 million.
High Priority Proitls Program
Contract authority
Obligation level

FY 2001
$1,841,259
31,311,395

FY 2002
$2,001,521
$1,490,696

The High Priority Projects Program provides designated funding for 1,850 specific projects
identified by Congress, each with a specified amount of authorizations to be distributed over a
six-year period according to mandated percentages The designated funding can only be used for
the project as described in the law.
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Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge
Contract authority
Obligation level

EY 201
$218,468
$194,268

FY 2002
$253,233
$202,500

The Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge program provides funding for the design and
construction ofa new bridge where Interstate 95 crosses the Potomac River, along w ith related
approaches and interchanges, as well as any needed interim repairs to the existing bridge. Prior
to construction, an agreement concerning transfer of ownership must be executed between the
Secretary and the political jurisdiction that accepts ownership of the bridge. Construction funds
will not be released until the Secretary approves a financial plan that identifies resources to cover
the total cost of the bridge replacement.
Transnortation lnfrastrsuctLre

Finance and Innovation
Contract authority
Obligation level

FY 2001
$96,690
5157,958

Y 2002
$123,058
$123,270

The Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act of 1998 (TIFIA) will provide
Federal credit assistance to major transportation investments of critical national importance, such
as intermodal facilities, border crossing infrastructure, expansion of multi-State highway trade
corridors, and other investments with regional and national benefits. The TIFIA credit program
is designed to fill market gaps and leverage substantial private co-investment by providing
supplemental and subordinate capital.
Appalachian Development
f hlihwav
System
Contract authority

FY 2001
$443,250

IFY 2002
$441,750

Obligation level

$389,617

$397,575

The Appalachian Development Highway System (ADHS) program provides funds for the
construction of the Appalachian condor highways in 13 States to promote economic
development and to establish a State-Federal framework to meet the needs of the region. More
than 92 percent of the ADHS is located on the National Highway System (NHS). The ADHS is
76 percent complete.
Minimum Guarantee
Contract authority
Obligation level

FY2001
$2,800,000
$2,163,603

FY 2002
$2,800,000
$2,448,842

The Minimum Guarantee (MG) provides funding to States based on equity considerations.
These include specific shares of overall program funds and a minimum return on contributions to
the Highway Account of the Highway Trust Fund; no State may receive less than $1 million per
year in MG funds. The total amount made available in MG funds in FY 2001 was $6.570 billion,
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with $6.674 billion estimated for FY 2002. Each State's share of the first $2.8 billion of MG
funds have the same eligibilities as STP funds except that the STP setaside requirements do not
apply. $639 million of this amount is exempt from the obligation limitation. Each State's share
of the amount in excess of $2.8billion is distributed among the IM,NHS, Bridge, CMAQ, and
STP programs and is displayed accordingly in the numbers presented in this section.
Emergency Relicf
Contract authority
Obligation level

FY 2001
$ 100,000
$113,206

FY 2002
$100,000
$100,000

The Emergency Relief (ER) program provides funds for the repair or reconstruction of Federalaid highwas and bridges and Federally-owned roads and bridges which have suffered serious
damage as the result of natural disasters or catastrophic failures. The ER program supplements
the commitment of resources by States, their political subdivisions, or Federal agencies to help
pay for unusually heavy expenses resulting from extraordinary conditions.
Revenue Alianed Budeet Authority
TEA-21 provides that obligations for the Federal-aid highways and highway safety programs are
adjusted to reflect revised receipt estimates for the Highway Account of the Highway Trust
Fund. In conjunction with this adjustment, Section 110 of Title 23, U.S.C, the Revenue Aligned
Budget Authority (RABA), authorizes contract authority in an amount equal to the additional
obligation limitation. In fiscal year 2002, the RABA adjustment is $4.543 billion, of which
approximately $23 million is distributed by law to motor carrier safety programs. This budget
proposes to reallocate a portion of the RABA to support the New Freedom Initiative and Border
Infrastructure Improvements. The remaining funds will be distributed by formula across all
programs as authorized in Section 1 10 of Title 23, U.S.C
In order to be consistent with the presentation in the FY 2002 President's Budget, contract
authority and obligation levels shown above for FY 2002 assume RABA has been distributed by
formula across the programs.
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FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAYS
(LIMITATION ON OBLIGATIONS)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)
None of the funds in this Act shall be available for the implementation or execution of programs,
the obligations for which are in excess of 1$29.661.806,0001 S31.563.157.000 for Federal-aid
highways and highway safety construction programs for fiscal year [2001 Provided, That within
the $29,661,806,000 obligation limitation on Federal-aid highways and highway safety
construction programs, not more than $437,250,00 shall be available for the implementation or
execution ofprograms for transportation research (sections 502, 503, 504, 506, 507, and 508 of
title 23, United States Code, as amended; section 5505 of title 49, United States Code, as
amended, and sections 5112 and 5204-5209 of Public Law 105-178) for fiscal )ear 2001; not
more than $25,000,000 shall be available for the implementation or execution of programs for
the. Magnetic Levitation Transportation Technology Deployment Program (section 1218 of
Public Law 105-178) for fiscal year 2001, of which not to exceed $1,000,000 shall be available
to the Federal Railroad Administration for administrative expenses and technical assistance in
connection with such program, of which not to exceed $1,500,000 shall be available to the
Federal Railroad Administration for -Safety and operations", and, notwithstanding section
1218(c)(4) of Public Law 105-1 78, of which $1,000,000 shall be available for low speed
magnetic levitation research and development; not more than $31,000,000 shall be available for
the implementation or execution of programs for the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (section
Ill of title 49, United States Code) for fiscal year 2001 Provided further, That within the
S218,000,000 obligation limitation on Intelligent Transportation Systems, the following sums
shall be made available for Intelligent Transportation System projects in the following specified
areas:
State of Alaska, $2,350,000;
Alameda-Contra Costa, California, $500,000;
Aquidneck Island, Rhode Island, $500,000;
Austin, Texas, $250,000;
Automated crash notification system, UAB, $1,000,000;
Baton Ro,a, Louisiana, $1,000,000;
Bay County, Florida, $1,500,000;
Beaumont, Texas, $150,000;
Bellingham, Washington, $350,000;
Bloomington Township, Illinois, $400,000;
Calhoun County, Michigan, $750,000;
Carbondale, Pennsylvania, $2,000,000;
Cargo Mate, New Jersey, $750,000;
Charlotte, North Carolina, $625,000;
College Station, Texas, $1,800,000;
Commonwealth of Virginia, $5,500,000;
Corpus Christi, Texas (vehicle dispatching), $1,000,000;
Delaware River Port Authority, $1,250,000;
DuiPage County, Illinois, S500,000;
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Fargo, North Dakota, $1,000,000;
Fort Collins, Colorado, $1,250,000;
Hattiesburg, Mississippi, $500,000;
Huntington Beach, California, S1,250,000;
Huntsville, Alabama. $3,000,000;
1-70 West project, Colorado, $750,000;
Inglewood, California, $600,000.
Jackson, Mississippi, $1,000,000;
Jefferson County, Colorado, $4,250,000;
Johnsonburg, Pennsylvania, $1,500,000;
Kansas City, Missouri, $1,250,000;
Lake County, Illinois, $450,000;
Le, is & Clark Trail, Montana, $625,000;
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, $2,000,000;
Moscow, Idaho, $875,000;
Muscle Shoals, Alabama, $1,000,000;
Nashville, Tennessee, $500,000.
New Jersey regional integration/TRANSCOM, $3,000,000;
North Central Pennsylvania, $750,000;
North Las Vegas, Nevada, $1,800,000;
Norwalk and Santa Fe Spring:, California, $500,000,
Oakland and Wayne Counties, Michigan, $1,500,000;
Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission, $1,500,000;
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, $500,000;
Puget Sound regional fare collection, Washington, $2,500,000;
Rensselaer County, New York, $500,000,
Rochester, New York, $1,500,000;
Sacramento County, California, $875,000;
Sacramento to Reno, 1-80 corridor, $100,000;
Sacramento, California, $500,000;
Salt Lake City (Olympic Games), Utah, $1,000,000;
San Antonio, Texas, $100,000;
Santa Teresa, New Mexico, $500,000;
Schuylkill County, Pennsylvania, $400,000;
Seabrook, Texas, $1,200,000;
Shreveport, Louisiana, $1,000,000;
South Dakota commercial vehicle, ITS, $1,250,000,
Southeast Michigan, $500,000;
Southhaven, Mississippi, $150,000;
Spokane County, Washington, $1,000,000,
Spnngfield-Branson, Missouri, $750,000;
St. Louis, Missouri, $500,000,
State of Arizona, $1,000,000;
State of Connecticut, $3,000,000;
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State of Delaware, 5 1,000,000;
State of Illinois, $1,000,000,
State of Indiana (SAFE-T), $1,000,000;
State of Iowa (traffic enforcement and transit), $2,750,000;
State of Kentucky, $1,500,000;
State of Maryland, $3,000,000;
State of Minnesota, $6,500,000;
State of Missouri (rural), $750,000,
State of Montana, $750,000;
State of Nebraska, $2,600,000;
State of New Mexico, $750,000;
State of North Carolina, $1,500,000;
State of North Dakota, 5500,000;
State of Ohio, $2,000,000;
State of Oklahoma, $1,000,000;
State of Oregon, $750,000;
State of South Carolina statewide, S2,000,000;
State of'Tennessee, $1,850.000;
State of Utah, $1,500,000,
State of Vermont, $500,000;
State of WXisconsin, $1,000,000,
Texas border phase 1, Houston, Texas, $500,000:
Tuscaloosa, Alabama, $2,000,000;
Tuscon, Arizona, S1,250,000;
Vermont rural ITS, $1,500,000;
Washington, DC area, 51,250,000;
Washoe County, Nevada, $200,000,
Wayne County, Michigan. $5,000,000;
Williamson CountyRound Rock, Texas, $250,000:
Provided further, That, notwithstanding Public Law 105-178, as amended, funds authorized
under section 110 of title 23, United States Code, for fiscal year 2001 shall be apportioned based
on each State's percentage share of funding provided for under section 105 of title 23, United
States Code, for fiscal year 2001, except that before such apportionments are made,
$156,486,491 shall be set aside for projects authorized under section 1602 of Public Law 105178, as amended; $25,000,000 shall be set aside for the Indian Reservation Roads Program under
section .04 of title 23, United States Code $18,467,857 shall be set aside for the Woodrow
WAilson Memorial Bridge project authorized by section 404 ofthe Woodrow Wilson Memorial
Bridge Authority Act of j995, as amended; $10,000,000 shall be set aside for the commercial
driver's license program under motor carrier safety grants authorized by section 2 1102 of title 49,
United States Code; and $1,735,039 shall be set aside for the Alaska Highway authorized by
section 218 of title 23, United States Code. Ofthe funds to be apportioned under section 110 for
fiscal year 2001, the Secretary shall ensure that such funds are apportioned for the Interstate
Maintenance program, the National Highway system program, the bridge program, the surface
transportation program, and the congestion mitigation and air quality program in the same ratio
U-15
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that each State is apportioned funds for such program in fiscal year 2001 but for this section:
Provided ,That, notwithstanding any other provision of law, of the funds apportioned to the State
of Oklahoma under section 110 of title 23, United States Code, for fiscal year 2001, $8,000.000
shall be available only for the widening of US 177 from SH-33 to 32nd Street in Stillwater,
Oklahoma; $4,300,000 shall be available oily for the reconstruction of US 177 in the vicinity of
Cimaron River, Oklahoma; $1,500,000 shall be available only for the reconstruc :ion of US 70
from Broken Bow, Oklahoma to the Arkansas state line, $1,000,000 shall be available only to
improve Battiest-Pickens Road between Battiest and Pickens, Oklahoma $140,000 shall be
available only to conduct a feasibility study of increasing lanes or adding passing lanes on SH 3
in McCurtain, Pushmataha and Atoka Counties, Oklahoma; and $100,000 shall be available only
for the reconstruction of US 70 in Marshall and Bryan Counties, Oklahoma: Prov ided further,
That. notA thstanding any other provision of law, of the funds apportioned to the State of
Mississippi under section 110 of title 23, United States Code, for fiscal )year2001, 524,600,000
may be available for construction of an interchange for a connector road from the interchange to
U.S. Highway 51, betvveen mile markers 115 3nd 120 on 1-55 in Mississippi: Provided further,
That, notwithstanding any other provision of lavv, of the funds apportioned to the State of New
York under section 110 of tile 23, United States Code, for fiscal year 2001, $4,000,000 shall be
available only to upgrade and improve the Albany to North Creek intermodal transportation
corrdor Provided further, That, notwithstanding any other provision of law, of the funds
apportioned to the State of Nebraska under section 110 of title 23, United States Code, for fiscal
year 2001, 53,500,000 shall be available only for the construction of a pedestrian overpass in
Lincoln: Provided further, That, notwithstanding any other provision of law, of the funds
apportioned to the State of Alabama under section 110 of title 23, United States Code, for fiscal
year 2001, $8,000,000 shall be available only for construction of the Patton Island bridge in
Lauderdale County, Alabama- Provided further, That. notwithstanding any other provision of
la", of the funds apportioned to the State of California under section 110 of title 23. United
States Code, for fiscal year 2001, $46,000,000 shall be available only for traffic mitigation and
other improvements to existing SR7 10 in South Pasadena, Pasadena and El Serano. Provided
further, That, notwithstanding any other provision of law, the obligation limitation distributed
for specific projects described herein shall remain available until expended and shall be in
addition to the anount of any obligation limitation imposed on obligations for Federal-aid
highway and highway safety construction programs for future fiscal years.j 2002: Provided That
the station on credit amounts provided in section 188(c) of title 23, United States Code, shall
remuo? uatable ulr eipeaided
(LIQUIDATION OF CONTRACT AUTIIORIZAT[ON)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, for carrying out the provisions of title 23. United
States Code, that are attributable to Federal-aid highways, including the National Scenic and
Recreational Highway as authorized by 23 US C, 148, not otherwise provided, including
reimbursement for sums expended pursuant to the provisions of 23 U S.C. 308,
1528,000.000,0001 S30.000,000,000 or so much thereof as may be available in and derived from
the Highway Trust Fund, to remain available unto expended.
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Direct !o subsidy[TIFIA
Guarantee loan subsidy [TIFIAJ
Line fc d t(TIFIA]
AdrtisbattV expenses [TIFIAJ
Surface rerspotazor program
Narioral highway system
Interstate monrasres
Brog prograrn
CongesLon mtcgaon ril a quality reprover r,t
Mrg.mumagrantee
ITS standards.
resarch aml develroent
ITS deploytnent .
Trarsportation research
Faae,. ltndshighways
National condor panning and
coordinated border inTastnucture
0027
Adriarssaton [FArJ
0028
Other p'orsms
00 2
High pnlo1yprojects
00'0
Woodrow Wlson memorial bnge
00 41
Appalachian developmenthlgh,ay sysren
0032
Safey ticertie grants for use of seat belts
0091
Prograrms subject to obigaton imitaton
Programsexempt fremobligation hetation
0211
Emergercy tehef
program
32 13
M1nmum allocatioeguaretee
02 14
Demonslration projects
0215
Reesurrratos on ci'ect loans
subsidy
0216
Interest on reestimates ofd.ectloan
subsidy
Prcgrars xampl fro ocigaLon I miealon
0291
0301
.- eency rel.ts,pIeme
W
0e00
Total doct p-, grarn
09 0lRemburseCa pogrann
10 00TotaIo26aors
0001
0002
0003
0009
00 11
00 12
00 13
02 14
00 15
00 16
00 21
0022
00 23
00 24
0026

F,ne cng
Urcbigatoe balance. sat of yes,
21 40
Unobligat, balenca curned forward, state ofyew
Unco.lgel balancecarried fores.d. star
t of yea
e
21 49
2199
Total unobigatedb.wtce start
ntyer
New budget eaitorty (grls)
22 00
2221
Jrnolgsled balance twfelrd to otheo acrrunus

35
2
2
6,360 i
50091
3853'
2,643
8
2.l,
75i
143 !
2041
646 I

,
,

98
3041
969;
43i
373
86
24.794
98
711
324

17.6
10
10
2
6.722
5,752'
4,775
4,092
1.635
1,504
112
'45
249
726
1531
294:
1.311
194
390
102
28,836
113
559
2961
19

_

1,133
8
25.935
92
2C2027

1 087
7 29
30.652
92
30,74.4

19
20,081
20,100
30,056

1I
24103
24.114
34,373

69-80s,-

Total buoNetary resource asvelabla forobligatory
Total
new obligations
U,L;etodbaence and ofyear
23 95
Unoblgeledbalance expin2 or wtran r
24 40
Unoh glda J balance caree fo-ward,
erlde yw
24 49
Coi,a-t authorty
uniot-eai baaec, erd Ofye
t.
24 8W'oael
2390
2395

50.156
-26,027
-15
11
24,103
24.114

58.479
-30,744

2'.735
Z7,735

63,160
-32,079

31,081
31,081

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
FEDERAL.AJD HIGHWAYS
Identifcation code
69-8083-0-7-401

Program and Financing (in millions of dollars)
FY2000
I
Actuas

Budget authority
Cwrrenl
40 26
Approprnation
4028
Appropiatior (Emergency Relief)
4049
Portion applied to liquidate contract authonty
40 77
Reduction pursuant to P L 106-554
(022 percent )
41 00
Transferred to otrer accounts 59-8350]
43 00
Appropriahon (total)
Permanent
6005
Appropriation (iroelinite)
66 10
Contract authonty
66 15
Contract authonty indefinite
5 15
Trarsferred to other accounts [69-8048]
66 15
Transferred to otheraccounts [69-8350]
6890
Contract authonty (total)
6800
Spendirig aLthintyfrom offsettmg collections
70 00
Total new b,.Iji authorty (gross)
Relation of obigatlons .o utlays
Obligated balance, start of year
7240
Unpaid obligations, start of year
7299
Oblated lance, start of year
73 10
Total new obl-gations
73 20
Total outlays (gross)
Oblgated balance, end of year
7440
.hnpad obligations, eno of year
74 99
Obligated balance, end of year
7501
Obligated balance, Start ofyear Contract Authonty
75 02
Obligaled balance, End of year Contract Authority
Outlays (gross), deal,
860
Outlays from new dscretionary authority
8693
Outlays from discretionary balances
8697
Outlays from rew mandatory authonty
86 98
Outlays from mandatory balances
Aci.strer ts to budget autnonty and outlays
87 00Totaloudays (gross)
Deductons for offsetting col:ectons
88 43
Non-Federa: sources
8845
Offseit,ng governmental collecons from the pub ic
8890
Total offseting colleclons
69 OBudgel authonty (net)
90 Oflutlays (net)

26000
-24,353

FY 2002

FY2001
Estimates

'

28,000
720
-28,000

Estimates

30,000
-30,0a.

-21
-1,547
718
19
30.358
3,188

30.813
4,523

33544
92
34,373

3533
92
35,425

35.565
35,565
26,027
-25,028

36,564
36,564
30,744
-26.767

40,541
40,541
32,079
-29 043

36,864
36,564
35,040
36,829

40,541
43,541
38,29
38,541

43,577
43.577
38,541
40,528

7,115
16696
304
913

5,277
17,0911
219
1.180

8,614
19,181
200
1.048

25028

26,757

28.043

-10
-82
-92
29,954
2493.

-10
-52
-92
34,281
25,675

.10
-82
-92
35,333
28,951

30231
1.456
-78
-1, 47
29.9641
921
30,056

Status of Unfunded Contract Authority (in thousands of dollars)
Unfurded balance. start of year
Contract autority
Approyiationfronr hghuay trust fund to liq date contract authordiyUnfunded balance, end of year

Il-l8

55,121
29.964
-24 353
80732

60,732
33,544
-20,00
66,276

66,276
35,333
-30,000
71 809
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAYADMINISTRATION
FEDERAL-AID IGHWAYS

ldbneton code
9-8083-0-7-401

Credit Subsidy Data (in millions of dollars)
2000
Actual

2201
Rslnrrata

2002
Rt ntal
E

o

re loawlevels slppottabs by
subsidybulge authority
702

11 5C Direct toewlevels
11 540 Lin of cred t
11 59

Totel direct loa levels

1,3701

63

1051

7b5,

1,4751

Orel loan subsidy (,n percent)
1320 Subsidy rats . direc loan

5401

4

1320

Subbidy rate - !sn of credit

950

911

1329

Weghted arage subsidy rate

569

497'

Direct oar subsidy budget authonty
13 30 Subsidy budget aithorlty - direct low
13 30

Subsidy budget authority - line or credit

13 30

Subsidy reeslUmate

13 39

Total subsidybudget auftority

13 40

Subsidyou'lays - direct loan

1340

reabmat

1349

Total Subsidy oiJtays

Guaranteed loa
eullonty
2t 59

741

99

6

10
19!

13

52

103

109

12i

40

2

10

33 l

50

49

Grect lon subsidy ubtays
13 40 Subsidy outlays - direct loan

,96

S

of'subs"yV

9

levels supporieble by subsidy budget

Total loan guarantee levels

Guaranteed loan subsidy tin percent)
2329 Werghted average subsidy rate
Gueraneed loan subsidy budget autroriy
23 39 Total subsoy budget autor ty

200!

20

3791

379

a,

Guarat"eed loan subsidy outlays
2349 Total subs dy outlays

a
10

Ainrstrats opened data
,ionty
35 10 Budget u
35 89 tOtlays 1-or balances
39 90 Gut aye frorr nW aulhoctl~

11-19
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
FEERAL-AUD HIGHWAYS
ooe:
69-&083-O.7-401

Object ClasslfIcalon (In mllons of dollars)
2000
Actual

2002
Estimate

2001
Esimate

Direct ob4igatione:
Personnel compensation:
11.11

Full-time pennanerTL ...........

11.13

Othler than lul-time permanent. .. ..............

11.15

Other personnel compen

11.19

Total personnel compensatoi.

11.21

Civilian personnel benefits

12.10

Travel and transportabon of persons.....

......

station

...................

14

16

14

1

I

1

1

1

15

18

16

3

4

4

3

4

3

64

61

51

1

1

1

12.52

Other services ..................... ............................

1260

Supplies and materials .....................................

13.20

Land and structures ...........................

213

230

244

14 10 Grants, subsidies, and oontnbutone..

24,903

29,446

30,866

304

294

318

25,506

30,0 8

31,503

1930

19.90

Limitation on general operating
expenses (se separate sdedule)
Subtotal, direct obhgatont ....... ...........

....

653
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
FEDERAL-AD HIGHWAYS
Menttfiwo coda:
69-8083-0-7-401

2000
Actual

2001
Estimate

2002
Esornala

Reimtrsable oblgaborw
Personne compensaton:
21.11

Personnel compensation" Furl-tme permanent...

8

6

6

21.21

Crilian personnel benefits

2

1

1

22-10

Travel and transportation of persons.....

2

1

2

74

69

69

3

2

2

..

..

22.52

Other services ......

22.60

Supplies and materials

23.10

Equipment

2

23.20

Land and structures

1i

2990

Subtotal, reimbursable obhgations.

.....

.. ...

..

92

11-21

1

1

12

11

92

92
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FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAYS
kiertiicaton cod.
69-8083-0-7-401

Object C__O_
lasslfo*slkon (In millions of dol
2000
Actual

2001
Estmate

2002
Estimate

Obligations resutng from allocatons out
Personnel compensation:
3111

Full-time permanent ........................

31.13

Oth'er than full-tme permanent

31.15

........

Other peronneln
copernsation-.

36

49

40

7

8

5

2

2

2

Total personnel compensation

45

59

47

31.21

CMlian personnel benefits..

10

14

11

3210

Travel and transportation of persons.

4

6

4

32,20

Tranpoftation of things ........................

2

2

2

31.19

3231

Rental pyrnents to GSA

32.33

Cocnmuncabne utIites and
miscellaneou chrarges. -r......

32.40

Printing and repoducton ......

32.52

Other series ..

32 53

Purchiases of goods and services
from government accounts .................

3254

Operation and maintenance of facilities

12

..

.....

32.57

Operation and maintenance of equipment

32.60

Supplies and materas

3310

Equpment

3320

Land ed structures

34.10

Grants, subsidies, and contr9tuons

3990

Sutotal, obligations from allocations ..

.
.......

6

6

6
1

I1.1....
225

330

219

11

1
18

12

I
I

.I.

7

..

.

.1

8

6

2

S

2

25

26

23

88

116

149

594

484

429
_

_

_

I__
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FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
FEDERAL-AJD HIGHWAYS

Identilflion code.
69-8083-0-7-401

Personnel Summary
2000
Actual

2002
Estimate

2001
Estimate

Total compensable workyears:

Direct:
Full-time equivalent employment
ReImbursable:
Full-time equivalent employment................
Allocation account:
Full-time equivalent employment..
Llmltadon account-direct
Full-time equivalent employment ..............

376

433

412

7

7

5

80

135

162

2222

2,422

2,427
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
Necessary expenses for administration and operation of the
Federal Highway Administration, not to exceed [$295,119,000)
$317,693,000 shall be paid in accordance with law from
appropriations made available by this Act to the Federal Highway
Administration together with advances and reimbursements received
by the Federal Highway Administration: Provided, That of the funds
available under section 104 (a) (1) (A) of title 23, United States
Code: $25,000,000 shall be available for planning and technology
research and deployment and initiatives critical to safety and
infrastructure improvements; an additional $30,003,000 srall be
for the irolementation of the National Corridor Plannina and
Development and the Coordinated Border Infrastructure Programs.
Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations
Act, 2C01, as enacted by section 191(a) of Public Law 106-346)

I11-1
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY

ADMINISTRATION

LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
GENERAL STATEMENT

The Limitation on Administrative Expenses (LAE) controls spending for
virtually all of the salaries and expenses of the Federal Highway
Administration. The resources for this account are derived solely
from reimbursements and transfers from other accounts.

111-2
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRATIVE

EXPENSES

SOURCE OF FUNDING
(in thousands of dollars)

Funds
Available
for FY 2001
$295,119

Lim. on Administrative Exp.

Funds
Available
for FY 2002
$317,693

-649

Rescission
Prior Year Unobligated Balance

4,408

Estimated reimbursable

3,655

3 655

$302,533

$321,348

Total Obligations

111-3
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LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS

A Limitation on Administrative Expenses of $317.693 million for
FY 2002 is proposed, which represents a net increase of $23.223
million when compared to the enacted FY 2001 limitation level of
$294.470 million. Increases are requested for adjustments to base
and built-in changes of $16.051 million and program increases of
$7.172 million.
Analysis of changes from FY 2001 to FY 2002
Limitation on Administrative Expenses, FY 2001
Less: .22% Rescission (Sec. 1403, P.L. 106-554)
Limtation (revised)
Adjustments to base
Personnel Cost Adjustments
Transit Benefits
Rent
TASC
Mandatory Contract adjustments
Employee Comp. Fund
Subcotal, Adjustments to Base

$295,119
-649
$294,470

$10,781
442
4,084
404
717
-377
-16,051
+7,172

Program Changes
Salaries and Benefits:
Jotn: TIFIA Program Office - SFTEs
Other Services:
Training
Office Of Intermodalasm
Environmental Streamlining/NEPA
Congestion Mitigation and Sub. Mob. Init.
Corporate Average Fuel Economy
IT Infrastructure
Total

FY 2002

Requirements

500
(500)
4,143
(4,330)
(222)
(2,585)
(-1,996)
(-998)
2,529
$317,693

LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET SUBMISSION

FY72001
Enaald L-.1

PCRIOWEL RESOURCES:
FttS
AP.m--.t Po.
TcbI rYE

COST
ACAJThENTS

GSA
BENT

CONTRACT
AOAPJSTWENTS
TASC

6

1.606

222

0

2.427

GSABat

105637
9,007

10,711

0

4.054

$221AN0

goo

20.621
9.867

0
0

0

36.142

717I

32.621

717

0214,470

-377

0
0

2,0
o~ md4s.v
.

442

$2200

0
0

1.547

MTel.m

FY2C
R0ST

2A34

T'a.aw

SIappb.
Equ~~t43
I;
MU.4En
ln

PROGRAM
CAGS

2*2

*,473
"a6

TAAC
Olh06

ADJUISTED
AE

2.6N4

$210.748

I

TRAJSI1 EMLOYEE
ZEPEFITS
CO.FR

1312
404
0

20A21
0367

0

1.312

40)00
.*-20232238

A.14
0
4.143

44A
7.m2
37)01

4.720

26_*2

720

0
010.761

04,054

-- Pil

_
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GENERAL OPERATING EXPENSES
NARRATIVE EXPLANATION
$000;
ADJUSTMENTS TO BASE:

($16,051)

Personnel Cost Ad'ustments
The increase in personnel co'pensaczon ana benefts is ce posec
sara-se, 52.'>4 to
of: $6.346 million to funr the Y 2O0C
annualize the Jan..ary 20CI pay raise, and 52.261 for an-atcry
.
spent
wthon-grace increases reqJirec for :hose enpoyees
.1 ieer
the required snme period at their present step-:rn
maintaining a- least a satisfactory work performance rating.
7ransot Eenefits

-442
n

-,
9
c,
c0 of
L.
..
o>Sectno
This increase is require
which increases employer provided transit benefits fi-- $05 to
$122.
GSA Rert

-4,204

This adjustment to base reflects GSA increases for 2SA rent
adjustments, rate escalations, rent increases d.e to lease
expirations, and lease extension of Nassif b:ildrnc.

Mandatcry Contract Adjustments
for
An ad; ustment was made to certain items in our .ase to acon
those direct service contracts that reocire adj- stens to reflect
mandatory Service Act wage adjustments. 'nest in.- ,de service
contracts for facility maintenance an, upkeep at F£AWA cwned
facilities, and for long-term 7.ulti-millin dollar TRY s -sten.s and
program analyst support.
TASC
This requested adstment to base will enaoe us to ccv,'r
Transportation Administrative Service Center 7ASC) cha.-es as
-ron services for FY 2'r2.
by -he Departmen- for
estiated

662
-377
Employee Compensation Fund
This decrease reflects a reduction in the cost to cover
compensation costs for injuries and deaths incurred by DOT
employees as billed by the U.S. Department of Labor.
($7,172)

Program Changes

+$5cc

Salaries and Benefits:

The Federal Highway Administration is requesting $500,0000 and an
additional 5 FTE in FY 2002 to operate a Joint Program Office to
oversee the Federal credit program authorized by the
Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA.
The new office is necessary to effectively manage-a complex credit
program contributing to the development of up to $10.6 million in
The
highway, transit, and rail projects of national significance.
TIFIA program has been managed by a multi-agency wo king group
with heavy contractor support. As more projects are approved,
he
management by the working group has become more difficult.
Joint Program Office would consolidate the expertise into one
agreements,
of
credit
execution
timely
in
more
office resulting
more consistent policy interpretations, better administration of
rescuices, and improved communication with project sponsors and
other interested parties. The TEA-21 Conference Report, in
discussing TIFA, encouraged tne Secretary to establish an
organizational structure to assure that the program is closely
coordinated and monitored.
Other Services:

+$4,143

Training

+$4,330

This request will provide a level of funding for employee
development opportunities to meet ever-changing customer needs and
These funds will enable the FHWA to ensure that
requirements.
learning and development activities of aI its employees fully
support both organizational goals and individual career goals.
FHWA's overarching goal and mission is to be a leader in
transportation technology. We are continuously emphasizing tne
iportance of improved customer service and the need to me more
responsive to our customer/partner needs. To accompl~sr this goal
One of the core
requires both leadership and technical expertise.
elements of the F;.iWA corporate management strategies is the
development of our human resources - our people - to assure that
111-8
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we are fully prepared and able to deliver the business results
which our customers expect. This and all of FIWA's initiatives are
critical to our mission of providing leadership, expertise,
resources and information to the transportation community. The
impact is the continuing need for a variety of learning and
development activities that support the development and
progressive enhancement of leadership competencies and technical
skills.
The Department faces new challenges as never before due to
changing workforce demographics, as well as rapidly changing
technologies. Strategic planning efforts of the EHWA Workforce
Planning and Professional Development Task Force point toward a
very different FHWA in the near future. Approximately 45% of the
-.rrent FtWA workforce, and 92% of the current executives, wll be
eligible to retire by 2010. A comparison of the agency's Suture
workforce needs to its current state e.g., the talents, skills,
and competencies of the workforce, highlights gaps that must be
To close these gaps, it is essential to have programs,
closed.
processes ant employees who can adapt to continually changing
nees. Employees must continue to learn as technology/program
changes occur. All employees must also have leadership
competencies to contribute to the success of the agency 'n the
future. The Task Force outlines 37 action items to address the
gaps between the future and current state of the Agency.
The history of employee development resources in FHWA and the
agency's recent restructuring activities have presented challenges
and the need for elevating the expertise of the staff;
establishing an environment of continuous learning and
professional growth; and providing transportation education. To
advance our strategic plan and the goals of our restructuring, the
agency needs to place a heavy emphasis on the development of our
-technical, leadership and business expertise. We must not only
maintain and replace our current level of expertise, but build
more depth in skills and expertise to meet our charge as a leader
in transportation technology and program expertise-'to provide
leadership, expertise, resources and information' to the
transportation community.
office of Intermooalism

+$222

A funding increase of $222,000 is requested in FY 2002 for the
Office of Intermodalism primarily to cover added salary and
adr7nistrative expenses to support an ES-I DOT Hazrmat Coordinator
position as recommended by the Office of the Inspector General.

664
+$2,585

Environmental Streamlining/NEPA

This request will provide funds for activities to test promising
pilot efforts and institutionalize processes that reduce project
delays and protect and enhance the environment.
Rising societal environmental expectations, a complex set of
environmental laws, and a large number of agencies charged with
administering these laws contribute to lower than anticipated
environmental performance and less than satisfactory timeliness in
advancing highway projects. Efforts to better manage
environmental responsibilities on transportation projects in this
complex interagency setting have not yet been fully implemented
throughout the U.S. by FHWA and our transportation partners.
Field offices of other Federal agencies have not yet embraced on a
consistent basis promising new ways of doing business.
Most of the funding increase would finance the :ncremental costs
of developing, evaluating, and disseminating information about
pilot efforts proposed by State departments of transportation and
Federal and State resource agencies to address specific
environmental and program management challenges that exist at the
State level.
For example, the listing of the salmon as an
endangered species in Washington State introduces more stringent
If administered using
requirements upon the highway program.
conventional processes, adherence with these requirements would
severely delay the delivery of important highway projects, even
those not materially affecting the salmon. This initiative would
provide financial assistance for developing streamlined procedures
and processes to address the new environmental responsibilities
and for exporting the lesson learned.
Program evaluations that indicate the shortcomings of current
approaches and/or the potential effectiveness of this initiative:
Data for 1998 and 1999 indicates that half of the FHWA projects
advanced with environmental impact statements (EIS) take almost
six years or longer to advance through the EIS preparation phase
of project development.
Congestion Mitigation and Suburban mobility initiative
No funding is requested for FY 2002.

Ill-jO

-$1,996

665
-$998

Corporate Average Fuel Economy
No funding is requested for FY 20D2.
Equipment:

+$2,529

information Technology Infra. Maintenance

+$2,529

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) needs to increase funding
for upgrading its mission critical systems because old and
outdatec equipment wil1 not run applications required for
customers and partners. Internal and external studies have
ccncluded that making piecemeal purchases when funding is
available leads to buying tne "cheapest available" or substandard
equipment. This ultimately leads to premature obsolescence, poor
performance, and increased costs for overall systems management.
t in turn leads to increased development and support costs for
internal information systems due to the variety of end-user
computing systems that must be supported. The additional funding
will allow the FHWA to upgrade its mission critical systems in a
planned, orderly and systematic, rather than ad hoc, manner.
FHWA's cadre of geographically dispersed technical and professional
staff performs a very diverse set of functions including planning,
construction, maintenance, and management of the highway and
The size of FHWA's highway
related transportation systems.
program has grown substantially over the past decade, but without
a corresponding increase in staff. Without a reliable and modern
technology infrastructure the agency will be hard pressed to
continue effective delivery of funds and services to the States
and public.
P rsuant to the House Report, H.R. 106-622, the DOT CIO is
currently reviewing this proposed increase.

Il-l1
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIOWAY ADMINISTRATION
IIMITATION
ONGENERAL OPERATING EXPENSES
Obed Class Acation
(in milions of dollars)
2000
2001

2002

ACTUAL

ESTIMATE

BUDGET

Personnel compensation"
11.1 Full-ims permanent

142

163

174

11.3 Othttanfull-time
Permanent ...............
.......

2

2

3

11.5 Other personnel
com e isaton...... ......

2

2

2

............
.

Total personnel
com
aton.............

148

1e7

179

12 1 Personnel benefits:
CM lian
................
... -.
................

38

43

48

11 g

r21.0 T1

of persons ..........
.....
..........
...

I11

22 0 Transportabon of things ...................
23.1 Rental Paymentsto GSA...
23.3 Communicabons, utlbes
-and micellaneous charges

g

9tnsotatio

2
20

17

21

9

to

10

24.0 Prlrfing and reproduction ..............

3

2

2

..............
.
252 Other services .........

55

39

42

4

2

2

11

5

7

294

318

2&0 Supplies andmaterials .............
31.0 Equipment .........

.........

33.0 lnvesrnerf and Loans .
93.0 Admnllstrative expense
included in schedule &s
a whole............
.......
99.0

.

.........

Totulobligatons..............
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
Total Limitation on Admlnitratlve Expenses
Program and Financing (in millions of dollars)
FY 2000 Actual
Program byactivities:
Program direction and
coordination:
Executive direction .... .........................
Corporate management .............................
Legal services ..........................................
Public affairs.
..........
...................
Civil rights.........
.......................
General program support:
P olicy .............. ..................................
Research and development
............
Administrative support ..........
...........
Professional development ..........................
Career development
programs ..........................................
Highway programs:
Infrastructure .........................................
Planning and environment .........................
Operations ................
......................
Federal lands highway office ......................
Other highway programs .............................
Field operations and resource centers ............
Total obligations .....................................
Financing:
Reimbursable programs .................................
Unoblgated balance available,
start of year...............................................
Unobligated balance available,
end of year .................................................

FY 2002 Est.

2
1
6
1
2

2
1
7
1
2

2
2
8
1
2

8
9
111
2

9
13
9
2

10
13
101
2

2

1

1

10
10
7
11
15

1t
10
7
12
8

12
12
B
14
a

106
.303

115
300

126
322

-4

-4

-4

-2

0
0

.

. .1

Limitation ..................................................

FY 2001 Est.

6

0

304

2S4

318

303
403
-402

300
402
-408

322
408
-412

304

294

318

Relation of obligations to outlays:
Total obligation ..-.......
.......
.....
Obligated balance, start of year .......................
Obligated balance, end of year...............
Outlays from limitations .........................
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
IMITATION ON ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

Personnel Summary
FY 2001
Estimate

FY 2000
Actual

FY 2002
Estimate

Total Compensable Workyears:
Full-Ume equivalent employment .....

2,222

2,422

2,427

Full-time equivalent of overtime
andhollday hours
............

19

19

19
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FY 2002 R&T Program Funds:Total Requested- Summary by Line Item
(Dollars in Thousands $000)

Line Item)Program

STR

Tech. Deploy.

TOTAL

Safety

$14,619

$3,950

$18,569

Pavements

$12,753

$500

$13,253

LTPP

$10,000

$0

$10,000

$9,449

$25,076

$34,525

$15,527

$6,400

$21,927

Policy

$8,330

$0

$8,330

International

$1,200

$0

$1,200

Advanced Research

$1,000

$0

$1,000

$12,209

$3,367

$15,576

Asset Management

$2,373

$1,252

$3,625

R&T Tech. & Prog. Support

$9,260

$2,755

$12,015

Field Services R&T Delivery

$3,220

$1,700

$4,920

R&T Strat. Plan./Perf.Meas.

$1,060

$0

$1,060

$101,000

$45,000

$146,000

Structures
Env., Planning &Real Estate

Operations

Totals

WV.3-L/

FY 2002 R&T Program Funds:Total Requested
(Dollars in Thousands

0 0_)

PROGRAM (Str. Goal)

Priority Area

Safty

$14,619

$3,950

S$,569

$14,619

$3,90

$18569

Run-Off-Road

$5,740

s0

S5,740

Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety

$1.949

so

$1 949

SAFETY(Slfty
HtIGHWAY

$850
$550

$850
$550

$0

Safety Management

$2,230

$D

Speed Management

$2,275

$0

$2.275

Work ZonesRR Crossing & Otter

$1.025

0

$1,025

Intersections
Human Centered

Designated Programs

5'.5 -

72-314 2001 - 22

Total*

TDIPP

STR

Une item 1

0

so

53,950

$2.230

$3,950
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SURFACE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH and TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT

Program Area: Highway Safety
Strategic Goal: Safety
Amotmt Reqaroted for FY 2Q02; $18,9,000 ($14,619,000 STR S3,950,000 TDIPP)

GOAL:
In 1999 there were 41,345 highway fatalines and about 32 million iijures on oir roadss a)s EHWA'c strategic
r
safety goal calls for a 20-percent reduction in the number of hugh ay-relared fatalities and jirites by 20C8and a 50
percent reduction in commercial sehicle fatalities and injuries FHWA's Plan focuses on deployment of lifesang
technologies (lie., engineering practices, analysis tools, equipment, and roadside hardware) and technical assistance,
training and public awareness programs The Safety CBU has responsibility to pros ide leadership in the
development of a national technology program and to provide support and assistance a advancng and ntegnating
high priority and innovative technologies into routine use in lugha, safety areas. The accelerated deployment of
technologies and processes is ial to ensure the safe and efficient mos ement of goods and people on oar nation's
roadways.
Strategic and tactical safety roadmaps based on the FIWA Strategic and Performance Pans s ere developed as part
of a coordinated effort soolving staff ofthe Office of Safety, PD&T and other offices The pnmar focus areas for
the FY 2002 budget request are: mn-off-road safety, pedestrian and bicyclist safety, speed ruznagement,
intersectioas, and work zones Human terered and safety management are essential suppo-ting areas tn addition
to agency fended research, development and technoTogy transfer, the FHWA will continue to coordinate aith the
National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Project I_ 1S, Implementaton of the AASHTO
Strategic Highway Safety Plan.

RUN-OFF-ROAD SAFETY FOCUS AREA
FHWA's 1998 National Strategic Plan idensifies ran-off-road incident as ore of the high priority areas for
deploying lifesaving technologies on the highways Single vehicle run-off-road crashes result in approximately onethird of all hughay fatalities and-one-half million people injured annually, with a societal cost of SS0 billion each
year.
AASHTO's StrategicHighway Safety Plan identifies rwo strategies for reducing rn-off-road crashes and the
seventy of their consequences: "keeping vehicles on the roadway," and "mnariziog the consequences of leasing
the roadway. FHWA's strategic roadmap for ru -off-road safety includes three major research thrusts, Two of the
research thrusts (the Interactive Highway Safety Design Model and Enhanced Driver Visibility) are aied at
developing tools and techniques for keeping vehicles on the roadway, and one (Roadside Safety) is aimed at
mniizing the consequences of leaving the roadway.
Details of the major research thrusts are presented belo, In addition, the FY 2002 program request includes
technology deployment, such as increased use of retroreflectise traffic control de%.ices,improved road geometrics,
skiad-resLstant
pavements, rumble stips, and the "clear" roadside concept includig crash worthy roadside safety
hardware. Professional development artivities include, Eisenhower graduate fellowships, university grants for
innoative highway safer) research, and Transportation Research Board conferences and internatioral scanning
tours Extansise public outreach is also planned to educate the traveling public and noti-ate them to a%oid dro sy
drit'ng and to be alert to taffic, roadway and environmental conditions, and traffic control devices such as signs,
pavement tniarkangs, and traffic signals.
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FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:
Interactive Hhibwav

$S,740,000 (STR)

Safety Deiign Model:

Background and Obsecrrves
The present highway design process assumes compliance with design guidelines equa:es with safety, The process
lacks effective systerratic methods 'a consider safety explicitly aid to compare t.e safety of vanoas design
alternatives This assumption Lits flexibility in highway design Failure to consider safety explicitly reduces the
potennal safety cost effectiveness cf highway investments TIc Interactise High.ay Safety Design Model
(IHSDM) will be a urte of ovalua'ion tools for assessir.g the safey effects of specific geometric design decisions
The IlHSDM will provide planters and designers mformatior, to masiraize the safety be-refitsofli ghway projects
within the constraints of cost, environmestal and other considerations

Research on all components of the two-lane rural highway version of 1HSDM will be completed dvnmg FY 2002
Research to add evaluation capabilities for multilane design altercnies %as initiated dmrg FY 2000 and wil!
continue during FY 2002
Where appropriate, research funds are being leveraged by jointly conductmg research in conjunction with the
National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP). Coopernse research and development agreements
are being established with vendors of computer-aided roadway design software to facilitate distnbution of IlHSDM
to users
The status and accomplishments (FY 2001 and prior) of 1HSDM development are as follows
Crash Prediction Module This module has been completed for t o-lane rural highways
Design Constsency Module: This module has been completed for t'o-lane rural highways.
Driver/Vehicle Module. The driver Ferforritarce model is under deelopmen, and the sehicl-dy-niar cs
model for two-lane rural highways is being enhanced Specifically 'Data on Driver Charoczersncsfor
Incorporationinto the IHSDM Highway Design Software tlode' will be supplied to rie 1HSDM
behavioral model to allow a more realistic manipulation of road.ay geomeny parameters
Policy Resiew Module: fhs module has been completed for tao-lane rural highway,
Intersection DiagnosticReview Module: This module will undergo beta-testmg by selected State DOTs
during FY 2001.
Traffic Analysi Module- Guidance will be completed for interpreting the safety implications of operational
performance measures produced by this module
Ex ected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
Intersection Diagnostic Review Module - This module will be completed for tao-lare rural highways.
*

Traffic Analysis Module -Integration of this module into the tao-lane rural lighway version of IHSDM will
be completed.
Driver/Vehicle Module: Development of this module will be completed for two-lane rural highways and
beta testing will be undertaken by selected State DOTs.
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Newlnilratsvei
No new iuntiatives ae planned during FY 2002
Onnoinaz Initiave,
Research and Developeintl
,RuralMui-Lane Crash Predictron Model Tius research will deelop base models and accident
modification factors for prcncrang crash frequency and seierity on multrlaze rural high, ays. The resulting
algorithm will be incorporated into the IHSDM Crash Predic non Module This added capabihry will
enable planners and designers to evaluate the safety it pacts of the full range cf rual tmo-lane and
multilane design alternatives
Seia Testng oflHSDM State DOTs will test 11SDM by applying it to real-world design projects
Feedback from the States will be used to finalize the software implementation of the analysis modules
IHSflMDriverPerformance
Module Test and validaton oork is being conducted on the ISDM driver.
performance module using a combinanon ofa human factors field research vehicle and simulation
\Vehicle Performance for Operational Sitatonu -Dato Collection and Algorthm Enhancement Tins
research wtil enhance IHSDM's capabilites to ealuae vehicle performance issues in the design of
upgrades and downgrades, including climbing lanes and emorgeec escape ramps
Safety Evaluation Measures from TWOPAS This research will define sistogate accident measures thai can
be generated by the TWOPAS traffic simulation model. TIVOPAS outputs wll be modified to provide
safety measures such as conflicts, time to collasson, large speed differentials. forced lane changes. and
aborted passes.
IHSDM Sof* are Development. This study provides the software development support required to produce
the public-release version of 1HSDM for two-lane rural lughwa,s
Geometric Design Laboratory. The Geometric Design Laboratory supports the development of the
IHDSM. The laboratory serves as the integrasor of results from lHSDM research contracts, provides
software engineering support, and interfaces with software vendors to facilitate the transfer of research into
highway design practice.
Policy Review Module for Multlane Rural Highways This research will develop functonal specsficanons
for software to check designs for multilane rural highways against the relevant AASHTO and Srae DOT
design policies.

Safety Core Business Unit
Interacttse Highway Safety Design Model Training Course Ths training course will explain the IHSDM
engineering concepts used and provide case stud:es illstratL.g the use and benefits of the model
lnteracnve Highway Safety Design Model PromotionalAcacunes Promotion of the IHSDM as asool :o
assist in the evaluation of safety irpacts of highway geometric design dectslons for State and local DOT
agencies
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Enhanced DriverVisibilinv:
BackSro,.d andQhiectises
Motorists during at night aremore likely to be involved in an accident thanduring the daytime About half of the
motor-vehicle deaths occur at night, however, death ratesbased on trase[ are about fourtimes higher at right than
those where the vehicle
during
the day.A large proportion of the annual 7,000 fatal single crashes,particularly
leaes the roadway, arelikely die inpar to lack of necessary guidance information In addition, poo visibility of
pedest-ianaat night is an atiportant conmbuting factor ansome2.400 aczital fatalities. Oneof the largest problems
with the current
delineation systems is the fact that retnoreflective pavement markings are rendered invisible ,hen
covered with only a small amount f i,water
The Enhanced Driver
Visihilitr Program is dotrezd at rrdu:ing the number ofcrahes related to poor vvisibility.
corintol devices in
which is often
aggraated by glare, wet roadways, fog dust storms, aderse weadier. and traffic
poor condition While this is a problem for all dnisers,it is exceedingly difficult for the increasing number of older
drivers,
who areexpected toconstitute 20 percent of the population by the year 2030 The American Association of
,Retired Personssu-reyed 1,400 of their members, and oser half of the respondents indicated that they dnve less at
night due to reduced visibility andproblems with glare The programis also dedicated !oreducing driver sie's
include technology deployment andrrarkertng of more visibe signs and
caused by poor visibdit'. Countermeasures
e materials)
pavement nmarkings
(e g. actvities associated with rerroreliectN

Visibility Program has been the evaluation of uiras
inlet headlamps. This
One major focus of the Enhanced Driver
technology uses invisible LV hght which reactswith fluorescent signs orpavement markings and pedestrian
clothing toproduce
visible light without glare The results of the initial studies indicated that fluorescent traffic
control devices stimulated by UV headlights could be seen30-40% fianher than conventional headlights. Recent
completed in Quantico, VA have again idicated a 4 0% increase in the visibility of pavement markings
field studies
and a two-fold increasein the visibility of pedestrans, Participants usedin the study expressed very positive
opinions of theUV technology. The principal research efforts were undertaken between 1997 and 1999 and field
assessment studies are planned for 2000 and 2001 Theprogram will involve the use of an mdustcy-govermnent
cooperative teanapproach. Research directions vill include a broad-based assessment and concept demonstraion
to understand thehighway design and taffic control implication of future directins for hendlanip technology in the
United States.
Several years worthof research will soon result in the development of rmnirrum retrnoreflecti, it,guidelines forboth
signs and markings FHWA R&D has already madea recommendations for mranmum retroreflectivities for signs
andforpavement markings. A 1998validation study of the sign rerrorefleciviry values has mdicated that the
implementation guidelines for possible
minimum values are adequate
and anAASHTO panel is now reviewing
recently completed research on pavement marking
adoption or modification.
Efforts are underway to synthesuze
retroreflectivity tovalidate proposed IaMMum requirements.
Two SBR efforts associated with the weather program have led to new prototype devices to detect fog and ice A
low costfog sensorhas beendeveloped and was field tested A prototype wide areaice detection system
successful,
has been developed and will undergo ftither field testing in 2000.
The Arens Photometric andVisibility Laboratory (APVL) staff has concentrated on establishing the laboratory as a
against carefully calibrated standards.
control source, allowing theStatesto check their photometrc ssia-urnents
The APVL staff wasalso instrumental n designing a vanable lighting system for the Virginla Tech Smart Road
facility to servepresent andfuture lighting studies. One current lighting study will use the variable lighting features
of theSmart Roadto determine the lighting needsof older
drivers.
Four Mobile Sign Retroreflectonerer vans have been deployed to the Resource Centers. The mobile vans greatly
increase operator productiaity and safety These vanswill demonstrate retroreflectorter technology and provide a
mobile source of information oansgn andpavement marking retroreflectviry /guadelines for the highway
commuty.
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Expected
ej 2W2 Products and Mdestcnes
Large-scaledemornsrotionofUl techrolo, The e%aliation
of field tests of i elcles equipped with UV
and other innovative headlamps wlil
be completed The results ,ill be usedto help assess the feasibility of
working withthe automotive and lamp ndust,to develop a production UV headlaop to improe sight
visibility on the highway
Special retroreflectiveguidelines Retroreflecti e guidelines will
havebeen completed for overhead signs
and street name signs
Workshop materials
on Retroreflecnsr7y Guidelines
New Ititatives

-

Research and Development
5

Emergsogpavement marking
zec, nologies - Research will be i.nitated to determne if there are means to
enhance therenroreflec'nvity perfonance and service lives of pavement markings The efforts "ill
consider markicngmatenal specification, nature of the retroreflecnve media, applic atonpracices, and new
materials.
Rerrorelfec.eguidelinesfor blue and brown signs Retrorefectve guidelmes will be developed for blue
and brownsigns to compliment the guidelines already developed for whte, red, green, and yellow signs
Retrorefiecnvefor work zonetraffic control devices
Reaoreflectve guidelines wall be developed for the
various types
of work zone traffic control devices.
Effects ofimproved delineaton on driver behavior A research effort will be mnstiatedto determine the
effects of improved visibility on diver behavior. This effort will attempt to deterrune how drivers use the
mformatun relative to visibility, speed selecting, lateral placement, etc during adverse conditions.
Improved guidehnesfor roadway lighting systems Research wil, be mitiated to update the Roadway
Lighting Handbook and develop tools to be used in conjunction with it to promote the implement tnon of
the insights learned from research on driver
lighting needs
Safety Core Business
Unil
Retroreflecvsiry Gidelines Trat the Trainers Workshop. The developed "Retroreflecnvity Guldelines
Traui the Trainers" workshop materials in FY 2001 vill be used to conduct workshops to train the trainers
in FY 2002 This will include training
the FHWA Resource Centers(RC) and the Local Technucal
Assistance Program (LTAP) centers. Four workshops will be held totrain approxmately 80 trainers who
will instruct
State and local highway agencies and the highway community on the retroreflectve
technologies and guidelines for signs and pavement markings.
Ongoing jggitves
Research and Development
A SBIR study will assess the econrmic practicality and likelihood of being able to develop and
manufacture a UV headlamp th," ., - - used m highway velucles
Night Viibilty Enhancement.This cos.s, Logcontract requires the contractor to identify UV fluorescent
performance and design objecties and generate associated measures of effectiveness and performance An
extensive installation will be put into place to test a fleet of prototype test vehicles containng IV
headlamps and roads with fluorescent pavement markings and post mounted delineators. Road testng is
expected tobe cormipleted in FY02.
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Night Deiingand Highway Lighting Requirementsfor the Older Drve. The variable lighting system
installed on the Virginia Tech Smart Road will be used to investigate the effects of varying bightness and
uniformity of lighting systems. Field studies will be cornleted and the data anlyzed to establish lighting
guidelines which emphasize the capabilities and requirements of older drivers.
Development of Fog and Ice Detection System.s.SBIR grants for the development of an it-enxpensive fog
detection system and a wide area ice detection system have led to functional prototypes. Field evaluation
efforts will be compiled.
* Service Sapport for the Photometric and Visibility Facility. This effort is to provide on-site support for the
operation and maintenance of the photometric and visibility laboratory. This will involve operating and
inisntaming the visibility equipment to measure light, color, and reroreflectivity and visibility of traffic
control devices and to conduct the necessary tests and evaluation of existing and new products.
Safety Core Business Unit
Deliver Retroreflecsivy Technology and Implement Guidelines. RC will showcase, demonstrate and
conduct workshops to deliver and inplement retroreflecvity technologies and gidelines for signs and
pavement markings to State and local highway agencies.
Roadside Safer.'
In 1998, more than one out of every three (14,000 about 35 %) fatal crashes was a single vehicle run-off-road
(SVROR) crash, A SVROR crash is one involving a single vehicle in which the first harmful event takes place on
the shoulder, median, gore, roadside, etc. - anyplace but the taveled way. The most common objects struck were
trees, embankments, utility poles and guardrails. Collision with a fixed object was the first harmful event for 73%
of aI SVROR fatal crashes. An overturned vehicle was the first harmfil event in 19% of the SVROR traffic
fatalities. Two out of three SVROR fatal crashes occur in rural areas, 80% occur on dry pavement, and 60 % occur
during dark or reduced light conditions.
In order to achieve the goal of reducing the numbers of fatalities and serious injuries resulting from run-off-road
crashes, research will be conducted to improve crash barriers and other roadide hardware (through actual crash
testing and sunulation) to better understand and prevent vehicle rollover/overturning. Outreach to the general public
to improve the level of highway safety knowledge for the average driver is planned. Road safety audits will be
promoted as a tool for states to identify problems; best roadside safety practices will be promoted on a FHWA web
site. Parmers and customers include State and local highway agencies that design, select and locate safety hardware.
Expected FY '02 Products and Milestones
The following will be available:
An operating accreditation program for crash-test facilities used by the FHWA This product will insure a
higher level of consistency and accuracy between test centers and thus those roadside hardware systems
installed on the U.S. highways.
Completed research for understanding the behavior of roadside safety structures on non-level terrain.
Crash results are very sensitive to changes in non-level terrain and states need to know how roadside
hardware safety systems should be installed in non-level terrain situations to obtain the best occupant
protectionResults from a two-year program ofdynarmic testing of posts in soil These results will be integrated into
the simulation model, LSDYNA3D Finite element Program, so tests 'sill better represent candidate
vehicle-roadside hardware system performance in the real-world,
Conduct a workshop on LSDYNA3D Finte element Program so engineers can learn how to use this
simulation tool to assess candidate vehicle-roadside hardware systems for occupant safety prior to more
costly field testing
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The NCAC will develop a finite element model of. tiatctor-trailer for use by both NHTSA andFRWA in
various types of impact simalations, i.e.,large vehicle to small vehicle impacts and large vehicle to barrier

impa111lcts.
New Iniiaive

Research and Development
*

None

Safety Core Business Unit
Uniy Pole Safery - Outreach The Utilry Safety Task Group working under the auspices of the
Transportation Research Board Committee on Utilities is developing a report to encourage programs within
utility companies and Stateand local DOT's to identify potentially hazardous utility pole locations and
implement corrective measures. The report will include information on the scope ofthe problem, policies,
programs and remedial measures currently in force, andeconomic andlegal considerations. TRB will
publish the final report. A follow-up video needsto be developed to highlight the contents of the report
and serve as a stand-alone supplement to the report and/or a tool to be used as part of presentations on the
report to utility companies andState and local DOT's.
Preventing Run-Off-Road Crashes -An Awreness Campaign Develop a campaign to include video tape,
CD Roe, other promotion,: materials and useof alternate media (eg. internet) to address the run - off road
crash problem The goal is to increase the public awareness and promote measures to rutigate this problem
Oaing

Initiatives

Research and Development
Simulation Centers ofExcellence. Four universities will be funded to maintain Centers of Excellence for
the DYNA3D analysis of vehicle collisions with roadside safety structures. The Centers arejointly funded
by State DOT's and/or universities. Products from these Centers will include roadside safety structures of
interest to both the FHWA and the States. Because of thejoint funding arrangements by the FHWA, the
States, and the universities, a win-win situation results for all funding parties Development of higher
levels of DYNA3D expertise and experience among both students and faculty members is also a primary
objective.
Cooperative Research, Maintenance and Operanonof the FHWAINHTSA NCAC. This is a cooperative
research agreement between the Federal Highway Administration, theNational Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, and the George Washington University to use firte element analysis to study crash events
at the National Crash Analysis Center FHWA/NHTSA NCAC. This agreement will cover maintenance
and operation ofFHWA/ N'HISA computer models and provide technical assistance to FHWA, States and
research comanity in theapplication of finite element modeling andanalysis for the development of
improved roadside safety hardware. It will develop simulation models and explore new modeling methodr
with potential to improve roadside safety structures, such asthe application of Inverse Analysis Methods,
which help design optimum solutions. The agreement also includes the operations of the FHWANHTSA
NCAC film Library.
Development of YNA3D Analysis Tools for Roadside Hardware Applicarions11 Many of the roadside
structures commonly used on our Nation's highways are fabricated either partially or entirely from wood
and concrete and all are mounted in soil Currently available DYNA3D material models for wood, soil,
and concrete do not accurately model thesematerials. This procurement is intended to develop accurate
wood, soil, andconcrete material models for DYNA3D which can be usedforroadside safer hardware
applications.
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Vehicle Tripping and Rollover Mechanisins. Rollover is cited asthe single most harmful event that can
occur m roadside crashes. It is the most harintil event us 33 percent of the roadside crashes, accounting for
4,820 fatalities per year. A through analysis of specific causes of rollover events will be undertaken which
will include both simulation and crash data coUection and interpretation. Cousterimesures to mitigate the
frequency and seventy of rollover collisions will be assessed. Many of these rollover events involve manmade features, such as ditches and side slopes. This effort will build upen the FY00 study, "'Effects o:
Roadside Design on Rollover -. Expei-mental Design.." Guidelines will be developed for practitioners on
the identification of site features with high rollover potential and the inplemention ofcountermeasures to
minimize such problems.
Federal Outdoor Impact Labora 'ry (FOIL). The FOIL crashitest facility provides support for the FHWA
Offices of R&D, Safety, and Engineering as well as NHTSA Data obtained from crash tests with
imanented vehicles are used to improve vehicle design, occupant protection, and roadside safety
hardware consistent with the strategic and tactical roadmaps developed for the Run-off-Road Safety
Program.
Safer, Hardware Perfor nce on Non-level Terrain Most roadside safety hardware tests are performed on
level terrain, However, many field conditions dictate that safety devices be installed in non-ideal
configurations. These conditions obviously affect the degree of safeness that the devices can provide. This
new three year study will assess these effects for the case of non-level terrain. The information will be
provided to the states for use in eal world design dectsion-making. It is anticipated that many other forms
of critical conditions will be identified during this study and future efforts will address these topics.
Side-lmpact Relevance Study: Each year approximately 2,250 fatalities result from run-off-road side-impact
accidents. These accidents are predominately from vehicles sting narrow roadside objects and
structures. This procurement will deal with such issues as the effect of narrow roadside structures on
vehicle side-snpact performance. Since a large percentage of the side-irapact fatalities result from impacts
into trees and utilityypoles, crash results will be provided to NHTSA for consideration in vehicle side
structure and side-impact air bag programs.
Accommodation Policyfor "Secure" and "Vandal-Proof' Mailboxes. The report "Trends us Mailbox
Designs and Their Potential Impact on Highway Safety" identified three types of mailboxes that had not
previously been evaluated for crashworthiness. They are the secure, the "bat -proof" (vandal resistant), and
the plastic mailbox. It appears that the use of these new types of mailboxes is growing. This is cause for
concern because the first two types are substantially heavier than either conventional mailboxes or plastic
ones, and may he more hazardous. To address this potential hazard, it is proposed that guidance be
developed on the appropriate locanons for placing heavy and multi-unit mailboxes.
Development of Optimal Portable Concrete Barrier (PCB8)Design. The FHWAMASHTO Agreement on
NCHRP Report 350 lImplementation requires the use of Report 350 temporary concrete barrier after
October 1, 2002. Several States and some private companies have successfully tested different designs.
There is an expressed need, however, for some uniformity in design. Through a combination of computer
simulation and full scale crash testing, it is possible to develop a "universal design" that meets crash test
requirements, addresses contractors' and States' transportability concerns, and optimizes manufacturing and
installation costs.
Discretonary Fndingfor Crash,,orthiness Evaluaton The Office of Safety sets policy for the design of
safe roadside terrain and roadside hardware. It is also the national clearinghouse of information on
roadside safety hardware that has met the crash test criteria contained in National Cooperative Highway
Research Program Report 350 "Recommended Procedures for the Safety Performance Evaluation of
Highway Features." Much of the crash testing has been sponsored by private industy or by states pooling
their funds to address defined problems. Frequently, however, we are faced with situations or hardware
combinations that are in widespread use, or havr the potential for application on a broad basis, but have not
been evaluated and/or tested by other. Funding is needed to evaluate, simulate through computer
modeling, and/or conduct physical crash tests of safety hardware or terrain features to assess their
crashworthiness.
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Safety Core Business Uait
Lab Accreditatiosi nter-laboraroryConipartson The purpose of the accreditation program is to improve
the confidence in crashtest results becauseof the trend to more for profit crash test labs and more
proprietary road safety appurtenances. This effort was deferred because the industry is considering options
for itsplementataon oflab accreditation. There is also interest in participating u interlaboratory
comparisons as part of reducing uncertainty and reducing error.

PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLIST SAFETY FOCUS AREA
Backirowsd and Obiectives
On Ae-age, motor-vehicle crashes involving pedestrians and bicy clists continue to result io 15 percent of motor
vehicle fatalities annually in the United States Approximately 6.000 pedestrian and bicyclists are killed and
145,000 are injured in motor-vehicle crashes each year. In fact, the number ofpedesrian and bicyclist fatalities
exceeds the combined total of Americars killed or air, sea, and trait crashes each year Pedestrian safety will
continue to receive atteion since every trip begins and ends with walking In addition to the imtiative mnthe
Enhanced Visibility program, the pedestrian and bicyclist safety research program focuses on identifying problem
areas for pedestrians and bicycles, developing analysis tools that allow plarners and engineers Tobetter understand
and target these problem arems,and evaluating countermeasures to reduce the number of crashes involving
pedestrians and bicycles. FHWA policy is to take a strong leadership role in promoting the use and safety of all
modes of travel including walking and bicycling

The research in flus area continues to integrate and enhance the results from recently completed activities under the
hugh priority area, Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety. FHWA will continue to take the leadership role in the evaluation
and deployment of pedestian and bicyclist safety coantermedsures, related technologies, and in raising the
awareness of States and local communities on pedestrian and bicyclist issues Deployment efforts will include
products being developed by Safety Research and Development, as well as tailoring those products to meet the
particular customers needs
Expected FY 2002 Products and Mitgones
Guidelines on the evaluation of safety, design and operations of shared use paths will be competed

FY 2001 PROGRAM REQUEST

$1,949,000 (STR)

New laitiatise
Research and Development
Evaluation ofSafety Design and Operationiof Shared Use Path (SUP) Intersecnons with Roadways This
study identifies conflicts between path users and motorvehicles at the intersections of shared use paths and
roadways. This effort will develop an evaluation tool regarding Sl-P;roadway intersection safety, capacity,
and quality of senice The results of this study will be incorprrated into guidelines for the design and
operation of shared-use path intersections with roadways
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Safety Core Bushies Unit
Bicycle Safety Coauntermeas re Selection System (BSCSS. This will provide needed guidance as to which
treatment is most appropriate to be implemeted undernumerous comnbmations of traffic, roadway, and
pedestrian related conditions. 11will also provide bicyclist treatment "success stories,"
so agencies may
review similar past projects in terms of the outcomes, costs, and technical specifications, contact local
officials who implemented similar treatments, and make more-soforned choices on which treatment(s)
should be implemented. This activity will be incorporated into Pedestrian Bicycle Crash Analysis Tool
(PBCAT)in 2003
Promotionof PedestrianSafety Technologses/Processesto the field. From 2002 a number of workshops
are planned to raise the awareness of the safety and pedestsan'bicyclist engineers. Pedesnan'Bicyclist
acconsmsodation issues are still an "afterthought," although in many cities more than 50 percent of all traffic
related fatalities are pedestrians, e.g,New York City, San Francisco, Boston, Rochester, Grand Rapids, etc.
Ongoina Initiatives
Research and Development
Auomar c Pedestrian and Bicycle Counting Devices. This effort will involve a cooperative effort between
FI'-WA and manufacturers to develop andlor refine devices which automate pedestrian andbicycle data
collection This effort will include a synthesis of existing practices and innovations for collection of data.
Evaluation
ofSafeoy. Design and Operations of Shared Use Paths. This comprehensive study investigates
(l)identify conflicts among path users; (2) determine path capacity and quality of service, (3) develop
geometric design details; and (4) determine path maintenance requirements. The results of this study will
be used to develop guodelines for the design and operation of shared use paths.
Effects of intersection Design on Pedestrianand Bicycle Safety This effort will research the effects cf
various geometnc and operational design features of intersections on pedestrian and bicyclist mohihty and
safety.
These features include turn lanes, right trum-channelication, tuirting radii, sight distance, and
signalization.
Enhancement ofPBCA T.Suggested enhancements to the pedestrian and bicycle crash analysis
software
are being incorporated into the software. User support for thesoftware also is provided.
Safety Core Business Unit
PedestrianSafety CountermeasureSelection System (PSCSS) Many products came fromthis Emphasis
Area. The user guidelines and documents contain technical information on approximately 50 different
pedestrian treatments, "good practice" examples, and an "expert system" computer program. This effort
will provide guidance on treatments to select, expected on outcomes, and costs so mers can make moreinforned
choices on which treatment(s) are to be implemented.
PedestrianlBiccylistEngineeringOutreach.This program is for safety practitioners, the roadway user, and
other safety groups lnformanon and outreach materials will focus on highway safety engineering
counterrineasures (tools, technologies, and processes). The campaign will be tested m upto 20 local sites
(starting in FY'02) sothat the results are statistically credible, and will serve asa case study for future
outreach efforts.
Pedesrianl8icyclisrReference Set (Update/Delivery). This reference setis designed for engtneering,
plannng and other safety practitioners. The reference set will be interactive and be available in June2000.
Included will be facility design and evaluation information, guidelines, good practices and interactive tools.
This tool fills a gap in pedestran/bicyclist iformation asidentified by ourcustomers at the State and local
level, Updates toinclude new products from R&D and other FKWA partners
sill begin in early FY'02.
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In-Service Triils/Technologies and Partnerships for Pedest ian Safery, This program partners with state
and local conuntanities to identify potential crash types that can be addressed through the deployment of
pedesran safety countermeasures and ITS technologies (e.g , raised crosswalks, bulb-outs, new signing,
other intersection improvements, in-pavement lighting, and infra red pedestrian detection). Operational
tests of these safety countermeasures will be undertaken in partnership with cities starting in FY'00. The
evaluation ofbefore/after data will help answer many questions about the performance of hese
countermfeases.
Pedeistan Safety Interacrive Journey This is an interacvte CD-Rom that uses mutimedia to bring
important pedestrian safety issues to the attention of the safety practitioner and the roadway user. Users can
interact with and experience various decisions a pedestrian faces in real life as they travel the roadway
system (e g., multiple threat, intersection issues, accessbility, push button issues, and id-block crossing)
Technologies are presented that can assist the pedestrian in making a more informed decision, and assist the
practitioner in creating a safer environment. Delivery will take place in FY'01,02.

INTERSECTION SAFETY FOCUS AREA
Background and Obiecves
FHWA is initiating a new research focus area on intersection safety. Intersection and intersection-relatred crashes
consistently make up a high proportion of total fatal crashes, up to 23 percent. More than 50 percent of the
combined fatal and injury crashes occur at intersections, AASHTO's Strategic Highway Safety Plan identifies
improving the design and operation of highway intersections" as one of its 22 strategies reducing highway deaths
and injuries.
The objectives are to facilitate implementation of shorter-term strategies and define and evaluate longer-term,
higher-payoff strategies to improve intersection safety. FHWA will identify the most cortion and severe problems
and compile information on the applications and design of inovative isfrastucture configurations and treatments at
both signalized and unsignalized intersections and at interchanges This initial effort should reveal strategic research
opportunities to further intersection safety.
Status
Although intersections are a new research focus area, FHWA has made efforts to improve intersection safety. Three
notable previous efforts are: a smart intersection collision warning system advising drivers of potential vehicle
conflicts, the red-light-running prevention program, and the development of an informational gude on roundabo,ts
After initiating the red light running prevention program, FHWA expanded the number of parmers and refined the
program by recommending traffic engineering studies ,s a pre-requisite to any red light running project. The
roundabout guide is the state-of-the-art practice on roundabouts, and it encompass almost all applications: policy
considerations, plamng, traffic analysis, safety, traffic control devices, design ad special situations. The guide
facilitates appropriate application ofroundabouts in the U.S.
Enoected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
Surrogate Safety Measures for Inrersecions. Begiming in FY01 surrogate measures of safety will be
investigated to develop a prospective safety evaluation of both conventional and innovative intersection
treatments. The objective is to develop or add a micro simulation technique with safety amplications
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FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST

$850,000 (STR)

New initiative
Research and Development
Synthesis and Work Plan on Innovative Intersections/Interchanges This synthesis will be conducted for
existing conventional ntersecton treastwots. The synthesis will also document thea known benefits and
recommend work plans for evaluating safety and traffic flow performance,
Surrogate Safety Measures for Intersections. Surrogate measures of safety will be investigated to develop
a prospective safety evaluation of both conventional and innovative istersection treatments. The objective
is to develop or add a micro simulation technique
wisthsafety rtnplications
Safety Analysis and Traffic Models for Modern Roundabouts. The first objective i to conduct a safety
evaluation of roundabouts and analyze safety smspactsof design factors. The second objective of this
project will develop traffic models for single and multilane roundabouts.
Alternative Design Configuritionsfor Intersections Guidelines will be developed for the application and
design of innovative configurations and treatments that are beneficial to safety and traffic operations.
Safety Core Business Unit
Determiningthe safety benefits of sntersecson automated enforcement technologies
*

Intersection Safety Campaign Develop and implement a safety campaign focusing on the particular
problems at intersections.

HUMAN CENTERED TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Background and Obiectives
The interaction of drivers, pedestrians and bicyclists with the highway environment and roadway vehicles is the
foundation of the highway safety research program of the Human Centered S) stems Team. Many current highway
and traffic engineering standards do not sufficiently accommodate the present population of drivers, their abilities
and needs. Research indicates that inappropriate driver perceptions and behaviors are implicated m 80 to 90 percent
of highway accidents. To reduce driver errors, highway design and operational practices must be consistent with the
perceptions, capabilsties, and responses of the entire driving population, including younger and older drivers, as well
as other highway and roadway users.
Human-centered safety research focuses on understandig users' visual, perceptual and decision-nakng capabilities
for demanding, complicated, and hazardous geometric and traffic envrouaments
y emphasizing these user-related
factors, sigsficant enlhancements can be made to critical highway design features, traffic control systems, and the
tools that highway designers and transportation engineers use, such as analytic and simulation models. These
inrovements can lead to safer driving and a reduction in crashes.
Research in this program area focuses on driver and other user behavior sn response to highway, roadway, bicycle
path and sidewalk design, as well as in response to the use of traffic control devices and other safety
countermeasures. Driver behavior includes driver decision and control processes and their relationship to driver
characteristics and the roadwayitraffic environment. Studies have been conducted in .;liver perception of roadway
hazards, in driver errors, in driver speed selection and tuanagernent and in driver rtactons to construction and
maintenance zones. Similar studies are being designed and conducted for pedestrian and bicyclist interactions with
the roadway environment. Invesriganons will provide an increased understanding and analytic description of the
needs of both drivers and other roadway users tn the population, as a function of roadway classification and
operating condition, including bicycle paths, sidewalks and crosswalks, Emphasis is also directed to identifying and
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qualifying driver decision processes
farusein developing realisc driver andpedestrian components for sinmlation
highway designand operational
guidelines for designers
andengineers.
models,and usdeveloping better,user-based

Research and Development
that can be implemented
Recentresearch hasconcentrated on investigating various roadway and roadside treatments
with thegoal of improving safety for drivers, pedestarin andbicyclists. The statusof theprimary researchprogram
areas follows:
Improved Highway Travelfor
an Aging Population.
A revised Oldm Driver handbook is scheduled for
delivery in FYO1.This revised edition will be promoted inFY02 andfeedback will be gathered for further
improvements in the future.
Reducing Driver Tendency to Select Unsafe Speeds Studies will continue on the effects of various
snfras ucture elements on drivers' selection of speed.in FY01 such studies concentrated on the effects of
already existing roadway elements. These studies will progress in FY02 to itvestigate usfrastructure-based
coumtermeasures that can reduce unsafe speedsinavery of situatons
integratingthe Driver. Pedestrian and Bicyclist ntoa Safe Roadway Environment Begun inFY01,
investigations will continue on how driving speedaffects the useof roadways by pedestrians andbicyclists.
These studies will progress to the next
phaseof discovering how roadway infrastructure elements (trees,
burrers, delineation, etc.) can be used to protect pedestmans
andbicyclists andto increase the perception of
safety and therebytheuseof these alternate transportation modalites.
Reducing Run-Off-Road Crashes on Curved Roadways, This typeof crah produces a very high rate of
and selection of
highway fatalities. Studies will continue on driver perception of curve sharpness
negotiating speed. This work will lead to developing tnfrastucture countermeasures that will improve the
identification of curve sharpnessand reduce selected driving speed.Tis program will also contribute to
usedto improve highway design andreduce ri.
developing driver models for incorporation into software
off-road crashes.
Safety Core Business Unit
Safety Goals and Activities
Coordination with SCBU and Safety R&D Teams on goals andactivities for
and
speed
management, traffic modeling forIHSDM, visibility, ped'hike, cross cumtg issueS,work zones,
highway safety human factors outreach areas
Older Driver Highway Design Workshop. Identified statesrequesting workshop andin delivering
workshop to over 20 states so far.
MUTCD Signage
Evaluaton. Identified research needsin areaof MU'TCD related signage A behavioral
study concerning electric vehicle signs hasbeen conducted; a study concerning hump signs is in progress.
Etinected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
Highway Design Recommendations on the Effects of Driver Expectancy Violatioss in Tangent-to-Curve
Geometries
- Recommendations will be modetodelimit the effects of roadway geometry on providing
to curvesegments
of the roadway.
erroneous information
todrivers as they transition
from tangent segment
Technical Report and Recommendations on How Driving Speed Affects the UseofPedesman and Bicycle
Paths - Countermeasures will be proposed basedon objective and sublectve speedfactors which
discourage pedestrians and bicyclists from using ped andbike paths
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3550,000 (STR)

Preliminary Examination ofHuman Factors Highway Safety Design Guideline - This effort will survey the
human factors highway safety studies at TFHRC as well as other research organizations and make
recommendations for the content and structure of a Human Factors Highway Safety Design Guideline. The
recommendations for the content an structure ofth guideline will also be based on interactions with those
identified as likely users.
Effects ofNovel Pavement Markings on Driver Idenitficaronof Curve Sharpness (In-House) - Several
novel pavement marking systems will be selected from a variety of techniques which are in current use or
which are proposed. These systems will be subjected to empirical testing using a driver-in-the-loop
stimulation methodology to determine promising applications to be subsequently tested in naturalistic. onthe-road settings
Effects of infrastructureProtective Elements on Pedestrian and Bicyclst Path Use (tIn-House) - This
research will analyze the various types of protective infrastructure elements and select several which show
promise in protecting pedestrtrs and bicyclists. These protective elements will be subjected to empirical
investigations) to determine their effect on pedestrian and bicycle safety in a variety of typical scenarios.
Driver Use of Delineation Devices for SpeedSelection During Curve Negonaon (In-House) - This
research will analyze the various types of delineation techniques in current usage and select several whichshow promise in assisting drivers to select the proper speed upon entering and negotiating a curve. The
selected techniques will be utilized in a simulation environment to determine driven' behavioral responses
to the application of the techniques to a variety of curves.
Driver Response Components in IntersectionDesign Evaluation (In-House)- Intersection designs as well
as the associated situational and environmental conditions which are involved in the most crashes will be
identified. These designs and their associated conditions will be replicated in simulated environment using
drivers in all age groups to determine the specific factors of the design and conditions which are related to
high crash rates and/or which lead to usafe driver practices.
Testing and Validation ofPrototype Driver Modelsfor Highway Design (In-Howe) - This project will
calibrate and validate the ped/ibke model that relates how pedestrians and bicyclists interact with each other
as well as with motor vehicles. The basic objective of this project is to conpare model predictions with
empirical data. If differences between the two exist, suggestions for adjusting the model will be provided.
Driver Behavior As A Function of Roadway Delineation Treatments (In-House) - A new NCHRP study will
study crash rates before and after the installation of raised pavement markings and other treatments. This
study will complement the NCHRP study and investigate whether drivers increase their speed as a fiction
of roadway visibility, condition/age of the retroreflective devices, and where the devices are located on the
centerline or edgeline.
On-Goin Activities
Research and Development
Signing and Marling for Selected Traffic Calming Measures This effort represents the evaluatson of signs
and marking to be used in conjunction with several traffic cali.ing methods.
Driver Behavior Handbook for Highway Designers and Traffic Engineers. This project will develop and
maintain a compendium of human factors related information of use to highway and traffic engineering.
This handbook is envisioned. a living document that can serve as a repository for results and data
generated by the Human Centered Systems Team, as well as by others.
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Resident Research Studies. Resident research studies are being conducted in a variety of areas. Included
are studies focusing on driver speed percepton and selection, perception 1fcuryes, sign r cognon
distance erd comprehension, pedestian crossing signals and studies addressing special requests from the
CB''s and other FHWA ornees.
Support Sericesfor HYS/M This effort provides on-site programming and maintenance support for the
HYSIM Interactive Highway Driving Simulator. Activities include simulator scenario development,
prograning for data acquisition, storage, reduction and analysis, as well as ongoing maintenance aad
upgrade tasks.
Support Servicesfor FHWA Human FactorsProgram. Contract human factors resident experts provide
ongoing technical and administrative support to the safety research program of the FHWA Human
Centered Systems Team The support provides technical review of contract research documents, on-site
resident research activity, program plan development, support for the human factors laboratories, outreach
and implementation activities, and assistance with technical conferences and meetings.
Safety Core Business Unit
Human Factorsand Traffic EngineeringWorkshop Presentation of workshops to state and local agencies
0n how to accommodate/consider human factor issues in highway design and traffic operations.
Outreach andAwareness Campaign. Develop and implement a safety campaign for the driving public, to
increase awareness about the roadway ad its safety features, and help drivers understand their workload with the objective of reducing driver errors.

SAFETY MANAGEMENT FOCUS AREA
Backosund and Obiectives
Improving highway safety requires: (I) a proper identificaion of the most important problems to address, (2) an
understanding of the nature of these problems, (3) use ofanalysis tools, and (4) knowledge of the effectiveness of
potential solutions. The FY 2002 Safety Management program will conduct research and develop tools to assist with
these elements. The primary objective of this program is to ensure that [united highway safety resources are
appropriately allocated so maximum retiurs are achieved in reducing the frequency and seventh) of all types of
highway crashes. There is a logical link between the work being performed in this program and the strategic safety
objectives outlined by FHWA. The outputs of this program will include research findings on various safety topics
packaged in a form best suited for practitioners, a new model for highway safety improvement programs, new safety
analysis tools, and integrated safety data to be used in all of FHWA's safety and operations focus areas. Workshops
and seminars will promote the concept that safety and safety data must be integrated into all aspects of planning.
Best practices from Road Safety Audits will be promoted.

Statu
The accomplishments to date (FY" 01 and prior) of Safety Management include:
Highway Safety Information System (HSIS). The HSIS continued to be a key resource in providing input to
policy and program decisions, for identifying and scoping needed safety research, and by researchers
nationwide as a cost-effective data source to study current and emerging highway safety issues. The eight
state safety data base has recently been used to study issues such as red light running, car/truck prosa-i,,
issues, towaway crash reporting threshold, safety effects of narrow laresishoulders on freeways.-,,d "road
diets " Reports have been published and distributed from these HSIS stdies.
Implementation of Vew Methodologiesfor drentrfying and Ranking of Locaois uith Pore ialforAccident
Reduction The inmrosatie suatistica techniques and software developed undera cooperat e research
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project
with Colorasdq Departent of Transportation formed the beginning of the Comprehensive Highway
Safety Improvement
Model.
Safet

Core Business Unit
Archived Data UserPlan (ADUS). A 5-year ADUS Safety Program Plan was developed to include the
highway safety elements and participation in the 5-yer DOT ADUS Program plai
Safe/Livable Communities. In an effort to promote Safe/Livable Communities, eleven Regional
Community Building Forums were held to address local quality of life issues and provide inforrtsnon on
how to build safe, livable and sustainable conmmities. FHWA sponsored the forum that was held on
December 9, 1999 in Denver.
NationalModel. To date, over 50 presentations have been made topublic safety agencies throughout the
United States and a series of acanning tours are scheduled to have officials visit Iowato observe and
experience technologies in use. A software package has been developed for free dchs'bution to public
agencies who wish to upgrade existing and new data collection forms.
International
Scan Tour,
A scan tour was completed to assess the practices and imnovations of selected
European highway safety improvement programs. The results of this tour were used to advance the
development of the Comprehensive Highway Safety Improvement Model

Expected FY '02Products and Milestores
HSIS Summary Reports. Results from recent HSIS studies on national safety issues will be summarized and
distibuted.
Interim Productsftom the Comprehensive Highway Safety Improvement Model Project.
These interim products will contain key pieces of knowledge to deliver to the safety community to help
create the future
market for the Comprehensive Highway Safety Improvement Model.

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

32,230,000 (STR)

Onaoin Initiative
Research and Development
Comprehensive Highway Safety Improvement Model (CHSIM. The CHSIM is being developed as a set of
analytical tools for use in improving certain steps ofthe highway safety improvement process, The goal of
CHSIM is to optimize allocation of resources to achieve the greatest effect in terms of accident frequency
and severity reduction on existing highways The steps being addressed by CHSIM inthe highway safety
improvement process are: 1) identifying "sites with prormse" (locations which hold promise for accident
reduction),
2) diagnosing the safety problems at these locations, 3) selecting countenneasures aimedat
reducing the frequency and seventy of accidents based on the investigation conducted instep 2,and 4)
economic appraisal and development of priorities to establish the measure of worth of undertakng remedial
work ateachsite
Highway Safety Information System(HSIS).
The HSIS continues to be maintained and operated to study
safety issues ofnatiotal significance. The fourth generation of the system is being developed with the focus
on enhancing the datato ensure it meets the emerging needs of the FHWA and the highway safety
community.
Highway Safety Manual (HSf). The HSM is being developed to provide the best factual information and
tools in a useful
and widely accepted form, to faciitae roadway design and operatonal decisions, based
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upon explicit
consideration of their safety consequences. The FHWA is contibuting resources to this effort
ledby the National Academy of Sciences.
Advanced Research for UniqueData Analysts and Algorithm Development This effort is developing
advanced soware technologies for automtically identifying andrecording the location of safety objects
(ie, signs, roadside hardware, utility poles, etc.) andfeatures (i.e., driveways, alignment, etc.) from
photolog images. Highway agencies will be ableto use theteclinologies from this effort to automate the
development of safety inventory systems.
Safety Core Business Unit
Promotion of Safety Management Processes - This project will support continued efforts to promote
effective safety management process by providing assistance to Statesandlocalities. It will also support
Department-wide efforts to promote SafeLivable Communities andotherprograms designed to increase
the involvement of communities andcitizens in identifying and implementing
safety practices
Promotion of Road Safety Audits
- A road safety audit is a systematic andindependent review of ighwayrelated projects at various stages that is designed to identify potential problems that may contribute to
crushes. Road safety audits have been piloted in 10 Statesanda number of theseStateshave formally
adopted their use. FHWA would like toexpand theuse of road safety audits by increasing the awareness
and understanding of the road safety audit process. This is being accomplished through the development of
a tnaing course and by maintaining a web site for road safetyaudits in conjunction with the Institute of
Transportation Engineers. These andother efforts to promote the useof road safety audits will
continue in
FY 2002.
Safety Leadership Training -Training is currently being developed to provide the fundamentals of
highway safety analysis techniques for FHWA field andheadquarters staff. Itwill include techniques to
identify and locate the sources of Statehighway safety data and information, and theanalytical tools to use
that data to identify highway safety problems forresolutions The development of this training is to be
completed in FY 2001 and deployment will continue into FY 2002.
Transportation Safety Infortation Managemeni Systems(1SIMS) - TSIMS was initiated by AASHTO,
with funding support from FHWA andNHTSA, to develop a software system to facilitate the capture,
storage, management, retrieval andanalysis of data at the Stateandor local level thatcomprise a
comprehensive traffic records system. Fifteen Stateswill be participating in TSIMS, and AASHTO plans
to award a contract this summer iodesign the system. Efforts to promote the useof TSIMS will continue in
FY 2002.
ITS Archived Dara User Service (ADUS) for Highway Safety
- Guidance, training, technical assistance,
field operational testing, and ADUS research needsand standards development will be provided to
determine and disseminate ITS ADUS programs andtechnologies that can generate and archive datauseful
for safety purposes. These tasks are usthe 5 year ADUS Program Plan which addressesADUS technical
andinstitutional issues and also develops ADUS awareness, standards,
research, deployment andtesting
programs for highway safety purposes.
National Model - The National Model effort inIowa resulted unthe elimination of paper-based, labor
intensive, redundant,
and unresponsive processes in favor of new approaches to shorten data collection
time, mimirze disruption to traffic, increase officer safety and efficiency, and improve data quality Iowa
created a model public safety information system through public agency, university, andprivate sector
partners working together inintegrating various technologies (pen-based computers, GIS, GPS receivers,
digital cameras, bar code readers, etc) for data collection andmanagement.
Internal onal Association of Chiefs ofpolce (]A P) Clearnghouse - An Interet-based nationwide
clearinghouse for the sharing of information on traffic crashdata collection technology has been
established and maintained by LACP. The Clearinghouse provides agency managers with information on
automation projects to help them make more informed decisions on shattechnology to purchase anduse
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for thecollection anddisuibution of crash data To date, the clearinghouse hasreceived approximately 1.8
million inquiries. In order to maintain andexpand this free service to the law enforcement and
transportation commationies,
plansarebeing formulated to expand thecatalogue of offerings in 2002 and
2003 toinclude
a variety of transportation safety programmatc resources.
Training Coursefor Highway Safety Design and Opieranns - An updated course is scltduled for
development in FY 2001andoffered in FY 2002.

SPEED MANAGEMENT FOCUS AREA
Baclrnound and Obiectiv
Travel at reasonable speedshelps promote productivity andsafety. In America, most highways and motor vehicles
are designed and buitforsafeoperation at the speedstraveled by most motorists.
Yet, speeding-traveling too fast
for conditions or in excess ofthe posted speedlimt-curresrly is cited asa factor in approximately 12 percent of all
police-reported crashes and in about one-third of all fatal traffic crashes.In recent years, 1994-1998, the percent of
fatal crashes which are speed-related has remained static (between 32-34%), despite the increases in posted speeds
following the repeal of theNational MaxinnmmSpeedLiuit (NMSL) in 1995. Inappropriate travel speeds
continue to be a safety issue.
reflecting theerosion of public respect
Speedlimit signs are now viewed by many motorists as advisory in nature,
which occurred during the 20 yearstheUnited Stateswas under the NMSL. The safety problem is further
compounded by:speedlimits posted farbelow the design speedof thehighway or prevailing traffic
speed,
enforcement agencies unable, or unwilling, to issue
speeding violations, and courts
unwilling to penalize offenders
adeqaately,
With the repeal of the NMSL, responsibility for setting
speedlinits oncemore returned tostatesand local
communities, and there is renewed interest on the part of the safety, engineering andpolitical communities cn how
besttosetand enforce speedlimits. Speedmanagement is a complex issue. Itinvolves many factors including
public attitudes, personal behavior, vehicle performance, roadway characteristics, enforcement strategies, court
sanctions, and speedzoning.
The relationship between toad design, driver behavior, roadside environment
operating speed, and safety isnotwidely understood.
FHWA's speed management program is pan of a comprehensive, multi-faceted, multi-modal DOT plan The speedrelated activities of this
plan supports the Departnent of Transportation's strategic plan toreduce deaths and
injuries on our highways. The aim of FHWA's speed management program is to identify, develop and test
engineering measures and applications of technologies to managespeedsand encourage wider adoption of travel
speedsappropriate for the class of road, roadway design, andtravel conditions, FHWA speed nmnagetnen
activities (including research) are focused around the following areaswhich will provide a rational basis of
achieving reasonable and safespeedsconsistent with the function and use of different road facilities:
Speed Zoning Rational criteria for setting speedlimits will be developed andimplemented for various
road environments. A particular challenge will be tofind an objective method for setting speed limits in
a balance between thespeed,flow, and safety of all road users including
built-up
areasthat best strikes
pedestrias. An important component will bedemonstrating the benefits of this speedsetting methodology
tolaw enforcement, highway engineers and the generalpublic
Speed Variance: Variable speedlimits (VSL) that automatically change with road and traffic conditions (as
well as other technology techniques) tosmooth traffic flow andreduce conflicts associated with large
differences in travel speedswill be researched, tested,and evaluated. FHWA activities in this arena will
be coordinated with a recently awarded NCHRP VSL project (Project # 3-59), aswell as the ITS Joint
Program Office which isplanning work inthis area.
Speed Couterieasures: This areawill investigate engineering measures that can beused collectively to
achieve the desired speedsinurban areas,at high crashlocations, and intransition zonesentering boilt-up
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areasalong rural roads. Innovative roadway design features, traffic control devices, and perceptual
measures will be included. Models for estinting operating speedwill be developed based on street
design, type andspacing of traffic caming measures, traffic characirnstics, and roadside environment.

Many of the speed management activities havetheir origin in the 1998 pubhlcation of TRB Special Report 254,
Managing Speed." This study was funded by FHWA, NHTSA, andCDC as part of the USDOT speed
mnanagemact plan and provided a review of current practice for setting andenforcing speedlimits In FY 2001,
FHWA/ NHTSA held a series of workshops focused on the findings of the VR.Breport. ITS America and TRB were
with an all-day workshop aspait of TRB Annual Meeting inJanuay
parmes in these workshops, which started
2000, and continued into FY 2001.Workshops explored the report's conclusions regarding how best to setand
enforce reasonable speedhmits.
Building on TRB's recomniendations, theUSDOT Speed Team (NHTSA and
FI'WA) selected a general contractor to overseeandevaluate a seriesof speedsetting demonstrators a small
con'imunities, using the TRB Report's generalgudelines for speedzones Demos will begin in FY 2001 and run
through FY2005.
The sameTRE Report also encouraged useof advanced techntologies to provide lirmts
that respond to conditions
andaddress the problem of unsafe speeding. As a first step, F-WA worked vith ITS Joint Program Office (TPO)
soproduce a publication providing examples of VSL applications hereand aboard in FY 2000. FHWA has initiated
in conjunction with AASI-TO, a project to addressvariable speed[unit implementation issues (NCHRP Project 0359). The project includes a work zone VSL test to learn first hand someof the implementation issues. Planning and
coordination with the J0 is underway for field operational testsof variable speedlimuts on urban and rural
freeways.
In FY 2000, a series of information resourceson traffic calming was developed incooperation with the Institute of
Transportation Engineers and marketed throughout FY 2001.(Resources included a state-of-the-art report on current
traffic calming practices, a traffic calming Internet site, a CD-ROM with a collection of trffic calming information,
anda one-day workshop and train-the-trainer tool kit on traffic calming) In-house research has been carried cut on
driver understanding of signs and markings for selected traffic calming measures.
Exsected FY 2002 Products andMilestones
Speed ZoningDemonstratiow. Preli-ninary results available from the first phase of demonstration projects
establishing realistic speedliuts coupled with strict enforcement and public education and information
campaigns. Secondphaseof demosare underway.
Acceptable Speedsfromthe Non-AMomrts'Perspective. An se-housestudy to deterrmne the speedand
volume levels that are considered safeand acceptable to vulnerable road users such aspedestrians and
bicyclists will be completed. Studyresults will be useful asdesign speedselection for urban streets
and
main roads through rural
towns.
Variable SpeedLimit Implemetation Issues. Research to identify legal, liability, enforcement aridother
issuesrelated to variable speedlimits and ways of overcoming thesebarriers will be concluded The
possible safety benefits and produtvity gains ofdifferent types of variable speed systems and enforcement
scenarios will be ntimated, Detailed, comprehensive plan for field operational tests (some using pooled
funds) will be developed andtestsbegun.
Work Zone Variable Speed Limit Application. The results from implementation of a prototype variable
speedlimit andvarious enforcermnt approaches asa work zone will be disseminated.
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FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

$2,275,000 (STR)

New 1natyives
Perceptual Measures for Controlhng Speed and Crashes. Human factors studies will be carried out to
identify low cost perceptual and tactile measures (e.g. marking schemes, feedback signs, surface
trtimernts) to reduce traffic speeds. The most promising measures will be field testedan evaluated in
terms of speed and safety.
Speed Management on Main Roads Through Rural Built-up Areas. Engineering measures to control speeds
ad enhance the safety of main rural roads passing through towns and other built-up areas willbe tested m
cooperation with State and local agencies.
Variable Speed Limit Operational Test. Speedlie~ts that automatically change with road and traffic
conditions will be installed on extended road sections in various environments and evaluated so terms of
safety, speed, andeconomic impacts (Parner participation in these tests will be sought)

Researeh and Developmert
Speed -Setting and Enforcement Demonstratios. Demonstrations continue in small communities of
realistic speedsetting, vigorous enforcement, and public information and education campaigns. Evaluated
in terms of practicality, comphlince, acceptance, and safety.
Effects of Street Design and Roadside Environment on Traffic Speed. Speed data are bemg collected for
developing models for estimating operating speeds for various functional road classesIt lower speed urban
environments based on alignment, grade, street width, traffic mix, pedestrian and bicycle traffic,
intersection spacing and roadside environment (e.g. parking, setbacks, landscaping, accesspoints). The
incorporation of operating speed models in the design process will provide planners andengineers with
guidance in selecting street designs that result in actual operating speedsmore consistent with road function
and speeds intended.
Expert Syntem
for Setting Speed Limits. An expert system approach is being used to develop a computer
based tool to advise and assist the practitioners in setting credible speedlinuts within speedzones. The
expert speedadvisor will provide an objective, quantifiable, and systematic method to assisthighway
agencies in establishing consistent and safe speed zones.

Traffic Calming Impacts. Before and after tests are being carried out in cooperation with local agencies to
evaluateandassessthe effects of various engineering measures that have been implemented to control
speeds on local and surrounding roads. The impacts of these measures on speeds,crashes,pedestrian and
bicycle accommodation, environment, and emergency vehicle accesswill be evaluated.
Public Information & Education As part of the speedsetting and enforcement demos, model campaigns
to inform the public, engineers, police, and judiciary on the how and why of setting speedlimits and the
dangers ofdriving too fast or too slow will be developed and refined for possible se by paroiipating
communities.

Safety Core Business Unit
*

Realistic Speed Zone Demonstration Proect. Deploy speed zone demonstration andtechnologies in
selected local jurisdictions.
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Awareness and outreach.
Implement safety campaign and promote the benefits of "Managing speed"at
conferences, trade showandto safety practinoners sngeneral.
WORK ZONE FOCUS AREA
Backsround and Obiecives
Over 700 people are killed inwork zones every year. Improved safety through work zones is an element of
FlfWA's 1998strategic safety objective to reduce by20 percent during the next 10 years highway-related fatalities
and serious injuries on Federal-aid highways. The Work Zone Safety research program focuses on addressing the
needs identified in FHWA's quality improvement review report on "Meeting the Customer's Needs forMobility and
Safety During Constructon andMaintenance Operations" and the recommendations oftse follow-up Integrated
Product Team on work zones,

Research initiatives to carry outthe recommendations on FHWA's Integrated Product Team on work zonesbegan
during Fiscal Year 2000. The goal is to develop and evaluate improved work zone methods andtechnologies to
reduce the number of crashes in work zones. Products will include anationwide definition of work zones
andother
techniques to improve the quality of work zone crash data, recommendations for Jesigng work zonesto
acomn'odate older drivers, and new software visualizanon and analysis tools for improved work zone planning and
design.
Enneosed FY 2002 Products andMilestones
Recommendations on work-zone treatments
to improve the safely ofdrvers Reconendations aboutwork
zone treatments that will improve safety for drivers will be compiled basedupon findings from a literature
rewew, lab study, and field studies.
*

Development anddisbution of work zone safety materials including placement on the internet.

FY2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:
New Initiatives

$100,000 (STR)

None

OntomrnResearch
Work Zone Clearingkouse. The clearinghouse provides valuable ueforration for stateand local agencies.
Work Zone Safely Promotion. This effort provides for the development anddistribution of safety materials
andliterature to the statesand local agencies to help alert users andworkers of the special hazardswithin
work zones.

SAFETY CORE BUSINESS UNIT FOCUS AREA (OTHER ACTIVITIES)
Background
and Obcirves
Thissection addresses may important areas that arecritical to FHWA's strategic safety goal - 20-percent reduction
inthe number of highway-related fatalities and injuries by 2008. The activities to follow conibute to FHWA's
strategic safety objectve to reduce the number of highway-related fatalities and injuries
by developing and
deploying Lifesaving technologies (i e , engineering practices, analysis tools, equipment, and roadside hardware) and
technical assistance, staring and public awareness prograrts.
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At highway-rail sntersections, there are about 400 persons are killed eachyear Information isneeded to study the
geometry
of closely spaced highway intersections andhighway-rail gradecrossings n-ationwrde anddevelop
recomrmendations on a process to mnitigatethe insufficient storagedistance
The activites listed are designed to address
theseproblem areas

Stas
Recent notable Highway-Rail Grade Crossing crasheshavebeenpartially attributed to insufficient storage distance
between highway stersecrions (signalized or STOP-controlled) and therailroad tracks. The development of many
products to raise the awareness of safety issues,including sewtechnologies toaddressthe problem have been
completed or arebeing done. Information are being distributed using
different mediums, example, sr.rmet,
brochures, CD Rom,video, and demonstraoshowcasng The goal is to develop
new and improved technologies,
evaluate anddissennate to thestateand local agencies.
FY 2002 PROGRAVl REQUEST:

$425,000 (STR)

New Initiatives
Geometry offighway lIntersections
and Highway-Rad GradeCrossings Thiswouldprovide a range of
possible solutions rather than focusing only on onepossible solution (se , developing a signal warrant for
those intersectoss.)
OnoiInmainves
Highwoy-Ral Grade Crossing Traffic Control DevicesAs a result of a recent NTSB recommendation to
the Secretary ofTransportation, a DOT Highway-Ra:l Grade Crossing Technical Working Group (TWG)
.as fonned to develop guidance on theuse of traffic control de,ices athighvray-rail grade crossings The
TWG gudance will assist traffic engineers making a decision on the appropriate traffic control devices to
useat highway-tail grade crossings. The TWO will provide guidance on both traditional and nontraditional devices, including thoseusing ITS technology, to optimize the performance of the highway-rasl
grade crossing. Optimizatton of the performance of thecrossing is cntical to reduce the number of
violations of flashing lights and gates. Redicitng the violations atcrossings correlates to reducing the
fatalities and injuries at highway-rail grade crossings, oneof theDepartment's goals. Before incorporating
thesenew devices usthe MUTCD, research should be done on thesafety and effectiveness of these devices.

SAFETY CORE BUSINESS UNIT - OUTREACH AND AWARENESS FOCUS AREA
Background andObiecrjLel
Improved safety is an element of FHWA's 1998strategic safety objective to reduce by 20 percent during the next 10
years highway-related fatalities and serious snjunes on Federal-aid highways The Safety Core Business Urnt
program focuses on addressing the needsidentified, raising awareness
andaccelerating the technology transfer
process tothe States and local government. This partcular activity focuseson general outreach and awareness for
the Safety Core Busmess Unit

Sat
The development of many products to raise the awareness of safety issueshave been completed andare being
distributed (e.g.
Interactive tools - Moving Safety Across America CD, ramble stipbrochure, etc).
Information are
being distributed using different media, example, internet, brochures, CD Rom, and video. The goal is to develop.
implement and evaluate Improved methods for safety outreach with respect totheultimate impact on highway
related fatalities and injuries
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Expected FY' 02 Products and Milestones
Continue exhibiting safety process, tools and technologies at conferences and other trade shows

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST $500,000 (STR)
NewInitiatives
Interactive fools (e g MSAA)- helps FHWA communicate important safety infortuon to the general
public io a format that is sutable for FHWA's audience.
Ongoing Initiatives
Exhibits (graphic displays, production, shtipping, etc)andpromotional
materials (brochures, videos,
"gvevays "j FHWA develops exhibit
display matenals in order to participate at National Trade Shows
and Conferences Our participation ispart of the overall marketing
effort to promote FHWA's various
safety programs and also supports otrsafety partners. Brochures and "giveaways" arepart of the overall
communcation strategy. Brochures help promote products, programs, and provide outreach to the during
public. "Giveaways" are promotional tools topromote safety concepts, programs, and web sites
Ilnteractve tools (e g MSAA). FHWA communicate important safety information to the general public is a
format that is suitable for today's audience.
*

Generalmarketing
support for SCEUfocus areas This includes developig and custotmzing marketing
materials for each focus area - pedestrian, run-off-road, and speed management.
Ilnternet
Related Activines
Web site development and maintenance - both the technical and general
audience.
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FocusArea and Major Activities
Run-Off-Road Safety

FY2001
Budget
(S00)

Pedesrian andBicycle Safety
orstectins

FY 2002
Request
(S0ON)
3,445

5,740

1,796

1.949

1,115

850

Human Centered *

658

550

Safety Management

1,879

2,230

SpeedManagement

2,119

2,275

585

1,025

Work Zones

Crossiag and Other

Earmark

2,720
14,317

Totals

0
14,619

NOTE: FY 2001 request doesincorporate TAD funds in the above focus areasandmajor activities
*Some Humn Centered Activities areincluded wath the other Focus Area Achv~ities.
RELATED PROGRAMS Safety R&D is coordinated with NHTSA, FMCSA, NTSB, NCHRP, the AASHTO
Sttegic Mhghway Safety Plan, and StateDOTs.
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Program: Hlghway Research, Development. and Ten~opogy - Safety
(TDIPP)

FYZ02
Request
0(S0)

FY 2001
Budget
($000)

Focus Areas and Major Activities
Run-Off-Road Safety

0

0

Pedestrian
and Bicycle Safety

0

0

Intersections

0

0

Human Centered Technical Support

0

0

Safety Management

0

0

Speed Management

0

Work Zone.,RR Crossing andOther

0

0

Designated Programs (Study of Advanced Trauma Care,
Center for Transportation InJury Research, Head and
Spinal Cord Injury Research)

3,624

3,950

Totals

3,624

3,950
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Composite Table ofRD andTDIPP, FY2002
R&D
Request
(SOO)
5,740

0

Total
Reqdest
(5000)
5,740

1,949

0

1,949

Intersections

850

0

850

Human Centered

550

0

550

Safety Management

2,230

0

2,230

Speed Management

2,275

0

2,275

Work Zones/R.R Crossing and Other

1,025

0

1,025

0

3,950

3,950

14,619

3,950

18,569

Focus Areas and Major Activitles
Run-Off-Road Safety
Pdestrian and Bicycle Safety

Designated Programs (Study of Adanced Traunsa Care,
Center for Transportaton Injury Research, Head and
Spinal Cord Injury Research)
Totals

[V.35
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TDIPP
Request
($000)

FY 2002 R&T Program Funds:Total Requested
(Dollars In Thousands $000)
Una Item

I

STR
PROGRAM (Str. Goal)

TDIPP

Total*

Priority Area

Pavements
PAVEMENTS (Mobility)

$12,753

$500

$13,253
$13,253

$12,753

$500

Asphalt Concrete Pavements

$6,253

$0

$6,253

PCC Pavements

$5,000

$0

$5,000

$100

$400

$500

$1,400
$10,000

$100
$0

$1,500
$10,000

Pavement Technology Tools
Recycled Materials
LTPP (Mobility)
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SURFACE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH and TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT
Program Arcos: Pavements
Long Term Pavement Performance (LTPP)
Strategic Goal:

Mobility

Amount Requested for FY 2002: Pavements:$13,253,000
510000,000 SIR
LTPP:

($12,753,000 STR4$500,000 TDIPP)

ASPHALT CONCRETE PAVEMENTS _
Background and Obieceives
The goalsof theasphalt pavement technology programare to unprove the performance of asphalt pavements, to
decreasethe life-cycle-cost of as halt pavements, and to be response to oar customerneeds. ]The asp~halt
pror
oatareas of research,
pavement
development,
and technologymixture
of asphalt
pavements
conducted
b:y
FHWAtechnology
-specincaLlyminthe
asphaltbinder
rheology/chemistry,
design,
mixture
analysis,
pavement
perfornnee
related pecilcanm,
andrepairt,
quality
assurance
and control
Ourpavements
focuito rove the
materials, design,
selection,
deiign, cunseructioi,
maintenance,
rehbibttion
and
of flexible
These new anitor improved technolojet include the refinement of the Superpave systemand incorporation of
Suterp2ve into a generic ntinal asphat system, development of asphalt mixture performance testing procedures
and equipment, completion of materials characterzatin and pero
models, and tectnicol support ad
assistance to Stairs and dusty to implement new asphalt technology. i also includes basic and applied research
into asphalt chemistryand effc ts of modifiers and additives on performance and it addresses development and
testlevanation of perItiance- related specifications
design,
Ultimately, the nationwide asphalt sytem would be comprised of an integrated sytem of materials
pavement design, and construction. This system would provide complete perffrrancebasedguidance to optimze
dlign,construction, and rehabilitation.
M g in 1998 through
2000 and anticipated in 2001,mach ofthe FHWA's asphalt pavement technology program
effort neededto sefunded through alternative sources,due toa shortfall in available fibodmg. Consequently limited
activities supporting the Superpave mix design
tem a .egate
selection criterialtests, and binder mixtre
technical support were conducted through support of Statete ils under NCHRP/TR.. Development andvalidation
of a simple performance test and pavement performance modeling were delayed. Development of new/revised
asphalt materials & pavement training courses wasalso delayed.
EsNected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
Support of implementation of Superpave mix specifications in remaining undecided States.
Refine asphalt binder specification formodifit I binders
Refine miixture
specification to include a simple performance tester.
Implement QC/QA asphalt specification encompassing all of Superpave
Develop acceptance criterion for asphalt PRS to allow agencies to evaluate how deviations in
materials/construction properties affect long-term pavement performance.
Develop guidelines/test procedures for rmnimirig contruction variability
FY 2002 Program Request: $6,253,000
New Intiatuives
$600,000 - Field support /validaton of sunple performance tester
$250,000 - Develop a training course in Mechanistic Design of New & Reconstructed Pavements to
include state-of-the-art techniques.
$250,000 - Develop a training course demonstrating theuse of new laboratory and field testing
equipment, such as the simple performance tester, binder test equipment, pavement density devices.
etc.
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Ongoing Research and Initianves
$750,000 - Son
of field QC/.Q PRS validation, equipment evaluation, Superpave mixture design, and
constructon t!ugh the use of Dg mobile lab.
$303,000 - Support of Supespave binder developmentevluaio'Binder ETG.
$600,000 - Validate Superpave models and design concepts through ALE testing.
$500,000 - Refine PRS criteria for asphalt pavements,
53,000,000 - WRI (TEA-21 se5117(bXS)) development of fundamental asphalt chemistry
PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENTS
Background and Obiecrive
The goal of Portland Cement Concrete (PCC) Pavement technology program is to provide the operating
chiracteristics that the highway users demand: pavement dtrability; ride smoothness; safe, wet-weather operations,
minimized surface noise characteristics; amd saace aparance This goal will be accomplished through ihe
identification,
research, development,
and deployment
enhancedoperating
pavement
technologies for
pavement
design,
construactIor,.maintenance
anddelivery
rehabilitation
to improve of
pavement
characteristics.
These
efforts
willj st
rt the IHWA Strategc Goal on Mobility by epLng to preserve and enhance pavements on the Federalaid hijway system, and by he ping to increase user satisfaction with the systetrn
This program will address a broad, coordinated suite of technoloes and training activities associated with new and
recycled materials; the design system and selection of design features; and the construction process
The PCC Pavement technology program is divided into three elements for consideration of the factors which
influence pavement performance These are:
:Mix Design and Material Characterization
Structure Design Components and Performance Evaluation
*Construction Procedures and Performance Specifications
The maxdesign and material characteriation element has the objectve of extending Portland cement concrete
pavement life through enhanced equipment and procedures for material selection, distress potential prediction, and
ma design optimoizaton. This element also fosters the development of new improved pavement materials from
sources such as waste materials.
The structural design components and performance evaluation element has as its objective minimizing the life-cycle
costs of Portland cement concrete pavements through enhanced design procedures based on a better understanding
of the relationships among pavement design, response, and performance.
The construction procedures and performance specifications element has as its objective
to consistently build HPCP (Hi Performance Portland Cement Concrete Pavements) which can be opened to
traffic sooner, through enhanced equipment and procedures; perfonamnce-related specifications; advanced traffic
management; and construction planning strategies.

status
For the PCC Pavement technology program a number of technology projects are already underway to address the
elemets and their objectives outied stove.
Work wll continue on a project to optimize acceptance criteria and establish cost-effenve procedures for
PRS.
A project on the development of user-friendly computer based guidehnes (HIPERPAV Il)to predict the
lotger- term behavior of JPCP and early-axe behavior of CRCP will continue. The ability to prechct and
control the initial crack spacing in CRCP should greatly improve the performance reliability o these
pavements.
A study to investigate concrete permeability will continue. Permeability is being studied as a means of
deterrtining the overall quality of paving concrete. Alternative tests to the rapid-chloride permeability test
will be considered for ability to accurately predict durability.
As par of a ongoing cooperative agreement with the Innovative Pavement Research Foundation(PPF).
conduct studies related to longer-lived, better rformuaconcrete pavements. Ongoing studies include,
Investigation of Materials Compatibility, and Cost Beneit ofPCC Pavement Components.
En ted FY 2002 Products and Milestones
Design Guidelines for Ultra Thin White Topping
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Workshop on ngsd pavement design and construction
Guidelines on corrosion resistant dowels
Results of field trials in two States of level ! PRS for concrete pavements will be available.
Demonstranons of using precast concrete panels for highway pavements
Workshops on petrographic analysts of concrete will be held
Field/laboratory test for workability of concrete equipment will be available for loan
Workshops on concrete durability
sill be held
FlY 2002 Program Request: $5,000,000
New Initiatives
$300,000- Precastconcretepanelyfor highwavpavements Detnonztrate applicabilit of using precast
concrete panels for high-volume urban reconstruction projects
* 100,000- Hot-v, eitherconcretepasingpractices Deliver guidelines on hot-weather concrete pavement
practces through workshop or training course.
$300,000 -Alkali-Silica Reactivity.
Develop and deliver tests and guidelines on nux- specific ASR
Potential and remaining ASR distress potential in concrete
$600,000- Interactionof Admistures and effect on PCC Properties. lnvestigate the interaction of concrete
admixtuces and concrete components, and the effect on the properties and behavior
of the concrete, in both
the plastic and hardened states
$500,000- Nondestracnve Testing. Demonstrate the use of techniques through workshops and hands-on
training.
$500,000- MaterialsSelection and Mixture Design. A project to synthesize the results of previous studies
in order todevelop guidelines for opttriziig natenals selection and mixture design forPCC for pavements
will begin. These user-friendly guidelines ,ill be computer based.
Ongoing Research and Initiatives

$200,000- Optimizing Smoothness for High-PerformanceConcrete Pavements This study will synthesize
and build on available information i order to develop guidelines for the optimal levels of smoothness to
attain during construction of PCCP. Consideration willbe given toproperties of the concrete as well as
vehicle-pavement interaction
$100,000 - Performance-RelatedSpecificatonTraining This project will develop executive-level and
,orking-level training courses to educate State highway agencies and private industry
on PRS concepts.

$500,000- Repair and RehabilitationMaterials and Techniquesfor PCC This project will synthesi2e the
finding of several previous studies and result in comprehensive guidelines to allow the engineer to select
the appropriate strategy between repair or rehabilitation and the most appropriate repair or rehabilitation
technique.

$400 000 - Computer-Based Guidelinesfor ConcretePavements. This rojeel will extend the current

HIP RPAV I computer program toinclude longer-term performance o PC pavement and early-age
behavior of CRCP. Result of other studies will be utilized including joint sawing and recycling
$500,000 - Test and Evaluation of High PerformanceConcrete Pavement (HPCP) This project Wll test
and evaluate innovative concrete pavement feature that will lead to high performance
51,00K000- FieldManagement of Concrete Mu4es This project vll demonstrate the latest concrete
rmatenals testing equipment and techniques using field demonstrations.
LONG TERM PAVEMENT PERFOR3IANCE (LTPP)
Background and Obiectives
The LTPP program is a 20-year project initiated under the Strategic Highway Research Program to develop
improved tools toaid in the design and rehabilitation ofberter-pefforning and more cost-effective pavements
It
includes data collection and ana-ysis of nearly 2400 pavement sections atover 900 locations throughout the U.S and
Canada, and the development of improved pavement technology. Its goal is to extend the life ofhighway pavements
through achievement ofthe following
Evaluate existing design methods.

Develop improved pavement design methodologies and strategies for the rehabilitation of existing
v
I
desig, equations for new and reconstructed pavements.
Determine te effects of loading, environment, materials properties and variability, construcion quality,
and maintenance levels on pavement distress performance.
Determine the effects of loading, environment, material properties andariabiliy,
Establish a national long-term pavement data baseto support SHRP objectives and future needs.

*

Status
The LTPP is the largest pavement performance research project ever undertaken, it includes two setsof
experiments the GeneralPavement Stdies (OPS) and te Specific Pavement Studies (SP) The GPS experiments
fcus on existing pavements and the designs most commonly used in the Unted States and Canada Individual test
sectins
offerconstructed
a wide range
of values for
for the
key LTP
study
variables and
selected
andfocus
covanates.
The
SPS exlenments
involve
test sections
specifically
P research
on the
efficacy of
specific
patvement design
-eatients to existing pavements,
' in new pavement coesmcion, the applcaion of maintenance
r
factor involved
andenvironmental
pavement rehabilitation
service
Highways
for inclusion
being on incover
in theand,
GPSbyand itue
SPSof
and Canada
experiments
United States
thehighways,
ful rangr
sotheselected
conditions found
of
are subjected to'real,"
non-idealised traffic loadigs
The results of the L
already evdent in the form ofrnew or improved test methods, equipment, and
rocedues tat are being used by highway
ndust-y and academy. One product of the proam is
TPPBmd software. Ths software enables highway agencies and industry to eleci the most cost elective
Superpave binders. In order to facihtate and encoeethe use of the LTPP dats byhghway agencies,
inWA
has
made a portion of this data avaiable on a two CD-ROM tet The CD provide e LTPP data in an easy to
understand
use format More than to sosand sets of the C
ae
Ps ben dssbted u the U.S. and
internationally. LTP data and procedures play a critical role in the development vaidaton, calbration and as
working elements of the 2002 Pavrment Design Guide being deUeoped byNCXR for adoption by AASHTO
Expected
T
*

*
n
wk
F

2002
o Products and Mileston

s

The LTPP
database accessible through the world wide web.
The aTaP dats used to validate and calibrate of the 2002 Pavement Design Guide
The LTP data and procedure as working elements of the 2002 Pavement Design Guide.
The iT?
gunidelnes for the teaeuratue adjustment of falling weight deflectometer data to enable better
evaluation of the structural strenha of pavements.
The TP guidelines for determining sol resident modulus values for use inavement design
The
em TP based guidelines for the design and construction of better
perforangconcrete pavements

2002 Program Request

$0,000,000
o

New I nitiatives
h$2,500000 - Award new contracts for
data analysis
wT
and technical support services.
h$200,000-Begin a new study of the effectiveness of the SPS projects' pavement draiage systems
Onanoine Research and Initiatives
h$6,000,000Continue the collection, processing, and release of all required LT? data (profile, deflecton,
materials characteristics, and traffic).
l$600,000Continue analysis of CTPP data.
$145000- Continue the development and delivery of the LTre data base as a product for use by the
highway
community.
2$155,000- Continue customer service and technical assistance so users of the

Tp P data

6$400000 - Continue coordination and communication activities with States, Provinces, industry and
FHeicA field offices

PAVEMENT TfECHNOLOGY TOOLS
Background and Obiectives
This priority arTea
,. directed at developing and delivering improved tools in the areasof pavement structural design,
performance evaluaton/prediceion,
and selection of stategies for rehabilitation and preservation. It includes
dCevelopmnt and delivery of a 'pavement knowledge system" to gather best piactes knowtedge and more
effectively share it. It also incusm prtant
.
work to s .chprt
development of the AASHTO 2002 Pavement

Design Gide on interaction of heavy vehicles, climate, andor
pavement performance
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Sam
Formulation of intial framework for Pavement Knowledge System Due to restrictions on available funding the
activities in this priority area have been focused on development of a technology tools for the design, construction
and preservation of smoother pavements.
Expected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
*
*
*
*

Framework for Pavement Knowledge System
Model Specification on pavement smootlness construction
Development ofa Pavement Knowledge System, including efforts such as putting the existing FHWA
Pavement Notebook on the web and updating critical parts to make access to this and other major
information sources more accessible.
Construction Guidelines for continuously reinforced concrete pavements
Provide support as necessary for the development of the 2002 'Pavement Design Guide.

FY 2002 Program Request: $500,000
New Ilntiatives

$75,000 - Construction Guidelines for Superpave Pavements
$200,000 - Smoother Pavements workshops on benefits and "best practices."
*

$50,000 - Mixture Type Selection Guidelines for Asphalt Pavement
$75,000- Superpave Mixture Design for Hot Mix Asphalt

Oneoing Research and Initiatives
$100,000 - Development and delivery of best practices for building and measuring smoother pavements
USE OF INNOVATIVE RECYCLED MATERIALS
Background and Obiectives
The primary purpose of efforts in the recycled materials area is to encourage the widespread use and promote the

eF eering, and
economic
environmental
benefits
of recycled
materials
and technologies
disseminatng
information
practicalandknowledge
for current
technically
sound
techsnologres,
p~roiding by
technical
assistance
ad
of recycled
matenas
and product
technologies
nowand
being
restedmaterials
or expected
support services
be researched,
to promote
increased
technology
adoption
and
recycled
use tosuppomng
the further
outlining long-term recycled materials potentials and product strategies. This work is a combination of sn-house
activity, university coordinated activities and work with state DOT s and envrrorrnental agencies

A viable recycled materials program is active. FHWA plays a predominant role us coordunation of recycled
materials activities. Work istoeng done primarily though a cooperative agreement with the Recycled Materials
Resource Center (RMRC) at the University of New Hampshire as established by TEA-21I. Center activities
continue in research and outreach working with a variety of partners from both the private and public sectors. The
strategic plan continues to be followed as augmented by- yearly updates and input from a center advisory board and
coordination with other groups ands programa such as the NCK, the SL'cK program Work focus is on resting
and evaluation guidelines, material-specific research studies, fields trials of recycled materials, new' materials and
innovative materials, economics of recycled materals and technology deployment and delivery
Exo~ected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
*
International Synsoosium on Beneficial Use of Recycled Materials us the Highway Environment
series ot
sional forums
on beneficial
uses of
materials
A * Complete
Online database
of re
inforaton
for recycled
materials
usesrecycled
and case
studies
Cn

Continued expansion of outreach aciwtries (website, newsslether) and client base
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FY 2002 Program Request: $1,50,000
$300,000 - Initiate research studies in recycled materials safety and health issues,
$250,000 - Initiale studies on guidelines for recycled taterisl cost-benefit analysis
*

$150,000 - Implement field trials in validating long term environmental monitoring using predictive

*

approaches.
$100,000 - Conduct scientific exchanges of State, local and international personnel at the RMRC

Onoin Rese.ach and Initiatives

$150,000applicationsContinued research in development of specifications for recycled materials in highway
$200,000 - Continued research in engineering and environmental testing of granular wastes
$150,000 - Continued field tials and demonstration of innovative recycled materials
$200,000 - Continued development of academic study program so recycled materials
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Program Areas:

Pavements/LTPP

Strategic Goal: Mobility
Activity: Surface Transportation Research
Focus Areas and Major Activities

FY 2001
Budget
(sooo)
7,418

FY 2002
Request
($000)
6,253

Portland Cement Concrete Pavements

4,715

5,000

Long Term Pavement Performance

8,781

10,000

130

00

1,648
$22,692

1,400
$22,753

Asphalt Concrete Pavements

Pavement Technology Tools
Use of Recycled Materials
Total Budget Authority

Program Areas: Pavements
LTPP
Strategic Goal: Mobility
Activity:

Technology Deployment Initiatives and Partnership Program

Focus Areas and Major Activities

Pavement Technology Tools
Use of Recycled Materials
Total Budget Authority

iv45W-'/

FY 2001
Budget
(SOOC)
$110

FY 2002
Request
($000)
$400

0
$110

100
$500

FY 2002 R&T Program Funds:Total Requested
(Dollars in Thousands $000)
STR

Lino Item1
PROGRAM (Str. Goaj

TDIPP

Totals

$9,449

$25,076

$34,525

Priority Area

Structures
STRUCTURES (Mobility)

I

$9,449

$25,076

$34,525

Bridge Inspection

$2,875

$1,000

_ $3,875

High Performance Materials

$3,750

$21,000

$24,750

Engineering Applications

$2,824

$3,076

$5,900
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SURFACE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH and TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT
Program Area: Structures
Strategic Goal: Mobility
Amount Requested for FY 2002: $34,525,000 ($9,449,000 STR; $25,076,000 TDIPP)
Background and Obiectives
Bridge asset management is beginning to be embraced by bridge owners, Although an ISTEA mandate that
ongialy required states to adopt a formal bridge management practice was lifted, all states chose to pursue the
development and refinement of some form of bridge management system. Bridge management is highly dependent
on beingrable to accurately assess the physical condition of large numbers of badges, and based on a systematc
aproac, develop budgets and plans to effectively maintain the existing bridge inventory. The accuracy of bridge
inspection information, coupled with how best to incorporate the inspection information into the management
system itself is a recogized need in order to optiruze the management system. Bnde engineers, manaers and
owners have historically relied upon visual unspecton as an important element in te cosmtcton o ridges.
Nondestructive evaluation (NDE) has always been a p ofIathis inspection. While usually associated with quality
control of materials or fabncaton, it was occasional used to resolve doubts about existing structures. With the
collapse of the Silver Bridge in 1967, a new fecns was given to bridge inspection: SAFETY. The most common
type of NDE is a visual inspection, but itmay not be adequate for safety inspections. Itis also time consuming and
s-ubjective. More scientific and reliable types of NDE, e g ultrasonic radiographic or magnetic particle, are very
localized;
i e they cover a vey small area.
By their natue, they are slow. This has led to te need for much faster
and more reliale types of NDE.
The focus of the national bridge program has shifted from building new bridges to the maintenance, rehabilitation
and upgrading of existing ones. An outreach effort with the public and private sectors hasshown a need for rapidly
'finding" the deficiencies within the inventory of existing brides. This calls for a systems approach, and FHWA is
vigorously pursuing the use of Bridge Management Systems
MS).The useof I-DE provides the technology. to
support Stases' lementaion and enhancement of their systems. Such systems require more reliable technical data
can be obtained by visual inspection to indicate what and where the problems are.
Therefore, new technologies
which provide quantitative estimates of bridge coandflon must be developed so that dollar resources can be properly
directed.
tn
avaningbrige
upprtf

anaemet sstes*the objectives of this

ofthe po

an are to "Trnd" the

Ins

potad
proI'em
ssoiatd
acibd 1"tth ntio'sexisting brdge inventory. More specifically issues tobe addressed will: (I)
tsse of
Irniprove
the reliability,
andagm
user-ft endliness
NDEbridge
methods
for quality
during
construction
, local
(2)Inmprove
the ability speed,
to detect
hazardous
conditions
during
inspections;
(3) control
Develop
reliable,
fast and
ps
r
eicient global NDE for bridge monitoring; (4) Develop new technologies andeptechniques
for integratig
quantitative, nondestructive brdge evaluations into bndge management systems; and (5) Advance idg
management systems for allocating resources to effectively itiprove the efficiency of the highway system.
A number of contracts for developin improved local NDE and inspection devices have been awarded, but very few
are completed. So far, the emphasis as -en on enhancing and developing local NDE for bridge e inspection. Athe
prototypes have been develop-d, they are being tested an evaluated, and then their development completed. The
accomplishments to date (FY 2001 and prior) or this program are:
NDE Development The NDE needs for bridge asset management have been established. The New
Ultrasonic and Magnetic Analyzer for Cracks (NUMAC) has been successfully developed, demonstrated
and delivered
to measurement
A. Globalcanbe
bridge
deflecions
vibratons
measurable by a coherent laser
radar
system. The
used
to detect or
changes
in theare
condition
of the ridre and also for

modal analysis as an inspection device. It is currently in use at TFHTRC's Smcu0res Laboratory to
measure deflections of the curved steel bridge test frame. The Precision Electromagnetic Roadway
Evaluation System (PERES) for detailed high-resolution bridge deck inspection is fully operatonal and
available for use. Likewise, the High Speed Electromagnetic Roadway M',apping & E~valuation System
(HERMES) has been fully developed an is being field tested around the country.
*

NDE Calibration
Facility
Testingevaluti~fon and calibration of N DE systems are continuing at
T'FHRC's NDE validtion facility. Thkis facility is being "used by and is providing considerable help to

State and suncipal highway agencies.
*

Ground Pesseanig Radar. A research prototype for a high speed technique to quickly, safely and
accurately assess the structural condition and rehabilitation needs of bridge decks (as well as p~avements)
has been developed, along with a well-understood method for States to assess the condition of a

deteriorating infaitilre.
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Expected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
NDE Development An alternating current field measurement (AFCM) prototype system, related to the
eddy-current method, will be available for detection of fatigue cracks in steel members. A second
will be
generation
delivered. of HERMES (funded by the States) featuring a theromographic crack detection system
NDE Calibraion Facilty. A large study on the state-of-the -practice of various bridge inspection systems
will be completed. X-ray tomography will be used to study the material properties of concrete and asphalt.
A cortirehensive qualitative comparison of NDE (including X-ray tomography) inspection procedures will
conclude.
*

Bridge Management Systems. A much needed methodology for incorporating NDE data into bridge
management systems such as PONTIS will be developed and ready for implementation.

FY 2002 Program Request: $3,800,000
New Initiatives
$500,000 - NDE Development A device is being developed that will measure the cumulative fatigue
loading of a highway bridge by using an innovative strain measurement technology A forced vibration
response will be used to deterrne the existence of piles and to evaluate the condition of bridge
substructures.
$750,000 - New and High-Tech Inspection Systems. Monitoring systems for major structures, that will
detect scour problems, will be studied; and technology for evaluating brdge foundations after earthquakes
will be developed. Rapid and economical means of load-testing bndges will be investigated.
Develop and conduct a
$250,000 - Demonstration Project on High-Tech Inspection Systems
demonstration project to assist States with deployment of high-tech inspection equipment and to integrate
inspection data into bridge management systems.
Onpoine Research and Initiatives
$500,000 - NDE Development. A device is being developed that will measure the cumulative fatigue
loading of a highway bridge by using an innovative strain measurement technology. A forced vibration
response will be used to determine the existence of piles and to evaluate the condition of bridge
subsotuctces.
$1,050,000 - New and Hi- Tech Inspection Systems Research into new ways to irmprove visual ins ction of
bridges and new methods for defining the physical condition of members will be started. Work will
continue on the outdoor validation center. This will permit testing of large full-size bridge members (up to
70' spans) and systems will be feasible.
$500 000 - Geothermal Heat Pump/Smart Bridge Program Research, develop, and field test a bridge
S
deck heating system designed to detect and to elimnate preferential icing.
*

$250,000 - Safety Inspection of Bridges Complete the revision of the 2-week bridge inspector's training
course and begin teachIng courses.

HIGH PERFORMANCE MATERIALS
Background and Obiecives
the
to "fix"High
matenals
high performance
to develop
portion of the program
The objective
constiuction.
replacement
of new or st'uctirat
the longevity
and toisimprove
deterioratingstructures
problems
foundofinthis
performance material (HPM)"X&D is furtiser supported because of the nurteroas inquiries and congressional
request for research that are received and the fact that HPM R&D isfully supporve of the Office of Science an
research. -'thiPolicy
focus
area and
program
alsothealigned
hNational
(OSTP)
withScience
Technology
ote ofand
the Technology
ma or thrustCouncil's
areas of (NSTC)
the Strategic
Plan for
formaterial
Bridge
NC{RP project 0-07.
Engineering Research recently developed under
and
such aseach
steel have
materials
consructnon
familiar(FRP)
the morepolymer
variations
inchidingsuch
High
and aluminum
composite
reinforced
as fiber of.
exotic materials
concreteperformance
and the morematerials,
outstanding individual proerties which when integrated into she design of new badges, or the repair or
rehabilitation of existing "bridges, wiv'll significantly enhance mobility, productivity .and ultimnately,,safety'
Substantial reductions soconstruction time and initial cost areprovided; work, zone duration is limited and,,with
improved durability life cycle costsare minimiazed. This has been c,early demonstrated wish the use0? high
performance concrete with better durability and higher strength in the San Angelo, Texas bridge where first costs
were about the same when compared to usina "standard' concrete. High performance steel, which hasvrester
toughness and improved weldabilisy and durability was used in the Martin Creek Tennessee bridge and tesu ted in
a reduction of the fabricated steel costs of 11%. Studies conducted by theCivifl Engineering Research Foundation
must be
whose
use
firstused
cost for
will fRP's
have higher
aluminum
newer
(CER.F)
njustified
over 20
brdge
repairs
are benrg
However,
model and
basis.
cycle
cost PRP's
life the
yet developed that
on an as aclotowledged

states and have demonstrated that the time required for repair can be significantly reduced, although no cost savings
have been reported from the reduction in time to r air. FlR's are also being looked at to extend by a few years the
service life of bridges which are nearing the end orsheir utility thus providing owners a window to pIl, design, and
allocate funding to replace those deficient bridges which have been given a reprieve through H ' repair R&D
activities conducted within the scope of this area will characterize high performance material behavior develop
technical guidance and pre-specifications for their use; demotstate incentives to owners for their use hased on
quanttification of life cycle cost models; der onstrate extended service life and reduction of maitenance
requirements; and highlight reduced construction times resulting from HPM use.
The FHWA is working on applications for high-performance materials including: FRP composites, highperformance steel and concrete, stainless steel and aluminum. FRP research contracts for bridge deck panels
adhesives and accelerated durability testing are nearing completion, and the work on high-performance steel and
concrete is making glood progress. About 25 HPC bridge pro ects are currently underway through States working
with FHWA and oter States are working on HPC bridges on their own and through projects under the TEA-2
Innovative Bridge Research & Comsruction (IBRC) program. Development and deployment of HPS is a true
success story as FHWA working with the Navy andthe steel industry, has developed an affordable new steel
which possesses increased strength and toughness and improved durability. HPS stee- is now in use, inder design
or planhed for bridges in over 15 states, The IBRC toyam is a ma or new initiative to deploy and demonstrate te
application of high performance materials in high ridges and other stuctares. Under this program, FHWA is
providing grants to the States to build or repair bridges with innovative materials.
The accomplishments to date (FY 2001 and prior) for all the high-performance materials include:
*

*

High-PerforanceConcrete. A formal definition of "PC was developed and a guide instnimensaton plIn
for testing and evaluating HPC brdges was produced. Showcases hghlighting HPC bridges have bees held
in Texas, Nebraska,
WashingtoC
New
Hshe, and development
Ah-n and length
Ohio asequation
a means for
of
transferring
this techisology.
TheColorado,
report onVisnia,
the new
transfer
presreosing strand was published in earlyFY 1999. A po~oled-fund study is now underway to incorporate
te HPC nIowledge into the AASHTO LRFD specifications and the AASHTO material specifications.
Two insemaona symposiums on HPC were co-sponsored in 1997 and 2000 by FHWA and dusty
Hgh-Pesfornance Sreel. HPS bridges are in service
and Nebraska and others are planned
under constrmu'coniplanned in Washington, North Carolina, Maine, Massachusetts and Pennsylvania as
well as New York where the New York State Thruway is building six HPS bridges This new steel,
tougher and more readily weldable than the earlier high-srengith steels, is now commercially available.
Two national workshops an HPS were co-sponsored in 999 and 2000 by FHWA and industry.
Advanced Composites and Adhesives:Applications of FRP composites in new bridges and in
retrofit/rehabiltation protects are gaining wide acceptance. The feasibility study for an advanced FRP
composite, cable-stayed bridge in an Dsego is finished and the design of the bridge is underway The
retrofltti_
of existing bridge
piers add
colunoby
wrapping
withofFR?
gaining acceptance,
as is the
repair
an strengthening
of beariu
and slabs
w,,ithonded
shieets
FR? islanminates
Several compeing
designs of full depth bridge decks are being evaluated in-service on bridges. The development of design
criteria for building advanced comg
psite-reiforced concrete bridge deckhand modular FR? bridge
sstage
welldevelopment
underway, ad an ib roved method of analyzing FR
de
cks has also een developed Thedecks
first
of accelerated test methods to predict long term performance of advanced composite
materials is now fished and is being implemented.
.Alamnam Recently completed research on aluminum deck panels has verified the strength and fatigue
resistance of this material for use in bridge decks. An aluminum deck has been installed and tested on a
bridge in Virginia. The aluminum industry is working on a business model for enru-ding, fabricating and
installing
durable sections in situations where cost of the decks is outweighed by the fast
installatinthese
and lightweight,
long lasung services
Steel and Stainless
vStainless
Steel Cladding These materials are being tested in over twelve experimental
installattons
of concrete
reinforcing
bars
provide
the highly corrosion
resistant
nature of
the which
stainss
steel protection against future deterioration because of

*

fnnsovative Bridge Research & Conesrton Program: Over 160 projects in over 45 States are fioded and
underway. Several dfferens high performance mterals are bemg deployed and a several different
stuctural applications are being evaluated particularly those using F comsits approximtely 55%
of the projects utilize FR comp items. Documented results of several project s confirm
theextan tat
the advanced materials can be deployed i a manner that positively impacts mobility, productivity and
safety.

Expected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
*
High-Peforthence Concrete Comrpletion of additional HC bridges and the evaluation rieprt on the data
obtained from monitoring the f aist
set of ea enmenral HPC rides will be pubised This new
knowledge will be reflected by changes in she ASHTO LRFD Bridge specs and the AASHTO materials
specs. An HPC bridge will be in design, under constiction or completed in every one of ther50 States.
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*

High Performance Steel An improved version of theexisting HIPS
steel
will
bedeveloped
togo withthe
higher
strength
HIPSsteel
become commercially
that
will
havejust
available. The final report on the
fatigue characteristics
of HiPSwill
be published.

*

Advanced Composite Materials:. Completion of field-monitorig procedures for FRP structures and
retrofit applications. The final report for the test of an FRP bridge deck test section in Virginia will be
published. A framework for a comprehensive bridge design specification will be developed and a database
of R, bridge applications will be available.

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST: $24,750,000
New Initiatives

*

•

*

$750,000 - High Performance Concrete. New studies will continue to identify the necessary changes in
material properties and testing for HPC. Innovations in ultra-high strength concrete, in fiber reinorced
concrete and in self-compacted concrete will be researched.
$500,000 - High-Performance Steel, A new study of theneededchanges in the fabrication and
construction procedures that accompany the development of these
enhanced steels.
Further
study
of the
fatigue and fracture behavior of HIPS,especially for the higher strength HPS. New design criteria for
incorporation in LRFD will also bedeveloped. New details will be devised for steel structures
to enhance
their corrosion resistance and reduce maintenance needs
$1,250,000Advanced Composite Materials. Studies will begin i materials characterization to predict
damage accumulation from accelerated material test data. In product development, there will be studies
of fied-joinung methods for several types of FRP structures as well as techniques for steel bridge
rehabilitation using compsite plates, adhesives and tendons. FAWA support for long-term monitoring of
earlier field projects in short span bridges, bonded plate repair of concrete structures, seismic retrofit, and
light-weight deck replacement will be firmly established. This last step iSnecessary to begin building
broad based support among structural designers and builders for implementing the use of compsites and
adhesives in brige construction.
$21,000,000 - Innovative Bridge Research & Construcnon Program The fourth, of five, solicitations
for projects wil completed and additional high performance material deployment projects will be
underway.

Ongoing Research and Initiatives
$250,000 - High-Performance Concrete HPC research and the HPC showcase and demonstration
bridge program will continue.
The evaluation and accompanying usae of thedata gained from
monitoring the HPC bridges will continue, as will the study of lightweight
C.
*

$500,000_- High-Performance Steel. The research, development and implementation of HPS will
continue.

$500,000 - Advanced Composite Materials Structural details, design specs and design guidelines will
be developed for connections for FRP composite elements such as deck panels.
ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS

Background and Obiectives
Engineering
aFplications
provides R&D results in support of the nation's $8 billion a year bridge program. FHWA
isroutinely
ca fed
upon by other
bridge owners, pria ate
sector consultants, and other technical staff to contribute to
the technical core ofthe federal-aid program.
The area
of engineering applications focus on specific areas of technology and needs to efficiently design, repair,
rehabilitate, or retrofit bridges Natural hazards represent the leading cause for bridge collapse and failure.
Corrosion mitigation is the number one asue related to the long term behavior of the nations bridge inventory. And
approximately one third
of a bridge cost ts invested below ground. Any improvement in the conservativeness
associated
with foundation design or ground stabilization methods will result in sigruficant project cost savings.
The objective of this third activity of th,:
Structures R&D program supplements the two initiatives discussed above.
It extends to the more traditional aspect, of bridges engineering.
For example, Congress hasrecognized that the reliability of the nation's highway system is essential for national
security and the re Lability of the systern is principally determined by the reLiability of the bridges on the highway
network. TEA-21 legislation provide direction to continue R&D toiTmprove
the seisrmc resistance of the
transportation network. A modem b idge asset management approach to ensure system reliability requires a
systematic process
to
maintain
and
up;
rade
the
reliabi
ity
of
the
nation's
highwayy
bridges.
This
not only
of
but
an involves
understanding
reliability
ann
vulnerability,
an identification of the predominant tators which dett:rmine
the nature of hazards, an understanding of the structural response to those hazards including Interaction processes,
thorough knowledge of the mechanisms of failure, and a knowledge of zhe cost-effective strategies and methods to
minimize or eliminate these failure mechanisms.
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Natural hazard R&D will- (I}Ensure emergency preparedness and minunize the tune needed to ret-n highways to
fill service following nata disasters h reducing the vudnerabilit of the highway system; (2) Increase national
security by providing the reliability of hgway systembyreaction of vulnerability to natural hazards; (3)
Increase user satisfaction and confidence wii the nation's highwaysystem by increasing the reliability and
hazards, and; (4 Reduce the life-cycle cost of highway systems
reducing the vulnerability of the system to natural
by reducing user costs associated with system features due to natural hazards.
Congress, through TEA-21 legislation, has also recognized the need to perform R&D in the area of structural
corrosion control.Steel is one of the principle construction materials along with concrete and asphalt. The
degradation of bridges and structures by the environment is well established, Developing technology for the
miigation and prevention of the corrosion of structural elements while simultaneously avoiding the potential
detrimental environmental impact is pivotal in maintaining the transportation mfrastructre in serviceable condition
Bridge deck deterioration resulting from the corrosion of reinforcing steel demonstated the need for corrosion
protection, hence the development and use of coated reinforcing steel The use of prestressed concrete (PS"C) in
bridge construction is relatively new. Hence, corrosion problems and concrete deterioration are just begintung to
sutrace.
The National Bridge Inventory indicates that there are approximately 203.796 steel bridges in the UnitedStates. Of
these, 54,804 are-listed as deficient, and many require major refurbishment or replacement. The problem is
exacerbated by the fact that the majority of the structures requiring coating maintenance have been protected by
materials that are now considered hazardous to the environment, thus, requinng expenisie methods of removal,
containment and disposal. These operations must be carefully controlled to ensure compliance with regulatory
standards, preservation of the environment, and the worker's health and safety. These operations have become a
primary cost driver in steel bridge maintenance programs. The development of economically safe methods of
removal and containment as wel ?as the need for the development of new, effectiVe, compliant corrosion control
materials and methods is requ.-red.
Additionally, there are 239,576 reinforced concrete bridges of which 19,555 arestructurally deficient and 110,066
prestressed concrete bridges of which 9,036 are structursally deficient. The use of epoxy coated reinforcing steel

corrosion inhibitors, silica futre, flyash, low water cement ratio iuxes and adequate concrete cover has provided

sigtnficant corrosion protection to over 20,000 concrete bridge decks constructed since about 1980. Still, over
300,000 concrete bridges will eventually require replacement or major rehabi.tanon. Innovative corrosion resistant
materials such as stainless steel clad reinforcing bars, alloyed rebars, and combinations with high performance
concrete need to be studied in order to find the most cost-effective solutions.
Geotechnical engineering for foundations and earth structures has lagged behind other highway engineering
disciplines. Many commonly used design techniques suffer from a lac of precise definitions an an imperfect
understandig of fundamental behavioral mechanisms that govern the behavior of ceotechnical structures. The

difficulty and expense associated with defining soil behavior under foundation loads tias impeded the development
oftheoretical solutions, and fostered the growth of overly conservative ernpirica methods of design and analysis

The objective of foundation R&D is to reduce bridge support costs by 15% through the development of new and'or
improved support systems for bridge foundations and deep excavations for highway construction projects.

By

inVroving the efficiency and reducing the cost of foundations and excavations, more bridges and roadway segments

(which will last longer) can be constructed
Improving the efficiency and reliability, reducing the overall
vulnerability of the nation's bridges, and retaining wall systems to documented geotechnical failures also supports
the R&D area of bridge management.
Status
she two major contracts for studyingseismic vulnerability and retrofitting of existing bridges and seisrmc design
and construction standards for new bridges have been completed. A program of scour research has produced

sigruficant results. Aerodynamic research will continue as a low-intensity staTf research program primarily to assist
States and consultants. Corrosion protection methods for structural elements has improved te longevity of selected

bridge members. Foundations data bases are being accessed on-line by the states to help designers. The
accomplishments to date (FY 2001 and prior) for the main areas of research are:
SeismicYulnerabdlry ofBridges

An interim bridge retrofitting manual has been published and widely

dissenunated. FHWA personnel have cooperated with the Japanese in a comparative study of seismic

bridge design methods. The final report from the Seismic Research Program contract at MCEER (formerly
to NCHRP for use in preparing the revised provisions for
NCEER) has been completed and furnished
seismic design in the AASHTO LRFD specificaton.
,

H) draulic Engineering Circulars. Three Hydraulic Engineering Circulars andtheassociated NHI taming

maserals have been updated to incorporate findings from two scanning tours and recent R&D results.

2D Finite Element SurfaceWater Modeling S stem The model, FESWMS-2DH, enhanced by including
sediment capabilities, routines to utilize Digtital Elevation Maps and other modeling expedients for
developing grid information and improved graphIcs routines
*

Bridge Sediment Transport Model. For allusial river systems, the BRI-STARS model will be distributed as
a dow noad~ble web document for use by highway agencies to investigate degradation problems at stream
crossings.

*

Woodrow Winos Aridice Hydraalic Design.
Flume experiments and numerical model studies were
conducted to assist designengineers in determinng required foundation depths for the proposed
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repacet .for
tse Woodrow wilson Bridge..It represnts the first full scale appliatio of a r-enly
dev edl
sedisent anspors nimetcal mol for a bnde
n
scour invesao. The edibility index
for cohesive soils was also used for this bridge to determine where subsoil properties were
dominate considerations sn the bridge scour investigation.
Curved Steel Brides. Tbe first stage of testing on the curved steel bridge e test framc has been completed at
TFHRC Testing ofan existing curved steel bridge on 1-15 in Salt lake try Lake City was completed.
*

Jointless Bridges A maie study on this subject has been completed, and the final report was distibuted to
the States. Joindess bridge construction has been ,mdertaken by at least one-quarter of the States.

*

Culverts. A study on the design and construction of backfill envelopes was completed and a report
published.
Aerojnamics. Bridge retrofit concepts to provide aerodynamic stability on suspension bridges have been
identifed.
Coatings Development Developed a bsowledge-bssed system for coarines. Researched the lead based
paint problem exhaustively , and established an FHWA Bridge C.oatings Team to accelerate
implementaon of key results. A report on worker health and safety progrants to protect them from leadbased paint hazards haasbeen completed and is available on the TFHRC Web Fage via the Inteaet•
Improved techniques for covering and etncapsulating lead based paint on bridge rehabilitation projects.
Implementation or training for field personnel to dissemainate research results. Worked cooperatively with
state departments of transportation to develop ,uniform protocol for qualification resting of coating
materials.

*
,

*

Corrosion Protection" Development of cement groat (with adiruxtisres) mix designs to prevent or resist the
corrosion of prestressing steel in post-tensioned bridge members. Com.~pletion of research on sacrificial
anode cathodic protection and conductive polymer anodes for cathodic protection (CF), A report on
corrosion-resitant reiforcine bars has been published. This includes solid stainless steel barn and epoxycoated rebar us well as black steel clad with protective a11nys A study on durability of corrugated mal
culvert pipe hat been completed and the report printed. A 20-year study on the use of corrosion inhibitors
as a protective system has also been published.

*

Cost-Effective Foundations Completed ds,'a-bsses for the design of deep bridge foundations and for
foundations in general. Stisdaes on composite piles are complete andareports published.

*

Improved Bridge Welding Psocesses. The in.proved processes for eleciroslag welding in bridge fabrication
ofsteel highway bridges were demonstrated to engineers and fabricators in 20 States

*

Heat Straightening ofSreel Girders. A new demonstrationperoject will provide States wth the ability and
skills to repair steel bridge girders which have been damaged by truck impact.

lnrernatonal Scanning for Innovarive Techinoloey. Expert teams from FlIWA, the States and industry
w,,eresent to several countries to investigate antiassest innovative technology for scour, steel fabrication
and protection of prestressed concrete tendons: tplemetitable findings were disseminated to engineers
through ut the US. Findings of the scanning towrs were disseminated in regional workshops and also an
nationaL conferences,
Expected L 2002 Products and Milestones
*

*
*

*

*

Hydraulic Engineering Circa/ar 18. Erodibility index procedure, cohesive soil scour rate procedaret and
complex pier procedures included anthe fourth edision of (HEC-18).
Bridge Scour Counterneasuares. Guideliset for p~artially grunted nriprp, noawoven geotech sand bags and
other bridge scoar cousterinesure ichaiques discovered d.rng the scanning tours included in the third
edition of HEC-23.
Seismic Vatnerabiho) Volunie Ill of the final report for tl~e Itanimark study on Seismic Vulnerability of
Brdges at MCEER will be available to AASHTO. This manual will complete the 3 volume set, Volumes
I and II having been published in LY 2000. The seismic instivmestation and monitoring of the Cape
G~irardeau Bridge will be completed.
p on abatement of
1999 report
Coatings Development The guidelines and procedures developed in the
lead-bused paint hazards n bndge rehabitatvon wll be esrended and implemented. A Nationwde Tusk
issemrnate
research results wll be fully mplemened
Force on Coatings will be establish. Training o d
Corrosion Prorection A congressional ' manAdated study on cost impacts of corrosion in highway bridges
(especially decks) will be completed and published
Cost-Effective Foundaions: An integrated set of comprehensive geotechnical data bases for interactive
n.
uenes for improved design and
use by researchers, designers and eng inr le pro
application of deep-soil riing wlldistributed and in use by highway eng iners.
routine
eLoad
& Resistnce Factor Design Code. The majority of States will havee capability to design
brdges using this modern, rational brdge design code for superstructure design A comprehensive LR.FD
will
be
available.
design coarse
Seismic Engineeringfor Bridges A National Seismic Engineering Coference wLl be conducted in crder
to quickly tisseinte the latest technology for seismic design and retrofit of bridges.
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Ground Improvement Techniques. The demonstration projects on soil nail wall ad mechanically
stabilized earth walls including comprehensive computer design programs have dramatically altered the
Manner in which earth retaining walls and cut slopes are designed and constructed.
FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

$5,900,000

New Initiative
$250,000 - Aerodynamics, A major study on fatigue effects from wind loading and vibration of stay
cable anchorages of cable-stayed bridges will bestarted.
S300,000 - Risk based evaluation of alternatives for bndges

, ith unknown foundations. The recently

completed NCHRP study of methods for deterring the depth and integrity of unknown bridge
foundations has shown that the most reliable techniques arevery expensive. That leads bridge owners to
consider other alternatives including taking a risk with lessreliable techniques, taking more risk by not
investigating the foundation at all or eliifiating the risk by installing countermeasures that may or may
not be needed. FHWA did develop a risk analysis model for srategizing bridges with unknown
foundations several years ago, but that effort preceded our current know edge about the reliability and
cost
investigations
the model
is based
general
be obtained
from ofthe foundation
National Bridge
InventoryandDatabase
rather
than onmore
site information
specific datathat
thatcould
a brdge
owner
could provide to improve the decision process for a specific bridge. There is an urgent need to build on
this earlier effort by parmerg wth practicing bridge engineers to utilize more accurate data that bridge
engineers could reasonably provie and to identify the potential risks associated with practical
alternatives.
$250,000 - Coatings Development Multiple research contracts are planned to cover optimization of
maintenance coating operations, improved laboratory and field forensic analysis of coating systems, and
improved standards for quality assurance.
$300,000 - Corrosion Protection Research of multiple corrosive protection systems used together with
emphasis on optimizing HPC by adding other corrosion protection systems is found effective. The
development ofnew materials and approaches to protect the steel cables used in cable-stayed bridges
from corrosion. Evaluate the possibLty of using titanium arc-sprayed anodes for CP on both new
bridges and for rehabilitation of existing UP systems and materials

$300,000 - Cost-Effective Foundanons The effect of earthquakes on rrucropiles will be investigated
Resistance factors for piles to be added to the LRFD specs will be developed Other research topics
include spread
reinforce
soils. footings, ground movements due to excavations, and geosyrtietic reinforcement for
Ongoing Research and Initiatives
$3,000,000 - Seismic Yulnerability. The new directed study at MCEER (formerly NCEER) which
started in FY 1998, will continue FHWA wIll continue in-house seisrruc research in partnership with
Japan. Likewise, theseismic research at UCSD (which started in FY 1999) will beongoing
$100,000 - Scour at Complex Pier Geometries. Independent lab studies conducted at the FHWA
Hydraulics lab and at the University of Florida being compared to develop a unified evaluation
procedure.
$100,000- Scour Predicnon. Laree scale lab studies being conducted at the USGS Biological Research
Division lab in Massachusetts to d-evelop better guidelines for predicting scour at very wide piers an fine
grain bed materials
$250,000 - Coatings Development
OSHA and EPA compliant techniques for covenng and
encapsulating lead-based paint on bridge rehabilitation projects will be under development in
cooperation with state highway authorities. Cooperative etorts to improve coatings performance and
quahfication testing Analysis and implementation of promising alternative surface preparation
technques for bridge maintenance.
$300,000 - Corrosion Protection. The corrosive effects of the environment on bridge steels will be
quantified. The performance of epoxy-coated rebrs (ECR) will continue to be monitored as will
performance of alternative rebars including FRP composite rebas, stainless steel and stainless steel clad
rebars and galvanized rebars.
$300,000 - Cost-Effective foundations New methods for load-testing foundation systems will be
evaluated.
$200,000- Culverts Development of recommended specifications for backfilling pipes and culverts
$250,000 - Engineering Circulars. Work will continue on development and updating of comprehensive
Hydraulic Engineering Circulars (HECs) and Geotechnical Engineering Circulars (GECs).
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Program Area: Structures
Strategic Goal: Mobility
Activity: Surface Transportation Research
FY2OOI
Budget

Focus Areas and MRIor Activities

(SOOO)

(S00)

Bridge Inspectoon (BI)

$2,479

High Performance Materials (HPM)
))))
Engineering Applications (EA)

$2,87

3,114
8,328

3,75
I
2,824

S13,9211

otal

Program Area:

FY Z002
Request

S9,44

Structures

Strategic Goal: Mobility
Activity: Technology Deployment Intiatives and Partnership Program

Focus Areas and Major Activities
Bridge inspection (BI)

FY2001
Budget
(5000)

FY 2002
Request
(5000)
S

High Performance Materials (HPM)

$1,00C

18,459

21,00(

1,316

3,076

M)

Engineering Applications (EA)

Potal

S19,77
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$25,071

FY 2002 R&T Program Funds:Total Requested
(Dollars in Thousands $000)
Line item

STR
PROGRAM (SU. Goal)

TDIPP

Totals

Priority Area

Environment, Planlng & Real Estate

E, P & REAL ESTATE (Human and Natural Environment)

$15.527

$6,400

$21,927

$15,527

$6.400

$21.927

Planning Research

$5,527

$0

$5,527

Envlonment Research

$9,350

$0

$9,350

$650

$0

Lo-Speed Mag Lev Pilot

$0

$5,OOU

Advanced Vehicle Research

$0

$400

NJ Institute of Technology

$0

Real Estate Services Research
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$1,000

$60
$5,

00

$400
$1,000

SURFACE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH and TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT
Program Area: Environment, Planning and Real Estate
Strategic Goal: Human and Natural Environment
Amount Requested for FY 2002: S21.927 million (515.527 million STR; S6.4 million TDIPP)
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH PROGRAM
Background andObiectives
The Planning and Environment (P&E) Research Program supports program and policy objectives that will
help the FWA create the best transportation system in the wiLd. "he-&E Research Program primriy addresses
research needs associated with the Human and Natural Environmient strategic goal which seeks to protect and
enhance the natural environment and communities affected by highway trnspotaion. The P&E Research Progm
covers: Real Estate Services, and Environment and Planning imrtatives. High priority research
needs in FY 2002
include:
*

Environmental Streamliing/NEPA

*

Air Quality and Climate

*

Wetlands, Water Quality and Ecosystems

*

Indian Consultation 'Coordination

*

Environmental Justice
Metropolitan Planning Capacity Brilding

*
*

Rural Planning Capacity Building
Real Estate Services

Funding these and other initiatives at a total of $21.93 million in FY 2002 will enable the FHWA to meet
Congressional directives. to continue work with our partners to balance local, regional, and national concerns
regarding the environment; and to add value to the community through improved planning, em ironment and real
estate Services.
Environment Research: Amount Requested for FY2002: $9.75 million ($9.35 million, includes $0.2 million
earmark for Global Climate Change Research STR; $0.4 million TDIPP)
ENVIRONMENTAL STREA.MLINING/NEPA

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

$2.0 million

Background and Obiectives
Applied research in Environmental Streamlning/NEPA identifies and develops techniques to redesign integrate,
and balance environmental and transportation decision-making at the Federal, State, tribal, and local levels tht
achieves the best overall public interest decisions. Performance Reviews, Congressional concerns, and TEA-21
(Section 1309). Such research responds to recommendations of the National Performance Reviews, Congressional
concerns, and TEA-21 (Section 1309), which directs the FHWA to streamline and integrate the transportation and
environmental decision-making processes. The environmental streamlining pro isions ofthe TEA-21 have elevated
the Administrative initiatives to a legislative level. The law requires the Secretary to establish acoordinated
environmental review process for theDOT to work with other Federal agencies to ensure that major highway
projects are advanced according to cooperatively determined time frames.
*Initiated an intensive work with other Federal agencies, transportation parmers, and interested stakeholders
sodetail what environmental srraminmg means in operational terms and to develop a plan for
institutionalizing it in all parts of the country.
Successful implementation of environmental streamrlinng depends more on effective field deployment than
on successful interagency collaboration because the affected highway and transit projects arereviewed by
field units of each Federal agency,
A systematic performance evaluation system is needed to replace the anecdotally-based reporting that
influenced the TEA-21 language
The DOT must be m a position to assess not only the timeliness but also the environment acceptability of
the environmentally streamlined process so that we can manage the program the most cost-effectively.
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Excd FY 2002 Products and Milestones
*

Refines the evaluation of the performance of streamlined environmental processes. This will involve the
foirmance measures for evaluating the
continuing development and implementation of seeal
timeliness and environmental qUlity of project decisions etermnig baseline values for these
performance measures, and evaluation olchanges in pe nnance resulting from the implementation of
environmental streamlining processes.

*

Support demonstrations by State DOTs to integrte and enhance environmental! and transportation
decision-making at the Federal, State, local, and tribal levels. Examples of innovative efforts at the State,
regional, and/or metropolitan levels to integrate transportation planning and the FHWA/NEPA process will
be shows.

*

Develop innovative approaches to enhance public and interagency communication during the
FHWA?.EPA process, as well as environmental documentation by means of video and related
visualization technologies.

ENVIRONMENTAL STREAMLINING/NEPA
New Initiatives
*

Disseminate alternative dispute resolution methods via training and application on individual projects.
Formation of a network of qualified dispute mediators.

*

Continue development of environmental streamlining information-sharing between Headquarters to Federal
agencies' field offices through web-sites, videos, publications, and toolkits for users.

*

Continue workshops and other outreach events to reinforce interagency cooperation at the field office level.

*

Showcase methods and examples ofcollaborative, integrated decision-main processes that have been
successfully applied to transportation planning and project development effons.

Ongoing Resce
*

Develop expert decision systems that will assist local and State decision makers to analyze specific issues
required under NEPA andother environmental regulations.

*

Institutionalize environmental streamlinin within State DOTs, as well as Federal and State environmental
agencies, through training, workshops, and proved communication.

*

Demonstrate and evaluate the application ofadvanced technologies, such as interactive technology, to
provide training on environmental and transportation decision-making.

AIR QUALITY AND CLIMATE

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

$3.6 million

Background f.nd Objectives
Ai Quality and Climate research develops analytical techniques and cost-effective mitigation strategies to: (1)
ruc~tttratnsportation-relatede missions,.and (2) peit oevel~opment ofviable transportationprgrams. Meeting
t ojectve is challenging i liglt of them nadof legislation and regulation associated wit implementation of
new air qualty stand
romugateo in 1997
,
This research is essential to achieve FHWA's Performance indicator
for the Environment oal: "reduce on-road mobil source emission by 20 percent in 10 years'. More research is
critical for the transportation.community toassist Congress i assesig trasportation's contribution to greenhouse
nge might afect tansportation inliastructure and
gases and climate ch and
programs.

SWNi
Research on particulate matter is ongorig that includes an overall work program for the transportation community as
a whole. The research required wil take many years, substantial cooperation and coordination, and considerable
resources. Research must be implemented stepwvise to ensure effectiveness, though much is known about the
effectiveness oftransportation control measures. State and local governments continue to address their

transportation and air quality problems inhigy creative ways. Research is necessary to inform congressional
debates on these measures as well as the effectiveness overall ofthe CMAQ program.
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AIR QUALITY AND CLIMATE
Expected FY 2002 Products a
*

M

t

Reports on transportation's contribution toparticulate matter
pollution and the characterition of that
pollution by species and formation,

*

A compilation of transportation control measures and project information under the CMAQ program.

*

Analysis of the status of integrating transportas

*

Preliminary analyses of how transportation may be affected by rising sea level and increasing storms, and
potential mitigation measures.

*

Report on temperature discrepancies in the upper atmosphere and on land, and transportation's contribution
to climate chahge.
Matcrials for State and local stakeholders on the connection between transportation choices, Longestion,
and air quality.

*

-.
n and air quality planning.

A compilation
of information on travel demand factors as required under TEA-2 I.
New Initiatives
*

Develop new analytical approach to analyze transportation PM emissions along with more detailed, multilocation data with selected States to determine differences in PM pollution from transportation sources.

*

Begin research on the role of transportation in air toxics and regional haze to address Clean Air Act
requirements.

*

Begin diseissnation and testing of the second generation of public information on the connection between
transportation choices, congestion and ar quality.
Research impacts on transportation infrtstructure of potential rising
sea levels, and increased frequency and
severity of stoms

*

Conduct cooperative research on new air standards, airtoxics and emerging issues to inform metropolitan
planning organizations and States of critical transportation/air quality issues

Oinoig Research
Implement transportation research program for particulate matter, including Congressional earmarks.
Complete PM efforts
under including projects on PhI species related to ransportation, transpoctation
source-related semi-volatiles, re-entrained dust, and heavy duty vehicles

*

Analyze impLcations of new air quality standards and implications of new models (including modal
emissions models) on transportation and ar quality planrunng.

*

Research effectiveness, analytical methods, and projects funded under the CMAQ program to inform
congressional debate.

AIR QUALITY AND CLIMATE
Continue research on the relationship between transportation and climate change including the uncertainty
and discrepancies in satelite versus land-based temperature readings and implications for global warming
(required under TEA-2 1).
Continue advance vehicle research on vehicle technologies, including fuel cell and electric vehicle

technology (required under TEA-21)

WETLANDS, WATER QUALITY AND ECOSYSTEMS

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST: SI.7 million

Background and Obiectives
This research enables State DOTs to meet Clean Water Act National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

(NPDES) and Section 404 requirements for highway projects and enables FHWA to support the CleanWater
Acton Plan This research is necessary to achieve FFIA's performance indicator to "increase net wetland hectare
area
(acreage) resulting from Federa-aid highway projects by 50 percent in 10 years" In addition, TEA-21 requires
the FHWA to study and develop an assessment methodology topredict the relationship between ecosystem integrity
and highway density.
Thus the development of new methods to assess impacts and strategies on a watershed and
ecosystem level is needed Scew technologies will have been developed for watershed-based assessment and
management of water quality and habitat impacts due to highway development programs These uiovative
technologies will be identified and assessed, and information on best practices provided to practitioners. ManuaLs
and other materials will provide guidance and information
for ipleineiting various control and management
strategies.
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Enited FY 2002 Products and Milestones
Additional Hydrogeornophic ,HGM) regional manuals for functional assessn'bt of wetlands (with the
U.S. Army Corps of Enguieers).
Additional models for stakeholder involvement in werlandwatershed issues in transportation.
Analysis ofresults ofnational forum and watershed management.
,

Wetlands and watershed restoration techniques and effective mitigation alternatives,
Ecosystem linkage model and techniques for large carnivores in mountain ecosystems.
Ecosytem management in highway environments: proceedings of a Fourth International Conference on
Wildlife Ecology and Transportation.
Analyses of ecosystem unpacts of highway development: indicators and parameters.
Published data used to validate or revise existing baseline figures used in the current highway runoff
predictive methodology.
Report on investigation of the interaction of native plants with roadside ecotypes.
Report on national survey of streams and rivers
impacted by highway developmem.

WETLANDS, WATER QUALITY AND ECOSYSTEMS
Report on highway density and ecosystem integnty study and development of rapid assessment
methodology (TEA-21 directed research).
Training program on erosion and sediment control and nonpouit source water quality issues
Roadside vegetation managemen brochure.
Invasive species field guide and roadsides management handbook.
New Initiatives
*

Integrated water quality and water runoff study to produce effective and ecologically sound storm water
management strategies for watershed-wide applications.
Documenting the ecotypic characteristics of roadside vegetation uses.
Refined ,etland assessment methods for use on highway projects.

*

Ecosystem-based management programs toreduce the impact of transportation systems an wildlife
habitats.

Ongoing Research
*

Course on integrating watershed management planning with highway project development pilot program.

*

Restoration techniques for aquatic resources: construction and retrofitting designs for fish passage and
stream stability.

*

Monitor and evaluate highway storm water runoff data gathered from various types of facilities and
climatic regimes as will be applied to TMDL allocations.

•

Study inpacts to receiving waters caused by highway storm water runoff.

*

Symnhesize techniques and marzgcmenr programs foru :ng native species in roadside vegetation and
control the introduction and spread of invasive species by '-ansporcation systems.
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ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

S400,000

Backaond and Objectives
The FIIWA is .corritted to.reventing potential discriminatory effects and disroporoonately high and adverse
health and environmental eflects oftransprtation decisions on low-income andminority populations. The
Environmental Justice area develops tools and techniques and disseminates information to assess, prevent, and
address these potential discriminatory effects. The emphasis will be to improve, test and deploy tools and
techniques that can apply at the highway system level both in metropolitan and in non-urbanized areas.
State DOTs and MPOs lack sufficient information to adequately analyze the potential benefits and burdens for
highway systems and projects on under-served populations and communities. The resulting lack of knowledge and
techniques has contributed to costly project delays and conflicts Nev, tools areavailable to identify and assess
the
impacts of transportation on low-income and minority populations.
Among the near term efforts to be completed in FY 200I are:
Develop and disseminate available analytic techniques to address environmental justice issues
Document and disseminate case studies and effective practices to address environmental justice both in
metropolitan areas and non-urban areas.
Develop teaching tools, workshops, and course material to assist Stale and local partners
Exected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
Develop andtest predictive models to assist with consideration of environmental justice in transportation
planning.
Develop and test new methodologies soassess community irnpacts and health and risk burdens on low
income and minority populations.
New Intiatives
*
*

Advance analytic tools that can address potential benefits and burdens of the high-, ay system and projects.
Focus on tools, techmques and skills for smaller metropolOn and non-metropolitan areas.
Create and distribute updated training modules, CD-ROMs, videos, manuals, and other related materials for
partners and customers.

*

Deliver and conduct conferences and seminars.

Onioina Research
Develop and implement training and outreach efforts to improve skills and expertise
Identify and determine practical ways to provide low-income ant rrnonty populations with effective
access to the transportation decision-making prmoccss and its products.

*
*

Showcase success stories best practices, snd model community intiatives to exemplify principles of
effective incorporation oEnvironmentaL Justice principles in decision-making,
Implement outreach on Environmental Justice with a diverse set of stakeholders to facilitate their
involvement in decision-naking.
Evaluate and enhance project level analytic tools.

INDIAN CONSULTATION/COORDINATION

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

$500,000

Background and Obiectives
This research will support development and dissemination of practices and techniques for coordination of
transportation programs with native populations and governments
*

This is anew research area Previously research related to coordination with native peoples and
governments was includes in several different areas including Communities, Neighborhood and People and
anCultural, Historic and Archeological Resources.

*

This research area will focus on developing and enhancing techniques to improve consideration and
understanding of native cultural and government practices in the transportation decision making.
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Expected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
Convene meetings and conferences to develop, document and test effective methods for considering tribal
rights and practices in transportation decision making.
Create communities of practice to build and support knowledge, skills
and understanding tribal practices.
Publish methods, techniques, and guidance to
irove
working relationships with federally recognized
tribes and incorporate Native American ethnic cultua traditions into project planning.
New Initiatives
Develop partnerships with community-based groups and transportation agencies toencourage communities
to define their culturaihsoric values, as they relate to transportation planning
Synthesize and disseminate successful efforts by public agencies to inform the public of the results of
historic and archaeological investigations.
Develop guidelines for trails
along active rail.
Ouoine Research
Initial consultation and investigation of tribal practices toassist in highway planning and project
development.
NOISE

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

5500,000

Background and Obiectives
Noise levels
affect the quality of life in neighborhoods and communities and, therefore affect the degree ofpublic
satisfaction vnththe transportation system. Research is needed todevelop analysis techniques, abatement methods,
and effective noise compsatible land useplanning tools to evaluate the effects a! highway traffic and construction
noise and, thus, reduce the adverse impacts on communities Major issues include: (1) ways atmospheric
conditions impact traffic noise prediction, (2) relationship of pavement type and texture tonoise; and (3) multimodal transportation noise prediction methodology. Existing traffic noise prediction models, including the FHWA
Highway Traffic Noise Model (FHWA TNM), do not account for atmospheric variations
Status
Pastresearch on highway traffic noise has improved the capability of transortation agencies to manage the impacts
oftraffic noise on communities. The FHWATNM promotes the state-of- e-art ofhighway traffic noiseprediction
by incorporating advancements in acoustical and computer technology. Use ofa CD-ROM for the FHWA TNM
facilitates the technology and innovation States and metropolitan planrang offices (MPOs) need to advance highway

traffic noise analysis and abatement techniques. Current materials related to the problems of highway construction

noise, and the consideration of visual quality during noise bamer design, need to be updated and enhanced
Expected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
*

Additional validation ofthe FHWA TNM to improve its accuracy and operation.

*

Deselop an updated version of the FHWA TNM will be developed to incorporate the results of continued
model validation and additional graphical user interface improvements.

New Initiatives
*

Continue to validate and improve the FH-WA TNM.

Onitoine Research
*

Develop further improvements, including validation, for the FHWA TM

COMMUNITIES, NEIGHBORHOODS AND PEOPLE

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST: $430,000

Background and Obiectives
Research in this area develops tools, techniques and methodologies to identify and collect accurate data and to
analyze, avoid and reduce the direct, indirect and cumulative impacts of highway system and projects on
communities and people; including social, economic, and quality oflife effects The tools an technitues developed
help our partners assess community resources and impacts throughout the transportation decision-makung process to
increase community satisfaction with transportation actions. Research will identify techniques toshow how
transportation projects enhance communities, increase social benefits, and encourage creative solutions and
context-sensitive design, while meeting goals of community residents and businesses.
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Among the mar term efforts to becompleted in FY 2001 are:
New techniques to identify, measure, predict, and assess
benefits and impacts of the highway system am in
the early stages of development.
*

Public information tools designed to improve involvement in transportation decision making. Such tools
can lead to better analysis of potential impacts on the human envirbnmet from highway systems and
.projects.
Initial efforts identified successful transportation enhancement techniques, e.g., development of a
Tn rtation Enhancement Cleariinghouse and avisual database of trnsportation enhancement projects
Current state of the art practices and case studies synthesized on the use of conest sensitive design
concepts and traffic calming for community friendly>
design.
Small-scale project examples developed for assessment of community impacts
Nanonal practitioner conference conducted to identify needed tools to assess community and neighborhood
impacts oftransportation facilities.
Visual Database of transportation enhancement projects updated (CD-RONM).

Expected FY 2002 Products andMilestones
Community Impact Assessment Training.
Evaluation of program response to community needs and preferences.
Develop social, economic, and environmental performance indicators of transportation system
performance
Update and disseminate training, CD-ROMs, case studies and other related materials.
Deliver and conduct conferences and seminars to distribute guidance, information-sharng, anddevelop
case studies.
Ongoing research

Develop technical outreach module to advance practitioner knowledge of tools for effective community
impact assessment.
Deploy and disserminae effective practices for public participation.
Develop, test and evaluate of tools and techniques for public ins olvement process evaluation.
Evaluate of program delivery from planning through project completion for enhancements.
Share advanced practitioner tools to assess community and neighborhood level transportatirn benefits and
impacts
Deliver technology, innovation and training through the Tranupotation Enhancement Clearinghouse.
PEDESTRIANS AND BICYCLES

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

$120,000

Background and Obiectives
ISTEA and TEA-21 call for planning for nonmotorized projects at State and MPO levels. Concomitant with
the
increase in numbers of bicyce and taedestrian projects, there
is..rowine demand for technical information for
planning and operation of these facltties, and for their safety. Research provides planning methodologies for
localities to useto decide whether investments in non-motonzed projects meet their community's needs.
Among the near term efforts to be completed in FY 2001 are
Provided program support and guidance on integrating bicycle and pedestrian interests into the planning
process.
Continue to develop and deliver training in universal pedestrian facility and bicycle facility needs
assessment and cost-effective design.
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Exo lcd FY 2002 Products and iestones
*

Research to integrate consideration of bicycle and pedestrians into traditional planning models and
methodologies.

*

Evaluation of program integration at the Statewide, metropolitan and regional level.

New Initiatives
*

Develop benefit cost analysis procedure for non-motorized projects.

*

Review effectiveness of bicycle and pedestrian planning by State and MPO.

*

Study travel behavior of pedestrians and bicyclists, and quantify
the needs for particular facilities.

*

Develop sketch planning methodologies to allow planners to quickly
assess the need for and projected use
ofjparticular facilities andmnterregional networks needs assessments.

Onenine Researc

*

Promote pedestrian safety awareness in association with Partnership for Walkable America.
Promote pedestrian and bicycle safety and use at national conferences.
Distribute pedestrian and bicycle information through the Pedestrian/Bicycle Clearinghouse

CULTURAL HISTORIC AND ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES
FrY2002 PRdGRAM REQUEST:

$50,000

Backzround and Obiectives
Research in Cultural andHistoric resources develops data management techniques and predictive tools to assess
direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts of hgh,,ay development, reconstruction, and maintenance onhistoric and
cultural resources. It also supports links between trail
use, public access to historic and cultural resources and sites
andthe relationship between transportation, economic development andpreservation of historic and cultural
resources.
SAW
Among the near term efforts to be completed in FY 2001 are:
*

Identify and assess highway design features which affect historic and cultural values of areas near a
proposed transportation facility and develop standards for the rehabilitation of historic bridges.
Initiate research strategies toprovide tools and techniques needed by practitioners to identify, evaluate, and
protect historic and archaeological resources and scenic quality in thetr States and local communities

S

Enable planners to assess
cultural and historic resources at broader geographic levels and to develop more
cost-effective approaches to preserve, rehabilitate, restore, and reconstruct these resources.

Expected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
Disseminate database of cultural, historic, and archeological resources to improve project planning, review,
and approval process.
,

Provide second generation historic and archaeological preservation training.

New initiatives
Synthesize efforts tomodel the location of cultual, historic, and archaeological properties and evaluate
tHeir effectiveness for planning purposes.
*

Develop partn.erships with community-based groups and t-ansportaion agencies toencourage commuruties
to define their cultural'lstoric values.
Synthesize and disseminate successful efforts to inform the public of results of historic and archaeological
investigations.
Develop design guidelnes for trails along active rail.
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S

Construct database of cultural, historic, and archaeological resources to improve decisions.
Synthesize and disseminate of models tohelpcommunities useinformation from transportation
investigations and historic properties in their historic tourism
plan.
Develop tools guidance and training to imprveunderstanding of indirect and long-term
impacts of
highway development on cultural, historic, andarchaeologicafresources.

LIVABILITY

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

$450,000

Backirround and Obiectives
Livability research recognizes the
need to plan, design andoperate trinsportation facil:ies and services in the
context of the linkages among transportation andthe other factors defining the quality of life.
The livability
initiative will conduct research, develop performance measures for hvabiliy develop tools and methods and
provide educational materials to inform te public of livability issues. 1 will also bea forum to coordmate research
among federal agencies This initiative hasevolved through ongoing work and discussions with other Federal
agencies, including the National Science and Technology Council (NSTC), Environmental Protection Agency and
me Department oftHousing and Urban Development an1will becoordinated with the "Transportation and Land
Use" research focus areaunder the
Planning Program research area. One study on "the development of social,
economic, and environmental performance indicators oftransportation system performance" is specifically required
by TEA-21 (Section 5107 (b) (3))
Status
FHWA's work in transportation modebrg, institutional issues, planning and community outreach provides a
framework to address transportation, land development partern
and livability. The research agenda for livability
and transportation will be developed in oordination with these existing efforts. Research wilhevalate and
showcase effective livability strategies of the Tnrtation and Communit System Preservation ro
aswell
as other FHWAprograms that support livability. Thelivabilt research win build and e
ceFHWA'sprograms
that support livable strategies including traffic calling,CMAQ,Transportation Enhancements, context sensitive
design.
The accompliihments todate (FY 2001 and prior) for tis research focus area includeCase studies of best practices and model iutiaties for transportation investmsenti to create livable
communities in urban, suburban, and rural communities
Outreach and awareness presentations, materials and training for public decision makers, the public and
interest groups on effective transportation strategies to support livability goals.
Expected FY 2002 Products and Miestones
Disserninate enhanced tools and techniques that show how transportation improves quality of life and
public satisfaction,
Develop, enhance and test transportation performance measures in cooperation with State and local
partners..
Develop training, manuals, CD-ROMs and other means to dissemi.nate information to land use,
transportation, and community development practitioners.
New Initiatives
Synthesize regional policy analysis strategies, institutional barriers, and land use and transportation
forecasting tools to identify techniques for regions to quickly conduct alterative analysis, support the
decision making process andcommunication with the public.
Onite Research
Program evaluation of the Transportation andCommunity and System Preservation (TCSP) pilot program
and other FHWA programs that support livability of individual projects and anoverall assessment of thet
results and priorines for
TCSP in the coming years.
Measure public satisfaction with the highway system and protects as abeneficial part of their community
and testing what can improve the level of public satisfaction both for the population as awhole and for
significant market segments such asurbar/rural or low income travelers.
Identify and test ways existing land use forecasting procedures can be integrated into transportation
modeling tolink land use decisions and transportation planning.
Provide technical assistance, evaluation processes and performance measures of transportation projects
impact on livability.
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Maintain network oftanspiotation andconemnty development leaders involved in TCSP andother DOT
program to shire bestpriat ices, innovations, andeffective strategies,
Enhancement of the Planning Research Process: Amount Requested for FY 2002: SI 1.427 million ($5.427
ndillon STR; S6.0 million TDIPP)
FoW: 35.0 million in FY 2002 is earriarked fora pilot of Lo-speed Mag Lev technology which the FHWA must
transfer to the FTA.

METROPOLITAN PLANNING CAPACITY BUILDING

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

$2.7million

Backaund andOb"ctives
Metitan
planning
agenciesand
need
a istance
with waysenvironmental
to consider muli-modal
isvestinent
options,
relief
measures
tiansporaton
land
ise inte'ractions,
issues, system
management
andcongestion
operaton.
air quality con/orenity in their ptanninga rocesses. This will be accortwshed through outreach, training, education,
technical
assistance,
marketig
and
theology
transfer
activities,
Acties
will
support
delivery
of
products
on
such topics as: Trasprtation and Land Use a~nd
Forecasting, Transport Demnmd ando System Changes, and Safety
Integriaton.

Among the near term efforts tobe coaripletd in FY 2001 are:
Synthesize 1999 research progrss outreach into a ten year planning research plan in 2001.
Produce brochure on travel forecasting training and technical assistance.
Continue outreach for the Travel Model Improvement Program (TMIP).
Continue technical assistance centers at the University of California Berkeley the University of Minnesota
and the Texas Transportation Institute to provide assistance in applying new planrang methodologies.
Develop new training courses on land use forecasting techniques, developing mobile source emissions
estimates, and ITS in the planning process.
Expected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
Create additional partnerships for regional technical assistance centers.
Deploy ongoing safety analysis techniques, information clearinghouse and training and technical
assistance.
Deliver training on using the 2000 Census Transportation Planning Package
New Inmtiatives
Develop and implement marketing plan.
Perform scanning and outreach to get input on customer capabilities and needs, including needs related to
new technologies such as TRANSIMS.
Establish peer-to-peer technical assistance networks.

Develop new training for safety analysis techniques and navel simulation.
Redesign existing trasning to take advantage of web-based training and self-paced learning technology.
Ongoing Research
Continue one-day transportation and land use forecasting, travel demand model calibration and validation
seminars.

Develop case study applications of new technology, such as TRANSIMS
Continue ongoing TMIP safety integration, system management and operations, and transportation and
land use training and technical support.
Continue to disseminate institutional and analytical approaches for use by MPOs in integrating
environmental issues, safety, and systems operations and management concerns into their planning
processes.
Continue to develop and deploy TELU. ($1.0 million TDIPP funding is earmarked of which $0.9 million

is used for Metropolitan Capacity Building)
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RURAL PLANNING CAPACIrY BUILDING

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

$800,000

B'around an Objective
The new planning and environmental regulations make it imperative that states andnon-metropolima planning
agencies consider impacts of multi-modil investments, transportation and land use interactions, environmental
issues, system management and operation, air quality conforiuty, and safety on Rural America in their planning
processes. Their capacity to do so will be built through outreach, training, education, technical assistance,

marketing and techdo[ogy transfer activides.

Among the near-term efforts to be conileted in FY 2001 are:
Ten year planning research plan from Research program outreach done in 1999.
Update course on statewide transportation planning.
Publish aRural Planning Handbook.
Continual website updates on rural transportation plarnng and how current issues impact rural areas
Provide technical assistance to State and local officials in the area of rural transportation planning.
Expected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
Build existing partnerships and create new ones for rural planning technical assistance centers and
information exchange.
Provide training on rural transportation planning.
Convene anational conference on rural transportation planning.
New Initiatives
Develop and implentent plan for nainng and technical assistance services Deselop new ways to share
transportation planning information - including brochures, flyers and web publishing
Hold information exchange workshops among pe,.rs involved in rural transportation planning.
Establish acommunity of practice for rural planning practitioners •
Identify and develop new training and technical assistance mechanisms for safety analyss, nual
conforimty, and other identified tools for use in rural transportation plannng.
Sponsor a National Conference on Rural Transportation Planning with other interested sponsoring
organizations.
Ongoing Research
Continue Statewide Planning and Travel Forecasting training.
Continue efforts to integrate safety, system management and operations, land use,etc. into transportation
planning for Rural America, primarily through the statewide transportation planning process.
STATEWIDE PLANNING CAPACITY BUILDING

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST: $330,000

Background and Obtectees
The State DOT's will need to enhance the statewide planning capacity building process considering enNronmenal
issues multi-modal investment options, transportation and land uses interaction, stem management and operation,
views of local officials. safety, air Qualty conformity and environmental Justice This will be accomplished through
outreach, education, workshops, technical assistance, marketing and technology assistance. The activities will
Safety Integration, Piasrung
support delivery ofproducts on such topics as: Intermodal Transportation PlanImnmg,
Process and Decision.Makng.

status
Exarnples of near tern efforts to becompleted in FY2001 are:
*

Update of training course for statewide planning and develop more detailed curriculum.

*

Update existing course on Travel Forecasting for Statewide Planning, and Geographic Information
Systems.

*

Develop training courses on freight planning, Safety Planning, and Rural Planning.
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S

Enhae web access
to information on statewide planning program.

*

Continue the peer-to-peer technical issistunce.

*

Synthesize 1999 research program outreach into aten year planning research plan.

Expected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
*

Deploy training and technical assistance

*

Deploy freight planning and safety analysis techniques.

New Initiatives
*

Develop and inplenent plan for training and technical assistance with a focus on development of a web clearing house on information and best practices on statewide and intermodal planning.

*

Perform scanning and outreach to identify customer and research needs for capacity building.
Develop new training for Freight Planning and Intermodal Systems.

*

Provide training course on application of 2000 Census Data.

*

Develop case studies of best practices.

*

Continue delivery of the Statewide Planning course.

*

Continue to disseminate information and tools for useby the states in the integration of environmental
freight, safety, ITS, system management
issues including air quality andenvironmental justice, mstermodal,
and others.

•

Continue peer-to-peer technical assistance.

PLANNING PROCESSES AND DECISION-MAKING FY 2002 PROGRA..M REQUEST:

$700,DOI

BackEround and Obecrives
This area develops tools and techniques to ensure that federal legislative mandates relating to financial
reasonableness of transportation plans and programs, development of the National Highway System, costeffectiveness, early consideration of environmental issues integrating ITS air quality, muln-modal planning and
intermodalism are met. It provides tools, techniques and string to consider alternative land use strategies, pricing,
demand management, congestion relief strategies, capacity expansion, ITS, etc. in the planning process.
Increased focus is on using innovative ways to finance federal-aid lughway projects. Special emphasis will be
placed on developing financial analysis tools to support MPOs, State D s and local governments in their
ransportion analysis and mnvestrent decisions.
Exumples ofaccomplishments in FY 2001 are:
Studies are ongoing to develop cost and impact analysis methodologies for the use by MPOs, State DOTs
and others.
Training courses to dissetrninte information on innovative financing and financial planning.
Research on usefulness of financial planning to MPO staff and to MPO decision makers is completed.
Efforts are underway to support multi-state development of investment recommendations for adoption by
regional State DOT Associarons or regional Governors Associations,
A model was developed to account for costs of alternative land development patterns.
Esected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
Case studies on early integration of environmental considerations into theplanning process.
Additional information for the statewide planning handbook on the following:
-Statewide financial planning;
-Transportation planning in rural aeas;
-Land use and economic development in statewide planning;
-Statewide travel forecasting;
-Coordinating statewide transportation planIn with other planning;
-ITS and statewide transportation planning and
-Environmental Considerations in statewide transportation planning.
IV-72
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*

Develop A present updated statewide transportation planning courses.

Create new volumes in the statewide planning handbook series on:
-Coordinating statewide transportation planning with other planning;
-ITS and statewide planning; and
-Environmental considerations in statewide planning.
Synthesize good programming practices.
Ongoing Resebc
Cooperative studies with multi-state associations.
Guidelines on involvement of rural officials in statewide planning.
Refinement ofintermodal transportation planning in rural areas.
Development of methods to evaluate and enhance the performance of the NHS.
TRANSPORTATION AND LAND USE
FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

$650,O00STR; ($100,000TDIPP)

Background and Obiecoves
Transportation, land use and development decisions are interrelated and best addressed in a comprehensive planning
process as envisioned by ISTEA and TEA-21. While Statesand MPOs are progressmg towards the goal of
coordinated metropolitan transporation and land use planing through initiation of poflcies such as in.tt growth"
and growth management, nany need better ways to overcome barriers and State, local and regional planners need
better, more fully integrated transportation and land use modeling tools.
The FHWA will conduct basic research on the interactions between transportation and land development and develop analytial tools to support MPOs, State DOTs and local governments in their transportation analysis. The
FHWA will document best practices in areas %here transportation and land use planning and forecasting is
successful and develop case study policy tools and methods for bringing about such coordination.
Status

/

Among the near term research tobe completed in FY 2001 are:
Identification and assessments of effectiveness of metropolitan land use planning and regulation policies
and their effect on t-ansoortaton. Tech nques, regulations, and policies to be addressed include land use
controls, urban growth boundaries, regional tax s aring, open space purchasing and watershed and habitat
management areas,
Documentation of best practices and needs assessment of techniques used in addressing environmental
Limpacts and land development in the planning process
Expected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
Produce guidebook highlighting use of existing techniques to test potential travel demand and air quality
useqacts of alternative urban development panerns, urban forms, and neighborhood designs.
New Initiatives:
Conduct research on interactions between transportation and land development, studies on decision making
hierarchies for residential and business location.
Develop and/or improve existing land use and transportation analytical methods to evaluate potential
impacts (travel energy economic, environmental) of land development or redevelopment and innov active
land use plansg to slorm the transportation planning processes.
Develop and deploy transportation and land use forecasting and analyses.
Ongoing Research
Continue development and deloymeot of land use components of the Transportation Economruc and Land
Use System (S 000,000 TDIPP funds eamked for New Jersey Institute of Technology, of which
$100,000 is used for land use researchh.
Extend ongoing work to investigate inspacts of site design on travel behavior and mode choice to systemwide application, select pilot sites and develop case studes.
Studies on decision-making hierarchies for residential and business location.
Improve existing Land use forecasting procedurs.
IV-73
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INTERMODAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

FY 2002: PROGRAM REQUEST:S600,000

Backgrun and Objectives
ISTEA established the need for statewide intermodal transportation plann-in The state of the practice indicates
need for technical assistance, training, technology transfer and guidance in Ae interroodal analysis Research will
support existing efforts to work with the states and MPOs to improve their intennodal analyses and maximize
effective andemcient useoflinuted financial resources.
Efforts will provide the basis for intermodal analysis training, education and improved technologies. Critical
research areas identified through interactions with customers-include integrated information systems to support
internodal planning, freight planningprocedures. databases and intermodaI technology transfer. A significant
multi-year effort hais been devoted to developing a FHWA Geographic Informarton System to support analyses
involving the NS and to provide aplann Iol to support intermodal analysis and environmental activities.
peo
oS.
The GIS-wil serve as aplanning tool for
Among the near term research to be completed in FY 2001 are:
Research projects that address (I) improved state and metropolitan intemodal transportation plans and
programs, (2)iiproved communications and understanding vith FHWA customers; (3) improved
consideration of the NRS and its connections to intermodal facilities within the taawsportation planningT
process; (4) more efficient use ofexisting data for intermodal analysis; and (5) implementation of the ITS
concepts related to interinodal issues.
Research efforts to improve comnunications with customers through reports, handbooks, guides, improved
procedures and stermodal databases.
Case studies conducted of effective intermodal planning efforts.
Expected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
Development of intermodal NHS databases for state DOTs and MPOs.
Enhanced GIS applications to support NIHS intermodal analysis.
Promote improved information management and data exchange in intermodal analysis through the
implementation of integrated transportation information systems,
Develop applications of innovative technology for untermodal analysis
Improve communications and understanding with FHWA customers.
Produce guidance on improved investment in YHS intermodal connectors
Provide technical assistance in intermodal analysis.
Evaluate uses of intermodal planning and development of intermodal projects by state DOTs and MPOs
Develop interfaces between analytical tools aiid GIS to support intermodal analysesifreight planning.
Develop and demonstrate innovative technology applications.
Inventory of transportation infrastructure investments planned in the border region
Develop tools to forecast cross border traffic both commercial and non-commercial.
Support the creation of national organizations to address transportation issues.
New Initiatives
*

Report on innovative financing of intermodal projects.

*

Develop improved freight forecasting tools.

*

Develop guidance on planning for passenger ferries.

S

Develop an inventory of transportation infrastructure investments planned in the border regions.

*

Develop an integrated ti-national transportation GIS,'date base for the border regions to address border
wide transportation issues.
Develop tools and data to forecast cross border Traffic both commercial and noncommercial

Oneoine Research
Evaluate uses of intermodal planning and development of intermodal projects by state DOTs and MPOs.
Develop interface between analytical tools and GIS to support intermodal analyses/freight planning.
IV-74
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Develop and demonstrate innovative technology applications,
*

Devlopment of case studies of best practices.

*

Continue to provide technical support to states nd MPOs.

*

Continue to work with other Federal agency to coordinate transportation infrastructure investments.

FORECASTING TRANSPORT DEMAND AND SYSTEM CHANGES
FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

S300,000

Background and Objectives
Dtcision-makers need integrated, multi-fasceted understanding of future transport scenarios and the resulting
mobdit- productivity, and-environmental consequences to abate and make informed policy and investment
trade-otis. This effort will deliver integrated planning analysis capabilities that (1) can evaluate the mobility,
productivity, and human and natural environment outcomes of future transport systems scenarios; (2) meet the
planning analysis requirements identified in TEA-21, CAAA 1991, ISTEA, and recent Executive Orders; and (3)
can be tailored to meet the diverse requirements of our partners
The Travel Model Imrovement Program (TM(P) is a cornerstone of this effort

Among the near term research to be completed in FY 2001 are:
Case study of regional automated data collection and dissernination will be completed in 200L.
Report to investigate the travel behavior of zero-car households will be completed.
Excted EY 2002 Products and Mtiestones
Continue research to improve existing forecasting, multi-modal travel demand analysis and travel data

collection procedures.

Continue pase studies of innovative travel demand and regional policy analyses using tools such as GIS and
advanced navel models.
New Initiatives:
Investigate quantitative interactions between transport, economic and energy sectors.

Develop methods for prioritizing multi-modal projects.
Ongoing Research
Ongoing depoyment of TMIP case studies, technologies and techniques, delivered through technology
transfer and'information cleannghouse efforts.
Continued development of "best practices" and of improvements for existing metropolitan travel
forecasting, multi-modal analytical techniques, and travel data colltcion procedures for vehicles, freight,
and persons.
Development of guidebook on creation of comprehensive performance indicators (transportation,
environment, energy, economic) and evaluate potential for integration ofexistLng tec nuical analysis
procedures for policy testing.

SAFETY INTEGRATION

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

S347,000

Background and Obiectives
Traveler safety is one of the top priorities of the USDOT and the FHWA. Safety for all transportation
users (both
'
motorized indnon-motorized) is also included in the Transportation Equity Act for the 21 Century (TEA-21) as
one of the planning factors that MPOs and DOTs should be considerng at a syster-wde level as part of the

mua'portgtion
plt
process, FHWA will research ways to integrate safety into thepl"nning process and

deop analytical tool to support MPOs, State DOTs and local governments. Institutional issues and barners will
be identified with potential solutions, spatial and statistical analysis and data collection needs. FWA will
accomplish this by highlighting best practices in areas where safety has been integrated as a part of the planning
process.
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Among the nea term research to be completed m FY 2001 are:
Complete case studies in MPO and Statewide applications of spatial and statistical analysis tools in
addressing system-wide safety analysis.
Complete case studies of planning processes thet fully integrate safety considerations in the transportation
plannsg process.
Assess and develop additional technical analysis needs to include safety in the planning process.
ExoecteJ FY 2002 Products and Milestones
*
Poduce
Guidebook on Safety Analysis Techniques for Transportation Planning, including institutional
issues, data availability and regional analysis methods.
New Initiatives
Develop incident characteristics and prediction tools.
Develop a planning level understanding oftypical incident characteristics, such as duration, location and
causal actors by incident type; develop tools to assist planners in identifying incident risks in future plans
and programs.
OnimL Rescrs
Continue to assess and develop technical analyses to support safety consideration in the planning process.
Real Estate Services. Research:

Amount Requested for FY 2002: 5650,000(STR)

Bagka'ound and Ob ectives:
The Office of Real Estate Services (HEPR) implements the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Pror
Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 (Uniform Act as anmended, the Highway Beautification Act of [965 &A, as
amended; and the right-of-way and real estate acquisition and management provisions provided by 23 US.C and
related regulations as in CFR 710, promotes effective real property acquisition and management practices to
preserve public investment; and is a resource for realty program information and training.

The HEPR Research Program focuses on three major programs: case study analysis and documentation of best
practices, data collection and inventories for outdoor advertising, and business relocation practices. For the Uniform
Act, videos to demonstrate proper procedures and a range of technology is used to enhance access to information
and taking. Initiatives are underway to improve project delivery throughcomdor management arndiovative
acquisition and relocation practices. Research related to the HBA continues to identify ways to best control the
view from the road.
Among the near term efforts to be completed in FY 2001 are:
Reports distributed to all States on data collection practices for improving "effective control" of outdoor
advertising.
Reports prepared and distributed addressing quality improvement concepts applied to right-of-way program
administration.
Synthesis and studies advanced to identi program improvement potential under the Uniform Act,
highway program administration or the &-A.
Development of on-line learning opportunities through coordination with NtHIto expand access to
technical assistance and training related to realty programs.

Real Estate Servies Research
Exncted FY 2002 Products and Milestones
Complete studies initiated in FY 2001. Many of these studies will require distribution and follow-on
analysis. Begin two new initiatives to address program changes effected during FY 2001.

S

Uniform Act - Consequence of Changes in Compensable Participation
Assess adminis rative effects .fcbanc in Federl regulations on the type and extent of compensation for
relocation to determine changes to ot'

regulations.

*

Uniform Act - Negotiating in Difficult Situations
Develop and provide techniques for Federal, State, u

*

Uniform Act - Appraisal Review
Synthesize State appraisal review practices.

LPA personnel in negotiating in difficult situations.

Uniform Act - Appraisal Report Given to Owners
Examine the integrateo appraisal process, owner reactions, and admiinisnator resposls to improve the
appraisal and acquisition processes,
Uniform Act - Alternative Compensation to Businesses
Analyze and demonstrate potential modification to exst in, regulations Test implemientation of
recommendations from the prior study; evaluate feedback tom panicipants (State administrators and
businesses); prepare rationale for changes in legislation.
*

Hight of Way Proram Management - Private Management Firms
Survey States -vils sub-contracting programs in place; evaluate the programs for adaptability to other
States; and provide contracting recommendations.
Right of Way Program Management - Acqusition Process Videos
Create up to four video tapes with regional application to explain the acquisition process.

*

Real Procirty Management

Provide Corrdor Preservation Case Studies ofexamples relevant to the broader issues covered in the prior
report
Real
Property
Managmient
Develop
reared
tec
'ques to determine optimum transportation development wlich can accommodate
private deve open designs, and community livabilry desires. This study would follow a multi-state
roect in development through completion to assess beneficial corridor management techniques.
ecomedations and techniques for other projects will be a beneficial outcome.
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Goal HUMAN AND NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Program Arem Pists.

Eaitoimm andReal Estme Servic

Research Acbity

Activity- SURFACE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH (STR)
Focus Areas andMajor Actvites

FY 2001
Budget

FY 2002
Request

Planning Research

$3,596*

S5,527

Environment Research

$5,438

$9,350""

(SOOO)

Real EstateServices Research
Total

(sooo)

SO

$650

$9,034

$15,527

kudes Real Estate Services Research
. Includes $0.2M earmark for Global Clinte Change Research.
Goal: HUMAN AND NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Program Arem
Acti

Planning Envi

t andReal F

Sevices

TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT INITIATIVES & PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM (TDIPP)

Focus Areas and Major Actiities
Lo-Speed Mag Lev Pilot

FY 2001
Budget
(Sooo)
$5,000

Advanced Vehicle Research

FY 2002
Request
(sOO)
$5,000

$400

$400

New Jersey Institute of Technology

S1,000

$1,000

Total

S6,400

$6,400

Note:
The following uite-up reflects TDIPP amounts that have been incorporated into the amounts requested for each
program area. These TDIPP amounts are existing earmaurks per Congressional directives.
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FY 2002 R&T Program Funds:Total Requested
in Thojsarnds

(D~
LUn*ltm

$000)
TCIIPP

I81R
PROGRAM
(Sv. Goal)

Prif

-

PocluolwA~i
Higtmay Pricing
Nooginvesboent Anal.

_____Highwa

Poucy (Sa4,ty
Trawl Monitoing Analysis Syslem
______NPTS

POLICYlProd-INRfY)
Eoomic Rel[atonhlps
International Tech, Assst ProgrAm
Em.rin l ssue,
Po"~c (CGA)
& Impacts

____Chasctsrstica
____Renutfiorzatn

-

Highway Needsjlnvstment Anal.
InnoY-trve Financing

Polic

$8,330

so

SS,330

$1.W5

so

$1,555

so

$305

$40

so

S400

$650

so

$1.6w0
S200
$1,450

$0
$0
50

$1.W5
$200
$1.450

$1,250
$300
$650
$300
$2.725
$W0
$400
$1.275

so
$0
SO
so
so
$0
so
so

$1.250
$300
$655
$300
$2.725
$600
$455
$1.275

$450
S1.150
$600

so
$O

$450
$1,150
$600
$125
$425

ics&Impa$ts05

____Charated

(COB)
4__"_

Totals

kAr_____

Polk

$0
so

tS:u on$125
IHgwyFnneuss$425

International (COB)5

0

TV-&I-1'2-

so

0

$850

$,0
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SURFACE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH and TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT
Program Areas: Policy
International
Strategic Goals: Mobility, Safety. Productivity
Amount Requested for FY 2002: Policy: $S,330,000 (STR)
International: S1,2000000 (STR
CHARACTERISTICS AND IMPACTS OF HIGHWAY SYSTEM USE
Background and Obiectives:
This research assesses trends in the use of highway and related transportation systems by different groups of users
and potential splicauons of chanmn tends for transportation programs and policies. Among the characteristic
considered are travel on different ianway systems by different types of vehicles at different weights, itrmpacts of
vehicles with different weights and dimensions on pavements and-bridges, infrastnicture, safety, environmental, and
other costs resulting from tie operation of differen types of vehicles, and characteristics of the movements of
different types of commodities by different modes. Previous work in this area has focused primarily on issues
related to highway cost allocatin and trvcs size and weight analysis, but the applicability of research into the
characteristics and itnacts of highway system use extends to many other program and policy areas. In particular
gh network ana yses are being conducted to evaluate options for improving mobility operational effictec
and safety Work is closely coordinated with other elements of FHWA and other modal admisustrations within the
Department.
Status and Accormlishments
Basic data characterizing the use of the highway system by different types of users have been developed, drawing
from a variety of data sources including the Vehicle Inventory and Use Survey, the 1997 Commodity Flow Survey,
vehicle classification and weight data report to FHWA by the States, and other special studies. Revised data on total
travel by different vehicle classes by State, highway tye, and weight will be completed in 2000. Development of a
database of commodity flows for use in truck size an weight and other commercial vehicle analy sis will be
completed in 2001. This work is closely coordinated with the Office of Freight Management and Operations. Work
is underway to refine tools usd to estimate impacts of highway use by different groups of users on pavements,
bridges, air quality, fuel consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, and other factors.
Prelmunary work has begun to update both the Federal highway cost allocation study and the comprehensive truck
size and weight study. A key par of both szsdies is work s this area to update characteristics and impacts of
highway system use
Work is underway to investigate the feasibility of constructing exclusive truck lanes and to evaluate other potential
strategies to improve mobility, productivity, and safety. This work is being closely coordinated with other FHWA
offices and the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration.
Expected FY2001 Products and Milestones
*

Development of databases on highway system use needed for updates of the highway cost allocation study
and the truck size and weight study will be completed in 2001. Refinement of tools that %illbe used snthe
cost allocation and trsck size and weight study updates to estimate impacts oflssghway system use should
be nearly complete in 2001 Detelopment of-hese data and tools is closely coordinated with other offices
within WA.

*

A prelimiva
a
sing issues
surroundig
and by
operation
ofexclusive
truck lanes
will
be
completed intud
2' ,.This,;ill
include
software coast'u~tion
that can be used
State and
local government
agencies
to evaluate the costs and benefits of exclusive truck lanes in their jurisdictions, taking into account -oca]
conditions. A major component of that study is identifying safety benefits that might result from
construction and operation of exclusive tuck lanes.

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

S305,000 (STR)

New Initiatives
Onaoine Research
*

Additional work will likely be required to assess institutional and other issues surrounding the construction
and operation of exclusive truck lanes

*

Evaluation of other network alternatives to enhance mobility, productivity, and safety will be continued

*

Further refinement of tools to assess impacts of highway system use will conunue, building on advances in
the state-of-the-an.
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HIGHWAY NEEDS AND INVESTMENT ANALYSIS
Background and Obitnves
The highway and bridge needs and nvesnnent analysis is the primacy set of tools that support the Conditions and
Performance Report to the Congress andother FHWA polcy analysis and development, strategic planning. and
performance measurement actis'riet. Highway ivestment anlyss includes a variety of projects targeted at
srproving and
our understanding
of relansnuhrps
betweenmeans
highway
nvesrsent
btoad measures
of transporaon
operating
soesinate
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congestsotn,
delay, vehicle
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of highway system
performance
directly
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andrelated
researchwil
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futue
underinfrnsn-uctre
alternsative insvesonent
strategies
change
support requirements of theGovernment Perfor"Iance and Results Act
The Highway Economic Requremets System (HERS) is a tool o provide investment' performance analysis for
roadway sections that incorporates economic as ell as enneering criteria Deelop ent of a comparabe tool for
investment!performance analysis of bridges is now under esclopment Te contiuaton of this research effort
wtlltheenable
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soprovide analysis results for bridges that can estimate the benefits as well
and replacement
rehabilitation
costs FI-WA
of bridgeand
as
suppor the analysis must he kept
To maintain current andcredible analysis results, the values andparameters that
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analyvtical procedures.
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costs, and societal
for useaa
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for agency
costs, eat
State use ofprogam planning tools such as HERS is being -omoed by FHWA The Poc0 SBU has dreloed
oe local
role are
usredevelopment
of'HRS
forState
HERS
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r of
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process
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be
iat heneff oTAsset MnasDement ill continue to del- op asset management tools, some of
jointly developed with the Office of Policy.
Status

cr
*a

Pavement model ehancements are underway to include a wider range of treprosement and rhablitaion
lsement
deterioration
mtpesinto the analysis process and to incorporate e cliat data mto the HERS pa
model
Enhancements to the (Hghway Econouc Reqirements Sysem HERS procedures include improed
rfproement types and costs
af and updating
benefitcost analss assumptions
Analysis System tNBIAS)isunderway, in order to bring
abesulete
Development of theNational Bridge In
s
nesonent analysis
an economic dimeson to bridge

Expected FY 2002 Products andMilestones
pafeent dheioraon
sromed
Enhancements to the HERS procedures swillinclude incorporation of an r,
puemet designs and" updated vehicparameters
iyed of longer
model that wll include onsderaton
model shllbe rprov'ed to incorlorate a sider range of costs and benefits into the economic
The N tIAS
criteria, se finally a more complete range of user ost and greater cosrddrataon of thebenefits to the
user of bridge decklaprovemensts
the States and local juindctiors as ngell
Further development of procedures and tools that cane used by"
as FHWA for analysis of alerative highway capital fundng strategies
FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
New I

$850,000 (STR)

tihanses
toward des eloping fe-cycle cost analysis procedures hat can be incorporated into the HERS model
Work
S
caysis
o evaluate altemasue pavement nesten n strategies, to determine ohen the
llenable the
This i,
analysis
use of bgeof
r
will cosiden the costs of delay caused by term pavement rehabihtaton actions

Oneoig Research
Continued updating of costs, benefits, values, andother parameters used sothe high, ay and bridge
investment analysis w&illcontinue
HIGHWAY PRICING
Background and Obiectses
lgbwav pacing
FHWA with
the abilit
to address
one ofthat
transportation's
most of
crtical
strategy
brings the concept
price issues
asan
pricing is a marker-based
demand
management
congeston.
Valuestasegesnprovide
.
effcient
allocating
in road transportation. This research activity enables the attract concept to be
ieplemented,
tested,dlevice
monitored and sluated under the Value Pricing Pilot Program (VPPP).
Hghway pricing
nips, or
strategies should help toreduce congestion and improve mobility by prosvidusg incentives for consnoidating
shftinig
tome
nips to off-peak times, soless congested routes, on to altematis e modes of transport, includng car
tanast.
pools and
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The
Value Pricing Pilot
P development
d
y of-pricing
psuvjorts
FHWA's
mobilitsnd
goals and
will must
provide
&t-bw'd
hufrtin
mth
proposals
for tenextproductivity
reauthorization.
FHWA
report to
Congress bienaly on the VPPP, dwssing te ucces of the Pilot Program inachieving pro
s plating to
congestion relief, transit ridershi, air quality, availability of funds for transportation programs, and tie Program s
financial effects on low-income vers.
An important aspect of FHWA's hiugway pricing programis getting the message out to the transportation
community about the valuable role ,hat pncing can play in addessing metropolitan problems such as air quality,
transportation fnancuig, sprawl and induced travel. Increasing the level of understanding about value pncui
concepts and increasing thepubic's experience with such projects will lead to an increased likelihood of"publi and
governmental acceptance of pricing.
The requested funding will provide for: (lo reach to increase interest and participation in the program, and (2)
technical assistance for irmplementation of the program.
The outreach effort is designed to:
increase the number of localities that consider the use of market-based approaches;
expand the diversity of pricing strategies for funding under the Value Pncing Pilot Program as well as other
non-Value Pnciag Pilot Program sources, and
brng value pricing strategies imo the mainstream of area-wide decision-making processes and program
development processes
Outreach objectives will be achieved through face-to-face and wrnen communications, development of tools to
assist in evaluating value pricing strategies, and development of presentation materials to assist in presenting value
pricing issues aadconcerns to a variety of audiences.
The technical assistancecomponent of this activity provides technical support to States, local governments and roll
authorities for deelopment of value pricing proposals, for cTayrng out feasibility studies, for implementation of
projects and for ealuaion of iupiemented projects. It also includes technical assistance to FHWA headquarters
and fied staff unreview and evaluation of proposals and products from VPPP projects.
Expected FY 2002 Products and Milestone
Outreach A Regional Workshop will be held Two Value Pricing Newsletters will be published. "Lessons
Learned' reports and articles wll be prepared for publication in professional journals, and newsletters
Briefing materials, Power Point slides, talking points and other mateia targeting various types of
audiences will be developed and disseminated. These activities will be oinus supported by and
coordinated with the Operations Core Business Unit. It is anticipated hat te "lessons learned" from
value pricing projects integrated into existing and new courses and seminars for planners and operators
For example, dependig on resources provided by the responsible CBUs value pricing modules could be
incorporated into FHWA courses and seminars on high occupancy vehicle lanes, travel demand
management, events management, urban transportation planning and urban travel demand forecasting.
Technical Assistance Assistance will be provided us improving each grant proposalto ensure that it will
achieve the objectives of the Value Pricing Pilot Program Assistance will also provided in monitoring
and improving each project to ensure that it will achieve the objectives of the Value Pricing Pilot Program
1
and have wel-documented results A Project Partiers Forum will be sponsored. Value pricing wi
, a so be
incorporated into the FHWA-FTA Peer-to-Peer Technical Assistance Program - enabling on-site technical
assistance to be delivered to agencies in need of help from peers with actual experience
FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST: 5400,000 fAdditional $100,000 "ill be provided b' Operations CB)
New Initiatives
5100,000 (from the Operations CBU's budget allocation) - Writen Communications. Develop briefs and
handooKS addaressig specific issues and types or Value Pricing (e g., enforcement. insturtional issues,
outreach, planning modeling, technologies, operations, adrrumistation, cost and revenue estimation, etc.)
Ongoinia riesch
$300,000- Technical Assistance FHWA will continue to undertake the following project assistance
activities:

*

Assistance in Proosal Devel0cment All proposals received by FHWA will be reviewed and assistance
provided in rToving each proposal to ensure that it will achieve the objectives of the Value Pricing Pilot
trogra.

*

Assistane in Proic Esecuon. All projects awarded grants by FHWA (both feasibility studies and
implementason projects) will be monitored and assistance will be provided in improving each project to
ensure that t Aill achieve the objectives of the Value Pricing Pilot'rogram and have ,ell-documented
results

*

Prniect Partners Forum. FHIWA will sponsor one forum in order to- (a) provide project partners with
oW"po,'2ies to meet with peers and acquire and exchange information about Value Pricing. and (b) to help
FKWA shape and itmplement the Value Pricing Pilot Program.
$100,000 - Outreach.*FHWA will continue efforts in the following areas.

* c£i.sface communicatwn Sponsor Regional Workshop.
Written cQir7niusicarion: Updatc Web site continue sponsorship of and list serve, and distribute 2 Value
PrCIng NeWslerters, write Lessons Learned" reports and articles for publication in professional journals,

and newsletters
Rn*n
r

mten~s Support STEAM. Disseminate reports produced by project partners for
oidenng value pricing.
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Program Area: POLICY
Strategic Goal: MOBILITY
Activity:

SURFACE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH (SIR)

FY 2002
Request
($000)

FY200J
Budget
($00)

Focus Areas and Major Activities
Charactenstics & Impacts of Highway System Use
Highway Pricing

$100

S305

S400

$400

$950

Highway Needs and Investment Analysis

$1,675

Total

IV-87

$850

1,55

740
TRAVEL MONITORING ANALYSIS SYSTEM

Background andObjectives

heTravel Monitorng Aralysi System (
S 'in conjunction with the Highway Performance Monitorn System
is the source for estm altes
ois
total tramveld travel by heavy trucks for use in FHWA and Deparrienta] end-of-

s Volume Trends 1TV'I sub-system produces early year-end VMT estimates of
yen
pe'for
er epmts
reports. The Travel
therornce
isZ
tota travel while the Vehicle Travel Infornation Sub-System (
S) provides data on the traffic stream's vehicle
mix. The vehicle miles of travel (VMT) estimates from the "'T a usedin performance measures used by
USDOT and FIWVA The VTRIS provides velucle classification data used to develop estimates of travel by heavy
trucks for use in the FHWA performance measurement process. Enhancements to the TMAS ae necessary in order
to assure that an increasingly robust data baseis maintained, to support timely reporting of the collected data and to
apply statistical and operations research techniques to enhance thedta processing algorithms.
Sulsm
TMAS is supported by a number of research and programmatic activities:

*

The State version of the Traffic Volume Trends sub-system software is being enhanced to provide data
editing prior to submission to FHWA as well as smplifysog the process of migrating data from State
legacy systems to the TVT environment.
Preparations are underway for the North American Travel Monitoring Expcssition and Conference
(NATMEC) 2002.
Outreach to the States continues on applications of the new Traffic Monitorng Guide

Expected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
*

Planning and coordination of NATMEC 2002 continues in conjunction with the Florida DOT, the TRB
data coffmittecs, and the PIARC freight committee. to be hosted by the Florida DOT in May, 2002,

*

End of month and end of yeas estimates of total travel will be provided by the TVT sub-system.

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

$200,000 (STR)

New Initiatives
*

None

Qnging sgswb
$200,000 - Refinement of the TVT mndV''PIS analysis procedures continue as well as enhsancementa to
the data input interface used by the reporting States.
NATIONWIDE PERSONAL TRANSPORTATION SURVEY (NPTS)

Backaound and Objectives
The NPTS is the Department's source of authoritative data on daily personal travel behavior and changes in
personal tvel over time, particularly as linked to demographic and societal changes. It provides critical Safety
related estimates of exposure to assess crash risk by age,gender, ethnicity and race. The NFTS also supports oMer
performance rmeasures:
*
S
*

Mobility - travel patterns of the elderly, people of color, and other subgroups that may have mobility issues.
use ofthe Internet and e-commerce;
&conomtcproductivity - the volume and nature of trips and travel by purpose, e £ ,as a wage-earner (work
and work-related purposes), as a consumer (shopping trips, social &recreational activities);
Haman and natural environment - analysis of time spent in travel, vehicle ownership and use, travel by
time of day and month of yen, volume of personal n'avel by age of vehicle, telecommuting patterns.

Various activities specific to the 2000 survey effort as wel as to earlier years of data collection arc underway:
*

The finallphase of Transferability Project will modify the prototype model for estimating trip making at
the local revel and develop it into an operational tool for States a MPOs in support of the TRANSIMS
effort.
The 2000 NPTS data will be edited and reviewed in preparation for release of the Public Use data set.
The wieb-based NPTS analysis engine will begin to be modified to support analysis of the 2000 NTTS data.

741
Expected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
*

final Public Use and US DOT data setsfrom the 2000 data collection will be produced,

*

provide access to the survey data through the Web-based analysis engine,

*

produce the early results report from the 2000-2001 data,

*

develop and publish the report Our Naon's Travel -2000,
respond to queries on tirely personal travel issues.

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

S1,450,000 (STIR)

New Irrisanves
None

Ot )ing research
$1,450,000 - Finalize the 2000 su'ey delnerables including the sarous edited data sets, a report ofthe
S

trends over the 31 year period of the NPTS data series, and issermnation of the data series and analyses
over the Web and through other media.

lX'-89-

'C

Program Area: POLICY
Strategic Goal: SAFETY
Activity. SURFACE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH (STR)

FY 2002
Request

FY200C
Budget

Focus Areas and Major Activtites

($00)

($000)

Travel Monitoring Analysis System

$270

$20C

Natonwide Personal Transportation Surzvey

1,000

1,450

otal

S1,27

IV-91

S1.6
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ECONOMIC RELATIONSHIPS WITH.TRANSPORTATION
Background an Objective

This research provides quantitative assessments of the effects of transportation infrastructure and transport policy on
the economy. Economic studies compliment traditional investment evaluation methodologies and provide an
empirical frame of reference for tasportation policy analysis. Research products directly support the FHWA
Productivity Strategic Goal. Studies also inform cross-cutning issues bearing on Federal-aid reauthorization and
management of transport system resources. Research topics reflect contemporary concerns of Core Business Units
(CBUs), state and local transportation officials, Congress, and other decisson-makers. Recent studies have produced
groundbreaking empirical estimates of the benefits ofhighiay infrastructure to the private sector, assessments of
the employment and income effects of highway construcnon spending, and improved approaches for valuing
publicly supplied infrast'ucture capital.
Status and Accomhshments

Econometric studies
Although the linkage between transpornon infrastructure and econormc Vitality is inruri"ely obvious, empirical
assessments of the relationship are needed for infortrd decision-making Macro-econometric studies document the
positive contributions of highway capital to lo.enng induutry production costs, promoting productivity growth, and
increasing output in almost all sectors of the US. economy. Research results indicate that the overall rate of return
on public highway investment is competitive with pnvate sector capital spending and strongly suggest that highway
capital plays an important role in fostering investment ledeconomic expansions and sustainable econoruc growth.
Quantitative assessments from this line of research contribute to a growing awareness of the importance of highway
infrastructure in meeting national social and econorrc objectives. Studies of the commercial benefits of highway
in eastment
have provided persuasive scientific evidence supporting increased public spending on roads, and
generated significant international interest and academic acclaim A forthcoming study will provide much needed
macroeconomic estimates of the benefits of highway capital to the consumption sector of the economy.
Future work in this area will combine production and consumption benefit models to assess the overall social rate of
return on road infrastructure investment. This will provide a unique econormic policy analysis tool ofconsideiable
interest to economists, analysts and polcy-makers within and beyond the transportation community.
Logistics Studies"
Although considerable progress has been made in measuring the economic benefits of inifrastructure investment,
researchers have not rigorously identified the sources of economic gain or the specific mechanisrms through which
benefits of infrastructure investment are realized by the business community. Relationships between transport
system performance and business logistics costs arenot the main focus of most economic studies. Nevertheless,
economists and transportation opinion-leaders frequently suggest that effects of transport system investment on
carrier/shipper costs, logistics system tradeoffs, transit times, and delivery time reliability are irrtrsant factors
explaining observed productivity benefits.
A prelL'mnary study based on an inventory theoretic total logistics cost model has been done to assess the feasibility
ofestablishing a clear causal link between business logistics costs and transportation system investments Evidence
of a sizable rate of return from highway investments for selected industries and during certain time periods has been
found. Prelirunary results imply inventory and other logistics system benefits of highway improvements explain
approximately half the total commercial benefits measured by macro-econometric studies. A draft report for the
pilot study is now undergoing peer review. It is expected that an expanded economic model investigating the
incidence and magnitude of total logistics cost and inventory savings at the industry level will be undertaken
Accordingly, efforts in FY 2001 will focus on extending the logistics cost savings approach to measuring economic
benefits to all industry sectors, generate contemporary rather than historical assessments, and attempt to identify the
specific categories of highway investment and system performance outcomes that contribute most to logistics
system efficiency gains. In FY 2002. analysis tools for state and local governments will be developed. Sub-national
modeling will permit estimation of logistics benefits based on Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) data and other
information resources.

744
Employment Studies
Expansion, renewal and improvement of the Nation's highway system generates employment and income benefits.
Employment impacts area perennial concern of transportation decision-makers, but arenot traditionally considered
Previous research produced a statistical model of the direct "on-site" employment
in project evaluation studies.
effects of federal-aid highway construction spending. To estimate the total employment impact, on-sle construction
jobs (which vary with program composition and location) were combined with direct and indirect employment
estimates obtained from a general (national) economic model. While this approach meets FHWA needs and
accurately calculates national level employment and income effects, only about one- third of the total employment
spending.
estimate is linked specifically to factors unique to highway construction
Since a majority of employment and income effects occurnot in the construction sectoritselfbut in industries
supplying equipment and materials for highway projects, and because demand for construcron materials and
equipment also varies with program composition and location, a comprehensive econrruc model specific to roaJ
construction at the national and sub-national level would be a significant iriprosement. Work is now under'ay to
update on-site construction employment estimates and extend analysis to materials and equipment supplying
industries as well as other sectors of the economy. A comprehensie employment model of direct, indirect and
induced jobs, based entirely on high ay program variables and also providing measures thatwould allow tracking
productivity changes in federal-aid construction activities, is anticipated before the beginning of FY 2001.
However, additional work is needed to make data and methods moie accessible to potential users. To realtze the full
ls important that a broad range of users are able to access. understand and utilize the
benefits of the research, it
capabilities the employment model. Follow on research so 2001 and 2002 will therefore provide user- friendly
software, investigate tends inhighway construrcton productivity (including changes in materials intensities),
evaluate the reasonableness of modeling results in the context of a full employment economy, and assess capacity
constraints in the construction industry and other sectors which might affect employment estimates.
Expected FY2002 Products and Milestones
measure specific types of direct
Consumer Benefits ofHighay Capital. Many transportation studies
benefits to consumers passenger vehicle users) such as travel time saving, accident reduction, and vehicle
or no evidence currently exists
about the magurrude of highwa) benefits in
operating costs. But little
general to the consumption sector ofthe economy This research estimates aggregate consumer demand
(willngness-to-pay) for highway capital services Nadiri formulates an indirect benefit estimation
econometric of the consumer sector in which the demand for consumption goods depends, aside from
relative prices and disposable income, on the level of highway capital. Under this approach, the demand
for public goods is res sealed by the consumers' demand for private goods Although this methodology has
been applied to a diverse set ofeconomic problems, ithas not been applied t the demand for highway
capital services. An optimal demand model for public highway capital is being estimated using NIPA
consumption expenditures for the period 1960 to 1997. Preliminary results indicate highway capital
significantly influences
the demand fordurable and non-durable consumer goods There is a clear pattern
of substitution and complementanties among consumption goods and labor supply decisions of households
with respect tohighway capital. The sum of the marginal benefits-of highway capital is significant and
positive. The gross rate of return on investment us the highway network is high and the net rate of return is
greater than the long-run rate of return on alternative public investments or the cost of capital to
government.
Jobs Model National and regional tools to assess income and employment impacts of construction
spending on the highwa'consmruction industry, materials supplying industries, and other business sectors
will be made available to customers. Initial assessments of long-rim trends in construction sector
productivity will be made,
Effects ofHighsoy lmprovemerts on Total Logitics Costs. Empirical evaluations of the effects of changes
distribution systems and business logistics costs will
in transportation system performance on private sector
be done at the industry level. Understanding the industries that benefit most from good transportation
system performance, and are hurt the most if performance is allowed to erode, is important in
understanding economic impacts of transportation imiestmer.
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FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

$230,000 (STR)

New Initiatives for FY 2022
Contarbunons of HigAway nveatonen ro Susainable Economic Growrh. A general equilibrium economic

franwork is required to model the complex intenelationship between government infrassrcture
sovessment and private economic performance and behavior.
Trade and Competitveness. Objective of the research is to quantfy the relanonship between transport
infrastructure provision and the overall level of international trade activity in the U S. economy. Trade
level is defined to include both goods and services exported by US producers as well as imporled
intermediate and final goods consumed by U.S. producers and consumers
Transportation Policy Implications ofe-Commerce Research will examine the effects of information
technology in general and c-commerce between shippers and carriers in particular on the demand for
transportation services, shipper-carrier relationships, and organizatironal behavior in transport markets.
INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Backeround and Obiective
Since there is a direct relationship between transport and economic development, the objective of this program is to
spur investment and greater economic growth in developing nations in support of the Adminustrations' foreign
policies for specific geographic regions. A second objective is to promote U.S. technology and expertise through
these programs which can later develop into a preference for U.S. goods and services.
The FHWA's primary mechanism for providing technical assistance is through technology transfer centers (T2
Centers) and technology transfer networks (T2 Networks). Presently, the F1-WA supports the establishment and
maintenance of networks in Russia, the Baltic countries, the Americas, Turkey and Sub Sahara Africa These
centers highlight US. technology and expertise, provide luks to the U S. highway community, and serve as focal
points for larger, specific initiatives such as training programs and information exchanges The FHWA also
provides technical assistance through the exchange oftechnical and policy experts. Such exchanges have been
coordinated with Africa, Russia, Turkey, and Latin America
The Pan American Insritureoftghways (PIH) was established by the Pan American Hlighw ay Congress to act as a
network linking reads and transportation organizations in the Americas. The P1H headquarters are housed in the
offices ofthe FHWA under the Office of International Programs, and the PIH execunve director is a FHWA
employee. The Office of lnternatsonal Programs in the FHWA's representatve to the PIH. The PIH transfers
innovative and traditional technology to the highway community of the Western Hemisphere through a network of
more than 90 technology transfer centers in 21 countries.
The FHWA leverages funds from USAID, the World Bank, aid the FHWA's international counterparts in
inplementing these programs. Additionally, the FHWA leverages in-kind contributions of staff tie and technical
information provided by AASHTO, State DOTs, and LTAP Centers in conduction technical assistance activists.
The PlI receives annual dues from its members which partially cover the operating costs of the PFMHeadquarters
located at FHWA Headquartes The FHWA presently has firm comnirments with several frgn countries and
PIA.RC tocontinue supporting the development ofT2 Centers and T2 Networks.
Status and Acconsihshrnents
Continued cooperation with the World Bank, USAID and others to support technology transfer actnistes in SubSahara Africa. Cooperation includes focusing on the Southern African Development Community as the), establish
an association of national road agencies with a technology transfer element.
Continue exchanges with Russian transport officials and Duma members aimed at strengthening Russian policies in
the environmental, planning and road safety areas. Continue providing guidance to Russia on highway financing,
progan and organizational structire. and environmental protection. These programs still be advanced with
cooperatiun with State highway agencies.
Continued cooperation with the technology transfer nenork of Eastern Europe, the Baltic countries and Turkey
IV.94
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Continued technology transfer cooperation with Latin Anerica with a focus on Argentina, Brazil and Mexico

Exmocted FY 2002 Products and Milestones
*
*
*

Assist in estabhshment of an association of rational road agencies in the SADC region of Africa.
Assist in establishing technology transfer center in the Caspian region of Russia.
Continue cooperation with the PIH, consolidate the number of centers, and link them to their respective
ministries of eranspoul

FY 200. PROGRAM REQUEST S50,000 (STR)
New and On-Gosis
*

*

*
*

Initiaives

Continued cooperation with the World Bank, USAID and others to support technology transfer activities in
Sub-Sahara Africa Cooperation includes focusing on the Southern African Deelopment Community
(SADC) as they establish an association of national road agencies with a technology transfer element
Continue exchanges with Russian transport officials and D,.ema members aimed at strengthening Russian
policies in the environmental, planning and road safety areas
Continue providing gudance to Russia on highway financing, program and organizational structure, and
environmental protection. These programs will be advanced with cooperation with State highway
agencies.
Continue cooperation with the technology transfer network of Eastern Europe, the Baltic counties and
Turkey.
Continue technolog) transfer cooperation with Latin America with a focus on Argentina, Brazil and
Mexico

EMERGING ISSUES
Backargund and Objectives
An important function of the Office of Policy is to Identify cross-curtng issues that will have significant impacts on
future highway transportation requirements or the delivery of the Federal-aid Highway Program in the future
Examples of emerging issues include changes in demographics, domestic and international economic conditions,
energy costs and availability, env ironmental concerns, and institutional issues surrounding financing and program
delivery that may affect the highway program This actiuary involves substannal interaction with other CBUs and
SBUs within FHWA, other modal administrations within DOT, and a wide "arety of partners outside the
Department Specifically this research involves
FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST

S300,000 (STR)

New Intiat. es

S
*

Outreach and scanning activities to identify and discuss emerging issues that hase been recognized by other
organizations
Coordination and discussions with other CBUsSBUs, each of vhjch hase issue identification actisiries
geared toward their owenprogram areas
Ssitlesis of issue areas raised by others to identify a limited set of key cross-cutmie issues that may have
important implications for the highway program.
Analysts of potential Federal. State, local, and private sector responses to these issue areas. the rime-frame
in which action will be required, and institutional issuCesthat may affect the abili' ot one or more groups to
respond

This research is important to the agency because it identifies issues that may has e fundamental impacts on furure
transportation requirements or program delis cry in im1e to influence the course of e%ents or at least to begin
identifying responses to external changes that cannot be influenced by FHWA or its partners.
This research directly supports FHWA's ability to anticipate and build the groundwork for future legislatse,
regulatory, or other progranmatic changes necessitated by external changes that will affect future highway
transportation or nstirutionl relationships key to the program dehery process This tesear.h bailds upon and is
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coordinated with other issue identification efforts, but focuses on those cross-cuttng issues that potentially have
significant irrpacts for the highway program. Since factors that affect highway transportation are dynamic, this is a
continuing Office of Policy activity. Funding requirements generally would be about the same from year to year.

Program Areai

POLICY

Strategic Goal: PRODUCTIVITY
Activity: SURFACE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH (STR)

Focus Areas and Major Actiities
Economic Relationships ilh Transporn.tion

FY2000
Budget
(S000)

FY 2001
Request
($000)
S200

International Technical Assistance Program
Emerging Issues
rorw

650

S70

$300

$671
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$300

'S400

$1,21
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PolicylInnovative Finance

Category: Crosn-Goal Initiatives
Amount Requested for FY 2002: $2,725,000 (STR)

Policy research analyses areundertaken to pro%ide a unique and crucial perspectis e not found in any one program
area as a means of infornmng decisions in the public interest We use information on economics, demographics,
highway travel and spending trends to provide an understanding of the i:nerrelationships between highway
programs, systems. services, and institutional relationships In turn, these analyses prove ide a framework for
assessment of the stewardship of the highway systems as a component of the overall transportation system. The
understandings arefurther used to ideanfy issues, evaluate the effectiveness of current programs and policies, and to
evaluate alternative programs and policies

$600,000

1. Characteristics and Impacts ofHighway System Use

This research is key to FHWA's capability to understand and address basic questions regarding the distribution of
impacts and costs across classes oflughway users and highway systems Models are constructed and maintained to
capture.
*
*
*

characteristics of the use of different highway systems by different types of users and vehicles
costs imposed by different vehicles configurations including those on the uifrastrucrire
equity and efficiency considerations for financing and for user fee policies under a variety of use and cost
sceni'/o
s
potential impacts of legislatise changes affecting highway use including changes in highway user taxes and
fees

Continued research is necessary to
I.
2
3
4.

incorporate recent research data on commodity flows, pa%ement and bridge performance, traffic characteristics on
different highway systems, and highway expenditure patterns
incorporate data on characteristics of use by different types of users
expand the analytical tools themselves to exarmne economic, institutional, and other issues surrounding the use of
tolls and other mechamsms for highway finance
respond to the changing econorrnuc and institutional environment in which legislative changes are considered
Priority and immediacy of these analyses aretriggered by expected reauthorization debates associated with cost
allocation policies, truck size and eight tmits, user fees toll policies, and NAFTA harmomzation

2. Reauthorization and Strategic Planning Activities

S400,000

(a) Strategic Planning- $150.000 from Agency-Wide funding in FY02
Strategic planning is the process of setting the goals of our highway program. It establishes criteria to determine whether
FHWA is meeting its program goals. Strategic planning is essential to setting goals for what can be accomplished by a
given highway program in a given time frame Analysis is required to estimate the investment required to accomplish a
given goal. Strategic planning is required by the GPRA, and is used to develop agency goals and to evaluate progress
toward these goals. flis isa continuing process.
(b) Legislative Support - $250,000 from Agency-Wide funding in FY02
By the time TEA-21 expires in 2003, FHWA and the Department must hase specific proposals for moving forward with the
next reauthorization draft legislation. What should the next reauthorization look like' What should the Federal-aid
programs look like? What should they do for the people? These arequestions to be answered by outreach, analysis, anid
careful thinking The agency proposals forreauthorization of the Federal-aid highway program in 2003 will be developed in
consultation with the partners, customers, and stakeholders Th-is is a cyclic process that is required for each reauthorization
oftheFederal-aid lughway program. FY 2002 is a sery crttcaI
)ear,
bemgojust before the next legislation i required The
minimum amount to attain th:s capability is $175,000
3. Highwa, Needs and Ins estment Analysis

SI275.000
Iv-99
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Highway performance investment analysis is essential to theevaluation of thecurrent highway systems and alternative
investment levels. These analyses are relied upon bythe Congress and the Department, as well as a full range of external
constituencies. These analyses address pavement conditions, bridge conditions, and traffic flow (congestion). Included are
estimates of future highway investment requirements to achieve specific goals, and estimates of what will be achieved with
a specified level of funding.
The analyses begin to answer the following questions: Are our highway systems getting better or worse? What level of
investment is needed to achieve better traffic service? What level ofcapital investment is required to maintain our highways
atan acceptable level ofconcuon and operational performance? What ins estment is required to inwrose conditions and
performance?
The results of these analyses are useddirectly so the biennial Conditions and Performance Report to the Congress. This
legisLatively mandated report contains estimates of future highway investment requirerments, providing information to the
Congress for developing the legislation funding level implications forthe Federal-aid highway programs The report also
contains the results of past funding in terms ofpavement condition and congestion measures
(a) Performance Analysis (Direct Support) --S775,000 from Agency-Wide funding
This component of funding provides direct support for the HERS and BIAS models used for highway and bridge
investment/ performance analysis. The funding level allows forcurrent data to be incorporated ino the ax.alytical process
and tools to maintain minimum levels of credibility with the Congress and the transportation community.
(b)Advanced Capabilities -- $500,000 from Agency-Wide funding
The results of past ' Needs Analyses" have been accepted us the legislative arenabecause they represented an advancing
state-of-the-art in system thinking. As our knowledge about best practices in system management have evolved, so have the
expectations incorporating that knowledge into our national assessments This rising standard comes from highway crises
and supporters alike. Two specific capabilites which will take about 5 )ears at these annual funding levels have not yet
been funded. Key itmprovements inthe capabilities for the existing analytical tools are in the areas of Life Cycle Cost
Analysis and modal tradeoff considerations.
To consider fully the total life cycle cost of a highway facility, the tools currently us-d so highway sovestmentri
performance analysis must be modified, for example, to consider the cost to the highway traveler of frequent
pavement rehabilitation or resurfacing and need to be implemented efficiently on the latest computer platforms.
Currently, the models used in investment / performance analysis do nothave these capabilities. The benefit of such
upgrades, for example, would address the costs and benefits of more durable pavement designs.
As a first step to incorporating evacuations of investment so various modes, the highway and utansit analytical
procedures will be analyzed and revised in an effort to make them more consistent and comparable
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Office PfPolicy SBU: The amount required I FY2002:

S2,275,OO(STR)

Office ofPolicy SBU

FY 2002
Request
(SOO)

FY 200L
Budget

Focus Area or Major Activity

{SO00)

Cross-Goal Initiatives
Caractenstcs & Impacts of Hwy System Use

$200

Reauthorzation & Strategic Planning
Initiatives

$800

5400

$950

$1,275

$1,950

$2,275

S600

Highway Needs and Investcent Analysis

Totals

IV-101
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Innovative Flnance

$450,000 (STR)

The foundation for FHlWA's finance research has been the test and evaluation project, TE-045, initiated in 1994. The
purpose of this project and the objectives of the ongoing innovative finance research program (IiFRP) are to evaluate new
finance-related policies and techniques to accormlish the following objectives: (I) expedite completion of surface
transportation projects, (2) reduce project costs, and (3) leverage non-federal funds. These objectives most directly relate to
the FHWA goals of bili ( by increasing resources available to improve and expand the highway transportation system
and enhance its operation, efficiency, and intermodal connectors) and productivity (by providing new financial tools that
will improve the economic efficiency of thetransportation system).
By studying test projects, we have been able to determine which techniques are effective in particula circumstances
However, some concepts could not be tested through TE-045, in which case we have relied on research studies, e.g.,
credit
programs and shadow tolls. The IFRP has enjoyed tremendous success over the past few )ears providing new finance
options to State, local and private project sponsors These options, some of'which have resulted in significant changes to
FHWA and DOT's finance policies, include State Infrastrsctucre Banks, Federal credit programs such as TIFIA, donation
credits for Federal project match, tapered match, partial conversion ofadvance construction, and GARVEE bonds
Continuing our efforts toleverage Federal funds and expedite completion of much-needed transportaton improve ements will
remain a cntical component of FHWA's rmssion for the foreseeable future The IFRP proposed for FY 2002 and beyond
will continue to study new project finance options while delivering the currently available finance -technology" to project
sponsors through workshops, conferences, published materials, and the Internet.
The level of funding proposed for FY 2002 maintains the relative level of support which has been aailable over the past
threeyears.
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The Amount offunding required In FY2002: $450,000 (STR)
Innovative Fmance
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Policy
Category: Cost of Doing Business
Amount Requested for FY 2002: S1,150,000 (STR)

A significant portion of Policy research is best characterized as a cost of doing business because, in a very real sense, it
provides a key portion ofthe
agency's information infrasnsuctw-. The design and management of data flow beteen
FHWA and our various partners isexecuted inamanner almost invisible to front line business units. The value of these
data systems and international partnerships must take advantage of leading edge research in order to keep their state-of-theart qualities Since FHWA has begun to acknowledge that our business really is know ledge sharing, to be frugal with our
basic input mechanisms (both foreign and domestic) would be shortsighted at best.
1. Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPPI)

$600,000

The Highway Performance Morutorig System (HPMS) is a key information system in support of the overall agency
mission. The HPMS provides annual appomonment factors (miles, lane-roles, VMT); it provides CPRA related
t
performance information to several CBU goal managers (pavement roughness (I), de ay, VMT for determinatioo of crash
rates); it is a basic input to the Condiuon and Perfomiance Reports to Congress. and Truck Size and Weight and Cost
Allocation study
activities. Although data are provided to specific CBU and SBU organizations and goal managers in
support of their individual responsibilities, in the broadest context the I-HPMS
contributes tothe accomplishment of the
overall agency mission through activities such as fund apportionment, performance measurement, legislation and budget,
and meeting congressional requicements.
The proposed research support is required to keep the system current with changing practice and technology and to
iniplement the recommendations of the recently completed HPMS Strategic Reassessment. Enhancing provider and user
interface capabilities increases HPMS partner, stakeholder, and customer value and buy-in, an important element sokeeping
HPMS credible and someeting ourHPMS data quality objecnves Thus the research focus activities for FY 2002 are:
* Develop GIS Analysis Tools for
HPMS
* Develop HPMS Web-based Analysis Engine
* Enhance Data Submittal and Evaluation Sofr, are
* Conduct HPMS Subject Area Workshops
* Move HPMS Analytca Process to a Windows Environment
HPMS research support isprincipally directed at enhancing the HPMS data submittal software package now inuse by the
States by improving: (1)
the quality of these data by providing rainmg and consultation on emerging HPMS data issues
and
needs in workshop format, (2) utility and accessibility to the data base through the development and disseminanon of GIS
analysis tools, an Internet-based ad-hoc query capability, and moving the HPMS Analytical Process software into a
Windows environment,
2. Data Fusion (HPPI) S125,000
The data fusion project will pro ide an automated knowledge system to FHWA and its customers in support of real-tie
response toqueries through a single point of access toHPPI data arclsrrs. The project captures the expert knowledge of
staff through documentation of analysis processes and mapping these processes into the automated subsystems ltrinately,
it "ill mnimiuze rework and reinterpretaton of data reported to HPPI by State and local data providers and enable spatial
and trend analyses across HPPI's databases. Prior to the data fusion activity, HPPI data series were handled in a distbuted
fashion but without rigorous coordinason. The data fusion activity develops a distributed database architecture and design
across separate databases, with control processes to assure consistent definitions and domain value sets. Thlsapproach to
data distribution will allow staff to access data from all major data series -hether current or archived A significant new
element of the data architecture will allo, the reporting and display of data by roadway links, States and metropolitan
areas The requested
leel for the FY 2002 actis sty is considered to be the nmnimum needed to field test the system io a
limited number of Division and HQ offices, with an additional 5125,000 coinn from HIN in support of agency data
automation efforts.
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3. Highway Finance~uels Rewearch Support:

$425,000

Conpilation of motor fuel and highway finance data setsprovide basic information on the overall agency mission. This
information includes:
(1) Update/develop motor-fuel models - 175,000
(2) Deploy improved highway finance data collection tools - $75,000
(3) Continue to develop motor-fuIel training modules - $50,000
(4) Continue to make highway finance data series more custorier friendly" -$125,000
(5) Evaluate cosbenefits of collecting more detailed highway finance data for CBU's SBU's - $75,000.
Most importantly, the motor-fuel data series provides a significant portion of annual apportionment factors for NHS,
Interstate Maintenance, Surface Transportanon Program, and Minimum Guarantee ( more than $1 billion annually) As a
result of its Motor Fuel Reassessment, FHWA commined to update current motor-fuel models, develop new models and
develop training modules for States and FHWA staff where needed to achieve quality data The high',ay fiance research
support will br ng that key, yet out-dated, reporting system in line with changing technology and will implement the
anticipated changes resulting from the Highway Finance Reassessment. This will ensure that highway fiance data
adequately supports key agency efforts such asConditions and Perfomance Report, legislative development, and Strategic
Planning support.
In both cases, the research will improve these data series for FHWA and theStates, and increases stakeholder buy-in, an
rinorant element in keeping both data sees credible and in meeting FHWA data quality objectuses.
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Office of Polic, SBU: The amount required in FY 2002:

$1, 150,000 (STR)

Office of Policy SBU
Focus Area or Major Activity

FY 2001

FY 2002

Budget

Request

($000)

(S000)

Cost of Doing Business
Highway Performance Monitoring System
(HPMS)
Data Fusion

$475
$90

$600
$125

$650

$425

Highway Finance! Fuels
Totals

SI.215
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SI,5
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International

$1,200,000(STR)

Sections 502 and 506 of Title 23 U S.C gives the FHWA the mandaie to ".engage in activities to inform the domestic
highway community of technological innovations abroad that could significantly improve high say transport in the United
States, to promote U.S. highway ansportation expertise internationally, and to increase transfers ofU S. highway
transportation technology to foreign counnres.."
To accomplish this mission, the Office of Intemational Programs performs a broad range of activities which enable domestic
parters to gain easier access to technology, information, and markets beyond U S. borders, and facl:itate international
partners' access to information and contacts in the U S. public and private sectors, and provide better aOcess to U S
technology and practices for developing count-ies and countries in transition
(a) International Technical (Scanning) Exchange Program

S750,000 from Agency-Wide funding

The FHWA's international techmcal exchange programs focus on meeting the grovxrmg demands of its partners at the
Federal, State, and local levels for access to information on state-of-the-art technology and the best practices used
worldwide. The domestic highway community is very interested at the advanced technologies being developed by other
countries as well as irosanve organizational and financing techniques used by the FHWA's international counierparts
$200,000 W-ll be used for an increased number of implementation cv ents for the jointly -funded AASHTOPFIWA
International Technology Scanning Program as a result of a greater emphasis on this program by AASHTO and the U S
highway community, AASHTO increased its funding for this program in FY 2001 Joint AASHTO FHWA International
Technology Scanning Program assesses and imports foreign technologies and inno actions swhichsignificantly benefit the
US highway community Within the DOT, this program le%,erages funding from FI! WA Core Business Units and the
Federal Motor Carne, Administranon This program is also jointly funded byASHTO through NCHRP Panel 20-36 The
FHWA has firm commutnents with AASHTO for the continued funding of this program This approach allo s for
advanced technology to be adapted and put into practice much more efficiently vithojt spending scarce research tund- to
recreate technology already dev eloped by other countries To date the FHWA has undertaken oxer 26 of these revirews and
disseminated results nationwide. Our access to foreign usnovarsons is strengthened by U S participation n the technical
committees of international organizations, such as PIARC, OECD, and APEC. and through bilateral technical exchange
agreements with selected developed countries
kb) NAFTA and the Border Technology Exchange Program -- 5350,000 from Agency-Wide funding
This program area focuses on supporting the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and facilitating cro:-horder
r
and international surface transportaton issues with Canada, Mexico. and other countries Programs are designed to add ess
increased trade and travel across the borders The Border Technology Exchange Program (BTEPI vas created b5 FHWA in
1995 to provide opportunities for sharing transportation information and technology among the U S border States and :heir
counterparts in Mexico The BTEP is designed to enhance and expand the binational vsorkig relationships of the border
State DOTs Through this program, the FHWA is cooperatively arkiag v:th L S and Mexican border states to develop TI
Centers along the border These centers are being jointly funded by the Mexican Gos emerit v ith U S states pros rdiii inkind contributions
vc) International Marketing Actisites and Studies -- SlO0,000 from Agency-Wde landing
The FHIWA promotes U.S technology and highway transportation expense abroad to assist the I S private sector in
competing globally ith foiergn firms that receive support from their nisti governmrents The Office ot Intemationa;
Programs coordmtes export promotion activities with the 19 other U S government agencies mhclsed in foreign ade. as
well as the multi-lateral financig institunons like the World Bank and the Inter-American Des clopment Bark The
FHWA's International Vistor Program is also funded through this program Arnuall,,. the FHWA hosts approximately 500
foreign visitors who request programs hbghlightng U S technology and technical expertise
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Program Area: INTERNATIONAL
Strategic Goal: PRODUCTIVITY
Activity: SU R.FACE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH (STR)
Focus Area or Major Activity

FY 2001
Budget
($000)

FY 2002
Request
(SO00)

Cost of Doing Business
International

$970

$1,200

Totals

$970

1,200
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FY 2002 R&T Program Funds:Total Requested
(Dollars in Thousands $000)
Line Item

I

STR

.

I PROGRAM (Str. Goai
Advanced Reearuch (CGI)

Priority Are0

IV-III- t -

$1,000

TDIPP
$0

Totals
$1,000
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Advanced Research
Category: Cross-Coal Initiatives
Amount Requested for FY 2002:

1,000,000 (STR)

Advanced research is Fl-WA's informaion highway for torrrow. This small program of exploratory and high risk
research is dedicated to th, invesugation of ne,. emerging or advanced technologies which ha%e potential for long range
applications in areas of highway engineering, safety, traffic operations and environment. FHWA's Advanced Research
Program was established to ensure that there is central focus and continual surveillance of emerging and advanced
technologies. Over the past several years, the Advanced Research Program has concentrated en current and future needs in
the specific areasof:
*
*
,
*

Diagnostic methods
Materials characterizanon
Modeling and simulation technologies
Artificial intelligence and mathematics
Advanced sensor and communications technologies

Advanced research is a Nery important part of the Federal R&T mission as it can provide a continuing look "over the
horizon" at innovation from all technical disciplines. TRB's Research and Technology Coordinating Comnuee, for
example, has recently recognized the unique role FHWA plays in this arena Money must be invested Ai sely in advanced
research topics and we mast be able to clearly amcula'e what ultimate practical uses it will serve RD&T and the CBUs will
soon go through the process of re-evaluating the Ads anced Research Program to determine if the present arrangement is
working or ifa fresh approach is needed to energize the program under existing staffing and budge constraints An
,options" White Paper will be prepared. A "re-engineered" Advanced Research Program for FY200-2 and the future would
engage all of FHWA atdecisions regarding advanced research and assure that agency goals are addressed throughout the
process. It will also ensure that funds and other resources dedicated to advanced research are used wisely.
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The Amount offundeng required in FY2002:

$1,000,000 (STR)

7

Advanced Research

Focus Area or Major Activity

FY 2DO1
Budget

Advanced Research

FY 2002
Request
$779

IV-115 - I C

$100

FY 2002 R&T Program Funds:Total Requested
(Dollars in Thousands $000)
Llne
Item
_____

PROGRAMd
(Sir. Goal]

i'rlorty Ara

....

STR

TDIPP

Totals

$12,209

$3,367

$15,576

$2,600

$0

$260

$1,875

$0

$1,875

Invedi in Corridor&Border Improve

$200

$0

$200

Freight Trade
Multi-State
Develop&Test ITS Technology
Min. Req. for NHS Infrastructure
Technology and Training

$125
$0
$200

$125
$0
$200

$200

$0
$0
$0
$0

Operation
OPERATIONS (Product iyt
Conduct Analyses

$200

$9,009

S3.3 7

Operations Performance Measures
Transportation Operations

$2,200
$2.350

$0
$0

$2,200
$2.350

Travel Management

$3,000

$0

$3,000

Operations Outreach

$1,459

$0

$1.459

$0

$1,700

$1 .700

$0

$1,667

$1.667

$500

$0

$600

OPERAT1ONS (Mobility)

Intell

gent Trans. Infra.Program

Advanced TrafficMonitoring

OPERATONS (Nhtional Security-

IOpelt
ions Planning

,.

,_$0

$12.376

$0

$0

TrainingExercisesMilitary Deploy.

$200

$0

$200

Coordination withFEMA

$400

$0

$400
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SURFACE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH and TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT
Program Area: Operations
Strategic Goals: Productivity, Mobility, National Security
Amount Requerted for FY 2002: S15,576,000 (512,209,000STR; 53,367,000 TDIPP)

FREIGHT MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS
Background and Obiectves
Efficient transportation of goods is increasingly recognized asa key contributor to U.S economic productivity and to the
overall conpetitiveness of the U.S. in the global economy. Transportation has historically defined the geographic breath
and therefore complexity (depth) of an economy. Yet, today, manufacturing is becoming globally mobile, logistical systems
are rapidly evolving, and economies that were once national in conception are beginning to merge into a world market
Thus, we recognized in the FHWA the need to focus on the adequacy of our freight transportation system to meet these
demands and the need to consciously examine how we could make the use of the highway system more productive for
shippers who cre competing in an ever more competitive market. A special freight group was formed in early Calendar
Year 1999 and charged with this responsibility. While the core is housed in the Operations Core Business Unit, thegroup
works with others across core business units in FHWA, and across the other agencies in DOT and the Federal govemment
to address the issues of goods movement productivity and mobility in the Untied States The FHWA further established a
Freight research program to support its strategic plan, specifically its productivity goal. This goal is to continuously
improve the economic efficiency of the national transportation system in order to enhance America's position in the global
economy.
The Freight research program was created to focus, at the national level, on the adequacy of the freight system andto
determine appropriate public policy and program responses. This work has focused on a number of important research
initiatives that fall within four major categories of issues: institutional, infrastructure, operations and safety, and regulatory
A primary effort hasbeen the development of a freight analyticaL/ecision framework that will enable us to evaluate
alternative public investments and their impact on anational integrated system We also have been engaged in developing
appropriate measures of highway performance that may be monitored and used to identify appropriate freight system
investments and partnership opportunities. We are working with our public and private partners to improve the efficiency ot
U.S. border and corridor operations, and are actively supporting projects that will shed light on new financial, istitsiona!,
and technological opportunities to make national freight operations more productive and efficient. These and other reseaucn
projects are delineated below.
The arrival of FY 2002 brings the FHWA freight management research iriatives to an importanrtjuncture. A number of
first-phase, freight-related research activities will have been completed, and the results will now facilitate national policy
analysis in support of reauthorization. While FHWA %ill continue to seek out new information and technologies to enhance
fi-ight, we shall allocate proportionately less of our resources in 2002 to new research and more to national policy and
investment option analysis and sharing the results of oUrinitial efforts with our partners and stakeholders. We will seek to
-ais the level of national dialogue on contemporary freight transportation issues and policy options through avariety of
distributions, contacts and presentations through the National Freight Roundtable and other mechanisms ,n preparation for
reauthorization.
.c.orrntolishrients to date (FY 2001 and before)
l
lrermodal
Freight Decision Analysis Fraerork We have developed the initial national freight analysis framework to
aslyze critical intennodal freight corridors and facilities in the U. S and North America. We have conducted forecasts
ad scenario analysis of future freight flows nationally, at load centers, and along key comdors.
* .JfS
.c n
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We hive provided Congress with the required rIIport.. --
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* InstitutionalBarriers: We have identified institutional impediments to freight planning and development.
* FreightFinancing We have synthesized current freight financing mechanisms atall levels of ovoernment
SlntermodalAnalysis We have completed end-to-end process analyses Of nte C.at shipments
* Best Practices in Muln-State Partnerships We have determined initially what works" in forging multi-state partnerships
* Truck Size and Weight- We have completed analyses of various size and weight regulatory issues
Expected FY 2002 products and milestones
* Intermodal FreightDecision Analysis Framework: Drawing on completed portions of the Intermodal Freight Decision
Analysis Framework, an in-depth, multi-State assessment of the needs ofspecific corridors, gateways and international
border crossings wtll be completed. With our partiers, we will evaluate the current condition of freight ransportation,
pinpoint opportunities for improvement, consider needed public policies, and develop appropriate investment mechamsns
to fosterbetter freight performance and mobility on NiHS connectors, gateways, and freight corridors A Iso, in 2002, we
will begin to present, asavailable, to our parmers atested set of analysis tools and forecasting strategies.
* Borders and CorridorsProgramEvaluaion: Evaluation of the borders and corrdors program (Section 1118 and

I I19)will be reported with particular emphasis on multi-junsdictional relationships (cooperative effort with FHWA
Planning).
* Multi-Stage Parnerships.Our multi-year support of multi-state coalitions will culminate in an evaluation and
development of policy recommendations to help institutionalize multi-junsdictional decision-makng.
SNI-S "Infosrrucrure": Initial minimum requirements for an information architecture to monitor freight movement along
N-S condors and at conrectors, ports, and terminals will bereported.
* Oarreachand Technology Transfer. Training and technology dissemination on freight-related issues will be initiated to
State and local practitioners. Conferences and workshops will be sponsoreo to broaden knowledge of freight and
itermodal freight transportation issues and asailable tools
* PerformanceMeasurement- Having pursued national efforts to ascertain workable freight performance measurements.
we will be poised in 2002 to asess initial performance data collection results. These will be provided to both
Departmental and other officials with information on national and potentially condor-ls el freight trends.
* BorderDelay. Working with international, national, State, and private sector stakeholders, we will report on commercial
travel times and delays at selected international borders
* Legislative Analyses- Based on ile results of these% anous assessments, we will develop policy and legislative
recommendations for national fre ght improvement strategies for reauthorization of the ughway program.
* Costs and Benefits of FreightInvmstmens: We will provide a national report on the benefits of freight investment,
including an analysis of return on investment. As an adjunct, we also will begin providing State and local agencies with
initial tools to measure the costs and benefits of highway-related freight improvement investments
FY 2002 ProrramRequest: $2,600,000 (S2,600,000, STRI $ 0 TDIPP)
New Initiatives:
$300,000 - Minimum Information Requirementsforan NHS Freight 'Infostrucrure" Building oa our newly acquizen
abtli.y to assess the entire freight movement, efforts it 2002 will be directed toward identifying and formulating practical
"Infostructure" technologies and technical support information that can be used by our partners to erhance the movement
of intermodal freight. We wll report the initial considerationa of an information architecture, in cooperation with o'i
staxieholders, to actively monitor movement and report on real-time conditions along significant NHS corridors and
through important connectots.
* $200,000 -- Technology and Training: Sesral research contracts will provide gaining development, conferences, and
technology dissemination t-3State and local agencies on freight issues, data, planning tools, andfinancing methods These
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efforts will be conducted inpartnership with the U.S Merchant Marine Academy, Intermnodal Association of North
America, and the FHWA's National Highway Institute.
Ongome Research

* $850,000 - lerermodal FreightAnalysis DeczszoeFrame',ork By the end of Fiscal Year 2001, the Framework program
will havecompleted 8 of its 10 business plan quarters. By this time, we anticipate completion ofour North American
analysis activity, withkey problem areas identified and a systematic analysis of sinificant comdors andgateays
undertaken, We will draw on the results of the program to perform more in-depth assessments, at the multi-State level,
cn
the needsof specific regional corridors, gateways, international border cossgs,and NHS connectors These
assessments will focus on specific problems and develop workable strategILs for problem correction We will exarrune
whether these areunique or represent a pattern, and from these analyses begin todevelop a set ofoptions and policy
strategies to enhance freight mobility and productivity, including reauthorization strategies. Elements to be addressed
include all aspects of the Transportation Development Process Strategic. (e g.,planning, decision making, ensironmenta
review, financing), These options will be developed and refined through a series ofpubhlc-private outreach sessions; e
will be working closely with the FHWA Planning and Enstronmn ntCore Business Unit and the Budget and Finance
Office as we conduct this effort.
On a limited basis, we will begin in 2002 to dissemiuate tested modeling toels andseek to provide enhanced training
packages on analytical forecasting to our stakeholders (i e .State agencies and MPOs). We mvall
coordnate
this woric wit
theFHWA Policy Support Business Unit as well as other modal agencies of the Department.

$75,000 --Emerging Ensironmental Issues In 2002. we will complete mo searsof work to evaluate environmental
requirements, trends and issues that influence national freight productsir, This work %sill include analysis ofemergin'
policy and regulatory issues e g. diesel fuel and engine regulation), aswell as lie strearrmlinng of current environmental
processes. The results will be used in thedeselopnent ofpslcy options ard reauthorizat:on recommendations on
transportation-related env ironmental issues that best address
the:r multiple -- andoccasionally contlicting -- goals and
objectives, The results of this evaluation also ill help usto further
refine the Fietalt Analsis Framework described
above. This work will be coordinated wiih thePlanning and Ensironment Core Business Uit
$300,000 --Costs& Benefits
S
ofPreght Enhanccments Completing 2 yearsofwork to analyze the national economic
benefits of freight system investment and the specific costsand benefits of freight-highway-related improvement
miestments, we will in 2002 be positioned to ( I) support national and regional analysis regarding return on soesrmen,
and application of cost-benefit strategies; (2)market torour stakeholders a report on sheraional and regional benefits ct
freight
system investments: and (3), secondarily, begin to pros ide stakeholders the tLZools"
that may be putto use to
demonstrate and justify the benefiLs of multi-State, State, local or MPO insestmenit in the national system This work is
be coordinated with the FHWA Policy Support Business
Unit
$600,000 -- Mobilit , & Performance Measurements By 2002. the FHWA anticipates havingin place its validated.
initial benchmark measurement(s) of freght performance and mobilty across the U S Baseline data on which t:e
agency may begin reporting will be available, An annual reporting procedure will be in place, through the sippot and
assistance of the Bureau of Transportation Statistics, todissensinate toDepartmental and other interested officials the
results of our analysis of current trends. The FHWA also will continue measurement and simulation of border
performance, using procedures and tools de, eloped in 2000 and 2001. Informanon on border travel and delay will be
provided, reflecting the results of direct observation, using manual and automated procedures, at numerous border
locations, as well as our initial work with border simulation softs are at several sites. This work will be coordinated with
the FHWA Policy Support Business Unit and the Bureau of Transportation Statstics,

$50,000 -- International
Freight Intiartives

Work in 2002 will complete an assessment of global trends in trade, supply
chain management, logistics, and freight transport challenges identified in several fora,
including the international freight
scan conducted with AASHTO in 2001 The FHIWA will complete its assessment offreight transportation analysis and
the potential application of new technolog products (i g, the application ofbench marking to evaluating ports of entry
and international trade route performance), using them to compare the freight-enhancing initiatives of the United States
with those practiced in Europe and Asia Work will also culminate in the development of related analyses of emerging
trends in international tradeand implications for the intermodal freight system. We wll recommend policy and program
options and strategies to facilitate North American trade, in preparation for reauthorization.
* $200,000 -- Corridor & Border Improvements:
In 2002, support will continue for en-going border and corridor
improvements, incooperation with the FHWA Office of lotermodal and Statewide Programs and the ITS program office.
The results of 1118/1 119 project investments will be assessed for freight improvement implications (e.g,
the effort to
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develop multi-State planning for specific corridor improvements, such asthe Interstate 35 initiative), Specifically, a
comprehensive program evaluation will

be completed to help develop our plan for reauthorization,

with a report evaluating the progress of the borders and corridors program being developed in cooperation with the
FHWA Office of Planning and Environrment.
S 125,000 - Multi-State Freight/Trade !sineinonal Partnerships- We Aillcompilcte an institutional evaluation report
that includes an assessment of multi-State legal issues and financing mechanisms, building on several of the multi-State
tradetansportation regional efforts like the Western Trade Transport Study and the Southern State's Latin American
Trade Study. This assessment will be cotpreensive, drawing on the experience gained from the 1118 multi-State
comdor analysis mentioned above. Ultimately, this work will support the development of reauthorization
recommendations to facilitate multi-State trade regions or condor planning and implementation.
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Program Area

OPERATIONS

Strategic Goal: PRODUCTIVITY
Activity:

SURFACE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH STR)

Focus Areas and Major Activities

FY 2001
Budget
($000)

FY 2002
Request
($000)

1.725
1,000
150
0
300
150
125

1.87
850
0
75
300
600
50

I. Conduct Analyses
A. Freight Analysis Decision Framework
B. NHS Connector Study Follow-on
C. Evaluation of Emerging Environmental Issues
D. Costs & Penefits of Freight Enhancements
E. Measures of Freight ProductivityMobluty
F. International Activities
2. Invest in Corridor & Border Improvements

0

201

150

L25

4. Develop & Test Key Elements of ITS
Techno-oey

0

0

5. Minimum Reouirements for an NHS
Inrostructure

0

200

6. Technology and Training

100

200

3. Continue toNurture Multi-State Freight/
Trade Institutional Partnerships

Total

1,975

- Funding provided by 11i18/1119 program. These arenot ITS funds.

R'-123 -

72-314 2001 - 25

T

2,600

Program Area: OPERATIONS
Sttegic Goal:
Activity:

PRODUCTIVITY

TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT INITIATIVES & PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM (TDIPP)

FY 2001
Budget
($000)

FY 2002
Request
($000)

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

2. Invest in Corridor & Border Imprgvehsjets

0

0

3. Continue to Nurture Multi-State FreigbU
Trade Institutional Partnerships

0

0

4. Develop.& Test Key Elements of ITS

0

0

S. Minimum Requirements for an NHS
Infrastructure

0

0

6. Technoloor and Training

0

0

Total

0

0

Focus Areas and Major Activities
1. Conduct Analyses
A. Freight Analysis Decision Framework
B. Policy/Program Freight Options Analysis
(formerly NHS Connector Study)
C. Evaluatioo of Emerging Environmental Issues
D. Costs & Benefits of Freight Enhancemeits
E. Measures of Freight Productivity/Mobily
F. International Activities

Technologyv
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OPERATIONS PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Background and Obiectives
The saying, 'what gets measured is what gets done' has proven t-ue for highways. For thelast three decades, theFHWA
and thetransportation community have focused on building, rebuilding, and maintaining the Interstate System Our

measures of success have been the number of nules
of highways constructed, the smoothniess of pavement, and the structural
soundness of bridges. We measured it and itgot done -- the Interstate System is one of the best and most extensive in the
world. Now that theInterstate
System Li generally complete, FHWA and State and local transportation agencies are
increasing their
focus on operating the surface transportation system New measures are needed tomonitor how well the

transportation system is being operated. These new operational metrics
will measure customer satisfaction with their travel
rather than just the physical characteristics of the infrastructure. Working with our State and local partners, FHWA is
leading an effort to develop consensus on appropriate national and local measures for
overall system operations, as well as,
appropriate measures for individual comp nents ofoperations such as arterial management, incident management, work
zone operations, weather response and soforth. As part of this effort, eare testing alternative data collection
methodologies and various experimental de;igns
to develop measures that aremeaningful, yet cost-effective to collect.
Consensus is forming around rwo general measures ofsystem performance 1)customer satisfaction; and 2) travel time and
traytineelablit. Travel time measures hold a great deal of promise for use at local and regional levels and, perhaps, at
a natioral level. Research, currently underway and proposed for FY 2002, addresses both levels of application
Cust, mer Satisfaction. In late FY 2000, we conducted a national survey to establish a baseline of consumer satisfaction
wit, system operation. In FY 2001, we will repeat the survey and gain an understanding of how effective it isinrelation to
the performance measurement results determined through our mobility monitoring pilot program. The next annual survey
will continue measurement on a national basis and provide enough validation to make recommendations for use on a local
tasis.
Travel trime and reliability. While there is a general consensus that travel time and tavel time reliability are some of the
most effective measures of system performance from a user's perspeccisve, the costs associated with collecting such data

system-wide on a continuous basis were prohibitive. In addition, current measures of user delay derived from the HPMS
have not been effective in reflecting the actual performance of the system.
ITS technology offers the potential of collecting continuous travel time data on highways that have been instrumented. In
FY 2000, we initiated a pilot program to experiment with ITS travel data from 5-10 metropolitan areas to derive
measures of
system performance. These first 5-10 cities in the
pilot program were chosen because they were already collecting
sufficient travel data through ITS and other local systems. In FY 2002, we will expand this pilot effort to additional
metropolitan systems that are instrumented with ITS technology. Our plan istoexpand this data collection effort annually.
consistent with the deployment ofITS technology, and to gradually develop acomprehensive measure of how well we are
doing as a nation in operating our surface nansportarion system
The research underway will measure and assess the travel time and the reliability of travel times in the pilot cities. The
research program will test the concept of using this data to construct performance measures that will beuseful for State and
local transportation managers as well as provide a wtional measure of the performance of the transportation system. The
pilot program lays the foundation for: defining the best analytical processes for using ITS data inconstructing mobility
measures; developing institutional and data shining partnerships with local and state agencies; and expanding the program
by adding more cities, roadways, and modes
Accomnlishments to date (FY 2001 and Wefore)
Customer/7ravelerSatifactionSurvey:
The results of the nationwide survey that was completed late inFY2000 wall be
analyzed and published. The survey will measure and establish baseline trends in the public's satisfaction with travel
time and travel time reliability. Customer perceptions of transportation trends will then be compared tothe actual trends
as discovered through the Pilot Mobility Monitoring Program.
Pilot Mobility
Monitoring Program.- Data collection andanalysis will be completed on freeways for the first 5 to 10 cities
participating in the pilot prt.igran. A report on the travel rate index, average annual hours of delay per driver, and percent
congested
freeway
travel
fcrthese
cites
will
be published.
Plans
and requirements
toinclude
additional
cities
inthepilot
program will be completed. By the end of FY 2001, the results from the Pilot Program's Final Report will provide a basis
for
theprogram infuture years. Recommendations will address: problems and solutions related to data acquisition,
quality, integration, and analysis; ability
of the private sector to be asupplier of archived data for mobility monitoring;
use fulness of the data in local
applications, including documenting how the data
are used by local agencies: practitioners'
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acceptance or rejection of the performance measures, especially the reliability measures; the structure of the program in

the out years; and lessons learned in recruiting additional urban areas to participate and how to improve it. Consistent
reporting of data among the pilot cities is a primary component of this program Consensus on a consistent format for
reporting national trends will be developed and a composite data base with consistent definitions will be used to develop
the performance reports.
Performance Monitoring Requirements: A technical report documenting experimental design and analytical practices and

procedures for creating mobility performance measures from ITS and other locally collected data will be published.
Testing and proof of concept for wireless technologies (cell phones) for transportation data collection and cooperating
with the private sector to gain additional knowledge of the transportation system's performance are key components of
the Pilot Program.
Ettected FY 2002 products and milestones
PilotMobility Monitoring Program: Another 15to 20 cities will be included in the Pilot Program and they will collect
ITS and other local monitoring data for the national program. This will bring the total number f participating cities to 2030. This second group of cities will have less data avadable and the pilot program will assist them in collection. New
technologies and concepts that have proven successful, such as cellular phones for travel time data, will be included. As
a result of the 20-30-city effort, recommended performance measures will be developed. The data that is gathered
through the program will begin to provide a national picture of trends in traffic congestion. With these measures, the
transportation community can better .ssess the impacts of various strategies and techniques to improve transportation
operations. This data will also be used to update and refine traffic and performance data in the FARS and the HPMS.

FY 2002 Program Requt

$2,200,000 ($2,200,000 STR; $0 TDIPP)

Onsoine Research

* $2,000,000- Pilot Moabiry Monitoring Program: Traffic information is gathered and processed for validation of the
three key performance measures: travel rate index, average annual hours of delay per driver, and percent congested
freeway travel. Assistance and incentives are provided to additional cities to participate in the pilot program to collect
traffic data in a .manner consistent with the input needed for the performance measures. These performance measures will
be used to guideand evaluate the development of Federal, State and local operational improvements The data will also
satisfy the GPRA requirements to measure outcomes. Information and best practices will be developed to assist State and
local transportation agencies in using these measures and developing and using other appropriate local measures
$200,000 - Traveler SatisfactionSurvey: The third annual nationwide survey will be completed and will measure trends
in public satisfaction with changes in their navel tiw and its reliability. This survey will include questions to guide
Federal, State and local transportation management decisions on congestion, incident management, public safety and
work zones.

TRANSPORTATION OPERATIONS
Background and Obiectives
State and local transportation agencies have been conducting operations for years 0but often as a lower priority and with
out-dated technologies and stove-piped strategies. Much progress has been made in recent years to identify and improve
operational practices in work zones, traffic controls, weather response, incident management, and demand managerint
strategies to name a few. FHWA'research program seeks to raise the barOon the state-of-the-practice in transportation
operations by identifying, testing and sharing best practices and advanced technologies. FHWA's initiatives in
Transportation Operations supports the Mobility Goal through three key program areas: 1) signing and traffic control
standards that are published in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), 2) unproved work zone
operations and 3) road weather management Each of these program areas plays a key role in ensuring adequate
performance of the transportation system under varying conditions.
MUTCD

The MUTCD is the national standard for traffic control devices and is used by all state and local transportation agencies.
However, the MUTCD has not undergone a major revision in over 20 years. During that time, operational strategies have
changed and new technologies have emerged. Innovative traffic control devices using new technology and computer
applications continue to develop and must be reflected in the MUTCD to ensure consistent application nationwide and to
promote driver understanding and compliance. In addition, the driving public is changing to include more older drivers and
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non-English speakers. These drivers will, at a minimum, require longer lead uies for comprehension as well as larger and
more understandable signing. There is also an increasing need to focus on adapting system operations to the requirements
of people with disabilities.
During the late 1990's FHWA began a major effort to update and siplify the MUTCD to reflect and incorporate. Based on
research, evaluations of effectiveness, and close coordination with State and local partners, FHWA cnculated numerous
draft traffic control device standards via the Federal Register for public comment. This intensive effort culminated with the
publication of the millennium edition of the MUTCD in FY200 I. Attention now shifts to educating state and local
transportation agencies on the considerable revisions. This effort begins in FY2001and continues inFY2002 with the focus
of the MUTCD program in two key areas. The first is to implement the revised traffic control device standards through
accompanying guidance and an accelerated outreach and educational effort with FIWA field offices, State and local traffic
engineers and their contractors, and professional organizations. Secondly, the FY 2002 program will continue research
activities by evaluating new traffic control devices, including state-of-the-art technologies and applications specific to key
groups such as older drivers and foreign drivers. Following research and evaluation, the MUTCD wil continue to be
revised to reflect relevant changes.
Work Zone Operations
The National PersonalTransportation Survey indicated that of all types of congestion frustration that Americans experience,
that related to work zones is the most frustrating. TEA-2 1, with its 40% increase infinding, has the potential of increasing
this national frustration by an equivalent amount. Other surveys and focus groups suggest that the nature of the frustration
stems from surprise factor (not planning the delay into the trip time and suffering personal consequences from the surprise),
the length of time construction takes (A recent report suggested that the travel time lost in work zones exceeds the travel
time benefits from the improvements), and the perception that often there is no work going on in the work zone. The
frtration plays out in aggressive driving, speeding through work zones, and other behavior that annually results ingo0
fatalities and 37,000 injuries due to work zone accidents.
The Work Zone Initiative, begun by FHWA in 1999, focuses on reducing driver exposure to work zones through longer
wearing materials (hence, fewer times the road is shut down for maintenance) shorter construction times, and better traffic
management and consumer information when work zones occur. The pay off is improved safety and unproved customer
satisfaction. The Work Zone Operations Program is managed through a multi-disciptnary team within FHWA. In FY
2000, the program focused on development of a best practices guide, increased awareness of work zone safety and
operations, and initiation of decision support system development. In 2001, the program focused on advancing the state of
the art with the development of models that would more accurately value user const vs the additional cost of longer lived
construction materials, more aggressive construction techniques, and more expensive traffic management operations. In
addition, a number of technologies were evaluated for their application to unproved work zone operations. In 2002, the
focus will shift to technology transfer -- encouraging state and local govemments to use better techniques, technology and
decision making practices in work zone operations. This includes development of performance-based measurement training
to enable local decision makers to measure and share the effectiveness of the strategies that they deploy and development of
a suite of training and educational materials to improve safety and operations of work zones and educe construction times..
Road Weather Management
Annually about 7,000 highway fatalities and 450,000 injuries occur during adverse weather. A one-day highway shutdown
due to snow can cost from $15 million to 576 million in lost tame, productivity, and wages in a metropolitan area. In FY
1999, FHWA initiated a focused effort to address weather ingiacts on the performance of the system. Over the course of IY
2000 and FY 2001 the program developed, and will continue to pursue solutions that address the impacts of adverse weather
on all users and operators of the surface transportation system. By the beginning of FY 2002, the program is expected to
have made significant inroads in the documentation of Suiface Transportation Weather Decision Support Requirements, and
the prototyping, testing and evaluating of advanced road weather decisions support systems that are built upon these
requirements. This work has formed the basis ofour coordination with the weather community (e.g., the National Weather
Service), and has enabled us to work together to pursue new avenues for meeting the weather information needs oftbe
highway community. Additionally, work has been initiated to develop tooL that enable traffic managers and maintenance
staff to be more effective during weather events.
With respect to the requiremeisdefinision process, the program first focused on winter road maintenance then quickly
turned its attention to travelers, and traffic and emergency managers. The approach has been to involve stakeholder groups,
which is then followed by prototyping and operational testing of advanced decision support systems. FY 2002 projects will
continue to expand requirements, promote the deployment of advanced decision supper, and enhance the working reLions
between the National Weather Service and the surface transportation sector. In addition, other program staples will
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continue, such as the development of tools and technologies to equip the operators with effective resources, as well as
aggressive program outreach.
Acconmilishmens to date (FY 2001 and before
MUTCD
* Public Comments on the MUTCD Nine draft standards were distributed for comments through the Federal Register
from January 1997 to December 1999. Comments were incorporated so the millennium edition of the MUTCD in
FY2001.
* Technical Guidance Technical and non-technical MUTCD materials were developed to communicate and educate
public agencies, private industry, associations and the highway users on the new traffic control devices Otier strategies
to educate motorist, through department of motor vehicles, insurance companies, and automobile associanoos, will be
developed. Technical guidance for application of the new traffic control device standards and strategies were developed
for the FHWA field offices, LTAP centers, private industry and other customers.
* Research and Human Factors Research and human factors evaluations were conducted on new technology and
innovative traffic control devices utilizing advance testing methods were conducted and the results included in the new
MUTCD.
Work Zone Operations
* Model Programis- The report, Meeting the Cistomer's Needs forMobility and Safety DuringConstruction and
Maintenance Operations was completed. This report presents the State-of-the-Practice, State-of-the-Art, and a Model
Traffic Management program, and provides a program for measuring the effectiveness of a highway agencies work zone
traffic management program.
* Work Zone Best Practices Guidebook: This guidebook was created in partnership with the American Association of State
Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO) The Guidebook isa living document, which presents best practices for
improving mobility and safety in work zones. With the guidebook, a process is established which ensures that
its
contents contain the latest State-of-the-Practice.
* Best Practices Workshop: A workshop was developed and implemented based on work zone best practices.
Approximately 50 federal division office staff and 150 stakeholders will parcipate inFY 01.
* TraJning: A training course on work zone operations and practices was developed.
* Decision Analysis" QuickZone, an impact analysis decision making tool used to identify the true economic impact of
alternative mitigation measures for construction and maintenance work zone impacts was created. Through recognition
of the true traffic impacts, managers will be able to more clearly present work zone traffic management decisions.
* Driver's Education: A New Driver's Education program was developed to augment existing driver education programs.

The new driver is greatly over represented in highway crashes and fatalities, and through trainig modules directed at this
audience, awareness for the dangers encountered when entering a construction or maintenance work zone can be
heightened.
* Technology Scan A technology scan was conducted to identify, demonstrate, evaluate, and share new and emerging
technologies which conmbue toapproving mobility and safety through work zones.
* Performance Measures: Benchmarking of state highway agency traffic management programs including 30 self
assessments was completed and the results will guide the development of future emphasis areas. Through the
measurement of performance, bench marking, and clearly defining the problem, FHWA will continue to lead continuous
to improve work zone operations
quality initiatives
* National Work Zone Safety & Mobility Awareness Week: The National Work Zone Safety & Mobihty Awareness Week
was created to establish a platform form from which national programs are launched and traveler and worker awareness
of mobility and safety is promoted. Over the past 10 years, more than 8000 fatalities have occurred in work zones.
Through a combined effort with our partners in the highway community a difference can be made.
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Road Weather Management.
*

Weather Decision Support Reqwremene The Surface I ransporiation Weather Decision Support Requirements
documentation effort will have completed two new versions of the software which will (1)
respond to feedback
from the Federal meteorological community on the earlier version; and (2) expand on requirements for travelers,
emergency mangers, and traffic managers. Thi. supports ow objectve tocoordinate with the meteorological
community, and expand the requirements beyond winter maintenance to other users, operators, and weather events
(e.g. hurricanes, etc.).
Winter Maintenance Decision Support System: Based on the requirements work, testing and evaluation of a
maintenausce decision support system will have been initated. The systems focuses on the fusion of multiple
weather data sources based on varying weather products and targeted end user requirements
Travel Decisions Support System: Initiate development of a prototype of a traveler decision support system based
on similar principles a the system for winter maintenance personnel
Road Weather Information
System Training. An effort led by the AASHTO Snow &Ice Cooperative Program, and
supported by the FHWA, will result sata
raiing program for Road Weather Informtion Systems (RWIS) and antiicing that can be tailored to the policies and practices of individual states and municipalities.

Executed FY 2002 products and miles
MUTCD
Implementation of the
Millennium Edition of theMUTCD: The FHWA will develop additional technical and aontechnical materials that can be used toimplement the operational ad safety concepts addressed in the millennium edition
ofthe MUTCD. Partnering relationships with AARP, AAA, insumce corpanses, and other organizations to develop
educational material about new provions in the millennium edition MUTCD will be established to assist highway users
for safe and efficient travel. A computer program for the Standard Highway Signs book will be conWleted that will allow
the jurisdictions to make changes to their sign layout.
Training: Train-the-trameir materials will be developed to enable FHWA field offices to support implementation of
the new MUTCD technical information with the State agencies, LTAP centers, and local highway agencies.
New Technologies andStrategies: Research, testing and evaluation of new technology applications for traffic
control devices and concepts will continue. There continues tobe new advanced technology, computer applications, and
control strategies to improve transportation operations. The FHWA, in conjunction with our customers and partners, will
continue to develop new standards and guidance for the design, application, and placement of traffic control devices (i.e.,
guidelines for minimum retroreflectivity).
Americans with Disability Issues: Research will be conduct on the effectiveness of symbol signs, placement of
signs and the a plication of traffic control devis to optimize traffic operations and for ADA compliance. A neds
assessment will
be undertaken to determine the actions required to achieve compliance with ADA provisions for traffic
signs. Symbol sign research isseeded to improve and develop new symbol signs that drivers, including older drivers and
foreign drivers, can more easily understand.
Rail Grade Crossings: Research will be conducted on the effetiveness cftraffic control devices at railroad grade
crossings and the impact of geometry on railroad grade crying safety. This study will analyze and implement applicable
recommendations from the DOT Highway-Rail Grade Crossing Technical Working Group on non-traditional devices,
including the use of ITS technologies to optimize the performance and safety of the highway-rail grade crossing.
Work Zone Operations.
Strategic Work Zone Analysis: Cost analysis, expert systems, and simulations tool as past of the Strategic Work
Zone Analysis Tools program to assist in iVmact analysis through analysis of alternative solutions will be developed.
ThI effort will build upon the Quick Zone tool previously developed. Tools will provide national focus, eliminate
redundant actvities, and ensure recognition of mobility and safety needs. Evaluation of highway agency traffic
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management principles, as well as,develop and implement performance measurements for work zone related delays will
becompleted.
Besr Practices Guidebook: An update and supplement to the Best Practices Guidebook will provide practitioners
with best practice information from across the nation.
National Work Zones Safety and Mobility Awareness: Week National Work Zones Safety and Mobility Awareness
Week will be conducted to promote the national partnership with the highway community. With this activity, workers
and highway users will be exposed to the safety and mobility issues through construction and maintenance work zones.
Performance Measurement Training: A Work Zone Traffic Management Performance Requirements training
course will be developed to present techniques for measuring safety and mobility requirements.
Education and Training: Continue development and delivery of a suite of training and educational material that
will focus on methods to improve work zones operations and safety and reduction snconstruction times. The education
effort will reach 70 federal field staff and 200 stakeholders in FY 02.
Weather and Winter Mobility
Decision Support-- Managers: A prototype weather decision support system for traffic and emergency
managers will be developed.
Decision Support O7Travelers: The prototype road weather decision support system for travelers will be
developed.
Military Traffic Control: Testing of a management system that integrates civilian and military traffic control
based on current and predicted weather wil be irtiated.
Auaomatedrnti-lcingSystems Fully automated anti-icing systems will be evaluated for road segments with
varying features.
Outreach on Road Weather Information Systems: The value of advanced road weather information systems and
other weather products will be promoted to encourage further implementation.
State and Local Training. State and local winter maintenance staff will be trained about improved methods and
materials through an interactive training package developed in coordination with AASHTO.
IFYZ02 Pro2ram Request

$2,350,000 ($2,350,000 STR; $0 TDIPP)

New Initiatives
* $250,000- Work Zone Operations: For development of metrics and performance-based measurement training
* $175,000- Weather and Winter Mobility: To support testing and evaluation of anti-icing and other technologies. ITS
fiuns also support this effort.
Onooust Research
* $600,000 -MUTCD Several intiatives are planned to provide information and education through web-based niaterials
.... oublications, workshops and training on the rmllenniuiu edition of the MUF-CD to State and local practitioners, as
well asthe traveling public
$200,000 - MUTCD. Several research projects will be conducted to iTmprove
sign messages, traffic control devices that
comply with ADA requirements, and railroad grade crossings, and to identify and test potential new technology
applications.
S
$1,000,000
- Work Zone Operations.. Multiple research contracts areplanned to develop decision-making tools, delay
measurement metrics and information sharing.
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- $125,000- Weather and Winier Mobility. Research will continue the requirements definitions by incorporating them into
products and models
The MUTCD isan ongoing effort with increasing need for external cormranucation of revisions in FY2002 (FY 01:
S450,000; FY 02: $800,000) Work Zone Operations is an ongoing effort with a continuing emphasis on modes and
technology transfer to improve work zone practices. (FY 01:$1,450,000; FY 02:$1,250,000)
Weather and Winter Mobility began it FY1999. Efforts focus on application and training of technology applications to
winter weather conditions. ITS funds also support this research. (FY01: $100,000; FY02: $300,000)
TRAVEL MANAGEMENT
Background and Obiectives
The focus of the travel management program is four fold
I.Advancing the Deployment of the ITS Infrastructure. Advancing ITS deployment will enable
more advanced and
integrated operations in the future. This involves providing technology transfer for use of the national ITS architecture and
ITS standards, as well as training and other support for ITS inftastructure deployment. Where the focus of this effort has
been primarily on the 78 largest cities, in FY 2002 we will expand the focus to the next tier of some 400 smaller cites.
Further, we expect that where architecture compliance has
been a primary focus of these efforts to date, this year will see a
maturing of standards to the point that efforts will be equally divided between teaching and supporting both architecture and
standards compliance. All aspects ofthis program component are funded with ITS research funds
2. Istitutionalization of Qerations One of the critical hurdles to improved, integrated operations is a lack of
"institutionalization' of operations planning and themanagement of the system itself. FHWA, in partnership with the
Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE), has engaged in an extensive national dialogue on tus issue and in FY2000 has
developed a national strategy
and road map for both improving the state of the an in operations as well as developing the
necessary supporting institutions, policy and culture. This
effort continued in FY2001 with a range of initiatives including
Internet based forums on both technical and policy issues; regional forums and listening sessions designed to elicit best
practices on operations planning from which guidelines will be developed; and the development and testing of an
operations self assessment tool designed to help senior transportation managers and local elected officials diagnose how
well they are operating their surface transportation systems. In FY2002, we will focus on carrying out at least 30 of these
assessments in metropolitan areas as a way of focusing attention on what can be done in each area with the technology, state
of the practice, and funding currently available. We will follow-up many of these assessments with regional forums that
bring the various "operators" together to develop consensus and comrmrnuent on a "next level of improvement" and
solidifying (or instituionalizing) relationships and protocols that are key to effective operations. Finally, we will have
completed developing and gaining consensus on a rusimum set of standard information requirements for the National
Highway System that we believe will begin to standardize the operational infrastructure and ensure its inclusion in the
design process.
3."Raising the Bar" on Regional Traffic Management Practicer= This part of the program will work to advance the state of
the practice - "raise the bar" - of transportation operations including incident and freeway management, arterial
management, demand management, value pricing, etc. The advanced research and development associated with this pan of
the program (such as development of simulation models and advanced traffic control) is covered in the 1TS budget.
Nevertheless, it is an integral part of the Travel Management Program.
Beyond the research and development activities covered in the ITS program, we have made a major effort to benchmark the
state of the art and state
of the practice in FY 2000. InFY 2001 those results are, in some instances, being packaged into
guidelines (such as an update of the Incident Management Handbook a new Access Management Manual, and guidelines
for managing traffic in smaller communities). These results are also being used to help us develop a regular cycle for
developing and updating key operations guidanc; materials that serve as standards for the operations profession (including
the Traffic Control Systems Control Handbook, the Freeway Management Handbook, the operations portions of the
Highway Capacity Manual, etc ).To date, keeping these materials current has been sporadic at best, often leaving published
standard practices seriously out-of-date.
In FY 2002, we will continue our effort to update key operations guidelines, focusing specifically on a comprehensive
operations manual for small communities (building on the small community traffic management guidelines produced in
2001), a tool-box ofperformance measures practices for helping communities measure performance of individual systems
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(i.e. arterial traffic signals, freeway wanaget,
cs emergency response, etc.), and guidelines for integration of operations
practices acrossjurisdictionl boundaries in metropolitan areas.
4. Travl nfmasn, The explosion of wireless communication and the potential availability of a universal transportation
information telephone number will be key drivers sothis component of the travel management program over the next two
years. We anticipate launching the conversion of existing travel information telephone numbers to the common NIL
number in FY2001 with four pilot conversions, 20 small grants to assist other conversions (1 ldedd ad development of
a set of NI I conversion guidelines. In FY2002 we will continue the conversion process with 50 additional conversion
grants (LiJq
We aso anticipate the need for grappling with several issues relating to the public private partnerships
Lssociated with wireless travel information through development of guidelines, case studies, and policy analyses.
Accomplislhenta to date (EY 2001 and before)
* ITS InfrasructureDeployment. FHWA has implemented ITS Service Plans in 55 of the 78 largest metropolitan areas and
has launched service plans for all of the largest metropolitan areas in the "low" ITS deployment class. Service plans have
also been Launched in 25 smaller metropolitan areas. At least 56 of the 78 largest metropolitan areas will be in the
mediumn" or "high' deployment class. The final US DOT policy on architecture consistency will be issued and we have
fully trained the FHWA Resource Center and Division Office staffin the National ITS Architecture, ITS Standards, and
the architecture consistency policy. At least 40 Tier It architecture development workshops will be completed around
the country.
SlanstirionoaatonofOperations:FHWA, in partnership with the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE), convened a
national forum of transportation practitioners at the ITE annual conference in FY 2000 to develop a national strategy and
road map for Operations. Communication and feedback continues with the participants is this forum through newsletters,
web-based communications and regional meetings. As pan of the outreach on the new planning and NEPA regulations,
FHWA's regional sessions on operstious and planning guidelines include input on how to better incorporate operational
planning in the metropolitan transportation planning process. A metropolitan area operations self assessment too] to
allow local officials to evaluate their operations practices and explore what more could be done has been developed and
tested us up to five metropolitan areas, A web.based cotinnunications mechanism for the exchange of technical
information and technical support on various operations issues, such as transportation management centers and high
occupancy vehicle facilities, has been developed.
* Rais sg the Bar on Regional Traffic Management Practices The benchmarking work performed in FY 2000 has been
par aged into best practices guidelines and used to develop research, policy, and technology transfer roadmaps. In
addition, performance measures are being developed that serve local operations in predicting conditions, diagnosing
problems and monitoring system performance and the effectiveness of operating strategies, sometimes on a second by
second basis. Updated technical guidance on incident management, new guidelines on traffic management in small
communities, and case studies on HOV lane conversion and development of HOT lanes have been published and
distributed. A video designed to encourage local agencies to perform regular retiming of traffic signals has been
developed and distributed.
* Traveler Information: The facilitation of a nationwide deployment of Traveler Information Services has been initiated,
including establishment of minimum levels of traveler information service provided for the National Highway System
NII conversion guidelines have been developed, four N1l pilot projects have been completed, and N Il conversion is
underway in at least 20 areas. A model regional deployment project has also been initiated.

Expected FY 2002 products and rlestones
ITS InfrastructureDeployment. Guidance and instructional materials for Federal staff and funding recipients for
complying with the provisions of policies related to the National ITS Architecture and Standards will be completed. Sixty
Service Plans will be developed for the larger metropolitan areas (top 78), 40 for smaller metropolitan areas and
conumunities, and 5 for rural areas (statewide or multiple state). Sixty one of the 78 largest metropolitan areas will be in
the "tedium" or "high" deployment class.
* fnstirnrionalizationof Operations: Operations planning guidelines will be completed, disseminated, and training ws.11be
developed. We will continue to sponsor regional forums begun in FY 2001 to explore actions that metropolitan areas
might pursue to improve transportation system operations and develop a web-based virtual transportation operations user
community and continue web-based technology transfer. Based on previous work on systems performance benchnarking
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and compilation of success&l practices, we will work to establish consensus on recommended levels of monitoring and
performance measurement for the National Highway System.
"Raising the Bar" on Aegional Traffic ManagementPractices;We will complete a "toolbox" of strategies and techniques
for state and local transportation system agencies to improve their use of system performance measures m planning the
operations of their travel management systems; complete operations guidance for small communities, building on the
small communities traffic management manual completed in FY 2001; develop various tools to help public agencies
provide for intetsrjisdictional traffic signal timing, incident response (alternate and detour routing), and area wide traveler
information; develop instrmctonal and supporting materials for convening the many agencies and organizations within a
region to establish a regional incident management program; and complete updates of other critical traffic management
guidance publications, such as the Freeway Management Handbook and Traffic Control Systems Handbook.
Traveler Information, We will begin conversion of all traveler information telephone numbers tothe common,
nationwide 3-digit telephone number. Fifty Nl I conversion grants will be issued and at least 15agencies with N ltwill be
fully
operational. National multi-jurisdictional traveler information system showcase project will be established and
guidelines for use of public sector traveler information by the private sector will be completed.
FY 2002 Proeram Reauest

$6,367,000 (3,000,000 STR; 3,367,000 TDIPP)

New Initiatives
None
Ongoui Research
(1iSfunded) -ITSInfrastructure Deployment: This program provides supporting services as identified in Service Plans
developed for large metropolitan areas, smaller communities, and rural areas. These efforts also continue to develop and
provide training and other developmental opportunities to federal field staff and key stakeholders on the use of the
National ITS Architecture and ITS Standards, and on implementing related policies. Products of tins effort include
advanced training for FHWA field staff, as well as workshops for local stakeholders.
(ITS funded) Traveler Information: USDOT and FHWA will complete the 3-year effort to provide funding to help off-set
the costs for conversion of traveler information telephone numbers to common, nationwide 3-digit number. This program
will develop case studies, implementation guides, and other training materials to provide assistance to locations is
integrated, state and metropolitan
implementing regional traveler information sen ices. A "model deployment" of'an
3-digit traveler information system will be implemented, and lessons learned related to its implementation will be
developed.
$500,000 - Institutionalizationof Operations - Self-Assessmens: Selfassessments piloted in FY 2001 will be facilitated
in 30 metropolitan areas over an 1 -month period. This effort will bring together agencies and organizations involved in
transportation operations and review their local activities against a tableau of good practices. This will be a I-year
funding effort (FY 02: 5500,000).
* $350,000 - Institunonalizanonof Operations- Forums and Workshops. In addition to those held an FY 2001, we will
convene 15-20 regional forums targeted to elected and appointed officials and managers at the city, county, and State
levels to focus attention on comnuitment to use sound transportation operations practices. Locations for these forums will
be selected from those areas participating in an operations self assessment We will conduct additional listening sessions
and workshops with a variety of public sector transportation groups to gain consensus on a rmmum set of information
requirements for the National Highway System necessary to support proactive operations practices. This will be the 2'"
year ofa 2-year effort (FY 01: $150,000; FY 02: $350,000).
* $350,000 - Institutionalizationof Operations- Planning-To assist areas incorporate transportation systems operations
considerations into transportation planning processes, we will develop outreach materials (case studies, implementation
This effort will also develop materials for agencies to use in improving their planning for system operations
guides, etc.).
'
This is the 2" year ofa 2-year effort (FY 01 $150,000; FY 02 $350,000)
(freeway, arenal, HOV, etc.)
* $200,000- Insnitutionalizationof Operations - Internet-basedInformation Maintenance and Support: We will continue
to provide web-based communications forums on operations technical issues A virual transportation operations user
community will be created. This is the 2" year ofa 3-year effort (FY 01:$100,000; FY 02:5200,000; FY 03: $200,000)
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* $500,000 -Raising theBaron Regional Traffic Management Practices- Data Collection and Performance Measurer
Through case studies, awareness, and supporting field operational tests for integrated archiving systems, Archived Data
User Service (ADUS) will be incorporated into regional operations programs, including regional operations plans. A
toolbox of performance measures practices for helping communities measure performance of both individual and
integrated system s will becompleted. This will bethe 2nd year ofa 3-year effort (FY 0L $100,000., FY 02: $500,000;
FY 03: $250,000).
* $150,000 -Raising theBar on Regional Traffic Management Practices - Small MetropolitanArea and Rural Operations
Guidance: FHWA will develop guidance and other materials that demonstrate the benefits to small communities, interurban areas, and rural areas of implementing integrated transportation services. This effort will build on the small
communities traffic management manual developed in FY 2001 and will focus on using incident and emergency response,
together with traveler information, as the base upon which tobuild integrated services. This is the Is, year of a 2-year
effort (FY 02:$150,000: FY 03: $150,000).
* $300,000 - Raising the Bar on Regional Traffic Management Practices- Regional Arterial
Management Programs.
Awareness and instructional materials related tothe cooperative planning and operational efforts needed for seamless
boundary transitions across jurisdictions will bedeveloped. These products will include investigating and developing
"low-tech" tools toprovide for interjurisdictional traffic signal timing, incident response (alternate and detour routing),
and area wide traveler inforinatiou. This is the 3' year of a 3-year effort (FY00: $100,000; FY01: $100,000;
FY 02: $300,000).
* $300,000 - Raising the Bar on Regional Traffic Management Practices- Regional Incident Management and Emergency
Services Program:FHWA will continue awareness efforts begun in fiscal year 2001 to provide information to state and
local transportation and incident response agencies on establishing regionwide incident management programs, especially
strengthening ties to the public safety
constituency and traveler information. These efforts build from the "Liability
Issues in Incident Clearance" materials and from the "On-scene Incident Command and Control Procedures for
Transportation Agencies" developed in fiscal year 2001. This isthe 2" year of a3-year effort (FY 01:$200,000;
FY 02: $300,000; FY 03: $200,000).
$350,000 - Raisingthe Bar on Regional Traffic Management Practices - Updating Technical Maierials A number of
Travel Management related technical documents and other resources for State and local agencies, such asthe Freeway
Management Handbook and the Traffic Control Systems Handbook, will be updated and reissued toreflect changing
technologies, techniques, and state-of-the-art developments. This is the 2" year of a 3-year effort (FY01:$100,000;
FY 02: $350,000; FY 03:$350,000).
CongressionallyMandated Studies
$1,700,000 - Intelligent TransportationInfrastructure: Authorized in TEA-2 1, Section 5117(bX3), advances the
deployment of operational ITS infrastructure for the measurement of various transportation system activities related to
transportation planning and analysis. The program was begun as pilots in Pittsburgh and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This
tis
the 5* year ofa 6 year effort (FY 98:$1,514,700; FY 99 $1,501,100; FY 00: $1,480,700; FY 01: $1,700,000; FY 02
$1,700,000; FY 03: $1,700,000).
S51,667,000 -Advanced Traffic Monitoringand Response Center: Authorized in TEA-2 1, Section 5117(bX6), establishes
an advanced traffic monitoring and emergency response center atLetterkenny Army Depot in Chambersburg,
Pennsylvania. The center coordinates traffic monitoring and ITS systems on the Pennsylvania Turnpike and I-8
t,and
coordinate emergency response with Commonwealth and local governments. This is the 5 year of a6 year effort (FY
98: $1,485,297; FY99 $1,47,961;FY00: $1,451,957; FY01 $1,667,000; FY02: $1,667,000; FY03 $1,667,000).
OPERATIONS OUTREACH
t ckgro.nd and Obiectives
The objectives of this portion of the Operations research program is to conduct policy research, strategic planning, and
communications and outreach to foster national consensus on operations. The other portions of the research program
identify, develop, evaluate, and share innovative practices and technologies. This portion of the program conducts the crosscutting policy analysis to bring all of ,he pieces together into acoordinated strategic research program The committees,
forums and other outreach activities provide a means for the other operations research initiatives to vet new research and
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program concepts with our customers and partners. This program also conducts communications and technology transfer to
promote nationwide consenus on operations and leads the development of the legislative agenda for 'next TEA-2 1.'
Accomoishrmeota to date (FY 2001 and before)
National Steering Committee on Operations: The FHWA established a National Committee on Operations which
included leaders and experts in transportation operations to begin a national dialogue with our customers and partners on
the vision, scope, and barriers to optimizing surface transportation operations. The Committee is developing a national
strategy and action plan (road map) for Operations. The Comnittee (l) established consensus on the mission and
identify the constituency; (2) provided assistance in initiating research on bench marking and performance measurement;
(3) identified initial legislative and policy issues; and (4) participated in developing the TRB Partnership research
agenda.
Nanonal Association Task Forces: FHWA supports task forces with a number of State and local associations and interest
groups to begin to define the operations issues and barriers. Each task force is developing initial legislative and research
issues on operations that reflects key issues for their membership
* NationalSummit on Operations The initial work of the Nationsl Cormittee on Operations and the National Association
Task Forces will culminate in a summit of key State and local officials, and business leaders on Operations. Key groups
will share their legislative and research issues on Operations and the participants will form a narioaal collation to promote
a common operations agenda.
* Operations Research Agenda. Building on the results of the TRB Partnerships effort and the outreach efforts conducted
throughout FHWA's operations programs, we will publish an Operations research agenda for FHWA.
* OperationsComrunications Materials: FHWA developed an Internet web site, displays, and pubhcations for distribution
and conferences, workshops, and meetings to share the results of research and outreach with our customers and parsters.
Expected FY 2002 products and milestones
* Nanonal Steering Committee and Conference on Operations:The National Steering Committee will be expanded to
include a broader range of operations stakeholders and emerging 'Chanliyons' in operations. A plan will be created to
transition the National Steering Committee to an ongoing coalition. This effort will include a national conference so bring
together the participants in the workshops, fortims, and regional conferences conducted in FY 2001 to identify policy,
program, legislative, and research issues in operations.
* Operations Forums We will conduct policy working sessions with the task forces established in FY2001 and at a number
ofnational association conferences. These sessions will focus on operations to vet and share perspectives on research and
legislative agenda issues, to gather feedback on the development of travel time performance measures, and to maintain
working relationships with national associations.
* Operations Strategic Pla dining: In conjunction with the other parts of FHWA, we will conduct research, outreach, and
analysis to update and issue a new FI-WA Strategic Plan. This effort will synthesize the results of the operations forums
and other outreach to support development of the next strategic plan.
* Operations Leg ilative Agenda: White papers on policy, program, and funding issues will be developed from the
out ,ach efforts and the national conferences to support development of the reauthorization of TEA-2 I,
FY 2002 Pro-am Reouest:

SI,459,000

(1,459,000 STR; SOTDIPP)

None

* $200,000 - National Committee on Operations and National Conference- The National outreach efforts will continue
through convening Natiorsd Cormnittee Meetings, supporting task forces, and national conferences of various
associations that have an operations theme. Follow-on activities from the National Summit and Regional forums will be
conductedIV-136
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$200,000 - Analysis of National Operations Spending and Decusjonmaking: This research will build on what has been
learned in workshops and forums to ide,,tify and evaluate institutional barriers, State and local decisionmaking processes,
and funding issues in transportation operations. This research effort will assist in the development of planning guidelines
for operations, bench marking and performance measurement, and costbenefit analysis of operational improvements.
$200,000 - Legislative Agenda Development We will synthesize the input from the Operations Outreach program
including the National Committee on Operations. conferences, forums and listening sessions, and other outreach, to
identify, refine and analyze policy, program andftiding issues that are being considered. This research will also analyze
emerging legislative issues in innovative finance, planning, infrastructure, etc. to determine the impacts on transportation
operations. We will coordinate and vet theseanalyses with our customers and partners to foster an informed debate on
operations issues in the reauthorization of TEA-21.
$400,000 - Communications: Several contracts will support ongoing activities fsr communications, This will include
evaluating and enhancing the operations communications strategy; developing and supporting national conference
displays, supporting printing and publishing, and continuing web site design.
$150,000 - Strategic and Performance Planning: Create an FH-WA Operations research agenda that reflects the TRB
Partnership Initiative. It will also provide customer and stakeholder input into the development of FHWA's strategic
plan.
$309,000 - Research Program Coordinaxion and Support. Several contracts will continue to support research contract
administration, as well assupport for operations computer maintenance and web site maintenance. These efforts provide
crosscutting support and coordination for operations research and technology programs.
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Program Area: OPERATIONS
Strategic Goal: MOBILITY
Activity:

SURFACE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH (STR)

Focus Areas and Major Activities

FY 2001
Budget
($000)

FY 2002
Request
($000)

Ocerations Performance Measur
Pilot Mobility Monitoring Program
Traveler Satisfaction Survey
Transportaton Oerations
MUTCD
Work Zone Operations
Weather and Winter Mobility
Travel Manapemenl
ITS Infrastructure Deployment
Traveler Information
Institutionalization of Operations
Raising the Bar on Traffic Management
Practices
Operations Outreach
National Committee on Operations and
Conference
Analysis and Legislative Agenda
Communcations
Strategic and Performance Planning
Research Program Coordination and Support
Total

0
0
0

2_20
2,000
200

366
980
95

2350
800
1,250
300

g00
100
735

1,400
1,600
1.459

1.075
500
170
218
0
198
3,354

Total funding from the ITS Program1701218
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200
400
150
400
309
9,009

Program Ame: OPERATIONS
Strategic Goal: MOBILITY
Activity:

TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT INITIATIVES & PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM (TDIPP)

Focus Areas and Major Activities

FY 2001
Budget
($000)

Intelligent Transportation Infrastructure Program
[TEA-21, 5117(bX3)]
Advanced Traffic Momtortg and Response
Center [TEA-21, 5117(bX6)]
Center for Advanced Systems Tech (Dowling
College and Auburn)
Innovative Infrastructure Financing (IUSC)
ROADLIFE Research (New Mexico Hway 44)

FY 2002
Request
(SOOO)
1,491

1,700

1,462

1,667

799
319
399

Total

4,470

-Total funding from the ITS Program
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Backjround ad Obiectivea

Executive Order 12656 requires the Secretary of Transportation to Develop plans to promulgate and manage overall national
policies, programs, procedures, and systems to meet essential civil and military transportation needs in national security
emergencies. This Executive Order also states that the head of each Federal department and agency shall ensure the
continuity of essential functions in any national security emergency. The FHWA's Operations' Emergency Preparedness
Program supports the National Security Goal through emergency management during emergencies, natural disasters,
significant highway incidents, special events, and military deployments.
During emergencies, the operation of the highway is often the 'life line' for communities. Natural disasters such as
hurricanes cause major disruptions to lives and commerce. The highways are used as the primary evacuation routes, if this
is necessary, and are also essential to rebuild communities and to help return them to normal. FHWA works cooperatively
with key Federal, State and local partners to ensure mobility in the event of emergencies. The goals are to return highways
to ful service following disasters as soon as possible and to optimize the operation of highways during the disaster to
facilitate evacuations and the movement of relief material and personnel. The principal partners include the Department of
Defense (DOD), The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), State departments of transportation, and security
and emergency transportation offices within the Department of Transportation. FHWA will continue working with key
partners to improve evacuation transportation operations management through planing, data collection, information sharing
for decision makers and travelers, inter-agency procedures, technology applications, and route operations during hurricanes,
floods and other emergencies.
Another key component of emergency response is the availability of functioning
communications equipment during emergencies. FHWA provides state-of-the-art emergency communications equipment to
its field offices and conducts tests to ensure it's operational readiness for emergency situations.
Acconslishmenits to date (FY 2001 and before)
*

Emergency Preparedness Training" All FHWA Division emergency coordinators have been trained on the Emergency
Preparedness Program

*

Continuity of Operations Planning: Continuity of Operations (COOP) Plans for FHWA Headquarters and all field
offices have been developed and training exercises for FHWA Headquarters has been developed and implemented.

*

Military Deployment Exercises A pilot trairung exercise to assess the effectiveness of procedures for deployment at
key ulitary installations has been developed and implemented for at least one rlitary installation

*

Emergency Travel Demand Forecasting System: A FEMA developed Travel Demand Forecasting System, to provide
decision makers with an estimate of the congestion on highways during hurricane evacuations for the States of Florida,
Georgia, South Carolina, and North Carolina, has been implemented.

*

Evacuation Liaison Team: Initiate an Evacuation Liaison Team as Liaison coordination with other Department of
Transportation (DOT) offices and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) for hurricane response

Exected FY 2002 oroduct and milestones
*

Military Deployment Exercises: Exercises to assess the effectiveness of procedures for deployment at sixteen
additional key military installations will continue. Working with civilian agencies, the existing plans will be enhanced
to optimize the operations of the highways and major arterial roadways along these routes. These evaluations will
include an assessment ofopportunities to use advanced technologies to improve military deployments.

*

Travel Demand Forecasting System: Information technology requirements will be completed and the Travel Demand
Forecasting System will be modified to include all of the States from Texas to Delaware. This work is done as close
cooperation with key Federal, State and local partners to ensure mobility in the event of emergencies The pnncipal
parners include the Department of Defense (DOD), FEMA, State departments of transportation, and security and
emergency transportation offices within the Department of Transportation.

*

Emergency Communications: Satellite phones and High Frequeicy radio units in FHWA Headqua.rters and Division
offices will be repaired, replaced, upgraded and installed to ensure continual communication capability in the event of
an emergency. This effort supports the emergency preparedness program and will hr funded from the FHWA General
Operating Expene (GOE) budget.
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*

Emergency Evacuation Information Technology: Begin develop of information technology requirements for the NHS
to support emergency preparedness and evacuation operations.

Ennui

$600,000

(S 600,000 STR; $ 0 TDP)

New Initatives
$400,000 Inforraanon Technology fo" Evacuanors and Coordination with FEMA. The Federal Response Plan
requires the DOT to provide technical assistance to Federal, State, and local governmental entities to determine te
most viable transportation networks to, from, and within the disaster areas, as well as alternate means to move people
and goods within the area affected by the disaster, This requirement has been delegated to the FHWA The
capabilities of the Travel Demand Forecasting System, initially developed by FEMA, will be modified to include all of
the States from Texas to Delaware. This initiative will require coordination with FEMA to ensure maximum
performance of the highways and major arterial roadways during hurricane, flooding, and other evacuations
operations. Information technology for evacuations and a forum for inter-agency coordination will be developed.
Requirement definition will begin for information technologies on the NHS that will support emergency preparedness
and response.

S200,000 TrainingExercisesfor Military Deployments, The effectiveness of military mobilization from a home base
to its point of embarkation will be evaluated, Through a cooperative agreement with the Military Traffic Management
Command Transportation Engineering Agency, the FHWA will work with the DOD to assess deployment procedures
and the physical and operational charactem.wcs of routes connecting a number of key military installations with their
points ofembarkation.
FIIWA's Emergency Preparedness research program is an ongoing effort with increasing responsibility for hurricane
evacuation (FY 01: S300,000; FY 02: $600,000)
Evacuation Liaison Team: Convent, evaluate, revise and implement the Evacuation Liaison Team during the FY 02
hurricane season.
Hurricane Workshop: Conduct a hurricane workshop to evacuate hurricane evacuation procedures and response and
assess the application of information technology to improve operations.
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Program Area: OPERATIONS
Strategic Goal: NATIONAL SECURITY
Activity:

SURFACE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH (STR)

Focus Areas and Major Activities

FY 2002
Request
($000)

FY 2001
Budget
($000)
50

0

Training Exercises for Military Deployments.

150

200

Information Technology for Evacuations and
Coordination with FEMA.

74

400

274

600

Continuity of Operations Plannine

Total
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Program Area: OPERATIONS
Sntegic GoaJ: NATIONAL SECURITY
Activity:

TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT INITIATIVES & PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM (TDIPP)
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FY 2002 R&T Program Funds:Total Requested
(Dollars in Thousands $000)
Une Item

I PROGRAM (SU., Goal) [

Prlority Area-

a

STR

TDIPP

Totals

5sa
2,373

51.252

$3.625

$1,020

$520

$1,540

SystemsrnIntegration

$210

$30

$240

Management Systems
Network Preservation

$260

S550

$390
1100

$650
$650

ASSET MANAGEMENT (Productivity)
Systems Integration &Eco. Anal

$640
$640

$20
$20

$660
$660

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION (Mobllfy
_tits
EngIneinW l
Policies
D1e2Qsign

$513
$400
$113

$712
$200

$1,225
$600
$625

NQI (CCI)

$200
$200

$0
$0

ASSTWANAGEMENT
(Moblty)

I SupporlWebslte
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$512

$200

$200
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SURFACE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH and TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT
Protram Area: Asse t Manaement
Strategic Goals: Mobility, Productivity
Amount Requested for FY 2002:$S3,625,000 ($2,373,000 STR; $1,252,000 TDIPP)

SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND ASSET MANAGEMENT OUTREACH
Background and Obiectives
Work conducted under the umbrella of tls Priority Area is focused on activines to:
*

Promote the integration of taditionally "stovepipe" activities, of State Departments of Transportation (DOTs), within
asset classes, across asset classes, and across modes as well as acrossfunctional areas,

*

Promote decision-making practices where all stakeholders - to include the public, legislators, day-to-day managers and
officials from State DOTs - benefit from consistent and factual information; and
Promote Asset Management awareness and best practices.

A noteworthy recent development is the major Government Accounting Standard Board (GASB) effort on valuation of
assets. The GASB's newly promulgated requirement requires State and local governments to include the value of public
infrastructure in their annual accounting statements The GASB also plans to develop and issue rules that address the
condition assessment and reporting of highway pavements and bridges States will need to address the GASB requirement
which essentially mandates a comprehensive State asset management system in order for the State to obtain a clean audit
opinion. We anticipate that States will require extensive guidance in implementing these new requirements.

*

First Asset Management Primer published FY 2000
By FY 200 1, data integration Primer available

*

By FY 2001, award contract to design a questionnaire and database to periodically benchmark current State asset
management practices

*

In cooperation with AASHTO, an NCHRP project to develop asset management guidelines is underway and a 3
national workshop was held is FY 2000

'

Expected 2002 Products and Milestones:
Produce detailed guide for database integration
Develop State Asset management bench marking database to track best-practices and overall implementation progress
Produce updated Primer
Partner with AASHTO to establish State learning laboratories for asset management
Initiate first newsletter, in collr-,oration AASHTO, sharing best practices
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FY 2002 Program Request: 5240,000 ($210,000 STR $30,000 TDIPP)
Nlew Initiat
$20,000 - Guidance for GASB implemientation
$10,000 - Experimental State laboratories
S
$10,000 - Inaugural issue of best practices newsletter
Ongoing,Research and Itiatitves
$60,000- Database integraton guide.
$120,000 -Asset Management bench marking database.
*

$20,000 - Asset Management Primer.

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Background and Obiectives
This area includes pavement, bridge and maintenance management systems. It is a dynamc area which, in concert with our
partners, needs continuous updating. For many of the so called building blocks of asset management no single management
system currently exists. Concentrated effort is needed in 2001 and 2002 to fill major gaps such as the lack of a tunnel
management component of broad interest in all states. Similarly, the absence of any system for the management of roadway
hardware is a glaring onssion that needs mediate attention from an infrastructure and a safety perspective.

Current management systems exist in the pavement, bridge and maintenance areas. An expert group convened
regarding initiation ofa tunnel management system in FY 2000.
An expert group will convene to address hardware dunng FY 2000 through FY 2001
A pilot to define how to use pavement management system data to track performance is underway using Superpave
projects.
Expected 2002 Products and Milestones
Design, test and implement new tunnel management system.
Design, with AASHTO, new hardware management system components.
Depict improved high speed, nondestructive testing equipment for condition surveys of physical assets.
Publish information from a pilot effort to compare management system decisions with actual program results.
FY 2002ft ogram Request: $650,000 ($260,000 STR; $390,00 TDIPP)
New Initiatives
5200,000 - Tunnel management system
$40,000 -Hardware management system
$100,000 - Use asset condition data to assess the engineering performance of various asset parameters
Ongoing Research and Initiatives
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$50,000- Lnprovements to budge rmanagement/PONTIS
S 10,000 - Assess the of influence ofpst management systems decisions on program results
$100,000 - Provide technical assistance to States in the implementation of 4 new A.ASHTO provisional standards for
data collection.
$150,000 - Provide techrcal assistance to AASHTO to develop and implement the National Initiative on Asset
Management.

NETWORK PRESERVATION and the -Y 2002 NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FOR HIGHWAY QUALITY
Background and Obiectives
This area focuses on the importance of infrastructure preservation and renewal Preservation is one of the most crucial
aspects of! mature infrastructure network. Continual development of tools and technical applications as well as educational
and instructional approaches are essential to meeting our strategic objectives. The focus here is or6improving the costeffectiveness for users of the system and on lessening disruption and delay associated with costly projects whose need could
be obviated through innovative and timely application of preservation strategies
This area also encompasses the requirement in the FHWA Strategic Plan to deternune customer satisfaction through user
surveys. Continual interaction with States and private industry is part of the extensive outreach program under out National
Partnership for Highway Quality (NPHQ) (formerly the National Quality Initiative (NQI)). Products from the NPHQ
provide inovative solutions drawn from State/industry practices and are made available to all States. Such innovative
practices can result in savings of hundreds of millions of dollars annually through higher quality that yields higher
performance

satus
Working with the States, products to enhancing pavement smoothness are being show cased.
Work with AASHTO and industry resulted in a national plan for preventive maintenance and comnutment to
development of NHt courses on pavement preventative maintenance. One course is now available, and a second
course will come on line in 2001. An additional 2 courses will be deployed inFY 2002.
Customer surveys are updated jointly with BTS.

Exocted 2002 Products and Milestnes
Test evaluation results of preservation techniques that have high return on investment.
Disseminate customer surveys that measure quality and usefulness.
Develop innovative strategiesitechniques to fill technical gaps and promote cost-effective preventive maintenance
FY 2002 Program Requesti $650,000 ($550,000 STR; $100,000 TDIPP)
New Initiatives
$100,000 - Models to address applicability, timing and cost-effectiveness of preservation techniques.
$100,000 - Deploy, with AASHTO, site malsagers module for construction and materials management
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OUoinn Research and Initatives

$200,000. National Partnership for Highway Quality Initiative
$100,000 - Customer oriented conassction and maintenance
information and application
S150,000- Support continuous quality improvement using
State chazs ionas to show good case practices and unique

applications.
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Program Area,. Asset Management
Strategic Goal: Mobility
Activity: Surface Transportation Research
FY 2001
Budget
(SON)
S175

FY 2002
Request
($00)
$210

Management Systems

359

260

Network Preservation and the FY 2002
Partnership for Highway Quality
Total Budget Authority

359

550

$ 893

S 1,020

Focus Areas and Major Activities
System Integration and Asset Mgmt Outreach

Program Area: Asset Management
Strategic Goal: MobilityActivity: Technology Deployment Initiatives and Partnership Program
FY 2001
Budget
(0))
SO

FY 2002
Request
(S000)
$30

Management Systems

65

390

Network Preservation and the FY 2002
Partnership for Highway Quality
Total Budget Authority

0

100

S 65

S520

Focus Areas and Major Activities
System Integration and Asset Mgmt Outreach
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SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Backaeound andObjective
Work conducted under the umbrella ofthis Priority Area isfocused on developing and promoting the use of EEA tools to
support cost-effective resource allocation and prograrnuing decisions Such tools area critical component of any Asset
Management program. EEA tools, to include life-cycle cost-analysis (LCCA) and benefit-cost analysts (BCA), are
applicable for both project- and program-level analysis of alemarive investment strategies Although a considerable
number of states currently use such tools asLCCA and BCA in some capacity, there is much di%ersity in application, and
most states do not consider the flail range of costs and benefits when conducting these analyses.
Reasons for the lack ofcomprehensive use of EEA tools by the states include limited research budgets, a lack of in-house
expertise, insufficient data, and limited availability of comprehensive tools The Office of Asset Management isproviding
technical assistance to the states by offering training and consultative services. In addition, the Office conducts research
programs to develop and/or enhance EEA tools and techniques.
The FUWA strategic plan establishes agoal to continuously improve the efficiency of the Nation's transportation system to
enhance America's position in the global economy, Asset Management is an essential component in greeting this
productivity goal. Key to the Asset Management decision making framework isthe application of appropriate engineering
economic analysis tools (EEA) for consideration ofaltemative strategies at the project- and/or program level.

Status
*
*
•
*

By the end of FY 2000, the prototype State-level version of the Highway Economic Requirements System (HERS-ST)
will beavailable
By FY 2001, the HERS Pilot Program will be complete
By FY 2001, the LCCA Primer will be available
By FY 2001, the LCCA Generic (Probabilistic) Model will be available, with companion course

Expected 2002 Products and Milestones:
*
*
*
*

LCCA conference (follow-up to 1994 FHWA/AASHTO conference)
Revisions to 1ERS-ST, indicated by Pilot Program States, underway
Advanced course on Risk-Based Decision Making available
HERS State conference to introduce HERS-ST to abroader audience
Probabilistic LCCA Model - Version II underway (for application beyond pavement design)

FY 2002 Program Request

$660,000 (640,000 STR; $20,000 TDIPP)

New Initiatives
*

$20,000 -Risk-Based Decision Making course

Ongoing Research and Activities
*

$204,400 - Development and delivery of project-level analysis tools (e.g., LCCA)
$435,600 - Development and delivery of program-level analysis tools (e.g., HERS)
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Program Area: Asset Managerient
Strategic Goal:

Productivity

Activity: Surface Tramsportauon Research
Focus Area or Major Activity

SystemIntegration and Economic Analysis
Total Budget Authority

Program Area: Asset Management
Strategic Goal:

Productivity

Activity: Technology Deployment Initiatives and Partne rship Program
S

Focus Ares or Major Activity

FY 2001
Budget

($s0o
ystem Integration
and Economic Analysis

$0

TotalBudget Authority
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FY 2002
Request

(SOOO)
$20
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PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION
Utlitie Engineering
Backsrcund and Objectives
Historically it hasbeen in thepublic interest for public utility facilities to useand occupy the rights-of-way of public roads
and sareets.
This is especially the case on local roads and streets that pnmanly provide a land service function to abutting
residents; on conventional highways that serve acombination of local and state traffic needs, and most recently on
controlled access highways that serve interstate needs. This practice has generally been followed nationwide since the early
formation of utility and highway networks. Over many years it has proven to offer the most feasible, economic, and reliable
solution for transporting people, goods, and public service commodities (water, electricity, communications, cable
television, gas, oil, etc.), all of which are vital to the general welfare, safety, health, and well being of our citizens. To have
done otherwise would have required a tremendous increase in the acquisition of additional rights-of-way for utility purposes
alone. This could have resulted in significant added costs to be borne by the utility consumers.
Under the practice of jointly using a common right-of-way there are two broad areas of concern to highway and utility
officials alike. First is the cost of relocating, replacing, or adjusting utility facilities that fall in the path of proposed highway
projects. Second isthe installation of utility facilities along or across highway rights-of-way and the manner in which they
occupy and jointly use such rights-of-way. In both areas there is a continuing need for comprehensive research to determine
best practices, the feasibility of using new concepts and technologies.

status
No utilities research is presently underway. A number of utilities-related research projects have been recommended by the
FHWA/AASHTO European Scanning Tour of Right-of-Way and Utilities and/or the AASHTO Subcommtttee for Right-ofWay and Utilities.
Two of these recommended utilities research activities are expected to begin in FY 2001. Included are
a compilation of State utility practices;
an investigation of better ways to control the frequency of pavement cuts, and
research to investigate the feasibility of utilizing G[S and GPS to map utilities.
In addition, a number of recommended new research activities are expected to begin in FY 2002. Included are:
investigations of problems associated with directional boring, better ways to control the frequency of
pavement cuts, and how best to utilize and value lirited highway right-of-way;
identification of techniques and technologies for avoiding utility relocations; and
research by State DOTs, as recommended by the European scanmng team, to investigate the feasibility of
highway contractors installing utilities, pipelines being used as amode of transportation, and reimbursing
utilities up front for preliminary engineering work.
Elected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
*

State Utility Practices. Development of acomprehensive document which records each State's current policies
regarding items such asclear zone, utility accommodation, reimbursement, encasement, and others, and then using this
information to propose some best practices for management of highway rights of way.

*

Pavement Cuts. Development of a report providing guidance for utilizing trenchless technologies for highway
and street crossings, and for better controUing the frequency of pavement cuts to access or install utilities under the
pavement of city streets.
DirectionalBoring. Begin research to develop a report providing guidelines and/or specifications for the best use of
directional boring and for the certification of drillers.
Accommodating Utilities on Highway Right-of- Way. Begin research to develop guidance for utilizing and valuing
limited highway rights-of-way. that exists, and how best to value the right-of-way.
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*

Avoiding Utility Relocations. Begin research to develop amanual that identifies technologies capable of beer
identifying the location ofunderground utilities, and suggests types of design changes that might be made to avoid
underground utilities,

*

Utility Installatiorns by Highway Contractors. Begin research to investigate the feasibility of highway contractors
installing utilities as par of their contracts.

*

Pipelines as a Mode of Transporiation. Begin research to investigate the feasibility of using pipelines to transport
essential products, instead of tucks.

,

Mapping Utilities Using GS. GPS, and Other Technologies. Development of a report discussing the feasibility of
mapping utilities using Geographical Information Systems (IS), Global Positioing Systems (GPS), or other similar
technologies.

*

Up-FrontPreliminary Engineering Payments. Begin research to investigate the feasibility of paying preimunary
engineering costs up front in exchange for an agreement from the utilities to get the work done usatimely manner.

FY 2002 Program Request

$600,000 (5400 STR; $200 TDIPP)

New Imtiatives
$0,000
5
- DirectionalBoring. Research will begin to develop a report providing guidelines and/or specifications for
the best use of directional boring and for the certificanon of drillers.
550,000 - Accommodating Utilitieson Highway Right-of Way. Research will begin to develop guidance for utilizing
and valuing limited highway rights-of-way, that exists, and how best to value the right-of-way.
$
550,000
- Avoiding Utility Relocations. Work will begin, asrequested by the European scanning team, to develop a
manual that identifies technologies capable of better identifying the location of underground utilities, and suggests
types of design changes that might be made to avoid underground utilities.
$50,000 - Utility Installations by Highway Contractors. Research will begin, asrequested by the European scanning
tean, to investigate the feasibility of highway contractors installing utilities aspart of their contracts
*

$50,000 - Pipelines as a Mode of Transportation. Research ill begin, asrequested by the European scanning team
to investigate the feasibility of using pipelines to transport essential products, instead of trucks.
$50,000 - Up-Front Preliminary Engineering Payments. Research will begin, asrequested by the European
scanning team,to investigate the feasibility of paying preliminary engineering costs up front in exchange for an
agreement from the utilities to get the work done in atimely manner.

Onioins Research and Initiatives
*

$100,000 -- State Utilty Practices. Development of acomprehensive document which records each State's current
policies, expected to begin in FY 2001, will continue.
$100,000 -- Pavement Cuts. Development of a report providing guidance for utilizing trenchless technologies for
highway and street crossings, and for better controlling the frequency of pavement cuts to access or install utilities
under the pavement ofcity streets, expected to begin in FY 2002, will continue.

*

$100,000 - Mapping Utilities Using GIS, GPS, and Other Technologies. Development of areport discussing the
feasibility of mapping utilities using GIS, GPS, or other similar technologies, asrecommended by the European
scanning team, will continue.
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Design Polles & Context Sensitive Design (CSD)
Backnoun

aid Obiectives

The Interenidal Surface Trainsportation Efficiency Act(ISTEA) and the Transportation Equity Act for the 21'Century
(TEA-21) made the plan-ng, design, and construction of transportation projects part of a broadly-based process in which
comrmuity and its surrounding environment areto beconsidered seriously at all stages. DOT's strategic plan calls for
protection of the natural andhuman environment; FHWA's strategic plan calls for balancing highway facilities and
commumties' values.
In 1997, FHWA joined forces with AASHTO and other interested groups to develop acompanion guide to the Green Book,
entitled Flexibility inHighway Design to help planners and designers develop more environmentally sensitive projects. In
May 1998, along with other organizations, FHWA sponsored the national workshop entitled thinkingg Beyond the
Paveent" in Maryland. This workshop emphasized integrating highway development with communities and the
environment while enhancing safety and performance. Along with the ISTEA, the NHS Act provided flexibility to the
design process to enable states to consider the context of the highway within its surroundings, such as urban or rural, historic
or cutral impacts and other environmental resources.
One of themost important result of the May 1998, Maryland workshop was the identification of initiatives to keep the
momentum established by the workshop moving ahead. These initiatives were the development of pilot training programs
in five states and the development of additional material to supplement the FHWA document on the "Flexibiliry inHighway
Design. " The five pilot states are Connecticut Minnesota, Maryland, Utah and Kentucky, Subsequently the FEWA's
Federal Lands Office was included asthe sixth "pilot state." Each of thse states iscurrently developing its individual
tainsng with FHWA assistance and cooperation, Their experiences will be shared with other states by the individual pilot
states themselves, through an NCHRP synthesis project report and through acontext-sensitive design web site.
There isa continuing need for comprehensive technology transfer efforts to provide the tools and training necessary for the
states tobeable to incorporate and institutionalize the principles of context-sensitive design into their routine way of doing
busmess.

Sa"u
Technoloev Seannine Tour: On June 2 through June t,2000 apanel often members representing FHWA, AASHTO,
U.S. municipalities and U.S. acaderma will be in Europe on ajoint FHWA and AASHTO technology scanning trip to
discuss with various experts innovative project development and design methods and procedures The principal topics are
the geometric design and project development procedures that ae responsive to the road's natural and human environment,
.e, "context-,nsitive design.." Several reconmnendatisns for research/technology transfer activities are expected from this
scan tour.

Resource Center and the six pilot States, including the FHWA
Context-Sensitive Deim Web Site: The FHWA Eastem
Federal Lands Highways office, ae cooperating in the development of a web site for context-sensitive design information.
The site will contain general information on context-sensitive design and will provide links to CSD material available from
the pilot states. The development of the content is being directed by group with representation from MD SIIA, FKWA HQ
and Eastern Resource Center. The current site development is being funded by FHWA's Office of Program Administration
(S10,000) and will need tobemaintained.
NCRRP Prolct 15-19. Cpntex.-Seaskive Desirm Best Practices: This study draws on the experiences of the five pilot
training states, FHWA Federal Lands office aswell asinformation from other states that have been active in training or
otherwise havebeen trying to incorporate context sensitive design into their day to day practice. The objectives of this
project are to(a) identify a range of approaches to how context sensitive design principles can be incorporated into highway
development processes; (b)document the methodology of the best examples where barriers to context sensitive design have
been overcome within state departments of tansportation; and (c) provide information on the likely success of
institutionalizing the context sensitive design approach through direct interviews with participants in training. Anticipated
completion date is December 2000.
NCHRP Project 20-71114, ContextSessitiveDesien This project provides support for the AASHTO's effort iodevelop a
document to bridge between the Green Book andtheFHWA's "Flexibility inHighway Design document. The four
short
chapters of the document are:1.The Project Development Process; 2. Highway Geometric Elements- Design and Safety
Considerations; 3. Community Involvement in Environmental Design; and, 2 Liability Issues. This new document will
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incorporate by reference the FHWA's 1997 flexibility document. Final draft
is expected by mid 2000, The final document

will besubmitted by the Subcommittee on Design for normal AASHTO balloting and review process..
ASCE Context Sensitive Hlthwav Desizn Workshop: In addition to these AASHTO efforts, ASCE, with FHWA's cosponsorship, conducted a"Context Sensitive Highway Design Workshop" in June 17and Is, 1999 in Reston, Virginia. The
preparation of a brochure sursmarizing this workshop is being funded by the FHWA's Office of Program Development
($3000).
Conlext-Sensitlve Design Brochure: The Office of Human Environment is developing ashort brochure on CSD for mass
distribution.
AASHTO Green Book: AASHTO iscurrently revising and updating its "A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and
Streets" to incorporate latest research findings and new design philosophies. Publication is expected in 2001,
Expected FY 2002 Products and Milestnes
Conrext-sensirive design procedures. Development and distribution of a comprehensive technology transfer package
(presentation materials) on the state-of-the-artpractice based on findings of NCHRP Project 15-19 and the European

scanning tour results
Context-sensi'ive Design web site Continuing support and maintenance of theCSD web site.
Basic Geometric Design Course. Updated Basic Geometric
Design Course that incorporates context-sensinve design
philosophy and the most recent recommendations from the AASHTO Green Book.
Interchange Planning, Design and Operanonal Characteristcs. Develop a manual to provide planners and designers
insight and the
tools to plan, design and review interchanges This would be the basis for fRther development of a
training package.
FY 2002 Program Request:

$625,00 ($113 STR; $512 TDIPP)

New Initiatives
$100,000 - Context-Sensitive Design training and information package. Although the scan tour funding will cover
some implementation of its findings and recommendations there isneed to supplement those funds to develop
materials (such asPower Point or 35mm/overhead slide presentations with presentation text and state-of-thearVpractice guidance).
*

$25,000 - Context-Sensirive Design Web Site Continued operation and maintenance.
S
$237,000
- Basic Geometric Design Course. Up date current material toincorporate context-sensitive design
philosophy and most recent AASHTO recommendation on design criteria. Develop instructor manual, student manual
and visual materials. All materials, including visuals would also be in electronic form so that they could be made
available through the Interet.
$150,000 - InterchangePlanning and Design Manual. Develop manual to assist planners and designers develop new
interchanges and toredesign and reconstruct existing ones toenhance safety and reduce congestion.
$100,000 -Training Course on Interchange Planning and Design. Begin development oftraining course based on the
material contained asthe above noted manual.

Oneotne Research and Initiatives
*

$10,000 - Development ofa context-sensitive design web site.

*

$3,000 - Development of acontext-sensitive information brochure with ASCE.

2
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Program Area: Program Administration
Strategic Goal: Mobility
Activity: Surface Transportation Research

100

$400
113
113

300

$513

$200

Utilities Engineering

Design Policies & Context Sensitive Design (CSD)
TOTALS

Program Area:

FY2002
Request
($000)

FY 2001
Budget
(S0)

Focus Areas and Major Activities

Frogram Administration

Strategic Goal: Mobility
Activity: Technology Deployment Initatives and Parmership Program

Focus Areas and Major Activities

FY 2001
Budget

FY 2002
Request

($000)

(S000)

Utilities Engineering

So

Design Policies & Context Sensitive Design (CSD)
TOTALS

0
S0
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$200
512
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National Quality Initiative (NQ[)
The Federal Highway Administra ion has supported the National Quality initiative since its inception in 1991.With the
exception of the initial National conference and a cooperative venture with the AASHTO Standing Commitee on Quality
for a quality clearinghouse (both of which were funded through NCHRP) the NQI hasbeen overwhelmingly funded by
FHWA. This applies only to specific major activities such asconferences, workshops, videotapes, andother publications.
Other partners have contributed meeting space, their own travel tomeeting a and other miscellaneous items however the
monetary amounts have been minor compared to FHWA's contributions. FHWA has beenpromoting a "cost sharing
approach" for several years in order to build establish increased industry
ownership and participation. FHWA has finally
been successful in promoting a long term strategy for thefuture of NQI including financial support. A task force was
established and reconmendations have just been released to the entire NQI Stee ng Corntee for considerauon at the
March 29-30 NQI Steering Committee meeting Overall, the consensus was to continue with the NQI and in fact re-energize
its efforts which call for increased funding than FHWA has been able to support lately. In conjunction with numerous
activities tobe undertaken, acost sharing strategy of 1/3-1/3-1/3 for FHWA, States. And Industry isbeing recommended
with aproposed annual budget of $360,000. Assuming this strategy will be adopted this would place FHWA's yearly share
at $120,000. Industry however has beenextremely vocal in opposition to this "sharing" and is anticipated that they will try
to negotiate alower share for themselves arguing that itis "everyone's Federal money." In anticipation of this resistance and
to reserve additional funding for FHWA activities we propose a .. ervativt estimated
of $200,000 asthe FHWA budget
which is compared with $320,000 in FY-2000. A number of activities inthe past and anticipated for the future directly
support our strategic goals but were implemented through the auspices of the N'QI in order to gain wide-spread Industy
support.
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TAe Amont offunding required in FY2002: S200,000 (STR)
Support for Other Program Initatives (Technology Deployment Initiatives and Partnership Program)

Supon for Odher Program initiatives (Technology Assessment and Deployment Program)

Focus Area or Major Activity

FY 2001
Budget

Infras icture Tech. Transfer Inutiative

FY 2002
Request
$186
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$200

FY 2002 R&T Program Funds:Total Requested
dollarss in Thousan is $000)_______
M
Un

RAT TocbnMll

PROGRAM (Str. Goal)

PriortArea

STI_____IToal

Progrun StJ~2prt

$9,260

TRO (CDS)

$3.000

$O

$4.100
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S4,100

$1,100

$O

5110

______SO1R(CDB)

RDTm zeSIpo(COB)
RAT Raoilts Center (i)$0
(LTI)
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Knowledge Mlaiegpm~

(COO)

unt"Misfy Reseum~eDatubsse (COI)
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52.755

$12,015
$3.000

$890

$890

$75

$1,865

$1.940

5810

$0

$810D

$175

10
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SURFACE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH and TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT
Program Area: R&T Technical & Program Support
Amount Requested forFY 2002: $12,015,000 (9,260,000 STR; 52,755,000 TDIPP)

Transportation Research Board Cooperative Agreement
Amount Requested for FY 2002: 53,000,000 (STR)
The Federal Highway Administration provides funding for the
Transportation Research Board (TRB) under a Cooperative
Agreement These funds support TRB's Core Program which includes standing technical comnixtees, cormmntee-sponsored
workshops and conferences, publications - production and distibution, the TRB annual meeting, the
Transportation
Research Informaanon Service (ThIS) - a computerized bibliographic database an other information services, field visits to
state DOTs and other sponsor organizations and the staff to support these and other related acivises. In addition to the Core
Program, the agreement also supports activities of the TRB Research and Technology Coordinating Committee (RTCC), a
senior level advisory committee that provides guidance and recommendations for improving FHWA's R&T programs.
These activities are an integral part of the overall FHWA research and technology program TIle
annual TRB meeting
provides a forum for the
disenmition of research results and an opponnity to meet and work with our partners in State
DOTs, private i.dusty, and the international transportation onmunity. The TRB committee structure is a valuable asset
for coordinating all research efforts.
The budget for these activities is prepared on a triennsal basis While the scale ofTRB's activities has grown in response to
a steady stream of new issues, new opportunties, and new challenges facing transportation agencies, budget increases have
been modest. The TRB Executive Conmuttee approved the 2001-2003 Tnenniun Budget at their January 2000 meeting,
FHWA supports these activities as pat of it's R&T budget and included
which the FHWA Administrator attended.
appropriate funding in it's
FY00 budget and FY01 budget request.
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The Amount offandivg req wed inFY 2002: $3,000,000 (STR)
Transportaion Resea=b Board (TRB) Coopentve Agreement
I
FY 2002
Request

FY 2001
Budget

Focus Area or Major Actvity

1(OOO)

(SO)
so
TRB Coop rOve Ag

$2,456

rr~nt
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805
Small Bumsa lazevatlon Reearch (SBM) Program
Among

Requesed for FY 2N2: S4,04,f

(ST)

The SBlk program is -ndated by the Snmil BusiDnew Reseab and Development Act of 1982 andwas reauthorized io
1992. It requires that twelve Government departments continbuse 2.5 percent of their extramural R&D budget' to the
SBIl program Tbe SBIR program sees to develop technological innovatios using the high level ofexpertise n the sman
business community throughout the United States by stinlating technological innovation; meeting the Federal
Oovercmen'i netds foeresearch maddevelopment by provding opportunities for small businesses; increasing, private sector
commercializtion of innovation derived from federal reseanh and development; and providing opportunies for rmority
and disadvantaged participation in technological movsuon.. Phase I awards to small business am based on proposals that
have shown proven scientific merit andfeasibility and amrelevant to DOT requirements. Phase 11awards aremade to
accesMfl Phase I businesses and provide finding for pnncia research or R&D that will lead to the development oft
racially viable. Plase Im awards provide comercializatim assistance to
k.
p product, which may bome
small bme infimincing and
-k their produce
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The Amount ofFunding Required In FY 2002: $4,100,000 (STR)
Program: SBIR

Focus Area or Major Activity

FY 2001
Budget

FY 2002
Request

($000)

Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR)
Program

(sOO)

$3,508

$4,100

'extramural R&D budget: That portion spent outside theFederal sector by organizations that perform R&D with Federal
funds under contract, grant,or cooperative agreement. Only those costs associated with actual R&D performance are
reported, but these costs would include costs of materials and supplies to carry out R&D activities. These organizations can
be industial firms (including private individuals), universities and colleges, other nonprofit institutions, federally funded
research and development centers (FFRDCs), State and local governments, and foreign performers (citizens, organizations,
or foreign governments and international organizations (e.g. NATO, UNESCO) performing R&D work abroad financed by
the Federal Government.
The extramural R&D budget iswhat remains after the intramural R&D budget is calculated. An intramural group or
organization are the agencies of the Federal Government carrying out an operational function. The work is camed on
directly by agency personnel. Obligations reported underthis category are foractivities perfomred or to be performed by
the reporting agency itself or represent funds that theagency transfers to another Federal agency for performance of work as
long as the ultimate performer is that agency or any Federal agency. Intramural activities cover not only the actual
intramural R&D performance but also the costs associated with the planning and administration of both intramural and
extramural programs ,y Federal personnel.
Intramural activities also include the costs of supplies and equipment,
essentially of an "off-the-shelf' nature,
that are procured for use in intramural R&D.
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Engineering and Network Support Services for the Tarmer Fairbank Highway Research Center
Amount Requested for FY 2002: $1,100,000 (SIR)
In order to provide all the vanous computer related services needed to support the higlhy technical research and technology
program at the Turner Fairbank Highway Research Center, a single contract has been awarded to provide coordination for
these various activities. There are three general categories of services provided

*
*

Help Desk and LAN/WAN Operations
General Administrative Support
Programmatic Support

Help Desk and LAN/WAN Operatlons
TFHRC, like any other large modern organization, needs the means to work productively, needs to collaborate with other
researchers within TFHRC, across the country and around the world, and to disenunate information to its customers. Flow
ofelectronic information is the function of a computer network and it is a very important infrastructure component that must
be carefully tailored and maintained to fully meet the needs of TFHRC The network at TFHRC consists of 12 Intel-based
servers, 400+ Intel-based desktop computers, 40 Intel-based laptop computers, 3 Macintosh deskiop systems, 42 networked
printers, 60 individual printers, and 10 UNIX workstations. There are approximately 300 network users. In addition to
responding to the 30+ daily calls to the Help Desk, the network staff is constantly updating hardware and software to better
meet the needs of the TFHRC employees.

General Administrative Support
In addition to the normal costs associated with administrating an on-site support contract of this size and keeping the staff
constantly trained on all the latest software development systems, support is provided to develop, maintain, and upgrade
systems which directly support the FHWA R&T program. This includes the Accounting and Budgeting System (ABS) which
is used to monitor the R&T contract program, the Activity 10 Tracking System which monitors GOE funds, and providing
support to the development of the OST Research Database. One of the major efforts currently underway isthe development
of an improved Accounting and Budgeting System.

Programmatic Support
There is a constant need for professional staff with engineering backgrounds to provide computer support to R&T efforts.
Examples of programmatic support include:
development and support of PRORUT2
development and support of ROSAN and ROSANvm
development and support of a data acquisition system for ALF
LTPP Deflection database analysis
development and support of Sign Management System (SMS)
support of Highway Safety Information System (HSIS)
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The Amou,- offunding required In FY2002:

$1,00,000 (STR)

Engineering and Network Support Services for the Turner Fairbank Highway Research Center

rV-175 - 17

The FY-2002 funding breaks down asfollows:
Support Function
Help Desk and
LANI/WAN

FY-2002 Cost

Discussion

$500

This function could befunded using GOE funds if any became available,
However, if GOE funds are used for thss,then something else would have to be
reduced.
Activities in the category include support for our current Accounting and
Bugeting System (ABS, development of a revised ABS, data entry for ABS,
OST Research Database development and support, consulting services,
weekly/monthly reports, and project management
This areactivities that directly support specific program areas. Since these
activities are not crosscutting, the total cost is assigned to the requesting
office

Operations
General]
Support
(Adnijoistrative)

$600

Progranatic
Support
Programmatic
Support

$0

Total

$1,100

Th- cost break down for FY-2000 is based on the actual expenses for FY-1999. The funding level for this contract will
remain relatively constant through FY-2002 aslong asthe required services remain the same.
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P.nearth and Technoog (R&T) Report Center and Technical Reference Center
Operation
of Reporn and Technical Reference Center-The R&T Report Center fills requests for FHWA publications and
distribute trading course materials for the National Highway Imtitte
(NHI)and the Office of Motor Carriers (OMC). The
Car ships ovw 35,000 documents a month in reply to approximately 650 requests. The R&T Report Center distributes
technopubhlcatioms
forpractically all of the offices within the FHWA. It also ships
the training course materials for 'Hl
and FMCSA to the mse location. Without the Report Center, the FHWA would not be able to disseminate technical
information, and would have to find another distribution means to continue its training function.
The Technical Reference Center is a central repository of technical literature from a number of sources including FHWA,
TRB, State highway agencies and international research sources. The Techucal Reference Center provides a central
location for
reliable, recognized sources of reference material for all
of the FHWA staff, as well as visitors tothe TurnerFairbtak Highway Research Center.
Report Center Auamaon--The above referenced Report Center currently operates under traditional methods of bulk
prhin storage, ordering and distribution.
The essences of this project is toprovide real time printing based on daily
deasund and individual requests made eletronically via the website. All documents would bescanned and stored, while
new documents coming off the pipeline would be designed to accommodate the computerized system from inception. With
great service we anticipate and are accounting for
an increase in demand.
Thi project, me impkmented, would reduce annual report center labor and storag" requirements yielding an estimated
annual savings of up to $150,000 per year while providing better customer service coupled with a reduction in wasted paper
resources. Customers would not be sent away without their report, while hundreds of unused documents would not get
discardedThe Ama rffFwding Required in FY2002 $890,00 ) TD[PP)
Research Developmet and Technology Publications and Communlcaelons
Sirategic Coauntmaions - TechnicaI information from RD&T is produced and disseminated through a variety of
conmmuiatiom media such asthe TFHRC website, Public Roads Magazine (4,450 subscriber base), Researchand
Tecknolog Transporter(2.800 on mail list)
newsletter, technical presentations, technical reports, animated posters and
briefing papers. Annual and specialty reports as well as brochures for specific technologies, programs and events are also
The strategic communications program for RD&T is supported by an onsite contract team that provides communication and
editorial service for timely and accurate publishing of critical ughway research results. We also contract offiite for
professional services such as graphics, publishing, and electronic document conversion. Strategic communication provides
esesntial and timely links totheresearch transportation community to improve the safety and productivity of the nation's
highways. To anens service base, a new publication, "PublicRoadsfor Kids," is being considered for development,
toattract a new generation to the transportation technology field.
The TFHIRC Laboratories are a national research resource. To make them more visible tovisitors ad field, a CD-ROM and
virtual tou of key laboratories and facilities will be developed, web enabled as appropriate and distributed. This "portable
laboratories tour" will stimulate interest in our programs and projects, establish contacts with key researchers, and may help
stimulate partnerships, generate cooperative research projects, and encourage a broader range of interest.
The amarst of.sding requited in FY2002 $1,135,000 (TDIP)
Raaearch Developent and Technology Marketing
Technology Marketing-Underthe technology marketing program, we develop policies, regulations, and guidelines for
national and international technology tramfer programs; coordinate development of FHWA plans and facilitate outreach
activities for nurketing transportation technology. We identify and prioritize new and existing technologies with marketdig
potential, and lead in developing plans for marketing and disseminating irnovative transportation technology. In addition,
we fesilisate field tests and evaluations ofinnovative new technologies that will transfer technology more efficiently and/or
open up new areas tothe tranportation community. These field efforts are identified by the CBU's and are initiated
though cooperative and innovative approaches using outreach and parmering as the catalyst.
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The scope of ourtsk, isto market technology nationally and internationally and it is compounded by the shear numbers of
states, local agencies, and
ustries that are affected. It behooves us to continue to focus ou energy and resources to
effectively market innovative technology. Our continued focus on marketing will allow us to assist in closing the
technology gap and sbstantially reduce the time it takes to implement mnovatve technology. To assist in this enormous
task, the Naticnal R.;e ,ch and Technology Website will continue to be expanded with meticulous attention to the
maintenance ofall critical links. An electronic photo library will be created for on-line access to a wealth of transportation
technology photo's to assist the CBU, SBU's, and field Offices in sharing innovative technology.
Leading a National and International Exhibition Progam-We strategically select Conferences and Exhibitions to
participate in (such as the Transportation Research Board annual meeting, AASHTO T.chnology Fair, and numerous
others), and then, at the request ofour Core Business Units, design custom exhibits and displays to share and promote
technologies and programs that are germane to the audience of that event. We also provide contractual mechanisms for
efficient field use of professional services such as exhibit design, shipping and storage, marketing plan development, etc.
Technology and Innovanon Coordination-FlWAwill leverage technology and minovation through the e fietive promotion
of technological advancements and innovations by States and local government. Technology deployment is a key factor to
accomplish strategic objectives, therefore, studies and events will be undertaken to collect, develop, enhance and share the
art and practices of technology transfer itself. Ways of sharing technology in other professions as well as successM efforts
in the transportation community are monitored and put into practice or made more widespread where appropriate. We will
utilize the "Cortuonity of Practice" approach as much as possible for the Marketing and Technology Transfer communities.
Use of the latest cotmmnuication media and methods to share knowledge are the focus of this effort.
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mriredtiFY2002 $805,000, ($75,000 STR; $730,000 TDIPP)

R&T Repart Center Publattions/Comunications!Marketm%

FY 2001
Budget

Focu Area or Major AcUvity

(s$O)

FY 2002
Request
(so1O)

Research and Technology (R&T) Report Cen er
and Technical Referewe Center

$519

$890 (TDIPP)

Research anl Technology (R&T)
and Cosmeatwsions

$660

$1,135 (TDEPP)

$470

$730 (TDIPP)

$1,649

$2,830

Publications

Research and Technology (R&T) Marketing
,,_$75

Totais

(STR)

818

Aseca Requiested for Fi(2002:-S810,0N0 (STR)
The FHWA is aknowltdge-based organization that values the great wealth of technical expertise and knowledge of its
employees at all levels of the organization. Capering and leveragin outcollective expertise and knowledge through the
prinpls and co epts of "knowledge management" (1CM)can lead to better decision-mking and improve the quality of
service to o cutom rs and parners, Knowledge management can help FHWA more effectively address
its pressing
business needs, and is akey comiponent in fisifilling our corporate management strategies. Getting the nigt information so
the right people ate rih time for more informed decisioc-iaking can contibute greatly to our success as a high
performance, learning organization. Transition to a knowledge based organization is a multi-year activity; and, while
implementing knowledge management does involve technology solutions, it also involves people and a cultural
shift toward
an enviromnent supported of shslrg, therefore, change mssagemien strategies are a necessary.
TY 2002 fielding needs are $81
0,000. This level of funding would accelerate knowledge management concepts across the
agency, and provide for a rai pace of inylementation of cornanities of practice (CoP) for BU's, RC's and division
offices ( to 6-8 per yea). Also, the
mapping of agency expertise in relation to an expertise locator would occur ata faster
pace (1.5 years). Activities include identifing and framing CoP's, napin and locating expertise, naainning a@KM
platform iand inylennsng intgratng. commnicaing and delivering the agency's overall prorm
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IKnawlefte Management

FY 2001
Budget
($000)

Focus Area or Major Acti~ty

Knowledge Maragement

FY 2002
Request
($000)
S374
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University Resources Database
Amount Requested for FY 2002:
Sf75,000 (STR)
Several different program offices within FHWA have avariety of agreements with universities throughout the United States
for avariety of purposes. For example, division offices have agreements with 42 uani
ersities to deliver the Local Technical
Assistance Progran. The ITS Joint Program Office and the Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center each have numerous
agreements with several universities. The Dwight David Eisenhower Transportation Fellowship has agreements with
numerous universities on behalf of fellowship recipients. Itisenvisioned that the level ofcooperative efforts between
FHWA and acaderma will increase as we continue to pursue improvements to the transportation systems and cultivate the
workforce ofshe not-so-distmt future Each program office maintains a vanety of datsaindependently without
standardization of the types snd/6r categories of usfortmation needed atan agency-wide level. There is no central repository
of data about
the nature of the relationship, institutional capabilities, quantitative impacts on students, contribution to the
body of research by disciplinary category, etc.
Yet there is a need for information about
the universities with which FHWA
does business and the capacities ofuniversities with which the FhWA could do business in the future.
A database identifying and describing agreements with universities on an agency-wide basis would facilitate:
accounting for all of the
institutions with which FHWA has hadandor currently has agreements;
assessing the capabilities of all institutions with which FHWA may want to develop future agreements; and
evaluating the nature and extent of existing relationships with universities, e g., how much spent within a given region
over how long or the number of individual FHWA agreements iith a single institution.
providing information on capabilities and expertise of Minority Institutions of Higher Education
The benefits of such adatabase would apply across all program offices. The universities themselves would benefit from the
data regarding research initiatives at peer universities. It would give them the oppomuty to partner with each other on
parallel or complementary research goals and objectives while allowing FHWA to leverage scarce resources. The database
would also create a better Link between the universities and program offices. An added benefit from this database would be
the
Linking of technical expertise of theuniversities to the F'HWA field structure.
Such an endeavor would support Fh-WA by providing real-time information about the extent and type of FHWAluniversity
relationships and instantaneous information about the level of investments, numbers of mstitutions, prospective university
partners and other valuable data. Itwould not only enable the agency to look atwhere it's been but also consider the
appropriateness of engaging previously untapped academic institutions to support research and technology initiatives
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The Amount f flin lg qufrd Ix FT2M02.

S173,000 (STm)

University Resources Database
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FY 2002 R&T Program Funds:Total Requested
(Dollars in Thousands $000)
Line Item

STR
PROGRAM (St,. Goal)

Fis d Services R&T Delivmy
FEDERAL LANDS (Natonal Securt
Intgreton of Weather Data
Integratn of Road Closure
FEDERAL LANDS (Mobility)

Totals

$3,220

$1,700

$4,920

S735

so

$735

$735
so

so
$0

$735
s0

$00

$0

$800

Pavemnt Technology

$408

$0

$408

Bridge Technology

$140
$252

$0
$0

$140
$252

FEDERAL LANDS (Safety
I__
Hfghway Safety

$400

$400 1

$0
$0

$400
$400

FEDERAL LANDS (Produte"vty)
Operations Technology

$75
$750

$0

$750

FEDERAL LANDS (Human & Natural Environment
Human&Environment Technology

$335
$335

$0
$0

$335
$335

$0

$700

$700

$200

$1.000

$1,200

Asset Management

-

TDIPP

Priority Ar'ea

RESOURCE CENTERS . Maketing ((LTI)
RESOURCE CENTERS - Technology Deployment ((LTI)
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SURFACE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH and TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT

Program Area: Fleld Services R&T Delivery
Amount Requested fUr FY 2002: $4,9l,00 ($3,220,000 STR4 $1,700,000 TDIPP)

FEDERAL LANDS (National Security)

$735,000 (STR)

Integration of Road Closure Information
Background and Obiectsve
RURAL INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS (RITS): FHWA is providing leadership in developing and
implementing Advanced Traveler Information Systems, Advanced Traffic Management Systems, and Advanced Safety and
incident Management Systems. Many of theseconcepts have application to Federal Lands Highway projects. Several
States, including all those within the WFLHD jurisdiction, have rural programs underway which could impact and influence
roadways in the National Park and Forests. WFLHD needs
to be proactive in alerting our customers to the Rural intelligent Transportation Systems opportunities and alternatives
available.
IMPLEMENTATION AND OF GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS (GS) AT WFLHD WFLHD does not have
the technical capabilities to view, analyze, or edit spatial data in Geographic Information Systems. This is the case, both in
terms of technology and a skilled operator familiar with converting data Layersfrom differing standards andformats,
WFLHD is unable to utilize the wealth of spatial data that has been, and continues
to be developed and used by our primary client agencies (NPS, USFS, BLM & BEA). We are unable to contribute the
results of our work to their spatial data because of our lack of GIS capabilities, It's not that our data is useless, it's because
we currently can't speak the language" of GIS.
Limited GIS capabilities currently exit elsewhere in the FHWA but they are not responsive to the needs of WFLHD. Efforts
are currently under at the CFLHD, to integrate CIS capabilities to produce a road/highway layer that can be used at a
CFLHD office. WFLHD could guide its efforts to coordinate with CFLHD and EFLHD.
WEATHER CONDITION MONITORING: Several highway agencies are ienlementing weather condition monitoring
systems for their road networks. All motorists seek anduse weather data in making trip decisions resulting in user needs for
current and accurate weatder condition information as weU as weather predications. Motorists on National Park Service and
Forest Service Roads are at least as likely to wat and ne.d weather information as other motorists, and perhaps more likely
because of the remote locations and recreational nature of their trips. The Federal Lands Highway Program should

participate with other highway agencies providing assistance with t6 planning consirnting, inVlementig andoperating
weather condition monitoring systems. Our customer need informition, emorageest and incentives to plan, contract
and implement weather momtormg system on their roads networks Ou customers can coordinate with existing or planned
systems belonging to other agencies.
NHPN NETWORK AND LINEAR REFERANCING: Currently the CIS area is only funded by the Planning and
Environment CPU by the Office of Intermodal and Statewide Prograrms and is only funded for $100,000 in FY 2000 to
updt. These cost do not cover basic maintenance of te data. The following are unfunded needs to get CIS activities
completed to better support MTMC needs.

•

Rural Intelligent Tranaportatits System (RITS) State Highway agencies have program underway, need application
.ands.
to Federal
Geographic Information Systems (GlS) no ongoing work within the Federal Lands.
Weather Condition Monitoring is being utilized by several state highway agencies.
Linear Referencing for all states &adquality control ongoing.
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Expected 2002 Products ad Milestones:
*
*
*
•
*
*
*
*
*

Inplement automated vehicle identification system, work zone delay notification, and traveler information system to
the customers by FY 2002.
Implement GIS atWFLD
Implement at an appropriate location, and advanced remote weather information system through FY2002.
Complete Linear Referencing for all states and quality control FY 2002.
Complete matrix of all HPMS data tonetwork FY2002.
Complete match to the national highway system and STE.ANET
Develop interactive GIS website
tuprovide access to data FY2002
Put on anational demonstration of Road Closure Information Website.
Complete development of intemet training for FHWA Division office and states and MTMC.

FY 2002 Program Request: $735,000 (STR)
New Iitlatives:
S
5250,000
- Rural ITS
$125,000 - GIS for construction monioring
S
$550,000 -Weather condition montoting
•

10,000 - Vehicle identification system, work zone delay notification, and traveler information system to users

On eoina
Research:

.

50,000 - .HPMS data to networks
5200,000 - Matching bridge data to National Highway System Data and STRANET.
$525,000 - Developing Linear Referecing.
$25,000 - Road Closure due to weather condition.
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Program Area: Federal LAnds
Strategic Goal: National Security
Activity: SrfKc Tmnsportation Reseach Program

Focus Areas and Major Activities

FY 2001
Budget
( O0)

Integration of Weater Data

FY 2002
Request
(SOOO)
S

Integation of Road Closure

373

S 735

0

Total

$373
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FEDERAL LANDS (Mobility)

SSOAOO (STR)

Payemaent Technolop
Background and Obeive
ELIMINATING PRIME COATS ON CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS: Prime :oats have apurpose in the pavement
eonstrction process, yetmany irmes they are eliminated during the project. While this may be acceptable, no document
exists that dcscnbes the condition whe a prime coat is necessary, and w'ien it may be eliminated with confidence A
publication is needed for project personnel to provide decision-makiig guidance o when to keep or eliminate aprime coat
SOIL FREEZING FOR EXCAVATION DEMONSTRATION: Instances occur during construction where traditional
methods of excavation fail to suffice, When the slopes can not be laid back, when sheet piles v nsld nave no lateral stability,
when constraints dueto other structures prevent wide excavation, tI" n other techniques are needed. Soil freezing hasbeen
used in limited applications but it has yet to become standard practice. A demonstration is needed to elevate its viability and
visibility with the highway industry.
NON-STANDARD MATERIALS IN CONSTRUCTION: Non-standard materials are becoming more and more available
for use in construction, and some are even used now assurte-of-the-at. Certain products such as plastic rebars, plastic
bridge components, epoxies, ceramics, and fibers are relatively corrosion free and may be apractical alternative
to the
standard materials of steel, concrete, wood, and other commonly used material. As a result, Federal Lands may not be using
all available resourms to design and constructed durable projects.
ALTERNATIVE PAVEMENT SELECTION GUIDELINES: Several instances have occurred on recent proposed projects
wtcre the roadway suftue type was disputed or unwanted by the customer and individuals from the local public. And
information packet with visuals is needed to guide and demonstrate the Federal land decision making process for selecting
pavement types. The document needs to show Federal Lands' consideration for material, aesthetics, environment, safety,
stnctural serviceability, and initial and service life cycle costs in the selection process.
COMPARE PAVEMENT REINFORCEMENT PRODUCTS TO MINIMIZE RELECTIVE CRACKING: It is proposed to
compare the effectiveness of three different types of reinforcement designed to minimize reflecting cracking in asphaltic
concrete (AC) overlays. The three types of reinforcement are geotextile, geogrid and heavy duty paving menmranes. It is
proposed to evaluate all three types of reinforcement in the following two applications: 1)AC overlay ofjointed Portland
cement concrete (P.C.) pavement and 2) AC overlay of cracks AC pavement. These should be incorporated via test sections
into EFLHD projects relatively close to the Washington, D.C. area to facilitate regular monitoring.
EVALUATION OF THERMAL SEGREGATION USING INFRARED CAMERA: It is proposed to useanexisting
inbred camera own by FHWA to evaluate thermal segregation of the hot asphalt concrete pavement mat. It is planned to
use the ifraed camera to learn how thermal segregation can be minimized and instruct project personnel and contractor
personnel on the effect of proper handling and ptacenent of asphalt concrete.
EVALUATION OF SUPERPAVE MIX GRADING FOR WORK ABILITY: Eastern Federal Lands has usedhop asphalt
concrete pavement designed with the Superpave mix design method on three projects. On two ofthe previously mentioned
projects the use of Superpave was proposed by the contractor and one was specified by FLH. Superpave was used with
success on one of thefs projects gid with limited success
on another and wasceased
by the contractor on thethird. On the
projects which experienced less than limited success, the problems centered around the work ability of the mix when hand
work was required for manholes, inlets, patching, and ends of tapers. Superpave mix design method has encouraged the use
of coanw mixtures which decrease the work ability of the mix.

saw
'Soil Freezing for excavation developing a report to be competed by end ofFY2001
-Develop work plan for evaluating thermal segregation of hot asphalt by using Infrared camera.
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Expected FY 2002 Products
and Milestone
'Decision tree to guide construction project personnel sn use of prime oats.
'Host a national conference to demonstrate use of soil Freezing.
'Develop specifications foruse of non-standard materials and a final report.
'Develop pavement selection guidelines to enhance public and customer buy in.
'Summary report of effectiveness of pavement reinforcenrent product to minimize reflective cracking.
*Develop procedures for handling ad placement of asphalt concrete using thermal infrared camera.
*Develop specifications for superpave mix grading forwork ability.
FY2002 program Request: $408,000 (STR)
New Initiatives:
'$25,000-Criteris foreliminating prime coats
.S 100,000- Demonstae advantages of soil freezing
425,000 - Non-standard material use
'$150,000 - Alternative pavement selection guideline
'$38,000 - Controlling cracks in asphalt pavements
'$20,000 -Use infrared camera to determine thermal segregation of asphalt
'$50,000 - Evaluate superpave mix grading for work ability
Bridge Technology
Background and Obiectives
High perfortsce materials, including variations of the more familiar construction
materials such as steel and concrete and
themore exotic materials such as fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites and aluminum each have outstanding
individual properties which integrated into the design of new bridges, or therepair of rehabilitation of existing bridges, will
reduce construction time, improve durability, and reduce first cost and/or life cycle construction costs. This has been clearly
demonstrated with the use of high performance concrete
with better durability and higher strength in the San Angelo, Texas
bridge where first costs were about the same when compared to using "standard" concrete. High performance steel, which
has greater toughness and improved weldability and durability, was used in the Martin Creek, Tennessee bridge and resulted
in reduced fabricated steel costs of II%.
The objective of this portion of the program is todevelop high performance structural materials to "fix" the problems found
in deteriorating swictures and to improve thelongevity of new or replacement construction. High performance material
(HPM) R&D is further supported because of the numerous inquires and congressional requests for research that are received
due to the facts that HPM R&D id fully supportve'ofthe Once of Science and Technology policy (OSTP) and the
National Science and Technology Council's (NSTC) program for material research

sttus
.Concrete retarder literature search underway
'Seismic tomography techniques being evaluated
'Several pilots projects on ASR in place

ExpectedFY 2002 Products and Milestones
*Hig-PerformanceConcrete. Completion of additional HPC bridges and the evaluation report on the data obtained from
monitoring the first setof experimental HPC bridges will be published This new knowledge will be reflected by changes
in the AASHTO Bridge specs.. An HPC bridge will either be completed or under constxuction in every one ofthe 50
States.
-Document reliability of perforetianec and implement use of concrete set retarders
'Collect crosshole sonic logging data and analyze using seismic tomography
'Compare four pile load test and writesummary report
*ASR guidelines for mitigating ASR and a final report
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FY 2002 Program Request: $140,000 (STR)
New Initiatives:
o$20,000 - Prepare final report on seismic tomography use to analyze data
•15,000 - Literature search, field test, report and implerment set retarders.
'$25,000 - Workshop and imrplenentation of high performance materials in to construction specifications.
•134,000 - Compare four pile load test methods and report.
-S45,000 -ASR study for treatment and implementation literature review

Asset Management
Background and Objectives
Bridge and Pavement asset management is begnming to be embraced by bridge and pavement owners. Although an ISTEA
mandate that originally required states to adopt a formal pavement and bridge management practice was lifted, all states
chose to pursue the development and refinement of some form of bridge and pavement management system Bridge and
Pavement management is highly dependent on being able to accurately assess the physical condition of large numbers of
bridges, and based on a systematic approach, develop budget s and plans toeffectively maintain the existing bridge
inventory The accuracy of bridge and pavement information, coupled with how best to incorporate the inspection
information into the management system itself is a recognized need inorder to optimize the management system. Bridge
engineers, managers and owners have historically relied upon visual ispection as an important element in the construction
of bridges. Nondestructive evaluation(NDE) hasalways been a part of tus inspection. While usually associated with quality
control of materials or fabrication, it was occasionally usedto resolve doubts aboutexisting structures. With the collapse
Bridge asset management is beginning to be embraced by bridge owners Although an ISTEA mandate that originally
required states to adopt a formal bridge management practice was lifted, all states chose to pursue the development and
refinement of some form of bridge management system. Bridge management is highly dependent on being able to accurately
assess the physical condition of large numbers of bridges, and based on a systematic approach, develop budgets and plans to
effectively maintain the existing bridge inventory. The accuracy of brdge inspection e of the Silver Bridge in1967, a new
focus as given tobridge inspection: SAFETY. The most common type of NDE is a visual inspection, but if may not be
adequate for safety inspections. It is also timeconsuming and subjective. More scientific and reliable types of NDE,e.g.
ultrasonic, radiognphic, or magnetic particle, are very localized. ;i.e., they cover a very small area. By their nature, they are
slow. This has led to the need for such faster and more reliable types of NDE.
In support of advancing bridge management system, the objectives of this past of the program are to "find" the problems
associated with the nation's existing bridge inventory. More specifically issues to be addressed will (I)

Stas
'Electronic historical final construction records consideration foreasy management being reviewed.
-Retaining wall shoring systems being look at.
Expected 2002 Products and Milestone:
'Scanning tour to European, Asian and Af'ica Parks Preserves and prepare report on design, construction issues and
solutions.
-Develop an easy access tohistorical final construction records
'Develop FLH design criteria for retaining wall shoring system
-Develop feasibility study report
FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST: $252,000 (STIR)
New Initiatives
S 120,000 -Go on scanning tour to world National Parks System
4180.000 - Develop easy access historical final construction records.
'$20,000 - Develop FLH design criteria for retaining wall shoring system.
'$132,000 - Develop distance learning system
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FEDERAL LANDS (Safety)

S400,000 (STR)

Highway Safety

Backaoundil and Obiectve
POLYCARBONATE STOP SIGN IMPLEMENTATION: The polycarbonate stop sign has been evaluated in detail by the
HITEC process and found to meet retroreflectivity and MUTCD requirements for stop signs. There remains concern about
polycaronate signs ability to handle wind loads, retaining retroreflectivity properties after being shop by a shot gun and rifle,
or damage resulting from solvent cleaning or graffiti.
WORK ZONE SAFETY: Many products are offered on an annual basis that purport to enhance safety on construction
projects. An open effort is needed to evaluate these items when they are identified.
GUARDRAIL TESTING PROGRAM: Many of our approved guardrail and bridge rail need to be retested to meet the
requirements of NCHRP 350. In 1999 a contract was developed and awarded for the various crash tests needed for the
special guardrail and bridge rail systems used by Federal Uands Highway. Only two of the crash tests were funded for FY
1999.
SHOWCASE DURABLE PAVEMENT MARKINGS: Pavement markings are important ippurtenances especially in
recreation areas and at high volume visitor sites. Current requirements mandate alternatives to high VOC paints New
pavements have typically not been able to sustain first applications of pavement markings, probably due to the curing and
initial latent debonding pavement markings. Many States are evaluating and adotming durable pavement markings as a
feature on new pavement surfaces and on roads in good or better condition. These durable markings have superior bonding,
last longer in a visible and retroreflective condition, and are sustainable during adverse climate and traffic conditions. Some
durable marking manufacturers offer warranties of up to four years.
INTERACTIVE HIGHWAY SAFETY DESIGN MODEL: An Interactive Highway Safety Design Model (IHSDM) is
being developed with GEOPAK, the design CADD system used by FLH. This model is used to evaluate designs against
safety standards and practices to highlight areas for improvement and alternative considerations The system is currently :n
the development stage and is expected to be operational in 2001. FLH is a partner in the development and should be one of
the early users deploying the model system on appropriate project designs.
REDUCING WILDLIFE/VEHICLE COLLISIONS Wildlife/vehicle collisions are an increasing safety and potentially lifethreatening problem for hun= and animals on all types of roads. The remote, rural nature of the roads in Western's
highway program may slow the response tumefor emergency services trying to reach injured motorists. In addition, remote
armea usually provide ideal habitat for wildlife and therefore, the likelihood of encountering wildlife and therefore, the
likelihood of encountering wildlife in these areas is high. Better detection and notification of the presence of animals on or
adjacent to the roadway could increase a diver's ability to avoid collisions.
STATISTICAL ACCEPTANCE FOR STRATEGIC HIGHWAY RESEARCH PROGRAM ASPHALTS: The Strategic
Highway Research Program developed new grades for asphalt cements and new design procedures for asphaltic concrete. A
statistically valid acceptance criteria needs to be established for use in project verification of specification compliance of
asphalt cements.

•Purchasing polycarbonate stop signs to be installed on a project located in wind area, and evaluating the sign after 6-months
and one year to determine ability to resist w-ndloading
-purchasing various work zone safety items for future installation.
Etoected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
*Install and evaluate polycabon stop signs in wind area for 6 months and one year to determine ability to resist
windloading.
*Install and evaluate various work zone safety items.
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:Update and test guardrail developed by FLH to the latest safety standards.
.Evaluate the applicability of diuabk markings
to FLH type of projects and establish life cycle cost factors.
*Inplement the [HSDM on appropriate project designs and showcase the deployment of widespread use in government
and private sectors.
FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

.S16000

.3160,600
.$50,000

$400,000 (STR)

-Update and test guardrail developed by FLH to the latest safety standards.
Evaluatc the applicability and report on durable markings to FLH type of projects and establish hfecycle cost
factors
. Implennt the IHSDM on appropriate project designs and showcase the deployment of widespread use in
government and private sector.
-

.510,000 -Polycarbonate stop signs on wind blown project.
.$20,000 - purchase and install various work zone safety items.
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Program Area:

Federal Lands

Strategic Goal: Safety
Activity: Surface Transportaton Research

FY 21I
Budgel
(5000)

Focus Areas and Major Activities

FY 2002
Request
(S00)

Highway Safety

S210

$400

Total

S210

400
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FEDERAL LANDS (productivity)

750,000 (STR)

Operating Technology
Backgroso and Obeivesn
VEHICLE COUNT, CLASSIFICATION, AND OCCUPANCY MONITORING EQUIPMENT: The National Park Service
(MS) has as on agency goal to protect de scenic, culture], and natural resources within thelands within the M'S system. To
develop project that minimize the impact to theselands information on exactly what types of vehicles utilize the National
Park is important Traffic counts are usually just that, a number. When developing iruagement activities for aNational
Park, more information on what types of vehicles, the numbers of. and thetimes tose vehicle arrive areall pieces of
informaon needed. The pas in the Alaska Region of the NP'S are studying their traffic to develop the best management
practices for handing the visiation while still protecting p resources.
GLOBAL INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS), FOR ROADWAY AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS: Develop a
state-of-the-art GIS based Roadway Inventory Program and Bridge Inventory Program Review and evaluate State DOT and
commercial systems. Several] members of thetarn will need to visit afew DOTs and/or vendor sites to seehow their
systems wort The team should try to visit States that areusing commeial programs. This information will be used to help
the team get a better u udtng of how to use GIS .yswme anddevelop sound specifications.
VORTEX DISRUPTION DEVICES FOR PREVENTING SCOUR Scow research hasthus far been focused on
determining ultimate scow depths and theresistance of cohesive and rock soils to scour. Very little has been done to
counteract the actual cause of local pier scour,
the"horseshoe" vortex, which is formed when flow impacts piers and dives
down to the streasbed andchum out bed material.
DEVELOP SPECIFICATIONS/GUIDELINES FOR USING CULVERT PIPE LINERS: Lining existing culvert pipes
instead of replacing culverts is becoming more and mor common because of ow emphasis on 3R projects. Lining culverts
can also be appropriate in some 4R situations - especially when the culverts are under high fills. Using culvert pipe liners
can drastically reduce excavation costs and minimize traffic disruptions in these situations, Our problem in CFLHD is that
we end up addressing theculvert pipe line specifications on a project by project basis, There is no FLH polcy,
specifications or details. We need to better clarify what materials are acceptable andwe needto have abetter way of
determining whether thear between theliner pipe and the exterior pipe needs to becontinuously gouted. Son pipes only
need to have theend s groused, which is much less expensive than growing th entire Length
EVALUATING ITS MEASURES IN THE BRYCE CANYON NATIONAL PARK: Traffic andvisitor volumes are
reaching critical levels atmany popular public lands and recreational sites. In theBryce Canyon National Park measures
have been implemented to mitigate further decline the quality of the visitors' experience, especially at the entrance gate.
Their goal isto manage and preserve this natural area, while s t sme time provide for te Public a reliable sense of
accessibility and aesatieooThese ITS measures include variable message sig, auto-payment at the gate, and public
relation message on the radio and local systlm. A separate study is needed to document the effectivewss of tee ITS
DIGITAL IMAGE SOFTWARE: Review and develop a method soallow roadway designers soview three dimensional
napping files with the traditional workstation to fiaction asa digital steno-pa"ner.
EVALUATION OF AIRTRIG SOFTWARE: Review anddevelop abeer method of triangulatig digital photographs.
HIGH-RESOLUTION PHOTO SCANNER. Develop a method to red

cost of seaming aerial photograph.

EVALUATE SILICA FUME SHOTCRETE: The affects on adhesive and cohesive performance of shosrete using silica
fume ate unknown for some structural applications. An evalutos of adhesive and cohesive properties of silica fume
ahotcie could provide performance indicators. Evaluation of in place properties like compressive strngtb ancpermeability
could also relate to performance.

.At the end of FY2001 Traffic couner/classiflcation for use by theAlaska Region of the NPS will be purchased.
Currently FLH collects data on roadways and bridges for other transportation agencies and will be completed by 2001
IV-200
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Eaeetead FY 2002 Products and Milestones
:Complete installing traffic couners/classifiers in the Denali National Park and the Alaska Region for the NPS.
'Procure and install GIS for roadway, bridge and safety management systems, develop report and add safety management to
the system.
-Construct a full scile model of the Vortex Disruption Device for preventing scour if lab test goes well by the end of 2002.
'Develop specification/guidelne for using pipe culverts liners.
'Evaluating ITS measures in the Bryce Canyon National Park and issuing a final report.
,Implement integrated digital images software to allow roadway designers to view three 3D mapping.
-review and develop a better method of triangulating digital photographs.
'Develop a method to reduce cost ofscannimng aerial photographs using high resolution photo scanners.
-Establish a test and evaluation plan for project trials to evaluate adhesive and cohesive perfortance a well as compressive
strength and pernmeability for silica fume shotcrete.
FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

$750,000 (STR)

New Initiatives
,$200,000 - Develop a state-of-art GIS based Roadway Inventory Program and Bridge Inventory program.
'$ 100,000 - Cosatruct a fui scale model of the Vortex Disruption Device for preventing scour if lab test goes well by the
end of 2002.
*S30,000 - Develop specification/guideline for using pipe culverts liners.
4580,000 - Evaluating ITS measures in the Bryce Canyon National Park and issuing a fimal report.
'128,000 - Inlement integrated digital images software to allow roadway designers to view three 3D mapping.
S$110,000 - review and develop a bente method of triangulating digital photographs.
4820,000 - Develop a method to reduce cost of scanning aerial photographs using high resolution photo scanners.
'120,000 - Establish a test and evaluation plan for project mils to evaluate adhesive and cohesive performance as well as
compressive strength and permeability for silica fume shotcrete.

Ongoing cuib
'122,000 -Purchasing, coordination and development of traffic cournters/classifiers for use in Alaska National Parks.
'$240,000 - Reviewing and evaluating State DOT and comtcial systems.
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Prograz Area- Federal Land
Strategic Goal: Productivity
Activity Surface Transportation Researcb

Focus Areas and Major Activiies

FY 2002
Request
(so00)

FY 2001
Budget
($00)

Operations Technology

$395

$750

Total

$395

$750
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FEDERAL LANDS (Human & Natural Environment)

$335,000 (STR)

Human & Environment Technology
Background &ad
Obiectives
STREAM CORRIDOR RESTORATION HANDBOOK: The "Stream Corridor Restoration Handbook" creates a common
reference for engineers and resource specialists to communicate concepts and solutions using common terminology. Many
of the participating agencies were customers of FHWA, yet they were not asked to participate at the introductory level
because the engineering complexity of FHWA brdge, culvert, ard low water crossing hydraulic analysts and its impact on
stream stability issues that exceeded the handbook's scope. The FHWA needs to clarify the complex nature of the
information and incorporate into practice.
QUANTIFYING CONSTRUCTION DELAYS DUE TO WEATHER: Techniques to record and predict the weather have
improved significantly over the recent years, yet man) roadwa construction projects still experience some level of
unexpected delay due to weather Most agencies will grant some reliefto contractors for unusually severe weather, but it is
the identification of the expected weather as compared to the unusually severe weather that still proves challenging
IMPLEMENTrNG DUST CONTROL AND NfITIGATION: Federal Lands has used various techniques to control dust on
construction projects, however many other methods and materials are available, A recent publication coordinated by Jim
Sorenson of the Infrastructure CBU documents most of the state-of-the-an and innovative practices of dust mitigation. The
Federal Lands needs to review some of these techniques and develop additional altermatives to the existing three approved
materials.
PROMOTING CONTEXT SENSITIVE DESIGN Many times Federal Lands customers and the general public ate reluctant
to agree to proposed designs because they are unable to visualize the project, or have unique requirements for consideration.
Training and guidance for Federal Lands and their customers arte needed to elev ate awareness and responsiveness to delicate
requests and to increase the use and acceptance ofexisting tools and information..
BIA/THWA PERSONNEL EXCHANGE PROGRAM: Both the BIA and the FHWA have needs for technical assistance
from each other, and also capabilities to share agency expertise. A program is needed to provide for interagency cooperation
in personnel exchanges so that both agencies will benefit from increased shanng of knowledge and practice.
FHWA COLORING FUN BOOK: The FHWA coordinates and participates in many school related student events A few of
these are with young grade school age children. There is a need to plant the seed early on in these young children that
engineering and construction are exciting and viable fields in whichto aspire. There is also a need to instill the idea that
people of all races, genders, and ages can participate in these fields

Status
-Handbook on stream Corridor Restoration already in place but due to the complex level it need to be simplified.
-Complete study to identify the current techniques, methods, and procedures that other transportation agencies use to
determine contract adjustment for contractor when they request relief for weather irtpacts
'Demonstrate the use of Context Sensitive Design with specific designs. Conduct several traung sessions for both FLH
and parters/customers and document the results in a final report.
Expected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
'Develop a simplified and documented chapter on road related stream disturbances and restoration solutions.
'Complete study to identify the current techniques, methods, and procedures that other transportation agencies
use to determine contract adjustment for contractor when they request relief for weather impacts
'Complete study to identify the current techniques, methods, and procedures that other transportation agencies use to
determine contract adjustment for contractor when they request relief for weather impacts.
-Develop and distribute the publication that summarizes the various materials and techniques Identify and implement
several of tle methods on a construction project, and document the result.
'Demonstrate the use of Context Sensitive Design with specific designs. Conduct several training sessions for both FLH and
partners/customers and document the results in a final report.
'Identify and select at least five candidates in both BIA and FHWA to participate in a personnel exchange program.
FV-204
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*Perform literature search to identify the existing coloring and fun books on the market related to highway construction.
Develop highway construction themes and ideas on coloring, word games, word searches, and hidden items that appeal to
young children.
FY 2)02 PROGRAM REQUEST:

$335,000 (STR)

New Initiatives
*$65,000 -Develop a simplified and documneoted chapter on road related stream disturbances and restoration solutions
30,000 - Complete study to identify the current techniques, methods, and procedures that other tramsportation agencies use
to determine contrac iadjus nts for contractor when they request relief for weather impacts.
'$20,000 - Develop and distribute the publication that sumnarizes the various materials and techniques. Identify and
implement several of the methods on a construction project, and document the result
4$80,000 - Demonstrate the use of Context Sensitive Design with specific designs Conduct several training sessions for
both FLH and partnersicustomers and document the results in a final report
45100,000 - Identify and select at least five candidates in both BIA and FHWA to panicipate in a personnel exchange
program.
4540,000 - Perform literature search to identify the existing coloring and fun books on the market related to highway
construcion. Develop highway construction themes and ideas on coloring, word games, word searches, and
hidden items that appeal to young children.
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Program Area: Federal Lands
Strategic Goal: HUMAN AND NATLTAL ENVIRONMENT
Activity: Surface Transportation Research Program

Focus Areas and Major Activities

FY 2002
'Request
($000)

FY 2001
Budgel
($000)

Human & Environment Technology

$178

$335

Total

$178

$335
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RESOURCE CENTERS - Marketing
Amount requested for FY2002: S700,000 (TDIPP)
The Federal Highway Administration provides funding for Division Office (DO) and Resource Center (RC) marketing of
technologies under the FHWA's Research and Technologies Program These funds support outreach efforts across the
Nation to promote technology-based initiatives it the field, which in many cases
were originally dev eloped by HQ's Core
Business Units-generally, but not limited to, Highway Safety, Operations, and Infrastructure, as well as the Office of
Research and Development,
The technologies and innovations, promoted nationwide through these field marketing activities, work towards the
achievement of the U.S. Department of Transportation's Strategic Goals by enhancing mobility, highway safety,
productivity, and economic growth- This funding affords Division Office
and Resource Center staff the opportunity to improve the agency's customer focus, by enhancing communications with
State, county, and other local government partners, industry, ac-ademia, the general public, school children, etc. It also aids
in the advancement of State-of-the art technology nationwide and helps to streamline the transfer of information on the
State-of-the-Practice. Providing this increased knowledge and understanding of aew technologies that are available to
highway agencies at the State and local level, results in improved safety, increased capacity, reduced congestion, and
continued/enhanced mobility. Providing this technology exchange also helps assist State and local decision makers to opt
for more prudent choices when considering varying construction and maintenance options, thus helping them to manage
their programs more efficiently and effectively.
Some examples of the type of outreach being provided through this program include: the establishment of websites and
connections to projects to enhance knowledge-sharing among States (i.e. lessons learned on the Central Artery Project)
exhibiting at industry aid statewide conferences and workshops enabling FH"WA to communicate with target audiences on
the latest technologies available to them to complete their work on the Nation's highways; promotional items helping
agencies contact the appropriate FHWA staff for assistance when needed or for consultation; presentation equipment
enabling field staffto perform outreach and make demonstrations of State-of-the-art innovations.
Continued funding of the RC Marketng Program also enables the RC Technology Transfer Program to maintain focus on
funding products, demonst-ation projects, and setrinarsworkshops without diverting funds for outreach efforts. Thus, the
much-ne-ded communication element of technology transfer- achieved through outreach and marketing activities.-can still
occur without impeding the exploration
of new technologies and innovations. These comisucations activities are an integral part of the overall FHWA FederalAid, Research and Technology, and Resource Center programs.
The annual solicitation by the RC's of candidate marketingloutreach itniatives-done to establish the distribution of RC
Marketing funds--has already proven to be much-needed, In the first year that this category of funds was authorized, DO's
and RC's had numerous activities to be completed with the limited funds available; and it is anticipated that the number of
candidate projects will grow in future years as the field finds more forums for the dissemination of research results and new
technologies and opportunities to meet and work with partners in State DOT's, private industry, the transportation
community, and the public.
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The Amount offuAdmg requiredin FY 2002: $700,000 (TDIPP)
lRC Marketing Program

FY 2001
Budget

Focus Area or Major Activity
Annual Contribution to R&T Exhibit Contract
Annual Authorization for Equipment
(presentation projectors, 3d imaging) in support of
DO public outreach/project-orienetation needs
Annual Authorization for Vide-oriented Services
in support ofRC & DO tech transfer needs
Annual Authorization for Exhibiting activities
(display space rentals, electric/ fuaritue/carpet
rentals) in support ofRC & DO (public, starewide,
industry) outreach efforts
Annual Authorization for Promotion Matenals in
support of RC & DO exhibiting and outreach
needs
Annual Authorization for Website message/
design establishment/enhancements in DO's
Totals

FY 2002
Request
$46,000

S80,000

46,000

80,000

34,000

.60,000

114,000

200,500

114,000

200,000

46,000

80,000

$400,000

S700,000

T~e Amount offunding required in FY 2002: 4 Resource Centers @ $[75,000 = $700,000 (TDIPP)
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RESOURCE CENTERS - Technology Deployment
Amount requested for FY2002: $1,200,000 ($200,000 STR; $1,000,000 TDIPP)
Technology delivery is aprimary function of the FHWA's Resource Centers (RC's)and the Technology Deployment funds
provided to theResource Centers (RC), and often referred to astechnology transfer (T2) funds, support the agency's
mission by promoting the useof technological advancements and innovations to increase productivity, safety, and
operations. RC's have leveraged these furds inpast years by partnering with Division Offices to promote innovation at the
local level through asystematic sharing of these funds for useon state.specific technology transfer projects Each Division
is allocated a share of'these funds to help create and foster anenvironment ripe
for technology and innovation.
In addition
funds arealso allocated for larger projects through a competitive solicitation of T2 initiatives from Divisions and RC
technical staff. Generally, these projects are large m scope and involve multiple states. The technology deployment funds
enhance collaboration among FHWA field offices and partners, leveraging their ability to identify and assess
innovative
research results, technology, and products. Through the efforts of the RCs and Division Offices, the funds areused to help
ensure that theAmerican public receives the best practical transportation services available.
Because of their farmliarity
with ongoing research and the state-of-the-practice, as well as their know ledge of state-of-theart and innovative technologies, RC technical specialists arein position to provide customers vith needed solutions The
small investment in technology transfer activities represented by the technology deployment funds allows RC technical
specialists to work with partners in a creative environment
that stimulates change and innovation An increase in technology
deployment funding would give technical specialists the resources needed to respond to the growing stream of new issues,
opportunities and challenges facing transportation agencies. Maintaining FHWA's lead in transportation research and the
application of innovation will depend on its ability to manage, absorb, and transfer knowledge. Enough finding must be
available to support outreach, provide technology answers, and help customers apply new or innovative technologies The
Resource Centers have a fundamental role in helping maintain ourlead by working to "raise the technology bar" for the
agency and its partners.
Erected FY2002 Produ. tsand Milestones
* Provide technical assistance to FHWA field offices and others regarding themarketing and communication of
Transportation technology.
* Provide Professional Capacity Building for those who have responsibilities in technology transfer through continued
presentation of workshops, presentations, training courses, and other technology transfer related symposia.
* Deliver first exposures of innovative research results and products.
* Operate and maintain a cross-cutting system of Internet web-pages designed to share timely information regarding
technologies and events
* Provide access to a broad range of technical information and expertise
through new media
* identify and initiate useof innovative support technologies to make technology transfer more efficient and effective.
* Identify underused technologies with large potential payoffs, and develop and carry-out full scale marketing plans.
* Conduct a National Technology Transfer Conference that shares the latest technology for technology transfer and pro%ides
substantial networking opportunities.
* Develop new technology exhibits as necessary for program needs andmarketing plans
Expected FY2002 Products ard Milestones
(1)
Division Initiatives to leverage local innovation
Measure: 52 Local initiaves completed and reported on
(2) Needs based Technology Transfer
Measure: Best practices identified and shared among partners
(3) Technologies deployed meet needs and add value
Measure: Customer feedback results shared
(4) Partnenng to leverage investments in innovation
Measure: Partnerships created; Dollars leveraged;
(5) MEIJHl-IBCU's participating in technology initiatives
Measure: 5%of RD&T funds to MIHE
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The amount of funding required in FY 2002: S1,2000,000 ($200,000 STR; $1,000,000 (TDIPP)

Leveraging Technology and Innovation: Resource Centers - Technology Deployment
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FY 2002 R&T Program Funds:Total Requested
(Dollers in Thousands $000)

Line Item

ISTR
I PROGRAM (Str. Goal]

TDIPP

Priority Area

ITRTDIPP

R&T Strategic Planning Performance Measures
R&T Strategic Planning (CG

$1,060

IZ$500

$0

Performance Measures (CG)

$560
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$0

11

$0

Totals
Totas

$1,060
N500
$560

839
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH and TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT
Program Area: R&T Strategic Planning/Performance Measures
Amount Requested for FY 2002: $1,060,000 STR

R&T Strategic Planning

$500,000 (STR)

FHWA Support of U.S. DOT Strategic Planning for Research and Technology (R&T)
These flonds support a number of elements which relate to the Development of aNational Highway Research agenda,
including various outreach efforts.
DOT-level R&T strategic planning activities: The U S DOT Research and Technology Coordinating Council for DOTlevel R&T strategic planmng actis cities (as directed by TEA-21 Sec. 5108) requires support from all modal administrations
for this work. Through the Council, RSPA as the lead DOT agency for this acntiity advises us of system-level policy
research areas which would contribute to Departmental R&T objectives
Major projects supported by these funds include the DOT Transportation R&D Plan, the Annual DOT R&D Performance
Plan and Performance Report, and TRB support of the R&D Strategic Planning Process. Constant level FHWA funding
projections through FY 2002 anticipate other modal admrustrations and other U.S DOT partnerships and alliances assisting
in providing input and resources for data collection efforts for these plans and reports.
The Amount offunding required in FY 2002. 5250,000(STR)

FHWA Support for National Partnership Forum and other Outreach Activities: In addition, funds are needed to
support the National Partnership Forum and other outreach activities aimed at producing a consensus on the need for
highways R&T and a national R&T agenda. The objective of these actisines is to develop broad support for FHWA's R&T
activities. First, FHWA needs to make the case for highway R&T activities in general, ad then for a specific FHWA role
in highway R&T. This includes showing how R&T activities support the agency's strategic goals. This effort requires
telling the R&T story-defining the essential elements of the R&T story and developing a communications plan which
identifies target audiences and the best means of commumcation to reach those audiences.
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The Amount of funding requied imFY 2002:$250,000 (STR)
e

Program R search and Technology Stra

te g i

c Planning

FY 2001
Budget

Focus Areas and Major Activities
FlHWA Support of
Suategic
Research and Technology (R&T)

Planning

FY 2002
Request

(sDOO)

(sooo)

for
$389
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Performance Measures

$560,000 (STR)

Performance Measures for FHWA's Strategic Plan
The development and use of performance measures for FHWA will be of value to manageii, sponsoring organizations,
parners and stakeholders, as well as fulfilling GPRA reporting requirements. Although some performance indicators were
included in the FHWA strategic plan, and others have been developed and reported to management in the FHWA business
results reports, considerable work remains. This includes developing key agency process measures to assess our
organizational effectiveness, identifying core customer satisfaction measures for major programs and activities, and working
with our State DOT partners to identify parmer performance measures.
A conceptual framework has yet to be out in place for measuring the effectiveness ofFHWA R&T expenditures. This
activity is integral to assessing how R&T programs contribute to successful ache.ernent of the agency's strategic goals.
Measuring the contributions of R&T to the achievement of the agency's strategic goals poses a special challenge. R&T is
generally a component of broader programs directed toward achieving the goals. Ultrrate realization of those goals,
however, depends in large pars on many factors that can be distant from the underlying research. Implementation of
research results often take considerable tier. Further, m the highways field, Federal activities are generally only a partoften a small pars- of achieving outcomes. Much of the responsibility for implementation faIls to the private sector and
state and local government. Moreover, final consequences are determined largely by actions and choices of tansportation
system users, providers and other affected parties.
The difficulty of linung R&T to specific outcomes does not preclude the application of performance measures to FHWA
R&T programs or the incorporation of R&T into the broader framework of the Strategic Plan Likevise, it does not prevent
meaningful consideraton of the real or potential contribution of specific research to future accomphshments. The definition
and attainment of performance measures for future )ears wll bereft from vell-designed and implemented research
activities that increase understanding of issues and challenges, provide the foundation for solutions, demonstrate benefits,
and generally support implementation of successful innovations.
lfwe receive the level offunduig requested in FY01,the strategic assessment framework for evaluating R&T contributions
should be in place by FY 2002 with goal owners developing and applying performance measures to assess the contribution
of R&T activities to their strategic goals. In which case, the FYO funds would be used to cnrnplet, implementation,
coordinate data collection, and conduct an overall assessment of the approach If the level ot funding is reduced, FY02 funds
would be used to put performance measures in place
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The AmountoffuAdimg required In FT2002:

S560,000 (STh)

Proamm Perfornance Measures

FY 2001
Budget

Focus Ares or Major Acthity
___ ___

___

FY 2002
Request
($000)

_($000)

Performane Measures for FHWA Strategic; Plan

$1,489
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$560

FY 2002 R&T Program Funds:Training&Education
(Dollars in Thousands $000)
Line hem

PROGRAM (Str. Goal)[

Priority Area

Training and Education
National Hl'ghwa Institute
Local Technical Assistance Program
Eisenhower Transportation Feilowhlp Program
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STR

________

TDIPP

Totals

___

$19,000

s0

$19,000

$7,000

$0

$7,000

$10,000

$0

$10,000

$2,000

$0

$2,000
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Program Tide: National Highway Institute (NIl)
Amount Requested for FY 2002: 57,000,000

SUPPORT OF FHWA STRATEGIC GOALS
The National Highway Institute (NHI) supports the FHWA Strategic Goals of Mobility, Safety, and Human and Natural
Environment through courses which present the latest technologies and best practices in structures, hydraulics, pavements.
geotechnical, traffic operations, Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), safety, civil eights, planning, eight-of-way, and
environment
GOALS
NiIl offers education, training, and technology transfer programs addressed to transportation employees at all levels ofithe
Federal, State, and local government; U.S industry, and the international transportation corr.nuriy. The vision of the NHI
is to use modem instructional techniques to provide high quality training as state-of the-practice transportation technology
that customers will find to be affordable, consveiuent, and timely.
TRAINING AND EDUCATION
Baciground and Obiectives
The demand for NHI education and training is expanding as transportation is entering a period of profound change caused
primarily by two major underlying influences First, the operating envirorunent in whichtransportation professionals will be
performing in the TEA-21 era is changing rapidly. Reins emng government has led to a reduction in the total number of
transportation professionals in the public sector The State and local governments are maxirruzing the participation of the
private sector an the implementation and operation of transportation systems As traditional public sector functions are
being transferred to the private setor. it is imperative that the NEI be prepared to educate and train the members of the
private sector who will be carrying out these ness responsibilities. Second, advancements in technology are consequentially
affecting the implementation, maintenance, and operation of transportation systems Initiatives, such as ITS and Superpave,
are making complex technologies available at a remarkable rate to resolve current and future transportation problems. To
offer training which is timely and "closes the gap" between the state of the art and the state of the practice, the NiHI must
speed the development of these neA technologies into courses
The NH[ averages around 500 presertations of95 courses to 16,000 participants per year The courses cover topics such as
pavement construction and rehabilitation, bndge inspection and scot' evaluation, removal and containment of lead-basd
paint from highway structures, seismru( design and retrofimng ofbri n, congeston management, techniques for pavement
design and construction, environmental regulations, work zone safety, Intelligent Tiransportation Systems (ITS),
transportation planning, railroad grade crossing safety, and safety features to minimize injuries and fatalities

Erected FY 2002 Products and Mllestor es
*Conduct presentations of training courses that wll contribute to the following FHWA Performance Goals reduce the
number and seenty of highway accidents, reduce highway users' exposure to deficient bridges on the National High'ay
System (NHS), increase the percent ge of muleage of pa'ements in good condiron on the NHS. reduce the growth of traffic
congestion on the NHS. and protect and enhance the natural and human en,.rori ent affected by the Federal-aid highway
program
*Develop and conduct courses in hest high p-ionry areas ITS, Superpa.e, nondestru.tive testing, work zone safety,
retroreflectaity of signs, quality assessment of management systems, impro ig safety information resources, stuc al
composites and adhesives, recycling highway materials, and condition-responsive traffic control devices
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-Conduct presentations that promote intermodalism, stitm late understanding ofthe cross-cutting issues, and foster the
seamless interaction of the various transportation modes. Many of these presentations will be conducted jointly with other
moda adminastrations
-Provide a comprehensive program of courses regarding Intelligent
Transportation Systems planang, design, architecture,
standards, procurement, deployment, operason, maintenance and finding Courses are aimed at both a metropolitan and
rural audience.
'Provide a comprebenive program of courses addressing pavements and materials issues to train State and local
transportation agency staffs. Pavements and materials represent the largest share of capital investment by public agencies.
Provide a program of courses addressing roadway safe. The courses will be used by highway authorities to improve
highway safety intheir locality The courses
will aid our partners in the identification and analysis ofhighway accident
locations and highway design, construction, and maintenance
-Deliver a sees of courses on structural foundations These courses will aid transportaion
officials
in a'erting bridge
failures from natural disasters such as floods or earthquakes
'Provide a comprehensive program of courses tailored for the private sector, iclading transportation contractors,
consultants, and materials suppliers.
-Update all NHI courses as new technology and guidelines become asaslable.
-Increase tie
number of NHI courses using distance hearing technologies to reach large audiences at multiple sites This
move will allow the NEI to serve more customers, reduce del'ery costs and increase revenue stream.
-Extend the customer base to new countries and conduct more trading programs for the international
members of the
ransportation conimutry.
-Delver over 600 presentations of 120 courses to more than 24000 participants.
JIY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST

$7,000,000

N'ew Initiatives

-Operate and maintain an Advanced Computer Classroom using
the latest technologies
-Provide a program to develop leadership skills in Site and local transportation agencies
'Develop alternative means of collecting revenues fir courses, including e-commerce
'Continue to expand the definition of."HI by garnering with other modes and outside organizations.
'Develop, apply and instiutionalze a mechanism enabling NHI to develop a stronger relationship with its
customers
Instructor Deelopmenl-The objective is to deliver instructor development courses throughout the country. Involvement
in coarse delivery isa recognized professional development actiim One of the agency goals is to increase the number of
FHWA insructors teaching NHI courses As pan of the development of instructors, NHI ill also certify new and existing
iLructors and anticipates having
90 percent of FHWA instructors ho teach
6 or more times per year certified by 2002
Leadership and Workforce Developmetv will develop a series of courses to prepare the next generation of state and
local transportation agency managers to focus on business and leadership skills
Distance Learning-Di stance learning rech.tques are becomng more readily available to the general public at a reasonable
cost These techuques nake use of media such
as computers, Interet, CD-RO.Ms, television, satellite broadcast
technologies, and audio andvideotapes and are substantially increasing thecapability to dealer education and training One
distance learning method alone, the broadcast of courses by satellite to large audiences atmultiple sites, is opening NHI
education and training to thousands of r"v customers in the Federal, State, and local government, private sector; regional,
State and metropolitan planning orgaiuitaons, and the international commuruty Many of these groups heretofore could not
afford the costs of the traditional NIHI
classroom course, including trash
el costs Another important value-added
feature of
these modem instructional
techniques isthe significant reduction i classroom time, ,hich in itself is a costsavings
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Training and Information Technology Support-The objective is to improve instructional design support for NH!
courses through ermployig expertise in adult education design, niun-uction, and techniques; to increase software support to
aid in the management of inforrration for course scheduling and for performance measurement; and to provide needed
support for local area network and web site.
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Program Nationl
Highway Institute

Budget

Focus Ar, a and Major Activities

Future Year Estimates

Request

FY 2002
FY 2003*

raining and Education "$5,50
Instructor Developmnt
Leadership & Workforce Development
Distance Learning
Training AndInformation Technology
Support

l
5c
S75C
S60C

FY 2004*

$6,5
IDc
$5(
$75(
S60C

otals7,0

,0

F'Y2005*

$6,500
$100
$50
S750
$600

$8,01

$6,50(
SIN
$5(
$75(
$60(

8,

*Estimates for planning purposes only.
RELATED PROGRAMS: Local Technical Assistance Program

RESOURCE SUMMARY (SO_0)
Contract Authonry

FY 1998
Enacted

FY 1999
Enacted

FY 2000
Requested

FY 2001
Budget

FY 2002
Request

Contracts
Contractor Suppor Services
Other
Costs

$4.400
$600
so

$5,400
$600
so

$5,400
$600
So

S6,400
$600
So

$6,400
$600
s0

Total

$5,000

$6,000

$6,0001

$7,000

$7,000

rtiact: Professional Development Service Business Unit,
HPD-I Phone: 7031235-0500
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Program Title: Local Technical Assistance Program
Anount Requested for FY 2002: S10,000,000

SUPPORT OF FHWA STRATEGIC GOALS
The Local Techmcal Assistance Program (LTAP) supports the full spectrun of FHWA's strategic goals by providing
fending support to technology transfer centers serving local jurisdictions in all 50 States, Puerto Rico, and regional centers
serving Native American tribal governments. These centers provide training, publications, newsletters, videotapes, and
other material to local jurisdictions nationwide on all topics relevant to transportation on the local level and on mrbal
property. The return on the investment comes from the acceleration of learning among transportation staff serving local
jurisdictions, resulting in increased knowledge about safety; infrasictirure preservation and renewal; technologies and
techniques that create economic efficiencies in the construction and operations of transportation facilities, and the effects of
transportation on the human and natural enviroranent
GOALS:
For over 38,000 local cities, towns, counties, and tribal governments, the Local Technical Assistance Program (LTAP) is the
primary source for information on new transportation technologies, training, and technical assistant,. Local transportation
agencies are responsible for almost 70 percent of all public road nuleage (2.9 million miles-I.3 million paved, and 1.6
million unpaved-with over 290,000 bridges) and expend over $30 billion annually to maintain their infrastricture. Most
local road agencies are managed by individuals who have practical experience but little formal technical education or
training. The LTAP assists them in maintaining and improving transportation infrastructure and services with the latest
technology and information available perenent to their specific situations.
Transferring technology to Local transportation agencies and American Indian Tribal governments and the programs and
activities under LTAP help fulfill the Secretary ofTransportaion's initiatives Each year, more than 85,000 local
transportation agency personnel receive training and technical assistance to help them maintain their roads, streets, and
bridges. Such efforts assist local and tribal governments in gaining well-t ained and motivated staffs, resulting in an
improved transportation network that sustains rural economies.
Background and Obiecives
Through the LTAP, the FHWA identifies and assesses innovative research results, technology, and products and facilitates
the application of hose that are determined to be of potential benefit to the local tansportaticn community. The program's
technical assistance efforts encompass a broad range of subject areas. Traditional transportation management issues
addressed by the program cover road surfaces, construction and maintenance, and planning and project selection for
American Indian tribes. In addiron, safety, bridge, and road surface management systems are other areas that allo,
jurisdictions to increase serviceability of their transportation networks through bener planning and maintenance of the
network. Non-traditional transportation issues addressed include tourism and recreational navel
The dehery of technology tansfer through training, product development, and the distrbution of information from the
FHWA make up the primary focus of the program. This (and other delivery elements of the program) is accomplished
through a national network of 57 technology transfer centers-one in each State and Puerto Rico, plus six that serve the more
specialized needs of tribal governericnts One of the most important elements of the LTAP is that each center, although
required to follow FHWA guidelines, has the flehbilirv to tailor its program to the needs of the local customers
In addition to improved knowledge, skills and abilities, workers completing the rraning have higher self-esteem, more
confidence at their abilities, higher morale, and inproved atiude tow ard their responsibilities In urn, the local
transportation agency sees fewer absences, a skilled workforce, and greater productiNity
Training and adoption of new technologies at the local level pays off with estimated annual savings of about $55 rmllion, a
program benefit retun of S8 for $1 spent.
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The LTAP is the FHWA's most direct method formmoving innovative technologies out of the lab, off of the shelf, and into
the hands of those who maintain ourNation's local, rural, and tribal streets and roads The LTAP, which started in 1982, is
currently recognized nationwide, aswell asworldwide, for its expertise and accomplishments in the area of transportation
technology transfer. The LTAP recently developed along-range Strategic Plan and is embarked on major set irutiatrves
including bench-marking and development of peiforrmatce measures to help improve the saue and effectiveness of the
program.
Ennected FY 2002 Products and Milestones
'LTAP will continue the implementation of measurement and evaluation methods to document the benefits of the program
to the local and tribal governments and the taxpayers
*LTAP will be providing services to 75%of local and mbal governments having transportation responsibilities
*The LTAP will continue to expand and strengthen partnership agreements, increasing partners' involemert in providing
training, technical assistance and technology transfer to local andmbal transportation pro riders
FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

$10,000,000

LTAP Center Funding
Funding provided through contract authority is used
to fund the 57 LTAP Centers For FY 2002. it isourintent toprovide
$140,000 for
each of the 57 Centers (57 Centers C $140,000 = $7,980,000) This figure depends upon the amount of
obligation authority received in FY 2002, Our prime funding objective is the LTAP Centers
Technical Assistance and Products for
Locals
In addition to supporting LTAP Center operations, contract authority funds are used to develop transportation technology
transfer products for locals. These products include complete trairng packages, field guides, seminars, etc that complement
the Agency's national mission. These products and initiatives under this heading sstll be jointly developed by the LTAP
Centers. The decision on which products to develop will be made jointly by the Centers and the FHWA based upon the
needs of the customers
Ongoing Activities
Contnuation ofSocietl Benefits - The LTAP Centers continue to provide training and information on
'The Americans with Disabilines Act-ensunng physically disadvantaged individuals access to mobility and abenerquality
of life.
'Commercial Driver Licensing-assisting local agencies ith training their drivers, improving drver operating skills and
safety, and saving theirjobs.
-The Governor's Highvsay Safety Repreentatises-assisting local efforts to make the travel way safer for the public
*Tourtsm and Recreatonal Travel- prosiduig trasportation- related assistance in promoting local economic development on
access and mobility
'Work Zone Traffic Control
-Operational Improvements in local con ,runines
Conrtinuing todevelop Parnerships mt,:r
StakeholdersThe LTAP is a partnership effort ith funding provided from
Federal, State and local agency resource s aswell asunisersiries and the private sector There is an ongoing outreach effort
to work cooperatively with other national associations and groups that share aninterest in helping local transpzrtatron
agencies to maintain and improve their infrastructre This often ivlves providing funds forjoint product dese.opment,
sharing oftechnical resource personnel andsponsorship ofmeetings, expositions, and congresses to promote new
technology. Our patmers include the Anerican Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, National
Association of County Engineers, Amnrican Public Works Association, US Department of Interior's Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Interibal Transportation Association, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Ens,,ronmental Protection
Agency, US Army Corps of Engineers Rural Technical Assistance Program of the Federal Transit Administration, Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Adm.unstation, ',conornic Commu.r,_esEmpowerment Zones, and theAgriculture Extension Sec. ice
Program of the US Department of Aynculture
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An important parmering activity is that with the American Public Works Association which operates the LTAP Technology
Transfer Clearinghouse. Funded under contract with FHWA, the Clearinghouse assists the LTAP Technology Trazisfer
Centers.
Development ofinnovative Training and Reference Materials: The FHWA will continue converting LTAP reference
materials to CD-ROM format. The emphasis on maintaining an up-to-date, useful and effective LTAP webpage will
continue. More assistance will be given to the Centers in providing training through distance leading technologies such as
Internet and satellite access.
Continuation of Socieial Benefits: A major LTAP objective is to assist local agencies to "sere the broader social goals of
the nation and to enhance our economic competitiveness."
Continuanon of Developing Partnerships % irh Stakeholders The program is a partnership effort with funding provided
from Federal, State, and local and tibal agency resources as well as universities and the private sector.
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Program Local Technical Assistance Program

Budget
Request
FY 2002
(SOO0)

Focus Areas and Major Activities

Future Year Estimates

FY 2003*
Fund the operation of LTAP Centers (includes
base
evel of funding
for State and Tribal LTAP centers).

$8,000

echuucal Assistance and Products for Locals

$2,000

otals

$10,000

$10,

FY 2004*

FY 2005*

$10,000

12,1

The LTAP is organized
in a series
of integrated subject areas under which there are a varnety of projects
RESOURCE SUMMARY (S000)
Contract Authority

FY 1998
Enacted

LTAP Center Operation
Products
for
Locals
& Tech Assist.
Contractor
Support
Services
Personnel
Other
Costs

FY 2000
Enacted

$5,033

$6,555
S98
$413
$139

$539

$415
$120
$74

1

Total

FY 1999
Enacted

$6.000

$6,181

9

$7,555
$798
$413
$138

FY 2002
Request
$8,555
$798
$413
S138

$96

$96

$96

S8,000

$9,000

S10,000

ontact: Professional Development Service Business
Unit,
HPD-l, Phone: 703/235-0500
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FY 2001
Budget

852
P rogram Title: Dwight David ELenhower Transportation Fellowship Program
Amount Requested for FY 2002: $2,000,000

SUPPORT OF FHWA STRATEGIC GOALS
The Dwight David Eisenhower Transportation Fellowship Program supports the full
spectr-um ofFHWA's strategic goals by
providing opportunity for high performing students and faculty to perform research on various transportation topics.
Through these ft I iwships, students and faculty ae also given the opportunity to spend time in Federal laboratories working
with transportation .o expertss
The return on the investment comes from the results of research performed by these students
and faculty, advanci.g thestate efthe art in safety, infrastatcxte preservation and renewal, technologies and techniques that
create economic efficiencies so the construction and operations of transportation facilities; and the effects of transportation
on the human and natural environment
GOALS:
The goal of the Dwight David Eisenhower Transporiator Fellowship Program (DDETFP) istoattract the best and brightest
minds to transportation-related careers Students are exposed toacaderruc experiences and career opporturties in the
transportation industry.
EISENHOWER FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
Backgaound and Obiectives
DDETFP was established in 1991 by ISTEA and incorporated the existing Grants for Research Fellowship (GRF) Program.
In L998, the DDETFP was reauthorized under TEA-21. Currently, the DDETFP awards some 125 student and faculty
fellowships annually. Fellowship award categories include Grants for Research Fellowships, Graduate Fellowships
(GRAD), Faculty Fellowships (FF), Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU) Fellowships, Hispanic-Serving
Institutions (HSI) Fellowships, and Tribal Colleges Fellowships (TCF). The fellowship program offers students
opportunities for research in tnaisportatnon-related disciplines while striving to both attract and retain talent for the
transportation workforce of the 21st century.
Exmted FY 2002 Products and Milestones
Improve dissemnation of information by providing online applications and progranmatic information in order to better
facilitate and streamline thevarious aspects of the Dwight David Eisenhower Transportation Fellowship Program.
-Documentation and distribution of informaton on "success stories," individuals who have passed through the DDETFP
and are making a contribution in the transportation field
FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

$2,000,000

New Iutiato;es
"

Establish partnerships with universties, officials and age icies
within FHWA, DOT, State Highway Agencies,
transportation and private sector orgaruzarions to expand funding opportunities for student who are sovoled in
transportation-related disciplines

a

Increase the number of pattie patting Tribal Colleges

Onoaini Activities
Providing funding opporuouties for students and faculty to pursue their academic interests us transportation-related
disciplines.
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Providing advisory, technical assistance, technology transfer, and outreach to other academic programs:

*

*

*

The National Sunmer Transportasion Institute (NSTI)

*

Summer Transportation Program for Diverse Groups (STIPDG)

*

University Transportation Centers Program (UTCP).

ldentif'yig internship opportunities for university students with FHWA, other DOT modes, pnvate sector
organizations, educational institutions, and other federal agencies.
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Program Eisenhower Transportation Fellowship Program

Focus Areas and Major Activities

Budget
Request
FY 2002
($000)

Future Year Estimates

FY 2003*
Eisenhower Transportation Fellowship
rogramn
oals

FY 2004*

FY 2005.

$2,000

$2,000

$2,00

$2,00

$2,000

S2,000

$2,000

$2,00

'Estimates for planning purposes only.
RELATED PROGRAMS: University Transportation Centers Program (UTCP), National Summer Transportation Institute
(NSTI), Summer Transportation Internship Program for Diverse Groups (STIPDG), and theGarrett A Morgan Technology
and Transportation Futures Program.
RESOURCE SUMMARY ($000)
Contract Authority

FY 98
Enacted

FY 99
Enacted

FY 00
Enacted

FY 01
Budget

FY 2002
Request

Contracts
Contractor Support Services
Other Costs

$2,000
So
so

$2,000
so
$0

$2,000
$0
$0

$2,000
$0
so

$2,000
$0
$0

Total

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

ontact: Professional Development Service
Business Unit, HPD-l Phone: 7031235-0500
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Program Title: University Transportation Research
Amount Requested for FY 2002: 126,500,00

SUPPORT OF FHfWA STRATEGIC GOALS
The University Transportation Research program supports the full spectrum of FHWA's strategic goals by providing
finding support to selected university centers, who use the support to perform advanced research on various transportation
topics. The return on the investment comes from the results of research performed at these centers advancing the state of the
art in safety; tfrasuacture preservation and renewal; technologies and techniques that create economic efficiencies in the
construction and operations of transportation facilities; and the effects of transportation on the human and natural
enmorvonmtent.
GOALS:
-To provide interdisciplinary education for tomorrow's professionals and to advance the skill of today's professionals for all
modes of tranportation.
-To address current and future transportation challenges and issues through interdisciplinary applied and basic transportation
research covering all modes of transportation
-To disseminate research results through carefully planned programs oftechnology tansfer.
This program is administered by the Research and Special Programs Administration on behalf of the Federal Highway
Administration and the Federal Transit Admiistration.
FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST:

$26,500,000

New Initiatives
* Competition of 17 institutions for 10 grants
Onom Activitie
'Continued engagement in transportation research related to the theme of the particular UTC.
-Dissemination of research results.
'The provision ofopporriues for students to engage in research.
'The granting of formal degrees in transportation.
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Program University Transportation Rearch

Focus Areas and Major Activities

I

Budget
Request
FY 2002
($000)

Future Year Estimates

FY 2003*

FY 2004

1 FY 2005*

University Transportation Centers Program

S26,51

$26,500

$26,50C

526,51

Totals

S26,51

$26.5001

$26,506

$26,5

*Esomates for planning purposes only.

RESOURCE SUMMARY (S00)
I

Contract Authonrty

FY 1999

Enacted
Contracts
Contractor Support Serrices

Other Costs
Total

$25,650
o
$_
$25,650

FY 2000
Enacted

FY 2001
Budget

$27,250
SO
s
$27,250

ontact Professional Development Service Business Unit, HPD-1, Phone 703,235-0500
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S23,900
SO
.0j
$23,900

FY 2002
Request
$26,500
$
$26.500

857
JUSTIFICATION:FHWA FY 2002 REVENUE ALIGNED BUDGET AUTHORITY (RABA) REQUEST for R&T

$20,704.146

Surface Transportation Research
Technology Deployment
Training and Education

$i2,613,447
5,646,585
2,384,114

Surface Transportation Research - Additional Needs (by Strategic Goal)

SI 2,673,447

Background: The Surface Transportation Research program addresses all phases of transportation research, development,
plannng and technology transfer uscluding activities cosenng the broad areasof safety, design, construction, maintenance,
planning, environment, operations and i~cl:cy. In advancing innovative
technology in these areas, the SIR program also
includes test andevaluation activities for new designs, materials,
equipment etc.
necessary to achieve this end

MOBILITY
Pavements

$5,080,000
$2,540,000

-lmplementation and technical support for the Superpave mix design system
'Measurement of pavement ride quality/ smoothness
'Data collection, analysis initiatives, and product delivery' for LTPP Program
'Development of performance-related specification systems for AC and PCC pavements
'Development of guidelines for the selection of materials and concrete rmxtue designs to meet job-specific needs
-Investigation into new techniques to analyze, image, and simulate asphalt pavements
'Support forthe development of the 2002 Pavement Design Guide
Structures

$1580,000

'Efforts to advance non-destrucnse testing capabilities for condition assessment of highway badges
-Evaluation and implementation of high performance materials for bridges
'Increasing the corrosion protection of steel reinforcement
'Analysis of bridge scour rtutigatton technologies
'Development of micropile excavation techniques and soil rruxming
design godance

Asset Managemen

$480,000

'Development of tools to assist us performing strategic investment analysis
*Support for the development ofan AASHTO Guide on Asset Management
'Efforts to develop and implement management systefi's for various infrastructure components
'Development of innovative preseration techniques and strategies
'Develop advanced methodologies and technologies to understand, define, and optimize the interaction between heavy
veuclcs, climate, and pavements.
'Policy Analysis & Ssstem Monitonng

$480,000

'HPMS Data System
'Research Cooperation v,thInternatonai Agen,'ies
investmentt / Performance Analysis

'Emerging Issues
SAFETY

$1,580GOO

Run-off-road crashes

$475,000

'policy guidance on treating trees and utility poles
beer roadside design guidance to reduce rollover crashes
'development and application of more effective concrete barner and guardrails and (roadside hardware)
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$415,000
Pedesnrians and bicyclist safety
'improved design and operational guidance on rumble snips and nrn-craditional intersections, e g., roundabouts
'translating research results into design guidelines
Enaineein-Traffic Oneratsons and Design

$315,000

'enhanced visibility: systems analyses in conjunction with market assessments of UV-fluorescent and other emerging
technologies to deterrmne if and how enhanced visibility systems can become a reality
improved design and operational guidance on the following safety issues: intersections, head-on collisions two-lane rural
highways, access management
'development and application ofguidance on the effective minimum levels of retroreflectivity for signs and pavement
markings in all weather conditions
'development of improved methodology for evaluating the effect on safety of differntial speed limits
Safety management

S315,000

-research on data support systems to produce better crash location information, better quality, and consistency of data on
driver inattention, and better information on crash causation
'development of analysis tools to support incorporation of safety into the planning process
'website enhancements to provide up-to-date safety information to the public, industry, and governmental entities
(Note: An overall objective is to support the AASHTO Strategic Highway Safety Plan inplementation Motor
Camer-related research is included elsewhere in US DOT budget.)
PRODUCTIVITY
Operations & Mobility

$3,175,000
$3,175,000

*Expand initiatives to develcp performance measures of the surface transportation systems' operation to provide information
and benchmarks for State and local transportation officials on the impacts of alternative strategies to address growing
congestion and delays.
'Enhance the development of analysis tools, training, and technical assistance on effective work zone operations to reduce
their impacts on congestion and delays.
'Imisprove State and local traffic management and operations, weather response and incident management through
development of proved technology and a coordinated program of technical guidance and assistance and best practices and
training.
'Expand and enhsane muati-state freight and trade iistitutional initiatives to leverage private investment and cooperation
(Note: ITS program needs are included elsewhere in the US DOT budget.)
HUMAN and NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
PEtnein & Environment

$2,865,000

$2,865,000

-Continue critical air quality research
'Conduct research to improve software used to predict highway noise
'Develop tools and techniques to assess the social and economic impacts of transportation
'Develop tools and methodologies and best practices for integrating bicycle and pedestrian as well as cultural, historic,
archeological and scenic resources into the transportation planning process.
'Develop case studies and best practices for improving the quality of public real property acquisition and relocation
activities.
'Conduct evaluation of the Corridors and Borders Program
'Transportation, Communities and System Preservation Pilot Program evaluation
'Develop tools and techniques for integration of Environmental StreamliningNational Environmental Protection Act
(NEPA) into the transportation and environmental decision making processes.
'Identify improved analytic techniques for tracking and quantifying Global Climate Change
'Develop tools, techniques and best practices for estimating, forecasting and assessing changes in transportation system
performance and for integrating safety into the transportation planning process.
'Develop best practices for Rural Trimnportation/Appalachian ad Delta Initiatives
'Develop case studies, best practices and performance measures for assessing transportation impacts on livability
IV-243
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Technolom

Deolovimeot - Additional Needs (support STR Categories/Goals)

S5,600,000

Background: In cooperation with representatives of the trnsportationcozrrunirty- the States, local governments, the
private sector, and academia, F-WA's technology deployment program makes use of domestic and interanonal initiatives
and strategies to provide technical assistance by sharing information and innovative technology.

MOBILITY
Paver$ts
.W0
Asset Maeaeont

2,240,000
$1,120,000
S0,00
S210,000

Policy AnalYsis & System Monitorina

$210,000

SAFETY
Run-of-road crashes
Pedestian and bicyclist safety
Enaineerinta-Traffic Onerations and Desien
Safety mamngcmen

$700,000
S210,000
$210,000
$140,000
$140,000

PRODUCTIVITY
Freight and traffic management technologies

$1,400,000
$1,400,000

HUMAN and NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Planngn & Environment

$1,260,000
$1,260,000
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Training and Education - Additional Needs

S2,400,000

Background: The National Highway Institute (NHII) offers education, training,
and technology transfer programs to
transportation employees at all levels of Federal, State and local governments, mdustry and the international
transportarion conmunity. NHI's vision is to utilize modern instructional techniques to provide customers with high
quality training in state-of-the- practice technology that is timely, affordable and cor.veniet.

Local Techno[oz, Assistance Proeram (LTAP)
National Highway Institute (NEE)

1l350,000
$1,050,000

*
*

Adapt applicable NHI courses for presentation to Local and tribal units of government We estimate that
in FY 2002, 21 courses will be adapted.
Marketing effort to deliver courses toan expanded customer base --this activity will introduce new
audiences to the training services available from the N.HI.
Additional travel
support forte adaptation and pilotmg of new and existing NHI courses.
Increased efforts to provide Instructor development at the Resource Centers and Division Offices

*

Development of new course matenal for introduction of new technology and procedures to theTribal and

*

Local Governments not typicaUy reached by 1*HI programs
Development of the ability to deliver
training via distance learning techniques to reach broader audiences.

*
*
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University Transportation Research

Justification for RABA increase: $3,325,211

The University Transportation Research Program continues tOprovide important benefits in the education of future
transportation professionals, the development ofapplied and basic transportation research, and the dissermnaon of
research through programs for technology transfer. The primary focus for the program has been transportation
research There is a ternendous need to develop more dyrnic and effective mechanisms for technology transfer of
university transportation research to the highway community. Emerging technologies can provide a tremendous
benefit in meeting the challenge to provide a safe, efficient and effective transportation system The additional
funding will help support improved technology transfer processes which will facilitate the movement of newly
developed technologies into the hands of those who need it. Tis will significantly enhance the contribution made
by the university research program makes to transportation.
A second important need is to help assure the education and development of future transportanon professionals. The
University Transportation Research Program is an important component in developing the professional
transportation workforce The ability of the workforce to deliver a transportation system necessary to support
Amencan econormc, consumer and recreational needs wall be significantly challenged as the post World War 1I
generation of workers begins to retire. Competition from other industries for competent, well trained professionals
as the product ofour university system will further compromise the transportation community's ability to meet the
growing needs for an effective transportation workforce, The University Transportation Research Program has a
much greater opportunity and potential to support the workforce development effort- The additional funding will
allow the program to expand and better address workforce needs.
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The following programs are proposed to be funded out Sec. 104(a) (l)(A) of Title 23, which are
in addition to the $317.693 million requested for the Limitation on Administrative Expenses
account in FY 2002.
1.)
2.)
3.)
4)
5.)

Environmental Streamlining and Metropolitan Capacity Building* - S15.750 million
Future Strategic Highway Research Program (F-SHRP) Mobilization - S.750 thousand
Nationwide Differential GPS - $6.0 million
Enhanced Pavement Smoothness - $1.5 million
Safety R&D - $I million

*Note: An additional $2.5 million is included within the Limitation on Administrative
Expenses for Environmental Streamlining.
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Environmental Streamlining and Metropolitan Capacity Building
Total Requested:

$10.5 M for Environmental Streamlining (+ 52.5M from LAE)
5.25 M for Metropolitan Capacity Building
$15.75 M

Overall Rationale: These funds would advance the President's Federalism philosophy in two
of the most critical areas facing the surface transportation sector: (a) environmental streamlining;
and (b) metropolitan transportation planning
In both-cases, the funds would be targeted to helping state DOTs and MPOs directly, by funding:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

state streamlining pilots,
peer-to-peer programs that enable MPOs and states to learn from each other,
case studies that highlight leading practices across the country,
dispute resolution programs,
preparation of materials aimed at helping elected officials understand the issues
and Federal processes facing them (including new EPA AQ standards),
upgraded training for professional staff of states and MPOs; and
deployment of new technical tools needed by the professional staff of MPOs and
DOTs to carry out their responsibilities more effectively.

These activities would help reinforce a shift in direction from a Federal regulatory emphasis, to
an emphasis on providing tools and assistance to state and local government to achieve
transportation goals.
These activities would serve all of FHWA's and US DOT's strategic goals under GPRA --Safety,
Mobility, Productivity, Environment, and National Security - because currently these goals are
handicapped by a stagnant environmental process that slows down project delivery, and an
ineffective metropolitan planning process, where technical and political capabilities are weak.
By streamlining the process, and strengthening the state/local planning institutions, better
projects will emerge and be advanced more quickly.
Most of the activities envisioned could be funded from FHWA's normal Research program (and
will be to some extent). However, special funding is requested outside the Research program
because (a) it enables the Administration and FHWA to highlight them and the underlying
Federalism philosophy; (b) environmental streamlining and metropolitan planning are both
recognized as critical areas needing additional attention; and (c) these activities will push the
limits of research" because of their emphasis on deployment and implementation.
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Environmental Streamlining: $10,500,000 requested (+ $2.5 M from LAE)
Environmental streamlining has been identified by House and Senate committees and the
transportation industry as the number one program delivery issue under T' A-21, Recently,
streamlining has gained attention as a part of the solution for adding airport capacity, a top
priority of Secretary Mineta's. The focus of this budget line item is to accelerate the pace of
change in adopting environmental streamlining measures around the couastry, by providing
targeted funding primarily for State level environmental streamlining in tiatives.
State, local, and regional environmental streamlining initiatives/pilots - $11,000,000.
Many State DOTs, local governments, transit agencies, and metropolitan planning
organizations are investigating environmental streamlining measures appropriate to their
situation. They often find that implementing promising measures requires seed money
over the short term to develop more advanced information systems, establish improved
coordination procedures, and negotiate interagency agreements. Apportioned funds are
often already commined for specific projects, rather than process improvement efforts.
FHWA has provided limited research and development funding to a small number of
such efforts. At current rates of change, many years are likely to go by before
widespread improvements are discernable. The requested funds would be used to
multiply the number of efforts implemented across the country and to share the lessons
learned.
"

AASHTO environmental streamlining and stewardship center - $1,000,000.
AASHTO is in early stages of establishing a center of expertise in the environmental
area. The center would bring the expertise of the leading practitioners to bear in
providing hands-on technical assistance to State DOTs in implementing environmental
streamlining and environmental stewardship concepts. The requested funds would
leverage State DOT provided funds in financing the operations of this center.

"

Dispute resolution system - $500,000.
Effective dispute resolution is a critical element of environmental streamlining. FHWA
has been collaborating with the U.S. Institute for Environmental Conflict Resolution in
the development ofa multi-faceted dispute resolution system. The requested funds
would focus on the deployment of the system, including a training component and the
utilization of a quick response mechanism for engaging dispute resolution professionals
on specific transportation projects.
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Performance evaluation - $500,000.
Gauging progress in implementing environmental streamlining requires developing and
tracking relevant performance measure and understanding the underlying reasons the
noted performance levels. FHWA has compiled basic baseline information, primarily on
the length of time required to advance projects; additional measures are under
development. The requested funds would continue these efforts, obtaining up-to-date
data to compare with our baseline information, and would allow more in-depth analysis
of the reasons accounting for project delays.
Metropolitan Capacity Building Program: $5,250,000 requested.
The purpose of the Metropolitan Capacity Building Program is to improve the ability of
state/local professional staffs and metropolitan planning organization (MPO) board members to
deal with the myriad of issues associated with urban transportation. The funds would be used to
develop and deploy targeted training courses, peer-to-peer support programs, best practices, case
studies, and other tools and informational materials. Trmplement what's being developed with
R&D funds.
We propose the following Metropolitan Capacity 13uilding Program elements for funding:
1. Trcining and InformationforMPO Board Members - $400,000
In our consultations with our customers as the SDOTs, MPOs, and transit operators,
training for MPO board members was continually listed as the top priority. The
training will be on a number of subjects and will offered at least 24 times a year in
various locations across the country. The training will be designed to recognize the
tim,- constraints, background, and needs of Board members, usually elected officials.
It will be designed to be tailored to the needs of different MPOs and different Board
meribers needs.
2. Technical Assistancefor Transportation ProfessionalStaff
Technical assistance is offered on a number of subjects ranging from techniques to
proactively engage the public in the planning process to travel demand modeling.
Technical assistance is offered on an as needed basis but can be more in-depth and
ongoing than formal training (i.e., Atlanta on conformity and environmental justice).
Safety in the MetropolitanPlanning Process - $500,000
Forward thinking planning that incorporates safety from the onset is
increasingly important if we are to reduce accidents and fatalities as our urban
areas become more populated. The Office of Environment and Planning
would award grants to five (5) selected MPOs to act as case studies to
effectively incorporate safety into the planning process.
tV-250
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Freight Planningin the Metropolitan Planning Process - $500,000
The efficient movement of goods is vital to the economies of metropoliutn
areas and the nation as a whole. Unfortunately, many urban areas have
failed to incorporate freight issues into their mainstream planning
processes and this is necessary because it can have direct effects on traffic
congestion, economic development, and quality of life issues. The Office
(5) selected MPOs
of Environment and Planning will award grants to five
to act as case studies to effectively incorporate freight issues into the
metropolitan planning process.
" Peer-to-Peer Component - $600,000
The peer-to-peer component is a sub-program that provides the means for
transportation professionals from one locale to visit another on a shortterm basis for the purpose of gaining "peer insight" on good planning
practices such as air quality conformity.
*

3.

Travel Model Improvement Program (TMIP) - $500,000
Numerous lawsuits have been filed against MPOs alleging shortcomings
in their travel demand modeling capabilities. This item would focus upon
getting the "state of the practice" in modeling to a higher level

Deployment of TRANSIMS - $2,750,000
With over 535 billion a year in Federal highway and transit funds at stake (and
an even higher amount of state/local finds), state DOTs and MPOs need
effective, reliable planning models to help guide their investment and
operational decisions. TRANSIMS has been developed to fill that need,
replacing the unsophisticated and outdated planning models currently in use.
TRANSIMS technology will be completed and tested by August of 2001.
However, a commercial user friendly version of TRANSIMS must be
developed for nationwide deployment, Intense competition for software
development labor compounded by the rigors of delivering commercial
technology to a vertical market has driven up the cost for commercializing the
R&D products. Funding provided by TEA 21 is adequate to cover
commercialization of software and training but is no longer sufficient to cover
deployment costs beyond the initial test site in Portland, Oregon and, at most,
two other areas. Thus, additional funds are needed in FY02 to assist MPOs in
the early deployment of TRANSIMS. The requested funds would be used for
MPO data collection, staff training, installation of TRANSIMS, technical
support for the use of TRANSIMS, and the transition from existing analytic
techniquest to TRANSIMS. This will help upgrade MPOs capability to
IV-251
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adequately address issues such as the air quality conformity, the new EPA air
quality standards (which are more stringcnt and will affect far more areas than
currently), compliance with Title VI, current travel behavior such as trip
chaining and peak spreading, and impacts of traffic operations improvements
on regional travel patterns and air quality.
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Future Strategic Highay Research Program,(F-SHRP) Mobilization

Total Requested: $750,000
In the Transportation Equity Act for the 21" Century (TEA-21), Congress requested the
Transportation Research Board (TRB) to conduct a study to determine the goals, research agenda
and projects, administrative structure, and fiscal needs for a new strategic highway research
program. In response to this request, TRB formed a committee of highway industry leaders
charged to identify one or more areas where a concerted, adequately funded research effort could
make a difference. The committee engaged in an extensive outreach process to gather input from
throughout the highway community regarding strategic priorities and promising research
approaches. The committee's report will be published in October 2001. This leaves a two-year
interim before congressional action can be taken to establish a research program.
When the firs: Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP) was proposed in a 1984 TRB
report, a similar two-year interim was used to develop detailed work plans based on the general
descriptions included in the report This allowed the research itself to begin as soon as funding
was available from the authorizing legislation. In the case of the first SHRP, the interim work
was funded by the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) and FHWA and
covered the work of an interim executive director and staff as well as seven contractors who
developed the work plans under the guidance of a committee structure that included AASHTO
members and other stakeholders. It is proposed that a similar approach be taken to prepare for FSHRP, to be jointly fumded by FHWA and NCHRP.
From hundreds of ideas received through the outreach process, the F-SHRP committee focused
on four strategic goals that aim at providing outstanding customer service through the highway
system. These goals are the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Accelerate the renewal of America's highways
Make a quantum leap in highway safety
Reduce delay for highway users
Meet highway demand to support the nation's economic and social goals

The objective of the interim work would be to produce work plans, which implement Committee
recommendations, to allow requests for proposals (RFPs) to perform the research to be issued as
soon as funding is available. Development of the work plans would be performed by contractors
with specific technical expertise appropriate to each research topic. ingeneral, the interim work
will include tasks such as the following:
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I. Perform in depth seach of relevant efforts in the US and abroad.
2. Develop detailed "roadmaps' of the research projects necessary to achieve the objectives
identified by the F-SHRP report for each topic area.
3. Hold a national workshop with experts and stakeholders to obtain input on concepts,
criteria, and general content of the research design.
4. Develop detailed descriptions of the research projects, including the tasks, level of effort,
required resources, schedule, and budget.
Cost Estimate
The interim work described above would require the following resources and estimated funding
over a two-year period:
$1,300,000
I Contractor for each of 4 research topic areas at $250,000 each and
$200,000 for additional consultants, if needed, plus G&A
Note: No contracts are included for an interim executive director
or integration activities.
$1,000,000
Committees/Travel/Meetings
"Executive" committee of 15 persons meeting up to three times per year
4 research panels of 25 persons meeting up to four times per year
4 workshops of 50 persons each (budget to pay for 10 trips per workshop)
$00000
$3,000,000

Total:

Propose that funding be split between NCHRP and FHWA, which amount to S750,000 per year
over two years for each organization.
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Nationwide Differential GPS
Total Requested: $6,000,000
All modes of transportation need precise positioning information. This information must be in
real time and must be accurate to permit safe control of automobiles, trucks, trains, ships,
aircraft, trucks, and transit and emergency response vehicles. Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS), such as the Road Departure Collision Warning System and the National Mayday
Initiative, require a positioning system with nationwide coverage, continuity, uniformity,
reliability, and integrity.
The railroad industry annually experiences about 100 collisions and other accidents which
communications-based positive train control (PTC) systems would have prevented. The
National Transportation Safety Board has named PTC as one of its "ten most-wanted' initiatives
for national transportation safety. PTC requires a positioning system with the same attributes as
are required by the ITS systems. The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) is facilitating the
deployment of PTC within the railroad industry by completing the installation of the
Nationwide Differential GPS (NDGPS) network, which FRA and railroads, labor organizations,
and suppliers have determined to be a prerequisite for PTC.
Funding continues the NDGPS program started in FY 1998. FY 2002 is the fifth year of the
program. When the NDGPS network is completely installed, it will provide double coverage
across the continental United States and single coverage across the main transportation corridor
between Anchorage and Fairbanks in Alaska. In FY 2002, $6 million is needed for construction
($2,800,000) and operating and maintenance costs ($3,200,000) for the NDGPS network,
which will number 26 stations at the end of FY 2002 (an increase of 3 over 2001). The total
number of stations remaining to be completed or installed is 48 (at a capital cost of $32 million).
When completed, the network will consist of 74 stations.
The Coast Guard's Maritime DGPS network is a fully-operational, proven system in place along
the coasts and inland waterways of the US providing precise positioning service to merchant
shipping, barge operators, fishermen, and recreational boaters. NDGPS is an expansion of the
Maritime DGPS network to provide complete coverage of the entire land mass of the
continental US. NDGPS utilizes decommissioned US Air Force Ground Wave Emergency
Network (GWEN) sites, augmenting the Maritime DGPS sites, to broadcast differential
corrections to the GPS satellite signals, bringing positioning accuracy to 1 to 2 meters across the
entire country for transportation and other users.
Seven Federal agencies signed a Memorandum of Agreement in February, 1999, to establish
their respective roles and responsibilities in implementing the program: Federal Highways
Administration, Federal Railroad Administration, US Coast Guard, Office of the Secretary of
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Transportation, US Air Force, US Army Corps of Engineers, and the US Department of
Commerce.

The installation and implementation of NDGPS across the continental United States and Alaska
is a component of the "National Intelligent Transportation Infrastructure" initiative, and is a key
element in supporting the strategic goals of the Department of Transportation to improve safety
and mobility. NDGPS will help reduce transportation collisions and fatalities on all surface
modes, reduce travel and shipping times, increase overall transportation system throughput, and
reduce transportation operating costs.
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Enhanced Pavement Smoothness
Total Requested: S1,500,000
The goal of the FHWA and our State partners is to preserve, upgrade, and operate the nation's
transportation physical assets to acceptable levels of condition in the most cost effective manner.
This country will have neither adequate mobility nor economic growth/productivity if we fail to
preserve the existing highway infrastructure worth an estimated S1 trillion dollars. The National
Quality Initiative National Highway User survey indicated that pavement condition is the
number one concern of the public.
To increase the percentage of the NHS at a satisfactory level of service, an owner agency must
build pavement smooth initially and keep pavements smooth throughout their life cycle. To
accomplish this an owner agency must take a multi-faceted approach: there must be effective
decision-making at the project/treatment selection phase that will materially impact pavement
smoothness; the owner agency must have effective construction specifications; there must be a
, ay of accurately measuring smoothness level specified; and the constructors must be
knowledgeable of and apply the best practices for achieving smoothness initially. The listed
activities will directly impact these activities.
The requested funds will be used for the development, marketing, delivery, and deployment of
pavement technologies to improve pavement durability and condition consisting of:
*

Development and deployment of a pavement smoothness demonstration project to 10
States.

*

Expansion of the use of pavement profile data for pavement condition assessment and
evaluation, including (1) development and deployment of pavement profile viewer, and
(2) development of pavement profile technology for safety and environmental response
assessment.

*

Development of a pavement smoothness knowledge system.

*

Deelopment of smoothness specifications for wkeigh-in-motion sites.

*

Development and deployment of data analysis tools for effective system preservation.

*

Calibration/verification of profile measuring devices, including (1) development of
calibration procedures and computer programs for pavement profiling devices; (2)
provision of profile equipment calibration/verification services for three years; and (3)
transfer of program to private sector after initial three years for continued service.
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Safety R&D
Total Requested: $1,000,000
Our overall objective is to continuously improve highway safety by focusing on priority problem
areas which contribute most directly to injuries and fatalities. The FHWA shares this US
DOT-level goal with the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and the
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA). FHWA's safety initiatives focus on
delivering a comprehensive set of pro-ducts and services which address roadway characteristics
(such as design, maintenance, and operational topics), which complement NHTSA's focus
on driver and vehicle issues, and FMCSA's focus on heavy trucks.
This initiative would provide an additional $1,000,000 for critically-needed increases to the
FHWA safety-related research and technology (R&T) program. The FHWA is developing and
delivering a comprehensive set of innovations which address the types of crashes that have the
largest numbers of fatalities and serious injuries. These types of crashes are single vehicle run
off road crashes (15,300 fatalities annually), speed-related crashes (12,400 fatalities annually),
crashes involving pedestrians (5,200 fatalities annually), and intersection crashes (8,500 fatal
crashes occur at intersections or are intersection-related each year). Better ways to obtain and
analyze data will also continue to be emphasized, and safety management tools will continue to
be developed to assist States and local governments in identifying safety problems and
evaluating the effectiveness of safety programs.
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Federal Highway Administration
Intelligent Transportation Systems
FY 2002 Budget Request

ACTIVITY I PROJECT
I. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
A. TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL
1 Pedestrian Adaptive Signal Control
2. TSiS Maintenance and Support
3. CORSIM Reengineering
4, Long Term Traffic Research (DTA, DCS. etc.)
5. Short Term Traffic Mgmt. Research/Analysis
6. TrEL Operations
7. Traffic Mgmt. Center Consortium
B. INTELLIGENT VEHICLE RESEARCH
1. Generation 1
a Rear-end Collision Problem Area Research
b. Rear-End Collision Warning Field Operational Test
c. Rear-End Coilision Warnlng Field Test Evaluation
d Light Vehicle Road Departure Problem Area Research
e. Develop/Test Road Depart Coll.
Avoid Tech./Spec. Vehicles
f Light Vehicle Road Departure Crash Avoicance Field Test
g Light Vehicle Road Departure Crash Avoid Field Test Eval
h Lane Change Collision Problem Area Research
i.Safety Impacting Systems
I.Vehicle Stability Field rest and Evaluation
k Drowsy Driver Field Test and Evaluation
I Transit Field Test and Evaluation
m Cross Cutting
1. Societal and Institutional - Legat/Pnvacy Issues - CMV's
2 Commercial Vehicle Driver Workload Lmits
3 Enabling Research Consortium
2 Generation 2
a. Light Vehicle Pedestrian Countermeasure Functional Req
b. Road Condition Sensors
c Road Departure Warning Systems(Designs, Prototypes, etc 1
d Vehicle-based Intersection Collision Problem Area Research
e. Infrastructure/Cooperative Intersection Collision Avoiame
f.Vehicle Stability Problem Area Research
g Cross Cutting
1 Performance Specifications for Communication R&D
2. Needs Assessment for Emergency Vehicle Crash Avoid
3 Program Support
a TRE Peer Review of IVlProgram
b. Project Management Support
c National IVJ Meeting

'$000)
FY 2002
REQUEST
$48.495
5200
600
350
1,000
1,000
1,500
600
150
30.94
21.745
(200)
(3,500)
(400)
(1,300)
(300)
(5,000)
(1,000)
(200)
(2,645)
(1,000)
(1,000)
(1,000)
15200
(100)
(100)
(4,000)
7600
(1,100)
(500)
(1,000)
(2,600)
(1.000)
(700)
700
(500)
(200)
1600
(200)
(1,000)
(400)
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Federal Highway Administration
Intelligent Transportation Systems
FY 2002 Budget Request

ACTIVITY/ PROJECT
C. RURAL RESEARCH
1. Rural Safety Services Research
a. Develop and Test Hazardous Vehicle Movement Sensors
b. Devel, Human Interface and Design Gudes for Coop. & Infra
c. Develop and Test Environ. Sensors for Coop. and Infra.
d. Emergency Vehicle Traffic Management
e. Pubic Safety Research Support
2. Rural Mobility Services Research
3. Rural Information and Operations Services Research
a Uniformity of ATIS Displays and Driver Information
b. ATIS Program Goals Research
c Dev. of Traffic & Emergency Mgmt Decision Supp. Sys.

($000)
FY 2002
REQUEST
3.800
1.900
(600)
(400)
(200;
(200)
(500)
500
1.400
(450)
(200)
(750)

D. ADVANCED PUBLIC TRANSIT SYSTEMS (APTS) RESEARCH
1. Optimizing Operations Using ITS Technologies

1000
(1,000)

E. COMMERCIAL VEHICLE OPERATIONS RESEARCH
1. Safety Data Systems
2. CVISN Level 1 Deployment
a National Technical Support
b. Peer-to-Peer Support
c. Program Support
d. Interoperability Testing
3. Safety Technology for2010

6.200
4,000
1.200
(400)
(300)
(100)
(400)
1,000

F. INTERMODAL FREIGHT RESEARCH
G. ARCHIVED DATA USER SERVICE (ADUS) RESEARCH
1. Data Quality and Aggregation Research
2. Data Ownership and Privacy Research
3. Data Archiving Pilot Study
H. ENABLING RESEARCH
1. Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) Spectrum Issues
It. OPERATIONAL TESTS
A. TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT OPERATIONAL TESTS
1. Adaptive Control Systems (ACS) Field Operational Test
2. Pedestian Safety Systems Field Operational Test

0
1.000
(300)
(200)
(500)
350
(350)
11,930
1.000
(500)
(500)
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Federal Highway Administration
Intelligent Transportation Systems
FY 2002 Budget Request

ACTIVITY I PROJECT

($000)
FY 2002
REQUEST

B. RURAL OPERATIONAL TESTS
1. Rural Safety Services
a. Dispatch Data Integration
b First Responder Incident Mgmt Data Interoperability
c Variable Speed Limit
2. Rural Mobility Serv. - ITS Integ.-Rural Transit/HHS Agencies
3, Rural Information and Operations Services
a Nll Offset Conversion
b Nl Model Deployment
c Traveler Decision Support System
d IRRIS!ITS Joint Operational Test
e Incorp. Surface Transp Weather Req ino Weather Services

8.450
3,400
(1,200)
(1,200)
(1,000)
1,000
4.050
(2,000)
(750)
(650)
(500)
(150)

C. APTS OPERATIONAL TESTS
1. Real Time ATIS at the Bus Stop

11000
(1,000)

D. INTERMODAL FREIGHT OPERATIONAL TESTS
1. Conduct Intermodal Freight Operational Tests

1A80
(1,480)

Ill. EVALUATION/PROGRAMIPOLICY ASSESSMENT

7,695

A. EVALUATIONS
1. Field Operational Test Evaluations
2 Deployment Evaluations
3 Special Benefits Reports

4.695
(2,410)
(1,C25)
(1,250)

B. PROGRAM/POLICY ASSESSMENT
1. ITS Deployment Tracking
2 Program Tracking
3 Policy Assessment

3.000
(950)
(365)
(1,685)

Federal Highway Administration
Intelligent Transportation Systems
FY 2002 Budget Request

ACTIVITY I PROJECT
IV. ARCHITECTURE AND STANDARDS
A. ARCHITECTURE
1. Architecture Maintenance
a. National ITS Architecture Maintenance
b. CVO Architecture Maintenance
2. Standards Development Support
3. Enhancements to the National ITS Architecture
a. Develop an Intermodal Freight Architecture
b. New User Service Development
4. Architecture Deployment Support
a. Workshops
b. Deployment Technical Support
c. Peer-to-Peer DOT Architecture Activities
d. Architecture Engineering Maintenance Support (JPL)
e. Architecture Tool Development/Support
5. Architecture Training (Deployment and Implementation)
B. STANDARDS
1. Standards Development Activities
a. infrastructure and Safety Standards
b. Commercial Vehicle Standards
c Transit Standards
d. Highway-Rail Intersection Standards
e. Archived Data User Service (ADUS) Standards
f.Intermodal Freight
g. Standards Technical Support
2. Testing and Interoperability
a. Standards Testing
b. DSRC Testing at 5.9 Ghz
c. Data Registration
3. Implementation Support
a. Resource Matenals
b. Lessons Learned
c. Technical Assistance (Peer to Peer)
d. Training
e. Software Tools
4. Conformity
a. Federal Rulemaking Support
b. Policy Development

($000)
FY 2002
REQUEST
16,130
5.860
1-000
(600)
(400)
(750)
1.250
(500)
(750)
2.750
(700)
(900)
(500)
(325)
(325)
(110)
10,270
3195
(950)
(200)
(700)
(200)
(170)
(150)
(825)
3.
(2,000)
(1,000)
(500)
3.225
(750)
(375)
(500)
(1,000)
(600)
350
(200)
(150)

Federal Highway Administration
Intelligent Transportation Systems
FY 2002 Budget Request

($000)
ACTIVITY/ PROJECT
V. INTEGRATION
A. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
1. Direct Technical Assistance
a. Service Plan Implementation
b. Travel Management Peer-to-Peer
2. Technical Guidance Matenals
a. ITS Guidance for Mid-size Cities (TEA-21 Earmark)
b. Small Urban Area Programs
3. Technology Transfer
a. Computer Modeling and Simulation Demo Project
b RD&T Product Implementation
c Program Peer Review
d. ITS Public Safety National Conference
e. APTS Technology Transfer
I Pedestrian ITS Outreach
g Architecture Consistency Support
h. Industry Fellows
B. PLANNINGIPOLICY
1 ITS Investment Oecision Support Tools
2 IDAS Version 3 Update

FY 2002
REQUE
11.35
5650
1.800
(1,500)
(300)
1.000
(500)
(500)
2_85 0
(500)
(500)
(250)
(150)
(1,000)
(100)
(250)
(100)
500
(250)
(250)

C. TRAINING
I National ITS Travel Mgmt Training Initiative
a Program Delivery
b Course Updating
c Advanced Training Development
d Advanced Curnculum Development
e Program Management
2. National ITS CVO Training
a Advanced Safety Technology T,-aining initiativee
1. Safety Technology Training Development
2. Safety Technology Training Course Delivery
3 Course Management
b. CVISN Training and Workshop Delivery to Remaining States

4000
3,150
(600)
(450)
(1,500)
(200)
(400)
850
650
(400)
(200)
(50)
200

D. OUTREACH AND COMMUNICATIONS
1 Outreach
2. Exhibits
3. Publications
4 Electronic Dissemination

1200
(150)
(200)
(400)
(450)

Federal Highway Administration
Intelligent Transportation Systems
FY 2002 Budget Request

ACTIVITY i PROJECT
VI. PROGRAM SUPPORT

($000)
FY 2002
REQUEST
9,400

A. ITS AMERICA

2,700

B. MITRETEK TECHNICAL SUPPORT

5,700

C. MISCELLANEOUS TECHNICAL SUPPORT

500

D. GENERAL PROGRAM SUPPORT

500

VII. ITS DEPLOYMENT INCENTIVES
A.
1
2.
3
4.

ITS (METRO/RURAL) INTEGRATION
Great Lakes ITS Implementation
Northeast rTS Implementation
Metro Deployment
Rural ITS Deployment

B. CVO DEPLOYMENT

120,000
85 000
(2,000)
(5,000)
(70,200)
(7,800)
33,500

C. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MONITORtNG SYSTEMS
D. TRANSLINK - TEXAS TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE
GRAND TOTAL

1,500
0
$225,000
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Intelligent Transportation Systems
FY 2002 Budget Summary
Background
The ISTEA legislation of 1991 launched a program of research and testing of intelligent
transportation systems (ITS) with a charge to investigate their effectiveness in solving congestion
and safety problems, operating inefficiencies in transit and commercial vehicles and in reducing
the environmental impact of growing travel demand. By late 1995, early results of that research
had convinced DOT that several of the technologies were technically feasible, highly costeffective, and, if implemented in an integrated system, could form a powerful platform for
managing transit and traffic systems now and supporting a series of in vehicle private products
coming on line in a second generation of ITS. Thus, in January of 1996, DOT Secretary Pefia
set a national goal to build, within a decade, an intelligent transportation infrastructure that
would support rural and metropolitan travel management and safety needs, as well as streamline
the regulatory transactions associated with commercial vehicle operations within states and
across our international borders.
The Transportation Efficiency Act for the 21" Century (TEA-21) recognized the need to maintain
a strong research program that continues to develop and test new ITS technologies. It also
launched the deployment of intelligent transportation infrastructure by expanding ITS funding
eligibilities under the NHS, STP, and CMAQ programs, and the creation of the ITS Integration
and Commercial Vehicle ITS Infrastructure incentive programs. In keeping with the TEA-21
framework, this budget is proposed in two parts: (1) a program of research and technology
transfer activities similar to those carried out under ISTEA, albeit with a stronger emphasis on
the technical support necessary to achieve integrated deployment of ITS; and (2) an incentives
program that supports the integrated deployment of metropolitan, rural, and commercial vehicle
ITS infrastructure.
The priorities included in this budget submission are consistent with the national transportation
priorities expressed by the National Science and Technology Council (NSTC). The NSTC
priorities include an emphasis on 1-.man factors, demonstrations, deployment of advanced
technologies and operational concepts for smart vehicles and operators, and national intelligent
transportation infrastructure; development of training; development of modeling tools;
demonstration of strategies to enhance movement of people, goods, and freight through domestic
and international gateways; and development of consensus technical standards. All are areas of
emphasis within the ITS program and within this budget submission.
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ITS Research and Deployment Support Priorities
The proposed Research and Technology Transfer (R&T) budget (everything but the deployment
incentives programs) has six basic components: (1) Research and Development, including
Intelligent Vehicle Initiative Research totaling $48.5 million which constitutes about 46% of the
R&T budget; (2) Operational Tests totaling $12.0 million and constituting about 11% of the
R&T budget; (3) Evaluation and Program'Policy Assessment in the amount of $7.7 million and
7% of the R&T budget; (4) Architecture and Standards in the amount ofS1 6.l million and 15%
of the R&T budget; (5) Integration Support in the amount of $11 .4 million and 1I%of the R&T
budget; and, (6) Program Support in the amount of $9.4 million and about 9% of the R&T
budget. Below are highlights of each component as they are integrated into several of the major
ITS programs.
Intelligent Vehicle Initiative (IVI). The IVI is focused on the supporting the USDOT and
FHWA goals of improving safety by ensuring safety is not compromised by the introduction of
in-vehicle systems and by facilitating the development, deploymert, and evaluation of drierassistance safety' products and systems. In FY 2002 the valuation and analysis of results from
tests of four near- market IVI systems xxill be completed. fhese elforts xxili support the early
incorporation of IVl technologies into the market place and w,ill form the basis for the
development of more advanced IVI technologies. Phase I ot a first-generation rear-end collsion
warning system field test Nili be completed. Research to develop performance specifications, test
procedures and evaluation methodologies for longer-term, more ad; anced rear-end, road
departure, and intersection collision avoidance systems v-ill continue Field tests of road
departure, vehicle stability, drowsy driver, and transit collision avoidance systems will continue.
Significant human factors research will be conducted to develop effective methods of conveying
hazard information to drivers, develop an improved understanding of driver workload, and assess
the safety impacts of in-vehicle safety and information systems.
Rural ITS. The Rural ITS efforts are focused on supporting the USDOT and FHWA goals of
improving safety, mobility, and productivity, by conducting research and operational tests of
technologies that meet the needs of system operators, travelers and transporters of goods in rural
areas. In FY 2002 we will continue the expansion of the Rural ITS program, particularly in the
area of operational testing. We will complete funding for conversion of existing traveler
information to the national N I I system and continue research and model deployment to
demonstrate how NI L can best be used to meet traveler information needs. We )Nil initiate a
significant public safety research and operational test program focused on improving the deliver
of emergency services. We v-ill continue research and operational tests in the areas of transit
integration, weather decision support systems, intersection crash prevention and variable speed
limits. Through our Evaluation program we will independently evaluate these operational tests,
documenting their costs and benefits,
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Traffic Management and Control The Travel Management efforts are focused on supporting
the USDOT and FHWA goals of enhancing mobility by supporting the deployment of an
integrated intelligent transportation infastrucure. In FY 2002, our traffic management and
control research efforts will: 1) continue long range efforts to develop the next generation of
advanced traffic control systems and new dynamic traffic assignment tools; 2) conduct short term
research into more immediate solutions such as adaptive signal control, improved ramp metering
algorithms, and innovative surveillance strategies; 3) develop and test ITS-based traffic control
systems intended to improve pedestrian safety and mobility; 4) continue development of a new
traffic simulation model; 5) maintain state-of-the-art traffic testing and analysis facilities, and 6)
study human fact
sues associated with the operation of traffic management centers.
Advanced Public Transit Systems (APTS). The APTS program is focused on supporting the
USDOT goal of improving mobility through the development of new technologies that will
increase transit service availability and efficiency. In FY 2002 we will continue research and
operational testing efforts that are directed at investigating and testing the state of the art in
transit fleet management and traveler information. In addition, we will expand our APTS
technology transfer efforts, to advance the state-of-the-practice in the deployment of ITS
technologies by transit properties. We have increasingly integrated transit elements into our
Integration support efforts. Virtually, all of these activities are now directed to both transit and
highway interests, and are budgeted accordingly.
Commercial Vehicle Operations (UVO). The CVO program supports the USDOT and FHWA
goals of improving safety and productivity, through the development and deployment of the
Commercial Vehicle Information Systems and Networks (CVISN). In FY 2002, we expect to
have completed the deployment of CVISN Level 1.0 n 15 States. We will also complete the
expansion of the Safety and Fitness Electronic Records (SAFER) System and the development of
a Unified Carrier Register (UCR) to support improved roadside safety inspections.We will
initiate a Safety Technology for 2010 effort focused on the development of new and innovative
technologies to support safety enforcement and compliance. We will provide the technical
support required for widespread CVISN deployment. This includes technical guidance, technical
assistance, and training in the design and implementation of CVISN and testing to insure that
CVISN is implemented in a compatible and interoperable manner.
Intermodal Freight In FY 1999 we launched a limited effort in this new program area. It
supports the USDOT and FHWA goals of improving productivity, through the deployment of
ITS technologies that increase the efficiency of intermodal freight movement over the nation's
highways, railroads, waterways, and ports. In FY 2002 we will complete the development of an
intermodal freight architecture and initiate development of intermodal standards. We will
continue our operational test efforts through the initiation of an end-to-end freight tracking and
tracing test that would support a seamless information structure. These efforts will be conducted
in close cooperation with industry partners.
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Archived Data User Service (ADUS). We will be launching this new program area in FY 2002.
The ADUS program has emerged over the last several years as ITS systems have begun to be
deployed in metropolitan areas across the United States. This program seeks to capture the vast
amounts of data generated by these systems, format it for use by a wide range of transportation
users, and study how these data can be used to improve traffic management and operations. In
FY 2002 we will conduct research on data quality, data aggregation, data ownership and privacy
and initiate a pilot study of the impact data archi ving can have on improving traffic management
decisions.
Architecture and Standards. In the Architecture and Standards programs we will maintain the
existing National ITS architecture and enhance the architecture to keep it current, complete
development of the initial 80 ITS standards, and complete testing of 10 additional standards (for
a total of 30). We expect the policy on architecture consistency to begin taking effect in FY
2002. We will be working aggressively with both metropolitan areas and rural regions on the
implementation of this policy. This support will include the development and delivery of
architecture workshops, standards training courses, deployment technical support, peer-to-peec
support, technical guidance and lessons learned.
ITS Deployment Support. Our Integration Support program will assist those engaged in the
planning, design, implementation and operation of the integrated ITS infrastructure. In FY 2002
we expect to have 61 of the 78 largest metropolitan areas at a medium or high level of basic ITS
deployment. We will begin to expand our focus to the 350 metropolitan areas affected by our
new architecture consistency policy. A combination of technical guidance materials, direct
technical assistance, technology transfer, and training will be used to transfer rest arch results and
best practices. A major emphasis will be placed on the use of distance learning techniques (e g.
Internet-based training) to expand he reach of these programs. Through our Evaluation and
Program Assessment efforts we will continue to track our progress in deploying an integrated
ITS infrastructure and in documenting the costs and benefits of ITS technologies and services.
Integrated Deployment Incentives Program. Deployment of intelligent transportation
infrastructure in metropolitan and rural areas, and including CVISN, represents a new layer of
infrastructure that will enable the USDOT and FHWA goals of improved safety. mobility, and
productivity. This infrastructure will enhance the effective capacity needed to handle the next
generation of travel demand in the United States, and enable an unprecedented level of global
commerce. However, the infrastructure must be implemented as a national system, using
common standards and a common architecture. Moreover, if it is implemented with common
standards it will allow the development of in-vehicle products that interact with the infrastructure
to provide a new level of system management capability, safety, and consumer convenience.
Surveys, policy studies, and reviews of Federal-aid expenditures all indicate that, Ahile elements
of intelligent infrastructure are being deployed, their deployment is spotty, modally and
jurisdictionally isolated, and usually not compatible or interoperable from one agency to another.
from one jurisdiction to another, ot from one region to another. if this situation continues:

There will be insufficient "critical mass" of deployment to create a demand for national
standards -- standards are a prerequisite to national interoperability and products that
interact with the infrastructure;
Product manufacturers will not have enough confidence in the capability and sufficiency
,fITS infrastructure to develop complementary products and services;
The common communications and information network will never be created that would
allow active, real-time management of metropolitan transportation systems -- across
modes and jurisdictions; and
The common regulatory system that enables trucks to move non-stop from state to state
will not be developed.
In essence, the status quo will yield a patchwork of various technologies deployed over a 20 to
30 year time-frame that will generally be incapable of communicating with one another, thus
posing further barriers to inter-regional and interstate commerce, rather than enhancing it. It is
unlikely that sufficient integrated infrastructure will be available to yield the full safety and
capacity benefits, nor to serve as a platform for private sector investment.
By contrast, through effective application of the deployment incentives programs contained in
TEA-21 we will see:
The development of integrated and interoperable systems developed using the National
ITS architecture and standards;
Sufficient integrated infrastructure in six years to yield measurable mobility, safety and
productivity benefits; and
Sufficient integrated infrastructure to see substantial investment by the private sector -some of which will yield a public return on investment, as well as private.
The specific TEA-21 programs are:

*.
_

Intellient Transportation Systems Intezration Program. The ITS Integration program of $85
million will provide funding to State and local applicants who have been competitively selected
(per TEA-21 requirements) using the selection criteria contained within TEA-21. Funding will
support integration (not components) of metropolitan area travel management intelligent
infrastructure. It will also support the deployment of integrated intelligent infrastructure in rural
areas. A minimum of 10% of the funding will be allocated to rural areas. A non-ITS funding
match of 50% would be required for each project selected, with total Federal funding not to
exceed 80%.
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Commercial Vehicle Intelligent Transportation System Infrastructure Deployment, The
Commercial Vehicle Deployment program of $33.5 million will provide funding to State
applicants, who have been competitively selected, for the deployment of CVISN. This program
will be focused on achieving the goal of "deployment of CVISN in the majority of States by
September 30, 2003" as directed by TEA-21. This will provide for the creation of syst-ms to
facilitate electronic processing of regi stration, tax credentials and permits; the electronic
clearance of commercial vehicles past weigh stations along highways; and the delivery of realtime safety information to roadside inspectors to more precisely target unsafe carries. A nonITS funding match of 50% would be required for each project selected, with total Federal
funding not to exceed 80%.
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Program Title: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Budget Item No:
Amount Requested for FY 2002: $48.495 MILLION

I

Program Title: R & D - TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL
Budget Item No:
Amount Requested for FY 2002: 5 5.2 MILLION

GOALS
The traffic management and control research program supports the US DOT and FHWA goals of
enhancing safety, mobility, productivity, and the human and natural environments through longterm and applied research to develop advanced tools (models, software, guidance documents)
that can be used by practitioners to improve the management and control o f traffic.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The traffic management and control research program will develop tools that, when deployed,
will reduce the rate of highway -related fatalities and injuries, reduce delays on Federal-aid
highways, and reduce on-road mobile source emissions.
BACKGROUND
This program is focused on continuously improving traffic management and control systems that
enhance surface transportation efficiency and accommodate user needs for mobility while
ultimately leading to the long term goal of dynamic control. This program will be supported b.i
improving and expanding dynamic simulation models to predict capacity problems, by
evaluating planned research projects, and by testing the strengths and weaknesses of proposed
revisions to surface transportation operations programs. Advanced traffic management and
control technologies contribute directly to efficiency and mobility improvements as measured by
throughput and travel time. Where advanced signal control and freeway management strategies
have been implemented, increases of 17-25/6 in vehicle throughput and decreases of 8-25% in
travel time have been achieved. In addition, implementation of these systems contributes to
safety goals by smoothing traffic flow, and thus reducing the number of accidents that occur.
Smoothing traffic flow through management and control technologies also enhances
environmental goals by reducing stopping and starting of traffic, thereby reducing emissions.
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The ATMS R&D program has six primary focus areas: (1) Long Term Traffic Research; (2)
Short Term Traffic Research; (3) Pedestrian Safety and mobility; (4) Traffic Simulation Models
and Analysis Tools; (5) The Traffic Research Laboratory (TREL) and (6) Human Factors. These
research areas are considered the most important core of technologies necessary for the future of
the ATMS R&D.
'While the long-term focus on developing is the key goal, there will be many useful research
products that spin-off from this program as the goal is achieved in an iterative fashion over the
next several years. These research products alone will prove to be extremely useful to the
transportation community, and at the same time form the building blocks for Dynamic Control
Systems.
The focus of the Long Term Traffic Research Program is the development of Dynamic Control
Systems (DCS). The intent of DCS is to combine the features of adaptive signal control with
improved traffic estimation and prediction capability to produce network wide signal control
capability that is very responsive to changing traffic conditions. One of the key components of
this program is Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA). The focus of the DTA research has been to
develop and test prototype algorithms that estimate traffic conditions on freeways and arsenals
where surveillance data is limited or unavailable and predict future (i.e., one hour) traffic
conditions based on possible responses to incidents.
The Short Term Traffic Research Program recognizes the need for more immediate solutions to a
number of traffic control issues that do not require the sophistication of solutions such as
dynamic control. This program is focused on such issues as adaptive signal control, improved
ramp metering algorithms, and innovative sunveillance strategies.
The Pedestrian Safety and Mobility Research Program will focus on the development and
testing of ITS-based traffic control systems and strategies intended to improve the safety and
mobility ofall pedestrians (including people with disabilities) and bicyclists
The Traffic Simulation models and Analysis Tools Program is focused on the off-line dynamic
simulation model Traffic Sofrware buegrared System (TSIS) In FY 2001, the development of a
next generation traffic simulation model was initiated. The "new" CORSIM, which is the
Corridor Simulation component ofTSIS, will replace antiquated computer code with a modemday computer processing platform capable of meeting the user community's needs well into the
next century.
The Traffic Research Laboratory (TReL) combines advanced hardware, software and
communications systems to support the research, development, analysis, testing, evaluation, and
integration of transportation management systems and technologies. The TReL provides a
comprehensive analysis toolbox and experimental test bed to facilitate FHWA's ATMS research
and development program. TReL capabilities include isolated device testing in an off-line
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environment, systems integration testing for off-line applications, and TMC operations testing
for on-line emulation in time-critical applications.
The Human Factors Program focuses on the human centered aspects of traffic control. A main
emphasis of this focus area is the proper operations of traffic management centers from the
perspective ofoperators and travelers alike.
MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) - The field testing of the two prototype DTA
algorithms was completed and appropriate modifications were made to the algorithms
based on the results of the field testing. The field tests were conducted at a traffic control
center and at a metropolitan planning organization to evaluate the utility of these
algorithms as both r"tool for developing traffic control strategies and as a planning
analysis tool.
Adaptive Control Systems (ACS) - Field testing of the three ACS algorithms was
completed. A total of four tests were conducted in Northern Virginia, Seattle, Chicago,
and Tucson. These sites were chosen to represent the various site and traffic conditions
necessary to exercise the algorithms properly.
Pedestrian Adaotive Sinal Control - The development of a prototype adaptive signal
control algorithms was initiated. These pedestrian adaptive signal control algorithms are
intended to improve the operations of signalized intersections and improve pedestrian
safety based on pedestrian presence and pedestrian walking speeds.
Models - The development of a prototype of a new traffic simulation model was initiated
in FY'01. The new model will take all of the known logic and algorithms, including the
best of old CORSIM, develop a new operating platform using modem computer
platforms, and begin to transfer the logic into a new simulation model. This new
simulation model will serve as the foundation for all modeling enhancements in the
future. In other words, the new model will be capable of serving as a platform for
simulation needs well into the next century. The existing traffic simulation suite, TSIS,
was maintained and supported through this period.
Human Factors TMC Co.nsortum - TMC Consortium completed an initial series of
research efforts aimed at identifying and quantifying various operational issues related to
the overall operations of traffic control centers.
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KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
Pedestrian Activated Sienals - The development of a prototype adaptive signal control
algorithms was completed. These pedestrian adaptive signal control algonthms are intended to
improve the operations of signalized intersections and improve pedestrian safety based on
pedestrian presence and pedestrian walking speeds
CORSIM Re-Engineering - Significant progress ,%ill be made in the development of a news
traffic simulation model. Overall design will be completed; simulation logic nill
be completed,
and final coding will
be ininated
Short Term Research - Several shown term ITS based traffic "solutions" willl be developed.
These might include an integration of adaptie ramp metering vith adaptive signal control
systems, and traffic analysis and control strategies based on NN
ide area sur eillance.
FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
1. Pedestrian Adaptive Signal Control - $600 Thousand
Signals that adapt in real time to pedestrians have the potential to dramatically reduce delay and
crashes to both motorists and non-motorists. Signal timing is constrained by minimum green
times and pedestrian phases which are now based on an averrage pedestrian Awalking
speed. This
results in minor street green phases that are quite large since they must allow for pedestrians to
cross the major arterial, which tends to be wide. Currently, a minimum green time phase is
cycled whether or not a pedestrian is present, causing excessive and unnecessary delay on the
major arterial.
Phase I determined the feasibility of pedestrian adapti, e signal control ,stems,
assessing the potential costs, delay reductions and other benefits for various implementation
scenarios. Phase II %killdevelop the algorithms for the traffic controllers to adapt to pedestrian
presence and walking speeds. Various sensing technologies that can detect the presence of
pedestrians, both at the curbside and a within
the crossing area, will determine: (1)whether or not
to call for a minimum green or pedestrian walk phase; (2) the need to extend theavailable green
for pedestrians, or (3) the opportunity tocancel the call for the green. Ifa pedestrian is not
present or leaves, a reduced minimum green time can be used or a call to the controller can be
canceled, thus eliminating unnecessary motor vehicle delay on the major arterial.
Detecting
slower moving pedestrians within the crossing areas and extending the green can help reduce
conflicts and crashes betwen pedestrians and vehicles, increasing safety for all users. Phase III
will field test and evaluate the benefit of traffic signals and detectors that adapt to the presence
and walking speeds of pedestrians.
This is the third year of a three-year program with a total cost of $1,300,000 SI100,000 is
estimated for FY 2000 (Phase I), S600,000 was proposed for FY 2001 (S400,000 - Phase II,
S200,000 - Phase III); and S600,000 is requested for FY 2002 (Phase III).
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2. TSIS Maintenance and Support - $350 Thousand
CORSIM (CORridor SIMulation) simulates traffic and traffic control conditions on street,
corridor, and freeway networks and measures operational performance. Over the years, a shell
program called Traffic Software Integrated System (TSIS) has been developed to facilitate the
use of CORSIM.. TSIS includes programs such as CORSIM, TRAFVU, and TRAFED to help
users easily develop data decks, interpret outputs, and view the intermediate and final statistics
through animation. In FY 1999, Version 4.3 was released that included many key "fixes" and
enhancements made during the previous year. In FY 2000, TSIS enhancements include
increased modeling and functionality to support the Simulation-based laboratory research,
development, testing and evaluation of advanced ramp metering strategies, integrated corridor
control strategies, and dynamic traffic assignment systems. In FY 2000, this updated version of
the software will be released and will allow the user community to simulate ramp metering
among other facilities. This line item is intended to provide ongoing maintenance and support to
TSIS in FY 2002.
This is the fourth year of an ongoing facility operation; $1,450,00 was spent in for FY 1998;
$1,375,000 was spent in FY 1999; $1,150,000 was spent in FY 2000; and $200,000 was
proposed for FY 2001; $350,000 is requested for FY 2002.
3. CORSIM Reengineerine - $1.0 Million
In order to respond to the new and changing needs of transportation users, there is a need for an
entirely new modeling effort that will use modem-day computer processing power. While
CORSIM continues to provide useful service to transportation practitioners around the country, it
was developed over 15 years ago utilizing out-dated computer programming techniques. Many
strides have been made in computer processing capabilities which cannot be integrated with the
current CORSIM operating platform. This fact has become increasingly obvious as research
done in evaluating Dynamic Traffic Assignment has proven difficult, Continued enhancements
to the original CORSIM model are no longer cost effective.
The new traffic simulation model proposed here would take all of the known logic and
algorithms - the best of old CORSIM, develop a new operating platform using modem computer
electronics, and begin to transfer the logic into a new simulation model. This new Simulation
model will serve as the foundation for all modeling enhancements in the future. In other words,
the new model will be capable of serving as a platform for Simulation needs well into the next
century.
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This is the second year of a three year effort; $1,000,000 is proposed for FY 2001; S1,000,000 is
requested for FY 2002; $1,000,000 is estimated for FY 2003
4. Long Term Traffic Research - $1.0 Million
The traffic management research program has a long range goal of developing and deploying
what has been termed Dynamic Control Systems (DCS). DCS is intended to combine the realtime signal control features of Adaptive Signal Control (ACS) vith the traffic estimation and
prediction capabilities of Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA). This integration of traffic
prediction with the ability to adapt signal timing in real time holds the promise of fundamentally
changing the way we manage traffic in urban areas. This program would advance the
development and testing of DTA and move towards the envisioned integration of DTA with ACS
to develop an advanced network wide traffic control system for congested urban areas.
This is the fifth year ofa multi-year program; $600,000 was spent in FY 1998; 5575,000 was
spent in FY 1999; 250,000 was spent in FY 2000, 5350,000 is estimated for FY 2001; and
$1,000,000 is requested for FY 2002.
5. Short Term Traffic Management Research/Analysis - $1.5 Million
While a major focus of the traffic research program is the long range goal of Dy-namic Control
Systems, there is a need to pursue the development of shorter term solutions to less complex
traffic control issues. DCS is a long range initiative that v,ill take many years to develop, test and
deploy. Even when DCS is "ready for market" it vill initially only be appropriate for our most
congested urban areas. itistherefore necessary to devote some portion of our traffic research
program towards traffic control issues that effect a wide range ofjurssdictions and are more
amenable to short term solutions. This project will fund the development ofvarious traffic
control tools and strategies that can be developed and deployed in the short term. These efforts
will focus on incremental progress in the state-of-the-art and state-of-the-practice rather than the
sort of fundamental shifts in strategy and technology that our long range program requires. The
expected result, of course, is incremental improvements in traffic congestion rather than the
dramatic gains that long range initiatives such as DCS promise. Candidate projects include the
integration of adaptive ramp metering ,,ith
adaptive signal control systems, and the development
of traffic control tools and strategies thst take advantage of the wide area surveillance potential of
wireless phone geo-location technology.
This is the first year ofa multi-yeu- program; S1.5 Million is requested for FY 2002
6. TReL Operations - $600 Thousand
The Traffic Research Laboratory is primanly a research facility, . It fundamentally supports all of
the research and development conducted under the ATMS research program, including DTA,
ACS and TSIS. In previous budgets, funding used to support TReL as welI as other research
\1
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projects was contained within the TReL line item. Starting in FY 2001, the funding request for
TReL has been solely for its operations, maintenance and upkeep, and for performing limited
technical assistance. Funding for all of the other research program projects that make use of
TReL as a test bed, such as DTA, ACS and TSIS, is contained within those individual,
appropriate line items, This approach will allow the TReL to maintain its identity as a research
test bed facility, while allowing specific research projects to pay for and use TReL as needed.
This is the fifth year of an ongoing facility operation; S1,l50,000 was spent in FY 1998;
$2,450,000 was spent in FY 1999; $2,650,000 was spent in FY 2000, and $700,000 Was
proposed for 2001; $600,000 is requested for 2002.
7. Traffic Management Center Consortium - $150 Thousand
As traffic management centers (TMC) acquire new systems and develop new methods to address
growing traffic problems, questions arise as to how these systems should be integrated with each
other and with existing systems. Other questions include v,hat impact these systems will
have on
traffic, and how TMC operators can be effectively incorporated in the management and
operations of these systems. Such issues are of national concern. For instance, an ITS America
Research and Technology Advisory Group (RTAG) composed of members from several states
and FHWA, has identified numerous design areas requiring additional information (March
1998). They include: surveillance and intelligence gathering; safety implications of real-time
data; operations and maintenance support tools; data fusion; driver response to traffic control
devices; detector malfunctions; interactions with emergency vehicles, and optimizing regional
networks.
The goal of this project is to assemble a consortium composed of regional, state, and local traffic
management agencies to: (1) provide technical assistance; (2) identify common problems among
consortium members; (3) suggest approaches to addressing shared problems; (4) initiate and
monitor research projects intended to address shared problems; (5) disseminate results; and (6)
assist in solution deployment.
It is assumed that participating states will fund the activities of the TMC Consortium through the
National Pooled Funds. However, the TMC Consortium funding requested here will fund the
Department's membership in the consortium and disseminate consortium products. These
activities will support Metropolitan Inftastructure Deployment across the 75 major metropolitan
areas. Dissemination of products to non-participants will serve to encourage future. participation
in the consortium in addition to furthering Metropolitan ITS objectives.
This is the third year of an ongoing program; $200,000 was spent in FY 2000; $300,000 was
proposed for FY 2001; $150,000 is requested for FY 2002.
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Program Title; R & D- INTELLIGENT VEHICLE RESEARCH
Budget Item No.:
Amount Requested for FY 2002: $ 30.945 MILLION

GOALS
The Intelligent Vehicle Initiative's (IVI) primary focus is in support of the U.S. DOT and FHWA
goals of improving safety. This program will increase traffic safety by expediting the commercial
availability of advanced vehicle control ond safety systems which may be augmented by
interaction with the infrastructure. Secondarily, the program will seek to support the goals of
improving mobility and productivity.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The IVI will primarily seek to reduce the rate of highway-related fatalities and injuries.
BACKGROUND
Over the last several decades, safety equipment in the vehicle such as seatbelts and air bags,
improved highway design and anti-drinking-and-driving campaigns have led to major
improvements in protecting people and improving overall safety. However, more than 6 million
motor vehicle crashes continue to occur on our highways every year, causing approximately 5.2
million injuries and more than 41,000 fatalities, and costing more than $150 billion per year.
Driver error is cited as the primary cause in about 90 percent of all police-reported crashes
involving passenger vehicles, trucks and buses. Our analysis shows that the widespread
deployment of advanced driver assistance systems can significantly reduce the annual number of
motor vehicle crashes.
In order to achieve this, U.S. DOT has a two-part role. The first, is to ensure that safety is not
comprised by the introduction of in-vehicle systems. A particular interest for the IVI is the
safety impact of combining multiple systems, such as route guidance and navigation, adaptive
cruise control, cellular telephones, anc in-vehicle computers. We will investigate the impact
that these systems may have on driver behavior by measunng any changes in the level of driver
workload and distraction.
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The second part of the Federal role in IVI, addresses our responsibility for reducing deaths,
injuries and economic losses resulting from motor vehicle crashes. This role, which is a
cornerstone of U.S. DOT's mission, will be carried out by facilitating the development,
deployment and evaluation of driver-assistance safety products & systems.
The LVI is a problem based program. An analysis of crash statistics and causal factors resulted in
the selection of eight problem areas of high potential payoff in safety: Rear-end collision
avoidance (approx. 1.7 million police-reported light vehicle crashesyear); road departure crash
avoidance (approx. 1.2 million police-reported crashes/year); intersection collision avoidance
n,prox. 1.9 million police-reported crashes/year); lane change, merge collision avoidance
,prox. 250,000 police-reported crashes/year); vision enhancement (a significant factor in 42
percent of all vehicle crashes and additional pedestrian collisions); vehicle stability (50% oflarge
truck driver fatalities occurs in trucks that rolled over); driver condition warning (driver fatigue is
a factor in 3 to 6 percent of fatal crashes involving large trucks. Fatigue is a factor in 18% of
single-vehicle, large truck fatal crashes) and safety impacting services (driver error is a
contributing factor for 90 percent of vehicle crashes. The introduction of cellular telephones and
traveler information systems into the vehicle may contribute to increases in driver error).
Human factors and how they relate to driver performance is a fundamental underpinning of the
IVI program. Human factors studies are integrated with other types of study, such as sensor
performance, to create the systems approach to vehicle-bared safety improvements. The
importance of the human factors studies is due in large measure to the fact that the IVI program
is charged with helping find human-centered solutions to the human-centered problem of
highway crashes, and resulting deaths and injuries.
As noted elsewhere, the primary emphasis of the IVI program is prevention of crashes. As the
IVI program has evolved, three distinct, but related, emphases have developed. The first
emphasis is on systems that can enhance safety, i.e., help drivers , void crashes. In this part of
the program there is a focused emphasis'on finding advanced technology systems that effectively
help drivers avoid crashes that would otherwise occur. The second emphasis is on systems that
are related to safety, but do not directly contribute to changes in safety. The emphasis in this
part of the program is on understanding the safety impact, i.e., the likelihood of decreasing or
increasing the number of crashes and severity of crash consequences. The third area of emphasis
overlaps both of the other emphases. This is the study of how combinations of more than one
system affect drivers and their safety-related performance. Thus, in a simplistic way, the charter
of the IVI is to find solutions to the human-centered problem of crashes on the nation's
highways,
For safety-enhancing systems, the underlying concept is that a crash will occur if the system does
not intervene with timely and effective advice or control of the vehicle. A major factor in the
human factors work in this area is the broad variety of types of study. Some of the studies are
traditional human factors experiments, i.e., those that are for the purpose of testing hypotheses
about human performance by means of experiments with volunteer subjects, and other studies
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that are not traditional, e.g., analysis of crash data files. This variety is best seen by looking at a
typical sequence of studies that evolve during the course of seeking an understanding of the
problem and a solution for the specific problem area.
*
*
*

*
*

Crash data analyses that lead to basic understanding cf dynamic conditions that existed
prior to a crash and causal factors for crashes.
Driving simulator or test track studies which provide basic driver performance in relevant
situations using artificially activated warning times.
Basic estimation ofbenefits that might accrue to use of a countermeasure system.
Additional driving simulator or test track experiments for the purpose of refining timing
and usability of warning or advisory messages.
Additional driving simulator or test track experiments for the purpose of developing
necessary and sufficient features of diver/vehicle interface.
Naturalistic driving with no intervention for the purpose of estimating level of annoyance
that countermeasures might produce and to establish a baseline distribution of relevant
situations that can be used for refinement of estimates of benefits.
Refinement of benefits estimates,
Operational test of the most promising system(s) for the purpose of measuring
effectiveness and user acceptance, as well as providing a basis for further refinement of
benefits estimates.

By contrast, the underlying concept for understanding safety impacting-systems is different than
the concept for safety-enhancing systems. (The concept for safety-impacting systems is that
crashes will not occur unless the system causes dangerous behavior in pre-crasb situations.)
Thus, the human factors studies associated with safety-related systems consist of two parts. The
first is a determination of changes in driver causal behavior that would produce a crash if the
surrounding driving environment is inconsistent with that type of behavior. The second part is to
determine if the driver chooses to use the system in situations that, when combined with the
causal behavior, can produce crashes.
The mental mt del behind this concept for safety-related systems is that drivers interact with invehicle systems for one of two reasons: either there is a need to interact (for example, answering
an in-vehicle phone and applying the brakes at a stop sign) or a desire on the part of the driver to
interact which is independent of the external circumstances (for example, checking the
speedometer, changing a CD, or dialing a cellular phone) These interactions with in-vehicle
systems involve the driver activating what can be called causal behaviors (for example, applying
pressure to the brake pedal, directing the driver's eyes to the system in question, or even
changing mental focus from driving to another emphasis). When done in a protected
environment, each causal behavior may have no effect on the safety of driving; however, when
these causal behaviors occur in inappropriate driving environments, crashes can occur.
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The third area of emphasis is a combination of more than one system. These studies typically
follow development of understanding of individual systems and follow a similar sequence of
human factors studies. A major challenge in this pan of the work is to do it in a way that the
results can be generalized. The ideal goal would be to establish relationships for functional
descrptions of systems and there performance; howex er, expenments and measures of
performance are for specific implementations and are not easy to generalize. For example, rules
for integration are not defined and combinations of systems will occur as individual
manufacturers choose to proceed with product plans. Work in this area is presently based on
experiments with basic measures such as eye activity relative to baseline activities such as tuning
a radio (specific implementation). The challenge is how to relate these measures to safety
The program will address problem areas in four classes, or "platforms," of vehicles. These are
light, commercial, transit, and specialty vehicles. Light vehicles are passenger vehicles, light
trucks, vans, and sport utility vehicles. Commercial vehicles are heavy trucks and interstate
busses. Transit vehicles include all non-rail vehicles operated by transit agencies, and specialty
vehicles include emergency response, enforcement, and highway maintenance vehicles. Vehicles
have been categorized into the four platforms to improve safety by focusing on the unique
problems encountered in their respective environments. The inclusion of the four individual
platforms will allow us to expedite the commercial availability of driver assistance systems
across all platform types. Although the largest problem area is in light vehicles, we will be able
to conduct field tests and quantify the benefits of some systems in the other platform areas before
they are ready to be tested on light vehicles This will give us a better understanding of the
benefits and give guidance on where best to conduct future research.
This budget is organized to reflect the organization of the IVI program. There are 4 major
categories of effort, Generation 0, Generation 1, Generation 2 and Program Support. Under each
Generation, we have 3 types of activities, Problem Area Research, Field Testing and Crosscutting Activities. The FY 2000 and 2001 accomplishments and the FY 2001 program request
are presented in this format.
Generations
Developing solutions to the seven safety-enhancing problem areas is a highly complex
undertaking. It involves determining causality, measuring driver behavior, developing
performance specifications (including driver-vehicle interface) for potential countermeasures,
measuring the teeceal performance, driver performance and user acceptance of applicable
systems, estimating and validating benefits. In order to provide near term benefits, the IVI will
not wait to develop the optimal solution, but wilt evaluate and encourage the deployment of
effective systems that may only partially address the problem areas. In order to implement this
incremental approach, the IVI will focus on developing generations of vehicles with increasing
capabilities which address the eight problem areas. During the period covered by TEA-21, U.S.
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DOT intends to support work on generations zero, one, and two. Each succeeding generation is
expected to address systems with more advanced capabilities, higher levels of integration and
increased infrastructure cooperation.
The effect of safety-impacting systems will require a different approach. The major consem for
these type systems is that they will distract the drier from the driving task. We will develop
tools and objective test procedures to measure driver behavior, driver workload and distraction.
These tools will be used to study each generations safety-impacting systems.
Each generation will culminate in multi-platform operational tests, which will objectively
evaluate improvements in safety and driver performance resulting from the integrated intelligent
vehicle systems. These operational tests will be competitively awarded. They wkill involve
multiple platform types of integrated systems. The systems evaluated must be within five years
of commercial deployment. The applicants for these operational tests, who must be capable of
deploying these systems, will propose the integrated systems. These operational tests will serve
as a performance indicator for the IVI program by allowing us to measure the progress resulting
from each generations research investment.
In preparation for each generations' operational tests, U.S. DOT will conductproblem area
research andfield tests in the eight problem areas The activities undertaken in the problem area
research will result in an improved understanding of technical performance required to achieve
suitable levels of driver acceptance and benefits, The field tests of individual systems differ from
the Generation Operational Tests in that they evaluate individual problem areas, the subject of
each field test are identified by U.S. DOT based on the problem area research, the systems
evaluated are longer term and not necessarily expected to be deployed within five years. As with
the Generation Operational Tests, we will enter into cooperative agreements with public/private
partnerships. The partners will provide significant cost share. These field tests of individual
systems will be the first time these countermeasures are evaluated on real roads using real
drivers.
Generation 0 Generation 0 will assess the technical performance. determine user acceptance,
and measure the benefits of driver assistance systems that are expected to enter production
preparation by 2003. This initial generation is intended to leverage the service development
which occurred under the IVI's predecessor programs. The U.S. DOT will focus on developing
the ability to meaningfully evaluate integrated services while our industry and stakeholder
partners will be responsible for developing the vehicles with integrated IVI services. We will
also conduct large scale driver behavior studies to allow us to better understand crash causal
factors and develop driver workload measurement tools. These will be used to study Generation
0 safety-impacting systems.
Generation I Generation 1 is expected to address systems with more advanced capabilities,
higher levels of integration and increased infrastructure cooperation. The Generation I activities
will advance the capabilities of selected IVI problem areas. While Generation 0 focused
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primarily on driver information and assistance systems, Generation I is expected to include
advanced collision warning systems and possibly some early collision avoidance systems.
Research will be conducted to improve our understanding of the technical performance and user
acceptance required to achieve improved benefits. This will involve the development of
advanced performance specifications and field testing of individual services. Driver-vehicle
interface guidelines will be developed. Risk compensation and driver workload will be studied
for safety enhancing and safety impacting systems. We will also assess the impact of service
integration on technical performance and human factors issues. This will lead to the
development and field testing of Generation I vehicles for the purpose of validating the safety
benefit estimates.
Generation 2 This generation is expected to build on the accomplishments of Generation 1. The
role of infrastructure and vehicle to vehicle cooperation is expected to greatly increase. True
collision avoidance (not just warning) systems should begin to emerge. During FY 2001 we will
conduct research in the most complex problem areas to improve our understanding of the
technical performance and user acceptance required to achieve improved benefits. improved
benefits are expected from systems which achieve higher performance from advanced technology
and infrastructure-vehicle cooperation, Initially, we will focus on developing advanced
performance specifications. In later years we will include field testing of individual services.
We will also assess the impact of service integration on technical performance and human factors
issues. This will lead to the development and field testing of Generation 2 vehicles for the
purpose of validating the safety benefit estimates. The human factors related issues for
Generation 2 systems of driver workload and risk compensation are expected to be similar to
those of Generation 1.
MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

GENERATION 0
Operational Test
The on road testing and data collection will be completed for the tour Generation 0 operational
tests which were awarded during FY 1999. These tests included:
A collision warning system (advanced Eaton-Vorad) including closing distance warning,
blind spot object warning, and adaptive cruise control ,will be evaluated on 50 heavy
vehicles and an additional 50 vehicles will be used as a control group, The 100 test
vehicles will operate in commercial service on public roads through the U.S.
Infrastructure-assisted road hazard warning will be evaluated on 143 commercial vehicle
tractors. The test vehicles will operate in commercial service on public roads throughout
the Commonwealth of Virginia.
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A truck "Rollover Stability Advisor" (RSA) to warn truck drivers of potential instability
will be evaluated. Six tractors coupled to tanker semi-trailers will operate in commercial
service in the Midwest. Three of the tractors will be equipped with the countermeasure
and three will serve as the unequipped control group. The test fleet will be dispatched
and managed from LaPorte, IN, about 45 miles southeast of Chicago.
t
A Specialty Vehicle Col ision Warning System, using a lateral guidance system, and
integrated driver vehicle interface with vision enhancement will be evaluated on a fleet of
snow plows in Minnesota.

GENERATION 1
Problem Area Research
Installation of data collection systems will be completed for a large-scale, on-road,
naturalistic (people in their own cars), pre-crash driving experiment for light vehicles.
This experiment is designed to gather crash and near-crash data so that event-time
modeling of typical crash scenarios can be accomplished This data base will be used for
effectiveness modeling of countermeasures and for scenario development for the National
Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS). It is expected that the data will include all the
major types of crashes: rear-end crashes, road departure, intersection, and lane change
crashes.
Off-the-shelf testing of commercially available road departure systems (sometimes called
lane keeping systems) will be completed in the National Advanced Drinving Simulator
(NADS) in light vehicle crash situations. This data will clarify the road departure
effectiveness of lane keeping systems and inform the development of objective test
procedures for road departure countermeasures in preparation for an upcoming field
operational test.
Research will be initiated into developing objective test procedures for safety-impacting
voice interfaces for drivers-- both hands-free and hand
systems (night vision systems
e types of systems are products in the marketplace
held) in light vehicles. Both o:
and the Intelligent Vehicle Initiative needs objective test procedures to facilitate their
development.
Generation I Multiple system integration driver-vehicle interface guidelines will be
completed.
In FY 2001, three of the performance specification projects for transit collision warning
systems will be completed, The performance specifications and associated cost / benefit
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analysis information will be evaluated and a recommendation will be made to perform an
operational test. A request for proposals to do the operational test will be developed and
a proposal will be selected. FTA will continue to meet with the industry to discuss the
program. Additionally, the pedestrian/passenger safety study will begin.
Field Tests
Two field test prototype vehicles will be compleed to test the integration of the
subsystems with the vehicle and the drinver-v,hicle in .erface in support of the Rear-End
Collision Warning Field Operational Test for light vehicles. Preliminary testing of these
vehicles will be completed to prepare for the decision to enter into Phase IIof this
contract, the data gathering phase, which is expected to begin in FY 2002.
A road departure field test for light vehicles will begin with the development of objective
tests for the proposed test vehicles.

GENERATION 2
Problem Area Research
An approach to gathering intersection crash data for light vehicles will be validated in a
pilot test of the System to Assess Vehicle Motion Environments (SAVME). The pilot
test will examine the use of this tool to construct dynamic models of pre-crash and nearcrash events occurring in the form of common crossing path conflicts at intersections.
Given satisfactory pilot test results, a plan will be completed for the deployment of
SAVME to gather and extrapolate data for a data base to represent the national crossing
path crash population.
Research will be initiated into objective test development for intersection crash
countermeasures for light vehicles.
Development of a test-bed passenger car to study the technology and human factors
problems ofintegration will be initiated as part of the development of intersection
countermeasures. Specific areas of research for this vehicle include: new sensor
development for lane change, countermeasure functional fusion for rear-end, road
departure, lane change, and intersection crashes, data fusion and management for _
integrated DVI development, and generation of countermeasure field test support data.
The functional and design requirements for this vehicle will be completed and a critical
design review held in FY 2001.
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Research will be completed to define the pedestrian collision problem for light vehicles.
This new problem area for light vehicles will be treated just as we have approached the
other crash problem areas: common crash scenarios will be extracted from available data
bases, causal factors will be determined, technology-based countermeasures to address
the causal factors will be researched, functional performance specifications for
countermeasures will be developed, objective tests will be developed for
countermeasures, and field operational tests of countermeasures will be conducted.
Analysis of Roadway Departure Avoidance Concepts: A detailed analysis ofaltemative
infrastructure-based and vehicle-highway cooperative systems to reduce the number of
roadway departure crashes. Concepts included the provision of hazard information to
assist motorists in avoiding hazardous situations and vehicle-highway cooperative
systems that can recognize actual o; imminent roadway departures so that evasis e actions
can be taken.
Identification of Methods to Convey Hazard Information: Candidate methods of
conveying hazard information to drivers through active roadside and in-vehicle signing to
assist drivers in avoiding roadway departure crashes. The hazard information included
warnings of upcoming roadway hazards and of actual or imminent roadway departure, as
anticipated based upon prior conceptual designs for roadway departure warning systems
These methods were identified based on prior human factors research and engineering
practices.
Survey and Assessment of Environmental Sensors: Identification of commercially
available sensor systems capable of determining current driving and pavement conditions
and of conveying information to motorists through roadside and in-vehicle signing.
These sensors were identified through surveys of current sensor providers, examinations
of sensors already deployed by highway agencies, and published research repons.
Analysis of Intersection Collision Avoidance Concepts. A detailed analysis ofalternative
infrastructure-based and vehicle-highway cooperative systems to improve safety at
signalized and unsignalized intersections. Analytical methods were developed to support
the development and evaluation of promising collision avoidance system concepts.
Extensions of these system concepts to improve railroad-highway grade crossing safety
were also defined.
Identification of Methods to Warn Dri, ers to Avoid Intersection Crashes: Alternative
methods of warning drivers who are about to violate a traffic control device at an
intersection, or else are at risk of colliding with violating or other vehicles. Methods
considered included use of special strobe lights to capture the attention of distracted
drivers, active textual or graphic display signs, audible warnings, ano use of existing
traffic signal displays. Methods were identified and assessed based on prior human
factors research and engineering practices, including consideration of deployment costs
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Functional Requirements for Intersection Collision Avoidance Sensors: Definition of
functional requirements for sensing systems capable of identifying violators of traffic
control devices who might collide with other vehicles and of identifying vehicles that
might collide w ith pedestnans or cyclists at intersections An assessment of commercially
available sensing systems to achieve these functional requirements and the conceptual
development of needed new or improved sensors was conducted. These sensors were
identified through surveys of current sensor providers, examinations of sensors already
deployed by highway agencies, and published research reports.

KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
GENERATION 0
Operational Test
*

Data analysis will be completed for the four Generation 0 operational tests which were
awarded dunng FY 1999 will be completed

GENERATION I
Problem Area Research
Data collection and analysis will begin for a large-scale, naturalistic, pre-crash driving
study in light vehicles. This study will create naturalistic scenario crash event timing data
in all crash types.
The Enabling Research Consortium ,will complete a preliminary Driver Workload Tool
Which will undergo validation in FY 2002.
Effectiveness testing of commercially available lane keeping systems on the NADS in
light vehicle crash situations will be completed.
The initial three-year research program with the Light Vehicle Enabling Research
Consortium will be completed. This research will be in three areas: enhanced digital
maps, forward collision warning, and dnver workload and distraction.
The evaluation of road departure collision avoidance technologies for further
development in Specialty Vehicles will be initiated.
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Field Tests
Objective test procedures will be completed for a light vehicle road departure field test
and preparations will begin for the data collection phase of the field test.
The decision will be made by U.S. DOT and GM on whether to continue into Phase I1of
the Rear-End Collision Warning Field Operational Test for light vehicles, the open-road
data gathering phase.
GENERATION 2
Problem Area Research
Phase II Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) research will end on a vehicle-based
road condition sensor for light vehicles in tuppor of road departure countermeasures
This will provide a working prototype for evaluation.
Intersection crash data will be gathered from the initial operational deployment of the
System to Assess Vehicle Motion Environments (SAVME).
Fabrication of a light vehicle integration test-bed will be initiated in support of the
development of intersection crash countermeasures.
The needs assessment study of the emergency vehicle crashes and technologies will be
initiated,
Design Guidelines for Methods to Convey Hazard Information : Design guidelines for
roadside and in-vehicle signing. Evaluation of candidate methods of conveying hazard
information to drivers through active roadside and in-vehicle signing based on driver
simulation experiments, driving studies, and other human factors analytical processes
intended to verify the human performance of candidate ommunication methods.
Functional Specifications and Prototypes of Environnental Sensors: Functional
specifications and prototypes of new or improved environmental sensors capable of
supporting roadway departure collision avoidance. New or improved sensors were
developed in partnership with industry and tested in the laboratory or on highways to
demonstrate achievement of the functional specifications.
Functional System Designs for New Roadway Marking Products: Functional
specifications of systems to reduce the incidence of roadway departure crashes.
Prototypes of promising systems were developed and new functions that must be
developed to enable realization of the roadway departure systems conceived in prior
research studies were identified,
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Design Guidelines for Dner and Pedestrian Interfaces to Avoid Intersection Crashes:
Design guidelines for infrastructure-based and %ehicle-highw ay coopeiative intersection
collision avoidance systems Ealuaion of candidate methods of warning dnsers
through acti e roadside and in-vehicle signing based on dnser simulation expenments,
dnsing studies, and other human factors analytical processes intended to verifthe
human performance of candidate warning methods
Functional Specifications and Prototypes of lnersection Collision Avoidance Sensors:
Functional specifications and prototypes of new or improved sensors to support
intersection collision avoidance. New or improved sensors %,eredeveloped in partnership
with industry and tested in the laboratory or at intersections to demonstrate achies ement
of the functional specifications.
Functional System Designs for Intersection Collision Avoidance: Functional
specifications of systems to reduce the incidence of vehicle crashes and of pedestian or
cyclist collisions with vehicles at intersections. Prototypes of early intersection collision
avoidance systems or components were developed and new functions that must be
developed to address all major objectives of intersection collision avoidance systems
conceived in prior research studies were identified.

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
1. GENERATION I
a. Rear-End Collision Problem Area Research - $200,000
This will support the data gathering and analysis of the rear-end crash data coming from the
large-scale, naturalistic pre-crash driving experiment, This will create a public-domain data base
of pre-crash events for rear-end collisions. This information will improve our understanding of
the benefits of collision countermeasures and will be the basis for developing more effective
countermeasures.

This will be a five year effort. (FY 2000: $600,000; FY 2001: $600,000; FY 2002: $200,000;
FY 2003: $200,000; FY 2004: $200,000; total cost: $1.8 million).
b. Rear-End Collision Warning Field Operational Test -53.5 million
There are approximately 1.65 million police-reported rear-end crashes annually resulting about
1,160 fatalities, which is about 25 percent of the country's 6.4million annual crashes, and is the
largest single crash type. In exce!,s of 90% of these crashes are attributable to dnver error and
should be amenable to technology-based countermeasures; hence, this is the most safetyV-25

promising countermeasure Preliminary estimates have shown that rear-end collision
countermeasures could prevent up to 750,000 crashes each year if all passenger vehicles were
properly equipped. For these reasons, this service has been given the highest priority by U.S.
DOT and the light vehicle industry, it has seen the largest investment to date, and this is the most
advanced of the collision avo dance services. Experimental prototypes offering this serve ice are
developing as a collision warning feature to be offered in conjunction with an Adaptive Cruise
Control (ACC) feature, though both need not operate at the same time. ACC products ssere
announced in the U.S. maket late in CY 1999 to begin the deployment of the forvard-looking
radar that is necessary for tihe Rear-End Collision Waming service.
This funding sill continue a field test of a first-generation rear-end collision warning system for
passenger cars. This project will equip and test a fleet of Model Year 2000 Buick LeSabres with
first-generation rear-end collision warning systems. The field evaluation will include a study of
driver workload, driver acceptance, and behavior adaptation. Results from this test %v
ill help to
refine the development of the Generation I passenger cars and will provide better estimates of
the safety benefits of this service. This project enters the second phase of the field test this year.
the vehicle deployment and data gathering and analysis phase. (The funding stream for this
project has been corrected to reflect the actual project schedule as of the date of writing),
This will be a 5 year effort. (FY 19)8: $4.0 million; FY 1999: 4.0 million; FY 2000: S3.5
million; FY 2001: S4.5 million; FY 2002: $3.5 million; FY 2003 52.0 million; total cost: 521,5
million)
c. Rear-End Collision Warning Fie d Test Evaluation - $400.000
This funding will support the independent evaluation of the field test described in the preceding
paragraphs in order to investigate such goals as. achieve an in-depth understanding of system
benefits, obtain measures of driver performance and comprehensive ratings of user acceptance,
determine the performance and capability potential of these systems, assess product maturity for
deployment, and address institutional and legal issues that might impact deployment.
This will be a five year effort. (FY 2000: 5500,000; FY 2001 5400,000; FY 2002: 5400,000;
FY 2003: $400,000, FY 2004: S300.000; total cost: 52.0 million).
d. Light Vehicle Road Departure Problem Area Research - $1.3 million
This will support the development of countermeasure objective test data bases, the gathering and
analysis of naturalistic pre-crash data, and the development of advanced warning algorithms to
be tested by U.S. DOT in support of the road deparure field test described above. This project
will create a public-domain data base for road departure countermeasure objective tests that will
openly establish proper deployment expectations. Further, the data base must include adequate
time-event modeling of the pre-crash events in order to determine the benefits of proposed
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systems. In addition, various options in the driver warning algorithm that are not part of the field
test (that can test only one warning algorithm) will need to be developed, tested and reported to
the public.
This will be a five year effort. (FY 2000: SI.4 million; F 1 2001: $1.7 million; FY 2002: S1.3
million; FY 2003: $800,000; FY 2004: $200,000; total cost: $5.4 million)

e. Develop and Test Road Departure Collision Avoidance Technologies for Specialty
Vehicles - $300.000
This project will evaluate the results of the Generation 0 Operational Test for Specialty Vehicles
and will select road departure collision avoidance technologies and driver assistance systems for
more advanced development and testing. The technologies that will be evaluated include DGPS,
GIS mapping, head-up display, auditory warning, haptic feedback, magnetic roadway tape,
magnetometer sensing system, and radar and video detectors. The outcome of this study will be
improving technical performance and user benefits of road departure technologies to enhance
specialty vehicle safety and operation under low visibility conditions.
This will be a three-year effort. (FY2002: $300,000; FY2003: $500,000; FY2004: $500,000;
total cost: $1.3 million)
f. Light Vehicle Road Denartute Crash Avoidance Field Test - $5.0 million
Roadway departure crashes account for 20 percent of the country's 6.4 million crashes annually.
Of these, 22% are attributable to avoidance actions or vehicle failure and are not suitable to
driver warning countermeasures in Generation 1. Of the remainder, 36% are due to hit-and-run,
alcohol, or impaired driver and are also not suitable to a Generation I countermeasure. The
remainder (635,000 off-road crashes in 1998) are attributable to speed, distraction, or surface
conditions, all ofwhich are amenable to a Generation 1 countermeasure,
This funding will continue a field test of a Generation I road departure countermeasure for light
vehicles in cooperation with a passenger car manufacturer or first-tier supplier. Prior work in
this area included development of objective tests for countermeasures. The funding in this year
is for the fabrication and objective test of prototype field test vehicles.
This will be a four year effort. (FY 2001:$5.0 million; FY 2002: $5.0 million; FY 2003: $5.0
million; FY 2004: $5.0 million; total cost: $20.0 million)
g. Ligbt Vehicle Road Departure Crash Avoidance Field Test Evaluation - $1.0 million
This funding will support the independent evaluation of the field test described in the p-eceding
paragraphs in order to investigate such goals as: achieve an in-depth understanding of system
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benefits, obtain measures of drier performance and comprehensive ratings of user acceptance,
determine the performance and capability potential of these systems, assess product maturity for
deployment, and address institutional and legal issues that might impact deployment.
This will be a four year effort. (FY 2001: S500,000; FY 2002 31.0 million; FY 2003: S10
million; FY 2004: 51.0 million; total cost: $3.5 million)
b. Lane Channe Collision Problem Area Research - $200,000
Estimates of this crash type vary between 244,000 and close to I million per year, with many
serious injuries and accompanying property loss. Again, the overwhelming causality is due to
driver error, especially looked-but-didn't-see or didn't-look. Effective crash countermeasures are
a type of situational awareness system as opposed to the imminent crash w airing developed for
rear-end collision warning. However, this research area has been significantly trimmed back due
to several problems. First, sensor development continues to languish due tolack of industry
interest (it's a high cost seplsor
to provide marginal benefit in the consumer's eyes), and the lane
change problem requires more pre-crash data to assess effectiveness, especially that needed to
model driver behavior rather than pre-crash kinematics. This will support the data gathering and
analysis of the lane change pre-crash data coming from the large-scale, naturalis' c pre-crash
driving experiment.
This will be a five year effort. (FY2000: $600,000; FY 2001: S600,000; FY 2002: $200,000;
FY 2003: $200,000; FY 2004: S200,000; total cost: $1.8 million).
i. Safet-s Impacting Systems - $2.645 million
Safety impacting systems are those systems that are not necessarily designed ,o have a safety
promoting feature, but could nevertheless have a significant impact on the safety of the vehicle.
Some systems are suspected to have a detrimental impact on safety through workload,
distraction, andVor attentional demands on drivers. An example of such is the in-vehicle, handheld cellular telephone, which has already been linked to a higher crash risk. Other systems may
have a positive impact on safety by addressing safety problems, either directly or indirectly.
Examples of this type are the Cadillac night vision system, and hands-free cellular telephones.
This project will develop objective test procedures for evaluating the impact on driver
performance from these and other systems that are entering the market. It will look at the need
for defining message priority protocols and filters, and study the effectiveness of integrating
multiple driver vehicle interfaces. We will also assess the effectiveness of the Intelligent Data
Bus (IDB) as a mechanism to control the many aftermarket options possible from the open
architecture design promoted by the IDB.
Another safety impacting system which will be addressed is incident recorders. Although,
incident recorders (or Black Boxes) exist today for both automobiles and commercial vehicles,
there is no agreement on what data elements to collect and who can read what data. The IVI
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Program is the appropriate place to look at the appropriate components to monitor and how to
share the data so that these parameters are consistent across modes. Also, most automotiveitruck
incident recorders that exist today are not destruction proof Some testing may need to be done
on transferring aircraft "protection" technology.
This will be a five year effort. (FY 2000: $300,000; FY 2001: 15 million; FY 2002: $2.645
million; FY 2003: $1.5 million; FY 2004: 1.5 million total cost: $7.445 million).
j. Vehicle Stability Field Test and Evaluation - $1 million
This was intended to be the third year of a 3 year field test of electronically controlled braking
systems (ECBS) which began in FY 2000. Additionally, test track work was delayed due to the
VRTC test track being shut down for repair and resurfacing during from April through June
which is prime testing season. In FY2000, we did in fact get a research plan written and test
track work begun. Operational on the road testing began in FY2001 and will continue through
FY2003.
This test is intended to be of noi only tractor based ECBS systems, but also of trailer (and
multiple trailers) ECBS systems. At issue is the compatibility of different manufacturer's ECBS,
as tractors and trailers do not stay "married" throughout their opeciatonal life. Preliminary work
on tractor only ECBS was begun in FY2000 through the IVI Generation 0 Volvo operational test.
This will also test the enhanced safety benefits of using EBS as these systems have the potential
to: reduce brake response and release times; decrease stopping distance; improve anti-lock
braking performance; provide the capability for stability corrections by selective braking;
optimize braking strategies for brake pressure distribution, optimize brake lining wear; enhance
braking compatibility between tractors and trailers; and foster development of collision
avoidance systems for commercial vehicles. It is expected that commercial vehicle
manufacturers and commercial vehicle fleets will cooperatively work with the Department in
field testing of these devices. In addition, this work may be done in separate test in order to
assess EBS performance on double and triple trailer combination trucks. These systems
potentially offer many advantages, compared to pneumatically-controlled systems, in terms of
safety, efficiency, productivity and reliability, including: reduced brake response and release
times, decreased stopping distance, and an optimized strategy for brake pressure distribution and
adhesion utilization. Also, funds for an independent evaluation are included in this request.
This will be a four year effort. FY 2001: $1.0 million; FY 2002 SI.0 million; FY 2003: $1.0
million; Total Cost: $3.0 million.
k. Drowsy Driver Field Test and Evaluation - $1 million
This request is the 2nd year of a 3 year test. This test was to have begun in FY2000, however,
due to engineering challenges in developing a sensor, validation requirements and driver-vehicle
interface refinement, the operational test did not start until mid FY200t.
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This field test will be the second year of a three year operational test of drowsy driver
technology developed under the IVI commercial vehicle platform in previous years. This
technology detects and warns of drowsiness of drivers of commercial vehicles in real world,
revenue producing operations. This Operational Test will evaluate the use of such a system in
preventing crashes involving fatigued commercial vehicle drivers. It is expected that commercial
vehicle manufacturers and commercial vehicle fleets will be working cooperatively work with
the Department in field testing of these devices. This request includes funds for an independent
evaluation.
This will be a three year effort. FY 2001: 32.0 million; FY 2002: S 1.0 million, FY 2003:
million; Total cost: $5.0 million.

2.0

I. Transit Field Test and Evaluation- $1 million
This request is the 2nd year of a 3 )ear test. The test ,ill provide a validation of transit collision
avoidance performance specification, by conducting a field test The field test will be a full-scale
test on a significant number of buses "within a transit agencies' fleet.
Transit performance specification projects for rear-end, lane change and rear-impacting collisions
vvill be completed in FY 2000, or early 2001. Close tothe completion of the performance
specification projects, an analysis of each performance specification will be performed to
determine which project shows the most promise in a field test. The field test is necessary to
commercialize the product which will occur by industry after completing the field test.
This will be a three year effort: FY 2001: 31,500,000. FY 2002: 3 1,000,000; FY 2003:
3-50,000; total cost: $3,000,000.
m. Cross Cutting
1. Societal and Institutional - Legal/Priv'acy Issues - CMV's - $100,000
As new technology is introduced into the marketplace, full deployment may be hampered by
legal/privacy issues surrounding this new technology. It is anticipated that by FY2002, specific
legalpmacy issues will have arisen that are unique toon-board commercial vehicle technology.
The intent here is to identify po'.cnial S&I baners and to recommend potential solutions.
General issues relating to the use of vehicle-based safety technologies would include product
liability, equity, and insurance implications. A study to look at this issue would define it in
terms of the specific legal.,privacy impact on commercial motor carners willingness to adopt
these technologies.
This will be a 2 year effort. FY 2002: S 100,000; FY 2003: 3100,000, Total cost 5200,000.
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2. Commercial Vehicle Driver Workload Limits - $100,000
This project will apply workload tools and metrics to commercial vehicles, which were
developed previously for the light vehicle platform As IVI commercial vehicle technology
becomes more mature, and multiply, there is a need to identi6 and measure CMV driver
workload limits, i.e. at vhat point do the new technologies in the cab become too much for the
driver to safely perform their driving task. The work addressed here could include collision
avoidance counter measures and their priority sequencing, in cab work tools such as cell phones
and the Internet, and/or the practicality of a driver vehicle interface that incorporates two or more
of these new technologies.
This would be in support of rule-making issues dealing with the operational use of IVI
technologies. Specifically this research could provide the scientific evidence to support a rule
regarding limits of CMV driver workload.
This will be a two year effort. FY 2002: 5100.000: FY 2003: S100,000; TotAl Cost: S200,000.
3. Enabling Research Consortium - $4.0 Million
This Enabling Research Consortium is a partnership of passenger vehicle manufacturers that is
interested in pre-competitive research in three areas: enhanced digital maps, forward collision
warning, and driver workload metrics. The private partners will provide 40 percent of the total
funding for this project. Each of these areas wil facilitate the development ofcra.sh
countermeasures of several types.
The first project, Forward Collision Warning Requirements (FCAX) will examine driver
performance and alert functions/interface modality requirements associated with rear-end crash
scenarios involving nighttime and wet ioad conditions, non-constant lead vehicle deceleration
profiles and last second lane change (rather than braking) maneuv,-rs will be examined. The
results will support the validation of collision warning algorithms and interface design.
The second project, Driver Workload Metrics, will develop practical, repeatable driver workload
metrics for both visual and cognitive demand that can realistically assess which types of driver
interface tasks are appropriate to perform while a vehicle is in motion, It will then identify
interface design approaches which emerging collision avoidance and comfort and convenience
oriented information systems might employ in order to provide a:ceptable workload performance
ratings.
The third project, Enhanced Digital Maps (EDMap), will deelop a range of digital map database
enhancements that enable or improve the performance of various driver assistance systems
presently under development or consideration. Digital map navigation may be able to act as an
additional sensor for various driver assistance systems, providing information about the vehicle's
relationship to the roadway infrastructure that is not feasible to obtain with other sensors such as
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radar or computer vision. It will not obviate the need for these other sensors, but may add a
necessary component for successful implementation of future systems. The results of this effort
will provide direction to map suppliers regarding enhancements needed to enable future driver
assistance systems and establish the preliminary feasibility of generating and maintaining these
enhancements.

This will be Pthree year effort. The Federal share is as follows: FY 2000: 52.6 million; FY
2001: $6.0 million; FY 2002: $4.0 million; total cost: $12.6 million.
2. GENERATION 2
a. Light Vehicle Pedestrian Countermeasure Functional Requirements - $1.1 million
In 1998 there were about 69,000 pedestrian crashes with 5,220 fatalites, which represents about
13% of all vehicle crash-related fatalities in that year. Problem area r.rsearch on countermeasures
for these crashes is being developed according to the following process: determination of
common crash scenarios and crash causal factors, determination of crash countermeasure
functional requirements, test a.nd analysis of off-the-shel f countermeasures, identification of
countermeasure preliminary performance specifications, and identification of objective test
procedures for countermeasure performance.
In FY 2002, this project will begin to address the second and third steps in the process:
determination of countermeasure functional requirements for vehicles and identification of
technology-based countermeasure concepts, and test and analysis of off-the-shelf
countermeasures.
This will be a six year effort. (FY 2001: 5900,000; FY 2002: $1,100,000; FY 2003:$i.0
million; FY 2004: S1.O million; FY 2005: $1.0 million; FY 2006: $1.0 million; total cost! $4.8
million).
b. Road Condition Sensors - $500.000
Slippery road condition is a critical causal factor in road departure crashes. Two Phase I Small
Business Innovation Research (SBIR) projects were begun by NIHTSA in FY 1999 to identify
vehicle-based sensois that could determine road condition. This funding will continue the best
one of those SBIRs into the completion of Phase If and prepare for the deployment of the sensor.
This will be a three year effort. (FY 2000: 3300,000; FY 2001: $500,000; FY 2002: $500,000;
total cost: $1.3 million).)
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C. Road Departure Warning Systems - Deielou Functional System Designs, Prototvpes
and Roadway Marking Products for Cooperatiie and Infrastructure-only - $1.0 million
This project will develop the second generation of road departure systems. This generation will
achieve improved performance through the use cooperation with infrastructure components.
This research will complement "infrastructure only" systems which are being studied in the rural
ITS program. The initial system concepts, as refined through human factors assessments, will be
developed into detailed system designs and engineering prototypes for cooperative and
infrastructure-based roadway departure systems. These systems might include variable message
signs that can display warning messages to drivers and communicate electrtnically to intelligent
vehicles for specific hazard locations, and may include information from environmental sensors.
This project will also develop promising pavement marking technologies, including processes
that could be employed by roadway construction and maintenance -taff, to allow infrastructure
providers to deploy these technologies to support cooperative roadway departure applications.
The project will include limited field testing of prototype systems or their components.
Partnerships with industrial partners who can develop, market, and support these cooperative
systems and pavement marking technologies will be needed.
This will be a two year effort. (FY 2002: S.0 million, FY 2003 S1 0 million, Total cost: S2.0
million)
d. Vehicle-based Intersection Collision Problem Area Research - $2.6 million
There were about 1,72 million crashes related to intersections in 1998, or about 27% of the total,
the overwhelming majority of which involved one or more light vehicles. Commonly reported
causalities included distractionj'inattention, misjudged velocitygap. and did not see the other
vehicle, all ofwhich are amenable to driver warming countermeasures. Previous work in this area
involved development of preliminary performance specifications by VeridianCalspan.
This research will build the research and requirements b:se required to prepare for a field test of
a vehicle-based intersection collision countermeasure. We will gather and analyze real-world,
event-time pre-crash data using the System to Assess Vehicle Motion Environments (SAVME)
deployed at intersections. This will give us greater understanding of pre-crash events and thus an
understanding of how a crash countermeasure must perform. We will create objective test
procedures for intersection crash countermeasures. This will give us repeatable measures of
system performance in crash situations. We will develop a test-bed vehicle to study design
countermeasure integration and human factors integration. The test-bed vehicle will treat
intersection crash countermeasures as a new vehicle feature that will use the sensors from rearend plus road departure crash countermeasures and will add sensors and a driver-countermeasure
interface to accomplish its warning. Hence, the need for the study of data and information
fusion, and driver-vehicle interface integration, The vehicle vvill be developed to provide
supplemental, non-propriectary test data for the intersection field operational test when that
occurs.
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This will be a six year effort. (FY 2050: $800,000; FY 2001: $2.1 million; FY 2002: $2.6
million; FY 2003: $3.4 million; FY 2104: $2.7 million; FY 2005: $1.2 million; total cost: $12.8
million).
e. Infrastructure / Cooperative lutersectior. Collision Avoidance - S1.0 million
This project will develop the next generation of intersection collision avoidance systems. This
generation will achieve improved performance through the use cooperation with infrastructure
components. This research will complement "infrastructure only" systems which are being
studied in the rural ITS program. The initial system concepts, as i.fined through human factors
assessments, will be developed into detailed system designs and engineering prototypes for
intersection collision avoidance systems. The intersection collision avoidance systems are
intended to discourage signal violations, provide advice to drivers at unsignalized intersections,
and warn other drivers of dangerous vehicle movements or the presence of conflicting
pedestrians or cyclists. These systems must also recognize the needs for transit buses or
specialty vehicles in signal control and collision avoidance. Partnerships with leading traffic
control and sensing equipment suppliers will be sought. The project will include limited field
testing of prototype systems or their components.
This will be a two year effort. (FY 2002:
$1.5 million)

1.0 million; FY 2003: S500 thousand; Total cost:

f.Vehicle Stability Problem Area Research - $700.000
This is the second year ofan on-going effort to advance the applicability of ECBS systems into
more advanced safety systems such as adaptive cruise control and brake-by-wire technologies.
This project will support advanced activities in this problem area that build on the capabilities
addressed in the ongoing filed test. This is a core activity of the Commercial Vehicle Intelligent
Vehicle program and will explore the most promising method of integrating the stability
enhancement and vehicle diagnostic research to develop the fully integrated IVI Commercial
Vehicle. The performance specifications developed for other platforms will be expanded to
incorporate adverse weather, complex road geometry and night time driving conditions. It is
expected that the role of infrastructure cooperative and vehicle to vehicle cooperative systems
will be increased. Supporting research areas include in-vehicle naturalistic vehicle following
studies, benefits methodology developments including NADS and traffic simulation methods.
This activity will also include the development of tools that will be used to quantify the
performance of concepts and specific systems to be integrated in any IVI Commercial Vehicle
Operational Test of the developed technology.
This will be a 2 year effort. FY 2001: $700,000; FY 2002 $700,000; Total Cost: $1.4 million.
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e. Cross Cuttine
1. Performance Specifications for Communication Research and Development - $500,000
This project will develop the functional requirements for short range communication equipment
needed to support the core communications requirements for IVI services, including cooperative
intersection collision avoidance and roadway departure applications. This is the initial step in a
two-year project to develop performance specification for communication systems that enhance
other crash avoidance technologies.
This will be a two-year effort. (FY2002: $500,000; FY2003: $500,000; total cost: $1 million)
2. Needs Assessment for Emergency Vehicle Crash Avoidance - $200,000
This project will study the emergency vehicle crashes and technologies to complete the needs
assessment for advanced control and safety technologies. The project will include study of
intersection crashes, run-off-the-road crashes, and crashes with other moving vehicles and fixed
objects. Study of cross-cutting technologies for improving communications with other vehicles
and interaction with infrastructure will be included. The outcome of this project will be
identification of technologies with the best potential contribution to improving safety and
mobility of emergency vehicles, for more advance deployment.
This will be a two-year effort. (FY2002: $200,000; FY2003: $300,00 total cost: $500,000)
3. PROGRAM SUPPORT
a. TRB Peer Review of IVI Program - $200,000
This project will provide a continued and independent review by the Transportation Research
Board (TRB) of the IVI program plans, accomplishments, and management procedures. The
review should provide advice about the mission plans of the research and development program
and critique progress toward goals as a project progresses. The scope will include assembling
and maintaining a committee of experts external to the U.S. DOT and the project participants,
conducting a technical and management review. and publishing the review in a report
Annual expense of $200,000.
b. Project Management Support - $1.0 million
This activity will fund program management services for the IVl program. Program
management services include maintenance of the project tracking system which monitors
individual project costs and schedules; development and maintenance of the program plan and
roadmap; administrative support for budget and spending plan development; supporting
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procurement activities by drafting and review statements of work and requests for proposals;
developing white papers on technical issues such as crash causality, benefits and needs
assessments; and analyzing technical reports. This covers FHWA and NHTSA laboratory
operation expenses for the Tumer-Fairbanks Highway Research Center in McLean, Virginia and
the Vehicle Research Transportation Center in East Liberty, Ohio._
Annual expense of$ 1.0 million.
e. National IVI Meeting - $400,000
This will provide funding for a national conference to bring industry, academia, and government
experts together to share information and provide live demonstration of their IVI related safety
products. A similar meeting took place in FY 2000.
Single year expense of$400,000.
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P rogram ritl: RURAL RESEARCH

Budgdt Itm No:
Amount Requested for FY 2002: $ 3.81YMILION

GOALS
The Rural ITS Program supports the USDOT and the FHWA goals of improving safety, mobile'",
and productivity. This program seeks to meet the needs of system operators, travelers and
transporters of goods in rural areas, and on an irtercity/national scale through research into new
technologies and services.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The rural research program will develop technologies and services that, when deployed, wil
reduce the rate of highway-related fatalities and injuries and reduce delays on Federal-aid
highways.
BACKGROUND
Rural America accounts for 2 1%of our nation's population, spread over 83% of its land area.
This large area encompasses 78% of the national road mileage carrying 39% of the vehicle miles
traveled. Rural areas also include large parts of the other surface modes. Rural travelers and
system operators have unique characteristics and challenges in using, operating and maintaining
the rural transportation system. Differences in the needs of rural travelers from urban travelers
for information and other ITS services reflect the rural environment of long distances, relatively
low traffic volumes, relatively rare traffic congestion, travelers unfamiliar with the surroundings,
and rugged terrain in remote areas. The rural needs can be more vital in avoiding dangerous
circumstances and receiving aid Rural areas have an over representation of fatal crashes (About
60% of traffic fatalities and 55% of work zone fatalities occur in rural areas), more safety
problems related to high speeds on non-interstate rural roads, and increased response time for
Emergency Medical Services (47% of rural fatal crashes have crash-to-hospital times of over 50
minutes compared to 14% in urban areas).
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The rural research program is currently focused in three emphasis areas- I) Rural Safety
Services; 2) Rural Mobility Services and; 3) Rural Information and Operations Services.
Accomplishments and plans for the rural ITS program will be presented under these emphasis
areas.

The Rural Safety Services emphasis area supports the USDOT and FHWA safety goals through
research and development of safety systems aimed at reducing the number of rural crashes and
improving emergency services in rural areas when there is a crash. A major emphasis of this
program area is the coordination and enhanced performance of the various public safety sectors.
Highway incidents, especially serious accidents require the prompt and coordinated response of a
number of safety and traffic instiutions to ensure emergency aid is pro, ided in a timely manner,
hazardous materials are dealt with properly and the incident is cleared to restore full operation of
the facility. The application of ITS technologies to facilitate such coordination is a significant
focus of this research area.
The Rural Mobility Services emphasis area supports the USDOT and FHWA mobility and
enhance traffic flow.
productivity goals through improvements to rural traffic control that Nill
Development and testing of low cost advanced traffic control systems and strategies that are
applicable for small communities is the focus of this research. This emphasis area also includes
the development of rural transit or transportation services that improve access to transportation
and reduce the costs of providing transportation services.
The Rural Information and Operations Services emphasis area supports the USDOT and FHWA
mobility and productivity goals by providing enhanced traveler information and enhancing
systems operations. Travelers will use this information to improve their transportation decisionmaking regarding mode, route, and time. System operators will use this information to improve
the management of the transportation system. A major emphasis of this research area is the
deployment of a telephone based traveler information systems. It is expected that the FCC will
soon authorize the use of a single three digit number for traveler information nationwide. The
application of this number to traveler information systems will require significant effort to
resolve a host of technical, institutional and operational issues, Another emphasis will be the
development of weather data collection, prediction and dissemination systems that meet the need
to surface transportation operators and uses.
Research in each of these emphasis areas was initiated in FY 98 and FY 99. The initial results
from this research focus primarily on a review of the current state-of-the-technology, completion
of needs analyses, and the development of model system designs and specifications. In FY 00
and 01 the research program was in full operation, building offofthe results of these early
efforts, and producing results that can be used toimplement ITS in rural areas.
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MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Rural Safety Services
MAYDAY Initiative - Model Strategies for integrating the services of third party
Mayday providers with the public emergency response system were developed and
evaluated. Tested strategies were derived from the Summer 2000 Mayday Readiness
Initiative conference and included: addressing issues such as the routing of call transfers
from Mayday services topublic safety dispatchers, training specifications for Mayday
service call takers, and standardized data formats to permit voice plus crash data to be
shared between Mayday services and public agencies. Several variations of call routing
between Mayday and public agencies were examined to accommodate the anticipated
near- and mid-term variation in infrastructure that will accompany the adoption of
wireless E9-1-1.
Rural Mobility Services
Integration of advanced transit systems Ajith
health and human service agency
information systems: A common transportation and service referral architecture, based
on GIS databases, was developed that integrates advanced brokerage and dispatching
systems with employment referral systems (e.g., the One Stop Office being developed for
Unemployment Insurance) and DHHS customer referral and services billing systems
Rural, regional and small community traffic control strategies and capabilities: A
manual of traffic control systems for rural regions and small communities was developed.
The manual was organized on a needs-situation basis (type of network and traffic
problem), and keyed to various rural environments. The manual also contains simulation
results of applying adaptive signal control systems in small communities. These control
strategies addressed in the manual include adaptive control of signals for small
communities, and other traffic surveillance and control systems. Attention Aas also
given to portable systems for seasonal or episodic evems as well as for natural disasters
and other emergencies.
Rural Information and Operations Services
National Highway System Minimum ATIS Deployment Goals: A set of ATIS
deployment goals for the National Highway System was articulated and disseminated.
These goals describe the minimum performance and operational standards which will
help achie,,e consistent ATIS presentation and ubiquitous coverage of ATiS services
throughout the whole nation.
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N-i-1 User Presentation: Guidelines were established for presenting seamless
information to travelers who traverse the operational areas of multiple jurisdictions. The
guidance also describes how information from different ATIS deployments can be
harmonized from the user's perspective.
N-i-1 Institutional and Cooperative Goals: A set of N-I-I institutional and cooperative
goals was developed to aid in the implementation of ATIS services delivered through N1-1. Institutional cooperation is a critical success factor for N-1-1 deployment because
ultimately the institution that operates the N-I-1 Ail be the primary access point for the
users.
Weather Traveler Decision Support System (TDSS) Development: The Surface
Transportation Weather Decision Support Requirements documentation effort will have
completed Versions 3.0 and 4.0, which will support coordination with the meteorological
community, and expand the requirements beyond winter maintenance to other users,
operators, and weather events (e.g., hurricanes, etc.). A prototype of the Weather Traveler
Decision Support System Aill be completed. This will ,ield tools to manage decisions
based on integrated road weather information for surface transportation users.
KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
Rural Safety Services
Intersection Crash Prevention - Sensors will be developed and tested to identify
hazardous vehicle movements at intersections. These sensors are a critical component of
any intersection collision vaming system. Also, initial concepts for intersection collision
avoidance systems will be evaluated through simulators, limited highway experiments,
and other research methods to determine driver response and reaction. Products will
include confirmations of the feasibility of specific concepts, preliminary human interface
design guidelines, and assessments of potential behavioral adaptation problems
applicable to intersection driving behaviors and the effectiveness of candidate
countermeasures to avoid collisions.
.Emereency Vehicle Traffic Management The interaction of emergency vehicles and
traffic flow will be evaluated through the use of traffic simulation models to evaluate
potential impacts to overall network efficiency, emergency vehiclee response time, and
emergency vehicle collision risk. The modeling analysis will consider scenarios with
multiple emergency vehicles responding to an incident. In addition, the analysis will
examine network dynamics resulting from emergency responses over a time period o f
several hours.
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Rural Mobility Services
Rural Transit Systems Development - Techniques and strategies for integrating the
many available rural transit services with the automated demand-responsive transit
capabilities, and coordinated transit service that are equipped with ITS technologies will
be evaluated. This research will examine how to reduce the current third-party transit
system costs by reducing unnecessary duplications and providing more efficiently as one
system with few overlapsigaps in routing and scheduling. It will also have less
administrative overhead, reduce maintenance and driver costs, and help ensure
America's economic competitiveness through the USDA's rural development initiatives.
Rural Information and Operations Services
Guidance on Uniform ATIS Displays & Driver Information - This effort will pro%ide
guidance on appropriate ATIS messages, message types, and message formatting for
display via a variety of display mechanisms. This will enable public sector transportation
managers, public and private sector information providers, and private sector device
manufacturers to converge upon universally accepted information delivery practices.
ATIS Program Goals Research - This effort waill
support the national ATIS
Deployment Goals and the N-l-1 Institutional and Cooperative Goals. Research directed
towards ensuring seamless delivery of tra, eler information products will
enhance the
efforts of public agencies to make salient information available for multiple uses,
Traffic and Emergency Management Decision Support System Development: A
prototype system for weather based decision support to traffic and emergency
management personnel will be developed and tested with stakeholder groups, This
research will generate specifications to be further tested in operational conditions, and for
adoption by agencies that perform traffic control and emergency management.

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
1. Rural Safe" Serices Research - $1.9 Million
a. Develop and Test Hazardous Vehicle Movement Sensors for Cooperative and
Infrastructure-onlv Intersection Collision Avoidance - $600 thousand
This project w ill support the adaptation, development, and testing of sensors to identify
hazardous vehicle mox ements at intersections. These movements will include potential
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violations of traffic control devices and potential conflicts with turning or opposing flow
vehicles. The sensing technologies might include conventional embedded pavement traffic
detectors, radar or similar sensors, and machine vision systems, applied singly or in combination.
This will be a two year effort; S600,00 is estimated for FY 2001; S600,000 is requested for FY
2002.
b. Develop Human Interface and Design Guides for Cooperative and Infrastructure-only
Intersection Collision Avoidance - $400 Thousand
This project will exercise and validate the initial concepts for intersection collision avoidance
systems through simulators, limited highway experiments, and other research methods. Products
will include confirmations of the feasibility of specific concepts, preliminary human interface
design guidelines, and assessments of potential behavioral adaptation problems applicable to
intersection driving behaviors and the effectiveness of candidate countermeasures for avoiding
collisions.
This will be a two year effort; $400,000 is estimated for FY 2001; $400,000 ;s requested for FY
2002.
c. Develop and Test Environmental Sensors for Cooperative and Infrastructure-only Road
Departure Avoidance Systems - $200 Thousand
This project will support the adaptation, development, and testing of infrastructuce-based
environmental sensors for weather, limited visibility, and pavement surface conditions. The
major focus will be upon infrastructure-based sensors that can communicate through signing with
all vehicles and through cooperative communication with intelligent vehicles, including
commercial vehicles buses, and specialty vehicles. The environmental information is expected
to be especially useful in addressing roadway departure crash problems.
This will be a two year effort; $200,000 is estimated for FY 2001; $200,000 is requested for FY
2002.
d. Emergency Vehicle Traffic Management - $200 Thousand
This project will examine the impact of various traffic control strategies with respect to
emergency vehicles and emergency driving. Potential interactions to be considered between
emergency vehicles and traffic control devices include traffic signals (including preemption or
emergency actuation strategies), ramp metering, lane control, \ariable message signs (artenal or
freeway) and variable speed control. Interactions will be considered under peak and off-peak
travel demand in one or more realistic case studies.
This is a one year project with S200,000 requested for FY 2002.
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e. Public Safety Research Support - $500 Thousand
The project will assist the DOT in defining and executing the ITS Public Safety Program. It will
recommend, define, and conduct data interpretations and analyses to assist DOT in ensuring that
its goals are met for the development and implementation of interoperable procedures and
advanced sensor, communications, and processing technologies for public safety and
as
transportation operations Task activities will include technical and policy analyses, as Aell
technical contributions to task forces, consortia, and working groups supporting the public safety
areas of ITS. The project contractor will maintain a sufficient understanding of technological
developments so as to review and report on the state of development of advancing ITS-related
public safety technologies and transport policies in the light of potential public safety
applications. Products may include study and review reports, briefings, papers, developmental
prototype software, and draft inputs to planning documents, correspondence and procurement
materials as determined by the Public Safety Program Coordinator.
This is a one-year project with a total cost of $500.000 requested for FY 2002.
2. Rural Mobility Services Research - United States Department of Agriculture fUSDA)
and FTA Coordination - $500 Thousand
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) currently sponsors an initiative focused on
the development of"America's Rural Communities." The success of these land development
initiatives relies on a strong transportation system that can mov egoods and people efficiently
and effectively from origin to destination. Through the National Rural Development Partnership
(NRDP), the USDA is working to strengthen rural America through collaborative partnerships.
This research will examine the integration of many available rural transit services with the
automated demand-responsive transit capabilities, and coordinated transit service that are
equipped with ITS technologies. This research will examine ho, to reduce the current thirdparty transit system costs by reducing unnecessary duplications and providing more efficiently as
one system with few overlaps/gaps in routing and scheduling. It .vill also have less
administrative overhead, reduce maintenance and driver costs, and help ensure America's
economic competitiveness through the USDA's rural development initiatives.
This is a one year project with S500,000 requested for FY 2002.
3. Rural Information and Operations Services Research -$1.4 Million
a. Unifoimity of ATIS Displays & Driver Information - $450 Thousand
The goal of this effort is to provide apreliminary set of recommendations for ATIS information
that is utilized across various information media and information content providers. The focus of
these recommendations is on conveying the traveler information so that presentation is consistent
and effective. The approach will consist of: comparing existing and planned information systems
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to determine how divergent traveler information is conveyed to users; developing preliminary
recommendations based on human factors principles; and, empirically testing the
recommendations to determine the effects of consistent/inconsistent subsystems on such aspects
as traveler confidence in the system, route planning and route diversion decision making. The
study will evaluate how different in-vehicle ATIS presentation affects travel decisions when
coupled with a variety of guide sign deployment.
This is a one year project with $450,000 requested for FY 2002.
b. ATIS Program Goals Research - $200 Thousand
This effort will support the national ATIS Program Goals and the NI 1 Institutional and
Cooperative Goals established in 2001 that set guidance for the consistent deployment of traveler
information. The consistencies are meant to ensure that consumers of traveler information can
comprehend the instructions no matter where in the country they travel. This is a significant
challenge considering the diversity of the regions and the efforts to harmonize nomenclature and
terms. This research effort will identify successful paths to ATIS deployment that features the
fusion of several agencies' travel information. The research will also lead further guidance for
the delivery of seamless traveler information as the traveler crosses through the administrative
boundaries of several agencies.
This is a one year project with $200,000 requested for FY 2002.
c. Development of Traffic and Emergency Management Decision Support System - $750
Thousand
This project will develop a prototype system that fuses road weather forecast models with traffic
management and control systems and also with emergency response systems. It is anticipated
that this research will yield a series of tools that enable the operators to manage weather-related
incidents and crashes more efficiently, while improving coordination with travelers and
maintenance staff. This prototype will be built based on the Surface Transportation Weather
Decision Support Requirements documentation that articulates how traffic and emergency
managers use of road weather information to make tactical and strategic decisions. This
prototype will also reflect improvements.
This is a one year project with $750,000 requested for FY 2002.
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Program 1I& R&D- ADVANCED PUBLIC TRANSf SYSTmS
Dudget Item No:
Amount Requested for FY 2002: $1.0 Million

GOALS
The goal of the Advanced Public Transit Systems (APTS) Research program supports the
USDOT goal of improving mobility, through the development of new technologies that will
increase transit service availability and efficiency. Program elements have been identified as part
of the FTA Five Year Research and Technology Plan.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES
This program supports such integration of APTS and ITS to enhance the following transit
performance measures:
Improving transit accessibility and availability, and contributing to mobility for the 80
million Americans who depend on transit to get to jobs, health care facilities, schools, and
other essential services;
Contributing to alleviate highway congestion in the Nation's major metropolitan areas
through application of bus and rail transit APTS and integration w ith other ITS; and
Applying APTS and ITS to meet the special mobility needs of the elderly, individuals
with disabilities, and economically disadvantaged individuals moving from welfare to
work.
BACKGROUND
In meeting the USDOT goal of improving mobility, one of the most potent tools are the public
transit systems in the United States. The ability to cause people to travel via public transit verses
the private automobile offers significant potential to reduce congestion. The Advanced Public
Transit Systems (APTS) program seeks to fulfill this objective by making public transit the mode
of choice. To accomplish this, transit must provide faster, more reliable, safer, and easier to use
transportation to the public. At the same time transit operators must become more efficient in
order to provide these services at a lower cost to the public.
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The Fleet Management research and deployments have improved on time performance, improved
both the safety of passengers and drivers, and improved the operating efficiency of transit
agencies. The APTS traveler information program has defined technologies that provide easier
access to public transit information to offer a transit alternative to the public. These technologies
include automated vehicle location (AVL) and computer aided dispatch (CAD) systems. With
the deployment of these capabilities becoming more prevalent, it has become clear that there is
more to be gained from the operational utilization of CAD/AVL than currently being
experienced by transit agencies. Therefore, a new research effort will be initiated to determine
these operational efficiencies and their potential impact on transit agencies.
Transit is often the mode of choice for those with disabilities. This program includes efforts to
examine transit systems in light of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) to determine how
ITS can help meet the provisions of this Act.
MA TOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
In FY 2000 a transit stakeholders committee, through ITS America, wvas convened to re-evaluate
the research direction for the APTS program. This evaluation was based upon a detailed
examination of the State of the Art and the State of the Practice of fleet management in the transit
industry. The results of the recommendations of the stakeholders group forms the basis of the
APTS research and operational test program.
Completed research in two areas of Advanced Fleet Management: an expert system for
fleet management and an improved algorithm for demand responsive transit using
performance data from operational testing;
Completed research meeting the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act,
identifying issues and solutions for transit operators. Two workshops on the subject were
also conducted; and
Published market survey data on wireless technologies, providing transit operators with
cost and performance data relating to wireless technologies applicable to transit needs.
Complete a reevaluation of the research needs of the transit industry based on the State of
the ART and State of the Practice analyses initiated in FY 2000.
KEY FY 2001 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
*

Complete research and development on the Demand response Dispatching Algorithm.

*

Complete research and development on the transit expert system.
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Complete the State of the Art and State of the Practice reports on the use of technology in
fleet management.

F-Y 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
1. Optimizing Operations Using ITS Technologies - $1.0 Million
This project responds to the growing awareness of the agencies that have deployed CAD/AVL
systems that there is more to be gained from these systems than is currently being realized. The
research will focus on the approach to re-engiieering the operational procedures and
management of transit agencies using CAD/AVL.
Every CAD/AVL system that has been implemented to date has inserted the technology into the
existing operational structure and procedures that e:'isted in the transit agency. Often, the
automation mimics the manual functions that were performed.
This research will address the questions of how an efficient operational structure should be
organized given that the functions ofbus performance monitoring is automated, Should the
functions being performed by the dispatch operations center be altered to better utilize the
experience of its operators and the data that is readily available automatically. How could these
changes be implemented in an agency and what benefits Nould result.
It is proposed to define the opportunities for major improvements to be examined and
implemented at a willing transit agency to understand and measure the benefits.
This will be the first year of a three year research project. $1,000,000 is proposed for Fiscal Year
2002, and $1,000,000 is proposed for each of Fiscal Years 2003 and 2004,
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Program Title- R&D - COMMERCIAL VEHICLE OPERATIONS (CVO)
Budget Items No:
Amount Requested for FY 2002: $6.2 MILLION

GOALS
The Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO) research program supports the US DOT's goals to
promote the public health and safety by working toward thz elimination of transportation-related
deaths and injuries, to shape an accessible, affordable, and reliable transportation system for all
people and goods, and to support a transportation system that sustains America's economic
growth. Through the development of applications of advanced technology, the CVO research
program supports the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration's (FMCSA) goals to reduce
the number of fatalities resulting from commercial motor vehicle crashes 50 percent by 2010 and
the number of persons injured in commercial vehicle crashes 20 percent by 2008. The CVO
research program, with the integration of safety data systems, the deployment of Commercial
Vehicle Information Systems and Networks (CVISN) in the states, and the use of technology to
strengthen the effectiveness and efficiency of federal and state commercial motor vehicle and
driver safety programs is expected to improve safety, and simplify government administrative
systems and operations to enhance productivity.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The FMCSA has established goals to reduce comiercial vehicle-related fatalities 50 percent by
2010, with a baseline of 5,374 fatalities in 1995, and to reduce the number of persons injured in
commercial vehicle-related crashes 20 percent by 2008, with a baseline of 127,000 injuries in
1998. Technology offers tremendous potential in supporting these program goals. By the end of
2002, the performance measures in support of these goals are to reduce commercial vehiclerelated fatalities by 12 percent and injuries by 5 percent.
The CVO research program supports the TEA 21 -established goal to "complete deployment of
CVISN in a majority of States by September 30, 2003." The performance measure in support of
this goal is that up to 15 states will complete CVISN Level 1 deployment in the areas of safety
information exchange, credentials administration, and roadside electronic screening by
December, 2002 (contingent upon receiving FY 2001 federal ITS deployment funds and/or state
resources to support CVISN deployment).
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BACKGROUND
We need to develop new ways of thinking, new approaches, new policies, and new strategies to
foster a climate of innovation to meet these goals for the US DOT and the FMCSA. We must
improve commercial motor vehicle and driver performance; increase enforcement and better
target high-risk motor carriers, commercial motor vehicles and their drivers; increase
pannerships with and outreach to states, industry, and other stakeholders; and improve highway
operating conditions. Technology offers tremendous potential in supporting the safety goals to
reduce the number of persons injured and killed as a result of commercial motor vehicle crashes.
Improving the electronic exchange of, and access to safety information through incorporating
web-enabled and other new technologies, and the deployment of systems and technologies that
address commercial motor vehicle and driver safety hold great promise for achieving these goals.
Three predominant themes for the CVO research program are:
Continue the upgrade and integration of safety data systems, in particular, the Safety and
Fitness Electronic Records (SAFER) system and the Unified Carrier Register (UCR);
Continue to deploy CVISN Le,,el I capabilities in all interested states, along with the
necessary support elements, to meet the TEA-21 goal of CVISN deployment; and
Begin to identify, test, deploy, and evaluate new technologies and to explore new
operational concepts using existing technologies that address commercial motor vehicle
and driver safety.
Safety Data Systems
We are deploying innovative technologies and integrating FMCSA safety data systems to
support the electronic exchange of safety and credentials information among the federal
government, state agencies that have safety and regulatory responsibilities for commercial
vehicle operations, the motor carrier industry, and the insurance industry. The integration of
safety data systems involves the Safety and Fitness Electronic Records (SAFER) system and the
Commercial Vehicle Information Exchange Window (CVIEW), and the Uniform Carrier
Register (UCR).
SAFER provides carrier, vehicle, and driver safety and credential information to fixed and
mobile roadside inspection stations. This information %ill allow the roadside inspector to select
carriers, vehicles, and/or drivers for inspection based on the number of prior carrier inspections,
as well as carrier, vehicle, and driver safety history and current credential information. As a
result, inspection resources are directed at drivers and vehicles from carmers with few prior
inspections, poor safety records, or invalid credentials while minimizing time spent on carriers
with many prior inspections, good safety histories, and whose vehicles are properly credentialed.
This improves the overall cost effectiveness of the inspection process as well as provides an
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incentive to safe and fit carriers, i.e , carriers with good safety histories and whose vehicles and
drivers are properly credentialed.
CVIEW is a distributed version of the SAFER systems that is owned by and deployed in
individual States. It supports the processing of interstate and intrastate carrier safety data and
provides that data to the roadside to support electronic screening and inspection operations.
CVIEW is designed to interface directly with State systems for the collection and exchange of
both interstate and intrastate carrier, vehicle, and driver safety and credential information.
CVIEW then provides this information to the roadside to support electronic screening operations
and will provide SAFER credential information for those carriers and vehicles that ?re based in
the State, but are authorized to perform interstate operations.
The UCR will be developed to bind all of the safety data systems together through common data
that will serve the needs of all of the systems. The UCR will provide a system essential to the
electronic collection and processing of federal census and credentialing information (i.e., US
DOT registration numbers, operating authority, and financial responsibility.) This compliments
the efforts of the federal government and the states in deploying CVISN Level I capabilities that
support exchanging motor carrier and commercial vehicle safety information electronically,
automating the interstate credentialing process (both within and among states,) and establishing
roadside electronic screening of commercial vehicles at one fixed or mobile site. The UCR will
enhance access for federal and state roadside safety inspectors to a system which contains current
carrier and commercial vehicle safety data, as well as federal, interstate, and intrastate
credentialing information, that can be used to identify and target high-risk carriers and
commercial vehicles, a fundamental tenet of CVISN.
The UCR will reduce the burden on the motor carrier industry by eliminating the need to
complete redundant registration forms. The UCR would eliminate the need to file in multiple
places and, therefore, would make the requirement for a periodic filing less burdensome to the
carriers. This will increase mobility and productivity, two goals of the ITS program, by making
carriers operational two months earlier.
CVISN Level 1 Deployment
CVISN Level I deployment is a primary component of the US DOT's ITS strategy to develop,
deploy, and promote cost effective information technologies to carry out its top transportation
priority - safety - while at the same time improving the productivity of the transportation system
by streamlining the regulatory process and supporting the free movement of trucks and buses
throughout North America. Deployment of CVISN and other CVO technologies improve safety
by providing: (I) more timely and accurate safety and related credentialing information, enabling
federal and state enforcement officials utilize their resources t, concentrate on high-risk and
uninspected carriers and vehicles; and (2) the architecture and networks that support the
electronic access to, and exchange of the safety information needed to identify high-risk carriers
and vehicles for inspections.
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CVISN is a process for agencies and carriers to work together to solve institutional issues.
CVISN is also a process for interconnecting disparate systems and networks to allow multiple
agencies in a state, and multiple states to work together to permit one stop shopping of
credentials and permits, and coordinated enforcement of the safety and tax laws of each state and
the federal government. CVISN includes three primary components:
a safety inspection component designed to get current safety information to and from the
roadside inspector to more precisely target unsafe carriers-this will increase the driver
and vehicle out-of-service rate and reduce the violation of out-of-service orders;
an electronic screening component along the highway to allow the state safety inspectors
to clear tru-ks past weigh stations at highway speeds through electronic wireless
communication-this will decrease the delays for participating and compliant earners at
weigh stations to 1-3 minutes per weigh station and increase targeting of high risk
carriers; and
the credentials component between the carriers and the issuing agencies of each state to
issue registration, tax credentials and permits to carriers electronically, from computer to
computer-this will allow carriers to receive their registration and fuel tax immediately
through a carrier automated transaction system using a dedicated or Intemet
communication.
For each of the three primary components, a number of tools and subelements have been defined:
Safety information exchange -- There are several software tools that were developed to
allow real-time safety and credential data to the roadside. They are SAFER (Safety and
Fitness Electronic Records) for communication between federal and state entities,
CVIEW (Commercial Vehicle Information Exchange Window) a State-owned system
which exchanges both interstate and intrastate carrier, vehicle, and driver safety and
credential data within the State and with SAFER, and ASPEN (No Acronym) for local
systems at the safety inspector site. Using ASPEN and SAFER, the inspector has the
capability to retrieve prior inspections of individual vehicles and drivers to verify the
repair of violations and the adherence to out-of-service orders. As pan of CVISN
deployment, States can use these software systems or an equivalent system that will take
safety and credential data and format it in a standard manner.
Credential administration -- There are three subelements under this component. These
are: (1) end-to-end processing, (2) connection to international registration and fuel tax
payment plans, and (3) a percentage of state records that are expected to be processed
electronically. Under the first subelement the carrers will be able to apply for and
receive credentials electronically from the states through an end to end processing
arrangement. The software tools that were developed to provide immediate delivery of
credentials to carriers, and help to eliminate the need for walk-in service, are the Carrier
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Automated Transaction System (CATS), which is the link between the state and the
carrier; and the Credentials Interface (C), which is the link between CATS and the state
legacy systems. In addition carriers and states have a choice to use the Internet for
conducting electronic transactions. Several states have been developing web-based
credentials systems where a carrier can link directly to the state credential system over the
Internet. Credentials include registrations for interstate carriers under the International
Registration Plan (IRP), which is a state based international prograLn between the United
States and Canada that allows fees to be prorated based upon the percentage of'miles
driven in jurisdiction It also includes the payment of fuel tax under a similar
international arrangement called the International Fuel Tax Agreement (IFTA). IFTA
proration works the same as lIRP. Under the second subelement the states will be able to
connect to the IRP and IFTA Clearinghouses, which will allow payments and record
exchange for registration and fuel tax between states to be done electronically. Under the
third subelement the states are expected to process at least 10 percent of their registration
credentials using the link and interface systems established under subelements one and
two.

Electronic screening -- There are two subelements under this component. The first is
implementing electronic screening at a minimum of one fixed or mobile site. This
includes the capability to screen vehicles that pass a roadside check station by reading
their identifiers from a transponder, correlate that with vehicle weight and a snapshot of
safety and credentials information, and determine whether further inspection or
verification of credentials is required. The second subelement is to design the system to
allow replication at other roadside sites throughout the state. The electronic screening
component is also being developed for use at international border crossings to verify
safety and credential information for motor vehicles entering the United States
CVISN is being developed and deployed using a "building block" approach. This approach is
designed to achieve a 15-state CVISN network by the end of CY 2002 and meet the TEA-21 goal
to deploy CVISN in a majority of States by 2003. Achieving this goal is contingent upon states
receiving FY 2002 federal ITS deployment funds and/or state resources to support CVISN
deployment.
The first step of this approach was to develop CVISN Level I capabilities in a prototype
environment for two States, Maryland and Virginia. This allowed the system to be developed
and implemented simultaneously and shorten the research, development and implementation
cycle. Work in these States was initiated in FY 1996 and was completed during FY 2000.
The second step was to select a second wave of states through a competitive process to pilot tect
the deployment of CVISN Level I capabilities using the products developed in the prototype
states. These states (California, Connecticut, Colorado, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota,
Oregon, Washington) have completed business plans, technical project plans, and several states
have implemented portions of CVISN; such as the roadside component of safety information
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exchange and electronic clearance with HELP, Inc. in California and Colorado; NORPASS in
Kentucky and Washington; and GREENLIGHT in Oregon. Kentucky, and Washington will be
deploying CVISN Level I capabilities by the end of FY 2000, and California and Minnesota aill
be completed by the end of fiscal year 2001. Colorado and Connecticut will complete Level I
deployment by the end of fiscal year 2002. The FMCSA's and the FHWA's highest priority for
the use of federal ITS deployment funds will continue to be completing CVISN Level I
deployment in Michigan and Oregon. This will provide the essential foundation for subsequent
deployment of Level I capabilities across the nation in support of the TEA-21 goal for CVISN
deployment.
The third step of this approach is to support business planning and provide technical guidance
and lessons learned for the thi:d wave of CVISN states. In each state, the process from the initial
training, the development of a business plan, the technical training and technical project
planning, and the implementation of CVISN Level I capabilities is expected to take
approximately 3-4 years. Thirty-seven states have completed business plans, and five are in
varying stages of completing the business plans. Twenty of the 37 states have completed the
technical workshop training that provides them a detailed project plan and top-level sy stem
design to begin building CVISN in their respective states during the summer of 2000. From this
group of 20 states, we estimate that 6 states will be in a position to complete CVISN level 1 by
the end of FY 2002 (contingent upon receiving FY 2001 federal ITS deployment funds andtor
state resources to support CVISN deployment).
Safety TecLnotogy for 2010
Technology is changing rapidly. It is critical to be able to identify, test, deploy, and evaluate
new technologies quickly, and explore new operational concepts using existing technologies in a
timely fashion that will: (1) reduce the number of fatalities and injuries resulting from
commercial motor vehicle crashes; (2) improve the identification of high-risk motor carriers,
vehicles, and drivers; and (3) support the enforcement of and compliance with performancebased regulations; and (4) increase the efficiency and accuracy of safety data collection and
access at the roadside, New technologies and operational concepts are needed to address
commercial motor vehicle and driver safety and strengthen the efficiency and effectiveness of
federal and state enforcement and compliance activities. Improving the electronic exchange of,
and access to safety information and the deployment of systems and technologies that address
commercial motor vehicle and driver safety hold great promise for reducing the number of
fatalities and injuries resulting from truck and bus crashes.
MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Safety Data Systems
The SAFER system will be in the first stage of integration with other FMCSA safety data
systems to provide information from a host of data bases, such as the Commercial
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Driver's License Information System, to roadside inspectors, insurance companies and
motor carrier managers; and to expand motor carrier safety enforcement from purely
governmental to a more shared responsibility with the private sector.
Complete CVIEW, a state based system designed in a similar manner as SAFER but
provides the states the opportunity to send both interstate and intrastate motor carrier
registration records to the roadside. SAFER only handles interstate carriers under the
federal responsibility of FMCSA. With CVIEW the states will have the generic
capability to provide roadside safety inspectors intrastate as well as interstate credential
information (registration and tax) in a common format.
CVISN Level 1 Deployment
In addition to Kentucky, Maryland, Virginia, and Washington, completed in 2000;
CVISN Level I will be complete in California and Minnesota in FY 2001. Colorado and
Connecticut will be funded to complete deployment in FY 2002.
Interoperability tests are complete in California, Kentucky, Maryland, Minnesota,
Virginia, and Washington.
*

Up to 9 additional states will complete their ITS/CVO Business Plans during FY 2001.
In addition to the 30 States, up to 13 states will complete their CVISN project plans and
top-level designs during FY 2001.
Up to 9 states are expected to begin deployment of CVISN Level I capabilities during FY
2001 (contingent upon receiving FY 2001 federal ITS deployment funds and/or state
resources to support CVISN deployment.)
The credential development, testing and model deployment of the IRP Clearinghouse is
completed. The clearinghouse integrates and provides CVISN Level I credentialing
capabilities to CVISN prototype and pilot States; and approximately one half of all IRP
jurisdictions are connected to the clearinghouse with an initial operating capability. The
clearinghouse also conducts electronic records transfer to the appropriate states. IRP
credential data is sent to SAFER and is included in snapshots sent to the roadside safety
inspectors for enforcement support.
The credential development, testing and model deployment of the IFTA Clearinghouse is
completed. It provides CVISN Level I credentialing capabilities in support of CVISN
pilot deployment. Two-thirds of all IFTA jurisdictions arm connected to a fully
operational clearinghouse and may access it for business functions and related services.
The clearinghouse also conducts electronic records transfer to the appropriate states as
does the IRP Clearinghouse. IFTA credential data is sent to the SAFER system and is
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included in snapshots sent to the roadside safety inspec,.ors for enforcement support,
Complete the interoperability test pl~ns that states, motor carriers and vendors will use to
test out their specific ITS/CVO components for architecture conformance.
Provide technical support to the users of the interoperability tests through 2003 to assist
in meeting the Congressional goal of a majority of states operating under CVISN

Safety Technology for 2010
Assessment of inflra-red brake testing technology is complete. Brake testing technologies
will be used more extensively in a compliance and enforcement environment.
Testing of visual imaging technology (e.g., optical character recognition systems) to
identify motor carriers is expected to be complete. This technology Aill complement the
dedicated short range communication (transponder) technology, which is only voluntary
on the part of motor carriers. The objective is to identify vehicles/carriers with the new
Inspection Selection System 2 (ISS2) safety assessment software for screening and to get
the trucks of safe carriers out of the queue along the highway electronically.
Integrate new technological developments into ASPEN system, such as voice
recognition, transponder interface, and Internet secure communications.
Begin the impact analysis of safety\ technology on helping FMCSA meet the goals to
reduce the number of fatalities resulting from commercial motor vehicle crashes 50
percent by 2010 and the number of persons injured in commercial vehicle crashes 20
percent by 2008.

KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
Safety Data Systems
Safety Data Systems Integration project - Integrate the major safety systems used bs
FMCSA (SAFER, Licensing and Insurance, Motor Carrier Management Information
System (MCMIS) and create a Unified Carrier Register (UCR) that becomes focal point
for FMCSA safety management decision making.
Integrate the Performance and Registration Information Systems Management (PRISM)
deployment program, MCMIS and CVISN to improve safety and reduce the number of
crashes involving commercial motor by providing more timely and accurate safety and
related credentialing information, enabling state enforcement officials to use their
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resources more effectively to concentrate on high-risk and previously uninspected
carriers, vehicles, and drivers.
CVSN Level I Deployment
CVISN Deployment - up to 46 states in one of the three steps for CVISN Level I
deployment-planning, design, or deployment, up to 15 states complete (contingent upon
receiving FY 2001 federal ITS deployment funds and,or state resources to support
CVISN deployment) by December, 2902.
CVISN Support - Continue to provide technical support to the users ofCVISN
interoperability tests until the majority of states have deployed CVISN level one.
CVISN Architecture and Standards- build on the Internet and electronic data interchange
(EDI) standards and migrate to an Extensible Markup Language standard and incorporate
into CVISN.
CVISN Training - develop and conduct 3 new courses on deploying safety technology to
assist in meeting the goals to reduce the number of fatalities resulting from commercial
motor vehicle crashes 50 percent by 2010 and the number of persons injured in
commercial vehicle crashes 20 percent by 2008. Conduct CVISN technical workshops
for 4-5 new states deploying CVISN.
Draft a Notice of Proposed Rule Making for CVISN related standards and interoperability
tests.
Safety Technologv for 2010
Explore an expansion of the CVISN capability to allow more widespread targeting of
high risk
commercial motor vehicles on the National Highway System, at truck stops and
truck terminals, and other locations throughout North America. Develop and test a
driver-based screening system. Implement decision-support tools to respond rapidly to
new technology decisions. Targeting emphasis is on:
*
unstaffed roadside inspection and other sites;
*
transponders on high risk carriers as a condition for rehabilitation;
*
transponders on new entrants as a probationary condition, and
*
information linkage with Canada and Mexico safety record systems.
Develop concept and prototype the integration of Intelligent Vehicle Initiative (IVI)
commercial vehicle platform on-board safety data systems with roadside enforcement
systems.
Support the initial deployment of an imaging system that reads US DOT registration
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numbers, or other identifying marks. Build on the work conducted in FY's 2000 and
2001 to allow electronic identification of motor carriers for screening at highway and
ramp speeds.
Establish tools to assess the benefits of deploying new technologies and operational
concepts. These tools are expected to assist in decision making for:
*
technology investments iCVO Research Program focus)
*
program orientation (FMCSA-wide focus)

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
The Research and Development request for CVO is primarily focused on the support necessary
to assist the US DOT and the FMCSA in meeting the goals to reduce the number of fatalities
resulting from commercial motor vehicle crashes 50 percent by 2010, and the number of persons
injured n commercial vehicle crashes 20 percent by 2008; and to achieve the TEA-21
requirement to deploy CVISN in a majority of states by 2003. Under those priorities are 3
subdivisions of research: (1) Safety Data Systems, (2) C\TISN Level I Deployment, and (3)
Safety Technology for 2010 program.
1. Safety Data Systems - 54.0 million
The FMCSA's safety data system integration project will be in its second year of modification to
modemize the methods of storing and retrieving records and to provide more effective tools for
identif)'ing high-risk carriers at border crossings and at roadside on the nation's highway system.
The major data system access is expected to be made through SAFER, which was developed
under the ITS CVO program to support roadside safety inspectors with near real-time access to
carrier, vehicle and driver safety and credential information. Under the modernization project
SAFER will serve as the central access system for all FMCSA query activities supporting the
needs of both internal -id external operations.
In conjunction with the SAFER modernization, funded by the ITS program, all FMCSA safety
data systems will be modified, and new ones may be developed. Chief among the safety data
systems to be modified is the Motor Carrier Management Information System (MCMIS).
Funding for MCMIS redevelopment will be made by FMCSA. The Unified Carrier Register
(UCR) is a new system to be developed and integrated into the safety data system suite of
support tools. The UCR will set-ve as the focal point for census infomaation and other data that
may be common to those systems that now operate in a stand-alone mode. The UCR is critical
as a linking mechanism, to bind all FMCSA's safety data systems together.
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SAFER obtains weekly updates of interstate carrier safety data from the MCMIS and daily
updates of licensing and insurance credential data, for required carriers, from the Volpe
Licensing & Insurance (L&I) system. Both types of data include independently generated census
information, which is also stored locally within SAFER's database. Several problems exist with
this model. They include: (1) data inconsistency among the three systems due to update rate
variability, and (2) the potential for data inconsistency resulting from data replication on a nonreal time basis. These problems will be eliminated when the census information as well as the
other common data elements shared among the three systems are maintained in a single, shared
database system, i.e., the database proposed for the UCR.
The UCR will integrate FMCSA safety and spporting federal credential application systems and
their data that will provide industry and the enforcement community an integrated set of motor
carrier online registration and business services. Also to be integrated into the integrated safety
data system is the PRISM program which provides the capability to do a pre-registration check
on carriers prior to issuance of their credentials.
The UCR will provide electronic one-stop shopping for carrier registration and insurance filing
for interstate motor carriers by integrating the carrier registration functions performed by the
current MCMIS and L&I systems. It will replace the paper-based carrier registration process
used today with an interactive electronic method that is expected to reduce registration time for
carriers from weeks to minutes.
The UCR will also provide users access to a variety of FMCSA safety and supporting credential
business services via a common, integrated SAFER interface. In addition to registration, these
services will include access to FMCSA data products such as carrier profile reports, inspection
reports, crash data, enforcement data, and compliance reviews.
The funding of $9 million for the UCR development is shared equally by the ITS Joint Program
Office and FMCSA (ITS-$4.5 million and FMCSA safety data system funds-S4.5 million). ITS
funding for the UCR piece is spread over a three year period from 2001-2003, at $1.5 million per
year. The SAFER redevelopment funding is spread over a two year period, from 2001-2002, at
52.5 million per year. FMCSA will fully fund operations and maintenance of the SAFER
CVISN system from other than ITS funding sources. PRISM is funded under Congressionally
designated funding in TEA-2 1.
Safety Data Systems development is in the fifth year of a seven-year project; $6.0 million was
spent in FY 1996; $5.1 million was spent in FY 1997; $3.6 million was spent in FY 1998; $3.05
is expected to be spent in FY 1999; $1.925 million was requested for FY 2000; $4.0 million is
projected for FY 2001; $4.0 million is projected for FY 2002; and $1.5 million is projected for
FY 2003.
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2. CVISN Level I DeDIovment - $1.2 million
Dedicated technical-support is critical to meeting Congress' goal to deploy CVISN in a majority
of states by 2003. The funding provides technical support as well as the peer-to-peer assistance
to the states to mitigate deployment risks facing new state implementors and to minimize
deployment costs.
a. National Technical Support - $400 thousand

The purpose of this item is to provide FHWA and FMCSA headquarters staff assistance with
technical support needed to meet the Congressional goal contained in TEA-21, which establishes
the goal for a majority of States to be deploying CVISN by September 30, 2003. This includes
assistance in providing FMCSA the capability to develop strategies, plans, and schedules for
future CVISN deployment as required by TEA-21; identifying and analyzing issues, including
facilitating their resolution; providing technical support related to CVISN deployment and
related standards/architecture; reviewing and evaluating State CVISN project plans and other
deployment documentation to ensure that State and motor carrier CVISN deployment is
successful and in conformance with the National ITS and CVISN architecture; and coordinating
with other related efforts impacting CVISN deployment. Assistance will also be provided for
FMCSA to develop and maintain current formal and infonnal planning and coordination
documents needed to support Congress' CVISN deployment goal.
The National Technical Support component is in its fourth year of a multi year project. It was
funded at $500 thousand in FY 1998; $450 thousand in FY 1999, $550 thousand in FY 2000;
and $400 thousand in FY 2001. The budget request for FY's 2002-2003 is $400 thousand per
year.
b. Peer-to-Peer Support - $300 thousand
These funds will provide for deployment support on an as-needed basis to State CVISN
personnel implementing ITS/CVO by experienced FHWA and FMCSA ITS/CVO Division
office staff, FHWA Resource Center and FMCSA Service Center staff, and State and consultant
CVISN implementors. FHWA and FMCSA field staff and State implementors will provide
deployment support in the area of institutional and process issues. Staff from the Johns Hopkins
University Applied Physics Laboratory and other CVISN system integrators will provide highly
technical deployment support to new State implementors. New implementors will be able to
contact on a periodical basis experienced peers and, depending on the need ard their availability,
these experienced peers would provide assistance remotely or with site visits. Also, tne new
implementors will also use the program to visit sites of deployed ITS/CVO technologies. The
goal of this program is to facilitate technology transfer and provide lessons learned to mitigate
deployment rnhks facing new state implementors and to minimize deployment costs.
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The objective is to provide experienced technical support to the 25 or more States, expected to be
in the midst of deployment activities in FY2002. Potential tasks include:
*
*
*
*
*
*

Answering questions about the architecture
Reviewing plans and designs
Participating in technical review meetings (possibly via teleconference)
Helping to troubleshoot and resolve institutional and/or technical issues
Interpreting requirements for architectural and standards conformance
Processing change requests to the architecture

The areas of expertise would include:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

CVISN project management
System engineering
CVISN architecture
EDI and XML standards and technology
DSRC standards and technology
Safety information exchange
Credentials administration
Electronic screening

The Peer-to-Peer component is in its second year of a multi year project. It was funded at $975
thousand in FY 2000, $300 thousand in FY 2001; and $300 thousand is projected for each of
FY's 2002-2003.
c. Program Support - $100 thousand
Program support funds will be used to provide the CVO program continued maintenance and
upgrades to the ITS/CVO website to help advance the deployment of CVISN and other CVO
program components. This funding will also support two ITS/CVO Deployment Conferences
per year; one in the eastern part of the U.S. and one in the wes. These conferences will provide
an opportunity among the 42 States participating in various stages of CVISN deployment to
discuss technical ITS/CVO deployment issues; to share lessons learned among safety,
credentialing, and electronic screening staff from the states; to learn about ITS/CVO safety
technology developments in short tutorial sessions; and to receive information on the latest
technology developments from the private sector.
d. Interoperabfllty Testing - $400 thousand
The interoperability of CVISN is critical to its success as a national program. To be assured of
interoperability requires dedicated support on architectural conformarce as systems are deployed.
One assurance of architectural conformance is passing the interoperability tests developed by the
JHU APL. Although acceptance testing on project implementation ;s generally the responsibility
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of state contractors, national assistance is critical to meeting the CVISN deployment goals,
especially as it relates to tests that ma) need to be conducted between states. The intl
ution is to
provide support to the states on interoperability testing through FY 2003 to expedite and help
meet the goal for a majority of states t3be operating under CVISN level one.
The US DOT expects to formally adopt in FY 2002, thru rulemaking, ITS/CVO standards,
implementation guides and related interoperability test suites once adequate field testing and
stakeholder approval has been reached. Funding is needed to test the interoperability teat suites
and to maintain the tests until they have been adopted under rule making.
This is the second year ofa five year project; It was funded at S1.0 million in FY 1999; $l.0
million in FY 2000; $500 thousand is requested for 2001; S400 thousand is requested for FY
2002 and for FY 2003.
3. Safeh Technology for 2010 -- $1 million
The US DOT and the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) have established
goals to reduce the number of fatalities resulting from commercial motor vehicle crashes 50
percent by 2010 and the number of persons injured in commercial vehicle crashes 20 percent by
2008. To achieve these goals will require innovative countermeasures. It can't be business as
usual or the goals will not be met. ITS'CVO research and development can help the Department
and the FMCSA provide the leadership needed to carry out its highest transportation priority safety, New technology for safety enfo, cement has been developed through CVISN Level 1
deployment, the Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program, and the PRISM program.
Additionally, work is underway to integrate the safety systems of FMCSA and provide access to
those systems to all interested parties through an Internet link Technology is also being
dev eloped by the motor carrier industry to improve operations and provide a competitive
advantage. As part of the Safety Technology for 2010 program, the power of that technology
and the technology being developed by US DOT need to be focused together on the safety
problems
As vehicles are becoming smarter, th roadside inspection community needs to be moving
forward in parallel and have the ability tocommunicate with the new generation ofxehicles.
Diagnostic monitoring tools and their associated system interfaces atthe roadside will become
increasingly more important to the advancement of safety enforcement and compliance
The application of existing technologies can be viewedd in a different way. s.ch as having highrsk carners place transponders on their vehicles, exploring the u-_- of unmanned and automated
inspection sites, and performing electronic screening based on cj-amercial motor vehicle driver
data, as opposed only to carner and vehicle data. Driver data is a higher predictor of crashes than
is vehicle data. This would allowN federal and state enforcement officials to use their resources
more effectively and concentrate on high-risk and uninspected motor careers, vehicles, and
drivers. The various concepts ,as initially explored in FY 2001 and will continue to be explored
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in FY 2002. The most feasible of the concepts are expected to be prototyped in FY's 2003
through 2005.
During the FY 2003-2005 time frame, the FMCSA needs to become very active in promoting the
transfer of technologies that impact motor carrier safety, enforcement, and compliance to the
federal and sta:e enforcement community and to the motor carrier industry. This could be doni
through various training and education programs. Improving the electronic exchange of, and
access to, safety information and the deployment of systems and technologies that address
commercial motor vehicle and driver safety hold great promise for reducing the number of
fatalities resulting from truck and commercial passenger carrier crashes.
In addition to applying technology, decision support tools are needed to help FMCSA make
appropriate technology in iesatment decisions for the future. To meet that need, technology
which is in use today needs to be assessed for its effectiveness and its particular impact on safety
improvement. In addition a focused research effort on new technology developments is critical
for FMCSA to shape its program for the future, and to identify future areas of emphasis. A
research program on conducting an assessment of the effectiveness of safety technology will
begin in FY 2002.
A strategic plan for rolling out the Safety Technology for 2010 program will begin in FY 2003.
Funding to demonstrate cost-effective new and existing technologies for achieving improvements
in motor carrier safety and en_ cement began in FY 1997, when $685 thousand was spent to
support on-board safety diagnostics. In FY 1998, S 25 thousand supported the analysis and
evaluation of brake technologies. During FY 1999, $200 thousand was spent to support
advances in roadside technologies, such as infrared brake testing machine. In FY 2000, $350
thousand was budgeted to examine automatic motor carrier identification technologies. In FY
2001, 5650 thousand was requested for new technology research. The work accomplished under
these funds created the foundation for initiating the Safety Technology for 2010 program. The
budget request for this item in FY 2002 is $1 million, and $2 million annually for each of FY's
2003 through 2005. In FY 2002, funding is also being requested through the FMCSA R&D
budget to share in the cost of safety technology initiatives.
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Program Title: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT - INTERMODAL FREIGHT
Budget Items No.:
Amount Requested for FY 2002: S0

GOALS
The ITS intermodal freight research program supports the USDOT and FHWA goals of
enhancing productivity, through the development of technologies that facilitates the movement
of freight and improves mobility.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The intermodal freight research program will develop technologies that, when deployed, will
reduce the cost of freight movement and reduce delays on Federal-aid highways.
BACKGROUND
The ITS intermodal freight research program complements One DOT efforts to coordinate
planning and infrastructure development across transport modes. It ensures that technologies
applied are interoperable, efficient, and well coordinated. Intermodal is increas ngly the means
by which trade moves. Trade is also typically multi jurisdictional, that is, States, localities, and
other countries work together to facilitate intermodal freight movement Given the increasing
reliance on intermodality and the issues of multi junsdictional coordination, a strong Federal
presence is required to ensure a strategic and coordinated perspective by all panics. Between
1981 and 1997, the share of U.S.GDP devoted to freight logistics declined from 18.1% to
10.4%, but has recently increased to IC.8%. Developing a strong national ITS intermodal
program toimprove freight flow efficiency will allow US.flints to (1)reduce freight logistics
costs; (2) adapt innovative manufacturing/distribution strategies to compete more effectively in a
global market; and (3) support advanced corporate basic and applied research programs. The
partnership between industry and government will benefit both panics, strengthening the U.S.
economic base, protecting U.S. jobs and providing opportunities for advanced technology job
creation. This partnership is not possible without strong Federal involvement.
The objective of the intermodal freight research program is to incre,'se the efficiency of
intermodal freight movement over the nation's highway system, rail lines, waterways, and ports
of entry, focusing on intermodal freight movements that contribute to domestic economic health,
international trade and the national defense. This program will apply the technology and the
lessons that have been learned from the intelligent transportation systems (ITS) operational tests,
and the metropolitan and CVISN model deployments, to facilitate the movement of freight along
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major trade corridors, through major metropolitan areas and across congested borders with
Canada and Mexico.
Linking information systems between the modes to provide an end-to-end information floA is
expected to enhance and make more efficient the movement of freight through highly congested
areas. Productivity will be improved through reductions in time and cost for freight movement,
a's
well as the improved reliability and predictability in the pickup and deliver of intermodal
freight.
Over the past three years the USDOT's intermodal freight program has been building a strong
foundation to meet the end goal of increasing overall efficiency for the U.S. transportation
network as well as facilitating its integration into the world transportation network.
In FY 1999 ITS funds were used to establish a public/private Intertodal Freight Technology
Working Group (IFTWG) under ITS America Together both government and industry have
been mapping the intermodal freight processes to better understand the linkages between modes
and between shippers and carriers. In addition two intermodal freight operational tests were
initiated. The first was with Washington State and the ports of Tacoma and Seattle and Sealand
to develop better planning methods for moving freight through the Pacific Northwest. The
second test involved Chicago O'Hare airport, Illinois DOT and the ATA Foundation to develop
an end-to-end secure electronic manifest system to integrate highly secure processes into the
normal freight operations from manufacturer to customer. Both of these operational tests will
link appropriate information systems to expedite the movement of trucks through major
metropolitan areas as they deliver and pick up containers at port and air freight facilities.
In FY 2000 ITS funds were used to conduct six major tasks:
*

Complete the mapping of the intermodal freight process under the IFTWG.
Complete the border operational tests on safety systems, being conducted in conjunction
with U.S. Customs.
Develop a border crossing modeling tool to establis i a baseline and to measure the
benefits of ITS impovements at borders.
Provide oversight and evaluation ofthe freight operational tests in the Pacific Northwest
and in Chicago.
Conduct a National Freight Technolog, Conference in Rosslyn. VA to continue the
partnership with the Department of Defense and industry on technology hamonizaion
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Begin the development of an intermiodal freight user service as a beginning to an
intermoda freight national architecture,
In FY 2001 ITS funds were requested to build on lessons learned and conduct additional
operational tests in major metropolitan areas, and to enhance the efficiency and safety of
commercial vehicle traffic. Additionally the intermodal freight user service is expected to be
complete and an intermodal freight architecture is expected to be initiated. The freight
architecture will support Federal, State and MPO responsibilities in facilitating interstate
commerce and ensuring public safety. Included in that activity will be a border architecture to
link the activities of transportation, customs and immigration. The two operational tests in the
Pacific Northwest and Chicago and Newark are expected to be completed in FY2001.
MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Build on the freight process mapping of ITS America's Intermodal Freight Technology
Working group and complete the intermodal freight user service as part of the
development of an architecture.
Complete a border architecture that includes processes on both sides of the border for the
federal inspection services, the DOT, the carriers, and the states.
*

Initiate development of an intermodal freight architecture.
Begin development of a modeling tool that will provide investment guidance for
conducting additional operational tests.

KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
No funds are being requested for this program in FY 2002.
F' 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
No funds are being requested for this program in FY 2002.
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USER SERVICE

GOALS
This program supports the USDOT and FHWA goals of enhancing safety, mobility, productivity
and the human and natural environment, through the archiving and sharing of iTS collected data
to enhance decision making capabilities for improved transportation operations
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The Archived Data User Service (ADUS) program supports the deployment of ITS systems that
archive and share data that is collected through other ITS tools and services. The archi,,ing of
data enables different agencies and institutions to comprehend their transportation system
operation more accurately so that agencies execute i%,ell informed operations decisions,
BACKGROUND
A key feature of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) is the use of information about
transportation system conditions to improve overall system performance. ITS can generate
massive amounts of data that are used primarily in managing system operations and providing
information on system conditions and choices to the public. Increasing deployment of ITS
throughout the nation has brought an awareness that ITS-generated data offer great promise for
uses beyond the execution of ITS control strategies. Often, ITS activities provide data similar to
that traditionally used in transportation planning, operations, administration, and research. In
some instances, ITS-gen..rated data have no current counterpart'. :n these disciplines and offer the
potential for new and extended applications. Therefore, archiving I TS-generated data after they
have been used in ITS operations can provide a valuable resource.
The significant beneficiaries of archived data are Traffic Management and Transit Operators.
whose systems are the primary sources of ITS-generated data The use of archived data will
allow Traffic Management operators to progress be, ond the current practice of traffic control
into dynamic, responsive plans that intervene before traffic conditions become disrupted.
Likewise, Transit Operators who have implemented electronic fare payment systems or
automatic passenger counters are also able to make use of data for short-range planning activtes
such as route and schedule delineation. Other significant contributors and consumers ofarchived
data include the Freight community and the Incident Safety community.
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Archived ITS data coupled with "traditional" data sources enable new forms of analysis to
develop because of the high degree of spatial and temporal data inherent with ITS. Because
traditional data collection activities are expensive to undertake, such efforts rely on statistical
samples. ITS-generated data are continuously collected, or nearly so, thus greatly reducing
sampling bias. Also because of their continuous nature, variability in system performance and
response can be studied. Finally, much ITS-generated data are available for very small time
intervals, allowing for greater resolution in analyses and models.
The ADUS program was executed with funding from various sources until FY 2002, in which a
distinct ADUS program element was defined under the ITS Research and Development program
area.
MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Meta-data and XML Research: Guidance established on what information is required
when describing archived data elements so the user community of archn ed data can
reference information, understand the contents of the archive, and understand how data
were transformed into the archive.
ITS Data Collection Technology Survey: Guidance for techmcal research on data issues
based on survey of emerging data collection technologies that have capabilities beyond
"traditional" ITS data collection mechanisms.
KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
Data Quality and Ageregation Research: Preliminary guidelines will be available to
describe techniques that assure a known level of quality control for archived data.
Recommendations will be made for procedures which enable data collected from ITS to
be used to automatically support federal reporting such as through the Highway
Performance Monitoring System (HPMS) or the National Transit Database (NTD).
Data Ownership and Privacy Research: Preliminary guidelines will be available on
institutional and private sector liabilities, rights, and responsibilities in shared and
proprietary ADUS deployments.
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FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
1. Data Quality and ALereeation Research - $300 Thousand
This project will investigate issues regarding: error checking and validation; data management
and storage; data analysis; and data communication and reporting. These issues are common for
any ADUS implementation and are significant considering the high degree of integration ADUS
will have among its user community. Certain ITS collected data, such as video images, have
unique properties that will affect its archiving and retrieval. Techniques for addressing special
ITS data will enable integration with other archived data. This project also will compare
statistics compiled for federal reporting, such as the Highway Performance Monitoring System
(HPMS) and the National Transit Database (NTD). and will determine if the use of archived ITS
data does introduce differences compared to the traditional means of collecting data. This study
will also investigate why such differences arise and their impact on the data's usabilty. The
results of this effort will be used to develop guidance and input to the ADUS outreach and
awareness efforts.
This is the second year of a three year effort; S100,000 will be spent in FY 2001; S300,000 is
requested for FY 2002; $50,000 is anticipated to be spent in FY 2003. Non-ITS funding
contributions to this project amount to $10,000 in FY 2001; S10,000 in FY 2002; 390,000 in FY
2003.
2. Data Ownership and Privacy Research

-

$200 Thousand

This effort will investigate institutional issues that are anticipated to arise in the implementation
of ADUS, especially for integrated systems which bring together public and private institutions.
The potential for a private sector ADUS market poses particular challenges that need to be
investigated as ADUS is implemented across the country'. Institutional issues include: data
access, ownership, and privacy concerns; defining concepts of operations on who cleans, stores,
maintains and pays for the data; degree of private sector involvement, and security issues
Private sector issues include: public agency rights to privatized ADUS data, advertising
presented with ADUS products, shared ownership rights.
This project will investigate these issues, both from the perspective of how to encourage private
sector ISP involvement, and what type of involvement is desirable from the public's perspective.
The project also w ill produce recommendations and examples to be used in developing guidance
and the outreach,awareness efforts of the program.
This is the first year ofa two year effort; $200,000 is requested for FY 2002, S120,000 is
anticipated to be spent in FY 2003. Non-ITS funding contributions to this project amount to
$20,000 in FY 2002 and 330,000 in FY 2003
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3. Data Archiving Pilot Study - $500 Thousand
This study will focus on the impact data archiving can have on improving traffic management
decisions. This project will focus on integrated archiving that combines the ITS collected data
from two or more ITS sources (or centers as they are defined in the National ITS Architecture).
An example is the integration of information from both transit and traffic management centers.
The application of data archiving in a real-time operations management environment will yield
improvements in data archiving techniques and traffic management practices. The
implementation of data archiving in the context of a traffic management center vill allow
observation on how operators interact with archi-,ed data and how such interactions enhance their
tactical decisions.
New issues arise once integration is attempted including how data should be structured,
consistency in data definitions, and data update cycles Institutional issues concerning who is
responsible for what processes, how the data is shared, liability, etc. also become critical. The
pilot study results will be used to support the development of guidance for integrated archived
databases from multiple sources.
This is the first year of a three year effort; 3500,000 is requested for FY 2002; S300,000 is
anticipated to be spent in FY 2003; $0 is anticipated to be spent in FY 2004. Non-ITS landing
contributions to this project amount to S100,000 in FY 2002, $100,000 in FY 2003, and
$200,000 in FY 2004.
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GOALS
The enabling research program supports the USDOT and FHWA goals of improving safety,
mobility, and productivity, through the development of essential crosscutting ITS technologies.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The enabling research program supports ITS technologies that, when deployed, will reduce the
rate of highway-related fatalities and injuries, reduce delays on Federal-aid highways, and reduce
the cost of highway freight movement.
BACKGROUND
Communications technologies form the backbone of virtually all ITS services, functions, and
capabilities. Early in the ITS Architecture program, a number of communications issues were
identified that were critical to the implementation of ITS. The communications research has been
oriented to examining those issues, performing the technical analyses, testing, and evaluation of
communication alternatives and new technologies that could be used to support ITS functions.
This program continues in the rapidly evolving communications field. One key result of this
effort has been the identification of the communication link beteeen vehicles to the roadside to
be critical, and the current frequency spectrum used for this link will become crowded causing
severe interference in the future. Therefore, late in FY 96 an effort was initiated to obtain a
spectrum allocation for this crucial communications link by supporting a petition to the FCC.
This petition was granted by the FCC in October of 1999. The spectrum allocation will provide
for a wide range of vehicle to infrastructure communications. These include safety sen ices as
part of LVI, electronic clearance as part of CVISN, automatic toll collection, and numerous
private-sector applications. The enabling research program is centered on this critical issue and
its interaction with other ITS communications functions.
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MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The FCC has issued an NPRM ( Notice of Proposed Rule Making ) which allocates 75 MHz
spectrum at 5.8 gigahertz for vehicle to roadside communication

KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
Technical support through the definition of service rules and technical analyses of testing
results. Continue evaluating short range communication systems dedicated to ITS
applications and the continued support of the FCC for definition of the utilization ofthe
spcctrum allocation from 5850-5925 MHZ.

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
1. Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) Spectrum Issues - $350 Thousand
This task provides the continuing support for the FCC allocation of the spectrum at 5.8gigahertz
for vehicle to roadside communication. The FCC is examining many issues including system
capacity, spectrum efficiency, and system applications in order to determine service rules and
coordination with other services in the band. This effort will support the analysis activities
necessary to answer these and other questions that will be raised over the next two years to insure
that the spectrum is useful to the ITS community. Additionally, there are many issues related to
standards for this communication link that will need to be addressed. Fundamental to this, as
well as to the FCC issues identified above, will be, among other issues, the type of modulation,
information transfer rate, and bandwidth requirements.
This is the fourth year of a four year project with total cost ofSl,350,000; S450,000 was
requested in FY 1999; $200,000 was requested for FY 2000; $350,000-was requested for FY
2001; and S350,000 is proposed for FY 2002
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Title: OPERATIONAL TESTS - Traffic Management

AmontReqmntsfor FY 206: $ 1.93MILLION
'udgt I tem No:

GOALS
The traffic management and control field operational test program supports the US DOT and
FHWA goals of enhancing safety, mobility, productivity, and the human and natural
environments through efforts to develop tools (models, software, guidance documents) that can
be used by practitioners to improve the management and control of traffic.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The traffic management and control field operational program will develop tools that, when
deployed, will reduce the rate of highway-related fatalities and injuries, reduce delays on
Federal-aid highways, and reduce on-road mobile source emissions
BACKGROUND
This program is focused on continuously improving traffic management and control systems that
enhance surface transportation efficiency and accommodate user needs for mobility while
ultimately leading to the long term goal of dynamic control. This program will be supported by
improving and expanding dynamic simulation models to predict capacity problems, by
evaluating planned research projects, and by testing the strengths and weaknesses of proposed
revisions to surface transportation operations programs. Advanced traffic management and
control technologies contribute directly to efficiency and mobility impro,,emcnts as measured by
throughput and travel time. Where advanced signal control and freeway management strategies
have been implemented, increases of 17-25% in vehicle throughput and decreases of 8-25% in
travel time have been achieved. In addition, implementation of these systems contributes to
safety goals by smoothing traffic flow, and thus reducing the number of accidents that occur.
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Smoothing traffic flow through management and control technologies also enhances
environmental goals by reducing stopping and starting of traffic, thereby reducing emissions.
The ATMS R&D program has six primary focus areas: (1) Long Term Traffic Research (e.g.,
Dynamic Control Systems)M and Analysis Tools; (5) The Traffic Research Laboratory (TREL)
and (6) Human Factors. These research areas are considered the most important core of
technologies necessary for the future of the ATMS R&D,
The focus of the Long Term Traffic Research Program is the development of Dynamic Control
Systems (DCS). The intent of DCS is to combine the features of adaptive signal control with
improved traffic estimation and prediction capability to produce network wide signal control
capability that is very responsive to changing traffic conditions. One of the key components of
this program is Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA). The focus of the DTA research has been to
develop and test prototype algorithms that estimate traffic conditions on freeways and arserials
where surveillance data is limited or unavailable and predict future (i.e., one hour) traffic
conditions based on possible responses to incidents.
The Short Term Traffic Research Program recognizes the need for more immediate solutions to a
number of traffic control issues that do not require the sophistication of solutions such as

dynamic control. This program is focused on such issues as adaptive signal control, improved
ramp metering algorithms, and innovative surveillance strategies.
The Pedestrian Safety and Mobility Research Program will focus on the development and
testing of ITS-based traffic control systems and strategies intended to improve the safety and
mobility of all pedestrians (including people with disabilities) and bicyclists.
The Traffic Simulation models and Analysis Tools Program is focused on the off-line dynamic
simulation model Traffic Software IntegratedSystem (TSI,). In FY 2001, the development of a
next generation traffic simulation model was initiated. The "new" CORSIM, which is the
Corridor Simulation component of TSIS, wril replace antiquated computer code with a modemday computer processing platform capable of meeting the user community's needs well into the
next century,
The Traffic Research Laboratory (TReL) combines advanced hardware, software and
communications systems to support the research, development, analysis, testing, evaluation, and
integration of transportation management systems and technologies. The TReL provides a
comprehensive analysis toolbox and experimental test bed to facilitate FHWA's ATMS research
and development program. TReL capabilities include isolated device testing in an off-line
environment, systems integration testing for off-line applications, and TMC operations testing
for on-line emulation in time-critical applications.
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The Human Factors Program focuses on the human centered aspects of traffic control. A main
emphasis of this focus area is the proper operations of traffic management centers from the
perspective of operators and travelers alike.

MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The major FY 2001 activities and anticipated accomplishments follow.
Adaptive Control Systems - A prototype version of the adaptive control system (ACS)
software was developed for small communities and rural areas (ACS-lite) as part of the
traffic research program. The intent was to provide some of the traffic improvement
benefits of adaptive control systems as %,ellas the maintenance cost improvements of
such system's to small communities at an affordable cost.
Pedestrian Safety Systems - A number of potential ITS-based pedestrian and bicyclist
safety systems x ere deployed in an integrated manner for field testing and independent
evaluation.
KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
Adaptive Control Systems - A field test of the prototype ACS-lite system will be
initiated. The test will focus on the performance of the system, the effect on traffic, and
the life cycle costs of:;uch a system
Pedestrian Safery Systems - The field testing of a number of potential ITS-based
pedestrian and bicyclist safety systems Nill be completed.
FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
1. Adaptive Control Systems Field Operational Test - $ 500 Thousand
This project will deploy the prototype low cost version of adaptive control system software that
was developed for small communities to test and ealuate the effectiveness of the system as well
as the potential life cycle costs. This test kiI also demonstrate the potential for using ITS
systems in small communities
This is the first year of a one year project; S500 thousand is requested for FY 2002.
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2. Pedestrian Safety Systems Field Operational Test - $500 Tbousand
A number of "technologies" have been identified that are intended to improve
pedestrian/bicyclist safety and mobility. Some of these are not fully developed and therefore are
not in the marketplace. Some are being used in other countries but have not been tried in the U.S.
Some a.-e
system components (e.g., pedestrian sensors) which have never been integrated into
fully
developed Irs systems. Most have never been adequately evaluated in a real world setting.
This field operational test would involve the identification, integration and testing of a number of
pdestrian safety/mobility systems and strategies inone controlled real-world setting. A
community with appropriate characteristics (e.g., numbers, density and characteristics of
pedestrians; mix of urban, suburban and rural locations; highway types and traffic characteristics,
existing ITS infrastructure, etc.) would be selected as a test site. Selected technologies would be
deployed in an integrated fashion. An independent evaluation would be carried out to determine
the performance of these systems as well as their impact on pedestrian safety and mobility.
Effects on vehicle mobility would also be assessed. This would be a joint effort with the Safety
Research Program.
This is the second year of a two year project. $1 million is estimated for FY 2001 ($500 thousand
- ITS Program, $500 thousand - Safety Research Program); $1 million is requested for FY 2002
($500 thousand - ITS Program, $500 thousand - Safety Research Program).
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GOALS
The goals of the Rural ITS Operational Test Program are consistent with both the goals of rural
ITS and the overall ITS program. The five goals of the rural program are: safety and security,
mobility, efficiency, economic vitality/productivity, and environmental conservation. These are
goals to meet the needs of system operators, travelers and transporters of goods in rural areas,
and on an intercity/national scale.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The performance measures for the rural operational test program are: 1)Reduce fatalities,
injuries and crashes; 2) Increase mobility, convenience and comfort of travelers by increased
accessibility to transportation and traveler services; 3) Increase the efficiency of travel and
incident response through reduced delay; and 4) Improve the efficiency of fleet operations and of
transportation infrastructure operations and maintenance.
BACKGROUND
Rural America accounts for 21% of our nation's population, spread over 83% of its
land area.
This large area encompasses 78% of the national road mileage carrying 39% of the vehicle miles
traveled. Rural areas also include large parts of the other surface modes. Rural travelers and
system operators have unique characteristics and challenges in using, operating and maintaining
the rural transportation system. Differences in the needs of rural travelers from urban travelers
for information and other ITS services reflect the rural environment of long distances, relatively
low traffic volumes, relatively rare traffic congestion, travelers unfamiliar with the surroundings,
and rugged terrain in remote areas. The rural needs can be more vital in avoiding dangerous
circumstances and receiving aid. Rural areas have an over representation of fatal crashes (About
60% of traffic fatalities and 55% of work zone fatalities occur in rural areas), more safety
problems related to high speeds on non-interstate rural roads, and increased response time for
Emergency Medical Services (47% of rural fatal crashes have crash-to-hospital times o over 50
minutes compared to 14% in urban areas).
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The niral operational test progr m will support the following emphasis areas: 1) Rural Safety
Services ;2) Rural Information and Operations ;and 3) Rural Mobility Services.
Accomplishments and plans for the rural ITS program will be presented under these emphasis
areas, although operational tests may integratc more than one area.
The Rural Safety Services emphasis area supports the USDOT and FHWA safety goals through
research and development of safety systems aimed at reducing the number of rural crashes and
improving emergency servict-i in rural areas when there is a crash. A major emphasis of this
program area is the coordination and enhanced performance of the various public safety sectors.
Highway incidents, especially serious accidents require the prompt and coordinated response of a
number of safety and traffic instiu-ions to ensure emergency aid is provided in a timely manner,
hazardous materials are dealt with properly and the incident is cleared to restore full operation of
the facility. The application of ITS technologies to facilitate such coordination is a significant
focus of this research area.
The Rural Mobility Services emphasis area supports the USDOT and FHWA mobility and
productivity goals through improvements Lorural traffic control that will enhance traffic flow.
Development and testing of low cost advanced traffic control systems and strategies that are
applicable for small communities is the focus of this research. This emphasis area also includes
the development of rural transit or transportation services that improve access to transportation
and reduce the costs of providing transportation services.
The Rural Information and Operations Services emphasis area supports the USDOT and FHWA
mobility and productivity goals by providing enhanced traveler information and enhancing
systems operations. Travelers will use this information to improve their transportation decisionmaking regarding mode, route, and time. System operators will use this information to improve
the management of the transportation system. A major emphasis of this research area is the
deployment of a telephone based traveler information systems. It is expected that the FCC will
soon authorize the use of a single three digit number for traveler information nationwide. The
application of this number to traveler information systems will require significant effort to
resolve a host of technical, institutional and operational issues. Another emphasis will be the
development of weather data collection, prediction and dissemination systems that meet the need
to surface transportation operators and users.
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MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Rural Safety Services
Variable Speed Limit (VSL) Operational Test - A field operational test was initiated to
determine the effectiveness of a variable speed limit system using new sensor systems,
driver messaging devices and enforcement practices in achieving speed limit compliance
and reducing highway crashes.
Crash Prevention Operational Test - The operational feasibility and potential
effectiveness of infrastructure based crash prevention systems was demonstrated, A field
operational test evaluated the reliability ofthe system in detecting threatening situations,
changes in driver behavior with respect to warning messages, and changes in crash
outcomes. The test resulted in lessons learned to be disseminated, warrants for effective
systems and additional requirements for roadside-vehicle system interfaces.
ALERT Vehicle. The traffic incident management benefits of the ALERT( system was
assessed for commercial systems deployed in police vehicles. Developed through an
FHWA Cooperative Agreement, ALERT is a communications and control system for
public safety vehicles. An in-vehicle network links electronic equipment such as light
bars, sirens, radar, and radios to a touch-screen display. This results in a simpler, safer
driving environment. The ALERT system also supports vehicie-to-vehicle and
vehicle-to-center data communications via wireless networks. The results of the on-going
evaluation will be published in FY 2002.
Rural Mobility Services
Multi-agency integration of information systems and transportation coordination This test will build a working partnership between the USDOT and the Department of
Health and Human Services to improve transportation services. This test began to
integrate systems that existed in isolation as a result of seperate regulatory requirements
and development programs. The needs for agency customer referral and third-party
payment and validation for trips will be met by integration of the information systems
among the agencies and transportation providers. This will increase efficiency, improve
customer service, and reduce fraud and abuse. The test will lead to further joint standards
and development programs between USDOT, DHHS, DOL, USDA and other agencies.
The test will identify changes in regulations and procedures that complement the new
technical capabilities of ITS-IT integration
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Rural Information and Operations Services
Maintenance Decision Support System fMDSS) Operational Test - A field test was
completed of Maintenance Weather Decision Support System This test demonstrated the
integration of various weather information that is provided to maintenance operators at
the appropriate times for them to cope with certain weather events.
N-I-I Model Deployment: A location for an N-l-1 model deployment wA
as selected to be
a showcase for addressing institutional and technical issues. Such a showcase will yield
best practices that can be applied to offset conversion recipients and to new ATIS
deployment.
N-I-I Offset Conversion: Initial funding was made available to motivate and encourage
existing ATIS deployments to make their information services available through a N-1-1
number.

KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
Rural Safet' Services
*

Dispatch Data Integration Operational Test - A field test to integrate ITS technologies
and public safety dispatch information systems to enhance emergency response will be
initiated. The test participants, venue, and technologies will be selected. Specific
common operational procedures and data elements will be developed. Network and
system interfaces will be tested and evaluated and user training will be conducted,
Operational implementation and evaluation will be conducted dunng the following year.
First Responder Incident Menagement Data Interoperability Operational Test - An
extensive operational test of the traffic incident management capabilities of mobile data
systems will be initiated in an Interstate Highway environment. The test participants,
venue, and technologies will be selected Specific common operationa procedures and
data will be developed. Network and system interfaces will be tested and evaluated and
user training will be conducted. Operational implementation and evaluation will be
conducted during the following year.
Variable Speed Limit Operational Test - A field operational test to determine the
effectiveness of a variable speed limit system using new sensor systems, driver
messaging devices and enforcement practices in achieving speed limit compliance and
reducing highvay crashes was completed.
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Rural Mobility Seevvices
Rural Transit - An integrated weather and emergency management system for transit
operators will be implemented and evaluated as part of a filed
operational test. Advanced
system integration technologies, transit communication standards and protocols.
integrated operational concepts, and collaborating operational procedures will be tested.
This integrated transit and emergency service will enable rural transit operators tu
manage weather-related incidents more efficiently, while improving the coordination with
travelers and emergency management staff.
Rural Informatio. and Operations Services
N-I-I Offset Conversion: Continued funding will be made available to motivate and
encourage existing ATIS deployments to make their information services available
through an N-I-1 number.
N-i-I Model Deplovment - A model deployment of an N-i-I implementation "ill
demonstrate how a state or multi state region can employ the most successful practices
encountered by the N-l-1 Offset Conversion recipients. This will showcase the
successful solutions for countering technical and institutional issues for providing ATIS
through a single point of access.
Weather Decision Support System for Travelers - A field test will be conducted to
demonstrate the operation of advanced data fusion and human-computer interactive
decision support technologies to affect the decisions travelers make on their desired route
and modal opportunities. Roadway weather information will be provided to travelers in
the environment they encounter daily, so that the utility of the decision support system
can be refined and improved to better suit traveler's needs.
IRRIS/ITS Operational Test - A field test will be conducted to demonstrate the
effective integration of diverse weather information products into an existing resource
that is used by the military to manage surface transportation freight movements The
outcome of this test will be an integrated roadway weather and roadway closure tool that
has a national scope and that serves the needs of travelers and traffic operators alike.
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FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
1.Rural Safety Services Operational Tests - $2.9 Million
a. Dispatch Data Inteeration - $1.2 Million
Transportation, law enforcement, fire and rescue, and emergency medical organizations across
the country are working to improve public safety by sharing information across organizations
and jurisdictions. There is a growing consensus that integrated public safety information can
help save lives, time and dollars. To date, however, there has been little effort to integrate
highway traffic management with public safety or utilize ITS architecture, standards, or deployed
systems for public safety operations.
This operational test will integrate ITS technologies and public safety dispatch information
systems to enhance emergency response. The logistical challenges incoordinating the response
to a transportation incident, whether rural or municipal, are daunting and are exacerbated by
often incompatible voice and data communications systems. This test will be conducted in a
rural jurisdiction by actual transportation and public safety agencies and will. focus on the
standards and technologies needed to integrate information across the dispatch and operations
centers of the key agencies. It will be structured around the capability to manage a large,
multi-agency emergency incident with significant multi-modal transportation challenges, from
automobile crashes to disaster evacuation. The operational test will demonstrate the benefits of
enhancing field operations involved in locating and responding to the incident, on-scene
activities, and documenting the incident. It will be coordinated with the Departrent of Justice,
which has a new initiative underway to integrate criminal justice information systems that are
outside the scope of the USDOT ITS Program.
This is a one year project with $1.2 Million requested in FY 2002
b. First Resnonder Incident Management Data Interoperabilitv Operational Test - $1.2
million
Traffic incidents -- flat tires to multi-vehicle crashes -- are the primary cause of congestion in
many areas of the United States. Furthermore, incidents, especially major ones, have the cascade
effect of generating additional incidents. The level of congestion and secondary crashes that
stem from an incident is proportional to the amount of time it takes to resolve and clear the
original incident. For a given type of incident, the incident solution time depends on how well
the various responding agencies are coordinated and integrated. The goal of this two-year project
is to reduce incident resolution time by effectively using mobile data technologies.
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This project will test the traffic incident management benefits of integrated mobile data systems
for highway incident first responders (e.g,
law enforcement, fire service, emergency medical
service and motorist assistance). ITS technology aid systems used for this operational test shall
support the rapid and reliable exchange of incident-related information among the disparate first
responders at an incident location. The project will include approximately 25 operational
vehicles supported by interoperable, network-based communications, to include voice, data and
image transfer capabilities. This project will test, refine, and evaluate mobile data technologies,
including both the in-vehicle network of integrated technologies and the communications
infrastructure support software and databases. A significant part of the operational test is the
development, implementation and testing of protocol standards for in-vehicle networking, center
to center, and vehicle to center commu-nications, This operational test will be coordinated with
the Department of Ju.stice, which has a new initiative underway to integrate criminal justice
information systems that are outside the scope of the USDOT ITS Program.
This is a one year project with $1 2 Million requested in FY 2002
c. Variable Speed Limit - $1.0 Million
An operational test of a variable speed limit system will be completed. This test will demonstrate
the effectiveness of these systems for enhancing safety and improving mobility of rural travelers
Rural infrastructure components of v.L systems will be field-tested and compliance and
enforceability of these systems will be demonstrated. Lessons learned from this operational test
will be documented for further development and deploymen: of VSL systems.
This is the second year of a two year project; $500,000 was planned for FY 2001, $1,000,000 is
requested for FY 2002.
2, Rural Mobility Services Operational Tests - ITS Inteeration Between a Rural Transit
Provider and HHS Aencies -$1.0 Million
This field operational test will deploy, test and evaluate an integrated system to facilitate
coordinated dispatching and operations of subsidized public transportation services. This will be
similar to previous field operational tests with different geographical and institutional context.
Advanced information system integration technologies, integrated operational concepts, and
collaborating operational procedures will be tested in this field operational test project.
This is a one year project with 51,000,000 requested inFY 2002
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3. Rural Information ,.nd Operations Services - $4.05 Million
a. N I Offset Conve.sion - $2.0 Million
Offset conversion funding will be made available to agencies that have established Advanced
Traveler Information Systems and offer delivery of information through a phone number.
Multiple agencies operating ATIS within proximity of one another will coordinate their ATIS
information so that the user can locate the appropriate information even though that information
rests with an agency that doesn't operate the N-I-1 number. A research program funded in FY
2001 will provide guidance so that multiple institutions can harmonize their information for N-i
1 users.

-

The allowance of conversion funding will propel the deployment of ATIS services to the
traveler. The funding allowance will encourage those institutions that have not effectively
deployed ATIS services for a lack of public acknowledgment. The announcement of the
availability of an N-I-1 number, functioning as a nationally recognized customer information
portal, will elevate public awareness of ITS and ATIS in particular. Providing the offset funding
casts support for the N-I-I and the technical means for supporting that mechanism for
information delivery.
This is the second year of a three year effort to provide funding for the N-1-1 Offset Conversion;
-S 2,000,000 is estimated for FY 2001; S2,000,000 is requested for FY 2002; and S 1,000,000 is
proposed for FY 2003.
b. Nil Model Deployment - $750 Thousand
The N- I-I Model Deployment will implement a showcase regional traveler information system
that features an N-1-1 telephone system as a high profile component. This model deployment,
initiated in FY 2001, will build upon the experiences and lessons learned from Lther ATIS
implementations that received conversion funding. The best practices observed front the
conversion recipients will be employed for establishing a robust N-l-1 system that has an area of
coverage that includes a full state or possibly multiple states. Users of the system shall be
capable of dialing N-I-I from within the service area of the model deployment and receive travel
information on routes and modes. The model deployment will demonstrate the most successful
solutions for the technical and institutional issues encountered during the N-i-1 conversions
conducted in FY 2001. Showcase results and techniques will be applied to other recipients of the
N-1-1 conversion funding and also To new ATIS deployments that feature N-1-1 components.
This is the second year ofa two year project; $350,000 is estimated for FY 2001; S750,000
requested in FY 2002.
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c. Traveler Decision Supoort System - 5650 Thousand
This project will consist of a field test of a traveler decision support system to measure the
effectiveness of the system in an operational environment - akin to the "weather in the cockpit"
systems being developed by the aviation community. Such a system will provide travelers with
the immediate road weather warnings they need for safe travel. This operational test will build
upon a prototype decision support system that will be developed in FY2001 that provides
travelers with route-specific road weather information.
This is a one year project with $650,000 requested in FY 2002
d. IRRISIITS Joint Operational Test - $500 Thousand
This project will test and evaluate the use of tratfic and emergency management information
interfaces in the military's Intelligent Road & Rail Information System (IRRIS). The IRRIS,
developed by the Military Traffic Management Command, is a nationwide land traffic control
system that incorporates dynamic road closure information for variable horizon decision support
of their military movements. The incorporation of roadway weather information, as guided by
the Surface Transportation Weather Decision Support Requirements, will enhance the IRRIS
functionality by featuring weather information from throughout the country. The intent is to
demonstrate inte-r-jurisdictional information sharing among contiguous regions, in support of the
FHWA National Security gogl and the program's Road Weather Management objective to
deliver weather information to travelers nationwide.
This is a one year project with $500,000 requested in FY 2002
e. Incorporati g$urface Transportation Weather Requirements into Weather Services $150 Thousand
This effort builds upon all the surface transportation weather requirements work to date, focusing
on joint activities with the OFCM Weather Information for Surface Transportation Joint Action
Group. This includes incorporating the requirements into remote sensing products (e.g., satellite,
radar products), National Weather Service numerical weather models of surface attributes, and
local digital products from the Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System for surface
applications. This project serves to reinforce the coordination among the transportation ard
meteorological community, so that transportation operations needs are further considered as the
NWS refines its products and services.
This is a one year project with 150,000 requested in FY 2002
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ONAL THMr - ADVANCED PUBIC TRNSIT

GOALS
The Advanced Public Transit Systems (APTS) operational test program supports the USDOT
goal of improving mobility, by testing technologies that can make transit more accessible,
integrated, and efficient.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
This program supports deployment of APTS and transit ITS through operational tests to enhance
the following transit performance measures:
Improving transit accessibility and availability, and contributing to mobility for the 80
million Americans who depend on transit to get to jobs, health care facilities, schools, and
other essential services;
Improving transit efficiency and productivity through reduced travel and dwell times, and
improved quality of service and reliability;
Contributing to alleviate highway congestion in the Nation's major metropolitan areas
through application of bus and rail transit APTS and integration with other ITS; and
Applying APTS and ITS to meet the special mobility needs of the elderly, individuals
with disabilities, and economically disadvantaged individuals moving from welfare to
work.
BACKGROUND
In meeting the USDOT goal of improving mobility, one of the most potent tools are the public
transit systems in the United States. The ability to cause pemple to travel via public transit verses
the private automobile offers significant potential to reduce congestion. The Advanced Public
Transit Systems (APTS) program seeks to fulfill this objective by making public transit the mode
of choice. To accomplish this, transit must provide faster, more reliable, and easier to use
transportation to the public. At the same time transit operators must become more efficient in
order to provide these services at a lower cost to the public.
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The APTS operational test program is focused on testing the deployment of APTS technologies
and the integration of these technologies by linking them in order to share data within and across
transportation modes and across local, state, and regional jurisdictions. Integrating ITS and
APTS systems into an ITS infrastructure provides public agencies with a higher level of system
capabilities than unlinked intelligent transportation systems and offers the traveling public safety,
mobility, and producivity benefits.
Previous research and operational testing have established certain technologies as viable products
for use in the transit industry. These technologies include automated vehicle location (AVL) and
computer aided dispatch (CAD) systems. The current program will evaluate the use of these
techno'ogies to provide real time bus schedule information at each bus stop.

MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED F' 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Began operational test of Demand Response Dispatching Algorithm for scheduling
multi-origin/destination requests, based on initial research results and focused on adding features
and predictions to the Demand Response Dispatching Algorithm;
Began operational test of Trassit Expert System to test the concept of fusing transit dispatch data
and expert systems technology. This testing will identify key dispatch concepts that data fusion
techniques can present to transit dispatch personnel. They were phased into operational testing in
FY 2000 and will continue in FY 2001.
Completed an operational test of the integration of a hybrid bank smart card. The test integrated
transit fare paymert (via proximity systems) with other smart bank card uses (contact systems)
and integration vth other transportation services. Cooperative development of this project will
include the banking community. This test used funds from FY 1999.
In FY 2000 a transit stakeholders committee , through ITS America, was convened to re-evaluate
the research direction for the APTS program. This evaluation was based upon a detailed
examination of the State of the Art and the State of the Practice of fleet management in the transit
industry. The results of the recommendations of the stakeholders group forms the basis of the
APTS research and operational test program.
KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
Conclude the operational test of the Demand Response Dispatching Algorithm, and circulate data
for initial industry comment. Following full data analysis, the algorithm and analysis will be
published made available to the transit industry (paratransit operators, systems integrators,
software vendors) for review and recommended refinements.
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Conclude the operational lest of the Expert System, and circulate data for initial industry
comment. Following full data analysis and software modifications, a beta software version and
report will be published and made available to the transit industry (transit operators, systems
integrators, software vendors) for review and recommended refinements
FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
Real Time ATIS at the Bus Stop - $1 Million
This test will evaluate the economic viability of deploying real time transit schedule information
at the bus stop. This project is a result of the recommendations of the APTS stakeholders review
of the program,
The technology now exists to economically deploy individual displays of real time bus arrival
times at each bus stop using CAD/AVL information. Previous research has indicated that
making the customer more aware of the exact arrival times of buses can induce people to use
transit. This test will be implemented for both a fixed route bus route and one of the Bus Rapid
Transit projects. The real time information at the bus stop will be supplemented by the same
data available to users via the phone information system and the interet. The test will examine
the value of deploying the system and determining the customer response and impact on their
reaction to transit as a mode of travel.
This will be the first year of a two year operational test. $1,000,000 is proposed for Fiscal Year
2002 and $1,000,000 is proposed for Fiscal Year2003.
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Program Title: OPERATIONAL TESTS. INTERMODAL FREIGHT
Budget Items No.:
Amount Requested for FY 2002: $ 1.48 MILLION

GOALS
Th,. goal of the ITS intermodal n-eight opera ional test ig program is to apply existing ITS
technology to both; test the linkage of inforr nation systems between the public and private sector,
and between the modes, to provide an end-t)-end information flow to enhance and make more
efficient the movement of freight from origin. tc destination as well as through highly congested
areas.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The objective of the intermodal freight operational test program is to test changes that are
expected to occar in streamlining freight movement as a result of enhanced tracking of cargo and
assets and the linkage of information systems. improvements in the efficiency of intermodal
freight movements will be measured in terms of reduced time and cost for freight movement, as
well as the improved reliability and predictability in the pickup and delivery of intermodal
freight. Improvements in the safety of intermodal freight movement will be measured in terms of
the reduced accident and injury rates.
MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Complete the vwo operational tests awarded to Washington State DOT and the ATA
Foundation in rY 1999, The first was with Washington State and the ports of Tacoma
and Seattle and Sealand to develop better planning methods for moving freight through
the Pacific Northwest. The second test involved Chicago O'Hare airport, Illinois DOT
and the ATA Foundation to develop an end-to-end secure electronic manifest system to
integrate highly secure processes into the normal freight operations from manufacturer to
customer.
KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
Conduct an end-to-end international intermodal freight operational test that, as a first
step, may include a US test with Canada and Mexico. This would be a natural
progressions associated with the border crossing tests which have involved Customs and
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Immigration, but would now possibly include brokers and other federal inspection
agencies associated with freight movement. Subsequent tests are expected to take place
with Europe and Asia.
End-to-end is defined as manufacturer to customer. The DOT expects to use a modeling tool,
being developed in FY 2001, that will provide investment guidance for conducting this test.
BACKGROUND
ITS is a natural tool for linking the many disparate systems that constitute intermodal freight.
The ITS intermodal program complements One DOT efforts to coordinate planning and
infrastructure development across transport modes. It ensures that technologies applied are
interoperable, efficient, and well coordinated.
The problems that ITS may be able to help fix consist of delays and inefficiencies at seaports and
border crossings; inefficiencies associated with intermodal equipment tracking and repositioning;
inefficiencies with movements through metropolitan communities and reduction in the
paperwork glut associated with single mode billing and tracking. Most seaports in the US are in
large metropolitan areas, and the rail lines and truck lines calling on those ports use the local
infrastructure mostly at peak times of day to get back and forth. Peak times, which is the highest
mix of commuter and business traffic, are the normal business hours, which are also the hours
that most seaports are open. ITS may be able to help plan the coordination of pick up and
delivery between the truck carriers and the seaport terminal operators. This requires information
flow that is coordinated between the ocean carriers, rail carriers, motor capers, federal and state
regulatory agencies where applicable; e.g., U.S. customs, shippers and customers. It also may
require coordination with ITS traffic management centers and their various satellite operations.
Congestion at border crossings, with the two largest trading partners of the US, often can take 24 hours of waiting times at commercial crossings. The cargo may then be staged at a separate
transfer point and the delay can be 2-3 days. ITS can help in several ways, One way is the
coordinated exchange of safety information either directly between the two country safety
agencies or funneled through the customs station and then passed on to the safety agency. The
other way that ITS can help is the coordinated exchange of information between all federal
inspection agencies and the counterparts in Mexico or Canada to facilitate the movement of both
trucks and rail through border crossings.
Lastly, ITS offers the promise to bring together often disconnected paths of the physical
movement of goods, the "back office" information flow of the goods, the financial transaction
flow of those goods; i.e., E-commerce, and the public need for the generic information generated
by these movements in areas ranging from such diverse areas as timing of municipal traffic
lighting systems to planning infrastructure investments costing billions of dollars.
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FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
The FY 2002 ITS end-to-end intermodal freight operational test will be based upon lessons
learned at border crossings and other tests in process. The new tests will also include a
modeling tool that will identify incremental benefits and will provide return on investment
information. In addition the test will have strong stakeholder interest, and will maximize private
sector cost sharing.
I. Conduct Intermodal Freight Operational Tests - $1.48 Million
The funding requested will provide for an ITS Intermodal Freight Research Operational Test
Program that is based upon the foundation elements established in the freight flow modeling to
determine the priorities for investment. It is expected to include end-to-end freight and tracking
and tracing, and a seamless information structure, It is also expected to include research in areas
such as intermodal supply chain management, intermodal drayage efficiency, and intermodal
terminal access, and would likely include partnering with Europe or Asia. These projects will
improve cargo visibility, intermodal safety, improve throughput, and reduce nitrogen dioxide and
carbon emissions in congested ports of entry, and extend the commercial benefits of EDI.
This is the third year of a four year project; $500 thousand was spent in FY 1999; 5 200
thousand was spent in FY 2000; S2 million was requested in FY 2001; and $1.48 million is
requested for FY 2002. Expectations are to conduct another end-to-end operational test in FY
2003, and therefore another $1.5 million will be requested for that test. Model deployment is
planned to begin in FY 2004.
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Program Tide:

EVALUATIONIPROGRAMIPOLICY ASSESSMENT

Amount Requested for FY 2002: $7.695 MILLION

GOAL
The Evaluation Program supports the USDOT and FHWA goals of enhancing safety, mobility
and productivity and the environment through focused efforts dedicated to evaluating the
effectiveness and costs of ITS systems deployed in operational settings as well as those which
are the subjects of field operational tests. The Evaluation Program additionally contributes to
fulfilling the mandates of the Government Performance and Results Act by developing and
refining techniques for measuring the impacts of ITS deployments and/or integration of ITS
infrastructure.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The Evaluation/Program/Policy Assessment Program supports the development, deployment and
integration of ITS technologies contributing to the reduction in the rate of highway-related
fatalities and injuries; the reduction of congestion-induced delays on Federal-aid highways; the
reduction of the costs of highway freight movement; and the reduction of on-road-mobile source
emissions.
BACKGROUND
This program primarily funds targeted collection of ITS cost and benefits information for the
purpose of sharing with State and Local government staff in order to help them make better
informed decisions regarding ITS deployments in their respective locations. ITS cost and
benefits information also helps Federal ITS program managers understand the strengths and
weaknesses of the technologies so that future program investments can be better targeted. Field
evaluations will focus on assessing improvements as measured, modeled, an Pnalyzed in eight
primary measurement areas: (1) Crashes; (2) Fatalities; (3) Throughput; (4) Congestion-related
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delay; (5) Transit time delay; (6) Customer satisfaction; (7) Costs to public and private sectors;
and, (8) Energy and emissions.
The FY 2002 evaluation program concentrates on three areas of endeavor: (1)Field Operational
Test Evaluations; (2) Deployment Evaluations; (3) Special Benefits Reports.
F;eld Operational Test (FOT) Evaluations focus on assessing the feasibility of either a
technology application or a user service that has matured enough to test in a real-world
operational setting. Independent evaluation is one key role of the Federal partner in these
typically public-public, or public-private partnerships. Technical, or developmental tests answer
questions primarily formulated by members of the engineering community. FOTs of a user
service go beyond technical testing to see if the target audience of users actually derives benefit
and utility from the ITS product or service in the real-world setting. FOTs are hypothesis-driven,
and evaluation activities include developing evaluation strategies, plans, and detailed test plans,
and performing data collection, analysis, and reporting of results. Typically, FOT evaluations
y eld information on ITS benefits; however, very little insight can be gained regarding the
ultimate costs of acquiring and deploying such systems. This isbecause, among sevc,al reasons,
FOTs are largely designed for evaluation and include costs that full scale deployments would not
encounter. The FY 2002 request includes evaluations for rural and traffic management FOTs,
with rural FOTs accounting for the majority of the FOT evaluation request.
Deployment Evaluations take advantage of decisions to deploy ITS for the purposes of
documenting costs and benefits in actual deployment settings. Moreover, because FOTs usually
focus on single systems, FOTs provide limited opportunities to observe benefits of integrating
ITS with other systems. Additionally, because many ITS have such short deployment histories,
little information has been gathered about the costs of operating and maintaining such systems
over their life cycles, Deployment evaluations also help todevelop better understanding
regarding how ITS-generated data can be collected, archived, and used to assist local planners,
transportation system operators, and other data stakeholders to better manage their resources. In
FY 1998, the USDOT and ITS America approved a new "Archived Data User Service (ADUS)"
in response to a broad stakeholder-based set of requirements for such services. In FY 1999,
ADUS stakeholders and the National ITS Architecture Team worked to change the National ITS
Architecture to accommodate ADUS requirements. Version 3.0 of the Architecture, which
incorporated ADUS requirements, was released inDecember 1999. Deployment evaluations are
needed to understand and document successful practices of progressive implementers who
archive and use ITS-generated data. This area holds great promise for accelerating feedback to
decision makers regarding how well their transportation systems are operating. Instead of
waiting for dated bi-annual or annual reports on the state of congestion or the state of
transportation safety, for example, one having real-time access to and analysis of archived data
generated by ITS may some day be able to view hourly, daily, weekly, and monthly trends that
can be acted upon in dramatically shorter times. The FY 2002 request includes funds for the
development of cross-cutting studies on the uses of archived data documenting viable practices
in the ADUS user communities. Funding is also requested for Phase II evaluations of
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metropolitan and Commercial Vehicle Information Systems and Networks (CVISN)
deployments, and evaluations of select highway-rail intersection applications of ITS.
Another important activity funded by this program is the conduct of Special Benefits Reports
intended to translate results from reports intended for academia and other evaluators, to reports
intended to assist State and Local government officials make better informed decisions regarding
alternative ITS applications. There are four types of these special benefits reports: (1) Benefits
Brochures, thirteen of which were published in FY 99, yet targeted primarily for high level
transportation decision makers who have heard about ITS and may or may not have made
commitments to invest in ITS. They contain explanations of ITS application concepts and
testimonials from peers who have already decided to deploy such concepts; (2) Cross-Cutting
Studies are targeted to transportation middle managers who manage resources and would like
more detailed information than their higher level managers. These studies, about 30 pages in
length and featuring successful approaches across the U.S., are intended to be easy reading while
educating about different facets of ITS and their related benefits; (3) Case Studies are designed to
inform technical staff about how a facet of ITS deployment was conducted at a particular site in
the U.S., detailed lessons learned are described; (4) Implementation Guidrs, also designed for use
by technical staff provide "How To" information regarding deployment of ITS products or
services. The end of FY 2000 and beginning of FY 2001 will see the advent of several crosscutting and case studies in mature ITS areas where the benefits and lessons are well known. FY
2001 will be characterized by a continuation of the benefits special reports initiative with
increased emphasis on implementation guides. FY 2002 will focus on a new series of benefits
reports addressing topics recommended by the operational community as well as HQ USDOT
staff.
MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
FOT evaluation activity will include data collection, analysis and preliminary report drafting in
the Acadia National Park rural FOT and two intermodal freight FOTs: The Deployment of ITS
Technology to Facilitate Management of Intermodal Freight; and An Integrated Cargo and
Information and Security System for Intermodal Distribution.
The evaluation of selected FY 1999 ITS Integration Program projects will have attained certain
milestones. Project evaluations producing case studies include:
*
*

Miami-Dade County, FL
Spokane, WA

Other evaluation activities are being focused on Systems Impacts Studies which inherently
require analyses of data collected prior to implementation of the proposed integration. The
following projects are scheduled to deliver Evaluation Plans and corresponding analyses of
"before" data:
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*

Silicon Valley, CA

*
*

State of New Jersey
Riverside, CA

In the area ofADUS deployment, evaluation efforts will include completed survey of
innovations in ITS data collection technologies that offer high quantity and high quality data that
can be used for multiple purposes. The impact of these technologies on data archiving may
affect the research towards establishing data archiving practices and standards.
KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
*

Final evaluation report for the Deployment of ITS Technology to Facilitate Management
ofintermodal Freight FOT;

*

Final evaluation report for An Integrated Cargo Information and Security System for
Intermodal Distribution FOT;

*

Final evaluation report for the Acadia National Park FOT;
Final evaluation case studies for the Delaware River, PA and Seattle, WA FY 1999 ITS
Integration Program projects;

*

Updates to ITS Deployment Benefit and Cost Database.
Development ofcross-cutting studies on the uses ofarchived data will describe the
practices that are viable for the ADUS user communities: Transit, Traffic, Freight, and
Incidents.

*

Early implementation case studies will describe the state of the practice for data archiving
and how ADUS implementations affect the efficiency of transportation operations
management.

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
1. Field Operational Test Evaluations - $2.410 million
This request will fund independent evaluations of operational tests requested inthe Rural
Operational Tests and Traffic Management Field Operational Tests portions of the budget
request.
Rural field operational tests are grouped into the subcategories of Rural Safety Services; Rural
Mobility Services; Rural Information and Operations Services. Funding for independent
evaluations of the following rural operational tests is included in this request:
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Rural Safety Services

a

Dispatch Data Integration Operational Test. This operational test will integrate ITS
technologies and public safety dispatch information systems to enhance emergency
response.

*

First Responder Incident Management Data Interoperability Operational Test. This
operational test will evaluate traffic incident management capabilities of mobile data
systems in an Interstate Highway environment. ITS technologies and systems will be
applied in support of rapid and reliable exchange of incident-related information among
the elements of a unified incident command organization.
Variable Speed Limit Operational Test will evaluate the effectiveness of variable speed
limit systems for enhancing safety and improving the mobility of rural travelers.

Rural Mobility Services
*

The ITS Integration Between a Rural Transit Provider and HHS Agencies Operational
Test will evaluate an integrated system designed to facilitate coordinated dispatching and
operations of subsidized public transportation services.

Rural Information and Operations Services
*

N-I-1 Offset Conversion will evaluate the effectiveness of providing advanced traveler
information through a phone number. Multiple agencies operating advanced traveler
information systems in proximity of each other will coordinate delivery of traveler
information so that agencies not operating an N-I-1 number can make it available.

*

The N-I -I Model Deployment will evaluate the effectiveness and impacts of a regional
traveler information system featuring an N-I - I telephone system. The evaluation should
provide guidelines for subsequent deployment of N-I-I-based systems supporting
delivery of seamless traveler information from a single source.

*

The Traveler Decisicn Support System Operational Test will evaluate the effectiveness of
the decision support system in an operational environment where travelers are provided
with immediate road weather warnings needed for safe travel.

"

The IRRIS/ITS Joint Operational Test will evaluate the use of traffic and emergency
management information interfaces in the Defense Department's Intelligent Road and
Rail Information System (IRRIS) when supplemented by roadway weather information.
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*

Incorporating Surface Transportation Weather Requirements into Weather Services will
evaluate the effectiveness of coordination and cooperation among the transportation and
meteorological communities in advancing the incorporation of transportation needs in
National Weather Service products.

Advanced Public Transit Systems Onerational Test
*

Real-Time ATIS at the Bus Stop Operational Test will evaluate the economic viability of
deploying real-time transit schedule information at bus stops using CAD/AVL
information.

Traffic Management FOTs scheduled for evaluation include:
*

*

The Adaptive Control Sy,.tems Field Operational Test will be evaluated to measure the
effectiveness and document the life cycle cost of the low cost version of adaptive control
system software in a small community setting.
The Pedestrian Safety Systems Field Operational Te;t will be evaluated to determine the
effectiveness of a number of pedestrian safety/mobility systems and strategies in a
controlled real-world setting.

Intermodal Freight Qoerational Test
*

ITS Entermodal Freight Research Operational Test will include end-to-end freight flow
modeling and tracking in an international (intercontinental) setting.

The FOT evaluation program is a continuing endeavor responsive to the needs for independent
evaluations of FOTs conducted in the various parts of the ITS Program. FY 1999 independent
evaluation budget was $623 thousand; the FY 2000 budget was $1.135 million; the FY 2001
request was for S2.450 million; the FY 2002 request is for $2.410 million. The anticipated FY
2003 request will be for $2.530 million.
2. Denlovment Evaluations - $1.025 million
This request is intended to fund continuation of Phase II evaluation activities for Metropolitan
Model Deployment Initiative (MMDI) and CVISN. It also funds evaluation of selected ITS
applications at Highway-Rail Intersections. As both the metropolitan and CVISN model
deployment initiatives experienced delays in deployment schedules, but were retained on slightly
adjusted schedules to deliver evaluation reports in early and late summer of 2000, respectively,
Phase II funding will pursue evaluation opportunities not attempted in Phase I. To the extent
possible, the impacts of integrating metropolitan ITS infrastructure will be a priority evaluation
objective. Of comparable importance is identifying and documenting the effects of multimodal
traveler information systems on traveler behavior. Phase II evaluations will build on experiences
in FY 1999, FY 2000 and FY 2001 as the inventory of projects grows and project experience
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matures to enable collection of "after" data. Analyses of "after" data will provide the
information base for developing system impact studies capturing the benefits and/or other
impacts of deploying/integrating selected components of ITS infrastructure. A particular priority
will be the documentation of cost data.
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successful benefits reports completed through the end of FY 2000 will serve as a baseline for
future endeavors, including those to be funded by this request. The existing model which
evolves a topic, e.g., Metropolitan Transportation Management Centers through eight Case
Studies of specific centers, followed by a Cross-Cutting Study which captures key operational
features of various TMCs in the U.S. and Canada, and culminates in an Implementation Guide
has proven very successful in meeting the needs in the planning and operational communities.
This is a continuing activity supporting cross-cutting analyses of results from field operational
tests, model deployments, and ITS deployment/integration projects. $1.722 million was
obligated in FY 1998; $900 thousand was obligated in FY 1999; $700 thousand was obligated in
FY 2000; SI.075 was requested for FY 2001, and $1.260 million is being requested for FY 2002
and $1.100 million is the anticipated request for FY 2003.
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Program Ttle

EVALUATION/PROGRAM/POLICY ASSESSMENT ITS ProgamPoHey Assessment

Amount Requested for FY 2002: $ 3,0 MILLION

GOAL
The Program/Policy Assessment Program supports the USDOT and FHWA goals of enhancing
safety, mobility, productivity and the environment by evaluating the effectiveness of the ITS
Program and supporting policies.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The Program/Policy Assessment Program supports the development and deployment of ITS
technology applications which will reduce the rate of highway-related fatalities and injuries,
reduce the cost of highway freight movement, and reduce on-road mobile source emissions.
BACKGROUND
This program primarily funds the analysis of ITS cost and benefits information, the tracking of
ITS deployments nationwide, and the assessment of ITS policies and programs. These efforts
will help direct future Federal R&D, programs, and policies and provide State and Local
government staff with information that will help them make better decisions regarding ITS
deployments in their respective locations.
Benefits data analyses will use empirical data from field evaluations and simulation models to
project benefits as related to achieving goals in the six measurement areas: (1) Reductions in
crashes; (2) Reductions in fatalities; (3) Increases in throughput as measured by people or goods
moved per unit time; (4) Reductions in congestion-related delay (formerly, travel time); (5)
Improvements in customer satisfaction; and, (6) Savings in costs to public and private sectors.
Benefits modeling of fuel savings and emissions will be performed in cooperation with the U.S.
Department of Energy 1nd the Environmental Protection Agency, respectively.
Deployment and program tracking will be based primarily upon output measures that count how
many systems, standards, or training objectives have been achieved. These measures will assess
goals in four primary areas: (1) A goal to deploy the metropolitan components the ITS
infrastructure among 75 of the nation's largest metropolitan areas by FY 2005; (2) A goal to
deploy Commercial Vehicle Information Systems and Networks (CVISN) nationwide by FY
2002; (3) A goal to establish ITS standards for national deployments; and, (4) A goal to ensure
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appropriate ITS training is in place for present and future transportation professionals responsible
for deployment of ITS.
FY 2002 will mark the fourth year of Metropolitan Model Deployment operations, and the
CVISN model deployments will also be expanded. The report from the fourth year of
metropolitan deployment tracking (FY 2001) will be issued and the shape of deployment trends
(linear or curvilinear) will for the first time be detectable. CVISN deployment tracking data from
FY 1998 was available in early FY 2000 and comparative analysis of progress between FY 1996
and FY 1998 was made. In FY 2001, CVISN tracking surveys will be re-issued for FY 2000
performance. The rural architecture will begin to be defined by FY 2001 and baseline tracking of
rural ITS infrastructure deployments will be targeted for FY 2001. The ITS Deployment
Analysis System (IDAS) tool will have been available for use by various Metropolitan Planning
Organizations for a year. The Intelligent Vehicle Initiative will be well established in its fifth
year. These milestones mark the opportunity to finalize and publish initial assessments, collect
data regarding program effectiveness, or begin the framework for new program and policy
assessments.
Deployment of the metropolitan components of the ITS infrastructure will continue to be
measured by counts of the following deployed elements compared to a nationwide goal for each:
(I) Freeway Management Systems; (2,) Emergency Medical Services; (3) Incident Management
Systems; (4) Arterial Management Systems; (5) Railroad Grade Crossing Systems; (6) Fleet
Management Systems; (7) Electronic Toll Collection Systems; (8) Electronic Fare Payment
Systems; and, (9) Traveler Information Systems. The most important measure, however, will be
the number of deployed infrastructure elements or components that integrate the capabilities of
other appropriate elements to achieve maximum traffic management efficiency. Deployment of
CVISN will be measured in terms of counts of: (1) administrative processes conducted
electronically; (2) safety inspection sites with the capability for both uploading and downloading
safety information; and, (3) counts of vehicles checked for credentials, safety, or weight that
were electronically screened rather than stopped for inspecion.
By FY 2001, policies regarding deployment of ITS accordirg to TEA-21 will have been
implemented for three years. By this time, it will be appropiate to finalize assessments of
policies regarding architecture consistency and establishment of regional frameworks for
architectures with respect to the guidance provided by the National ITS Architecture. Other
policy issues will also be emerging, including: the changing roles of the public and private
sectors in collecting and reporting traffic and transportation conditions and in managing
transportation systems; institutional impacts of IVI; transit union acceptance of ITS technologies;
and organizational coordination and cooperation as a national traveler information public service
phone number, Nl I becomes available. Policy and opeational assessments of failed projects
will continue to be needed. And, as ITS deployments make real-time information collection and
dissemination to the public more common place, the Federal role in reporting conditions and
performance of the surface transportation system to Congress can be better served, Through
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access to archived ITS information, the USDOT can provide Congress with more economical
and timely reports.

MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
*

Publication of the National Summary Report on Metropolitan ITS Infrastructure
Deployment for 2000.
Completion of individual site reports on Met'opolitan ITS Deployment in 78
Metropolitan areas.

*

Update of the ITS Deployment Tracking Website.

The National ITS Architecture will have published its latest modification that includes logical
and physical architectures responsive to the Operations and Maintenance User Service defined in
FY 2000.
Case studies baseci on preliminary assessments of regional frameworks/architectures will have
been published.
Institutional issues and case study reports on: CVISN deployment experience; Metropolitan
infrastructure deployment experience; successful ATIS business models; alternative traffic
management center design and implementation approaches; and, alternative approaches to
conforming with the architecture to achieve similar functions.
KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
*

A final report that defines the ITS rural infrastructure components, identifies quantitative
indicators of the presence of a rural infrastructure, and defines, for tracking purposes,
objective boundaries for what is considered "rural" versus "metropolitan" will be
published.

*

Publication of Tracking State Deployments of Commercial Vehicle Information Systems
and Networks: 2000 National Report.

*

Publication of the annual update (2001) tothe National Summary Report on Metropolitan
ITS Infrastructure Deployment.

*

Final FOT Evaluation Report for FORETELL: Integrating ITS With Advanced Weather
Prediction.

*

Final FOT Evaluation Report for North Florida Rural ITS Transit.
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*

Final FOT Evaluation Report for New York City Metropolitan Transportation Authority
Travel Information System.

*

Final FOT Evaluation Report for Chicago Smart Intermodal System.

*

Completion of An ITS Policy Framework Analysis for Reauthorization.

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
1. ITS Denloyment Trackng - 5950 thousand
Counting the number of integrated metropolitan ITS infrastructure components and pieces of ITS
deployed throughout the Nation continues to be one of the best and most expediently ascertained
indicators of ITS Program success. Management emphasis continues with regard to reaching the
FY 1996 goal to deploy metropolitan components of the ITS infrastructure among 75 of the
Nation's largest metropolitan areas by FY 2005. Also, TEA-21 sets a goal of deploying CVISN
in the majority of states by 2003. This line item pays for the FY 2002 survey updates, assistance
to sites in using survey results to establish local deployment goals, and web site and paper reports
of progress for metropolitan and CVISN infrastructure deployments. The baseline levels of rural
ITS infrastructure will be established in FY 2002. This is the sixth year of a ten-year tracking of
the Secretary of Transportation's Operation TimeSaver deployment goal $500 thousand per year
was obligated in FY 1996, FY 1997, and FY 1998; $620 thousand was obligated in FY 1999;
$950 thousand was obligated in FY 2000; and, $950 thousand is projected yearly for FY 2001
through FY 2005.
2. Program Tracking - $365 thousand
This request funds administrative support required to track cost, schedule and other performance
indicators in ITS-funded projects. On a quarterly basis project status is updated to provide a
composite depiction of project experience in the various ITS project types. At the end of each
calendar year, an annual status is assembled and either published or uploaded on the ITS JPO
electronic document library under the title Intelligent Transportation Systems Protects Book.
The ITS Program Assessment Working Group (PAWG) was formed in FY 1997 and part of this
request funds the continuance of administration of these activities, including minutes and
management-by-objectives tracking of progress against quarterly generated action items. The
PAWG is responsible for selection of topics for the special benefits reports and provides peer
review of major publications before they are published. This request funds the executive
secretariat of the PAWG, maintenance of the Evaluation Resource Guide for those conducting
self-evaluations, peer reviews of technical deliverables, coordination among ITS evaluators,
liaison with ITS America's Benefits, Evaluation, and Cost Committee, and weekly reporting of
progress, as well as web-site support for publishing Program Assessment activities and
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evaluation reports. This FY 2002 request also funds continued maintenance of a database of
field operation test evaluations and earmark evaluations. This database was begun under a
contract, ending in FY 2000, that provided oversight to the original group (pre-FY 1996 of ITS
FOT evaluations).
This is the fifth year of a continuing project to track progress of elements of the ITS Program:
$100 thousand was obligated in FY 1997; $250 thousand was obligated for FY 1998 and FY
1999; $350 thousand was obligated in FY 2000; and, $365 thousand is requested for FY 2001
and FY 2002, with $370 thousand projected for FY 2003.
3. Policy Assessment - $1.685 million
This request funds the investigations of ITS policy effectiveness for the primary purpose of
improving Federal management effectiveness of the overall ITS Program. Topics of assessment
include all aspects of the ITS Program, including research and development, operational tests,
architecture and standards, mainstreaming, program support, and deployment. Secondary
benefits of program/policy assessment include improvement of State and local government
management of their respective ITS programs through education and lessons learod as
documented in published benefits and benefit/cost reports.
Of the $1.685 million request for policy assessment funds in FY 2002, $900 thousand will be
used for analysis and synthesis of data collected in other parts of program assessment. This
includes regression and other statistical analyses of CVISN and metropolitan deployment
tracking databases against other databases such as Section 15 transit databases and key indicators
in the Highway Statistics report to detect significant trends in deployment. By conducting such
analyses, policy questions can be answered, For example, what distinguishes sites that are more
successful in integrating ITS than others? Can transit ridership increases be correlated with the
presence of ITS? Is there a relationship between the amount of funds available and the types of
ITS deployed? What commonalities are there among sites that invest more heavily in arterial
management compared to freeway management. Such trend information can be shared with less
progressive sites to motivate effective next steps in implementing ITS. It is anticipated that
several trend reports will be generated with these funds. In addition, benefit/cost analyses will be
performed. These analyses and reports will serve as companions to those performed for the
Model Deployment Initiative. It is anticipated that numerous gaps in knowledge about ITS
benefits and costs will be identified in the Model Deployment Initiative final reports due in FY
2000. These funds will target benefit/cost studies for ITS functional areas where benefit/cost
information is most needed while deficiencies of such information have a good prognosis of
being corrected.
The advent of ITS, ITS data archiving, and acceleration of the use of real-time information for
transportation planning can serve to accelerate the planning process to the point where it may
merge with transportation system operations activities that are currently segregated from
planning. In addition to accelerating the reporting, ITS will provide for more detailed reports
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that include measures of ravel time, arrival time reliability, and many other performance
indicators. If all metropolitan areas provide web sites that report real-time travel conditions,
these sites and their respective databases can be periodically queried, data can be analyzed, and
national trends can be detected and reported in at least half the time. Currently, the Conditions
and Performance Report uses data from the Highway Performance Monitoring System. This
system depends on States to report statistics specifically for Federal reporting purposes. This FY
2002 request includes funds for a multi-year, State-coordinated assessment of how ITS may
modernize the Highway Performance Monitoring System while dramatically reducing State
reporting burdens.
In addition to quantitative analytical support of policy assessment, $685 thousand is requested
for qualitative assessments of ITS policies. Specific emphasis in FY 2002 will be on performing
assessments and case studies on the effectiveness of ITS standards in operational applications.
By FY 2002, the standards program will be mature enough to obtain valuable feedback with
regard to its attainment of strategic objectives. An assessment of the changing role of the private
sector in its deployments is proposed. Originally proponents of ITS stressed that the private
sector would eventually provide 80% of investment costs in ITS. The second report to Congress
on nontechnical barriers to ITS stated that private sector involvement is stymied by the lack of
public sector implementation plans that identify the roles of the two sectors. The report also
noted that the potential for public-private partnerships is more limited in scope than previously
thought. A review will be undertaken to ascertain ways that public sector agencies have
identified the roles for the private sector and have used them to enhance ITS projects. FY 2002
qualitative assessments will also be dedicated to establishing a policy framework capable of
supporting the post TEA-21 reauthorization process. Assessments of effective and challenging
operational test and deployment experiences will contribute to the development of
recommendations for reauthorization legislation to facilitate achievement of USDOT ITS
metropolitan, CVISN and rural infrastructure deployment goals in FY 2005 and FY 2006.
Finally, an area with policy implications may emerge from the intelligent vehicle initiative test
experience and from automobile industry assessments of services offered in late model
platforms. The issue of defining standard intelligent infrastructure components tailored to
complement on-board systems may emerge as a high priority policy issue.
This is a continuing activity dedicated to the conduct of policy analyses of implementation
approaches employed throughout the ITS Program. S1.290 million was obligated in FY 1999;
$1.690 million was obligated in FY 2000; $1.750 million was requested for FY 2001; $1.685
million is being requested for FY 2002, and the projected request for FY 2003 is $1.750 million.
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GOAYS
The Architecture program supports the USDOT and FHWA goals of enhancing safety, mobility,
productivity, and the human and natural environment by providing a framework by which ITS
systems can be effectively planned and implemented.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The Architecture program supports the deployment of ITS technologies that will reduce the rate
of highway-related fatalities and injuries, reduce delays on Federal-aid highways, reduce the cost
of highway freight movement, and reduce on-road mobile source emissions.
BACKGROUND
A systems architecture is the framework that guides and moderates the evolution of a complex
system's many interrelated elements. It provides order and rules so that hardware, software,
data, and communications can work together. The National ITS Architecture, a systems
architecture developed in support of the US Department of Transportation, was completed in
June 1996 after nearly three years of effort and more than 100 public reviews designed to help
achieve consensus. The completed National ITS Architecture supplies the transportation and
communications framework necessary for a nationally compatible transportation system. It
includes an implementation strategy for use by public and private sector transportation planners
in developing their unique transportation systems, and it includes the supporting analysis,
strategy, and detailed requirements essential to accelerate the ITS standards development
process.
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The Architecture program is pursuing a five-part strategy for supporting the implementation of
ITS technologies.
First, the existing National ITS Architecture is being kept current. Maintenance of the
architecture is essential to ensure that it accurately reflects evolving standards, deployment
experiences, and operational test results. It is accessible in a user-friendly manner - through the
web or through distribution of current CD Rom copies.
Second, the National ITS Architecture and the architecture team is supporting the standards
development effort, capitalizing on the considerable institutional knowledge gained during
architecture development.
Third, as the ITS program continues to evolve, some new user services are being added to the
National ITS Architecture in response to stakeholder needs and requirements. A highway-rail
intersection user service was developed by FRA and FHWA and integrated into the National ITS
Architecture in January 1997. In addition, the archived data user service was completed in
October 1998 and was incorporated into the National ITS Architecture in September 1999.
Additional user service development is expected to continue based upon emerging stakeholder
needs.
Fourth, as with the larger ITS program, the focus of the Architecture program has turned to
deployment, and specifically, the use of the National ITS Architecture and implementation of
related policies on architecture consistency. Training and technical support are being developed
and delivered to educate the public and private sector transportation engineers and planners, and
guidance documents have been developed to provide stakeholder groups with specific
information on the National ITS Architecture and its use in planning for and designing ITS
systems.
Fifth, training of DOT field staff will continue, in order to maintain the highest quality of
assistance relevant to architecture consistency to state and local planners, managers, developers
and deployers of ITS.

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Broad distribution of National ITS Architecture guidance documentation has been accomplished
through the FHWA Divisions and the documentation is available on the FHWA electronic
document library web site.
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The updated version (3.0) of the National ITS Architecture was released in late CY 1999
reflecting new standards information, clarifications of data and process specifications, and
changes due to deployment experiences. This version (3.0) also reflected the integration of the
archived data user service, responding to the needs of various stakeholders in the planning,
research and safety communities. Work continues in FY 2000 to more thoroughly address rural
stakeholder needs in the National ITS Architecture. It is also expected that in CY 2000 the rural
community will define a new user service "Operations and Maintenance" to further address their
communication needs in a rural environment. Version 4.0 of the National ITS Architecture will
be issued to reflect necessary architecture changes to the existing documentation and to add the
rural "Operations and Maintenance" user service in FY 2001.
Technical support was provided to a number of ITS deployment projects to advise and ensure
adherence to the National ITS Architecture and to keep them apprized of the status of emerging
standards. This has included helping metropolitan/state efforts to develop regional architectures
by involving many of their stakeholders in the process. Workshops have been supported in
Texas, South Dakota, Florida, Pennsylvania, California, Wisconsin, New York, Pennsylvania,
Michigan, Georgia, Maine, Louisiana, Nebraska and North Carolina. It is anticipated that close to
two dozen more major metropolitan areas within many states across the nation will be in various
stages of development of regional architectures during FY 2001 and require workshop assistance
from the National ITS Architecture team.
Development will be completed in FY 2000 on Turbo Architecture, a computer-based tool that
will assist users in the development of regional and project architectures using the National ITS
Architecture as a reference. This tool will greatly assist those using the National ITS Architecture
in the development of ITS regional architectures or ITS project architectures. It is anticipated that
it will receive a broad distribution among ITS specialists in FHWA, state DOT's, and private
sector systems integrators.
Outreach and training activities have continued to be an integral part of the program. Two
training courses have been developed and have been given at sessions in Washington, DC and
around the country. The first, with a private sector orientation, was given 9 times in FY 1999 to
approximately 130 persons and is being given 6 times in FY 2000 to approximately 100 persons.
The second, with a public sector orientation, was given 44 times in FY 1999 to approximately
1015 persons and is being given approximately 23 times in FY 2000 to approximately 500
persons around the country. A half day course on the use and operation of the Turbo Architecture
software tool will be developed and initially given in late FY 2000. In CY 2001 advanced
National ITS Architecture training will be provided to federal DOT field personnel along with
training on the Turbo Architecture software tool.
In FY 2001, in-dpth technical support of FHWA resource center and division activity associated
with the National ITS Architecture is planned. This will substantially increase the scheduling and
support of workshops addressing regional architecture development and ITS planning. Support of
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numerous ITS standards development efforts will continue and emerging standards testing efforts
will be continued in FY 2001.

KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
Providing technical assistance to various transportation organizations deploying and
implementing intelligent transportation systems will be done with public sector state,
metropolitan planning organization, and priority
corridors This will include technical assistance
in the initia! development of regional architectures and assisting in their consistency with the
National ITS Architecthre. Critical to the process is assisting in the understanding and
acceptance of ITS as an integral part of the transportation planning process. Focused and in-depth
support is expected to be provided to FWA resource center and division personnel to further
enable them to assist state and local ITS planners and implementors.
We will integrate into the architecture emerging user needs in the areas of weather information
services as well as the identification of user needs and service requirements in the area of
intermodal freight movement. In addition, we will examine existing requirements in incident and
emergency management to ensure stakeholder needs are being met and are prepared to enhance
this area. We are prepared to continue to maintain configuration control and update the
architecture data base documentation as a result of ITS deployment experiences and ITS
standards development and approvals.
We will continue to provide technical advice and assistance to standards development
organizations (SDOs) in their task of developing ITS standards. These standards grew from
standards requirements derived as apan of the development of the National ITS Architecture.
The institutional knowledge brought to the SDOs by the architecture team is expected to
accelerate the normally slow and deliberate standards development process

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
1. Architecture Maintenance- 51.0 millioA
a. National ITS Architecture Maintenance - $600 thousand
USDOT is planning to maintain a current National ITS Architecture documentation data base
and update it based on changed or emerging policies, lessons learned from deployments, and the
impacts of developing standards. Critical to the data base are the standards requirements, with a
detailed analysis grouped into thirteen sections. The documentation is produced in three forms
for maximum acceptance within the transportation community. Paper copies are developed for
limited distribution, but the principal means of release is through CD ROMs which contain the
entire architecture. It is expected that we will produce between 7,000 and 10,000 for free
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distribution in FY 2002. Finally, the most current architecture is posted on the USDOT ITS
(wwwits.dot.gov) and ITS-America web sites, and includes any minor revisions identified by
the architecture team and the field. It is critical to maintain a current federal reference and keep
it as the definitive architecture source for transportation planners and implementers at the state
and regional level
b. CVO Architecture Maintenance - $400 thousand
This task will maintain the CVO architecture and top-level design documentation from earlier
CVISN efforts to include changes based on stakeholder feedback~new technologies and
capabilities, and further analysis and experience. In particular, lessons learned from continuing
CVISN deployment efforts in the areas of safety information exchange, electronic credentialing.
electronic clearinghouses, and electronic screening will be incorporated.
CVISN Architecture documents will be updated and expanded to keep them current and
comprehensive. These documents include:
*
*
*
*

CVISN System Design Description
COACH (CVISN Operational and Architectural Compatibility Handbook)
EDI Standards and Implementation Guides
DSRC Standards and Implementaticn Guides

This is the 6th year of a 10 year project; S600,000 was spent in FY 1997; $1,000,000 was spent
in FY 1998; $1,273,000 was spent in FY 1999; $1,090,000 was spent in FY 2000; $1,000,000
was requested for FY 2001; S1,000,000 is requested for FY 2002; and $950,000 is projected for
FY 2003
2. Standards Development SunPort - $750 thousand
Standards requirements were one of the most critical elements produced by the architecture
development program. In order to facilitate this outcome, the architecture team examined every
interface within the National ITS Architecture and prepared a detailed list of requirements in
thirteen different areas. In support of the separate JPO standards development program, there is a
need within the architecture 'a k effort to work with and review proposed standards to determine
the impacts upon and compliance with the architecture. The architecture team support, JPO
interface, and technical support will help to achieve a coordinated accelerated standards
development effort. The architecture team will also assist in the execution of the standards
testing program for various ITS standards and integrate standards testing results into the
appropriate portions of the National ITS Architecture.
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This is the 6th year of a 10 year project; $800,000 was spent in FY 1997; $800,000 was spent in
FY 1998; $800,000 was spent in FY 1999; $800,000 was spent in FY 2000; $750,000 was
requested for FY 2001; $750,000 is requested for FY 2002; and $650,000 is projected for FY
2003
3. Enhancements to the National ITS Architecture - $1.25 million
a. Develop an Intermodal Freight Architecture - $500 thousand
The development of an ITS intermodal freight architecture, as an integrated portion of the
National ITS Architecture, will provide a framework that describes how ITS components interact
and work together to achieve total system goals. It is expected to be an open system architecture,
in the public domain, which encourages competition among multiple vendors. It describes the
system operation, what each component of the system does, and what information is exchanged
among the components. It will be modular, allowing for and facilitating the introduction of new
technologies and system capabilities over time.
The development of an intermodal freight architecture is expected to take approximately two
years from user service development to the final National ITS Architecture update being issued.
The initial development of the architecture is expected to focus on the interfaces between
intermodal operations and the public sector operations. For instance, the research design and
modeling activity conducted in FY 2000 may show that it could be highly cost effective to use
the National Transportation Communications for I IS Protocol (NTCIP) standard to help
interface electronic roadside equipment to facilitate freight mobility in major metropolitan areas.
The NTCIP is a family of standards that provides both the rules for communicating and the
vocabulary necessary to allow electronic roadside equipment from different manufacturers to
operate with each other as a system. This activity is expected to begin during the third quarter of
FY 2001 and continue into FY 2003.
b. New User Service Development - $750 Thousand
As transportation planners and engineers and other stakeholders become more familiar with the
elements of the National ITS Architecture, additional needs are arising which were not addressed
in the original National ITS Program Plan. These new needs are expected to be in the areas of
weather information, rural services, emergency services and safety/law enforcement. The
stakeholder communities will develop their needs, gain consensus, and propose new or modified
user services in the National 11S Program Plan.
The ITS IPO will respond by developing new user service requirements which will be the basis
for the architecture team to modify and expand the current architecture. The rural stakeholders
are defining areas that they feel were not sufficiently addressed, while stakeholders within the
weather community also are looking into their needs so that they may be stated. Finally,
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emergency services and the safety/law enforcement stakeholders user needs were only partially
addressed in the original architecture, and it is expected that new user service requirements will
need to be added to the National ITS Architecture or added in conjunction with existing user
service requirements. The consensus agreement on newly defined user needs and user service
requirements will lead to the modification of the National ITS Architecture. These actions are
critical to maintain a current reference architecture that has the support of all stakeholders and to
keep it before planners and implementers at the state and regional levels as they determine their
future needs in developing and deploying ITS.
This is the 6th year of a 10 year project; $200,000 was spent in FY 1997; 5200,000 was spent in
FY 1998; $799,000 was spent in FY 1999; $625,000 was spent in FY 2000; $1,000,000 was
requested for FY 2001; $1,250,000 is requested for FY 2002; and $1,250,000 is projected for
FY 2003.
4. Architecture Deploymer t Support - $2.75 million
FRWA has proposed to implement section 5206(e) of the Transportation Equity Act for the 21"
Century (TEA-21), which requires ITS projects funded through the Highway Trust Fund to
conform to the National ITS Architecture and applicable standards. Conformance with the
National ITS Architecture leads to development of an ITS regional architecture based on the
National ITS Architecture, and the subsequent adherence of ITS projects to the ITS regional
architecture. Critical to the successful accomplishment of this task will be technical assistance,
guidance and tools USDOT can provide to help those effectively perform these tasks in a timely
manner. The ITS JPO will provide deployment support to those planners, developers and
deployers of ITS as detailed below:
a. Workshops - $700 thousand
Federal policies and ITS programmatic initiatives will facilitate the development of regional
frameworks as a needec, up-front, forward-looking regional plan from which individual ITS
deployments can be integrated and deployed. It is this initial phase of considering the region's
needs both from an overall perspective and from integrating all stakeholders needs, that will
require understanding and use of the National ITS Architecture as an integration tool. One-day
workshops will be conducted with assistance from FHWA resource centers and division offices
to help stakeholders come together and facilitate a process whereby a regional architectural
framework can be developed. Three-day workshops will subsequently be conducted to assist in
the initial development of these regional architectures.
b. Deployment Technical Support - $900 thousand
As ITS deployment continues to take place across the country, it is anticipated that the
architecture team will provide considerable technical and advisory support to USDOT and to
various public sector state, regional, and metropolitan transportation authorities who deploy ITS.
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Individual metropolitan planning organizations beyond those participating in deployment
initiatives will progress and develop integrated ITS deployments following the lead provided
through the Metropolitan Model Deployment Initiative program. The architecture team will
provide technical support to the planners and developers of these deployments in order that the
architecture consistency policy is understood and utilized and its goals achieved. Support in the
actual use of the National ITS Architecture data base/documentation as well as assistance in the
use of the Turbo Architecture software tool will be provided. This will enable regional
architectures and ITS project deployment architectures to be produced locally.
c. Peer to Peer DOT Architecture Activities - $500 thousand
The architecture team will provide technical advice find support to FHWA resource centers and
divisional offices as well as to MPOs and other transportation organizations. The purpose of this
activity is to aid in developing transportation plans and to assist in understanding policies
addressing architecture consistency, ITS standards, interoperability and other evolving ITS issues
within the realm of architecture and deployment. The support will be fast reaction response to
requests by the field agencies.
d. Architecture Engineering Maintenance Support (JPL) -$325 thousand
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory will provide technical and management expertise in support of
National ITS Architecture deployment, implementation and maintenance. They will review
architecture team products, assist in the development of user service requirements, review
training and provide technical assistance in the project management and configuration control of
the National ITS Architecture. They will develop recommendations for architecture team task
orders relating to all elements of the architecture program,
e. Architecture Tool Development/Support - $325 thousand
USDOT is planning to evolve the Turbo Architecture software tool to continue to meet the needs
of those utilizing the National ITS Architecture to assist in both ITS planning and ITS regional
and project architecture development. Enhancements will be made to the tool to enable more
efficient operation, to respond to user requests for more functionality and to expand it to include
the National ITS Architecture updates.
This is the 6th year of a 10 year project; $1,000,000 was spent in FY 1997; $1,110,000 was spent
in FY 1998; $1,485,000 was spent in FY 1999; $2,020,000 was spent in FY 2000, $2,480,000
was requested for FY 2001; $2,750,000 is requested for FY 2002; and 52,500,000 is projected
for FY 2003.
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5. Architecture Tralinin (Deoloyment and Implementation) - $110 thousand
The USDOT has developed comprehensive training courses to assist those involved with the
planning, development and deployment of ITS in applying the tools and methodologies
developed as part of the National ITS Architecture. Approximately 8 courses for public sector
personnel will be conducted, giving the trainees hands-on experience in the use of the National
ITS Architecture tools.
This is the 4th year of an 8 year project; $926,000 was spent in FY 1999; $800,000 was spent in
FY 2000; $110,000 was requested for FY 2001; $110,000 is requested for FY 2002; tnd
$110,000 is projected for FY 2003.
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GOAL
The standards program supports the US DOT and FHWA goals of enhancing safety and mobility
by facilitating interoperability within and among the diverse ITS elements. The iTS Standards
Program is also fostering the widespread use of ITS by accelerating the development and
deployment of ITS standards and protocols.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The standards program supports the deployment of ITS technologies that will reduce the rate of
highway-related fatalities and injuries, reduce delays on Federal-aid highways, reduce the cost of
highway freight movement, and reduce on-road mobile source emissions.

BA( KGROUND
ITS relies on state-of-the-art telecommunication and information technologies for monitoring and
controlling transportation systems and devices and for sharing information and control among
systems. ITS requires that the systems and the information flowing among them are
"interoperable"--in other words, that all
ITS hardware and software systems are fully and
seamlessly integrated so that they ;an s..d, -eceive and store meaningful data.
To achieve the attribute of interoperability, and to facilitate interoperability at agency,
jurisdictional, state and national levels, a set of standards is being developed. The standards are
based upon information flows in the National ITS Architecture. Standards enable common
understanding and use of information and promote coordination among ITS providers and users.
Standards-compliant products and services will have a built-in level of interopcrability.
As standards development has been greatly accelerated, there has been a noticeable need for
support activities to ensure successful acceptance and adoption of these standards by the
community. The standards program is continuing to make the transition of resource allocation to
be more weighted towards outreach and education, as opposed to new developments, with the
objective of ensuring successful application of the standards to ITS deployments. As such, the
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standards program has significant activity in the areas of testing, implementation support, and
policy support. The following provides more detail on each of these areas.
Testing. The purpose of standards testing is to investigate the performance of the standards and
to "prove" the standards in realistic transportation settings, under actual operating conditions.
This will build credibility in the standards and reassure deployers that the standards perform as
intended. As an important step to encourage acceptance and earl) adoption of the standards,
testing will provide timely and meaningful information on standards performance to the ITS
community. Through testing and widespread distribution of test results, ITS standards will
"mature" more quickly, thereby leading to their earlier acceptance by ITS stakeholders.
Implementation support, Standards implementation activities are aimed as ensuring that all
public transportation stakeholders and those in the private sector who are involved in ITS
implementation are aware of ITS standards and the educational and training opportunities that
will help them become knowledgeable in the application of these standards. Standards
implementation activities in the form of outreach and education are priority activities that
provide transportation stakeholders with educational resource materials and technical assistance
in support of the deployment of ITS. Such information and support is critical to the successful
understanding and the application of the standards,
Policy support. After a standard has been approved by the standards development organization,
field tested, and then assessed as ready for widespread use, DOT will initiate a rulemaking
activity to require the use of the standard on federally funded projects. Policy support involves
guidance and direction in meeting the conformity requirements, as called out in TEA-2 I, relating
to the National ITS Architecture and standards.

MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

*
*

Almost all of the approximately 80 standards that were originally chosen for development
under the original national architecture have been approved or published.
The ITS data registry has been operating on line for more than one year and has become
the premier tool for coordinating and harmonizing transportation data systems.
The standards testing program has completed testing on 10 additional standards, for a
total of 20.
Five additional standards lessons learned documents have been published for a total of 7.
Field staff have completed standards familiarity training and standards resource libraries
have been established at FHWA resource centers and division offices and at FTA regional
offices.
Five highway and 3 transit ITS standards courses are being conducted across the country.
The first software tools that support standards deployment are being offered to public
agencies.
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ITS STANDARDS TO BE PUBLISHED BY THE END OF FY 2001

The following is a comprehensive list of the 80 ITS standards that are currently expected to be
published by the end of FY 2001. All of the seventeen standards identified in FY 1999 as
"critical standards" are expected to have been approved by January 1, 2000, except for DSRC
standards for the 5.9 GHz band, which will be in ballot at that time. (DSRC standards arenot
included in this list because no standard name or document number has been identified yet.)

Standard Title IDocument Number]

Lead SDO

To Be
Tested

Testing
Done By
End of

FY 2001
NTCIP - Application Profile for File Transfer Protocol
(FTP) [NTCIP 2303]

AASHTO

Yes

Yes

NTCIP - Application Profile for Trivial File Transfer
Protocol [NTCIP 2302]

AASHTO

Yes

Yes

NTCIP - Applications Profile for Data Exchange ASN. I
(DATEX)[NTCIP 2304]

AASHTO

Yes

Yes

NTCIP - Base Standard: Octet Encoding Rules (OER)
[NTCIP 1102]

AASHTO

NTCIP - Subnetwork Profile for Ethemet [NTCIP 21041

AASHTO

NTCIP - Subnet profile for Point-to-Point Protocol using
RS 232 (NTCIP2103]

AASHTO

NTCIP - Object Definitions forVideo Switches [NTCIP
1208]

AASHTO

NTCIP - Simple Transportation Management Protocol
(STMP) [NTCIP 1103]

AASHTO

NTCIP - Profiles - Framework and Classification of

AASHTO

Profiles

[NTCIP

8003)

NTCIP - Ramp Meter Controller Objects (NTCIP 1207]

AASHTO
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Yes

Testing
Done By
Dne of
End of
FY 2001

Lead SDO

To Be
Tese
Tested

NTCIP - Data Dictionary for Closed Circuit Television
(CCTV) [NTCIP 1205]

AASHTO

Yes

NTCIP - Object Definitions for Environmental Sensor
Stations & Roadside Weather Information System
[NTCIP 1204]

AASHTO

Yes

Yes

NTCIP - Applications Profile for Common Object
Request Broker Architecture [NTCIP 2305]

AASHTO

Yes

Yes

NTCIP - Simple Transportation Management Framework
(STMF) [NTCIP 1101]

AASHTO

Yes

Yes

NTCIP - Class B Profile [NTCIP 2001]

AASHTO

Yes

Yes

Standard Title [Document Numberl

NTCIP - Global Object Definitions [NTCIP 1201]

AASHTO

Yes

Yes

NTCIP - Object Definitions for Actuated Traffic Signal
Controller Units [NTCIP 1202]

AASHTO

Yes

Yes

NTCIP - Object Definitions for Dynamic Message Signs
[NTCIP 1203]

AASHTO

'es

Yes

NTCIP - Point to Multi-Point r.otocol Using RS-232
Subnetwork Profile [NTCIP 2101]

AASHTO

Yes

Yes

NTCIP - Transportation System Sensor Objects [NTCIP
1209]

AASHTO

Yes

NTCIP - Data Collection & Monitoring Devices [NTCIP
1206]

AASHTO

Yes

NTCIP - Application Profile for Simple Transportation
Management Framework (STMF) [NTCIP 2301]

AASHTO

Yes

Yes

N'CIP - Intemet (TCP/IP and UDP/IP) Transport
Profile LNTCIP 2202]

AASHTO

Yes

Yes

Commercial Vehicle Safety Reports [TS284]

ANSI

Yes

Commercial Vehicle Safety and Credentials Information
Exchange [TS285]

ANSI
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Yes
I

Lead SDO

Standard Title [Document Number]

ToBe
Tested

Commercial Vehicle Credentials [TS286]

ANSI

Yes

Specification for DSRC - Physical Layer using
Microwave in the 902-928 MHz Band [PS 111.98]

ASTM

Yes

Specification for DSRC - Data Link Layer: Medium
Access and Logical Link Control [PS 105-99]

ASTM

Yes

Data Radio Channel (DARC) System [EIA-794]

EIA/CEA

Subcarrier Traffic Information Channel (STIC) System
[EIA-795]

EIAICEA

Standard for Common Incident Management Message
Set (IMMS) for use by EMCs [Pt512]

IEEE

Survey of Communications Technologies [ITSPP#5]

IEEE

ITS Data Dictionaries Guidelines [ITSPP#6A]

IEEE

Guide for Microwave Communications System
Development [1404'

IEEE

Yes

Selection and Installation of Fiber Optic Cable in
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)

IEEE

Yes

Message Set for DSRC ETTM & CVO [1455)

IEEE

Yes

Yes

Testing
Done By
End of
FY 2001

Yes

Standard for Message Set Template for ITS [P1488]

IEEE

Yes

Yes

Standard for Data Dictionaries for Intelligent
Transportation Systems [1489)

IEEE

Yes

Yes

Standard for Functional Level Traffic Management Data
Dictionary (TMDD) [TM 1.03]

ITE

Yes

Yes

ATC Application Program Interface (API) [9603-1]

ITE

Yes

ATC Physical Cabinet Functional Design [9603-2]

ITE

Yes

Advanced Transportation Controller (ATC)
Functionality and Interface Definitions [9603-3]

ITE

Yes
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Lead SDO

To Be
TesBe
Tested

Testing
Done
o
nd By
End of
FY 2001

Message Set for External TMC Communication
(MS/ETMCC) [TM 2.01]

ITE

Yes

Yes

TCIP - Control Center (CC) Business Area Standard
[NTCIP 1407]

ITE

TCIP - Common Public Transportation (CPT) Business
Area Standard [NTCIP 1401]

ITE

Yes

Yes

TCIP - Fare Collection (FC) Business Area Standard
[NTCIP 1408]

ITE

TCIP - Framewrk Document [NTCIP 1400]

ITE

TCIP - Incident Management (IM) Business Area
Standard [NTCIP 1402]

ITE

Yes

Yes

TCIP - Onboard (OB) Business Area Standard [NTCIP
1406]

ITE

TCIP - Passenger Information (PI) Business Area
Standard [NTCIP 1403]

ITE

Yes

Yes

TCIP - Scheduhng/Runcutting (SCH) Business Area
Standard [NTCIP 1404]

ITE

Yes

Ye

TCIP - Spatial Representation (SP) Business Area
Standard [NTCIP 14051

ITE

Yes

Yes

TCIP - Traffic Management (TM) Business Area
Standard (TS 3.TM]

ITE

Yes

Yes

Truth-in-Labeling Standard for Navigation Map
Databases [J1663]

SAE

Serial Data Comm. Between MicroComputer Systems in
Heavy-Duty Vehicle Applications [J 1708]

SAE

Information Report on ITS Terms and Definitions
[J1761)

SAE

A Conceptual ITS Architecture: An ATIS Perspective
[J1763]

SAE

Standard Title [Document Number]
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Standard Title [Document Number)

To Be
Tese
Tested

Testing
Done By
End Bf
End of
FY 2001

ISP-Vehicle Location Referencing Message Profiles
[J1746]

SAE

Yes

In-Vehicle Navigation System Communication Device
Message Set Information Report [J2256]

SAE

Yes

Yes

On-Board Land Vehicle Mayday Reporting Interface
[32313)

SAE

Yes

Yes

Mayday Industry Survey Information Report [12352]

SAE

Advanced Traveler Information System (ATIS) Data
Dictionary [J2353]

SAE

Yes

Yes

Advanced Traveler Information System (ATIS) Message
Set [J2354]

SAE

Yes

Yes

ITS Data Bus Architecture Reference Model Information
Report [J2355]

SAE

Standard for Navigation and Route Guidance Function
Accessibility While Driving [J23641

SAE

Yes

SAE

Yes

ITS Data Bus Protocol - Link Layer Recommended
Practice [12366-2]

-

ITS Data Bus Gateway Recommended Practice [J2367)

SAE

ITS Data Bus Conformance Test Procedure [J2368]

SAE

Standards for ATIS Message Sets Delivered Over
Bandwidth Restricted Media [J2369)

SAE

Field Test Analysis Information Report [J2372]

SAE

Stakeholder's Workshop Inforration Report [J2373]

SAE

Location Referencing Message Specification (LRMS)
Information Report [J2374]

SAE

ITS In-Vehicle Message Priority [J2395]

SAE

Measurement of Driver Visual Behavior Using Video
Based Methods (Def. & Meas.) [J2396]

SAE
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Yes

Yes
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Lead SDO

To Be
Tested

Adaptive Cruise Control: Operating Characteristics and
User Interface [J2399]

SAE

Yes

Forward Collision Warning: Operating Characteristics
and User Interface [J2400]

SAE

Yes

ITS Data Bus Data Security Services Recommended
Practice (J1760]

SAE

Yes

ITS Data Bus Protocol - Physical Layer Recommended
Practice [J2366- I]

SAE

Yes

ITS Data Bus Protocol - Thin Transport Layer
Recommended Practice [J2366-4]

SALE

Yes

ITS Data Bus Protocol - Application Layer
Recommended Practice [J2366-7]

SAE

Yes

Standard Title [Document Number]

Testing
Done By
End of
FY 2001

KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
All of the 80 original standards have been approved
Ten additional standards have been tested for a total of 30
Three additional highway (total of 8) and two additional transit (total of 5) standards
courses are being offered
Five additional lessons learned documents have been published for a total of 12

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
1. Standards Development Activities - 53.195 Million
The addition of new user services to the National ITS Architecture, as well as the-need for
refinements to some of the standards, the rapid advancement of technology, and the need to
integrate ITS into transportation-related infrastructures, such as public safety, are stimulating a
second phase of standards development. Plans for standards development to address information
flows in new user services are already underway, for example, the highway-rail intersection and
the archived data user services. Other user services, such as operations and maintenance for
rural, weather, disaster response management, safe driving enforcement, and intermodal freight,
will likely be added and standards development will quickly follow. Also, some existing user
services, such as emergency management, will likely be enhanced.
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Formal testing and evaluation activities are uncovering needs for extensions and refinements in
the standards, for example to make it unnecessary for vendors to create custom functionality,
which risks achieving interoperability. Even without testing results, additions, improvements
and extensions to the standards would normally be made to increase their capability and make
incremental improvements to interoperability.
The rapidly changing technological landscape within which the ITS infrastructure is still being
built is offering new and better ways of providing services. The same rapid advances in
telecommunications and information technology that make consumer products obsolete, and
produce a sometimes bewildering array of new services, make existing standards either obsolete
or limited in their ability to provide the full potential of new technologies. In some cases,
standards are being modified and updated, Also, standards based upon newer technological
approaches are being developed to provide ITS products and services with even greater
functionality or convenience. Examples of newer standards are object-oriented standards for
traffic management applications and Web-based standards for CVO applications.
It is now understood that the full potential of ITS will be realized through the full integration of
ITS and related public systems and infrastructures. Therefore, some standards are being
extended to include interoperability with related systems. One example is the standard for
emergency management message sets, which is being extended to include connections to traffic
incident management, public safety and hazardous materials
After a successful initial five years, the standards development activity has been extended to ten
years in duration. In addition, expanded development needs, and for the same reasons explained
above, the cost for standards maintenance will be greater than was previously expected. The
continued development to meet technological advances and the greater-than-expect expenses for
standards maintenance may result in a growth in expenditures for standards development.
a. Infrastructure and Safety Standards - $950 Thousand
This will be the seventh year of direct funding to standards development organizations (SDOs)
for developing ITS standards. This funding will provide for standards committees to write the
standards, for technical support organizations to analyze and report on standards and standards
development efforts, and for public sector involvement in standards committee and SDO
activities.
In FY2002, development will continue on NTCIP, TCIP, incident management, HRI and ADUS
standards. Development will begin on operations and maintenance for rural user service
standards.
As ITS systems have been deployed, it has become apparent that the initial ITS scope was too
narrow and other interests that had a stake in ITS were not participating in standards
development. It had not taken into account the need to integrate ITS with related public systems.
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Therefore, the scope of the standards has been expanded to extend the interoperability of ITS to

related, interdependent communities. Examples of such communities include rural, public
safety, and public utilities. One particular expansion of the standards will be in the area of
location referencing.
In the case of location referencing standards, different federal agencies as well as state and local
agencies have maintained parallel, non-interoperable location referencing systems. Technology
exists to increase the accuracy of these systems, but the quest for an updated universal national
system that would meet all needs has not been reached. For several years the special needs of
ITS location referencing have been discussed but not resolved, pending a decision on the
universal, government-wide framework. Such a decision may be reached and a standards
development effort in FY 2002 may be needed to develop standards that specifically address ITS
requirements.
One other factor influencing standards development in FY 2002 is technology evolution. With

the continual advancing of technology, there is a need to provide information models that can be
used to standardize the implementation of new technologies. This will help maintain
interoperabibty with standardized systems that are already in place. One example is the need for
information models that relate data elements and message sets to functional "'objects" used in
newer object-oriented software technologies.
This is the seventh year of a ten-year project; $4,200,000 was spent in FY 1996; $7,000,000 was
spent in FY 1997; $4,313,000 was spent in FY 1998; $1,290,000 was spent in FY 1999;
$1,765,000 was spent in FY 2000, $1,350,000 was requested for FY 2001; $950,000 is requested
for FY 2002, and $900,000 is projected for FY 2003.
b. Commercial Vehicle Standards - $200 Thousand
Previously, The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) developed, tested
and "rote implementation guides for the Commercial Vehicle Information System Network
(CVISN) based upon electronic data interchange (EDI) standards. To ensure that CVISN
demonstration projects are properly incorporating developed standards and that the standards
work properly, APL will be providing standards technical support to the states for the CVISN
level I deployment program, The effort will continue to produce interoperability and
compatibility test criteria and results, as well as migration support. Such support will encompass
the EDI standards for safety and credentials information exchange as well as other Web-based
solutions that are evolving.
This project is extended for four years beyond previous expectations to provide for integration of
CVO with safety, electronic toll, and other evolving ITS applications such as the highway-rail
intersection and intermodal freight. The project will monitor and begin testing developments in
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related arenas, especially dedicated short-range communications in the new 5.9 GHz band. In
addition, the project will develop a needed reference model that will ensure interoperability
between the electronic data interchange standards and newer Web-based standards, such as
extensible markup language (XML).
This is the eighth year of a twelve-year (formerly eight-year) project. $500,000 was spent in
each of FY 1995 through FY 1999; $400 was spent in FY 2000; S200,000 was requested for FY
2001; $200,000 is requested for FY 2002; and 5200,000 is projected for FY 2003.
c. Transit Staudards - $70 Thot-sand
This activity will support, roughh FTA, the development of national and international transit
specific standards such a, the Transit Communications Interface Profile (TCIP). This activity
will continue the transit location referencing projected started in FY 2000. It will add the
development of fare-collection business area objects. These objects will be developed based on
the electronic fare payment systems guidelines that were developed during FY 1998 - FY 2000.
It will continue to support bus-to-rail interface standards development, transit-related aspects of
highway-rail intersection standards development, and vehicle area network standards
development. Originally intended to be a five-year project, the work has built upon its success to
embrace a more challenging, broader scope that includes paratransit, rail-based transit, smart
cards, transit garage operations, and transit signal priority. This activity will also continue
support for U.S. experts and a U.S. Working Advisory Group Secretariat in the development of
international standards for public transit.
This is the sixth year of a eight-year project; $100,000 was spent in FY 1997; $600,000 was
spent in FY 1998; $1,200,000 was spent in FY 1999; $1,055,000 was spent in FY 2000;
$800,000 was requested for FY 2001; 3700,000 is requested for FY 2002; and 3600,000 is
projected for FY 2003.
d. Highway-Rail Intersection Standards - $200 Thousand
During FY 2000, the Federal Highway Administration and the Federal Railroad Administration
(FRA) worked with rail and highway stakeholders and standards development organizations,
held workshops, and developed plans for highway-rail intersection standards. In FY 2002, FRA
will continue coordinating the development of needed HRI standards and changes to existing
standards to accommodate the needs of HRI.
This is the forth year of a six-year effort; S200,000 was spent in FY 1999; $200,000 was spent in
FY 2000; $200,000 was requested for FY 2001; $200,000 is requested for FY 2002, and
$300,000 is projected for FY 2003.
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e. Archived Data User Service (ADUS) Standards - $ 170 Thousand
This project will provide for the concept definition, strategic planning, and development for each
ADUS guideline standard and data dictionary that will be articulated in the ADUS Standards
Strategic Plan and Project Plan. This project will establish guidelines for processing, storing, and
retrieving archived ITS travel monitoring data for ADUS users to help resolve data quality
control issues concerning incomplete ITS collected data sets, data sets with varying degrees of
aggregation, and message sets for transferring data across ADUS interfaces. It is anticipated that
ADUS guidelines and data dictionaries will be developed for the following ADUS user
communities: transit, traffic management, traveler information, freight, commercial vehicle
operations, and incident and emergency management.
This is the third year of a six-year effort; S24,000 was spent in FY 2000; 590,000 %%
as requested
for FY 2001; S170,000 is requested for FY 2002; and S5140.000 is projected for FY 2003
f. Intermodal Freight - $150 Thousand
Intermodal freight standards will need to be developed to meet the goal of linking information
systems between the modes to provide an end-to-end information flow to enhance and make
more efficient the movemen if freight. In FY 2002 intermodal freight architecture is expected
to be completed with linkages o the ITS National Architecture, to modal operations, to
metropolitan operations and border partners. Those linkages will require standard interfaces for
data exchange. A plan for developing the standards and associated documentation will need to
begin in FY 2002.
This is the first year of a multi-year request; $150,000 is being requested in FY 2002; $250,000
is projected for FY 2003.
2. Standards Technical Support - $825 Thousand

This activity upholds the highest technical quality in the standards development and deployment
efforts and ensures adequate coordination and timely resolution of cross-cutting technical issues.
The work includes acting as systems engineering and technical advisor to the U.S. DOT on
standards development, testing and deployment The work is performed by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, which is a NASA federally funded research and development center.
Elements of the work involve technical project review and coordinatiu',; technical guidance,
oversight and evaluation; information system management, technical training and education
planning; and standards development and testing guidance and evaluation. In the area of
technical project review and coordination, examples of activities are developing planning
documents and white papers on technical issues in the areas of standards development and
testing, analyzing standards projects to develop technical guidance and direction, coordinating
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work among organizations involved in standards development, testing, and outreach, and
reviewing for technical quality standards-related deliverables.
In the area of technical guidance, oversight and evaluation, activities include monitoring and
advising the organizations developing, testing and deploying standards, developing analyses of
national and international standards activities, evaluating standardized system deployments and
their interoperability, and developing and evaluating technical efforts to help ensure the
interoperability of ITS systems. In the area of information system management, the primary
activity is the maintenance and enhancement of a comprehensive ITS standards database, a
deployment contacts database and the U.S. DOT's ITS Standards Web Site. In technical training
and education planning, the major activities are coordinating and evaluating standards outreach
and education programs.
Finally, in the area of standards development and testing guidance and evaluation, activities
focus on technically reviewing standards development efforts, developing work plans for
coordinated activities such as the data registry, developing standards testing projects, providing
technical direction, guidance, coordination and evaluation of test plans, analyses, and results, and
acting as a testing systems engineering advisor,
This is an ongoing effort; S760,000 was spent in FY 1999; $780,000 was spent in FY 2000;
$800,000 was requested for FY 2001: $825,000 is requested for FY 2002, and $850,000 is
projected for FY 2003.
2. Testin g and lnteroperabilitv - $3.5 Million
Standards testing is an important step toward ITS standards becoming ubiquitous in interoperable
ITS systems. Afret development, standards testing is an important element of standards
readiness that must occur prior to rulemaking, which formally adopts the standards and requires
their use in Federally funded transportation projects.
Standards testing provides information to potential users on the reliability, interoperability,
functionality and performance of systems based upon the standards. By building confidence in
the standards, standards testing and the wide distribution of test results are essential to encourage
adoption of ITS standards by public agencies, vendors and systems integrators.
The objectives of ITS standards testing activities are to "prove" the standards in real
transportation settings, ensure they achieve interoperability, and provide information on the
"quality" of the standards to the ITS community. Furthermore, the evaluated results of tests
performed on standards gives feedback to the organizations that developed the standards so that
they can improve and update the standards. Through testing and the reporting of test results, ITS
standards will "mature" more quickly, thereby leading to their earlier acceptance by ITS
stakeholders.
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XVhile testing measures interoperability, which is the ability of ITS systems to exchange
information automatically, other efforts directly promote increased interoperability. One of these
is the ITS Data Registry, a tool that promotes interoperability among data systems. The
harmonization process that is associated with the use of the data registry is key to moving toward
common terminology and data among different systems, including non-ITS transportation data
systems that are participating in the data registry. It is also providing a quality ranking for data
elements that provides data system designers with optimal and interoperable data elements.
a. Standards Testine - $2.0 Million
The standards testing activity is a comprehensive formal testing program that is performed by
Battelle Memorial Institute. It is systematically evaluating and documenting the operation,
completeness and correctness of testable ITS standards to determine whether they work as they
were intended and whether there are any deficiencies. A separate coordinated activity is the
speci1l-purpose testing of EDI standards, which are used in combination with dedicated shortrange communications (DSRC) standards for commercial vehicle applications (CVO). This
activity is performed by The Johns Hopkins University Applied P-hysics Laboratory. In another
coordinated activity, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory is conducting tests o f location
referencing standards and profiles.
The standards testing activity leverages ongoing and planned ITS field deployments. The intent
of the "leveraging" approach is to bring together public agency and private sector participants in
a testing effort that will provide information about the standards that will benefit all stakeholders.
In addition to the formal testing activities, analysis of experience from deployments of
standardized systems will provide valuable information on the ability of the standards to meet the
needs of the producers and users of such equipment.
It is expected that about thirty of the fifty-five standards currently targeted for formal testing will
be tested by the end of FY 2002.
Previously, standards testing had been expected to be a five-year project However, the slowerthan-expected deployment of ITS standards, the greater-than-expected demand for experiencebased test results, and advances in technology are causing the formal testing program to be a
longer process and one that is more important to deployment than was initially expected. In
addition, since modifications to standards are being produced and will need to be tested, the
testing program will need to remain in operation longer than originally expected.
This is the fifth year of a seven-year project; $1,400,000 was spent in FY 1998; S1,800,000 was
spent in FY 1999; $1,700,000 was spent in FY 2000, 51,700,000 was requested for FY 2001;
$2,00,000 is requested for FY 2002; and 52,000,000 is projected for FY 2003.
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b. DSRC Testing at 5.9Ghz - 1.0 Million
The FCC has allocated 75 Mhz of bandwidth around 5.9 Ghz for ITS use. This targeted
frequency requires new technology to be developed to support DSRC applications. From DOT's
perspective, the critical applications are safety related and include: emergency vehicle
preemption, transit vehicle preemption, broadcast of emergency conditions/warning, and
highway-rail intersection warning. Over the last two years, the vendor community has worked
out the new standard and has invested in the development of this new technology. As with all of
the standards that DOT intends to mandate, a supporting testing program needs to be carried out.
The DSRC test, however, is more complex and comprehensive because it involves testing
physical communication elements and a multi-applicaton environment as opposed to the more
"simple" testing of message set transfers. And because of the safety applications that the new
DSRC technology will support, a higher level of confidence in the standard needs to be in place
This is the first year of a two-year project;S 1,000,000 is requested for FY 2002; and $500,000 is
projected for FY 2003.
c. Data Registration - $500 Thousand
The ITS Data Registry is a centralized repository for definitions of data elements across all ITS
applications. Its objective is to provide for unambiguous data interchange among ITS systems by
providing unique identifiers and formats for data elements and messages. With regard to data
definitions and characteristics, the data registry can be thought of as a single, uniform source of
information where the boundaries among different databases are transparent.
The data registry helps ensure that different ITS applications do not develop conflicting data
elements for similar information and provides a means for application developers to check for
proven data elements that they can re-use. Ultimately, the data registry may become a selfsustaining user-fee-based activity. However, U.S. DOT support is needed for the participation of
public agency stakeholders and the inclusion of existing intermodal U.S. DOT data systems.
Initially, this was a four year project. However, it has been slow to get into ful operation
because of the uncertainty in knowing what it takes to achieve a workable business plan and
because of an increase in scope. The increasing scope was primarily due to needs of the archived
data user service and the desire to harmonize ITS data with data from existing U.S. DOT data
systems, such as the Highway Performance Management System. In FY 2002, the data registry
will put a business plan into place and will incorporate several of the legacy U.S. DOT data
systems.
This is the fourth year of a six-year project; $460,000 was spent in FY 1998; $500,000 was spent
in FY 1999; $800,000 was spent in FY 2000; $500,000 was requested for FY 2001; S500,000 is
requested for FY 2002; and $300,000 is projected for FY 2003.
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3. Implementation SuDuort - $3.225 Million
While development and testing has assisted in the technical aspects of ITS standardization, an
even more significant element of the program relates to actual use of the standards, that is, the
deployment of standardized ITS systems. Implementation support, in the form of outreach and
education, is a priority activity. This effort will provide outreach, documentation, training and
technical support to deployment sites to ensure successful application of developed standards. It
will support widespread distribution and sharing of standards information, sample procurement
specifications, test results, lessons learned, and case studies, as well as the development,
publishing, and distribution of guidelines on how to use specific standards to implement
particular applications. It will increasingly provide on-line, automated tools for assisting
standards deployers, such as tools that transportation agencies can use to develop procurement
specifications or to design and perform acceptance tests.
a. Resource Materials - $750 Thousand
Resource materials include a variety of technical and non-technical outreach, and reference
materials in electronic as well as hardcopy form. Examples of the kinds of resource materials
that will be produced and disseminated are "plain-English" fact sheets on the standads, sample
procurement specifications, and standards user guides. All resource materials will be made
available for use in standards training activities and on the ITS Standards Web Site
(www.its.dot.gov/standard/standard.htm).
User guides provide detailed information on applying the standards to system design. The guides
describe how the standards benefit users, the different types of transportation management
systems the standards support, how to choose from among the various options available, and the
issues to consider in system design. These guides will also help local implementers build
interoperable systems.
The duration of this project will depend upon the needs of transportation and transit agencies.
These needs will be monitored and this project will grow and lengthen, or shrink and shorten,
depending upon how well the needs have been satisfied. Based upon current expectations, and
considering the length of time rulemaking is likely to take, the current projection is for an eightyear project. Once materials are developed, the continuing need is updating them as the
standards are updated. Nevertheless, new materials will be needed for new standards and for
new deployment needs, which will come through time and experience with standardized systems.
This is the fourth year of an eight-year project; $700,000 was spent in FY 1999; $500,000 was
spent in FY 2000; $975,000 was requested for FY 2001; $750,000 is requested for FY 2002; and
$700,000 is projected for FY 2003.
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b. Lessons Learned - $375 Thousand
Leading-edge deployments, such as the model deployment sites and other early operational
activities, as well as the standard testing activities, provide opportunities to gain insightful
information that will be useful to future deployers. This effort will monitor, analyze, and
evaluate deployments and standards tests to capture valuable experiences and translate them, into
"lessons learned." These "lessons learned" are short, easy-to-read reports containing advice and
guidance. They will be shared through various mechanisms including Web sites, workshops and
general publications on ITS systems, including those produced by other programs within U.S.
DOT. The community has identified this as a priority item to facilitate successful
implementation of ITS standards.
This is the third year of a five-ycar project; $300,000 was spent in FY 1999; $300,000 was spent
in FY 2000; $375,000 was requested for FY 2001; $400,000 is requested for FY 2002; and
5300,000 is projected for FY 2003.
c. Technical Assistance (Peer-to-Peer) - $500 Thousand
As standards are put into practice, there is a growing need for real-time personalized technical
assistance. The Peer-to-Peer Program has a proven history of effectiveness in providing useful
technical support. Individuals familiar with the technical details of the standards are made
available to deployers of ITS systems for short-term, on-demand support, consulting, and/or
troubleshooting. Standards experts who are not public employees are paid for their time and
expenses.
This is and ongoing effort; $250,000 was spent in FY 1999; $100,000 was spent in FY 2000;
$500,000 was requested for FY 2001; $500,000 is requested for FY 2002; and $400,000 is
projected for FY 2003.
d. Training - 1.0 Million
As part of FHWA's comprehensive ITS standards outreach and education effort, training on
selected ITS standards will provide classroom instruction, including seminars, workshops, and
standards training modules that can be added to existing ITS courses. This training will provide
standards training at different levels to different types of users throughout the ITS community,
with an emphasis on public sector users. Training activities will bring together the appropriate
stakeholders and build reliability and confidence in ITS standards.
Training activities encompass developing and delivering courses, seminars, workshops, and,'or
course modules intended for classroom instruction on ITS standards in general as well as specific
highway (i.e., NTCIP) and transit (i.e., TCIP) standards. The ITS standards training courses will
empower managers, project planners, deployers, systems integrators, and others in 'he public
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sector to plan and execute successfully, within their area of responsibilities, the deployment of
ITS standards. Where appropriate to support public-sector ITS standards deployment, privatesector audiences will be included. The courses will give these audiences necessary information
about the ITS standards that are the subjects of the courses, including information about how to
locate additional specialized information resources and expertise that they may require. This
activity includes planning, developing and delivering ITS standards courses and course modules.
This is the first year of a six-year project; $700,000 was spent in FY 1999; $500,000 was spent in
FY 2000; $500,000 was requested for FY 2001; $1,000,000 is requested for FY 2002; and
$1,000,000 is projected for FY 2003.
e. Software Tools - 5600 Thousand
To accelerate the deployment of standardized systems, the ITS Standards Program will develop
and provide software applications that can be used by transportation agencies to determine
whether a product will function correctly and interact correctly with other components within a
system. Such tools can be used in acceptance testing and in verifying an application's capability
to function within a system. They can also assist both buyers and producers with assessing
conformance and interoperability of software and hardware implementations of ITS standards by,
for example, testing data interfaces. Software and hardware tools that transportation agencies
can use to test standardized products will be provided on line, as will other tools that will assist
in developing specifications for systems.
This is the first year of a six-year project; 5600,000 is requested for FY 2002; and $800,000 is
projected for FY 2003.
4. Conformit3

-

$350 Thousand

Conformity refers to the requirement in TEA 21 that Federally funded ITS deployments conform
to the National ITS Architecture and to ITS standards. Conformity activities will include
developing guidance for public agency ITS deployers and developing policies to support such
guidance.
a. Federal Rulemaking Support - $200 Thousand
To ensure compliance with and usage of ITS standards, U.S. DOT, on a selective basis, will
initiate a rulemaking process by which use of approved ITS standards will be a prerequisite to the
receipt of Federal funding. Each standard proposed for being subject to Federal funding support
ties will be published in the Federal Register as part of the rulemaking process. While these
standards will have already been approved by the direct stakeholders as part of the approval
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process within each standards development organization, it is expected that issues and questions
may arise in the general public. This rulemaking process will require resource support for
administrative, legal and technical issues identified and resolved during the public commenting
period.
This is the second year of a six-year project; S100,000 was spent in FY 2000; $500,000 was
requested for FY 2001; $200,000 is requested for FY 2002; and $200,000 is projected for FY
2003.
b. Policy Developme it - $150 Thousand

The prime policy development effort will be the development of appropriate standards
consistency policy and guidance, including criteria for adoption or approval of individual
standards by U.S. DOT prior to an) requirement that they be used in federally funded projects
This task will address the coordination of standards consistency policy with architecture
consistency policy, as well as the need for additional policy development Policy development
includes not only the costs associated with writing conformity policy, but also outreach activities,
consensus-building activities and education of the stakeholders.
This is the third year of a five-year project; $100,000 was spent in FY 2000; $250,000 was
requested for FY 2001; S150,000 is requested for FY 2002; and $100,000 is projected for FY
2003.
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Program The: INTEGRATION TECH

CAL ASSISTANCE

GOALS
The Technical Assistance program supports the USDOT and FHWA goals of enhancing safety,
mobility, productivity and the human and natural environment, by facilitating the
implementation of ITS systems at the State and local level. This program supports the USDOT
goal set in January 1996, by Secretary Pena, to deploy integrated ITS systems in 75 of the largest
metropolitan areas by 2006.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The Technical Assistance program supports the deployment of ITS technologies that will reduce
the rate of highway-related fatalities and injuries, reduce delays on Federal-aid highways, reduce
the cost of highway freight movement, and reduce on-road mobile source emissions.

BACKGROUND
Metropolitan areas across the country are struggling to mitigate congestion and improve
mobility. The metropolitan ITS program is focused on the deployment and integration of
metropolitan systems including adanced traffic management, trax elerinformation, and public
transportation systems to enable the management of these systems in an integrated fashion to
improve transportation in urban areas.
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ITS deployment is occurring in metropolitan areas throughout the nation. However,
approximately a third of the 75 regions still have a low level of deployment. In addition,
individual systems are still being purchased and installed in a stove-piped fashion without proper
attention to integration. To address these concerns, the ITS Program has taken action to spark
deployment of integrated ITS infrastructure. Using an assessment of the level of metropolitan
ITS infrastructure deployment and of the associated degree of integration of the individual
infrastructure components, metropolitan areas can be classified into areas of high, medium, or
low levels of integrated deployment. An area with a high level of integrated deployment is one
where the extent of ITS deployment is both broad, including all the major infrastructure
components, and deep, with a significant market penetration. Low areas are characterized by
either limited deployment or integration, or both. Twenty-seven regions are currently
characterized as low, 26 as medium, and 22 as high.
In low-level metropolitan deployment regions there is limited awareness of ITS and its potential
benefits to agencies and the public. Many of the local an state transportation agencies may not
have staff knowledgeable in ITS or resources to pursue ITS projects. Medium-level areas are
those that have an awareness of ITS and the beginnings of a basic system, but are not yet fully
engaged in integrated ITS deployment. For these areas, more technical information and
assistance on installation, operations, and evaluation is needed. High level areas are defined as
regions with a great deal of ITS deployment activities underway. These areas tend to be the early
adopters in the ITS industry, and typically lead the way for others in ITS-implementation. These
regions understand the benefits of ITS, have gained experience in ITS procurement, have
resolved technical design issues, have installed hardware and software, and are in operation.
For most of these sites, whether high, medium, or low, ITS is not being fully considered in the
planning process. ITS projects may be included in plans at the metropolitan or state level, but
few areas have developed a vision for ITS in their area. At the planning level, DOT expects state
and local agencies to routinely consider ITS projects as part of the traditional transportation
planning process. ITS projects will start to become routine elements in Transportation
Improvement Plans, or TIPs, and Statewide Transportation Improvement Plans, or STIPs. DOT
will encourage regions to start linking their metropolitan ITS plans and architectures with
statewide plans and architectures. In addition, regional stakeholder bases will be broadened to
include non-traditional stakeholder groups such as emergency management, the travel and
tourism industry, and others.
While most deployment is still occurring in the major metropolitan areas, a significant amount of
ITS planning and some deployment is now taking place at the State level. Encouraging States
that have not yet embraced ITS deployment at the State level and assisting those that are
addressing this issue will require new methods or refinements of existing methods for providing
technical assistance.
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The implementation of the Architecture and Standards Compliance Policy required by TEA-21
will require a significant technical assistance effort The application of this requirement is
expected to result in each state and metropolitan area being required to develop a local or
regional architecture in order to ensure that ITS systems and services are deployed in an
integrated manner. It is presumed that most effected jurisdictions are not prepared to take on this
critical but challenging requirement. As States and metropolitan areas address the need to
consider the National Architecture and appropriate standards in their ITS planning efforts, they
will require significant support in the form of guidance, training, and direct technical assistance.
The primary focus of the USDOT strategy is to direct the majority of its technical assistance
resources at moving jurisdictions that are at a medium level of integrated deployment to a high
level. These jurisdictions are the most ready to accept and effectively utilize the resources that
are available. Limited resources will be used to support the growth of low level jurisdictions and
to capture the successes and lessons learned by the high level jurisdictions. Three key
approaches are being used to advance integrated ITS deployment:
Providing direct technical assistance which may Lnclude defraying travel costs to those
who are planning and implementing ITS technologies at the State and local level. This
technical assistance will be delivered through service plans that are tailored to the level of
deployment and needs of each jurisdiction and through a peer-to-peer program that
delivers high-quality, objective technical assistance quickly.
Developing and delivering technical guidance materials. The objective is to capture and
document the best practices and lessons learned from existing and innovative ITS
deployments into the decision-making and deployment process of State, metropolitan,
and/or rural transportation and transit agencies through technical guidance. This will help
others build their systems in an integrated manner, position themselves for the future, and
make cost-effective, informed decisions to meet their unique needs.
Transferring new technologies and methodologies into practice. Outputs from the traffic
management, APTS and rural ITS R&D programs, combined with new tools and
approaches uncovering during the benchmarking of best practices will be packaged and
delivered to State and local governments. A variety of delivery approaches, depending
on the product ard target audience will be used. They could include demonstration
projects, technology trucks computer or web-based tutorials, etc.

MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
FY 2001 will be characterized by the availability of more detailed and technical information
developed and available to support ITS deployment. Technical guidance, training and other
information sources will be readily available on topics such as architecture, procurement, and
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-

integration. Tangible examples of integrated systems will emerge providing valuable insights
into the applicability and usefulness of ITS in transportation operations and management. ITS
deployments will continue to be more closely linked to transportation planning activities. Major
activities and anticipated accomplishments implemented individually or jointly by FHWA and
FTA during FY 2001 include:
Peer-to-Peer Proeram: The Intelligent Transportation Peer-to-Peer program responded
to over 150 requests and provided expert assistance to State, regional and local
transportation agencies as they encounter issues and problems related to the planning,
design, implementation, operation and maintenance of intelligent transportation systems.
FHWA, FTA, and FMCSA coordination was maintained through joint management
efforts. The program developed and disseminated a knowledge database accessible to our
partners and stakeholders and produced an annual report on "lessons learned" while
providing technical assistance.
Technical Guidance Materials: Technical materials on transportation systems
operations were developed and distributed toSlate, metropolitan, and regional
transportation authorities, that are based on the best examples of integrated surface
transportation operations and presented in the form of best practices guidelines,
Rural Deployment Guidance: Various guidance documents that facilitate the
deployment of rural ITS systems were developed and distributed These guidance
documents addressed such topics as the inclusion of ITS planning in the state and local
transportation processes; development of a second generation rural ITS toolbox; lessons
learned documentation for existing rural ITS projects; and training curricula for rural
ITS
components of professional capacity building.
Service Plans: Service Plans were developed for 30 metropolitan areas and 15 rural
regions, which contained activities such as: development of regional architectures;
specialized guidance on procurement and planning; specialized ITS technical support for
peer reviews and assistance; and support to field offices to carry out coalition building
with local authorities; and ITS courses.
RD&T Product Implementation: Research and development products were moved
from the laboratories into the hands of practitioners, including Adaptive Control Systems
and Computer Aided Design software for human factors in designing traffic management
and control centers.
APTS Mobile Showcase: Advanced Public Transportation System (APTS) were
demonstrated with the APTS Mobile Showcase at ten sites across thecountry.
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KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
Major activities and anticipated accomplishments implemented individually or jointly by FHWA
and FTA during FY 2002 include:
Service Plans: Service Plans will be developed for 30 metropolitan areas and 15 rural
regions, which contain activities such as: development of regional architectures;
specialized guidance on procurement and planning; specialized ITS technical support for
peer reviews and assistance; support to field offices to carry out coalition building with
local authorities; and ITS courses.
Peer-to-Peer Program: The Intelligent Transportation Peer-to-Peer program will
respond to over 175 requests and provide expert assistance to State, regional and local
transportation agencies as they encounter issues and problems related to the planning,
design, implementation, operation and maintenance of intelligent transportation systems.
Small Urban Area Programs: Non-traditional stakeholders will begin to engage in the
ITS program, including emergency management services personnel, the law, enforcement
community, and health and human services providers. The Department will capture what
is known about integrating these stakeholders into the ITS and transportation planning
processes, and disseminate the information in the form of guidance documents, white
papers and possibly through a national conference.
RD&T Product Implementation: Research and development products will be moved
from the laboratories into the hands of practitioners.
ITS Public Safety Conference: A national conference will be held to bring together
public safety officials to discuss and plan how ITS can advance public safety initiatives.
Architecture Consistency Support: A wide range of technical assistance efforts will be
carried out to facilitate the implementation of the ITS Architecture Consistency Policy
that is expected to go into effect in late FY 2001. This will include training, guidance
documents, direct assistance, etc.
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FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
1. Direct Technical Assistance - $1.8 Million
a. Service Plan Implementation - $1.5 Million
A Service Plan is a document developed jointly by the FHWA Division and FTA Regional
offices. Service Plans enable headquarters and field offices to develop and deliver products and
services that will assist a metropolitan andor rural area deploy ITS in an integrated manner. The
philosophy behind Service Plans is a pro-active, intermodal, and more targeted approach to
customer service. These FY 2002 funds are provided to FHWA Division offices and FTA
Regions for supporting activities necessary to move a metropolitan or rural area to a more
advanced level of ITS deployment and may include defraying travel costs to those who are
planning and implementing ITS technologies, Service Plans will be the major mechanism for
supporting integrated ITS deployment. Assistance activities supported will include: development
of regional architectures, specialized technical assistance on procurement and planning;
specialized ITS technical support for peer reviews and assistance; and ITS training courses.
Service Plans are an intermodal effort involving shared FHWA and FTA funding and leadership.
This is the third year of a five year program; $1,000,000 was spent in FY 1999; $1,500,000 was
spent in FY 2000; $1,500,000 is estimated for FY 2001; $ 1,500,000 is requested for FY 2002;
and S1,500,000 is proposed for FY 2003.
b. Travel Manageement Peer-to-Peer Program - $300 Thousand
The ITS Peer-to-Peer Program is effective largely because it links transportation professionals
who have experience in overcoming ITS deployment issues with their peers who face similar
issues. The Peer-to-Peer Program provides technical assistance to assist local and state agencies
to initiate new ITS deployment efforts, identify and resolve challenges in existing ITS efforts,
and foster the state-of-the-art in ITS. Both highway and transit agencies are provided peer
support through this program and the program has a broad range of peers available with expertise
in all areas of ITS.
The ITS Peer-to-Peer Program helps educate decision makers, agency staff, and others in the
application and implementation of ITS for the development and management of multi-modal
transportation systems. This program delivers high-quality, objective technical and programmatic
assistance quickly, efficiently, and with minimum prerequisites to those requesting assistance.
Examples of assistance include: feasibility/needs analysis; functional requirements; system
operational concept and maintenance plans; preliminary and final design; procurement and
contract management; and implementation plans.
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This is the fourth year of a six year program; $250,000 was spent in FY 1998; S250,000 was
spent in FY 1999; $300,000 was spent in FY 2000; 5350,000 is estimated for FY 2001,; 300,000
is requested for FY 2002; 5350,000 is proposed for FY 2003; and $400,000 is proposed for FY
2004,
2. Technical Guidance Materials - $1 Million
a.

ITS Guidance for Mid-Size Cities (TEA-21 Earmark) - $500 Thousand

Over the years, a great deal of resources have been devoted to the needs of large metropolitan
areas. While this focus was, and will continue to be, important, the needs of mid-size and
smaller urban metropolitan areas have not been adequately addressed. Mid-size cities have needs
and requirements that, while similar to their larger counterparts, are still unique to the smaller
urban areas. This project will begin with some of the more pressing ITS guidance from larger
metropolitan areas and revise it to speak to the unique needs of the smaller metropolitan areas.
This project will be done by Public Technologies, Inc. (PTI) who specializes in providing clear
and concise technical guidance to their constituency of smaller metropolitan areas.
This is a six year project with an annual cost of $500,000 proposed for FY 2002,
b. Small Urban Area Programs - $500 thousand
Most of the efforts to date to develop outreach and guidance materials to facilitate the
deployment of ITS has been focused on large metropolitan areas. There is a need for
information/guidance that is directly applicable to small urban areas where ITS deployment is
expected to accelerate dramatically in the next few years. This need will be exacerbated by the
architecture conformity policy required by TEA-21 which will apply to all metropolitan areas
deploying ITS independent of size. This project will identify and synthesize information
concerning deployment of ITS in small communities and produce appropriate guidance
documents Existing guidance documents, intended for large metropolitan areas will be modified
as appropriate to address small and medium sized communities.
This is the first year of a three year program; $500,000 is requested for FY 2002; 5500,000 is
proposed for FY 2003; $500,000 is proposed for FY 2004.
3. Technology Transfer - $2.85 Million
a. Computer Modeling and Simulation Demonstration Proiect - $500 Thousand
In recent years the state-of-the ant of traffic simulation has improved dramatically. These
programs are more accurate, more comprehensive, and are often integrated (i.e., freeway and
street network). They are much more user friendly (e.g., windows based input, graphical output,
etc.), faster and at the same time with lower operating costs than their earlier predecessors Still
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their use in the transportation community is limited. This project would provide for a number of
activities intended to improve the state of the practice in using traffic simulation as a tool in
analyzing traffic problems, assessing traffic control strategies, comparing alternative design
strategies and providing input to transportation planning. These activities might include on-site
demonstrations, training, and limited technical assistance.
This is the second year of a three year program; S500,000 is proposed in FY 2001, S500,000 is
requested in FY 2002, and S500,000 is proposed in FY 2003.
b. RD&T Product Implementation - $500 Thousand
The Department continues to invest resources into research and development for travel
management. In FY 2002, there are several products that will be mature and ready for
operational use. These resources will be used to transfer that research into operational use.
The first is Dynamic Traffic Assignment soft%&are. Two traffic estimation and prediction
algorithms.have been developed and tested that are now available for use by practitioners. This
funding will support the implementation of DTA through various products and services such as
training courses and technical guidance documents and materials.
The second is Advanced Ramp Metering Algorithms. In FY 2001, the software will have been
developed and evaluated and there will be some practical experience with this software that can
be developed into guidance. The Department will foster the use of these algorithms through
technical guidance documents, presentations, and other outreach mechanisms,
This is a continuing program; $500,000 is requested for FY 2002
c. Program Peer Review - $250 Thousand
To be effective, government must get close to its customers and understand their needs and
perspectives, This initiative will provide for regular peer reviews of the ITS Traffic
Managementrraveler Information (TMYTI), research and development programs. There are four
key program areas supported by this peer review effort.
The APTS Stakeholders Forum provides peer review of the transit program, the first key area.
Select transit representatives from the APTS Stakeholders Forum, APTS Committee, ITS
America, and APTA will participate in various program reviews and various technical advisory
groups to ensure that transit interests have been addressed. Transit representatives will come
from large, medium, and small transit properties.
The Deployment Technical Advisory Group (DTAG) performs peer review of the Traffic
Management and Traveler Information program, the second key area. DTAG is comprised of
public and private sector professionals who are knowledgeable and experienced in issues related
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to Traffic Management and Traveler Information. A subset of the DTAG, the Research Technical
Advisory Group (RTAG) also performs peer review of the ATMS research and development
program, the third key area.
All three peer review groups: the APTS Stakeholders Forum, DTAG, and RTAG provide
feedback and program guidance, and serve as a sounding board for new USDOT initiatives.
The Public Safety Advisory Group (PSAG) performs peer review of the Public Safety program
activities. The PSAG is comprised of public and private sector professionals who are
knowledgeable and experienced in issues related to Public Safety operations and information
systems.
The results and recommendations from the program peer reviews is typically provided to the
Department of Transportation as formal program advice under ITS America's charter as a
utilized Federal Advisory Committee. FHWA and FTA will support the funding of this program.
This is an ongoing effort; S250,000 is requested for FY 2002.
d. ITS Public Safety National Conference - $150 Thousand
In FY 2002, the USDOT ITS Program will be in the third year of a focused effort to better
integrate public safety agencies and their data systems into transportation operations. Key
technical and institutional issues for ITS public safety integration will
have been identified and
initial operational tests of technologies and operational procedures will be underway. There are
presently no other forums for effectively bringing together public safety and transportation
professionals, Consequently, FY 2002 will be an opportune time for USDOT to reconvene
public safety and transportation professionals and leaders and present the status of ITS Public
Safety activities. At this National Conference on ITS and Public Safety, USDOT will report on
the status of ITS Public Safety research, field operational tests, and standards development
activities. Through this conference, USDOT also gather and share status information on related
public safety integration efforts underway in other federal, state, and local programs. USDOT
will
solicit stakeholder input on future ITS program activities and deployment strategies.
This is a one-year project with a total cost of S150,000 is requested for FY 2002.
e. APTS Technology Transfer - 51.0 Million
There are a number of APTS technologies that have been demonstrated to increase ridership
and/or lower operating costs of transit authorities who have deployed these technologies.
Deployment of these technologies has been slow to date, however, A good example is automatic
vehicle location (AVL). Limited experience with AVL Systems has shown that the information
generated by such systems has the potential to dramatically improve scheduling, monitoring,
preventative maintenance and a number of other transit system functions. Yet the deployment of
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this technology is still limited as is the full uilization of the data such systems generate by transit
authorities who have AVL. This project will fund a number of technology transfer initiatives
intended to encourage deployment and usage of ITS technologies in the transit industry. These
activities may include workshops, guidance documents, demonstrations, training, etc.
While many of these efforts will be targeted at urban systems there are ITS technologies that
offer significant potential for rural transit operations. This outreach project will include the
development of a series of "Rural APTS Success Story" booklets to describe a series ofcase
studies from rural systems, and possibly other small to mid-size systems, that demonstrate how
APTS have been successfully implemented and what type of rural ITS implementation assistance
may be applicable to other rural transit service.
This is a one-year project with a total cost ofS 1,000,000 is requested for FV 2002.
f. Pedestrian ITS Outreach - $100 Thousand
This project will produce several outreach documents intended to increase knowledge and
facilitate the deployment of ITS technologies that will improve pedestrian safety. These might
include pedestrian sensors, pedestrian adaptive signal systems, etc.
This is a one-year project with a total cost ofS00,000 is requested for FY 2002.
g. Architecture Consistency Support - $250 Thousand
TEA-21 included a requirement that all Federally funded ITS projects should be in conformance
with the National ITS Architecture and appropriate ITS standards. The formal policy
implementing that language will require an understanding of the National Architecture, more
comprehensive and coordinated ITS planning, and a systems approach toplanning and deploying
ITS systems and services. This funding will provide a range of support activities to state and
local governments as they implement this policy for the first time.
This is the first year of a three year program; $250,000 is requested for FY 2002; $250,000 is
proposed for FY 2003; and $250,000 is proposed for FY 2004.
h. Industry Fellows - $100 Thousand
There is significant value to bringing in individuals from non-federal environments (e.g., the
private sector, state and local government, other countries, academia, etc.) to work with the DOT
staff on ITS program planing and execution. These exchanges not only supplement the limited
Federal staff but more importantly they bring unique perspectives and internally unavailable
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technical expertise that helps advance the program. This funding will provide for several industry
fellows to work for one year in various DOT offices involved in ITS.
This is a one-year project with a total cost of S100,000 requested for FY 2002.
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GOALS
This program supports the USDOT and FHWA goals of enhancing safety, mobility, productivity
and the human and natural environment, through incorporation of ITS into the metropolitan and
statewide planning processes and into widely accepted planning models.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The Integration -- Planning and Policy program supports the deployment of ITS systems that will
reduce the rate of highway-related fatalities and injuries, reduce delays on Federal-aid highways,
reduce the cost of highway freight movement, and reduce on-road mobile source emissions.

BACKGROUND
Integrated application of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) will be facilitated by
consideration of system operations and management within the ongoing processes of
transportation plan and program development at the metropolitan and statewide level. Planning
initiatives and both capital and operational transportation investment decisions made at the
statewide and metropolitan levels are made within the context of improving the effectiveness and
coordination of system operations across modes and political jurisdictions. Therefore, decision
making for planning and programming requires the support of tools to envision the
improvements that are achievable through ITS deployment. Such tools allow planners to
comprehend ITS benefits in terms of transportation system management improvements, thus
elevating the awareness of ITS and facilitating the inclusion of ITS projects into the state and
metropolitan capital budget program.
Within this context, States, localities, and transit operators are applying ITS strategies within a
regional (or statewide) "architectural" framework consistent with the National Architecture, with
the supporting infrastructure components. The program initiatives outlined below aim to
continue to provide the critical tools to the planning community so that ITS can be considered
properly in the planning process. These tools also will expand the state of current practice to
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levels approaching state-of-art, while developing a broader base of knowledge of the costs and
impacts of ITS deployment. This will result in more success in placing ITS projects in the area's
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), overcoming obstacles of traditional planning time
cycles and funding, as well as improving transportation operations as a whole.
MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Case studies describing the application of ITS Deployment Analysis System (DAS) for
TIP development, corridor analysis, congestion management, transportation plan
development, and transit plan development.
Establishment of requirements to integrate IDAS and existing planning analysis models,
for comparing ITS and conventional improvements for US EPA air quality purposes.
Requirements developed to enhance the transit ITS capabilities of the IDAS.
Documentation of empirical effects on the performance of the transportation system and
potential for travel demand management derived through the implementation of advanced
traveler information. Empirical evidence will be used for model improvements that
demonstrate benefits of traveler decision support.
KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
ITS Investment Decision Support Tools, coupled with IDAS, will fortify the abilities of
planners to choose ITS options based on empirical reports of the transportation demand
management value for each ITS component. The empirical reports will establish
harmonized mobility-based performance measures that planners can use to directly
compare ITS deployment to capital improvements.
Version 3 of the IDAS which will enable comparative analysis between ITS deployment
and physical changes to the transportation system. This application tool will provide
planning and operations decision makers with capabilities to consider a wide range of
alternatives while reducing the modeling error and bias encountered when switching
between different analysis tools.
FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
1. ITS Investment Decision Support Tools -$250 Thousand
This effort will build upon the ITS deployment and benefits tracking database maintained by
USDOT by providing more empirical detail beyond the reported averages for deployment. The
objective of this effort is to provide a document to the planning community that describes the
transportation system management improvements achievable through ITS. The provision of
detailed information on achievable ITS benefits, classified according to categories that are
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commonly used for analysis by the planning community, will yield increased comprehension on
the value of ITS and facilitate consideration for ITS in capital programs.
Investment decision support tools will encourage the planning community to regularly consider
ITS deployment as a transportation system management solution. The availability of an ITS
Investment Decision Support Tool will augment IDAS and make it a more successful product for
planners to use. The benefits database included with IDAS represent averaged amounts, which
may be modified by the user, but many planning users won't understand what are reasonable
estimates unless they can compare with other deployments in areas that share population,
demand, geographical characteristics. The ITS investment decision support tool will document
how different localities achieved mobility benefits through the application of ITS components.
The document will provide a detailed breakdown of the associated costs and benefits so planners
can effectively decide on ITS for its demand management merits, particularly when they are
using IDAS for analysis.
This is a one-year project with a total cost of $250,000 proposed for FY 2002.
2. IDAS Version 3 Update - $250 Thousand
This project will ensure that the planning community has a unified evaluation tool for comparing
ITS investments among traditional capital improvements. FHWA will establish the functional
requirements to build an impact analysis tool that combines the test features of IDAS and the
Surface Transportation Efficiency Analysis Model (STEAM), to integrate the analysis of
conventional and ITS investments. The integrated tool is proposed to feature a module for
emissions estimation based on the Mobile 6.0 model.
By establishing a single tool, there is a minimized risk that alternatives analysis will become
biased since the analysis is integrated in one application. In current practice, such alternatives
analysis among ITS and capital improvements involves separate simulations, introducing
uncertainty in how input is treated, algorithmic biasing, and incompatible reporting of results. A
unified software will present all the integrated analysis in a standard format to allow easier
interpretation of results, thus eliminating another source of uncertainty through the clear
demonstration of preferred benefits.
This is a one-year project with a total cost of $250,000 proposed for FY 2002.
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Program Title: INTEGRATION - TRAINING
Budget Item No:
Amount Requested for FY 2002: S4 MILLION
National ITS Trainiun Initiative

GOALS
The Integration - Training program supports the USDOT, FHWA, FMCSA and FTA goals of
enhancing safety, mobility, productivity, and the human and natural environment, by ensuring
that Federal, State, and local professionals have the knowledge, skills, and abilities to
successfully implement ITS.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The Integration - Training program supports the deployment of integrated ITS technologies that
will improve mobility and accessibility, reduce the rate of highway-related fatalities and injuries,
reduce delays on Federal-aid highways, reduce the cost of highway freight movement, reduce onroad mobile source emissions, support the FMCSA goal of a 50 per cent reduction in truckrelated fatalities by 2010, and implement the CVISN Program Plan and top level design to help
meet level I deployment requirements.

BACKGROUND
To support the USDOT's efforts to advance the deployment of ITS in metropolitan areas, an
interagency team led by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA), in cooperation with ITS America (ITSA), developed tle Five-Year
Strategic Plan for Professional Capacity Building for Transportation Management and Traveler
Information Services. This plan was the result of findings from a number of workshops,
conferences, and reports developed by numerous partners (including ITSA), during the first four
years of the ITS program. The "Strategic Plan," published in March 1996, outlines the mission,
objectives, and activities of an effective PCB program aimed at FHWA and FTA staff, their State
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and local partners, transportation professionals, elected officials, and public decision makers.
The "Strategic Plan" was then used during FY 1997 and FY 1998 as the basis for developing a
comprehensive series of seminars and short courses that were delivered to about 8,000 people
through September 30, 1999.
The publication dated September 30, 1997, titled Framework and Overviewfor Establishinga
ProfessionalCapacity Building Program, provided the framework for and described the actions
required to meet the goals and objectives for building professional capacity in concert with the
DOT's deployment goals. Using the goals and activities described in the ITS Strategic Plan, the
Framework and Overview identified target audiences, responsibilities, and the first draft of the
core KSAs and competencies needed to carry out the activities for metropolitan deployments.
The Framework and Overview also identified ways of leveraging training and educational
activities produced by other organizations such as Federal agencies, professional organizations,
and universities. It also provided the overall management strategy to implement the program.
To more clearly define the audiences to be served, it identified three "tracks" for program
delivery:
Track 1 - Existing transportation professionals and trained professionals from other fields
who have the potential to bring required KSAs to the ITS field, including faculty and
private sector deployment experts working with public agencies.
Track 2 - Future transportation professionals and leaders, including students at
universities, colleges, and tecl-nical'vocational schools.
Track 3 - Elected and appointed officials who have influence over transportation policies,
especially those w¢ho establish funding, land use, environmental, and quality of life
policies. It also deals with the general traveling public who stand to benefit from ITS
deployment.
The Federal PCB program has focused the majority of its resources on Track 1, and to a lesser
degree, in supporting the university community in carrying out Track 2. Track 3 has been, and
continues to be, the responsibility of transportation associations such as ITS America and the
Institute of Transportation Engineers.
The Framework and Overview recognizes the necessity of integrating ITS training and education
into existing programs such as those sponsored by the National Highway Institute (NI-Il) and the
National Transit Institute (NTI), as well as within the curricula of universities, professional
associations, and independent private training organizations.
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At the present time, the PCB ITS program is directed at supporting ITS deployment in two
primary areas: (1) Travel Management and (2) Commercial Vehicle Operations. The program is
designed to develop, maintain, and deliver materials that address the specific needs of all current
and future transportation professionals in their effort to deploy, operate, and maintain ITS
systems and infrastructures.
The PCB program focus during FY 1997-2001 was on developing and delivering a series of
newly created one-day seminars and two- to three-day short courses on topics ranging from
general awareness to the details of using the National ITS Architecture. The program also
launched three Web-based training courses. There is a continuing demand for these courses from
Federal headquarters and field staff, as well as State and local partners.
A major thrust in the FY 2002 program is to utilize distance learning as an important medium for
course delivery to supplement traditional classroom techniques. Distance learning media include
interactive CD-ROM, video conferencing and Web-Based Training (WBT). WBT, in particular,
takes advantage of currently available technologies to deliver up-to-date information to a large
audience in a faster and more cost-effective manner than can be done by traditional classroom
delivery. The use of distance learning media will provide the opportunity to meet customer
needs, as learned through extensive customer interviews during 1998, and follow-up analysis in
1999. At that time it was made clear that in order to rapidly advance the deployment of ITS
projects, it is essential that we develop effective ways of providing just-in-time delivery of
needed training. Further, the customers for this training need to have it delivered in a manner
that is most convenient to them in terms of location and schedule. WBT, for example, meets
those needs by providing training anytime and anywhere the Internet is available. Some existing
courses will be modified to be presented through distance learning and several new courses will
be developed specifically for distance learning delivery, as noted below.
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) Advanced Safety Technology
Training Initiative will focus on providing training to a diverse target audience on the latest
proven commercial vehicle safety technologies and available commercial vehicle safety
information systems. This audience consists of:
FMCSA field staff
State commercial vehicle agency administrators & regulators
State safety enforcement roadside personnel
Motor carrier industry executives, specifically technology deployment decision-makers
National, State and local trucking and motor coach association executives
Motor carrier insurance industry executives and decision-makers
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Malor Activities and Anticinated FY 2001 Accomplishments
At the end of FY 2001 (September 30, 2001), the ITS PCB program is anticipated to have
reached overl2,000 professionals at the Federal, State, and local levels through 22 course
offerings, presented about 300 times. We now have three comprehensive catalogs of courses
available or currently under development that cover all aspects of ITS planning and deployment
by USDOT teaching organizations; the private sector (through ITS America); and the
universities.
In addition, by the end of FY 2001, we will have completed the following:
The analysis and recommendations for future PCB actions will be more targeted, based
upon an intense field interview process with ITS practitioners throughout the country. Its
purpose is to better understand fundamental KSAs and competencies needed to deploy
ITS programs.
More targeted recommendations will be available for use in designing an ITS
"curriculum" for use by USDOT to guide the program and to provide fundamental data
fot use by universities, associations, and the private sector to develop new courses and
programs.
Provided awareness training to over 2,000 State and local officials and transportation
professionals through Professional Capacity Building Awareness Seminars, now also
available on an interactive CD-ROM.
Provided technical training in a wide variety of ITS topics, such as national architecture
and standards, telecommunications systems engineering, and ITS procurement to over
2,000 professionals at the Federal, State, and local levels.
Developed new core curriculum courses on NTCIP and other standards, ITS procurement
issues, as well as awareness seminars on ITS Standards and a wide range of crosscutting
issues of interest to organizations deploying ITS technologies.
Developed three new ITS advanced technical training modules through distance leading
and computer-based techniques for professionals and technicians who cannot afford to
travel to receive needed training.
Completed development and updating of transit training courses and seminars and
delivery of training such as transit technologies and benefits, transit management, and
awareness seminars held at 10 sites. In addition, ITS training short courses will also be
held at 10 sites.
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Continued active participation at major ITS conferences and workshops, especially the
TRB Annual Meeting, APTA Annual Meeting and Bus Operations Conference, ITS
America Annual Meeting, and ITE Annual Meeting.
.

Continued coordination with all partners, including APTA and ITSA.

*

Six to ten additional States completed the CVISN Deployment Workshops bringing the
total number of States with CVISN Program Plans and Top Level Designs to 36 - 40.
The FMCSA ITS/CVO Service Center staff and interested FMCSA Division office staff
have been trained on CVISN architecture conformance and interoperability testing. They
have been trained in oversight and management procedures to ensure that federal
Highway Trust Fund dollars invested in ITSiCVO are in full conformance with the
CVISN architecture and applicable standards.
The FMCSA's National Training Center facilitated train-the-trainer sessions for federal
and state ITS/CVO trainers and thus replaces the existing for-hire consultant staff that has
been performing the training in previous years.
15 training course deliveries have been conducted thus training over 500 transportation
professionals in the ITS'CVO program in FY 2001.
Existing ITS'CVO courses have been updated to reflect changes in technology and the
increased number of deployed I.TS/ CVO sites.

Maior Activities and Anticipated Accomplishments FY 2002
In pursuing the achievement of program goals for FY 2002, the following accomplishments are
anticipated:
Major progress will be made in delivering critical training using distance learning media
as a widespread and cost-effective mechanism.
The analysis of fundamental KSAs and core competencies based upon data collection and
analysis in FY 1999 will be updated to direct the continuing development of more
targeted curricula and training activities for ITS professionals at all levels. This
knowledge will also lead to new courses and programs being developed by the nation's
universities at the undergraduate and graduate levels. Further, it will guide the
development of training to be undertaken by professional associations and the private
sector.
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The training materials developed over the past four years (FY 1997, 1998, 1999, and
2000) will be used as the basis for the continuing development of tailor-fit and more
detailed training for State and local participants to deal with grass-roots issues. These
customized training activities will be undertaken in 10 additional States by FHWA, FTA,
and field personnel together with universities and associations, our principal partners in
this effort. In particular, this will include ITS America and the Institute of Transportation
Engineers.
Specifically concerning USDOT PCB-funded training, the following will be achieved:
-1,000 public sector and private sector transportation professionals, elected and appointed
officials will receive classroom awareness training. Topics will include national
architecture consistency and the importance of system integration.
-Technical training in a wide variety of ITS topics will be presented to an additional
1,000 Federal, State, and local transportation professionals on topics that include the
national architecture, standards, public-private partnerships, planning, systems
engineering, telecommunications, and procurement of ITS projects.
-Distance learning mechanisms will be used to deliver 8 training activities to 2,000
Federal, State, and local partners.
-New college curriculum will be in place in an additional 10 universities.
-Two new training courses on transit technologies will be developed and delivered,
working with FTA and the National Transit Institute.
-Transit and rural components will be incorporated into all ITS training efforts.
-500 transit, public sector, and private sector transit transportation professionals and
elected and appointed officials will receive training.
-150 public sector transportation professionals and elected and appointed officials in
ruraL'non-metro areas will receive training.
-Public transportation education components will be made available to university
programs.
-Mainstreamed PCB development and delivery will be in place at NII, NTI. and at
universities.
Two advanced safety technology training courses (I Safety Information Systems and 2
Roadside Safety Technology and Diagnostics) will be developed and pilot tested.
V
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These two courses will be delivered to 500 state, federal, motor carrier industry, shipper
industry, and insurance industry representatives
50 percent of those participating in this training initiative will deploy safety technologies
or access safety information systems to improve their operations.

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
1. National ITS Travel Management Training Initiative - $3.15 million
The Travel Management Training Initiative consists of five areas: (a) program delivery, (b)
course updating, (c) advanced training development activities, (d) advanced curriculum
development, and (e) program management.
a. Program Delivery - $600 thousand
Deliver ITS Core Curriculum courses such as Integrating ITS Using the National ITS
Architecture, NTCIP Standards, IDAS Training, Advanced CORSIM Training, Archive
Data User Services (ADUS), National ITS Architecture for Systems Integrators, Systems
Engineering, and Procurement of Advanced Technology Systems to over 1,000 Federal,
State and local transportation professionals through the National Highway Institute (NHI)
and the National Transit Institute (NTI).
Deliver updated ITS awareness seminars and newly developed crosscutting issue
presentations in response to State and local official requests and through partnership
arrangements with national associations and professional organizations, LTAP Centers,
and interested universities.
Mainstream delivery through N-HI, NTI, universities, and associations.
This is the seventh year of this effort. It is anticipated this will be a continuing effort. The actual
and projected spending is FY 1996 - $300 thousand; FY 1997 - $t.6 million; FY 1998 - 1.2
million; FY 1999 - $1.71million; FY 2000 - S600 thousand; FY 2001 - S400 thousand; FY 2002
- $600 thousand; FY 2003 - $600 thousand; continuing at that level
b. Course Updating - $450 thousand
During the past three years, significant advances have been made in ITS deployment. This
requires that special emphasis now be given to update existing, high-priority courses to reflect
the ongoing evolution of technology as well as new policies and guidance, such as conformity
with the National ITS Architecture and Standards.
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Four additional courses will be updated through NHI and NTI; for example:

*
*
*
*

Computerized traffic signal systems.
Travel demand management.
Freeway operations.
Incident management.
Work zone safety.

This is the first year of this explicit budget item. It is anticipated to be a continuing effort.
Expected spending in FY 2003 - $500 thousand; coninuing at that level.
c. Advanced Training Development - $1.5 million
The successful deployment of ITS projects calls for continuous training of existing professionals
and for new professionals and technicians who continue to be added to Federal, State, and local
staffing. Training must be current, and be continually updated to reflect rapidly changing
technologies. The training must be delivered to a wide and growing number of customers
throughout the country, and it must be delivered in a manner that is targeted, timely, and easily
accessible. A very cost-effective way of providing this just-in-time training to a large number of
people is through distance Learning media. Thus, the FY 2002 budget will utilize currently
available distance learning media as well as traditional classroom delivery to develop and deliver
courses that incorporate the following topics:
*
*
*

Practical applications of the National ITS Architecture and Standards.
Methodologies for assessing the benefits of ITS projects.
Rural applications of ITS deployments,
Advanced Traveler Information Systems.
Planning and operational tools for ITS deployment
Transit travel information applications.
Adaptive signal controls.
Weather and emergency management systems.
Software acquisition and deployment.
Procuring and managing systems integrators.
Methods for integrating multi-modal ITS project deployments.
Systems engineering methodologies.
Archive Data User Services (ADUS)

The priorities for development will be established in conjunction with USDOT and partners, to
ensure that the most critical needs are addressed as quickly as possible. It is anticipated that the
budget will be allocated as follows:
Develop two new advanced courses to fill critical gaps oni technical aspects of ITS
deployment (2 @ $250 thousand = $500 thousand.)
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Develop distance learning and computer-based teaching tools using existing and new
training courses to reach a wider audience and reduce overall training cost as well as
travel costs for participants. Four such courses will be developed, using Web-based
training and other distance learning media (4 @ 5250 thousand = Si.0 million.)
•

Mainstiean development through NHI,NTI, universities, and associations.

This is the second year of this effort, which is expected to be a continuing effort. The projected
spending in FY 2001 is $2.0 million; for FY 2002 the request is $1.5 million; FY 2003 $1
million; continuing at that level.
d. Advanced Curriculum Development - $200 thousand
Using the results of the comprehensive education and training needs assessment
completed in FY 1999, continue to develop more detailed and targeted curncula for
courses and programs to be created by USDOT, other public agencies, the universities,
non-profit associations, and the private sector.
Update ITS Strategic Plan to reflect main streaming of ITS education and training into
FHWA,FTA, and university programs.
*

Continue the analysis of core competencies required to deploy ITS.
Continue to identity specific training requirements and sources for that training.
Align PCB plans and programs with customer needs, as reflected in FHWA and FTA
field service plans.

This is the fifth year of this effort, which is expected to be a continuing effort. The actual and
projected spending is:
FY 1998 - $700 thousand; FY 1999 - 5250 thousand; FY 2000 - S250
thousand, FY 2001 - S200 thousand; FY 2002 - S200 thousand; FY 2003 - 5200 thousand;
continuing at that level.
e. Program Manaeement - 5400 thousand
Provide professional Instructional Designers to ensure necessary guidance for all course
designs and course conversion to distance learning media.
Provide funding for program-wide coordination, administration, and logistics for the PCB
program including course scheduling, training materials inventory and shipping,
maintenance and updating of course catalogs, and maintenance of the PCB Web site on
the Intemet.
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Provide technical support for updating the PCB Strategic Plan and the companion
documents based on needs assessment conducted in FY 1999.
This is the seventh year of this effort, which is expected to be a continuing effort. The
actual and projected spending is: FY 1996 - $350 thousand; FY 1997 = $600 thousand;
FY 1998 - S840 thousand; FY 1999 -$40C thousand; FY 2000 - $400 thousand; FY
2001 - $400 thousand; FY 2002 - $400 thousand; FY 2003 - S400,000; continuing at
that level.
2. National ITS/CVO Training - $850 thousand
a. Advanced Safety Technology Training Initiative - $650 thousand
The Advanced Safety Technology Training Initiative consists of the following areas: (1) Safety
technology training development, (2) Safety Technology training delivery, and (3) Course
management for these courses by the FMCSA's National Training Center.
1. Safety technology training development - $400 thousand
Training development will focus in the two areas of Safety Information Systems and Roadside
Safety Technology and Diagnostics.
Safety Information Systems - $200 thousand: Develop awareness training on web-based
access and usage of national motor carrier safety systems (SAFER, CVIEW, MCMIS,
UCR, License and Insurance, CDL[S) by a diverse audience of representatives from
federal, state, and international (Canadian & Mexican) government, motor carrier
industry, shipper industry, and insurance industry.
Roadside Safety Technology and Diagnostics - 5200 thousand: Provide roadside safety
enforcement officers training in latest safety assessment technologies as well as training
on interfacing with vehicle onboard diagnostic systems.
2. Safety Technology Training Course Delivery - $200 thousand
Over 500 federal, state, motor carrier, and private sector transportation professionals receive
Safety Technology traimng.
3. Course Management - $50 thousand
•

FMCSA's National Training Center (NTC) continued involvement in the ITSiCVO
Training Program
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NTC activities will support the three Safety Technology for 2010 courses in terms of
providing logistical support for the delivery of the courses and trainer support to the
FMCSA Service Center and HQ trainers.
b. CVISN Training and Workshop Deliver' to Remaining States - $200 thousand
Estimated that 3-5 states will be participating in a final round of CVISN workshops
This is a multi-year program which started in FY 1996 and is projected to continue to FY 2005;
total cost of the project is $7,290,000 with funding by fiscal year as follows: FY 1996 -5100,000;
FY 1997 - $1 million; FY 1998 - $1.08 million; FY 1999 -$1 million, FY 2000 -S1.08 million,
FY 2001 - $700,000, FY 2002 - $850,000, FY 2003 - $500,000, FY 2004 - $550,000, FY 2005 $500,000.
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REACM AND COMMUNICATIONS

3Mgevt Item No:
AmoI

for

3002: 51.2 MILLION

Int

GOALS
To disseminate and foster the sharing and exchange of information - both technical and
informative -- that not only demonstrates successes and benefits of ITS programs, but also the
means to effectively and expeditiously deploy integrated Intelligent Transportation Systems,
consistent with the National ITS Architecture and approved ITS standards and protocols.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Transportation decision-makers and professionals at the Federal, State and local levels use ITS
technical documents, research reports, and cost/benefit information that support the deployment
of integrated ITS systems.
BACKGROUND
The effective deployment of integrated ITS systems across the United States requires that
officials and technical staff at the Federal, State and local levels have access to the most current
research results, technical guidance documer ts, National Architecture and standards information,
cost/benefit data, etc. The Outreach and Communications program supports the planning, design
and implementation of integrated ITS. This is accomplished via: exhibition and document
distribution at major national conferences and state and regional forums; via partnerships with
associations (including the National Governors' Association) and industry groups committed to
improving transportat on operations. This program has evolved from educational to forming
partnerships in a murial goal of ITS deployment.

MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
At major national and regional conferences, we will distribute ITS technical guidance,
presentation materials, case studies and more to Federal, State, and local transportation and
elected officials to facilitate the deployment of integrated, interoperable ITS infrastructure.
Examples of the like distributed in FY 2000 include a CVISN "Tool Kit" CD-ROM, the contents
of which include: implementation guides, training class workbooks, and technical process
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guides. Other products distributed include the latest update of the National ITS Architecture; two
series of case studies on ITS Architecture Development and on Transportation Management
Center Concepts and implementation guides. The Department published and distributed its first
comprehensive document on the Intelligent Vehicle Initiative.
At national conferences, navigation amongst various ITS websites will be demonstrated,
including the ITS Benefits Database, the Professional Capacity Building page, which includes
three free web-based training courses, the Electronic Document Library, which is the nation's
largest and most complete collection of ITS documentation, the ITS Cooperative Deployment
Network (ICDN) website, integrated website of national associations with a mutual goal of
advancing deployment of ITS which includes information on standards development and testing.
We will exhibit and distribute technical guidance and findings at approximately 10 major events.
including national meetings of National Associations Working Group for ITS members.
We will attend, address, and convene meetings of state and local transportation leaders to
advance the mutual goal of early deployment nationwide of ITS.
KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
*
*
*

Outreach at national conferences of traditional and emerging partners will continue.
Benefits" data, case studies, implementation guides will be published and disseminated.
Subscriptions to the ICDN will be increased; web services will be greatly expanded as a
result of increasing ITS deployment and the need for technical assistance and the latest
implementation guidance.
Exhibits will be updated to reflect the latest ITS research findings, best practices and
direction of the ITS program.

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
. Outreach $150.00
The USDOT supports a partnership with industry and public interest groups to advance
deployment of ITS by collaboratively delivering the necessary technical assistance to those w ho
need it The organization -- the National Associations Working Group for Intelligent
Transportation Systems -- was formed to build awareness of ITS among the transportation
community and public interest groups. In FY 2001 the focus will be delivery of technical
assistance, via delivery of CD-ROMs, technical papers, web resources, speaking appearances,
and through regularly scheduled workshops and meetings. The US DOT, in partnership with the
NAWG for ITS, including the National Governors Association, will expand efforts to accelerate
the deployment of ITS throughout the nation. It is anticipated that in FY 2002, new NAWG and
there will be increasing technology transfer among greater numbers of members. The USDOT
will be beyond the halfway point in its goal to deploy ITS in the major metropolitan areas across
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the country, and increased collaboration with NAWG partners - articles, annual and semi-annual
conferences -- will spur deployment activities.
2. Exhibits - $200.000
This funding supports ITS exhibits at major national meetings of a variety of national
professional associations, including the Transportation Research Board, AASHTO, ITS America,
as well as the ITS World Congress, including: (1) Shipping, assembly, tear-down, space rental
for exhibits; and, (2) construction, repair, and updating of national and international trade show
exhibits and portable exhibits for USDOT field use.
The research and dynamic, progressive nature of the ITS program requires exhibits to be
continually updated to reflect the moment as well as the direction of the program, As exhibits
travel across the country, they are subjected to the "wear and tear" of travel; mending and repairs
are part of the exhibiting process.
The exhibits serve as an effective means of going to the client's "territory" to educate and deliver
technical assistance. ITS is irk a continual process of education as new initiatives are undertaken
and updated processes for deployment defined. On-site exhibits not only deliver the message,
but also provide opportunities for question, answer, and clarification. This continuing activity
will continue at a similar funding level for the duration of the ITS program.
3. Publications - $400.000
This funding supports production and distribution of a variety of technical documents, successful
case studies and initiatives led by the ITS Joint Program Office, in cooperation with other US
DOT program offices. Major activities include:
Preparation, publication and distribution of technical guidance, case studies, cross-cutting
studies, implementation guides, benefits reports, which support the effective and expeditious
deployment of integrated, interoperable Intelligent Transportation Systems, consistent with the
National ITS Architecture.
Development of a wide variety of presentation material, such as slides, videotapes, and CD-ROM
disks, which contain both overview and detailed technical material related to various aspects of
the ITS program and deployment of ITS products.
Publications funding is expected to remain constant or decrease moderately. Decreases are
related to new technology improvements to the ITS Electronic Document Library and increasing
usage.
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4. Electronic Dissemination

5450.000

This funding supports dissemination of ITS products on the Internet.
Continuing support for an ITS program home page on the World Wide Web where-Intemet users
can immediately access up-to-the-minute information on the ITS program and as well as ongoing
activities.
Continuing support for te ITS Electronic Document Library, the comprehensive collection of
ITS research, case studies, technical guidance and other publications. This includes additions to
the electronic collection as well as technology updates.
Support for the ITS Cooperative Deployment Network, a shared web page produced by the ITS
community for exchanging state-of-the-art technologies, case studies, meetings and conferences,
and other information. This site is accessible to the general public via the Intcrnet
This activity will continue at a similar funding level for the duration of the ITS program.
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Program Title: PROGRAM SUPPORT
Budget Item No:
Amount Requested for FY 2002: $9.4 MILLION

GOAL
To provide the technical, advisory and administrative support necessary to carry out the Federal
ITS program. To support the building of public/private consensus on ITS program issues and to
ensure the proper technical review, support and integration of ITS projects.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES
None. These activities support the overall ITS program goals.

MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The ITS AMERICA Cooperative Agreement, provides support for Federal Advisory
Committee activities, technical committees, program assessment and planning activities,
and international clearinghouse management. Also, continuing to build consensus on the
national system architecture, coordination of standards development, support for the
development of public/private partnerships at the State and local level, building
acceptance of privacy principles by ITS service providers, providing outreach and
training through their State chapters, and supporting workshops on various program
topics.
The MITRETEK program management and system engineering support services contract,
provided technical staff support in the areas of DOT program planning, the research and
development program including the Intelligent Vehicle Initiative, architecture consistency
of deployments, the Rural program, the Public Safety program and the evaluation of
selected deployments. Also, MITRETEK provides technical review and analyses on
issues relating to standards development and testing, radio frequency spectrum issues,
and analytical work that addresses the benefits and costs of various ITS services.
Various support services contracts provide assistance to program staff in: acquisition
management; development of audiovisual materials to support ITS program
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presentations; assistance in preparation of Congressional reports; and management of the
local area network for the ITS Joint Program Office.
•

Technical and program policy advice has been provided on specific topics.

KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
*

Continue the ITS AMERICA Cooperative Agreement, providing support for Federal
Advisory Committee activities, technical committee and program assessment and
planning activities, and international clearinghouse management. Also, support will be
provided for other specific projects that take advantages of the unique demographics and
interests of the ITS AMERICA membership, including, for example, coordination of
standards development, support for the development ofpublic/pnvate partnerships at the
State and local level, outreach and training through their State chapters, supporting
workshops on various program topics, and the development of new User services to
expand the National Architecture in the areas of Weather Services and Public Safety/
Emergency Services.
Continue the MITRETEK program management and system engineering support services
contract, providing technical staffsupport in the areas, the Intelligent Vehicle Initiative,
the Rural program, the use of the National Architecture in ITS deployments, the use of
the new spectrum being proposed for ITS applications by the FCC, and the evaluation of
benefits realized from selected ITS deployments. In addition MITRETEK will continue
to provide the major source of technical review and assistance in the execution of the ITS
program.
Continue various support senices contracts to provide assistance to program staff in:
development of audiovisual materials to support ITS program presentations; assistance in
preparation of Congressional reports; and management of the local area network for the
ITS Joint Program Office.
Continue service contracts with experts in selected important program areas to provide
technical and program policy support on specific topics.

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
A. ITS America - $2.7 Million
Continuing, support for cooperative initiatives with ITS AMERICA, including Federal Advisory
Committee activities, technical committee and program assessment and planning activities, and
international clearinghouse management. Also, support for other specific projects that take
advantage of the unique character and interests of the ITS AMERICA membership, including
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for exa'rple, continued coordination of standards development activities, support for the
development of public/private partnerships at the State and local level and supporting workshops
on various program topics.
This will be the third year of the cooperative agreement with ITS America funded at
approximately $2.7 million per year.
B. MITRETEK Technical Support - $5.7 million
Continuing support for program management and system engineering support ser-'ice-s with the
MITRETEK Corporation, including OOT program planning, , technical work to support
standards development, radio frequency spectrum issues, benefits and costs estimation, and
technical support for the deployment program in assuring that projects meet the necessary criteria
for federal aid with respect to standards and architecture.
This will be the third year of a 4 year contract funded.at approximately S5.7 million per year.
C. Misc. Technical Support - $50-3 thousand
Continue service contracts with experts in selected important program areas to provide technical
and program policy support on specific topics, including program and project evaluation, public
safety applications, system architecture deployment, and international activities.
D. General Program Support - $500 thousand
Continuation of the support services contract that includes acquisition management, information
management, presentations (audio/visual), local area network management, the management
tracking of all ITS projects, and the generation of the annual ITS projects book.
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Program Tie: ITS DEPLOYMENT INCENTIVES - SUMMARY
Budget Item No:
Amount Requested for Fly 2002: $120.0 MILLION

Program Title: ITS DEPLOYMENT INCENTIVES - METROIRURAL
Budget Item No:
Amount Requested for FY 2002: S85.0 MILLION
GOAL
The Integration Program supports the USDOT and FHWA goals of enhancing mobility,
productivity and the human and natural environments by accelerating the integration and
interoperabiltyof intelligent transportation systems (ITS) across system, jurisdiction and modal
boundaries, in metropolitan and rural areas.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
This program will support the integration of ITS systems that will reduce the rate of highwayrelated fatalities and injuries, reduce delays on Federal aid highways and reduce on-road mobile
source emissions. We will commit to measuring these factors utilizing the evaluation guidelines
and requirements developed by the USDOT as required in TEA-2 1.

BACKGROUND
Results from research and operational tests have demonstrated that deployment of intelligent
transportation infrastructure has been shown to provide cost effective increases in capacity (or
throughput), safety, and enhanced quality of travel. Based on these results, in January 1996 the
US DOT established a national goal to deploy integrated intelligent transportation infrastructure
-cross the U.S. within the next decade.
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Deployment of integrated ITS in metropolitan areas is at a critical juncture. While ITS elements
are being deployed, many of those deployments are taking place individually and are serving to
electronically reinforce the current "stove piped" way of doing business, i.e., modally and
jurisdictionally isolated rather than realizing the promise of electronically integrating across
jurisdictions and systems. The ITS Integration Program, authorized in TEA-21, will provide a
mechanism to integrate existing ITS deployments, thereby capturing the additional gains that can
be achieved through integration and serving as examples for future ITS deployments.
In rural areas, we are just beginning to see the deployment of ITS which address rural
transportation problems (e.g., Mayday, weather and road condition information, etc.). A number
of states are in the initial stages of developing systems which provide for statewide or regional
operations. The lack of legacy systems in rural areas allows us to more easily and effectively
influence the deployment of rural and/or statewide ITS so that they occur in an integrated
manner. The ITS Integration Program will be applied at the rural and state level for this purpose.
This program will also provide the mechanism to support the application of the National ITS
Architecture in the development of regional architectures. These regional architectures can serve
as the legacy of the Integration program by providing a framework for ensuring future
deployments are developed in an integrated manner. This program can also assist in
implementing ITS standards by providing opportunities to fully test and implement these
standards, thereby contributing to the critical market pull for standards need to develop a viable
private sector product market.
We believe that through this program we will accomplish the following:
Create a critical mass of integrated ITS deployers to create the necessary market pull for
industry consensus standards;
Provide incentive for the "institutional integration" necessary to support the initial
electronic integration. Once established, we have seen the electronic integration enable
unprecedented levels of institutional and modal collaboration in integrating ITS
deployments;
Provide incentive for ITS deployment to conform with the National ITS Architecture;
Leverage equal and probably greater local funding fcr ITS integration in both
metropolitan and rural areas; and
*

Make ITS integration a state-of-the-practice, rather than the state-of-the-art.
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MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The funding authorized under this program for FY 2001 is expected to be used to fund
Congressionally-designated projects contained in TEA-21 and the FY 2001 Appropriations Act.

KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
Completion of the majority of the FY 2000 projects.
Continuing progress on the planning, design and implementation of the FY 2001 projects.
*

Initiation of additional metropolitan area and additional rural area ITS integration
projects.

FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
ITS Integration Program - $85 Million
This program makes available $85 million as allocated by TEA-21 [Section 5001(c)(4)(a)] in
FY 2002 for ITS integration. TEA-21 earmarks $2,000,000 and $5,000,000 for Great Lakes ITS
Implementation and Northeast ITS Implementation respectively, leaving S78,000,000 available
for Metro/Rural ITS Integration. Not less than 10 percent ($7,800,000) of the funding remaining
for ITS Metro,Rural shall be used in rural areas to carry out intelligent transportation
infrastructure deployment activities. No more than 515,000,000 may be used in a single
metropolitan area, no more than $2,000,000 in a single rural area, and no more than $35,000,000
may be used for projects in any given State. Funding for ITS projects in metropolitan areas shall
be used primarily for activities necessary to integrate
intelligent transportation infrastructure
elements that are either deployed or to be deployed with other sources of funds. For projects
outside metropolitan areas, this funding may also be used for the deployment of integrated
intelligent transportation infrastructure elements.
The Federal share of the cost of a project payable from ITS Integration Program funds shall not
exceed 50 percent. The total
Federal share of the cost of a project payable from all eligible
sources (including ITS Integration Program funds) shall not exceed 80 percent.
Historically, all of the funds available for the ITS Integration Program have been earmarked by
the Congress; however, for any funds not so earmarked, project proposals for this program will
be solicited in accordance with the following requirements:
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A demonstration that the proposed deployment integrates at least two different intelligent
transportation infrastructure elements, including: traffic signal control, freeway
management, transit management, incident management, electronic fare payment,
electronic toll collection, highway-rail intersection, emergency management services, and
regional multi modal traveler information services, or one infrastructure element across
multiple jurisdictions;
A demonstration that sufficient funding is available to successfully complete all aspects
of the proposed integration project while complying with the cost sharing and matching
requirements described above;
Inclusion of a Technical Plan, a Management and Staffing Plan, and a Financial Plan in
the proposal;
A commitment to a schedule whereby the proposed integrated deployment will be
operational within two years from the date of award of funds;
A demonstration that the proposed integration projects are consistent 'ith the
metropolitan area or statewide transportation planning process, and, as applicable, are
supported by the metropolitan planning organization (MPO); and
A demonstration that initiatives key to the proposed deployment have been, or can be,
advanced expeditiously through both systems and project-level environmental review
processes, as appropriate, so they will not delay project deployment.
The proposals will be reviewed and ranked by a technical evaluation panel in accordance with
the project selection criteria contained within TEA-21.
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Program Tide: CVO DEPLOYMENT
tigs

Item No:

Amount Requated for FY 2002:

S

33.5 MILLION

GOAL
Through the development and deployment of applications of advanced technology, the CVO
deployment program supports the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration's (FMCSA)
goals to reduce the number of fatalities resulting from commercial motor vehicle crashes 50
percent by 2010 and the number of persons injured in commercial vehicle crashes 20 percent by
2008. The CVO deployment program also supports the TEA 21 -established goal to "complete
deployment of CVISN in a majonty of States by September 30, 2003."
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The FMCSA has established goals to reduce commercial vehicle-related fatalities 50 percent by
2010, with a baseline of 5,374 fatalities in 1998, and to reduce the number of persons injured in
commercial vehicle-related crashes 20 percent by 2008, with a baseline of 127,000 injuries in
1998. Technology offers tremendous potential in supporting these program goals. By the end of
2002, the performance measures in support of these goals are to reduce commercial vehiclerelated fatalities by 12 percent and injuries by 5 percent.
The CVO research program supports the TEA 21-established goal to "complete deployment of
CVISN in a majority of States by September 30, 2003." The performance measure in support of
this goal is that up to 15 states will complete CVISN Level I deployment in the areas of safety
information exchange, credentials administration, and roadside electronic screening by
December, 2002 (contingent upon receiving FY 2001 federal ITS deployment funds andor state
resources to support CVISN deployment).
BACKGROUND
The FMCSA's and the FHWA's highest priority for the use of federal ITS deployment funds has
been and will continue to be completing CVISN Level I deployment in the two prototype states
of Maryland and Virginia, ard in the eight pilot states (California, Colorado, Connecticut,
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Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Oregon, and Washington). TEA-21 authorized a total of $184
million of federal ITS funds from FYs 1998-2003 to deploy CVISN in a majority of states by
September 30, 2003. However, most of the federal ITS deployment funds originally intended to
support CVISN deployment are being designated by Congress through the appropriations process
to fund other ITS projects. In some cases, a state has been able to use either all or a portion of its
designated funds to support the deployment of CVISN Level 1capabilities.
The states of California, Colorado, Connecticut, Kentucky, Maryland, Minnesota, Virginia, and
Washington have been fully funded to complete deployment of CVISN Level I capabilities
The ability to direct federal ITS deployment funds to complete CVISN deployment in the states
of Michigan and Oregon will provide the essential foundation for subsequent CVISN
deployment of Level 1 capabilities across the nation. If these states do not receive the necessary
funds in FY 2001 to complete deployment, our highest priority would be to provide FY 2002 ITS
Deployment Incentive funds to them for completing CVISN Level I deployment,
The ability to direct federal ITS deployment funds to states which are ready to begin CVISN
deployment will help the Department achieve the Congressional goal of completing CVISN
deployment in a majority of states by September 30, 2003. The lack of full federal ITS
deployment funds for CVISN puts the FMCSA's, the FHWA's and the states' ability to meet the
Congressional goal in jeopardy.
The FHWA has developed a deployment strategy for the next group of states receiving funds for
CVISN Level 1 deployment in the areas of safety information exchange, credentials
administration, and roadside electronic screening. The process for deploying CVISN Level I
capabilities within a state begins with an initial Memorandum Of Agreement (MOA).. The
MOA is signed by the major affected state agencies, and support by the motor truck/motor coach
associations. The MOA highlights the requirements for completing an ITSICVO state business
plan, participating in the ITS/CVO technical training courses and CVISN deployment
workshops, and commitment to complete the deployment of CVISN Level I capabilities.
The deployment strategy consists of three key steps: planning, design, and deployment Our goal
is to provide assurance that states will deploy CVISN Level I technology which is consistent
with the National ITS and CVISN architectures and use available standards that promote
interoperability and efficiency.
The first step is planning. It includes participation in two ITS'CVO training courses and the
development ofan ITS/CVO state business plan. These elements promote ITS CVO awareness
and are essential to effective coalition building among the state agencies involved in CVO and
with industry. For severalyears, the FMCSA and the FHWA have been working with the states
to educate them about the ITS/CVO program and to help them develop ITS'CVO state business
plans. The completion of these plans represents the successful collaboration of multiple agencies
along with the motor carrier industry. It signifies the state's commitment to the goal of using
ITS/CVO technologies to improve the safety and efficiency of commercial vehicle operations.
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The ITS/CVO state business plan is an important step in achieving that goal; however, it is not
the end of the process. The FMCSA and the FHWA have developed a series of three technical
training courses to increase the awareness and understanding of ITSiCVO among key
stakeholder groups. These technical training courses help position interested states to take
advantage of, and leverage the commercial vehicle ITS technologies being delivered through the
National ITS/CVO program. We expect a states to complete this step within 15 months and
estimate this step to require the use of $50,000 of federal ITS deployment funds.
The second step is design. One of the purposes of this step is for the state to establish its CVISN
project team. The team would include, at a minimum a CVISN project manager and a system
architect, and would also consist of a project facilitator/administrator, and operations and
technical staff from their CVO agencies (about nine persons). Once these individuals have been
selected, a state can participate in the "Understanding ITS/CVO Technology" training course and
in the suite of three CVISN Deployment Workshops (Scope, Planning, and Design). These
activities will assist the state in developing its CVISN Program Plan and Top-Level Design The
plan will define the roles, responsibilities, goals and objectives, and detailed schedule for
deployment of the systems necessary to demonstrate CVISN Level 1 capabilities. It will also
contain a detailed budget explaining the amount of federal and state funds required to complete
CVISN Level I deployment. This step is estimated to require the use of 5350,000 of federal ITS
deployment funds and we expect this step to be completed within 18 months.
The final step is deployment of CVISN Level 1 capabilities. This will allow the state to
complete organizational and technical deployment of the core systems and components related to
CVISN Level I capabilities in the areas of safety information exchange, credentials
administration and roadside electronic screening. The final step will be completed within 36
months and is estimated to require the use of $2,600,000 of federal ITS deployment funds. If
only partial federal or state funding is available, we will encourage the state to deploy the CVISN
Level I safety information exchange capabilities first, followed by either credentialing or
electronic screening.
Through an agreement, the state would agree to complete the CVISN Level I deployment project
within a 3-year period. The agreement would ensure that CVISN Level I capabilities
deployment activities, such as hardware procurement, software and system development,
infrastructure modifications, etc., follow FMCSA-recommended standards (e.g., web-based,
electronic data intercha-ge and dedicated short range communications) for safety information
exchange, credentials administration, and electronic screening. This will ensure that the systems
developed are consistent with the National ITS and CVISN architecture and available standards
and promote interoperability and efficiency to the extent practicable. The state would agree to
complete FMCSA-approved interoperability tests and perform pairwise and end-to-end tests to
demonstrate conformance with the standards and interoperability. The state would implement
the ITS/Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO) conformance assurance process. This involves
the formation of a consistency assessment team to check for architecture conformance
throughout the life of the project and to oversee the interoperability testing. A CVISN System
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Architect shall be designated to facilitate this effort, Interoperability testing should be
accomplished in stages to avoid disrupting operations. Pairwise tests verify that interfaces
between selected pairs of products/systems meet the applicable standards. End-to-end tests
verify dataflow and data usage among several products./systems.
By the end of FY 2001, we expect that between four and eight states will complete the first and
second steps and bave developed their CVISN Program Plan with top-level designs on how to
deploy CVISN Level 1capabilities in their states. This is in addition to the 30 states which have
already completed their CVISN Program Plan. Once the program plan has been approved, these
states will be eligible to receive Federal ITS funds and complete the third step, implementation
and deployment,
MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED FY 2001 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
We expect that Michigan and Oregon will be fully funded during FY 2001 to complete
CVISN Level I deployment by December 31, 2002. We expect that up to 20 additional
states will begin deployment of CVISN Level I capabilities during FY 2001 (contingent
upon those states receiving FY 2001 federal ITS deployment funds and/or state resources
to support CVISN deployment). These 20 states completed their CVISN Program Plans
and Top-Level Designs during FY 2000.
We expect up to 13 additional states wilt complete their ITS/CVO state business plans
during FY 2001. We expect between four to eight of these states to complete their
CVISN Progra.m Plan and Top-Level Design during FY 2001.
We expect up to eight additional states will begin the process to complete their ITS/CVO
state business plans during FY 2001
KEY FY 2002 PRODUCTS AND MILESTONES
As state complete a step in CVISN deployment, work with them to begin the next step.
Once a state has completed Step 1, Planning, and has developed an ITS'CVO state
business plan, provide it funds to complete Step 2, Design. After a state has established
its CVISN project team and has developed its CVISN Program Plan and Top-Level
Design, provide it funds to begin Step 3, Deployment of CVISN Level I capabilities.
This is in support of the Congressional goal to have a majority of states deploying
CVISN Level I capabilities by September 30, 2003.
FY 2002 PROGRAM REQUEST
TEA-21 authorizes $33.5 million [Section 5001(c)(4)(b)] for Commercial Vehicle ITS
Deployment. The federal share of the cost of a project payable from the Commercial Vehicle
ITS Deploymc * program shall not exceed 50 percent. The total federal share of the cost of a
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project payable from all eligible sources (including the Commercial Vehicle ITS Deployment
program) shall not exceed 80 percent. The funds for this program will be distributed as follows:
CVISN P~lanning (Sten 1) Deployment Grants - $400 thousand - The request will provide grants
of $50 thousand for up to eight states to complete Step 1, Planning, of the CVISN deployment
strategy. Each of the following states is eligible to receive federal ITS deployment funds to
begin Step I and develop a ITS/CVO state business plan: Alabama, Arkansas, District of
Columbia, Hawaii, Illinois, New Hampshire, Oklahoma, and Vermont.
CVSN Design (Step 2) Deployment Grants - $3.85 million - The request will provide grants of
S350 thousand for up to 11 states to complete Step 2, Design, of the CVISN deployment strategy.
Each of the following states has completed or is in the process of completing Step 1, and is
eligible to receive federal ITS deployment funds to begin Step 2 : Delaware, Florida, Louisiana,
Maine, Mississippi, North Dakota, Rhode Island, Texas, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and
Wyoming. These states will use these funds to establish its CVISN project team and complete a
CVISN Program Plan and Top-Level Design.
CVISN Deolovment (Step 3) Grants - $29.25 million The request will provide grants of $2.6
million for states to complete Step 3, Deployment of CVISN Level I capabilities in the areas of
safety information exchange, credentials administration, and roadside electronic screening. If the
states of Michigan and Oregon have not yet received full federal ITS funding for CVISN Level I
deployment, the FMCSA's and the FHWA's highest priority would be to provide these states
necessary funds for these states to complete deployment.
Thc second highest priority would be to fully fund those states that have completed or are in the
process of completing Stcp 2, Design, and have developed their CVISN Program Plan and TopLevel Design These states are eligible to receive federal ITS deployment .unds to begin Step 3,
and include: Alaska, Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Massachusetts, Missouri,
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, and Utah.
The following states have been fully funded to complete deployment of CVISN Level I
capabilities in the areas of safety information exchange, credentials administration, and electronic
screening: California, Colorado, Connecticut, Kentucky, Maryland, Minnesota, Virginia, and
Washington.
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Program Tide: ITS DEPLOYMENT INCENTIVES PROGRAM - HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS MONITORING SYSTEMS
Budget Item No:
Amount Requested for FY 2002: $1.5 MILLION

This budget item is to provide funding for the Hazardous Materials Monitoring System as
included in Section 5212(a)(2) ofP L. 105-178 (TEA-21).
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Program Tide: ITS DEPLOYMENT INCENTIVES PROGRAM - TRANSLINK
TEXAS TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE
Budget Item No:
Amount Requested for FY 2002:

Funding for the Texas Transportation Institute as included in Section 5212(c)(2) of P.L. 105-178
(TEA-21) vas for fiscal years 1999 through 2001; no funds were authorized or are requested for
FY 2002.
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Supplemental FY 2002 ITS Budget Justification

ITS Research and Development - $13.175.534
Intelligent Vehicle Initiative - 57 million
Each year more than 40,000 Americans lose their lives in highway crashes and more than 5
million suffer injuries. Driver error is cited as the primary cause in more than 90% of all policereported crashes involving passenger cars, trucks and buses. The goal of the Intelligent Vehicle
Initiative (IVI) is to prevent crashes from occurring through the use of advanced technologies.
Preliminary estimates indicate that rear-end, lane change and roadway departure crash avoidance
systems have the potential, collectively, to reduce motor vehicle crashes by one sixth or 1.2
million crashes annually.
The IVI program has two primary areas of emphasis. The first is to work with the vehicle
manufacturing industry to facilitate the development, deployment and evaluation of driverassistance safety products and systems. The second is to ensure that safety is not compromised
by the introduction of in-vehicle systems,
While the IVI program has a strong focus on human factors and driver-based research throughout
the program, recent evidence indicates a growing influence of driver distraction on crashes. This
requires that increased attention be placed on investigating the impact of driver workload and
driver behavior using in-vehicle systems. The requested funding would be focused on this area.
It would fund investigations of the task allocation and loading experienced by the driver. Of
particular interest is the safety impact from combining systems such as route guidance and
navigation, adaptive cruise control, automatic collision notification, cellular telephones, and
intemet in-the-vehicle. The research would include studies that would expand the basic science
of driver behavior to assist in the design of new systems as well as tests of existing in-vehicle
devices to develop an increased understanding of the conditions under which they may currently
pose a safety hazard.
Regional ITS Implementation Research - $6.175,534
The regional and statewide portion of the ITS program is rapidly evolving. Initial ITS research
and deployment efforts were primarily focused on metropolitan applications due to evident
mobility problems in these areas, the large body of knowledge from which to build, and the
readiness of meLropolitan areas to test ITS services. As the program has matured, numerous
regional and statewide ITS applications have been identified in the areas of traveler information,
incident management, public safety and rural mobility. While funding for non-metropolitan ITS
research and deployment has increased in recent years, TEA-21 ITS R&D funding limitations
have not allowed the full scope of technical and institutional issues to be researched and tested.
V- 176
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The additional funding being requested would allow for the acceleration of several key
initiatives. Specifically:
[mtolementation of 5 1 - In July, 2000 the Federal Communications Commission
approved a USDOT petition for the assignment of 511 as a single nationwide traveler
information telephone number. This number has the potential to provide travelers with
accurate real-time information on weather and road conditions, construction delays, and
major incidents. The USDOT is working with a coalition of public and private sector
organizations to facilitate the regional and nationwide deployment of this number in a
consistent manner. There are a significant number of technical and institutional issues
that require research and testing. This funding would provide for the exploration of these
issues and accelerate the implementation of 511.
*

Advanced Emergency Management System - Automatic collision notification (ACN),
becoming widely available on new passenger cars sold in the United States. Immediate
knowledge of the location and severity of crashes has the potential to improve highway
safety and reduce incident delay by decreasing notification time, facilitating the proper
emergency response, and supporting on-scene medical care. While the ACN technology
is well developed there are a number of organizational and institutional challenges which
must be addressed before deployment is possible. These include coordination between
private sector call centers and public safety answering points, communication between
law enforcement, emergency medical services, and transportation departments and
electronic data sharing of location and medical condition information.
Rural Transit Coordination - The primary demand for and delivery of transit services in
rural communities are in support of the provision of health and human services. The
elderly, children and handicapped are often dependent on these services. The regional
nature of the service delivery and the wide dispersion of the users results in transportation
costs consuming a substantial portion of the funding required to deliver these services.
Currently, there are multiple transportation providers with little to no coordination among
them. The opportunity exists to substantially reduce the transportation costs while
improving the quality of service to the customer. This project would support dynamic
coordination between rural demand-actuated transit/paratransit systems.

ITS Deployment - S15057.753
Commercial Vehicle Information Systems and Networks (CVISN) Delovmernt
The Commercial Vehicle Information Systems and Networks (CVISN) organizes CVO-related
information systems and communication networks owned and operated by Federal and State
governments, carriers, and other CVO stakeholders, allowing them to operate in an integrated
manner. It will improve safety for the motoring public by providing enhanced safety information
V - 177
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to safety inspectors, streamline the commercial vehicle credentialing and regulatory systems, and
enhance the efficiency of the trucking and motor coach industries. Both the public and private
sectors will realize savings in time, resources, and the cost of doing business. It also directly
supports the goal of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration of reducing tuck fatalities
by 50% by 2010.
The ITS program authorized in Transportation Equity Act for the 21" Century (TEA-2 1) has as
one of its primary purposes to "complete deployment of CVISN in a majority of States by
September 30, 2003." The USDOT has been working with individual States on the planning,
design, and implementation of CVISN. To date, four states have deployed CVISN and three
additional states are fully funded and are expected to have deployed CVISN by the end of 2001.
Twenty-three additional States have completed their designs and are ready to begin
implementation.
TEA-21 provided funding to support this implementation under the Commercial Vehicle
Infrastructure portion of the ITS Deployment Program. However, in the annual appropriations
process this funding has been earmarked to State and local governments without regard to
program. While some of these funds have been used to support CVISN, it has been significantly
less thgn envisioned in TEA-21. As a result, at the current pace of implementation it is unlikely
that TEA-21 CVISN deployment goal will be met.
This finding will be used to support six ($2.5 million per state) of the 23 States that are ready to
begin CVISN implementation. This will increase the total of States funded to] 5 and put the
CVISN program back on track to meet the TEA-21 CVISN deployment goal.
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Bureau of Transportation Statistics
Section 6005 of ISTEA established the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) in the
DOT. The Transportation Equity Act for the 21 t Century (TEA-21) continues funding
for BTS through FY 2003. The work of the Bureau consists of compiling transportation
statistics, implementing a long-term data collection program, issuing guidelines for
information collection, coordinating information collection, and making statistics
accessible.
Financing for the Bureau's operation is proposed from several sources. Most of the
funding is authorized as contract authority out of the Highway Trust Fund. The contract
authority is included in the Fedcral-Aid Highways program and is subject to the
obligation limitation applicable to that program. Funds are transferred to the Bureau
from Federal-Aid Highways, where all obligations and outlays are counted.
For further information, please refer to the separate Congressional justification for BTS.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCE AND INNOVATION
FINANCING ACCOUNT

Backarou"
As required by the Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990, this non-budgetary
account records all cash flows to and from the Govenment resulting from dirct loans
obligated in 1992 and later yer (including modifications and direct loans, loan
guarantee or lines of credit that resulted from obligatiom in any year). The amounts in
this account ar a inns of financing ad are not included in the budget totals.
Ti1 Trvportation Equity Act ftr the 21' Century as amended by the TEA-21
Restortion Act jxovides contract autlrity for this program to assist in the finding of
nmiomll-snifcam raaorMaion pojects. The subsidy cost and dminist ve
ees
associated with this program ae included in the Federal-aid Highway
schedules
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCE AND INNOVATION
FINANCING ACCOUNT . DIRECT LOAN
Ioertification code
69-4123

Program and Financing (in millions of dollars)
2000
Actual

2001
Estmate

2002
Estimate

Program by Act vities
00 01 Loan obigatiors
00 02 Interest paid to Treasury
10 00 Total new obigatons ....

1,495
19
1.515

.......

Budgetary resources available for obligation
2200 New financing au~tonty (gross).
23 95 Total new oblgations

1,515
.1,515

1,800
21
1,821
1.821
-1,821

2,000
43
2,043
2.043
-2.043

New mandatory budget autionty (gross), detail
Mandatory
67 15 Authonty to bonrow (indefinite).
Mandatory
69 00 Offsetting collections (cash)
69 10 From federal sources: Change uncollected customer
payments ........................................
69 90 Spending authronty from offsetng collections .................
70.00Total new financng altrorty (gross) ........................
Change Inunpaid obligations, start of year:
72.40 Unpaid obligations, start of year ............
.....
...
.............
72 95 UncolJected oustoner payments from program account,
start of year .
....
................
7299 Obhgated balance, start of year.
73 10 Total new oblgatons
...................
................
73 20 Total financing disbursements (gross)
74 00 Change in uncollecteO customer payments,
from Fedeal sources end of year
Unpaid obligations, end of year
74 40 Unpaid oiigatons end of year.
.....................
74 95 Uncollected customer payments from program account
end of year. .....
74 99 Obligated balance, end of year .............
Outlays (gross) detail.
87.00 Total financing disbursements (gross) .............
Offsets against gross budget authority and outlays.
Offsetting collectons (cas.) from
88 00.01 Federal sources Subsidy from program account.
88 00 02 Federal sources upward reestrmate
8 25 interest on uivested funds
88.40 Non-Federal sources interest payments .. .... .....
88 90 Total offsetting collections (cash)...
88 95 Change in receivables from program accounts ................
Net budget authonty and outlays:
89.00 Financing authionty ....................
..................
90 DO Financing disbursements ...........................

Identification code:
69-4123

1,429
295

Status of Direct Loan (in millions of do1ars)
2000
Actual

1,641
214

2001
Estimate

1.933
585

2002
Estimate

Portons with respect to approonabons act
limitaton on obligabons:

11 11 Limitation on direct loans
11.12 Unobligated direct loan limitation..
11.50 Total drect loan obligatons ..........

..

.............
..............
.......

.........

Cumulative balance of direct loans outstanding:
12 10 Outstanding, start of year ..........
..............
12 31 Disoursement: Direct loan disbursements ................... .
12,90 Outstanding, end of year . ._............ ........ ........... .........
63.00 Net financing disbursements..... ............. .......
.....

VII-2

600
104
1 496

1,800

2000

1,800

2.000

300
239
539
214

539
599
1.138
585
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCE AND INNOVATION
FINANCING ACCOUNT -LOAN GUARANTEE
Program and Financing (in millions of dollars)
' Identification code
!69-4145-0

2000

2001

Actual

Estimate

2002
Estimate

Program by Activities
Budgetary resources available for obligation
2140 Unobligated balance, start of year.
22 00 New financing authority (gross)
2390 Total new budgetary resources
2395 Total new obligations .........
24.40 Unobhgated balance, end of year: ............................
New budget authority (gross), detail:
Mandatory
Offsetting collectons (cash) . ........

f169.00

............

....

-.

-u

rmrl nclng

loenufication code
G9-4145-0

Is

ursm n

tsl........

.

..

..

.

11'

.
....,11

Offsets
Against gross financing authonty and nancing disbursements:
Offsetting collections (cash) from.
88 00 Federal sources, loan guarantee subsidy
88 25 Interest on univested funds ...
88 90 Total. offsetting collections (cash) .
Net budget authonty and outlays
189.00 Financing Authority .
....... .....................
I

i11
*

.......

..

.

. I...

[

. ...

........ :.....

Portions with respect to appropnetions act
limitation on commit:
21,11 Limitation on Guaranteed Loans......................................
21 50 Total guaranteed on loan commitments .
121.99 Guaranteed amount of guaranteed loan commitments
Cummulatrve balance of guarantee loans outstanding
:22.10 Outstanding, start of year..... .......................
22.31 Disbursements of new guaranteed loans . ..............
2290 Outstanding, end of year ............
......... ... ...
..

t10

.. .....-

Status of Guarantee Loan (in millions of dollars)
2000
Actual

VU-3

..

2001
Estimate

I

I

2002
Estmale

200,
200

200
200

.

200!
i

200.

......

......

....

2...0...
2..
200
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCE AND INNOVATION
FINANCE
NG ACCOUNT - LINE-OF-CREDIT
Identfication code
694173-0

Program and Financing (in mIlhons of dollars)
2000
Actual

2001
Estmate

2002
Estimate

Program byActivibes
Obigatrons by program acbvity
00.01 Obligations for lines
of credit
..
10.00 Total new obligations.
Budgetary resources available for obligation:
22.00 New financing authority
(gross)..
23.95 Total new obligations .
New budget authority (gross), detail:
Mandatory:
67.15 Authonty to borrow (indefinite) ............
Mandatory*
69 D00Offsetting collecbons (cash)
69.10 Change in uncolected customer payments from
Federal sources ...... ..............
69 90 Spending authority
from offsetting collections (total) .........
70.00 Total new financing autnonty (gross).................
Change in unpaid obligations, start of year:
72.40 Unpaid Obligations, start of year .....
................
72.95 Uncolleted customer payments from program account,
start of year ....... ................
72.99 Obligated balance,
start of year
73.10 Totai new obligations
.
74.00 Change in uncollected customer payments from
Federal sources
74 40 Unpaid o6hgations. end of year
Offsething collections (cash) from
74 95 Uncolected customer payments from program account.
end of year ...
............ .
.................
74.99 Obligated balance, end of year.......
.....................

30
30

200
200

200
200

30
-30

200
-200

200
-200

24

196

190

2

10

-8
42

-10
240

88 00 Offsetting colections (cash) from Federal sources .
8895 Change inreceivables Womprogram accounts........

-6

22

Net budget authOnty and outlays
89.00 Financing authonty (net).............
90.00 Finanong disbursements (net)

24

196
-2

Identificalon code
69"4173-0

...........

Status of Line- •f-creit (in millions of dollars)
200O
Actual

Portions with respect to appropnations act
lirtabon on commit.
11 1 L nitation on irect loan.............
11.12 Unobligated direct loan limitation.
11.50 Total direct loan obligations..

200
-170
30

63 00 Net financing disbursements .

VII-4

2001
Estimate

1KC
-10

2002
Estimate
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
APPALACHIAN DEVELOPMENT HIGHWAY SYSTEM

(Dollars in Thousands)
FY 2001
FY 2002

CHANGE

S254,96.

Appropriation

BACKGROUND

The Federal Highway Administration received an appropriation ofS254,963,000 for the Appalachian
Development Highway System in FY 2001. Funding for this program will be used for the necessary
expenses for the Appalachian Development Highway System (ADHS) as distributed to the following
states: Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, N 'w York, North Carolina, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West virginia. Funding also has been
included for construction of and improvements to Corridor D in the State of West Virginia, and
Corridor X in the State of Alabama. No new budget authority is requested for FY 2002.
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MISCELLANEOUS TRUST FUNDS

Funds received by this account come completely from non-Federal
sources.
FHWA holds these funds in trust
until they are
outlayed. The following programs are included in this fund:
1.

Cooperative work, forest highway (Proprietary Receipts) contributions are received from States and countries in
connection with cooperative engineering, survey,
maintenance, and construction projects for forest highways.
The FY 2002 estimate is $3,000,000.

2.

Technical assistance, U. S. dollars advanced from foreign
governments (ProprietaryReceipts) - The Federal Highway
Administration renders technical assistance and acts as
agent for the purchase of equipment and materials for
carrying out highway programs in foreign countries.

3.

Contributions for highway research programs (Governmental
Receipts) - In association with the General Service
Administration and the Department of Defense, tests
of
highway equipment are conducted for the purpose of
establishing performance standards upon which to base
specifications for use by the Government in purchasing such
equipment.
Advances from State cooperating agencies (Proprietar.
Receipts) - Funds are contributed by the State highway
departments or local subdivisions for construction and/or
maintenance of roads or bridges.
The work is performed
under the supervision of the Federal Highway Administration.
The FY 2002 is $9,000,000.

4.

5.

International highway transportationoutreach (ProPrietary
Receipts) - Funds are collected to inform the domestic
highway community of technological innovations, promote
highway transportation expertise internationally, and
increase transfers of transportation technology to foreign
countries.

1067
MISCELLANEOUS TRUST FUNDS

Identification code:

69-9971-0-7-999

Program and Financing (in millions of dollars)
2000
Actual

2001
Estimate

2002
Estimate

Obligations by program activity
Cooperative work, forest highways ..................
Technical assistance. US. dollars advanced
from foreign governments ...................
00.03 Contributions for highway research programs.
00.04 Advances from State c4operapg._nceS ......
00.01
00.02

10.00

Total obligations ..........................................

Budgetary resources available for obligation
21.40
Unobligated balance available, start of year.
Uninvested balance ............................................
22.00
23.90

New budget authority (gross) .........................
Total budgetary resources available for
obligation ............................

23.95

New obligations ...........................

24.40

Unobligated balance available, end of year.
Uninvested balance ..........................................

New budget authority (gross), detail
Permanent
60.27 Appropriation (trust fund. indefinite),........ ............

51

50

59

38

21

21

Change in unpaid obligations
72.40

Obligated balance: Appropriation.....................

72.99

Obligated balance, start of year .........................

73.10

New obligations...........................

73.20

Total outlays (gross) .......................

74.40

Unpaid obligations, en of yew ............. ........

33

26

74.99

Obligated balance, end of year ..........................

33

26

8697

Outlays from new mandalory authority .........

27

17

86.98

Outys from mandatory balances ...............

87.00

Total outlays (gross) .......................................

89.00

Net budget tority
outlays
Budget authority.............. ............................

90.00

Outlays ..................

.....................................

12
27

29

1068
MISCELLANEOUS TRUST FUNDS

Identification code:
69-9971-0-7-999

Object Class tcazon (in millions of dollars)
2000
Actual

2001
Estimate

2002
Estimate

Personnel compensation:
11.1 Full-tim e perm anent ............ .......................................

2

2

25.2 Other services...................................

12

20

99.9

14

22

67

48

Total obligations ................................

Personnel Summary
Total compensable workyears: Full-time equivalent
e mp loyme nt ..............................................................

66

1069
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
MISCELLANEOUS APPROPRIATIONS
GENERAL STATEMENT

This miscellaneous account contains appropriations derived from
general funds for which no new budget authority is requested in
FY 2002. Obligations and outlays result from prior year
appropriations.

1070
MISCELLANEOUS APPROPRIATIONS
Program and Financing (in millions of dollars)
Identification Code:
2000
2001
69-9911-0-1-401
Actual
Estimate
Obligations by program activities:
00.10 Feasibility, Design,
Enviromental and Engineering ..........
00.14 Climbing Lane Demonstration ..............
00.24 Highway Demonstration Projects ..............
00.26 Corridor D Improvement Project ................
00.30 Highway Demonstration Projects Preliminary Engineering ..............
00.45 Highway Bypass Demonstration ..............
00.46 Railroad Highway Crossing Demo .............
00.79 Surface Transportation Projects ...............
00.81 Miscellaneous Massachusetts Projects ......
00.82 Woodrow Wilson Bridge .................
00.83 Miscellaneous Hwy. Proj./Muscle Shoals..
10.00 Total Obligations (obect class 41.01 ........

48

53

2002
Estimate

1071
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
MISCELLANEOUS APPROPRIATIONS
Program and Finanr ig (in millions of dollars)
Identification Code
69-991 -0-1-401

2000
Actual

2001
Estimate

2002
Estimate

Budgetary resources avalalase
for obligation
21 40 Unobligated balance available, start of year

254

22.00 New budget authority (gross)

203

156

605

23.90 Total budget resources available for
obligations..

254

808

156

23 95 Total new obligations

-53

-651

-47

24 40 Unoblgated balance available, end of year
Uninvested balance

203

156

109

New budget authority (gross),detail
4000 Current Appropriation .

606

..

40.77 Reduction pursuant to P.L.106-554 (0 22 percent!

-1

43 00 Appropration (total discretionary) ...

605

Change in unpaid obligations
7240 Unpaid obligations, start of year, Obligated
balance start of year

252

170

567

7299 Obligated balance, end of year

252

170

567

53

651

47

-133

-254

-320

567

294

567

294

73 10 Total new obligations

...

7320 Total outlays (gross)
74 40 Unpaid obigations, end of year Obligated
balance Appropriation
7499 Oligated, end of year

.

.170

70

Outlays(gross). detall
8690

Outlays from new discretionary authority

8693

Outllays from discretionary balances

133

91

320

87.00

Tota outlays (gross)

133

254

320

163

Net budget authority and outays
89 00 Budge! authority
90 00 Totai Otlays

505
133

254

320
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DhPARTMh3T OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
MISCELLANEOUS HIGHWAY TRUST FUND

GENERAL STATEMENT
This miscellaneous account contains appropriations derived from
trust funds for which no new budget authority is requested in
FY 2002. Obligations and outlays result from prior year
appropriations.

1073
MISCELLANEOUS HIGHWAY TRUST FUNDS

Identification Code:
69-9972-0-7-401

program and financing (in millions of dollars)
2000
Actual

2001
Estimate

2002
Estimate

Obligations by program activity:
10.00

21.40
22.00
22,93
23.95
2440

40.00
40.77
43.00
72.40
72.99
73.10
7320
74.40
74.99

Total obligations (object class 41.0)........................................

9

Budgetary resources available for obligation:
Urobligated balance available, start of year:
Uninvested balance .................................................................
New budget authority (gss,.........................
Total budgetary resources available for obligation ..... ..........
New obligations .........................................
Unobligated balance available, end of year:
......................
.........
Uninvested balance .

23
1,182
1,205
-1,190
15

New budget authority (gross), detail Discretionary
Appropriation .............................
...............
Reduction pursuant to P.L. 106-554 (0.22 percent) ................
Appropriation (total discretionary) ..........
...........
Change in unpaid obligations:
Unpaid obligations, start of year.................................
Obligated balance, start of year ...............................

117
117

89,00
90 00

83
83

919
919

....................
New obligations ............
... ..............
...........
Total outlays (gross).......... ......
..................
Unpaid obligations, end of year: Obligated balance:
Unpaid obligations, end of year ................................
Obligated balance, end of year ..........................

Outlay (gross), detail:
8690 Outlays from new discretionary authority ........................
86 93
87.00

1,190

Outlays from discretionary balances....................................
Total outlays (gross) ..................................
Net budget authority and outlays:
Budget auth ionty.................................
Outlays . . ... .. ........ ... .. ....... .... ................ ..........

...

320

.

42
42

35
354

511
510

2
42

1,182
354

510

1074
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
STATE INFRASTRUCTURE BANKS

Background
In FY 1997, Congress appropriated $150 million for this program from the General Fund.
This schedule shows the obligated and outlay of amounts made available in FY 1997. No
further appropriation is requested for FY 2002.
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FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
STATE INFRASTRUCTURE BANKS
Program and Finacing
Identiflcaon code:
69-0549-0-7-401 (General Fund)

Program by Ka
10.00

n milons of d-tlaM)
2000
2001
Actual
Estimate

2002
Esfinate

es.

Tota obligations .............................................

0

4

0

Budgetary resources available for obligation:
21.40
Unoblgated baace, start of year ...........

4

4

0

22.10

Recovere of pri yearobligations ........

01

0

0

23.90
23.95
24.40

Total budgetal resource ........................
Toal new obligation ..............................
Unobligad balance, end of year ..........

4
04

4

0
0
0

Change i unpaid obligationt
72.40
73.10
73.20
73.45
74.40
88.93

Obligatel balance, dartof year
Unpaid obligations, sart of ye ..............
44
25
Newobflgations ......................................
0
4
Total outlays (gross)................................
-19
8
AdJumenw
t in unexpired accounts........
...
.0
0
Unpaid obligations.end of year ..............
25
21
Outays (
)rs19
Ou
fraysron
current ba'ce .......................
a

89.00 Elud etauM
90.00

211

0
4
0
13
8

y............................................... 0

Outlys..................................
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
[ELLSWORTH HOUSING SETTLEMENT
[SEC. 3029. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the
amount received by the United States in settlement of the claims
for the Ellsworth Housing Settlement Project in South
Dakota.] (Public Law 106-31 Sec. 3029(c) (ii) (1)) .

XiI-i
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FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
ELLSWORTH HOUSING SETTLEMENT
Program and Financing (in millions of dollars)
Iaantificaron Code:
69-5450-0

2000
Actual

2001
Estimate

2002
Estimate

Obligations by program activity
01 99 Balance, start of year

0280

0500

Receipts
Offsetting collections. Elswortn housing
set!Jem ent ..
...........

3

Apopriations
Ellsworth housing settlement .-.......................

-3

07.99 Balance,end of year .........................

10.00

Obligations by program acti ivity
Total new obligato ns (o ect cass 25.2)

2200

Budgetary resources available for ol gaton
New budget autnonity (gross) ..........................

23.95

Total new o0 g1tlons

..

...

-

3

...........

-3

New budget authority (gross), detail
Discretionary
68 00
Spending authority from offsetting collections
Offsetting clolJections (cash)
..............
Change in unpaid ooblgations:
7240 Unpaid obligations, start of year:
Unpaid obligations, start of year. .
72 99

. ....

...

3
3

s

3

73,20 Total outlays (gross)..

....

74.40 Unpaid oblrgations, end of year: Obligated
balance, end of year ....................... .....

...........

-.........

.3

.

Obligated balance, end of year

3
3

Outlays(gross), detail:
8693 Outlays from d scretonary balances .......

88. 00

3

Obligated batarce,start of year

73 10 Total new obligati

74.99

3 .

...........

Offsets
Against gross budget authority and outlays
Offsetting ciollections (cash) from Federa;
sources ... .........................

3

...

3

Net budget authority and outlays"
89 0C Budget authority ...
90.00 Outlays ......................

....

.

...

-3

XIfl-2
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ORANGE COUNTY (CA) TOLL ROAD DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

No new appropriations are requested for FY 2002.
BACKGROUND

San JoaQuin Hills Proiect
The Congress appropriated $9.6 million in FY 1993 to cover the estimated subsidy costs of
making a direct loan (or loans) not to exceed $120 million to the Transportation Corridor
Agencies (TCA) San Joaquin Fills public toll road. Any such loan (or loans) will be available for
five years only upon completion of the toll road and only to the extent that revenues from toll
operations and standard reserves are insufficient for debt service. The appropriations language
also stipulates that: 1) no more than 20 percent of the total loan amount may be disbursed in any
one year of operation; 2) any such loan (or loans) shall draw interest at the 30-year United States
Treasury Bond rate on the date of disbursal; and 3) any loan (or loans) shall be repaid in not
more than 30 years.
As required by the Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990, program and financing accounts have been
established to record estimated subsidy costs and cash flows arising from direct loan obligations
for the Orange County toll road. A financial analysis performed for FHWA indicates that the $9.6
million appropriated in FY 1994 should be adequate to cover any unreimbursed costs to the
Federal government associated with making loans up to $120 million for the Orange County toll
road (implying an eight percent subsidy rate).
FoothillsTastem Transportation Corridor
The Congress appropriated $8 million in FY 1995 to cover the estimated subsidy costs of making
a direct loan (or loans) not to exceed $120 million to the Transportation Corridor Agencies
(TCA) Foothills-Eastern Transportation Corridor public toll road. In FY 1997 a new financial
analysis was performed due to new legislation enacted in FY 1997. This new legislation assumed
that the interest rate charged to loans should be sufficient to ensure that the subsidy budget
authority of $8 million will be able to support the fill line of $145 million Any such loan (or
loans) will be available for draws during the period beginning on the date of completion of
construction and ending on the last day ofthe tenth calendar year following the date construction
of the facilities is completed, and only to the extent that revenues from toll operations and
capitalized interest are insufficient for debt service The appropriations language also stipulates
that: 1) no more than 10 percent of the total loan amount may be disbursed in any one year of
operation; 2) any such loan (or loans) except for operation and maintenance shall draw interest at
the 30-year United States Treasury Bond rate beginning on the date such draws are made, shall be

1079
repaid in not more than 30 years; (3) any such loan (or loans) for operation and maintenance
expenses shall draw interct at the 3-year United States Treasury rate beginning on the date such
draws are made and shall bt, repaid in not more than 3 years.
As required by the Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990, program and financing accounts have been
established to record estimated subsidy costs and cash flows arising from direct loan obligations
for the Orange County toll road.
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Y (CA) TOLL ROAD DE MONSTRATiON PROJECT
PROGAM ACCOUNT
GRAM AND FINANCING SCHEDULE
(in milioe of do Ua)
2000
Actula

Iden ta--cod-.
69-0543-0-1-401

2001
Estmste

2002
Estmote

Budgetary resources available for obligaion
2210
2398

Resources available from recoveries of
prior yew obigat ionboe
s
...
........ ..
.
Unobhigstad balance erpirrng or wthdrawn,...

2
-2

Change i unpaic oblgabons
.72.40
17299
:73.45
7440
174.99

Unpaid oblgnons, star of yew..................
Oblgatedbalce, start of yw ..........
.
..
Recoveries of i ye oblations ........
Unpaid obigatons, end of year ........................
Oblgsted balance. end ofyew .................

.

s
.18.

Net budget authoty end outlays
'8900
190.00

VEL.,

16
16

16
s
-2
i
16

1
18

16
16
'

Budget mutho..
Ouly..

......

SUBSIDY BUDGET AUTHORITY, AND OUTLAYS
Identification code:
89-0543-0-1-401

;2000
[
Acta

2001
Estimate

2002
Estmets

Direct loan levels supportable by susdy BA:
:11 so
111.59

1320
1320
1329
13.39

Foothila.......... .......................
loanlevels (Footils)...........
Total direct
Dreciloan subsidy rat s (in percents:
San Joaquinl-UlsCorndor.
Eastern Foothils Corridor.... ... ... .... ....
r

"%

..

8.00%
.552%

..................

Total subsidy budget allionity,..........

XIV-3

800%

800%'

652%

552%

6To4lele
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ORANGE COUNTY (CA) TOLL ROAD DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
DIRECT LOAN FINANCING ACCOUNT
PROGRAM AND FiNANCING SCHEOLE

IIdenbfication

code

69-4200-0-1 -401

2000

2001

Actual

Estimate

1

2002
Estimate

Budgetary resources available for obligation
22 10 Resources availabe from recoveries of
.
prior year obligatons
123.98 Unobligated balance expiring or withdrawn

26
-26

New financing authonty (gross), detail
Spending authority from offseting collections
Discrebonary"
98.10 Charge in uncollected customer
.
payments from Federal Sources .
,68 15 Adjustments to uncollected customer payments
from Federal Sources

-2

.

2

Charge in unpaid 001gations
.7240 Unpaid Obligations, staft of year
7295 Uncolected customer payments from prg acct
7299 Obligated balance. starof year
17345 Recoveries of prior year obligations

.

265
-18
247

265
-18
247

265
-181
247'

237
-16
221

237
-18
221

.26

17400 Change in uncollected customer
payments from Federal Sources

...

...
:74 40 Unpaid Obligatons, end or year
174.95 Uncollected customer payments frem prg acct.
'74 99 Obligated balance end of year,

Offsets
Against gross budget authority and outlays
88 95 Change in receivables from program accounts
88 96 Adjustment to uncollected customer payments from Federal
Sources

,89 00 Financing aurthiority.
90.00 Financing disbursements

XIV-4
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-2

2

237
-16
221
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ORANGE COUNTY (CA) TOLL ROAD DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
DIRECT LOANFINANCING ACCOUNT

denbftcatlofde.
69S200-0-3-01

Financial Cciibn (ini millins of do!!a!U ___________
a o dol. s20
1
'- i on inr
2001
Fr,an¢
Acuel
Estimate

2002
Esomate

ASSETS

Net value of assets related to direct loans
receivable
14 01 Direc loons receivable. gross (San Joaquin).
14.01 Direct loans receivable, gross (Foo ts) ...........
114.02 Interest receivable (Si Joaquin) ......
.........
14.05 Allowance for subsidy cos (-XSan Joq.ir.)
114.99 Net present val
of assets related Io diect loans

11999

..

10
a

10
a

18,

18

18

18

....

Total Assets ..............

18i

LIABILITIES.
21 03 Federel habiites: Debt (San Joaquin) ....................
129.99 Total Liabditk s(Son Joaqui)

.

.

49.99 Total Libdrilies wd net posi on(San Jool

....................

) ........... .................

XIV-s
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RIGHT-OF-WAY REVOLVING FUND LIQUIDATING ACCOUNT
(LIMITATION ON DIRECT LOANS)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)

None of the funds under this head are available for
obligations for right-of-way acquisition during fiscal year
[2001] 2002.
(Department of Transportation and Related Agencies
Appropriations Act, 2001.)

1084
RIGHT-OF-WAY REVOLVING FUND LIQUIDATING ACCOUNT
(LIMITATION ON DIRECT LOANS)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)
ACCOUNT

The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1968 authorized $300 million for
the establishment of a right-of-way revolving fund. This fund is
used to make cash advances to States for the purpose of
purchasing right-of-way parcels in advance of highway
construction and thereby preventing the inflation of land prices
from significantly increasing construction costs.
This program was terminated in TEA-21,but will continue to be
shown for reporting purposes as loan balances remain outstanding.
The program shall remain available to the State for use on the
projects for which the funds were advanced for a period of
20 years from the date on which the funds were advanced.
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RIGHT-OF-WAY REVOLVING FUND LIQUIDATING ACCOUNT

Identification code:
69-8402-0-8-40

Program and Financing (in millions ofdollars)_
2000
2001
Actual
Estimate

New budget authority (gross), detail mandatory
Budget Authority:
69.00 Spending authority from offsetting
co llections cash ................ .. ........
..... ..
69.45

Portion not availabe for obligation (limitation on
ob lig a tions )......... ........ ...................
........

Estimate

46

24

24

-46

-24

-24

33

23

13

46

24

24

-46
-49

-24
-14

24
-14

69.90 Spending authority from offsetting collections(total)

Change in unpaid obligations:
72.40 Unpaid obligations, start of year: Obigated balance
start of year ................................
72.99
73.20

Obligated balance, start of year ................
Total outlays (gross).....: .....................

74.40 Unpaid obligations, end of year: Obligated
balance, end of year ...........................................
74.99

O bligated, end of year ..... ........... .. ..................

..

Outlays (gross),detail
86.93 Outlays from current balances.........................
Offsets against gross budget authority and outlays
88.40 Offsettsetting collections (cash) from: Non-Federal
sources ...................................

Net budget authority and outlays
8900 Budgat authority .........
90.00 Outlays .. ....... ....................
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RIGHT-OF-WAY REVOLVING FUND LIQUIDATING ACCOUNT
Status of Direct Loans (in milhons of dollars)
2000
Actual

Identification code69-8402-0--401

2001
Estimate

2002
Estimate

Cummulative balance of direct loans
outstanding
12 10 Outstanding start of year
12.31 Disbursements Direct loan disbursements .
12 51 Repayments Repayments and prepayments

1290

115
10
-24

Outstanding, end of year.

129

115

10

Statement of Operations (in thousands of dollars)

1999
Actual

Dent fcaton code
69-8402-0-8-401
0 1.01

R evenue .. .............
..........

01 02 Expense
01 09

..

..

Net income or loss (-).

.

.........
......

2000
Actual

2002
Estimate

200'
Estimate
3

24

-49

-14

24
-14

-46

10

10

1087
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
HIGHWAY RELATED SAFETY GRANTS

BACKGROUND

In 1997, this account was transferred from the Federal Highway
Administration to the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration. No new budgetary resources are provided.
obligations and outlays reflected in this account are from
previous 1997 appropriations.
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1088
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
HIGHWAY RELATED SAFETY GRANTS

In millions of Dollars
2000
Actual

Identification code:
69-8019-0-7-401

Change in unpaid obligations
Unpad obligations, start of year
72.40
Unpaid obligations, start of year............
72.99

Obligated balance, start of year......

7320 Total out ays (gross) ......

7440
74.99

......

.............

Unpaid obligations, end of year
Unpaid obligations, end of year ...............
Obligated balance, end of year ..................

86.93

Outlays (gross), detail
Outlays from discretionary balance ...........

89.00

Net budget authority and outlays
Budget authority .......................

90,00,

Outlays ...............................

... .......

XVI-2

2001
Estimate

2002
Estimate
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
TITLE Ill-GENERAL PROVISIONS
The following provision(s) related to programs/activities of the Federal Highway
Administration are proposed for deletion:
[SEC. 326. In addition to the funds limited in this Act, S54.963,000, to be delved from the
Highway Trust Fund (other than the Mass Transit Account), shall be available for section
1069(y) of Public Law 102-240.]
[SEC. 330. Item number 1473 in the table contained in section 1602 of the Transportation Equity
Act for the 21st Century (112 Stat. 311) is amended by strikiag 'Stony and inserting
'Commerce'.]
[SEC. 332. Of the funds provided for fiscal year 2001 in section 232 of the Miscellaneous
Appropriations Act, 2000, as enacted by section 1000(a)(5) of the Consolidated Appropriations
Act, 2000, $20,000,000 shall be a' Mlable only for fire and life safety improvements to enable the
James A. Farley Post Office in New York City to be used as a train station and commercial
center.]
[SEC. 337. Item number 273 in the table contained in section 1602 of the Transportation Equity
Act for the 21st Century (Public Law 105-178) is amended by striking 'Reconstruct 1-235 and
improve the interchange for access to the MLKirg Parkway.' and inserting "Construction of the
north-south segments of the Martin Luther King Jr. Parkway in Des Moines.".]
[SEC. 338. Item number 328 in the table contained in section 1602 of the Transportation Equity
Act for the 21st Century (Public Law 105-178) is amended by inserting before "of' the
following: "or construction".1
[SEC. 339. Section 1602 ofthe Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (112 Stat. 256) is
amended(1) by striking item number 63, relating to Ohio; and
(2) in item number 186, relating to Ohio, by striking "3.75" and inserting "7.5".]
[SEC. 340. (a) Of the funds apportioned to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts under each of
subsections (b)(1), (b)(2), (b)(3), and (b)(4) of section 104 and section 105 of title 23, United
Slates Code, the Secretary shall withhold obligation of Federal funds and all project approvals for
the Central Artery/Tunnel project in fiscal year 2001 and each fiscal year thereafter unless the
Secretary of the Department of Transportation determines that the Commonwealth meets each of
the following criteria:
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(I) The Commonwealth is in full compliance with the partnership agreement that was executed
on June 22, 2000, between the Federal Highway Administration, the Massachusetts Turnpike
Authority, the Massachusetts Highway Department, and the Massachusetts Executive Office of
Transportation and Construction.
(2) The Commonwealth is in full compliance with the balanced statewide program memorandum
of understanding entered into by the Massachusetts Highway Department, the Executive Office
of Transportation and Construction, and metropolitan planning organizations in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
(3) The Commonwealth of Massachusetts shall spend no less than $400,000,000 each year for
construction activities and specific transportation projects as defined in the Balanced Statewide
Program Memorandum of Understanding on projects other than the Central Artery/Tunnel
project.
(b) After June 22, 2000, the Secretary of Transportation shall not approve new net advance
construction for the Central Artery/Tunnel project in an amount greater than $222,000,000 and
no conversion of advance construction to obligation authority shall cause the Federal share of
funding for the Central Artery/Tunnel project to exceed $8,549,000,000.
(c) Of the funds apportioned to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts under each of subsections
(b)(1), (b)(2), (b)(3), and (b)(4) of section 104 and section 105 of title 23, United States Code, the
Secretary shall withhold obligation of Federal funds and all project approvals for the Central
Artery/Tunnel project in fiscal year 2001 and each fiscal year thereafter until the Inspector
General of the Department of Transportation finds the annual update of the Central
Artery/Tunnel project finance plan consistent with Federal Highway Administration financial
plan guidance and the Secretary of the Department of Transportation approves the annual update
of the finance plan, except for fiscal year 2001 when approval of the annual update of the finance
plan will not be required until December 1, 2000,
(d) Total Federal contributions to the Central Artery'Tunnel project shall not exceed
$S,549,000,000.
(e) Should the Secretary withhold Federal funds apportioned to the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts under subsections (b)(l), (b)(2), (b)(3), and (b)(4) of section 104 and section 105
of title 23, United States Code, for the Central Artery/Tunnel project in any fiscal year for
noncompliance with this section, such funds shall be available to the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts for projects other than the Central Artery/Tunnel project in that fiscal year.
(f) This section shall be in effect for each fiscal year in which any Federal funds are made
available to construct the Central Artery/Tunnel project in Boston, Massachusetts.
(g) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this section to the contrary, the Secretary is
authorized to approve conversion of advance construction to obligation authority and otherwise
make Federal funds available to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts without regard to the
requirements of this section, other than subsection (d), if and only if to the extent necessary, as
evidenced by a certificate of the Secretary of Administration and Finance of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts satisfactory to the Secretary, to enable the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to
pay all or any portion of the principal amount of notes issued by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts pursuant to section 9 through IOD of chapter II of the Massachusetts acts of
1997, as amended, to finance costs of the Central Arery/Tunel project in anticipation of the
XVII-2
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receipts of Federal funds: Provided, That no funds derived from the sale of grant anticipation
notes shall be used to exceed the caps described in subsections (b) and (d).]
[SEC. 342. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, unobligated balances from section
149(a)(45) and section 149(a)(63) of Public Law 100-17 and the Ebensburg Bypass
Demonstration Project of Public Law 101-164 may be used for improvements along Route 56 in
Cambria County, Pennsylvania, including the construction of a parking facility in the vicinity.]
[SEC. 343. None of the funds in this Act shall be used for the planning, development, or
construction of California State Route 710 freeway extension project through South Pasadena,
California.]
[SEC. 345. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, up to $800,000 of unobligation balances
from capital investment grants available for Fayette County, Pennsylvania intermodal facilities
and buses in the Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 1999
(Public Law 105-277) and the Department of Transportation and Related Agencies
Appropri,.Lons Act, 2000 (Public Law 106-69) may be made available for an intermodal parking
facility in Cambria County, Pennsylvania.]
[SEC. 351. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, beginning in fiscal year 2004, the
Secretary shall withhold 2 percent of the amount required to be apportioned for Federal-aid
highways to any State under each of paragraphs (1), (3), and (4) of section 104(b) of title 23,
United States Code, if a State has not enacted and is not enforcing a provision described in
section 163(a) of chapter I of title 23, United States Code, in fiscal year 2005, the Secretary shall
withhold 4 percent of the amount required to be apportioned for Federal-aid highways to any
State under each of paragraphs (1), (3), and (4) of section 104(b) of title 23, United States Code,
if a State has not enacted and is not enforcing a provision described in section 163(a) of title 23,
United States Code; in fiscal year 2006, the Secretary shall withhold 6 percent of the amount
required to be apportioned for Federal-aid highways to any State under each of paragraphs (1),
(3), and (4) of section 104(b) of title 23, United States Code, ifa State has not enacted and is not
enforcing a provision described in section 163(a) of title 23, United States Code; and beginning
in fiscal year 2007, and in each fiscal year thereafter, the Secretary shall withhold 8 percent of the
amount required to be apportioned for Federal-aid highways to any State under each of
paragraphs (1), (3), and (4) of section 104(b) of title 23, United States Code, ifa State has not
enacted and is not enforcing a provision described in section 163(a) of title 23, United States
Code. If within four years from the date the apportionment for any State is reduced in accordance
with this section the Secretary determines that such State has enacted and is enforcing a provision
described in section 163(a) of chapter 1 of title 23, United States Code, the apportionment of
such State shall be increased by an amount equal to such reduction. If at the end of such four-year
period, any State has not enacted and is not enforcing a provision described in section 163(a) of
title 23, United States Code, any amounts so withheld shall lapse.]
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[SEC. 353. The table contained in section 1602 of the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st
Century is amended in item 1006 (112 Stat. 294) by striking "Extend NW 86th Street from NW
70th Street" and inserting "Construct a road from State Highway 141".]
[SEC. 354. For the purpose of constructing an underpass to improve access and enhance
highway/rail safety and economic development along Star Landing Road in DeSoto County,
Mississippi, the State of Mississippi may use funds previously allocated to it under the
transportation enhancements program, if available.]
[SEC. 355. Section 1214 of Public Law 105-178, as amended, is further amended by adding a
new subsection to read as follows:
"(s) Notwithstanding section 117 (c) of title 23, United States Code, for project number 1646 in
section 1602 of Public Law 105-178, the non-Federal share of the project maybe funded by
Federal funds from an agency or agencies not part of the United States Department of
Transportation.".]
[SEC. 357. None of the funds in this Act may be available for the planning, development or
construction of a multi-lane, limited access expressway at section 800, Pennsylvania Route 202
in Bucks County, Pennsylvania.]
[SEC. 360. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, new fixed guideway system funds
available for the Jackson, Mississippi, Intermodal Corridor in the Department of Transportation
and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 1998, Public Law 105-66, may be made available for
obligation during this fiscal year for studies to evaluate and define transportation alternatives for
this project, including an intermodal facility at Jackson International Airport, and for related
preliminary engineering, final design or construction.]
[SEC. 361. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, up to $499,000 of the funds made
available in item 760 of section 1602 of the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century shall
be available for corridor planning studies between western Baldwin County and Mobile
Municipal Airport.]
[SEC. 362. Item number 78 in section 1107(b) of the Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act of 1991 (Public Law 102-240) is amended by inserting 'Akron Innerbelt (State
Route 59) corridor, Broadway viaduct replacement, and High Street viaduct replacement,' after

"extension."]
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[SEC. 363. Section 117(c) of title 23, United States Code, is amended by inserting before the
period at the end the following: "; except that the Federal share on account of the project to be
carried out under item 1419 of the table contained in section 1602 of the Transportation Equity
Act for the 21st Century (112 Stat. 309), relating to reconstruction of a road and causeway in
Shiloh Military Park in Hardin County, Tennessee, shall be 100 percent of the total cost
thereof'.]
[SEC. 366. Under the heading "Discretionary Grants" in Public Law 105-66, "$4,000,000 for the
Salt Lake City regional commuter system project;" is amended to read "$4,000,000 for the transit
and other transportation-related portions of the Salt Lake City regional commuter system and
Gateway intermodal terminal;".]
[SEC. 367. Of the amounts to be made available in fiscal year 2001 under section 1404 (safety
incentives to prevent operation of motor vehicles by intoxicated persons) of Public Law 105-178,
$2,492,121 shall be made available to the Commonwealth of Kentucky for adopting a 0.08 blood
alcohol content standard Thereafter the remaining funds shall be distributed by formula to the
eligible states, including Kentucky.)
[SEC. 368. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Secretary of Transportation shall
waive repayment of any Federal-aid highway funds expended by the City of Spokane,
Washington on the Lincoln Street Bridge Project.]
[SEC. 370. Item number 6 in the table contained in section 1602 of the Transportation Equity Act
for the 21st Century (Public Law 105-178) is amended by inserting after "Kaysville", "and within
the amount provided, $2,000,000 for repair and reconstruction of the North Ogden Divide
Highway'.]
[SEC. 371. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, States may use funds provided in this
Act under section 402 of title 23, United States Code, to produce and place highway safety public
service messages in television, radio, cinema, and print media, and on the Internet in accordance
with guidance issued by the Secretary of Transportation. Any State that uses funds for such
public service messages shall submit to the Secretary a report describing and assessing the
effectiveness of the messages.]
[SEC. 373. Item number 163 in the table contained in section 1602 of the Transpotation Equit'
Act for the 21st Century (Public Law 105-178) is amended by inserting before the ntmeral
"which includes the study, design, and construction related to local street improvements needed
to complement the extension of Kapkowski Road".]
[SEC. 374. Item number 331 in the table contained in section 1602 of the Transportation Equity
Act for the 21 st Century (112 Stat. 269) is amended by striking "highway access" and inserting
"highway and freight rail access".]
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[SEC. 375. For capital costs associated with track relocation, track construction and
rehabilitation, highway-rail separation construction activities including right-of-way acquisition
and utility relocation, and signal improvements in Muscle Shoals, Tuscumbia, and Sheffield,
Alabama, $5,000,000 to the Alabama Department of Transportation, to remain available until
expended: Provided, That obligation of federal funds is contingent upon a match of no less than
75 percent from non-federaL sources.j
[SEC. 376. For capital costs associated with track acquisition and rehabilitation between
Strasburg Junction and Shenandoah Cavems, Virginia, S1,000,000 to Valley Trains and Tours, to
remain available until expended: Provided, That the obligation of federal funds is contingent
upon an agreement with Norfolk Southern Corporation on track usage and financial support by
the Commonwealth of Virginia.]
[SEC. 377. Item 1135 of the table contained in section 1602 ofthe Transportation Equity Act for
the 21st Century (112 Stat. 298) is amended by striking "Replace Barton RoadIM 14 interchange,
Ann Arbor" and inserting "Conduct a study of all possible alternatives to the current
M-14'Barton Drive interchange in Ann Arbor, including relocation of M-I4/IU.S. 23 from Maple
Road to Plymouth Road, mass transit options, and other means of reducing commuter traffic and
improving highway safety".]
[SEC. 378. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, in addition to amounts made available in
this Act or any other Act, the following sums shall be made available from the Highway Trust
Fund (other than the Mass Transit Account): $50,000,000 for the intelligent transportation
infrastructure program as authorized by section 5117(b)(3) of Public Law 105-178; $8,500,000
for construction of, and improvements to, 17th Avenue and 23rd Avenue highway ramps in
Denver, Colorado; $1,000,000 for engineering, construction of, and improvements to, the
Cascade Gateway Border Project in Whatcom County, Washington; $100,000,000 for
construction of, and improvements to, Corridor D on the Appalachian development highway
system in the State of West Virginia; $1,500,000 for construction of, and improvements to, the
Alameda Corridor-East Gateway to American Trade corridor project, California; $4,000,000 for
construction of, and improvements to, Avenue G viaduct and connector roads in Council Bluffs,
Iowa; $34,100,000 for design and construction of the Birmingham, Alabama Northern Beltline;
$13,500,000 for construction of, and improvements to, US 231 from Bowling Green to
Scottsville, Kentucky; $150,000 for improvements to the Broad Street and Wyckoff Road
intersection, including traffic light upgrades, in the Borough of Eatontown, New Jersey;
$12,000,000 for construction of road expansion and improvements to, the Broad Street Parkway
in Nashua, New Hampshire; -10,000,000 to construct interchanges US 281 at FM 2812, FM 162,
FM 490, SP 122, and SH 186 in Texas; $12,500,000 to construct interchanges US 77 at Business
77 North, FM 3186, FM 490, SP 122, and SP 413 in Texas; $30,000,000 for construction of, and
improvements to, the Cooper River Bridge in South Carolina; $100,000,000 for construction of,
and improvements to, Corridor X on the Appalachian development highway system in the State
of Alabama; $4,000,000 for construction, including related activities, of an interchange at County
Highway J and US 10 and to upgrade a segment of US 10 to a four-lane highway in Portage
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County, Wisconsin $5,000,000 for construction, including related activities, of the Craig Road
overpass between 1-15 and Lossee Road in the City of North Las Vegas, Nevada; $30,200,000 for
construction of, and improvements to, bridges and other projects on the Dalton Highway, Alaska;
$3,200,000 for improvements to Dayton Road in Ames, Iowa; $15,000,000 for construction of,
and improvements to, the Detroit, Michigan Ambassador Bridge Gateway project; $24,000,000
for construction of, and improvements to, FAST Corridor in Washington; $10,000,000 for
construction of, and improvements to, the Fort Washington Way reconfiguration project,
Cincinnati, Ohio; $35,000,000 for construction of, and improvements to, the Four Bears Bridge
in North Dakota; $50,000,000 for construction of, and improvements to, the Glen
Highway/George Parks Highway interchange in Alaska; $8,000,000 for preliminary design of the
Interstate Route 69 Great River Bridge crossing the Mississippi at Bolivar County, Mississippi;
$8,000,000 fcr reconstruction of, and other improvements to, Halls Mill Road in Freehold
Township and Monmouth County, New Jersey; $4,500,000 for construction of, and
improvements to, Hamakua-Hilo corridor road and bridge projects, Hawaii; $35,000,000 for
construction, including related activities, of an extension of Highway 180 from the City of
Mendota to I-5 in Fresno County, California; $10,000,000 to upgrade Highway 36 in Marion
County, Missouri, to four-lane divided highway; $9,750,000 for widening, relocation of, and
other improvements to South Carolina HighxNay 5, including the removal and relocation of
municipal utilities, between Interstate 85 in Cherokee County, South Carolina and Interstate 77 in
York County, South Carolina; $10,000,000 for upgrading Highway 60 in Shannon and Carter
counties, Missouri, to four-lane divided highway; $6,400,000 for Hoeven Valley corridor, Sioux
City, road, intersection, and rail crossing improvements in Iowa; $20,000,000 for environmental
work, design, and construction of the Hoover Dam bypass four-lane bridge; $13,500,000 for
construction of, and improvements to, 1-15 between milepost 0 and milepost 16, from the Utah
border to Deep Creek, Idaho; S10,000,000 for construction of, and improvements to, the 1-15
Southbound project, Nevada; $10,000,000 for construction of, and improvements to, 1-195 in
Rhode Island; $6,400,000 for municipality relocation costs for 1-235 in Polk County, Iowa;
$12,000,000 for environmental work, preliminary survey and design, and reconstruction of 1-35
from Des Moines to Ankeny, Iowa; $36,000,000 for construction, including related activities, of
the 1-39/US 51iSH 29 corridor (Wausau Beltline) in and around Wausau, Wisconsin;
$94,000,000 for construction of, and improvements to, 1-49 in the State of Arkansas;
$18,400,000 for environmental work, preliminary survey and design of 1-69 in Tennessee;
$10,000,000 for construction of, and improvements to, the 1-80/US 395 interchange, in Reno,
Nevada; $2,800,000 for border crossing improvements on 1-87, in New York; $8,000,000 for
construction of, and improvements to, the 1-95 to Transitway access project in Stamford,
Connecticut; S4,000.000 for construction of, and improvements to, U.S. Department of
Transportation structure numbered 289-961 -H at FAS Route 37 in Illinois; $250,000 for
improvements at the Rosedale Road and Provinceline Road intersection in the Township of
Princeton, New Jersey; $1,200,000 for improvements to County Route 605 in Delaware
Township and West Amwell Township Hunterdon County, New Jersey; $2,500,000 for
improvements to the Route 9 and Route 520 intersection in Marlboro Township, New Jersey;
$5,000,000 for improvements to US 73 from State Avenue North to Marxen Road in Wyandotte
County, Kansas; $5,000,000 for installation of sound barriers along the Route 309 Expressway
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between Limekiln Pike and State Route 63 in Montgomery County, Pennsylvania; $8,700,000 for
construction, including related activities, of a new interchange on 1-435 at Donahoo Road in
Wyandotte County, Kansas; SI 5,000,000 for construction of, and improvements to, the
intersection at 27th Street and Airport Road in Billings, Montana; $5,000,000 for construction of,
and improvements to, Kahuku Bridges, Hawaii; 55,500,000 for construction of, and
improvements to, the Kansas Lane Connector Road alignment project in Monroe, Louisiana;
$4,000,000 for construction of, and improvements to, Kekaha, Kauai access roads. Hawaii;
510,000,000 for planning, environmental work, and preliminary engineering of highway,
pedestrian, vehicular, and bicycle access to the John F. Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts in the District of Columbia; $2,500,000 for construction of,
and improvements
to, Kihei Road, Hawaii; $10,000,000 for Lafayette Street access improvements from the US 202
Dannehower Bridge to the Pennsylvania Turnpike, including extension of Lafayette Street to the
Conshohocken Road, intersection improvements and bridge reconstruction, in Norristown,
Pennsylvania; $12,400,000 for widening and overlay/guard rail work on SR 789 between Lander
and Hudson, Wyoming; $500,000 for reconstruction of Lewisville Road in Lawrence Township,
New Jersey; $3,200,000 for construction of, and improvements to, the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Bridge in Toledo, Ohio; $9,300,000 for construction of, and improvements to, the Midtown West
intermodal ferry terminal, New York City, New York; $5,000,000 for construction, including
related activities, of an extension of Mississippi Highway 44, including a bridge over the Pearl
River, in Lawrence County, Mississippi; $13,000,000 for construction of, and improvements to,
the Missouri River pedestrian crossing in Omaha, Nebraska; $5,000,000 for the NJCDC Training
Facility Project in Paterson, New Jersey; $16,000,000 for construction of, and improvements to,
North Shore Road in Swain County, North Carolina; $3,500,000 for construction of, and
improvements to, the Norwich, Connecticut intermodal facility project; 51,500,000 for
construction of, and improvements to, Padanrram and Little River Road bridge projects in
Dartmouth, Massachusetts; $11,000,000 fo: :econstruction activities on the Potee Street Bridge
in Baltimore, Maryland; $250,000 for reconstruction of Institute Street, Lockwood Avenue, First
Street, Second Street, Third Street, Ford Avenue, Liberty Street and Bond Street in the Borough
of Freehold, New Jersey; $4,200,000 for relocation and related construction activities thereto of
MacArthur Boulevard in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; $1,200,000 for grade crossing eliminations
along Route 17 in Chemung County, New York; $4,000,000 for construction of,and
improvements to, Route 2 between St. Johnsbury, Vermont and the New Hampshire State Line;
$500,000 for improvements to Route 35 at Clinton Avenue and other intersections in the
Borough of Eatontown, New Jersey; $500,000 for Route 35 corridor improvements, including
signal upgrades, in the Borough of Eatontown, New Jersey; $2,600,000 for construction of, and
improvements to, the Niangua Bridge on Route 5 in Camden County, Missouri; $1,000,000 for
improvements to Route 641 in Hunterdon County, New Jersey; S25.000,000 for construction,
including related activities, of the Route 7 North bypass in Brookfield, Connecticut; $6,000,000
for construction of, and improvements to, the Route 9 Bennington Bypass, Vermont; $5,000,000
for construction of, and improvements to, Saddle Road, Hawaii; 51,200,000 for reconstruction of
School Road East in Marlboro Township, New Jersey; $29,000,000 for construction of,and
improvements to, a Southeast Connector Route between 1-90 and SD 79 in South Dakota;
$5,000,000 for improvements, including traffic signal system upgrades, to State Route 99 in
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Shoreline, Washington; $500,000 for the Township of Princeton, New Jersey municipal complex
road improvements, including improvements to the Valley, Mount Lucas, Terhune and Cherry
Hill roadways in the Township of Princeton, New Jersey; $23,600,000 for construction of, and
improvements to, US 12 between Aberdeen and 1-29 in South Dakota; $40,000,000 for
construction of, and improvements to, US 19 in Pinellas County, Florida $25,000,000 for
construction of, and improvements to, US 50 Parkersburg bypass in West Virginia; $10,000,000
for construction of, and improvements to, US 63 in Jonesboro, Arkansas; $5,000,000 for
construction of, and improvements to, US 101 in Oregon; $4,000,000 for construction of, and
improvements to, US 54 in Kansas; S100,000,000 for construction of, and improvements to, the
US 82 bridge over the Mississippi River at Greenville, Mississippi; $10,000,000 for construction
of, and improvements to, including widening, of US 95 between Laughlin Cutoff and Railroad
Pass, Nevada; $1,000,000 for improvements to the Van Wyck Expressway, Queens County, New
York; and $20,000,000 for widening US 53 from two lanes to four lanes from Minnesota
Highway 169 north of Virginia, Minnesota to Cook, Minnesota: Provided, That the amounts
appropriated in this section shall remain available until expended and shall not be subject to, or
computed against, any obligation limitation or contract authority set forth in this Act or any other
Act.]
[SEC. 379. (a)Section 412(a) of the Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge Authority Act of 1995
(109 Stat. 627; 112 Stat. 159) is amended-(1) in paragraph (1)-(A) by striking "There is" and inserting the following:
"(A) HIGHWAY TRUST FUND- There is"; and
(B) by adding at the end the following:
"(B) GENERAL FUND"(i) IN GENERAL- In addition to amounts made available under subparagraph (A), there is
appropriated to pay the costs described in subparagraph (A) $600,000,000 for fiscal year 2001.
"(ii) CONDITION- Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the additional funds made
available by clause (i) shall be made available only when I or more of the Capital Region
jurisdictions accepts conveyance from the Secretary of all right, title, and interest of the United
States in and to the new Bridge.
"(iii) MANNER OF USE- The use of the additional finds made available by
clause (i) shall be subject to title 23, United States Code.";
(2) in paragraph (2)-(A) by striking "Funds" and inserting "Except as provided in paragraph (3), funds"; and
(B) by striking "this section" and inserting "paragraph (1)(A)"; and
(3)by striking "Code; except that-" and inserting the following: "Code.
"(3) CONDITIONS- With respect to funds authorized or appropriated by this section--'.
(b) Section 412 of the Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge Authority Act of 1995 (109 Stat 627;
112 Stat, 159) is amended by adding at the end the following:
"(d) LIMITATION ON FEDERAL CONTRIBUTION-
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"(1) IN GENERAL- Except as provided in paragaph (2), the aggregate of the amounts made
available from the Highway Trust Fund and the general fund of the Treasury under this section
shall not exceed $1,500,000,000.
"(2) EXCLUDED AMOUNTS- Amounts made available for the Project under section 110 of
title 23, United States Code, shall be excluded from the limitation established by paragraph (1)..]
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
GENERAL PROVISIONS - - THIS CHAPTER

[SEC. 1102. Item number 630 of the table contained in section 1602 of the Transportation
Act for the 21st Century (112 Stat. 280), relating to Buffalo, New York, is amended by striking
"Design and construct Outer Harbor Bridge in Buffalo" and inserting "Transportation
infrastructure improvements, Inner Harbor/Redevelopment project, Buffalo."]
[SEC. 1103. If the State of Arkansas incorporates into the relocation of U.S. Route
71 through Fort Chaffee, Arkansas, land obtained by the State from the Federal Government as
a result of the closure of a military installation, the Secretary of Transportation shall credit to the
State share of the cost of the relocation the fair market value of such land.]
[SEC. 1106. Section 1105(c) of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of
1991 (105 Stat. 2032-2033) is amended by striking paragraph (38) and replacing it with
the following"(38) The Ports-to-Plains Corridor from Laredo, Texas, via 1-27 to Denver, Colorado,
shall include:
"(A) In the State of Texas the Ports-to-Plains Corridor shall generally follow"(i) 1-35 from Laredo to United States Route 83 at Exit 18;
"(ii) United States Route 83 from Exit 18 to Carrizo Springs;
"(iii) United States Route 277 from Carrizo Springs to San Angelo;
"(iv) United States Route 87 from San Angelo to Sterling City;
"(v) From Sterling City to Lamesa, the Corridor shall follow United States Route 87
and, the corridor shall also follow Texas Route 158 from Sterling City to 1-20, then via 1-20
West to Texas Route 349 and, Texas Route 349 from Midland to Lamesa;
"(vi) United States Route 87 from Lamesa to Lubbock;
"(vii) 1-27 from Lubbock to Amarillo; and
"(viii) United States Route 287 from Amarillo to Dumas.
"(B) The corridor designation contained in paragraph (A) shall take effect only if the
Texas Transportation Commission has not designated the Ports-to-Plains Corridor in Texas by
June 30, 2001."]
[SEC. 1108. Section 5309(m)(3)(C) of Title 49, United States Code shall not apply to the
funds made available in the Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations
Act, 2001: Provided, That notwithstanding any other provision of law, the 14th Street Bridge,
Virginia; Chouteau Bridge, Jackson County, Missouri; Clement C. Clay Bridge replacement,
Morgan/Madison counties, Alabama; Fairfield-Benton-Kennebec River Bridge, Maine; Florida
Memorial Bridge, Florida; Historic Woodrow Wilson Bridge, Mississippi; Missisquoi Bay
Bridge, Vermont; Oaklawn Bridge, South Pasadena, California; Pearl Harbor Memorial Bridge
replacement, Connecticut; Powell County Bridge, Montana; Santa Clara Bridge, Oxnard,
California; Star City Bridge, West Virginia; US 231 Bridge over Tennessee River, Alabama; US
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54/ US 69 Bridge, Kansas; Wanmalu Bridge replacement on I-1, Hawaii; Washington Bridge,
Rhode Island are eligible in fiscal year 2001 under section 144(g)(2) of title 23, United States
Code: Provided further, That section 378 of Public Law 106-346 is amended by inserting after
"US 101" the following: "and Interstate 5 Trade Corridor."]
[SEC. 1109. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, in addition to funds otherwise
appropriated in this or any other Act for fiscal year 2001, $4,000,000 is hereby appropriated
from the Highway Trust Fund for Commercial Remote Sensing Products and Spatial
Information Technologies under section 5113 of Public Law 105-178, as amended: Provided,
That such funds are used to study the creation of a new highway right of way south of 1-10 along
the Mississippi Gulf Coast by relocating the existing railroad right of way out of downtown
areas.]
[SEC. 1111. Of the funds made available in the "Alteration of bridges" account of the
Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2001 for the Fox
River Bridge, $575,000 shall be transferred by the Secretary of Transportation to the City of
Oshkosh for removal of the bridge located at mile point 56.9 of the Fox River in Oshkosh,
Wisconsin. The United States shall assume no responsibility for project management relating to
removal of the bridge.]
[SEC. 1121. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, $2,400,000, to be derived from
the Highway Trust Fund, shall be available for planning, development and construction of rural
farm-to-market roads in Tulare County, California: Provided, That the nonfederal share of such
improvements shall be twenty percent.]
[SEC 1126. Item number 473 contained in section 1602 of the Transportation Equity Act
for the 21st Century (112 Stat. 274), relating to Minnesota, is amended by striking "between
1-35W and 24th Avenue to four lanes in Richfield" and inserting "reconstruction project from
Penn Avenue to 24th Avenue, including the Penn Avenue Bridge over 1-494."]
[SEC. 1128. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, in addition to amounts made
available in this Act or any other Act, the following sums shall be made available from the
Highway Trust Fund (other than the Mass Transit Account): $1,700,000 for transportation and
community preservation projects along the Main Street Corridor in Houston, Texas; $5,000,000
for rehabilitation, repair, and restoration of the historic Stillwater Lift Bridge between Stillwater,
Minnesota and Houlton, Wisconsin; $1,000,000 for improvements to McClung Road, Boston
Street, Larson StreeL and Whirlpool Drive in the City of LaPorte, Indiana; and $1,000,000 for
design, environmental mitigation, engineering, and construction of, and improvements to, the US
36fWadsworth interchange (Broomfield interchange) in Broomfield County, Colorado:
Provided, That the amounts appropriated in this section shall remain available until
expended and shall not be subject to, or computed against, any obligation limitation or
contract authority set forth in this or any other Act.]
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The following provision(s) related to programs/activities of the Federal Highway
Administration are proposed for inclusion with changes as noted:
SEC. [310] 306. (a) For fiscal year [2001) 2002, the Secretary of Transportation shall-(1) not distribute from the obligation limitation for Federal-aid Highways amounts
authorized for administrative expenses and programs funded from the administrative
takedown authorized by section 104(a) of title 23, United States Code, and paragraph (7)
of this section, for the highway use tax evasion program amounts providedfor
transportationresearchprograms (under chapter 5 of title 23, United States Code, as
amended; section 5505 of title 49, United States Code, as amended; and sections 5112
and 5204-5209 ofPublic Law 105-178, as amended), and amounts provided inder
section 110 of title 23, United States Code, excluding $128,752,000 pursuant to
subsection (e) of section 110 of title 23, as amended, and for the Bureau of Transportation
Statistics;
(2) not distribute an amount from the obligation limitation for Federal-aid Highways that
is equal to the unobligated balance of amounts made available from the Highway Trust
Fund (other than the Mass Transit Account) for Federal-aid highways and highway safety
programs for the previous fiscal year the funds for which are allocated by the Secretary;
(3) determine the ratio that-(A) the obligation limitation for Federal-aid Highways less the aggregate of amounts
not distributed under paragraphs (1)and (2), bears to
(B) the total of the sums authorized to be appropriated for Federal-aid highways and
highway safety construction programs (other than sums authorized to be appropriated
for sections set forth in paragraphs (1) through (7) of subsection (b) and sums
authorized to be appropriated for section 105 of title 23, United States Code, equal to
the amount referred to in subsection (b)(8)) for such fiscal year less the aggregate of
the amounts not distributed under paragraph (1) of this subsection:
(4) distribute the obligation limitation for Federal-aid Highways less the aggregate
amounts not distributed under paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 117 of title 23, United
States Code (relating to high priority projects program), section 201 of the Appalachian
Regional Development Act of 1965, the Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge Authority
Act of 1995, and $2,000,000,000 for such fiscal year under section 105 of title 23, United
States Code (relating to minimum guarantee) so that the amount of obligation authority
available for each of such sections is equal to the amount determined by multiplying the
ratio determined under paragraph (3) by the sums authorized to be appropriated for such
section (except in the case of section 105, S2,000,000,000) for such fiscal year;
(5) distribute the obligation limitation provided for Federal-aid Highways less the
aggregate amounts not distributed under paragraphs (1) and (2) and amounts distributed
under paragraph (4) for each of the programs that are allocated by the Secretary under title
23, United States Code (other than activities to which paragraph (1) applies and programs
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to which paragraph (4) applies) by multiplying the ratio determined under paragraph (3)
by the sums authorized to be appropriated for such program for such fiscal year;
(6) distribute the obligation limitation provided for Federal-aid Highways less the
aggregate amounts not distributed under paragraphs (1) and (2) and amounts distributed
under paragraphs (4) and (5) for Federal-aid highways and highway safety construction
programs (other than the minimum guarantee program, but only to the extent that
amounts apportioned for the minimum guarantee program for such fiscal year exceed
$2,639,000,000, and the Appalachian development highway system program) that are
apportioned by the Secretary under title 23, United States Code, in the ratio that-(A) sums authorized to be appropriated for such programs that are apportioned to each
State for such fiscal year, bear to
(B) the total of the sums authorized to be appropriated for such programs that are
apportioned to all States for such fiscal y.ar; [and]
(7) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, after determining the amount of funds to be
allocated to the surface transportation program, to the bridge program, to the congestion
mitigation and air quality improvement program, and to the Interstate and National Highway
System program, under section 110 of title 23, United States Code, deduct a sum, in an amount
not to exceed 1 1/6 percent of the sum made available to each program, to administer the
provisions of law to be financed from appropriations for the Federal-aid highways program.
(8) INCREASE IN MOTOR CARRIER FINDING.
(A) IN GENERAL. - Notwithstanding any other provision of law, whenever an allocation
is made of the sums authorizedto be appropriatedfor expenditure on the Federallands highway
program,and whenever an apportionmentis made of the sums authorizedto be appropriatedfor
expenditure on the surface transportationprogram, the congestion mitigation and airquality
improvement program, the National Highway System, the Interstatemaintenanceprogram, the
bridge program,the Appalachian development highway system, and the minimum guarantee
program, the Secretary of Transportationshall deduct a sum in such amount not to exceed twothirds of ) percent of all sums so made available,as the Secretary determines necessary, to
administerthe provisionsof law to be financedfrom appropriationsfor motor carriersafety
programsand motor carriersafety research. The sum so deducted shall remain available until
expended.
(B) EFFECT - Any deduction by the Secretary of Transportationin accordance with this
paragraphshall be deemed to be a deduction undersection 104(a)(1)(B) of title 23, United
States Code,
(b) Exceptions From Obligation Limitation - The obligation limitation for Federal-aid
Highways shall not apply to obligations: (1) under section 125 of title 23, United States Code; (2)
under section 147 of the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1978; (3) under section 9 of
the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1981; (4) under sections 131(b) and 13 10) of the Surface
Transportation Assistance Act of 1982; (5) under sections 149(b) and 149(c) of the Surface
Transportation and Uniform Relocation Assistance Act of 1987; (6) under sections 1103 through
1108 of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991; (7) under section 157 of
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title 23, United States Code, as in effect on the day before the date of the enactment of the
Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century; and (8) under section 105 of title 23, United
States Code (but, only in an amount equal to $639,000,000 for such fiscal year).
(c) Redistribution of Unused Obligation Authority - Notwithstanding subsection (a), the
Secretary shall after August 1 for such fiscal year revise a distribution of the obligation limitation
made available under subsection (a) if a State will not obligate the amount distributed during that
fiscal year and redistribute sufficient amounts to those States able to obligate amounts in addition
to those previously distributed during that fiscal year giving priority to those States having large
unobligated balances of funds apportioned under sections 104 and 144 of title 23, United States
Code, section 160 (as in effect on the day before the enactment of the Transportation Equity Act
for the 21st Century) of title 23, United States Code, and under section 1015 of the Intermodal
Surface Transportation Act of 1991 (105 Stat. 1943-1945).
(d) Applicability of Obligation Limitations to Transportation Research Programs - The
obligation limitation shall apply to transportation research programs carried out under chapter 5
of title 23, United States Code, except that obligation authority made available for such programs
under such limitation shall remain available for a period of 3 fiscal years.
(e) Redistribution of Certain Authorized Funds - Not later than 30 days after the date of
the distribution of obligation limitation under subsection (a), the Secretary shall distribute to the
States any funds: (1) that are authorized to be appropriated for such fiscal year for Federal-aid
highways programs (other than the program under section 160 of title 23, United States Code)
and for carrying out subchapter I of chapter 311 of title 49, United States Code, and
highway-related programs under chapter 4 of title 23, United States Code; and (2) that the
Secretary determines will not be allocated to the States, and will not be available for obligation,
in such fiscal year due to the imposition of any obligation limitation for such fiscal year. Such
distribution to the States shall be made in the same ratio as the distribution of obligation
authority under subsection (a)(6). The funds so distributed shall be available for any purposes
described in section 133(b) of title 23, United States Code.
(I) Special Rule - Obligation limitation distributed for a fiscal year under subsection
(a)(4) of this section for a section set forth in subsection (a)(4) shall remain available until used
and shall be in addition to the amount of any limitation imposed on obligations for Federal-aid
highway and highway safety construction programs for future fiscal years.
(g) Notwithstanding Public Law 105-178, as amended, of the funds authorizedunder
section 110 of title 23, United States Code, forfiscal year 2002. $45,000,000 shall be to carry
out a pilot programthat promotes innovative transportation solutionsfor people with
disabilities;$100,000,000 shall be to carry out a matching grantprogram to promote access to
alternativemethods of transportation;and $56,300,000 shall be to carryout a programfor state
and Federal borderinfrastructureconstruction.
SEC. [321] 314. Funds made available for Alaska or Hawaii ferry boats or ferry terminal
facilities pursuant to 49 U.S.C. 5309(m)(2)(B) may be used to construct new vessels and
facilities, or to improve existing vessels and facilities, including both the passenger and
vehicle-related elements of such vessels and facilities, and for repair facilities[: Provided, That
not more than $3,000,000 of the funds made available pursuant to 49 U.S.C, 5309(m)(2)(B) may
XVII- 15
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be used by the State of Hawaii to initiate and operate a passenger ferryboat services
demonstration project to test the viability of different intra-island and inter-island ferry routes].
Sec. 13221 315. Notwithstanding 31 U.S.C. 3302, funds received by the Bureau of Transportation
Statistics from the sale of data products, for necessary expenses incurred pursuant to 49 U.S.C.
111 may be credited to the Federal-aid highways account for the purpose of reimbursing the
Bureau for such expenses: Provided, That such funds shall be subject to the obligation lirr,'tatidn
for Federal-aid highways and highway safety construction].
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Our Nation isheld together by the most extensive transportation
network inhistory. The highway system connects people to jobs,
hospitals, places of worship, cultural and sporting events, national
parks, and to family members across the country. It also provides a
vital link in our country's economic development and national defense - connecting
manufacturers to retailers, farms to markets, military installations to deployment stations and
shippers to seaports, airports and railroads.

Connecting
America

The Federal Highway Program: Throughout its history, the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) has met the ongoing challenge of adapting to the changing times, With the Interstate
System essentially complete, our focus has turned toward the post-Interstate era. Through the
landmark Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA) and its 1998
successor, the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-2 1), our emphasis has
been updated to meet the demands of an increasingly urban, mobile, diverse, and prosperous
society.
In addition to preserving the taxpayers' investment in the Interstate System, the FHWA is
working with its partners in the State transportation departments to improve the larger
National Highway System (NHS) of 160,000 miles. The NHS includes the Interstate System
and other roads of national importance, such as roads important for national defense and
highway connectors to intermodal facilities,
The Federal-Aid Highway Program, begun in 1916, operates today with a budget of nearly
$30 billion a year. Our varied funding programs include financial aid for nearly I million
miles of roadways, as well as bridges, ferries, traffic operations centers, transit, recreational
trails, bicycle facilities, pedestrian facilities, scenic byways, and historic transportation
facilities. Now State and local officials can select the best mix of projects to address their
unique transportation challenges.
We also continue our historic role, dating to the 19 10's, of helping Federal land management
agencies develop, preserve, and improve transportation access to Federal lands. The Federal
Lands Highways Program, authorized at more than $700 million a year, provides planning,
design, and construction support for forest highways, parkways, park roads, Indian reservation
roads, refuge roads, and other Federal roads.
Transportation research and development iscrucial to the future of our highway system. We
operate a world-class research laboratory, the Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center in
McLean, Virginia. Working with our public and private partners, the FHWA is identifying
research needs, coordinating and conducting studies and, most importantly, sharing results
around the world. The objective of our research is to provide better, safer, longer lasting, more
environmentally sound, and less costly transportation products.
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Another important function is more efficient operations though ITS technologies for advanced
traffic operations, communications, vehicle detection, and camera technologies to provide
real-time travel information. FHWA will expand its emphasis on operations to provide
solutions to many of the challenges of the 2 Ist century.
The Highway Trust Fund: The Federal Highway Trust Fund (HTF) is the

Funding

principal source of funds for Federal surface transportation programs.

Established by the Highway Revenue Act of 1956, and extended
periodically through subsequent legislation, the HTF receives revenues from excise taxes on
gasoline, diesel, and other motor fuels, as well as several excise taxes related to heavy tucks.
The HTF has two accounts: Highway and Mass Transit. The programs of FHWA are
supported by the Highway Account.
Program Activity: The Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century and prior highway
authorization acts provide for the apportionment and allocation of funding to the States in the
form of contract authority. This allows the FHWA to enter into project agreements with States
in advance of appropriations providing for cash reimbursements. The obligation of Federal
funds constitutes the Federal government's commitment to pay a State for the Federal share of
a project's cost, and occurs when a project is approved and a project agreement is executed.
Annual spending is regulated through obligation limitation, which, in simplest terms, says that
only a certain percent of each dollar may be spent, or "obligated." This limitation allows
Congress to respond to changing budgetary conditions while assuring continuity of the
program. Reimbursements, or cash outlays, occur upon request by a State after costs-bave
been incurred.
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FHWA Vision: Create the
best transportation system in
the world.
The FHWA, in partnership with the State, local and private transportation communities, is
preparing for the future. Our vision is to create the safest, most efficient and effective
highway intermodal transportation system in the world for the American people--a
transportation system where everyone has access within and beyond their community and to
the world; a transportation system where crashes, delays, and congestion are significantly
reduced; a transportation system where freight moves easily and at the lowest costs across
towns, States, and international borders; a system which does not degrade the human and
natural environment; a system that supports our country's national defense mobility; and a
system where essential transportation services are restored immediately after disasters and
emergencies.

FHWA Mission: We continually improve the
quality of our Nation's highway system and its
intermodal connections.
We carry out this mission by providing leadership, expertise, resources and information in
cooperation with our partners to enhance the country's economic vitality, quality of life, and
environment.
For more than 100 years FHWA has concentrated on building and repairing
the highway infrastructure. In the last decade of the 20th Century, FHWA's
role expanded dramatically and is now reflected in six strategic goals, Safety,
Mobility, Productivity, Human and Natural Environment, National Security, and
Organizational Excellence.

Goals

Safety: Continually improve highway safety.
Safety on our highways is our top priority. Tragically, more than 41,000 Americans die, and
3.2 million are injured in motor vehicle accidents on our highways each year. As more people
travel more miles on the highways and as the demographics of our driving population change,
significant improvements in highway safety are essential to continue our progress in reducing
highway fatalities and injuries. Safety is a key objective in all our programs and activities.

Mobility: Continually improve the public's access to activities, goods, and services
through preservation, improvement, and expansion of the highway transportation
system and enhancement of its operations, efficiency, and intermodal connections.
Mobility, as much as any other factor, defines us as a Nation. Almost 90 percent of all
personal transportation takes place on highways. It connects people with work, school,
community services, marketplaces, and each other. By connecting air, transit, rail, and port
facilities and terminals, highways are the backbone of the Nation's intermodal transportation
system.
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Through this goal, we provide national leadership for continually improving the quality of our
infrastructure and its operations. We research longer-life pavements, build more
environmentally-friendly facilities, and use better techniques for reconstructing highways that
minimize delays and maximize the capacity of our existing highways by improving operations
of existing facilities.
Productivity: Continuously improve the economic efficiency of the Nation's
transportation system to enhance America's position in the global economy.
Transportation accounts for nearly 1I percent of our Nation's gross domestic product. In our
increasingly intermodal transportation network, highways are crucial in almost all freight
movements, serving as connectors to water, rail, and air facilities. Approximately 70 percent
ofalt freight is transported over our highways.
Despite the fact that the United States has one of the best long-distance highway networks,
capacity problems, especially in large urban areas, are reaching critical proportions. At an
average hourly operating cost of $40 to $60 for long-haul vehicle operations, disruptions can
be costly to carriers and shippers- and ultimately, to the consumer.
Human and Natural Environment: Protect and enhance the natural environment
and communities affected by highway transportation.
Transportation has major effects on our quality of life-where we choose to live and how we
get tojobs, services, shopping, and recreation. FHWA enhances the coi'munity and social
benefits of transportation by supporting welfare-to-work, mobility for people with low
incomes, and accessibility for people with disabilities. FHWA also helps reduce the adverse
effects of transportation on the natural environment by protecting wetlands, air quality, water
quality, endangered species, and habitat.
National Security: Improve the Nation's national defense mobility,
The FHWA is committed to improving the Nation's national defense mobility by improving
the capacity and operation of the highway system. Highways are critical links for mobilizing
and deploying military forces from U.S. bases to railheads, seaports, and airports.
Sometimes, an emergency or destruction by natural disaster goes beyond local and State
capabilities. In these situations, the Federal Government is called upon to help. The Federal
Government provides State and local governments with personnel, technical expertise,
equipment, and other resources.
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Organizational Excellence: Advance FHWA's ability to manage for results and
innovation.
FHWA's Corporate Management Strategies (CMS) serve as internal guidance designed to
enable us to effectively achieve all our strategic goals. Our CMS are based on the private
sector's Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award Criteria. These criteria are the
international standards of excellence and provide a systematic means of measuring
performance. It is our CMS that guide us in the continual improvement of our organization.
Our goals are fully aligned with DOrs strategic goals, and our progress in achieving them
will contribute to the overall transportation goals of the Nation.
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Safety
Strategic Goal: Continually improve
highway safety.
To achieve our Safety S rategic Goal, FHWA will pursue the Strategic Objective
below and measure our success through the following Performance Goals and
Performance Measures.
Strategic Objective: Reduce the number of highway-related crashes and their
consequences (fatalities and injuries).
Performance Goal: Reduce the rate and number of highway-related fatalities and injuries. In
FY 2002, FHWA's goal is to reduce the rate of highway-related fatalities to 1.4 per 100 million
vehicle miles traveled and reduce the rate of injuries to 111 per 100 million vehicle miles
traveled.
Performance Measures:
1. The number of highway-related fatalities
2. The number of highway-related fataliies per 100 million vehicle miles traveled
3. The number of highway-related injuries
4. The number of highway-related injuries per 100 million vehicle miles traveled

Budget Subnssion
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Strategic Objective: Reduce the number
of highway-related crashes and their
consequences (fatalities and injuries).
Fatalities and
Injuries

Highway-related crashes, injuries, and fatalities take a heavy personal
toll on American families and cost the Nation's economy more than
$150 billion annually. Over 41,000 Americans died in 1999 and over
3.2 million were injured as a result of motor vehicle crashes.

Performance Goal: Reduce the rate and number of highway-related fatalities and injuries. In
FY 2002, FHWA's goal is to reduce the rate of highway-related fatalities to 1.4 per 100
million vehicle miles traveled and reduce the rate of injuries to I I I per 100 million vehicle
miles traveled. These fatality and injury rate reduction performance goals are shared with the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA).
In seeking to achieve the overall U.S. DOT goal r-garding numbers of fatalities and injuries
by the year 2008 [33,500 and 2,809,000, respectively], we are setting an FY 2002 benchmark
of reducing the number of highway fatalities to 38,907 and reducing the number of highway
injuries to 3.09 million.
Fatalities per 100million VlT

Performance Measures and
Benchmarks:
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older drivers and drivers aged 15 to
24-will grow at faster rates than
the overall population. In response
4
35
to these and other external factors,
C
FHWA works with other
organizations such as NHTSA and
2
the National Association of
Governors' Highway Safety
o,
Representatives (NAGHSR) to
0
assure that a comprehensive
approach to highway traffic safety
is taken at the National, State, and local levels.

I

Highway-Related Injuries (millions)
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2000 Results: Based on preliminary estimates (as of March 2002), DOT met neither the
highway fatality nor injury rate target. The estimated 41,800 fatalities in 2000 increased
slightly (0.5%) from the 1999 total of4l,6] t.
This creates a challenging situation for FHWA and other modal agencies within the U.S.
DOT, as we continue to focus on programs and policies that can further drive these
unacceptable numbers downward.
Congress passed legislation to transfer FHWA's motor-carrier safety functions to the Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) as of January 1, 2000. As a result, FHWA no
longer tracks indicators specific to large truck safety. We will continue to work closely with
the FMCSA. Our efforts to reduce the occurrence and mitigate the consequences of crashes
benefit all highway users.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: As stated in the "2000 Results" section, long-term
reductions in fatalities and injuries appear to be leveling off. This situation presents serious
challenges to achieving continuing progress in improving highway safety, and FHWA is
responding aggressively through advancing programs that address leading causes of fatalities
and injuries. For FY 2001, FHWA is directing resources to the focus areas of run-off-road
crashes, speed-related crashes, intersection crashes, and pedestrian / bicyclist crashes. Further,
in cooperation with the NHTSA, FHWA will also continue to support programs to increase
seat belt use and reduce alcohol-impaired driving. In delivering these programs, FHWA will
continue to work with the States to identify State-level opportunities to influence the National
trends.
Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve 2002 Goal: As pointed out above, FHWA and U.S.
DOT share a challenging task in advancing our highway safety objectives. While we should
recognize the reductions in rates of atalities and injuries to which U.S. DOT programs have
contributed, the safety community needs to intensify its focus on problem areas and efforts to
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pursue appropriate countermeasures. To further reduce crashes, injuries, and fatalities,
attention must be placed on target crash types that most affect fatalities and injuries.
To carry this approach forward, FHWA will focus on a set of infrastructure and operations
topics that most affect fatalities on America's roadways. This is part of a comprehensive
approach it which NHTSA focuses attention on issues such as driver training, prevention of
impaired driving, and increasing the use of seat belts, and FMCSA carries out programs
aimed at commercial motor carriers and drivers. In many of these areas, FHWA works in
close partnership with NHTSA, NAGHSR, the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), and the National Association of County Engineers
(NACE). For each of these topics, we seek to expand implementation of proven
countermeasures and to develop and improve products which use advanced technology. We
are actively investigating Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) technologies, including
Intelligent Vehicle Initiative (IVI) elements, and deploying these products where appropriate.
The focus areas that FHWA will concentrate on include:
Sinele-Vehicle Run-off-the-Road (ROR)Crashes - Typically caused by inattention,
drowsiness, or avoidance maneuvers, ROR crashes are a contributing cause for 38% of
fatalities. FHWA's two-pronged approach will concentrate efforts on both keeping vehicles
within the roadway travel lane and minimizing harmful effects when vehicles do leave the
roadway. Major initiatives relating to ROR crashes include improving pavement skid
resistance, increasing the visibility of signs and pavement markings, increasing the use of
rnble strips (where appropriate), upgrading roadside safety hardware (i.e., guardrail, crash
barriers), improving design practices, and mitigating effects of utility poles and other roadside
hazards.
Intersections - Extensive work will be devoted to development of a comprehensive program to
address crashes at or near intersections, which account for 23% of fatalities. Significant
efforts in areas such as red-light-nutning, road safety audits, and intersection design are
underway, and significant increases to address this overall issue are planned. In addition,
intersection safety benefits from several related initiatives, such as speed management and
pedestrian-oriented efforts, which are being undertaken jointly between FHWA and NHTSA.
ITS/IVI products and technologies that hold strong promise to address intersection crashes are
under development.
Sneed-Related Crashes - Speed contributes to 30% of fatalities, and FHWA and NHTSA
work together on a comprehensive Speed Management Team. FHWA's activities will be
focused in two main areas: 1)Promotion of variable speed limits, which use ITS tools for
gathering speed and volume, weather, and road surface information to determine appropriate
speeds at which drivers should be traveling given current conditions, and 2) Promotion of
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reasonable and safe posted (static) speed limits that are enforceable and accepted by the
driving public as being set on a rational basis. We also conduct outreach to both the technical
audience and the general public on speeding and its implications.
Pedestrian / Bicycle Safety - The U.S. DOT supports making the Nation's roads safer for all
road users, including bicyclists and pedestrians, who account for 13% of fatalities, FHWA
and NHTSA will work with our partners to increase safe walking and bicycling by focusing
on integrating pedestrian and bicyclist issues in the planning and design of facilities,
researching and developing comprehensive countermeasures and appropriate tools and
technologies, and implementing key recommendations from experts. FHWA will continue
efforts to provide engineering and ITS approaches to increase the safety of bicyclists and
pedestrians and accelerate the deployment of processes, tools and technologies to the State
and local communities through showcasing, operational tests and evaluations, and public
outreach campaigns.
In addition to the four priority topic areas above which address specific crash types, FHWA
will advance initiatives which improve overall safety design and management processes
through efforts including:
* Promoting Safety Management Processes - FHWA will facilitate the implementation of
comprehensive safety management processes with Federal, State and tocal governments, Federal
Land Management Agencies, Metropolitan Planning Organizations, and the commercial
transportation industry.
* Safety in the Planning Process - Incorporating safety within State and local planning and
programming processes was arequired element of TEA-21, and Fl-WA isactively developing
guidance on best practices and information on analysis tools that can beeasily used by she
planning community. These efforts will continue and advance in FY 2002.
* Safety Data and Analysis Systems - FHWA will work with our partners and stakeholders to
develop information and analysis systems to better identify the causes of crashes and aid in the
development of countenneasure designs that will reduce the number and severity of crashes To
aid in our internal development of "high-payoff' programs, we will investigate development of
performance measures for each of the crash-type focus areas, so that we can determine our
success in addressing these issues on a continuing basis.
* Advancement of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) and other Advanced Technologics The FHIWA's long-term strategy isto approach highway safety improvements in asystematic
manner that considers technology and human factors issues. Advances in ITS technologies, along
with continued safety improvements to the overall roadway environment, will bea key part of
safety initiatives,
* Focusing on Outreach and Partnershivs - FHWA continues to advance our outreach and
partnerships with others throughout the highway safety community to ensure that a
comprehensive approach is taken in our efforts to reduce fatalities and injuries.
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Other Federal programs with common outcomes: Within the U.S. DOT, FHWA works
closely with NHTSA and FMCSA toward the common objectives of reducing highway
crashes, fatalities, and injuries. To both support these objectives and carry out highway safety
efforts throughout the Federal government, FHWA also coordinates with a number ofnonU.S. DOT agencies. These agencies include the:
" National Academy of Sciences: The NAS, usually through the Transportation Research Board
(TRB), supports key program areas through the creation of exper panels and committees that
provide essential perspective and advice,
" National Transportation Safety Board: The NTSB helps identify infrastrcture enhancements to
improve highway safety, and provides recommendations on program improvements.
" Department of the Interior: As the highway system provider for the National Park Service and
Bureau of Indian Affairs, FHWA coordinates safety improvement for National Park and Native
American Government roadway systems,
Program Evaluation: In FY 2001, FHWA will evaluate selected highway safety
improvement programs using a combination of longitudinal and cross sectional
methodologies and benefit/cost analysis.
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Strategic Goal: Continually improve the public's access to activities,
goods, and services through preservation, improvement, and
expansion of the highway transportation system and the enhancement
of its operations, efficiency, and intermodal connections.
To achieve our Mobility Strategic Goal, FHWA will
pursue the Strategic Objectives
below and measure our success through the following Performance Goals and
Performance Measures.
Strategic Objective 1: Preserve and enhance the infrastructure of Federal-aid highways with
emphasis on the NHS.
Performance Goal: In FY 2002, improve the condition of the National Highway System, NHS, to
increase the percent of vehicle miles traveled on NHS pavements with acceptable ride quality
(International Roughness Index (IRI)
5 170 in/mi) to 92 percent
Performance Measure:
Percentage ofvehicle miles traveled on NHS pavements with
acceptable ride
quality (IRIs 170
in/mi)
Performance Goal: InFY 2002, improve the condition of NHS and non-NHS badges taking into
account deck area and ADT. (Improve NHS deficient bridges' deck area to 28.9 percent; and
improve non-NHS bridges' deficient deck to 31.2 percent.)
Performance Measures:
1. Percentage of NHS Bridges' deck area classified as deficient for all AOT (structurally
deficient or functionally obsolete)
2. Percentage of Non-NHS Bridges' deck area classified as defcent for all ADT (structurally
deficient or functionally obsolete)
Performance Goal: In F'Y
2002, increase overall user satisfaction with the Nation's highway
systems to 70 percent.
Performance Measure:
Percent overall user satisfaction wth the Nation's highway systems
Strategic Objective 2: Improve the operation of-the highway systems and intermodal linkages
to increase transportation access for all people and commodities.
Performance Goal: Increase user satisfaction with the Nation's intermodal linkages.
Performance Measure:
Percent riser
satisfaction with the Nation's intenodal linkages.
Performance Goal: In FY 2002, slow the projected growth of congested travel from 33.9% to
33.7%. slow the projected growth of travel time from 27.6% to 27.2% and slow the projected growth
of traveler delay from 34.5 hours to 34.0 hours(Note: This goal isalso contained within the
Productivity goal
area, page P-2.)
Performance Measures
The projected growth of congested travel.
The projected growth of travel time.
The projected growth of traveler delay.
Performance Goal: Increase system reliability
Performance Measure
FHWA is developing measures that address on-time arrival and include different travel time
factors needed to derive acceptable reliability thresholds based on real-time data collection.
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Mobility
Strategic Objective: Preserve and enhance
the infrastructure of Federal-aid highways
with emphasis on the NHS.
The National Highway System (NHS) consists of only 161,117 miles of
rural and urban roads-just 4 percent of total highway miles-but carries
I trillion or 43 percent of vehicle miles traveled (VMT). The system
serves major population centers, international border crossings,
intermodal transportation facilities and major travel destinations. The condition of this system
can affect wear'and-tear on vehicles, fuel consumption, travel time, congestion and comfort,
as well as public safety. Improving the pavement condition is also important to the long-term
structural integrity and cost effectiveness of the transportation system.

Pavement
Condition

Performance Goal: In 2000 the performance goal of 93 percent of the NHS pavements with
acceptable ride quality (IRI S 170 in/mi) was met. The performance goal for pavement
condition has been revised to more closely address mobility. NHS condition is now being
evaluated in light of the vehicle miles traveled on the pavement. In FY 2002, our goal is to
improve the condition of the NHS, to increase the percent of vehicle miles traveled on
pavements with acceptable ride quality (IRI 5 170 in/mi) to 92 percent.
Performance MeasurelTarget:
Percentage of vehicle miles
traveled on NHS pavements wit'
acceptable ride quality (IRI _ 170
in'mi), in 2002 - 92 % in 2008 95..
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External Factors: Growth in the
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.U.S. economy has translated into
over 2% annual growth in VMT
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While this level of growth did not
occur in 2000, it is too soon to tell if this is a change in the mrend.In addition, industry's
demand for heavier and longer trucks has increased pavement deterioration. A significant
proportion of the NHS is over 20 years old and nearly all of the system was designed to
sustain loadings that have been exceeded for some time.
2000 Results: 1999 data for NHS pavement condition showed 93.0 percent of the pavements
had acceptable ride quality. Since this met the goal set for FY 2008, a team was charged with
assessing the performance goal. The revised goal is designed to more accurately reflect
mobility by including the percent of vehicle miles traveled on NHS pavements with
acceptable ride quality (IRI _<170 in/mi).
The focus of this measure of pavement performance is smoothness. Adopting more effective
construction and maintenance methods and applying "best practices" in paensent
management can improve pavement smoothness. In 1999, FHWA began a Pavement
Smoothness Initiative to get the results of Research and Development and "best practices" in
pavement construction and management to State DOTs and others involved in the
construction and maintenance of highways. Pavement smoothness packages for both asphalt
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and Portland Cement Concrete pavements have been prepared. More than 3000 copies were
distributed nationwide. These packages include videotapes by volunteer celebrity
spokespersons Richard Petty, for asphalt pavements, and John Madden, for concrete
pavements. Over 40 workshops were held to promote smoother pavement construction. Model
specifications have been developed to assist State departments of transportation in improving
pavement construction practices.
FHWA is also promoting pavement preservation nationwide. This initiative will result in
improved pavement smoothness, extended pavement life, and reduced life cycle cost. Efforts
are also underway to promote pavement preservation practices to extend pavement life and
improve condition. Work is also underway with the States to improve pavement condition
measurement practices and equipment. This effort will increase the reliability of the data on
which decisions on for pavement preservation and rehabilitation are based.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: Due to the significant increase in investment in
pavement preservation and rehabilitation from the increased funding made available in TEA21, and efforts to improve pavement condition, the ride quality ofNHS pavements has
improved faster than anticipated allowing us to reach 93% of the NHS with acceptable ride
quality in 1999.
A revised goal has been established. To better recognize customer focus, the revisions address
users in addition to pavement condition by incorporating vehicle miles traveled on NS
pavements into the goal. In addition to reducing the mileage of the NHS with unacceptable
ride quality, the revised plan also increases good ride quality pavements (IRI < 95 in/mi).
Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve 2002 Goal: FHWA partners with State and other
authorities to promote infrastructure development and improvement through direct funding,
grants, and technical assistance and advances in construction, rehabilitation, maintenance,
preservation, materials and management technology. FHWA technology deployment
initiatives, in partnership with the States and industry, ensure advancements in pavement
practices and high performance materials are adopted to improve the performance of NHS
pavements. Initiatives to promote construction of smoother, longer lasting pavements and
preservation that extends pavement performance will be continued. Innovations will be
developed and delivered as they become available.
*

The FHWA Federal-aid Program provides funds for projects that improve NHS pavement
condition through rehabilitation and pavement preservation. Most of the funding for these
projects comes from the NHS and Interstate Maintenance (IM) programs. Over $5.5
billion in N-HS funds and over 14.6 billion in IM funds will be obligated in FY 2001.

"

The FHWA asphalt pavement technology program is optimizing materials selection to
maximize the cost-benefits ratio associated with pavement design and construction. This
program is funded at $4.5 million in 2001. Benefits include reduced maintenance, better
ride quality, increased pavement life and reduced life cycle cost.
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*

Results from evaluation of the effectiveness of using the Superpave system will be shared
with States and industry to promote the continued use and development of the system.

*

In cooperation with Division Offices an evaluation of the resources needed to achieve
these revised goals will be undertaken. In addition an implementation strategy will be
developed to assist Divisions in evaluation of NHS pavement condition in their State and
in working with the DOT to frame a local strategy for improving pavement condition-by
addressing unacceptable ride quality sections as well as increasing percentages of good
ride quality (IRI = < 9.5 in/mi) pavements.

*

FHWA will conduct pavement research and development, other than SUPERPAVE, (St6
million) and continue the Long Term Pavement Performance Program (LTPP) ($10
million). Planned activities include: (1) improved concrete pavement for highways, (2)
use of LTPP performance data to develop new pavement design and evaluation tools (3)
improved technology for specifying, measuring and constructing enhanced pavement ride
quality and smoothness, and (4) investigating new techniques to analyze, image and
simulate asphalt pavements to identify quality and predict performance.

"

FHWA, in cooperation with the States and the Industry, will continue to promote and
publicize the results of the Pavement Smoothness Initiatives. Presentations will be made
at regional and national meetings, Videotape presentations have been produced. A
promotional display has been prepared promoting the benefits of smoother pavements
and best practices for building and preserving them. The display will be used to aid in
promoting these practices at technology fairs, State paving conferences, and trade shows.

"

Efforts will be pursued with profile measuring equipment manufacturers to offer
equipment fos measuring pavement smoothness using the recommended protocols at
reduced prices to encourage equipment upgrades and adoption of recommended
protocols.

*

In 2002 FHWA through its Division Offices will work with State DOT's to improve the
quality of the pavement condition data collected.

*

In conjunction with the States and industry FHWA will work to implement a program of
extending pavement life. This activity will advance to practice the concept of the 50-year
pavement system.

Other Federal Programs with Common Outcomes: None.
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Strategic Objective: Preserve and enhance
the infrastructure of Federal-aid highways
with emphasis on the NHS.
Bridge
Condition

Deficient bridges impair the public's access to activities, goods and

services. The National Highway System (NHS) includes approximately
1 14,000 bridges serving major population centers, international border
crossings, intermodal transportation facilities and major travel
destinations. Approximately 30.8 percent of the deck area on these bridges (for all average
daily traffic (ADT)) is either structurally deficient or functionally obsolete (in terms of
dimensions, load, or other characteristics). Of the approximately 472,000 non-NHS bridges
identified in the National Bridge Inventory (NBI), 32.6 percent of the deck area (for all ADT)
is considered to be deficient
Performance Goal and Result- In FY 2002, improve the condition of NHS and non-NHS
bridges taking into account deck area and ADT. (Improve NHS deficient bridges' deck area to
28.9 percent; and improve non-NHS bridges' deficient deck to 312 percent.)
Please see specific ta-gs for
FY 2002by specific ADT
breakdowns
under thesection
'5S-aegies andInitiatives to
achieve 2002 Goal '

Performance Measurf arget:
Percentage of NHS Bridges' deck
area classified as deficient for all
ADT (structurally deficient or
functionally obsolete)

P-1set Deck A-

40

Percentage ofnon-NHS Bridges'
deck area classified as deficient

- N ,SSDe1de

---

Brdges-ANAIDT

)

0

iMI

for all ADT (structurally deficient
or functionally obsolete)
External Factors: Growth in the
U.S. economy has translated into
over 2% annual growth in vehicle
miles traveled, increasing the
stress on bridges. While this level
of growth did not occur in 2000,

it is too soon to tell if this is a
change in the trend. In addition,
increases in truck Iraffic and the
aging of our infrastructure
contribute to the deficiencies in
our Nation's bridges.

Pwcwt DeckAn. m No¢4FS Delt

Brdigm- AJIAOT*

25

25_

2000 Results: According to our 2000 NBI data, the percentage of deficient NHS bridges was

21.5%, exceeding the FY 2000 target of 22.5%. This 1.5% decrease between 1999 and 2000
is primarily due to improved data collection for the NHS. Prior to 1995, NIS data was

collected based upon FHWA's best estimate, by function classification, of the number of
bridges located on the NIS. In 1995 a data item was added to the NBI, which tracked the
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NHS bridges. The new data item wa fully populated by the States inthe year 2000 NBI
submittal. This resulted in a more accurate tracking of the NHS bridges. As a result of the
improved accuracy of our data, the actual number of NHS bridges decreased significantly.
Because it was apparent we would be accomplishing our original target early, FHWA began
to determine a revised goal that more directly relates to mobility.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: Based on program performance in FY 2000, the
targets established for FY 2001 of improving the condition of the nation's bridges will need to
be adjusted to reflect the improved data in the NBI.Inaddition the FHWA is reviewing this
particular performance goal and measure to assure that we are on track and measuring the
right indicator in regards to the nation's mobility.
Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve 2002 Goal: A primary strategy for FY 2002 will be to
obtain buy-in from all the Division Offices and Resource Centers, customers, stakeholders
and partners for this new performance goal and measure. This will bedone through
information provided from the Office of Bridge Technology to our Divisions/Resource
Centers; briefings to AASHTO and our partners and simple explanations of the validity of the
new measure relative to the way projects are planned. FHWA's division offices will need to
become more familiar with their NBI data in regards to its implications for mobility. The
Office of Bridge Technology and the Turner Fairbank Highway Research Center will be
providing detailed analyses of the NBI data for each State. Strategies and initiatives will be
devised to work with the States on improving the condition of bridges that most heavily
impact the mobility of the American public. The following national targets have been set to
improve the condition of NHS and non-NHS bridges taking into account ADT:
(I) On NHS routes with an ADT more than 50,000, improve deficient bridges' deck area
from 44.5% in 1998 to 27.4% by 2008. The target for 2002 is38.4%.
(2) On NHS routes with an ADT of zero to 50,000, improve deficient bridges' deck area
from 29.1% in 1998 to 20.8% by 2008. The target for 2002 is25.3%.
(3) On non-NHS routes with an ADT more than 10,000, improve deficient bridges' deck
area from 47% in 1998 to 32.1 by 2008. The target for 2002 is 41 .3.%
(4) On non-NIS routes with an ADT of zero to 10,000, improve deficient bridges' deck
area from 29.9% in 1998 to 25.5% by 2008. The target for 2002 is 28.2%.
FHWA will continue to provide technical assistance and funding to States for bridge
replacement and rehabilitation. In addition, all reg'ilafions and policies pertaining to the
bridge programs will be reviewed and recommenc'atioeis provided, where feasible, toincrease
flexibility in the use of bridge funds for system preservation and bridge management system
initiatives. FHWA will work with States and other partners in both the public and private
sector to improve management of bridge assets. FHWA will focus research on improving the
technology of bridge construction, repair and maintenance. FHWA technology deployment
initiatives
will support the adoption of advancements in high performance materials and
seismic retrofit techniques that improve the performance of bridges.
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The FHWA Federal-aid Highway programs provide funds for projects that improve the
condition of NHS and non-NHS bridges. Through the Highway Bridge Replacement and
Rehabilitation Program, $3.5 billion will be provided in FY 2002.
The Surface Transportation Research program provides durable structural materials,
nondestructive evaluation technologies for condition assessment insupport of bridge
management and technical assistance, all of which lead to extended bridge service life. A
total of $9.4 million is requested for these activities in FY 2002.
Innovative bridge research supports the deployment of innovative materials which are
more durable and resistant to traffic loads and corrosive attack, resulting in less
maintenance and traffic restriction. The FY 2002 innovative bridge construction program,
funded at $21 million, demonstrates the application of innovative materials on selected
bridges.
Other Federal Programs with Common Outcomes: None.
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Strategic Objective: Preserve and enhance
the infrastructure of Federal-aid highways
with emphasis on the NHS.

User
Satisfaction

FHWA iscommitted to excellence in service to its customers and
partners. It isimportant to understand highway users' perceptions of
how well highways, as part of the Nation's intermodal transportation
system, meet their needs.

Performance Goal: In FY 2002, increase overall user satisfaction with the Nation's highway
systems to 70%.
Overall UserSatisfction

Perfonrnance MeasurelTarget
Percent user satisfaction with the
Nation's highway systems.

5

2000 Resuts: The level for

W. -

overall Highway User Satisfaction
increased from 50/o to 66%,

0

-

___

according to the Bureau of
Transportation Statistics Omnibus
Survey. The top 3 stated priorities

T0,,,

-

0e22n0 T

-

for improvement based on the 1995 and 2000 survey are shown in the chart below:

*

Safety

58%

72%

*
*

Pavement Condition
Traffic Flow

48 %
47%

58%
44%

FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: No changes are proposed at this time, with the
exception of possibly using two identical questions on Overall Satisfaction in 2002 Survey
(one question to be asked at the beginning of each interview and the follow-up question to be
asked at the end of the interview).
Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve 2002 Goal:
* 2002 Satisfaction Survey
* Satisfaction Improvement Initiatives. These initiatives could include workshops,
best-practices guides, community-of-practice websites, training courses, AASHTO
and Industry involvement, National Partnership for Highway Quality involvement,
etc. Focvs areas include:
o Congestion (Traffic Flow)
o Work Zone Operations.
o Pavement Conditions
o Community Oriented Improvements
o Maintenance Response Time
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Strategic Objective: Improve the operation of the
highway systems and intermodal linkages to increase
transportation access for all people and commodities.
Congestion is a problem. Over the last two decades, the amount of
travel has grown at almost the same rate as our economy - 140% in
the 80's and 147% in the 90's. Growth in roadway capacity however
has almost flat-lined at a meager 0.3% a year in the last decade. The
costs of congestion are adding up. In 1997, the individual cost of congestion in metropolitan
areas exceeded $900 per driver, resulting in over $72 billion in lost wages and wasted fuel. In
the near-term, the FHWA will focus on improved, active and real-time operations of the
existing transportation system (including accommodations for non-motorized users), which
can result in short-term reduction in travel time and delay of between 10-30% depending on a
variety of local conditions.

Congestion
and Delay

Performance Goal: In FY 2002, slow the projected growth of congested travel from 33.9% to
33.7%, slow the projected growth of travel time from 27.6% to 27.2% and slow the projected
growth of traveler delay from 34.5 hours to 34.0 hours.
Performance Measurefrarget:
The projected growth of
congested travel.

P-R..arSofT-

o.congnted Co
n~

as

-4
Understanding the Table:
The percentage of congested
33
"
;;
travel measures undesirable
traffic congestion. For instance,
3,
the 1996 figure tells us 32% of
20
daily travel occurred under
19
1997
1999
19
3
SC1l
2023
congested conditions. Our goal is
-r,
-Tto slow the growth of congested
!ravel by 0.2% each year. Based on historical trends coupled with a preliminary analysis of
2000 data, we project the rate of increase will be 0.5% per year for 2000-2002. The 2002
target is based upon meeting the 2001 target.

Performance MeasurerTarget
The projected growth of travel
time.

T-0.Th'w
PrcMflg of Ad66onMd

26%
27%

Understanding the Table:
24%The Travel Time Measure
3%
addresses the following question
20%
- "How much longer does it take
me to travel during congested
im6
I"? Im
199
2Oo
200i
2=n
20M
conditions?" The measure
focuses on the additional travel
time necessary for an individual to make a trip during the peak period(s) because of
congestion. For instance, the 1996 figure of 23% indicates the average peak period trip took
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23% longer than thesame trip in uncongested conditions. Put simply, a 30-minute trip
traveling at the posted speed limit(s) in uncongested conditions becomes 36.9 minutes due to
congestion. Our goal is to slow the growth of travel time by 0.4% each year. Based on
historical trends coupled with a preliminary analysis of 2000 data, we project the rate of
increase will be 1% per year for 2000-2002. The 2002 target is based upon meeting the 2001
target.
Performance MeasurerTarget
The projected growth of traveler
delay

-

-

,,A,H-.r

ay

3s

Understanding the Table:
332
The graph identifies the average
3s
number of hours drivers are
2
The
year.
stuck in traffic per
28
2e2=)
1
99
200
2W1
.
% 199
hours of delay reflect
congestion, work zones,
P-m¢dO:
T---- -Tr",a
incidents and accidents. From
1996, delay increased approximately -hour per year. Our goal is to slow the growth of delay
time by 30-minutes each year. Based on historical trends coupled with a preliminary analysis
of 2000 data, we project the rate of increase will be I hour per year for 2000-2002. The 2002
target is based upon meeting the 2001 target.
2000 Results: In theFY 2000 Performance Plan, we used hours of delay per 1,000 vehicle
miles traveled (VMT) to measure this goal. This metric attempted to provide a system-wide
measure of congestion. However, it represented only one dimension of congestion - delay and did not effectively reflect the actual performance of the highway system in places where
congestion regularly happens, i.e., the measure showed delay decreasing when in fact
congestion was worsening. Moreover, themeasure was difficult to interpret by the general
public. Based on discussions with our partners and customers, we replaced this indicator with
three
new measures: Congested Travel, Travel Time, and Traveler Delay, Together, these new
indicators will reflect changing travel conditions more comprehensively by focusing on three
different aspects of inefficient road performance in a broad collection ofriban areas across
the nation where congestion regularly occurs. The data supporting the three new measures
stem from the Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS). The availability of the data
is approximately 9 months from the base year, e.g., 2001 actual numbers will not be available
from HPMS until Sep/Oct 2002.
In addition to the above efforts, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) conducted
surveys asking the American public about travel and transportation on the nation's roads. The
findings offered many valuable insights across abroad range of topics, e.g., congestion. The
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/reports/movingahead.htm.
results of the survey are located at:
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External Factors: A variety of State, local county and special district stakeholders control the
decisions to deploy ITS-a key strategy for supporting the mobility goal. On January 8, 2001,
a Federal Highway Administration regulation and aFederal Transit Administration were
published in the Federal Register. Implementing the regulation and policy will help foster
integration of these independent deployments by requiring development of regional ITS
architectures. This will help minimize stovepipe deployments that would otherwise
compromise the potential benefits of integrated deployments.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: Despite the long-term trend of increasing vehicle
miles traveled (the 2000 slowdown notwithstanding), we project the intervention of numerous
operational programs and strategies will help slow the growth of travel time and delay for our
customers. We will monitor our progress through the use of the Highway Performance
Monitoring System and Texas Transportation Institute's reporting mechanisms on mobility.
Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve 2002 Goal: Our Strategies and Initiatives work
together to support all of the goals and measures under the Strategic Objective "Improve the
operation and efficiency ofexisting surface transportation system." For a description, see
"Strategies and Initiatives" under the "User Satisfaction" measure.
Other Federal Programs with Common Outcomes: None.
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Strategic Objective: Improve the operation of the
highway systems and intermodal linkages to increase
transportation access for all people and commodities.
System

Although congestion may never be eliminated by operations in the long

Reliability

term, real-time, 24fl management of the system, with complete
information about system conditions given to citizens, can substantially
improve reliability and users' ability to plan for "just-in-time"

delivery/arrival of people and goods. This is critical when we consider the United States' role
in the global economy. Therefore, we will ;ontinue to monitor the performance measures

listed below while we concurrently develop the
ability to collect data for and measure system
reliability. A reliability measure depends on continuous (minute by minute) measurement of
system speeds which is only possible with automated instrumentation. As the ITS network is
put in place, reliability will become a key barometer of this strategic goal.
Performance Goal: Increase system reliability
The FHWA is working with the Texas Transportation Institute in developing reliability
measures. In 2001, ten cities were identified with sufficient instrumentation to permit the
development of candidate reliability measure(s). We are assessing the following measures:
Percent Variation and Buffer Index: These measures address on-time arrival and include
different travel time factors to derive acceptable reliability thresholds. As an example - "To
be on-time 95% of the time, I need to allow enough time so that I am not late to work more
than one day a month. I may be 5-10 minutes early on some days, but the number of days I'm
late is limited to I or less."
Exception Index: This index seeks tomeasure the length of delay of only the worst trips.
Translation -"On really bad days, my travel time will be X minutes longer than usual."

We are examining the early results from the initial data gathering effort from the 10 cities.
The level of data quality and completeness varies by city. In June 200], we will include the
new reliability performance measures and data findings within FHWA's Revised 2002
Performance Plan.

In 2002, we will add 15-20 additional cities. Consequently, 25-30 of our largest cities will be
collecting ITS-based, real-time data. By the end of 2002, FHWA will possess 2 full years of
data from the initial 10 cities and I year ofdata from the additional 15-20. During this period,
we will have had the opportunity to fully analyze all the data and begin developing specific
goals and targets to track within subsequent performance plans.
Performance MeasurelTarget: S3

~1Ci

-Steps

to Identifying New Reliability Measures

Strategies and Iniatives to Achieve

Identify candidate measures: March 01
* Vet measures with intemal/extemal stakeholders:
April-May 01

2002 Goal: Our Strategies and

- Included new reliability measures and data

Reliability

*

Initiatives work together to support all of
the goals and measures under the

results in FHWA 2002 Revised Performance
Plan: September 01
- Add 15-20 new cities: 2002

* Develop specific goals and targets: End 2002
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Strategic Objective "Improve the operation and efficiency of existing surface transportation
system." For a description, see "Strategies and Initiatives" under the "User Satisfaction"
measure.
Other Federal Programs with Common Outcomes: None.
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Strategic Objective: Improve the operation of the
highway systems and intermodal linkages to increase
transportation access for all people and commodities.
The greatest benefit of improved operations is to the user, in the form
of reliable, complete, and timely information. Users want to know their
options and feel in control of their mobility, instead of at the mercy of
the system. In 2002, we witl further analyze the results from FHWA's
2001 traveler surveys to develop a composite measure and develop strategies that are
consistent and responsive to those we serve. In addition, we will execute a new survey in
2002 and analyze and present the results in 2003.

User
Satisfaction

Performance Goal: Increase user satisfaction with the operation of the existing system.
Performance
Measuna/Target:
User satisfaction
with the operation
of the existing system.

User Satisfaction with the Operation of the System
U Analyze results of latest survey(s): March 01
* Develop candidate composite measures focusing on

External Factors: None.

*

operation of the system: May/June 01
Vet Measures: June 01
Distribute New Survey: July 02
• Final Report: Feb/Mar 03

2000 Results: The Federal
Highway Administration
conducted a comprehensive Traveler Perception survey in 2000 and collected the following
baseline data in 2001. The following information lists some of the key measures regarding
highway congestion:

*
*

*

*

65% of those surveyed are satisfied with the major highways they travel most often (up
15 percentage points since 1995), while dissatisfaction has increased by 6 percentage
points.
Heavy traffic is perceived by the public to be, by far, the most important reason for travel
delays (53%). This is twice the number for roadwork and five times the number for either
accidents or traffic signals.
Two in three respondents indicated highway congestion conditions affected their
decisions on when to travel and which roads to use. About 20% of respondents indicated
that traffic affected their decisions about where to work and which hours to work, and 30
percent said it affected their decision about where they live now.
The public's preferred transportation improvements encourage smarter road management
and operation. For example, adopt a strategy of "get in, get out, stay out" for both
roadwork and clearing accidents. Plan and execute effectively so the work is done
correctly and expeditiously the first time, resulting in less traffic disruption. Also focus
on quality improvements and high performing materials to minimize the need for
recurring roadwork.

I
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Strategies And Initiatives To Achieve 2002 Goals: We will pursue the following 4 major
strategies and initiatives to achieve our Operations-related performance goals:
1.Deploy ITS Infrastructure. The following efforts will be employed to support the
integration of intelligent transportation systems into the Nation's surface transportation
system: 1) execute a program of research and technology transfer activities, 2) provide both
policy guidance and technical support, and 3) use an incentives program that supports the
integrated deployment of an ITS infrastructure in metropolitan areas. Specifically, DOT will
focus in the following areas to support the acceleration of ITS deployment.
" Advance the Development of Regional Architectures. We will support the development
of regional architectures through the development of training modules, delivery of
training on a nationwide basis, and implementation of service plans focused on small and
medium sized metropolitan areas. Our goal is to complete 50 architectures in 2002 and
have an additional 50 underway.
" Increase Use of Standards. The U.S. DOT ITS Standards Program is working toward the
widespread use of standards to encourage theinteroperability of ITS systems. Through
cooperative agreements with five standards development organizations (SDOs), the
Standards Program is accelerating development of about 80 non-proprietary, industrybased, consensus ITS standards, and is encouraging public-sector participation in the
development process. We anticipate completing all 80 of the original standards in 2002.
We will continue advancing these standards by completing the testing of L0.In addition,
we will complete the development of the 5.9standard.
* Advance Deployment of the 511 Traveler Information Number. The DOT will advance
the deployment of 511 Traveler Information number by establishing a showcase
deployment of 511, issuing twenty-five 511 planning and conversion grants and
developing guidelines for use of public information in private travel information services.
We expect to see fifteen 511 services operational in 2002.
* Complete the National Highway System Information Requirements. We will complete
the development and vetting of a standard set of minimum information requirements for
the National Highway System
2. "Raise the Bar" of current operations practice. Raising the state of current operations
practice closer to the state ofthe art will substantially improve taffic flow and reduce crash
rates, delay and user frustration. An overarching approach to doing this will be to engage
State and local governments in operations self assessments that will raise an awareness that

more could be done and help agencies target particular points where their state of practice
could improve. In 2002, we have set an internal goal of completing one assessment in each
State. Additionally, we will engage in standard technology transfer techniques of state of the

art guidance, training, and other technical assistance. This year's initiatives will include:
updating incident management guidance, continuing training on the Millennium Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), launching major national outreach on improved
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work zone operations, and conducting an operational test of emergency preparation and
evacuation operations - to name a few.
3. Build institutional, policy
and tool underpinning/capacity for operations mission at
the State and local level. The benefits of many operating techniques have been known and
demonstrated for many years if not decades. Their implementation (including theenabling
ITS infiatrcture) has been slow, it is hypothesized, because the underlying institutional
structure
tends not to support operations as a "core mission." Organizational structures,
processes, tools and measures tend to be focused on projects and capital investment. Under
this strategy, we will advance the "institutionalization" of the planning and coalitions
ncessary to execute the integrated operation of the surface transportation system, the
development of planning and decision support tools, and development of operations
performance measures. Some major initiatives this year include: developing guidance and
training for operations planning, carrying out up to 5 institution building regional workshops,
conducting research InRegional Operating Organizations, completing the performance
measurement Tool Box for Operations, developing and deploying the TRANSIMS traffic
forecasting and analysis tool, and developing guidelines for data collection to support one or
l
more re iability performance measures.
4. Reearch. develop, Seatand evaluate new operations techniques. technology
foali¢.ations and tools. We will advance the state of the art with strategic research and
development, tests and demonstrations of new applications and techniques and technology,
aid evaluation. A sample of initiatives this year include: performing operational tests of:
Integrated Public Safety Vehicle Dispatching and Public Safety Mobile Data Interchange, and
evaluating the value of integrating road weather information into a Transportation Operations
or Emergency Operations Center.
Other Federal Programs With Common Outcomes: None
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Strategic Goal: Continually improve the economic
efficiency of the Nation's transportation system to
enhance America's position in the global economy.
To achieve our Productivity Strategic Goal, FHVWA will pursue the Strategic
Objectives below and measure our success through the following Performance Goals
and Performance Measures.
Strategic Objective 1: Improve the economic efficiency of goods movement on the

surface transportation system.
Performance Goal; In FY 2002, slow the projected growth of congested travel from 33.9% to
33.7%, slow the projected growth of travel time from 27.6% to 27.2%, and slow the projected
growth of traveler delay from 34.5 hours to 34.0 hous. (Note: This goal is also contained within
the Mobility goal area, page M-8.)
Performance Measures
1. The projected growth of congested travel.
2. The projected growth of travel time.
3. The projected growth of traveler delay.
Performance Goal: Reduce the cost of highway freight per mile.
Performance Measure
Freight cost per mile.
Performance Goal: Reduce the hours of delay per 1000 commercial vehicles processed at
NHS border crossings.
Performance Measures
Hours of delay per commercial veh~cJe trip.
Performance Goat: Reduce travel time on key freight ccridors
Performance Measures
To be developed
Strategic Objective 2: Improve the return on investment of the highway system.
PerformancdtGoal: Improve the efficiency of highway infrastructure investments, by
developing and promoting the use of engineering/economic analysis tools for decision making.
Performance Measures
1. Number of States using systematic engineering-economic analys s tools, via best
practice application, to inform their program development process.
2. Number of States using systematic engineering-economic analysis tools, via best
practice application, to inform their project design or selection process.
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Strategic Objective: Improve the economic
efficiency of goods movement on the surface
transportation system.
The time that it takes goods to move in this country defines the
limitations of the breadth and depth of this nation's economy. As sites
ofmanufacturing become globally mobile, as national economies merge
into a world market and as the science of logistics moves from push to
pull supply chain management, we will examine the adequacy of the physical system as well
as its current operations to meet these changing demands. We will search for infrastructure,
technology, and operations improvements that both meet the new demands of logistics and
maintain the nation's leadership in the global economy.

Congestion
and Delay

These perfomance parameters have tremendous cost impacts on an industry that has moved
almost entirely to just-in-time delivery windows - sometimes as small as 15 minutes.
Performance Goal: In FY 2002, slow the projected growth of congested travel from 33.9% to
33.7%, slow the projected growth of travel time from 27.6% to 27.2%, and slow the projected
growth of traveler delay from 34.5 hours to 34.0 hours.
Performance Measure/Target Trend charts for this performance measure are on page M-8.
While the Performance Goal of reducing congestion and delay is carried in both the Mobility
and Productivity chapters, the strategies and initiatives to achieve the goal use different
programs and offices and serve different constituencies. Please see page P-6 for a discussion
of Productivity strategies.
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Freight
Costs

Although freight costs are affected by numerous variables, we nevertheless
believe that they provides an overall barometer of the effect of key regulations
and legislation. In 2001, we have created a collection and reporting program

which assesses data from a reliable sample of motor carriers to determine
significant changes in costs per mile of operation. During 1980 to 1997, cost per mile
decreased 27% industry-wide. The reduction was attributable to Federal and State
deregulation of trucking, uniformity programs for vehicle registration and tax reporting, the
pricing flexibility introduced by deregulation, and improvements in vehicle technologies and
fuel economy. (Note: Not an exhaustive list.) Conversely, the rise in cost-per-mile after 1997
reflects increases in driver wages (responding in part to national driver shortage), vehicle
maintenance, and fuel costs.
Using baseline data, we will track annualized cost-per-mile averages, include performance
goal targets and identify public and private influences on those changes in the FHWA 2002
Performance Plan Revision in September 2001.
Performance Goal: Reduce the cost of
highway freight per ton-mile.
Performance Measure/Target: The Cost
of Highway Freight per Ton-Mile
Note: Operations' Productivity
performance goals work together to
address productivity challenges. As such,
the External Factors,2000 Re-sults, FY
2001 Performance Plan Evaluation, and
Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve 2002
Goal sections support all of the
performance goals and are listed after the
"Freight Corridors" performance goal,
page P-5.
Other Federal Programs with Common
Outcomes: None.

Steps to Identify Highway Freight Per Ton-mile
Measure
With Bureau of Transportation Statistics, institute
"Dow Jones" sample of approximately 100
consistently reporting carriers, using FY 1995 as
base-year (Spring 2001)
Produce an initial, 5-year analysis ('95-'99) of
industry C/M. (Summer 2001)
* Introduce trend data and performance targets
into the Performance Plan and vet with FI-IWA
Management Council. (Jul 01)
* With BTS and contractor, explore improved
reporting methodology (e.g, expanding data
field to better capture over-the-road expenses.
survey carriers directly about changes observed,
get more details on Owner-Operator
expenditures (Fall 2001) )
Consider further options for C/M data analysis
(Fall 2002)
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Our highway gateways to Canada and Mexico can represent many costly
hours of delay in the flow of trade as well as several-mile continuous
traffic back-ups that are a significant irritant to border crossing

communities. In 2000, we gathered baseline data at 3 border crossings
(Laredo, TX; Otay Mesa, CA, and Calais, ME). This has permitted testing of initial
monitoring design and benchmarking of data. Currently, we are assessing a measure called
"hours of delay per commercial vehicle trip."
In2001, we will expand collection to nine
crossings, with repeat visits to the initial sites. In 2002, and each subsequent year, we plan to
both broaden the site visits and, as feasible, introduce automated collection procedures.
Ultimately, we hope to collect data from the approximately 15 crossings that handle the gross
majority of cross-border freight shipments. These annual collections will help is identify
where resources are needed tofacilitate the efficient and effective movement of freight across
our national boundaries.
Performance Goal: Reduce the hours of delay per 1000 commercial vehicles processed at
NHS border crossings.
Performance Measure/Target: Hours of
delay per 1000 commercial vehicles
processed at NHS border crossings.
Note: Operations' Productivity
performance goals work together to address
productivity challenges. As such, the
External Factors, 2000 Results, FY 2001
Performance Plan Evaluation, and
Strategies and Initiatives toAchieve 2002
Goal sections support all of the
performance goals and are listed after the
"Freight Corridors" performance goal, page P-:

Steps to Identify Hours of Delay per 1000
Commercial Vehicles Processed at Borders
* Assessing hours of delay per commercial
vehicle trip: April 01
* Expand collection to 9 crossings: Sept 01
* Establish base-year for multyear analysis
effort Dec 01
* Present trend data based on 9 sites, develop
targets for subsequent FHWA Performance
Plans, and vet new targets with the FHl-WA
Management Council Dec 01
* Introduce automated data collection
procedures: 2002
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The FHWA's Freight Analysis Framework expects that by the year 2020,
freight volumes will double compared to current levels. While the
majority of the U.S. freight shipments are primarily domestic,
international traffic is expected to cot,tinue growing at a much faster rate
than domestic traffic. We are pursuing an evaluation of"travel time in freight significant
corridors." Such ameasure would permit an evaluation of resource needs and investments in
important freight corndors.

Freight
Corridors

Performance Goal: Reduce travel time on key freight corridors
Performance Measure and Results:
Travel time on key freight corridors
External Factors: None.
2000 Results: Looking into the economic

Steps to Identify Travel Time Measures
on Key Freight Corridors
* Evaluate potential travel time
measures: April 01
• Select potential measures: Oct 01
2 Pilot initial corridor review: Oct 01
, Initiate final reviews: Apr 02
* FHWA Management Counl
Review/Approval: 3rd Qtr 02

assessment of freight transportation costs
(Performance Goal 2), we determined that
"cost-per-mile" data collection and
reporting can be quite revealing of larger
trends in the motor carrier industry. As described earlier, we are analyzing the data and will
derive cost per mile national averages, develop yearly targets, and identify causal factors in
subsequent versions ofthe FHWA Performance Plan.
In the case of our international border crossing reviews (Performance Goal 3), the information
received confirms that on-site reviews can provide substantive information about the
variations in travel time at the individual border sites. The process also can tell us something,
but not everything, about why these variations occur, with some indication of possible
corrective actions (e.g., additional inspection booths) that might enhance travel times. We
have learned that we need to do more to assure that all jurisdictions and agencies involved, orr
both sides of the border, are clearly aware of what is being undertaken during these reviews,
and know the details of the collection process. In addition, we found out that on-site observers
need to have a general sense of peak traffic periods and conditions before commencing the
actual review effort, in order to optimize collection procedures.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: We will monitor and track the status of all the major
initiatives that are required to develop comprehensive performance measures. In addition, we
will be initiating a customer satisfaction survey that will focus on a number of freight related
issues, e.g., intermodal connectors. We are initiating numerous other outreach efforts to solicit
stakeholder feedback on productivity-related performance goals and strategies.
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Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve 2002 Goal: To carry out the strategic objective of
improving the productivity of freight movement on the surface transportation system, we will
pursue the following strategies:
Strategy 1: Develop the analytical framework and conduct analyses necessary for identifying
high payoff infrastructure investments, or legislative and policy strateies.
Because much ofthe freight industry is private and fragmented among numerous shippers,
carriers, forwarders, brokers, etc., it has been difficult to get a holistic picture of trade flows
and projected trade flows against total system capacity. Overtime, we will attempt to develop
that capability as well as an analytic framework to evaluate the infrastructure implication of
alternative future trade scenarios, policy alternatives, and major investments. Initiatives in
2002 include:
" Completing the Freight Analytical Framework highway capacity methodology for
national analytical capability.
* Conducting a series of multi-state, corridor, gateway, and connector capacity investment
analysis.
* Completing the report on national/regional benefits of freight investments.
* Conducting outreach to develop policy recommendations regarding freight-related
infrastructure and information system requirements.
* In cooperation with FHWA field offices, beginning outreach and training to State and
local governments on the use of the Freight Analysis Framework database and analytical
framework for freight analysis.
Strategy 2: Develop institutional and policy underpinning for public/private, multi-state
and/or multi-institution freight planning and investment, and legislative/programnatic
initiatives to enhance North American freight productivity.
The investment horizons and the geography of benefits of freight and intermodal connection
investment have been ill-fitted to existing planning and investing institutions. We will nurture
those coalitions that are emerging, evaluate their institutional underpinnings, and examine
policy options for institutionalizing processes better suited for freight planning and
investmenL This examination of institutional issues, funding options, and infrastructure
requirements will be translated into legislative and program options for enhancing North
American freight productivity. Specific initiatives in support ofrthis broad framework include:
* Evaluate current program options for funding freight investments
* Develop policy options on freight planning and investment
* Complete report on "what works" in ad-hoc multi-State partnerships with options and
recommendations for formalizing multi-State coalitions.
* Complete examination of NAFTA-related freight-productivity issues, with program and
legislative options to enhance international freight productivity.
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Strategy 3: Directly invest in ITS and infrastructure enhancements to freight productivity.
Instrumentation of the transportation infrastructure that directly meets the needs of freight
mobiuii, eikey to improving freight productivity. Investments are being made through the
TEA-21 1118/1119 corridor and borders grant program, ITS and ITS Deployment programs,
and through FHWA's support of the U.S. Customs ITDS system. Initiatives include:
* The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration is deploying an operation referred to as
Commercial Vehicle Information Systems and Networks (CVISN). CVISN is targeted to
be operational in 15 States in 2002.
* FHWA is developing a guidebook of best practices for all stakeholder improvements at
both the U.SiMexico and US/Canada border crossings. A guidebook for the U.S./Mexico
border crossings is expected to be complete in the Spring of 2001. Similarly, a guidebook
for the U.SiCanadian border crossing is scheduled for completion in 2002.
Strategy 4: Research and demonstrate technology applications that will improve freight
productivity.
There exist many information gaps within industry's operations. The information disconnects
compromise the efficiency goals of supply-chain management. Industry segments have
developed technology to fit their own advantage, but no cross-cutting technology innovations
would be instituted without government facilitation. Government can play a role in
demonstrating and catalyzing the use of technology that will allow sharing of appropriate
information across agency, corporate, and geographic boundaries that will allow infrastructure
and equipment to be used more productively. The 2002 initiatives include:
" Both DOT and the Intermodal Freight Technology Working Group, under the auspices of
ITS America, plan to initiate intermodal freight operational tests in 2001 and complete
them in 2002. Tests will focus on asset and cargo visibility, terminal dray operations, and
a freight information highway. A test is being planned between the US, Mexico and
Canada on the feasibility of using a proposed standard transponder device to satisfy the
needs of border inspection agencies and state motor carrier inspectors. The plan is
expected to be complete in 2001-2 for a test at Otay MesaiTijuana, using TEA-21 Section
1118/1119 funds.
" A project is underway on the 1-35 Corridor to develop a freight mobility plan, using
TEA-21 Section 1118/1119 funds. This effort will carry-over into 2002.
* Tests are being planned by the International Trade Data System Board of Directors
(ITDS) at border crossings between the US and Canada in early 2001 and between US
and Mexico in latter 2001. This effort will continue through 2006. The tests will
demonstrate the efficiency of operations using pre-arrival information, thus making
clearance automatic at the crossing. FHWA and FMCSA are participating in those tests
and have provided funding to support them.
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Productivity is balanced against the necessary preservation of the infrastructure and
maintenance of safety. In that vein, we cany-out the necessary oversight of size and weight
regulatory compliance, as well as evaluate the productivity impacts of various safety and
other regulations. In 2002, we will:
" Continue to evaluate potential changes in the certification, enforcement and operation of
commercial vehicles as they relate to vehicle size and weight. Undertake policy review
and contribute to rulemakings.
" Develop analysis capability to assess policy/regulatory issues affecting the trucking
indust (e.g., hours of service, rest areas, diesel fuel.)
" Initiate active liaison with FMCSA to coordinate on emerging policy/regulatory issues
affecting commercial motor carrier operations.
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Strategic Objective: Improve the return on
investment of the highway system.
Engineering/economic analysis (EEA) tools, including life-cycle cost
analysis (LCCA) and benefit-cost analysis (BCA), can be used to
improve the efficiency of highway investment decisions, since they
provide guidance for decisionmakers on the economic benefits and
costs for alternative highway investment options. Such information is valuable because it
reveals investments where the economic returns are greatest, and allows decisionmakers to
achieve a performance goal at the lowest total cost. This maximizes the efficiency of the
taxpayers' highway investment dollars and saves motorists money as a result of less vehicle
wear and tear and reduced congestion-related costs. Although a considerable number of States
currently use such tools as LCCA and BCA in some capacity, there is much diversity in
application, and most States do not consider the full range of costs and benefits when
conducting these analyses. For instance, only one-quarter ofthe States which use LCCA
include user costs, even though user costs (e.g., travel delay, vehicle operating costs, and
accidents) can be a significant portion of the total impacts associated with alternative highway
project decisions.
Cost

Effectiveness

Performance Goal: Improve the efficiency of highway infrastructure investments by
developing and promoting the use of EEA tools for decisionmaking.
Performance Measures: A survey will be conducted to determine the current state-ofpractice with respect to State application of EEA tools. The resulting information will be used
to finalize performance measures of roughly the following form:
*
"

The number of State DOTs using systematic EEA tools, via best practice application, to
inform their program development process.
The number of State DOTs using systematic EEA tools, via best practice application, to
inform their project design or selection processes.

External Factors: Reasons for the lack of comprehensive use of EEA investment tools such
as LCCA and BCA by States include lack of awareness as to the benefits of such tools,
limited research budgets, a lack of in-house expertise, and an absence of necessary data and
tools.
2000 Results: In FY 2000, FHWA began work to establish a Pilot Program to test the use of
Highway Economic Requirem-nts System (HERS) at the State level, In addition, work was
initiated to develop an LCCA probabilistic teaching model.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: FHWA is gathering information as to what types of
EEA tools States would find useful in the evaluation of alternative program structures.
Specifically, FHWA started a Pilot Program to test the State use of HERS with an
introductory workshop in New Orleans. Seventeen participating States will report to FHWA
as to the usefulness of the HERS model. They will also provide input as to their requirements
for incorporating EEA into their program development process, In addition, FHWA work at
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the project level to advance the application of best-practice probabilistic LCCA by States in
designing projects will result in a teaching model and companion course. Initial work is
focused in pavement design. Outreach efforts for both HERS and LCCA will result in the
production and release of executive-level primers.
Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve 2002 Goal:
Through December 2001, FHWA Division Administrators (DAs) will receive executive-level
training in EEA tools and instruction on how to benchmark their State's current state-of-thepractice with respect to applying EEA tools in their decisionmaking processes. This exercise
will not only allow us to benchmark the use of these tools but will also encourage Das to
partner with headquarters in advancing these tools. FHWA Resource Centers are already
involved in this goal area, most notably because they have the responsibility for providing
LCCA courses,
Priority initiatives include increasing the number of States:
, attending the new LCCA course,
" completing the HERS pilot program,
" attending a "short" course on the potential of economic analysis, and
• using PONTIS to support decisionmaking.
These initiatives will be refined as information from the DA benchmarking effort becomes
available.
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Strategic Goal: Protect and enhance the natural
environment and communities affected by highway
transportation.
To achieve our Human and Natural Environment Strategic Goal, FHWA will pursue
the Strategic Objectives below and measure our success through the following
Performance Goals and Performance Measures.
Strategic Objective 1: Enhance community and social benefits of highway
transportation.
Performance Goal: In FY 2002, FHWA wiTincrease public satisfaction with highway systems
and highway projects as a beneficial part of their community by promoting responsive and well
targeted transportation programs.
Performance Measures:
1. Level of Community Satisfaction with the Nation's highway system and projects
toward meeting community quality of life goals (using a National FHWA Omnibus
survey: see also Mobility and Productivity Customer Satisfaction Goals)
2. Environmental Protection Agency Rating of FHWA of Environmental Impact
Statements
Strategic Objective 2: Improve the quality of the natural environment by reducing
highway-related pollution and by protecting and enhancing ecosystems
Performance Goal: In FY 2002, FHWA will continue to work toward the reduction of ori-zoad
mobile source emissions to reach the target of 61.1 million tons. In addition, FHWA will
increase the percentage of nonattainment and maintenance areas meeting their mobile-source
emissions budget goals.
Performance Measures:
1. On-road mobile source emissions In short tons.
2. Percent of non-attainment and maintenance areas meeting their mobile source
emissions budget goals.
Performance Goal: In FY 2002, on a program-wide basis, replace at least an
average of 1.5 acres of wetlands for every 1 acre directly affected by Federal-aid
highway projects where impacts are unavoidable.
Performance Measure:
Ratio of wetland replacement resulting from Federal-aid highway projects
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Strategic Objective: Enhance
community and social benefits of
highway transportation.
The Federal Highway Administration is committed to protecting
and enhancing the natural environment and communities
affected by highway transportation. Our objective is to enhance
community and social benefits of highway transport by ensuring
that transportation plans and operations address the community concerns and social impacts
of transportation facilities by:

Community and
Social Benefits

* recognizing the role of transportation in enhancing communities;
* preserving historic features;
* supporting welfare-to-work, mobility for people with low incomes, and accessibility
for people with disabilities;
* providing facilities for bicycles and pedestrians; and
" reducing the adverse effects of siting, construction, and operation of transportation
facilities on the communities, particularly disadvantaged communities.
FHWA has made environmental justice part of its mission. Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, and national origin. FHWA will
proactively ensure that discrimination does not occur by identifying and addressing the effects
of its programs, policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income populations.
FHWA's environmental justice initiatives fit within a broader objective of enhancing
communities and social benefits of transportation for all populations. FHWA works with State
and local governments to make sure the plans and projects fit harmoniously within all kinds of
communities without sacrificing safety or mobility.
Performance Goal: In FY 2002, FHWA will increase public satisfaction with highway
systems and highway projects as a beneficial part of their community by promoting good
planning practices, inclusive public involvement, careful consideration of environmental
impacts, and context-sensitive project designs. (Note: We are examining the results of the
2000 survey to establish a baseline and set targets for future years.)
Performance Measure/Target: Level
of Community Satisfaction with the
Nation's highway system and projects
toward meeting community quality of
life goals (using a National FHWA
Omnibus survey: see also Mobility
and Productivity Customer
Satisfaction Goals)

Community Satisfaction
6

,,

FH VA is examining the results of the
2000 survey to establish a baseline and
targets for future years.
FHWA will conduct a follow-up survey in
2002
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Performance Measure/arget
Environmental Protection Agency
Rating of FHWA of Environmental
Impact Statements

i
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External Factors: The American
public has multiple and disparate
expectations for transportation and
quality of life.
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Requests to States for funding
through Federal-aid highway
programs which benefit the human and natural environment, such as the Congestion
Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program, Transportation Enhancement activities, the
Recreational Trails Program, the National Scenic Byways Program, and the Transportation
and Community and System Preservation Pilot Program, have consistently exceeded the
available funds. This response indicates a pressing need in communities to leverage resources
to make their communities more livable.
2000 Results: The first National FHWA Omnibus Survey (a June 2000 national telephone
survey) found that 56 percent of the public said that they were "satisfied" or "very satisfied"
in response to the question: "How satisfied are you with the transportation system and the
transportation options in your community?" FHWA will use this as a base measure. FHWA
plans a follow up survey for 2002.
FHWA also led or actively participated in:
Environmental Proerams
" NEPA Website Improvements. FHWA redesigned its National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) website. FHWA also created a new Environmental Streamlining website
and a Community of Practice site called Re:NEPA. The streamlining website is
continually updated with initiatives from across the country. Re:NEPA is a discussion
site for topics related to cumulative and indirect impacts, environmental streamlining,
environmental justice, natural environment, and the NEPA process and documentation.
* Environmental Training. FHWA held a National environmental training workshop for
Federal agency field staff.
Community Prorsas
" Environmental Justice (EJ). FHWA conducted 30 EJ training sessions, held an EJ
Summit, and posted a user-friendly and informative website with a brochure, case
studies, and frequently asked questions.
* Native American Issues. FHWA created a new Native American coordinator position.
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Community Impact Assessment (CIA). FHWA, FTA, Caltrans, and the CIA Design
Team held the 2od National CIA Workshop in August 2000. The CIA Design Team
primarily included State DOT practitioners. The next workshop is scheduled for 2002.
CIA is a process to evaluate the effects of a transportation action on a community and its
quality of life. The assessment process is an integral part of project planning and
development that shapes the outcome of a project.
Pedestrian Accessibility. FHWA was a member of the Access Board's Public Rights-ofWay Access Advisory Committee, which proposed accessibility guidelines for
sidewalks, street crossings, and intersections. FHWA completed a report, Designing
Sidewalks and Trails for Access (to be published in mid-2001). FHWA staffgave
presentations and workshops on accessibility issues at several national pedestrian and
bicycle and trail conferences.
Transportation Enhancements. FHWA published new National guidance for
Transportation Enhancement activities to reflect the significant changes made in TEA21.

Real Estate Programs
* Program Flexibility. FHWA developed and published a synthesis to describe the
flexibility permitted for right-of-way programs under TEA-21 and Federal regulations
(23 CFR Part 710).
* Real Estate Website. FHWA expanded its Real Estate Services website as a primary
method of providing information to its customers, partners, and the public.
Enhancements included creating and distributing an internet webcard, linking to National
Highway Institute training courses, posting a calendar of events, and creating an
interactive Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of
1970 ("Uniform Act") tutorial.
* International Scan. FHWA organized an International Right-of-Way Scan which
identified innovative ways to secure property for highways to reduce negative impacts
on landowners. FHWA is evaluating these ideas for potential implementation in the
United States.
* Local Agency Programs. FHWA developed and published on the Internet a Best
Practices study of administration of Acquisition and Relocation Programs carried out by
local public agencies.
* Best Practices in Real Estate Program Management. FHWA analyzed the application of
quality management principles in five State Transportation Departments and published
them as an aid to other organizations.
Planning Programs
* Local Coordination. FHWA and the National Academy of Public Administration
developed a set of principles of effectiveness that can be usd to improve consultation
between State and local officials in the overall transportation planning process.
* Job Access and Reverse Commute (JARC). FHWA coordinated with FTA to develop a
report Job Access Planning: Challenges and Approaches, which was prepared to assist
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individuals and organizations in planning and developing transportation services for
people moving from public assistance to th workforce. FHWA also served on the
review panel for FTA's JARC grant review process for$30 million in JARC projects.
TRANSIMS. FHWA continued developing TRANSIMS, an advanced analytic
methodology using microsimulation techniques which allows local areas to develop
detailed analyses of the community and social impacts of transportation projects and
programs.
Scenic Byways. The U.S. DOT designated 30 new National Scenic Byways and All
American Roads, and allocated S21 million in National Scenic Byway funds.
Noise. FHWA developed the Highway Noise Barrier Handbook (with accompanying
videotape and CD-ROM) to advance the state-of-the-art of highway noise barrier design.
This will aid the mitigation of noise from motor vehicles and the blending of highways
with their environments.

FHWA funding programs provided Tribal governments, the States, localities, and private
organizations with funds to enhance communities, reduce traffic congestion, preserve historic
transportation facilities, provide pedestrian accessibility and bicycle transportation, develop
and maintain recreational trails, and enhance scenic byways.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: Level of community satisfaction with the Nation's
highway system and projects toward meeting community quality of life goals (using a
National FHWA Omnibus survey; see also Mobility goal).
The first National FHWA Omnibus Survey (a June 2000 national telephone survey) found
that 56 percent of the public said that they were "satisfied" or "very satisfied" in response to
the question: "How satisfied are you with the transportation system and the transportation
options in your community?" FHWA will use this as a base measure. A follow up survey is
planned for 2002.
FHWA changed its Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) rating measure to make it more
understandable. FHWA will use the measure "Ratings of Environmental Impact Statements"
as an indicator of public satisfaction with highway projects. This measure will be an average
"grade point" of theEnvironmental Protection Agency (EPA) ratings given to FHWA EIS
documents. The points assigned are:
Lack of Objection rating (LO)
Environmental Concerns rating (EC)
Environmental Objections rating (EO)
Environmentally Unsatisfactory rating (EU)

=
=
=
=

Sbatlglni

4 points
3 points
2 points
0 points

and Iniiatives to Achieve 2002 Goal: Enhancing Communities Through
Highway Transportation-The FHWA will foster community and regional level
tirasportation solutions through enhancements in urban and rural community planning,
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operations, and project development, FHWA will partner with Federal land management
agencies, and Tribal, State, regional, and local government planners and project development
specialists. We will develop and share tools to effectively incorporate livability; environmental justice; the preservation ofscenic, historic, natural and community resources; just and fair
property acquisition; bicycle and pedestrian access; and traffic safety into transportation plans
and projects. We will continue the development and deployment of TRANSIMS, a
sophisticated traffic analysis and forecasting tool which will address traffic congestion,
environmental justice, and air quality concerns. FHWA will continue to evaluate the accuracy
of the highway traffic noise prediction model, FHWA TNM, and make adjustments if
necessary. To accelerate and improve decisionnaking, FHWA will promote processes which
effectively integrate Federal, Tribal, State, and local transportation, land use, and
environmental decisionmaking in an effective, streamlined, and timely manner.
FHWA is working with FTA, EPA, and other Federal environmental regulatory agencies, the
States, and other partners to streamline transportation decisionmaking, enabling States and
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) ro advance environmentally sound projects
more expeditiously. These process improvements will provide for closer linkages between
project development under NEPA and planning under Titles 23 and 49. The process
improvements should result in higher public satisfaction ratings as measured by future
surveys, and in higher EPA ratings for Environmental Impact Statements.
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Specific funding programs, with FY 2002 authorized amounts, include:
.
$1.8 billion for the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program, to fund
transportation projects which reduce emissions in nonattainment and maintenance areas,
and which can also reduce congestion and enhance community livability.
* $732 million for Transportation Enhancement Activities, 12 categories of projects
including pedestrian and bicycle facilities, scenic and historic highway programs
(including provision of tourist and welcome center facilities), historic transportation
buildings or facilities, transportation museums, etc.
* S50 million for the Recreational Trails Program, for motorized and nonmotorized
recreational trails and trail-related projects.
* $25.5 million for the National Scenic Byways Program, for scenic byway related
projects.
* $25 million for the Transportation and Community and System Preservation Pilot
Program, a comprehensive initiative of research and discretionary grants to investigate
the relationships between transportation and community and system preservation and
private sector-based initiatives.
Other Federal programs with common outcomes:
* EPA programs to promote environmental justice, collaborate with Native American
Tribes, improve air quality, protect wetlands, rehabilitate brownfields, etc.
* Bureau of Land Management Back Country Byways Program
* National Trails System Act: National Scenic Trails, National Historic Trails, and
National Recreation Trails, administered by the National Park Service, Bureau of Land
Management, and the U.S. Forest Service.
* Land and Water Conservation Fund, administered by the National Park Service
* The National Historic Preservation Program, overseen by the National Park Service
* The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation advocates for full consideration of
historic values in Federal decisiormaking, reviews Federal programs and policies, and
provides training on historic preservation issues.
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Strategic Objective: Improve the quality of the natural
environment by reducing highway-related pollution and
by protecting and enhancing ecosystems.
The quality of our air is a public good, and the cost of pollution is not
captured in the marketplace. The National Ambient Air Quality
Standards target six major pollutants as among the most serious
airborne threats to human health. Transportation is a major contributor to some of the
pollutants, particularly ozone, carbon monoxide, and particulate matter, and about two-thirds
of transportation-related emissions come from on-road motor vehicles. For this reason,
FHWA is working to mitigate the impacrof these emissions.

Air Quality

Performance Goal: In FY 2002,
FHWA will continue to work toward
the reduction of on-road mobile source
emissions to reach the target of 61.1
million tons. In addition, FHWA will
increase the percentage of
nonattainment and maintenance areas
meeting their mobile-source emissions
budget goals. (See table for targets.)
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Performance Measurerrarget: Onroad mobile source emissions in short
tons.
Performance Measure/Target:
Percent ofnonattainment and
maintenance areas meeting their
mobile source emissions budget goals.
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External Factors: Growth in the U.S.
I
N,
I
I
economy has translated into over
2 percent annual growth in vehicle miles traveled (VMT). While this level of growth did not
occur in 2000, it is too soon to tell if this is a change in the trend. However, advancements in
fuel and vehicle technologies, as well as the implementation of other emission-efficient
transportation strategies, helped continue the reduction in mobile source emissions from 87.4
million tons in 1988 to 63.7 million tons in 1998.
2000 Results: During FY 2000, a high percentage of the nonartainment and maintenance
areas have shown positive results in meeting their emissions goals. Ninety eight percent of
ozone nonattainment and maintenance areas met their mobile emissions budgets, as did 96
percent of areas for carbon monoxide and 100 percent of areas for particulate matter (PM-10).
Although national emissions estimates for 1999 and 2000 are not available from EPA, EPA
estimates published in March, 2000 show that on-road mobile source emissions were reduced
from 1996 levels by 2.6 percent in 1997 and by an additional 2.11 percent in 1998. This level
of mobile source emissions actually exceeded our revised 1999 goal of 64.9 million tons.
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Through the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement (CMAQ), FHWA has
provided funding for State and local governments to encourage the use of alternative-fuel
vehicles. For example, between 1992 and 1998, the portion ofCMAQ funds used to support
alternative-fuel vehicle projects ranged from 3 to 11 percent. In addition to alternative-fuel
projects, CMAQ has provided funding to State and local governments for many other
transportation projects that provide air quality benefits since its inception in 1991. While
individual projects yield small benefits, taken together CMAQ-ftsnded projects have helped
nonattainment areas meet their mobile source emission budgets.
A multi-year Public Information Initiative on Transportation and Air Quality, jointly funded
by the Department of Transportation (the Federal Highway and Transit Administrations) and
EPA, was launched in 1997 to help State and local governments meet their clean air goals
under TEA-21 and the Clean Air Act. In 1999, the initiative was expanded to 14 additional
communities and came to full fruition in 2000. Areas received Federal support in the form of
research, advertising and resource materials, an orientation workshop, and limited funding.
Evaluation of these demonstrations is underway. The initiative has generated requests for
program materials from 60 communities nationwide interested in local customization and
distribution.
FHWA also assisted in the formation of the Alliance for Clean Air and Transportation, a
national alliance of more than 20 public and private organizations to support an education
program to reduce traffic congestion and improve air quality.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: Barring unforeseen shifts in external factors, mobile
source emissions for 2000 should meet or exceed the goal. This outcome has shown a
consistently positive trend, and TEA-21 has provided increased funding for several programs
that positively influence air quality, especially in the CMAQ program.
Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve 2002 Goal: FHWA aims to reduce mobile source
emissions by encouraging the use of less polluting transportation; designing and
implementing infrastructure that reduces congestion and emissions; researching and modeling
the emissions impacts of investment choices; and supporting the development of fuel- and
emission-efficient vehicles. Through research, new technologies, and analytical models,
FWHA will promote the design, construction, maintenance, and use of highways that are
compatible with the national environmental goals. In partnership with our stakeholders, we
will support the development of environmental analytical models to assist decisionmakers.
FHWA will proide resources, guidance, and technical assistance for States and local
agencies to ensure compliance with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards, especially
reducing transportation-related emissions.
FHWA will invest over SI billion to reduce emissions through the CMAQ program.
FHWA will work with State and local partners to insure that CMAQ funds are obligated
in a timely fashion.
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FHWA will identify and help resolve challenges in implementing amended conformity
regulations for clean air by issuing guidance and providing technical assistance.
FHWA will expand the transportation and air quality public education initiative and
partnership building. FHWA will continue to support the Alliance for Clean Air and
Transportation, a national alliance of more than 20 public and private organizations
committed to reducing congestion and air pollution through public education.
Through continued research, FHWA will develop approaches to improve air quality and
evaluate emissions impacts and cost-effectiveness of transportation strategies. Activities
include research on a 2.5-micron particulate matter emission model to support new
National Ambient Air Quality Standards,
FHWA will continue to participate in the DOT Center for Climate Change and
Environmental Forecasting to research the connection between transportation, energy use
and greenhouse gas emissions. Five new research projects will get underway in FY 2001
including a major effort to understand the impacts climate change could have on
transportation and infrastructure and programs.

Other Federal Programs with Common Outcomes: FHWA efforts support the governmentwide goals for National Ambient Air Quality Standards. FHWA works closely with FTA and
EPA to achieve the national clean air goal by reducing mobile source emissions. FHWA, FTA
and EPA work cooperatively to implement a number of initiatives including the
Transportation and Air Quality public education initiative, the transportation conformity
regulation, and the CMAQ. DOT and EPA have also jointly funded a number of research
efforts that target the reduction of mobile source emissions.
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Human and Natural Environment
Strategic Objective: Improve the quality of the natural
environment by reducing highway-related pollution and
by protecting and enhancing ecosystems.
Wetlands are an important natural resource. They provide natural
filtration of pollutants, and they store and slow down the release of
Replacement
floodwaters, thereby reducing damage to downstream farms and
communities. Wetlands also provide an essential habitat for
biodiversity. But many of the Nation's wetlands have been lost to development over the years,
before their value was fully
recognized. Highways and transportation facilities (siting,
construction, and operation) can be a significant factor affecting these ecosystems. The 1993
Federal policy on wetland protection called for no net loss in wetlands from Federally funded
projects. The FHWA Strategic Plan then set
a higher goal to replace the total area of wetlands
impacted by a ratio of 1.5:1. This higher goal was included in the Federal Government's 1998
Clean Water Action Plan.

Wetlands

Performance Goal: In FY 2002, on a program-wide basis, replace at least an average of 1.5
acres of wetlands for every I acre directly affected by Federal-aid highway projects where
impact are unavoidable.
WetLan Recilacement

Performance Measure and Results:

Yea

Ratio of wetland replacement resulting

1996

from Federal-aid higheway projects.

1997

External Factors: Wetland impacts are
sometimes unavoidable, particularly in
construction of bridge crossings. In
addition, projects on existing alignments
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can cause wetlands degradation that is
impractical to avoid. In areas where the concentration of wetlands ishigh (southern
bottomlands, Midwestern prairie potholes, and eastern pine flarwoods), transportation projects
often must cross wetlands to provide accessibility to the area.
2000 Results: Federal-aid Highway projects avoid impacting wetlands wherever possible.
Where wetlands impact was unavoidable, projects achieved an average replacement ratio of
3.8 to I for every acre affected in FY 2000. This exceeded DOT's performance standard of
1.5 to I. Estimates of total wetland loss indicate that, between 1982 and 1992, approximately
160,000 acres of wetlands per year were being converted to other land cover types by all
sources of impacts. During that same period, only about 75,000 acres of'wetlands were being
restored or created each year-a deficit of about 85,000 acres per year. After 1992, an
additional 68,000 acres per year have been restored or established as the result of the
Wetlands Reserve and other new wetland conservation programs. FHWA programs
contributed an average of 4,735 acres to this annual total between 1996 and 2000. The actual
wetland replacement acreage for highways represents about 3% of the estimated total
nationwide wetland replacement (most of which comes from restoration of agricultural lands).
The acreage suggests that the project eligibility and funding provisions for wetland mitigation
in TEA-21 have been effective in enhancing the natural environment Those provisions are
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important to maintaining this trend into the future and should heeffective in accomplishing
the Nation's environmental goals under the Clean Water Action Plan and the National
Wetlands Plan.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: The last five years of data show that FHWA has
exceeded its goal every year. No change is proposed to the performance standard for a 1.5:1
wetlands recovery ratio. This target is consistent with the long-term goal in the Clean Water
Action Plan, Key Action #44, committing the FHWA to achieving a net wetland increase of
501/ in ten years.
Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve 2002 Goal: FHWA promotes the design, construction,
maintenance, and use of transportation projects that are compatible with national
environmental objectives and that conform with the Clean Water Act. It does this primarily
through research, new technologies, analytical models, management training, and
development of technical transfer documents.
"

*

*

FHWA will test and implement environmental analytical models to assist
decisionmakers, and will continue to promote initiatives that protect and enhance
ecosystems on a programmatic basis. This will include the use of inventories,
partnerships with resource agencies, and practices such as wetland banking and
watershed-based resource protection.
FHWA will prepare a case study report based on the results of wetland restoration
associated with Federal-aid highway projects. The report will provide recommended
techniques and practices to minimize transportation impacts on wetland functions and
values.
FHWA will support additional R&D to continue the development and implementation of
new wetland protection and enhancement techniques.

Other Federal Programs with Common Outcomes: The FHWA will continue to coordinate
wetlands programs and research initiatives with the EPA, the Department of the Interior, the
Department of Commerce, the Department of Agriculture, and the Army Corps of Engineers.
This coordination is aimed at improving wetlands policies, and implementing the Clean Water
Action Plan by ensuring a net gain in wetlands. The FHWA meets regularly with other
cabinet agencies as a member of the Federal Working Group on Wetlands and participates in
joint research with other Federal agencies for studies on wetland evaluation and mitigation.
Information is shared through all these activities.
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Strategic Goal: Improve the Nation's national defense
mobility.
To achieve our National Security Strategic Goal, FHWA will pursue the Strategic
Objective below and measure our success through the following Performance Goal
and Performance Measures.
Strategic Objective: Improve the capacity and operations of the Strategic Highway
Network (STRAHNET) and STRAHNET connectors to support defense mobilization.
Performance Goal and Result: In FY 2001, improve access between key military installations
(including power projection and power support platforms) and theair or seaport point of
embarkation to support DOD deployment requirements.
Performance Measures:

1. Percentage of Miles on STRAHNET with IRI 5 170 in/mi
2. Percent of bridges on STRAHNET rated deficient
3.Percent of STRAHNET routes under badges with clearance greater than 16 f-et
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Strategic Objective: Improve the capacity and operations of
the Strategic Highway Network (STRAHNET) and
STRAHNET connectors to support defense mobilization
The FHWA, in partnership with State transportation agencies, administers
the Federal-aid Highway Program that funds roads and bridges located on
the Strategic Highway Network (STRAHNET) and STRAHNET
Mobility
connectors. The U.S. highway system plays a critical role in the movement
of military equipment and personnel during peacetime and particularly in wartime. In light of
the fact that the Department of Defense (DOD) is no longer forward deployed, huge amounts
of military equipment and personnel must be deployed expeditiously from various Continental
United States (CONUS) -based military installations to various seaports and airports of
embarkation in the event ofa military emergency somewhere in the world. The Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) is committed to improving the Nation's national defense
mobility by promoting the improvements of the condition, capacity, and operation of the
highway system serving military installations.

Defense

STRAHNET is a system of public highways that is a key deterrent in US. strategic policy, It
provides defense access, continuity, and emergency capabilities for movements of personnel
and equipment in both peace and war. It is about 61,000 miles, including the 45,400-mile
system of Interstate and Defense Highways and 15,600 miles of other important public
highways. STRAHNET connectors (about 1,700 miles) are additional highway routes linking
over 200 important military installations and ports to the STRAHNET. These routes are
typically used when moving personnel and equipment during a mobilization or deployment.
Generally, these routes end at the port boundary or installation gate.
Performance Goal: In FY 2001, improve access between key military installations (including
power projection and power support platforms) and the air or seaport point of embarkation to
support DOD deployment requirements.
Performance Measure and Results:
Percentage of Miles on STRAHNET
with IPJ < 170 in/mi
An increase in the number of miles of
STRAHNET and STRAHNET
connectors in good condition indicate
that State DOTs are investing
resources in this important highway
network. A decrease indicates that
more funding may be needed to
provide a safer, more efficient roadway
for defense mobility.
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Performance Measure:
Percent of bridges on STRAHNET
rated deficient

I

Porcort of STRAH
NETBrdgos RMteDe ,¢16.t

25
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Performance Measure:
Percent of STRAHNET routes under
bridges with clearance greater than
16 feet

23
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Safe and unrestricted operation of
bridges on the STRAHNET and
STRAHNET connectors are an
indication of our ability to support
defense mobility. The number of
deficient bridges is a means of
measuring the capability of the system.

l 14

2000

P..oo-t of STRAHNETrout- wndorbdges otr ct-no.
groaen t-n 16 et
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External Factors: STRAHNET routes
_
1 670,
are par of the overall NHS and
therefore maintained by the States in
5 a0
accordance with their transportation
t"t
tO
20
plans. FHWA and the Military Traffic
Management Command Transportation
Engineering Agency (MTMCTEA) work with FHWA Division Offices to focus State
attention on STRAHNET-specific needs. However, without a separate funding category for
the STRAHNET, it is difficult to track the States' investment in the system. Replacement of
bridges that are less than 16 feet is not required for every military deployment route, so a goal
of 100% is not needed.

2000 Results: IRI data for 2000 will not be available until the fall of 2001, but the trend
indicates continued progress.
Discontinued Measure: FHWA and its partners at the MTMCTEA met throughout FY 2000 to
develop an index of DOD satisfaction for use-as a performance measure. The working group
found that the measures developed for FY 2001 (above) were clearer and more useful. They
therefore discontinued efforts on the satisfaction index.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: FHWA established these measures in FY 2000.
While the historic data indicates improvement, we will continue to work with our DOD
partners to ensure that we have the most accurate measure of our unique contribution to
military deployment needs.
Strategies and Initiatives to Achieve 2002 Goal: The most important STRAHNET and
STRAHNET connectors routes are those used to support the Army's and Marine Corps'
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movement requirements between the Power Projection Platforms and seaports of
embarkation. The FHWA also manages the national data on condition of roads and bridges
including the STRAHNET and STRAHNET connectors. This information is provided to the
DOD Military Traffic Management Command Transportation Engineering Agency to support
their national defense strategies.
A second key strategy is to focus on operational aspects of DOD's deployment requirements.
In 2001, the FHWA will organize and conduct emergency preparedness meetings in each
State with military and State officials. Specific guidance and measurable deployment
requirements will be identified. Subsequent FHWA Performance Plans will then focus on
measures that are critical to our DOD customer's deployment requirements. Together,
FHWA's strategies will support national security by ensuring both infrastructure and
operations satisfy our defense deployment needs.
Other Federal Programs with Common Outcomes: FHWA is working with the MTMC and
Office of the Secretary of Transportation to ensure coordination of our National Security goal
to support defense mobilization.
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To achieve our Organizational Excellence Goal, FHWA will pursue the Strategic
Objectives below and measure our success through the following Performance Goals
and Measures.
[ Strategic Objective 1: Improve customer/partner satisfaction
Performance Goal: Add value in the delivery of our products and services.
Performance Measure: Customer/Partner rating of the timeliness of our decisions,
usefulness of our inforTnaton, and competency of our personnel.
Strategic Objective 2: Improve employee satisfaction and effectiveness
Performance Goal: Increase job-related training and professional development opportunities
available to employees.
Performance Measure: Percent of payroll for training and development.
Performance Goal: Increase employee job satisfaction
Performance Measure: Percent employee job sabsfaction,
Strategic Objective 3: Improve organizational performance
Performance Goal: Increase the timeliness of the recruitment and selection process
Performance Measure: Percent of the selections are made within 90 days of the position
becoming vacant.
Performance Goal: Improve FHWA's delivery of the Federal-aid and Federal Lands Highway
programs
Performance Measure: Percent of obligations expended on open (active) projects.
Performance Measure: Average number of months from the Notice of Intent to approval
of the Record of Decision and from the start of the Environmental Assessment process to
FHWA's issuance of the Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI).
Organizational Excellence, which is a new goal in the USDOT 2000-2005 Strategic
Plan, builds upon the Corporate Management Strategies. FHWA's efforts to improve
Organizational Excellence are guided by our seven Corporate Management
Strategies:
* Leadership
" Strategic Planning
" Customer/Partner Focus
* Information and Analysis
* Human Resource Development
" Process Management
" Business Results
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Strategic Objective: Improve
customer/partner satisfaction.
Customer/Partner satisfaction means paying attention, listening, and learning
and then using that information to deliver what the customer/partner wants. To
constantly add value in the delivery of the Federal-aid and Federal Lands
Highway programs and improve our relationship with all our partners and
customers, we invite feedback. From the Internet, to listening sessions, to sophisticated
surveys, we encourage customers to tell us what they expect from us and how satisfied they
are with us. Then we go about incorporating that feedback to increase the value we add to
every part of our operation.

Adding
Value

Performance Goal: Add value in the delivery of our products and services.
'The 2001 survey response
was based on customer/

pater rating of the
usefulness four "technical
assistance" information in
tenmsof being current
helpful, and relevant

Performance Measure/Target Customer/Parmer rating of the timeliness of our decisions,
usefulness of our information,' and competency of our personnel.
External Factors: FHWA has to serve many different partnersicustomers who have unique
needs and expectations. To deliver these products and services requires an understanding of
our customer/partner needs and expectations.
2000 Results: FHWA will gather this information through existing survey instruments, such
as the American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI) survey currently going out to
approximately 250 State Departnent of Transportation District Engineers regarding FHWA
service. Results will be available in Spring 2001.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: This is a new performance goal in FY 2002.
Other Federal Programs with Comn.on Outcomes: One of the benefits of the ACSI survey
instrument is that FHWA could use the results of the survey to benchmark against other
ageticies, both public and private sectors. There are many other agencies using customer
satisfaction as a measure of their organizational excellence and the results of those agencies
could be used to set FHWA goals and targets.
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Strategic Objective: Improve
employee satisfaction and
effectiveness
Training

Investment

Central to the success of achieving our goals are our 2800+ employees
that make up the FHWA workforce. By significantly increasing funding
devoted to professional development and training, we are offering more

opportunities for employees to learn and make greater contributions to our customers.
Performance Goal: Increase job-related training and professional development opportunities
available to employees.
Peresntat Payes WaTrain" ad

investmentt calculated asa
percent of payroll (salaryplus
benefits). Percentages
representtotal investment in
training including tuition
contract costs, partcipants
travel andpeTdiemand
ifstrctoe travel forall
trashing andcareer
development coursesand
programs for FHW4
employees.

OopTnW

Performance Measure/Target:
Percent ofpayroll for training and
development
External Factors: N/A
2000 Results: The FY 2000
1
1
training investment exceeds the
10,
'
M,
__o_,,.
target by44 percent. On the
average, Top 50 Training
Organizations spent more than $5.3 billion (i.e., an average of 3.9 percent of payroll-a full
1.3 percent higher than the industry norm of 2.6 percent) on training and development
initiatives in 2000. These companies have embraced training as a mission-critical strategy and
accordingly, have dedicated significant resources to their training efforts.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: The FY 2001 projected training investment
exceeded the target by 15 percent. Other Federal Programs with Common Outcomes: N/A
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Organizational Excellence
Strategic Objective: Improve
employee satisfaction and
effectiveness
Employee Job

FHWA's successful performance depends on empowered employees
who work in apositive, supportive organizational environment.
Employees who are satisfied with their workplace, developmental
opportunities, and resources are more likely to provide quality service to their customers.

Satisfaction

Performance Goal: Increase employee job satisfaction.
Performance Measure end Results: Percent employee job satisfaction. The All-Employee
Survey will provide the basis for determining overall employee satisfaction. Job Satisfaction
was determined to be the overarching measure for this category of indicators. The percentages
represent either "strongly agree" or "somewhat agree.
"I am satisfied with my job." (FHWA2000 Q4)
"Considering everything, how satisfied are you with your job?" (National Performance
Review (NPR) 2000 Q28)
"Overall, I am satisfied with my job." (Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) 2000 Q27)
Employee Satisfaction Survey Results (Percent Favorable)
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External Factors: N/A
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: Employee satisfaction has increased in all measure
areas in FY 2000 over FY 1999. The 2001 results summary is expqct-d to be available in
August 2001.
Other Federal programs with Common Outcomes: None.
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Strategic Objective: Improve
organizational performance.

Recruitment

In today's tight labor market, it is a great challenge to recruit, hire,
and retain qualified employees. Due to the greatly expanded
program size, vis-A-vis smaller staff size, we need to fill vacancies
with the most qualified candidates in a timely manner to get the maximum use of resources
and to continue to provide a high level of customer/partner service.
and Selection

Performance Goal: Increase the timeliness of the recruitment and selection process
Performance Measure/Target: Percent ofthe selections are made within 90 days of the
position becoming vacant.
External Factors: In tracking and evaluating the agency's performance, positions in several
programs will be excluded from the 90-day requirement due to their unique processes. These
positions include the SES, the Professional Development Program, and vacancies that fall
under the Technical Career Track program. In addition, on acase-by-case basis, special
consideration will be given when positions have unusual requirements or results, such as
recruitment advertisements in professional journals,
2000 Results: While we currently have the ability to extract the necessary data, it has not
been specifically collected and/or analyzed prior to FY 2002, For future years, this data will
be tracked and maintained to develop a benchmark and show overall timeliness results for the
agency.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: This is a new performance goal in FY 2002.
Other Federal Programs with Common Outcomes: N/A
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Strategic Objective: Improve
organizational performance.
The need for surface transportation investment continues to exceed
the availability of funds at the Federal, State, and local levels, As
Federal funds are made available, it is important that those funds be
put to use as readily as possible. Many ofour field employees have a hard time relating to the
National plan because they do not see how they fit in the National outcome goals. This
measure provides the strongest link to what they do everyday. In other words, no matter
where you work in FHWA, you can help contribute to this goal by assisting our partners
improve in the planning, environment, design, and construction phases. In addition, the
Congress and the public would be interested in knowing how much money is actually
expended in making roads better. This measure represents our best collective effort in
developing a measure to gauge FHWA's ability to deliver the Federal highway program.

Transportation
Investment

Performance Goal: Improve FHWA's delivery of the Federal-aid and Federal Lands
Highway programs.
Prt

Performance Measure/Target:
Percent of obligations expended on
open (active) projects

of Ot.iQRaWtoExptno

7C

,

70%

External Factors: Several years are
1
_
required on the average project for
6e%
'
_
;
2
obligated funds to be fully expended.
67% However, streamlining the
65%
?..90preconstruction phases, using
incentive contracts, improving
project funds management, and applying innovative finance techniques can expedite project
delivery.
2000 Results: The amount expended compared to the total amount obligated on open (active)
Federal-aid and Federal Lands Highway projects showed a one percent increase fromn Fiscal
Year 1999.
Pgurpose This measurement simply reflects the rate at which Federal funds obligated on
Federal-aid and Federal Lands Highway projects are fulfilling their intended purpose. In other
words, expenditures reflect actual project activity. However, measuring only the expenditure
amount does not necessarily reflect improvements to the process when the size of he program
is increasing. The better measurement is to compare expenditures as a percentage f
obligations. An increase in the rate suggests that the average project is advancing faster than it
was the year before.
FI-WA's Contribution: As afacilitator and promoter of best business practices, FHWVA can
contribute to this goal by assisting the Federal, State, and locals in the planning phase to
identify projects that are ready for advancement; streamlining the environmental process;
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encouraging the use of innovative contracting; applying innovative finance techniques such as
advance construction, GARVEE bonds, State infrastructure banks, or tapered match; and
encouraging better project funds management through the early release of excess obligations.
Method of Calculation: The percentage is based on the total amount obligated on all Federalaid and Federal Lands Highway projects (regardless of year authorized) that hve not been
final vouchered (FMIS report M79) as of September 30 each year. This amount is compared
to the unpaid obligations (FMIS report M80) as of the same day. This provides the amount
expended on all open (active) projects. This measure does not reflect activity for a single
fiscal year.
Signfiance The rate increase from September 30, 1999, to September 30, 2000, was one
percent. If the rate had not changed, the amount expended (project activity accomplished) as
of September 30, 2000, would have been $1.3 bitlion less.
FY 2001 Performance Plan Evaluation: This is a new performance goal in FY 2002.
Outl, r Federal Programs with Common Outcomes: N/A
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Strategic Objective: Improve
organizational performance.
NEPA

Process

The recent Congressional streamlining mandate in TEA-21 focuses on
expedited project delivery - doing the NEPA process faster and better, While
streamlining and faster, better processing is not a new idea or goal, it has

gotten a great deal of attention lately and is a primary focus of FHWA at the highest level in
the organization.
Performance Goal: Improve FHWA's delivery of the Federal-aid and Federal Lands
Highway programs.

'The startof the
Environmental Assessment
(EA) process!
is defined as
either a) thedate theapplicant
notified FHWA andother
agencies
that they have
startedtheEA process,b) the
datethe sothorization was
issued if Federal funds were
requestedfor preparation of
theEA, c) the dateof the
notice to proceed, or d) tht
dateaproject number was
established.
'The FON1SProcessing Time
shown in t.e chart is basedon
pitottesting of 7 states
corduced bythe FHWAStatePartnership Task Force

Performance Measurefarget
Average number of months from the
Notice of Intent to approval of the
Record of Decision (ROD) and from
the start of the Environmental
4
Assessment process to FHWA's
issuance of the Finding of No
Significant Impact (FONSI).
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External Factors: Public
roosu*- Tore DFONSI nsces
n
expectations and demands for
transportation solutions, today, not ten years from now, are understandable, given the
magnitude and pervasiveness of America's transportation challenges. Equally understandable
is the public's desire for environmentally friendly ways of doing business, Sometimes these
two societal goals work in conflict.
2000 Results: The Environmental Impact Statement processing times were based on
surveying of Division Offices for information on a) Records of Decision (RODs) approved in
a given calendar year; b) dates for the approved ROD and the publication of the Notice of
Intent (NOI); and c) the duration between these two dates. The average time for procesing
RODs was used.
The Environmental Assessment processing time was based on a survey of 7 pilot states for
information on a) number of calendar months from the approval of action (such as the date a
project was established, the project number, or the date of the notice to proceed) to complete
Environmental Assessment documents receiving a FONSI in the last fiscal year (FY99); and
b) number of environmental assessment documents. The average time for processing FONSIs
was used.
FY 2001 Perfonnance Plan Evaluation: This is a new performance goal in FY 2002. For
future reporting, information on processing time from Notice of intent to a) Draft EIS; b)
Final EIS; c) Record of Decision; d) EIS with 4(f); and e) EIS without 4(f) will be tracked.
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Other Federal Programs with Common Outcomes: In its simplest terms, environmental[
streamlining consists of cooperatively establishing realistic project development time frames
among the transportation and environmental agencies, and then working together
cooperatively to adhere to those time frames. Because major transportation projects are
affected by dozens of Federal, State, and local environmental requirements administered by a
multitude of agencies, improved interagency cooperation is critical to the success of
environmental streamlining.
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Corporate Management Strategies: Continually improve
FHWA management strategies for customer service and
quality product delivery, as guided by the seven Corporate
Management Strategies.
FHWA's Corporate Management Strategies (CMS) serve as internal guidance designed to
enable us to effectively and efficiently achieve our strategic goals. The CMS are based on the
seven universally accepted criteria that comprise the Malcolm Baldrige and President's
Quality Award criteria. These criteria are the strategies of the FHWA Quality Journey.
Leadership: Strengthen the FHWA Leadership System, through training and other
developmental initiatives, for the agency's new organizational structure.
FHWA leaders are responsible for leading the FHWA Quality Journey and for carrying out its
Corporate Management Strategies. Leaders set the vision and direction, ensure accountability,
and provide the resources to deliver the products and services to our customers in an excellent
and timely manner.
Initiatives:
* Strengthen horizontal and verncal communications.
* Conduct and analyze results from the biennial Unit-level Self Assessment.
* Establish 2003 Reauthorization Framework for FHWA.
Strategic Planning: Translate strategies into unit, division, team and individual action plans
with performance measures based on the strategic objectives and performance goals.
Strategic Planning is essential to the long term viability of the Agency. FHWA Leaders;Iip
uses the Strategic Plan to set the direction for the Agency, to prepare annual performance
plans, and to allocate resources for attaining our strategic goals. The Plan is deployed
throughout the Agency to the unit, division, team and individual level.
Initiatives:
* Conduct FY 2002 Program Evaluations, i.e., CMAQ Program Study.
* Enhance Shared Unit Performance Plan System-SUPPS.
* Design and conduct Strategic Planning intake sessions.
Customer/Partner Focus: Identify customer ar.J partner needs and measure their level of
satisfaction.
FHWA achieves success through extensive cooperation and partnering with State and local
transportation agencies, We receive and act upon feedback from customer surveys, listening
sessions, focus groups and other learning techniques. We use that information to improve
products and services to ensure customer and partner needs are met.
Initiatives:
* Operationalize Customer Feedback Toolbox/Focus Model to assist organizational units in
delivering programs and services that increase the satisfaction level of our
customers/parters with our services and products. Use the American Customer
Satisfaction Index survey information gathered and other feedback methods such as the
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Partnership Relationship Survey tool to identify trends, opportunities, and performance
gaps to target areas for improvement.
Design and begin implementation of a systematic, constituency-based plan for
reauthorization outreach from an agency-wide perspective.
Information and Analysis: Identify and develop key business information systems that meet
and track DOT and FHWA strategic goals.
FHWA needs information to support key processes and improve performance. Leaders create
an environment in which knowledge, as a key asset of the organization, is managed, shared
and used effectively.
Initiatives:
. Expand the application of Knowledge Management across the agency.
Human Resource Development and Management: Increase employee technical
competence, authority and the tools needed to meet agency and customer needs.
FHWA's successful performance depends on a work force with skills aligned with the
Agency's objectives. We continue to develop and utilize the full potential of our human
resources and to create an environment conducive to performance excellence and personal
and organizational growth.
Initiatives:
* implement action items identified by the Work Force Planning and Professional
Development Task Force.
Implement FY 2001 All-Employee Survey results.
* Operationalize Phase 2 of the Learning and Development Systems (LADS) to track
whether training needs are being met.
* Develop a process for evaluating the impacts of the training investment.
* Implement FHWA Multi-Year Affirmative Action Employment Plan.
* Deploy Expertise Locator and Community of Practice across the agency.
Process Management: Design, manage and improve key processes to achieve better
performance.
FHWA uses customer-focused support, service and delivery processes to continually improve
performance and enhance our products and services. We utilize employee appropriate
feedback mechanisms and assessments from customers an,: ?artners.
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Initiatives:
" Each organizational unit will identify, map, improve and track at least one key business
process in FY 02.
" FHWA Key Business Processes would be expanded so each organizational unit could
align their own activities with those of the agency.
" Expand partnership metrics to include additional partner segment.
" Track and improve performance measures recommended by the Division Key Process
team.
" Coordinate and develop agency-wide performance measures on Technology and
Innovation Deployment.
" Promote best practices, innovative financing, and better project funds management.
Business Results: Develop critical FHWA business metrics to measure the overall quality of
processes and services and report results.
We will use customer feedback and benchmark high-performance organizations to
continuously improve our overall performance for our customers.
Initiatives:
.
Report results in year-end Performance Report.
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Appendix I
11.1

. I

Details of Performance
Measures

Safety
Data Source: NHTSA's Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) for fatality data.
FHWA's VMT data provided by its Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS).
Information is transmitted to NHTSA and entered into the system after undergoing data
review by NHTSA.
Scope of Data: Number of fatalities come from Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS)
data, a census of fatal traffic crashes within the 50 states, D.C. and Puerto Rico. To be
included in FARS, a crash must result in the death of an occupant of a vehicle or a
non-motorist within 30 days of the crash. FARS data is a 100% count of fatal crashes
collected from police crash reports, and other State data. FARS data cover all roadways open
to the public, using the National Highways System classification of roads. Pedestrian and
bicycle fatalities that occur on public highways but do not involve a motor vehicle are not
recorded in FARS; however, this is a small number of fatalities. Vehicle miles of travel
(VMT) data is derived by FHWA from state reported estimates of travel based on vanous
levels of sampling dependent on road type.
Measurement Methodology: FARS data are collected in each State by State employees,
translated into a standard format, and transmitted to the NHTSA, Data are collected from
police crash reports, State vehicle registration files, driver licensing files, highway agency
records, vital statistics, death certificates, coroner/medical examiner reports, hospital medical
reports, and emergency medical service reports.
The HPMS is an integrated data base that relies on the State highway agencies to annually
report area wide data, universe data, standard sample data, "donut" area sample data, and
linear reference system data for GIS.
Comments: FARS data elements are modified slightly from year to year to respond to
emphasis areas, vehicle fleet changes, and other needs for improvement.
FARS is a census of all highway traffic fatalities. As such it does not include information on
crashes that produce only non-fatal injuries or that result in only property damage.
Quality improvements are needed for location information in FARS that permits linkage to
highway information for targeting problems and improvement strategies for the highway
infi-astructure. In 1998, NHITSA began a GPS strategy to correct this shortcoming.

Data Source: DOT information systems: NITSA General Estimates System (GES) for
number of nonfatal injuries and FHWA Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS)
for VMT both using States' data
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Scope of Data: Injured persons data is derived from General Estimates System (GES), a
nationally representative probability sample that makes national estimates of total nonfatal
injury crashes, injured persons, and property damage only crashes. GES data cover all
roadways open to the public, using the National Highways System classification of roads.
vehicle miles of travel (VMT) data is derived by FHWA from state reported estimates of
travel based on various levels of sampling dependent on road type.
Measurement Methodology: The GES collects general information about the location of
crashes in its sample. The HPMS is an integrated data base that relies on the State highway
agencies to annual report area wide data, universe data, standard sample data, "donut" area
sample data, and linear reference system data for GIS. The area-wide data consist of five
statewide summaries. The summaries include data on travel and fatal and nonfatal crashes.
This summary will be dropped from future HPMS.
Comments: The GES sample plan only allows estimates of national totals, not detailed State
by State breakdowns. Only general information is collected on the type of crash and highway
system involved. The GES sample is designed to analyze vehicle and occupant injury
information, not the roadway elements.
Although various sources suggest that about half the motor vehicle crashes in the country are
not reported to police, the majority of these unreported crises involve only minor property
damage and no significant personal injury. By restricting attention to police reported crashes,
the GES concentrates on those crashes of greatest concern to the highway safety community
and the general public.
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Data Source: Information system: Highway Performance Information System (HPMS)
Scope of Data: Data include vehicle miles traveled on the HPMS reported NHS sections and
pavement ride quality data reported using the International Roughness Index (IRI). IR]is a
quantitative measure of the accumulated response of a "quarter-car" vehicle suspension
experienced while traveling over a pavement.
Measurement Methodology: Data are collected by the State Highway Agencies and reported
to FHWA for the HPMS. They are obtained from measurement devices that meet industry set
standards. Recommended measurement procedures are included in the HPMS Field Manual.
Data Issues: IRI data for the approved NHS exist from 1995 onward. Past data (1993 and
1994) were collected on the proposed, rather than the approved NHS. No NHS IRIdata are
available prior to 1993. The HPMS requires States to report lRIdata every two years. In the
HPMS Field Manual, FHWA refers to AASHTO Provisional Standards for measurement of
pavement profile as the preferred method for equipment and data collection.
Mea suredges:
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Data Source: National Bridge Inventory (NBI) information.
Scope of Data: The National Bridge Inventory System (NBIS) requires the inspection of all
bridges located on public roads and the submission ofthe collected bridge inventory and
inspection data to the FHWA for inclusion in the NBI. The FHWA maintains the NBL. The
NBI contains data on the Nation's 582,750 highway bridges. The information in the NBI
as required by the Recording and Coding Guide
contains 95 data items for each of the bridges
for the Structure Inventory and Appraisal of the Nation's Bridges. From the data provided, the
FHWA monitors the condition of the Nation's bridges, which includes identifying those
bridges that are either functionally obsolete or structurally deficient.
Measurement Methodology: The bridge information is collected by the State DOTs and
other bridge owners and is provided to the FHWA at least annually (Note: Some States do it
quarterly). As part of the FHWA's NBI, NBIS, and Highway Bridge Replacement and
Rehabilitation Program (HBRRP) monitoring and oversight responsibilities, the accuracy and
reliability of the submitted NBI information is constantly evaluated through data checks and
field reviews by both Headquarters and field office personnel.
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Data Issues: The NBI is the world's most comprehensive database of bridge information.

Data Source: BTS Omnibus Survey conducted in 2000 and the Nationwide Personal
Transportation Survey and National Quality Initiative (NQI) Survey conducted in 1995.
Scope of Data: A national sample of households.
Measurement Methodology: The DOT Bureau of Transportation Statistics conducted a
telephone survey in calendar year 2000 of 2,030 randomly-selected U.S. households.
Participants were asked multiple-choice questions concerning changes in the public's
satisfaction with specific characteristics of the Nation's roads, as well as question focused on
satisfaction from a community perspective.
Data Issues: None.
Measure: Percent user satisfaction with tse Nation's intermodal Jinkages.'

.

Data Source: Traveler Perception Survey
Scope of Data: A national sample of freight shippers and passengers.
Measurement Methodology: Survey both freight shippers/stakeholders and passengers to
ascertain satisfaction with both highway system and connectors.
Data Issues: None
Congested travel
.
,..-.
t
,
Measure 2001: Slow the projected growth figure of33.6% Wo3A%5/--'
Measure 2002: Slow the projected growth figure of 34.1% to 33-9 6
Data Source: Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS).

..
-

Scope of Data: HPMS data elements reported from approximately 400 urbanized areas within
theUnited States. Data is based upon daily ravel on the freeways and on arterial streets.
Measurement Methodology: Methodology used to calculate performance measures has been
developed by the Texas Transportation Institute and used in their annual Mobility Study.
Data Issues:
The proportion of congested travel figures
used in calculating the measures are
computed rather than measured values. The computed values may understate congestion, as
delay from incidents is not calculated.
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Traveler Delay
Measure2001:S'ow the projected growth of34 hours to 33.5 hou s
Measure 2002: Slow tepojcted growh'of35 hosrnsto 34-5bours.'
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Data Source: Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS).
Scope of Data: HPMS data elements reported from approximately 400 urbanized areas within
the United States. Data is based upon daily travel on the freeways and on arterial streets.
Hours of delay is derived from congested traffic volumes, crashes, and/or vehicle
breakdowns.
Measurement Methodology: Methodology used to calculate performance measures has been
o,,veloped by the Texas Transportation Institute and used in their annual Mobility Study.
Data Issues: None
Travel Time Measure
Measure 2001: Slow the p6jected.growth percentage of 27% to r26.6%,

.;'

-

', ..

Scope of Data: HPMS data reported from approximately 400 urbanized areas within the
United States. Data represents peak period travel.
Measurement Methodology: Methodology used to calculate performance measures has been
developed by the Texas Transportation Institute and used in their Mobility Study.
Data Issues: The travel time figures used in calculating the measures are computed rather
than measured values, The computed values may understate travel time, as delay from
incidents is not calculated.
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Productivity
Maaure'Coatofhighway,freight per mile (to bedevelopedfl,
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The following interim steps will be taken in FY 2001 to develop the performance measure
"Cost of highway freight per ton-mile"
, In October 2000, we will have an initial subset of motor carriers to report trends and
changes in expenses on ton-mile movements over time.
'

" Results will be vetted with partners
and customers by the 3 quarter of FY 2001.
" Actual or surrogate measure and targets will be tested in FY 2001.

Measure: Hours ofdlay/1000
commercial vehicles processed at NHS border crossings . ' '
The following interim steps will be taken in FY 2001 to develop the performance measure
"Hours of delay per 1000 vehicles processed at 4 NHS border crossing pilot sites."
Identify surrogate measures by end of Istquarter FY 2001.
" Vet measure(s) with partners and stakeholders in 2nd quarter of FY 2001.
" Finalize measure(s) and present to FHWA Management Council by December 200 1.

Measure
em~ov&
i~efiecY~of highway ififfamrn-iavss mtyeeopingassdz
prointigthesof 1&cos.anayais
tools for decision miaidg
p ')
To be developed.
For FY 2002, FHWA has identified two immediate initiatives which will help FHWA to meet
this long-term goal: (I) Establish a pilot program with five States in FY 2000 to test the
applicability of existing engineering/economic investment models, specifically the Highway
Economic Requirements System (HERS) Model, to help States make highway program
investment decisions; and (2) Initiate development of a life-cycle cost analysis (LCCA) model
for subsequent testing by states in FY 2001.
Baseline data will be -:ollected following the delivery of executive-level training in
engineering-economic analysis tools to the FHWA Division Administrators in late summer
and early fall 2001.
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Human and Natural Environment
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Data Source: FHWA NPTS FY 2000 Survey and the BTS Omnibus survey.
Scope of Data: National sample of population.
Measurement Methodology: FHWA's Office Highway Policy Information administers the
survey. BTS is developing the Omnibus survey,
Data Issues: NPTS is conducted about every 5 'ears rather than annually so year to year
trends will notbe available. BTS will include community satisfaction questions in its survey,
but a measure of community satisfaction will have to be developed.

Moastsri: EPArading of-FHWA Environmental Impact Statements (EIS). PercentofEIS's
rated LO.
Data Source: FHWA Database of EPA FIS Ratings
Scope of Data: Data captured is EPA staff ratings of EISs prepared by other Federal
agencies.
Measurement Methodology: EPA's Office of Federal Activities compiles data from EPA
regional office comment letters.

[Measure: On-road mobile'aoiurebmissioos in short ton.

.'

.

Data Source: National Air Quality and Emissions Trends Report, EPA. (EPA uses data from
FHWA's Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS)).
Scope of Data: Figure is the sum of on-road mobile source emissions of carbon monoxide,
hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides, and particulate matter less than 10 microns in diameter (PM10).
Measurement Methodology: The annual emissions level is the estimated total annual
tonnage of on-road mobile source emissions of carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, nitrogen
oxides, and PM-10 as reported in the latest EPA Trends Report.
Data Issues: The Trends Report is usually available around October of each year. There is a
I-year time lag for the emissions data. For example, the March 2000 report contains 1998
data.
The EPA's use of a mathematical model poses issues of model validation. The annual
variation in the model's estimates, as measured by the regression standard error, is 2.57. The
HPMS data used as input to the model are subject to sampling and non-sampling errors.
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Meaur&Pereotofnons~ttaiineandiuantenance areas meetintheidonbiiece ±'tc i
Data Source: FHWA Field offices
Scope of Data: Data is collected every year on July I in order to generate data trend.
Measurement Methodology: Each FHWA field office is requested to report the number of
nonattainment and maintenance areas that meet their mobile source emissions budget by
I
pollutant.
Data Issues: The makeup and severity of nonattainment areas will varylyear to year. The data
collected reflect only a snapshot status of the nonattainment and maintenance area. When an
area does not meet the air quality standard for one of the criteria pollutants, it may be subject
to the formal rulemaking process which designates it "nonattainment." The Clean Air Act
Amendments (CAAA) of 1990 and subsequent rulemakings further clarify ozone (O),
carbon monoxide (CO), and some particulate matter (PM-J0) nonattainment areas based on
the magnitude of thearea's problem. Nonattainment classifications are Iused to specify what
air pollution reduction measures an area must adopt and when the area nust reach attainment.

-Measure:lRatio of wetlands

lacintresuhing from Federal-aid highway projacts&fl,-.".

Data Source: State DOT wetland mitigation databases.
Scope of Data: Data is available for FY96 through FY 2000
Measurement Methodology: Data records are compiled by DOTS usig local, developed
databases. A new FHWA Wetlands Management Database, when available, will also be used.
Data Issues: At this time, FHWA only requests data on an annual basis The data is summary
in nature; reflecting total acres of wetlands impacted versus total acres Jf mitigation provided.
The uniformity of the data is not guaranteed. The data is subject to interpretation by the
reporting State DOTs. In particular, there is no uniform understanding o 'what should be
reported as mitigation acreage. The FHWA has provided guidance on mitigation activities to
report and will soon issue the Wetlands Management Database which should reduce the
current variations in data received from the States.
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National Security

Data Source: The FHWA Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS) for roads and
National Bridge Inventory (NBI) for bridges on STRAHNET (including STRAHNET connectors)
and Customer Surveys,
Scope of data: Adequate condition of STRAHET and STRAHNET connectors to support DOD
deployment and mtmctea Satisfaction Data with highways serving military installations.
Measurement methodology; Annual update to HPMS, NBI, and Customer-Partner Surveys.
Data issues: HPMS and NBI condition data continually being updated and made more
accurate for use in geographical information system (GIS) application. Customer-Partner
satisfaction criteria and data is being developed.

':,P&

Oi'geoDSTRAHNET bridges classified aa deficient (stucttrally deficient

Percent of STRAHNET routes under bridges with clearance of more than 16 feet
Data Source: National Bridge Inventory (NBI) information,
Scope of Data: The National Bridge Inventory System (NBIS) requires the inspection of all
bridges located on public roads and the submission of the collected bridge inventory and
inspection data to the FHWA for inclusion in the NBI. The FHWA maintains the NBI. The
NBi contains data on the Nation's 582,750 bridges. The information in the NBI contains 95
data items for each of the bridges as required by the Recording and Coding Guide for the
Structure Inventory and Appraisal of the Nation's Bridges. From the data provided, the
FHWA monitors the condition of the Nation's bridges, which includes identifying those
bridges that are either functionally obsolete or structurally deficient.
Measurement Methodology: The bridge information is collected by the State DOTs and
other bridge owners and is provided to the FHWA at least annually (Note: Some states do it
quarterly). As part ofthe FHWA's NBI, NBIS, and Highway Bridge Replacement and
Rehabilitation Program (HBRRP) monitoring and oversight responsibilities, the accuracy and
reliability of the submitted NBI information is constantly evaluated through data checks and
field reviews by both Headquarters and field office personnel.
Data Issues: The NB! is the world's most comprehensive database of bridge information.
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GENERAL STATEMENT
On January 2, 2001, the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA)
celebrated its first full year as an independent agency within the Department of Transportation.
This organizational milestone in FMCSA's young history afforded all stakeholders an
opportunity to not only reflect on the significant strides made to reduce the number and severity
of commercial motor vehicle (CMV) crashes, but also to acknowledge the organizational and
programmatic opportunities yet to be addressed.
Established by the Motor Carrier Safety Improvement Act of 1999 (MCSIA) (P.L. 106159), FMCSA's mission is to save lives and reduce injuries by preventing truck and bus crashes.
Through a variety of safety and enforcement programs, FMCSA endeavors to strategically
leverage and coordinate its resources to achieve fair, effective, and efficient results. With safety
at the core of its activities, FMCSA seeks to promote compliance with the Nation's Federal
motor carrier regulations through education, technical assistance, outreach, and, when neessaiy,
enforcement. FMCSA uses all tools at its disposal to fashion an effective and results-oriented
safety and enforcement program.
The FMCSA, with our State partners, has taken aggressive action to target carriers,
vehicles, and drivers with poor safety performance. Under authority provided by the MCSIA,
FMCSA is developing or has implemented rules and policies establishing stronger sanctions for
violations of safety laws and regulations. Carriers that show patterns of noncompliance face
penalties ranging from maximum fines to a shut down of operations. Failure to pay penalties
will result in loss of operating authority. Commercial driver licensing regulations are being
strengthened as well. FMCSA is seeing the results of its enhanced regulations and expects
marginal operators to come into compliance quickly or close down their operations. In the near
future, FMCSA expects to implement a program to monitor carriers coming into the trucking
business during the first 18 months of operations to ensure they understand and comply with
motor carrier regulations.
FMCSA has achieved several noteworthy accomplishments over the past several months.
Much effort has been given to identifying the kind of organization FMCSA needs to be to
effectively promote motor carrier safety and to be a model organization in government.
Throughout FY 2001, FMCSA has moved to fill key positions and staff its agency with the
exprtise necessary to create an organization of excellence. Staff is working to identify,
establish, and implement the policies, procedures, and analytical frameworks to support the
agency's mission-critical programs and activities, The growing pains experienced by FMCSA in
this first year have influenced the directions to be taken in FY 2002.
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During the past year, FMCSA has strategically focused its outreach initiatives toward its
goal of a 50% reduction in truck-related traffic fatalities by the end of 2009. This has resulted in
two major program initiatives: "Share the Road Safely," which targets all highway users on how
to operate safely in and around trucks; and, "Safety is Good Business," which targets the motor
carrier industry with best safety and business practices. FMCSA has also stepped up its efforts
to make information on motor carrier safety available to a wider population, including
enhancements to the FMCSA web site, development and production of broad-based education
and technical assistance materials, and development and display of new safety exhibits
promoting safe driving behavior at 16 major public events throughout the country.
In the enforcement arena, FMCSA has dramatically increased its enforcement efforts
over the last two years. Since 1998, the number of Federal compliance reviews has increased
130 percent, and enforcement cases have increased 75 percent. As of April 1, 2001, three new
States have submitted letters of intent to join the Performance and Registration Information
Systems Management (PRISM) program. FMCSA fully expects to increase membership by five
new States by the end of FY 2002, bringing the total number of States to 23. Additionally,
FMCSA's presence at the southwest border has increased by 20 inspectors, for a total of 60
Federal inspectors in FY 2001 who augment State inspection staffing across 23 border crossings
in four ? tzes.
FMCSA's partnerships with the States, as well as with advocacy and industry groups, are
vital to the promotion of commercial motor vehicle safety. Only with a concerted, coordinated
effort among all stakeholders will it be possible to advance and achieve safety-related objectives.
Efforts around FMCSA's Commercial Driver's License (CDL) program activities underscore the
importance of these partnerships. As requested by the FY 2001 Senate Appropriations
Committee Report 106-309, FMCSA is providing the following information on activities
underway to improve the effectiveness of the CDL program to remove problem drivers from the
road and prevent unqualified drivers from obtaining a CDL:
*

CDL State Grant Program - Funds made available under the Transportation Equity Act for
the 21 ' Century (TEA-21) and MCSIA are being used to correct deficiencies in State CDL
programs; enhance the accuracy and completeness of driver history records and the timely
reporting and recording of traffic convictions; and, develop CDL program management
control procedures and oversight practices to detect fraudulent activities.

*

CDL Test Revisions - FMCSA is reviewing the current CDL knowledge and skills testing to
identify methods to improve testing and licensing standards and practices and to issue
regulations to reflect the improvements to the testing process.

" Stepped Up Monitoring and Review of State Comnliance - FMCSA is training its field staff
to conduct more effective State CDL compliance reviews and monitor State CDL programs
and to conduct a more thorough technical review and testing of State compliance with the
CDL requirements.
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"

Commercial Vehicle Safety Partnership Program - FMCSA is working to achieve
appropriate and uniform adjudication of CDL violations in all States through a presenter's
network of targeted messages and formal training to judges, prosecutors, and law
enforcement officials, including train-the-trainer courses.

*

CDL Symposium - FMCSA's recent CDL symposium provided the opportunity for the
FMCSA to interact with State licensing agency personnel to discuss important issues and
challenges to implementing the CDL provisions of the MCSIA and explore solutions to
common problems in the management and effectiveness of the CDL program.

Similarly, partnerships have played an important role in FMCSA's hazardous materials
(HM) program activities. In the past year, FMCSA has worked to strengthen its program to
ensure safe transportation of hazardous materials through strong enforcement, partnerships and
education, and risk assessment. The agency has implemented a new enforcement and
compliance tool to identify hazardous materials violations and collect data on HM shippers with
compliance problems. FMCSA conducts two national strike force operations annually and
continues to review 8-10% of cargo tank manufacturers each year. Additionally, collaborative
efforts with the National Tank Truck Carriers association have resulted in workshops that have
trained over 1,000 industry personnel on cargo tank test and inspection regulations. In January
2000, FMCSA completed a comparative risk assessment of hazardous materials transportation
that will be incorporated into its carrier compliance review selection system.
The foundation laid by FMCSA in FY 2001 is a solid one upon which to build a sound
future. The lessons learned over the past year by the agency are invaluable to setting a
determined direction in FY 2002. Motor carrier safety represents an especially challenging
problem, but FMCSA has begun to make progress. The 2002 budget contains a number of safety
initiatives that play a key role in meeting FMCSA's overall mission. For further discussion on
FMCSA's performance goals and targets please see the attached FY 2002 Performance Plan.
To ensure that the agency has the resources necessary to continue its current level of
service, to fund legislatively mandated activities at fully authorized levels, and undertake key
safety initiatives, an increase to FMCSA's administrative takedown from 1/3% to 2/3% is
needed. At this level, FMCSA will be able to enhance its safety activities, increase FMCSA's
presence at the U.S./Mexico border, and increase its safety research and technology programs.
The FY 2002 budget also provides for a three-year obligation limitation on funds under
FMCSA's research and technology program, facilitating the pursuit of long-term projects aimed
at crash reduction efforts.
Highlights of FY 2002 Funding
The FY 2002 request provides an increase of $46.6 million to fund current operations,
agency mandates, and program enhancements, including 90 new FTE, under FMCSA's Motor
Carrier Safety (Operations and Research) account. The request also provides an increase of
$28.2 million, including $22.8 million in RABA, to fund activities within the National Motor
Carrier Safety program.
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Motor Carrier Safety (Operations and Research)
$139 million, 51% above 2001, is requested to support critical motor carrier safety activities that
will save lives and prevent injuries on our Nation's highways. The FY 2002 budget proposes
funding for the following safety program activities:
$19 million to station 80 additional Federal enforcement personnel at the U.S./Mexico
border and to enhance motor carrier safety enforcement, oversight, and outreach
activities. To ensure that the southwest border is opened with the utmost attention placed
on safety, an immediate Federal presence will need to be established to perform enhanced
inspection and safety monitoring processes on commercial motor vehicles entering the
United States. Other safety operations enhancements include: developing a system
through which to identify, review, and monitor new carrier entrants; initiating a pilot
program to determine an effective approach to revisit carriers that have been identified as
"conditional" in recent compliance reviews; and expanding outreach efforts to better
educate the public, partners, and stakeholders about motor carrier safety responsibilities.
*

$14 million for motor carrier safety research and technology-S4 million above FY 2001.
New initiatives include: field testing advanced truck safety technologies; testing dynamic
roadside enforcement equipment; developing new driver selection, testing, licensing, and
training techniques; using simulation and instrumented vehicles to determine unsafe
motor carrier driver actions; and researching counter measures guided by early crash
causation study results.

*

$11 million to advance the motor carrier crash data improvement program, the
commercial driver's license improvement program, and to staff FMCSA's 24-hour
telephone hotline.

*

$86 million, an increase of $7 million or 9 percent above 2001, for motor carrier safety
operations to further increase motor carrier inspections and compliance reviews.

*

$9 million for the Bureau of Transportation Statistics' Safety Data Quality Improvement
Program.

National Motor Carrier Safety Program (Grants and Information Systems)
$205 million, 16% above FY 2001, will make possible an aggressive expansion of the States'
enforcement of interstate commercial motor vehicle regulations.
$183 million is dedicated to State Motor Carrier Safety grants, with: $160 million
provided for the Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program (MC SAP); $18 million for
enhanced State enforcement operations at the southern border, and $5 million for State
Commercial Driver's License (CDL) program improvements. MCSAP grants may be
used to increase the number of compliance reviews in States; identify and apprehend
traffic violators; increase the volume of roadside inspections; improve State CDL
oversight activities; and support State border enforcement efforts.
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$5 million to continue a comprehensive study on commercial vehicle crash causation
initiated in 2001. The study will identify data requirements and collection procedures,
reports, and other measures that will improve both FMCSA and the States' ability to
evaluate future crashe- involvingg commercial motor vehicles; monitor crash trends and
identify causes and contributing factors; and develop effective safety improvement
policies and programs.
$17 million is included for the Information Systems and Strategic Safety Initiatives
(ISSSI) program. The program's implementation is shared by FMCSA and the States and
supports motor carrier information system and data analysis activities, including:
SAFESTAT technology, used to target high-risk motor carriers for compliance reviews;
and the Performance Registration Information and Systems Management (PRISM)
program, which links State motor vehicle registration systems with carrier safety data in
an effort to identify unsafe motor carriers.
Border Infrastructure Improvements: $56 million, derived from Federal Highway
Administration Revenue Aligned Budget Authority (RABA), for State and Federal inspection
facilities construction at the U.S./Mexico border. Funding for these activities is included in the
Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA) FY 2002 Federal-aid Highways program levels.
Advancing these infrastructure projects will be the joint responsibility of FHWA, FMCSA, and
the States, with States submitting proposals that will be evaluated to qualify for Federal funding.
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ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration's primary mission is to prevent
commercial motor vehicle-related fatalities and injuries. FMCSA's activities contribute to
ensuring safety in motor carrier operations through strong enforcement of safety regulations;
targeting high-risk carriers and commercial motor vehicle drivers; improving safety information
systems and commercial motor vehicle technologies; strengthening commercial motor vehicle
equipment and operating standards; and increasing safety awareness, To accomplish these
activities, FMCSA works with Federal, State, and local enforcement agencies; the motor carrier
industry; labor and safety interest groups; and other advocacy groups.
With four service centers and offices in each State, the District of Columbia, and Puerto
Rico, FMCSA delivers a comprehensive program of activities focused on motor carrier safety.
Program activities include the following:
Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program
The Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program (MCSAP) is a Federal grant program that
provides States with financial assistance for roadside inspections and other commercial motor
vehicle safety programs. It promotes detection and correction of commercial motor vehicle
safety defects, commercial motor vehicle driver deficiencies, and unsafe motor carrier practices
before they become contributing factors to crashes and hazardous materials incidents. The
program also promotes the adoption and uniform enforcement by the States of safety rules,
regulations, and standards compatible with the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations and
Federal Hazardous Materials Regulations.
Regulatory Compliance and Enforcement
FMCSA's compliance reviews and enforcement activities and the States' roadside
inspection activities are the principal means of ensuring that the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Regulations and the Federal Hazardous Materials Regulations are enforced. Compliance and
enforcement efforts are enhanced through the Performance and Registration Information Systems
Management (PRISM) program, a Federal and State partnership to improve safety performance
or remove high-risk carriers from the nation's highways. Through PRISM, compliance reviews
are conductedon unsafe motor carriers and their safety performance is monitored and tracked.
Continued poor safety performance may result in a Federal Operations Out-of-Service
Order/unfit determination in conjunction with the suspension and/or revocation of vehicle
registration privileges.
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Commercial Driver's License Program (CDL)
FMCSA develops, issues, and evaluates standards for testing and licensing commercial
motor vehicle drivers. These standards require States to issue a Commercial Driver's License
only after drivers pass knowledge and skill tests that pertain to the type of vehicle operated.
States ere audited every three years to monitor compliance with Federal standards;
noncompliance could result in loss of Federal funding.
Data and Analysis
FMCSA collects and disseminates safety data concerning motor carriers. Data collected
by Federal safety investigators and State partners from roadside inspections, crashes, compliance
reviews, and enforcement activities are indexed by carrier. This information provides'a national
perspective on carrier performance and assists in determining FMCSA and State enforcement
activities and priorities. Combined with data from other sources (including the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration), extensive analysis is performed to determine trends in
performance by carrier and other factors such as cargo, driver demographics, location, time, and
type of incident. Based on identified trends, FMCSA directs resources in the most efficient and
effective manner to improve motor carrier safety.
Research and Technology Program
FMCSA identifies, coordinates, and administers research and development to enhance the
safety of motor carrier operations, commercial motor vehicles, and commercial motor vehicle
drivers. FMCSA promotes the use of information systems and advanced technologies to
improve commercial vehicle safety, simplify government administrative systems, and provide
savings to States and the motor carrier industry.
Border and International
FMCSA supports the development of compatible motor carrier safety requirements and
procedures throughout North America in the context of the North America Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA). The FY 2002 request includes a mix of border inspectors and safety
investigators to be used for enhanced safety activities alo-"! the southwest border. As part of the
FY 2002 request, the additional FMCSA border inspect,
being requested will be deployed
along U.SJMexico border entries to support State enfor ,nent staff in the inspection of Mexican
commercial vehicles and drivers. Efforts will be focused to ensure compliance vith safety
regulations and to verify that proper operating credentials are held. Moreover, additional
FMCSA safety investigators will provide safety evaluations of Mexican carters during the
application process and conduct safety audits during the first 18 months of a carrier's operation
to determine knowledge of and basic compliance with the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Regulations (FMCSR). FMCSA staff also will engage in education and technical assistance
activities to assist carriers in meeting FMCSRs. Programs exist to: improve the safety
performance of motor carriers operating in border areas through special grants to States for
enforcement activities and, in cooperation with other Federal agencies; and support the
development of State safety inspection facilities. FMCSA participates in international technical
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organizations and committees to share best practices in motor carrier safety.
Other
Hazardous Materials
FMCSA enforces regulations for the safe transportation of hazardous materials by highway and
rules governing the manufacture and maintenance of cargo tank motor vehicles, as set forth in
Chapter 51 of Title 49 of the United States Code.
Household Goods
In July 2000, the FMCSA established two teams that replaced the Household Goods Task Force.
These two teams were established to administer a comprehensive compliance and enforcement
program concentrated on household goods carriers and brokers and to reduce the number of
hostage freight and household goods consumer complaints. In addition, a consumer hotline was
established to receive and resolve routine complaints from the general public. Consumers can
download and complete a complaint form via the Internet.
Insurance
In August 2000, the FMCSA modified its licensing and insurance information database and web
site to allow registered insurance companies and other financial institutions to file information
for motor carriers' regarding their insurance policies directly online. Also, financial institutions
may now enter certificates of insurance, notices of cancellation, surety bonds, trust fund
agreements and other evidence of security via the Internet. Since August of 2000, a total of
23,582 filings have been submitted via the Internet.
24-Hour Telephone Hotline
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration provides a toll-free hotline for reporting
dangerous safety violations involving a commercial truck or bus: 1-888-DOT-SAFT (1-888-3687238).
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Organizational Chart
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
Trust Funds
MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY
LIMITATION ON OBLIGATIONS ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
For necessary expenses for administration of motor carrier safety programs and motor
carrier safety research, pursuant to section 104(a)(l)(B) of title 23, United States Code, not to
exceed [$92,194,000] $139,007,000 shall be paid in accordance with law from appropriations
made available by this Act and from any available take-down balances to thc Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration, together with advances and reimbursements received by the
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, of which $14,128,000 isfor the research and
technology program and shall remain available for obligation until September 30, 2005;
$5,000,000 is for the motor carrier safety operations program; $5,000,000 is for the collection
and analysis of data on commercial motor vehicle crashes, including crash causation, as
authorized under section 225(e) of Public Law 106-159; S375,000 is for a toll-free hotline for
reporting safety violations, as authorized under section 4017 ofPublic Law 105-178, as
amended by Public Law 106-159, section 213; $5,163,000 isfor the commercial driver's license
improvement program; and $9,000,000 is for the Bureau of Transportation Statistics'safety data
quality improvement program: Provided, That such amounts shall be available to carry out the
functions and operations of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration. (Department of
Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2001, as enacted by section 101(a) of
P.L 106-346.)
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
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Trust Funds
MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY
LIMITATION ON OBLIGATIONS ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
Program and Performance Statement
This limitation provides resources to expand the nationwide motor carrier safety program.
Safety program enhancements include enforcement and oversight expansion, outreach, border
initiatives, and technology development.
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MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY (OPERATIONS & RESEARCH)
FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS
(in thousands of dollars)
A limitation on Motor Carrier Safety (Operations & Research) obligations of $139.007
million for FY 2002 is proposed, along with an increase from 1/3 to 2/3 percent to Lhe Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Administration administrative takedownT, which represents a net increase of
$46.642 million when compared to the FY 2001 limitation level of $92.365 million. Increases
are requested for adjustments to base of $14.431 million and for program initiatives of $32.21 L
million.
Analysis of changes from FY 2001 to FY 2002
Limitation: Motor Carrier Safety (Operations & Research)
FY 2001 appropriations (P.L. 106-346)
Add: transfer of FHWA Federal-aid Highways Obligation Limitation
Less: .22% Rescission (P.L. 106-554)
Total Obligation Limitation
Adjustments to base
2002 Pay Raise
2001 Pay Raise Annualization
Annualization of FTE
Other Mandatory Personnel Costs
GSA Rent
24-hour Telephone Hotline (MCSIA Sec 213)
Crash Data Collection [MCSIA Sec 225(e)]
Commercial Driver's License Improvements

$92,194
375
(204)
$92,365

1,503
515
4,010
409
798
1
2,032
5,163

Subtotal, Adjustments to Base

14,431

Program creasess
Border Enforcement Operations
Border Safety Audits
Motor Carrier Safety Operations Program (MCSOP)
Research and Technology
BTS Safety Data Improvements*
Subtotal, Adjustments to Program
Total FY 2002 Requirements

9,911
4,000
5,000
4,30(
32,211
S139,007

*Funding will be provided for Bureau of Transportation Statistics program activities.
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FY 2002 FMCSA CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET SUBMISSION
Motor Carrier Safety (Operations & Rtsearch)
Limitation on Obligations
(in thousands of dollars)

Mandatmr
FY 2001 Adjustments Annuallma on
Erected to PC&B
of FTE
PERSONNEL RESOURCES:
Total FT
FINANCIAL RESOURCES:
Salaries and Benefits
Travel
Ttanspodabon
GSARent
Conunications, Rent, &
Printing
Other Servces:
TASC
Other
Suppes
Equpn e l
Subtotal
OperatIons:
Ot5e Inbobva:
MCSOP
Crash DataColledion
Research andTechnology
24-hour Telephone Hottine
Com
Iarml
Drvefs Lcense"
STS S"efy Data ImprovamenS
Subtotal
Other Inltaves:

TOTAL UMITATION

770

55,7673
5.689
200
4.443
423

GSA
Rent

Autwized
Inreases FY 2001
Mandated Adjusted Program FY 2002
In ICSLA
Baa
Increases Request

39

2,42?

809

2.702
293
13

60.801
5,982
213
5241
452

798
29

473

85-9

6.348
800

67,150
6782
213
5.241
452

473

1,292
8,245
480
2,277
79,195

90

89
672
57
155
2,427

4,010

1,381
8,917
538
2,432
798

86,430

473

6,111
292
360

13,911 100.341

5.000
2.968
9,828
374
[5.163]

2,032
1

3,170

92,301

*Funded from FHWA RABAin FY 2001.

2,427

4,010

798

5,000
9,828
375
5,163

1.381
15.028
829
2,792

9,000

5,000
5,000
14,128
375
5,163
9.000

4,300
.

2,033

20,366

18,300

38,666

2.033

106,794

32,211

139.007
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MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY (OPERATIONS & RESEARCH)
NARRATIVE EXPLANATION
(in thousands of dollars)
OPERATIONS
Building upon FMCSA's base funding level of $92,365 in FY 2001, FMCSA will
continue to support its comprehensive and coordinated safety and enforcement program
activities. These activities include the following: increasing enforcement of high risk carriers,
drivers, and vehicles; enhancing safety investigations and compliance reviews; implementing
new safety regulations; and maintaining current safety-related data bases.
ADJUSTMENTS TO BASE: $14,431
Personnel Cost Increase: $2,427
The total requested increase of $2,427 in personnel compensation and benefits is composed of:
$1,503 to fund January 2002 pay raises (3.6% increase to FY 2001 salaries and benefits base
for applicable workdays in FY 2002).
* $515 to annualize 2001 pay raises (3.7% increase to FY 2001 salaries and benefits base for
applicable workdays in FY 2002).
* $409 for other mandatory personnel costs.
0

Annualization of FTE: $4,010
$4,010 for annualization of 39 FTE, including personnel compensation and benefits and
operational support increases.
GSA Rent: $798
This adjustment to base reflects GSA increases for rent adjustments, lease expirations, and
forced moves. The funding level reflects an increase in space due to staffing requirements.
24-Hour Telephone Hotline: $1
This adjustment to base provides funding for this activity at the fully authorized level as
specified under section 4017 of Public Law 105-178, as amended by Public Law 106-159.
Crash Data Collection: $2,032
This adjustment to base provides full funding for the collection and analysis of data on
commercial motor vehicle crashes, including crash causation, as authorized under section 225(e)
of Public Law 106-159. The program was funded at $2,968 million in FY 2001, $2,032 million
below the fully authorized level.
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Commercial Driver's License Improvements: $5,163
This adjustment to base enables commercial driver's license (CDL) improvement efforts to be
funded at the current services level. The program was funded at $10 million in FY 2001 with
funding derived from Federal Highway Administration Revenue Aligned Budget Authority (see
National Motor Carrier Safety Program justification for the remaining $4,837 million for CDL
activities, as well as program details).
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PROGRAM-INCREASES: $32,211
Border Enforcement Operations: 19,911
In order to open the U.S./Mexico border in accordance with the Administration's
commitment to both the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and safety, it is
imperative that an immediate Federal presence be established to assist the States with enhanced
enforcement efforts. To ensure that only safe Mexican carriers, vehicles, and drivers operate in
the U.S., FMCSA proposes to deploy a multi-tiered enforcement program at all four States along
the U.S./Mexico border that includes an enhanced inspection and safety monitoring process ($9.9
million). Moreover, the DOT Inspector General's December 1998 report Motor CarrierSafety
Programfor Commercial Trucks at US Border recommends, "a Federal presence is needed to
ensure a consistent enforcement program and to provide additional oversight and monitoring,
particularly in the early stages of NAFTA's implementation." Higher levels of investment are
needed to:
*

Address the critical issue of safety enforcement at the border.
More funding ($9.9 million) is needed to add 80 new FMCSA staff for safety
enforcement at the border.
This level of enforcement presence, totaling 140 Federal enforcement staff, is
consistent with the recommendations contained in the DOT Inspector General's
December 1998 report Motor CarrierSafety Programfor Commercial Trucks at
U.S. Border. "
Activities would be funded by increasing the FMCSA administrative takedown
from 1/3 to 2/3 of one percent.

For a comprehensive, consistent, and coordinated program to be operational within the
first quarter of FY 2002, it is imperative that FMCSA have the flexibility to hire, train, house,
equip, and deploy a highly experienced, bi-lingual border enforcement staff quickly and
efficiently.
The following investments will be needed to adequately address the critical issue of
safety enforcement at the border by adding 85 new FMCSA staff in FY 2002, establishing a
safety audit component, and providing for an immediate Federal presence at the border:
*

Compensation and Benefits (54.2 million)
A mix of 80 FTE who are highly experienced and bi-lingual will be needed to perform a
variety of border enforcement and compliance activities.
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*

Training ($2.4 million)
To train, equip, and move 80 FTE to the border early in FY 2002, FMCSA anticipates
spending $671,000 on trainng-related activities, $1,652,000 on per diem and permanent
change of station costs, and $100,000 for Drug Interdiction Assistance program activities.

*

Facilities ($840,000)
The 80 FTE will be deployed throughout the four States along the southwest border at 23
border inspection sites according to number of border crossings and consistent with truck
traffic volume. It is imperative that a Federal presence be enhanced within all four States
and that enforcement activities be performed to adequately address truck volume at all
inspection sites. Cost estimates to purchase trailer; transport trailers; provide water,
electric, and sewer hookup for trailers; pay for acreage rentals; cover utilities; and furnish
trailers total approximately $840,000.

*

Other (S1.5 million)
Along with supplies ($292,000) and equipment ($360,000), it is estimated that $800,000
will be needed to cover local travel costs. Because a number of the border crossings are
located in remote areas far from urban centers, it will be r cessary for a significant
amount of travel to be incurred to and from tljese sites.

*

Administrative Appeals ($500,000)
Anytime a carrier is put out of service, it has the right to appeal this decision to FMCSA.
it is anticipated that the volume of appeals will increase with the opening of the border
and additional staff will be needed to process the work. The proposal calls for 5
additional bi-lingual FTE, with some located in the border States, to be hired at a cost of
$500,000.

*

Data Access and IT Support ($500,000)
An interface between FMCSA's information database and the database in Mexico needs
to be developed and deployed. Currently, FMCSA has limited access to this data and
needs to construct interfaces and translators in order to provide univeral access to all
border enforcement personnel. Development and deployment costs are estimated at
$500,000.

Border Safety Audits: $4,000
As part of FMCSA's proposed multi-tiered enforcement program at the border, $4
million is needed to establish a safety audit review component. This facet of the program,
similar to one currently being considered in FMCSA's New Entrant rulemaking, would require
Mexican carriers to undergo an interview of their key official, as well as a review of their safety
management practices. As part of the audit, Mexican carriers would be required to provide

20
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necessary documentation to verify compliance with the FMCSRs. The safety audit program
could take place at designated border locations or at the carrier's place of business in Mexico.
While less intrusive than a compliance review conducted on U.S. carriers, a safety audit would
be a much more in depth review ofthe carriers operations than is currently underway for carriers
that operate within the commercial zone. To assist Mexican carriers in preparing for a safety
audit, FMCSA plans to conduct a series of workshops for Mexican carriers to educate them on
the requirements for operation in the U.S.
There are substantial costs associated with safety audits, such as staff training, travel to
carrier's place of business, and the use of interpreters. Databases and computer software
programs currently being used in the U.S. must be modified for the safety audit process and then
translated into Spanish. Total costs are estimated at $4.0 million for these activities.
Border Infrastructure

To ensure that the opening of the U.S./Mexico border is done with the utmost attention
paid to motor carrier safety, a total of 556.3 million, to be funded from Federal-Aid Highways
Revenue Aligned Budget Authority (RABA), is requested for southern border motor arrier
safety inspection facilities construction in FY 2002. Funding for these activities is included in
the Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA) FY 2002 Federal-aid Hghways program levels,
The States will require Federal funding to support infrastructure improvements necessary
to accommodate permanent facilities (i.e., property, roadways, buildings, and inspectior
facilities). With 23 border-crossing sites located in the four States along the U.S./Mexico border,
it is anticipated that a total of $162 million, of which $54 million is requested in FY 2002, is
needed to build new State motor carrier inspection facilities. Funding for these activities will be
distributed on an as needed basis, with States submitting proposals that will be evaluated to
qualify for Federal funding. Advancing these infrastructure projects will be the joint
responsibility of FHWA, FMCSA, and the States.
$2.3 million is also necessary in FY 2002, for Federal construction of areas to park
unsafe vehicles placed out-of-service at the border. These funds will be managed by FMCSA to
ensure that paved, secured areas are constructed to fulfill immediate requirements, as the States
move toward the construction of permanent facilities. This justification is also contained within
Federal Highway Administration's FY 2002 budget submission.
Motor Carrier Safety Operations Projram (MCSOP): $5,000
A request of $5.0 million for the MCSOP is critical to reducing motor carrier involved
fatalities and injuries, MCSOP will support FMCSA initiatives that are designed to address
Federal oversight and standards, enforcement, and outreach responsibilities. MCSOP initiatives
are program activities initiated and executed by the FMCSA, as compared to the Motor Carrier
Safety Assistance Program (MCSAP), which primarily provides funding to the States to initiate
and execute motor carrier safety initiatives. A combination of Federal and State programs is
necessary to advance a comprehensive safety program. MCSOP includes the following:
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"

A motor carrier Enforcement component to support the delivery of FMCSA's enforcement
responsibilities. An important MCSIA enforcement feature requires FMCSA to examine the
qualifications of new motor carrier entrants and monitor their operational performance to
assure continued safety. This MCSIA requirement will be addressed by developing a system
to identify, review, and monitor new carrier entrants. Another important initiative will
address the DOT Inspector General recommendation to revisit carriers that have been
identified as "conditional" in recent Compliance Reviews. In FY 2002 FMCSA will initiate
a pilot program, staffed by 5 new FTE (10 safety investigator positions at one half year
funding), to assess the effectiveness of this enforcement initiative and determine an approach
to future implementation.

" A motor carrier Oversight and Standards component to improve FMCSA's regulatory
process by examining and measuring the real world impacts of regulatory proposals. The
program will: evaluate the underlying science of selected standards; quickly react to
emerging, high visibility issues; pilot test regulations; perform post-promulgation regulatory
evaluation; and, collect, analyze, and disseminate information associated with FMCSA
requests for public comments. In addition, a multi-year medical review board contract is
proposed that will provide medical educational oversight of examiners, identify research and
development and regulatory needs, and mediate driver medical qualification questions.
" Motor carrier safety Outreach components to better educate the public, partners, and
stakeholders of their respective roles in contributing to reducing accidents involving motor
carders. Demonstration projects, media events, and cooperative agreements with a variety of
partners are candidate actions. Nationally developed outreach activities are expected to
initiate and guide grassroots activism. Efforts to strategically promote high-visibility law
enforcement activities, as a component of a focused outreach program, will be explored.
BTS Safety Data Improvements: $9,000
FMCSA proposes that an additional $9 million be devoted to the Bureau of
Transportation Statistics to support the Safety Data Action Plan (SDAP), a DOT-wide initiative,
aimed at improving the accuracy, timeliness, and comparability of safety data. A detailed
discussion of the SDAP initiative is included in the BTS FY 2002 Budget Submission.
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RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY
Base Research and Technology funding of $9.8 million will continue to be used to
support ongoing research and technology efforts in the areas of driver, both commercial and noncommercial; carrier; and vehicle. The major efforts include:
*

educating non-commercial drivers about sharing the road safely in the vicinity of heavy
vehicles; testing fatigue management technologies for commercial drivers;

*

developing screening tests for sleep apnea and strategies for carrier-based intervention;

*

evaluating simulators for truck driver training;

*

capturing and analyzing real-time incident data;

" evaluating the use of younger commercial drivers in interstate commerce;
" developing new safety technologies; and
*

researching commercial motor vehicle crash risks.

PROGRAM INCREASES: $4,300
FMCSA proposes an additional $4.3 million be provided in FY 2002 to fund several new
starts, as well as to accelerate technology testing and deployment. A primary focus of the
agency's research and technology program is to identify and address the multiple underlying
safety issues that will help drivers avoid potential collisions, reduce the ni. aber and degree of
injuries, and lessen the potential for fatalities. Clearly, initiatives directed at helping FMCSA to
better understand vehicle crashes and their impact on the vehicle, driver, and operating
environment must be pursued as part of a comprehensive strategy to reduce, by half, the number
of deaths and injuries resulting from truck and bus crashes. The efforts proposed below are part
of this comprehensive strategy and, as required by the FY 2001 Senate Appropriations
Committee Report 106-309, indicate those areas where activities will impact crash reduction:
Accelerating deployment of collision, rollover, and lane-departure warning technologiesThese three technologies address the types of single and multi-vehicle commercial motor
vehicle crashes that most frequently occur. In order to reduce crashes, these technologies
must be deployed widely in the commercial vehicle population. In FY 2001, FMCSA will
develop a multi-year deployment plan for each of these technologies. During FY 2002,
FMCSA would implement these plans with our partners.
*

Developing a commercial motor vehicle "near-miss" profile to pinpoint safety problemsThis collaborative study with the Bureau of Transportation Statistics would adopt
"near-miss" and other safety observational reporting approaches to gain information on
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unsafe conditions and crash precursors. These strategies will be modeled after successful
programs in the Federal Aviation Administration and the U.S. Coast GuardPilot testing and evaluating innovative industrial safety management techniques and
programs-Behavior-based safety is an approach to industrial safety that has been successful
in more than 90 percent of companies and has reduced industrial accidents by more than 60
percent.
Performing outreach to shippers and receivers to improve safety-This effort will educate
shippers and receivers on the effects of their practices on commercial driver fatigue and
driving behavior. Such practices include the imposition of unreasonable and unsafe delivery
schedules and workplace practices at loading/unloading depots that exacerbate driver fatigue.
*

Benchmarking and pilot testing on-board systems for driver and vehicle safety performanceThese efforts will ensure that on-board sensor systems, such as speed monitoring, braking,
acceleration, and headway monitoring, can be used effectively to improve commercial driver
and ve~cle safety performance.

*

Employing the new National Advanced Driving Simulator-The FMCSA would identify and
establish the most important measures of driving quality and define performance
requirements for developing improved, low cost simulators in the future that could be used
for licensing purposes and enhancing driver skills.

* Demonstrating rear-mounted rear-end collision warning systems for heavy vehiclesApproximately 10 percent of all tuck-involved fatalities occur when passenger vehicles
strike the rear of trucks. A rear-mounted warning light should significantly reduce these
fatalities and other related injuries. In FY 2001, FMCSA will review the literature and assess
the results of a test of rear-mounted lights on transit vehicles and another with snowplows.
In FY 2002, FMCSA will begin a two-year demonstration and evaluation of one or more
rear-end collision-warning systems for commercial vehicles.
* Quantifying the safety benefits of new technologies-In FY 2002, FMCSA would create tools
to quantify the safety impacts and benefits of deploying new technologies and operational
concepts. These tools would assist the FMCSA's research and technology program in
decision-making for technology investments and for overall program direction.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY (OPERATIONS & RESEARCH)
Program and Financing (in millions of dollars)
Identifieation Code: 69-8055-0-7-401
Obligations by Program Activity:
0001
Administration
0002
Research and development
000) Other program activities
0100
Subtotal, direct program
0901 Reimbursable program
Total new obligations
1000
Budgetary Resources Available forObligation:
2140
Unobligated balance carried forward, start of year
2149
Unobligated balance caried forward, start of year: contract authority
2199 Total unobligated balance carried forward, startof year
2200
2222
2390

New budget authority (gross)
Unobligatd balance transferred from other accounts (69-8083)
Total budgetary resourcesavailable for obligation

2395
2440
2449
2499

Total new obligations
Unobligeed balance carded forward, end of year
Unobligated balance carried forward, end of year: contract authority
Total unobligated balace carried forward. endof year

New BIdget Authority (grass), detail:
4026- Appropriation (trast fund. definite)

2000
Actual

2001
Estimate

2002
Estimate

70
4
0
74
8
82

79
12
3
94
I0
104

100
14
25
139
10
149

0
0
0

2
0
2

0
7
7

84
0
84

101
8
I1

195
0
202

-82
2
0
2

-104
0
7
7

-149
0
52
52

4049
4300
66L0
6800
7000

Portion applied to liquidate contract authority
Appropriaion (total discretionary)
Mandatory contract authority
Dicretionary spending authority from offsetting collections (cash)
Total new budget authority (gross)

76
-76
0
76
8
84

92
-92
0
91
t0
101

139
-139
0
185
10
195

Change
7240
7299
7310
7320
7440
7499

in Unpaid Obligations:
Unpaid obligations, start of year
Obligated balance, start
of year
Total new obligations
Total outlays gross )
Unpaid obligations, end of year
Obligated balance, endof year

0
0
82
-64
I8
t8

18
18
104
-113
9
9

9
9
149
-145
14
14

Outlays
6690
8693
8700

(groaa), detail:
Outlays from new discretonary authority
Outlays from discretionary balances
Total outlays (gross)

64
0
64

93
20
LI3

135
9
145

Against gross budget authority andoutlays offsetting collections (cash) from

-8

-10

-10

76
56

91
103

185
135

otffots
6840

non-Federal soures
Net Budget Authority and Otl*y:
8900
Budget authority

9006

Outlays
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY (OPERATIONS & RESEARCH)
Object Classification
(in millions of dollars)

Identification Code: 69-8055-0-7-401

2000
Actual

2001
Estimate

2002
Estimate

Personnel compensation:
1I11 Full-time permanent
1113
Other than full-time permanent

34

44

49

1119

Totalpersonnel compensation

35

45

50

1121
1210
1231
1252
1255
1260
1310

Civilian personnel benefits
Travel and transportaion of persons
Rental payments to GSA
Other services
Research and development contracts
Supplies and materials
Equipment

9
5
0
18
4
I
1

11
6
4
14
12
0
2

17
7
5
42
14
1
3

1990

Subtotal, Direct Obligations

73

94

139

Direct Obligations:

Reimbursable Obligations:
2111
2121
2252

Personnel compensation: full-time permanent
Civilian personnel benefits
Other services

4
1
3

5
1
4

5
1
4

2290

Subtotal, Reimbursable Obligations

8

10

10

9995

Below reporting threshold

E

0

0

9999

Total new obligations

82

104

149
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY (OPERATIONS & RESEARCH)
Personnel Summary

Identification Code: 69-8055-0-7-401

Direct:
Full-time equivalent employment

2000
Actual

2001
Estimate

2002
Estimate

613

710

834

60

60

65

673

770

899

Reimbursable:
Full-time equivalent employment
Total Full-time equivalent employment
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
NATIONAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY PROGRAM
(LIQUIDATION OF CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION)
(LIMITATION ON OBLIGATIONS)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)
For payment of obligations incurred in carrying out 49 U. S.C. 31102, [$177,000,000]
31106 and 31309, $204,837,000, to be derived from the Highway Trust Fund and to remain
available until expended: Provided,That none of the funds in this Act shall be available for the
implementation or execution of programs the obligations for which are in excess of
[$177,000,000] $204,837,000 for "Motor Carrier Safety Grants" and "InformationSystems":
Providedfurther, That notwithstanding any other provision of law, of the $22,83 7,000 provided
under 23 USC. 110, $18,000,000 shall be for border State grantsand $4,837,000 shall be for
State commercial driver's license program improvements. (Departmentof Transportationand
RelatedAgencies AppropriationsAct, 2001, as enacted by section 101(a) of P.L. 106-346.)
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
NATIONAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY PROGRAM
(LIQUIDATION OF CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION)
(LIMITATION ON OBLIGATIONS)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)
PROGRAM AND PERFORMANCE STATEMENT
In 2002, $205 million is requested for the National Motor Carrier Safety Program
(NMCSP). This includes $23 million made available from revenue aligned budget authority, as
authorized by section 110 of title 23 U.S. Code, as amended by Public Law 106-159, section
102. The $23 million will be made available to States to enhance their commercial driver's
license programs and for border enforcement activities. NMCSP will support a broad range of
comprehensive commercial vehicle programs in each State and provide for improving
information systems and analysis. Programs will integrate Federal and State activities through a
performance-based approach to commercial vehicle safety nationwide; improve driver and
vehicle inspections, traffic enforcement, safety performance data collection, analysis, and
reporting. NMCSP also will continue to support State-conducted compliance reviews, hazardous
materials training and enforcement (including border programs), drug interdiction efforts, public
education campaigns and a fully implemented SAFETYNET data collection and reporting
system. Training of MCSAP officers will also continue.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
NATIONAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY PROGRAM
(GRANTS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS)
(LIMITATION ON OBLIGATIONS)
(in thousands of dollars)

A Limitation on Obligations of $204.837 million for FY 2002 is proposed, which
represents an approximate 16% increase when compared to the enacted FY 2001 limitation level
of $176.61 I million.
Program Components
Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program (MCSAP)
Crash Causation Study [MCSIA 224(0, P.L. 106-159]
Information Systems & Strategic Safety Initiatives

160,000
5,000
17,000

Subtotal
State Commercial Driver's License Improvement Program *
Border Initiatives (State border assistance) *

182,000
4,837
18,000

Subtotal
Total FY 2002 Requirements
* Funded through FMCSA RABA, provided under 23 U.S.C. 110, as amended.

22,837
$204.837
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NATIONAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY PROGRAM
(NMCSP)

Background
The FMCSA's National Motor Carrier Program (NMCSP) was authorized by the
Transportation Equity Act of 1998 (TEA-21) and amended by the Motor Carrier Safety
Improvement Act of 1999 (MCSIA). This legislation established multi year contract authority
for two major program areas: The Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program (MQSAP) that
provides grants and project funding to the States; and the Information Systems and Strategic
Safety Initiatives (ISSSI) program that provides funds to develop and enhance data related
programs. The NMCSP is subject to an annual obligation limitation.
In TEA-21, Congress set forth five criteria under which the NMCSP would operate:
1. Focus resources on strategic safety investments to promote safe for-hire and private
transportation, including transportation of passengers and hazardous materials, to identify
high-risk carriers and drivers, and to invest in activities likely to generate maximum
reductions in the number and severity of commercial motor vehicle crashes;
2. Increase administrative flexibility and develop and enforce effective, compatible, and costbeneficial motor carrier, commercial motor vehicle, and driver safety regulations and
practices, including improving enforcement of State and local traffic safety laws and
regulations;
3. Assess and improve Statewide program performance by setting program outcome goals,
improve problem identification and countermeasures planning, design appropriate
performance standards, measures, and benchmarks, improve performance information and
analysis systems and monitor program effectiveness;
4. Ensure that drivers of commercial motor vehicles and enforcement personnel obtain adequate
training in safety operational practices and regulatory requirements; and
5. Advance promising technologies and encourage adoption of safe operational practices.
The proposed FY 2002 budget request provides the resources necessary to meet the
Congressional directive to improve commercial motor vehicle safety. The following narrative
provides program details in support of the $205 million National Motor Carrier Safety Program.
Goal:

To reduce commercial vehicle related fatalities by 50% over 10 years, from a
baseline of 5,374 in 1998 to 2,687 by the end of 2009.
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Purpose:

The purpose of the NMCSP is to ensure that the Secretary, States, and other
political jurisdictions work in partnership to establish programs to improve motor
carrier, commercial motor vehicle, and driver safety to support a safe and efficient
transportation system.

Programs:

The requested FY 2002 NMCSP program level is $205 million consisting of the
following major program categories: Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program
(S 160 million); the Information System and Strategic Safety Initiative Program
($17 million); Crash Causation Study ($5 million); Commercial Driver's License
(CDL) Program Improvements ($5 million); and, Border Enforcement Initiatives
($18 million).

Major Activities and Anticipated FY 2001 Accomplisbments:
*

Performance-based Grants: Each State continues to conduct in-depth data analysis to identify
commercial vehicle trends and patterns in their State and make resource allocation decisions
based on the identified problems. The outcome of this analysis, coupled with the knowledge
and experience of MCSAP managers, will enable each State to prepare their Commercial
Vehicle Safety Plan (CVSP) with specific strategies and activities that will be most effective
in achieving the stated objectives.

*

Traffic Enforcement: MCSAP-funded traffic enforcement will continue to play a significant
role in commercial vehicle safety. FMCSA will work with the States to focus on driver
related issues while continuing its roadside inspection program.

"

CDL Program Improvements: States use CDL program improvement grant funding to correct
deficiencies in State CDL programs; enhance the accuracy and completeness of driver history
records and the timely reporting and recording of traffic convictions; and, develop CDL
program management control procedures and oversight practices to detect fraudulent
activities.

"

Industry Profile: FMCSA must design safety policies and programs that impact the diverse
elements of industry fairly and consistently. In the first step of this three-phase effort, a
comprehensive analysis of key aspects of the diverse U-S. commercial motor carrier industry
was conducted. This included an assessment of financial and operating characteristics and
detailed safety performance data for each of the major industry segments. In FY 2000,
industry leaders ih safety performance in each of the segments of the motor carrier industry
were identified on the basis of safety performance data from FMCSA's Motor Carder
Management Information System. In FY 2001, FMCSA is conducting an investigation of the
safety leaders in the various segments to identify the underlying basis for safety performance
success. Phase 2, which will begin in 2002, will include individual interviews with several
safety leaders in each segment, and detailed information will be collected on the programs,
practices, and procedures they have adopted as part of their overall safety management
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programs. Benchmarking profiles will be developed for these leaders so that firms in each
segment will have a basis for comparison.
Compensation Analysis: In this multi-year effort, a multiple factor analysis is being
conducted to determine whether there are statistically significant relationships between how
carriers compensate their drivers and various safety factors, such as citation and crash rates.
In FY 2001, a variety of data sources are being tested for possible relationships, including a
roadside survey of approximately 1,000 truck drivers, which includes detailed data on driver
pay, safety, and a variety of other demographic and workforce characteristics; and a detailed.
case study of over 11,000 drivers. These sources provide data at the driver level, the firm
level, and the industry level.
" Crash Causation: Although national truck crash data are available from several sources, none
address the causes of commercial vehicle crashes. By identifying the factors that contribute
to crashes, limited resources could be better used to develop countermeasures aimed towards
these factors. In the first attempt to identify crash causes, FMCSA has entered into an
interagency agreement with the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration to develop
an implementation plan to collect these data within the National Analysis Sampling System.
Pilot testing of a data collection protocol began in FY 2000 and continues in FY 2001 along
with data entry and analysis.
" Analysis and Information Online: Data analysis is essential to understanding and acting on
commercial vehicle crashes. A&I Online quickly and efficiently furnishes useful motor
carrier safety information over the Internet to FMCSA and State enforcement personnel,
motor carriers, and other interested parties (insurers, shippers, drivers, other government
agencies, etc.) to promote analytically-sound, safety-conscious decisions. A parallel intranet
site containing sensitive data not available outside the Department continues to be maintained
for the use of FMCSA enforcement personnel. In FY 2001, a Program Measures Module is
being added to provide national and State-by-State data on three FMCSA safety programs:
compliance reviews, roadside inspections, and traffic enforcement.
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FY 2002 Program Request
The FY 2002 National Motor Carrier Safety Program (NMCSP) will support a broad
range of effective and comprehensive commercial vehicle and driver programs in each State and
provide for improving information systems and analysis. Programs will integrate Federal and
State activities through a performance-based approach to commercial vehicle safety nationwide,
improve driver and vehicle inspections, driver licensing, traffic enforcement, safety performance
data collection, analysis and reporting. NMCSP also will continue to support State-conducted
compliance reviews, hazardous materials training and enforcement (including border programs),
drug interdiction efforts, public education and a fully implemented SAFETYNET data collection
and reporting system. Training of MCSAP officers will also continue to be supported with
Administrative funds. The following provides budget justification for three major funding
initiatives, each having subparts (in thousands of dollars):
$160,000

Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program:
Basic Motor Carrier Safety Programs
Performance Incentive Grants
Border and High Priority Initiatives
State Training and Administration

130,640
11,360
16,000
2,000
17,000

Information Systems and Strategic Safety Initiatives:
Information Systems
Motor Carrier Analysis
Implementation of PRISM
Driver Programs
Truck and Bus Crash Data Collection

3,700
2,300
5,000
1,000
5,000
5.000

Comprehensive Crash Causation Study
Revenue Aligned Budget Authority:
Commercial Driver's License Improvements
Border Initiatives (State Border Assistance)

22,837
4,837
18,000

MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (MCSAP)
FMCSA requests $160 million for FY 2002. The MCSAP comprises three areas: Performancebased MCSAP, including the basic motor carrier safety programs and safety performance
incentive grants; border and high-priority projects; and State training and administration.
Basic Motor Carrier Safety Programs - $130,640,000
In FY 2002, $130,640,000 will be allocated to the States to continue uniform driver and vehicle
inspections, traffic enforcement, safety performance data collection, CDL enforcement, data
collection and entry, public awareness, and hazardous materials training and enforcement. Each

35

72-314 2001 - 39

-
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State will develop strategies and activities, which will address their State-specific CMV safety
problems.
Performance Incentive Grants -511,360,000
$11,360,000 will be allocated for Safety Performance Incentive Grants. The FMCSA is
providing States incentives for continuing progress in reducing commercial motor vehicle
involved crashes and resulting fatalities by providing additional funding to States that achieve
improved fatal crash performance. This will allow the national program to focus the attention of
State grant recipients more than ever before on achieving crash and fatality-reducing results as
well as the mix of activities necessary to achieve improved safety performance. In addition,
incentive funding will be awarded to States that collect and report timely, accurate and complete
crash and inspection data which can be used to better refine their problem identification and
support allocation of resources to address the most pressing safety problems which will also
serve to improve overall safety performance.
The Performance Incentive Grants will be allocated to States that achieve the highest degree of
commercial vehicle safety to enable them to enhance current performance-based system
activities or pursue additional CMV initiatives important to their State. These funds are intended
for use by these States to implement new initiatives beyond their basic program, such as
technology deployment, data systems development, data analysis, research and development,
accident investigation initiatives and judicial outreach and education.
Border and High Priority Initiatives - $16,000,000
$8,000,000 will be allocated for efforts of the Border States to ensure no compromise in safety
enforcement or performance as a result of the full implementation of the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA). The Border States, especially those along the southern border, are
facing increased international traffic as the NAFTA provisions are implemented. This increased
funding for Border States will allow them to focus on developing the safety enforcement training
and programs necessary to monitor and enforce safe operations by foreign carriers operating in
the U.S. This funding will also provide on-going operations support for safety and enforcement
programs in the Border States. This funding will provide for the training and deployment of
inspection personnel and equipment to identify unsafe equipment and drivers.
The remaining $8,000,000 will be allocated for important national safety initiatives such as
quality initiatives, CDL improvements, judicial outreach, public outreach, and drug interdiction.
The increase in these funds Oill support increased CMV safety activities which will ultimately
reduce the number and severity of truck-involved crashes, help to ensure only safe drivers and
vehicles are using public highways, and will enable the CMV safety community to expand
education initiatives which educate the traveling public in sharing the road with trucks.
Stste Training and Administration - 52,000,000
These funds are used primarily to provide training to over 3,000 State enforcement officers each
year. In FY 2002, there will continue to be a significant increase in demand for training to
ensure uniform inspections, training in new inspection techniques involved with advanced
technologies, training in CDL compliance issues, training in data collection and communications
technologies, and technical support for technology transfer to the States. Uniformity and quality
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initiatives for the 8,000 North American inspectors through such mechanisms as newsletters and
innovative training are also supported with this funding.
INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND STRATEGIC SAFETY INITIATIVES
Information Systems - S3,700,000
Information system improvements are necessary to ensu e that the highest quality data are
available to identify high-risk carriers, develop countermeasures and measure program
performance. FMCSA will continue to provide information system technical support to State
and Federal field staff to ensure continuous operations with minimum downtime. FMCSA will
implement a new capability to process commercial driver traffic violation data as an indicator of
carrier safety performance. FMCSA will continue to enhance current systems and develop new
data exchange strategies to facilitate safety data uniformity and 'real time" access to safety
performance data. Through this rapid exchange of safety data including roadside vehicle safety
clearance and carrier safety performance, Federal and State field staff can optimize resource and
safety decisions. FMCSA will expand the carrier database to facilitate the uniform safety
enforcement of both interstate and intrastate carriers by including intrastate carriers in the
national information systems.
Motor Carrier Analysis - $2,300,000
As analysis of motor carrier safety data becomes an integral part of FMCSA's program planning
and focusing policy, the need for improved data on the factors that contribute to truck and bus
crashes must be collected. In addition to broadening the scope of data collection, FMCSA needs
to improve its ability to employ available data for quality analyses projects. FMCSA will
continue its effort to identify and quantify the CMV industry and describe the "best practices"
employed by the different industry segments. FMCSA will continue its efforts to reliably
measure the effectiveness of FMCSA's individual safety programs (i.e., compliance reviews,
roadside inspections, and traffic enforcement) in improving motor carrier safety, FMCSA will
conduct several analyses of economic factors in truck and bus safety including the effects of
driver compensation on safety. Five statistical surveys will be conducted on the regulated
population and FMCSA customers.
Performance Registration Information and Systems Management Program - $5,000,000
The PRISM program was mandated in 1991 by ISTEA and reauthorized for national
implementation by the TEA-21 in 1998. This program provides critical information on the size
and operating characteristics of carriers and a direct safety enforcement link by tying carrier
safety performance to vehicle registration. The program initially began as a five State pilot to
test the feasibility of an information system linking State motor vehicle registration systems to
the safety fitness of motor carriers. The PRISM project links State registration with carrier safety
data, assigning the safety responsibility for each vehicle being registered to the appropriate motor
carrier, identifies high risk carriers, provides mechanisms for carriers to improve their
performance, actively monitors safety progress, and improves compliance by strengthening
enforcement. The pilot program officially ended in September 1997 and was highly successful.
Since completion of the pilot more States are interested in participating in the program.
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FY 2002 funds will be used as grants to States to one by one bring them into the program and to
assist States that have already "signed on." States will use the funds to cover data processing
and programming services, equipment purchases, personnel and training costs associated full
deployment of the program. On the Federal side, the funds will support continued development,
implementation, database programming and maintenance, staff support, training, and
improvements to Federal information systems to support the program.
Driver Programs - $1,000,000
Driver Systems Improvement funds will allow States to update their driver licensing, data
collection and exchange systems to insure that driver conviction data is received and recorded in
a timely, accurate, and complete manner. This funding assists States in receiving conviction
records from courts, accurate and timely recordation of those convictions on the driver record,
and timely, complete transfer of that information to other States as requested. This funding will
allow States to fine tune and improve the largely successful operations of the Commercial
Driver's License Information System, created by the Commercial Motor Vehicle Safety Act of
1986, and unfunded by the Federal government since its full implementation in all 50 States and
the District of Columbia in April 1992. It will also support education for judges, prosecutors and
law enforcement officials on the enforcement and adjudication of commercial motor vehicle
offenses
Truck and Bus Crash Data Collection - $5,000,000
$5,000,000 will be used to improve the collection and analysis of safety data on commercial
motor vehicles and drivers. Information systems improvements will include working in
partnership with the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and the States to
ensure the completeness, timeliness and accuracy of crash data. The new Commercial Vehicle
Analysis Reporting System (CVARS) is a joint FMCSA and NHTSA effort with the States.
FMCSA and NHTSA will enter into cooperative agreements with the States, as NHTSA does
with its Fatality Analysis Reporting System, to collect data on all reportable large commercial
truck and bus crashes that involve a fatality, injury, or a vehicle towed from the crash scene.
FMCSA and NHTSA will train State employees to ensure the quality of the data and will make
an electronic database available to users.

COMPREHENSIVE CRASH CAUSATION STUDY
Section 224 of MCSIA authorized $5 million per year for fiscal years 2001, 2002, and 2003, to
determine the factors contributing to crashes that involve commercial motor vehicles. The study
will result in a database that can be used by analysts to determine what the key factors are in
these crashes and determine what countermeasures might best be developed to prevent these
crashes in the future. The FMCSA now either collects, or has access to, data on carriers, drivers,
vehicles, crashes, injuries and fatalities. A fundamental element, which underlies all of these
data, is what actually leads to large truck crashes. This initiative will provide operational
funding for this major effort to establish a database on the reasons for and factors contributing to
serious large truck crashes. Teams of trained investigators from NHTSA's National
Automotive Sampling System and FMCSA-funded truck inspectors will collect nationally
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representative data on the driver, vehicle, motor carrier and environmental factors involved in the
crash.
REVENUE ALIGNED BUDGET AUTHORITY (RABA)
Commercial Driver's License Improvements - $4,837,000
A total of $10 million ($4.8 million from FMCSA RABA and $5.2 million from the FMCSA
Administrative Takedown) is necessary to continue current services level implementation of
CDL program improvements directed by the Motor Carrier Safety Improvement Act and the
Agency's strategic plan for improving State CDL. The funding will be provided to States
specifically to enhance their driver record information systems in order to speed the entry of
convictions onto the driving record, improving the exchange of information between States, and
ensuring that driver records are complete and contain all driving convictions. The result of these
improvements will allow judges and driver licensing agencies to better identify potential problem
drivers for remedial action, including removal of the driving privilege. In addition, prospective
employers will have access to the full driver conviction record of employees and driver
applicants thus allowing more informed hiring decisions to improve overall commercial driver
safety.
Border Initiatives (State Border Assistance) - S18,000,000
It is estimated that an additional $18 million is needed for discretionary grants to border States to
increase State motor carrier inspection activities. This is based on estimated State resource
requirements to staff 23 border inspection facilities w-ith State personnel.
The Administration is fully committed to opening the U.S./exico border in accordance with the
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). To ensure that this effort is accomplished
with the highest priority placed on safety, it is crucial that additional resources be made available
to States along the U.S./Mexico border for enhanced border enforcement activities. One key to
an adequate inspection presence is permanent inspection facilities that provide a safe
environment to conduct inspections. $18 million is requested to ensure that these safety
inspection facilities are staffed during the same hours that U.S. customs facilities are open.

39
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY PROGRAM
Program and Financing (in millions of dollars)

Identification Code: 69-8048-0-7-401
Obligations by Program Activity:
Motor carrier grants
0001
0002
Adminisation, studies andresearch
0003
Information systems
1000

Total new obligations

Budgetary ResourcesAvailable for Obligation:
2149
Unobligated balance cared forward, start of year contract authority
2200
New budget authority (gross)
2390
Total budgetay resources available for obligaton
2395
2449

Total new obligations
Unobtigated balance cared forward, endofyear: contract authority

New Budget Authority (gross),detail:
4026
Discretionary appropriation (aist fund, definite)
4049
Portion applied to liquidate contract authority
4300

Appropriation (total discretions')

6610
7000

2001
Estimate

2002
Estimate

94
1
10

153
7
17

181
7
17

105

177

205

2
105
107

2
177
179

2
205
207

-105
2

-177
2

-205
2

105
.105

177
-177

205
-205

0

0

0

Mandatory contract authority

105

177

205

Total new budget authority (gross)

105

177

205

79
79

85
85

127
127

105
-99
85

177
-134
127

205
-185
147

85

127

147

29
70

50
84

57
127

99

134

185

LOS
99

177
134

205
185

Change inUnpaid Obligations:
7240
Unpaid obligations, start of year
7299
Obligated balance, start
of ye.r
7310
7320
7440

Total new obligations
Total outlays
(gross)
Unpaid obligations, eadofyrar

7499

Obligated balance, end of yca

Outlays (gross), detail:
8690
Quslays from new discretionary authority
£693
Outlays from discretonary balances
8700

200
Actual

Total outlays (gross)

Net Badget Authority madOutlays:
890
Budget authority
9000
Outlays

-
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION

TEN-YEAR FUNDING HISTORY
(in millions of dollars)

Prior to January 1, 2000, the Office of Motor Carriers was part of the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA). The historical figures for 1990-1999 were extracted from FHWA's
financial data. Effective January 1.2000. these programs were funded under the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration.

Motor Carrier Safety
(Operations &
Researcbl*
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

* Obligation Limitation

National Motor Carrier
Safety Program *

Total*

65
65
65
74
77
78
85
100
105
177

113
117
119
129
131
134
141
159
181
269
344
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MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY GRANTS
LIQUIDATION OF CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION (HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)

ESTIMATES

APPROPRIATIONS

1993 ..............................
71,000,000
1993 ..............................
65,000,000
1994 ..............................
68,000,000
1994 ..............................
68,000,000
1995 ..............................
73,000,000
1995 .............. 73,000,000
1996 .............68,000,000
1996 ..............................
68,000,000
1997 .............................
74,000,000
1996 R tisziaof Cont- t
1998 ........................
Author .............
33,000,000'
1999 .................................. 1997 .....................,. ...... 74,000,000
1997 oymnbus Rescision of
Cow= Avbonty ..........-12,300,000'
1998 ....... .................
85,000,000
1999 .............................. 100,000,000
2000 ............................
105,000,000
Enacted rescission pursuant to P.L. 104-134.
Enacted rescission pursuant to P.L. i04-208.

NATIONAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY PROGRAM
LIQUIDATION OF CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION (HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)

APPROPRIATIONS

ESTIMATES
1998 .................
90,000,000
1999 ..............
100,000,000
2000 ..............155,000,000!
2001 .............................
187,000,0001
2002 .............................. 204,837,0001

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

..........
..........
. ...
.............
........................
.............................
(105,000,000)'
.............................
177,000,000
..............................

'Includes $50 million in revenue aligned budget authority.
Includes $10 million in revenue aligned budget authority.
'Includes $22.837 million in revenue aligned budget authority as authorized in 23 U.S.C. 110, as
amended by P.L. 106-159.
4 Transferred to the newly established FMCSA from the FHWA Motor Carrier Safety Grants account.
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MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY GRANTS
LNITAT] ON ON OBLIGATIONS
ESTIMATES

LINMTATION

1993 ..............................
65,000,000
1993 ..............................
76,000,000
1994 ..............65,000,000
1994 .... ............. ......... 65,000,000
1995 ............................. 83,000,000
1995 .............................. 74,000,000
1996 ............................. 85,000,000
1996 .............................. 77,225,000
1997 .............................. 85,000,000
1996 Rwt,tobfothP4, 1iant
-1,000'
19 9 8 ............................................
1997 ..............
78,225,000
1999 ..................
................
1998 ... ........ ............. 84,825,000
1999 ............................. 100,000,000
2000 ..............105,000,000
'Enacted rescission pursuant to PL. 104-134.

NATIONAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY PROGRAM
LIMITATION ON OBLIGATIONS

ESTIMATES
1998 ....... .......
100,000,000
1999 .............................
100,000,000
2000,.,,.-... ................. 155,000,000'
2001 ............................ 187,000,000
2002 .............................. 204,847,000

LIMITATION
1998 ....
1999 .........
...........................
(105,00D,000) 4
2000 ... ..........
2001 .............................
177,000,000
2001 RnCUO,(bPU

L4M

-389,400'

2002 .............................

IIncludes $50 million in revenue aligned budget authority.

'kcludes $10 million in revenue aligned budget authority.
' Includes $22.837 million in revenue aligned budget authority as authorized in 23 U.S.C. 110, as
amended by PtL. 106-159.
Transferred to the newly established FMCSA from the FHWA Motor Carrier Safet) Giants account.
'Enacted .22% rescission pursuant to Public Law 106.554.
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MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY

APPROPRIATIONS

ESTIMATES
1993 .............................
(56,826,000)'
1994 ..............................
(55,494,000)1
1995 .............................
(57,757,000)'
1996 ..............................
50,000,000
1997 ..............................
(49,500,000)" .
1998 ...........................
(52,765,000) .,
1999 ..............................
(55,383,000) 12000 ..............................
(55,418,000)" .

1993 ........................... (51,500,000)'
1994 ............................
(53,019,000)'
1995 ..
.... . ..... (48,899,000) '
1996 ............................ (46,000,000) k '
1997 .............................
(49,000,000)"2
] 998 ............... ............ (51,000,000) .

1999 ............................. (53,375,000) "'
2000 .................................

Proposed to be funded under FHWA limitation on general operating/administrative expenses,
Funded under FHWA limitation on general operating/administrative expenses.
Does not include Motor Carrier Research funding (research included in funding levels prior to
"1995 Appropriations".)

MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY
LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

ESTIMATES
2000
...................
2001 ..............................
92,194,000
2002 ..............................
139,007,000

LIMITATION
2000 .............................
76,058,400'
2001 ..............................
92,194,000
,d 202,8272
obgwo
2001 ,
2 002 ..............................

' Transferred to the newly established FMCSA from Federal.aid Highways. (With the enactment of
P.L. 106-159, the account again includes funding for Motor Carrier Research.)
' Enacted .22% rescission pursuant to Public Law 106-554.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) was established in January
2000 by the Motor Carrier Safety Improvement Act (MCSIA) of 1999, P.L. 106-159.
The mission of FMCSA is to save lives and reduce injuries by preventing truck and bus
crashes. To achieve this mission, the agency focuses the majority of its resources,
working with the States and other partners to: 1) target the enforcement of the Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Regulations on high-risk carriers; 2) support State commercial
vehicle safety programs; 3) conduct safety research and technology transfer activities: 4)
fund improvements to Commercial Driver's License programs; and 5) collect and
disseminate national commercial motor vehicle safety data.
and
The primary goal of FMCSA is to reduce the number and rate of crashes, injuries,
fatalities involving commercial motor vehicles. In 1999, the U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT) committed to reduce large truck-related fatalities 50 percent by the
end of 2009. Earlier, the DOT also committed to reduce large truck-related injuries 20
percent by the end of 2007. FMCSA is the lead agency in the DOT with the
responsibility for achieving these safety goals.
II.

PROGRAM NEED

Thousands are killed in highway crashes ever year. In2000, 5,307 Americans died and
an estimated 145,000 were injured traffic crashes involving large trucks. Large trucks
represent only about 4 percent of the registered vehicles and account for 7 percent of
travel volume on our Nation's highways. However, large trucks are over-represented in
fatal crashes.' Of all the people killed in motor vehicle crashes. 13 percent died in crashes
involving a large truck. While these numbers are unacceptably high, the fatality rate for
large truck crashes dropped 28 percent and the injury rate decreased 30 percent from
1990 to 2000. These rates, which are calculated based on the number of commercial
vehicle-miles-traveled, declined even as the number of motor carriers doubled and their
travel mileage increased 38 percent during the last decade.
There were about 62,000 crashes in 1999 involving commercial passenger vehicles,
2
including interc;,) motor coaches. However, commercial passenger vehicle-related
crashes accounted for less than 1 percent of all traffic-related fatalities. While there are
fewer fatalities in crashes involving commercial passenger vehicles than for large trucks,
intercity motor coach safety' continues to be a national priority. (Intercity motor coaches
include scheduled service providers, charter or tour buses, Large vans, and other commuter
vehicles.) Given the number of potential passengers, the results of a crash can be
catastrophic. For example, in 1999, a single crash involving an intercity bus resulted in 22
passenger fatalities.

with a gross vehicle weight greater than 10,000 pounds
FICSA defines a large truck as a motor vehile
more than 8
FMCSA defines acommercial passenger vehicle asa motor vehicle designed or used to transport
a drier, for compensation.
passengers, including
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II.

PERFORMANCE GOALS AND MEASURES

Two performance measures are used to monitor agency progress towards the desired
safety outcomes: 1) number of fatalities in large truck-related crashes, and 2) number of
injured persons in large-truck related crashes. A more detailed description of these
measures is provided in Appendix I.
7he actual number of fatalities, 5,362, in large truck-related crashes in 1999 decreased
;lightly from 1998 even as the total number of fatalities in all motor vehicle crashes
increased. The number of injured persons, 142,000, in large truck-related crashes,
reflected an increase of approximately 12 percent. These trends continued in 2000.
While the final 2000 numbers were not available at the time this plan was written, the
preliminary estimates are 5,307 fatalities and 145,000 injured persons. There was a small
decrease in the number of fatalities, but the number of injured persons increased slightly
between 1999 and 2000. In order to meet our targets, substantial progress still needs to
be made in the areas of both injury and fatality reduction. The annual targets and actual
as well as preliminary numbers of fatalities and injuries are presented below.

1. Reduce the number of fatalities in
crashes involving large trucks 50
percent by the end of 2009, using a
1998 baseline of 5,374. Figure 1.

1998

1999
2000
2001
2002
2009

Target
n/a *
na
4,934
4,830
4,710
2,687

Actual
5,395

-5,362
5,307 *

*Swlhw of5,374aaIw
.. v-emoswvesaak

Filgu I. Fatuitcs ia Lar'e-Truck Crubes, 19M to2009.
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E200
z
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2
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Year

Figure 1. Actual and Targeted Fatalities in Large Truck- Related Crashes (1988 to 2009)
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2. Reduce the number of persons
injured in crashes involving large
trucks 20 percent by the end of 2007,
using a 1998 baseline of 127,000.

Figure 2.

1999
19Q9
2000
2001
2002

T d
nla °
nWa
125,000
122,000
121,000

2007

102,000

Aual
t27,000
142,000
145,000

'

- Sbw 27,OeA2bM

Frlgu

180000

1 ooo

2. tnjwr~d Peromz w Llr.Tu'k

Cr..o., 19"U Co OI7.

r
Yew
-Actual

- o'

TarfeL

Figure 2. Actual and Targeted Injuries in Large Truck-Related Crashes (1988 to 2007)
Two additional performance measures are used to monitor progress towards the safety
outcomes: 1) rate of large truck-related fatalities, and 2) rate of large truck-related
injuries. A more detailed description of these measures is provided in Appendix I.
The rate is expressed as per one hundred million commercial vehicle-miles-traveled
(VMT). Based on preliminary estimates for 2000, the rate of fatalities declined from 2.7
in 1999 to 2.6 in 2000 while the rate of injuries increased slightly from 71 in 1999 to 72
in 2000. The reduction in the fatality rate reflects the slight decline in the number of
fatalities even as truck travel mileage continues to increase. However, substantial
progress still needs to be made. The annual targets and actual fatality and injury rates are
presented below. The annual target rates are calculated using preliminary estimates of
annual vehick-miles-traveled for the next two years.
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3. Reduce the rate of large truck-related
fatalities per 100 million commercial
vehicle-miles-traveled (VMT). See
Figure 3.

Target
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
2.2

Figur 3. La.gcTnmckFatzio

Actual
2.7
2.7
2.6

Rates. 1 98 8 to2002

S50

140
30-

~20
19w

W99

1 99

1991

19M92

199

M94191999

1W

99
M

M99 2C

No1

2002

Year
-

-Actu-

Target

Figure 3. Actual and Targeted Large Truck-Related Fatalities (1938 to 2002)

4. Reduce the rate of persons injured in
crashes involving large trucks per
100 million commercial vehiclemiles-traveled (VMT). See Figure 4.

Target
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
56

Actual
65
71
72*

Figure 4. Large Truck Injwy Rates 1988 to 2002
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Figure 4. Actual and Targeted Large Truck-Related Injuries (1988 to 2002)
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IV.

SPECIAL CHALLENGES

A crash involving a large truck or bus is often due to multiple and interrelated factors,
rather than a single cause. Federal and State governments are able to influence some of
these factors through the introduction of safety policies, regulations, and programs. The
challenge to FMCSA and its partners is to better understand the crash problem and
develop countermeasures that address the underlying factors. In the following
paragraphs. some important dimensions of the crash problem are discussed.
Industry Trends
In recent years, there was an unprecedented increase in business activity in the American
economy that is reflected by the growth in truck travel demand. The potential exposure
of a large truck or bus to a crash, expressed as commercial vehicle-miles-traveled,
increased by 38 percent between 1990 and 2000 (based on preliminary estimate of
commercial VMT in 2000). Truck travel volume is expected to increase approximately
20 percent over the next decade. These travel demand trends vill likely continue.
The number of interstate motor carriers increased by more than 50 percent during the last
decade. At the same time, the makeup of the carrier industry is changing. The truckload
carrier industry is consolidating, and the number of less-than-truckload carriers is
expected to increase. The future challenge for FMCSA is to ensure that new and existing
carriers adopt and use management practices that improve truck and bus safety.
Cost pressures on the commercial trucking industry are likely to continue to exist due to
the need for real-time monitoring of the location of freight shipments, just-in-time
delivery requirements of customers, and the shifting patterns in truckload volume and
travel. Annther important trend is the growth in e.commerce. As a result, an increase in
small shipment lots and more commercial truck deliveries in residential areas is forecast,
Under these pressures. the challenge is to en ure that the safety practices of commercial
carriers are rot compromised,
The number of commercial driver's icense holders has increased 38 perce-t since 1993
to over 9 million today. Commercial drivers must meet more demanding sc-hedules.
Continued turnover and local shortages are placing more inexperienced dri, Cs on the
road. The challenge is to ensure that commercial vehicle safety is not compromised by
these work conditions and the presence of a less experienced workforce.
Crash statistics suggest that errors by the other driver are a significant contributing factor
in many car-truck crashes, The challenge is to improve the driving performance of all
drivers, commercial and non-commercial, in situations when cars and trucks are in close
proximity on the highways and roads.
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OrganizationalChallenges
The limitations on existing data, and the lack of some crash and motor carrier data, hinder
efforts to design and implement effective countermeasure strategies. Information on
commercial motor vehicle crashes that can be used to assess the cause of crashes is
incomplete and not always available. Intrastate carrier data is not readily available.
Driver conviction data is not available in all circumstances. The census of motor carriers,
an inventory of interstate carriers, has nlot been regularly updated.
Because of its limited resources, FMCSA conducts compliance reviews on only a small
portion of the motor carrier population that are rated by the agency as the highest risk. In
addition, FMCSA has limited resources available to ensure that foreign carriers entering
the United States meet safety regulations.
The agency adheres to statutory and administrative requirements that make the
rulemaking process more open but longer, particularly if the rulemaking is complex.
FMCSA will continue to look for opportunities to reduce the length of time required for
completing rulemaking actions, while meeting or exceeding the requirements for public
participation.
STRATEGIES

V.

The MCSIA of 1999 directed FMCSA to pursue the following strategy:
Increase the number of inspections and compliance reviews to ensure that all
high-risk commercial motor vehicles, operators, and carriers are examined;
" Eliminate, with meaningful safety measures, the backlog of rulemakings;
" Improve the quality and effectiveness of data bases by ensuring that all States and
inspectors accurately and promptly report complete safety information;
* Eliminate, with meaningful civil and criminal penalties for violations, the backlog
of enforcement cases;
* Provide for a sufficient number of Federal and State safety inspectors, and
provide facilities and equipment, at international border areas.
•

During FY 2000, FMCSA continued to follow the policies and strategy adopted in 1999,
when the organization was established as an independent agency within the DOT. Soon
after the agency was established, the FMCSA Safety Action Plan 2000-03 was released.
The plan describes FMCSA's priorities, which are identified under four main challenges:
1) increasing enforcement; 2) increasing safety awareness; 3) improving safety
information and technology; and 4) improving standards for operations and equipment.
FMCSA's major accomplishments during fiscal year 2000 are summarized in the
following paragraphs.
FMCSA's highest priority continues to be increasing the enforcement of the Federal
motor carrier safety regulations. This approach will reduce the number of unsafe drivers
and carriers who operate on our highways and roads. When compared to FY 1999,
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FMCSA increased the number of Federal compliance reviews conducted by 68 percent,
initiated 39 percent more enforcement cases, eliminated its backlog of enforcement cases,
increased the average fine per enforcement case, limited the negotiation of enforcement
penalties, and instituted progressive sanctions for repeat offenders. A Final Rule for the
implementation of motor carrier safety assistance programs (MCSAP) was released. An
additional 6 States signed up to participate in the Performance Registration Information
System (PRISM) program.
To increase safety awareness among both commercial and non-commercial drivers. as
well as carrier owner-operators, FMCSA expanded its public education and industry
outreach efforts by participating in over 25 national events, reoriented its Share the Road
initiative to include all highway users, and partnered with industry associations on several
safety initiatives.
To make improvements in safety information and technology, FMCSA initiated a fiveyear crash causation study with the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.
made more motor carrier safety data available to the public, and streamlined operations
by providing services through the Intemet. The number, of States in the design and
deployment stages of the Commercial Vehicle Information Systems and Netwsorks
(CVISN) program increased from 30 to 34.
To improve Federal motor carrier safety standards, the agency completed Final Rules
with stronger enforcement provisions against motor carriers. brokers, and freight
forwarders for failure to pay safety fine: and provisions to shutdown motor carriers that
are unfit and fail to correct safety deficiencies. FMCSA corn wed to work on sev eral
Notices of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRIM) actions for CDL improvements, new entrants.
and driver training standards. A NPRM for driver hours-of-service regulation was
released, In last fall's Appropriations Act, Congress prohibited the Department from
implementing a final rulemaking action on this regulation during FY 2001.
In FY 2002. FMCSA will continue to implement the short-term strategy and priority
activities outlined in the Safety Action Plan 2000-03, with added emphasis on
strengthening U.S.Alexico border operations. Moreover, the FY 200 budget request
provides for an immediate Federal presence at the southern border by adding a mix of 80
border inspectors and safety investigators to perform enhai'ced inspections and safety'
monitoring processes on commercial vehicles entering the Lnited States. Funds were
also requested for Federal and State infrastructure construction at the border crossing
sites, and for increased State grants to support State border operations.
FMCSA released a draft long-term safety and organizational strategy in January. The
final report will describe the agency's future safety and organization goals, objectives and
priority strategies, program needs, and a performance monitoring and evaluation plan.
Over 100 partners and stakeholders submitted comments on the draft report. When
submitted to Congress later this year, the final report will provide a framework for
FMCSA's annual performance plans and performance agreements beginning in fiscal
year 2003.
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VI.

ACTIVITIES AND ASSOCIATED RESOURCES

Program activities are funded through the Highway Trust Fund. In the FY 2002 budget
brief, the activities are described under two accounts: 1) National Motor Carrier Safety
Program (Grants and Information Systems) - $204.8 million; and 2) Motor Carrier Safety
(Operations and Research) - $139 million. A more detailed description of these
activities is contained in FMCSA's fiscal year 2002 budget submission.
The key program activities that directly contribute to the goal of reducing crashes,
fatalities, and injuries in large truck crashes are identified in Table A.
Table A. Key Program Activities that Support the FMCSA Safety Outcome Goal
Budget Accounts & Program Activities
National Motor Carrier Safety Program
(Grants & Information Systems) - $204.8M
• Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program
($160M)
* Information Systems/Strategic Safety
initiatives ($17M)
* Crash Causation Study ($5M)
* State CDL Program Improvements
($4.8KM
* Southern Border State Operations
Enhancements ($18M)

Safety Outcomes & Targets
Outcome
Reduce the number and rates of crashes,
injured persons, and fatalities involving
commercial motor vehicles
Targets (FY 2002)
Reduce the number of fatalities in large
truck-related crashes to 4,710.
Reduce the number of injured persons in
large truck-related crashes to 121,000.

Motor Carrier Safety (Operations and
Research) - $139M
* Motor Carrier Safety Operations
($124.9M)
* Research & Technology ($14.1M)

Reduce the rate of fatalities in large-truck
related crashes to 2.2 per 100 million
Commercial VMT.
Reduce the rate of injured persons in
large-truck related crashes to 56 injures
per 100 million Commercial VMT.

National Motor Carrier Safety Program (NMCSP) - See Table B,
Motor CarrierSafety Assistance Programs ($160 million)
The NMCSP program supports a broad range of comprehensive commercial vehicle
safety programs through direct grants to States. The program funds State-conducted
vehicle inspections and compliance reviews, hazardous materials training, State
enforcement efforts including border crossing programs; drug interdiction; public
education; and the maintenance of an enforcement data collection and reporting system.
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Information Systems and Strategic Safety Initiatives ($17 million)
Funds provide Federal and State improvements in information systems and data analysis.
CrashCausation Study ($5 million)
Section 224 of MCSIA authorized $5 million to determine the factors contributing to
crashes that involve commercial motor vehicles.
Revenue' Atign?-d Budget Authority ($22.8 million)
Funds will be used to continue implementation of the State CDL program improvements
directed by the MCSIA of 1999. FMCSA ,,ill
also provide States with additional funds to
support commercial vehicle safety-related activities at the U.S.-Mexico border.

Table B. National Motor Carrier Safety Program
Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program
Basic MCSAP Grants
Performance Incentive Grants
Border States Assistance
High Priority Initiatives
State Training & Administration
Subtotal

$130.6
$ 11.4
$ 8.0
S 8.0
$ 2.0
$160.0

Information Systems and Strategic Safety Initiatives
Information Systems
Motor Carrier Analysis
Performance Registration Information and Systems
Management (PRISM) Program
Driver Programs
Truck & Bus Crash Data Collection
Subtotal

$ 5.0
$ 1.0
$ 5.0
$ 17.0

Crash Causation Study

$

Revenue Aligned Budget Authority
State CDL Improvement Program
Southern Border State Operations Enhancements
Subtotal

S 4.8
$ 18.0
$ 22.8

Total

$
$

3.7
2.3

5.0

$204.8
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Motor Carrier Safety (Operations and Research) - See Table C.
Operations ($124.9 million)
The FMCSA operations budget will increase to ensure necessary administrative services
are performed in FY 2002. The total number of personnel resources will increase from
770 FTE in FY 2001 to 899 in FY 2002, including 90 FTE over the annualized current
services level of 809. This account also includes a funding increase of approximately
$14 million that will enable FMCSA to improve and expand its safety oversight,
outreach, and enforcement activities; and improve safety data collection. An additional
funding increase of $13.9 million is included to expand Federal enforcement efforts at the
U.S.-Mexico border, including hiring an additional 80 Federal enforcement personnel.
Operations funding will also support the BTS Safety Data Action Plan aimed at
improving the accuracy, timeliness, and comparability of safety data.
Research & Technology ($14.1 million)
The research and technology program will continue to support ongoing research and
technology efforts in the areas of driver, both commercial and non-commercial; carrier;
and vehicle. Additional funding, $4.3 million over the FY 2001 level, will support several
new starts as well as accelerate technology testing and deployment,

Table C. Motor Carrier Safety (Operations and Research)
Operations
Border Enforcement & Safety Initiatives
Motor Carrier Safety Operations Program
Crash Data Collection
24-hour Telephone hotline
State CDL Improvement Program
Motor Carrier Safety Operations

$
$
$
$
$
$

13.9
5.0
5.0
0.4
5.2
86.4

BTS Safety Data Improvements

$

9.0

Subtotal
Research and Technology
Total

$124.9
$ 14.1
$139.0

Border Infrastructure Improvements
To ensure the safety of trucks and buses crossing the U.S.-Mexico border, $56 million is
requested from Federal Highway Administration's Revenue Aligned Budget Authority
for construction of State and Federal inspection sites atthe U.S./Mexico border.
Advancing these projects will be the joint responsibility of FMCSA, FHWA, and the
States.
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VII.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

In FY 2000, FMCSA completed an evaluation of the Top Ten States project. A summary
of the results of the Top Ten States evaluation is provided here. In 1996, funds were
provided to 10 States, in which nearly 50 percent of all large truck-related fatal crashes
3
occur, to establish innovative crash avoidance and severity reduction measures. The
final report highlighted the results in two of the States, Michigan and New York, and
recommended a further evaluation of selected countermeasures. In the follow-up
evaluation, successful State programs were examined: 1)Michigan's Fatal Accident
Complaint Team (FACT) program; 2) New York's program to increase Level 3
inspection training for the New York State police; and, 3) a detailed large truck crash data
analysis in New York. The key recommendations from the evaluation study vere that
FMCSA sbouli1: 1)continue to fund States to collect and analyze large truck crash data in
order to better target their commercial motor vehicle safety programs; and 2) reinstate, on
a limited basis, the grants to States for a sustained, aggressi'.c enforcement effort tied to
targeted public information and education campaigns along the identified high-crash
corridors.
In addition, Nsork began on the Safe Miles and Compliance Review Impact Assessment
study that is to be completed in FY 2002. Initial program impact models were developed
for the roadside inspection and compliance review programs in 1999. The premise of the
Safe-Miles t1 odel is that the roadside inspection program has both direct and deterrent
effects, each of which reduces crashes. The CR Inpact Assessment model is based on the
before and after changes, both individual and cumulative, in safety performance of
carriers that received a compliance review. In addition, a new model is currently being
designed to measure the impact of the MCSAP-furded traffic enforcement activity on
fatalities, and another model will be designed to measure the overall effects of the
FMCSA safety programs and their interactions. The agency also initialed the five-year
Commercial Motor Vehicle Crash Causation Study, as directed by Section 224 of the
MCSIA of 1999. The study is aimed at identifying data requirements and collection
improve both FMCSA and the States'
procedures, reports, and other measures that will
ability to evaluate future crashes involving commercial motor vehicles; monitor crash
trends and identify causes and contributing factors; and develop effective safety
improvement policies and programs. Preliminary results forthis study ill be reported in
FY 2002.
VIII.

OTHER FEDERAL PROGRAMS WITH COMMON OUTCOMES

FMCSA coordinates its activities with agencies in the Departments of Treasury and
Justice to enhance commercial vehicle safety at the U.S. borders. An example project is
the development of an International Trade Data System with U.S. Customs. FMCSA is
Century Truck Initiative research program involving the
also a participant in the 21"s
DOD, DOE, DOT, and EPA.

States that participated inthe program included: California, Florida, Michigan, Illinois, New York, North
Caroluia, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Texas. The tenth state, Georgia, opted out of tlie program.
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IX.

CONCLUSION

In its first performance plan, FMCSA forecast a 10 percent reduction in large truckrelated fatalities between 1998 and 2001. In 1999, there was a decline ofless than one
percent in large truck-related fatalities and an increase in injuries. The preliminary
estimate for 2000 is that fatalities in large truck-related crashes will decline by another
one percent from the 1999 level. In order to meet the original forecast, a more significant
decline must be achieved in 2001.
The increase in the number of injured persons between 1998 and the preliminary estimate
in 2000 is a trend that requires more analysis. Based on the preliminary estimate, there
was another slight increase in the number of injured persons between 1999 and 2000.
Substantial progress must be made in order to meet the original forecast.
FMCSA and its partners took significant steps last year to strengthen Federal and State
enforcement efforts, while a&so raising industry and public awareness of the truck and bus
safety problem. However, a more sustained and broader effort will be needed in the next
few years to achieve the national safety outcomes. Strong leadership that fosters greater
participation by all parties, the introduction of more innovation in safety practices and
technologies, and improved performance in Federal and State programs designed to
address the safety problem will be needed. The key to success is to understand the causes
of truck and bus crashes, develop and deploy suitable countermeasures, and evaluate the
effectiveness of national policies and programs in reducing both the incidence and
severity of crashes involving commercial motor vehicles.
X. "

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

This plan represents a brief summary of the policies and programs that FMCSA will
undertake in FY 2002. For further information about the program activities and funding,
please review other sections of this FY 2002 budget estimate, or write to the FMCSA
Chief Safety Officer at the address below:
Ms. Julie Anna Cirillo
Acting Deputy Administrator
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
Room 6316, 400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590
This plan was written by the Strategic Planning and Program Evaluation Division, Office
of Policy, Plans, and Regulations. For further information about this document, please
contact Woody Stanley at 202-366-2572. Copies of this plan will also be available on the
Intemet at www.fmcsa.dot.gov on or before May 1, 2001.
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APPENDIX I.

DESCRIPTION OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Table I-A. Large Truck-related Fatalities

Measure:

Number and rate of fatalities lnvolving large trudcs.

Scope:

The measure indudes all fatalities (e.g., drivers and occupants of passenger cars, motorcycles, large
trucks, or pedestrians) associated with crashes involving trucks with a gross vehicle weight rating of
10,000 pounds or more. The number of fatalities comes from NITSA's Fatality Analysis Reporting
System (FARS) data, a census of fatal traffic crashes within the 50 States, D.C. and Puerto RICO.
Thee fatal crash rate is the number of fatalities per 100 million vehicle miles of large truck travel
(VMT).

Source:

NHTSA's Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) provides fatality data. The VMT data are derived
from the Federal Highway Administraion's (FHWA) Highway Performance Monitonng System (HPMS).

Limitations:

FARS data elements are modified from year to year to respond to emphass areas, vehicle fleet
changes, and other needs for improvement. Large truck VMT reported to FHWA by each State is
based on a sample of road segments and is not a census. In addition, the methods used to calculate
total VMT may vary from State to State. The methods used by the States to estimate the VMT
contribution from rural and urban minor collectors are unknown.

Statistical
Issues:

The fata!rty counts in FARS are generally quite accurate.
The major sources of error are
underreportng by some precincts and inconsistent use of the defnition of a truck. Based on 19931999 data, the chance variation in a given year has a regression standard error of approximately 126
fatalities. Because the V-T data provided to FHWA from each State are estimates based on a sample
of road segments, the numbers have associated sampling errors. The methodology used by each of
the States to estimate VMT is not known and may introduce additional non-sampling error, Although
States provide VMT estimates on an annual bass, they are only required to update their traffic counts
at all sampling sites once every three years Thus an annual VMT estimate from a particular State
may be bazkd, in part, on data collected during a previous year. Based on 1993-1999 data, the
chance variation in a given year in the number of fatalrbes per 100 million vehice miles of large truck
travel has a regression standard error of 0.05.

Verification/
Validation:

Fatality data are reviewed and analyzed by NHTSA's National Center for Statistics and Analys.
Quality control procedures are built into data collection and data processing. A study using samples
of 1989-1990 FARS cases was completed in 193 to assess the accuracy of data being reported.
FHWA routinely works with State data providers to modify reported VMT values that do not appear
reasonable before incorporating them into its final master file.

Comment:

The FARSdata have been around for many years and are generally accepted as a good source for
describing fatal crashes on the Nation's highways. The large truck V14T data used to calculate fatal
crash rates have both sampling and non-sampling (i.e., bias) error associated with it. The impact of
these ern-s on FMCSA'sestimates of large truck crash rates is considered to be minimal.
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APPENDIX I.

DESCRIPTION OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Table I-B. Large Truck-related Injured Persons

'Ifasum: - .
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Scope:

The measure Icludes all injured persons (e.g., drivers and occupants of passenger cars, motorcycles,
large bucks,or pedestrians) assocated with crashes invoking trucks with a gross vehicle weight
rating of 10,000 pounds or more. The number of injured persons is derived from NHTSA's General
Estimates System (GES). The injury rate is the number of injured persons per 100 million vehicle
miles of large buk t-avel
(VINT).

Source:

NHTSA's General Estimates System (GES) provides injury data. V MT data are derived from the
Federal Highway Adminisation's (FHWA) Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPt4S).

Umitabons:

GES data are obtained from a nationally representative sample of 60 sites. The results provide only
national data, not State-by-State data. Large truck VMT reported to FHWA by each State is based on
a sample of road segments and is not a census. In addition, the methods used to calculate total VIT
may vary from State to State. The methods used by the States to estimate the VPTr contribution from
rural and urban minor collectors are unliowm.

Statistcal
Issues:

The GES data have a standard error of 7.9% for injuries from buck and automobile crashes (cf.
Appendix C of Traft Actdent Repor). They are less accurate than the corresponding fatality
counts. Based on 1993-1999 data, the variation due to random chance in the number of injuries
which indudes samphng variabiltty, has a regression standard error of approximately 7,890. Bea
the VIT data provided to FHWA from each State are estimates based on a sample of road segmc
the numbers have asasoated sampling errors. The methodology used by each of die States to
estimate VMT is not Ikown and may inboduce addronal non-sampling error into the estimates.
Although States provide VP-ITestimates on an annual basis, they are only required to update their
traffic counts at allsampling sites once every three years. Thus an annual V-T estimate from a
particular State may be based, in part, on data collected dung a previous year. Based on 1993-1999
data, the chance variation in a given year in the number of Injured persons per 100 million vehicle
miles of large buck travel
has a regression standard error of 5.29.

Verification/
Validation:

Injury data are reviewed and analyzed by NI4TSA's National Center for Statistics and Analysis. Quality
control procedures are built into data collecton and data processing. FHWA routinely works wit
State data providers to modify reported VMT values that do not appear reasonable before
incorporating them into its final master file.
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A Statement
from the Executive Director
The ultimate mission of the US. Department of
Transportation is to improve overall safety in the
various mcles that contribute to the nation's private
and commercial transportation capability. The
FY 2002 budget request of $419 million for the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) will permit the agency to continue mounting a balanced program of human and vehicular
safety initiatives to reduce the major public health
problem of death and injury from highs; ay crashes
Oser 41,000 people are killed on our roads each year,
and over 3 million are injured The economic loss to
the country exceeds $150 billion a year.
We have witnessed substantial progress in reducing
this tragic toll. and the program supported by the
FY 2002 budget request is designed to continue
these improvements. The number of highwa
fatalities in recent years has been held relatisely flat.
despite P significantly rising number of vehicles
being driven more iniles on our roads Howeser. in
2000 we saw a slight reversal of that trend, where the
preliminary number of fatalities increased while the
preliminary number of vehicle miles traveled remained essentially flat.
In FY 2002. implementation of the recently enacted
Transportation Recall Enhancement, Accountability
and Documentation (TREAD) Act will be high on
NHTSA's agenda. Enacted by Congress in the wake
of the Firestone tire investigation, this new law
requires issuance of several rulemaking actions to
update the tire safety standard. develop dynamic
rollover tests: and improve the safety of child
restraints. It provides stronger penalties, longer safety
recall penods. enhanced enforcement and increased
funds to support these actions. TREAD also provides
authority to learn more about safety problems in
foreign countries, before the) occur in the U.S.
NHTSA will continue to work with industry and safety
organizations to improve both the crashworthiness of
passenger and commercial vehicles. and their crash
avoidance capability. FY 2002 inittaties will include
improved roof crush. schicle crash compatibility.
advanced braking, child restraints and head protection
Our program also supports international harmtization encompassing coordinated research and safety
regulatory initiarises. Work of special interest includes
vehicle rollover propensity and information on vehicles
adapted for the disabled population. We will expand
the New Car Assessment Program to provide the
public with frontal and side impact test results, and to

implement a rating program designed to gise
consumers information on vehicle resistance to
rolling oer in a single vehicle crash.
A major area of NHTSA's FY 2002 program will
incorporate successful strategies to address the human
factors dimension of traffic safety Key among our
concerns will be impaired driver deterrence and
greater use of seat belts and correct placement of
children and infants in appropriate safety restraints.
In cooperation with our partners in the states and
local communities, we will develop and test counternmeasures for traffic enforcement, deterrence of
aggressive driving and excessie speeding, and
other unsafe driving behaviors Effective methods
ofpublic information and education will be cntical
to successful ssork with our safety partners and
stakeholders. Important initiatives will also be
undertaken in the areas of emergency medical
-yslem education, safe operation around school
buses, national occupant protection uage sur'ess
and distracted and inattentive dining.
Tie budget request ssill fund research and deselopmeet actions to enhance the effectiseness of both
beha oral and vehicular safety measures. Research
willbe undertaken to improve both crashworlhiness
and crash avoidance. and to gain a better understanding of how crash injury occurs and actions we
can undertake to ameliorate their effects Funding
for the National Center for Statistics and Analysis
will allow us to continue to manage world-class
crash and injury information systems that support
both public and prsae sector safeis work
The FY 2002 program includes performance-based
highway safety grants that we provide to every state,
temilory and the Indian Nations, These grants are
designed to help states improve their work on the
leading national problems Included are basic high a
safety
grants under Section 402. as well as incentive
programs to encourage occupant protection, child
passenger safety, impaired driver programs and
impros.emenis in safety data systems
We ar, encouraged by the improvements we seein
traffic safety, and the program tobe supported by
the FY 2002 request is designed to keep this trend
ming forward in order to reduce the national
tragedy of traffic crashes.

L Robert Shelton
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Overview
SUMMARY OF
AUTHORIZING LEGISLATION
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) was established as
a separate organization within the Department of Transportation (DOT) in March 1970
to administer the Department's motor vehicle and highway safety programs. NHTSA
succeeded the Department's Federal Highway Administration's National Hfighway
Safety Bureau, which originally was charged with admiinistering these programs.
On June 9, 1998. the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21)
(Pub. L. 105-178) reauthorized all of NHTSA's motor vehicle and highway safety
programs and created several new highway safety incenitie grant programs that
NHTSA administers.
On Noseniber 1. 2(t), the Transportation Recall Enhanceotent, Accountability.
and Documentation (TREAD) Act (Pub. L. 106-414), was enacted. The TREAD
Act require,; NHTSA to undertake more than a dozen rulemaking actions within
the next two years in the areas of tire safety standards, rolloser propensity, and
improving child safety.
As amended, the NHTSA statutes are as follo, s:
Motor Vehicle Safety (chapter 301 of title 49, U.S. Code), pros ides for the
establishment and enforcement of safety qandards and regulations for the
manufacture of new motor vehicles and rotor %chicle equipment, together
with supporting research.
Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings (part C of subtitle i of title
49, U.S. Code). pro%ides for the establishment of low-speed bumper protection standards. consumer information activities., odometer regulations, fuel
econony standards, and motor vehicle theft press entron :standards.
Highuiay Safely (chapter 4 of title 23, U.S. Code). prove ides for coordinated
national highway safely grant programs carried out by the states and local
communities (Section 402). supported by research and developinent programs
(Section 403). highway safety incentive grant programs are provided to
encourage the states to enhance the effecisiness of: f I ) occupant protection
programs and lass s (Section 405): (2) alcohol-impaired driving counterMeasures and lasss (Section 410); and (3) highway, safety data iiprosenent
programs (Section 411).
National Driver Register (chapter 303 of title 49 U.S. Code), pro; ides for
the operation of the National Driver Register (NDR). which facilitates the
interstate transfer of driver licensing information concerning problem drivers
whose licenses to drive have been suspended or revoked for cause.

2Ridge[ in Bief
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NHTSA STRATEGIC PLAN
Promoting Safe Passage into the 21st Century
Over the past 30 years, NHTSA developed and implemented strategies that
proved successful in reducing traffic fatalities and injuries. Recently, changing
environmental conditions have resulted in flattened traffic death and injury trends,
Nonetheless, NHTSA is committed to a goal of reducing fatalities and injuries
20 percent by the year 2008 (1996 baseline). To achieve this aggressive goal, the
agency faces the challenge of identifying new approaches for reducing fatalities
and injuries.
NHTSA HAS TWO STRATEGIES FOR ACHIEVING
THE YEAR 2008 GOAL:
* Identify new approaches in the behavioral, vehicular. and program
delivery areas.
* Identify and correct operational impediments preventing NHTSA from
implementing the new approaches.
The NfITSA strategic plan descnbes activities for implementing these strategies
in the following areas:
" Safety: Vehicular and behavioral safety problems are defined, and Nilf[SA's
strategies for solving them are identified. For NHTSA to achieve the year 2008
goals, these strategies must be successful. The problems and strategies are
organized according to the Haddon Matrix, which is composed of three phases
(in time) of the cra,;h (pre-crash, crash, and post-crash). organized by the three
areas of activity (human, vehicle, and environment) that can influence the
outcome in each of the phases.
* Mobility, Economic Growth and Trade, Human and Natural Environment:
Problems and strategies related to these DOT non-safety goals are discussed in
NHTSAs plan as well. Although NHTSA's primary focus is safety, solutions to
the safety problems will produce secondary outcomes that directly contribute to
DOT's non-safety L'oals.
* Program Delivery: NHTSA's strategies for deliering its products and
services are discussed in this area. Cost-effective program delivery strategies
are increasingly important as NHTSA seeks to meet expanding and challenging
safety responsibility.
* Corporate Management Strategies: This section identifies key operational
areas that will enable NHTSA management to continue the agency's orderly
transition to a modem, more effective organization.
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Overview
The FY 2002 Budget Request reflects the priority placed on highway safety
programs by the Secretary and the Administration, Motor vehicle crashes account
for 94 percent of the deaths and 99 percent of the injuries in U.S. transportation.
The funding levels below include staffing, administrative, and program costs.

NHTSA HISTORICAL FUNDING
(Dollars in Thousands)
PROGRAMS

FY2001

FY2002

Enacted

Enacted

Request

Safety Performance Standards

$13,908

$17,949

$18,941

Safety Assurance

$20,509

$30,440

$30,917

+$477

Highway Safety

$47.613

$54,982

$56.483

+$1.501

Research and Analysis

$63,628

$71,926

$73.284

+$1.358

General Administration

$10,128

$10,475

$11.257

+$782

$4,286

$4,684

$5,118

+S434

Subtotal, Operations
and Research

$160,072

$190,456

$196,000

+S5,544

Section 402 State and
Community Grants

$152,800

$154.659

$160.000

+$5,341

Section 410 Alcohol Drising
Countermeasures Grants

$36.000

$35.921

$38.000

+S2,079

Section 405 Occupant Protection
Incentive Grants

$10.000

$12,971

$15,000

+S$2.029

Section 2003(bj Child Passenger
Protection Education Grants*

[$7500]

[$7,500]

$0

$0

$8,000

$8,980

$10,000

+$1,020

Office of the Administrator

Section 411 Safety Data
National Dnver Register"

1

0

01/02

FY 2000

+$992

[$2,0001

[$2,000]

[$2.0001

$0

Subtotal, Highway
Safety) Grants

$206,800

$212,531

$223,000

+$10,469

Total

$366,872

$402,987

$419,000

+$16,013

Transferred from FHWA
NDR funding is included in the Highway Safetyprogram
4

Budget in Brief
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Overview
TOTAL FY 2002 NHTSA REQUEST: $419,000
Dollars in Thousands

Operations and Research
Highway Safety

Safety Assurance

$56,483$3,7

Safety Performance
Standards
$18,941

Office of the
Administrator

Administration

$5,118

S 1,257

i

I

Research and Analysis
$73,284

FY 2002 TOTAL REQUEST: $196,000

Highway Traffic Safety Grants
Section 410
Alcohol Incentive Grants
State and

Section 402

Community
Grants
$160,000

Section 411
Safety Data
Incentive Grants
$10,000
41111:

Section 405
Occupant Protection Grants
$15,000

FY 2002 TOTAL REQUEST: $223,000
Overview

5
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Program
SAFETY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
There are four programs in Safety Performance Standards. The Safety Standards
Support Program conducts tests, gathers data, and conducts analyses in support
of regulatory and non-regulatory alternatives to increase motor vehicle safety. The
New Car Assessment Program (NCAP) conducts tests to evaluate the comparative
crashworthiness and crash avoidance characteristics of passenger vehicles and to
motivate vehicle manufacturers to provide higher levels of occupant protection
by using market forces. The Fuel Economy Program monitors manufacturer
progress in achieving established passenger automobile and light truck fuel
economy standards and sets annual standards for light trucks as prescribed by law.
The Theft Prevention Program establishes standards to reduce the number of
motor vehicle thefts and provides informatii.'i to the public on theft and recovery
of passenger cars and light trucks.

SAFETY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS PROGRAM
CONTRACT PROGRAM SUMMARY
(Dollars in Thousands)
PROGRAMS
Safety Standards Supprt
New Car Assessment Program
Fuel Economy Program
Theft and Other Programs
Total

FY 2000
Enacted

FY 2001
Enacted

FY 2002
Request

+1-01102

$708

$1,700

$2.000

+$300

$2,691

$5,531

$5.231

-$300

$60

$60

$0

$30

$50

$50

$0

$3,429

$7,341

$7,341

$0

$0

Budget in Brief
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Program
FY 2002 HIGHLIGHTS
SAFETY STANDARDS SUPPORT
0

*
*
*
*

*

Provide testing and analytical support for meeting the requirements of the Transportation
Recall Enhancement, Accountability, and Documentation (TREAD) Act, including the light
vehicle tire standard upgrade and costs of the upgrade. and enhanced crash protection
for children in child restraint systems,
Perform tests to upgrade light vehicle and heavy truck braking standards, to accomodate new
technologies and for harmonization with global standards.
Collect non-crash data for such problems as trunk entrapment solutions and power windosss,
and adapted vehicle data for problem size and safety solutions,
Conduct performance demonstration tests for the development of headlighting performance
information for consumers.
Assess upgrading crashworthiness standards for advanced frontal crash protection systems,
head restraints, offset frontal crash protection and crash test dummies, and a strengthened
seat back standard.
Continue to assess the safety performance of newly developed school bus restraint systems
and perform cost analysis on these systems.

NEW CAR ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
*
*
*

*

*

Provide frontal and side impact test ratings covenng 75 percent of new vehicles, based on
approximately 100 passenger vehicle tests.
Measure the static stability factor (rollover resistance) for approximately !00 vehicles
Support the TREAD requirement for a child restraint rating system by conducting five frontal
and five side NCAP tests with 3-year-old dummies in child seats and perform feasibility
work on the 3-year-old Hybrid III dummy specially designed for the lateral direction.
Respond to the 1996 National Academy of Sciences report to expand the amount of vehicle
safety information to the public, by performing developmental work on braking and
headlighting performance trsts.
Conduct consumer information actisities including research on the type of information
most helpful to consumers and the best ways to present it; develop information for new
campaigns and materials on high interest issues, such asrolloser, tire safety, child safety
and other emerging issues: expand the methods for disseminating the information to reach
more people; and develop diversity initiatives and materials to better reach underserved
populations.

FUEL ECONOMY
*

Integrate the "plants and lines" database with information in other existing in-house
databases to create a comprehensive CAFE data system; update and maintain the
comprehensive database for use in future analyses. Participate in DOT Climate Change
Center actitivities to assess transportation and environmental concerns.

*

Conduct data analysis activities to compile and publish insurer reports on theft and recovery of motor vehicles, comprehensive insurance coverage, and actions taken by
insurers to reduce motor vehicle thefts.

THEFT PREVENTION PROGRAM
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Program
SAFETY ASSURANCE
There are currently three programs in Safety Assurance. The Vehicle Safety
Compliance Program ensures that motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment
sold in the U.S. provide the safety benefits intended by federal safety standards.
The Defects Investigation Program identifies and removes motor vehicles found
to contain safety-related defects from the nation's highways. The Odometer
Fraud Program enforces federal odometer fraud laws and regulations and
encourages states to enforce their odometer laws aggressively.

SAFETY ASSURANCE PROGRAM
CONTRACT PROGRAM SUMMARY
(Dollars in Thousands)
FY 2000
Enacted

FY 2001
Enacted

FY 2002
Request

+ 0102

Vehicle Safety Compliance

$5.000

$6,974

$6,974

so

Defects investigationn

$2.663

$7,579

$7,940

+$361

Auto Safety Hotline'

$1.232

$1.232

$0

-$1,232

$150

$150

$150

$9,045

$15,935

$15,064

PROGRAMS

Odometer Fraud
Total

In FY 2002.the Auto Safely Hotlne's operating costsae sho,,n under Operating Expenses.
portion (5361 thousand) is included in the Defects tn'estigaticn Progran

$0
-$871

hulethe outreach
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Program
FY 2002 HIGHLIGHTS
VEHICLE SAFETY COMPLIANCE
a Conduct full-scale crash testing of new motor vehicles, including: 20 tests for
verification of compliance with the requirements of frontal occupant crash
protection standards; 20 tests for verification of compliance with dynamic side
impact standards; 10 tests for verification of compliance with the requirements
of upper interior head protection standards using a head form; 20 tests for
verification of compliance with fuel system integrity requirements; and
5 dynamic, side impact pole tests to assess the performance of new technology
for head protection.
* Continue to test motor vehicle equipment, with emphasis on child restraint
systems, to assure compliance with safety standard requirements.
* Continue efforts to purchase, assemble, and calibrate a new family of adult
and child crash test dummies for measuring the enhanced dynamic performance requirements for advanced air bags.
DEFECTS INVESTIGATION
* Implement new initiatives required by the TREAD Act, which include implementation of a data warehouse that will include technological capabilities to
satisfy the early warning requirements of the TREAD Act. The new data
warehouse will allow for the forecasting of potential safety problems for
decision-making by data and text mining to discover emerging safety [rends,
arming statisticians and analysts with automated tools to proactively identify
potential safety issues and concerns that can be analyzed by automotive
engineers/investigators.
" Strengthen the Defects Investigation Program, as a result of the TREAD Act,
to include the following: additional screenings; petition analysis; investigations to include examination of complaint vehicles and equipment; site inspections of vehicle crashes; testing of vehicles and equipment; surveys of
vehicle owners; and intensified recall management to ensure that the scope of
each recall is appropriate and the remedy and completion rate are adequate.
* Reorganize functions to enhance the quality of the Office of Defects
Investigation's processes and incorporate the additional staff to be added
as a result of the TREAD Act.
ODOMETER FRAUD
* Initiate new cooperative agreements with two states to supplement NHTSA's
Odometer Fraud Program with state law enforcement agents and award funding to
two additional states to initiate or enhance their odometer fraud programs.
Programs

9
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HIGHWAY SAFETY
There are three program offices in Traffic Safety Programs (TSP). The Office of Traffw
Injury Control Programs (OTICP) provides national leadership in planning and
developing programs directed at preventing and reducing highway crashes and resulting
deaths, injuries, and economic costs. OTICP develops, coordinates, and facilitates the
execution of demonstration programs. program development, technology development,
technical asistance and information transfer activities aimed at improving traffic injury
programs throughout the country. The Office of Communications and Outreach (OCO)
is responsible for the development, marketing, and promotion of public information campaigns and materials in support of TSP programs. OCO deelops programs implemented
with public and private sector organizations, other federal agencies, and elected officials
in support of TSP's goals and objectives. This office also supports coalition-building
activities at the national, state, and local levels. The Office of Research and Traffic
Records (ORTR) conducts research, demonstration, and evaluation programs supporting
traffic safety programs related to driver, passenger, pedestrian, and cyclist behavior.
ORTR also develops, tests, and evaluates countemieasures aimed at reducing or eliminating unsafe actions and crash generating situations. The office also develops and coordinates a program of research and demonstration, and also technology and information
transfer related to traffic records. driver licensing and driver education.

HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM
CONTRACT PROGRAM SUMMARY
(Dollars in Thousands)
FY
2000
Enacted

FY
2001
Enacted

FY
2002
Request

+/-01/02

Impaired Driving
Ped/Bicycle/Pupil Transportation
Motorcycle
Drugs, Driving and Youth

$9.292

$9,817

$9.817

$o

$1.058
$414
$1,138

$1,295
$661
$1,196

$1.295
$661
$1,196

$0
$0
$0

National Occupani Protection
Traffic Law Enforcement
Emergency Medical Services

$9,742
$2.036
$1,425

$10,953
S2,192
$2,245

$10,953
32,192
$2,245

$0
$0
$0

Records and Licensing
Ilighway Safety Research
NewfEmergingiTEA-21 Issues

$2,296
$7,152
$1000

$2,591
$7.277
$1.196

$2,591
$7,277
$1,196

$0
so
$0

$0
$850
$1,110
$37,513

$500
$600
$1,110
$41,633

5500
S600
$1,110
$41,633

$0
$0
$0
$0

Share the Road
NOPUS
National Driver Register
Total

Badect in Brie:
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ProgramFY 2002 HIGHLIGHTS
IMPAIRED DRIVING PREVENTION
Alcohol- impaired driving prevention activities are driven by the goal to reduce alcohol-related fatalities to no more
than 1,00 by 2005
" Continue development and delivery of the fise year comprehensive public relations and enforcement campaign entitled You Drink & Drive. You Lose.

*
*
*

Develop strong support for enforcement of impaired driving laws and for sift and severe sanctions for offenders.
Support state legislative initiatives to reduce impaired driving such as 0 08 BAC. graduated licensing, a..l
drivers' license and registration validation,
Implement drug-impaired dosing prevention recommendations from the National Liw Enforcement Surntie on
Drugs. Driving, and Youth and the MADD National Youth Summit.

OCCUPANT PROTECTION
Occupant protection activities are guided by the goals of increasing national seat belt use to 9014by 2005 and
reducing child-related fatalities by 25% by 2005
" Implement incentive and innovative grant programs and promote "best practices" programs to states.
" Continue cooperative agreements with national organizations critical to the Buckle Up America campaign
including special outreach efforts to high-risk populations.
*
Conduct semiannual Operation ABC mobilizations; design and promote intensive enforcement programs to
states through partnmerships
with enforcement organizations.
*
Conduct research and collect nationally representative data ii the use of occupant protection devices to guide
development of occupant protection countermeasures.
"
Forge relationships with industry and the private sector to promote the use of child passenger safety seats and to
promote effective school bus occupant protection.

*

PEDESTRIAN, MOTORCYCLE, AND BICYCLE SAFETY
Collaborate with the Partnershipfor a Waikable America and implement recommendations from the National

*

Action Plan for Child Pedestrian Safety.
Implement recommendations from the National Agenda for Motorcycle Safety and the ,ainiorurl Plan for Bicycle

Safety via collaboration with diverse organizations

TRAFFIC L W ENFORCEMENT
*

*
*
"

Implement recommendations from Traffic Safery in the Next Millenium Law Etforcement Strategies and build
support for traffic safety in diverse communities.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
Promote the EMS Agenda for the Future to care for motor vehicle crash vitims.

HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH

Provide the scientific basis for NHTSA's national leadership in highway safety through studies ot driver.
passenger, and pedestrian and cyclist attitudes and behaviors, the circumstances and situations of crashes, and
the most effective ways they can be reduced,
Determine the causes of crashes, identify target populations, acquire the research for developing countermeasures,
and evaluate the effectiveness of programs that %ill reduce traffic deaths, injuries, and associated costs.

EMERGING ISSUES

*

Address emerging traffic safety issues such asolder drivers, fatigue distracted drivers and inattention, sia
public education initiatives.

*

Improve the timeliness, accuracy, completeness, and accessibl:ty of state traffic safety data.

*

Maintain an index of individuals whose licenses to operate motor vehicles have been suspended oc who have
been convicted of certain serious traffic offenses. State licensing officials and authorized users. query the NDR
to delermine license eligibility.

TRAFFIC RECORDS, DRIVER LICENSING & DRIVER EDUCATION
NATIONAL DRIVER REGISTER
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Program_
RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS
There are four major programs in Research and Analysis. The Crashworthiness
Research Program promotes transportation safety through continuing research on
vehicle safety, vehicle aggressivity and compatibility, and by improving occupant
safety in crashes involving passenger cars, light trucks, and vans through developing advanced air bags and other crash countermeasures, human injury criteria,
and using a family of dummies for safety performance evaluation. T1he Crash
Avoidance Research Program focuses on passenger and commercial vehicle researzh including visibility, directional control and braking, and rollover stability.
The program also includes use of advanced technologies under the Intelligent
Vehicle Initiative (IV[) of the Department's Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS) program. The agency also undertakes driver-vehicle safety research ineluding human factors research to evaluate the safety potential and effectiveness
of various collision avoidance countermeasures. The National Center for Statistics and Analysis operates high quality, large-scale vehicle crash databases that
are used by both public and private sectors to support critical highway traffic
safety, vehicle regulatory, and safety recall programs. The Vehicle Research and
Test Center serves as NHTSA's in-house R&D test laboratory.

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM
CONTRACT PROGRAM SUMMARY
(Dollars in Thousands)
FY 2000
Enacted

FY 2001
Enacted

FY 2002
Request

+1-0t102

Crashworthiness

$22,090

$23.453

$23,038

-$415

Crash Avoidaice

$4,840

$11,214

S10.990

-$224

$21,021

521.721

$22320

S599

$950

$950

$990

+$40

$48,901

$57,338

$57,338

$0

National Center for Statistics
and Analysis
Vehicle Research and Test Center
Total

12
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FY 2002 HIGHLIGHTS
CRASHWORTHINESS RESEARCH
*
*
•

Conduct research insupport of upgrading safety standards forfrontal crash protection, side impact
protection,
roof crushprotection e, ection
prevention,
fuel system integrity, and child safety.
Develop lest devices and test procedures suitable for compliance testing of the standards above.
the crash data and thefleet
Conduct research to address the issueof vehicle compatihility by analyzing
.loping suitable countermeasures to address the
characienstics to define the safety problem, by de%
problems and by testing and esalaating the effectieness, of countermeasures d.seloped.

NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION BIOMECHANICS
RESEARCH CENTER
*

*
•

Conduct research to develop sLiable
injury criteria for upgrades of existing safety standards or any
future standards in frontal crash protection, side crash protection, rollover protection, and improved
child safety.
Collect and analyze human injury data by conducting in-depth investigations of vehicle crashes and
develop injury' measures and correlate them to the risk of injury in crashes
Develop. test and evaluate a family of dummies for safety evaluations of vehicles and federalize them
for incorporation into safety rgulations.

CRASH AVOIDANCE RESEARCH
Conduct analyses of crash da'a sith the objective of identifying causal factors and for the development
of suitable countermeasures for crash presentton
* Conduct research in support of upgrading standards to improve vehicle braking, directional androllover stability, tires, and vehicle lighting and signaling.
0 Conduct driner-sehicle safety research related todnsing performance. doiver work load demands,
behavioral
driver
distraction issues, the safCy impact ofin-sehicle devices on safe driving, and driver
research including dnser alertness, driver
distraction, and dsrer work load management.
of
* Conduct research into the measurement of dnser cognitive distraction while using a variety
behasror and performance.
in-'ehicle technologies and determine the consequences for driver
* Conduct research using intelligent technologies (such as pre-crash sensors, and sensors for proximity
and relative speed for crash prevention) to develop countermeasures for enhancing crash avoidance
capabilities of light and heay Vehicles
*

NATIONAL CENTER FOR STATISTICS AND ANALYSIS
*

*
*
*
*
*

information related to
Collect data related to fatalities and injuries in vehicle crashes and analyze vital
automobile crashes, occupant injuries and injury mechanism, especially a. they relate to newly introto out-of-position
duced technologies. such as advanced occupant restraint systems iominimize risks
and small statured occupant,, and identify crash causal factors.
Collect data used exteasisely by other parts of NHTSA to deselop overall policies and priorities, target
riskreduction programs, shape arid support regulations, and investigate defects
Use Crash Outcome Data Evaluation Systems (CODES) grants to link crash and health care data to
study crash outcomes.
Use the latest technologies to improve the efficiency in data collection and to improve the quality and
quantity of data collected.
Maintain a national network of analysts and crash investigators, which allows NHTSA to mount special
studies quickly and cost-effectisely.
Collect, analyze, and report on all of the metrncs used to track NITSA's performance under GPRA.
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Program
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
There are three programs in General Administration. The Program Evaluation
Program determines the effectiveness of vehicle regulations and highway safety
programs. The Strategic PlanningProgram develops, updates, and publishes the
agency's Strategic Plan and studies of emerging problems as a basis for setting
agency policy, in addition to providing a wide range of planning support to
agency programs. The Economic Analysis Program develops methods to quantify the economic consequences of motor vehicle injuries in forms suitable for
agency use in problem identification and evaluation, regulatory analysis, priority
setting, and policy analysis.

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM
CONTRACT PROGRAM SUMMARY
(Dollars in Thousands)
PROGRAMS

'2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

Enacted

Enacted

Request

$468

S468

$468

so

Strategic Planning

$90

$89

$89

$0

Economic Analysis

$87

$86

$86

$0

$645

$643

$643

$0

Program Evaluation

Total

14

+-01/02

-
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ProgramFY 2002 HIGHLIGHTS
PROGRAM EVALUATION
Evaluations provide objective quantitative information to aid in making decisions on present
and future rulemakings and programs. This information helps to determine if the objectives of
regulations and programs are being achieved, and if not, the information can help identify
changes in the rule or program that may result in the achievement of the intended goals and
objectives. To determine the cost effectiveness of regulations, a, called for in Executise Order
12866. cost studies of motor vehicle equipment are performed. The following activities in
FY 2002 contribute to the evaluation of regulations and programs:
*
*

*
*
*

Continue to measure the effects of changes to improve air bag technology and reduce their
risks to children and other occupants.
Continue to analyze the effectiveness of the antilock brake systems in reducing crashes
of heavy trucks, and survey truck fleets to lean about the maintenance costs and
durability of these systems.
Evaluate the effectiveness of rear-impact guards for truck trailers in reducing harm to
passenger vehicles that collide with the trailers.
Evaluate the head injury protection upgrade (FMVSS 201), including performance testing of
baseline, pre-standard vehicles and c st analyses of upper-interior air bags.
Continue the evaluation of side imnract protection upgrade (FM VSS 214), including a cost
analysis of side air bags.

5 TRATEGIC PLANNING
The role of Stratcgic Planning within NHTSA is to help set organizational direction, provide
agency leadership in cross cutting program planning, and lead the agency in organizational
improvement initiatives. i-or FY 2002, Strategic Planning objectives are
*
*
*

Quantify the effecs of external factors on NHTSA's programs and the ability of agency
programs to meet satcty goals.
Serve as the agency lead for coordinating and developing plans to support agency initiatives
requiring total agency participation.
Study, recommend, and implement organizational improvement activities to improve
agency efficiency.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
*
*

Research and develop methods for quantifying economic and societal injury outcomes.
Update and publish a report on the overall societal burden resulting from motor vehicle
crash injuries.
Complete the development of a version of the Functional Capacity Index that focuses on
the injuries to older persons.

*

P-

-
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Program
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANTS
The Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21 ) authorized funding
for numerous highway safety grant programs for the states in FY 2002, including
the following programs under the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration:
the Section 402 State and Community Grant Program provides for a coordinated
national highway safety program. All states, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Trust Territories, and Indian Nations are provided with
formula grants to encourage and facilitate implementation of effective programs
to improve highway safety. The Section 405 Occupant Protection Incentive
GrantProgram awards grants to states that adopt or demonstrate specific laws
and programs, such as primary safety belt use laws and special traffic enforcement
programs, to increase seat belt and child safety seat use. The Section 410 Alcohol-- Impaired Driving Incentive Grant Program encourages states to enact stiffer laws
and implement stronger programs to detect and remove impaired drivers from the
roads. The Section 411 State Highway Safety Data Improvements Incentive Grant
Program encourages states to take effective actions to improve the timeliness, accuracy, completeness, uniformity, and accessibility of their highway safety data.

HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANTS
PROGRAM SUMMARY
(Dollars in Thousands)
PRGR

Section 402 State and Community
Formula Grant Program

5S+1FY
2000
Enacted

$152.80

FY
2001
Enacted

$154,659

FY
2002
Request

01/02

+S5.341

$t60.0

Section 405 Occupant Protection
Incentive Grant Program
Section 410 Alcohol-impaired
Driving Incentive Grant Program

$36,000

$35.921

$38.000

+52.079

Section 411 State Highway Safety
Data Improemenis

$8,000

$8,980

$0000

+S1,020

$206,800

$212,531

$223,000

+$10,469

Total

16

-
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Program ...
FY 2002 HIGHLIGHTS
SECTION 402
STATE AND COMMUNITY GRANTS
*

Provide formula grants to support pei-fomiance-based highway safety programs in every
state, territory, and the Indian Nations for the purpose of reducing highway crashes, deaths.
and injuries.

*

Support programs, developed and managed by the states, to addwss their highway safety
goals, performance measures, and strategic plans.

*

Support national priority programs, such as encouraging proper uso of occupant protection
devices; reoucung alcohol and drug-impaired driving, reducing motorcycle crashes: improving police traffic serv ices, improving emergency medical, services and trauma care systems:
increasing pedestrian and bicyclist safety; improving traft'c record systems, and improving
roadway safety.

SECTION 405
OCCUPANT PROTECTION INCENTIVE GRANTS
*

Provide grants that wili encourage states to pass stronger laws and implement effective measures to inc -ease safety belt and child safety seat use, such as passing primary enforcement
laws, minimum fines or penalty points for seat belt and child protection law ',iolations: and
stepped-up police enforcement of occupant protection laws.

SECTION 410
ALCOHOL-IMPAIRED DRIVING INCENTIVE GRANTS
*

Pro%ide grants that will encourage states to pass stronger laws and implement effective
measures to reduce safety problems stemming from driving while impaired by alcohol,
such as administrative driver license actions within stated time frames; graduated licensing
systems; and young adult doirking arid driving prevention programs. Supplemental grants
are given for meeting additional criteria.

SECTION 411
STATE HIGHWAY SAFETY DATA IMPROVEMENTS
INCENTIVE GRANTS
*

Provide grants that wiIfencourage states to implemen, effective programs to improve state data
that is needed to identity priorities for national, state, and local highway safety programs,
including a traffic records coordinating committee and a strategic plan.

,_

-_orams

__

17
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OUTCOME MEASURES
From 1994 to 1996, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration served as a pilot agency
under the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 (CIPRA). The agency's FY 2002
Budget Request to Congress includes NHTSA's annual Performance Plan highlighting the outcome measures and their linkage to agency activities and programs. The plan ties directly to the
goals and strategies outlined in both NHTSA's and the Department's Strategic Plans. Although a
number of factors outside of NHTSA's control influence the severity of highway crashes and the
resulting fatalities and injuries, there is documented evidence that federal vehicle and highway
safety programs (in conjunction with the state, local, and private programs engendered in part
by
the federal initiatives) have been highly effective in reducing highway deaths and injuries.

R

~

Strategic Outcome Goal:

Reduce the number of highway-related fatalities and injuries by 20 percent by 2008.

The Number of HighwayRelated Fatalities.
1999: 41,611
2000 Estimate: 41,800
2001 Target: Less than CY 2000
2002 Target: Less than CY 2001
2008 Target: 33,500
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TREND: The total number of
fatalities declined by 18 percent from
the 51,093 peak in 1979. Vehicle
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indicating that Americans are driving
more, butthe fatality risk is lower.

The Number of HighwayRelated Injuries.
1999:3,236,000
*
2000 Estimate: 3,200,000
2001 Target: Less than CY 2000
2002 Target- Less than CY 2001
2008 Target: 2,809,000
TREND: The rate of injuries has
decreased 8 percent from a 1996 high
of 3,511,000.
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The Rate of Highway-Related
Fatalities per 100 Million Vehicle
Miles Traveled (VMT).
1999: 1.5
2000 Estimate: 1.6
2001 Target: 1.5
2002 Target: 1.4
2008 Target: 1,0
TREND: Since the inception of the federal program in 1966. there has been an
overall decline in the fatality rate per
100 VMT, from 5.5 in 1966 to a record
low of 1.5 in 1999. Preliminary data for
2000 show an increase in the rate to 1.6.

12002275
1 24 2 I20696 20797
99 998'e
I-9 2CX201

199
9r9 'I 99192,*994
191
99W3 995

--i.

Roe

RoectOn
r....... 0 Target

.

Number and Percent of AlcoholRelated Highway Fatalities.
1999: 15,786 (38%)
2000 Estimate: 16,068 (387)
,
2001 Target Less than CY 2000 (34% )
2002 Target: Less than CY 2001 (33%)
2005 Target: 11,000 (3Q%)

40

so
30

TREND: Alcohol involvement in fatal
traffic crashes showed a steady decline
since the early 1980's. Preliminary data
for 2000 indicate that the alcohol-related
fatalities remained at 38 percent.

1

89

!W, 1

.99
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The Percentage of Front Seat
Occupants Using Seat Belts.
1999: 67 percent
2000: 71 percent
2001 Target: 86 percent
2002 Target: 87 percent
2005 Target: 90 percent
TREND: Seat belt use increased in the
1980s, but remained below 50 percent
as recently as 1990. Although seat belt
use decreased to 67 percent in 1999. a
recent 2000 survey estimated national
seat belt use at 71 percent, a total increase of 4 percentage points from
1999.
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DISTRIBUTION OF NHTSA SECTION 402
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT PROGRAMS
(Dollars in Thousands)
Estimated
Obligations
STATE/TERRITORY

FY 2002
NFTSA

Estimated
Obligations
FY 2002
NHTSA

STATE/TERRITORY

NEBRASKA .............
.......... ...... S1,548
ALABAMA ......................................... $2,640
NEVADA .......
........................... 857
ALASKA ...........
..... ...........
760
AMERICAN SAMOA .......................... 380
NEW HAMPSHIRE ........................... 760
N EW JERSEY ..............................................
3,714
ARIZONA .............
............ 2,107
...................... 1,216
N EW M EX ICO ..................
ARKANSAS ..........................1.931
CALIFORNIA ........
.............. 14.556
COLORADO..................................... 2,229
CONNECTICUT ........................
1,630
DELAWARE
................... ..... 760
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA .................. 760

NEW YORK ...........................
8.912
NORTH CAROLINA .....................
3.818
NORTH DAKOTA ............
........... 1,080
N. M A RIAN A S ............................................ .. 380
O H IO .............................................................
5,8 2 1

FLORIDA .........................
6,731
GEORGIA .........................
3.888
G U A M ....................
... .............................. 380
HAWAII ...............................
760
ID A H O .......................... ............................ . 86 3

OKLAHOMA ...........................
2,417
OREGON ..........................
1,862
PENNSYLVA 1IA ................................. .6,301
.....
.......... 1.678
PUERTO RICO .......
RHODE ISLAND ......
..... . ........
........
760

ILLINO IS ......
.......................
6,278
SEC. OF INTERIOR.................. 1,140
IN D IA N A .....................
........................ 3,291
SOUTH CAROLINA ................................ 2,125
IO W A .........
......
... ............................. 2 .259
SOUTH DAKOTA ............................... 1,076
TENNESSEE ...................
....... 2,94 I
KANSAS ............................
2,323
. ........ ...........
..... ..... 10.211
TEXAS ...
KENTUCKY .........................2,298
UTAH ...................
.......... 1,137
LO U ISIA N A ....................................
.... .. 2,409
VERMONT ..........
..................... 760
MAINE ...............................
760
VIRGIN ISLANDS ............................... 380
MARYLAND ...........
......................
2,372
V IRG IN IA ..............................
3,357
MASSACHUSETTS ....................... 2,958
WASHINGTON .....
................ 2,872
MICHIGAN ........................
5.192
MINNESOTA .......................
3.135
M ISSISSIPPI ..............
.... .. .
.. . 804
M ISSOU R I ...... ... ........ ......... ............. 3.374
M ONTANA .................... ....... .. .... ..... 994

WEST VIRGINIA .................
...... 1.120
W ISC ON SIN .................... ... .... ............. 3,175
........................ 760
W Y O M ING ..........................
UNDISTRIB: ADMIN. COSTS ............
8,000
TO TAl .....................................................

$160,000
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INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT
The ultimate mission of the U.S. Department of Transportation is to improve overall safety in the
various modes that contribute to the nation's private and commercial transportation capability.
The FY 2002 budget request of $419 million for the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) will permit the agency to continue mounting a balanced program of
human and vehicular safety initiatives to reduce the major public health problem of death and
injury from highway crashes. Over 41,000 people are killed on our roads each year, and over 3
million are injured. The economic loss to the country exceeds $150 billion a year.
We have witnessed substantial progress in reducing this tragic toll, and the program supported by
the FY 2002 budget request is designed to continue these improvements. The number of
highway fatalities in recent years has been held relatively flat, despite a significantly rising
number of vehicles being driven more miles on our roads. However, in 2000 we saw a slight
reversal of that trend, where the preliminary number of fatalities increased while the preliminary
number of vehicle miles traveled remained essentially flat.
In FY 2002, implementation of the recently enacted Transportation Recall Enhancement,
Accountability and Documcntation (TREAD) Act will be high on N-HTSA's agenda. Enacted by
Congress in the wake of tie Firestone tire investigation, this new law requires issuance of several
rulemaking actions to update the tire safety standard; develop dynamic rollover tests; and
improve the safety of child restraints. It provides stronger penalties, longer safety recall periods,
enhanced enforcement and increased funds to support these actions. TREAD also provides
authority to learn more about safety problems in foreign countries, before they occur in the U.S.
NHTSA will continue to work to improve both the crashworthiness of passenger and commercial
vehicles, and their crash avoidance capability. FY 2002 initiatives will include improved roof
crush, vehicle crash compatibility, advanced braking, child restraints and head protection. Our
program also supports international harmonization encompassing coordinated research and safety
regulatory initiatives. Work of special interest includes vehicle rollover propensity and
information on vehicles adapted for the disabled population. We will broaden the New Car
Assessment Program to provide the public with frontal and side impact test results, and to
implement a rating program designed to give consumers information on vehicle resistance to
rolling over in a single vehicle crash.
A major area of NHTSA's FY 2002 program vill incorporate successful strategies to address the
human factors dimension of traffic safety. Key among our concerns will be impaired driver
deterrence, greater use of seat belts, and correct placement of children and infants in appropriate
safety restraints. In cooperation with our partners in the states and local communities, we will
develop and test countermeasures for traffic enforcement. deterrence of aggressive driving and
excessive speeding, and other unsafe driving behaviors. Effective methods of public information
and education will be critical to successful work with our safety partners and stakeholders.
Important initiatives will also be undertaken in the areas of emergency medical system education,
GEN-]
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safe operation around school buses, national occupant protection usage surveys, and distracted
and inattentive driving.
The budget request will fund research and development actions to enhance the effectiveness of
both behavioral and vehicular safety measures. Research will be undertaken to improve both
crashworthiness and crash avoidance, and to gain a better understanding of how crash injury
occurs and actions we can undertake to ameliorate their effects. Funding for the National Center
for Statistics and Analysis will allow us to continue to manage world-class crash and injury
information systems that support both public and private sector safety work.
The FY 2002 program includes performance-based highway safety grants that we provide to
every state, territory and the Indian Nations. These grants are designed to help improve work on
the leading national problems. Included are basic highway safety grants under Section 402, as
well as incentive programs to encourage occupant protection, child passenger safety, impaired
driver programs and improvements in safety data systems.
We are encouraged by the improvements we see in traffic safety. The program to be supported
by the FY 2002 request is designed to keep this trend moving forward in order to reduce the
national tragedy of traffic crashes.

GEN-2
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People Saving People
http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

FY 2002 Performance Plan
Submission to Congress

March 2001
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I. Introduction
The mission of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) isto save lives,
prevent injuries, and reduce traffic-related health care and other economic costs. The agency
develops, promotes, and implements effective educational, engineering, and enforcement
programs toward ending preventable tragedies and reducing economic costs associated with
vehicle use and highway travel.
As an integral part of the Department of Transportation (DOT), the agency improves public health
and enhances the quality of transportation by helping to make highway travel safer. A multidisciplinary approach is used that draws upon diverse fields such as epidemiology, engineering
biomechanics, the social sciences, human factors, economics, education, law enforcement, and
public communication to address one of the most complex and challenging problems in society.
NHTSA isa national and international leader in collecting and analyzing crash data, and in
developing countermeasures relevant to preventing and mitigating vehicle crashes and reducing
and preventing resulting fatalities and traumatic injury. The agency regulates automobile
manufacturers through its safety standards program, sponsors critical research, spurs progress in
harmonizing international safety standards, and carries out innovative projects to improve traffic
and vehicle safety. All aspects of engineering education, enforcement, and evaluation are
incorporated into programs to address the challenges of crash and injury prevention involving
people, vehicles, and the roadway environment.
This performance plan describes what NHTSA will achieve in fiscal year 2002 with the resources
that are proposed in the agency's budget. The trends of highway-related fatalities and injuries are
illustrated, external factors that affect these trends are discussed, and strategies and activities are
described that NHTSA will use to achieve the goals of the agency and the Department.
II.Program Need
In 2000, there were 41,800' people killed and 3,200,000' injured, according to preliminary
estimates from the Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS). Highway fatalities account for 94
percent, and highway injuries make up 99 percent of all transportation-related injuries. A major
public health problem, these deaths and injuries occur at all ages and are particularly significant
for ages 6 through 33, where they are the leading cause of death. Motor vehicle deaths are nearly
half the total of all trumatic injury deaths. The large number of motor vehicle injuries places a
considerable burden cn the nation's health care system. About 20 percent of all Emergerr.y
Medical Service (EMS) calls are motor vehicle related, and people treated in trauma centers are
there largely as the result of a motor vehicle crash. This care results in a significant economic
burden on society, estimated at more than $17 billion a year. Since motor vehicle injuries often
have long term elfects, they are a leading cause of long term disability. Motor vehicle crash
injuries have been the neglected epidemic of our society, but they need not be so. We believe
that the day will come in this nation when these levels of carnage will be a part of history.

i2000
Early Assessment estimate

GEN-6
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Ill. NHTSA's Hierarchy of Measures
NHTSA uses the following diagram to depict how performance measures are used and how
different program outputs contribute to the outcome goals of the agency, which are to save
lives and prevent injuries on our nation's highways. NHTSA programs seek to achieve
progress in two intermediate outcome areas: (1) to reduce the occurrence of crashes; and
(2) to mitigate the consequences of crashes. Some of the programs fall exclusively under
one of these categories, while others contribute to both. NHTSA programs use performance
indicators to help measure the goals. A recent addition to this diagram is the Departmental
Organizational Excellence Goal that assists NHTSA in achieving its goals. Although
Departmental Strategies are also included in this plan, NHTSA believes that safety is the
primary focus of each of its programs. For this reason, NHTSA's contribution to each of the
DOT strategies is described in terms of secondary impacts, with the programs' primary
purpose and activities described fully under the Intermediate Outcomes areas, Reduce the
Occurrence of Crashes and Mitigate the Consequences of Crashes.

Outcome Goals
Save Lives andPrevent
Injuries.
T

I0

Intermediate Outcome Goals
Reduce the Occurren Conse

Mitigate the
auences o Crashes

Program Outputs
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IV. Goals and Indicators

Outcome Goal:

Reduce the number of highway-related fatalities and injuries

33,500 and 2,809,000, respectively, by 2008.

Ito

2

Performance Indicator :
Reduce the number of highway-related
fatalities by 20 percent by 2008. (NHTSA
1998 Strategic Plan)
1996 Baseline: 42,065
1997: 42,013
1998: 41,501
1999: 41,611
2000 Estimate: 41,800
2001 Target: Less than CY 2000
2002 Target: Less than CY 2001
2008 Target: 33,500

100W4W
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o

Performance Indicator':
Reduce the number of highway-related
injuries by 20 percent by 2008. (NHTSA
1998 Strategic Plan)
1996 Baseline: 3,511,000
1997: 3,399,000
1998: .,192,000
1999: 3,236,000
2000 Estimate: 3,200,000
2001 Target: Less than CY 2000
2002 Target: Less than CY 2001
2008 Target: 2,809,000
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Data source, scope, and measurement methodology isin DOT Performance Plan, Appendix I
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Performance Indicator :
Reduce the rate of highway-related
fatalities per 100 million vehicle miles
traveled (VMT) by 2008. (NHTSA 1998
Strategic Plan)
1996 Baseline: 1.7
1997:1.6
1998: 1.6
1999-1.5
2000 Estimate: 1.6
2001 Target: 1.5
2002 Target: 1.4
2008 Target: 1.0

Performance Indicator2:
Reduce the rate of highway-related injuries
per 10 million vehicle miles traveled
(VMT)by 20 percent by 2008. (NHTSA 1998
Strategic Plan)

12010060

1996 Baseline: 141
1997: 133
1998:122
1999: 120
2000 Estimate: 119
2001 Target: 113
2002 Target: 11
2008 Target: 87
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Intermediate Outcomes
Reduce the Occurrence of Crashes
Performance Indicator:
Reduce the number and percent of alcoholrelated highway fatalities to no more than
11,000 by 2005. (DOT 2000-2005 Strategic
Plan)
1996 Baseline:1 7,218 (40.9%)
1997: 16,189 (38.6%)
1998:15,935 (38.4%)
1999:15,786 (38%)
2000 Estimate: 16,068 (38%)
2001 Target: Less than CY 2000 (34%)
2002 Target: Less than CY 2001 (33%)
2005 Target: 11,000 (30%)
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Mitigate the Consequences of Crashes

Performance Indicator:
Increase seat belt use to 90 percr- t by
2005. (DOT 2000-2005 Strategic Plan)
(The percentage of front seat occupants
using seat belts.)
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1997 Baseline: 69 percent
1998: 70 percent
1999:67 percent
2000; 71 percent
2001 Target: 86 percent
2002 Target: 87 percent
2005 Target: 90 percent
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Performance Indicator':
Reduce the number of child occupant
fatalities (0-4 years) by 25 percent by
2005. (DOT 2000-2005 Strategic Plan)

700

1995 Baseline: 685
1996: 653
1997: 594
1998: 575
1999: 555
2000 Estimate: 542
!01 Target: Less than CY 2000
2002 Target: Less than CY 2001
2005 Target: 515
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Performance Indicator':
Reduce the number of pedestrian
fatalities and injuries by 10 percent by
2005. (DOT 2000-2005 Strategic Plan)
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Performance Indicator:
Reduce the number of pedalcyclist*
fatalities and injuries by 10 percent by
2005. (DOT 2000-2005 Strategic Plan)
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2001 Target: Less than CY 2000
2002 Target: Less than CY 2001
2005 Target: 675 fatalities
46,000 injured
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*Pedalcyclist isa person on a vehicle that ispowered solely by pedals, e.g., bicycles and tricycles.

Performance Indicator2 :
Reduce the number of motorcyclist

350

fatalities by 5 percent by 2005. (DOT
2000-2005 Strategic Plan)
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2500
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2000
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2005

Baseline: 2,472
Estimate: 2,680
Target: Less than CY 2000
Target: Less than CY 2001
Target: 2,348
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Performance Indicator:
Reduce the number of speeding-related
fatalities by 5 percent by 2005. (DOT
2000-2005 Strategic Plan)
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V. Strategies, Activities, and Associated Resources
NHTSA sets motor vehicle safety standards, tests vehicles and equipment for compliance with
safety standards, investigates alleged defects, conducts research in technology and human
factors relating to safety, provides information to consumers on vehicle safety and safe driving
behavior, and maintains data on traffic-related transportation incidents, inuries, and fatalities.
NHTSA also partners with states and communities to promote education, legislation, and
enforcement programs through grants and technical assistance. NHTSA enlists medical and
health community support for federal and state focus on the public health implications of
highway fatalities and injuries, as well as the resulting national economic impact.
All of NHTSA's activities and initiatives are aimed at reducing the number of highway-related
fatalities and injuries. Each program focuses on a particular segment of the problem, e.g.,
occupant protection, alcohol-related crashes involving fatalities and injuries, in order to
achieve the outcome goal. Some programs concentrate on reducing the occurrence of
crashes or mitigating the consequences of crashes exclusively, but many concentrate on both
aspects. This performance plan presents the program activities under: (1) intermediate
outcomes (reduce the occurrence of crashes and mitigate the consequences of crashes); (2)
Management Challenges; 13)other DOT goals; and (4) Organizational Excellence strategies.
Since preventing a crash has the potential for preventing or mitigating fatalities, programs
described under Reduce the Occurrence of Crashes will often also affect those programs
focused on mitigating crash injuries, described in the Mitigate the Consequences of Crashes
subsection. Therefore, programs are not limited to contributing to only one intermediate
outcome goal. Their placement in this performance plan merely indicates the program's
primary focus,
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A. Intermediate Outcomes
Reduce the Occurrence of Crashes
Crash Avoidance and DriverAVehicle Performance Research - NHTSA will conduct research on:
advanced crash avoidance systems related to a number of physical and driver characteristics;
human factors and enhanced driving performance; and advanced technologies for improving
vehicle safety. In FY 2002, the agency will also conduct research to determine the effects of
age-reiated impairments on driver performance, risk-taking, and the use of new technologies
using instrumented vehicles and the National Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS).
($10,990,000)
Intelligent Vehicle Initiative (Vi) - This program aims to facilitate research, development,
testing, and deployment of integrated sensing, processing, communications, actuation, and
control technologies in vehicles and on roadways. As part of its role in IVI, NHTSA is
responsible for understanding the causes of highway collisions and resulting deaths and
injuries and for seeking solutions. In FY 2002, NHTSA will: 11)complete research in support
of the Rear-End Collision Warning Field Operational Test for light vehicles; (2) complete
development of objective test procedures for a light vehicle road departure field test and
begin preparations for a data collection phase of the field test; (3) complete the test vehicles
for the roadway departure field test, and begin the data collection phase; (4) complete the test
vehicles for the drowsy driver field test, and begin the data collection phase; and (5) complete
the Light Vehicle Enabling Research Consortium preliminary driver workload tool which will
undergo validation. (Funded in FHWA budget request.)
Heavy Vehicle Research - The program supports the agency's rulemaking and consumer
information efforts by developing the scientific basis for improving the safety of heavy vehicles
by making them less prone to crashes through improvements in their braking, handling, and
visibility characteristics, and mitigating the consequences that do occur in such crashes. In
1999, DOT established a goal of reducing the number of large truck-related fatalities by 50
percent over the next 10 years. In support of that goal, NHTSA isproposing research
initiatives to improve brake systems, investigate stability enhancement systems, investigate
adaptive suspension systems, and identify collision avoidance countermeasures using onboard event data recorders. ($2,160,000)
Pneumatic Tire Research- The TREAD Act requires that the agency conduct rulemaking to
revise and update existing tire standards, FMVSS Nos. 109 and 119. The Act also requires
NHTSA to complete rulemaking to establish a regulation to require a warning system in new
motor vehicles to indicate when a tire is significantly underinflated. Accordingly, NHTSA
initiated a tire pressure survey; assessment of pressure warning systems in light vehicles; and
research into rollover and unseating of tire beads that could occur due to inadequate tire
pressure and the severity of maneuvers and the excessive lateral and twisting loads that may
result in such maneuvers, In FY 2002, these activities will continue. The agency will develop
test procedures for tire testing that are appropriate for determining their "peel strength" and
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the effect of aging on such characteristics. Test procedures for accelerating aging of tires and
testing under aged conditions will be developed. ($1,930,000)
Section 402 State and Community Formula Grant Program - This program provides for a
coordinated national highway safety program in every state and territory. Under a formula
established by the Highway Safety Act of 1966, all states, the District of Columbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Trust Territories are provided with grants to
encourage and facilitate implementation of more effective programs to improve highway
safety. ($160,000,000)
Section 410 Alcohol-Impaired Driving Countermeasures Incentive Grant Program - TEA-21
amended the existing Section 410 program which provides grants to states to encourage them
to adopt and implement effective programs to reduce traffic safety problems resulting from
individuals driving while under the influence of alcohol. States will use their FY 2002 alcohol
incentive grant funds to support a wide range of impaired driving countermeasures and
programs. Significant FY 2002 programs include: sobriety checkpoint and/or safety
checkpoint programs; alcohol awareness programs that target people under age 21; acquiring
videotape equipment for police vehicles and training officers in its use; and assessment and
screening programs for drunk driving offenders. ($38,000,000)
Impaired Driving Program - The major objective of this program is to continue progress toward
the national goal to reduce alcohol-related fatalities to 11,000 in 2005. In FY 2002, in
addition to the current impaired driving programs, NHTSA will expand state enforcement
demonstrations to additional states with the most significant opportunity to reduce alcoholrelated fatalities. The agency will develop and pilot test new comprehensive strategies,
including speeding, zero tolerance, and seat belt violations, for reaching the increasing youth
population. In addition, NHTSA will focus on DWl courts and developing resource trial
manuals/bench books on prosecuting and adjudicating the high blood alcohol concentration
(BAC) offender, including treatment and sanctioning alternatives. ($9,817,000)
Drugs, Driving, and Youth - Drug use among youth continues at unacceptable levels. NHTSA
will collaborate with other federal agencies to deliver a systematic strategy to states and
communities on the areas outlined in the Presidential Initiative on Drugs, Driving, and Youth.
In FY 2002, it will continue to support collection of state drug-impaired driving data and
complete a demonstration project using palm pilot technology for data collection. The agency
will also continue encouraging the involvement of juvenile judges in prevention activities at
the community level; the development of educational materials for diverse cnmmunities; and
increase outreach efforts to include other parts of the criminal justice system, e.g., court
administrators. (51,196,000)
Traffic taw Enforcement - The FY 2002 Traffic Law Enforcement program will continue its
efforts to reduce impaired driving, speeding, aggressive driving and other unsafe driving acts,
and to increase seat belt and child safety seat use as primarily the responsibilities of our
nation's law enforcement agencies. New initiatives include partnering with the National
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Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives to promote traffic safety in diverse
communities; developing a law enforcement resource manual of innovative traffic
enforcement technologies; assisting states to establish effective defensible law enforcement
officer employment and training standards in emergency vehicle operations; and providing
enforcement resources for a youthful high risk driver demonstration project. The agency will
continue to implement recommendations identified by the Traffic Safety in the Next
Millennium: Law Enforcement Strategies Implementation Guide; and develop a police pursuit
training and resource program for law enforcement use nationwide. NHTSA will also
collaborate with federal, state, and local partners to address the issue of racial profiling.
($2,192,000)
Motorcycle Safety - The program focuses on preventing motorcycle crashes; decreasing
alcohol-related motorcycle crash injuries and fatalities; increasing the number of properly
licensed motorcyclists; and mitigating crash injuries through encouraging use of helmets and
other protective gear, promoting motorcycle safety education, and supporting helmet laws. in
FY 2002, new initiatives will include identifying the implications of ITS technology for
motorcycle safety and synthesizing information on state motorcycle training and licensing
programs. The agency will also continue to collaborate with the Crash Outcome Data
Evaluation Systems (CODES) to provide information on costs associated with motorcycle
crashes; and maintain activities to determine rehabilitation costs associated with motorcycle
accidents. ($661,000)
Pedestrian, Bicycle, and Pupil Transportation Safety - The pedestrian, bicycle, and pupil
transportation safety programs focus on developing and implementing strategies o: (1)
prevent pedestrian, bicycle, and school bus traffic-related fatalities and injuries from occurring;
and (2)prevent and reduce injuries resulting from these incidents. New initiatives include:
developing a training video on securing child safety seats in buses; demonstration grants for
innovative law enforcement involvement in pedestrian safety; public information for drivers
on sharing the road with pedestrians and bicyclists; and outreach and education strategies for
care givers and professionals on safety procedures children are capable of following at
different physical and psychological developmental stages. ($1,295,000)
National Driver Register (NDR) - The National Driver Register assists state motor vehicle
administrators in communicating with other states to identify problem drivers. The total
number of inquiries has increased 69.9 percent from 1993 to 2000. More importantly, during
the same time period, the number of the more expensive interactive (real time) inquiries has
increased 321% (8.5 million to 358 million). The FY 2002 program will continue its FY 2001
efforts. However, the Motor Carrier Safety Improvement Act of 1999 requires the NDR to
continue to strive to meet its customer service goals of: (1) an average response time of four
seconds, with all inquiries responded to within seven seconds; and (2) to be available for
operation 99 percent of published operational hours. ($1,110,000)
Traffic Records, Driver Licensing and Education - Traffic Records seeks to improve the
timeliness, accuracy, and completeness of state traffic records systems. Driver Licensing and
Education focuses on implementation of Graduated Driver Licensing (GDL) systems. FY 2002
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funding will support state and local acquisition and analysis of traffic safety data that is
necessary to effectively manage traffic safety activities such as alcohol, safety belt, and GDL
programs. Funding will provide for continued support of state GDL programs. GDL programs
have been shown to be an effective means to reduce the fatality and injury crash involvement
of young, novice drivers, with a 9 percent reduction in Florida, a 26 percent reduction in
North Carolina, and a 27 percent reduction in Michigan. ($2,591,000)
NewlEmergingTEA-21 Issues - NHTSA investigates new traffic risks as they emerge, such as
fatigue, drowsiness, and use of cellular phones while driving. These and other issues have
been, and are being, researched by NHTSA, but there has not been funding authorized for
educational programs to improve driver behaviors that could prevent many of these crashes.
This funding will allow the agency to implement public education campaigns aimed at
reducing incidents involving these behaviors. The FY 2002 new programs focus on drowsy
driving, expanding the audience to include college students; pilot testing materials for an older
driver social marketing campaign; and identifying new partners, such as health care providers
and state licensing agencies to support the older driver campaign. Other activities I -lude
broad social marketing efforts to reduce the risks of driver distraction from electronic devices
and telematics, using new research findings; and integrating aggressive driving programs into
established, traditional, traffic safety programs, such as speed management and combined
enforcement. ($1,196,000)
Highway Safety Research - This behavioral research program determines the causes of crashes,
identifies target populations, measures perception and awareness levels, develops and tests
countermeasures, and evaluates the effectiveness of in-place programs that will reduce traffic
deaths, injuries, and associated costs. In FY 2002, the Highway Safety Research program will
include research in the following areas: impaired driving; occupant protection; speed and
aggressive driving; pedestrians, bicycles and motorcycles; emergency medical services; older
drivers; evaluation of technology; and driver fatigue and inattention. ($7,277,000)
Safety Defects Investigation - The Defects Investigation Program identifies motor vehicles and
items of motor vehicle equipment that contain safety-related defects and ensures that they are
either repaired or removed from the nation's highways. The program has several
components: screening; petition analysis; investigation; and recall management. The FY 2002
program places emphasis on implementing the recent Transportation Recall Enhancement,
Accountability, and Documentation (TREAD Act, including obtaining additional data to get an
early warning of possible safety defects. NHTSA will conduct a requirements analysis for a
data warehouse system and begin to enhance the existing Office of Defects Investigation
database to incorporate analytical intelligence, integrate optical image retrievals, and obtain
new hardware. 37,940,000;
Share the Road Safely with Commercial Motor Vehicles (CMV) - In FY 2002, this program will
continue to focus on the development and implementation of strategies to prevent
CMV/passenger crashes from occurring and to prevent and reduce fatalities, injuries, and
property damage resulting from these incidents. ($500,000)
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Mitigate the Consequences of Crashes
Safety Systems Research (Crashworthiness) - The research program investigates potential
improvements in vehicle structure and occupant compartment design, in combination with
improvements in restraint systems that will lead to increased occupant protection. In FY 2002,
the program will continue research in advanced frontal crashworthiness, rollover, air bags,
pedestrian injury reduction, side impact protection, and Event Dau- Recording. The program
will be expanded to include research on advanced restraint systems scch as adaptive air bags
and inflatable belt systems; pre-crash radar and other sensing technologies; and advanced
technologies for automatic placement of foot pedal controls. ($9,084,000)
National Transportation Biomechanics Research Center (NTBRC) - Biomechanics research isthe
cornerstone upon which many of the agency's performance-based occupant safety initiatives
are and will be based. NHTSA will fund seven Crash Injury Research and Engineering
Network (CIREN) centers, impact injury research, human simulation and analysis, crash test
dummy component development, and biomechanics of air bag injuries research. The agency
is continuing its research program to address crash protection for the elderly. ($13,954,000)
Occupant Protection - The FY 2002 program focuses on three major areas: seat belts, child
passenger safety (including booster seats), and air bags, while continuing efforts to reach the
national goals of 90 percent seat belt use and reducing child passenger fatalities (0-4 years) by
25 percent by 2005. Strategies to reach the goals include expanded partnerships; public
education; highly visible enforcement; passage of effective laws; and implementing new
technologies. These include conducting semi-annual Operation America Buckles Up Children
mobilizations; implementing TEA-21 Sections 157 and 405 incentive and innovative grants
programs to the states; documenting "best practices" learned from Section 403 demonstration
programs and Sections 157 and 405 grant programs; expanding partnerships, promotions, and
educational materials with diverse organizations and other high risk and hard to reach
populations. This includes targeting minority audiences with national media campaigns
through the Advertising Council, NHTSA's minority media contractors, and utilizing credible
spokespersons. The agency will also develop and pilot test a comprehensive youth
enforcement and education strategy encompassing detection of speeding offenses, zero
tolerance of alcohol and seat belt violations, and law enforcement officer training. In addition
NHTSA will complete implementation of 20 community high visibility Seat Belt Innovative
Demonstration programs supporting the Buckle Up America initiative and state seat belt
programs, The agency will expand and improve the automobile/child safety seat Ease of Use
database for consumers; conduct a Child Passenger Safety Week; initiate a national 5-year
care provider education program and increase booster seat use for children between 40-80
pounds; and expand the network of public and private sector child safety seat fitting stations
across the country. In addition, among air bag safety activities planned for FY 2002, the
agency will educate used car buyers on air bag safety issues; expand public information and
education to promote awareness of existing ar bag issues and emerging air bag technologies;
re-educate the public on dangers associated with the interaction between air bags and front
seat occupants, including individuals of short stature, pregnant women infants, and small
-children. ($10,953,00)
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Section 405 Occupant Protection Incentive Grant Program -This initiative, established under
the Transportation Equity Act for the 21' Century (TEA-21), provides grants to states to
implement and enforce occupant protection programs. States must demonstrate that they are
implementing specific occupant protection laws and programs, such as: a law requiring safety
belt use by all front seat passengers; a safety belt law providing for primary enforcement; and
a child passenger protection law that requires minors to be properly secured in a child safety
seat or other appropriate restraint system. ($I
5,000,000)
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) - The main goal of the EMS is to enhance comprehensive
emergency medical service systems to care for victims of motor vehicle crashes. In addition to
ongoing activities, in FY 2002, NHTSA will: complete a statewide demonstration project to
model strategies for implementing wireless E9-1 -1; implement a revised injury prevention
curriculum for EMS providers; create a national bystander care training network; and develop
a training program to prepare emergency dispatchers to adopt wreless E9-1 -1.
($2,245,000)

New Car Assessment Program (NCAP) - In FY 2002, funding will be used to conduct frontal and
side impact testing on approximately 100 passenger vehicles, covering about 75 percent of
new vehicles for these most common crash modes; to measure the static stability factor
(rollover resistence) for approximately 100 vehicles; and to explore the development of further
information of NCAP crash avoidance performance. In support of TREAD, NCAP will conduct
five frontal and five side NCAP tests with child seats and the three-year-old dummy in the rear
seat. Consumer Information Program activities supported under the NCAP program include
research on the content and presentation of new or changing vehicle safety information
required by rulemakings and/or TREAD; new campaigns and materials on high-interest issues,
such as rollover, tire safety, child safety and other emerging issues; and diversity initiatives and
materials to better reach under served populations. Outreach efforts to new partners and
constituents will be expanded to leverage public resources and increase the marketing and
dissemination of consumer information materials. ($5,231,000)
Safety Standards Support - In FY 2002, funding will support testing and analytical work for the
head restraint standard, including assessment of a new rear impact dummy; development of a
supplemental frontal offset crash test requirement; fuel system integrity in crashes; and
occupant protection in school buses. Support for TREAD requirements includes testing to
develop changes to the test seat assembly for the child restraint standard to make it more
representative of seats in current vehicle models and evaluation of the side impact protection
of child restraints. Cost weight and lead time studies for the tire standard upgrade (TREAD)
and child protection in school bus crashes will be conJucted. Safety Standards Support also
provides funds for crash avoidance work to reduce the occurrence of crashes. TREAD support
under crash avoidance includes testing for the upgrade of the tire standards; investigation of
the effect of tire aging on safety problems; and promotion of information on the importance
of maintaining proper tire pressure. Other crash avoidance projects include improvements
and global harmonization in light vehicle, heavy truck, and motorcycle braking standards;
support for development of headlighting performance data for consumer information;
collection of non-crash data; and support for an adapted vehicle data collection effort to
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support the rule for trunk entrapment solutions, investigate the deaths and injuries associated
with issues such as power windows, carbon monoxide, and vehicle rollaways, and assess the
size and safety of the modified vehicle fleet to enhance safety for the disabled population.
($2,000,000)
Vehicle Safety Compliance - The objective of the Vehicle Safety Compliance Program is to
ensure that all motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment sold in the United States provide
the safety benefits intended by federal safety regulations. In FY 2002, the agency will conduct
full-scale crash testing of new motor vehicles for verifying compliance with, among other
things, frontal occupant crash protection standards; compliance with dynamic side impact
standards; new upper interior head protection standards; dynamic rear and side fuel system
integrity requirements; and side impact pole tests to assess performance of new technology for
head protection introduced in new vehicles. NHTSA will also calibrate, prepare for use, and
distribute to testing contractors the new crash test dummies purchased in FY 2001 for
measuring the new injury criteria for occupant protection. It will continue its equipment
testing program, with emphasis on child restraint systems. ($6,974,000)
Auto Safety Hotline - NHTSA's Auto Safety Hotline will continue to educate the public about
vital transportation safety issues and provide a mechanism by which consumers can report
potential safety defects in motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment, In addition to the
current program, in FY 2002, the Hotline will maximize efficient use of Hotline representatives
and use up-to-date features that customers have come to expect from a Hotline service.
($1,479,000)
Vehicle Research and Test Center r,'RTC) - The FY 2002 budget requests administrative funds
for the operation of VRTC. The facility isthe agency's in-house research, development, test
and evaluation facility located near East Liberty, Ohio. ($990,000)
Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) - FARS isa data collection system that provides a
census of all fatal highway crashes in the U.S. it is an essential data source for its customers
(internal agency and DOT offices, other federal agencies, states, research organizations, and
interest groups). The FY 2002 budget request seeks continued funding of all current activities
and includes an increase to develop, evaluate, and implement a marketing strategy for FARS
data directed toward local police jurisdictions, medical examiners, and EMS personnel. New
initiatives include increasing the quality of drug and alcohol information obtained by
establishing direct electronic links between the FARS analysts and their sources (medical
examiners, coroners, hospitals, and poJice jurisdictions) and linking the FARS data base with
other national data bases to expand the agency's ability to address highway safety issues.
($5,700,000)
National Automotive Samp/ing System (NASS) - Nationally representative data on crashes
occurring in the United States is vitally important to the agency and other users. NASS
General Estimates System (GES) data are used to assess the trend and magnitude of crashes in
this country, and the NASS Crashworthiness Data System (CDS) provides more in-depth and
descriptive data of occupants and vehicles in real world crashes. New initiatives for FY 2002
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include conducting investigations for advanced safety devices, child safety seats, new
technologies for field data collection, and improving current NASS data variables, and
collecting data to determine real world effectiveness of child safety seats in reducing injuries to
children in motor vehicle crashes in support of the TREAD Act. ($10,570,000
Data Analysis Program - This program provides critical analytical support to the various agency
program offices to accomplish their missions, such as the development of crashworthiness and
crash avoidance rulemaking, identification of target populations, and monitoring and reporting
of traffic safety trends. New initiatives for FY 2002 include: a review of new technology to
upgrade, as appropriate, the current customer service response and tracking systems; and to
improve timeliness of responding to customers' requests for the latest traffic safety crash data
and information through technological and process improvement activities. ($1,950,000)
State Data Program - State crash data provide information for many of the analyses and data
collection programs which support NHTSA's mission. Program activities assist analysts and
states in their efforts to understand how to improve the quality and utility of their crash data
iiles. NHTSA's program to promote the use of linked crash and medical outcome files in
states with these files will be continued through technical assistance, sponsoring research and
meetings, demonstrating linked data usefulness, and by awarding grants to additional states
qualifying by having necessary crash and medical outcome data files. ($2,450,000)
Special Crash Investigations (SCO - SO identifies and documents the effects of new
technologies in a timely way so that the impact on motor vehicle crashes can be assessed
quickly. SCI case investigation isthe only method to document the crash circumstances,
identify the iriury mechanisms, evaluate safety countermeasure effectiveness, and provide an
early detection mechanism for alleged or potential vehicle defects. In FY 2002, the agency
will conduct in-depth investigations in the areas of: advanced occupant protection systems in
fatal crashes, including late model vehicles with side and frontal advanced air bags, advanced
sensing systems and controls, automatic air bag shut off systems, and advanced automatic
crash data collection systems. It will continue collaborative efforts with the automobile
manufacturers for the collection of Event Data Recorder data and perform in-depth crash
investigations on children properly installed in child safety seats, where the vehicles were
equipped with Lower Anchors and Tethers for Children (LATCH), to research new technology,
child protection system performance in real world crashes. ($1,650,000)
National Occupant Protection Use Survey (NOPUS) - This program, conducted by the National
Center for Statistics and Analysis (NCSA), provides accurate national information on use,
trends in use, and characteristics of users for different types of occupant protection devices. It
develops and maintains a national probability sample of locations where restraint use is
observed; develops data collection and training materials; trains data collectors; collects,
processes and tabulates data; and publishes survey results. The agency conducts a full-scale
NOPUS every two years. The last full-scale survey was in 2000. NHTSA also conducts a miniNOPUS every other year, between full-scale survey years. In these surveys, safety belt use
data, needed to measure the impact of twice-annual national enforcement mobilizations, are
collected. In FY 2002, a complete analysis and report on the CY 2001 mini-NOPUS is
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scheduled. The agency will review and update the sample design for the CY 2002 fullNOPUS; and initiate the 2002 full-NOPUS, which will likely require FY 2003
funds to
complete. ($600,000)
Section 411 State Highway Safety Data Improvements Incentive Grant Program
- The State
Highway Safety Data Improvements incentive program is key to encouraging and
supporting
states in their efforts to improve highway safety data. Good highway safety data
is critical to
identify performance goals for state and local highway and traffic safety programs
under the
new performance-based Section 402 process, to develop programs and projects
to meet those
goals, and to evaluate the effectiveness of such efforts. Furthermore, to provide
the best
information for decision making, various types of data must be linked, for example,
linking
traffic records together and with other data systems within the state, such as medical
and
economic data, to determine the short and long-term costs of highway crashes.
($10,000,000)
Strategic Planning - Strategic Planning is a management tool for setting organizational
direction
and action programs so that mission and objectives can be achieved. The strategic
planning
model involves a comprehensive analysis of customers, environment, and organizational
(agency) factors, In FY 2002, the agency will continue its strategic planning efforts
to study
aspects of its ability to meet its mission as effectively as possible. These areas
include:
improving internal communication and outreach to agency partners; integrating
continuous
improvement activities as a means for improving agency efficiency; examining
priorities and
strategies to support decisions on resource allocation; and a strategic assessment
of the
changing environment and identifying new traffic safety challenges. ($89,000)
Economic Analysis - Establishing program priorities and determining the potential
effectiveness
of proposed regulatory actions require scientifically sound methods for quantifying
the
economic and social consequences of injury and fatality resulting from motor vehicle
crashes.
This program develops such methods where needed and modifies existing
methods to meet
the agency's particular needs. In FY 2002, new initiatives include efforts to develop
answers to
questions raised in the 1Y 2000 international conference on measuring the burden
of injury.
The agency will also provide support for the FY 2002 international conference
. The purpose
of the conference will be to build consensus on certain unresolved methodological
issues in
measuring the outcomes of motor vehicle injuries. An updated overall societal
burden
resulting from motor vehicle injuries will be published, incorporating the economic
cost
estimates developed as part ot'the FY 2001 program and estimates of the functional
burden
imposed on society, resulting from motor vehicle crash injuries. ($86,000)
Program Evaluation - In FY 2002, crash data collection will continue for the evaluation
of
antilock brake systems and rear-impact guards for heavy trucks. The evaluation
of side impact
protection (FMVSS No. 214) will continue with statistical analyses of crash data
and a cost
analysis of side air bags. The evaluation of head injury protection (FMVSS No.
201) will
include testing the performance of baseline vehicles. The statistical evaluation
of depowered
air bags and safety belt pretensioners will continue. ($468,000)
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Fuel Economy - The objective of the Fuel Economy Program isto monitor manufacturer
progress in achieving established passenger automobile and light truck fuel economy
standards, to set annual standards for light trucks, and to amend standards to ensure that
maximum, feasible fuel economy is attained. In FY 2002, the agency will continue work to
integrate the "plants and lines" database with existing in-house data bases used to report
Corporate Average Fuel Economy program results. Contractor support will be used for
updating and maintaining the "plants and lines" database that provides pertinent details of
automobile manufacturing plants, such as products, capacities, employment levels, financial
data, and product planning information. This information is useful in analyzing industry
capabilities to improve fuel economy performance. Issues include industry capabilities to
improve fuel economy performance and the impacts of alternative policy proposals on
manufacturers and manufacturing facilities. This program will also provide support to the DOT
Climate Change Center, which focuses on the relationship of transportation and
environmental issues. ($60,000)
Odometer Fraud - Odometer tampering continues to be a serious crime and a consumer fraud
issue. In addition to conducting investigations of large-scale interstate odometer fraud cases
for criminal prosecution by the U.S. Department of Justice, the Odometer Fraud Staff works
very closely with state enforcement agencies, supporting their enforcement programs. In FY
2002, two additional states will receive new cooperative grants to train law enforcement
officers in odometer fraud investigations, and two more states will be awarded grants to
enhance their existing odometer fraud programs. ($150,000)
Theft Program - The objective of the theft program is to carry out activities mandated by 49
CFR Chapter 331, including issuing parts-marking requirements for high-theft vehicle lines. As
required by law, the Theft Prevention Program must establish standards aimed at reducing the
number of motor vehicle thefts (including passenger cars, light trucks, and multi-purpose
vehicles) and provide consumers with comprehensive insurance information. Funding is
needed for contract support to carry out the analysis of insurer reports required by law. The
law requires that the insurance information obtained by the Secretary (agency) from insurance
and rental/leasing companies shall be periodically compiled and published in a form that wil
be helpful to the public, including federal, state, and local police and the Congress. ($50,000)
B. Management Challenges (Including TREAD issues)
The Office of the Inspector General (OIG), in its Report Number: PT-2001-017, Top Ten
Management Issues, dated January 18, 2001, in Item 2.Surface Transportation Safety, MOTOR
VEHICLE SAFETY, made three findings related to motor vehicle safety! (1)
despite the
combined efforts of federal, state, and local governments, seat belt use rates have remained
relatively constant, ranging from 66 to 70 percent since 1993. Preliminary 2000 seat belt use
rates are at 71 percent nationwide, below the national goals of 85 percent for 2000 and 90
percent for 2005; (21 early identification of defects by NHTSA's Office of Defects Investigation
can be improved; and (3)the Transportation Recall Enhancement, Accountability, and
Documentation (TREAD) Act requires NHTSA to conduct 10 rulemakings in the areas of
defects, tires, and rollover tests. Six of the 10 rulemakings must be completed by 2001 or
2002. Since the OIG found that it takes DOT, on the average, 3.8 years to complete a rule,
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significant management effort will be required to issue these rules in a timely manner, as
required by the Act.
NHTSA ACTIONS
Seat Belt Use
In response to the OIG finding (1), in Y 2002, NHTSA is increasing its seat belt use strategies.
Despite not reaching the 85 percent adult seat belt use nationwide goal in 2000, the agency
did reach a 71 percent use rate - the highest in our nation's history. NHTSA remains
committed to reaching the 90 percent goal by 2005. The agency plans to continue its twopronged effort to reach the 2005 goal by expanding the scope of the Buckle Up America (BUA)
Campaign in all 50 states, and focusing on several specific opportunities for increasing seat
belt use, e.g., states likely to pass primary enforcement of seat belt use laws. A key
component of increasing seat belt use-rate isstrong enforcement of seat belt use taws. NHTSA
will continue its strong partnership with the law enforcement community and the biannual
Operation ABC (America Buckles Up Children)Mobilizations. Inaddition, NHTSA will
continue to work with industry to introduce new technologies that will encourage more
people to buckle up. The success of these initiatives will be evaluated in September to
determine if further adjustments need to be made in FY 2002. In addition, the LATCH
program (Lower Anchors and Tethers for Children) will require lower anchorages in the base of
rear vehicle seats to be installed in all cars, minivans, and light trucks by September 1, 2002.
Child safety seats can then be attached or snapped into vehicles instead of being held secure
by the vehicle's belt system. NHTSA also plans to widen its outreach to diverse groups, e.g.,
African Americans, Hispan cs, rural populations, and teens; provide grants to states to increase
seat belt use rates, including incentive grants to develop innovative projects, and grant
programs for increasing child safety seat use. In FY 2002, $112 million is available for
incentive and innovative grants to increase seat belt use, and an additional $15 million is
available to states that implement stringent occupant protection laws and programs. Further
information is located in this plan in section A. Intermediate Outcomes, under the subsection
Mitigate the Consequences of Crashes, in the Occupant Protection program summary.
TREAD-Related Issues
In response to OIG findings (2)
and (3),
NHTSA issued an Advanced Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (ANPRM), covering early warning data provisions, on January 22, 2001(66 FR
6532). In FY 2002, the agency will issue the final rule by June 30, 2002. Final rules for
requiring tire pressure warning systems in new vehicles and for upgrading light vehicle tire
standards are required by November 2001 and June 2002, respectively. NHTSA also
published an ANPRM to improve tire labeling on December 1, 2000. The final rule is
required by June 2002. The agency fully intends to meet these final rule target dates. The
agency is also undertaking a number of actions in the area of child restraint safety, such as
requiring clearer warning labels on child restraints, studying booster seat effectiveness, creating
a child restraint safety ratings program, and collecting data to determine real world
effectiveness of child safety seats in reducing injuries to children in motor vehicle crashes.
These and additional program activities related to TREAD are described in this FY 2002
performance plan in section A. Intermediate Outcomes, under the Reduce the Occurrence
of Crashes subsection, in the Safety Defects Investigation program description and in the
Pneumatic Tire Research program explanation; and under the Mitigate the Consequences of
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Crashes subsection, in the Safety Standards Support program summary and in the National
Automotive Sampling System program narrative.
C. Other DOT Goals
The Department of Transportation has established five strategic goas. While NHTSA's
primary focus is on the first goal, safety, the agency programs have a secondary impact on the
DOT goals of mobility, economic growth and trade, and human and natural environment.
Consequently, NHTSA's programs related to these goals are thoroughly discussed under
section A. Intermediate Outcomes, in the subsection Mitigate the Consequences of
Crashes.
Mobility
NHTSA's goal is to promote mobility and safety for people with disabilities by addressing
vehicle safety and by providing safety information to manufacturers and the public. People
who are physically challenged may require special equipment and safety modifications for
using a vehicle.
In FY 2002, the agency will continue to conduct research to insure that specialized subsystems
are safe and are capable of meeting the special transportation needs of persons with
disabilities. Currently, very little is known in the automotive industry about the adaptive
equipment and modifications to vehicles that are necessary to meet special demands by
consumers. A lack of a census of adaptive vehicle modifications and equipment installations
hampers NHTSA's efforts to determine the size and safety of the modified vehicle fleet. Data
from state rehabilitation offices on adaptive modifications and controls, and data from hospital
emergency rooms (via the Consumer Product Safety Commission) on injuries, including
wheelchair securement and platform lifts, are being sought. (Funding isincluded in section A.
Intermediate Outcomes in subsection Mitigate the Consequences of Crashes, under the
Safety Standards Support program.)
Economic Growth and Trade
This goal is designed to advance the country's economic growth and competitiveness, both
domestically and internationally, through an efficient, flexible transportation system. Traffic
safety problems associated with unsafe passenger and commercial vehicles, human behavioral
issues, and roadway environment undercut all elements central to successful economic growth
and trade. Failure to address and solve these safety issues has a direct negative effect on many
of the key elements of our economic life. The resulting loss in human resources isenormous
and enduring as is the direct societal cost for our country (now exceeding $150 billion
annually) that would otherwise be available for transportation investment. (See the Odometer
Fraud program and the Theft program under section A. Intermediate Outcomes, in the
subsection Mitigate the Consequences of Crashes.
Human and Natural Environment
NHTSA isworking toward the achievement of this goal through its Fuel Economy program
Because NHTSA programs have their primary impacts in safety, with only secondary impacts
on this category. the Fuel Fconomy program activities are discussed in section A. Intermediate
Outcomes, subsection Mitigate the Consequences of Crashes.
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D. Organizational Excellence Goal
The Department of Transportation's strategic plan includes an Organizational Excellence goal
designed to build an environment in DOT conducive to accomplishing its strategic agenda,
The six management strategies in that goal deal with fundamental requirements that must cut
across all organizational boundaries. NHTSA believes that all its goals and strategies have their
primary impacts in safety. Therefore, with the exception of some initiatives in human
resources strategies for improving employee satisfaction and performance and improving
organizational performance and productivity, all NHTSA activities initiated under these DOT
Organizational Excellence strategies have secondary impacts. Accordingly, they are discussed
from the secondary impact perspective in this section, and an in-depth discussion of their
primary impact is under section A. Intermediate Outcomes, inthe Mitigate the
Consequences of Crashes subsection.
Human Resources
The agency seeks to develop a diverse and highly skilled workforce that is knowledgeable,
flexible, efficient, and resident. New policies and practices that foster learning and
development, such as participation in cross-functional teams and competency-based
approaches to leadership development, will be encouraged.
Employee Satisfaction and Performance and Organizational Performance and Productivity- The
agency will continue to promote diversity and ensure that the workforce reflects the national
workforce. It will improve career opportunities for women and minorities by ensuring that
there are no artificial barriers to advancement and full contribution of all employees.
Alternate approaches to a performance management system will be evaluated, and steps will
be taken to link performance to the Department's strategic goals. The use of awards and
recognitionn ror innovation, cost-cutting, and customer service will be encouraged. Motor
vehicle safety mandates have increased during the past fiscal year. The human capital
component associated with these mandates require implementing new options and acquiring
new talent. At the same time, the agency has experienced critical changes in its work force,
resulting in a loss of institutional knowledge, and faces a strong possibility of additional critical
losses over the next five
years. In FY 2002, the agency will continue its university intern
program, as well as provide the necessary training and retraining to employees to allow
dealing with new challenges and changing emphasis in highway safety. It will identify
workforce needs, establish specific performance measures and goals for all interns and
employees, and conduct assessments every six months to determine program effectiveness.
($300,000)
Vll, Program Evaluations
The objective of the program evaluation activity is to gather information about NHTSA vehicle
regulatory and highway safety programs and measure their effectiveness in achieving their
objectives. Evaluation of existing regulations is a requirement for federal agencies pursuant to
Executive Order 12866. After determining if and how a standard or program can be
evaluated, a series of studies isconducted to collect and analyze crash or other data to
determine if programs hr.c reduced fatalities, injuries, or other indicators, to estimate changes
i consumer (usts for vehicle safety equipment, and to ue these effectiveness and cost studies
to estimate overall starcard eitr,,cti.enes, in terms of benes a; id costs to the pubi' NH TSA's
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evaluation activities are discussed in section A. Intermediate Outcomes, in the subsection
Mitigating the Consequences of Crashes, under the Program Evaluation program.

VIII. External Factors
There are a variety of external factors that affect the number of crashes, fatalities, and injuries
on the road each year. The most significant external factors are: the economy; the
population; exposure factors such as miles driven; and lifestyle factors such as levels of alcohol
consumption.

The economy: Historically, the,e has been some correspondence between economic
expansions and short-term increases in fatalities. Exposure factors that increase in an
expanding economy include driving for entertainment purposes, economic activity, and
greater disposable income.
During economic expansion, the trend has been for highway fatalities and vehicle miles of
travel IVMT) to increase. During the 1983-1988 economic expansion, there was a 21 percent
average annual percentage increase in the number of fatalities. However, the increase in
fatalities during some years of that expansion was even greater: 3.9 percent in 1984 and 5.2
percent in 1986. During the 1992-1998 economic expansion period, the average annual
increase in fatalities was 0.9 percent and VMT per 100 million increased from 22,470 to
26,250.
In 1999, the number of highway fatalities held relatively flat, despite a significantly rising VMT
on the roads and an expanding economy. In 2000, there was a slight reversal of that trend,
where the preliminary number of fatalities increased while the preliminary number of VMT
remained essentially flat, and the economy continued to expand. More analysis of this recent
data is required before any definitive trend can be determined.
Economic expansion will likely decline into 2001, with an expected increase of 2.1 percent
compared to a 5.0 increase in 2000 in Gross Domestic Product. Personal income increased
by 6.3 percent in 2000 and wil likely increase by 4.7 percent, respectively, in both 2001 and
2002. Real disposable income isexpected to increase by 2.9 percent in 2001 and by 4.4
percent in 2002.
Population: It isprojected that the resident population of the U.S. will grow to over 280,
306,000 in 2002, from 275,306,000 in 2000 (based on U.S. Census projections). The two
highest risk highway safety population age groups are those in the 15- to 24-year-old group
and those who are over 70-years-old. The 15-to-24-year-old age group is estimated to grow
by 1 .6 percent in 2002. In 2000, this group accounted for a preliminarily estimated 25% of
traffic fatalities. The number of people age 70 and older isexpected to increase by 1 percent
from 2000 to 2002, making up 10 percent of the total resident population. From 1988 to
2000, the older segment of the population grew twice as fast as the total population. In 2000,
older individuals made up a preliminarily estimated 12 percent of all traffic fatalities.
Exposure Factors: In1 999, there were 212,685,000 vehicles registered, and in 2000 the
number increased by 2.2 percent to 217,293,000 (based on the NHTSA 2000 Early
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Assessment Estimates projections). In 2000, VMT totaled 2,688,312 billion. During the same
period, the population increased by 0.9 percent.
State and Local Government Finances: Competition has increased for resources at the state and
local levels to support traffic law enforcement and local injury prevention initiatives. Major
sources of competition for funds have been crime enforcement and education. At the sane
time, federal support has not increased to respond to both the effects of the growing economy
and the competition for funds.
Alcohol and Drug Use: In 2000, there were 16,068 fatalities in alcohol-related crashes, 38
percent of the total fatalities for the year, according to the NHTSA 2000 Early Assessment
Estimate. This represents a 32 percent reduction from the 23,626 alcohol-related fatalities in
1988 (50 percent of the fatalities that year). In addition, there isgrowing ev dence that the use
of drugs by young people is on the rise after several years of decline. The NHTSA 2000 Early
Assessment Estimates indicate that 24 percent of drivers in the 16 to 20-year-old age group
who were involved in a fatal crash had positive blood alcohol concentration. This is an
increase of 3 percent over the 21 percent involvement in 1999. While the message to not
drink and drive has made significant inroads, ameliorating some of the effects of better
economic times, current and future progress will be an uphill battle against these external social
trends.
IX. Cross-cutting Programs
NHTSA works closely with the other modes in the Department to help accomplish the goals set
forth by the President and the Secretary.
The Buckle Up America (BUA) initiative is being implemented across DOT. Each DOT mode
has a wide network of partners. These partners directly touch the lives of millions of
Americans, including employees, families, customers, suppliers, and in many cases, the public
at large.
The Intelligent Vehicle Initiative (IVI) isan intermodal effort within the Department. DOT is
embarking on a new partnership with the motor vehicle industry, state and local DOTs, and
others to accelerate the development and introduction of driver assistance products to reduce
crashes and the resulting injuries and fatalities. NHTSA analyzes the potential benefits and
assesses the safety impacts of these products.
NHTSA works closely with the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) on road safety and
human factors issues. The two agencies are currently working togther on pedestrian and
bicycle safety issues and on rural speeding issues. NHTSA and the Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA), atong with FHWA, coordinate the Highway/Rail Grade Crossing program.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) consults with NHTSA on child restraint systems
issues. NHTSA and the Research and Special Programs Administration (RSPA) confer on issues
regarding hazardous materials safety and overall DOT Research and Development.
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X. Conclusion
NHTSA's FY 2002 budget request promotes the Department's highest priority - safe
transportation - and reflects NHTSA's continuing role as the national and world readei in
highway safety. Currently, NHTSA programs are making significant headway in reducing
highway fatalities, injuries, and their health and related economic impact. This performance
plan includes only brief synopses of the many activities the agency pursues to achieve its goals.
The full program request included in the FY 2002 budget submission provides greater detail,
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NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
Operations and Research

(FY 93-FY 99)
ESTIMATES

APPROPRIATIONS

1993

1 S133,233,000

1993

1994

3 $130,024,000

1994

4$1 24,145,000

1995

5 $125,835,000

1995

6,7 $125,346,500

2 $128,250,000

1996

8 $144,342,000

1996

9,10 $122,155,000

1997

11 $158,513,000

1997

12,13$131,982,188

1998

14 $147,500,000

1998

15,16 $146,784,000

1999

14 $172,902,000

1999 17,18,19,20 $160,961,000

1/ $45,806,000 denied from the Highway Trust Fund.
2/ $46,170,000 derived
from the Highway Trust Fund under a separate head.
3/ $50,331,000 derived
from the Highway Trust Fund under a separate head.
41/
$48,236,000 derived
from the Highway Trust Fund under a separate head.
5 $48,092,000 derived
front the Highway Trust Fund under a separate head.
6/$46,997,000 denved from the Highway Trust Fund under a separate head.
7/ Reflects a reduction for procurement savings (5350,000), reduction for Working Capital Fund ($335,00), reduction
for bonuses and awards ($107,000), reduction of (333,000) aspart ofa Department-wide rescission (P.L. 104-19), and
a transfer of$81,500 for consolidated civil rights office (P.L. 103-33 1).
8 $59,744,000 derived
from the Highway Trust Fund under a separate head.
9'Reflects a reduction ofAdmnistrative Expenses ($2,445,000), reduction of the Working Capital Fund ($394,897j,
reduction of bonuses and awards ($103), and a reduction of ($140,000) in accordance iith Onmnibus Consolidated
Rescissions and Appropration Act of 1996.
10 $50,654.030 denied front the Highway Trust Fund under a separate head
I I $59,537,000 derived
front the Highway Trust Furd under a separate head,
121 $51,712,000 derived from the Highway Foist Fund under a separate head.
13'Reflects a reduction of $629,812 pursuant to General Provision 321 in the DOT FY 1997 Appropriation Act.
14/Derived from the Highway Trust Fund.
I5/ Reflects a reduction of$178,000 pursuant to General Provision 320 in the DOf FY 1998 Appropration Act.
0/ $71,964,000 denied from the Highway Trust
Fund.
17,'
$72,000,000 in contract authonty for Section 403 derived from n.e Highway Trust Fund under a separate head
IS'$89,400 in discretionary budget authority (which includes $2,000,000 for NDR) derived
from the Highway Trust
Fund under a separate head.
19 $804,000 transferred from OMB for Y2K derived from the General Fund.
20 Reflects a reduction of$1,243,000 (of which $960,000 is unobligated contract authority carryover) pursuant tc
General Provision 320 to the DOT FY 1999 Appropriation Act.
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NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
Operations and Research
(FY00-FY02)
ESTIMATES

APPROPRIATIONS

2000

21 5197,450,000

2000

22,23,24 $160,O72,000

2001

25 $286,475,000

2001

26,27,28 S190,456,000

2002

29,30 5196,000,000

2002

N/A

21/ $125,450 in revenue aligned budget authority (which includes $7,500,000 for Section 2003(b) and $2,000,000 for
NDR). $72,000,000 in contract authority f,.r
Section 403 all derived
from the Highway Trust Fund.
22/ $72,000,000 in contract authority for Section 403 denied from the Highway Trust Fund under a separate head.
23/ $2,000.000 in discretionary budget authority for NDR derived from the Highway Trust Fund under a separate head.
24/ Reflects a reduction of S1,328,000 (ofwhich $398,000 is unobligated contract authority carryover) pursuant to
General Provision 319 in the DOT FY 2000 Appropriation Act.
25/ $142,274,000 in)contract authority, which includes $70,000,000 in revenue aligned budget authority; $144,475.000
in discretionary budget authority (which includes $2,000,000 for NDR) all denied from the tighw, ay Trust Fund.;
$274,000 of contract authority was rescinded in accordance with Pt- 106-113.
26/ Reflects a reduction of $158,400 in obligations for Section 403 derived from the highway Trust Fund under a
separate head pursuant to Section 1403 of P.L. 106-554.
27' Reflects a reduction of $4,400 in discretionary budget authority for NDR derived
from the Highvay Trust Fund
under a separate head pursuant to Section 1403 of P.[.106-554.
28 Reflects a $257,127 reduction in discretionary budget authority derived front the General Fund pursuant to Section
1403 of P L. 106.554.
29/ $72,000,000 in contract authority for Sectioii 403 denied from the lighwa, frust
Fund under a separate head.
30 $2,000,000 in discretionary budget authority for NDR derived
trom the Highway Trust Fund under a separate head.
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Highway Traffic Safety Grants (Liquidation of Contract Authority)
(Highway Trust Fund)
ESTIMATES
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

$162,000,000
$137,000,000
$151,000,000
$180,000,000
$191,000,000
$185,000,000
$197,000,000
$206,800,000
4$213,000,000
$223,000,000

APPROPRIATIONS
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

$150,000,000
1 $138,550,000
$151,000,000
2 S155,l00,00
3.4 S168,100,000
S186,000,000
$200,000,000
$206,800,000
5,6$2 12,531,000
NIA

1/$219,750,000 in unobligated contract authonty balances was rescinded pursuant to ISTEA Section 1003(c).
2/$56,000,000 in unobligated contract authonty balances was rescinded pursuant to ISTEA Section 1003(c).
3/ $11,800,000 in unobligated contract authority balances was rescinded pursuant to ISFEA Section 1003(c).
4/ $13,000,000 in unobligated contract authority balances were rescinded pursuant to ISIlEA Section 1003(c).
5/ $787,000 of contract authority was rescinded in accordance with P.L. 106-113
6/Reflects areduction of $468,600 pursuant to Section 1403 ofP.L. 106-554.
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State and Community Highway Safety Grants
(Limitation on Obligations)
APPROPRIATIONS

ESTIMATES
$118,000,000
$118,676,000
$123,000,000
$168,600,000
$151,200,000
$140,200,000
$166,700,000
$152,800,000
$155,000,000
$160,000,000

1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

$115,000,000
$123,000,000
$123,000,000
$127,700,000
$128,700,000
$149,700,000
$150,000,000
$152,800,000
1 $154,659,000
N/A

1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

I/ Reflects a reduction of $341,000 pursuant to Section 1403 ofP.L. 106-554.

highway Safety Grants (FHWA transfer)
limitationu on Obligations)
APPROPRIATIONS

ESTIMATES
$15,000,000

1997

1 $11,364,217

1997

1/ Reflects a reduction of S135,783 in unobthgated contract authority balances pursuant to [STEA Section 1003(c).
Occupant Protection Incentive Grants
(Limitation on Obligations)
APPROPRIATIONS

ESTIMATES
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

$9,000,000
$20,000,000
$10,000,000
$13,000,000
S15,000,000

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

1/ Reflects a reduction of $28,600 pursuant to Section 1403 of P.L. 106-554.

$0
$10,000,000
$10,000,000
1512,971,400
N/A

1299
Alcohol-Impaired Driving Countermeasures Incentive Grants
(Limitation on Obligations)

APPROPRIATIONS

ESTIMATES

I so
$25,000,000
$25,000,000
$25,000,000
$25,500,000
$34,500,000
$35,000,000
$36,000,000
2 $35,920,800
N/A

$15,000,000
$25,000,000
$25,000,000
$25,000,000
$25,000,000
$34,000,000
$39,000,000
$36,000,000
$36,000,000
$38,000,000

I/ Unobligated balances were carried forward to fund the Section 410 program at $22,400,000.
2/Reflects a reduction of $79,200 pursuant to Section 1403 of P.L. 106-554.

State Highway Safety Data Grants
(Limitation on Obligations)
APPROPRIATIONS

ESTIMATES

$o
$8,000,000
$9,000,000
S10,000.000
I/ Reflects a reduction of$19,800 pursuant to Section 1403 ofP.L. 106-554.

$5,000,000
S8,000,00o

I $8,990,201J
N/A

1299A
National Driver Registcr
(Limitation on Obligations)

ES FIMATES

APPROPRIATIONS
$3,500,000
S3,500,000
$3,400,000
$2,400,000
$2,400,000
$2,300,000
$2,300,000

$3,650,000
$3,500,000
$3,400,000
$2,400,000
$2,400,000
$2,300,000
1 $o

I/Beginning in 1999 NDR was transferred from the HTSG account to the Operations and Research account.

Safety Belt and Motorcycle Helmet Use Grants
(Limitation on Obligations)
APPROPRIATIONS

ESTIMATES
$20,000,000
$12,324,000

$12,000,000
$12,000,000

1299B
Alcohol Safety Incentive Grants
(Limitation on Obligations)
ESTIMATES

APPROPRIATIONS
$16,500,000
$10,500,000

$11,000,000
$10,500,000

Drugged Driving Incentive Grants
(Limitation on Obligations)
APPROPRIATIONS

ESTIMATES
$5,000,000

OPERATIONS AND RESEARCH
(Dollars In Thousands)

O&R

Feder al

FY 2001 ENACTED
O&R
Grant

I ma

Ad mln
.

FY 2002 CONG. REQUEST
O&R
O&R
Grat

Fe t a

IM

1=

Adm i .

O&R

tFY2002 OVER FY 2001
O&R
Grat

To W

F em
d ra

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

A F

Jolt

l ow

3AeUTY PERFORMANCE
PenmanrwP5o9Ms
He8dqL-m.
M8.suuppod
To('IFTP.

62
25
87

0
0
0

0
0
0

62
25
87

82
25
87

0
0
0

0
0
0

82
25
87

0.4
& 8~e6
Tr-M
OpeMaig Exp0en.m

7,612
81
2.935

0
0
0

0
0
0

7,012
61
2,935

8,095
62
3.443

0
0
0

0
0
0

8,095
02
3443

483
1
50

0
0
0

0
0
0

483
1
508

CommadPTWgrmn
Stely Standwd Suppo
C00zuo Intonah0on
Ne Cr Aacanent Pmgrlm
Fuel co0y
Ojhr
Theft
and
Sut"~,
Codract program

1700
a
5,531
60
50
7.341

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

1,700
0
5,531
60
7,341

50

2,000
0
5.231
60
50
7,341

0
0
0
0
0
0"

0
0
0
0
0
0

2,000
0
5.231
80
50
7,341

300
0
-300
0
0
0"

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

300
0
-300
0
0
O'

17.949

0

0

17,949

18,941

0

0

18.g41

992

0

0

992

Dog..i

Tota DoPA.

OPERATIONS AND RESEARCH
(Dollars In Thousands)

O&R

Fedora

FY 2001 ENACTED
O&R
Grant

FY 2002 CONG. REQUEST
O&R
O&R
Grant

A

IM9

IM
Toa&

FToril

Adm

Iwg

FY 2002 OVER FY 2001
O&R
Grant

O&R

IgW

F

&*mn

I=

12W

SAFETY ASSURANCE
Pbrmatat POaOMoea
headquarters

103
2
7
6
118

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

103
2
7
6
11

103
2
7
6
li

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

103
2
7
6
lie

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

10,323
200
3,982

0
0
0

0
0
0

10,323
200
3.962

10.979
203
4,671

0
0
0

0
0
0

10,979
203
4.671

656
3
669

0
0
0

0
o
0

856
3
6a

Contract Program
Vehicle Salely Compliance
Defedtmcls
nt
agflon
Auto SafetyHotlie
Odometer
Subtotal, ContractProgrom

0
0
0
0
0

6.74
7,579
1.232
150
15.935

6.974
7.940
0
150
15,064

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

6.974
7.940
0
150
15.064

0
361
.1.232
0
-671

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
361
-1,232
0
-671

Total O(Wars

0

30.440

30.917

0

0

30.917

477

0

0

477

FAid. San Arngao
F,80, Odo,W-.
M.ario Support
Total FTP.
Doti..
Salire & Ben'efit
Tracal
Openift~inExpenses

Wo
1=

OPERATIONS AND RESEARCH
(Dollars In Thousands)
FY 2001 ENACTED
OAR
Grant

O&R

Fdeal

1TJ

Aftn,

FY 2002 CONG. REQUEST
O&R
O&R
Grant

T

Federal

I"nS

Am

FY 2002 OVER FY 2001
OAR
Grant

O&R

T12

FIlterst

AdInn.

TIIt

HIGHWAY WAFMrY
Permanentuloos
Highway Sa/fay ProgramsHO
Flaid. Regions
Miter Support
Totla
FTPs
Dollars
Salaries & Benefits
Trael
Operalin E rre
Contract Program
ImpairedDi-ng
Pedaettana n d Bicyda
Moorcyde
Occupant Protection Program
Trat Law Enforcement
Emergency MedicalSerces
HIt-ey Safety Research
Reoofds and LIcansVlg
Emerging Trafficissues
Youth Drugs & romrng
Iniative
Share the Road
NOPUS
NOR
Subtolal, Conrtract Program
Total Dollars

o
0
0
0

0
0
0

ff2
0
9
-_1

10,253
301
4,082

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

9,817
1.295
661
10,953
1,770
1,980
7.277
2,591
1,196
1,196
500
0
1110
40,346

0

54,982

10
88
5
101

122
88
14
222

0
0
0
0

7t2
0
10
122

10
86
5
101

8,207
341
810

18.460
642
4,897

0
0
0

10,939
306
4.829

8.750
347
829

0
0
0
0
422
285
0
0
0
0
0
600
0
1.287

9.817
1.25
601
1,0953
2,192
21245
7,277
2.591
1.196
1.196
500
600
1110
41,633

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o

9.817
1.295
681
9,729
2,192
2.245
7,277
2.591
1,196
1 196
500
600
1110
40.409

0
0
0
1.224
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15224

65,632

0

56.483

10.650

11,150

122
88
t5
223

0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0

19.680
653
5,858

0
0
0

6886
5
747

543
6
14

9.817
1.295
661
10.953
2192
2,245
7,277
2591
1.196
1.19
500
600
11
41,633

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
-1,224
422

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

285
0
0
0
0
0
600
0
63

67.633

0

1,501

0
0
0
1,224
-422
265
0
0
0
0
0
.600
0
-63
900

0
0
1
1

1.229
11
781

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2.001

ID
03

OPERATIONS AND RESEARCH
(Dolar, In Thousands)
FY 2001 ENACTED
OAR
Grat

OR

btiffe

INs

FY 2002 CONG. REQUEST
OR
OAR
Gnt

Ad*Ull

IRM

Fefl

*Aa~

InS

FY 2002 OVER FY 2601
O
Gant1
0R

OAR

lotS

LtdiS

IMs

Aflan

15

AISSAAC, DEVELOPMENT
£ANALYSIS
Hdflfqurtfr

NCSA
Mksti SuppOrt
ToWaFTPs

75

0

0

75

75

0

0

75

0

0

0

16
7
100

0

18
1
19

0
0
0

36
0
119

23
7
105

13
1
14

0
0
0

36
a
119

5
0
5

-5
0
-5

0
0
0

0
0
0

6,749
136
3,374

1.662
26
641

0
0
0

10,411
162
4,015

9,769
14a
4,156

1,302
19
554

0
0
0

11,071
165
4.710

1,020
10
782

-360
-7
-87

0
0
0

680
3
6"5

34.667
11.746
m0
47.363

0
9,975
0
9,97

0
0
0
0

34.667
21,721
0
17.23N

34,020
13,947
990
48,9-6

0
6,373
0
373

0
0
0D
0

34,028
22,320
9
57.338

-639
2,201
4
1,602

0
.1,602

0
0

-1,62

0

-639
599
40
0

59.622

12,304

0

71,026

63,036

10,240

0

73,284

3,413

-2,056

0

1.35R

Dollars
Sanm
& Beot
Travel
OpemongEn

zCoud

program.

MotorVWilcMReseach
NCSA
VRTC
subtotal, Contrt Program
Total Dotm

C'"

OPERATIONS ANDRESEARCH
(Dollars In Thousands)

O&R

Eldfrl

FY 2001 ENACTED
OAR
Grant

Dnit

FY2002CONG. REQUEST
O&R
O&R
Grant

Admi

IQW

Frl

lint

frl

FY 2002 OVER FY 2001
O&R
Grant

OAR

Eedewi

IOW

lot

I9W

Aman.

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR
AND STAFF OFFICES
Pm-oaoelt .-.ssoo
He.dquarto
Misso SUppcor
NeMFTP.s

47
-23
24

t5
-1
14

2
-2
0

64
26
136

Dollar.
Slaries & Beefds
Trael
OperatingFo.....

2.100
49
810

1,225
28
472

0
0
0

2.959

1.725

0

TotalDolara

44
.23
21

18
1
17

2
.2
0

64
26
38

-3
0
-3

3
0
a

0
0
0

0
0
0

3,325
77
1,262

1,955
43
631

1.581
35
673

0
0
0

3.536
78
1,504

-145
-6
21

356
7
201

0
0
0

211
1
222

4.684

2,029

2,289

0

5,116

-130

564

0

434

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

OPERATIONS AND RESEARCH
(Dollars In Thousands)

O&R

edml

FY 2001 ENACTED
O&R
Grant

FY 2002 CONG. REQUEST
O&R
O&R
Grant

AflL

Int

Fed

low

T t

&

FY 2002 OVER FY 2001
O&R
Grant

OAR

ltnt

Ftral

Adin.

I

GENERALADMINISTRATION
Parrnsnr Poinions
Misson support
Nat FTPs

5B
-15
43

46
-9

3
-3

707
-27

37

0

80

59

45

t

-1

0

-t0

3
-3

107

-15

-28

44

35

0

79

0
1

.1
.2

0
0

0
-1
-1

i

Doar

Sa',,

Benefit.
7ra-eI
Opeeahngtxperr et
Contract Program
Program Evauarrr
StrategroPlarng
EconomicAna'y"
SO)NO.cblContract Progern
lote. rr 1a

3.62
72
1.451

3.237
62
1.248

0
0
0

6,999
134
2,690

4,094
76
1,742

3,257
60
1.385

2
0
0

7.351
136
3.127

332
4
291

20
*2
137

0
0
0

352
2
420

233
44
86
364

234,
45
0
279

0
0
0
0

.67
09
S6
643

234
45
86
365

234
44
0
27B

0
0
0
0

468
89
86
643

1
1
0
1

0
-1
0
-1

6
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

4.826

0

10.475

6.277

4,980

0

11,257

0

782

5,649

628

154

Ct

OPERATIONS AND RESEARCH
(1ollarsIn Thousands)

O&R

ederal

FY 20"1 ENACTED
O&R
Grant

1Mg

Adf~

FY 2002 CONG. REQUEST
O&R
O&R
Grnt

Tift

Fed

1mg

Amn

FY 2002 OVER FY 2001
O &R
Gim

OAR

101

Feor

LM

Amn

IMN

Nmu8A SUMMARY
pmnWw,.podld
M-amd70en
F2
TOfaJFTP

345

173

15

372

18
191

86
701

13?
664

32.546
518
12,552
71,003

16.377
417
6,443
50,600

8.207
341
815
1287

57.130
1.276
19.810
122,090

110,619

73.937

10,650

201.106

533

343

175

i5

533

32
35

13
188

86
101

131
665

2
5
3

2
.5
-3

0
0
0

34,892
529
14,843
71,735

17,079
420
7,441
49060

8,750
347
829
1,224

60.721
1.297
23.113
122,019

2,346
11
2,291
732

702
3
.1,540

543
0
14
.63

3.591
21
3,303
-871

121.999

74.000

11,150

207,150

5.380

183

500

6,044

DOM
Ss s & 6.n.ftl
"fm,.4
Operalng Expare
Canrew Prmgmnm
Total. NHTSA

'0

99

0
0
0

OPERATIONS
ANDRESEARCH
6

LE 1SLATFVE
AUTHORIZATION
FY 2002CONGRESSIONAL
SUBMIlSSIONt
(Doff.,, ki Tho.,.and.)
Natiorial
Motor Vehticla
Trafficand
Infornratlon
Sacion 403
Motor Vehicle
andCalt
ofHighway
SAFETYPERFORMANCE
P~rmeneM P*Fo(Ooo
Vafrll Safet& Consumer SW,
Aufoino , Coftnr~pmgmm
Plus:MissOn Support
TotlFTP:

6AW&It

USnnuk

49
0
17

Dollars:
Safari."
& 6.naltts
Traeal
OperatingExpenses
ContractProgram:
Vehicle Safety&Consunw Swsn
NCAP
FuelEconomy

Thef

ContractSutotal
TOWa
Dollar,

Neti Driver
Reglsia

SaAct

0
13

0
0
0
1WAS8

0
5.231
00
so
5
2W6
-!,3-1
8,472

Total

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
a

0
0

0
0

RIM9
62
3.444

0
0
0

2.000
5.231
so
50
f

0
2,000

state
Form"l
Oent~mnLjt.
(Highway
SAWAWkI

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

-

0
0
0
0

0

__0

0
0

f
0

1694

!s

OPERATIONS
ANDRESEARCH
AUTHORIZATION
LEGISLATIVE
FY2002 CONGRESSIONAL SUBMISSION
(Dollars In Thouansds)
National
Motor Vehicle
Information
Trafficand
Motor Vehicle
andColt
3nItatk
Swaslnt

Section al
of H;ghway
SjwatJc

Snlt
Formula
Grant Admin.
(Hihway
Saftyrc

NaIl Drive
Rglt

Totl

SAFETYASSURANCE
PwnnanatPosio3N:
Defects(nfaffon
Vehicle Safet Complance
Odomelo Fraud
Plu: MissionSuppot
TobaFTPs

ill

7

0

0

0

10,328
191
4,393

651
12
277

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

10,979
203
4,671

Contract Program
Vehicle SefetyCompliance
DefectsInvalgallon 1/
Odomeer
ContractSubtotal

6.974
7.94
0
14 ,Ai4

0
0
ISO
150

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

6.974
?710
150
1 5 ,W

TotlalDollars

29,826

1.090

0

0

0

30,617

Dollars:
Solarlas & BeneIts
Travel
Operltlng Expses

1/In FY 2002, the outreach costs of tre Haotne ($361.000) are included In Defecto Irnesltgation. wrile le operatingcosts are Included in li

operstingaopanmes

11t

OPERATIONS
ANDRESEARCH
ALUHORHATION
LEGISLATIVE
262
0 CONGRESSIONAL SUBMISSION
(Dollere In Thousands)
state

National
Tralflc and
MotorVehkle
selatyt

Motor Vehicle
Informaoni
Secin 483
end Cost
of Highway
Smayl~ cI
3SfaxAc

Nl

Ragsl

HIGHWAY SAFETY
PwneWoaMPOINono:
Tata SaMety hvor (HO)
Regions
Pus: min
supor
TotmlFTm

Driver

Formula
Grant Adale.
(Higwy

aaf

k

TOW

0
0
0
0108

0
o
0

9
0
9

13
0
1
14

10
6
5
1t

122
88
15
223

Travel
Omw-

0
0
0

0
0
0

10,049
306
4,829

890
0
0

8,750
347
829

19,m
63
5.AW

Contact Program
Inpked Driving
Pedeelena and Bicyce
Mycl
Occupant
Prolaclon Program
Traft LawEnforcement
EmergencyMedical
ServIcee
Reoords and licensing
Highway
Sfety Reawch
Drulge.
Drivin endYouth
EmergingTraffic
lsame
NOPUS
Share the Road
NCR
Contract Subtota

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

9,817
1,295
861
9.729
2,192
2,245
2.591
7.277
1,196
1.196
800
50O
0
39299

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,110
1.1110

0
0
0
1,224
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.224

0817
1.205
861
10.903
2.192
2.245
2.501
7.277
1.196
1.106
ODD
500
1,110
41.633

TotaDollars

0

0

54.483

2.000

11.150

87.633

ollares:

OPERATIONS
ANDRESEARCH
LEOISLATIVE
AUTHOUZATIWN
FY 2002 CONGRESSNAL 5tsSSIOf
(Dollas In Thouands)
Nationa
TraMc and
Motor Vehcle
sRfeAc
RESEARCH, DIEVLOPMENT & ANALYSIS
Moor ktvi., R.-amh
NCSA
Plus:Mission Support
TOWFTPs
Dollr:
Salaries & seonse
Trave
Opaing Expense
Contec Program:
MctorVekbl Rosearch
NCSA
VRTC
Contract Subtotal
Total Donore

105

Motor Vehicle
brfonnegon
Section 403
and Coat
of Highway
&81010a
SaACEOMN

0

Formula
Grantmln
(Highway
bfdx"

Nail O rer
Baglek

Ttal

14

119

9.769
148

0
0

1.302
19

0
0

0
0

4.158

0

554

0

0

4.710

0
0
0
0

0
8.373
0
8.373

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

34.028
22,320
90
51,335

0

73.28

34,028
13,947
990

0

10,249

11.071
115

I-

Co

OPERATIONS AND RESEARCH
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORIZATION
FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL SU
SSION
(Dafler. In Thoisandse)

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR
AND STAFF OFFICES
Penneoam
ndts:
O Lta oIa AdmnTfloaln
and SWtf Offices
Laes,: M son,Support
Net P
Dollar
5e;r.s & Bermi
Travewl

National

Motor Vehicle

Traffic and
Motor Vehicle

Traffc
Inoratnon

bflay-

and Cost

hlfoma

42

(21

sta
Section andForms.d
403
of Highway
Nai Driver

3altAu

j)

2

Grant Adwnd.
(Highway

ReaWM

t8

1

sUft*A

Total

0 .
0

21

84
(8

120

Opmong E)omn

1.955
43
831

0
0
0

1,581
35
673

0
0
0

0
0
0

3,536
78
1,504

Total Dolers

2,829

0

2,289

0

0

5,118

OPERATIONS AND RESEARCH
LEGISLATIVEAUTHORIZATION
FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL SUSMISSION
(Dobrs In Thousands)

National
TralflIc and
Motor Vehicle

Motor Vehicle
Infoc alon
end Coat

Secidon 403
of tlghway

Natl Oriver

Stash
Formula
Grnt Admin.
(Highway

Salaty Act

SmvnahAc

Sala~cl

Raglata

Saltc)

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

TOt

P'mrrenem Poiton.

Adnmrstrallon(k'rcludirg
P/ans & PbOiy)
Leu: M/i/on Support

Not FTP:

52
09

44

6
(6)
0

44

1

P

3

107

i

Dollars:
Salaries& Banall
Travel

Operating Expense
ContractProgram:
Program Evaluaion

Staregic Planning
Economic Anatysis
Contract
Subtotal
TOta Doil rs

234
45
86

0
0
0
0

8,277

0

2

T

234
44
0
278

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

468
s9
88
us

4,210

D

0

11,257

OPERATlONS AND RESEARCH
LEGISLATIVE
AUTHORIZATION
FY2062 CONGRESSIONAL SUBMISSION
(Dollars In Thousands)
National
Motor Vehicle
Trafc and
Information
Motor Vehicle
end Coat
Sal Wtk
Slavings ft

Secdon 403
of Highway
SfAWk-t

Stats
Formwi"
Grant Admtn.
(Highway
Saflrk

Natl Driver
R~al

Total

NHTSATOTAL
Permet P*$,t

Salades& Benefits
Travel
Opeati~ng
Expenses
Co actProgram
Total,NHTSA
TEA-21Authorized Levels
TREADAuthorized Level
Total Aufiorization
Variance

347

25

174

14

101

32,106
502
13,585
68,244
112,437

2,78e
27
1,258
5.491
9.562

18.185
421
7,441
47,950
72,000

890
0
0
1.110
2,000

8750
347
829
1,224
11,150

98,314

9,562

72,000

2,000

9,100

0

0

0

9.582

72.000

2.000

107.414
(5,023)

0

(0)

0

664
60,721
1,297
23,113
122,019
207.150
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EXHIBIT IA

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
RESOURCE SUMMARY - FINANCING

(10o00

BUDGET AUTHORITY
FY 2000
APPROPRIATION TInhE
Operations and Research:
General Funds
Other
Highway Trust Fund
DIscretionary Budget Authority
Mandatory Contract Authority
Total, Operations and Research (net)

FY 2002

FY 2001

ENACTED

ENACTED

BEQUESI

86,470

116,619

122,000

2,000
71,602
160,072

1,996
71.841
190,456

2,000
72,000
196.000

206,800

212,531

223,000

0

0

0

386,872

402,987

419,000

206,800
72,000

213,000
72,000

223,000
72,000

Highway Traffic Safety Grants
(Highway Trust Fund-Mandatory CA)
Miscellaneous Safety Programs
TOTAL BUDGET AUTHORITY

LIQUIDATING CASH APPROPRIATIONS:
Highway Traffic Safety Grants
Operations and Research: Highway Trust Fund

GEN-49
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EXHIBIT IB
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
RESOURCE SUMMARY - FINANCING

($000)
PROGRAM LEVEL (OBLIGATIONS)

APPROPRIATION TIE

FY 2000

FY 2001

ENACTED

ENACTED

Operations and Research:
General Funds
Other
Highway Trust Fund
Discretionary Budget Authority
Mandatory Contract Authority
Total, Operations and Research (not)
Highway Traffic Safety Grants
State and Community
Safety Formula Grants (Section 402)
Alcohol Incentive Grants
(formerly Section 410)
Occ. Protection Incentive Grants (Sec. 405)
State Data (Section 411)

70,408

130,412

122,000

17.824
71.602
159,834

1,996
73,292
205,700

2,000
72,000
196.000

152,800

154,659

160,000

35.921
12,971
8,980

38,000
15,000
10,000

36.000
10.000
8,000

Total, Grants

206.800

Miscellaneous Safety Programs
TOTAL PROGRAM LEVELJOB. LIMITATION

GEN-50

FY 2002

212,531

223,000

0

0

0

3U8,634

418,231

419.000
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EXHIBIT IC

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
RESOURCE SUMMARY - FINANCING

(Wooo)

OUTLAYS

APPROPRIATION TITLE

FY 2001
ENACTED

FY 2000
ENACTED

Operations and Research:
General Funds
Highway Trust Fund
Discretionary Budget Authority
Mandatory Contract Authority
Total, Operations and Research (net)

FY 2002
RFOUEST

64,161

116,762

121,503

25,725
47,019
136,905

11,148
85,683
213,591

6,174
80,053
207,730

191,369

221,002

228,063

0

0

0

328,274

434,593

435.793

Highway Traffic Safety Grants
(Highway Trust Fund)
Miscellaneous Safety Programs
TOTAL OUTLAYS

GEN-51
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EXHIBIT II
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
RESOURCE SUMMARY - STAFFING
POSITIONS (FULL-TIME PERMANENT)

FY 2000
ENACTED

FY 2001
ENACE

FY 2002
REQUES

FULL-TIME PERMANENT (FTP) POSITIONS:
Operations and Research (General Funds)
Operations and Research (Trust Fund)
Highway Traffic Safety Grants
TOTAL AUTHORIZED FTPS

225
335
104
64

372
191
101
664

375
188
101
664

FULL-TIM E EQUIVALENT {FTE) STAFF-YEARS

612

636

651

TOTAL FTP END-OF-YEAR EMPLOYMENT

606

630

645

NOTE:
All FTE's and FTP'. are civilian personnel funded directly by appropriations.

GEN-52
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EXHIBIT IV
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
OPERATIONS AND RESEARCH - SUMMARY
OBJECT CLASSIFICATION
($000)
FY 2000

ACTUA

FY 2001

FY 2002

ENACTED

REQUEST

11.1
11.3
11.5
11.9

FULL-TIME PERMANENT
OrfER THAN FULL TIME PERMANENT
OTHER PERSONNEL COMPENSATION
TOTAL PERSONNEL COMPENSATION

42,280
1,433
734
44,447

45,000
1,844
795
47,639

47,550
1,900
875
50,325

12.1
21.0
23.1
23.0
24.0
25.2
25.5
26.0
31.0

BENEFITS
TRAVEL
RENTAL PAYMENTS TO) GSA
COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
PRINTING
OTHER SERVICES
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT CONTRACTS
SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS
EQUIPMENT

8,966
1,241
3,945
4,506
5,753
40,563
43,146
10,091
4,064

10,246
1,276
5,168
4,594
5,910
62,846
64,236
10,291
4,145

10,396
1,297
6,370
4,672
6,011
48,787
64,615
10,463
4,215

99.0

SUBTOTAL, DIRECT OBLIGATIONS

166,722

216,351

207,151

99.0

REIMBURSABLE OBLIGATIONS

24,935

26,000

26,000

99.9

TOTAL OBLIGATIONS

191,657

242,351

233,151

GEN-53
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
OPERATIONS AND RESEARCH
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars)
Identification Code
FY 2001
FY 2000
69-0650-0-7-401
Actual
Estimate
Obligations by program activity:
Direct Program:
0.0]
Safety Performance Standards
12,032
18,438
0.02
Safety Assurance
21,538
30,499
0.03
Research and Analysis
31,289
72,634
0.04
Office of the Administrator
3,942
2,962
0.05
General Administration
8,415
5,879
Reimbursable Program
24,393
25,000
10.00
Total Obligations
101,609
155,412
Budgetary resources available for obligation:
21L40
Unobligated balance carried forward,
start of year
1,944
13,793
22 00
New budget authority, (gross)
110,863
141,619
22. 10
Resources available from recoveries of
0
2,822
prior year obligations
23.90
Total budgetary resources
available for obligation
115,629
155,412
23.95
Total new obligations
-101,609
-155,412
23.98
Unobligated balance expiring or withdrawn
-227
0
24.40
Unobligated balance, carried forward, end
of yea
13,793
0
New budget authority (gross), detail
Discretionary
40.00
Appropriation
87,400
116,876
40.75
Reduction Pursuant to P.L. 106-554
0
-257
40.79
Reduction Pursuant to P.L. 106-69
-930
0
4300
Appropriation (total)
86,470
116,619
Discretionary
68.00
Spending authority from offsetting collections
24,393
25,000
70.00
Total new budget authority (gross)
110,863
141,619

O&R-1

FY 2002
Estimate

18,852
30,796
63,314
2,807
6,231
25,000
147,000

0
147,000
0
147,000
-147,000
0
0

122,000
0
0
122,000
25,000
147,000
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
OPERATIONS AND RESEARCH
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollar)
Identification Code
FY 2000
FY 2001
69-0650-0-7-401
Actual
Estimate
Change in unpaid obligations
Unpaid obligations start of year:
72.40
Unpaid obligations, start of year
61,611
64,590
61,611
64,590
72,99
Obligated balance, start of year
73.10
Total new obligations
101,609
155,412
73.20
Total outlays (gross)
-88,554
-141,762
73.40
Adjustments in expired accounts (net)
-7,254
0
Unpaid obligations, end of year:
73.45
Recoveries of prior year obligations
-2,822
0
74.40
Unpaid obligations, end of year
64,590
78,240
78,240
64,590
74.99
Obligated balance, end of year
Outlays (gross), detail
86.90
Outlays from new discretionary authority
74,546
92,639
86.93
Outlays from discretionary balances
14,008
49,123
87.00
Total outlays (gross)
88,554
141,762
Offsets against gross budget authority and outlays:
88.00
Offsetting collections (cash) from:
24,504
23,897
Federal sources
88.40
Non-Federal sources
496
496
8890
Total, offsetting collections
24,393
25,000
Net budget authority and outlays
89.00
Budget authority
86,470
116,619
90.00
Outlays
64,161
116,762

O&R-2

FY 2002
Estimate

78,240
78,240
147,000
-146,503
0
0
78,737
78,737
95,760
50,743
146,503

24,504
496
25,000
122,000
121,503
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-

FEDERAL FUNDS

OPERATION AND RESEARCH
For expenses necessary to discharge the functions of the Secretary, with respect to traffic and
highway safety under chapter 301 of title 49, United States Code, and part C of subtitle VI of title
49, United States eode, [$116,876,000] $122,000,000 of which [$85,321,000] $90,430,000 shall
remain available until [September 30, 2003] September 30, 2004: Provided,That none of the
funds appropriated by this Act may be obligated or expended to plan, finalize, or implement any
rulemaking to add to section 575.104 of title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations any
requirement pertaining to a grading standard that is different from the three grading standards
(treadwear, traction, and temperature resistance) already in effect. (Departmentof
Transportationand RelatedAgenciesAppropriationsAct, 2001, as enacted by section 101(a) of
P.t 106-346.)

O&R-3
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-TRUST FUNDS
OPERATIONS AND RESEARCH
(LIQUIDATION OF CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION)
(LIMITATION OF OBLIGATIONS)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)
For payment of obligations incurred in carrying out the provisions of 23 U.S.C 403, to remain
available until expended, $72,000,000, to be derived from the Highway Trust Fund: Provided,
That none of the funds in this Act shall be available for planning or execution of programs the
total obligations for which, in fiscal year [2001] 2002, are in excess of $72,000,000 for programs
authorized under 23 US C. 403. (Departmentof TransportationandRelatedAgencies
AppropriationsAct, 2001, as enactedby section 101(a) of P.L. 106-346)

O&R-4
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
OPERATIONS AND RESEARCH
(LIQUIDATION OF CONTRACT AUTHORITY)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollar)
Identification Code
FY 2000
FY 2001
69-8016-0-7-401
Actual
Estimate
Obligations by program activity:
Direct Program:
0.01
Safety Performance Standards
228
0
0.02
Safety Assurance
339
0
0.02
Highway Safety Programs
51,877
66,151
0.03
Research and Analysis
29,424
13,208
0.04
Office ofthe Administrator
2,294
1,725
0.05
General Administration
5,25]
4,855
Reimbursable Program
635
1,000
10.00
Total Obligations
90,048
86,939
Budgetary resources available for obligation:
21.40
Unobligated balance carried forward,
start of year
6,943
1,451
21.49
Unobligated balance carried forward,
start ofyear: Contract authority
960
1,358
21.99
Total, unobligated balance carried forward,
start of year
7,903
2,809
22.00
New budget authority, (gross)
84,975
85,646
22.10
Resources available from recoveries of
prior year obligations
44
0
23 90
Total budgetary resources
available for obligation
92,922
88,455
23.95
Total new obligations
-- 90,0
-86,939
23 98
Unobligated balance, expiring
-65
0
24.40
Unobligated balance, carried forward, end
ofyear
1,451
0
24.49
Unobligated balance, carried forward,
end of year: Contract authority
1,358
1,516
24.99
Total unobligated balance carried forward,
end of year
2,809
1,516

O&R- 6

FY 2002
Estimate

0
0
68,084
9,850
2,272
4,944
1,000
86,150

0
1,516
1,516
86,150
0
87,666
-86,150
0_
0
1,516
1,516

1324
NATIONAL DRIVER REGISTER
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)
For expenses necessary to discharge the functions of the Secretary with respect to the National
Driver Register under chapter 303 of title 49, United States Code, $2,000,000 to be derived from
the lEghway Trust Fund, and to remain available until expended. (Departmentof Transportation
andRelated Agencies, AppropriationsAct, 2001, as enactedby section 101(a) of P.L. 106-346.)

O&R-5
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
OPERATIONS AND RESEARCH
(LIQUIDATION OF CONTRACT AUTHORITY)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars)
Identification Code
FY 2000
FY 2001
69-8016-0-7-401
Actual
Estimate
New budget authority (gross), detail
Discretionary
40.26
Appropriation (trust fund, definite)
74,000
74,000
40.49
Portion applied to liquidate
contract authority
-72,000
-72,000
40.75
Reduction Pursuant to P.L. 106-554
0
-4
43.00
Appropriation (total)
2,000
1,996
Mandatory
66.10
Contract Authority
72,000
72,000
Discretionary
6800
Spending authority from offsetting collection
10,975
11,650
70.00
Total new budget authority (gross)
84,975
85,646
Change in unpaid obligations
Unpaid obligations start of year:
7240
Unpaid obligations, start of year
77,826
84,087
72.99
Obligated balance, start of year
84,087
77,826
73.10
Total new obligations
86,939
90,048
73.20
Total outlays (gross)
-83,719
-108,479
73.40
Adjustments in expired accounts (net)
-49
0
Unpaid obligations , end of year:
74.40
Unpaid obligations, end of year
62,547
84,087
74 99
ObliEated balance, end of year
84,087
62,547
Outlays (gross), detail
86.90
Outlays from new discretionary authority
53,895
54,476
86.93
Outlays from discretionary balances
29,824
54,003
87.00
Total outlays (gross)
83,719
108,479
Offsets against gross budget authority and outlays:
88.00
Offsetting collections (cash) from:
Federal sources
10,975
11,650

OAR- 7

FY 2002
Estimate

74,000
-72,000
0
2,000
72,000
12,150
86,150

62,547
62,547
86,150
-98,377
0
50,320
50,320
55,070
43,307
98,377

12,150
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
OPERATIONS AND RESEARCH
(LIQUIDATION OF CONTRACT AUTHORITY)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)
Program and Financing (in th ousands of dollrs)
FY 2000
FY 2001
Identification Code
Actual
Estimate
69-8016-0-7-401
Net budget authority and outlays
73,602
73,838
89.00
Budget authority
90.00
Outlays
72,744
96,829
Status of Contract Authority
1,358
1,516
1.00 Balance, start of year
Contract Authority
72,000
72,000
2.00 Contract A.thority
-72,000
-72,000
4.00 Appropriation to liquidate contract authority
1,516
1,358
7.00 Balance, end of year

O&R- 8

FY 2002
Estim..te
74,000
86,227
1,516
72,000
-72,000
1,516
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OPERATIONS AND RESEARCH
Program and Performance
Programs funded under the Operations and Research appropriation are described below.
Safety Performance Standards(Rulemaking) Programs, Supports the promulgation of
Federal Motor Vehicle safety standards for motor vehicles and safety-related equipment,
automotive fuel economy standards required by the Energy Policy and Conservation Act
international harmonization of vehicle standards, and consumer information on motor vehicle
safety, including the New Car Assessment Program.
Safety Assurance (Enforcement) Programs. Provides support to ensure compliance with
motor vehicle safety and automotive fuel economy standards, investigate safety-related motor
vehicle defects, enforce federal odometer law and encourage enforcement of state odometer law
and conduct safety recalls when warranted.
Research andAnalysis. Provides motor vehicle safety research and development in support
of all NHTSA programs, including the collection and analysis of crash data to identify safety
problems, develop alternative solutions, and assess costs, benefits, and effectiveness. Research
will continue to concentrate on improving vehicle crashworthiness and crash avoidance, with
emphasis on smart air bag technology and on the Nationa Transportation Biomechanics
Research Center, which includes the Crash Injury Research and Engineering Network (CIREN)
Highway Safety Programs Provides for research, demonstrations, technical assistance, and
national leadership for highway safety programs conducted by state and local governments, the
private sector, universities and research units, and various safety associations and organizations
This program emphasizes alcohol and drug countermeasures, vehicle occupant protection, traffic
law enforcement, emergency medical and trauma care systems, traffic records and licensing, state
and community evaluation, motorcycle riders, pedestrian and bicycle safety, pupil transportation
young and older driver safety programs, and development of improved accident investigation
procedures
GeneralAdministration. Provides program evaluation, strategic planning, and economic analysis
for agency programs. Objective quantitative information about NHTSA's regulatory and
highway safety programs is gathered to measure their effectiveness in achieving objectives. This
activity also funds development, of methods to estimate economic consequences of motor
vehicle injuries in forms suitable for agency use in problem identification, regulatory analysis,
priority setting, and policy analysis.

O&R-9
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National Driver Register. Provides funding to implement and operate the Problem Driver
Pointer System (PDPS) and improve traffic safety by assisting state motor vehicle administrators
in communicating effectively and efficiently with other states to identify drivers whose licenses
have been suspended or revoked for serious traffic offenses, such as driving under the influence
of alcohol or other drugs.

O&R-IO
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Sarety Administration
Salaries and Benefits
Amount Requested for FY 2002: $60,721,000
FY 2001 Enacted: $57,130,000
Increase over FY 2001: $3,591,000
Justification
The FY 2002 request includes the following mandatory increases:
FY 2001 pay raise for one quarter of FY 2002

$

528,000

FY 2002 pay raise for three quarters of FY 2002

1,585,000

Arnualization of 30 positions authorized by the
Transportation Recall Enhancement, Accountability,
and Documentation Act (TREAD)

1,250,000

Extra work day in FY 2002

228 000

Total, FY 2002 Salaries and Benefits

$60,72.1,000

O&R-1 I -(5-
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Travel
Amount Requested for FY 2002:

1,297,000

FY 2001 Enacted: $1,276,000
Increase over FY 2001: $21,000
Justification
NHTSA is requesting an increase to travel costs ($21,000) This increase is allocated
proportionately to all travel line items in the FY 2002 budget request.

O&R-13
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OPERATING EXPENSES
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NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
(dollars in thousands)

FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002
Cong.

FY 2002
Over

Eat

Enaced

eaune

FY 200

COeratina Expenses

GSA Rent
Security/OPM Investigations
Grievance Administration
Permanent Charge of Stabon
Training
Administative Services
TASC
Computer Support
Hotline 1/
Worldorce Planning and Development
Total, HO Operating Expenses

4,657
35
5
87
216
2,925
5,786
2,555
0
0
16,266

5,168
35
5
87
219
2,925
7,601
2,555
0
400
18,995

6,370
36
5
88
223
3,078
8,000
2,598
1,479
407
22,284

1,202
1
0
1
4
153399
43
1,479
7
3,289

815

815

829

14

17,081

19,810

23,113

3,303

Regional Operating Expenses
Total, NHTSA Operating Expenses

11 FY 2000 and FY 2001 Hotine funds are reflected under the Safety Assurance Program

O&R-15- /t,
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FY 2001 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Operating Expenses

GSA RENT

FY 2000
Enacted
$4,657,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$5,168,000

FY 2002
Request
$6,370,000

Problem Statement
Funding is required to cover the cost of GSA rental payments for headquarters and field offices.
The Departmental Program mandates an alignment within the field offices Nia co-location The
required logisti" in some areas causes rental payments to double in cost
Current Program: (FY 2001: $5,168,000)
The FY 2001 budget will support rent charges and sc.vice fees imposed by GSA In addition,
several of the agency's field office leases are up for renewal and ill fall under the new pricing
and service fees, resulting in increases to new or renewed leases
The agency plans for three new moves and/or [ease renewals commencing this fiscal year.
The field offices identified for co-location are: Region 8 (Lakewood, Colorado), Region 3
(Baltimore, Maryland), and Region 9 (San Francisco, California). There is the possibility of a
fourth relocation, Region 10 (Seattle, Washington)
FY 2002 Budget Request ($6,370,000)
The FY 2002 rent estimates were derived by using the GSA actuals for FY 2000 and adjusting
these amounts with projected rate increases and projected changes to the space requirements
This amount is consistent with the estimates provided in OMB Exhibit 54
The agency's FY 2002 budget request will support all mandatory rent charges and the colocations scheduled for various field offices. Language in Executive Order #12072, dated
August 16, 1978, states that first consideration should be given to the central business district
when co-locating the field offices Frequently, office space in the central business district
results in higher rental costs to the field offices which are co-located As an example, the
Colorado and California moves elected in FY 2001 will result in a significant increase in
rental payments starting in FY 2002
The Transportation Recall Enhancement, Accountability, and Documentation (TREAD) Act
authorized 30 FTEs in support of the Defects Investigation program, but no additional
funding for space to accommodate the ne. hires was provided Furthermore, the
headquarters budding was unable to accommodate the new positions and the agency has had
O&R-17
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to secure office space in a neighboring building, As these costs were not part of the FY 2001
base, NHTSA will require funds in FY 2002 to house 30 additional FTEs.

FY 2000
Enacted
$35,000

SECURITY INVESTIGATIONS

FY 2001
Enacted
$35,000

FY 2002
Recuest
$36,000

Problem Statement
Certifications of new hires and re-certification of current staff employees are processed by the
Office of Persormel Management (OPM) and the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI).
Security background checks are required of every new hire and reviews on existing staff are
required every 3-5 years
Current Progrm (FY 2001: $35,000)
* Re-certify current senior and subordinate staff employees, and
* Certify all new hires.
FY 2002 Budget Recuest ($36,000)
Funding requested will cover the costs of mandatory Departmental certification and OPM
security background checks of new hires and re-certification of current .,enior and
subordinate staff employees
The costs associated with processing these investigations and certifications are increasing
(senior staff certifications have increased from $2,500 to $2,900 per person), along with
increasing demands for investigations.
*

Due to the escalating problems with computer viruses and hackers, new and extensive security
investigations will be required of all Information Technology personnel

FY 2000
Enacted
$5,000

GRIEVANCES
Problem Statement

Funding is required for administrative costs related to EEO cases

O&R-18

FY 2001
Enacted
$5,000

FY 2002
Request
$5,000

1335
CurntProamr (FY 2001: S5,000)
-

Th3 FY 2001 budget provides resources for administrative costs related to EEO cases, including
court room fees, court reporters, special handicap assistance and arbitrators.
FY 2002 Budget Reauest ($5,000)
Funding requested will provide the same level of support as in FY 2001

PERMANENT CHANGE
OF STATION (PCS)

FY 2000
Enacted

FY 2001
Enacted

FY 2002
Reuest

$87,000

$87,000

$88,000

Problem Statement
Funding is required to allow management to offer government employees Permanent Change of
Station benefits as an incentive for hard-to-fill positions
Current Prog-nm (FY 2001: 587,000)
The average cost of a move from headquarters to the field offices and vice-versa is $43,500 per
move. When senior staff positions become vacant in the field, NHTSA often promotes
headquarters employees to these positions. This system ensures that the field offices' vacancies
attract qualified, competent and experienced candidates to support the agency's missions and
goals. Permanent Change of Station pays for the costs of moving, temporary quarters, storage of
household goods, and other relocation expenses necessary to attract a highly competent staff
1Y 2002 Budget Request ($88,000)
The agency anticipates two moves in FY 2002.
reflect increased costs of relocation expenses.

TRAINING

A small increase has been requested for PCS to

FY 2000
Enacted
$216,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$219,00

FY 2002
Reouest
$223,000

Problem Statement
Adequate training for all NHTSA staff is necessary to build and maintain a professional,
productive, innovative, and diverse work force.

1336
Current Prozm (FY 2001: $219,000)
NHTSA provides a variety of training, developmental opportunities, and coriinuous improvement
activities for employees. These activities are conducted through internal, extemal, electronic and
other distance learning training courses, seminars, workshops, and conferences. Training is
conducted by internal agency staff, government agencies, academia, and private contractor
trainers. Funding will be used to expand the career resource center by providing additional
training videotapes, audio cassette tapes, CD-ROMs, and printed reference materials. Funding
will also be used for education as well as enhanced management development activities.
FY 2002 Budget Reuest (S223,000)
NHTSA's FY 2002 budget request seeks continued funding of all current learning and
developmental activities. These activities are designed to enhance the skills ofNHTSA staff and
develop a workforce capable of handling the challenges of the new millennium. The budget
increase will cover inflationary increases for management training and workforce acquisition
training requirements now expanded to include contracting officer's technical representatives
(COTRs) as well as certification requirements for contract specialists.
The agency will continue to provide and enhance a variety of training, developmental
opportunities, and continuous improvement activities for employees through in-house and outside
training courses, seminars, workshops, and conferences. Funding for education, as well as
enhanced management development activities, will be continued All career resource center
activities conducted in FY 2001 will be continued.
A summary of planned activities includes
Executive, Managerial, Supervisory and Special Emphasis training will continue to
cxoand acquisition workforce training standard requirements to include COTRs, Resources
will nrnvide for customer service, di' ersity, acquisition workforce education, sexual
haraisme.-t and other retraining curriulum. Funding will be used to fulfill any additional
COTr,
waning requirements. Funding will continue to enable contract specialists to meet
estalilished government and DOT certification requirements. NHTSA plans to continue with
tit Funding for Education Initiative, which will provide tuition assistance to employees at all
lvels of the organization. The agency's training efforts are linked to NHTSA's Strategic
Plan, Human Resources Management Strategy. This training effort also enhances employee
skills in specialized "technical training' and retraining efforts needed to further position the
agency to deliver quality programs to NIHTSA customers ($160,300)
*

In-House learning and development activities will address technical and computer-related
training as well as a wide variety of courses in communications which include assessments,
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team building, oral and written communication skills, listening, conflict resolution, preretirement, proofreading, stress management and other Welness Programs, and mentoring
skills ($32,350)
Individual Training activities will cover many of the seminars and workshops listed above
for regional and field office staff as well as the more complex engineering, technical and
speciality courses for headquarters staff. A wide variety of computer training courses, such
as ACCESS, Excel, Word, Oracle, PowerPoint, the Internet, and Windows, will be
provided to headquarters and field staff A number of college and university, OPM, and
other government interagency learning and development activities will also be funded
(SO,350)

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

FY 2000
Enacted
$2,925,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$2,925,000

FY 2002
R~uest
$3,078,000

Problem Statement
Program offices require administrative support to accomplish the agency's mission and goals.
Current Program (FY2001: $2,925,000)
Funding is included for the rental of non-government space for agency industry meetings and
public hearings to gather comments from automobile manufacturers and the public on new
agency regulations and rulemakings. Funding for rental of telecommuting sites (thru GSA) is
also included. Funding is provided for equipment rental used to monitor postal costs and for
increased costs of mailing NHTSA correspondence and literature Funding is also provided
for telecommunications costs for long distance and local services billed by GSA for all
regional locations.
Funding is included for the Government Printirg Office (GPO) for printing, reproducing, and
distributing materials related to agency rulemalings and regulations. Materials also include
notifications to the public when changes are made in procedures, rules, and regulations as
outlined in the Code of Federal Regulations. FL ending also provides for information published
in the Federal Register which affects the automc bile manufacturing, safety of child seats,
defect investigation notifications and recalls. Funding is provided to electronically image
technical information contained in the Technical Information Library and Docket for online
retrieval
Funding is provided for reimbursable and interagency agreements between several DOT
modes (FAA-accounting services and USCG-health unit) and other government agencies
outside of DOT (Federal Occupational Health-employee counseling services) and online legal
O&R-21
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update services for iTSA's attorneys. Funding also provides for in-house contractor
support for the Technical Infornation Library which provides imaging and data entry services.
Funding is included for repair and maintenance services for all NHTSA office furniture and
equipment.
Funding provides for payment of commercial services for mail, messenger, and express
services for agency mail and freight for sensitive materials. Funding provides for purchase of
office supplies and furniture from GSA- Funding for the purchase of gasoline for GSA leased
vehicles and agency test vehicles throughout NHTSA's ten regions is also included.

FY 2002 Budget Request ($3,078,000)
The FY 2002 budget request seeks continued funding, with a slight increase, for all ongoing areas
outlined in the FY 2001 request. In addition, funding will cover increases in utilities and
telecommunications, as well as increases to the Transit Benefit Program. and Workers
Compensation.

TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATIVv
SERVICE CENTER (TASC)

FY 2000
Enacted

FY 2001
Enacted

FY2002
Reuest

$5,786,0 }

$7,601,000

$8,000,000

Problem Statement.
Funding is necessary to cover mandatory costs imposed by TASC for shared use of common
space, utilities, and maintenance of headquarters facilities
Current Program (FY 2001: $7,601,000)
NHTSA's estimates provided in the TASC Operating Plan for FY 2001 reflect changes in the
billing methodology. TASC estimates are now based on several different types of billing
methodologies, i e fixed fees, flat monthly rates, usage, and building population
TASC covers a multitude of activities such as printing, distribution, postage and docket
operations. These are all areas essential to meeting consumer and auto industry demands for
mission and safety-related literature pertaining to safety belt usage, air bag safety issues, safety
helmets, and defect investigations. In addition, TASC also covers telecommunications and
office autcmation services including e-mail, voice mail and Intermodal Data Network (IDN).
These are dlmandatory services which are required to enable NHTSA to fulfill its mission.
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rY 2002 Budget Rauest (58,000,00)
*

The FY 2002 budget request (estimates provided by TASC) seeks continued funding for all
current services outlined in the FY 2001 program.

*

Increases will provide for additional costs ofl$rinting, distribution, postage and docket
operations. These are all areas essential to meeting consumer and auto industry demands for
mission and safety-related literature pertaining to safety belt usage, air bag safety issues, safety
helmets, and defect investigations. The increase also reflects increased telecommunications and
office automation services costs, including e-mail, voice mail and Intermodal Data Network
(IDN), resulting from the FY 2001 FIE increase. No funding was provided in the FY 2001
budget to cover the additional costs resulting from a staffing increase of 30 FTE

COMPUTER SUPPORT

FY 2000
Enacted
$2,555,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$2,555,000

FY 2002
Rawest
$2,598,000

Problem Statement
In order to satisfy the public's increasing demand for safety information as it relates to motor
vehicles, child safety seats and air bags, funding is required to maintain a computer and
telecommunications infrastructure including application systems which is responsive and
supportive of these needs.
Current Program (FY 2001: $2,555,000)
During the past three years, NHTSA's computer support budget has remained level-funded while
the responsibilities to support the agency have steadily increased, particularly mandated programs
in the information technology (IT) area
In FY 2001, funding will provide for the following
*

Operations - These funds are critical to maintain a major focal point for the public to retrieve
and access valuable traffic safety-related information and support the operational requirements
of the agency's IT resources. ($1,669,000)
Desktop and Network Services and Support -- Funding wiil be used to support the
ongoing management and operations of the agency's information technology (IT) assets
including. Web-site, e-mail, desktop and network equipment (e.g, routers, bridges,
servers, PCs etc.) desktop and network operating software and other IT resources
($984,000)
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*

Internet/Intranet Services and Support -- Funds are used to support the Internet
services provided to the public and provide valuable information to tILe agency with the
Intranet. The NHTSA web-site continues to be one of the major catalysts to delivery
safety-related material to the public. Web hits have increased to 15-16 million each month
during FY 2001, with monthly projections of 20-21 million in FY 2002. ($185,000)

*

State and Community Services Support -- Funds will be used to provide on-site
contractor services for local and wide area network (LAN/WAN) management, help desk,
IT training, and technical support for NHTSA's headquarters and 10 regional field
offices. In addition, these funds are required for equipment and software purchases to
ensure operational functionality ofNHTSA's infrastructure. ($200,000)

*

Applications Support - Funds are also required to support the design, development, and
implementation of general data systems (AIMS, DAFIS, CCMIS, Legislative Tracking
System) and execution of NHTSA-wide IT programs including computer security, IT
architecture and mandated IRM programs (e.g., security training and e-commerce).
($300,000)

Electronic Information Access/Imaging - These funds are required to provide imaging
resources (e.g., equipment and software) and scanning services in support of critical agency
projects including Highway Safety Literature (I-SL) for electronic access and dissemination.
Since December 1998, approximately 2,023 microfiche have been scanned which translates
into 54,985 pages of HSL This volume is typical of annual scanning support services
requirements. ($125,000)
Maintenance - Funds are required for the ongoing maintenance of NHTSA's computing and
telecommunications infrastructure including desktop software upgrades. These funds support
ongoing contracts for equipment maintenance (e.g., PCs, network & Internet servers, routers,
bddge, imaging equip., etc.) and software upgrades (e.g., office automation software,
network management software, etc.) for NHTSA to maintain functional equipment and
updated software. ($421,000)
E-government - Mandated by the Office of Management and Budget, the Government
Paperwork Elimination Act requires federal agencies to implement a paperless environment by
October 21, 2003. The funds support the preliminary cost benefit analyses to target processes
within the agency, and hardware, software and web environment technologies that will benefit
this paperless office environment. (SI60,000)
Information Technology Architecture -- The Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996 requires federal
agencies to implement an information technology architecture. Funds are required for
integrating a framework for evolving or maintaining existing information technology and
acquiring new information technology to achieve the agency's strategic goals and information
resource management goals. The funds support preliminary development of the information
O&R-24
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technology configuration management database, NHTSA business processes, data, and
application technology architecture. ($180,000)
FY 2002 Budget Request ($2,598,000)
The FY 2002 budget requests a small increase (S43,000) to maintain the level of support provided
in FY 2001.

Auto Safety Hotline*

FY 2000
Enacted
[$1,232,000]

FY 2001
Enacted
[$1,232,000]

FY 2002
$1,479,000

*In FY 2000 and FY 2001, funding in the amount of $1,232,000 was provided under the Safety
Assurance program.
Problem Statement
The public is eager for infohnation about vital transportation safety issues and needs a mechanism
to alert NHTSA about safety-related problems in their motor vehicles and items of motor vehicle
equipment.
FY 2002 Budget Reuest ($1,409,000)
Funding at the requested level is crucial to increasing the Auto Safety Hotline's public visibility.
The Hotline promptly provides information and literature requested by the public, thereby meeting
the agency's goal of serving its customers. The Auto Safety Hotline also supports the
Departmental initiative of Organizational Excellence and serves as a single point of contact for
consumers to obtain safety-related information and to report safety-related defects.
In FY 2002, the agency plans to heighten customer satisfaction by training the Hotline staff to
become more technically knowledgeable about NHTSA's behavioral and vehicle safety issues.
Training will entail a variety of customer service techniques including how to deal with irate
callers. Staff will also receive certified training on correct placement of child safety seats in order
to more effectively communicate this information to callers. This training will ensure that all
customers receive accurate and efficient access to NHTSA's vehicle and behavioral highway safety
information.
The increased funding is required to support the upgrade of new technology so that consumers will
be able to contact the Hotline using e-mail and web chat. The effort to increase public awareness
of the Hotline will entail new equipment purchases to provide for switch upgrades, server upgrades
O&R-25
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to replace obsolete equipment, interactive voice response systems to provide Hotline self-service
during non-business hours, and computer upgrades to provide customer service representatives
with more efficient computer systems.

FY 2000
Enacted
so

WORKFORCE PLANNING
AND DEVELOPMENT

FY 2001
Enacted
$400,000

FY 2002
Rguet
$407,000

Problem Statement
NHTSA has experienced critical changes in its workforce since the early 1990s due to various
factors such as downsizing and attrition. These factors have resulted in a loss of institutional
knowledge which has directly impacted the overall strategic goals of the agency, To strengthen
the execution of the agency's mission, a new Workforce Planning and Development initiative,
under the Organizational Excellence goal, was initiated in FY 2001 to obtain and develop the type
of talent necessary to carry out the agency's mission over the next five years.
Current Program (FY 2001: $400,000)
The agency is engaged in a variety of Human Capital Management efforts One such effort is an
agency-wide cooperative agreement implemented in FY 200 1. To date, seven universities have
signed agreements to provide the agency with interns to work in the fields of engineering; research,
science and technology; vehicle safety, and injury An additional three universities are developing
their internal procedures so that they will be able to begin their participation during the summer of
2001. The program is permitting the agency to build a base of employees for future employment,
thereby addressing a critical succession need. In addition, this finding has allowed for the training
and/or retraining of the agency's current staff in technical areas of traffic safety and technology in
order to maintain a technically capable work force Assessments will be made every six months to
determine the effectiveness of the program.

FY 2002 Budget Request ($407,000)
The FY 2002 budget request a small increase ($7,000) to maintain the program begun in FY 2001.
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REGIONAL OFFICES

FY 2000
Enacted
$815,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$815,000

FY 2002
Reauest
$829,000

Problem Statement:
Adequate operating expenses are necessary for regional office staff to perform their duties.
Current Program (FY 2001: $815,000)
Funding will support operating expenses for the regional offices including printing and
reproduction services, supplies, materials, equipment and utilities. Funding will provide for
computer maintenance costs for the NSC headquarters office and ten regional field offices.
FlY 2002 Budget Request ($829,000)
A small increase will provide the same level of support to the Regional Offices as in FY 2001
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NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
SAFETY PERFORMANCE CONTRACT PROGRAM
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Safety Performance Standards

SAFETY STANDARDS SUPPORT

FY 2000
Enacted
$708,000

-Y 2001
r aacted
$1,i00,000

FY 2002
Reu
$2,000,000

Problem Statement
While significant improvements have been made in vehicle safety, problems still exist. Actions are
needed on-several key Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) to ensure their intended
benefits, to improve their injury saving potential, and to deal with problems in a number of key
areas
Current Program (FY 2001: $1,700,000)
Rulemaking actions make significant contributions to the achievement of the DOT and NHTSA
Safety goals to reduce by 20 percent the number of deaths and injuries on the nation's roads by
the year 2008 to a level of 33,500 deaths and 2,809,000 injuries. Critical issues in crash
avoidance and crashworthiness are being addressed, including upgrades of tire safety and child
restraint systems resulting from provisions of the Transportation Recall Enhancement,
Azcountability, and Documentation (TREAD) Act. In addition, rulemaking actions to harmonize
automotive safety standards in the U.S. with those in other countries contribute to achieving the
DOT and NHTSA strategic goals of Economic Growth and Trade. NHTSA is committed to
carrying cut the New Transatlantic Agenda, including global regulatory uniformity and a
collaborative approach to testing and certification procedures. NHTSA undertakes standards
harmonization to preserve or enhance the safety benefits of the FMVSS to the public. Safety
Standards Support also is critical to enhancing safe Mobility for people with disabilities by
ensuring that adapted vehicles maintain an adequate level of safety
Funding in the Safety Standards Support program is used to conduct tests to determine feasible
solutions to safety problems, to develop test procedures for new and amended FMVSS, to
evaluate consumer costs and manufacturer lead time requirements for prospective changes in
FMVSS, and to support vehicle safety consumer information.
Program Hiehliehts
FY 2001 initiatives includes cost and lead-time work in support of notices ofproposed
rulemaking(NPR) andfinalrulesin the areas of rear crashprotection (seating systems and
head restraints),door locks and retention components, tire pressure monitoring systems, fire
upgrades,child safety seats, andschool bus occupantprotection. Tire testingfor the upgrade to
FMVSS 109for light vehicle tires and test procedure developmentfor upgrades in FMVSS No.
SPS-3
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213, child restraintsystems, support objectives in TREAD. Developmental workfor improved
seat and head restraintstcadards,offset frontalprotection,and school bus occupantprotection
is aimedat significant improvements in childandadult occupant crash protection. The program
is making a vital contribution to the rollover testingprogram, as well as improvementsfor
brakingstandards. A pilot study is being conducted to get more information on the number of
vehicles adaptedfor people with disabilities.
FY 2002 Budget Request ($2,000,000)
As stated in the objectives of the current program, critical issues in crash avoidance and
crashworthiness wi.J continue to be addressed, which includes responding to the TREAD Act,
occupant protection, and harmonization of automotive safety standards.
Funding for FY 2002 will be used to continue work which began in FY 2001 in the following
areas:
Fast Reaction Testing for Tire Standard Upgrade: Updating and improving tire safety
standards, supporting a new standard fr tire pressure monitoring, and promoting information
on the importance of maintaining proper tire pressures are important efforts necessary for
safety in response to TREAD.
Non-crash Data Collection: This information collection allows the agency to quantify the
safety problem associated with the rule for trunk entrapment solutions, and other non-crash
deaths and injuries which may occur from power windows, carbon monoxide, and vehicle
rollaways, for example.
*

Headlighting Performance Demonstration This effort is intended to determine whether
providing consumers with headlighting performance information would help consumers
purchase safer vehicles.
Adapted Vehicle Data Collection: A lack of a census of adaptive vehicle modifications and
equipment installations hampers NHTSA's efforts to determine the size and safety of the
modified vehicle fleet. Data from state rehabilitation offices on adaptive modifications and
controls, and data from hospital emergency rooms (via the Consumer Product Safety
Commission) on injuries including wheelchair secrements and platform lifts are being
sought.
Electronic Braking Systems, Technology Upgrade for Heavy Trucks and Buses: Upgrading
truck braking standard, FMVSS No. 121, to accommodate new technologies being
implemented by brake and truck manufacturers iz necessary to ensure continued safe and
improved braking systems for heavy duty vehicles.

SPS-4
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Passenger Car and Light Truck Vehicles Braking/ABS Performance/Harmonization: Light
duty vehicle brake systems are constantly being upgraded and improved throughout the world,
this effort supports the modemiation and harmonization of FMVSS No. 135, for the United
States.
*

Head Restraints: Testing will continue to be conducted on head restraints to refine the test
procedure for the dynamic compliance option of FMVSS No. 202 to provide better protection
in rear-end crashes.
Frontal Offset Crash Test: By request of Congress, the agency is proposing rulemaking to
support a supplemental crash test known as the frontal offset test This regulation would
harmonize with existing international standards, Funding is required to conduct tests to refine
the additional tests procedures and to answer public comments
Test Dummies: The agency plans to assess the effects of a new dummy manufacturing
process to determine its ability to reduce variability in dummy response. If successful, this
new process will be incorporated into crash test dummy specifications to improve
repeatability.
Child Restraints (Test Seat Assembly): The current seat assembly for testing child seats was
based on characteristics of 1970s model vehicles. In response to TREAD, funding for tls
effort will be used to upgrade the test seat assembly to be more representative of seats in
current vehicle models.
Child Restraints for Side Impact Protection. Funding will be used to evaluate side impact
protection for child seats. Specifically, the agency will conduct testing, develop
countermeasures, and assess the test procedure that is being developed by the International
Standards Organization with the goal of developing a FMVSS No. 213 for testing child seats
in side impact crashes.
Fuel System Integrity: Funding will be used to perform two crash rear impact tests on
vehicles using lower sp-eds than the proposed 50 mph (45 to 48 mph), to determine the
effects of the speed change on fuel leakage/spillage.

Funding for FY 2002 will be used to begin work in the following areas
Accelerated Tire Aging: An important aspect of upgraded tire safety mandated by TREAD is
the consequence on performance of tire environmental and use aging. The standards'
accounting for these deterioration effects will better duplicate rear-world tire performance.
.

Upgraded and Harmonized Motorcycle Brake Standard, FMVSS No. 122. Motorcycle
braking systems have undergone a revolution in performance and technology that has
outpaced the current United States standard. This development will be useful for the United
States as well as potentially serving as a Global Technical Regulation.
SPS-5
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*

Rear Impact Dummy Testing: Testing using a new rear impact dummy equipped with a fully
segmented spine will be assessed foi future incorporation into an upgrade of the head restraint
standard. Use of this dummy will provide more human like injury measurements.
Occupant Protection in School Buses: Funding willtbe used to assess protection of children
riding in school buses using a new generation of restraint systems. Funds will be used
specifically for the development, validation and verification of a reproducible procedure for
testing school bus seating systems that are equipped with a lap and shoulder belt system.
Cost and Lead Time: To meet the requirements of Executive Order 12866 and the
Department of Transportation's regulatory policies and procedures, cost and lead time work
will be conducted to determine the cost effectiveness of proposed changes in the following
areas: tire standard upgrade and school bus occupant protection.

Consumer Information Program :
In response to the provisions of TREAD, develop and deliver vehicle safety information and
materials on tire safety, as well as information on towing and trailering, antilock brakes, and
other vehicle safety issues. The agency will also develop new materials and revise and
upgrade existing publications as necessary.
The agency will continue to develop and implement marketing and outreach strategies for the
dissemination of vehicle safety materials and information.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Safety Performance Standards
FY 2000
Enacted
NEW CAR ASSESSMENT PROGRAM (NCAP) $2,691,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$5,531,000

FY 2002
Ruest
$5,231,000

Problem Statement
The public needs information on how well the new vehicle they are considering for purchase or
lease will protect them in a crash. Testing is needed to cover an adequate percentage of the
vehicle fleet to give consumers the information they need for their vehicle buying decisions.
Current Program (FY 2001: $5,531,000)
By strengthening market incentives for safer cars, the agency supports achievement of the DOT
and NHTSA Safety goals of a 20 percent reduction in traffic fatalities and injuries, to 33,500
deaths and 2,809,000 injuries, by the year 2008. The NCAP program provides market incentives
to the automotive industry to improve the safety of vehicles. Under the DOT Strategic Plan
Customer Service Management Strategy, NHTSA is committed to using customer information
and performance results information to drive service and program improvements, and design
programs and systems that focus on the users A recent survey found that 75 percent of the
respondents believe safety is an important consideration in buying a new vehicle NCAP tests
provide the information needed for consumer information activities Congress has recently called
for NHTSA to broaden the scope of the information it provides to consumers.
Consumer vehicle safety information activities are conducted with funding from the NCAP and
Safety Standards Support progams. Funds are used to develop and disseminate two of the
agency's most popular brochures, BuyingA Safer Car and BuyingA Safer Carfor Child
Passengers Funds are also used to develop more effective warning and other labels. The work
in these areas is aimed at increasing and improving NHTSA's efforts to develop and deliver
relevant motor vehicle safety information to consumers.
In January 2001, the Department announced the first rollover resistance ratings for passenger
vehicles. This announcement completed a rating program that gives consumers a measure of a
vehicle's resistance to rollingover in a single vehicle crash Additional funding in FY 2001
allowed the agency to increase fleet coverage in frontal and side NCAP crash tests. The increase
in the frontal coverage reversed three consecutive years in which the frontal coverage was in the
low 70 percent range.
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Program Highlights
In modelyear 2001, more manufacturers were doing Optional NCAP Tests. In the last few
years, manfacturersincreasingly have advertised a high safety rating in a government crash
test. During fiscal year 1999 and 2000, five manufacturers requested that the agency crash their
vehicle under Optional New Car Assessment Program (NCAP) testing. For 2001, the
manufacturers have requestedpermission to crashfifteen vehicles under Optional PCAP which
are conducted at their expense. NHTSA makes the data of the New Car Assessment Program
(NCAP) available through regular press releases andpress advisories, as the tests are
completed Also, NHTSA published safety information in the Buying a Safer Car brochure and
on the World Wide Web.
Consumer information for FY 2001 activities are asfollows: increasing the quantities of the
annual Buying A Safer Car andBuyingA Safer Car for Child Passengers brochures to meet
public demand4 developing and upgrading other consumer materials, conducting consumer
research to support the issuance of rollover ratings, improving tire labeling requirements, and
revising child safety seat labels. Work was also conducted on developing diversity initiatives
and materials to better reach underserved populations, and leveraging the effect of Federal
spending to increase the marketing and disseminationof consumer information materials by
expandng exisingpartnerships and outreach efforts to new partners and constituents
FY 2002 Budeet Request ($5,231,000)
Testing Program (NCAP)
Frontal and side impact testing of about 99 passenger vehicles will cover about 75 percent of new
vehicles for these most common crash modes. The vehicles will be split almost evenly between
the front and the side. In FY 2002, the static stability factor will be measured for roughly 100
vehicles.
The agency will conduct five frontal NCAP tests with child seats and the 3-year-old dummy in the
rea seat. Five NCAP side tests will be conducted with child seats in the rear seat. For the side
NCAP tests, the agency will use a 3-year-old Hybrid E[I dummy specially designed for the lateral
direction. During FY 2002, the final methodology will go through extensive checking for
feasibility. The agency will publish the final methodology for giving a Child Restraint Safety
Rating in November 2002.
The 1996 National Academy of Sciences report on consumer information on auto safety
concluded that consumers want information on the crash avoidance and crashworthiness aspects
of vehicles Braking is one aspect of crash avoidance performance that we know hold the public's
interest. About half the complaints to NHTSA's Auto Safety Hotline are related to braking
performance. Responding to the same kind of public interest, Japan has established a consumer
program on braking performance.
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The program will run an array of NCAP vehicles through stopping distance tests to assess the
feasibility of a consumer information rating system for braking performance, which has been under
development in FY 1999 and FY 2000.
Consumer Information Program (NCAP)
FY 2002 NCAP funds will be used to continue current programs and activities, while expanding
the scope, reach and effectiveness of materials dissemination, marketing and outreach to
consumers and potential partners. These activities include:
Conducting research to determine how to best develop and present new or changing vehicle
safety information required by rulemakings and/or TREAD, and how to most effectively
disseminate this information. This includes warning labels and owner's manual information.
Developing research-based information for new campaigns and materials on high interest
issues, such as rollover, tire safety, child safety and other emerging issues The research
results will be used to upgrade and improve existing publications, the web-site, and marketing
strategies.
*

Developing and delivering NCAP and other vehicle safety information more effectively
through new and enhanced matehgs such as brochures and pamphlets, mass media
campaigns, and electronic media materials.

*

Printing the necessary quantities of the annual Buying A Safer Car and Buying A Safer Car
for Child Passenge'sand other brochures to meet public demand.

*

Developing diversity initiatives and materials to better reach underserved populations.

*

Increasing the leveraging effect of federal spending to meet the requirements of participation
in existing partnerships and expanding outreach efforts to new partners and constituents in
order to increase the marketing and dissemination of consumer information materials.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Safety Performance Standards

FUEL ECONOMY PROGRAM

FY 2000
Enacted
$0

FY 2001
Enacted
$60,000

FY 2002
Recuest
$60,000

Problem Statement
The Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 requires NHTSA to establish and revise, as
appropriate, fleet average fuel economy standards for passenger car and light truck manufacturers
based on criteria of economic practicability, technological feasibility, the effect of other motor
vehicle standards of the government and the need of the United States to conserve energy.
Current Program (FY 2001: $60,000)
The objective of the Fuel Economy Program is to monitor manufacturer progress in achieving
established passenger automobile and light truck fuel economy standards, to set annual standards
for light trucks, and to amend standards to ensure that maximum, feasible fuel economy is
attained. Accurate, up-to-date information is vital to assist the National Academy of Sciences in
their Congressionally mandated study of CAFE, for analyzing industry capabilities to improve fuel
economy performance, assessing the impacts of other policy proposals on manufacturing facilities,
or for any future CAFE analyses or rulemakings.
Program Highlights
The "plantsand lines" databaseis being integratedwith existing in-house databasesthat are
used to report CAFE program results. Concurrently, this database is being updated to provide
current detailsof automobilemanufacturingplants, such as products, capacities,employment
levels, financialdate; andproduct planninginformation.
FY 2002 Budget Recuest ($60,000)
FY 2002 funding would be used to continue work which began in FY 2001 to integrate the
.plants and lines" database with existing in-house databases used to report CAFE program results,
Funding is also needed to provide contractual support for updating and maintaining the integrated
database. The database will provide pertinent details of automobile manufacturing plants, such as
products, capacities, employment levels, financial data, product planning information and other
data and information pertinent to providing the most accurate, up-to-date fuel economy
information. Accurate, up-to-date information is vital to advise the Administration, to respond to
Congressional inquiries that are likely to are in policy deliberations, and for any future CAFE
analyses or rulemakings. Issues include industry capabilities to improve fuel economy
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performance and the impacts of alternative policy proposals on manufacturers and manufacturing
facilities. Support also will be provided to the Department of Transportation
Climate Change
Center which focuses on the relationship of transportation and environmental
issues.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Safety Performance Standards

THEFT PROGRAM

FY 2000
Enacted
$30,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$50,000

FY 2002
Reoue
$50,000

Problem Statement
Motor vehicle theft remains a persistent problem in American society More than 1 million motor
vehicle thefts occur annually in the United States.
Current Program (FY 2001: $50,000)
The objective of the Theft Prevention Program is to carry out activities mandated by 49 CFR
Chapter 331, including issuing parts-marking requirements for high-theft vehicle lines. As
required by law, the Theft Prevention Program must establish standards aimed at reducing the
number of motor vehicle thefts (including passenger cars, light trucks, and multi-purpose vehicles)
and provide consumers with comprehensive insurance information. The Theft Prevention Program
contributes to the achievement of DOT Strategic Plan Goal 3,Economic Growth and Trade, by
lowering the cost of vehicle ownership and use through improvements in motor vehicle theft
protection and providing useful consumer information.
To support these activities, data collected by the Department of Justice, insurance companies, and
rental and leasing fleets are analyzed by NHTSA in order to determine the risk of theft The funds
appropriated for this program are used for data analysis This permits NH-rSA to issue rules
requiring the designation of likely high-theft vehicles, to calculate annual theft rates of various
motor vehicles, and to issue consolidated information received from certain insurance companies
and rental and leasing companies regarding theft activities, comprehensive insurance rates, and
payments for stolen motor vehicles during each calendar year.
Program Highlights
In FY2001, the agency continued to promulgate actions requiredby the theft pri venion stl.tute
to reduce anddeter motor vehicle theft. The agency exempted three vehicle lines, equipped with
standardanti-theft devicesfrom the parts-markingrequirements. The agencypublished and
announcedavailability of the annual insurerreport on motor vehicle theft (64 FR 50550). The
agency alsopublishedafinalrule listing insurers requiredto file reports with the agency on
their motor vehicle theft experience, the MT 1998final theft data, andafinal notice listing the
high-theft linesfor MY 2001. The agency designatedeight new lines as likely high-theft vehicles
for MY 2001.
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FY 2002 Budget Request ($50,000)
Funding is needed to support data analysis activities. In particular, extensive contract support is
required to carry out the analysis of insurer reports required by law. 49 U.S.C. 33112(h) requires
that the insurance information obtained by the Secretary of Transportation from insurance and
rental/leasing companies shall be periodically compiled and published in a form that will be helpful
to the public, including federal, state, and local police and Congress. The report focuses on an
assessment of information on theft and recovery of motor vehicles (including passenger cars, tight
trucks, and multi-purpose vehicles), comprehensive insurance coverage, and actions taken by
insurers to reduce motor vehicle thefts.
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NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
SAFETY ASSURANCE CONTRACT PROGRAM
(dollars in thousands)

FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002
Cong.

ad

Eacd

Russ

Vehicle Safety Compliance

5,000

6,974

6,974

Safety Defects Investgaton

2,663

7,579

7,940

Hotline 11

1,232

1,232

0

(1,232)

Odometer Fraud

150
9,045

I50
15,935

150
15,064

0
(871)

Total, Safety Assurance

1An FY 2002, the Hotine operating costs are shown under Operatng Expenses whdle the
outreach portion ($361K) is included in the Safety Defects Investigation budget
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1Y 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Safety Assurance

VEHICLE SAFETY COMPLIANCE

FY 2000
Enacted
$5,000,000

FY 2001
Enacted

FY 2002
Reuest

$6,974,000

$6,974,000

Problem Statement
Failure of motor vehicles and items of motor vehicle equipment to comply with Federal safety
standards can lead to traffic-related fatalities, injuries, and property damage.
Current Program (FY 2001: $6,974,000)
The objective of the Vehicle Safety Compliance Program is to ensure that all motor vehicles and
motor vehicle equipment sold in the United States provide the safety benefits intended by Federal
safety regulations. This program supports the Department's strategic goal of reducing
transportation-related deaths, injuries, and property damage, as well as NHTSA's Strategic Plan
mission of saving lives, preventing injuries, and reducing health care costs by removing unsafe
vehicles from the road. The compliance program incorporates the testing, inspection, and
investigation necessary to ensure compliance with the performance requirements of Federal motor
vehicle safety standards. Compliance is determined by testing a representative sample of motor
vehicles and equipment against the requirements of the safety standards, If, after conducting a
detailed investigation, a noncompliance is found to exist, the compliance program seeks a recall
under which the manufacturer of the subject vehicles or equipment must provide a free remedy.
Further, the program supports activities associated with safety recalls and the assessment of civil
penalties. Other activities in the program are directed at enforcing regulations governing the
importation of motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment to ensure compliance with Federal
standards; evaluation of compliance with corporate average fuel economy standards; and
operation of the tire test facility at San Angelo, Texas, under the Uniform Tire Quality Grading
(UTQG) program,
In FY 2001, the agency will continue to conduct its compliance test programs, inspections, and
investigations. The FY 2001 budget includes $5,974,000 to conduct the agency's compliance test
program and to assure that imported vehicles comply with all applicable safety standards. It also
includes approximately $1.0 million to purchase new crash test dummies needed to prepare for
and conduct advanced air bag compliance testing and side impact pole tests. The full-scale crash
testing of new motor vehicles in FY 2001 will include 20 tests for verification of compliance with
the requirements of several frontal occupant protection standards, 20 tests for verification of
compliance with the requirements of the dynamic side impact protection standard, 10 tests for
verification of compliance with the requirements of the dynamic rear fuel system integrity
standard, and 15 tests for verification of compliance with the requirements of the new dynamic
upper interior head protection standard. These tests will assess the impact performance and
SA-3
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occupant crash protection performance of a wide spectrum of vehicles, including all sizes of
passenger cars, vans, pickup trucks, and sport utility vehicles. The agency also will continue to
test new child restraint systems and motorcycle helmets to the requirements of the safety
standards. Compliance testing for new or relatively new standards will continue to be an agency
priority. The FY 2001 funding for tire testing activities under the Uniform Tire Quality Grading
program will provide for the execution of maintenance and interagency agreements to operate and
staff the facility, and traction testing of tires used on vehicles equipped with conventional and
ABS brake systems.
Proram Hiahliehts
Since the inception of the National Traffic andMotor Vehicle Safety Act in September 1966
through December 2000, 3,538 investigationsfor possible noncompliance were initiated of
which 3,501 were completed and closed. During the same period September 1966 through
December 2000, 1,799 safety standardnoncompliance recall campaignswere initiated
involving 24 million vehicles and24.5 million equipment items. Of these, NHTSA influenced
650 recallcampaigns involving 8. 7 million vehicles and 20 million equipment items. Civil
penalties collectedfor manufacture and sale of noncompliant vehicles and equipment totaled
$5.5 million During the periodDecember1985 through December 2000, NHTSA collected
$508 million in corporateaveragefuel economy (CAFE) fines for vehiclesfailing to meet CAFE
standardsestablishedformodel years 1983 through 1999 which are deposited in the Treasury.

FY 2002 Budget Request ($6,974,000)
The FY 2002 Vehicle Safety Compliance Program will continue to assess the compliance of
motor vehicles and equipment with the requirements of Federal motor vehicle safety standards.
Compliance testing for new or relatively new standards will continue to be an agency prority.
Ongoing activities in FY 2002 will include the following:
*

The FY 2002 request includes $6,100,000 to conduct the agency's compliance test program,
$724,000 to prepare and conduct demonstration testing of test procedures for the new
advanced air bag rule, and $150,000 to calibrate, prepare for use, and distribute to testing
contractors the new crash test dummies purchased in FY 2001

*

Conduct the compliance testing, inspection, and investigation necessary to ascertain whether
new motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment comply with the performance requirements
of Federal motor vehicle safety standards.

* The compliance test program plan includes full-scale crash testing of new motor vehicles:
20 tests for verification of compliance with the requirements of frontal occupant crash
protection standards; 20 tests for verification of compliance with dynamic side impact
standards; 10 tests for verification of compliance with the requirements of new upper interior
head protection standards; 20 tests for verification of compliance with dynamic rear and side
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fuel system integrity requirements; and 5 dynamic, side impact pole tests to assess the
performance of new technology for head protection being introduced into new vehicles.
These tests will assess impact performance and ocApant crash protection performance across
a wide spectrum of vehicles, including all sizes of passenger cars, vans, pickup trucks, and
sport utility vehicles.
New test procedures are needed for the new advanced air bag rule. These include assessment
of vehicle occupant protection systems for out-of-position occupants by suppression (not
firing the air bag) and by low risk deployment, and crash testing using the new 5' percentile
female dummy. Other procedures will be prepared concurrently defining how testing
contractors will be required to document the calibration of the new dummies (5th percentile
female, 6-year-old, 3-year-old, and 12-month-old) used in these tests. Demonstration tests of
these test procedures for each dummy type as used in tests of passenger cars, fight trucks, and
sport utility vehicles are also planned.
* Continue to test motor vehicle equipment, with particular emphasis on child restraint systems
and motorcycle helmets, to assure compliance with safety standard requirements.
* Continue to implement the "gray market" program to assure that all vehicles imported into the
United States comply with all applicable safety standards
*

Continue efforts to purchase, assemble, and calibrate a new family of adult and child crash test
dummies for measuring the enhanced dynamic performance requirements for advanced air
bags.
Continue the operation of the tire test facility at San Angelo, Texas, under the UTQG
program, including the execution of maintenance and interagency agreements to operate and
staff the facility, and traction testing of tires used on vehicles equipped with conventional and
ABS brake systems.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Safety Assurance
SAFETY DEFECTS INVESTIGATION

FY 2000
En ed
$2,663,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$7,579,000

FY 2002
Request
$7,940,000

Problem Statement
Motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment that contain safety-related deft ts can lead to
traffic-related fatalities, injuries, and property damage.
Current Program (FY 2001: $7,579,000)
The Defects Investigation Program identifies motor vehicles and items of motor vehicle
equipment that contain safety-related defects and ensures that they are either repaired or removed
from the nation's highways.
The program has several components: (I) Screening - a preliminary review of consumer
complaints and other information related to alleged defects to decide whether to open an
investigation; (2) Petition Analysis - the processing of petitions for defect investigations; (3)
Investigation - the actual investigation of alleged defects including, but not Limited to,
examination of complaint vehicles and equipment, site inspection of vehicle crashes, testing of
vehicles and equipment, and surveys of vehicle owners; and (4) Recall Management - the
monitoring of safety defect and noncompliance recalls to ensure that the scope of each recall is
appropriate and that the remedy and the completion rate are adequate, and the review of
manufacturer service bulletins to ensure that owners are appropriately notified when their vehicles
may experience a safety-related problem.
In calendar year 2000, there were 452 safety defect recall campaigns involving 18.9 million
vehicles and more than 19 million items of motor vehicle equipment and tires Approximately,
15 percent of the recalls for safety-related defects, representing 53 percent of the vehicles, were
influenced by NHTSA defects investigations.
Program Highliehts
A strikingexample of the Office of Defects Investigation (ODI) effectiveness in 2000 is the recall
of approximately4 million infant carrierseats manufacturedby Century Products from January
1991 through July 1997 to replace the handle which can inadvertently unlatch allowing the seat
to rotateforwardand the infant tofall to the ground Other examples include the recall of 14.4
million Firestone tiresfor treadseparationand 1.1 million DaimlerChrysler1996 to 2000 model
year minivansfor degradationof the fuel railsealing o-rings, resultingin fuel leak andpotential
fires. ODI investigations have influenced numerous other recalls in 1999. These include
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960,000 model year 1994 through 2000 cars sold by Mitsubishi and DaimlerChryslerin which
the lower control ann ball joint can fail resulting in a loss of control; 81A 000 model year 1995
through 1997 Ford Explorer and Mountaineer sport utility vehicles for failure of the front
stabilizer bar links which can. esult in vehicle control problems.
FY 2002 Budget Reauct (57,940,000)
The FY 2002 budget request seeks continued funding of all current defects investigation activities
identified above for FY 2002.
Ongoing activities will include:
The screening of over 60,000 consumer reports of safety-related problems with motor
vehicles or motor vehicle equipment, including child safety seats
*

Continued outreach including the promotion of the Auto Safety Hotline to consumers,
organizations, businesses and federal, state and local government agencies to encourage the
reporting of safety-related problems in motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment.
The resolution of petitions requesting that the Office of Defects nvestigation open
investigations into alleged safety problems.
Conducting approximately 100 investigations of allegations of safety-related problems.
Additionally, conducting another 25 to 30 investigations into recalls where the remedy or the
scope of the vehicles included was allegedly inadequate.
Review of all manufacturer service bulletins to ensure that consumers receive appropriate
notification of safety-related problems Approximately 25 to 30 of the service issues are
upgraded to safety recalls as a result of Office of Defect Investigation activity.
Conducting a requirements analysis and beginning to enhance the existing ODI database to
incorporate analytical intelligence, integrate optical image retrievals, and hardware. Included
in the requirements phase of this task will be proposed options to incorporate the new data
early warning requirements of the Transportation Recall Enhancement, Accountability, and
Documentation (TREAD) Act.
Expansion of Internet access to ODI files. Task includes purchase of CD-ROM multi-disk
player, web server, optical server, database software licenses, internet router, and services of a
database manager and web site designer to make this data available to the public.
Analysis of the feasibility of integrating NHTSA's various databases, in order to maximize the
amount of information available to agency personnel to allow them to identify defect trends.
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In FY 2002, we will al!o conduct the following new activities:
Implementation of a data warehouse which will include technological capabilities to satisfy the
early warning requirements of the TREAD Act This builds upon, but goes far beyond, the
original task (in FY 2001) to simply enhance the pre-existing ODI database. The new data
warehouse will allow for the forecasting of potential safety problems for decision-making by
data and text mining to discover emerging safety trends, arming statisticians and analysts with
automated tools to proactively identify potential safety issues and concerns which can, in turn,
be analyzed by automotive engineers/investigators. This will require one-time implementation
costs of $3 to 5 million (this amount will be spread over a three year period, $.5 million of the
FY 2001 funds will be applied to this amount), plus a yearly increase in data management and
PC support costs ($700,000/year) due to the increased input, maintenance, and analysis of
external data resulting from the early warning data requirements of the TREAD Act and the
increased activities to be performed by ODI.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Safety Assurance
FY 2000
Enacted
$1,232,000

AUTO SAFETY HOTLINE*

FY 2001
Enacted
$1,232,000

FY 2002
Reque
$0

*In FY 2002, outreach funding related to recalls is included in the Defects Investigation budget
AlHother costs for the Auto Safety Hotline have been budgeted under Operating Expenses
Problem Statement
The public is eager for information about vital transportation safety issues and needs a mechanism
to alert NHTSA about safety-related problems in their motor vehicles and items of motor vehicle
equipment.
Current Program (FY 2001: $1,232,000)
The Auto Safety Hotline is a critical component of the Department of Transportation's
commitment to the safety of the nation's transportation system. The objectives of the Auto Safety
Hotline are to be the agency's primary contact for the public to receive important information
concerning highway safety and motor vehicle safety/motor vehicle equipment safety, as well as
avenue for consumers to report problems with motor vehicles or motor vehicle equipment that
may warrant a safety defect investigation which may lead to a recall
The Hotline's primary focus is to help reduce deaths on our nation's highway through the
dissemination of important information regarding motor vehicle safety. The Auto Safety Hotline
provides a toll-free, automated telephone service for consumers to request motor vehicle and
highway safety-related information. NHTSA has maintained several partnerships with entities
,who benefit from the Hotline, such as consumer advocate groups, insurance companies, attorneys,
state/local governments, motor vehicle and motor vehicle equipment manufacturers, and others
who depend on the information provided by the Hotline to promote and ensure product safety and
reduce the risk of motor vehicle injuries and deaths. This service also provides a means for the
general public to report safety-related problems with motor vehicles and items of motor vehicle
equipment. This function provides important data used by the agency in its Defects Investigation
Program.
For each of the last four years, the Hotline has received over 700,000 calls related to motor
vehicle safety, including defect and noncompliance investigations, safety recalls, testing, child
seats, air bags, etc. Of these, an average of approximately 23,000 are from individuals who are
experiencing problems with their vehicles, who are concerned about failures similar to their own,
or who are requesting that the agency determine whether a safety recall should be initiated These
calls form the basis for over 70 percent of the agency's defect investigations.
SA-1I
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NHTSA will conduct new outreach efforts to promote the Hotline as its single point of contact in
an attempt to increase the public's awareness of its various safety-related programs (i.e. crash
tests, safety standards, etc.). By ensuring that all consumers have ready access to important
highway safety information, the agency is fulfilling it's goal of providing outstanding, efficient
customer service, In addition, the public will have more ways by which to contact the HotLine. It
will be able to reach the Hotline through e-mail as well as web chat.
The Hotline will continue its function to receive reports of potential defects in order to ensure that
motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment with safety-related defects are promptly remedied.
The Hotline outreach program will include efforts to educate the public about the benefits of
reporting potential defects to the Hotline, thus enhancing the Defects Investigation Program.
FY 2002 Budget Request (SO)
In FY 2002, outreach funding related to recalls isincluded in the Defects Investigation budget
($361,000). All other costs for the Auto Safety Hotline have been budgeted under Operating
Expenses
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Safety Assurance

ODOMETER FRAUD

FY 2000
En
$150,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$150,000

FY 2002
Recues
$150,000

Problem Statement
Odometer tampering continues to be a serious crime and consumer fraud issue. LA1987, NHTSA
determined that this crime bilks American car buyers out of $3.3 to $4.1 billion each year. During
the past three years, we have seen a definite escalation of odometer fraud. New car prices
coupled with the increased demand for late model, low mileage used cars, has made odometer
fraud more profitable than ever. Factoring in this increased demand along with inflation, the
annual damage to consumers could now exceed $10 billion. Strong enforcement of the federal
and state odometer laws, i.e., prosecutions with stiff sentences, appears to be the most effective
deterrent.
Current Program (FY 2001: $150,000)
in addition to conducting investigations of large-scale interstate odometer fraud cases for criminal
prosecution by the U.S. Department of Justice, the Odometer Fraud staff works very closely with
state enforcement agencies, supporting their programs. To support the state programs, the
Odometer Fraud staff uses two types of cooperative agreements:
The first is the training of law enforcement officers which not only provides the states with
highly qualified odometer fraud investigators, but also supplements NHTSA's criminal
enforcement staff. Under agreement, two states will each receive $45,000 to provide an
investigator to the agency's odometer enforcement program. This allows the state
investigators to receive the training necessary to enhance the state's enforcement program. In
addition, supplementing NHTSA's investigative staff with state investigators increases the
number of investigations the agency can conduct. This effort allows NHTSA to devote
additional resources to investigating large-scale, interstate odometer fraud cases that will be
prosecuted by the Department of Justice.
The second type provides states with funds to enhance existing programs. Providing two
state programs with $30,000 each enables them to investigate and prosecute smaller, localized
odometer fraud cases, which the Department of Justice does not normally prosecute. In
addition, the federal odometer law permits the chief law enforcement officers of the states to
file civil actions on behalf of defrauded consumers to assist them in recovering damages.
There is no provision in the law for the federal government to assist consumers in recovering
their losses The states under cooperative agreements provide this assistance to victims.
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Program Hiehlihts
From 1989 through 2000, the agency has awarded$800,000 to the statestc, investigate odometer
fraudand assist consumers in recoveringdamages incurredby odometerfraud These states
completed 718 investigationsand recoveredmore than $1,925,006 in restitutionfor consumers.
'FY
2002 Budget Request ($150,000)
In FY 2002, the agency again plhns to award:
New cooperative agreements to two states to train law enforcement officers in odometer
fraud investigations, ($90,000)
*

New cooperative agreements to two states to enhance their existing odometer fraud
programs. ($60,000)
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NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
HIGHWAY SAFETY CONTRACT PROGRAM
(dollars in thousands)
FY 2002
FY 2000

Enatd
Highwav Safety Proarams
Impaired Driving
Peds/iycle
Motorcycle
Drugs Ddving and Youth
National Occupant Protection
Traffic Law Enforcement
Emergency Medical Services
Records and Licensing
Highway Safety Research
Emerging Traffic Safety Issues
Share the Road
NOPUS
National Driver Register
Total, Highway Safety Programs

9,292
1,058
414
1,138
9,742
2,036
1,425
2,296
7,152
1,000
0
850
1,110
37,513
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FY 2001

n

9,817
1,295
661
1,196
10,953
2,192
2,245
2,591
7,277
1,196
500
600
1,110
41,633

Cong.

Re

e§

9,817
1,295
661
1,196
10,953
2,192
2,245
2,591
7,277
1,196
500
600
1.110
41,633
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Highway Safety Programs
IMPAIRED DRIVING

FY 2000
Enacted
$9,292,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$9,817,000

FY 2002
Recuest
$9,817,000

Problem Statement
Alcohol-related motor vehicle fatalities continue to remain at high levels--15,786 alcohol-related
fatalities in 1999, or 38 percent of all motor vehicle related fatalities. For youth, 35 percent of
motor vehicle fatalities were alcohol-related in 1999
Current Program (FY 2001: $9,817,000)
The major objective of the impaired driving program is to continue progress toward the national
goal to reduce alcohol-related fatalities to 11,000 by the year 2005. Reaching the goal will
require a reduction of almost 5,000 deaths annually. This ambitious, but irmensely critical, goal
cannot be reached through a "business as usual" approach, but rather through innovative new
approaches and technologies and through aggressive outreach with a diverse set of partners.
Strategies identified in the Partnersin Progress:An ImpatredDriying Guidefor Action and the
Presidential Imtiatvefor Making. 08 BA C the NationalLegal Limit will be used as frameworks
for program implementation. A major focus will continue on high-risk drinking drivers through
work at the national, state, and local levels. The five-state alcohol demonstration program, begun
in FY 1999 and enthanced in FY 2001, will be expanded to additional states with high alcoholrelated fatalities, focusing high level attention to best practices and new strategies for reaching the
national goal, as identified in the first five demonstration states. These state demonstrations
combine enhanced enforcement activities with high levels of publicity, using the successful model
developed in Checkpoint Tennessee. The national public education campaign will be on-going,
with two highly publicized enforcement periods (July and December), and general education to
the public through the Ad Council public service announcements.
Current impaired driving program activities include:
Public Information and Education
Continued development and delivery of the new five-year comprehensive campaign You Drink
& Drive. You Lose. to meet the needs of the states and to re-energize and refocus America on
deterring impaired driving. Support includes such efforts as: two highly visible enforcement
periods (July and December), media campaigns with the Ad Council; just-in-time and long
range program planners (including sobriety checkpoint/saturation patrol enforcement
planners), technical program support; new research, community-based How To publications
based on best practices; and access to up-to-date information on the Internet.
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Outreach
* Development of new prevention programs using public information, education, and training
on alcohol and drug issues in partnership with national organizations, employers, diverse
groups, and youth. This initiative establishes cooperative agreements with national
organizations critical to achieving the impaired driving goal; provides competitive innovative
action grant programs to partners to implement impaired driving outreach projects, and
exhibits at over 60 conferences.
* To compliment the state alcohol demonstration projects, mini-grants are being offered to state
affiliates of national organizations to support state-wide enforcement efforts targeting
impaired drivers. The program's design energizes state efforts to keep the impaired driving
issue in the forefront of the public.
Continuation of the "Courage to Live" judicial outreach program targeting middle school
youth.
* Continuation of the National Organizations for Youth Safety (NOYS) youth alcohol program.
Legislation
* Support is being provided to state legislative initiatives identified in the Partnersin Progress:
Guidefor Action, including: Administrative License Revocation; 0. 08 BAC; immobilization
and impoundment; graduated licensing; enhanced penalties for higher BACs; valid drivers
license required for vehicle registration; dram shop laws; sales to minors; and immunity for
hospital BAC reporting, along with the tracking of state legislative actk\ities.
Enforcement and Adjudication
* Development of strong support for the enforcement of impaired driving laws and swift and
severe sanctions for offenders.
* Updating and enhancing training programs for law enforcement, prosecutors, and judges to
transfer new information and technologies.
* Conducting demonstrations of innovative sanctions and supporting peer-to-peer promotion of
checkpoints.
'ontinuation of support for the Drug Evaluation and Classification (DEC) program through
*
expansion to other states and communities and enhance the number of law enforcement
officers trained in Standardized Field Sobriety Testing
* Involvement of prosecutors in community alcohol and drug prevention programs.
* Provide information and training to judges.
* Encouraging the referral of offenders to assessment and treatment.
* Supporting improved data collection and analysis by the criminal justice community.
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Program Highlivhts
An example of the effectiveness of impaired drivingprogramsis evidenced through a grantto
the GeorgiaGovernor's Office of Highway Safety as partof the 5-state alcohol demonstration
program. Georgiahas almost 600 local law enforcement agencies conductingregularsobriety
checkpoints,which represent over 95 percent of their law enforcement agencies committed to the
project. Georgiahas surpassedits intended goalof 540 checkpointsfor the entire campaign by
conductingover 1,600 checkpoints as of December 2000. They have distributedapproximately
145,000 pieces of literature,made over 2,000 arrests,and given over 15,000 traffic-related
citations. Of the arrests made, approximately 1,700 were alcohol or drug-related Yvonne
McBride, Directorof the Governor's Office of Highway Safety, has stated that "this
N-ITSA
grant has enabled us to coordinate most of the state'senforcement agencies in a collaborative
effort to get the drunk drivers off the roadandreach more than 7 million citizens of the state
about the dangersof drunk driving. We expect to see dramaticdeclines in ouryear 2000fatality
numbers thanks to thisprogram."
FY 2002 Budget Reouest ($9,817,000)
The FY 2002 budget request seeks continued funding of many current impaired driving programs
and several new initiatives. Priority activities are as follows:
Initiate analysis of targeted state enforcement efforts to include an evaluation of projects
completed in five states, preliminary results from the second round of five states, and initiation
of public opinion surveys to gauge changes in the perception of arrest risk
in the second round
states.
Initiate action grant programs with national organizations, advocacy groups, and law
enforcement to engage partners in activities to support highly visible enforcement and
prevention activities. Continue outreach grants with national organizations and employers on
impaired driving issues Establish partnerships with non-traditional organizations, especially
those representing the faith community, diverse populations and elected officials, to gain
further support for impaired driving goals.
Develop and pilot test a new, comprehensive youth enforcement strategy that will encompass
detection of speeding offenses, zaro tolerance violations, and seat belt violations. Officers will
be trained to look for a combination of these offenses, which occur so frequently in the young
driving population, to increase deterrence of each offense.
Develop resource trial manuals/bench books focusing on prosecuting and adjudicating the
high BAC offender, including treatment and innovative sanctioning alternatives. Explore the
implementation of special "DWI" courts,
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*

Initiate demonstration programs which address criminal justice processing issues such as
police paperwork, diversion programs, and imposition of sanctioning using impoundment and
new technology.
Continue the national campaign You Drink & Drive. You Lose. to keep the impaired driving
issue in the forefront of public attention.
Conduct a demonstration program with university police departments to address zero
tolerance enforcement among college age offenders, a major high risk group.

*

Implement impaired driving recommendations from the July 2301 National Youth Diversity
Summit.

Programs in each of these areas will include. problem identification; strategic planning;
implementation of strategies and interventions, media messages outreach to national
organizations; and evaluation of programs.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Highway Safety Programs

PEDESTRIAN, BICYCLE
AND PUPIL TRANSPORTATION

FY 2000
Enacted
$ 1,058,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$1,295,000

FY 2002
Reouest
$1,295,000

Problem Statement
Pedestrian and bicycle fatalities constitute about 14 percent of annual traffic fatalities In 1999,
5,656 pedestrians and bicyclists died, and an additional 136,000 were injured in traffic-related
crashes. Alcohol impairment is a factor among victims in these crashes: almost one-third of the
pedestrians killed and more than one-fifth of the bicyclists killed were intoxicated. Although the
number of deaths associated with school bus transportation is small, safe travel for children on
school buses is a priority for the agency.
Current Program (FY 2001: $1,295,000)
The objective of the pedestrian and bicycle safety program is to reduce the number of trafficrelated pedestrian and bicyclist fatalities and injuries by 10 percent by the year 2000, Using 1994
as a baseline, this will result in fatalities reduced from 6,274 to 5,647, and injuries from 150,000
to 135,000.
A combination of public information, legislation, enforcement engineering and outreach strategies
is used to prevent injuries and fatalities associated with pedestrian, bicycle, and school bus crashes
and meet the goals of NHTSA's strategic plan. The agency works closely with other federal
agencies (Federal Highway Administration, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
Maternal and Child Health Bureau, Consumer Product Safety Commission, Department of
Education) and national organizations to ensure that these strategies are included in program
development and are broadly disseminated.
Current pedestrian, bicycle, and pupil transportation program activities include:
Public Information and Education
Development of culturally-sensitive and appropriately-targeted public information and
education materials for bicycle and pedestrian safety designed to reach diverse audiences.
Dissemination of these materials through state and local safety organizations, health and
medical groups, law enforcement groups, traffic engineering and city planning groups,
schools, and employers.
* Continuation of the Hispanic pedestrian program development to prevent impaired pedestrian
injuries and development of bicycle safety materials for use by children.
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*

Continuation of the partnership with the League of American Bicyclists to refine effective
bicycle safety training.
* Distribution of new materials, such as a Spanish-language public service announcements,
Getting to School Sofely community action kit, and Proper Use of Child Safety Restraint
Systems in School Buses brochure.
* Education of children, parents, school administrators and teachers, school bus operators, and
the general driving public about correct pedestrian, bicycle, and school bus safety behaviors
* Continuation of support for materials development, printing, and distribution.
Partnerships and Outreach
* Continued collaboration with the Partnershipfor a Walkable America and the National
Bicycle Safety Network, public-private partnerships committed to pedestrian and bicycle
safety, respectively.
• Engagement of broad-based partnerships to promote Getting to School Safely, Bicycle Safety
Month, National Walk Our Children to School Day, and Safe Routes to School.
In partnership with the National Center for Injury Prevention and Control, development of
implementation strategies for the Child Pedestrian Injury Prevention Action Plan and the
National Bicycle Safety Action Plan, developed as a result of multi-disciplinary meetings,
Continuation of outreach activities with the National Organization for Youth Safety, National
Science Teachers Association, U.S. Conference of Mayors, judges, prosecutors, health and
medical groups, and diverse audiences.
Technical Assistance, Training, and Infrastructure Support
* Development of technical assistance to engage law enforcement in pedestrian safety,
community guidance on Safe Routes to School initiatives, a pedestrian safety "best practices"
guide, and a CD-Rom on pedestrian safety resources.
* Development of bicycle safety training for law enforcement
Development of a bikeability checklist (modeled after the very successful walkability
checklist), a best practices manual for reducing illegal passing of school buses, and a child
safety seats on school buses curriculum module for child passenger safety technicians.
Development of a pedestrian-bicycle-school bus module with information for fire and rescue
personnel to provide in the course of safety presentations they deliver to the general public.
Based on the follow-up of pedestrian road show sites, provide technical assistance to meet
identified needs.
Creation of pedestrian, bicycle, and school bus safety guidelines to provide care givers
guidance on what safety behaviors a child is capable of at different stages of physical and
mental development.
Program Highlights
The pedestrian,bicycle and school bus program materials continue to be some of the most
frequently requested materials by consumers. Within two months, requestsfor the recently
issued brochure "ProperUse of Child Safety Restraintsin School Buses" reached almost
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50,000. "Walk Our Children to SchoolDay, "which began with two sites in 1997, grew to over
170 communities by 1999 and became an internationalevent in 2000.
FY 2002 Budget ReQuest (51,295,000)
The FY 2002 budget request seeks continued funding of current pedestrian, bicycle, and pupil
transportation programs. New initiatives include implementing recommendations from the Child
Pedestrian Injury Prevention Action Plan and the National Plan for Bicycle Safety; developing a
training video on securing child safety seats in school buses to show the various ways one can put
a child restraint in a school bus as well as the various child restraint systems available;
demonstration grants for innovative strategies to involve law enforcement in pedestrian safety;
public information for drivers on sharing the road with pedestrians and bicyclists, conducting a
follow up to the National Youth Diversity Summit; and developing educational materials and
outreach strategies to reach care givers and professionals regarding what safety behaviors a child
is capable of at different stages of physical and mental development. The budget seeks continuing
support for materials development, printing, and distribution, as well as outreach to new and
existing partners.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Highway Safety Programs

MOTOPCYCLE SAFETY

FY 2000
Enacted
S414,00

FY 2001
Enacted
$661,000

FY 2002
Rfle
$661,000

Problem Statement
In 1999, motorcycle fatalities (2,472) constituted about 5.9 percent of annual traffic fatalities, an
8 percent increase over 1998 (2,294) motorcyclist fatalities. New unit sales of on-highway
motorcycles have increased about 33 percent since 1992, and state motorcycle rider training
programs are unable to keep pace with this growth Per vehicle mile traveled, motorcyclists are
about sixteen times as likely as passenger car occupants to die in a motor vehicle traffic crash and
about three times as likely to be injured. Approximately 40 percent of fatally injured motorcycle
operators are impaired by alcohol, and the number of fatally injured operators who are improperly
licensed remains high.
Current Program (FY 2001: $661,000)
The agency's motorcycle safety program initiatives focus on preventing motorcycle crashes by
decreasing the proportion -f alcohol-related motorcyclist injuries and fatalities, increasing the
number of properly license i motorcyclists, supporting rider education training, mitigating injuries
during a crash by promoting il.e use of motorcycle helmets and other protective gear, and
supporting motorcycle helmet laws covering all riders.
Current motorcycle safety program activities include:
Information and Education
* Support for redesign and updating motorcycle rider education curriculum materials with
organizations such as the Motorcycle Safety Foundation.
* Developing and testing a motorist awareness program to emphasize sharing the road with
motorcycles.
* Conducting focus groups with riders and other stakeholders to identify strategies for reducing
impaired riding among motorcyclists.
* Updating public information materials and disseminating these materials through national
motorcycle safety and motorcycle rider organizations.
* Including impaired motorcycling in Drunk and Drugged Driving Prevention Month Activities.
* Promoting Motorcycle Safety Month activities by partnering with national motorcycle safety
organizations.
* Supporting materials development, printing, and distribution.
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Partnerships and Outreach
* Development of implementation strategies for the NationalAgenda for Motorcycle Safety, a
strategic vision developed in partnership with representatives from motorcycling, traffic
safety, and health perspectives.
Expansion of outreach activities and initiation of partnerships with health and medical
professionals, employers, insurance providers, judges and prosecutors, and developing
targeted materials for their use.
Technical Assistance, Training and Infrastructure Support
* Supporting: (a) professional development workshops for state motorcycle safety
administrators; and (b) demonstration grants to identify innovative approaches for reducing
alcohol-impaired riding to enable states to implement more comprehensive programs.
Collaborating with the Crash Outcome Data Evaluation System (CODES) to provide
information on costs associated with motorcycle crashes
Initiating a study to determine the rehabilitation costs associated with motorcycle crashes.
* Developing training for law enforcement officers on the importance of proper lkensing of
motorcyclists to reduce the number of unlicensed or improperly licensed motorcycle operators.
Program Highlights
The NationalAgenda for Motorcycle Safety is a strategicplanningdocument reflecting a shared
vision for the future of motorcycle safety. The Motorcycle Safety Foundationstatedthat it was
proud to partnerwith NHTSA on this important motorcycle safety initiative andpleased to see the
agency reaffirm its commitment to motorcycle safety. (Dccernber8, 2000 press release) Other
traffic safety partnershave remarked that NHTSA should be commendedfor bringingtogether
such a diverse group to work for a common goal of improvedmotorcycle safety. The American
MVotorcyclist Associationstated that the NationalAgendafor Motorcycle safety is "... one of the
most importantmotorcyclist safety initiatives launchedin decades." (February2001, American
MotorcyclistAssociation's Government RelationsDepartment)
FY 2002 Budget test

($661,000)

The FY 2002 budget request seeks continued funding of current initiatives in the motorcycle safety
program. New initiatives will include implementation of selected recommendations in the National
Agenda for Motorcycle Safety, identification of the implications of ITS technology for motorcycle
safety and initiation of an effort to synthesize information on state motorcycle training and
licensing programs. Based on feedback from listening sessions, the agency will also begin
implementation of relevant recommendations from the NationalAgenda for Motorcycle Safety,
and support an implementation group consisting of a wide array of partners (including
motorcycling organizations, manufacturers, health and medical professionals, employers,
engineers) to monitor and track progress, The budget request continues support for materials
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development, printing, and distribution, and development of new partnerships. Work with national
organizations, especially public health groups, to educate their members about motorcycle safety
issues and provide workshops and exhibits at national meetings.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Highway Safety Programs

DRUGS, DRIVING and YOUTH

FY 2000
Enacted
$1,138,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$1,196,000

FY 2002
Reauest
$1,196,000

Problem Statement
Drug use among youth continues at unacceptable levels. From the 2000 Monitoringthe Future
Survey (National Institute on Drug Abuse), the proportion of 8 ' and 10' graders using illicit drugs
in the past month doubled since 1991, and 12th graders use increased by over 70 percent since
1992. Over 50 percent of high school seniors admitted to using an illicit drug in their lifetime and 6
percent admitted to daily marijuana use. In addition, self-reported monthly use of alcohol
increased for high school seniors from 48.6 percent in 1993 to 50.0 percent in 2000. During that
same period, binge drinking increased from 27.5 percent to 30 percent. The Bureau of Census
estimates that the youth population will increase every year for the next ten years, with an increase
of almost 5 percent by the year 2005 over year 2000 levels. In 1999, there were 12.7 million
licensed drivers under age 21.
Current Program (FY 2001: $1,196,000)
The major objective of the PresidentialInitiative on Drugs, Driving and Youth is to reduce drugimpaired driving and drug use among youth. The recommendations from this initiative suggest
improvements be made to the Driving Under the Influence of Drugs (DUID) system--stronger
laws, greater consistency in enforcement, prosecution, adjudication, prevention, education,
publicity, drug testing, and treatment for drug use.
Current drugs, driving, and youth program activities include:
Outreach
NHTSA is collaborating with other federal agencies to deliver a systematic strategy to states
and communities onthe areas outlined in the PresidentialInitiative.
NHTSA continues to support training programs for judges, prosecutors, and law enforcement
officials related to drug-impaired driving,
Technical assistance is being provided to states by a team of trained drug recognition experts
Public Information and Education
* NHTSA is developing and delivering public education materials on the consequences of drugimpaired driving that will resonate with young people, and is developing a communications
strategy to target these materias and messages to high risk groups.
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*
*

Partnerships are being developed with national organizations representing diverse communities
to identify high risk groups within their communities and identify strategies for prevention
New outreach activities are being initiated with employers of young people (e.g. fast food
restaurants) as a strategy for communicating messages about impaired driving

Data Collection
* NHTSA had undertaken a new initiative to improve state data coUection on the incidences of
drug-impaired driving through the development and distribution of software, technical
assistance, and a "how to" for states related to data collection.
Proeran liehliehts
The InternationalAssociation of Chiefs of Police (ACP), through a NHTSA grant, developed
training intended to provide schooladministratorsand nurses with a systematic approach to
recognizing andevaluating individualsin the academicenvironment who are abusing and
impairedby drugs, both legal and illegal,in order to provide early recognition and intervention.
This training,is derivedfrom the national DrugEvaluationand Classification(DEC)Program, a
successful law enforcement procedure used to detect drug and alcoholimpaireddrivers. By
providingtrainingto school officials and health care professionals,it is anticipatedthat drug
usage in schools employing an aggressiveevaluation anddetection programwill drop
significantly. Hundreds of schoolpersonnel, mainly nurses, have received this trainingin
numerousstates, with many more expected in the upcomingyears. Ms. Nancy Brother,a school
nursefrom Valley Central School District,NY has stated: "Why hasn't there been traininglike
this sooner? Foryears I saw things and didn't realize what they meant. This course has allowed
me to provide timely interventionand rapidmedical response when needed There needs to be
advanced trainingin this area. This program has allowedme to meet the needs of the students
more completel,."
FY 2002 Budet Request ($1,196,000)
The FY 2002 budget request seeks continued funding of all current youth, drugs, and driving
programs. This funding will enable NHTSA to maintain technology support for the trained drug
recognition experts and continued training for judges, prosecutors, and law enforcement. A
program will also be maintained involving juvenile court judges in prevention activities at the
community level, as well as the development of educ'-ational materials for diverse communities.
NHTSA will continue to support the collection of state drug-impaired driving data and will
complete a demonstration project using palm pilot technology to collect data. NHTSA will
increase outreach efforts to other parts of the criminal justice system, e.g., court administrators.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Highway Safety Programs

OCCUPANT PROTECTION

FY 2000
Enacted
$9,742,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$10,953,000

FY 2002
Recuest
$10,953,000

Problem Statement
Although the current, national estimated seat belt use rate has risen from 61 percent (1996) to
71 percent (February 2001), 57 percent of passenger car and light truck occupants killed in crashes
in 1999 were not wearing seat belts. Seventeen states, Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia
have primary seat belt laws; they averaged 77 percent seat belt use, while states without primary
laws averaged only 63 percent. This substantial difference shows dramatically the benefits of
primary belt use laws. Non-use and incorrect use of occupant protection devices such as seat
belts, child safety seats, and air bags continue to cause unnecessary death, injury, and cost from
highway crashes.
Current Proam (FY 2001: $10,953,000)
The major objective of the occupant protection program is to continue progress towards the goals
of the PresidentialInitiatte to IncreaseSeat Belt Use Nationwide and its national awareness
campaign, Buckle Up America, (BUA). These goals - 90 percent seat belt use by 2005 and a
25 percent decrease in child fatalities by 2005 from the 1996 base of 653 - cannot be achieved
through a "business as usual" approach It will require innovative new approaches, implementation
of new technologies, and an aggressive outreach effort with new partners. BUA, through law
enforcement mobilizations (May and November) and the TEA-21 Occupant Protection Incentive
and Innovative Grant Programs (Sections 157 and 405), provide the framework for national and
state initiatives to achieve these goals.
Current occupant protection program activities include:
Public Information and Education
* Evaluating, updating and redesigning the Buckle Up America national campaign to meet
current needs, target more specific low/non-use market segments, and re-energize and refocus
the many partners who assist in raising seat belt and child seat use rates in America. Special
emphasis periods include National Child Passenger Safety Week in February and two national
Operation ABC law enforcement mobilizations, conducted in conjunction with the Air Bag &
Seat Belt Safety Campaign and over 10,000 state and local law enforcement agencies
nationwide, in May (during Buckle Up America! Week) and November (during Thanksgiving
week).
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Continuation of social marketing research designed to reach the general public and high risk
populations, such as African Americans, Hispanics, first time owners of air bags equipped
vehicles and part-time seat belt users,
Developing and testing messages and public information products which are then produced,
marketed and disseminated through various delivery channels, including The Advertising
Council, and earned media efforts with the Air Bag & Seat Belt Safety Campaign, states, and
other partners.
Outreach to Partners and Target Populations
* Continuation of cooperative agreements with key national organizations critical to BUA
outreach organizations which can reach the high risk populations we can not reach through a
national strategy.
* Provide competitive innovative action grant programs to states and national organizations to
implement BUA outreach efforts.
Exhibition at more than 60 national conferences
* Convening meetings and conferences to energize and recognize organizations conducting BUA
activities.
* Placing an emphasis on outreach to national organizations representing target audiences
* Providing general information and technical assistance to states, the Air Bag and Seat Belt
Safety Campaign, and other interested groups regarding increasing occupant protection use
and upgrading occupant protection laws (particularly, the enactment of standard or primary
enforcement and eliminating gaps in child passenger safety laws).
Program Development, Training, and Evaluation
* DesigLing and supporting intensive, enforcement-related, and partner-involved programs, and
promotion of these to states through enforcement organizations, the law enforcement liaison
officer program, national organization forums, and regional meetings.
. Provide technical support to the states on occupant protection incentive grant programs, seat
belt use surveys, and child passenger safety training.
* Providing communities with a "best practices" guide on establishing child safety seat fitting
stations through fire stations, hospitals, car dealerships, and other permanent locations
* Completion of community-based booster seat demonstrations in a variety of socioeconomic
and culturally diverse communities and identification of strategies that encourage care-givers to
properly transition children from child safety seats to booster seats.
Provide resources to child passenger safety technicians and the general public to insure that
care-givers have the most accurate information for child passenger protection, including
compatibility of equipment and placement in the vehicle.
Managing media and promotional activities and events, expanding the production of child
passenger safety materials, conducting workshops, and providing technical assistance to states
on educating opinion leaders, effective communication, and coalition building
TCoordinating the delivery of training workshops to state and local affiliates including instructor
staff development.
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Technology Sharing
Facilitation of technology sharing by producing, marketing, and distributing seasonal planners
and other BUA, child passenger safety, and air bag safety materials to the NHTSA regional
offices, State Highway Safety Offices, NHTSA partners, national organizations, and the
general public. All materials are available on, and may be ordered through, the NHTSA
website.
FY 2002 Budget Retuest ($10,953,000)
The FY 2002 budget request focuses on the occupant protection program's three major emphasis
areas of seat belts, child passenger safety including booster seats, and air bags, while continuing to
strive for the national goals of 90 percent seat belt use and reducing child passenger fatalities (04
years) by 25 percent by 2005 Strategies to reach the goals include expanded partnerships, public
education, highly visible enforcement, the passage of effective laws and the implementation of new
technologies.
Seat Belts
* Continue conducting semi-annual Operation ABC mobilizations.
* Implement TEA-21 Section 157 and Section 405 Incentive and Innovative Grants programs to
the states.
* Document and promote "Best Practices" learned from Section 403 Demonstration Programs
and Section 157 and 405 Grant Programs.
Expand partnerships, promotions, and educational materials with diverse organizations and
other high risk and hard to reach populations. Increase the accessibility of safety education,
training and expertise about traffic safety to African Americans and other ethnic minority
populations.
* Target minority audiences, especially African Americans and Hispanics, with national media
campaigns through The Advertising Council, NHTSA's minority media contractors, and
utilization of credible spokespersons.
implement a 5-year communications strategy to make new gains in hard-to-reach segments of
non- and part-time users
* Implement recommendations of the Blue Ribbon Panel to Increase Seat Belt Use Among
African Americans and monitor the progress made. Identify African American experts on
traffic safety.
* Develop and pilot test a comprehensive youth enforcement and education strategy that will
encompass detection of speeding offenses, zero tolerance of alcohol and seat belt violations.
Officers will be trained to look for a combination of these offenses, which occur so frequently
in the young driving population, to increase deterrence of each offense.
* Complete implementation of 20 local community, high visibility Seat Belt Innovative
Demonstration Programs that will support the national Buckle Up America initiative and state
seat belt programs.
* Pilot test messaging that informs rural and pick up truck drivers of the life-saving benefits of
seat belt use. Market and distribute Rural Community Occupant Safety Kit.
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*
*

*

Provide technical assistance and materials support to all DOT Modal Administrations through
the Buckle Up America (BUA) Flagship task force.
Expand efforts to engage employers in programs designed to increase seat belt use. Develop
partnerships and support materials targeting employers and intermediaries.
Implement recommendations from July 2001 National Youth Diversity Summit.
Increase efforts among college-age youth to deter drinking and driving and increase belt use,
using social norm ratings as a measure of impact.

Child Passenger Safety
Continue conducting semi-annual Operation ABC mobilizations.
• Conduct a special education campaign for Child Passenger Safety Week and initiate a national
S-year program to educate care providers and increase booster seat use in America for children
between 40-80 pounds who are too big for child safety seats and too small to safely use seat
belts alone.
• Implement the Blue Ribbon Panel I - Protecting our Older Child Passengers
recommendations.
Develop culturally appropriate educational material on the proper use of child safety seats.
* Expand and improve the automobile/child safety seat ease of use database for consumers.
• Expand the child passenger safety program to include teens and young adults (ages 15 - 24).
Expand the Coraz6nde mi vida Hispanic child passenger safety program to include teens.
Implement a full education and awareness program to educate the public on the new Lower
Anchors and Tethers for Children (LATCH) system.
* Expand the network of public and private sector child safety seat fitting stations across the
United States.
• Expand the number of bi-lingual (Spanish) and bi-cultural certified Child Passenger Safety
Technicians.
• Document and promote "best practices" learned from Section 403 Demonstration and Sections
405 and 2003(b) Grant Programs
* Continue to engage hospitals and healthcare professionals in a variety of Child Passenger
Safety activities, using local hospitals as the focus for these activities
Air Bags
Expand public information and education efforts to promote awareness of existing air bag
issues and emerging air bag technologies.
Re-educate the public on dangers associated with the interaction between air bags and front
seat occupants including, short stature individuals, pregnant women, infants, and small
children.
Educate used car buyers on air bag safety issues.
* Educate the public on second generation or "smart" air bag technology.
* Explore and develop countermeasures for issues related to side and rear seat air bags.
* Undertake a national initiative to expand the inventory of culturally competent messages and
materials for diverse audiences through diverse media outlets and national organizations
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*

Continue research initiatives focused at high risk audiences (e g. young adults and part time
users) and legislative evaluations (primary belt laws and child passenger safety laws)
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Highway Safety Programs

TRAFFIC LAW ENFORCEMENT

FY 2000
Enacted
$ 2,036,000

FY 2001
Enacted
52,192,000

FY 2002
Reaues
$2,192,000

Problem Statement
In 1999, an estimated 6,279,000 crashes were reported to law enforcement agencies, with 41,611
people killed, and 3,236,000 people injured. Failure to use seat belts and child passenger safety
devices, aggressive driving, speeding, impaired driving, and other unsafe driving acts contributed
to these crashes, deaths, and injuries.
Current Program (FY 2001: $2,192,000)
Efforts to reduce impaired driving, speeding, aggressive driving and other unsafe driving acts and
to increase seat belt and child safety seat use are primarily the responsibility of law enforcement
agencies. However, increased demands on law enforcement for non-traffic activities have caused a
decreased emphasis on traffic enforcement activities. The objective of the Traffic Law
Enforcement (TLE) program is to continue working with state, local, and federal agencies,
emphasizing the importance of integrating traffic enforcement into overall enforcement programs
The framework for this program is contained in the Traffic Safety in the New Millennium: Law
Enforcement Strategiesreport, a plan developed in partnership with law enforcement leaders
nationwide.
Another objective of the TLE program is to progress toward the national goal of reducing
speed-related fatalities (by the year 2000) to 12,368, a 5 percent reduction from the base year 1996
speed-related fatalities of 13,036, If the trend continues, this goal will be met, since speed-related
fatalities for 1999 were at 12,384.
The problem of racial profiling in traffic stops is a challenge to traditional traffic law enforcement.
Differential enforcement of traffic laws, based on race, is unacceptable and must be eliminated
The TLE program engages its state and local law enforcement partners through their leadership
organizations to ensure that these strategies are promoted. The three point strategy of this
initiative is
*

To law enforcement - an understanding that traffic law enforcement is critical to saving lives
and reducing injuries on the nation's roadways, but that racial profiling must never be a basis
for making a traffic stop.
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*

To communities of color - an understanding of the need for effective traffic law enforcement
and of the risks faced in everyone's daily lives from traffic crashes

*

To both law enforcement and the communities they serve - establishment of a level of trust and
understanding of mutual concerns.

Current traffic law enforcement program activities include.
Enforcement Demonstrations
* Demonstrate and evaluate a long-term speed management program, based on guidelines
developed by the Transportation Research Board report, ManagingSpeed: Review of Current
Practicefor Settingand EnforcingSpeedLimits, jointly with FHWA and the National Center
for Injury Prevention and Control (NCIPC). Three communities are targeted for speed
demonstration projects in FY 2001, with additional ones scheduled for FY 2002
Training and Technical Assistance
* Develop, review, and update traffic law enforcement training, e.g speed measurement devices,
occupant protection strategies, and impaired driving enforcement
Implement additional training courses in speed and aggressive driving enforcement.
* Train officers in emergency pursuits and the provision of policy and guidance in managing
pursuits, as instructed in TEA-21.
Technology Transfer
* Maintenance of program support for the speed measuring device testing program
* Develop performance standards for photo speed measuring devices.
Produce a consumer product list for speed measuring devices, and upgrade laboratories to test
equipment.
• Develop a resource guide for law enforcement managers, explaining use and availability of new
technologies for traffic enforcement.
Continuation of collaborative efforts with the Department of Justice (DOJ) and other federal
agencies in developing training, policy, and procedures addressing racial profiling.
National Organizations
* Continuation of codlaborative efforts with major, national law enforcement organizations
including the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP), the National Sheriffs'
Association (NSA), National Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives (NOBLE),
Operation C.A R.E., Association of Professional Law Enforcement Emergency Vehicle
Response Trainers (ALERT), and the International Association of State Directors of Law
Enforcement Standards and Training (IADLEST).
" New partnerships include the Hispanic American Police Command Officers Association
(HAPCOA), the Indian Law Enforc,!ment Section of the IACP, and the Native American
Committee of the NSA.
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Public Information and Education (PI&E)
* Continue producing law enforcement training program materials, effective PI&E programs,
and materials for law enforcement, the public, and diverse groups.
* Develop appropriate PI&E materials for aggressive driving speeding, and impaired driving
Program Highlights
Earl M. Sweeney, Director,NH Police Standardsand Training Council and Chair of the IACP
Highway Safety Committee - "We live in uncertaintimes. While we may expect technology to
help solve enforcement problems, throughout out it all-the business of traffic safety isfirst and
foremost, a 'people business."
FY 2002 Budget Reouest (52,192,000)
The FY 2002 budget request seeks continued funding of current traffic law enforcement projects
* ±mpleawnt recommendations identified by the Traffic Safety in the NextMillennium: Law
EnforcementStrc'tegies Implementation Guide, including continuation of the workshops.
* Continue two-yea speed-setting and management demonstration projects with FHWA.
Expand regional scininars with ALERT in pursuit instructor training to six new locations.
Increase partnerships to national enforcement organizations. particularly with diverse
memberships.
Develop a police pursuit training and resource program for law enforcement use nationwide.
* Convene a traffic law enforcement technology seminar and a resource guide to promote new
technologies.
* Collaborate with federal, state and local partners to address the issue of racial profiling
• Continue efforts to expand involvement by law enforcement agencies in safety belt and
impaired driving enforcement mobilizations.
* Expand training, from FY 2001, to assist law enforcement administrators, prosecutors and
judges in developing a broader, general emphasis program on traffic enforcement.
Increase development of resources.used by state level Law Enforcement Liaisons to advance
traffic safety programs within local law enforcement agencies.
New initiatives include:
* Partner with NOBLE to promote traffic safety within diverse communities, Demonstration
projects are proposed to include enforcement training, community policing and diversity
forums, and community outreach, plus measures to prevent racial profiling at traffic stops.
Develop a law enforcement resource manual of innovative traffic enforcement technologies.
* Provide enforcement resources for a youthful high risk driver demonstration project.
* Partner with ALERT to assist states' establishment of effective and defensible standards for
employment and training of law enforcement officers in emergency vehicle operations.
* Partner with the Community Policing Consortium to implement Community Oriented Policing
(COPS) training that includes traffic safety initiatives.
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*

*

*

•

Respond to racial profiling concerns by continuing work with DOJ and other law enforcement
organizations (IACP, NSA, NOBLE, HAPCOA, Police Executive Research Forum (PERF)
and the Police Foundation), to systemically raise the issue within the profession - institute
policies eliminating racial profiling, explain supervisor responsibilities, examine disciplinary
practices, identify and expand opportunities for proactive and fair, even-handed traffic safety
outreach to an ethnically and culturally diverse community.
Partner with HAPCOA to expand demonstration sites that showcase cooperation between the
Hispanic community and traffic safety and criminal justice agencies and to act as
spokespersons/leaders for Hispanic American police command officers.
Engage judges, prosecutors, court administrators, etc., in continuing efforts to: 1) train
criminal justice colleagues on strategies and techniques to improve the general deterrence
effort; and 2) educate the public about traffic safety.
Implement recommendations from IACP Summit Improving Safety in Indian Country held in
February 2001.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Highway Safety Programs

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

FY 2000
Enacted
$1,425,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$2,245,000

FY 2002
Reuest
$2,245,000

Problem Statement
A comprehensive approach to motor vehicle injury control includes attention to pre-crash, crash,
and post-crash factors- The key to post-crash injury control is ensuring rapid response by qualified
emergency medical personnel. Emergency medical services (EMS) are provided by a diverse range
of professionals. There is no single group or organization which has the potential to bring the
range of EMS providers together to plan or implement consolidated and coordinated syste, n
upgrades. NHTSA's challenge is to provide leadership to the EMS professional community,
uniting provider grour 3, creating consensus commitment to system upgrades, and supporting these
change efforts through t,.- development of practice guidelines and technical resources.
Current Progrgm (FY 2001: $2,245,000)
The mission of the NHTSA EMS program is to save lives, prevent injuries, and reduce trafficrelated health care costs. The approach of the EMS program is to promote the development of
comprehensive, local, emergency medical service systems to care for the motor vehicle crash
victims. Since EMS systems provide comprehensive care, improving the capability of EMS
systems to respond to motor vehicle crashes also enhances care for victims of illness and other
types of injuries. The EMS program focuses on the needs expressed by EMS professionals in the
EMS Agendafor the FutureImplementation Guide. Recommendations from the Implementation
Guide and related consensus documents, such as the EMS EducationAgendafor the Future, are
used as a framework for program plans.
Current emergency medical services program activities include:
EMS Leadership
* A consensus vision for the future of trauma systems is being completed and a National EMS
Research Agenda will be finalized.
Injury Prevention and Control
* The national training program for bystander care, FirstThere-FirstCare, is being
supplemented by materials specifically targeted at motorcyclists and addressing issues unique
to motorcycle crashes such as the care needed by emergency responders personnel when
involved with crash victim helmet removal.
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A series of national EMS and public health roundtables are being completed, resulting in
guidance for involving EMS personnel in public health initiatives including injury prevention
and surveillance.
A group of national injury prevention experts is being convened to identify approaches to
strengthen the role of EMS in community injury prevention efforts.
Outreach to national EMS groups continues to secure additional EMS participation in priority
traffic safety initiatives, such as Buckle Up America, Partners in Progress, and CIREN (Crash
Injury Research and Engineering Network)
National Standard Curricula
* The first steps are being taken to implement the new consensus vision for EMS education, The
EMS EducationAgendafor the Future.
* An interdisciplinary group is being convened to develop a national EMS Core Content, the
foundation of the new education system,
* Consensus guidelines are being completed for accreditation of national EMS education
programs.
* Refresher and transition curricula are being finalized for the EMT-Paramedic and Intermediate
programs.
Guidelines are being disseminated for management of patients with severe head injuries.
EMS System Component Support
* Technical support is being provided to the National Association of State EMS Directors to
assist in improving state and local EMS communications capabilities.
EMS Information, Technologies and Dissemination
* A research program concerning EMS Outcomes is being completed
* A national meeting is being convened to align EMS performance measurement efforts and to
identify remaining gaps in understanding of EMS performance.
* A state demonstration program is continuing to develop strategies for implementing wireless
E94-1.
Work continues with the DOT Joint Program Office on the development of a targeted public
safety component with the Intelligent Transportation System prograProgram Hiehliphts
The effectiveness of the NHTSA EAS program was confirmedhy the awardpresented to the
NHTSA EMS Division Chiefduring the 2000 NationalEMS Week by the American College of
Emergency Physicians (ACEP). The award,presentedat NHTSA 's EVS LeadershipConkrer.. r
was directed to the NationalHighway Traffic Safety AdministrationF_4S Divisionfor SrgnfiCz-r
Contributionsto Helping EMS ProvidersSave Lives.
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FY 2002 Budget Reoucat ($2,245,000)
The 2002 EMS program budget request seeks continued funding of all current EMS programs. In
addition to our ongoing activities, NHTSA wil:

*
*
*

*
*
*

Conduct a national EMS diversity conference to ltghlight successful strategies for increasing
the diversity of the national EMS workforce and improving community relations.
Complete a statewide demonstration project to model strategies for implementing wireless E91-1.
Implement a revised injury prevention curriculum for EMS providers and initiate a national
roundtable series on the integration of EMS and public health
Create a national bystander care training network
Expand outreach and develop and disseminate new materials to increase the involvement of
EMS groups in delivering community traffic safety messages through the Safe Communities
networks.
Develop a consensus National Core Content as the basis of future EMS education standards.
Revise the EMS Blueprint to provide state-to-state consistency in EMS job descriptions
Create a consensus vision for the future of EMS continuing education.
Develop a training program to prepare emergency dispatchers to adopt wireless E9- I - 1.
Will continue outreach efforts for the CIREN program with trauma surgeons, emergency
physicians and nurses, firefighters and police for the purpose of improving the quality of data
collection and increasing the use of CIREN data and information.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Highway Safety Programs

TRAFFIC RECORDS, DRIVER
LICENSING & DRIVER EDUCATION

FY 2000
Enacted
$2,296,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$2,591,000

FY 2002
Reuest
$2,591,000

Problem Statement
State traffic records data systems capture information that is vital in identifying traffic safety
problems and in monitoring the effectiveness of implemented traffic safety countermeasures Data
from state safety records systems benefit traffic safety activities at the local, state and national
levels of government and are essential for conducting research in traffic safety. Data from these
systems is essential for the continued operation ofthe national data systems including the Fatality
Analysis Reporting System (FARS), the General Estimates System (GES), and the
Crashworthiness Data System (CDS) Over the last decade, data from state traffic record systems
have frequently not been timely, accurate, complete, or accessible Requests from states for
federal assistance to address these problems continue to increase. A combined state and federal
effort is necessary to address and correct state traffic record system deficiencies
As for driver education and licensing programs for young novice drivers, teenagers are clearly
over-involved in fatal traffic crashes. They represent 7 percent of the driving population, but in
1999 accounted for 14 percent of total crashes and 20 percent of total fatal crashes More than
58,000 teenage drivers and passengers have died in car crashes over the past ten years. In 1999,
almost 5,000 teen drivers and passengers were killed, and more than 600,000 were injured in car
crashes. Inexperienced drivers are particularly at risk as 16-year-old drivers are twice as likely to
be involved in a crash than a 17-year-old, three times as likely as an 18-year-old, and five times as
likely as a 20-year-old. Teenagers are also among the least likely to buckle up, a measure that
could significantly reduce death and injury in this age group.
Current Program (FY 2001: $2,591,000)
The Traffic Records program, through leadership, guidance, and technical assistance seeks to
improve the timeliness and quality of state traffic safety data. The Traffic Records program
manages the following activities:
Assessments. Conduct, in cooperation with the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
(FMCSA) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), state traffic records assessments.
Assessments provide critical information to states on the strengths and weaknesses of their
safety data systems and how they can improve their systems. Only when a state understands
their traffic safety data system strengths and weaknesses can the state implement measures to
improve the timeliness, accuracy, completeness and accessibility of their data Thirty-eight
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assessments have been completed. Funding in FY 2002 will allow for the completion of three
more traffic records assessments.
Information. Provide a catalog of state crash report forms that is available in hard copy, on
CD or via the Internet. Complete development of a protocol for accessing Internet information
on population parameters, such as by state, the number of licensed drivers, the number of
registered vehides, the number of vehicle miles traveled, etc. Such data are- referred to as
normalizing data Population-based or normalizing data are needed to determine whether a
given population's crash involvement is greater or less than expected compared-with other
populations (e.g., young driver crash involvement compared with older driver, male crash
involvement versus females, etc.). Knowing this information makes it possible to formulate
and direct traffic safety countermeasures to where they will most likely have the greatest
impact, e.g., Graduated Drivers Licensing (GDL) programs.
Conferences. Cosponsor and coordinate the International Traffic Records Forum with
FMCSA, FHWA and the National Safety Council Cosponsor and coordinate with NHTSA
Regional Offices regional traffic safety data conferences. The Forum and the conferences hold
workshop and training sessions that provide a variety of educational and learning opportunities
for participants. The Forum and conferences also stimulate and encourage the exchange of
information that is critical to building efficient and effective state traffic safety data systems
Without the opportunity to exchange information and experiences, it is difficult for the states to
benefit and learn from the successes and failures of other states that have moved to improve
their own traffic safety data systems. Forum and conference participants include representatives
from all levels of government, law enforcement, EMS, traffic engineering, the courts and
prosecutors, driver licensing, vehicle registration and traffic safety researchers.
Training. Develop and conduct safety data analysis courses for traffic safety managers and
data analysts. Develop and conduct traffic safety data marketing courses. For state traffic
records systems to improve data timeliness and quality, it is necessary that traffic safety data
managers and analysts learn and understand how to effectively use traffic safety data. The
problem identification and program evaluation processes frequently intimidate program
-managers. Data analysts often fadito use the most powerful and efficient methods in analyzing
traffic safety problems. The training courses will address these needs. The traffic safety data
systems marketing course will be designed to convince executive level managers of the critical
value of traffic safety data. It is believed that the marketing course will persuade them to
comnit to a level of resources that insures a viable, functioning system that can provide timely,
accurate and complete data.
Standards. Implement the electronic collection of crash data using the Model Minimum
Uniform Crash Criteria (MMUCC). Successful implementation and testing of the electronic
collection of MMUCC crash data will be major steps toward getting states who are considering
using electronic data collection methods to adopt the MMUCC standard data elements.
Successful completion of the test phase of the electronic data collection of MMUCC offers two
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major advantages to the states. First, the data collection software is in the public domain.
Consequently, any state can adopt and use the software without charge. If the test phase is
successful, the requirement for a state to engage in further expense for software testing will be
minimal. Second, the MMUCC variable coding instructions and variable value assignmer' 3
will be tested during the implementation of electronic data collection. A state is obviously flee
to modify and change any instructions or variable values it chooses. However, most will likely
take advantage of the coding instructions and variables values that have already been tested.
Technology. In conjunction with FMCSA, increase the number of technology grants to states
to develop electronic systems for online exchange of traffic citation/driver history information
between law enforcement, the courts, and driver licensing records systems. Support the
expanded use of innovative technologies used to collect, manage, exchange and analyze traffic
safety data.
Research shows that a GDL system in States can be effective in reducing youth crash involvement.
Driver Licensing and Education efforts fall into two categories:
* Information. Continue the expansion of efforts to provide materials and research and
evaluation data to states and safety organizations to assist in the enactment, implementation
and enhancement of GDL programs
Technical Assistance. Expand efforts to assist states in assessing the administrative and crash
reduction impact of their GDL programs. As each state operates somewhat differently,
continuing assessment of various recommended components of a model GDL system is
important. In addition, efforts will continue to assist those states that are improving theLr
overall driver licensing systems. For driver education, research efforts will attempt to better
understand factors involved in young novice driver risk-taking behavior, and to assist in the
development of appropriate training materials and procedures to reduce risk-caking and
improve safety decision making for these drivers. Efforts also will continue to assist those
states that are improving their state driver education curricula.
Program Highlights
The increasednumber of requests by statesfor assistance in implementing improvements to Stare
Traffic Safety Data Systems, and the increasednumber of local, state, media and private
organizationrequestsfor information about graduateddriver licensing (GDL) systems, are
indicationsof the importanceof the Traffic Records and DriverEducationprogram. At the
request of states, at least three traffic records assessments will be completed in calendar)ar
2001. We expect to respondto more than 150 requestsfor GDL information by local andstate
governments, media, andprivate organizationsin caletdaryear 2001.
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FY 2002 Budget Request (52,591,000)
The FY 2002 budget request seeks continued funding for ongoing assessments, information
sharing, conferences, training, MMUCC standards implementation, technology reviews, and
technical assistance. Funding will provide for the support of state and local activities for the
acquisition and analysis of traffic safety data that is necessary to effectively manage traffic safety
activities such as alcohol, safety belt, and GDL programs. Funding will also provide for continued
support of state GDL programs. These programs have been an extremely effective means to
reduce the fatal and injury crash involvement of young novice drivers. For example, recent GDL
evaluations have shown the following crash reductions for young novice drivers: a 9 percent
reduction in Florida, a 26 percent reduction in North Carolina, and a 27 percent reduction in
Michigan.
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FY2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Highway Safety Programs

HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH

FY 2000
Enacted
$7,152,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$7,277,000

FY 2002
R~ues
$7,277,000

Problem Statement
Alcohol and drugged driving, lack of use of occupant restraints, speeding, aggressive and other
unsafe driving behaviors, fatigue and inattention, older drivers, pedestrians, bicyclists and
motorcyclists all contribute significantly to the death, injury, and property damage costs resulting
from crashes on our highways Conversely, improvements in emergency medical services could
substantially reduce the deaths and disabling injuries resulting from these crashes.
Current Program (FY2001: $7,277,000)
NHTSA's highway safety behavioral research program determines the causes of crashes, identifies
target populations, measures perceptions and awareness levels, develops and tests
countermeasures, and evaluates the effectiveness of in-place programs that will reduce traffic
deaths, injuries, and associated monetary costs. This research program provides the scientific basis
for NHTSA's national leadership in highway safety.
Special emphasis is placed on supporting programs to achieve the Department's goal of reducing
alcohol-related traffic fatalities to no more than 11,000 by the year 2005 and increasing safety belt
usage to 90 percent or more by 2005, as well as special initiatives in child passenger safety,
pedestrian and bicyclist safety, and elderly driver safety and mobility.
FY 2001 research and evaluation will accomplish the following:
impaired Driving Research. Develop methods to better identify impaired drivers, keep
repeat offenders from drinking and driving; improve the enforcement process; monitor public
attitudes and perceptions, and evaluate key legislation and sanctions.
Occupant Protection. Test and evaluate promising technologies to increase seat belt usage
(sensors, warnings, data recorders); continue to evaluate the Buckle-Up America program;
record patterns of belt use in a sample of drivers over a one year period; determine child safety
seat mis-use; and test strategies to increase correct child restraint use.
Older Driver. Develop and implement a national agenda designed to address the safe mobility
needs of our aging population; continue evaluation of a number of assessment tools; exasrdne
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potential intervention points (licensing, self regulation, family and friends, medical community,
social services); and better determine the problems faced by older drivers.
*

Speed and Aggressive Driving. Determine the effectiveness of enforcement programs to
reduce aggressive driving, initiate an evaluation of anger management courses; complete an
observational study of aggressive driving under various conditions; and complete installation of
speed recorders in a study of speeding behavior and its relation to crash involvement.

*

Pedestrian, Bicycles, and Motorcycle Research. Develop and test programs to reduce
speed-related pedestrian crashes; initiate research on new technology to automatically detect
and record drivers who illegally pass stopped school buses; develop a methodology for
conducting research on motorcycle operator impairment and determining crash risk; and
complete an evaluation of the impact of motorcycle helmet repeal laws.

*

Emergency Medical Services. Complete a study to determine accuracy, reliability, and
completeness of pre-hospital data elements for crash victims (outcomes) and assess the needs
for Emergency Medical Technician continuing education to improve patient care.

*

Fatigue and Drowsy Driving. Develop and evaluate new programs for specific target
populations (e.g, military and college students)

Program Highlights
Several studies released this past year provided persuasive evidence of the merits of reducing the
legal BA C limit to.08. These studies included an evaluation of the Illinois . 08 law (showing 13.7
percent fewer fatal crashes with positive BACs), an updated determination of the relative risk of
crash involvement at various BACs (the risk of crash involvement at BACs between .08 and. 10 is
between 11 and 52 times greaterthan at zero BAC), a literature review on the effects of alcohol
at BACs of.08 and lower (showing significant impairment on all driving-related skills at BACs
below .08), and a laboratory study of the impairment due to alcohol at low BACs (showing
significant impairment on all measures for virtually everyone).
Highway safety behavioral research has demonstrated that an intense selective traffic
enforcement program (sTEP) can significantly increase seat belt use to high levels. The Elmira,
NY programinvolved a period of publicity about seat belt use, followed by a briefwave of hard
publicity about an upcoming intensified enforcement effort, followed by intensive enforcement
and continued publicity. As a result of this program, seat belt use increasedfrom 63 percent to
90percent. This program model is now being used to encourage otherjurisdictions to adopt this
approach.
One study provided detailed information on the reasons why parents transfer their children from
child restraints to seat belts before the belts properly fit the child which can lead to significant
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injury. The studyfound thatfactors beyond a lack of knowledge by the public needed to be
addressed and offeredpotentialapproachesfor addressingthe problem.
In states that have adopted universal motorcycle helmet laws that cover all riders, helmet usage is
in the high 90s. In 1997, Texas andArkansas repealedtheir universal motorcycle helmet laws
and helmet use quickly decreasedfrom 97percentin both states to 66percent in Texas and 52
percent in Arkansas. Fatalitiesdid not change immediately, but by the end of the nextfull year,
operatorfatalities hadincreasedby 21 96 in Arkansas and by 31% in Texas. Helmet use among
injured motorcyclists in both states topped by about 25 percentagepoints in the first 4 or 5
months and then dechned more in the next year. Helmet use among yoy injuredriders(still
requiredto wear helmets in Texas) dropped by about l percentagepoints.
FY 2002 Budget Reuest (S7,277,000)
The FY 2002 budget request seeks continued funding of all current research and evaluation
programs and once again requests funds for research in fatigue and inattention. FY 2002 research
and evaluation will accomplish the following:
Impaired Driving. Determine the percentage of repeat DWI offenders in fatal crashes,
continue to streamline the DWI arrest process; evaluate key legislation and anti-DWI programs
for the college population, and evaluate the effects of various drugs on driving tasks using the
National Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS)
Occupant Protection. Identify the highway safety needs of black communities and develop
strategies to increase belt use; continue to monitor public attitudes and evaluate public
awareness and perceptions of Buckle Up America; continue analyses of belt use patterns frorl
direct recording data
Older Driver. Examine medical conditions in relationship to crashes; develop and evaluate
rehabilitation options, develop strategies to improve safe mobility for uldei women, promote
evaluation of promising strategies to increase safe mobility identified in the national agenda
Speed and Aggressive Driving. Continue with on-board recorder measurement of speed and
other unsafe driving actions, conduct an observational study of aggressive driving; examine the
effects of congestion and other factors on aggressive driving.
Pedestrians, Bicycles, Motorcycles. Complete the large city pedestrian demonstration studs
develop and field test countermeasures (e.g., complete study of new school bus technology)
continue the motorcycle crash risk study; evaluate methods to reduce speeding in
neighborhoods, and continue an evaluation of the repeal of the universal motorcycle helmet
laws in Kentucky and Louisiana
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Emergency Medical Services. Continue an evaluation of EMT education to ensure the
quality and efficiency of patient care; determine the effectiveness of various types ,cEMS
systems, using outcome measures developed in an earlier EMS project; continue studies of
rural vehicular trauma and of video based teleconferencing for EMT support by trauma
surgeons.
Driver Fatigue and Inattention. Develop and test short-term countermeasures for drowsy
driving (to keep drivers alert until they can safely stop). Determine how distracting it is
conversing with passenger versus non-passengers by cell phone.
Evaluation and Technology. Determine changes in differential enforcement practices;
evaluate the effectiveness of paid media and new point sanctions for traffic violators; complete
assessments of technology applications for traffic safety, continue evaluation of TEA-21
programs; evaluation of states that have received 157 grant funds, and continued evaluation cf
states efforts that upgrade to standard seat belt enforcement laws
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FY 2002 CONGRESIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Si fety Administration
Highway Safety programs
Fx 2000

Eeouca

NEW/EMERGING/TEA-21 ISSUES

$1,003,000

FY 2001
Enac
$1,196,000

FY 2002
Request
$1,196,000

Problem Statement
Fatigue, aggression and driver distraction are adverse d "lingbehaviors that have been identified in
recently completed research as significant causative fact )rs in traffic crashes that result in death
and injury. There is particular concern that distraction r sks are increasing as new electronic
devices are brought into vehicles. In addition, older drih ers are currently the fastest growing group
of drivers, and demographic projections indicate this trend will continue in the coming decades
The age 65 plus population is expected to increase by over 50 percent by 2020. It is known that
there will be more older drivers, they will be driving longer distances each year than did their
predecessors, and they will drive into older ages than ever before. This increasingly large driver
group needs information about how their driving skills chasige with age and potential alternatives
to driving.
The new research findings have documented a clear need for targeted educational programs for
each driving problem.
Current Program (FY2001: $1,196,000)

This program is a public education initiative to address emerging traffic safety issues, including
older drivers, aggressive driving, fatigue and driver distraction. This initiative provides resources

to apply findings from NHTSA's recently completed research on emerging risks to create
information programs for the public.
In the current year, this program will: publish informational materials to support workplace based
education programs that combat drowsy driving among shift workers, produce a Spanish/English
language driver education kit designed for use by partner organizations (e.g. public safety groups,
law enforcement, local and state governments) to combat aggressive driving; conduct additional
research and focus testing to develop a distracted driver campaign, and, develop a social
marketing plan for the issues affecting older drivers that will 1) prioritize target audiences (older
drivers, families, health care professionals) 2) survey educational programs and strategies already
in place and 3) develop and test messages targeted to the selected audiences.
Partnerships with national organizations such as professional associations whose members serve
older persons and state driver licensing agencies will also be developed and maintained, in order to
engage others in the public education effort. Public information and education (PI&E) efforts to
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reduce distracted driving inchde partnering with media organizations, manufacturers and others to
mount education campaigns on reducing electronic distrcions while driving.
Prom. Highlights
Public education to combat drowsy &ivng has moved ahead this year with the publication and
distributionof employer informational materials. Resczrch on drowsy driving has pinpointed
three main groups who are most subject to driver fatigue: shift workers, college students on
spring break and military recruits on leave. The firstpublic educationphase is targetingmajor
employers who have large numbers of shift workers Materialswere tested at 16 workplace sites,
and are now in wide distribution Materials for college students are now being pilot testedfor
assessment, will be redesgned Jnecessary,and ready for distribution in 2002.
FY 2002 Budgct Recuest ($1,196.000)
In addition to our ongoing activities, NI-fSA will
" Continue drowsy driving PI&E by expanding the educational components of the target
audience, especially college students, as identified by research
*

Pilot test, in selected locations, communication strategies, messages and materials for an older
driver social marketing campaign.

.

Identify new partners, such as health care providers, the American Association of Retired
Persons and state driver licensing agencies, to support the older driver campaign.

*

Continue emerging issues activities with national organizations, including workshops and
exhibits at national meetings in order to educate members of the need to effectively deliver safe
driving information to their clients,

*

Continue current projects involving health care professionals in counseling and screening older
drivers,

*

Conduct broad social marketing efforts to reduce the risks of driver distraction from electronic
devices and telematics, utilizing new research findings

*

Integrate aggressive driving programs into established, traditional traffic safety programs such
as speed management, combined enforcement, etc.
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1FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Highway Safety Programs

SHARE THE ROAD SAFELY
WITH COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

FY 2000
Enacted
-0-

FY 2001
Enacted
$500,000

FY 2002
EMU
$500,000

TEA-21 requires that NHTSA fund this activity at the $500,000 level, funding will be derived from
the Highway Safety base program and transferred to the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration, for execution.
Problem Statement
Commercial and passenger vehicles are involved in approximately 300,000 police-reported crashes
a year. Crashes involving large trucks and buses result in more than 5,000 deaths, or 12 percent of
tl-e 40,000+ annual U.S. traffic fatalities In addition, approximately 130,000 people are injured,
and millions of dollars in property damage result from these crashes.
C,irrent Program (FY 2001: $500,000)
The objective of the Share the Road with Commercial Motor Vehicles (CMV) program is to
educate the motoring public on how to share the road safely with large trucks and buses, thereby
helping to achieve the Secretary's goal to reduce car-truck related fatal crashes by 50 percent
within a ten-year period (by 2010). The Share the Road safety outreach program (the No-Zone
Campaign) focuses on developing and implementing strategies to (1) prevent CMV/passenger
crashes from occurring and (2) prevent and reduce fatalities, injuries, and property damage
resulting from these incidents. Program initiatives fall into three broad categories:
Information and Education. Efforts will continue to develop and disseminate appropriatelytargeted share the road public information and driver education materials relating to motor
carrier safety -- working closely with state and local governments, DOT, law enforcement
agencies, professional associations, highway safety professionals, schools, employers, and the
private sector. Research will be conducted with specific groups to identify needs, message
content, dissemination channels, and to evaluate program awareness/effectiveness. In addition,
information on sharing the road with other transportation means will be included in this
program. In order to implement effective sharing-the-ioad outreach programs, more must be
learned about driving behavior, the causes of car-truck related crashes, and what educational
methods will be most effective, This includes continuing FMCSA research to:
Determine what motivates drivers to ignore commercial vehicle operating limitations or to
practice other unsafe driving behaviors, and what should be done to educate the public that
such behaviors can be fatal
HS-41
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* Determirn when and under what conditions specific driving behaviors (both CMV and
passenger drivers) should be considered dangerous.
Iidentify and collect critical data about crashes to clearly identify the No-Zone problem.
* Identify, develop, and disseminate educational information about bicycles, pedestrians and
motorcycles into program materials.
Identify and direct educational activities toward high-risk driver groups.
* Identify, target, and establish new partnerships with organizations that have demonstrated
interest and credibility in promoting highway safety.
Partnerships and Outreach. Leadership will be exercised to provide program guidance in the
development and maintenance of STR/No-Zone campaign materials, facilitate public and
private sector partnerships, facilitate state and local program efforts, and provide support as
needed. Work will also be continued with the Truck andBus Safety Issue Leaders and the
members of the Share the Road with Commercial Vehicles Coalition,a public-private
partnership committed to motor carrier safety. New outreach/partnership building activities
will include the creation of state and local coalitions or organizations dedicated to educating
the public about these important highway safety issues/messages. Plans include, but are not
limited to, expanding the popular No-Zone Truck & Bus Decal Program, developing, creating,
and implementing a customized tractor-trailer to carry highway safety themes and messages to
the public, and expanding the use and dynamics of the No-Zone web site.
Technical Assistance and Training. The program will continue development and
enhancement of driver education safety training materials (pilot program including leaders
guide, video, and written material) for use by state and local governments, schools, motor
carriers, law enforcement, and highway safety professionals Marketing strategies will be
developed to increase the use of these materials and to evaluate their effectiveness Success
stories and technical assistance needs will be identified. Targeted community assistance will be
developed based on the evaluation information
FY 2002 Budget Renuest ($500,000)
The FY 2002 budget request seeks continued funding of current Share the Road/No-Zone
programs. New initiatives, special events, creative materials, new public service announcements to
replace completed ones, and continued coalition building activities will be targeted.
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FY 2001 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Highway Safety Programs

NATIONAL OCCUPANT PROTECTION
USE SURVEY (NOPUS)

FY 2000*
Enacted
$850,000

FY 2001*
Enact
$600,000

FY 2002*
Reues
$600,000

*Funding is requested from the grant administration draw down
Problem Statement
Accurate information on observed seat belt and child restraint use is essential to support NHTSA's
programs to increase occupant restraint use and to analyze the effectiveness of these devices, as
well as programs to promote their use. Such information is also required to report to the Congress
on the effectiveness of FMVSS 208, to measure progress in reaching NHTSA's Strategic Goal #4
(to improve data collection and analyses), and to evaluate the impact of the Initiative to Increase
Seat Belt Use Nationwide.
Program Descriotion (FY 2001: $600,000)
The principal objective of the National Occupant Protection Use Survey program (NOPUS),
conducted by the National Center for Statistics and Analysis (NCSA), is to provide accurate
national information on use, trends in use, and characteristics of users for different types of
occupant protection devices. The program involves developing and maintaining a national
probability sample of locations where restraint use is observed; developing data collection and
training materials; training data collectors; collecting, processing, and tabulating data; and
publishing survey results.
NHTSA conducts afull-scale NOPUS every two years. Surveys were conducted during fall 1994,
1996, 1998, and 2000. In each case, the results were published the following year. In calendar
years 1998, 1999, and 2000, NHTSA also conducted smaller-scale mini-NOPUS Surveys. In
these surveys, safety belt use data needed to measure the impact of twice-annual national
enforcement mobilizations were collected. In calendar year 2001, due to budget constraints, only a
mini-NOPUS is scheduled to be completed.
The Occupant Protection Use program is supported by staff in the National Center for Statistics
and Analysis, which provides direction and guidance. Funding is used to support contract survey
development, data collection, and data processing.
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Program Highlighta
Results from the surveys conducted in 1998 revealedthat, while overall safety belt use in May of
1998 (62.2 percent)was only slightly increasedfrom the 61.3 percentreported in NOPUS 1996.
usage increasedto a level of 69.9 percent by December of 1998. The most recent survey
conducted in 2000 reportedoverall usage to be 71 percent. The 1998 ful-NOPUS showed that, in
spite of significant increasesin use by occupants ofpiclaup trucks, theirrate of usage (59.9
percent)still laggedsignificantly behind use in vans and sport utility vehicles (70.3 percent)and
passengercars (71.5 percent). The 1998 fulti-NOPUS,when compared to 1996 results, also
showed that child restraintuse had increased by about 11 percentagepointsfor infants and by 30
percentagepointsfor toddlers. Restraint usefor African Americans increasedby about 14
percentagepoints, while the use ratefor whites and other race groups increasedby about 7
percentagepoints.
FY 2002 Budget Request ($600,000)
The FY 2002 budget request seeks continued funding for the NOPUS program. FY 2001 funding
will be used to plan for, and initiate, the calendar year 2001 mini-NOPUS.
FY 2002 funding will be used to:
•

Complete analysis and report on the mini-NOPUS scheduled for calendar year 2001,

•

Review and update the sample design for the calendar year 2002full-NOPUS; and

*

Initiate the 2002full-NOPUS (which will likely require FY 2003 funds to complete).
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Highway Safety Programs

NATIONAL DRIVER REGISTER (NDR)
Salaries
Contract Program
Total

FY 2000
Enacted
$890,000
51,110.000
$2,000,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$890,000

FY 2002
Reuest
$890,0000

$1.110,000

$1.110000

$2,000,000

$2,000,000

Problem Statement
State motor vehicle agencies need a means for identifying problem drivers in order to not issue
licenses to them. The objective of the National Driver Register (NDR) is to improve traffic safety
by assisting state motor vehicle administrators in their efforts to communicate with other states to
identify problem drivers. This helps prevent problem drivers from obtaining multiple licenses and
improves the quality of state driver record systems. As a result of increased access to the NDR in
recent years, the number of inquiries has increased dramatically. In view of additional projected
increases in access, such as the requirement in the Commercial Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1999
that all original issuance and license renewals involve an NDR inquiry, it is likely that currently
authorized funds will not be sufficient to cover projected increases in FY 2002.
Current Program (FY 2001: $2,000,000)
The NDR is an index of identification information on individuals whose licenses to operate a motor
vehicle have been suspended, canceled, or denied by any state. The NDR also contains
information on persons who have been convicted of serious traffic-related violations such as
driving while impaired by alcohol or other drugs. State driver licensing officials query the NDR
when an individual applies for a license to determine if driving privileges have been withdrawn.
The NDR has converted to an electronic processing system, the Problem Driver Pointer System
(PDPS), to improve the timeliness and accuracy of information. All 50 states and the District of
Columbia have converted to PDPS. A help desk, staffed with knowledgeable system professionals,
provides problem solving advice by telephone. NDR operations consist of computer processing of
a state's driver licensing inquiries and updates and related technical and administrative support.
Regular operations also involve processing inquiries from federal agencies that employ individuals
to operate motor vehicles as well as to certify individuals to operate transportation conveyances
and individual requests.
Congress passed legislation (TEA-21) allowing for the privatization of two NDR functions,
computer teleprocessing and the help desk, to an organization representingthe interestsof the
states. If transferred, the legislation provides for a transition period to allow the states to make
any necessary budgetary and legislative changes. Iftransferred, a savings of approximately $1
HS45
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million in federal funding may be realized. The NDR staff would still test, monitor, and program
the system as well as respond to Federal agency and individual requests. The American
Association of Automobile Administrators (AAMVA) is the most appropriate existing organization
which represents the interests of the states with regard to driver records. It is the association
formed by state motor vehicle administrators. After repeated efforts from NHTSA about their
interest in assuming these functions the AAMVA has indicated that its members would not be
interested in assuming this function, at this time They advised that NHTSA was operating the
system in an effectiv: and efficient manner and, as a result, there was no need for the transfer to
occur.
In calendar year 2000, the NDR processed 42 9 million inquiries (35.8 million of these on-line),
updated (added or deleted records) more than 10 million records; made 8.1million "hits" or
identifications; processed approximately 595,000 inquiries from federal agencies, including the
Federal Aviation Administration and Federal Railroad Administration as part of pilot and
locomotive engineer certification, and responded to approximately 9,600 individual inquiries.
FY 2002 BudgetRequest ($1,110,000)
The FY 2002 request seeks no funding increase from the FY 2000 level of$1.1 million This is
despite the fact
that the tosts associated with the continued growth in the number of NDR
inquiries continue to increase. The total number of inquiries has increased 69.6 percent from 1993
to 2000, during the same time period the number of the more expensive interactive (real time)
inquiries has increased 321% (8.5 million to 35.8 million). The FY 2002 program will continue the
efforts noted for the FY 2001 program. However, the Motor Carrier Safety Improvement Act of
1999 requires the states to make NDR inquiries on all license applications and renewals.
Previously, NDR checks were required only for non-minimum age original applicants, although
states were encouraged to check on renewals. NHTSA estimates that the total number of inquiries
will increase 20 to 50 percent
The NDR will continue to strive to meet its customer service goals of. (1) an average response
time of four seconds, with all interactive inquiries responded to within seven seconds, and (2) to be
available for operation 99 percent of published operational hours.
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NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS CONTRACT PROGRAM
(dollars in thousands)
FY 2002

Research and Analysis
Crashworthineas
Safety Systems
Biomechanics
Subtotal,
Crashworthiness
Crash Avoidance
Heavy Vehkdes
Drver/ehide Performance
Smulator 1/
TS 2/
Preumatc Tire Research
Subtotal, Crash Avoidance
Nail Center for Statistics & Analyss
Fatality Analysis Reportng System
Nail Automotive Sampling System
Oafs Analysis
Program
State Data Systems
Special Crash Invesbabons
Subtotal, NCSA

FY 2000

FY 2001

Enacted

Enacte

R

FY 2002
Over

EY 201

8,859
13,232
22,090

9,268
14,185
23,453

9,084
13,954
23,038

(184)
(231)
(415)

1.892
2.948
(10,000]
[22,908]
0
4,840

2,192
7,030
0
)26,000
1,992
11,214

2,160
3,450
3,450
[30,9451
1,930
10,990

(32)
(3,580)
3,450
[4.945]
(62)
(224)

5,213
9,987
1.924
2,344
1,553
21,021

5,480
10,163
1,993
2,491
1,594
21,721

5,700
10,570
1.950
2,450
1,650
22,320

220
407
(43)
(41)
56
599

950

950

990

40

48,901

57,338

57,338

0

Vehicle Research & Test Center
Total, Research and Analysis

Cong.

1,Included in FHWA budget In FY 2000.
2) Included in FIIWA budget.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Sarety Administration
Research and Analysis
FY 2LPN
Enacted
$8,858,000

CRASHWORTHINESS

FY 2001
Enacted
S9,268,000

FY 2002
Reue
$9,084,000

Problem Statement
In the United States during 1999, 41,611 persons lost their lives and 3,236,000 were injured as a
result of motor vehicle crashes. Frontal, side, and rollover crashes accounted for most of the
deaths and serious injuries in passenger cars and light trucks and vans (LTVs). Occupant
ejections, pedestrian impacts, and vehicle fires also resulted in crash deaths and serious injuries
Current Program (FY 2001: $9,268,000)
The research program will lead to enhanced occupant protection by providing improvements in
vehicle structure and interior compartment design, in combination with improvements in occupant
restraint systems Achieving these improvements requires research in analysis of real world crash
experience, development of test procedures that reproduce the crash environment, evaluation of
injury likelihood from crash test measurements, development and evaluation of vehicle
countermeasures, and estimates of safety benefits achieved To the extent possible, the program
also fosters international harmonization in the areas of pedestrian, frontal offset, side impact, and
vehicle compatibility research.
The FY 2001 research program includes the following activities:
Advanced Frontal Crashworthiness. Research continues to focus on vehicle-to-vehicle
frontal offset crashes that result in death and life threatening injuries from degradation of
occupant compartment integrity and high levels of vehicle deceleration. Work is continuing
on the development of harmonized injury criteria and an associated crash test dummy,
harmonized test procedures, including an approach to the offset crash test condition, and
harmonized test performance requirements. Analyses of the National Automotive Sampling
System (NASS) is being undertaken to provide more precise information regarding the
principal direction of force. Research is being coordinated and leveraged through
participation in the International Harmonization Research Activities (lHRA) working group
for Advanced Frontal Offset Protection,
Rollover. Research is continuing to explore enhanced occupant protection in rollover crashes
of LTVs and passenger cars. Efforts are underway for reducing occupant ejection injuries
through glazing, latches, and hinges. Research is continuing to improve roof crush
performance during rollover crashes, develop and build prototype hardware, and develop test
R&A-3
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and evaluation procedures. Inflatable devices that provide head protection will contnue to be
evaluated for their ability to contain vehicle occupants during rollover crashes.
Vehide Crash Compatibility. NITSA is continuing research for identifying vehicle features
that affect compatibility and for evaluating their effects in real world crash performance
Sophisticated computer models are being used to assess the impact of changes to vehicle size
on safety performance While the research has identified a number of vehicle improvements to
LTVs that can be readily made to improve compatibility, the research program is focused on
what changes-can be made to the entire fleet (i e., both LTVs and cars). Preliminary efforts
are underway for developing test procedures that can be used to evaluate a vehicle's
compatibility. These include using the load cell data collected in the frontal crash tests of the
agency's New Car Assessment program. Also, the use of a load cell moving deformable
barrier is being investigated with the possible benefit of directly accounting for the effects of
mass. Research is being coordinated and leveraged through participation in the HR.A
working group on Vehicle Compatibility.
Side Impact Crashworthiness. Research will continue for improving occupant protection in
vehicle-to-vehicle side crashes with collision partners that are more representative of today's
fleet, in particular the light trucks and vans, and in vehicle-to-narrow-object crashes, such as
utility poles and trees. Side crash protection research has mainly focused on three
areas-evaluation of the Eurosid II dummy as a potential test device for Federal Motor Vehicle
Safety Standard (FMVSS) No. 214; the upgrade of FMVSS No.214 to reflect the change in
the demographics of the U.S. fleet and resulting safety implications; and the continued
development of a pole side impact test procedure to address single vehicle side crashes into
narrow objects. Research is being coordinated and leveraged through participation in the
H-IRA working group on Side Impact
Advanced Restraint Systems. Research continues for the development of advanced
occupant protection systems beyond those used today in passenger cars. Promising new
technologies and hardware developments are being pursued. These include upgraded air bag
systems using advanced technologies, inflatable automatic belt systems, upgraded air bag
deployment technologies, precrash sensing, upgraded belt restraints and pretensioners and
adjustable anchorages, side inflatable cushions, improved energy absorbing vehicle interior
surfaces, and improved seat designs.
Air Bags. Research that is focused on the development, performance, and monitoring of
advanced air bag systems that build upon the short-term technological solutions to air bag
safety problems identified in the field, including those of injuries resulting from aggressive air
bag deployments (especially to children), is continuing. Research is focused on the evaluation
of newly designed systems for determining the protection provided in moderate and high
severity crashes as well as including out-of-position occupant testing to evaluate associated
aggressivity of air bags.
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Pedestrians. Research is continuing toward the development of harmonized test procedures,
test requirements, and a harmonized dummy for pedestrian impact protection. Research is
being coordinated and leveraged through participation in the IMRA working group on
Pedestrian Safety.
Work in these areas ensures that NHTSA's efforts to improve motor vehicle safety through
promulgation of safety standards is accomplished on sound technical and scientific bases.
Program Highlights
A striking example of the program effectiveness can be found in NHTSA's work on advancedair
bag technology. The agency haspublishedan Interim FinalRule to addressfatalities to
children and small stature adultsresultingfrom aggressive air bag deployment. Research
focused its activities to provide the technicalbasisfor this rulemaking. Researchconducted
laboratorytesting to evaluate the aggressivenessof production next-generationair bag systems
in new vehicles. High speed crash tests and static out-of-position tests were conductedon a
sample ofproduction vehicles, and results were compared with the pre-1998 air bag designed
systems. To experimentally assess the potentialfor advanced air bag technology, research
conductedtesting over a wide range of conditions. Initialhardware evaluations included
advancedcrash sensors, advanced air bag inflators,and occupantposition sensors. Research
included out-of-position tests with smallfemale driverand childpassengertest dummies, sled
testing with small and largeadult dummies representingmoderateseverity crashes of varying
crash configurationand restraintapplication,and high-speeai full-vehicle crash tests to test
complete system performance. Research also was conducted to evaluateadvanced air bag
system performance. To minimize air bag risks to occupants in close proximity to the air bag at
the time of deployment, staticdriver and child out-of-position test procedureshave been
developed- and researchwas conducted to develop test proceduresto evaluate air bag
suppression systems.
FY 2002 Budget Request ($9,084,000)
The FY 2002 budget request seeks continued funding of all current crashworthiness (Safety
Systems) programs discussed above. Efforts will continue in ongoing programs from prior years
and those initiated in FY 2001. These are as follows.
Side impact research will continue to include full vehicle and sled testing to support the shortterm and long-term rulemaking activities, analysis of current and future U.S. crash
environment, and testing of vehicles to assess potential for harmonization and for generating
new consumer information. These efforts will continue to be coordinated through IHA
*

Pedestrian injury reduction research will continue to develop child head protection
procedures, establish baseline performance of the vehicle fleet, and establish potential injury
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reduction levels which might be attained through countermeasure development. These efforts
will continue to be coordinated through IHRA.
Research will continue in collecting and evaluating data from crash sensing and recording
devices installed in vehicles, i.e., evtnt data recorders (EDRs). These systems currently
record air bag deployment, seat belt status, and the crash pulse in some vehicles. Additionally,
collection of EDR data from crash testing will be used to validate EDR data against measured
crash test responses.
The FY 2002 budget request also initiates efforts for improving occupant protection through
advanced vehicle technology.
Research will be conducted on advanced restraint systems, such as adaptive air bags and
inflatable belt systems, that have the potential for reducing occupant deaths and injuries in
crashes. The performance of these systems could be greatly improved if deployed according
to occupant sizes, crash severities and directions, status of safety belt use, and seating
positions. Research will also be conducted in the area of precrash radar and other sensing
technologies that could be used to determine crash severities, directions, and other collision
partner characteristics. This information could be used to tailor the inflation level required to,
fill the bag, as dictated at various periods during the crash, to more precisely meet the need to
cushion the occupant. Advanced technologies also will be explored for automatic placement
of foot pedal controls.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Research and Analysis

NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION
BIOMECHANICS RESEARCH CENTER

FY 2000
FY 2001
Enacted
Enacted
$13,232,000 $14,185,000

FY 2002
Recuest
$13,954,000

Problem Statement
Biomechanics research provides the critical link between the mechanical conditions of an impact
and the human injury consequences of the impact. It is the cornerstone upon which many of the
agency's performance-based occupant safety initiatives are and will be based. Biomechanics uses
principles and practices of engineering to study the human injury mechanisms in vehicle crashes,
develops suitable mechanically-based injury criteria that predict injury risk in automobile crashes,
and provides the test devices, such as dummies, that accurately mimic human impact response to
allow a quantitative prediction of human injury risk for a particular impact situation. This
technology supports development of intervention and prevention strategies by correctly modifying
or limiting the appropriate mechanical components of the impact processes that cause injury.
Current Program (FY 2001: $14,185,000)
Current NTBRC efforts are active in the following five research and development areas.
Crash Injury Research and Engineering Network (CIREN). This hospital-based,
in-depth, crash injury study program has been expanded from the original four to the current
nine centers (seven are government funded): It continues to utilize multi-disciplinary teams to
identify and analyze critical safety issues and accelerate identification of emerging safety
problems.
Impact Injury Research. Experimental research activities continue at university-based
impact trauma laboratories. Multi-disciplinary research teams of physicians, engineers, and
anatomists investigate and develop more definitive injury criteria
for major crash modes, such
as frontal, side, and rollover in sigifcant body regions such as the skull/brain, the neck, the
torso, and the lower extremities.
Human Injury Simulation and Analysis. Efforts are directed at advancing NHTSA's
capabilities to analrticaly simulate, in detail, the human in the automotive crash environment
The goal is to mathematically predict the occupant's interaction with typical automotive
restraints and structures, as well as the estimation of the extent and severity of expected
injuries without physical testing.
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Crash Test Dummy Component Development. Innovative test device development
activities continue These will provide the agency with enhanced test devices, ranging from
sub-component devices representing particular body segments, such as the head, neck, and
lower leg, to complete dummies representing the total human, for evaluating and regulating
crash safety. Efforts for determining and documenting the repeatability and reproducibility of
proposed regulatory test dummies (federalization) will also continue.
Biomeehanics of Air Bag Injuries. These eff-rts specifically address near-term issues
concerning the development of pediatric and small female injury criteria associated with the
intense and complex out-of-position air bag deployment situation. The goals are to develop
the essential tools for assessing the safety of current and emerging airbag deployment systems
that will maximize crash protection and minimize unwanted risks.
Program Highlights
With the continuing,extremely rapid implementationof new and diverse safety technologies, the
demandfor accurate biorechanicalevaluationof their interactionwith the diversity of human
occupants,from infants through the elderly, has increasedenormously. The proposedFT 2002
request representsa continuationof the enhancedFY 2001 level of effort provided lastfiscal
yearfor the four major efforts that the National TransportationBiomechanicsResearch Center
is pursuing. This level offunding will continue to allow initiationof new andaccelerateexisting
efforts designed to better understandthe biomechanics of impact injuries and implement this
knowledge to the benefit of the entire automotivepopulation. Spec finally, thesefunds will
continue efforts to increase knowledge and understandingof the nature of realcrashes by
sustainingthe efforts of theCrash Injury Research andEngineeringNetwork CIRE. They will
also maintainthe currentdepth and breadth of ongoing experimentalefforts designed to
understandthe biomechanicsof impact injuries to body areasmost susceptible to injury. They
will continue to advance analyticalcapabilitiesthat willprovide safety designersa greater
ability to interpretcurrent dummy test data, aswell as the ability to analytically evaluate the
performance of proposedsafety systems before building them. Development and use of
advanced test donmies and devices for evaluating and regulatingthe safety performance of
entire vehicles will also be continued,
FY 2002 Budeet Reouest ($13,954,000)
Crash Injury Research asd'Engineering Network (CIREN). All nine CIREN centers (of
which 7 are government funded) wi continue their efforts providing detailed, hospital-based,
rn-depth, multi-disciplinary crash injury studies that identify and analyze critical safety issues
and accelerate identification of emerging safety issues. In addition, enhancements to the
CIREN data repository system will be implemented to allow both improved archiving of the
rich CIREN data and increased data sharing capabilities among CIREN partners.
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Impact Injury Research. The agency will continue its extensive, university-based, impact
trauma research efforts. These efforts involve the combined talents of physicians, engineers,
and anatomists in developing more definitive injury criteria for the major body regions that are
vulnerable in automotive crashes. NHTSAINTBRC will maintain its active participation in the
IHRA efforts to generalize the world's understanding of biomechanical knowledge and seek a
convergence of technical opinion on the most appropriate technology for dummies and criteria
to evaluate crash injury risk.
Human Simulation and Analysis. NHTSA will accelerate efforts to advance its capabilities
of analytically simulating, in detail, the human body in the automotive crash environment, with
the goal of mathematically predicting the injury consequences of the occupant's interaction
with typical automotive restraints and structures during a crash. Emphasis will continue to be
directed toward accurately characterizing the geometric and material response and failure
properties of the anatomical structures at greatest risk, i.e., the skull and brain, the neck, the
thorax and its contents, and the lower extremities to create a capacity to evaluate proposed
safety systems in a virtual environment,
Crash Test Dummy Component Development. The proposed funding will continue to
support NHTSA's innovative test device development programs, as well as efforts to
"federalize" dummies needed for regulation purposes. The "federalization" efforts will
continue to insure that current devices possess, in the context of the U.S. regulatory
requirements, sufficient and demonstrated repeatability and reproducibility to make them
suitable and objective test devices. The advanced development programs will continue to
expand and extend the technology developed for the advanced frontal 50th percentile male
dummy to sizes ranging from the 12-month-old child, through the 3- and 6- year-old child, to
the 5th percentile female and 95th percentile male. Procurement of additional test dummies to
support expanded restraint research activities is also anticipated.
Biomechanics of Air Bag Injuries. Continued support in this critical research area will
accelerate efforts to develop and enhance the understanding of complex injury mechanisms
associated with the multi-directional air bag deployments now being envisioned and installed
in vehicles, as well as developing the technologies to ameliorate any new risks. Emphasis will
continue to be placed on injury mechanisms associated with pediatric and small statured and
elderly female occupants who are currently at greatest risk from these safety devices.
In addition, NHTSA is continuing its research program addressing the issue of crash protection
for the elderly. This research will develop proper injury threshold levels for various body regions
and evaluate the feasibility of achieving those levels through appropriate crash protection
countermeasures. This research will involve advanced anthropomorphic test devices with
enhanced measurement capabilities, including sensors in the abdomen and multiple deflection sites
in the chest. These devices will allow designers to evaluate the risks of injuries due to abdominal
loading and to create restraint systems with more distributed loading. These may be particularly
beneficial to the elderly. Setting injury thresholds at sufficient levels to protect the elderly and
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developing countermeasures that provide such protection will be thoroughly investigated.
Additionally, NHTSA will develop test devices to assess the injury potential for the elderly for
determining the feasibility of countermeasures and their cost effectiveness. The need for this
research has been demonstrated through NHTSA's CIREN program, which demonstrated that
elderly occupants sustain more severe injuries and have longer hospital stays and higher mortality
compared to younger occupants.
The proposed initiative will fill gaps in fundamental biomechanical knowledge for all occupant
sizes, especially small females, pregnant females, infants, children, and the elderly, through a
comprehensive impact research program. The knowledge gained will result in a decrease in motor
vehicle deaths and injuries for a much broader segment of the population. The benefits obtained
from the development of injury criteria and tolerance levels by this program extend beyond
NHTSA to other agencies in DOT and the federal government. They will be evaluated by all
users for their effectiveness and real world benefits through testing, simulations, and other
methods.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Research and Analysis
FY 2000
Enacted
$1,892,000

HEAVY VEHICLES

FY 2001
Enacted
$2,192,000

FY 2002
Rues
$2,160,000

Problem Statement
Approximately one out of eight people who die in traffic crashes every year is killed in a collision
involving a large truck. Primarily as a result of the huge mass differential between heavy trucks
and cars (which may be as much as 20 to one), about 80 percent of those fatalities are occupants
of other vehicles that collide with trucks. Since there just isn't enough crush distance available in
a heavy truck to dissipate the forces of a collision, the most effective way to attack this problem is
to concentrate of countermeasures to avoid the collision in the first place
Current Program (FY 2001: $2,192,000)
This program supports the agency's rulemaking and consumer information efforts by developing
the scientific basis for improving the safety of heavy vehicles by making them less prone to
crashes through improvements in their braking, handling, and visibility characteristics, and by
mitigating the consequences of collisions that do occur between heavy trucks and other vehicles.
NHTSA's FY 2001 Heavy Vehicle research program is focused on the following most critical
heavy vehicle safety needs:
Improved Stopping Capabilities. The braking performance of heavy vehicles is critical in
improving their safety. FY 2001 research will focus on quantifying the safety improvements
that would accrue from the use of air disc brakes and more powerful front axle brakes, in
conjunction with electronic control of braking for heavy vehicles. Recent demonstrations
have shown that for some heavy vehicles, reductions in stopping distances from highway
speeds of as much as 30 percent may be possible using existing technologies. This reseanh
supports the agency's rulemaking efforts which are aimed at updating the heavy vehicle
braking performance requirements.
Reducing Lane Change Crashes Caused by Blind Spots. Changing lanes can be
particularly hazardous for heavy vehicles due to the inability of truck drivers to see other
vehicles around them because of blind spots or areas where current mirror systems do not
help Each year, approximately 28,000 crashes involving combination unit trucks occur when
they are making lane changes, merges, or right hand turns. Research that was initiated in FY
2000 continues to better understand the causes of unsafe truck lane changes and develop a
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comprehensive set of countermeasures. These countermeasures may include development of
improved side and rearward visibility systems and recommendations for upgrading the
minimum visibility requirements for trucks in Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. I ll.
Pre-Crash Data Recorder Needs. On-board pre-crash data recorders can be used to
provide a better understanding of the events leading up to a crash to allow development of
future collision-avoidance countermeasures, The NHTSA has been working with the
Maintenance Council of the American Trucking Associations to define what data elements are
currently being sensed and/or recorded on heavy trucks, with the goal of developing a
standardized format and protocol. In FY 2001, that program is being expanded to assess
what additional data may be needed for crash reconstruction, and the feasibility of obtaining
those additional data elements.
Truck Occupant Protection. About 700 heavy truck occupants die in crashes each year.
This new study will examine the circumstances surrounding these deaths, as well as injuries to
truck occupants, to determine their causes and develop proposed solutions. Possible
countermeasures are better side and roof padding, inflatable tubular structures, or improved
windshield retention.
Program Highlights
Preliminarytesting of electronically controlledbraking systems and the use of disc brakes shows
greatpromisefor using these systems for improving vehicle stability and reducing vehicle
stopping distances,while addressing the seriousproblem of brake adjustment in heavy dui,, truck
operations. This year, NHTSA co-sponsored, with the Maintenance Council of the American
Trucking Associations,a public demonstrationof the comparative brakingperformance of trucks
with currentand new braking technologies to show the performance improvements that can be
obtained
FY 2002 Budget Recuest ($2,160,000)
In 1999, DOT announced a goal of reducing the number of large truck-related fatalities by 50
percent over the next 10 years. Meeting that goal will require an extremely aggressive
multi-disciplinary effort by all portions of DOT having responsibility for heavy truck safety. This
goal has also been incorporated into the Twenty-First Century Truck Initiative, a combined
DOT/DOE/DOD/EPA program aimed at improving the safety and fuel efficiency of future trucks
In support of these efforts, NHTSA will expand its current efforts to include research initiatives in
several areas of advanced Heavy Truck Safety. This research will enable the development of
advanced braking systems for trucks and will improve their safety performance and operational
efficiency, Improved braking and rollover prevention capabilities of heavy trucks are expected to
bring about safety improvement by reducing truck-related crashes and improving mobility of the
traveling public. The proposed research will investigate the safety effectiveness and safety and
economic benefits and costs of new countermeasures that may result through this research.
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Specific projects for FY 2002 include:
Advanced Brake Systems. Research on improved brake systems, such as using disc brakes
on tractors and trailers, more aggressive steering axle brakes, and integrated engine
compression braking will be expanded. The agency will also evaluate the feasibility of using
aerodynamics to create a drag on heavy duty vehicles to slow these vehicles down, similar to
devices used by NASCAR race cars, As speeds of heavy duty vehicles increase and rolling
resistance is reduced, this research is viewed as an attempt to reduce the braking demand on a
heavy duty vehicle's braking system
*

Heavy Vehicle Stability. Research will also investigate stability enhancement systems that
can be made part of electronically controlled braking systems and, possibly, adaptive
suspension systems which could be used to counteract incipient rollover,
Safety Problem Identification. Program efforts will be directed at identifying collision
avoidance countermeasures from on-road measurement of driver and vehicle performance
during normal and critical incident driving situations, This research will be used to guide the
agency's future research and rulemaking efforts regarding heavy vehicles.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Research and Analysis
FY 2000
Enacted
$2,948,000

CRASH AVOIDANCE AND
DRIVER/VEHICLE PERFORMANCE

FY 2001
Enacted
$3,515,000

FY 2002
Reue
$3,450,000

Problem Statement
It is estimated that nearly 90 percent of all motor vehicle crashes are the result of driver error.
Loss of vehicle control, often resulting in rollover, has become a greater safety problem as the
population of vehicles on the road has shifted more toward light trucks and sport utility vehicles.
Many of these crashes could be prevented if the vehicles' collision avoidance capabilities were
improved to be more compatible with the abilities and behaviors of the driving population,
including older and younger drivers and those who are unfamiliar with new vehicle technologies
Current Program (FY 2001: $3,515,000)
This program supports the agency's rulemaking and consumer information efforts by developing
the scientific basis for measuring and improving the collision avoidance capabilities of the
driver/vehicle combination. Research areas include vehicle rollover, braking, handling, stability,
direct and indirect visibility, vehicle lighting/signaling, controls and displays, as well as all human
factors issues associated with the interaction between the driver and vehicle. NI-fSA's FY 2001
Driver Vehicle Performance research program is focused on the following most critical safety
needs:
Reducing Vehicle Rollover. Rollover crashes are one of the most significant safety problems
for all classes of light vehicles, especially light trucks and sport utility vehicles This is a
continuation of a multi-year program to develop a meaningful procedure for a rollover test
that could be used for either a new Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) or a
consumer information regulation. FY 2001 activities are focused on developing a dynamic
test procedure to be used for consumer information regarding rollover propensity, in
accordance with the Transportation Recall Enhancement, Accountability, and Documentation
Act.
Reducing Driver Distraction from In-Vehicle Devices. Prior research has shown that
in-vehicle devices such as cellular telephones, route guidance navigation systems, and
computers can distract the driver's attention from the driving task. One factor exacerbating
this problem is that drivers unfamiliar with the operation of a new vehicle or in-vehicle device
are more prone to distraction Drivers with less than 500 miles experience driving a particular
vehicle account for 12-17 percent of all crash-involved drivers. Such drivers are 2-3 times
more likely to be involved in a crash than a driver who is more familiar with the vehicle. For
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FY 2001, research is being conducted to obtain data on the technology-related distraction
problems of special groups such as unfamiliar, young, and older drivers, and to identify
possible countermeasures, including guidelines for voluntary standards, FMVSS requirements,
and public information campaigns. Research is also being conducted to develop a basis for
predicting when driver workload or distraction are unsafe relative to the actual driving task
demands.
Enhancing Rear Lighting and Signaling. The rear-end crash is the most prevalent type,
and it has been increasing to approximately 28 percent of police-reported crashes. Studies
have shown that many rear-end crashes are caused by drivers not being fully aware that the
vehicle ahead of them has stopped or is proceeding at a significantly slower speed. A
multi-year research program, initiated in FY 1999, will identify and evaluate various possible
improved rear lighting and signaling designs that could better alert drivers of stopped or slow
moving vehicles.
Reducing Headlight Glare. Headlight glare has been increasing in recent years due to
various factors, such as higher mounting heights, use of brighter headlamps, increasing
headlamp voltages, and misaim. NHTSA receives many complaints about this glare and the
safety problems it causes. These concerns can be expected to increase as the number of older
drivers increases. In FY 2001, multi-year research will be initiated to examine the relative
impact of the many glare-causing factors on driver discomfort and visibility Future years'
research will identify countermeasures for glare reduction.
Enhancing Light Vehicle ABS Effectiveness. This is the continuation of a multi-year
program to gain a better understanding of why antilock braking systems (ABS) on passenger
cars have not produced the safety benefits expected. In FY 2001, the findings will be applied
to the development of ABS Test Procedures and Performance Requirements for FMVSS No
135, the internationally-harmonized regulation for light vehicle braking systems. This research
in support of rulemaking will allow the agency to incorporate such requirements into FMVSS
No. 135, which was published in 1995
Program Highlights
Crash avoidance and driver/vehicle performanceresearch have resultedin a better
understanding of the safety impact of in-vehicle systems. These systems include cellular
telephones and route guidance/navigation systems, as well as new systems such as wireless
Internet connections. NIHTSA held a public meeting, Internet Forum, and established worldng
groups of experts to help identify future research directions. The agency has done basic work in
developing procedures and protocols that can be used to obtain objective assessments of safety
impact. There is growing interest by vehicle manufacturers, electronic suppliers, the cellular
telephone industry, and other relevant organizations to be apart of the solution to potential
problems. This united and cooperative approachwill be continuedand expanded infuture work.
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FY 2002 Budget Request (53,450,000)
The FY 2002 budget request seeks continued funding for all FY 2001 emphasis areas.
Human Factors and Enhanced Driving Performance: Research aill continue to focus on
understanding how the benefits of advanced technologies can be achieved without
compromising driver safety. A major focus of this research wilt be to understand the human
factors issues associated with distraction from integrated in-vehicle technologies and their
impact on driver performance. The knowledge gained from last year's research vil be used
to develop a test bed vehicle that integrates sensor information about the driving task demand
with measurements of driver attention as a basis for providing the driver with the necessary
assistance to prevent crashes. Such assistance could take the form of enhanced collision
alerts, lockouts of distracting information displays, or task specific driving tips (such as the
need to increase headways). The test bed vehicle will be used to assess the potential safety
benefits of such information and sensor integration
Rear Signaling: Improved rear signaling has the potential to reduce rear-end crashes by
attracting drivers' attention and alerting them to the intent of the lead vehicle. Research that
identifies a potential improvement in rear signaling will be completed. FY 2002 research will
initiate a field test of the recommended rear signaling system to evaluate its actual potential to
reduce rear end crashes.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Research and Analysis
FY 2000
Enacted
$0

DRIVER BEHAVIOR SIMULATION
RESEARCH

FY 2001
Enacted
$3,515,000

FY 2002
Reuest
$3,450,000

Problem Statement
With estimates that nearly 90 percent of all motor vehicle crashes are the result of driver error,
it is vital that research focus on understanding the causes of these crashes and develop and test
approaches for their mitigation This need is heightened by the wide spread use of in-vehicle
communication technologies, such as wireless phones which place great demands on driver
attention. Research into the nature of driver distraction caused by these technologies has been
greatly constrained by concerns for the safety of the human subjects involved in on-road research,
and by the limitations of existing driving simulators. In addition, the role of alcohol-related
impairment in crashes continues to be a major focus of the agency, particularly in light of recent
actions to reduce the legal blood alcohol content (BAC) limit to .08. Research into the
consequences uf impairment at BAC levels up to .08 is needed to support the lower limit. The
availability of the National Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS) opens up a new realm of
research, allowing safe, highly realistic, controllable and repeatable experimental conditions,
including the ability to impose a wide range of demands on the driver.
Current Program (FY2001: S3,515,000)* (Half of Vehicle Performance funding)
The current program addresses important research needs, such as the development of design
criteria for in-vehicle communication systems and information supporting state legislative
initiatives and consumer information efforts on driver distraction The primary tool for
implementing this research will be the NADS, with supporting efforts from NHTSA's Vehicle
Test and Research Center (VRTC), including use of the MicroDAS in-vehicle data acquisition
system for carrying out on-road research VRTC and headquarters researchers will collaborate in
carrying out this major human factors research program. Other research priorities include,
alcohol impaired drivers, vehicle rollover, driver response to emergency conditions (unexpected
tire failure), and NADS scenario development as described below:
Driver Emergency Response to Sudden and Unexpected Tire Failure. Vehicle rollover
has been highlighted recently in regard to driver response to sudden and unexpected tire
failure. This research program is designed to determine driver reactions in response to tire
failure and the potential for these to induce vehicle rollover. This work ,,ill be conducted on
NADS, using a vehicle dynamics model of a sport utility vehicle. Driver experience with tire
failure and ability to maintain control of the vehicle at the time of the event will be
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investigated. The results are expected to identify any loss of vehicle control characteristic of
these crashes and provide supporting information for public outreach
Driver behavior and performance in response to various levels of BAC under
demanding driving conditions. With increased national efforts to highlight the effects of
alcohol on driving and the benefits of lowering the legal BAC limit to .08, it is important to
determine the nature and magnitude of these effects under realistic driving conditions. The
scenarios to be utilized in the research will reflect the context in which alcohol impaired
drivers are involved in crashes. Using NADS, this program of research is designed to
document changes in driver behavior and performance associated with various levels of BAC
across age, gender, and drinking experience. The series of studies will focus on the ability of
impaired drivers to safely operate a motor vehicle under conditions varying in task, situational
and environmental demands, and fatigue. InFY 2001, initial efforts will concentrate on
developing alcohol response baselines and testing scenarios. This will be followed by a study
examining driver response to various in-vehicle task demands.
The relationship between wireless voice communication architectures and driver
behavior and performance. In evaluating the safety consequences of drivers using wireless
communications devices from moving vehicles, one must understand the role that specific
design features have on the degree to which drivers are distracted. For example, the
distinctions between hand-held, hands-free, and enhanced hands-free (voice controlled)
phones, since these architectures have been assumed to be respectively safer with no empirical
basis for that claim. This program of research will supplement ongoing naturalistic, on-road
data collection examining the behavioral and performance consequences of using each of the
three phone architectures. The NADS research will focus on aspects of the issue that cannot
be addressed safely with on-road experiments. Specific objectives include examining, in a
controlled and repeatable setting, the behavior and performance of drivers using the three
wireless phone architectures under varying levels of demand In addition, the research will
examine the extent to which the nature of conversation (e.g, complexity) influences driving
for each of the three architectures.
Develop standardized driving scenarios for NADS to support driver distraction
research. This effort will establish a standardized set of driving scenarios for use in carrying
out distraction-related research on NADS. The developed scenarios will be based on the
experience gained in the wireless phone research and a detailed examination of crash data
where distraction was a contributing factor. Establishing uniformity and validity in the driving
scenarios used to support distraction research is important to ensure comparability between
studies and lend credibility to the results.
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FY 2002 Budget Reuest ($3,450,000)
The FY 2002 request seeks continued funding for the major NADS starts in FY200I, summarized
below:
*

The continued evaluation of driver behavior and performance in response to various levels of
BAC under demanding driving conditions.

*

The continuation of efforts to examine the relationship between wireless voice communication
architectures, and driver behavior and performance.

*

Continued efforts to develop and refine standardized driving scenarios for NADS to support
driver distraction research.

New Research Initiatives include.
Driver behavior and performance while using a variety of in-vehicle telematic systems
under various conditions of driver demand. Increased availability and use of complex invehicle technologies, coupled with the potential safety consequences related to the distraction
created by these devices, is generating a growing safety concern, This program of research is
directed at studying a variety of issues associated with the use of these systems and the
implications for safety-relevant driver behavior and performance. The results of these efforts
will be used to support agency policy decisions, outreach, system design, and systems
integration, including the use of various sensors and crash avoidance systems to warn
inattentive drivers of imminent conflicts.
Use of haptic cues in heavy vehicles to reduce the potential for rollover crashes. This
effort will examine the potential for using haptic cues (e.g., motion/orientation feedback to
driver) to reduce the potential for rollover crashes of heavy vehicles by influencing behaviors
that precipitate these crashes.
Measurement of driver cognitive distraction while using a variety of in-vehicle
technologies. The causal factors associated with distractionfinattention related crashes can be
classified as visual, biomechanical, auditory, or cognitive. While experimental determination
of the visual, auditory, and biomechanical aspect of distraction can be readily determined, the
cognitive aspects have been much more elusive, but may play an increasingly important role as
in-vehicle technologies move towards voice activated/controlled systems. To effectively carry
out research on these systems, it is imperative that appropriate experimental paradigms and
techniques be developed to measure the nature of, and degree to which, cognitive distraction
plays a role in adversely influencing driver behavior and performance This effort will
develop appropriate techniques for measuring and evaluating the cognitive components of
distraction and is expected to support a wide range of other research dealing with driver
behavior and performance while using in-vehicle telematics.
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Enhancing Driving Behavior and Performance for Special Populations. Although an
estimated 90 percent of all motor vehicle crashes result from driver error, the distribution of
these crashes across the population is not uniform. Young drivers, older/elderly drivers, and
aggressive drivers tend to be over represented in the crashes. This research program will
focus on the development of innovative countermeasures aimed specifically at reducing
crashes associated with these specific populations. Proposed research will investigate the
safety and mobility of the older driver population, including the issues of reduced driver
capability, greater longevity, an older commuting workforce, greater complexity of vehicles,
and higher traffic densities. The proposed effort will focus on this issue by examining the
tradeoffs between fitness to drive and mobility, with a particular emphasis on increasing
mobility, while improving safety Research on youthful drivers will focus on issues of
aggressive driving, risk taking, and driver inexperience as causal factors in crashes, with the
goal of developing innovative countermeasures.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Trarni Safety Administration
Research and Analysis
FY 2000
FY 2001
FY 2002
Enacted
Enacted
Reuest
$22,908,000 $26,000,000 $30,945,000

INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM (ITS) PROGRAM
INTELLIGENT VEHICLE
INITIATIVE (I)

* The Intelligent Vehicle Initiative budget data are part of the FHWA budget submission.
Problem Statement
The Intelligent Vehicle Initiative (1VI) is focused on supporting the U.S DOT goals of improving
safety by ensuring that safety is not compromised by the introduction of in-vehicle systems and by
facilitating the development, deployment, and evaluation of driver-assistance safety products and
systems. NHTSA is the lead agency involved in VI research, developing crash avoidance
countermeasures for light vehicles using intelligent technologies. These efforts will support the
early incorporation of IV] technologies into the marketplace and will form the basis for the
development of more advanced M technologies. Phase I of a first-generation, rear-end collision
warning system field test will be completed. Research to develop performance specifications, test
procedures, and evaluation methodologies for longer-terr, more advanced rear-end, road
departure, and intersection collision avoidance systems will continue. Field tests of road
departure, vehicle stability, and drowsy driver detection systems will also continue Significant
human factors research will be conducted to develop effective methods of conveying hazard
information to drivers, develop an understanding of driver workload, and assess the safety impacts
of in-vehicle safety and information systems. These efforts will be coordinated with NHTSA's
own research activities in driver distraction and its impact on safety.
FY 2001 Program
Phase I of the Cooperative Agreement with General Motors for an operational test of a
rear-end collision warning (RECW) will be partially complete. The lane sensing sub-system
will be selected for the field test. This key sub-system will allow the RECW system to
determine where the road goes and to determine if vehicles or obstacles ahead are potential
collision targets. The prototype vehicle for field testing will be completed. Preliminary testing
of this vehicle will be completed to prepare for the decision to enter into Phase U1of this
contract, the data gathering phase, which is expected to begin in FY 2002
A road departure collision avoidance field test will begin.
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* The National Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS) and the System to Assess a Vehicle
Motion Environment (SAVME) are expected to play crucial roles in the design and evaluation
of collision countermeasures. NADS will allow the U.S. DOT and industry partners to
evaluate the effectiveness of countermeasures in collision and near-collision situations, which
are rare on a miles-traveled or field trial basis. SAVME will allow the U.S. DOT to
understand the naturalistic driving environment better and gain insight to design needs and
system effectiveness.
* On-road testing and data collection will be initiated for the four operational tests which were
awarded during FY 1999.
FY 2002 Program
•

Two field test pilot vehicles will be completed to test the integration of the subsystems with
the vehicle and the driver-vehicle interface in support of the Rear-End Collision Warning Field
Operational Test for light vehicles,
Analysis of Roadway Departure concepts A detailed analysis of alternative infrastructurebased and vehicle-highway cooperative systems to reduce the number of roadway departure
crashes. Concepts include the provision of hazard information to systems that can recognize
actual or imminent roadway departures so that evasive actions can be taken.

*

The Light Vehicle Enabling Research Consortium will complete a preliminary driver
Workload Tool which will undergo validation in FY 2002

* Work on the initial 3-year research program with the Light Vehicle Enabling Research
Consortium will continue. This research is in three areas! enhanced digital maps for safety,
forward collision warning, and driver workload and distraction metrics.
•

Objective test procedures will be completed for a light vehicle road departure field test, and
preparations will begin for the data collection phase of the field test.
The test vehicles for the roadway departure field test will be completed, and the data
collection phase will begin.
The test vehicles for the drowsy driver field test will be completed, and the data collection
phase will begin.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Research and Analysis

PNEUMATIC TIRE RESEARCH

FY 2000
Enacted
$0

FY 2001
Enacted
$1,992,000

FY 2002
Request
$1,930,000

Problem Statement
Tire failures and subsequent loss of control of vehicles, particularly of spr .t t utility vehicles, during
the last several years have brought attention to the fact that the existing tire s, indard has not had
the agency's attention for several years. Tire failures occurring in certain Fire -tone tires have
been responsible for a number of vehicle crashes and fatalities This initiated NHTSA's
investigation of Firestone tires, Congressional hearings, and the passage of the Transportation
Recall Enhancement, Accountability, and Documentation (TREAD) Act. The TREAD Act
requires that the agency conduct rulemaking to revise and update the existing tire standards,
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) Nos 109 and 119. Further, the Act also
requires NHTSA to complete rulemaking to establish a regulation to require a warning system in
new motor vehicles to indicate when a tire is significantly underinflated. Accordingly, in FY
2001, NHTSA initiated a research program to support the rulemaking initiatives for upgrading the
standard.
Current Program (FY 2001: $1,992,000)
The research program initiated in FY 2001 included the following activities:
Tire Pressure Survey. To gain a clear understanding of the distribution of tire pressure in
vehicles as used, NHTSA initiated a program to collect pressure data from about 10,000 light
vehicles in operation throughout the United States. The variations in tire pressure will be
established under the current program.
Several types of pressure warning systems are already commercially available in light vehicles;
but these use different technologies, and their characteristics differ significantly. It is,
therefore, important to assess, through research, the features of new technologies, their effects
on pressure sensing and warning performance, the threshold levels at which warnings should
be displayed, the safety impact of such warning systems, and the human factors issues
associated with warning displays
In NHTSA's rollover test procedure development research there was anecdotal evidence that
some tires came off their rims. The problem of unseating o('tire beads could occur due to
inadequate pressure in the tire and the severity of the maneuvers and the excessive lateral and
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twisting loads that may result in such maneuvers. NHTSA is conducting research with
instrumented wheels to measure such loads and to develop test procedures which could be
used to determine the potential for tires to debead. Additionally, NHTSA research will also
include development of test procedures for road hazard tests.
FY 2002 Program ($1,930,000)
The activities which have been initiated in FY 2001 will continue into the next year.
Tire failures observed in NHTSA's investigation suggest that there is a need for evaluating
adhesion performance of tires and their effect on tire performance when new and when used
This would require elaborate test procedures development for tire testing that are appropriate
for determining their "peel strength" and the effect of aging on such characteristics. Test
procedures for accelerated aging of tires and testing under aged conditions u1 be developed
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Research and Analysis

FATALITY ANALYSIS REPORTING
SYSTEM (FARS)

FY 2000
Enacted
$5,213,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$5,480,000

FY 2002
Request
$5,700,000

Problem Statement
Per year, about 41,500 people died from injuries received in traffic crashes. FARS is a data
collection system that provides a census of all fatal highway crashes in all 50 states, the District of
Columbia, and Puerto Rico.
Current ProLn (FY 2001: $5,480,000)
Information is collected through cooperative agreements between NHTSA and each of the 50
states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico The overall goal of the program is to provide
data to evaluate the effectiveness of NIITSA's crashworthiness, crash avoidance, and traffic
safety efforts, as well as relating human, vehicle, roadway, and environmental factors to the yearly
toll in traffic-related fatalities. This includes the following major activities
*

Collecting and coding FARS data in the 50 states, Washington, D.C, and Puerto Rico
Creating the 2000 FARS electronic data file consisting of about 41,500 crash fatalities

•

Creating and delivering FARS system-wide training to all analysts, including a remedial course
for selected analysts

* Creating geographic analytical reports for public access on the World Wide Web, based on
current FARS location data
Developing pilot applications for interfacing with new state data flow technologies
Broaden the availability of the FARS information through electronic media (i e , WEB, CDROM) with query tools and visual component's
* Link the FARS data base with other national data bases to expand the agency's ability to
address highway safety issues
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*

Increase the quality of drug and alcohol information obtained by establishing direct electronic
links between the FARS analysts and their sources (medical examiners, coroners, hospitals,
and police jurisdictions).

* Link state data files to the FARS data environment.
Program HiehligAts
The FARS provides the data needed to measure the performance of the agency'sprogramsin
support of its mission to save lives. Programsthat addressissues such as: alcohol, restraint
system use andeffectiveness, safety designs ofpassenger cars and ltght trucks, safety of lhrge
trucks and buses on the highways, the effect of speedlimit changes, etc. use the FARS dataas a
benchmarkfrom which to measure the current status of highway safety.
In addition to programevaluation, FARS data are used extensively to assess the statusof the
highway safety environment and to identify specific highway safeiy problem areas.FARS users
extend well beyond NHTSA and other DOT modes to include: the Congress, the states,
universitiesand colleges, auto manufacturers, insurancecompanies, foreign governments, and
other members ofthe highway safety community.
FY 2002 Budget Request ($5,700,000)
The FY 2002 request seeks continued funding of all on-going activities and includes the continued
support of new initiatives identified in FY 2001, as well as allowing for an anticipated 4 percent
increase in the salary infrastructure requested to maintain qualified FARS analysts at the state level.
Ongoing activities will include
*

Collecting and coding FARS data in the 50 states, Washington, D.C, and Puerto Rico.
Creating the 2001 FARS electronic data files consisting of about 41,500 crash fatalities
Creating and delivering the FARS system-wide training to all analysts, including a remedial
course for selected analysts.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Research and Analysis
NATIONAL AUTOMOTIVE SAMPLING
SYSTEM (NASS)

FY 2000
Enaed
$9,987,000

FY 2001
FY 2002
Enacted
&Quest
$10,163,000 $10,570,003

Problem Statement
About 6,8 million police-reported traffic crashes occur annually in the United States. It is critical
to NHTSA's mission to have a nationwide database of nationally representative crashes that form
the basis for initiating countermeasures for improving the crash situation in this country.
Current Protram (FY 2001: $10,163,000)
Nationally representative data on crashes occurring in the United States is vitally important to the
agency and other users. NASS General Estimates System (GES) data assists in assessing the trend
and magnitude of the crash situation in this country, and the NASS Crashworthiness Data System
((DS) provides more in-depth and descriptive data which allows NHTSA to quantify the
relationship between the occupants and vehicles in the real-world crash environment. Collection,
storage, and quality control of these data must be maintained and improved to ensure that users
continue to be provided with high quality data gathered in a timely fashion.
Major FY 2001 initiatives include:
Conducted detailed crash investigations and encoded data at 24 NASS CDS sites, extracted
crash data from police traffic crash reports gathered at 60 GES sites, and conducted quality
control functions at two NASS Zone Centers.
Made the CY 2000 NASS CDS databases with images available on the Internet through the
NHTSA web site.
Investigated approximately 4,500 crashes during CY 2000 at the 24 CDS sites, increasing the
total of the detailed CDS files to over 64,000 cases.
Entered information on approximately 54,000 police-reported traffic crashes for CY 2000 into
GES data files. An annual combined data report has been published and distributed nationwide
for GES and FARS, and an update of the multi-year CDS report is being prepared. Both
reports are available through the NHTSA web site.
*

Began collection of rfo-mation from event data recorders which are devices onboard
passenger vehicles tlat record pie-impact and at-impact crash details.
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•

Conducted training for state and local police traffic crash investigators, CIREN investigators,
and other government-related personnel in field investigation procedures at the Transportation
Safety Institute in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

*

Conducted a tire pressure survey for the Transportation Recall Enhancement, Accountability,
and Documentation (TREAD) Act. Measured the tire pressure from over 11,500 vehicles in a
two-week period.

Proam Highlights
NASS is a key datasource for measuring the traffic safe ty performance goals of NHTSA and all
its majorprograms (Safety PerformanceStandars,Safety Assurance, Research and
Development, and Traffic Safety Programs) These dataare not availablefrom any other data
system. It is, also, an essentialdata sourcefor its customers (internalandDepartmentaloffices,
other Federalagencies, researchorganizations,andinterest groups). The maintenanceof an
infrastructurelike this is important because it provides NHTSA and DOTwith a quick and costeffective means of conductingspecial studies. The vehicle-traumadetailsfrom 4,500 crash
investigations and the nationalcrash trenddatafrom 54,000 police reportedcrashesform the
foundationfor a comprehensive understanding of both the relationshipbetween vehicle crash
severity and occupant injury, andthe scope of the highway safety problem.
FY 2002 Budget Request ( $10,570,000)
The FY 2002 request seeks continued funding of all on-going programs These on-going
programs include activities to:
*

Collect CDS data at 24 sites in 17 states

*

Collect GES data at 60 sites (including the 24 CDS sites) in 26 states.
Create annual NASS CDS databases, with approximately 4,500 detailed motor vehicle crash
investigations for CDS and 54,000 traffic crash reports foi GES.
Continue NASS CDS quality control and efficiency of data completeness.
Continue to minimnize the time from case investigation to public availability.

*

Continue replacement, update, and general training for NASS researchers.

*

Continue training for state and local police traffic crash investigators, CIREN investigators,
and other government-related personnel in field,investigation procedures at the Transportation
Safety Institute in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
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" Provide in-depth injury information on air bag and automatic belt data from NASS CDS cases
to support research and regulatory initiatives on occupant protection systems in passenger cars
*

Continue evaluation of current field data collection hardware and software to ensure quality
and efficiency of data recording in field operations.

The new initiatives proposed are:
Advanced Safety Devices. Conduct crash investigations within NASS CDS to provide
detailed information about real world crashes involving vehicles with advanced safety devices
for occupant protection systems. Review police reports and provide notification to the Special
Crash Investigation program. Crashes will include side and frontal advanced air bags,
advanced sensing systems and controls, automatic air bag shut off systems, and advanced
automatic crash data collection systems. If available on these vehicles, data from event data
recorders will be accessed.
* Child Safety Seat Data Collection. In support of the TREAD Act, improve current NASS
data variables, and collect data to determine the real world effectiveness of child safety seats in
reducing injuries to children involved in motor vehicle crashes,
New Technologies for Field Data Collection. Continue developing and testing new
technologies to enhance the collection of field data.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Research and Analysis

DATA ANALYSIS PROGRAM

FY 2000
Enacted
$1,924,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$1,993,000

FY 2002
Request
$1,950,000

Problem Statement
In recent years, about 41,500 people died from injuries received in motor vehicle traffic crashes
and more than 3 2 million other people sustained non-fatal injuries The success of NHTSA's
vision to reduce fatalities and injuries depends on effective and reliable crash data analysis.
Ensuring that sufficient analytical resources are available for timely and pertinent analyses is critical
to effective utilization of NHTSA's data collection program.
Current Progm (FY 2001: $1,993,000)
In FY 2001, the Data Analysis Program's major objectives are threefold: maintain analytic support
provided to internal and external customers; analyze available data to identify injury mechanisms
and associated outcomes in motor vehicle crashes; and continue to provide accurate and timely
traffic safety and related information to the NHTSA's varied customers, including metrics used to
track NHTSA's activities under the DOT Annual Performance Plan.
In meeting the first two of the Data Analysis Program objectives, staff and contractors will
continue to analyze motor vehicle crash and related data to support NHTSA's research, safety
performance, safety assurance, and traffic safety programs and injury control efforts. The results
of these analyses are a critical piece of information used to form the basis for agency decision
making affecting motor vehicle and traffic safety. These results also are used by the entire highway
traffic safety community to quantify emerging traffic safety issues and problems, determine
priorities, and target resources where they will be the most effective. Specific analytical projects
underway this year include:
* Evaluating the effectiveness of occupant protection systems, daytime running lights lamps,
and antilock braking systems and other motor vehicle safety improvements
*

Supporting the Office of Defects Investigation to quantify crash occurrence and
crashworthiness related to alleged vehicle defects.

•

Investigating the relationship between tire failure, vehicle rollover, and crash outcomes.

*

Providing analytic support for issues relating to Child Safety and Tire Pressure resulting from
the Transportation Recall Enhancement, Accountability, and Documentation.4TREAD) Act.
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To meet the third Data Analysis Program objective, staff and contractors will continue to meet
customer needs for
the timely completion and dissemination of high quality statistical information
on motor vehicle traffic crashes. The program responds both to internal requests and to requests
from external customers, including hundreds of requests received via the agency Internet web site.
Many of these requests require complex programming and/or data analysis. This portion of the
program is also responsible for producing 15 annual publications on traffic safety, including the
Traffic Safety Facts annual report and Traffic Safety Fact Sheets.
Program Highlights
Customers now can request statisticalcrash information by telephone and via the Internet
through the NHISA WWW Site. In FY 2000, more than 20,000 requestsfor dataor analyses were
receivedby the information services staff, either through agency requests,from the Integrated
Voice Processing(IVP)computerized request system and via the Internet, or by mail.
Additionally, the DataAnalysis Programprintedover 21 separate documents during the year and
contributedtoother studies throughoutthe agency.
FY 2002 Budget Request (S1,950,000)
The FY 2002 request seeks continued funding of all current activities, as described in the FY 2001
program. Statistical data are critically important for monitoring crash trends and evaluating the
effectiveness of federal, state, and privately funded programs aimed at reducing fatalities and
injuries on the nation's highways. Many customers request detailed statistical data from the crash
files, often requiring complex programming procedures which can entail days or longer.
In FY 2002, the Data Analysis Program will continue to:
Conduct major analytical projects aimed at studying motor vehicle crash and related data to
support NHTSA's research, safety performance, safety assurance, and traffic safety programs
and injury control efforts and provide the metrics by which NHTSA tracks its progress toward
meeting the Departmental Performance Goals.
Maintain and improve upon the high level of customer satisfaction with the Data Analysis
Program's services and products. This will be accomplished by continuing staff training,
through process improvement activities, and through investigation of new information
processing technology to upgrade, as appropriate, the current customer service response and
tracking systems. New technology may improve timeliness of responding to customers'
requests for the latest traffic safety crash data and information.
*

Produce annual reports and other topical publications which describe motor vehicle traffic
crashes and their consequences in the United States.

• Report on the metrics used to track NHTSA's portion of the Department's Performance Plan.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Research and Analysis

STATE DATA PROGRAM

FY 2000
Enacted
$2,344,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$2,491,000

FY 2002
Reue
$2,450,000

Problem Statement
NHTSA and the highway safety community need high quality data to perform problem
identification, establish and monitor achievement of goals and performance measures, determine
progress of specific programs, and support the development and evaluation of highway and vehicle
safety countermeasures.
Current Program (Fl! 2001: S2,491,000)
NHTSA's mission to improve highway traffic safety requires a multifaceted data collection
approach. To supplement the data NHTSA collects in-house, NHTSA also collects state crash
data. The State Data Program provides NHTSA with state crash data which are used by agency
analysts to support research aimed at reducing deaths, injuries, crashes, and associated health care
costs. Beyond NHTSA's use of these data, NHTSA works with the states on a continuing basis to
assist them in improving their data as well as decimating the data to state, local, academic, and
private organizations. The State Data Program focuses on the following areas:
Providing State Crash Data Files to NHTSA Analysts. The State Data Program obtains,
documents, and makes available to NHTSA analysts state crash data files, These are the
electronic data files produced by state governments based on motor vehicle crash reports
collected from police departments across the sta.te. In FY 2001, NHTSA is obtaining crash
data files from 17 states, converting them into a format compatible with NHTSA analytical
protocols, developing documentation for their use, and making them available within the
agency.
Providing Technical Assistance in the Use of State Data for NHTSA Programs. The
State Data Program staff continue to assist the numerous users within NHTSA in accessing
and using the state crash data files State data files and technical assistance are also provided
to users outside of the agency on a limited basis. Staff also continue to use these crash data
files to produce internal analyses and to publish reports
Providing Technical Assistance to States to Improve their Highway Safety-related
Databases. In FY 2001, the State Data Program staff continue to promote the adoption of
the Model Minimum Uniform Crash Criteria (MMUCC) by states as their basic police
reported crash data set through staffing an informational workshop and providing technical
assistance. They continue to support improvements ii state traffic records systems through
R&A-35
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participation in the evaluation and awarding of ighway Safety Information Systemns
Improvement Grants as provided in TEA-21 and through the support of national conferences
such as the National Safety Council's International Forum on Traffic Records and Highway
Safety Information Systems,
Promoting the Linking of Crash and Medical Outcome Databases. Data linkage
improves a state's analytical capability by providing crash outcome information in terms of
injuries, severity of injuries, and costs of treatment, Currently (through FY 2000), 25 states
have received grants to link their databases and begin institutionalization of the linkage
process. NHISA's FY 2001 program will focus on two areas: awarding 3-4 grants to new
states to begin data linkage; and grants to states which have linked data to develop a data
network that would provide access to these data for use by NHTSA. Technical assistance in
data linkage is being provided to those states which are attempting linkage or to those states
interested in the process.

Program Hiehliehts
State crash data from the State Data Program are being used in numerous on-going analyses
including: rollovers and tire problems (blowouts, worn tires) related to Ford Explorers and peer
vehicles; side and rear impact vehicle collisions with large trucks and buses; child safety seats;
and injury patterns for motorcycle riders by helmet use.
FY 2002 Request ($2,450,000)
The FY 2002 budget request seeks continued funding for the State Data Program. The program
will continue to obtain, document, and make state crash data files available for the analyses that
support the many different agency safety program areas. Analytical and technical support in the
use of these files will be continued and will be provided to analysts inside and outside the agency.
NHTSA will continue to work national and state organizations to encourage states to adopt
standardized motor vehicle traffic crash data elements (MMUCC). NI{TSA's program to promote
the use of linked crash and medical outcome data files in states with these files will be continued
through providing technical assistance, sponsoring research and meetings, demonstrating linked
data usefulness, and by awarding grants to additional states which will qualify by having the
necessary crash and medical outcome data files.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Research and Analysis

SPECIAL CRASH INVESTIGATIONS (SCI)

FY 2000
Enacted
$1,553,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$1,594,000

FY 2002
Rgue
$1,650,000

Problem Statement
It is critical to the safety of the motoring public to have a program that can rapidly document the
effectiveness of occupant protection systems (advanced air bags) changes as automobile
manufactures undergo the technology changes to meet the new government requirements (Federal
Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 208). The in-depth real world crash data will be used for the
evaluation of occupant protection effectiveness and to provide an early detection of alleged or
potential vehicle defects.
Current Program (FY2001: S1,594,000)
The SCI crash investigation is the primary source for providing detailed data for the analysis of air
bag deployments. These in-depth investigations include the documentation of crash circumstances,
the identification of injury mechanisms, the evaluation of safety countermeasure effectiveness, and
the early detection of design and functional problems relative to air bags and vehicle occupants
This year, the agency has:
*

Continued locating, investigating, confirming, and reporting air bag-related life threatening and
fatal injury cases for the entire United States.
Continued to be the first line of data collection, completing over 100 field crash investigations
which provide accurate and detailed information on the real-world performance of new air bag
systems, such as side air bags and advanced air bags equipped with sophisticated sensing
systems and multi-stage inflators.
Published quarterly counts worldwide on the Internet for the folowing:
1) NHTSA air bag fatalities and serious injuries;
2) NHTSA and Industry Partners redesigned air bag deployment investigations,
3) NHTSA advanced air bag deployment investigations, and
4) NHTSA side air bag deployment investigations.

* Enhanced access to completed SCI cases through the worldwide web
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The performance of air bags, as an occupantprotection system, is of high interest to the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHISA). Automobile manufacturershave began
imroducing advancedoccupant protectionsystems into theirfleets. In an efjbri to determine
how these advancedoccupant protection systems affect occupants in real world crashes, the SCI
is collectingdata on crashes invoking vehicles equippedwith these systems. However, the only
method to observe andormeasure the performance of these systems is through the EDR dna
Thr SCI is currentlyprovidingcase data to the industry on the performance of these new
occupantprotectiondevices This collaborative effort combines the talents of NtJTSA and
automobile manufacturers,which enablesa more detailed evaluation of the real world
performance of these advancedtechn.logies. Particularlynoteworthy is the technicalanalysis of
the event data recorder (EDR) output. The EDR data has providedinvaluable information
relatingto occupant status, severity assessment, anddeployment control in researchingcrashes
with advancedoccupantprotection systems.
FY 2002 Bud2ct Recuest ($1,650,000)
The FY 2002 request seeks continued funding of all on-going programs. These on-going
programs include activities to:
*

Investigate SCI cases nationwide through 3 field contractors.

*

Investigate over 200 crashes, including over 100 advanced air bag systems.

*

Add more than 200 crashes to the database of SCI cases available for public distribution.
Improve the efficiency in completing the Special Crash Investigation case reports.

*

Generally increase the quality and completeness of data provided in the motor vehicle crash
investigations.

*

Facilitate improved collection and utilization of crashworthiness data from on-board event data
recorder.
Continue planning and researching new technologies for field data collection.

The new initiatives proposed are:
Advanced Occupant Protection Systems in Fatal Crashes. Conduct 100 crash
investigations to provide detailed information about real-world crashes involving vehicles with
Advanced safety devices for occupant protection systems. Crashes would include late model
year vehicles equipped with side and frontal advanced air bags, advanced sensing systems and
controls, automatic air bag shut off systems, and advanced automatic crash data collection
systems.
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*

-

Continue the Collaborative Efforts Between NHTSA and Automobile Manufacturer for
the Data Collection of Event Data Recorder (EDR) Data. The EDR data has provided
invaluable information relating to occupant status, severity assessment, and deployment control
in researching crashes with advanced occupant protection systems.
Performance of Child Safety Seats In Vehicles Equipped With LATCH. Perform five
in-depth crash investigations on children properly installed in child safety seats with vehicles
equipped with Lower Anchors and Tethers for Children (LATCW). The data will be used to
research the performance of new technology for child occupant protection systems in real
world crashes,
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Research and Analysis
FY 2000
Enacted
$950,000

VEHICLE RESEARCH AND TEST
CENTER (VRTC)

FY 2001
Enacted
$950,000

FY 2002
Request
$990,000

Problem Statement
Administrative funds are required for the operation of the Vehicle Research and Test Center
(VRTC). VRTC is the agency's in-house research, development, test, and evaluation facility
located in East Liberty, Ohio.
Current Program (FY2001: $950,000)
VRTC supports all NHTSA program offices with the ability to use in-house researchers to
address safety issues and support new or revised rulemaking initiatives. Approximately 40 R & D
programs and 20 defect investigations are performed at VRTC each year, including several of the
agency priority programs. Administrative funds are used to lease space to house the facility and
provide utilities and equipment at VRTC.
VRTC maintains three divisions:
Crashworthinss/Defects Investigation - The Defects Analysis and Crashworthiness
Division continues to provide in-house support for priority activities such as improvements to
child restraint testing (required in Transportation Recall Enhancement, Accountability, and
Documentationa (TREAD) Act legislation), upgrade of tire road hazzard test requirements
(also required in TREAD), frontal and side protection upgrades for school buses, side air bag
evaluation, and advanced frontal air bag monitoring and evaluation.
Engineering, analysis, and testing to identify possible vehicle defects continues. Quick
reaction test and evaluation of possible motor vehicle defects result in earlier determinations
of recall requirements. This results inreduction of accidents and injures caused by defective
components or vehicles.
Pedestrian and Applied Biomechanics -The Pedestrian and Applied Biomechanics Division
is supporting the child dummy and injury criteria necessary for child restraint test
improvements (TREAD), including the development of an additional child size between the 6
year old and a small adult. Work will be initiated on evaluation of the 95' percentile adult
dummy, and on the evaluation of side impact dummy designs which have potential for
harmonization of side impact testing and development around the world. Test dummies are
supplied for programs internationally, and maintained and refurbished for agency needs.
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Programs to develop and refine injury tolerance values for children and adults will continue
through accident reconstruction techniques and impact trauma programs.
Vehicle Stability and Control - The Vehicle Stability and Control Division is anticipating a
large workload in conjunction with TREAD, the 21' Century Truck, and other high priority
agency initiatives. The dynamic rollover test development program of TREAD is underway,
as well as major segments of the upgrade of tire requirements, including tire pressure
monitoring technology. The de-beading test requirements of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standard No. 109 are also being studied. Other high priority studies include the effects of
driver distraction caused by emerging in-vehicle technology, such as cell phones, route
navigation, personal computers, etc. VRTC is also supporting the final development and
transition to use of the National Advanced Driving Simulator.
FY 2002 Budget Request (S990,000)
The three VRTC divisions will continue to support agency priority programs identified during
prior fiscal years,
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NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
PLANS & POUCY CONTRACT PROGRAM
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Enacted

FY 2001
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468
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89
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General Administration
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
General Administration
FY 2000
Enacted
$468,000

PROGRAM EVALUATION

FY 2001
Enacted
$468,000

FX2002
Request
$468,000

Problem Statement
Program Evaluation seeks to determine the most cost-effective regulations and programs to
address motor vehicle and highway safety problems, the performance of safety programs; and
further opportunities for improving safety.
Current Program (FY 2001: $468,000)
The objective of program evaluation is to gather information about NHTSA vehicle regulatory
and highway safety programs and measure their effectiveness in achieving their objectives,
Executive Order 12866 requires federal agencies to evaluate their existing regulations and
programs.
After determining if and how a standard or program can be evaluated, NHTSA collects and
analyzes crash or other data (1) to determine if programs have reduced fatalities, injuries, crashes
or other indicators; (2) to estimate changes in consumer costs for vehicle safety equipment; (3) to
use these effectiveness and cost studies to estimate a standard's overall benefits and costs to the
sopropriate, (4) to identify opportunities for improving the effectiveness of
qX.
public; and,
programs.
Crash data will be collected to evaluate antilock brake systems for heavy trucks and rear-impact
guards for truck trailers. The cost, maintenance requirements and durability of antilock brakes for
heavy trucks will be studied by engineering analyses and a survey of truck fleets. The evaluation
of improvements to occupant protection continues with statistical analyses of crash data for
depowered air bags and safety belt pretensioners.
FY 2002 Budget Request ($468,000)
Crash data collection will continue for the evaluation of antiock brake systems and rear-impact
guards for heavy trucks. The evaluation of side impact protection (FMVSS No. 214) will
continue with statistical analyses of crash data and a cost analysis of side air bags. The evaluation
of head injury protection (FMVSS No. 201) will include testing tlwperformance of baseline
vehicles. The statistical evaluation of depowered air bags and safety belt pretensioners will
continu,

-
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
General Administration

STRATEGIC PLANNING

FY 2000
Enaced

FY 2001
Enacted

FY 2002
Request

$90,000

$89,000

$89,000

Problem Statement
Strategic Planning is used as a management tool in NHTSA for setting organizational direction
and developing action plans so that the agency's mission and critical objectives can be achieved.
Current Program (FY 2001: $89,000)
The strategic planning model involves a comprehensive analysis of customers, environment, and
organizational (agency) factors. From this analysis, agency management are provided with a solid
basis for assessing the implementation of current strategies and where necessary, modifying
program strategies to reflect changes in customer, environment and/or organizational factors.
Strategic planning enables senior management to keep the organization on target for meeting its
mission and long term objectives.
In FY 2001, strategic planning will use the findings from a strategic assessment of NHTSA's
Impaired Driving Program as the basis for recommendations for changes in program direction.
Continuous improvement activities will be continued as a way to assess, and where necessary,
improve internal operations
FY 2002 Budget Request ($89,000)
The FY 2002 request will continue strategic planning efforts to study aspects of the agency's
ability to meet its mission as effectively as possible. These areas include improving internal
communication and outreach to agency partners; integrating continuous improvement activities as
a means for improving agency efficiency; examining priorities and strategies to support decisions
on resource allocation; and a strategic assessment of the changing environment and identifying
new traffic safety challenges.
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
General Administration

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

FY 2000
Enacted
$87,000

FY 2001
Enacted
$86,000

FY 2002
Reuest
$86,000

Problem Statement
Establishing program priorities and determining the potential effectiveness of proposed regulatory
actions require scientifically sound methods for quantifying the economic and social consequences
of injury and fatality resulting from motor vehicle crashes The Economic Analysis program
develops such methods where needed, and modifies existing methods to meet the agency's specific
needs
Current Program (FY 2001: $86,000)
Clinical validation of the Functional Capacity Index (FCI) and development of a version of the
FCI applicable to pediatric motor vehicle injuries will be completed. An ongoing effort to obtain
additional empirical data on the outcomes people experience in motor vehicle crashes will
continue. Estimates of the societal costs of motor vehicle injuries will be developed with an
emphasis on changes in the health care related costs resulting from changes in the health care
infrastructure,
FY 2002 Budget Request ($86,000)
Efforts will be undertaken to develop answers to questions raised in the international conference
held in FY 2000. The agency will provide support for this fiscal year's international conference
on measuring the burden of injury. The purpose of the conference will be to build consensus on
certain unresolved methodological issues in measuring the outcomes of motor vehicle injuries. An
update of the overall societal burden resulting from motor vehicle injuries will be published,
incorporating the economic cost estimates developed as part of the FY 2001 program, as well as
estimates of the functional burden imposed on society as a result of motor vehicle crash injuries
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HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANTS
(LIQUIDATION OF CONTRACT AUrHORIZATION)
(LIMITATION ON OBLIGATIONS)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, for payment of obligations incurred in carrying out
the provisions of 23 U S C 402, 405, 410, and 411 to remain available until expended,
[$213.000,0001 S223,000,000, to be derived from the Highway Trust Fund Provided, That none
of the funds in this Act shall be available for the planning or execution of programs the total
obligations for which, in fiscal year [2001] 2002, are in excess of [$213,000,000] $223,000,000
for programs authorized under 23 U S C 402, 405, 410, and 411, ofwhich [$155,000,000]
$160,000.000 shall be for "Highway Safety Programs" under 23 U S C 402, [$13,000,000]
$15,000,000 shall be for "Occupant Protection Incentive Grants" under 23 U.S C 405,
[$36.000,0001 $38,000,000 shall be for "Alcohol-Impaired Driving Countermeasures Grants"
under 23 U S C 410, [$9,000,000] $10,000,000 shall be for the "State Highway Safety Data
Grants" under 23 U S C 411. Providedfurther, That none of these finds shall be used for
construction, rehabilitation, or remodeling costs, or for office furnishings and fixtures tor State,
local, or private buildings or structures Provtdedfurther, That not to exceed [$7,750,000]
$8,000,000 of the funds made available for section 402, not to exceed [S650,000J $750.000 of the
funds made available for section 405, not to exceed [$1,800,000] $1,900.000 of the funds made
available for section 410, and not to exceed [$450,000] $500,000 of the funds made available for
section 411 shall be available to NI-ITSA for administering highway safety grants under chapter 4
of title 23, United States Code Providedfirther. That not to exceed 5500,000 of the funds made
available for section 410 "Alcohol-Impaired Driving Countermeasures Grants" shall be available
for technical assistance to the States (Department of Tranvportation and Related Agencies

Appropriations Act, 20001, as enacted by section 101(a) of PL. 106-346 )
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAJETY ADMINISTRATION
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANTS
(LIQUIDATION OF CONTRACT AUTHORITY)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars)
Identification Code
FY 2000
69-8020-0-7-401
Actual
Obligations by program activity:
Direct Program
00.01
Section 402 Formula Grants
152,800
00.02
Section 405 Occupant Protection Incentive
Grants
10,000
00.03
Section 410 Alcohol Incentive Grants
36,000
0004
Section 411 Safety Data Grants
8000
1000
Total Obligations
206,800
Budgetary resources available for obligation:
21 49
Unobligated Balance Carried Forward,
start of year. Contract Authority
22.00
New Budget Authority, (gross)
206,800
23 95
Tetal New Obligations
-206,800
2449
Unobligated Balance Carried Forward, end
of year. Contract Authority
0
New budget authority (gross), detail
Discretionary
4026
Appropriation (trust fund, definite)
206,800
4049
Portion applied to liquidate contract
authority
-206800
43 00
Appropriation (total discretionary)
0
Mandatory
66 10
Contract Authoriy
206 8W
7000
Total new budget authority (gross)
206,800
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FY 2001
Estimate

FY 2002
Estimate

154,659

160,000

12,971
35,921
8.980
212,531

15,000
38,000
10,000
223,000

213,000
-212,531

469
223,000
-223,000

469

469

213,000

223,000

-213_000
0

-223_000
0

2213_00
213,000

_2_000
223,000
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANTS
(LIQUIDATION OF CONTRACT AUTHORITY)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)

Program and Financing (in thousands
Identification Code
69-8020-0-7-401
Change in unpaid obligations
Unpaid obligations, start of year
7240
Obligated balance, start of year
72 99
Obligated balance, start of year.
Contract Authority
73.10
Total new obligations
73 20
Total outlays (gross)
Unpaid obligations, end of year
7440
Unpaid obligations, end of year
74,99
Obligated balance, end of year
Outlays (gross), detail
8690
Outlays from new discretionary authority
8693
Outlays from discretionary balances
8700
Total outlays (gross)
Net budget authority and outlays
8900
Budget authority
9000
Outlays

of dollars)
FY 2000
Actual

FY 2001
Estimate

FY 2002
Estimate

209,804

225,235

216,571

206,800
206,800

225,235
212,531

216,571
223,000

-191,369
225.235
225,235

-221,002
216,765
216,765

-228,063
211,508
211.508

84,788
106,581
191,369

87,138
133,864
221,002

91,430
136,633
228,063

206,800
191,369

212,531
221,002

223,000
228,063
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANTS
(LIQUIDATION OF CONTRACT AUTHORITY)
(HIGHWAY TRUST FUND)
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars)
Identification Code

69-8020-0-7-401
Status of Contract Authority
02.00 Contract Authority
04.00. Appropriation to liquidate contract authont
07 00 Balance, end of year

FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

Actual

Estimate

Estimate

206,800
-206,800
0

213,000
-213,000
0

223,000
-223,000
0
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HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANTS
Program and Performance
Section 402. The Section 402 State and Community Grant Program is a performance-based
program administered by NHTSA_ Grant allocations are determined on the basis of a statutory
formula States use this funding to reduce traffic crashes, fatalities, and injuries The grants are
used to suppc.-t State highway safety programs, within national priorities, implemented jointly
with all members of the highway safety community States develop safety goals, performance
measures, and strategic plans to manage use of grants for programs to reduce deaths and injuries
on the Nation's highways, such as programs associated with excessive speeds, failure to use
occupant restraints, a]cohol/drug impaired driving, and roadway safety
Section 410 Alcohol-ImpairedDrting Irceitte Grants A two-tiered basic and
supplemental grant program to reward states that pass new laws and start more effective
programs to attack drunk driving States may qualif> for basic grants by implementing criteria
that include administrative license revocation, stepped-up police enforcement coupled with
publicity, and graduated licensing laws with nighttime driving restrictions and Zero Tolerance
States are also awarded basic grants for demonstrating consistently high performance in reducing
alcohol-related fatalities There are six supplemental grant criteria, including self-sustaining drunk
driving prevention programs, effective DWI tracking systems, and use of passive alcohol sensors
by police
Section 405 Occupant ProtectionIncentive Grants Targe's specific laws and programs to
help states increase seat belt and child safety seat use States may qualify for grants b' adopting
or demonstrating specific laws and programs, such as primary safety belt use laws, mmnimum fines
or penalty points, and special traffic enforcement programs Grant funds may be used only to
implement and enforce occupant protection programs
Section 411 State thghay Safer 1)at Ilmprovmetlt Jict',itiis (;rtts Encourages states to
take effective actions to improve the timeliness, accuracy, completeness, uniformitN, and
accessibility of their highway safety data States may qualify for grants based on the status of
development of a multi->ear highway safety data and traffic records strategic plan and
establishment of a multi- disciplinary data coordinating committee Grant funds may be used only
to implement data improvement programs
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Highway Traffic Safety Grants
FY 2000

Enacted

SECTION 402 STATE & COMMUNITY
FORMULA GRANTS PROCRAM

$152,800,000

FY 200!
[naCLCj
$154,659,000

FY 2002
&Ngsl
$160,000,000

Problem StatemnA
Highway safety is a major public health problem in the nation today, and the Section 402 program
is a critical asset in the Administration's goal of reducing health care costs In 1999, traffic
crashes claimed 41,611 lives and caused 3,236,000 injuries The medical costs associated with
crash fatalities and injuries in 1994, alone, totaled over $ 17 billion The total cost of motor
vehicle crKshes in 1994 was $150 5 billion Public revenues paid 24 percent of medical costs and
9 percent of all costs resulting from motor vehicle crashes The programs funded from Section
402 result in direct savings to the public because they prevent accidents and reduce deaths and
injuries
Current Program (FY 2001: S154,659,000)
The Section 402 State and Community Formula Grant Program provides for a coordinated
national highway safety program in every state, territory, am" the Indian Nations Under a
formula established by the Highway Safety Act of 1966, all states, the District of Columbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Indian Nations, and the Trust Territories are provided with grants
to encourage and facilitate implementation of more effective programs to improve highway safety
These grants to all states and territories are used to support state highway safety programs, using
a performance-based management process The states may choose to use the grants to implement
programs to reduce deaths and injuries caused by exceeding posted speed limits, encourage
proper use of occupant protection devices, reduce alcohol and drug-impaired driving, reduce
crashes between motorcycles and other vehicles, reduce school bus crashes, improve police traffic
services, improve emergency medical services and trauma care systems, increase pedestrian and
bicyclist safety, improve traffic record systems, and improve roadway safety The grants also
provide additional support for state data collection and reporting of traffic deaths and injuries
Key highway safety initiatives such as Safe Communities, aggressive driving, and speed
management programs receive their federal financial support through the Section 402 formula
grant program The number of Safe Communities continues to rise At the end of December
2000, NHTSA had surpassed its goal of increasing the number of Safe Communities to 1,000 by
the end of 2000
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FY 2002 Budet Retuest (S160,000,000)
In FY 2002, the Section 402 program will continue the efforts noted above in FY 2001 Unlike
the incentive grant programs which only assist a fraction of the country's population, the Section
402 formula program ensures that all states address key highway safety problems that occur, and
that these problems are attacked with the most effective countermeasures available nationwide, as
developed and tested in the Federal Section 403 Progiam
The Section 402 program is a major influence nationwide in meeting the Department's goals ofgO
percent safety belt usage by 200S and a reduction in alcohol-related fatalities to 11,000 by 2005,
as well as the continuing reduction in the traffic fatality and injury rates In addition to national
goals, as states implement the new Section 402 process, they are setting their own highway safet'
goals, based on their data and needs analysis
In the area of occupant protection, states are implementing increased activities to support the
Buckle Up Amenca Campaign Several states have demonstrated success in enhancing the
visibility oftheir seat belt enforcement efforts and increasing seat belt use by promoting "Click It
or Ticket" as their Buckle Up Campaign theme A majority of states have committed to or are
seriously considenng adopting "'Click It or Ticket " Additional efforts are focused on improving
state child occupant protection and seat belt use laws, particularly passage of primary enforcement
laws, increased enforcement of current laws, expanding public education on the benefits of seat
belt and child safety seat use, and strengthening partnerships to increase proper use of safety belts
and child safety seats
In the effort to reduce alcohol-related fatalities. NHTSA is assisting interested states in planning
statewide alcohol forums to be conducted in FY 2001 and 2002 These forums, designed to
create action plans tailored to each states's unique impaired dnving priorities, are being developed
in collaboration with Mothers Against Drunk Driving and other state and national partners Each
state has a critical role to play in the broad-based regional and national strategic plans developed
to meet the national goals
Furthermore, in FY 2002, by continuing support for implementing Safe Communities, states are
enabling communities to take action to change behaviors and reduce injunes prevalent in their
locality, and thus reduce the costs associated with motor vehicle crashes N1-ITSA has made a
major commitment to the philosophy that communities are in the best position to make
improvements in the motor vehicle injury problem, knowing that when a community takes
ownership of an issue, positive change will result With the strong state and local support
evidenced for this program, NIITSA expects to see continued increases in the numbers of Safe
Communities
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Highway Traffic Safety Grants

SECTION 405 OCCUPANT PROTECTION
INCENTIVE GRANTS PROGRAM

FY 2000
Lnactd
$10,000,000

FY 2001
FY 2002
jjnag
Reuest
$12,971,000 $15,000,000

Problem Statement
In 1999, 70 percent of passenger vehicle occupants used their safety belt (according to
observational surveys conducted by the states) Lap and shoulder belts, when used properly,
reduce the risk of fatal injury to front seat passenger car occupants bv 45 percent and the risk of
moderate-to-critical injury by 50 percent For light truck occupants, the effectiveness increases to
60 and 65 percent, respectively Seat belts are the most effectrse means of reducing fatalities and
serious injuries when traffic crashes occur In 1999, among passenger vehicle occupants over 4
years old, seat belts saved an estimated 11,197 lives
..urMtpe
Prorrjm (FY 2001: $12,971,000)
This initiative established under the Transportation Equity Act for the 21' Century (TEA-21)
provides grants to states to implement and enforce occupant protection programs States must
demonstrate that they are implementing specific occupant protection laws and programs, such as
A law requiring safety belt use by individuals in all seating positions in the vehicle
A safety belt law providing for primary enforcement
Minimum fines or penalty points for seat belt and child seat use law violations
A statewide special traffic enforcement program for occupant protection that emphasizes
publicity
A statewide child passenger protection education program that includes programs about
proper seating positions for children in air bag equipped motor vehicles and instruction on
how to reduce the improper use of child restraint systems
A child passenger protection law that requires minors to be properly secured in a child safety
seat or other appropriate restraint system

HTSG-9
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In FY 1999, the first year of the Section 405 program, NHTSA made grant awards to 38
states, the District of Columbia, and 4 territories. In FY 2000, the second year ofthe Section
405 program, NHTSA made grant awards to 38 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico
and 2 territories FY 2001 grants will be awarded in September 2001.
FY 2002 Budget Request ($15,000,000)
Increasing safety belt and child safety seat usage is critical to reducing deaths and injuries on the
nation's highways The Section 405 program is a key element of the Department's initiative to
reach 90/a belt use by 2005, and to reduce child occupant fatalities (0-4 years) by 25% in 2005
The agency is requesting $15 million, the full authorization level, to support the Section 405
program under ThA-21 In FY 2002, the Section 405 program will continue the efforts noted
above in FY 2001 States will use their FY 2002 incentive grant awards to fund occupant
protection countermeasures and programs, including
*

Improved safety belt and child safety seat laws
Increased enforcement of these laws
Air bag education and correct child safety seat usage education programs

HTSG-I0
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Highway Traffic Safety Grants
FY 2000
Enact
$36,000,000

SECTION 410 ALCOHOL-IMPAIRED
DRIVING COUNTERMEASURES
INCENTIVE GRANTS PROGRAM

FY 2001

FY 2002

Enacted
$35,921,000

$38,000,000

Problem Statement
In 1999, 15,786 people were killed and 308,000 people were injured in alcohol-related crashes
In 1999, 30 percent of all traffic fatalities occurred in crashes in which at least one driver or nonoccupant had a BAC of. 10 or greater.
Current Prosram (FY 2001: $35,921,000)
The Transportation Equity Act for the 21' Century amended the existing Section 410 program
which provides grants to states to encourage states to adopt and implement effective programs to
reduce traffic safety problems resulting from individuals driving while under the influence of
alcohol. This program builds upon the successful Section 410 program, which expired at the end
of FY 1997 and was extended through FY 1998. Beginning in FY 1999, to be eligible for
incentive grant funding, a state had to meet the criteria for a ProgrammaticBasic Grant,
PerformanceBasic Grant, or both
Under the ProgrammaticBasic Grant, states must demonstrate that they are implementing at
least 5 of the following 7 specific impaired driving laws and programs
*

An administrative license revocation law.

*

A program to prevent drivers under age 21 from obtaining alcoholic beverages
A program for intensive impaired driving law enforcement

*

A graduated licensing law with nighttime driving restrictions and zero tolerance
A program to target drivers with high BAC
'Young adult drinking programs to reduce impaired driving by individuals age 21 through 34
A rate of tsting for BAC of drivers in fatal crashes which is equal to or greater than the
national average

HTSG-11
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Under the Performance Basic Grant, sta'es must demonstrate: 1) a reduction in their percentage
of fatally injured drivers with. 10 BAC or greater, in each of the last 3 years and 2) their
percentage of drivers with 10 BAC or greater is lower than the national average for each of the
last 3 years
A state which qualifies for either or both Basic Grants may qualify for a Supplemental Grant by
demonstrating that it implements programs such as:
Videotaping of drunk drivers by police.
A self-sustaining impaired driving program
Laws to reduce driving with suspended license
Use of passive alcohol sensors by police
A system for tracking information on drunk drivers
Other innovative programs
In FY 1999, the first year of the program under the new TEA-21 Section 410 criteria, NHTSA
made grant awards to 31 states and the District of Columbia Three states - Cahifornia, Florida,
and Utah - qualified for both Programmatic and Performance Basic Grants In FY 2000, NHTSA
made grant awards to 38 states Three states -Florida, Georgia, and Utah - qualified for both
Programmatic and Performance Basic Grants FY 2001 grants will be awarded in September
2001
EY 2002 Budget Request ($38,000,000)
The Section 410 program supports the Department's Partnersin Progress initiative with its goals
to reduce alcohol-impaired driving fatalities to 11,000 by the year 2005 NIITSA is requesting
$38 million, the full authorization level for Section 410 In FY 2002. the Section 410 program
will continue the efforts noted above in FY 2001 States will use their FY 2002 Section 410
funds to support a wide range of impaired driving countermeasures and programs Significant
program activities include
Sobriety checkpoint and/or safety checkpoint programs
Alcohol awareness programs that target persons under age 21
*

Acquiring videotape equipment for police vehicles and training officers in its use

* Assessment and screening programs for drunk driving offenders
HTSG- 12
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FY 2002 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Highway Traffic Safety Grants

SECTION 411 STATE HIGHWAY SAFETY
DATA IMPROVEMENTS INCENTIVE
GRANTS PROGRAM

FY 2002
FY 2001
FY 2000
Rmuet
Enacted
Enacted
S8,000,000 $8,980,000 $10,000,000

Problem Statement
Reliable highway safety data is crucial to identify performance goals for state and local highway
and traffic safety programs under the performance-based Se-tion 402 process. Reliable safety
data is also needed to develop programs and projects to meet those goals, and to evaluate the
effectiveness of such efforts. Furthermore, to provide the best information for decision making,
various types of data must be linked, for example, linking traffic records together with other data
systems within the state, such as medical and economic data, to determine the short and long-term
costs of highway crashes.
Current Program (FY 2001: $8,980,000)
TEA-21 established an incentive grant program (under Section 411 of chapter 4 of Title 23) to
encourage states to adopt and implement effective programs:
To improve the timeliness, accuracy, completeness, uniformity, and accessibility of state data
that is i., :4ld t- identify priorities for national, state, and local highway and traffic safety
programs,
To evaluate the effectiveness of efforts to make such improvements; to link these state data
systems, including traffic records, with other data systems within the state.
To improve the compatibility of the state data system with national data systems and data
systems of other states to enhance the ability to observe and analyze national trends in crash
occurrences, rates, outcomes, and circumstances.
States may qualify for funding in one of three ways:
Initiation Grant. To qualify, a state must
* Establish a multi-disciplinary highway safety data and traffic records coordinating committee.
Complete or update a highway safety data and traffic records assessment or audit within the
last five years.
HTSG-13
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*

Initiate development of a multi-year i'qhway safety data and traffic records strategic plan
(with performance-based measures) -- approved by the coordinating committee.

Implementation Grant. To qualify, a state must:
*

Certify that the state has met the first two criteria in the Initiation Grant above.

*

Submit a data and traffic records multi-year plan, identify goals, performance-based measures,
and priorities, and specify how incentive finds will be used

*

Certify that the coordinating committee continues to operate and support the plan.

Start-up Grant The Secretary may award a grant for one year to any state that does not meet
the criteria for the other grants, provided that the state certifies it will use the grant funds to meet
the data grant requirements in the following year
In FY 1999, the first year of the section 41 I program, NHTSA made grant awards to 47 states,
the District of Columbia, all territories, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) Only three states
did not apply. Implementation grants of $l26,260 each went to 29 states and Puerto Rico;
initiation grants of $63,100 each went to II states; and start-up grants of $25,000 each went to 7
states, DC, the territories, and BIA. In FY 2000, 37 states, Puerto Rico, and 3 territories
received implementation grants of $173,600 each; and 5 states received initiation grants of
$96,480 each.
In FY 2001, 41 states, Puerto Rico, and 2 territories were awarded implementation grants of
$191,450 each; and the Virgin Islands was awarded an initiation grant of $106,200.
FY 2002 Budget Request ($10,000,000)
States that receive a Data Improvements Incentive Grant in FY 2001 may be eligible to receive a
subsequent year grant inFY 2002. A state that initially received a one-time start-up grant may
qualify for an initiation or implementation grant in a subsequent year. A state that received an
initiation or implementation grant in any fiscal year may be eligible for an implementation grant in
subsequent years. To qualify, a state must
Submit or update a data and traffic records multi-year plan, identify goals, performance-based
measures and priorities, and specify how incentive funds will be used.
Certify that the coordinating committee continues to support the multi-year plan
*

Report annually on the progress made to implement the plan

NI-ITSA is requesting $10 million, the full authorization level, to implement this fourth year of the
Data Incentive Improvements Program
HTSG-14
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
SUMMARY STATEMENT
The Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, established the Office of Inspector
General (OIG) as an independent and objective organization within the Department of
Transportation (DOT). The Inspector General (IG) is committed to fulfilling its
statutory mission and assisting Members of Congress, the Secretary and senior
department officials in achieving a safe, efficient, and effective transportation system
that meets vital national interests and enhances the quality of life of the American
people today and into the future.
OIG is divided into two major functional units: the Office of Assistant Inspector
General for Auditing and the Office of Assistant Inspector General for Investigations;
and six support units: Office of Legal Counsel, Office of Legislative and External
Affairs, Office of Quality Assurance Reviews/Internal Affairs, Office of Information
Resource Management, Office of Human Resources, and Office of Financial and
Administrative Services. Nationwide, the Assistant Inspectors General are supported
by Headquarters and regional staff.
A more detailed description of OIG's mission, objectives, and organizational structure
follows the budget exhibits.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
During the past fiscal year, we issued 128 audit reports and presented testimony
before Congress on 27 occasions. In addition to OIG's audit work, which identified
$1.5 billion in questioned costs and funds to be put to better use, Departmental
officials agreed to seek recoveries or to more effectively use resources amounting to
just slightly over $2 billion as a direct result of OIG work completed in Fiscal Year
(FY) 2000 and prior years.
Audits of the FY 1999 financial statements of the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA), the Highway Trust Fund (HTF) and DOT's consolidated financial statement
resulted in $36 billion in adjusting entries being posted to DOT's financial accounts.
The audits also resulted in improvements to DOT's system of internal controls.
Through cooperative efforts by all the Operating Adrrinistrations (OA) and OIG,
DOT achieved, for the first time, an unqualified opinion on DOT's consolidated
financial statements for FY 1999.
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In FY 2000, OIG's investigative staff conducted investigations that resulted in 235
convictions; 246 indictments; 163 administrative actions; and over $70 million in
fines, court-ordered restitution/civil judgments, and Federal and state recoveries.
Listed below are brief descriptions of some of our completed work in FY 2000 as well
as planned future work as it relates to the six goals in DOT's Strategic Plan.

> SAFETY
"Promote public health and safety by working toward the elimination of
transportation-related deaths and injuries."
Improving the safety of the nation's transportation system is DOT's highest priority.
All OAs are focused on reducing transportation accidents, fatalities, and the
associated economic costs. Oversight of DOT's safety programs continues to be our
highest priority.
In FY 2000, our audits:
" Recommended FAA thoroughly investigate the disparity in fastener test data
and require manufacturers to establish effective quality assurance systems.
" Found FAA must quickly improve efforts to reduce air traffic operational
errors.
* Concluded that the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA)
needs to strengthen the Commercial Drivers License (CDL) program to
ensure unsafe drivers are disqualified and sanctions are imposed.
* Recommended the Research and Special Programs Administration (RSPA)
implement critical safety regulations for hazardous liquid and natural gas
pipelines.
" Reviewed passenger ferry safety inspection and found high levels of
compliance with the United States Coast Guard (USCG) standards.
* Recommended USCG develop a plan for monitoring state boating-safety
programs, develop a proposal to distribute funds that considers states'
effectiveness in reducing fatalities, and improve data accuracy.
In FY 2000, our investigations led to the convictions of:
* A trucking corporation for supplying a false identity CDL to a driver whose
license had been revoked.
* A former truck driver for falsifying his medical history to obtain a CDL.
* Two brothers for falsifying test results of CDL applicants.
* An additional 19 employees of the Illinois Secretary of State's office for the
illegal sale of CDLs to unqualified applicants.
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* A trucking company for falsifying the log books of its drivers.
* The holding company of American Airlines for violations relating to its
handling of hazardous materials (HAZMAT).
* A hauling company and its vice president for transporting HAZMAT in
violation of DOT safety regulations.
" An air freight forwarder for shipping HAZMAT to an air carrier in violation
of federal HAZMAT regulations.
* A restaurant for attempting to ship undeclared flammables via Federal
Express.
" A man for shipping materials on commercial passenger aircraft without
declaring the HAZMAT nature of the material.
" An aircraft part distributor for falsely claiming its transmission parts and
fasteners for helicopters were up to quality standards, when they were not.
" An aviation parts manufacturer for falsely recording aircraft parts as heattreated and tested.
* The owner/operator of an inspection service for fire-protection systems for
fraudulently certifying that testing was completed on fire extinguishers.
Following are several descriptive examples of our work in some major areas of safety
in FY 2000.
Surface Transportation Safety
Surface transportation - motor vehicle, large truck, railroad, and pipeline
transportation - accidents in the United States continue to account for over 42,000
fatalities annually. In 1999, over 36,000 fatalities resulted from motor vehicle
accidents not involving large trucks, over 5,000 resulted from crashes involving large
trucks, and over 1,000 resulted from railroad, rail transit and pipeline accidents.
While down from the over 46,000 fatalities a decade ago, the number of surface
fatalities remains high, and OIG commits a high level of investigative and audit
resources to this area. Examples of our work in this important safety area follow.
DisqualifyingCommercial Drivers
In response to a House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure request to
review the effectiveness of the CDL program, our first, in a series of audits, was to
determine the adequacy of FMCSA's oversight to ensure that states take action to
appropriately disqualify commercial drivers. A CDL is required to operate a
commercial motor vehicle. Disqualification means the suspension revocation, or
cancellation of the individual's license to drive a commercial motor vehicle. OIG
found, that although the primary objective of the Commercial Vehicle Safety Act of
1986, which limits commercial drivers to one CDL, has largely been achieved, states
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are not disqualifying commercial drives as required by law, and indeed grant special
licenses to commercial drivers who pose a safety risk and withhold convictions of
disqualifying violations from drivers' records, which allow unsafe drivers to continue
to drive. We concluded that FMSCA oversight of the states CDL programs was
insufficient to reasonably ensure that unsafe drivers were disqualified.
To improve the oversight, OIG recommends that FMSCA: (1) obtain corrective action
plans from the noncompliant states identified in this-report and initiate sanctions as
appropriate; (2) modify the program reviews to make them comprehensive and
include operational testing to ensure state systems work as intended; (3) implement
periodic training programs for personnel conducting the CDL program reviews; (4)
develop and implement centralized monitoring capabilities through CDLIS for
program oversight to include testing tii.eliness of reporting convictions, accuracy of
recording convictions, and the appropriateness of disqualification actions; (5) prepare
a management report that rates each state's implementation of the prohibitions on
masking and special licensing programs; (6) impose available sanctions on
noncompliant states; and (7) require states to report disqualifications with the
associated convictions as required in the Motor Carrier Safety Improvement Act of
1999.
Our second audit in the series focuses on FMCSA's oversight of how states administer
tests to commercial drivers and issue CDLs. The audit objectives include an
examination of the CDL oversight reviews done by the Federal government in each
state and an assessment of the annual certifications made by state officials that the
state meets Federal CDL standards. To date, we have done work at 13 states and
about 100 testing and licensing facilities. The report should be issued in spring 2001.
Motor CarrierSafety Investigative Work
Significant investigative work in FY 2000 led to 31 convictions of motor carrier
companies, their officers, and their drivers. Motor carrier-related cases involve
falsification of drivers' logs of hours on the road, HAZMAT violations, illegal sale of
commercial driver's licenses, and falsifying test results and medical histories to obtain
commercial drivers licenses.
We currently have 58 open investigations concerning motor carrier safety violations.
In FY 2000, similar cases resulted in 29 indictments and 31 convictions. In one case,
a truck driver pleaded guilty to falsifying his medical history to obtain a CDL. The
driver tried to hide a pre-existing medical condition that involved seizures,
convulsions, and fainting spells. In another case, in connection with a fatal accident, a
truck driver pleaded guilty to manslaughter, reckless conduct with a dangerous
weapon (a tractor-trailer), maintaining a false driver's log and failure to maintain
records.
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The investigation of the illegal sale of CLD's by employees of the Illinois Secretary
of State's Office to unqualified individuals, "Operation Safe Road" continued in FY
2000. An additional 15 people were convicted during FY 2000 for a total of 29
individuals having been found guilty since the investigation began in October of
1998.
We continue our proactive measures in support of the goal to reduce motor carrier
fatalities through our participation in training sessions across the nation to inform
state and Federal motor carrier inspectors of OIG methods and initiatives underway.
Pipeline Safety
Pipelines transport over 20 trillion cubic feet of natural gas and 616.5 billion tonmiles of oil and oil products each year. Pipelines are made of steel, cast iron, or
plastic and are located aboveground, underground, and underwater where they are
subject to forces of both nature and human actions that can cause potentially
catastrophic accidents. One example of our work in pipeline safety follows.
Because of a fatal pipeline accident in Bellingham, Washington, Senator Murray of
Washington requested an OIG review of RSPA's Pipeline Safety Program. Our
objectives were to determine what legislation may be needed to enhance Office of
Pipeline Safety's (OPS) ability to improve pipeline safety, assess OPS efforts to
address causes of pipeline accidents, their response to the National Transportation
Safety Board's (NTSB) recommendations, and their efforts to develop pipeline
inspection technologies.
In testimony before Congress, OIG recommended that RSPA: (1) finalize actions
required by the outstanding 1992 and 1996 Congressional mandates; (2) expand the
focus of RSPA's Research & Development programs to include smart pigs that can
detect pipe material defects, and alternative pipeline inspection and monitoring
technologies for pipelines that cannot accommodate smart pigs; (3) design and
implement a program to train OPS safety inspectors on the use and capabilities of
pipeline inspection technologies and the reading and interpreting of the results of
internal inspections, (4) implement revisions in the collection and processing of
pipeline accident data to expand accident causal categories for more detailed trend
analysis, and to clarify accident form instructions so that operators will be more
consistent and accurate in reporting accident causes; (5) revise OPS regulations to
establish an enforcement mechanism to ensure operators submit revised accident
reports when required; and (6) comply with the DOT order by establishing timetables
to implement open NTSB pipeline safety recommendations with which they agree and
transmitting the timetables to NTSB.
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HAZMAT Safety
In the United States, there are about 300 million shipments a year of substances that
could pose a threat to safety or public health if improperly handled. Toxic or
potentially explosive or flammable substances are used for legitimate purposes every
day, but must be moved in keeping with federal regulations regarding proper
packaging, labeling, handling, and storage. Examples of our investigative work in
this area follow.
Because of the significant danger posed to the traveling public from the illegal
shipment of HAZMAT, we have made the investigation of illegal transportation of
HAZMAT one of our highest priorities. In FY 2000, our investigations of HAZMAT
violations resulted in over 30 indictment and 47 convictions and total fines,
restitution and recoveries of nearly $35.5 million. We curently have 84 open
investigations in the area of HAZMAT.
One investigation resulted in the largest dollar recovery related to HAZMAT in the
history of U.S. aviation. Specifically, the AMR Corp, the parent company of
American Airlines pleading guilty to storing HAZMAT illegally and agreed to pay a
fine of $6 million and pay another $2 million as community service. AMR admitted
its employees extinguished a fire caused by a chemical spill and then illegally stored
the remaining chemical at Miami International Airport for more than 3 years. AMR
further admitted the violation of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act was
part of a 5-year pattern of conduct. In addition to paying the fines and penalties,
AMR must upgrade its security and procedures.
Aviation Safety
The aviation industry expects continued growth in air traffic as a result of increased
demand and the emergence of new technologies that may result in closer spacing
between aircraft due to more precise, satellite-based tracking and navigation
capabilities. So, the safety of air transportation remains a priority issue to which we
devote significant audit and investigative resources. Examples of our work in this
area follow.
Air Traffic OperotionalErrorsand Deviations

A recent audit report assessed FAA's efforts to reduce air traffic control operational
errors and deviations. Operational errors occur when controllers do not ensure
separation standards between aircraft in flight are maintained. Operational deviations
occur when a controller allows an aircraft to enter another controllers airspace without
prior coordination and approval. Operational deviations can easily lead to operational
errors. Operational errors can pose a very serious safety risk and have increased by
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51 percent from FY 1996 to FY 2000. We found that FAA has not been effective and
needs to show a sense of urgency in reducing operational errors.
Our audit recommended FAA: (1) develop a method to determine the severity, or
collision hazard, of operational errors that occur in the air so it can focus its resources
and take action based on the severity of these incidents; (2) require regions to prepare
and update operational error prevention plans based on facility assessments which
identify specific actions needed to reduce operational errors and follow-up to ensure
deficiencies identified during regional reviews are corrected; (3) require the Air
Traffic Services Evaluations and Investigations Staff to review and approve regional
operational error prevention plans, complete the national reviews of facilities with
increasing trends in operational errors, and ensure that recommendations resulting
from the national reviews are implemented and effective at reducing operational
errors; and (4) implement NTSB's recommendation to extend the retention period for
voice communication and radar tapes from 15 to 45 days.
Oversight of Quality Assurance for Threaded Fasteners
Another recent audit report analyzed FAA's Oversight of Manufacturers' Quality
Assurance Systems for Threaded Fasteners. Our objective was to determine if FAA
has implemented an effective manufacturing inspection system to ensure
manufacturers of threaded fasteners produce parts in conformance with FAAapproved design data.
OIG had samples of critical fasteners tested independently at Hill Air Force Base by
certified laboratory technicians. Hill Air Force Base test results disclosed 27 percent
of fasteners were nonconforming for thread dimension. When FAA requested the
manufacturers retest the same parts, the manufacturers found only 3 percent of the
fasteners were nonconforming. We also found that manufacturers did not comply
with established requirements for the use of statistical sampling plans and prescribed
test equipment during their inspection processes.
OIG recommended FAA: (I) conduct a comprehensive investigation to reconcile the
disparity in test results between Hill Air Force Base and the fastener manufacturers,
including an evaluation of the effect that different test equipment has on the accuracy
of the measurements; (2) require fastener production approval holders to establish
regular inspection intervals to review the quality assurance systems of their
subcontractors; (3) direct production approval holders to establish and follow
effective quality assurance systems to ensure the production of conforming parts,
adhere to FAA's policy on the proper use of statistical sampling inspection plans
during final inspection testing and product acceptance, and use the prescribed
equipment to test thread dimensional conformance of aviation nuts when this
specification is cited in the design drawings; and (4) improve surveillance during
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periodic and spot inspections at fastener production approval holder by placing
emphasis on observing the procedures for inspection and disposition of
nonconforming fasteners at production approval holders and their subcontractors,
confirming production approval holders follow FAA's policy regarding the proper use
of statistical sampling plans during final inspection, and confirming production
approval holders use the prescribed equipment to test thread dimensional
conformance of aviation nuts when this specification is cited in the design drawings.
Suspected Unapproved Parts
Because of the serious safety risks associated with Suspected Unapproved Parts
(SUP), Congress made it a Federal crime to intentionally misrepresent the condition
of an aircraft part. Section 506 in the Aviation Investment and Reform Act for the
21' Century (AIR-21), signed into law in April 2000, substantially increased the
criminal penalties for those convicted of trafficking in substandard aircraft parts.
SUPs include counterfeit parts, and parts not repaired or made according to FAA
approved procedures. Investigations of SUPs will remain one of OIG's investigative
priorities.
To combat crimes involving SUPs, we conduct undrccvrcr operations in addition to
traditional reactive investigations. In FY 2000, SUPs related investigations resulted
in 10 indictments and 17 convictions, and over $7 million in fines and restitutions.
One noteworthy SUP case concluded with the former owner of an aircraft parts
company pleading guilty to making false statements and conspiracy to mislead FAA
officials on the airworthiness of helicopter parts he sold. Another SUP case resulted
in a manager of a metal products firm pleading guilty to charges of conspiracy to
commit wire fraud for his role in a scheme to sell aviation parts falsely certified as
having been heat-treated.
Future Safety Initiatives
We will continue to maintain oversight of FAA's safety inspection programs
involving air carriers and equipment manufacturers. In surface transportation, we will
review FMCSA, Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), and National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) programs that address surface transportation
safety with specific emphasis on vehicle safety problems, seat belt use, commercial
motor carriers, and railroad safety; and continue to focus on the cross-modal transport
of HAZMAT as well as pipeline safety. We plan to review USCG progress on
modernizing the National Distress and Response System to help improve the safety of
boating activities and keep our waterways safe. Also, we will continue to conduct
criminal investigations in the priority investigative areas of HAZMAT transportation,
motor carrier safety, and SUPs.
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> MOBILITY
"Shape an accessible, affordable, reliable transportation system for all people,
goods, and regions."
OIG devotes re, oun .s '' support the Departmental strategic goal of enhancing
mobility in all &&,- -ftransportation. Enhancing mobility should improve the
physical condition of the transportation system, increase access to transportation
systems and reduce transportation times.
In FY 2000, our audits:
* Recommended strengthening and expanding the Airline Customer Service
Commitments to improve customer service.
" Concluded FAA and DOT should implement a uniform system to track
delays, cancellations and their causes.
* Recommended FAA revise its study of contract towers to provide Congress
with a better perspective of costs and benefits of expanding the program.
* Recommended FAA reduce cost expenditures for Wide Area Augmentation
System (WAAS) until technical problems are solved and review costs in
current contracts.
" Concluded that FAA must set priorities and define funding needs for HOST
and Oceanic computer-system replacements.
" Found FAA should definitize Standard Terminal Automation Replacement
System (STARS) contract to ensure human factors concerns are completely
addressed.
" Reported the cost of Pennsylvania Station redevelopment has increased and
the completion date has slipped.
* - Found that cost overruns continue to increase the cost of Central Artery/Ted
Williams Tunnel (CA/TWT) project.
* Reported the Bay Area Rapid Transit finance plan is accurate and reasonable.
* Reported ,,urannual "FY 2000 Assessment of Amtrak's Financial
Performance and Requirements."
* Concluded the Maritime Administration (MARAD) must strengthen its
control for administering ship-managers' and general-agency contracts.
In FY 2000, our investigations resulted in the convictions c f
" A former FHWA engineer and his wife for bribery, wire fraud, and kickback
charges.
* A contractor for engaging in deceptive pricing and submitting false claims
on a FAA contract for digital computers.
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* A construction company owner for conspiracy to pad invoices on a FAA airtraffic control center renovation contract.
* An airport manager for theft of Airport Improvement Program (AIP) funds.
* A road construction manager for fraudulently inflating charges for
photography and surveys.
" A MARAD employee for accepting gratuities from a MARAD contractor.
Following are several descriptive examples of our recent work in the area of mobility.
Aviation Mobility
Meeting the anticipated demand for air travel is an urgent issue since the National
Airspace System is operating at the fringes of capacity, and delays and customer
dissatisfaction are at an all time high. With FAA's potential investment of $40 billion
for modernization and stability of our nations' aviation systems, oversight is critical to
protect DOT's investments. Some examples of our recent work in this area follow.
Flight Delays, Cancellationsand Customer Service
Responding to increasing customer dissatisfaction with the airline delays,
cancellations, and customer service, Congress requested that OIG look into the causes
of these delays and cancellations and the efforts being undertaken by the Airlines to
improve customer service through their implementation of Airline Customer Service
Commitments agreed to by 14 major carriers in 1999.
OIG testified twice this past year before Congress on flight delays and cancellations
We found that the absence of a system for collecting causal data and reporting a
reasonably complete picture of the causes of delays and cancellations hinders the
examination of the causes of delays and cancellations and makes the identification ot
long term solutions problematic.
OIG reconrnmended that the Secretary and FAA: (1) establish and implement a
uniform system for tracking delays, cancellations, and their causes; (2) develop
capacity benchmarks for the Nation's top airports to provide a common framework
for understanding what maximum arrival and depamre rate can be physically
accommodated by each airport, by time of day under optimum circumstances; and (3)
develop a strategic plan for addressing capacity shortfalls in the immediate,
intermediate, and long term. These capacity benchmarks are essential to understand
the true impact of airline scheduling practices and what relief can be realistically
provided by new technology, revised air traffic control procedures. and nnway and
airport infrat-ructurn enhancements.
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OIG also evaluated the level of success of the Airline Customer Service Commitment
that 14 major airlines agreed to adopt to improve air travel. We found that Airlines
are making a genuine effort to strengthen attention paid to customer service, but the
bottom-line results are mixed, and the Airlines have a long way to go to restore
customer confidence.
OIG recommended that Congress, in its consideration of Passenger Bill of Rights
issues, has the option of first giving the Airlines the opportunity to, within a fixed
time period, revise, modify, or add to the Commitment voluntarily.
Our
recommendations included: (1) adoption of Airline Customer Service Commitment by
all U.S. air carriers; (2) making Airline Customer Service Commitment provisions
enforceable under the contract of carriage or by regulation, including the provisions to
offer the lowest fare for which the passenger is eligible; hold or cancel a reservations;
accommodate passengers delayed overnight; and meet customers' essential needs
during long, on-aircraft delays; and (3) adding a commitment under which the
Airlines must establish a quality assurance and performance measurement system, and
conduct internal audits to measure compliance with the Commitment and Customer
Service Plan provisions. The quality assurance systems as well as the results of the
internal audit will itself be subject to audit by the Federal government.
FAA 's Air Traffic Con trolModernization Program
The IG testified before Congress regarding OIG oversight work on FAA's air traffic
control modernization efforts and related financial issues. Issues focused on
continuing problems with key modernization programs; WAAS, STARS, and Oceanic
Automation Program. The WAAS and STARS programs alone account for over $4
billion in total estimated program costs and have experienced cost increases and
schedule delays.
With respect to WAAS, technical and program uncertainties continue and it is unclear
when WAAS will be available due to as yet unsolved technical problems. OIG
recommended FAA reduce contract expenditures until solutions to these technical
problems are identified. We also recommended FAA seek advice on how to solve
these technical problems from an independent scientific group, such as the National
Academy of Sciences. Finally, given that WAAS is a cost-plus contract, we believe
the contract should undergo a cost incurred audit and a series cf unannounced
floor/labor checks by the Defense Contract Audit Agency.
Regarding STARS, we testified that FAA was successful in achieving initial
operations of the Early Display Configuration of STARS. However, we noted a risk
to the program was the great amount of software that remained to be developed,
tested, and integrated to resolve human factors concerns. As we recommended, FAA
definitized the STARS contract modification incorporating the revised program
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strategy. A major risk still remains in deploying all STARS systems by 2008. FAA
must now definitize the additional cost to deploy these systems.
FAA recently initiated actions to acquire a fully integrated and interactive oceanic
system consisting of flight data processing, radar data processing, weather data
processing, conflict probe, and surveillance capabilities. We recommend FAA
negotiate and award a contract to establish cost ceilings and provide incentives for
timely contractor work. The contract should include clauses that would withhold
payment to the contractor if progress on software development is not satisfactory, and
require the contractor to implement an Earned Value Management System to provide
FAA visibility into established cost and schedule milestones.
Lastly, with AIR-21 providing FAA with $18.5 billion in committed funding for
capital investment over the next 3 years, FAA should develop a business plan that
describes corporate strategies and operating plans over the next several years and the
timing and impact of those plans, defines long-term capital requirements and
strategies for investing in infrastructure and future technologies, and demonstrates the
cash implications of the business plan actions, including strategies for controlling
costs and implementing productivity enhancements.
Surface Transportation Mobility
With a record $218 billion in funding provided for surface transportation under the
Transportation Equity Act for the 21"? Century (TEA-21), oversight is critical to
protect the Department's investment.
Oversight of Central Artery Project
The continuing need for greater oversight in the spending of federal funds on highway
transportation infrastructure projects was highlighted by the recent experience with
the Central Artery in Boston, Massachusetts. In testimony before Congress, OIG
reported that in February 2000, the Department was surprised by a $1.4 billion cost
increase to the CA/TWT project after FHWA had ignored OIG's warnings that the
project's finance plan failed to accurately disclose continuing cost increases. Project
managers failed to disclose the rising cost trends in finance plans and manipulated
data to prevent detection. This occurred because FHWA's guidance on finance plans
was inadequate to ensure complete and accurate financial reporting. FHWA has been
directed to implement OIG's recommendation that the agency issue comprehensive
guidance specifying minimum reporting requirements for finance plans. As a result,
FHWA issued new guidance on finance plans and entered into an agreement with the
state of Massachusetts to limit the federal contribution to the CAITWT project to
S8.549 billion.
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FY 2000 Assessment of Amtrak's FinancialPerformance and Requirements
Although Amtrak's ridership and revenue trends are positive, increases in labor costs,
depreciation, and train operation expenses have contributed to a significant growth in
operating expenses. Amtrak will need to take major corrective actions if it is to
achieve self-sufficiency in 2003, as required by law.
Amtrak's strategic business plan relies heavily on $737 million of unspecified
management actions to increase revenues and reduce costs. In addition, delays in the
introduction of high speed rail service on the Northeast Corridor are likely to reduce
Amtrak's 2001 revenue below projections and increase pressure on Amtrak to reduce
expenses and improve performance of both its passenger and non-passenger services.
Finally, Amtrak will face serious shortfalls in the capital investment funds necessary
to maintain Amtrak's infrastructure and assets in a steady state through 2003.
Contract and Grant FraudInitiatives
OIG Investigations established a special Contract and Grant Fraud Initiative to protect
the integrity of TEA and AIR-21 funded programs and grants. OIG appointed senior
special agents to serve in the capacity of National Fraud Coordinators in Washington
and Regional Fraud Coordinators in our investigative field offices. To date, our
National and Regional Fraud Coordinators have made contact with over 4,100
individuals through our fraud awareness briefings and meetings with FHWA
Officials, State Highway Departments, Transit Agency Officials, Airport Authorities
and Federal, State and Local Law Enforcement Officials.
In October 2000, OIG spearheaded a National Fraud Conference on Highway
Construction Fraud and Related Programs in Atlanta, Georgia with other co-sponsors,
including FHWA and the Federal Bureau of Investigations. The conference attracted
over 200 participants from Federal law enforcement and state highway agencies. OIG
plans to continue leading this important event each year.
In FY 2000, contract and grant fraud related investigations resulted in 54 indictments,
36 convictions, and over $10 million in fines, restitutions and recoveries. We
currently have 128 open cases in the area of contract and grant fraud. Of the 128 open
cases, 51 involve contract and grant fraud on infrastructure projects.
In one significant case, sentenced in January 2001, two companies supplying steel
culverts for highway construction agreed to pay the U.S. and the State of Louisiana a
total of $30 million in the largest civil settlement involving substandard material in
the history of the Department.
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Another significant case resulted in a former FHWA engineer and his wife pleading
guilty to bribery, wire fraud and receiving kickbacks for awarding contracts in return
for approximately $150,000 in personal loans and consulting contracts. The former
FHWA official was sentenced to 27 months in prison and ordered to pay $73,000 in
restitution. His wife served 30 days in jail, 60 days home detention, and was ordered
to pay $23,000 in restitution.
Future Mobility Initiatives
OIG will continue to provide oversight of transportation mobility programs and
operations. In aviation, we will continue to assess acquisition, development, and
deployment strategy of FAA's technology programs, such as Free Flight Phase One,
WAAS, Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast and new weather systems. We
will provide oversight of airport infrastructure projects authorized under AIR-21. In
surface transportation, we will review Amtrak's operations annually; provide
oversight of infrastructure projects authorized under TEA-21; review Intelligent 'r
Transportation Systems open systems architecture; evaluate light rail transit projp cts,
and conduct investigations of allegations concerning major infrastructure projects,
including joint investigations with Federal and local law enforcement authorities.

> Economic Growth
"Support a transportation system that sustains America's economic growth."
Supporting economic growth is one of the most basic purposes of our national
transportation system. Economic growth is supported by improving the U.S.
international position in transportation of goods and services, improving the capacity
of the transportation workforce, and expanding opportunities for all businesses,
especially small, women-owned and disadvantaged businesses.
In FY 2000, our audits:
* Recommended FAA improve procedures to calculate aircraft overflight costs.
* Found challenges and risks to airline ticket sales over the Internet.
* Reported FHWA made $1.6 million in grant overpayments.
In FY 2000, our inxesz:ations resulted in the convictions of:
* The president .fta construction company for fraud against the DBE program
on Five FH\ tLhnded subcontract projects m \\k est Virginia.
* A ,nan for fraud who created a "front" firm illegally designated as a DBE.
* Executives ot engineering finns for defrauding the Disadvantaged Business
Enterprise (DBF) program.
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" An export manager for arranging a shipment of aircraft parts to a prohibited
country.
" A bus shelter supplier for not complying with the Buy American Act.
Descriptive examples of our recent work in the area of economic growth follows.
Internet Sales ofAirline Tickets
Testifying before Congress, OIG said the rapid growth of airline ticket sales over the
Internet offers potential benefits to consumers, but poses some challenges and risks.
The Internet benefits consumers by giving them access 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
but a certain part of the population - senior citizens, individuals with certain types of
disabilities, and the economically disadvantaged - access to the Internet "1
problematic. Another problem is finding the lowest fare "E-fare" on the airlines web
sites. Also, Orbitz, a new Internet travel agency jointly owned by several major
airlines could potentially benefit consumers and airlines by providing a wider range e,"
fare options, bias-free displays, and reduced booking fees, but red flags raised b,
competitive issues, such as airlines potentially restricting their lowest farns
exclusively to Orbitz, must first be reviewed. DOT needs to evaluate the potent"
long-term benefits of Orbitz on the marketplace and determine whether prior
intervention is needed to protect competition and consumers.
DeterminingAircraft Overflight Fees
In an audit, we determined that FAA must improve the system and procedures used testimate costs of providing air traffic control for "overflights". Overflights are
aircraft that fly in U.S.-controlled airspace, but do not take off from, or land in, th
United States. FAA was calculating its costs based on the existing system and
historical experience. OIG found that FAA needed more current, accurate, ard
comprehensive data to accurately assess overflight fees.
Specifically, we recommended FAA: (1) use FY 1999 costs, including propenv
depreciation costs, and FY 1999 flight data to determine overflight costs and compile
user fees; (2) update labor standards as a short-term improvement to estimate airwa;'
facilities labor costs; and (3) establish a labor distribution system to capture costs i,;
the air traffic controller and airway facilities workforce.
Economic Growth Investigative Work
Part of enhancing economic growth is to ensure equal opportunities for all businesses,
especially disadvantaged business enterprises and through programs that encourage
the U. S er-onomy such as the Buy American Act. OIG investigates fraud and abuse
in connection with these economic programs.
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For instance, executives of two engineering firms were fined for fraudulently claiming
that a subcontractor was a DBE in order to obtain a contract from FHWA. In another
case, two men were convicted of fraud for obtaining highway contracts worth more
than $747,000 by using a "front" firm designated as a DBE.
Future Economic Growth Initiatives
OIG will continue to provide oversight of DOT's economic growth and trade
programs and operations. In aviation, we will assess the airline ticket distribution
system and the impact of changes to the system brought on by the growth in ecommerce. We will initiate audits in various USCG programs to help revitalize and
manage the growth in the Nations' Marine Transportation System. We will continue
to dedicate investigative resources to procurement, grant, and disadvantaged business
enterprise fraud.

> Human and Natural Environment
"Protect and enhance communities and the natural environment affected by
transportation."
DOT is committed to avoiding or mitigating the adverse environmental effects that
can accompany transportation.
In FY 2000, our audits:
* Recommended MARAD develop and implement a plan to dispose of
obsolete vessels.
" Concluded FAA needs to better use AIP funds on Noise Compatability
Projects.
* Recommended that DOT establish an intermodal authority to deliver a DOTwide HAZMAT program.
In FY 2000, our investigations resulted in the convictions of:
" A company for illegally dumping cement, bridge pilings, and reinforcement
bars into Pensacola, Florida's East Bay during bridge construction.
* Two officials of a chain of wastewater treatment facilities for discharging
sewage into the water and attempting to conceal the discharging.
" Oil refinery executives for illegally transporting HAZMAT and dumping it
into the Mississippi River.
" A plastic company for illegally transporting and dumping 55-gallon drums
filled with HAZMAT.
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Descriptive examples of our recent work in the area of human and natural
environment follows.
Disposal ofMARAD 's Obsolete Vessels
MARAD is required to dispose of obsolete vessels in the National Defense Reserve
Fleet (NDRF). Currently, the NDRF consists of 115 vessels designated for disposal,
most of which are deteriorating, contain hazardous substances, and pose an immediate
environmental threat. OIG has testified several times before Congress on this serious
issue. After review, OIG concluded that the current approach of selling MARAD's
vessels in the domestic market has not worked.
OIG recommended MARAD: (1) seek legislative approval to extend the 2001
mandate to dispose of obsolete vessels and to eliminate the requirement that MARAD
maximize financial returns on the sale of its obsolete vessels; (2) continue to pursue
programs to improve scrapping sales and identify alternative disposal methods that
an contribute to the goal of reducing the number of obsolete vessels awaiting
disposal, to include working with the Navy on the results of its studies in the
environmental impact of sunken vessels; and (3) develop a proposal for submission to
Congress seeking approval and funding for a project to pay contractors for vessel
scrapping; and (4) develop and implement a plan that identifies methods and
milestones for disposing of all obsolete vessels in the fleet. In September of 2000,
MARAD announced plans to begin scrapping several vessels moored in the James
River in Virginia with funding obtained from a pilot program to help cover the cost of
scrapping these vessels.
Airport Noise Compatibilit, Program
OIG conducted a review to determine if Airport Improvement Program funds were
used for t1e highest priority Noise Compatibility Program projects. We found that
FAA's national priority system for awarding grants provided a systematic approach to
evaluating the merits of noise projects. However, the system was not achieving its
full benefits, and limited grant funds were not used for only the highest priority noise
projects. Specifically, OIG found that FAA awarded new noise grants to airports with
old noise exposure maps that did not reflect current noise levels, and to two airports
that had not disposed of unneeded land previously purchased with noise grants,
awarded new grants even though funds from previous grants were unspent, and
awarded grants for ineligible noise projects.
OIG recommended FAA: (1) require that airports with substantial reductions in noise
submit updated noise exposure maps to FAA prior to receiving noise grants, thereby
ensuring an estimated $48 million in AlP funds are put to better use; (2) publish
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revised Part 150 regulations requiring airports to submit updated noise exposure maps
whenever noise levels substantially decrease; (3) require two airports to develop and
implement plans for disposing of unneeded land acquired under their noise
compatibility programs prior to awarding these airports new grants; (4) delay
awarding grants to jurisdictions until they have made adequate progress in spending
available grant funds; and (5) recover $328,000 in grant funds expended for ineligible
projects.
DOT HAZMA T Programs

A team of OIG auditors and staff from USCG, FAA, FMSCA, FRA, and RSPA
reported on the effectiveness of DOT programs involving HAZMAT transportation.
The report concluded that no organization in DOT was responsible for coordinating
and overseeing HAZMAT programs in the five OAs with HAZMAT responsibilities,
the originators of HAZMAT shipments need more attention because they offer the
greatest opportunity to improve safety; DOT has not changed the trend of human error
being the greatest contributing factor in HAZMAT incidents; and DOT lacks reliable,
accurate, and timely data to measure program effectiveness and make informed
program-delivery and resource decisions.
The team recommended that DOT establish an intermodal authority in DOT to act as
a focal point and deliver a DOT-wide HAZMAT program, HAZMAT shippers be
scrutinized, training practices strengthened, and data collection and analysis be
improved to make the data more useful.
Future Human and National Environment Initiatives
OIG will continue to provide oversight of Federal transportation actions as they relate
to the protection of the natural environment and community life. We will maintain
oversight of OA's compliance with environmental standards, laws, and regulations,
and efforts to identify prioritize, and clean-up contaminated sites. In marine
transportation, we will continue monitoring MARAD's progress in disposing of
obsolete vessels. In aviation, we will continue assessing FAA's use of AIP funds for
noise mitigation projects. We will continue to coliduct criminal investigations in the
priority investigative area of illegal HAZMAT transportation as well as other illegal
dumping of pollutants into the environment.
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> National Security
"Ensure the security of the transportation system for the movement of people
and goods, and support the National Security Strategy."
DOT's national security strategies attempt to reduce the vulnerability of the
transportation system to crime and terrorism, increase capability of transportation
system to meet national defense needs, as well as reducing flow of illegal drugs and
illegal immigrants.
In FY 2000, our audits:
* Reported that FAA must control access to secure airport areas and strengthen
background investigation requirements for airport employees to gain access
to secure areas.
" Recommended FAA develop a strategic plan to guide its efforts and prioritize
funding needs for aviation security.
" Concluded that FAA should implement and deploy technology that enhances
screener performance.
* Recommended improvements to the planning process for USCG's Deepwater
Capability Replacement Project.
in FY 2000, our investigations resulted in the convictions of:
" An airline security contractor for falsely certifying on at least 70 occasion
that criminal background checks had been made on employees accessing.
secure areas of the airport.
" An airport worker who used his security badge to enter a secure area of the
airport to illegally transport cocaine.
" Three baggage handlers for allowing unauthorized persons to use thei'
security badges to bypass airport security in exchange for bribes.
Softie examples of OIG work in the area of national security follows.
Aviation Securiy
in the area of aviation security, we testified twice on the reliance of aviation secunl.,
or each employee in the aviation system doing his or her part, and what needs to 1,e
done to ensure that these employees are well-trained, trustworthy, and held
accountabie for compliance with security requirements. We also addressed the -"eed
for FAA to have an integrated strategic plan to guide its eftorts and priontize fundixi.,
needs.
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Specifically we found that although FAA is making progress in deploying explosives
detection equipment, the effectiveness of these advanced security technologies is
dependent on the human operator. To increase the effectiveness of the human
operators, FAA needs to have a means to measure screener performance, and methods
of providing initial and recurrent training to ensure the screeners' performance and
proficiency remains at an acceptable level.
In addition, explosive detection
equipment is still underused.
FAA also needs to improve the process used to ensure that employees with access to
secure areas of the airport are trustworthy. Employees of airports and airlines must
also be held accountable for compliance with airport access control requirements.
FAA must issue regulations making the individuals directly accountable to FAA for
noncompliance with access control requirements.
Finally, FAA needs an integrated strategic plan to guide its efforts and prioritize
funding needs. This plan should include a balanced approach covering basic research,
equipment deployment and use, certification and operator testing processes, data
collection and analysis on actual equipment and operator performance, and regulation
and enforcement.
Deepwater CapabilityReplacement Project
USCG is planning for the replacement of its Deepwater assets as a coordinated system
rather than as a series of distinct procurements. Three industry teams are developing
competing proposals for replacing or modernizing existing deepwater assets that
include aircraft, vessels, and communications and navigation system. This approach
is expected to enhance interoperability and reduce personnel and operating costs.
However, based on an OIG review of the planning process, there are still areas of
concern that USCG must address.
OIG recommended USCG: (1) complete its outstanding commitments to develop
better data on existing Deepwater assets by completing internal engineering
evaluations and providing for an independent assessment of current conditions and
remaining useful life for 110- foot cutters, update the condition assessment for existing
sensor, communications, and navigation's systems to reflect planned improvements,
correct errors and omissions in the maintenance backlog and operating expense data
and providing this information to the industry teams, and use a report by the
Interagency task Force of Roles and Missions to revise the Mission Needs Statement
and capability requirements included in the Project justification; (2) develop a
strategy for justifying the planned $350 million Project budget request for FY 2002
which considers options including deferring the proposed budget request until the
results of the planning process are known, expediting the planning process to identify
the most critical Deepwater needs as a basis for requesting procurement funds for FY
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2002, or using the industry teams' concept plans to develop a current cost estimate for
the Project as the basis for requesting procurement funds in FY 2002; and (3) reduce
its risk with respect to leadership continuity by providing for civilian staffing at the
senior management level of the Deepwater Project team and extending tours of duty
for senior military personnel.
Future National Security Initiatives
OIG will provide oversight of DOT programs and operations to reduce national
security vulnerability and maintain readiness to the threat of terrorism. In the aviation
security area, we will continue to place emphasis on FAA's oversight of aviation
security programs such as explosives detection and cargo security. In maritime
security, we will continue to monitor the Deepwater Capability Replacement Project
and assess the readiness and availability of vessels and crews to meet deployment
needs for military forces. Also, we will evaluate the Department's efforts to secure its
critical safety computer systems.

> Organizational Excellence
"Advance the Department's ability to manage for results and innovation."
DOT's organizational excellence goal is defined as advancing the Department's
ability to manage for results and innovation. This goal strives to improve customer
satisfaction, improve employee satisfaction and effectiveness and improve
organization performance and productivity
In FY 2000, our audits:
* Issued an unqualified opinion on DOT's FY 1999 consolidated financial
statements.
" Reviewed DOT's contractual obligations and found $35.4 million of
obligations that could be released.
" Found DOT Headquarters' computer networks had security weaknesses that
made computers and web servers vulnerable to attack.
" Found FTA computer security controls for a financial-management system
were not adequate to ensure operational integrity and continued operations.
* Identified significant internal control weaknesses with NTSB's Rapidraft
third-party check system.
In FY 1999, our investigations led to the convictions of:
* Two former NTSB employees embezzled approximately $95,000 through the
Rapidraft system.
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" FAA employees for filing false travel reimbursement claims.
" A former FAA engineer for theft and destruction of FAA-owned computer
software.
" A former FHWA contract employee for theft of Government property and
embezzlement.
" An USCG employee for stealing CG funds.
Following are several descriptive examples of our work in FY 2000.
Hotline Operations
During FY 2000, our hotline operations center received 568 complaints from the
public and Government employees involving fraud, waste, and abuse. As a result of
OIG and DOT management inquiries into the complaints, approximately 27 percent of
the hotline investigations resulted in some type of administrative action by the OA.
DOT's Financial Statements
For the first time, due to concerted effort and cooperation, DOT, including the
Highway Trust Fund and FAA, achieved an unqualified or "clean" audit opinion on
their financial statement for FY 1999. We found that the three entities balance sheets,
statements of net cost, statements of changes in net position, statements of budgetary
resources, and statements of financing were fairly presented in all material aspects
and conformed with generally accepted accounting principles. Further, sufficient
evidence was offered to support all material line items. Though we identified
weaknesses, they were not so significant as to prevent the overall "clean"
designations. OIG audits of the FAA's financial statements for FY 1999 and our
audit of FAA's property, plant and equipment similarly found documentation
adequate and accounting approaches reasonable. However, more work is needed.
OIG urged FAA, which is developing a cost-accounting system and a property
management system, to make financial management system improvements to avoid
the future need for the extraordinary, expensive, and labor-intensive documentation
that made this unqualified opinion possible.
DOT Computer Security
We conducted an audit on DOT Headquarters computer networks and found security
weaknesses that made DOT's computers and web servers vulnerable to unauthorized
access and attack by intruders. The computer networks are used to support
transmission of critical administrative and financial data such as payroll, grant
payments, safety statistics, and research information throughout DOT. Hundreds of
DOT computers were accessible by unauthorized internet users as well as being
vulnerable to insider attack. Internet users were allowed to bypass DOT's "firewall"
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security and gain access to DOT's private networks. We also found that DOT web
sites were vulnerable to attack.
OI recommended that DOT: (I) strengthen personnel security for DOT personnel
and contractor personnel authorized to access DOT systems; (2) improve network
security to prevent unauthorized access by Internet users or insiders; and (3) increase
security on DOT's web sites.
Inactive Obligationson Contracts
OIG identified about 4,500 contractual obligations totaling about $143 million within
DOT that had no activity within the last 36 months. Working with the OAs, wc
identified about $35.4 million of obligations on contracts that no longer represented
valid financial liabilities. These occurred because contracting officers generally were
not reviewing obligations on an annual basis and were not closing contracts quickly
Freeing up these unneeded funds earlier could allow their use to purchase other
services or return of the taxpayers' money to the United States Treasury.
Future Organizational Excellence Initiatives
OIG will continue to aid the Department in improving organizational performance
and productivity. We will work on issues such as monitoring the design and
implementation of the new Departmental accounting system, DELPHI; reporting orn
FAA's Cost Accounting system efforts; and auditing FAA's planned
telecommunications infrastructure project. Investigations will work to prevent fraud
and abuse by Department employees, as well as reviewing cases from the Hotline.

FY 2002 BUDGET REQUEST
OG's FY 2002 budget request is for $56.138 million in total budgetary resources in
support of 455 FTE. Of this total amount, 010 requests $3.524 million from FHWA
to support costs associated with the audit and investigation of highway related issues,
including audit of the HTF financial statements; $2 million from FTA for costs
associated with audit and investigative reviews of transit-related issues; and the
remaining $50.614 million funded through direct appropriations.
This total level of budgetary resources would fund PC&B costs of $45.166 million for
455 FTE, including $3.015 million in mandatory pay increases such as pay raises,
within-grade increases, career-ladder promotions and the benefits associated with
these increases.
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OIG's FY 2002 operating costs represent an increase of $266,000 from OIG's FY
2001 operating costs. The majority of OIG's operating costs have been held to FY
2001 levels. The only two categories of operating costs that required increases based
on estimates Provided by the billing agency were General Services Administration
Rent and Transportation Administrative Services Center costs.
OIG's requested level of funding and FTE is essential to carry out our oversight
mission mandated under the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended; produce
Congressionally requested reviews; and support the six Departmental strategic goals.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
Federal Funds
General and special funds:
SALARIES AND EXPENSES
For necessary expenses of the Office of Inspector General to carry out the
provisions of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, [$48,450,000]
$50,614,000: Provided, That the Inspector General shall have all necessary
authority, in carrying out the duties specified in the Inspector General Act, as
amended (5 U.S.C. App. 3) to investigate allegations of fraud, including false
statements to the Government (18 U.S.C. 1001), by any person or entity that is
subject to regulation by the Departmentj: Providedfurther, That the finds made
available under this heading shall be used to investigate, pursuant to section 41712
of title 49, United States Code: (1) unfair or deceptive practices and unfair
methods of competition by domestic and foreign air carriers and ticket agents; and
(2) the compliance of domestic and foreign air carriers with respect to item (1) of
this proviso].
(Department of Transportation and Related Agencies
AppropriationsAct, 2001, as enacted by section 101(a) of P.L. 106-346)

Note:
In addition to direct appropriations, OIG is requesting reimbursable authority of
$3.524 million from the Federal Highway Administration's Highway Trust Fund,
and $2 million from the Federal Transit Administration.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
PROGRAM AND FINANCING
($ in Thousands)

OMB ACCOUNT ID: 021-56-0130-0
Obligations by program activity
0.91 Total direct program
9.01 Reimbursable Program
10.00 Total new obligations

21.40
22.00
23.90
-23.95
23.98
24.40

Budgetary resources available for obligation
Unobligated balance carried forward, start of year
New budget authority (gross)
Total budgetary resources available for obligation
Total new obligations
Unobligated balance expiring or withdrawn
Unobligated balance carried forward, end of year

-40.00
40.76
40.77
40.79
42.00
43.00

New budget authority (gross), detail
Discretionary
Appropriation
Reduction pursuant to PL 106-113
Reduction pursuant to PL 106-554
Reduction pursuant to PL 106-69
Transferred from other accounts [69-1129]
Appropriation (total discretionary)

68.00
68.15
68.90
70.00

Discretionary spending authority from offsetting
collections
Offsetting collections (cash)
Adjustments to uncollected customer payments from
Federal sources
Spending authority from offsetting collections (total)
Total new budget authority (gross)

FY 2000
Actual
47,076
1,580
48,656

FY 2001
Estimate
49,341
3,624
52,965

FY 2002
Estimate
50,614
5,624
56,238

800

0

0

48,026
48,826
-48.656
-170
0

52,965
52,965
-52,965
0
0

56,238
56,238
-56,238
0
0

44,840
-170

48,450

50,614

44,446

49,341

50,614

3,756

3.624

5,624

-176
3,580
48,026

0
3,624
52,965

0
5,624
56,238

1,000
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
PROGRAM AND FINANCING
($ in Thousands)

OMB ACCOUNT ID: 021-56-0130-0
Change in unpaid obligations
Unpaid Obligations, start of year
72.99 Obligated balance, start of year
73.10 Total new obligations
73.20 Total outlays (gross)
73.40 Adjustments in expired accounts (net)
Unpaid Obligations, end of year
74.40 Unpaid obligations, end of year
74.99 Obligated balance, end of year

FY 2000
Actual

FY 2001
Estimate

FY 2002
Estimate

4,593
48,656
-48,467
-1,282

3,500
52,965
-51,531

4,934
56,238
-56,111

3,500
3,500

4,934
4,934

5,061
5,061

44,711
3,756
48,467

48,031
3,500
51,531

51,117
4,934
56,1 ! I

3,756

3,624

5,624

-176

0

o

44.446
44.711

49,341
47,907

50,614
7
50,48

Outlays (gross), detail
86.90 Outlays from new discretionary authority
86.93 Outlays from discretionary balances
87.00 Total outlays (gross)
Offsets
Against gross budget authority and outlays
Offsetting collections (cash) from:
88.00 Federal Sources
88.96 Adjustment to uncollected customer payments from
Federal sources

Net budget authority and outlays
89.00 Budget authority (net)
90.00 Outlays (net)
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
PROGRAM AND PERFORMANCE
This appropriation finances the cost of conducting and supervising audits and
investigations relating to the programs and operations of the Department to
promote economy, efficiency, and effectiveness and to prevent and detect fraud,
waste, and abuse in such programs and operations. In addition, funding to audit
and investigate highway and transit-related issues will be reimbursed from the
Federal Highway Administration and the Federal Transit Administration.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
SALARIES AND EXPENSES
OBJECT CLASSIFICATION
(S in Thousands)
N

FY 2000
ACTUALS
Personnel Compensation:
Full- time permanent .................
Other than full-time permanent ........
Other personneLcompensation ......
11.9
12.1
21.0
22.0
23.1
23.2
23.3
24.0
25.1
25.2
25.3

Total personnel compensation ..................
Civilian personnel benefits ................
Travel and transportation of
person s ................................................
Transportation of others ...............
Rental payments to GSA ................

FY 2001
ESTIMATE

FY 2002
REQUEST

$26,789
$525
$1,350

$28,305
$543
$1,514

$28,813
$563
$1,667

$28,664
$7,962

S30,362
$8,273

$31,043
$8,599

$2,228
$0
$2,787

$2,700
$5
$3,056

$2,700
$5
$3,166

$89
$392
$9
$503
S1,318

S93
$380
$25
$500
$1,511

$93
$380
$25
$500
$1,511

$1,858
$277
$989
$0
$0

$1,756
$230
$437
$3
$10

$1,912
$230
$437
$3
$10

26.0
31.0
42.0
91.0

Rental payments to other .................
Comm, util, and misc charges ..........
Printing and reproduction ..................
Advisory and assistance services...
O ther services .......................................
Purchases of goods and services
from government accounts (TASC) ...........
Supplies and materials.....................
Equipm ent .............................................
Insurance Claims ......................
Unvouchered ........................

99.0
99.0

Subtotal, direct obligations ......................
Reimbursable obligations

$47,076
$1,580

$49,341
$3,624

99.9

Total obligations ..........................

$48,656

$52,965

$50,614
......... $5,624
$56,238
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
RESOURCE SUMMARY - FINANCING

(S in thousands)

BUDGET AUTHORITY

APPROPRIATION TITLE

FY 2000
ACTUAL

FY 2001
ENACTED

FY 2002
REQUEST

Salaries and Expenses
Transfer from FTA

$44,446

$48,341
$1,000

$50,614

TOTAL, BUDGET AUTHORITY

$44,446

$49,341

$50,614

Reimbursable from FHWA
Reimbursable from FTA
Reimbursable from NTSB *
Carryover

$2,000
$1,500
$80
$800

$3,524
$100

$3,524
$2,000
$100

TOTAL, OTHER AUTHORITY

$4,380

$3,624

$5,624

$48,826

$52,965

$56,238

TOTAL, BUDGETARY RESOURCES
*

Reimbursable funding from NTSB is collected only if OIG performs work as

requested by NTSB.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
RESOURCE SUMMARY - FINANCING
($ in thousands)

OUTLAYS

FY 2000
ACTUAL

FY 2001
ESTIMATE

Salaries and Expenses

$44,711

$47,907

$50,487

TOTAL,OUTLAYS

$44,711

$47,907

$50,487

APPROPRIATION TITLE

72-314 2001 - 48

FY 2002
REQUEST
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
RESOURCE SUMMARY - STAFFING

POSITIONS
(FULL-TIME PERMANENT)

DIRECT FUNDED,
BY APPROPRIATION

FY 2000
ACTUAL

FY 2001
ESTIMATE

FY 2002
REQUEST

Salaries and Expenses
Transfer from FTA

420

419
11

411

Subtotal, Direct Funded

420

430

411

FHWA
FTA

28
22

40

38
21

Subtotal, Reimbursables

50

40

59

470

470

470

REIMBURSABLES

TOTALS, POSITIONS
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OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
RESOURCE SUMMARY - STAFFING

FTE -TOTAL

DIRECT FUNDED,
BY APPROPRIATION
Salaries and Expenses
Transfer from FTA

FY 2000
ACTUAL

FY 2001
ESTIMATE

FY 2002
REQUEST -

393

404
11

396

393

415

396

FHWA
FTA

28
22

40

.38
21

Subtotal, Reimbursables

50

40

59

443

455

Subtotal, Direct Funded
REIMBURSABLES

TOTALS, FTE

455

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
DISTRIBUTION OF FY 2001 ESTIMATED AND FY 2002 ESTIMATED BUDGETS
($ in Thousands)

FY 2001

FY 2002
Estimate

Estimate

OFFICE

PC&B

OPER
COSTS

TOTAL

$1,012

$10,706

PC&B

OPER
COSTS

$11,718

$1,081

$10,972

FTE

TOTAL

FTE

Inspector General Immediate Office
AIG for Auditing

$24,571

$24,571

AIG for Investigations

$10,734

$10,734

Office of Legal Counsel

$548

$548

Administrative Support

$1,770

$1,770
f

Total Budget Authority
Reimbursable from FHWA

$38,635

$10,706

$3,516

Total OIG Budgetary Resources

$100
$42,251

$25,229

$25,229

264

$10,855

$10,855

98

$585

$585

5

$1,892

$1,892

21

$50,614

396

415

$39,642

$3,524

40

$3,524

$3,524

38

$2,000

$2,000

21

$100
$10,706

8

$49,341

Reimbursable from FTA
Reimbursable from NTSB

$12,053

$52,965

$10,972

$100
455

$45,266

$100
$10,972

$56,238

455

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
FY 1992 - FY 2001 FUNDING HISTORY
($ in Thousands)

APPROPRIATION TITLE
TOTAL, BUDGET AUTHORITY
TOTAL, OTHER AUTHORITY
,

TOTAL, BUDGETARY RESOURCES

FY1992

FY1993

FY1994

FY1995

FY1996

$37,005

$38,000

$39,000

$39,749

$38,727

$37,805

$41,941

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$37,005

$38,000

$39,000

$39,749

$38,727

$37,805

FY1997

FY1998

FY1999

FY2000

FY2001

$43,245

$44,446

$49,341

$0

$1,150

$4,380

$3,624

$41,941

$44,395

$48,826

$52,965
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OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL
SALARIES AND EXPENSES
APPPOF'RIAT ONS

ESTIMATES
1992 ......... ...........
19 9 3. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . ..
1994 ....................
199,.....................
1996 ....................
i997 ...
.................
1 99 8 . ... .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . ..
1999 .......
.............
2 000 . .. ... .. .. .. . .. . ... ..
2001 . ....................
2 )02 .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .

38,668,000
42,2C0,000
4C,7C6,Cr0
38,319,000
40, 239, 30
39,771,030
40, 889, 000
42,491,000
44,940,600
48,C50,00C
-C, E14, C3,

1992 . .. . .. ... . .. . . .. .. .. .
199 3 . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . ..
1 9q4 . .. .. . .. ... .. .. . .. . ..
19 9 5 .. . .. .. . ... .. .. . .. . ..
1996 .....................
1997 ........ ... .. .. .. ....
1998 .....................
1999 .................. 20 1 1. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .
2 0 1I...... . .......
20C2 ...... ..............

'7,005, 01
3B,000,00C
39, 000, C0
39,991,200
38,727,003

1/
2,
37,F0,9i4 3/
41,941,000 41/
44,C41,000 5,7&8/
44,44C,000
49,341,210

669/
L0/

I/ Reflect reactions of 042,007 for workir
capital fur, <Sec.337 ,
,
for
borses and awards(Sec.337) and a transfer of $11,910 for a
nolidacnJ
civiC rights off ce.
2/ Reflects reductions of $14'4,000 for
king capta! f1nJ, onsos and awards,
and field office consolidation ard 5 , C frm P.l. 104 13, te romnibDs and
Ccnsolidate: Rescission Appropriation A-t of 1996a
3/ Reflects reZuctio of $94,036 for TASC (So
21) ard
,
for aoaras (Se.34r).
4/ Reflects reduotir of $59,0)0 for TASC (Sec 320,.
5/ Refle no reduction of $179,903 for TASC Cc 3, 1.
6/ effectss reducten of 0170,000 10.39%)(Sec. 301 of P.L. 106-713
7/ Reflects reduction of $71,0S0 for adr onstrative and tr
rr e Ienses,
P.E. 1 -71.
S/ InclIudes$800,000 transferred from .A formula Grants p suant to P.
9/ Reflects reduction of $224,01C for TAS
o . 319).
10/ Rflects $.229 reuct n of $1,C ,79il,0 -S.14 3 of F.. LICE-554 aa 1- 1l.;s
$1 millon transfer from FTA Formula Grants pursuant to P.L. 16-346.
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MISSION AND OBJECTIVES
OIG will design its work to assist DOT in achieving the six goals established in
DOT's Strategic Plan. In addition, OIG will work closely with DOT officials to
find solutions to problems, identify actions that will make DOT programs more
efficient, and assist in overseeing the implementation of DOT regulations.
As prescribed by the Inspector General Act, OIG will: (1) conduct and supervise
independent and objective audits and investigations relating to the programs and
operations of the Department; (2) promote economy, effectiveness, and efficiency
within the Department; (3) prevent and detect fraud, waste, and abuse in
Departmental programs and operations; (4) receive, and as appropriate, investigate
complaints from any person or entity, including Congress; (5) report violations of
law to the U.S. Attorney General; (6) notify the Secretary of Transportation and
Congress of serious or flagrant problems in DOT or its programs; (7) review
existing and proposed legislation and regulations; (8) keep the Congress and
Secretary fully informed about problems and deficiencies and the necessity for and
progress of corrective actions; (9) protect the identity of whistleblowers; and (10)
prepare and submit semiannual reports to the Congress and Secretary.
OIG also has significant responsibilities under the Chief Financial Officers Act,
the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA), and the Government
Management Reform Act. OIG will fulfill these responsibilities by completing
required audits of DOT's financial statements, assessing the adequacy of internal
control systems, and identifying opportunities to achieve financial benefits. OIG
will also assist the Operating Administrations in determining that the performance
measures established in accordance with GPRA are appropriate and supported by
reliable data.
In carrying out these responsibilities, the Inspector General exercises executive
direction over the fi.nctions of auditing, investigations, and six support units.
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The Office of the Assistant Inspector General for Auditing (AIGA) supervises and
conducts all audit activities related to DOT programs and operations. As overseer
of all audit activities, the AIGA ensures compliance with the standards established
by the Comptroller General of the United States, the President's Council on
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Integrity and Efficiency (PCIE), and other professional guidelines. The audit
organization conducts both financial and performance audits as well as reviews in
response to non-criminal allegations, investigations, Congressional inquiries, and
departmental concerns. Auditors provide technical support where appropriate and
perform quality assurance reviews of audit work performed by independent public
accountants of grantees under the Single Audit Act of 1984.
The Office of the Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI) supervises
and conducts all OIG investigative activities related to DOT programs and
operations. These investigations involve both proactive and reactive activities
designed to maintain the Department's integrity and protect its resources from
fraud, waste, and abuse. The AIGI ensures compliance with the PCIE standards
for OIG criminal investigations. Also, the AIGI manages the IG Hotline
Complaint Center. The AIGI is responsible for the general oversight of criminal
investigations within DOT and provides support to audit activities.
The Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) provides a full-range of professional legal
services and advice. The OLC is also responsible for processing requests made
under the Freedom of Information Act and the Privacy Act.
The offices of Information Resource Management, Human Resources, and
Financial and Administrative Services report to the Deputy Inspector General, and
provide support to the OIG audit and investigative missions. Services provided by
these offices include: budget preparation and execution; financial and
administrative services and oversight; personnel management services;
information technology support; and management of the OIG's Management
Information System.
The organizational chart follows:
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OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
IMMEDIATE OFFICE
Description
The Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, requires the OIG to conduct,
supervise, and coordinate audits and investigations relating to the programs and
operations of the Department. OIG is required to coordinate relationships between
DOT and other Federal agencies and state and local governments with respect to
their audit and investigative responsibilities. In carrying out its responsibilities,
the Inspector General exercises executive direction over the fimctions of auditing,
investigations, legal counsel, and administration.
The immediate office of the Inspector General consists of the Inspector General's
office (J-1); the Deputy Inspector General's office (J-2); and the Quality
Assurance Reviews/Internal Affairs and the Office of Legislative and External
Affairs offices (J-3).

Positions in the immediate office of the Inspector General include the following:
Management and Supervision - The Inspector General and the Deputy Inspector
General.
Technical Staff - Includes those personnel responsible for conducting Quality
Assurance Reviews, internal investigations, and all communications and
writing/editing support.
Clerical and Administrative Support - Two staff assistants who review and
control correspondence, answer telephones, file documents, and perform other
administrative duties.

41 - 42--
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OFFICE OF ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL
FOR AUDITS
Description
The Assistant Inspector General for Auditing (AIGA) supervises and conducts all
audits and evaluations related to DOT programs and operations. As overseer of all
audits and evaluations, the AIGA ensures compliance with the standards
established by the Comptroller General of the United States and other professional
guidelines. The audit organization conducts both financial and performance audits
as well as reviews in response to non-criminal allegations, investigations,
Congressional inquiries, and departmental concerns. Auditors provide technical
support where appropriate and perform quality assurance reviews of audit work
performed by independent public accountants of grantees under the Single Audit
Act of 1984.
The Office of AlGA consists of the AIGA's immediate office (JA-1); the Planning,
Training, and Technical Support office (JA-2); and five Headquarters offices
supported by 10 field offices. OIG field offices conduct audits and evaluations
under the direction of the Headquarters functional offices in their assigned
program areas and provide staff to accomplish audits in other than their assigned
program areas where appropriate.
Office of Aiation Audits
Supervises and conducts audits and evaluations of programs and operations of the
Federal Aviation Administration.
Office of Financial, Information Technology, and Departmentwide Audits
Supervises and conducts audits and evaluations of information technology,
financial management, and cross-cutting activities within DOT.
OIG is authorized under the National Transportation Safety Board Amendments
Act of 2000, on a reimbursed basis, to review the financial management, property
management, and business operations of the Board. This includes the review of
internal accounting and administrative control systems, to determine compliance
with applicable Federal laws, rules, and regulations. The Office of Financial,
Information Technology, and Departmentwide Audits is the OIG office with
responsibility for these reviews.
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Office of National Transportation Infrastructure Activities
Supervises and conducts audits and evaluations of infrastructure projects and
programs of the Federal Highway Administration, Federal Transit Administration,
and Federal Aviation Administration.
Office of Rail, Transit & Special Program Audits
Supervises and conducts audits, evaluations, and reviews of programs and
operations of the Office of the Secretary, Federal Railroad Administration, Federal
Transit Administration, and Research and Special Programs Administration.
Office of Maritime & Highway Safety Programs
Supervises and conducts audits and evaluations of programs and operations of the
U.S. Coast Guard, Maritime Administration, Saint Lawrence Seaway Development
Corporation, Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, and the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration.
Positions in the Office of AIGA include the following:
Management and Supervision - Senior Headquarters and field office officials
who direct all audits and evaluations of DOT programs and operations.
Auditor and Analyst Staff - Auditors and analysts who conduct performance and
financial audits and evaluations of major programs and activities of the
Department. These audits and evaluations involve the propriety of financial
operations, the evaluation of economy and efficiency of operations, and reviews of
program results.
Technical Staff - Includes two computer specialists who provide automated data
retrieval and analysis services for the entire OIG, two statistical advisors, one
training officer, and one planning officer. Automated Data Processing (ADP) and
statistical advice is used extensively in the development of audit methodology.
The statistical advisors provide consulting advice to OIG personnel and
departmental requesters on the appropriate use of surveys, statistical and
mathematical techniques in the execution cf audits, evaluations, investigations, and
departmental operations. The training officer is responsible for the direction,
implementation. aI administration of the trainiag and education activity in the
GIG, including compliance with yelcw book standards [or continue ng professional
education tor OWG auditors and analysts. The planning officer is responsible for
tll audit plan -u!d ensuring that appropie audit processes are fotiowed, a
necessary function [or out accesss during the required p)eer review .
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Clerical and Administrative Support - Staff members who generate and edit
reports and correspondence, answer telephones, file documents, and perform other
duties in support of the audit mission.
Following are brief explanations of the types of audits and evaluations performed
by the Office of AIGA.
Economy and Efficiency Audits - These audits determine: (1) whether the entity
is acquiring, protecting, and using its resources (such as personnel, property, and
space) economically and efficiently; (2) the causes of inefficiencies or
uneconomical practices; and (3) whether the entity has complied with laws and
regulations concerning matters of economy and efficiency.
Program Audits and Evaluations - These audits and/or evaluations determine:
(1) the extent to which the desired results or benefits established by the Congress
are being achieved; (2) the effectiveness of organizations, programs, activities, or
functions; and (3) whether the entity has complied with laws and regulations
applicable to the program.
Financial Statement Audits - These audits determine: (1) whether the financial
statements of an audited entity present fairly the financial position, results of
operations, and cash flows or changes in financial position in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles; (2) whether the entity has internal
controls which provide reasonable assurance over financial reporting, including the
safeguarding of assets; and (3) whether the entity has complied with laws and
regulations for those transactions and events that may have a material effect on the
financial statements.
Financial Related Audits - These audits determine: (1) whether financial
information and related items are fairly presented in accordance with established
criteria; and (2) whether the entity has adhered to specific financial compliance
requirements.
Single Audit Act Audits - The audits, performed by independent auditors and
overseen by OIG, review the financial and program compliance of state or local
government grantees that receive $300,000 or more of Federal funds a year.
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OFFICE OF ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL
FOR INVESTIGATIONS
Description
The Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI) supervises and conducts
all OIG investigative activities related to DOT programs and operations. These
investigations involve both proactive and reactive activities designed to maintain
the integrity of the Department's programs and protect its resources from fraud,
waste, and/or program abuse. The AIGI ensures compliance with the PCIE
standards for OIG investigations. Also, the AIGI manages the Hotline Complaint
Center. The AIGI, in addition to investigating allegations of fraud referred from
other DOT organizations, also monitors the investigations referred to other DOT
investigative elements. The AIGI is responsible for the general oversight of
criminal investigations within DOT and provides support to audit activities.
The Office of AIGI consists of the AIGI's immediate office (Jl-l), the Deputy
AIGI (JI-2), Headquarters Operations (JI-3), Field Operations (J-4), and five
regional offices.
Positions in the Office of the AIGI include the following:
Management and Supervision - Senior Headquarters and field investigative
officials who direct the performance of all investigations relating to DOT
programs and operations. The field managers and supervisors include Special
Agents-in-Charge and Assistant Special Agents-in-Charge.
Investigative Staff - Special agents, investigators and analysts who conduct and
support criminal and administrative investigations, including the Hotline
Complaint Center staff.
Clerical and Administrative Support - Includes administrative assistants,
investigative program technicians, secretaries, and clerk-typists who process and

type reports and correspondence, answer telephones, file documents, and perform
other administrative duties in support of the investigative mission, including

responsibilities for input of data to the Management Information System and
retrieval and analyses of this data.

Following are brief explanations of the diverse work performed by the Office of
AIGI.
Reactive Investigations - These investigations focus on specific individuals or
companies identified as targets or subjects at the outset of an investigation based
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on some alleged or suspected violation of the law. Most of these cases are
complex, sensitive, and of a protracted nature which require a substantial amount
of investigative resources. Reactive investigations continue to be the area of
greatest emphasis and dedication of staff effort.
Proactive Investigations - These investigations focus on DOT operations or
activities identified by OIG as vulnerable to fraud, waste, and abuse. They may be
narrow in scope and test a specific activity or broader-based, systematic reviews
with an emphasis on the development and refinement of preventive measures.
Quite often, reactive investigations are initiated as a result.
Preliminary Inquiries - These are limited reviews where a factual basis for a full
investigation does not yet exist, but some investigative work is needed before the
matter is resolved. Preliminary inquiries usually involve generalized, ambiguous,
or incomplete information or preliminary information received from a source of
unknown reliability and, therefore, require further work to determine if an
investigation is warranted.
Hotline Complaint Center - Activities consist of the receipt, evaluation,
investigation, and coordination of complaints received via the OIG Hotline.
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OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL

Description
The Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) provides the full range of pro(essional legal
services and advice with respect to the formulation, coordination, revision, and
execution of OIG programs. These include: developing legal opinions, briefs,
pleadings, and memoranda on significant litigation and policy matters; reviewing
audit, evaluation, and investigative reports and issues for legal sufficiency and
potential legal action; providing litigation support services; reviewing
departmental legislative programs and regulations; and preparing initial responses
and reviewing appeals made under the Freedom of Information (FOIA) and
Privacy Acts and preparing responses for signature of the Deputy Inspector
General.

Positions in OLC include the following:
Management and Supervision - The Senior Counsel directs the delivery of all
legal services to the OIG and provides management guidance and direction to the
OIG legal staff.
Professional Staff - Consists of two attorneys who perform the full range of OIG
legal services under the supervision of Senior Counsel.
Technical Staff - Includes one FOIA Officer. The FOIA Officer provides OIG
management with advice and guidance for the OIG's FOIA program, and develops
OIG policy with respect to FOIA.
Clerical and Administrative Support - One staff assistant who develops
correspondence, answers telephones, files documents, and performs other duties in
support of the legal and administrative staff.
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ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT OFFICES
Description
All administrative support to 0IG is provided by three offices: the Office of
Information Resource Management, the Office of Human Resources, and the
Office of Financial and Administrative Services.

Office of Information Resource Management
The Office of Information Resources Management provides technical support for
all information technology resources programs and activities, which include
ordering, installing, operating, and maintaining OIG's computers and other
information technology resources.
Office of Human Resources
The Office of Human Resources provides personnel and human resources
services, which include recruitment, position classification, appointment, and
employee relations activities.
Office of Financial and Administrative Services
The Office of Financial and Administrative Services is responsible for providing
all financial and administrative services, which include the preparation and
execution of OIG's budget, the procurement of goods and services, and
interpretation of regulations relating to administrative matters.

Positions in the Administrative Support Offices include the following:
Management and Supervision - Senior Headquarters officials who direct the
technical and administrative support functions for OIG.
Technical Staff - Includes those personnel responsible for conducting the work
and functions assigned to the offices. These functions include: financial,
administrative, human resources, and information technology resources support
services.
Clerical and Administrative Support
correspondence, answer telephones, file
administrative duties.

- Two secretaries who type
documents, and perform other
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Introduction

L

The Office of Inspector General (OIG), Department of Transportation (DOT), Fiscal Year
(FY) 2002 Performance Plan details our performance measures and future plans in support of
DOT's Strategic Plan. The OIG is uniquely situated to be a proactive force that can effect
constructive change. It is our goal to identify and eliminate problems early when it is
practical to do so, rather than limit ourselves solely to reacting to allegations at the same
time. We are committed, however, to our statutory mandate of detecting and preventing
fraud, waste, and abuse and promoting effective and efficient government. The typical
product of our office is the in-depth analysis of data, processes and systems which culminate
in audit and investigative reports--a powerful commodity. We also provide advice and
counsel to the senior management in the Department and, as requested, testimony to
Congress. If we are to succeed in being proactive--in being out front on issues of concern to
the vast and diverse transportation community--we must reach out to Members of Congress,
department officials, industry, associations, interest groups, and the public. This plan,
therefore, serves as an important instrument in our ongoing efforts to promote the most
effective and efficient operation of DOT.

11.

OG Statutory Responsibilities

The Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended (Inspector Genera] Act, P.L 95-452),
established the OIG as an independent and objective organization within DOT. The
Inspector General is co mmitted to fulfilling its statutory mission and assisting the Secretary
and senior department officials in achieving a visionary and vigilant DOT. As prescribed by
the Inspector General Act, OIG will:
*

Maintain
independent
and
objective
organizations ;o conduct and supenise audits
and investigations relating to the programs and
operations cf DX;

*

Recommend policies for activities to promote
economy, tqiciency, and effecivene
in
admiristratio.,ofdeparrientalprograms,

"

Tate appropriate actions to prevent and detect
fraud, waste, and abuse in the Department's
programs and operations;

FY
FY 2002
2002 Performance
Performance Plan
Plan

*

*

Receive, and as appropriate, investigate
complaints from any person or entity
including Congress;
Report violations of law to the U.S. A orney
General,
Notify the Congress and Secretary of serious
orflagrantproblems in DOTor its programs;

*

Review existing and proposed legislation and
regulations;
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Keep the Congress and Secretaryfully informed
aboutproblems and deficiencies and the necessity
for andprogress ofcorrective action;

.
*

Protectthe identity of whistleblowers; and
Prepare and submit semiannual reports to the
Congress andSecretary

As part of rhese responsibilities,01G also reports on those departmentalprogramsand
operations that are working it ell.

OIG also has significant responsibilities under the Chief Financial Officers Act, the
Government Management Reform Act, and the Government Information Security Reform
Act, as well as the Government Performance and Results Act. OIG will fulfill these
responsibilities by completing required audits of DOT's financial statements, assessing the
adequacy of internal control systems and identifying opportunities to achieve financial
benefits. OIG will also evaluate departmental performance measures to determine their
appropriateness for measuring progress toward stated goals and will audit selected measures
to validate and verify reported results. In addition, the House and Senate Committees direct
OIG to respond to emerging issues of congressional concern.

IlL.

OIG Resources and Organization

OIG's total FY 2002 budget request is $56.138 million. This Nil1 be used to support 455
FTE. In addition to $50.614 million in direct appropriations, the OIG budget request
includes funds of $3.524 million from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and S2
million from the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) to support costs associated with
audits and investigations of transit and highway-related issues, including the audit of the
Highway Trust Fund financial statements. Overall, OIG's requested level of funding is
essential to carry out its oversight mission mandated under the Inspector General Act and to
,fuly support the DOT's strategic goals.
The OIG is organized to concentrate the talents of our senior executives on OIG's core
statutory responsibilities, which are to perform audits and investigations. Moreover, our
most senior auditors and analysts are assigned to key subject areas. These assignments
recognize that some subjects are mode-specific, while others are cross-modal in nature. C'.r
organizational structure allows us to develop and maintain a high level of expertise to deal
with complex transportation issues and programs.

Pcffotsuance
2~X~2
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IV.

Strategic Plan Goals

In order to better serve Congress and the Department, OIG will focus a major portion of its
work towards addressing the strategic goals outlined in the DOT Strategic Plan. The
following comprises a listing of these goals.

DOT Strategic Goals
"

Safety: "Promote the public health and safety by working toward the elimination of
transportation-relateddeaths and injuries."

*

Mobility: "Shape an accessible, affordable, reliable transportation system for all
people, goods, and region "

*

Economic Growth and Trade:
America's economic growth. "

*

Human and Natural Environment:
"Protect and enhance communities and the
naturalenvironment affected by transportation."

*

National Security: "Ensure the security of the transportation system for the
movement of people andgoods, and support the National Security Strategy."

*

OrganizationalExcellence: "Advance the Department's ability to managefor results
and innovation.

"Support a transportation system that sustains

These six goals emphasize the importance of improving America's transportation safety aid
infrastructure. OIG will work to find solutions to complex transportation issues, identify
actions which may enhance transportation safety in all modes, make recommendations aimed
at improving the efficiency and effectiveness of transportation programs, and assist the
Secretary and Congress in oversight of the Department. Furthermore, through our audits and
investigations, we are committed to promoting the most effective and efficient use of
departmental resour-,es, with a goal towards preventing fraud, waste, abuse, and
mismanagement.

FY 2002 Performance Plan
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V.

Top-Priority Management Issues

In support of departmental efforts to achieve the above strategic goals, OIG has identified the
following Top 10 management challenges facing DOT. These issues will serve as a basis for
focusing OIG's audit and investigative resources in FY 2002.
1. A VIA TION SAFETY
Given the continued groy,,t in demand for air travel and the limited capacity of the National
Airspace System, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) must be more aggressive in
evaluating known risks and identifying and evaluating unknown risks that may cause future
accidents. The aviation industry expects continued growth in air traffic as a result of
increased demand and the emergence of new technologies may result in closer spacing
between aircraft due to more precise, satellite-based tracking and navigation capabilities.
While FAA has made progress in addressing factors that affect aviation safety, the agency
needs to address several important safety issues, to include:
Reducing air traffic operational errors and deviations by focusing on improving regional
oversight of problem facilities with recurring operational errors and deviations.
" Reducing runway incursions by developing new education and training programs for
controllers, implementing improved procedures and airport markings and lighting, and
implementing new technology based initiatives.
* Complying with the new designation and selection guidelines for the expanded
Controller-in-Charge Program to ensure that only the most qualified controllers are
selected.
* Reviewing the effectiveness of FAA's new inspection process (ATOS) for air carriers,
* Resolving outstanding regulatory issues and implementing the flight operations quality
assurance (FOQA) program.
* Identifying and correcting systemic issues within FAA that led to gaps in its oversight of
air carriers' aircraft maintenance, aircraft manufacturers, and -aviation parts
manufacturers.
* Devising methods for reducing protracted delays in responding to safety issues brought to
FAA's attention, including conducting a comprehensive investigation to reconcile the
disparity in tests of fastener thread dimensional conformance found by a Fastener Quality
Act accredited laboratory and tests performed by the manufacturers of the fasteners and a
non-accredited consultant.
*

Developing an overall strategy identifying efforts, and revamping how air carriers and
repair stations report wiring problems.

FY 2002 Performance Plan
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e

Moving forward with other long-delayed rulemakings, such as flight time limitations and
rest requirements for flight crews.

2. SURFACE TRANSPORTATION SAFETY
Surface transportation - motor vehicle, large truck, railroad, and pipeline transportation accidents in the United States continue to account for over 42,000 fatalities annually. In
1999, over 36,000 fatalities resulted from motor vehicle accidents not involving large trucks,
over 5,000 resulted from crashes involving large trucks, and over 1,000 resulted from
railroad, rail transit and pipeline accidents. While down from the over 46,000 fatalities a
decade ago, the number of surface fatalities remains high, and the Department needs to
continue its efforts on reducing fatalities.
Our work has identified five areas in surface transportation safety. They are motor vehicle
safety, motor carrier safety, railroad safety, hazardous materials safety, and pipeline safety.
Specific issues that need attention in each area are listed below.
Motor Carrier Safety
*

Strengthening Federal oversight to ensure that states take timely action to disqualify
commercial drivers who commit Federal disqualifying offenses.

*

Taking prompt and meaningful enforcement action against carriers that do not comply
with Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations.

*

Improving the motor carrier safety program for vehicle maintenance,
qualifications, and compliance with hours-of-service requirements.

*

Continuing to revise the hours-of-service regulations for commercial truck and bus
drivers.

*

Increasing the level of safety oversight for commercial trucks and drivers entering the
United States from Mexico.

*

Strengthening oversight to ensure that states improve the testing and licensing processes
for CDLs.

*

Implementing the new authorities and penalties of the Motor Carrier Safety Improvement
Act of 1999 by filling key FMCSA vacancies, expeditiously completing rulemakings,
and issuing internal policies and procedures.

driver

Railroad Safety
*

Making further safety improvements at highway-rail grade crossings by targeting limited
resources to proven, cost-effective strategies and addressing railroad trespassing

FY 2002 Performance Plan
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accidents.
* Increasing FRA's use of the railroad safety inspection database for selecting inspection
sites and coordinating Federal and state inspections.
* Ensuring that Amtrak, the states of New York and New Jersey, and the Federal
Government develop an action plan for addressing the nearly S900 million in unfunded
fire and life safety projects in the rail tunnels approaching Penn Station-New York.
Hazardous Materials Safety
Implementing Hazardous Materials Program Evaluation Report recommendations to
better coordinate hazmat resources to place greater emphasis on shippers, developing
strategies to reduce human error as a cause of hazardous materials incidents, and
reviewing and analyzing existing databases to improve data quality.
Pipeline Safety
* Map and periodically inspect hazardous liquid pipelines located in areas unusually
sensitive to environmental damage from a pipeline accident.
* Developing and implementing an action plan to improve pipeline safety in five areas
addressed by the President's memorandum dated November 3, 2000.
Motor Vehicle Safety
* Developing better strategies for increasing seat belt usage.
* Implementing the TREAD Act requirements by developing an early warning system for
identifying defects; reviewing all standards, criteria, procedures, and data gathering and
analysis methods; and completing all rulemakings by the congressional deadline.

3. A VIA TION SYSTEM CAPA CITY AND AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL MODERIZA TION
Meeting the anticipated demand for air travel is an urgent issue because the National
Airspace System is operating at the fringes of capacity - delays and consumer
dissatisfaction are at all time highs. Complaints to the Department for 2000 increased 14
percent (20,438 to 23,381) over 1999 complaints.
U.S. airlines transport oer 600 million passengers annually, and this number is expected to
grow to over 900 million by 2010. Scheduled operations for the top 10 carriers increased
from 4.6 million for the first 9 months of 1999 to over 4.7 million for the same period in
2000.
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In January 2000, the Congress passed the Wendell H. Ford Aviation Investment and Reform
Act for the 21" Century, more commonly known as "AIR-21". AIR-21 will provide FAA
with nearly $8.6 billion to modernize the air traffic control system (the Facilities and
Equipment (F&E) account) and almost $10 billion in airport improvement program (AlP)
funds from fiscal year (FY)2001 through 2003.
Against a backdrop of growing demand for air travel, there has been a rapid increase in
flight delays and cancellations. Between 1995 and 2000, FAA reported a 90 percent
increase in flight delays. Likewise, the Bureau of Transportation Statistics reported a
104 percent increase in cancellations. In 2000, over I in 4 domestic flights-affecting
approximately 163 million passengers-were delayed, canceled, or diverted, with the
average delay exceeding 50 minutes.
FAA recognizes past problems in acquiring systems and has begun to address them through a
more incremental approach. However, more needs to be done to address a number of
significant issues. Key issues include:
" Developing uniform system for tracking delays, cancellations, and associated causes.
*

Strengthening the capacity to oversee multi-billion dollar soft,vare-intensive development
efforts such as STARS and WAAS. Establishing contract cost mechanisms such as
earned value management or Defense Contract Audit Agency audits that will ensure
products are delivered on time and within agreed upon budget. The WAAS monthly
contract expenditure rate should be reduced.

" Working with airlines to establish credible tracking system for compliance with each
provision of the Airline Customer Senice Commitment and the implementing Airline
Plan, buttressed by performance goals and measures.
"

Completing development of capacity benchmarks for the Nation's 30 largest airports.

*

Quantifying the capacity benefits expected from new air traffic control technology
(e.g., Free Flight).

o

Clarifying airspace redesign requirements for near-, mid-, and long-term goals,

*

Periodically assessing FAA's progress to improve IPDS team operations, using our
survey results as a benchmark, and take required actions to make improvements.

" Developing a strategic plan for addressing capacity shortfalls.
*

Defining and implementing plans for transitioning to satellite-based navigation and
landing systems.

*

Developing reliable cost estimates and analyzing significant variances between FAA's
cost estimates and the contractor's proposed cost estimates.

*

Evaluating whether FAA's role in planning for nationwide airport infrastructure should
move from a passive role to a more active one of facilitating a strategic view of airport
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expansion, leveraging grant funds to capacity-constrained locations, and helping to
resolve local opposition.

4. SURFACE AND AIRPORT INFRASTRUCTURE
The Transportation Equity Act for the 21' Century (TEA-21) and the Aviation Investment
and Reform Act for the 21" Century (AIR-21) provided an unprecedented infusion of funds
for highway, transit, and airport infrastructure projects. Highway and transit funding
increased by over 40 percent and airport infrastructure funding by about 75 percent. TEA-21
provides $218 billion for highway and transit projects while AIR-21 makes $12.4 billion
available for airport infrastructure projects.
The most pressing issues are ensuring that available funds are used as intended by 1)
expeditiously advancing projects to improve capacity, relieve congestion, and enhance safety
while respecting the letter and intent of environmental laws; and 2) exercising stewardship
and oversight to prevent fraud and mismanagement.
Concerns abound over the length of time and process associated with environmental
clearances (including noise) for infrastructure projects. All of the modes face this challenge.
In 2000, the Department proposed environmental streamlining rules, but the proposed rules
were not well received by state transportation officials and industry. This remains a top
infrastructure challenge for the new Secretary and Congress.
History instructs us to be on the outlook for fraud and to take steps proactively to prevent it
whenever major investments in infrastructure programs are made. The Inspector General,
with the support of American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO), the Justice Department, and the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI), has a
major initiative in this area. In FY 2000 alone, the Office of Inspector General (OIG)
investigations led to 52 indictments and 36 convictions in these areas (indictments increased
49 percent over 1999, convictions by 24 percent over the same period).
The Department needs to continue to improve its stewardship and oversight of transportation
funding. The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) has improved its oversight and became
one of a few agencies to be removed from the High-Risk list of the General Accounting
Office. However, the Federal Highway Administration's (FHWH,) focus has been on
engineering, while inadequate attention has been paid to transportation planning, controlling
project costs, and ensuring money is being spent appropriately. The painful Boston Central
Artery Project disclosures last year, several internal embezzlementfkickback cases, and the
$14 million in fines and jail terms in the Palumbo Brothers'Monarch Construction cases
illustrate the need for improved stewardship and oversight. While Federal agencies must take
the lead role the states also have an obligation, as front line authorizers, to ensure stewardship
and oversight of Federal funds.

FY 2002 Performance Plan
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The Aviation Investment and Reform Act for the 21" Century (AIR 21) provides about $40
billion from the Aviation Trust Fund for FAA programs over the next 3 years, However,
most of those funds are dedicated to FAA's modernization and airport improvement
programs leaving FAA facing a shortfall of nearly $2.3 billion for its operations needs. The
ways and means of bridging or reducing that shortfall is a significant issue and underscore
the need for FAA to improve its fiscal responsibility,
Issues to focus on include:
*

Diligently enforcing new guidance on finance plans and conducting critical analysis of
the plans submitted.

*

Performing Independent analysis of project performance and close oversight of project
management on federally-funded highway projects by FHWA's "mega project team".

*

Ensuring that all the recommendations for improving oversight made by the Secretary's
Task Force on the Central Artery and the One DOT Oversight Task Force are
implemented on a timely basis.

*

Improving vigilance against fraud and corruption to deter unscrupulous contractors from
attempting to raid the massive infusion of funding TEA-21 and AIR-21 provided by (1)
conducting joint FHWA and OIG training sessions for state and local highway agencies
on fraud indicators and reporting procedures; (2) developing fraud prevention and
detection recommendations for enhancing FTA's Triennial Review and other oversight
tools; (3) coordinating with FAA and airport authorities to conduct fraud awareness
briefings and training; and (4) coordinating with FHWA and transportat.ionhighway
industry to include the OIG as a resource for reporting allegations of fraud, waste, and
abuse on Federal-aid infrastructure construction projects.

*

Addressing concems regarding FTA funding for project oversight.

*

Ensuring that states requesting Federal funding for mega projects provide adequate
funding to maintain and operate the remainder of the statewide transportation
infrastructure program.

5. COAST GUARD'S CAPITAL ACQUISITION BUDGET
Preliminary estimates indicate that capital improvement funding of $15 billion ot more will
be needed over the next 20 years to modernize assets that are critical to the Coast Guard's
Marine Safety, Search and Rescue, Law Enforcement, and Marine Environmental Protection
programs. Although Coast Guard has not yet provided definitive cost estimates, it has
reported that the Deepwater Capability Replacement Project will cost more than $10 billion,
and the National Distress and Response System Modernization Project will cost from $240
million to $300 million. Other ongoing major capital acquisition projects include the
Seagoing Buoy Tender Replacement Project and the Ports and Watenrays Safety Systems
FY 2002 Performance Plan
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Project. In addition, Coast Guard estimates that the annual capital investment in shore
facilities will increase from $61 million in FY 2001 to S129 million in FY 2005.
The Department, the Administration, and Congress face long-term challenges in proceeding
with Coast Guard's stated requirements for a significant and sustained increase in acquisition
funding. Other transportation programs are also seeking budget increases and wil be
competing with Coast Guard for limited Federal funding. These funding decisions and tradeoffs must be made in the context of the missions and responsiveness expected of the Coast
Guard.
Challenges facing the Department and Coast Guard include:
Establishing capital investment priorities and working with OMB to reconcile their
respective capital funding proposals and budget targets. When full funding estimates for
the Deepwater Capability Replacement Project are included, Coast Guard's capital
needs exceed OMB targets by more than $300 million per year.
Reconciling how it can proceed with a budget request in advance of completing its
comprehensive planning process for Deepwater.
*

Establishing realistic budget and schedule estimates for the National Distress System
Project.

6. TRANSPORTATION SECURITY
DOT must do all it can to ensure that the transportation system is secure from acts o
terrorism. The U.S. transportation system includes 3.9 million miles of public roads. 22
million miles of oil and natural gas pipelines, 123,000 miles of major railroads, over 24,0Mq
miles of commercially navigable waterways, over 5,000 public-use airports, 508 transit:
operators in 316 urbanized areas, and 145 major ports on the coasts and inland waterways
Key issues in this area include:
*

Establishing an integrated strategic aviation security plan that includes a balance"
approach covenng advanced security technologies (tnclu.ng eyplosivcs dettctio::
equipment) acqiAsition, deployment and use.

*

Lmplemenng ,ho A,.ation Secority mprovernent ;,.t
o121)(WI Jch ft gircs

-*

Increasing Jhe usage of explosives detection equipmert
Strengthenng airport access control security; system, im:l prougniis to sateg'uaad
passengers, aircraft, and airport property;
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Improving screener training; and
Strengthening background investigation requirements (including Federal Bureau of
Investigation criminal checks) for employees granted unescorted access to secure
airport areas.

*

Completing pending rulemaking requiring certification of screening companies.

*

Completing pending rulemaking and developing standard procedures for airport operators
to account for airport identification media required to access secure airport areas.

*

Developing methods for assessing vulnerabilities in surface transportation and prioritize
areas for Departmental action.

7. COMPUTER SECURITY
DOT must aggressively address known risks and also take on the challenge of identifying and
addressing the unknown risks associated with computer security in today's interconnected
world. A 1997 study by the President's Commission on Critical Infrastructure Protection
pointed out widespread capability to exploit the Nation's infrastructure vulnerabilities,
particularly through information networks.
Recent denial-of-service attacks on e-commerce sites and e-mail systems have served as
'wake-up" calls for enhancing tnternet security. Recognizing this, the President issued
directives to all Federal agencies aimed at strengthening Internet security. The most
important of the President's initiatives in this area is Presidential Decision Directive 63
tPDD-63) which requires that the Nation's critical infrastructure, both physical and cyberdestructive acts.
based, be protected from intentional
In addition to managing unauthorized access or attacks by outsiders, agencies also need to
enhance security over insiders, including employees, contractors, and grantees. A survey
performed by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) reported that insiders constitute the
greatest intruder threat. In DOT, two employees were recently prosecuted for embezzling
funds through stolen passwords, including one who embezzled S600,000 from FAA.
E-Government is becoming an important part of Government operations. Web sites are
powerful tools for the Federal Government to improve the quality of its services. However,
until people are confident that their privacy is protected, they will not use the services
provided on Government sites.
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Some of the most significant issues the Department should address include:
* Completing vulnerability assessments of infrastructure mission-critical systems.
* Evaluating the security impact of the proposed integration of National Airspace System
for air traffic control and FAA administrative systems.
* Ensuring that third-party networks connected to DOT systems are secured.
* Completing proper background checks on DOT and contractor employees, and
incorporating background check requirements in all existing and new system contracts.
" Implement.;ng security measures against attacks and improving controls over passwords.
* Completing certification and accreditation of DOT systems
*

Eliminating vulnerabilities on web servers and developing a "checklist" to help ensure
proper configuration of web servers.

* Ensuring proper use of cookies on DOT web sites.

8. AMTRAK FINAACLAL VIABILITY AND MODERNIZA TION
Since 1997, Amtrak has operated under a Federal mandate to become independent of Federal
operating assistance while operating a nationwide passenger rail system. The 1997 Amtrak
Reform and Accountability Act (ARAA) mandated that Amtrak develop a plan to eliminate
its need for Federal operating support after FY 2002. The ARAA also established a mandate
for the Office of Inspector General to conduct an annual assessment of Amtrak's financial
needs and condition in each year that Amtrak requests Federal funds.
Open issues include:
* Identifying tangible, realistic, and measurable actions to fill the undefined management
actions and projected revenue increases and cost reductions at risk of not being achieved
in Amtrak's Strategic Business Plan.
* Moving with prudent speed to initiate and fully ramp up Acela Express and Acela
Regional service between Boston, New York, and Washington, D.C. as soon as possible.
* Working with Congress and the A4ministration to determine an appropriate level of
long-term capital funding necessary to sustain a viable railroad and identify the means by
which these funds will be provided.
* Developing a long-term capital plan that identifies in a comprehensive manner
systemwide capital needs, priorities, costs, and timing.
* Ensuring that appropriate investment is made in operationa
ability and other projects
that are necessary to achieve and sustain revenues projected to result from high-speed
FY 2002 Performance Plan
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rail and other key services' Absent approval of significant additional capital funding,
this would include reprogramming capital funds not yet spent on non-minimum needs
projects and withholding approval for any non-minimum needs projects until minimum
needs have been satisfied.
9. MARAD'S SHIP DISPOSAL PROGRAM
The Maritime Administration (MARAD) currently has 116 obsolete vessels in the National
Defense Reserve Fleet (NDRF) awaiting disposal. These vessels are deteriorating and pose an
immediate environmental threat in Virginia, Texas, and California. They contain hazardous
substances such as fuel oil, asbestos, solid and liquid polychlorinated biphenyls, lead, radium,
and chromates. Immediate state and Federal action would be required, should the hazardous
materials escape into the water.
The so-called "40 worst condition" vessels are on average 50 years old and have been
awaiting disposal for two decades. Some have deteriorated to a point where a hammer can
penetrate their hulls. During FYs 1999 and 2000, MARAD spent over $2 million to repair
leaking vessels and keep them afloat.
The approach of selling MARAD's vessels for domestic scrapping has not worked. Since
1995, only eight obsolete vessels'were scrapped. The number of vessels awaiting disposal
has grown from 66 in 1997 to 116 today and is expected to reach 155 by the end of FY 2001.
Key factors contributing to MARAD's limited progress are: (1) the loss of the overseas
market for scrapping vessels; (2) current limitations in domestic capacity for scrapping; and
(3) a Navy pilot program that is paying contractors to scrap its vessels.
Specific issues to be addressed include:
" In consultation with the Navy and the Environmental Protection Agency, MARAD must
prepare and begin implementation of a plan for the vessels awaiting disposal, targeting
the "worst condition" vessels. The plan must include disposal methods and milestones.
* The Navy and MARAD must report to the congressional defense committees no !der
than June 1, 2001, regarding the total number of vessels currently designated for
scrapping, and the schedule and costs for scrapping these vessels.
10. DEPARTMENTAL BUSINESS PRACTICES
DOT has established corporate management strategies (departmental business practices) that
cut across all organizational boundaries within DOT and are key to performing its missions
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efficiently and providing its customers with consistent and seamless transportation policy and
services.
Our work has identified five areas of DOT business practices that we think rise to the level of
the agency's top management challenges. They are:
*
*
*
*
*

financial accountability;
timeliness of rulemaking;
oversight of contract costs and closeouts;
implementation of the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA);
administrative issues concerning space requirements for a new DOT headquarters
building and the Transportation Administrative Service Center (TASC) role in providing
administrative support.

Some of these issues are longstanding problems (financial accountability) while others are
relatively new (DOT headquarters building). OIG has issued many key reports over the last
few years with recommendations addressing the Department's business practices.
Significant issues include:
*

Implementing of a state-of-the-art financial system.

*

Developing and implementing a cost accounting labor distribution system for FAA.

*

Implementing a commercial, off-the-shelf, integrated property management system for
FAA.

*

Establishing a DOr rulnaking tracking and monitoring system.

*

Resolving space rn'quirements for the new DOT headquarters building.

*

Developing and implementing a departmentwide cost accounting system, especially in
FAA.

*

Linking GPRA performance measures to the cost of achieving targeted results.

*

Verifying and validating the quality of GPRA performance data.

*

Resolving issues concerning TASC's role in providing administrative support within
DOT.

*

Improving oversight of contract costs, particularly through independent closeout audits.

*

improving timeliness of contract closeouts and deobligation of funds on completed
contracts.

*

Maintaining and improving the Department's strategic plan and combined Performance
Report/Performance Plan with effective use of human resources

FY 2002 Performance Plan
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Vi

Performance Measures

To assess the outcome and effectiveness of OIG performance in terms of meeting our
statutory responsibilities, we have adopted all of the performance measures developed by the
President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency (PCIE) and the Executive Council on
Integrity and Efficiency. In addition to the PCIE performance measures, we expanded the
Advisory Functions measure to track Freedom of Information Act requests, Congressional
and other requests for information, proactive initiatives, and Congressional testimony
provided. We have also added a measure to track our annual performance agreement tasks
and activities in support of DOT's six strategic goals. The focus of these performance
measures, which are contained in OIG budget documents as well as the Semiannual Report to
the Congress, has been on quantitative results, such as the number of audit reports and
recommendations, questioned and unsupported costs, funds to be put to better use,
indictments, convictions, fines, court ordered restitutions/civil judgments, and Federal
recoveries. Annex I includes a list of these measures, which will serve as a basis for our FY
2002 performance report.
Annex 2 lists a number of issue areas we anticipate addressing in FY 2002. These areas are
consistent with our legislatively-mandated mission, are in harmony with the intent and spirit
of the Secretary's Strategic Plan, the Vice President's National Partnership for Reinventing
Government, and the President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency "Inspectors' General
Vision Statement and Statement of Reinvention Principles."
Annex 2 does not list specific audits for year 2002. Much of the OIG's work is tied to
current issues or problem areas and requests from senior DOT officials, Congress,
transportation industry, and the public. Our planning is designed to place emphasis on quick
turnaround and focused reviews, These factors mke it difficult to project the OIG's audit or
investigation programs 1-2 years in the future--espenaily to the level of citing specific audits,
investigations, evaluations, congressional briefings, etc. The OIG's planning, therefore, must
remain a "dynamic" process, focusing not only on our statutory requirements, but also the
Secretary's Strategic Plan, congressional interest areas, major dollar programs of the
Department, and quick redirection--when and where needed--to be truly timely, relevant, and
effective.

VII

Meastrement and Evaluation
Verification and I alidation of PerformanceData

DOT programs maintain extensive databases to track inputs, activities, outputs, and
outcomes. OIG will be working with the Office of the Secretary of Transportation, operating
administrations, and the Bureau of Transportation Statistics in selectively assessing these
databases and associated performance data. OIG plans to selectively verify, and validate
performance measurement data each year. When pertinent to the conduct of ongoing
FY 2002 Performance Plan
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projects, OIG will also assess performance measures to determine their appropriateness for
measuring progress toward stated goals. These assessments may lead to changes in the goals,
improvements to or additions of data collection systems, or both.
Regarding our own performance data, the Transportation Inspector General Reporting
(TIGR) system contains substantial information on our audit and investigative efforts (past
and present). TIGR consists of various sub-systems covering each OIG program area. For
example, the audit sub-system is used for tracking such data as the number of reports,
number ,. mrmendations issued and resolved, end the amount of questioned and
unsupported costs. Similarly, the investigative sub-system is used to track the number of
hotline complaints, indictments, and convictions, and amount of fines and Federal recoveries.
Much of this data is later incorporated into the OIG's Semiannual Report to Congress and
amiua.I budget submissions.
Data for the activities listed under the Advisory Function performance measure is collected
by various small reporting systems within the Office of Legal Counsel and the Office of
Legislative and External Affairs. Data regarding OIG's Performance Agreement tasks is
tracked through DOT's Performance Agree .ient Tracking System.
Program Evaluations
With respect to evaluating our own programs. we established an Office of Quality Assurance
Reviews (QAR) and Internal Affairs in 1996. A key responsibility of this office is to conduct
periodic reviews of all OIG offices to: (1) determine compliance with applicable laws,
policies and procedures, and standards; (2) evaluate the adequacy of internal quality control
systems; and (3) make recommendations for improvement, when appropriate. The QARs are
designed to ensure that internal operations and functions are performed objectively and in an
efficient and effective manner. All OIG offices are subject to QARs within a 24- to 36month cycle.
In 2000, a peer review conducted by the Office of Inspector General, Department of Defense
concluded that our Quality Controls Systems were designed properly, and provided
reasonable assurance that our work met professional standards.

FY 2002 Performance Plan
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Annex 1
F Y 2002 Performance Measures
1. STATISTICS AS DEFINED BY TilE I

ACT OF 1978 AND RELATED PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

Audit (Drllrs ini -illions) .
CostsQuestionedt-unds
to he ltt

Ieter Use

947

1Y 95

FY 96

FY 97
$138.30
$196.30
$32,000.00

1._

$61 7001

$1,641.20

$560.70

Management D e cisio-ns to Se-ekRcovevr:cs
CEO A t Aust1cats

[S

$325.501
1-$11,1)000,

$910.00
$82,300 .0

$416.20
$33,446.00

Investigative Resnius-(llar-s it, itillioiis)

I

ti

Indictments
Convictions
Fines
Court Ordered RestiutionslCit JU gi l Cnts
Recoveries.
.
Years Sentenced
Years l'robatIin
Y-ears, Supervied Rkeles
Hours of(mmnliy Service D6brmerts and Other Adnmnstraivc ActlIii

FY 2002 Perfonance Ilan

-

j

FY 41136

FY
158

FY 96]
138

$3 50o
$2 2F
t0

$5.8O
$080
$...145.60

$4,50
$2.40
$10,00

85
224$

66
249

100
241

NA

N'Aj
N/A
A,

N/A
NiA

19

16+2

FY 98

$1,016 0
$1,510.1
$1,072.30
$2,057.8
$691.2
$742.10
$98,084.30 $220,000.00 $36,000.00

FY 97
133
103
$2 70
$3.50
$6.20
97

FY 98
104
1203
$5.50

220
N/A
-"N/"A'
120.

220
N/A
N/A
14W

63
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FY00

FY99

$6.50
$9.80
119,5

FY99
212
164
$3.5
$17.8
$2.9
173
230
230 I
130
3,390

FY0
246
-

235
$34.7
$28.8
$6.9
1471
415

137
4,897
163
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2. NON-MONETARY PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS
Non-Monetary Program Improvements
Recommendations Issued
Recommendations Resolved

FY 94
743
1,020

FY 95
436
4561

FY 96
302
299

FY 97
247
234

FY 98
2261
268

FY99[
225

FY 94

FY 95

FY96

FY97

FY98

FY99

FY0
2131
"23-

3. ADVISORY FUNCTIONS
Advisory Functions
Proactive Functions Completed (PCIE Projects,
Training DOT employees)
Congressional Testimony
Inquiries Received
Inquiries Completed
FOIA Requests Received
FOIA Requests Processed
Legislation Reviewed
Regulations Reviewed

95
FY

FY00

lI

8

3

18

93

345

269

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
14
58

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

2
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
38

14
446
384

16
355
303
123
115
397
92

380
318
212
121
407
66

60
109

6

421

991

4. HOTLINE COMPLAINTS

* OIG tracks disposition of these complaints
Perlormance Plan
FY 2002
2002 Performance
Plan

7-

Page 18
Page 18

200
61

67

28

I-

C,'
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5. PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT RESULTS
Performance Agreement Results
Number of Performance Agreement Items
Number Initiated
Number Completed
Percentage Completed

FY 94
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

FY 9S
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

FY 96
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

FY 97
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Note: The OIG will continue to work soimprove upon these measures of its performance.
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FY 98
33
33
23
70%

FY99
74
74
68
92%

FY00
76
76
74
97%
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Annex 2
FY2002 Issue Areas
OIG's oversight responsibilities play a key role in assisting DOT in reaching its long-term
goals and objectives. During FY 2002, OIG performance will be measured by the successful
accomplishment of its statutory responsibilities prescribed by the Inspector General Act and
the completion of specific actions in support of the Department's six strategic goals. In
addition, the House and Senate Committees direct the OIG to respond to emerging issues of
congressional concern. The following lists some issue areas we anticipate addressing in
FY 2002.
Furthermore, OIG is responsible for responding to specific congressional directives and
requests. Although we cannot anticipate the requests that we may receive in FY 2002, we
have provided examples of our work in FY 2000 and FY 2001 as a result of previous
requests.
DOTStrategicGoal #1
Safey: "Promote the public health and safety by working toward the elimination of
transportation-related deaths and injuries."
OIGActions: To assist DOT in achieving this strategic goal. OlG's highest priority will be
the oversight of safety programs in all modes of transportation. In doing so, OIG will:
"

Aviation Safety: Maintain oversight of FAA's safety inspection programs involving air
carriers and equipment manufacturers.

"

Surface Transportation Safety: Review surface transportation safety programs with
emphasis on commercial motor carriers, pipeline safety, and railroad safety.

*

HAZMAT Safety: Focus on the transport of hazardous materials (HAZMAT) on the
nation's marine and air transportation systems.

*

Maritime Safety: Review U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) efforts to develop the Global
Maritime Distress and Safety System.

"

Investigations: Conduct criminal investigations in its priority investigative areas of
HAZMAT transportation, motor carrier safety, and suspected unapproved parts.

"

Examples of FY 2000/FY 2001 congressionalrequests that we have received in this area
included a review of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration's Occupant
Protection Program;an audit of FAA 's Runway Incursion Program; the audit of FAA 's
oversight of airline maintenance and safety; a review of FAA's aircraft safety research
and development program; a review of the accuracy of safety-related data gathered by

FY 2002 Performance Plan
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FRA; reviews on disqualifying Commercial Drivers, the testing and licensingprocedures
for Commercial Drivers, the safety of Mexican-domiciled motor carriers, and motor
carriersafety improvements.

DOT Strategic Goal #2
Mobility: "Shape an accessible, affordable, reliable transportation system for all people,
goods, and regions."

I

OIG Actions: To assist DOT in achieving this goal, OIG will provide oversight of
transportation mobility programs and operations. In doing so, OIG will:
*

Surface Transportation Mobility: Continue emphasis on reviewing FHWA, FTA, FAA,
and Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) programs designed to increase the nation's
mobility of people and goods (e.g., ITS activities, major highway projects nationwide,
high speed rail service in the Northeast Corridor, FTA funded major transit projects, and
projects to improve airport access).

"

Maritime Mobility: Maintain oversight of Coast Guard and MARAD's efforts to
revitalize the nation's marine transportation system as welt is provision of services such
as icebreaking, licensing and inspections.

*

Investigations: Continue to conduct investigations of allegations concerning major
infrastructure projects, including joint investigations with Federal and local law
enforcement authorities. Implement OIG's Contract and Grant Fraud Program to detect
and prevent program fraud in such areas as: TEA-21, AIR-21, and Deepwater Capability
Replacement.

" Examples of FY 2000/FY 2001 congressional directives and requests that we have
received in this area included audits of the Central Artery/Ted Williams Tunnel, the
Springfield Virginia Interchange Project, the South Boston Piers Transitway Project,
and all FTA fixed guideway projects that are experiencing cost, schedule, or financing
problems; and reviews of USCG procurement policies for the Great Lakes icebreaker
replacement, and FAA efforts to increase the capacity of the airtraffic control system.

FY 2002 Performance Plan
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DOTStrategic Goal #3
Economic Growth and Trade: "Support a transportation system that sustains America's
economic growth."
OIG Actions: To assist DOT in achieving its strategic goal, OIG will provide oversight of
DOT's economic growth and trade programs and operations. In doing so, OIG will:
*

Aviation Economic Growth and Trade: Review the effectiveness of FAA's procurement
management system. Evaluate practices and methods of competition by air carriers and
ticket agents; and perform studies of transportation industry mergers and their
implications on consumer protection and customer service.

*

Surface Transportation Economic Growth and Trade: Review FHWA, FRA, and FTA
programs that are aimed at advancing efficient and flexible transportation to stimulate
economic growth and competitiveness.

*

Maritime Economic Growth and Trade: Maintain oversight of MARAD's efforts to
increase productivity, reduce costs, and stimulate the construction of vessels in the U.S.
through the Title XI loan guarantee program.

*

Departmental Economic Growth and Trade: Review the Department's efforts in
identifying and implementing solutions for the nation's intermodal transportation needs
for the 21 ' century.

" Investigations: Continue to dedicate investigative resources to procurement, grant,
contract, and disadvantaged business enterprise fraud, including the implementation of a
fraud prevention and detection strategy involving nationwide outreach and education to
state DOTs and FTA grantees.
" Examples ofFY 2000/FY 2001 congressionaldirectives that we have received in this area
included an assessment of aviation customer service,flight delaj issues, and the impact
of airlinemergers on consumers anda review of airlineticketing and booking systems.

Plan
Performance Plan
2002 Performance
FY 2002
FY
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DOT Strategic Goal #4
Human and Natural Environment: "Protect and enhance communities and the natural
environment affected by transportation,"
OIG Actions: To assist DOT in achieving this strategic goal, OIG will provide oversight of
Federal transportation actions as they relate to the protection of the natural environment and
community life. In doing so, OIG will:
*

Departmental Human and Natural Environment: Maintain oversight of the Operating
Administrations' compliance with environmental standards, laws, and regulations and
efforts to identify, prioritize, and clean-up contaminated sites.

*

Surface Transportation Human and Natural Environment: Review RSPA's pipeline
safety and hazardous materials programs to protect and enhance communities and the
natural environment.

*

Maritime Environment: Monitor MARAD's progress in developing and implementing a
plan to dispose of obsolete vessels in the National Defense Reserve Fleet.

"

Investigations: Continue to conduct criminal investigations in its priority investigative
area of illegal HAZMAT transportation.

*

At congressional request, we provided testimony in this area on the problems and
environmentalconcerns connected with MARAD's scrapping of obsolete ships.

DOT Strategic Goal #5
National Security: "Ensure the security of the transportation system for the movement of
people and goods, and support the National Security Strategy."

I

OIG Actions: To assist DOT in achieving this strategic goal, OIG will provide oversight of
DOT programs and operations to improve the security of all modes of transportation. In
doing so, OIG will:
*

Aviation Security: Continue to monitor FAA's oversight of aviation security programs.

*

Maritime Security: Monitor the Deepwater Capability Replacement Project and assess
the readiness and availability of vessels and crews to meet deployment needs for military
forces.

• Departmental Security:
systems.
FY 2002 Performace Plan

Continue to evaluate DOT's efforts to secure its computer
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e

An example of a FY 2000/FY 2001 congressional directive received in this area is the
requirement to perform an annual independent evaluation of the computer security
programsand practices throughout the Department.
DOT Strategic Goal #6]

Organizational Excellence;
and innovation."

"Advance the Department's ability to manage for results

To assist DOT in achieving this strategic goal, OIG will:
*

Audit required financial statements, including internal controls and compliance with laws
and regulations, to improve financial management in DOT.

*

Begin transition to automated workpapers to save costs, gain efficiencies, and streamline
our audit process.

"

Continue to deliver fraud awareness and bribery awareness briefings for employees of the
Department.

"

Participate in training sessions, as requested, for: (i) FAA aviation safety inspectors
relative to the Suspected Unapproved Parts investigative program; and (ii) FMCSA
inspectors regarding OIG's Motor Carrier Safety investigative priority.

Examples ofFY 2000/FY 2001 congressional requests that we have received in this area are
to:
" Analyze USCG'sResearch and Developmentprograms.
"

Provide a s:udy assessing the cost to airportsponsors of changing the currentpractice of
paying reasonable rental rates for FAA space occupied in airport sponsor-owned
buildings.

*

Monitor the number of DCAA contractaudits requested by DOT modes.

renormmnce nan
.iuui Peformnc
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From the Inspector General
he first year of the 21st Century brought .,thit numerous challenges to the Office
of Inspector
General. Dunng the past fiscal sear,we issued 128 audit reports, testified before Congress 28
nines and conducted criminal imesngations that resulted in 235 convictions These statistics indi-

cate how seriously
we take our statutory mission todetect and prevent waste, fraud and abuse wande assisting DOT and Members of Congress in achieving
a safe, efficient and effecsie transportation system

Congress has authorized and appropriated record sums of Federal fundsfor hiOs

0a

transit and aviation

infrasructure
projects. In 2000, Congiess enacted the Wendcll H. Ford Asaano, Insestment and Reform
Act forthe 21st Century (AIR-2I ) and appropriated nearly $58 5 billion to DO1
nificant infusiont

firFY2001. 1his sig-

funds foi trsisportaton presents add tional
challenges to our m ersight responsibilites.

'that is the reason ishI

c hase isiuated a major proacthie
efltrt to prevent and detect possible fraud in

transportation infrastructure projects. We ins 7str7a=roa8 such cases during the rcpsrng period
Our audit and inestigattve stork covereddiverse subjects on the transportation agenda of the
Department and (ongress

llighlights include: Amtrak's financial

t

ahi i-,' and the itrroduction sifhigh

speed rail on the Northeast Corridor, iiation ssstcm capacin and delays;
airlne customer service;
asia
non safmty runstay incursions and operational errors; major infrastructure projccis sLIchas the Central
Artery Project, San Francisco's Bay Area Ripid Transi ssstctn and the Wixsow Wldlun Bndge, pipeline
and hazardous matenals satet,;
motor carrier
safety
and coiniercial divershccnsetraudins cstigations,
Coast Guard capital acquisitions, such as the l)ecpssater Project, computer secure

financial accotuang

and management; timeliness of significant ruleiakings; procureatent and contracting practices and
(osernmrent

Peritiformance and Results Act implementation

We appreciate the cs)peration, support and respomnvces. Of the Sc~retar,

the l)cput Secretary, the

Operating Adtinisnauons and Congress during our work on these and Other etrts. We look fitrssard t
serong the American publicb. continuing our osersight ofthe apartment'ss efforts to providesale and
efficient movement of people and gods.
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Summary of Performance
Office of Inspector General
Apal 1, 2000-September 30, 2000

Reports Issued

53

Congressional Testimonies

15

Total financial recommendations
-

That finds be better-used
-

Questioned costs

Referrals for prosecution

$750,205,000
$749,400,000

$05,000
109

Cases accepted for prosecution

.68

Indictments

105

Fines, restitutions, recoveries

$40,156,119

Convictions

95

Contract terminations/debarments

11

Actions affecting DOT employees

28
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Audits & Investigations
e Office of Insp

1

tor Genera .ncliides a starf of auditors and esa]uators "ho resic

DOT pro-

rams and make recomninendatiops to enhance their etf.ctnieness and imprs e their efficiency Our
ai is to ensure the Department spends raxpa'er funds in a prudent and proper manner. Sone
audits icxus on fina,

a] issues; others primdc oversight of safe'teprograms, contract management, com-

puter security and program performance. The Inspector General's stall also includes trained criminal iestigators who build crinmnal casesagainst lassbreakers -

such as trucking rlrnis that force drivers toswork too

mans hours without rest, haulers who illegally transport hazardous materals, vend ors who traffic in legal,
unapprosed aircraft parts and Department employees ssho abuse the public trust.
Many factors gis into determining what to audit Some audits are required bs lass Others are requested bs
key decision makers, such as the Secrctars of Transportaion, heads otthe operating administrations ssitlts
DOT or Members of Congress. Fhe 0IG audit plan is also based on the past espenenci oan audited eni-as. the stratcgc goalie of DOT, and priorities cstablisied each sear b OIG itself
Information for 0161 insestigations also comes from many areas. DO' s operatng admiustratons and
state government officials often will refer tips oritflirmanon about suspicious actsnir to OK; special agents,
Those agents, often with assistance from other law enforcement agencies, conduct ivestgaions uilizig,
as necessary, judicial tools such as search \arrants and subpoenas ti obtain esidsinc.
Another source ifinsestiganve direction is the Office of Inspector General Hotline, an "800- number that
lets citizens -

including federal workers

- hase direct access to OG stall. I he nuniher is 1-800

424-

9071, Hotline users are not obliged to disclose their ideenties and ,shits-bfblowers" within the gosernment

are protected from

reprisal by federal law

The Hotline

staff can

als',

be e mailed

at

hotline@oig.dot.gm
The Inspector General Act requires the I

tentt to provide the Inspector General with all requested

information and for the IG to report any instant

na which access sas denied. DOT officials withheld no

infirnation requested by OIG during the 6 months covered in this report. U

-

C-

-n-c

- -

p -
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DOT Acting on Management Challenges Identified by OIG
We grouped te

management ebalenges into the

n each of the last several years, lawmakers have
asked federal inspectors general to identify and
report on the top management challenges
within their agencies. Our 2000 lisrvidentified 12
program areas -requiring coninu attention to
ensure safer transportation, those in which there are
significant economic and effidency concerns and
others with questionable success in achieving
results. Our 2001 list, due to be released in
December includes 10 program areas.

akde oft

At the request of Senator Fred Thompson, the
chairman of the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, we alo issued a report in August
2000 reviewing how well DO'rs 1999 Performance Report and 2001 Performance Plan covered
the management issues we identified and whether
the department is making appropriate progress.

* Computer Security

*Aviation Safety
* Surface lINnsportation Safety
" Ai Traffic Control Modernization
" FMAFinancing
" Surface, Marine and Airport

Infraucur

* Transportation Security

* Financial Accounting/Chief Fimncial

Officers Act
" Amtrak Financial Viabilty and
Moderniation * Coast Guard Deepwater Replacement
SMARAD's Ship-Scrapping Program
* Government Performance and Results Act

Ip

We have also recently written lawmakers interest.
ed in the Government Performance and Results
Act, to state that the Department's new Strategic
Plan for 2000-2005 incorporates detailed information drawn from our annual top management challenges report. The Strategic Plan is measurably
strengthened through its treatment of these areas. E
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Top 12 Management -Issues Facing DOT
OT has soo nm ent-wide leadenhip in implementing the Government Perforance and
Results Act (GPRA). A recent study by the Mercatus Center of George Mason University ranked
the Department's March 2000 Performance Report/Perfomance Plan among the best in the
Government. The Department was able to report prior year data for over 90 percent of its performance
measures, a significant improvement over the 63 percent attained in the dry run of the performance report
prepared in March 1999.
We believe that further progress is possible. Improvements could be implemented to both strengthen the
Performance Report/Performance Plan and increase the likelihood of the Department meeting performance goals where it currently &lls short. In our August 28, 2000 report to Congress, we commented on
each of the top 12 management challenges. Our most important observations include having the
Department:
Focus Efforts on Lowering Runway Incursions and Operational Errors
Runway incursions, which are incidents on the ground, which create a collision hazard, increased 34 percent (from 230 to 321) between 1995 and 1999. In the first eight months of 2000, there were 288 runway incursions, a 39 percent increase from the same period in 1999. Operational errors, which occur when
air traffic controllers allow planes to get to dose to each other, increased 27 percent (from 764 to 939)
betwera Fiscal Years 1996 and 1999. In the first 11 months of Fiscal year 2000, there were 1,053 operatiovA errors, surpassing the 939 operational errors that occurred in all of Fiscal Year 1999.
While DO'rs Performance Plan/Performance Report lays out plans for reversing increases in both these
areas, it is clear that FAA's management efltrts have been insufficient. FAA needs to establish a system to
ensure that planned initiatives are completed, develop local action plans to correct airport-specific problems
and revise its runway incursion data to better identify causal factors and risks. FAA should also take actions
needed to reduce operational errors at its air traffic facilities that continue to have increases in the number
and rates of operational error. [Aviation Safety Managemet Challenge]
Promulgate Statutorly Mandated Safety Rulemakings
Our June 2000 audit report on the Department's rulemaking process concluded-that DOT took twice as
long to issue rules and completed half as many significant rules in 1999 as it did in 1993. Our analysis of 54
open and completed significant rules showed that Operating Administrations did not work on rums for an
average of almost 2 yeas, which is even greater than the average time spent developing or reviewing rules.

a
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Loa ofproreaa in issuing thee rules i. mpeding prop=es in many important areas including mowo car-

dtir a pipln sky and security at marne passer tmninal. As this report ge to press, the Secretary
has conmtted to developing * tracking system to help ensure timely action and accountability on the overdue rules, i i el as Insituting perunent improvements to the process. (See related story;page 10).
(Crosscutting, but partiuarty relevant to the Surface Transortation Management Chaenge]

Airlin FRght Delay end Ow satlone
Flight delays have increased significantly since 1995, but DOT and the airlines' efforts to improve service
are hampered by conflicting data provided by FAA and TS. Without reconciling the data, it will be difficult to quantify the success of the Department's initiatives to identify the causes of delays and cancellation,
infrastructure and identify best practices in providing
iiport
enhance airspace design technology, imprwe
better service and accurate information to air travelers.
The Department needs to develop a set of capacity benchmarks measuring the traffic departure and arrival
rate by time of day at the top 30 airports that can be accommodated without experiencing major delays or
compromising safety.
Oer the past year, DOT has announced a number of actions to address the growth of flight delays and
cancellations, including the Spring/Summer 2000 initiative ftr managing air traffic. The Secretary has also
formed task forces to: determine the causes of delays and cancellations; identify best practices in providing
better information and service to air travelers, and; expedite investment in technology and infrastructure.
(See related story; page 18) [ATC Modernization Management Challenge]
Oversight of Central Artery Project
The need for greatly improved oversight was highlighted by the recent experience with the Central Artery
Project in Massachusetts. (See related item, page 27.) In February 2000, the Department was surprised by a
$1.4 billon-costincrease on the Central Artery/Ted Williams Tunnel after FHWA had ignored our warnings
that the project's finance plan failed to accurately disclose continuing cost increases. The situation could have
been avoided if both Federal and state officials had closely examined the Finance Plans and independently ver[fled the data they were provided.
FHWA has since issued new guidance on finance plans and
entered into an agreement with the state of Massachusetts to
limit the Federal contribution to the project of $8.549 billion. In addition, the state replaced top project management,
committed to providing complete and accurate financial
reports on a regular basis, and pledged to identify adequate
funding to meet all of the cost overruns. (Surface Marine and
Airport Infrastructure Management Challenge]
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DOT Needs to Eliminate Downtime on Rulemaking Process

D

OT took more than twice as long and completed half as many significant rules in 1999 as it did in
1993, we fund in an audit of the department's rulemaking process.
Conducted at the request of Rep. James Oberstar, Ranking Democratic Member of the House
Transportation and Infrastructure Committee, our review found that for the significant rules completed.
in 1999, DOT took an average of 3.8 years and amedian of 2.8 years to issue a final rule. We also found
that in 1999 DOT met only 10 percent of its congressionally mandated deadlines, as compared to 16
percent in 1993.9
The Department's rulemaking process was slowed by significant periods of downtime,
with an average of almost 2
years per rule passing without
work being performed. Some
operating administrations were
not working on rules because
they did not make timely decisions to advance the rules or
did not consider the rules a priority.

Completed Significant Rules - 1993 through 1999
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We made several recommen-

-j

dations to the Secretary to help ensure that senior management officials arc held accountable for the rinely completion of rules, including establishing the timely completion of significant rulemaking actions c,
prioritywithin the DOT Strategic Plan, setting Departrientside priorities and establishing schedules forsij.nificant rulemaking actions, and creating a Dcpartmentwide rulemaking tracking and monitoring system, r.
identify problems and take corrective actions to streamline the rulemaking process.
DOI concurred with our recommendations, including our suggestion to establisli a rulemaking procc&.
training program for incoming senior managers. The Secretar) also ordered Opcratuig Admnihstrations r_.
identity' dgh-prioriry rides for completion by dig end of'the year. In a letter to Rep. Obwcstai, ic Sc%,rck
said the department wil develop a tracking system to help institte rinel) act.n and, a, countability in tch
,uien'aking process to prioritize key rtsiemkings in progress, R
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The Office of Inspector General for the Department of Transportation was created by Congress
through the Inspector General Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-452). The Act sets several goals for OIG:
* To conduct or supervise objective audits and investigations of DOT's programs and
operations;
* To promote economy, effectiveness and efficiency within DOT;
" To prevent and detect fraud, waste, and abuse in the Department's programs;
* To review existing and proposed laws or regulations affecting the Department and make
recommendations about them, and
" To keep the Secretary of Transportation and Congress fully informed about problems in
Departmental programs and operations.

OIG is divided into two major units and five support units. The major units are the Office of Assistant
Inspector General for Auditing and the Office of Assistant Inspector General for Investigations; each has
headquarters staff and field staff. The support units are the Office of Legal Counsel, the Office of
Legislative and External Affairs, the Office of Information Resource Management, the Office of Human
Resources, the Office of Financial and Administrative Services and the Office of Quality Assurance
Review/Internal Affairs.
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Office of Inspector General
Work Planned and in Progress

I

nthe interest of maximizlng tht benefits provided by DOT to citizens, the Secretary of Transportation

has devdoped a Strategic Plan setting prioiies for DOT staff and allocating of resources. This section
ustrates major OIG work planned and in progress in relation to the Secretary's priorities of Safi,
Mobility, Economic Growth and Trade, Human and Natural Environment, National Security and
Corporate Managenent.
For example, in the area of safety, we are evaluating the Federal Aviation Administration's eftbrts to identify and deploy new technologies to reduce runway incursions and examining how well the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration is overseeing the Commercial Driver's License Program.
We are also reviewing the Department's efforts to improve the mobility of our nation's citizens and stimulate economic growth and trade through the construction of Megaa projects" such as Boston's Central
Artery Project and the Woodrow Wilson Bridge just outside of Washington, D.C.
In the coming months, we will continue examining the security of the Department's computer networks
in support of DOT's national security strategic goal. We will also continue to conduct financial audits in support of the Department's management goal of providing effective and efficient services.

Department-Wide:
Fraud Detection and Prevention
0 Continue oversight of infrastructure projects authorized under TEA-21 and AIR-2 I, including audits of
financial plans, cost schedules, project management, and prevention and detection of fraud. Not since the
construction of the Interstate Highway System has there been such an infusion of federal funds. Our eftbrts
are intended to avoid a repeat of historical scandals associated with the building of the interstate system.
(Mobility and Corporate Management)
Computer Security
a Evaluate whether sufficient controls are in place to prevent, detect, and respond to unauthorized access,
including via the Internet, to critical systems on DOT Headquarters computer networks. (National Security
and Corporate Management)
N Determine the effectiveness of the Department's implementation of the new Delphi accounting system.
(Corporate Management)
12

Operating
a Determine whether 1Y 2000 financial statements prepared by the Department's
Internal controls
adequate
have
Principles,
Accounting
Accepted
Gencrally
with
dminisrton conform
A
a direct and material effect
over financial reporting, and comply with laws and regulations that could have
on the finance statements. (Coqrate Management)

perfonnwo. Oosl
errors, fight delay statistics
s Continue veiying selected DOT performance measures such as operational

-

(Safety)
and railroad track safety for data quality, reliability and appropriateness,
Rulemaking

the rulcmaking process. (Corporate
* Audit the Department's implementation of a plan to expedite
Management)
ForWI Highway AdministrSton:
its most recent cost estimate to replace the
* Evaluate the methodology used by FHWA to develop
Maryland and Virginia near Washington, D.C.
Woodrow Wilson Bridge over the Potomac River between
(Mobility and Economic Growth & Trade)
Va.
* Evaluate the cost estimate for the Springfield,
of
adequacy
the
review
and
Project
Interchange Construction
(Mobility)
project.
the
of
scheduling
the finding and
of
* Determine the effectiveness of FHWA's monitoring
and
(Mobility
projects.
Systems
Intelligent Transportation
Economic Growth & Trade)
earmarked.
projects for which funds were congressionally
a Assess the progress made on construction
(Mobility)
including
such as the $14.1 billion Central Artery Project,
* Provide oversight of infrastructure projects
(Mobility)
abuse.
and
waste
fraud,
to detect
audits of cost schedules, project management and mechanisms
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Admlnlstraton:
motor carriour April 1999 recommendations to improve
* Assess FMCSA's progress in implementing
of violations
number
the
on
Congress
to
er safety and validate the quarterly data submitted by the agency
cases
enforcement
of
number
and collected, and the
cited by safety investigators, the level of fines assessed
citing extraordinary statistics, (Safety)
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x

Determine whether FMCSA is ensuring that state ar third party testing facilities have
sufficient oversight
over the Federal testing and licensing requirements of the Commercial Drivers License
program. (Safety)
Federal Railroad Admlnlitration/Amtrak
a Assess the accuracy of information in FRA's safety
inspection
reports and database, and determine whether the database
information is used appropriately to calculate defect ratios.
(Safety)

U Evaluate the effectiveness of FRA's policies and actions to
ensure railroads take appropriate remedial actions to correct
safety deficiencies identified in the Safety Assurance and
Compliance Program. (Safety)
a Perform an assessment of Amtrak's 2001 Strategic Business Plan and provide its
overall financial status.
(Mobility)
M Evaluate Amtrak's progress toward introducing high-speed rail service to the
Northeast Corridor.
(Economic Growth & Trade)
* Continue our review of efforts by Amtrak, the Long Island Railroad and New Jersey
Transit to climinate fire and other life-safety hazards under Penn Station and in tunnels connecting
Manhattan with Queens
and New Jersey. (Safety)
United States Coast Guard:
mEvaluate the Coast Guard's progress in implementing interim measures to address
deficiencies in the
National Distress System; whether the proposed cost and schedule for the
National Distress and
Response System modernization project are reasonable; and the Coast Guard's
progress in implementing interim measures to address system deficiencies. (Safety)
a Determine whether the Coast Guard has adequately (1) planned the development,
implementation, and operation of a centralized inventory system for spare and repair
parts used on cutters, and (2) justified its decision to construct a parts warehouse
at
Curtis Bay.
14
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• Determine whether the Coa Guard has addressed issues raised In our March 2000 report on the
Deepwater CQapbility Replacement Project, inudting renedating deficicndes in the planning process, Jnsdfiing the planned budget requests and integrating the Deepwater Project's funding requirements'with
ongoing capital needs. (National Security and Safety, Corporate Management)
a Analyze the management and direction of the Coast Guard's research and development program and
the allocation and justification of research funds for R & D projects. (Corporate Management)
FedIra Transit Administration:
n Provide oversight of infrastructure projects authorized under
TEA-21, including audits of cost schedules, project management
oversight, and prevention and detection of fraud. (Mobility,
Corporate Management)

-

* Determine the current cost, funding and schedule data for the
Minneapolis/Hiawatha Corridor light Rail Transit Project and
identify whether the project is at risk of exceeding costs; not having adequate Federal, state, and local funding; or not meeting the scheduled completion date. (Mobility)
* Examine the FTA's oversight of the contracting practices of recipients of federal grants. (Economic
Growth & Trade)
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration:
m Evaluate how NHTSA identifies and investigates vehicle safety problems and issues consumer alerts and
recalls; examine the agency's efforts to update its safety standards; idenilV notification, investigation, and
recall requirements considered as "best practices" by other regulator, agencies that may be used as models
for improving the Office of Defect Investigation; and assess NHTSA's etTorts to enhance public awareness
of its defects investigations. (Safety)
mAssess NHTSA's efforts to increase seat belt use rate; evaluate whether NHTSA is allocating money to
the projects most likely to achieve the Department's performance goals; and assess the quality and nature of
the technical assistance provided by NHTSA to state aid local governments. (Safety)
Research and Special Programs Administration:
n Review DOT's implementation of President Clinton's recent directive to strengthen the Federal pipeline
safety program and improve pipeline safety nationwide, including timeliness of key rulemakings. (Safety)
Federal Aviation Administration:
* Evaluate FAA's efforts to idcntiljs and deploy new technologies to reduce runway incursions and evalu-
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ate the agency's eflbrts to.reduce operadonal errors. (Safety)

0 Assess the progress of FAA's deployment of explosive detection equipment and whether cargo security
requirements are adequate to prevent explosive devices and other contraband from being transported on
commercial aircraft. (Safety & National Security)
* Assess acquisition, development and deployment strategy of FAA's technology programs, such as Free
Flight Phase One, Wide Area Augmentation Systems, Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast, and
new weather systems, that are designed to enhance the capacity of the National Airspace System, improve
the flow of air traffic, and help reduce flight delays. (Mobility and Safety)
E Determine the effectiveness of FAA's efforts to deploy STARS on schedule and within budget.
(Mobility)
N Assess FAA's progress in implementing its Air Transportation Oversight System and identify any barriers to successful implementation. (Mobility and Safety)
N Determine the effectiveness of plans by 17 airlines to improve customer service and assess the extent to
whiich actual or potential barriers exist to consumer access to independent comparative ticket prices and service information. (Mobility and Economic Growth & Trade)

N Provide oversight of airport infrastructure projects authorized under AIR-21, including audits of cost
schedules, project management oversight and tools to prevent and detect waste fraud and abuse. (Mobility,
Corporate Management)
* Assess whether negotiated workplace changes in the Department's contract with its air traffic controllers
have been effectively implemented at field locations, and whether anticipated cost savings from projected
productivity gains are being realized. (Corporate Management)
* Determine whether FAA's telecommunications acquisition project reflects current and future user
requirements and provides sufficient security for the transmission of air traffic control and administrative
data on the same network platform. (National Security and Corporate Management)
N Evaluate whether pay disparities exist between Air Traffic Managers, supervisors and specialists and the
controllers they supervise and if limiting FAA's MS&S pay system to field locations has had an impact on
the staffing, management and oversight of the air traffic control system. (Corporate Management)
Is

Iwo

United Progres In Disposing of Obsolete Vessels
mRMaritime Administration (MARAD) isrequired to dispose ofobsolcte vessels in the National Defense
FRrve
Fleet (NDRP). Currently, the NDRF consists of 115 vessels designated for disposal, most of
which are deteriorating, contain hazardous substances, and pose an immediate environmental threat.
r

The approach of selling MARAD's vessels in the domestic market has not worked. Since 1995 only seven
of these vessels have been scrapped. The Department faces a challenge in determining how to dispose of
MARAD's fleet of environmentally dangerous vessels in a timely manner. Key factors contributing to the lack
of progress are: 1;) The loss ofoverseas markets due to concerns about worker safety and the environment;
2.) Current limits on domestic capacity for scrapping, and 3.) A
Navy pilot project that pays contractors to scrap its vessels.
We included this issue in our list of DOT's top 12 management
issues in December 1999. We testified before the Congress three
x times during the reporting period before the House Bddget and
Transportation committees and the Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

~ In each of the testimonies, we
M
.
.
2
A
called for prompt development
and implementation of a plan that
'
identifies methods and milestones
for disposing of all obsolete vessels
in the fleet. Such a plan should prioritize disposing of those ships that are in the worst condition. We also urged MARAD to develop a proposal
for submission to Congress seeking approval and finding for a project to pay contractors for vessel scrapping.
Because ofthese heightened concenis, we are monitoring MARAD's efforts towards reducing the number
of obsolete vessels.

,

In September, MARAD announced plans to begin scrapping several of the vessels moored in the James River
near Newport News, VA. The agency obtained finding for a $10 million pilot program to help cover the cost
of scrapping those ships in the United States as part of a recendy passed Defense Department appropriations
bill. U
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Flight Delays, Cancellations, and Customer Service
increasing
numbers
flight
delays
and cancellations
in recent
yearsof
have
fueled
in large
part the
public's dissatisfaction with the major Airlines. In
response, Congress requested that OIG look into
the causes of flight delays and cancellations and the
efforts being undertaken by the Airlines to improve
customer service, including implementation of the
Airline Customer Service Commitment agreed to
by 17 major carriers in 1999.
During the 6 month period ending September 30,
we issued one report and testified twice before
Congress on flight delays and cancellations. We also
released an interim report on the Airlines' efforts to
improve customer service.
Statistics graphically illustrate the magnitude of the
problem. Between 1995 and 1999, the Federal
Aviation Administration reported a 58 percent
increase (from 236,802 to 374,116) in delays. The
Bureau of Transportation Statistics reported a 68

percent increase (from 91,905 to 154,311) in cancellations over the same period. These trends worsened during the first 7 months of 2000, with delays
and cancellations up 11 and 10 percent, respectively, over the same period in 1999. Overall, we found
that nearly 1 in 4 flights either arrived late or %,as
cancelled in 1999, with the average delay totalling
almost 50 minutes.
The delays and cancellations arc symptoms that the
nation's aviation systm is reaching capacity. Anothcr
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address the growth of fight delays
and cancellation, including the
Spring/Summer 2000 initiative
for managing air traffic. The
Secretary has also formed task
tbrces to: determine the causes of
delays and cancellations; identify
best practices in providing better
information and service to air travelers, and; expedite investment in
technology and infrastructure.
Underrtndin 11w Caus of
Dla axd Chneilatiow

A major finding of our work, and
one to which urgent attention is
required, is the absence of a system
for collecting causal data and
reporting a reasonably complete
picture of the causes of delays and
cancellations. This was reinforced
by Congress in the Wendell H.
Ford Aviation Investment and
Reform Act for the 21st Century
enacted ir. April. The new law
directs the Secretary of Transportation to modify existing regula-
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nature and source of delays and cancellations experienced by air travelers." DOT cannot understand the
causes of delays and identify effective long-term solutions for delays until better data are available.
In testimony before the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation in September, we
cited the need for a set of capacity benchmarks for the Nation's top airports. A set of capacity benchmarks is
essential in helping understand the true impact of airline scheduling practices and what relief can realistically
be provided by new technology, revised air traffic control (ATC) procedures, and runway and airport infrastructure enhancements. We also discussed the need to determine exactly what impact ATC modernization
%%illhave on airport capacity and the traffic load in the short, intennediate, and long terms.
Congress Ain Concerns on Airline Customer Service
Congressional concern over increasing complaints in air travel soared following the January 1999 incident
at the Detroit Metro Airport in which hhundreds of passengers were stuck in planes on snowbound runways
for up to 8 hours. Lawmakers debated whether to enact a "Passenger Bill of Rights." Hearings were held
in both the House and Senate to discuss the treatment of aviation passengers and specifically the "Passenger Bill of Rights." Congress put legislation on hold after 17 major airlines agreed on June 17, 1999 to voluntarily adopt an Airline Customer Service Commitment pledging to improve air travel. The airlines agreed
to develop individual customer service
plans to implement the Commitment
Air Travel Consumer Report - 1999 Complaints
and to cooperate fully in an)y request
Ra
from Congress for periodic review of
8%

compliance with the Commitment.
The Commitment addresses such
matters as improved communication
with passengers, quoting the lowest
available airfare and meeting passengers' essential needs during long onboard delays. However, the Commitment does not directly address underlying reasons for customer dissatisfaction, such as extensive flight delays,
baggage not showing up on arrival,
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long check-in lines, and high fares in certain markets. Until the Airlines, FAA, and others effectively address these areas, we believe there will continue to be discontent among air travelers.
Airlines have also implemented other initiatives to
improve customer comfort and convenience. These
initiatives include reconfiguring airplanes to increase
the room between rows of scats and replacing overhead luggage compartments with large, easier to use
storage bins.
In June, we reported our preliminary-results in
our Interim Report on the Airline Customer
Service Commitment. In our initial observations
and testing, we found the Airlines are making a
clear and genuine effort at strengthening the
attention paid to customer service, but bottomline results are mixed, and the Airlines have a long
way to go to restore customer confidence. The resuits include areas where the Airlines can improve
upon disclosures provided passengers, such as fare
and refund availability, and required check-in
times.

We also noted several other important factors concerning customer service. Each Airline needs to have
a credible tracking system for compliance with the
Commitment. The Airlines also need to ensure that
non-Airline employees who interact with passengers
are trained on the Airlines' plans because non-Airline
personnel such as skycaps are often mistaken for
Airline employees. We Ibund that some Airlines'
contracts of carriage terms were less advantageous to
passengers than the provisions found in the Airlines'
Plans. Finally, we are concerned that oversight and
enforcement expectations for DOT, the agency
responsible for airline consumer protection, may significantly exceed its capacity to handle the workload,
since staff has significantly declined over the years.
Congress directed that we issue a final report on the
effectiveness of the Airlines' Plans to improve customer service, including recommendations for
improving accountability, enforcement, and protections afforded to commercial air passengers. By
December, the Airlines will have had a fill year in
which to fully implement their Plans.E
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The Six Months
April 1, 2000-September 30, 2000
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April

Improvements Needed in Aviation Security

April 6

Airport operators, airlines and airport users need to
improve compliance with Federal regulations mandating
background investigations for granting access to secure
areas of airpoRis, Alexis Stefani, Assistant Inspector
General for Auditing said in testimony before the Senate
Commerce Committee's Aviation Subcommittee.
Stefani said the FAA needs to deploy technology that
trains screeners in idcnti6ing threatening items in passenger baggage and establish a strategic plan that integrates employees and technology into a comprehensive,
seamless security program.
&

April 7
Man Sentenced In Tank Truck Welding Fatality
Cal B. Johansson was sentenced to 15 months in prison by a U.S. Distrct Court judge in Los Angeles for
violating Federal transportation and hazardous materials laws that resulted in the death of a welder.
Johansson pleaded guilty to violating Federal hours of service regulations limiting the amount of time a driver can spend behind the wheel of a truck. He also failed to obtain proper certifications for the repair of a
gasoline tanker. A welder hired to repair a leaking gasoline tanker at Johansson's trucking facility was killed
in an explosion ignited by his welding torch inside the tanker. OIG
investigated this case with the FMCSA, FBI, and the California
-

"

,Highway

-

Patrol.

April 11
DOT Spent Y2K Compliance Money Properly
The Department properly spent $227 million appropriated for it in
Fiscal Year 1999 to address anticipated Year 2000 computer problems. About 94 percent of these funds were for the FAA and the
U.S. Coast Guard. Both agencies maintained adequate internal
controls over these funds. We identified four FAA procurements
totaling $3.6 million that were not directly related to Year 2000
preparations, but which fell within the discretion of the agency as
provided under law.

1567
Van Une Owner Jailed
April 12
Yaron Tshby, president and owner of Al American Van Lines of Pembroke Park, FL, was sentenced in U.S.
Distict Court in Miami to 5-1/2 years in prison and ordered to pay $1.5 million in restitution. He was
ordered to report to the Immigration and Naturalization Service for deportation hearings following his sentence. Tishby pleaded guilty to violating Federal transportation-tariff laws, hiring illegal aliens, and illegally
possessing a firearm. Tishby induced customers with low estimates and then grossly inflated costs of moves
after customers' household goods were in the company's possession.
FAA Contract Tower Program Examined
April 12
"
. .
Contract towers - air traffic control towers at relatively low-traffic
*
2
airports staffed by non-FAA personnel - continue to provide cost*
.
~ ~
JQ~-seffective services that are comparable in quality and sakty to those pro-4i:. vidd at FAA-operated towers, our audit fund, Users remain supportive of the program, and previously identified staffing shortages
have been addressed. We also found that an FAA study did not fidly
consider several key factors involved in expanding the program that
should be further analyzed and reported to Congress. We recommended that FAA revise its study of expanding the conniact-tower program to provide Congress with a better perspective of the feasibility,
costs, and benefits of expanding the program.

Restitution and Probation Ordered In Illegal Hazmat-Shlpment case
The president of a firm that attempted to secrecy airfreight hazardous materials in violation of Federal law was ordered to serve 3 years' probation and pay
$4,920 in restitution by an U.S. District Court judge in Miami. Alejandro 0.
Craig, president of Alpa International, Inc., was also ordered to report for
deportation proceedings. Employees of the air carrier LANChile discovered
the hazardous materials in July 1999 while loading an aircraft; the goods had
been packaged to conceal the hazardous nature of the cargo. OIG investigated the case with assistance from FAA and the Miami Police Department.

April 13

NTSB's Rapidraft System Needs Stronger Controls
April 13
An audit of the National Transportation Safety Board's Rapiddraft system identified significant internal-control weaknesses. The audit of the third-party check system intended for use by NTSB investigators to obtain services at accident investigation scenes was requested by the Safety Board's chairman
after irregularities were found in August 1999. A simultaneous investigation by OIG and the FBI found
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April

)

that two former NTSB administrative employees embezzled approximately $95,000 through the
Rapidraft system. The IG testified on the audit and NTSB's corrective actions, which included cancelling
the Rapidraft System, before the House Budget Committee's Task Force on Housing and Infrastructure.

Baggage-Handlers Sentenced In Airport Security Case April 18-May 4
Ricky B. Garner, Ronald Darby and Thomas Jacobs, baggage-handlers for
American Airlines at the Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport, were sentenced
by an U.S. District Court judge in Fort Worth, TX, for aiding the circumvention
of airport security. Garner was given 5 years in prison. Darby was fined $1,000 and
placed on 5 years' probation and Jacobs was placed on 5 years probation. The men
pleaded guilty to allowing unauthorized persons to use their security badges to
bypass airport security in exchange for bribes. A separate indictment charges drug
dealers with using the security badges to transport cocaine on passenger planes.
The investigation was conducted with DEA.
April 19
Cost Doubles for Pennsylvania Station Redevelopment
The cost of New York City's Pennsylvania Station redevelopment has increased and its completion date
has slipped, our audit found. The current $768 million cost of the project is more than twice the original 1992 estimate. The project is currently slated for completion in 2005, 6 years later than planned.
In addition, Amtrak and other railroads have identified, separately from the project, $804 million in
needed safety improvements in tunnels and areas beneath Pennsylvania Station. The Federal Railroad
Administration must work with these parties to identify funding sources to ensure these requirements
are completed in a timely manner.FRA is working with the Office of Management and Budget to address
this issue in the President's Fiscal Year 2002 budget request.
April 20
Better Data Needed In Boat Safety Program
The U.S. Coast Guard is using inaccurate data to measure its performance in redL'cing recreational boating fatalities, our audit found. The Coast Guard also has not
established criteria for monitoring the effectiveness of state recreational boat safety
programs, and the formula for distributing funds does not consider the states' effectiveness in reducing Fatalities. The Coast Guard agreed to improve data accuracy,
develop a plan for monitoring state boating-safety programs, and develop a proposal for incentive funding.

1569
Bay Area Raod Transit Finance Plan Reasonable
A proposal by the Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART) to extend
rail mass-transit senice to San Francisco International Airport and provide additional service in San Mateo County accurately portrays costs to
complete the project and the manner in which BART expects to finance
the project, our audit found. BART provided the Federal Transit Ad.
ministration with a revised finance plan that increases the project budget by $316 million, establishes a capital-reserve account of $27 million,
substitutes a $70 million shop- and yard-improvement program for new
vehicles budgeted to cost $100 million, and extends the project's revenue operation date by 9 months.

April 21

Wife of FHWA Official Sentenced to Prison In Kickback Scheme
April 28
The wife of an FHWA engineer was ordered jailed for 30 days by an U.S. District Court judge in
Alexandria, VA., for her role in a kickback scheme. Brenda Clark was also ordered to pay $23,000 in restitution to DOT. James Clark maintained
authority over FHWA contractors. In
exchange for awarding contracts, he and
his wife solicited and received approximately $150,000 in personal loans and
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consulting contracts using a series of
pass-through companies to conceal
activity. James Clark previously
pleaded guilty to bribery and wire fraud.
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Continuing construction cost
overruns on Boston's Central
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Cost Overruns Increase Price of Central Artery Project

"

Artery project have raised the
expected cost of the project to
as much as $13.6 billion, the IG

said in testimony before the Senate Commerce Committee. Project managers failed to disclose the rising
cost trends in finance plans and manipulated data to
prevent detection. This occurred because FHWA's
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guidance on finance plans was inadequate to ensure complete and accurate financial reporting. As a result,
the project's finance plan understated construction costs by at least $942 million. Folowing our Feb. 10
report on the project, the Secretary of Transportation directed FHWA to implement our recommendation
that the agency issue comprehensive guidance specifying minimum reporting requirements for finance plans.
In response, FHWA issued new guidance and finance plans and entered into an agreement with the state of
Massachusetts to limit the Federal contribution to the project to $8.549 billion.
Defendant In Chop-Shop Probe Sentenced for Fraud
May 5
Dorin Bosancu was ordered imprisoned for 21 months and to pay $35,748 in restitution by an U.S.
District Court in Seattle following his guilty plea to bank, mail and wire fraud charges and engaging in illegal monetary transactions. Bosancu defrauded insurance companies by stripping vehicles of parts and then
claiming the parts were stolen; the removed parts subsequently were sold. OIG, the FBI, the U.S. Coast
Guard, the U.S. Customs Service, the INS, and the Washington State Highway Patrol investigated the case.
Former FAA Employees Sentenced In Fraud Cases
May 11
Former FAA electronics technician Charles Goffi was sentenced to 6 months home confinement and
required to resign his FAA job by a U.S. District Court judge in Brooklyn, NY after pleading guilty to filing
$32,800 in fraudulent travel-voucher claims. Gofli was ordered to reimburse the government for the money

stolen. Separately, former FAA accountant Rodney D. Davis was sentenced to 6 months in jail and ordered
to pay $28,000 to the agency in restitution for the funds he embezzled by accessing a protected computer
without authorization and transferring funds from FAA into his owii checking account. Davis resigned while

he was being investigated. The case was investigated by OIG and prosecuted by the Department of justice.
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Changes Needed In FAAs Use of RTCA as Advisory Committee

May 11

While RTCA, Inc. has made valuable contributions as a federal advisory organization in helping FAA shape
the direction of air traffic control modernization initiatives, the lines have blurred between RTCA giving
advice and providing elements of program decision-making and management, we found in this audit. We
recommended that FAA officials no longer serve in voting and decision-making roles on RTCA boards,
committees, subcommittees, and working groups; that RTCA adopt policies to ensure potential conflicts of
interest and paid representation arc disclosed and properly addressed; and RTCA provide adequate information to the public about closed meetings. FAA agreed to implement our recommendations and has taken
steps to provide information to the public via the Internet.
Recommepdations Made on Pipeline Safety Program Reauthorization
May 11
The Research and Special Programs
Administration needs to implement
critical safety regulations for hazardous
liquid and natural gas pipelines mandated by Congress in 1992, the IG said in
testimony before the Senate Committee
on Commerce, Science and Transportation. Other needed improvements
include expanding pipeline safety
research and development on pipeline
inspection technologies; improving the
collection of pipeline accident data and
enhancing the training of pipeline
inspectors and operators. President
Clinton directed the Secretary to
implement the Inspector General's
recommendations.
Stronger Controls Needed on MARAD Contracts
While MARAD had implemented effective policies and
procedures for awarding ship-manager contracts, our audit
found MARAD has not consistently adhered to established
procedures for overseeing management contracts. For
example, MARAD paid for work before it was performed
and did not ensure that subcontracts were awarded based
on competition. MARAD took action to strengthen its controls for administering ship-managers' and general-agency
contracts.

May 12

-
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May

Recommendations Made on MARAD Reauthorization

May 16

The Deputy Inspector General testified May 16 before
the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and
Transportation on the reauthorization of the Maritime
Administration, The statement involved three issues
addressed in recent audit reports: the Title XI loan guarantee to the Massachusetts Heavy Industries Quincy shipyard; MARAD's growing inventory of obsolete vessels
and the need for a disposal plan; and internal controls
over maintenance contracts for Ready Reserve Force vessels. The DIG told the committee that the Quincy shipyard had defaulted on its $55 million MARAD Title XI loan guarantee in January 2000. Considerable work
needs to be done to make the shipyard operational and the Environmental Protection Agency has advised
MARAD that there are environmental problems in the shipyard that require remediation. After MHI missed
its December 1999 payment, its bank made a payment demand on the loan guarantee. MARAD paid $59.1
million to settle the guarantee on February 25, 2000. The amount that MARAD can recover through liquidation cannot be determined at this time. He also warned that MARAD would not meet its legislative
mandate to dispose of 115 obsolete vessels awaiting disposal at a profit and discussed the findings of a previous audit that recommended strengthening internal controls over maintenance contracts for ships in the
Ready Reserve Fleet. MARAD took action in response to recommendations contained in the reports that
were summarized in this testimony.
Minnesota Man Pleads Guilty to Shipping Undeclared Hazmat
May 22
Scan Barton turned himself in to federal authorities
in Minneapolis, MN and pleaded guilty to shipping
materials on commercial passenger aircraft without
declaring the hazardous nature of the shipments.
Barton had shipped large volumes of spray paint in
cans and the express-shipping firms used to move the
cargo were not informed of the hazardous nature of
the shipments. OIG investigated the case jointly with
the FBI and the FAA.

1573
Better Computer Security Needed at FTA
May 23
Computer-security controls for a Federal Transit Administration financial-management computer system
were not adequate to ensure operational
integrity and continued operations, our audit
found. Using a widely known user identification code, we were able to gain unauthorized
access to the system's computer. We also identifled seven system weaknesses and vulnerabilities, which occurred because FTA had not
-assigned
a sufficient priority to computer secuiy. These security weaknesses could significantly reduce FTA's ability to carry out its business mission and could cause FTA to lose its
automated capabilities to maintain financial, project oversight, and operational control. FTA agreed with our
findings and recommendations and has taken corrective actions.
Sentencing In Fire Extinguisher Fraud Case
Peter C. Freund of East Hampton, CT,
was sentenced to 4 months in jail, 4
months home confinement and fined
$5,000 after pleading guilty in U.S.
District Court in New Haven, CT to mail
fraud charges. Freund, as the owner and
operator of AAA Fire and Safety - an
inspection service for fire-protection systms - caused fire extinguishers to be
falsely stamped as having been hydrostatically tested and billed customers for the
testing even though it had not been done.
The investigation by OIG, the DCIS and
the FBI arose from an RSPA referral.

May 24
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June
Contractor Gets Five Years In Fraud Case

i

,

"

June 5
Kermit Bunn, president of Bunn Construction
Company, was sentenced to 5 years' imprisonment and fined $18,00 fine for fraud against the
Federal Disadvantaged Business Enterprise program on five FHWA-funded subcontract projects
in West Virginia. Bunin also was convicted of
obstruction of justice in T.S. District Court in
Wheeling, WV for threatening the OIG special
agent investigating the case. OIG investigated
the case with the West Virginia Department of
Transportation:

June 13
Aviation Parts Manufacturer Gets Jail Time and Fines
West Coast Aluminum Heat Treating Co. was fined $1.6 million by a U.S. District Court judge in Los
Angeles for falsely recording aircraft parts as heat treated and tested. Company president June Fitch was
ordered to pay a $70,000 fine and serve 3 years' probation. Vice president Eugene Fitch was sentenced to
55 months in prison for his role in the crime. OIG investigated the case with the Defense Criminal
Investigative Service and NASA-OIG.
June 20
Airlines Fined For Obstructing Crash Probe
Fine Air Services, formerly known as Fine Airlines, was fined $3,5 million and Aeromar Airlines was
fined $1.5 million by a U.S. District Coirt judge in Miami, following their guilty pleas for their roles in
the August 7, 1997 crash in Miami of Fine Airlines Flight
101A. Fine Air was charged with obstruction of justice

and Aeromar, with falsification of documents. The two
cargo air carriers also must serve 4 years' supervised probation and be under a court-approved, supervised air
safety program. The crash killed four crewmembers and a
man sitting in a car parked near the airport. OIG investigated the case with the U.S. Customs Service and the
FBI.
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Pair Sentenced In Water-Teting Case
June 21
Glenn Kelly Johnson, owner and operator of the largest chain of wastewater treatment
facilities in Louisiana, and Carol Rowcll, president of Enviro-Tech Labs, Inc., were sentenced in U.S. District Court in New Orleans, LA for violations of the Clean Water Act.
Johnson was ordered to serve 3 years in prison, pay a $500,000 fine and restitution of
$250,000. Rowel received 4 months home confinement and was ordered to pay a $2,000
fine. Johnson failed to properly operate and maintain six wastewater treatment plants in and
around Houma and Thibodaux, LA, which caused the discharge of
untreated sewage into Louisiana's Intercoastal Waterway. In an effort
to conceal the poor maintenance and operation of the facilities,
Johnson and Rowell submitted fraudulent discharge monitoring
reports and laboratory analysis to the Environmental Protection
Agency and the Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality.
Johnson also attempted to impede the Federal investigation by offering money to a cooperating witness in exchange for false testimony.
Johnson also pleaded guilty in August to conspiracy to commit bank fraud in connection with a $1.2 million loan used to buy more than 60 private sewage treatment facilities. Johnson was sentenced to 51
months' incarceration and ordered to pay $1.1 million in restitution and $75,000 in fines on top of his initial sentence. OIG investigated with the FBI, the U.S. Postal Service, and Louisiana Department of
Environmental Quality
Road Construction Manager Gets Jail Term
June 23
David G. Webb, the former manager of a firm that contracted with the Virginia Department of
Transportation on Federally-finded projects was ordered to serve 2 years in prison and to pay $435,038 in
restitution for fraudulently inflating charges for aerial photography and ground surveys. Webb's employer,
Photogrammetric Data Service Inc. of Sterling, VA, was ordered to pay $435,038 in restitution, a $522,045
fine and was placed on a year's supervised probation. OIG and the FBI investigated the case.
Airport Paving Contractor Agrees to Settle False Claims Suit
June 23
Ball, Ball & Brosamer, a paving contractor for paving at two major airports, agreed to pay a settlement of
$300,000 to dismiss a civil complaint. The company also
agreed to pay $130,000 to the parties who advised the government of the circumstances, to cover attorneys' fees; those
parties also will share equally in 22 percent of the settlement
<
>
payment. It was alleged that Ball, Ball & Brosamer altered
the concrete mix design without approval from the resident
engineer on contracts at Denver International Airport and
-John Wayne International Airport in Santa Ana,CA.
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June

June 28
Household-Goods Movers Sentenced
Two men involved in a household-goods moving scheme in
which customers' goods were held for ransom were sentenced to
33 months' imprisonment and jointly ordered to pay $484,765 in
restitution to victims following their guilty plea in U.S. District
Court in Los Angeles. Micha Grinberg and Eddie Tsitron admitted defrauding customers, some ofwhom were federal goverment
employees, by offering a low bid to move goods, then upping the costs. Customers who refused to pay the
higher prices were unable to get their property back. On June 6, in a related case, Amir Ben-David of Prime
Moving nd Storage was sentenced to 3 years' probation, fined $5,000 and ordered to pay S14,500 in restitution. OIG investigated this case with the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the U.S. Forest Service,
with assistance from FMCSA and the IRS's Criminal Investigations Division.
June 30
Federal CDL Pr6gram Is Not Disqualifying Unsafe Drivers
drivcommercial
of
limiting
objective
The Commercial Driver's License program has achieved its primary
ers to one license, wvefound in the first of a series of audits of the CDL program
requested by the House Committee on Transportation and Infistructure.
However, Federal oversight of state CDL programs did not ensure that
unsafe commercial drivers were disqualified. When Federal oversight reiews COdtyDrvm HIold anCDla
were not
identified deficiencies in states' CDL programs, available sanctions

there is a
imposed. The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration agreed
need to strengthen the CDL program and concurred with all our recommendations for improvement, and began implementation actions..-
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June 30
Manufacturing Manager Admits Selling Bogus Aircraft Parts
District
U.S.
in
guilty
pleaded
NJ,
Mahwah,
David Taeschier, general manager of Tam Metal Products of
non-stansell
to
a
scheme
in
role
his
for
fraud
Court in Trenton, NJ to charges ofconspiracy to commit wire
dard aviation parts. In 19%, Menasco, a Canadian company, ordered metal parts for Bocing 757 aircraft
wheel assemblies from Tam and specified that the parts were to be heat-treated by a Boeing-authorized
treater. Heat-treating strengthens certain aircraft parts. Tam did not get some parts heat-treated, but instead
fixed the Canadian firm a falsified certification that the parts had been heat-treated. The case was invesngated by OIG, based on information received from the FAA. U
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July

Bus Shefter Supplier Sentenced for Violating "Buy American Act"

July 13

Daytech Manufacturing, Inc., of Orchard Park, NY was sentenced in U.S. District Court in Buffalo, NY
to 12 months probation and ordered to pay a $110,000 fine fir falsely certifying to the Public
Transportation Bcnefit Corporation of Snohomish County, WA, that it would comply with "Buy America
Act" requirements on a proposal to supply bus shelters. The "Buy America Act" requires FIA grantee projects to use components of United States origin or products manufactured in the United States. OIG investigated this case jointly with the FBI and with assistance from the FITA.
DOT Computer Security Needs Improvement

July 13
DOT Headquarters' computer networks had security

weaknesses that made its computers and web servers
vulnerable to unauthorized access and attack by intruders, we found in reports issued on July 13 and Sept. 25
and our subsequent Sept. 27 testimony before the
House Committee on Science. The computer networks
are used to support transmission of critical administrative and financial data such as payroll, grant payments,
safety statistics and research information throughout
DOT. Hundreds of DOT computers were accessible by
unauthorized Internet users as well as being vulnerable to insider attack. Internet users were allowed to
bypass DOT's "firewall" security and gain access to DOT's private networks. We also found that DOT
web sites were vulnerable to attack. We recommended: strengthening personnel security for DOT employees and contractor personnel authorized to access DOT systems; improving network security to prevent
unauthorized access by Internet users or insiders; and increasing security on DOT's web sites. DOT agreed
with our results and is taking corrective actions.

Couple Pleads Guilty In Avionics Repair Kickback Case
July 20
Marshall and Helen Bryant pleaded guilty in U.S. District Court in Fort Worth, TX to violating the AntiKickback Act and to conspiracy to commit mail and wire fraud for their roles in a scheme to inflate avionics
repair contracts. The Bryants created a front company, Silver Jade Business Services, which would send parts
to a parts broker, which would then forward the repair work to another Texas repair station, RTS Services for
repair. Marshall Br)ant would authorize payment to RTS for an inflated price, then receive a kickback. Some

1578
of the kickbacks involved repairs for FAA and USCG. On Aug. 22, RTS vice presidents Gertrude Sicklcr and
Tunothy Couch were indicted on charges of money laundering and wire fraud for allegedly paying kickbacks
to the Bryants. OIG, FBI and the Defense Criminal Investigative Service are investigating the case.
Miami-Dade Aviation Department Receives $50,000 In Restitution
July 27
The Miami-Dade County Aviation Department received a $50,000 check from
Aviation Safeguards in partial payment of the $100,000 owed the department for
falsely certifying the completion of background checks on screeners who had
access to secure areas at Miami International Airport. OIG received assistance
from FAA in this investigation.
FAA Needs to Expand Oversight of WAAS Contracts
July 28
It is unclear when the FAA's new satellite-based navigation system (Wide Area
Augmentation System) will be available to provide pilots with precise
landing directions, according to testimony prepared for a June
29 House Aiation Subcommittee hearing. In addition to reducing contract expenditures until solutions to technical problems
arc identified, the IG called for a series of Defense Contract
Audit Agency reviews of the WAAS contract. FAA agreed with
our recommendations and reviews ofthe WAAS contract, including floor checks to assess labor charges, are underway. U

Illinois CDL Prosecution Continues

T

he probe of the illegal sale of commercial drivers licenses by employees of the Illinois Secretary of
State's Office continued during the reporting period, ith 9 people indicted, 7 convicted and 6 sentenced between April I and Sept. 30.
Since the investigation of the illegal sale of CDLs by Illinois Secretary of State employees to unqualified
individuals, dubbed "Operation Safe Road" began in Octo-. 1998, local, state and federal officials have
obtained evidence that at least 750 CDLs have been illegally issued. As of Sept. 30, 39 people have been
indicted, including two third-party testers operating a driving school in Florida who sold in excess of 2,000
CDLs through th,:
Florida state-licensing program. Twenty-nine individuals have been found guilty since
the probe began. The ongoing probe is being conducted jointly by OIG, the FBI, the Postal Inspection
Service and the internal Revetue Service.
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Osfrr

i&ghight
of dm inweugation during the reporting period include:

* The June 5 conviction by a Federal jury of Alex McLcczynsk; a trucking company instructor on charges
of extortion, racketeering and conspiracy. McLcczynsky accepted S1,200 to $1,500 per applicant to assure
that "sponsored" applicants passed both written and driving portions of the exam. McLcczynsky then would
pay Illinois Secretary of State managers a portion of each applicant's bribe.
* The 6 month jail term and deportation order handed Medbadrcddin Djebli, an Egyptian citien on Aug.
2 in U.S. District Court in Chicago following his guilty plea to counterfeiting Illinois driver's licenses, Social
Security cards and immigration visas. Based on a OIG Hotline call, agents discovered Djcbli and others had
bribed Illinois Secretary of State employees to obtain driver's licenses that allied illegal immigrants to work
in the United States. Djebli agreed to provide information on co-conspirators after OIG and U.S.
Immigration and Naturalization Service agents arrested Djebli earlier this year. The FBI also participated in
the investigation.
* A July 18 indictment by a Federal grand jur in Chicago expanded the corruption charges broinght against
former state Inspector General Dean Bauer in February. The former state watchdog is charged %kith racketcering, mail fiaud, obstruction of justice, and making false statements to die FBI flr allegedly covering up
bribery and other corruption by state employees. The grand jury also indicted five additional driving instructors fbr paying bribes to state employees to guarantee that their students would pass their road tests.
N The Aug. 30 sentencing of veteran commercial drivers license supervisor Kenneth Goluncb to 33
months in prison and a $20,000 fine after pleading guilty in U.S. District Court in Chicago to accepting
bribes to pass people taking their CDL road tests. Golumb, a 26-year veteran of the Illinois Secretary of
State's Chicago West Side facility, collected more than S 120,000 in bribes (an average of S180 per day)
during a t-so-year period.
* The Sept. 5 guilty pleas by driving school instructors Vaidez Araccli and Cristobal Gonzalez inU.S. District
Court in Chicago to perjuny and bribery charges involving the sale of drivers licenses to unqualified drivers.
* The Sept. 7 conviction of Bhurat Patel, owner of the defunct New Delhi Driving School on charges of
bribing at least seven road-test examiners at the Chicaco West licensing facilitv in 1998 and 1999.
* The sentencing ofVaitung "Tony" Chan to five
months in prison by a U.S. District Court judge in
Chicago on Sept. 14. Chan, tbrner owner of
Advance Driving School in Chicago was also fined

$3,000 for falsiing road exams for more than 170
unqualified motorists, including 20 who fraudulently obtained CDLs.
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August

Aug. 4
Transit Authority Employee Pleads Guilty to Stealing Fares
in
bus
fares
to
stealing
S120,000
in
Cincinnati,
OH
David Gast pleaded guilty in U.S. District Court

,.

from Cindinnati's Metro bus system
between May 1996 and October
_1999. As a principal driver, Gast
transported cash fare vaults to the
bank for deposit from Metro, an
FTA-funded entity. Metro auditors
contacted federal authorities for
assistance after an audit identified
fare shortages. OIG and the FBI
planted 1,000 one dollar bills
marked with invisible ink and detecion powder in the portable vaults.
These bills were ultimately traced to
Gast's personal bank account.
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Aug. 7
Company Owner Sentenced in Fire Extinguisher Cylinder Fraud Case
Martin Albert, proprietor of Flashover Fire Equipment, Inc., was sentenced
by a state superior court judge in New York to his choice of 6 months in
prison or 840 ours ofcommunity service and ordered to pay $40,000 resd.
tuition for falhely stamping DOT re-testet numbers belonging to another
company onto school district fire extinguishers. Albert and the now-defunct
Flashover Fire Equipment pleaded guilty earlier in 2000 to state charges of
fraud, larceny, and forgery. OIG investigated this case with the Suffblk
County, New York, Police.

-

Aug. 7
Third Party CDL Testers Sentenced for Falsifying Test Results
Two brothers were placed on 3 years' probation after pleading guilty in U.S. District Court in
Wilmington, NC to charges of falsifying test results of commercial driver's license applicants. Leroy
Searsey was also placed on six months home confinement. He and Elmer Searsey were also ordered to

1581
jointly pay $17,649 in restitution to the state of North Carolina for the retesting of more than 200 truck
drivers who improperly received CDL licenses. OIG investigated this case along with the North Carolina
Department of Motor Vehicles.

Tucking Company Fined for Houm of Service Violations

Aug. 8

Ameri-Cana Transport, Inc, was ordered Aug. 8 by a U.S. District Court judge in Portland, ME to
pay a $45,000 fine after pleading guilty to causing the falsification of log books of its truck drivers.
The company also agreed to cease trucking operations and indicated that it was liquidating its assets.
Ameri-Cana created approximately 100 false logs over a one-year period to understate the amount of
time worked by its drivers. OIG investigated this case along with the Maine State Police and the
FMCSA.
Former NTSS Employee Jailed for Rapidraft Scheme
Aug. 10
Delia Jones was sentenced to 10 months incarceration and ordered to pay $74,095 in restitution by a
U.S. District Court judge in Washington
DC after pleading guilty to charges of stealing government funds. While employed as a
N r
secretary for the. National Transportation
Safety Board, Jones embezzled over
$74,000 using the Board's third-party check
writing system, known as the Rapidraft
Payment System. The Rapidraft Payment
System was established to provide investiga-"kt
tors a method to quickly procure materials,

k
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equipment and services needed during the
course of accident investigations. OIG investigated this case with the FBI.
Fraudulent DBE Contractors Sentenced
Aug. 11
Executives of two engineering firms were fined and placed on home confinement for defrauding the
Federal Highway Administration's Disadvantaged Business Enterprise program. Paul Care),, co-owner
of MTA, Inc., was sentenced to 6 months' home confinement and ordered to pay $40,000 restitution
and $22,826 in fines by a U.S. District Court judge in Springfield, IL for claiming that MTA used
Hsiong Associates as a minority subcontractor in order to meet FHWA's DBE program goals. MTA
employees conducted the work on the Federal highway projects and the time sheets would be changed
to reflect that the employees worked for Hsiong. Hsiong President Nancy Boyer was sentenced to 3
months' home confinement and ordered to pay $12,250 restitution for her role in the crime. Upon sentencing on the Federal charges, the state of Illinois agreed to accept a payment of $141,446 to recoup
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August

the money stolen from the state construction program. OIG and FBI investigated the matter based on
a referral from the Illinois Department of Transportation.
Aug. 14
SabreTech Sentenced In ValuJet Crash Case
The company convicted in 1999 for its role in the 1996 crash of a Valujet plane in the Florida
Everglades was ordered to make $9,064,000 in restin
wution to family members and victims of the crash and
to pay $2 million in criminal fines. SabreTech, Inc.
was also placed on 3 years probation and ordered by
Di
an U.S. District Court judge in Miami to implement
,
a comprehensive safety program. The investigation
'
was conducted jointly by OIG and FBI and was prosecuted by the United States Attorney's Office in
Miami.
Guilty Pleas In Pensacola Dumping Case
A Florida company and several of its employees
pleaded guilt) in U.S. District Court in
Pensacola, FL, to charges of violating the Clean
Water Act. Oderbrecht-Metric, Inc. and company,
employees, Steven Spry, Frank K. Doddi and

Marcellino Romero admitted to dumping
cement, bridge pilings and reinforcement bars
into Pensacola's East Bay during construction of
the Garcon Point Bridge. Odcrbrccht agreed to
pay more than $4.2 million in fines, site cleanup
costs, restitution and payments to an environmental crime trust fund. OIG, the Coast Guard
Criminal
EPA's
Service,
Investigative
Investigation Division, the FBI and the Florida
Department of Environmental Protection participated in the investigation.

Aug. 23

I
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Los Angeles Subway Contractor plead Guilty
Aug. 28
William H. Benson, manager of inspection services fbr
Twinning Laboratories of Southern California Corp. pleaded
guilty Aug. 28 in U.S. District Court in Los Angeles to
charges of submitting false
non-destructive testing examinacertifications to the Metropolitan Transportation
Authority. The transit authority had contracted with Twinning
to test the integrity of welds of various portions of the Metro
Red Line, also known as the Hollywood Corridor project.
The Metro Red Line is a $1.45 billion project receiving $695
million in funds from the Federal Transit Administration.
Separately, the U.S. Attorney's Office on Aug. 29 fled a civil complaint .,
Twinning alleging the company conducted fraudulent inspections of defective welds at two subway stations in the Hollywood area. The
case was investigated with the FBI and the MTA-OIG.

-ion

FAA's Procurement System Needs Improvement
Aug. 29
iAA's Integrated Product Development System (IPDS), a key team
concept of FAA's new Acquisition Management System designed to
reduce the cost and time to field new air traffic control systems, is not
working as intended. FAA continues to operate by vertical management hierarchy, also called "stovepipes," which limits
the effectiveness of IPDS team operations. Our survey of IPDS team members found that improvements
are needed to address additional IPDS training, organizational barriers to communicating, and the lack of
authority to make program decisions. Team members
also perceived that FAA's senior management was not
fully supportive of IPDS. FAA provided additional
IDPS team training and is developing agreements with
the unions and key associate administrators that include
revised decision-making processes. N
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September

Truck Driver Pleads Guilty to Filing False Certification
Sept. 1
A former driver for Speidel Transportation pleaded guilty in U.S. District Court in St. Louis to fsifying his medical history to obtain a commercial driver's license. In 1998, Dennis Auten's tractor-trailer
crashed into a passenger vehicle, killing its two occupants. An investigation of Auten's DOT medical certification found that he had lied during his medical examination by hiding a pre-existing medical condition involving seizures, convulsions and fainting spells. OIG investigated this case with the FMCSA.
St. Louis Business Sentenced for Shipping Undeclared HazMat
Sept. I
A St. Louis restaurant was fined $100,000 in U.S. District Court in St. Louis after pleading guilty to
charges of shipping undeclared flammables via Federal Express. Banana Joe's of St. Louis, Inc., pleaded
guilty earlier in 2000 to attempting to illegally ship propane cylinders and several cases of paint to one of
its restaurants. Federal Express discovered the undeclared hazardous material and rejected the shipment.
Banana Joe's then re-packaged the material in unmarked boxes and again attempted to ship them. A
Federal Express aircrew discovered the shipment when they smelled fumes from the boxes in the belly of
the aircraft. The flight crew removed the boxes and OIG agents seized them. OIG investigated this case
with FAA.
Contractor Pays $112,000 to Settle False Certifications Case
Sept. 6
Paul Vibhandik, president and owner of Communications Network Systems, Inc. was ordered by a U.S.
District Court judge in Seattle to pay a settlement of $112,000 after pleading guilty to charges of engaging
in deceptive pricing and submitting false claims on two contracts awarded by the FAA for digital computer
systems at Denver International Airport. OIG investigated this case with the FAA.
Former NTSB Employee Sentenced For Theft of Rapidrafte Sept. 7
Michelle E. Prentice, a former administrative assistant in NTSB's Southeast
Region was sentenced in U.S. District Court in Atlanta to 6 months' home confinement and 5 years' probation. Prentice pleaded guilty in June to embezzling
NTSB funds in the Rapidraft payment system by converting Rapidrafts (similar
to bank checks) totaling approximately $21,000 to her own use. As part of her
sentence, Prentice was also ordered to pay $20,183 restitution to NTSB.

1585
Construction Company and Owner Debarred In Fraud Case

Sept. 7

As a result of a criminal investigation conducted by OIG and FBI, the FAA debarred Max South
Construction, Inc., of Miami, and its owner and president, Eric Pitchman, from Government contracting
and subcontracting until Sept. 7,2003. In March, Pitchman was sentenced to 12 months in jail. He was
also fined $30,000 fbr submitting an application andcertificate for payment to the FAA that incorporated
more than $40,000 in inflated change orders on a contract to renovate FAA's Air Route Traflic Control
Center in Miami. OIG investigated this case with the FBI and assistance from FAA.
Airport Security Employee Sentenced for Falsifying Records

Sept. 8
Sandra Lawrence, former administrative assistant of
Argenbright Holdings LTD., was placed on 5 years' probation
and fined $15,000 in U.S. District Court in Philadelphia as a
result of her guilty plea to charges of fraudulent and inadequate
training, testing and background checks of airport security
employees at Philadelphia International Airport. Argenbright
and two other employees who prciiously pleaded guilty werc
scheduled to be sentenced in October. OIG investigated this
case with the FAA.

Pennsylvania Airport Manager Sentenced for Theft of FAA Funds
Sept. 12
William Santoro, former general manager of the Johnstown.Cambria County Airport Authority was sentenced to 4 months' home confinement and ordered to pay $11,055 in fines and restitution by a U.S.
District Court judge in Philadelphia as a result of his guilty plea to theft, receiving stolen property and tam
poring with public records. An investigation by OIG and
.
.
.
the airport authority found that Santoro commingled state
V
and local monies with FAA Airport Improvement
Program fundss and then fraudulently converted $9,555
for his own use.
Final Sentencing in Massive Scheme to Forge NHTSA Documents
Sept. 15
A tbrmer union official was sentenced by an U.S. District Court judge in Toledo, OH on charges of per
juring himself before a federal grand jury. David C. Poland, former business agent in Toledo for the
International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of America, was place
on 2 years' probation and fined $2,000 for perjuring himself before a federal grand jury probing acsitit.l,
of the operators of Central Trux & Parts, Inc., of Sylvania, Ohio. An OIG, IRS and U.S. Customs Sericc
investigation determined that Central Trux imported several hundred tractor-trailer trucks and then affixed
counterfeit NHTSA stickers to falsely indicate the Canadian manufactured trucks complied with U.S. staodards. Poland is the final defendant in this case.
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Sept 19
Amtrak's Finances Examined
and
depreciation,
costs,
in
labor
increases
positive,
are
trends
revenue
Although Amtrak's ridership and
need
will
Amtrak
expenses.
in
operating
growth
train operation expenses have contributed to significant
to take major corrective actions if it is to achieve operating self-sufficiency in 2003, as required by law.
Amtrak's strategic business plan relies on $737 million
of unspecified management actions to spur revenues
and cost savings. In addition, delays in the introduction of high speed rail service on the Northeast
Corridor are likely to reduce Amtrak's 2001 revenue
below projections and increase pressure on Amtrak to
reduce expenses and improve performance in both its
passenger and non-passenger services. Finally,
Amtrak %ill face serious shortfalls in the capital investment funds necessary to maintain Amtrak's infrat-structure and assets in a steady state through 2003. Amtrak plans to initiate revenue operations of its highspeed Acela Express service in the Northeast Corridor on December 11.
Sept. 21
Fourth Conviction In Trucking Safety Case
Alan Archibald, former president of Aulenback, Inc., a trucking company in
Mexico, ME, pleaded guilty in U.S. District Court in Portland, ME, to
I
charges of failing to comply with a 1996 Federal order to cease operaMaine Ro t Ecilve Pleads
tion. The out-of-service order had been issued for failing to maintain
Guily In Out-of-Servic Cas
adequate records and accepting false drivers' logs. Three other defen,-.
'..
dants, including the trucking firm, were previously convicted on relat-.
.
.
ed charges. The prosecutions are the result of an investigation by OIG
,
.
tr.*M,
and FMCSA.

)

Sept 21
Ex-FAA Engineer Pleads Guilty to Computer Fraud
of comcharges
to
Chicago
in
Court
A former FAA electronics engineer pleaded guilty in U.S. District
a fourled
Varlotta
Thomas
software.
puter fraud involving theft and destruction of FAA-owned computer
the
dubbed
program
navigation
person team that worked fur 5 years to develop an air traffic control
Chicago
between
data
Automated Flight Data Processing System (AFDPS) that relayed critical flight
O'Hare Airport and the Elgin, IL, Terminal Radar Approach Control facilities. Varlotta resigned his FAA
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position in June 1998, telling his supervisor that he had destroyed the
original source code fbr the AFDPS program, for which FAA had spent
more than $1,000,000 to develop. OIG special agents conducted a
Isu~i___
search ofVarlotta's residence and discovered a floppy disk that contained
ihmk
an encrypted version of the AFDPS program source code.
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Former FHWA Contract Employee Admits Theft
Sept. 25
A former contract employee at the Federal Highway Administration's
WWrii.
of hibyePwk PM&.dm
mmii
-blln to ibm
baawt
Wtl.
B
Tumer-Fairbank Highway Research Center pleaded guilty in U.S. District
hobA
had' .du
map
alib poaa
ton 06 0 3IAmm
Gebmsmao.
Court in Alexandria, VA, to theft of Government property and embezzle.2=01Mbu
wI,1~hbaF
%.
h
ment totaling $8,000. Christopher M. Remaley stole a Government test
Hgo dwda e namdb..rJ
vehicle and auto parts from the McLean, Va., laboratory and used a
Government credit card for personal fuel purchases. As a result of OIG's
investigation, Remaley was removed from the contract and terminated by the contractor.
Audit Identified $35.4 Million in Inactive Obligations on Contracts
Sept. 25
We identified about 4,500 contractual obligations totalling about $143 million within DOT that had no
activity within the last 36 months. Working with the Operating Administrations, we identified about $35.4
million of obligations on contracts that no longer represented valid financial liabilities. These occurred
because contracting officers generally were not reviewing obligations on an annual basis and were not closing contracts quickly. Freeing up these unneeded funds earlier could allow their use to purchase other services or return of the taxpayers' money to the United States Treasury. DOT agreed with our results and is
taking corrective action.
Aviation Parts Company Sentenced for False Statements
Sept. 25
International Helicopter, Inc. of Northvale, NJ was placed on 5 years' probation by an U.S. District Court
judge in Newark, NJ following its guilty plea to charges of making false statements to the Federal Aviation
Administration. The aviation parts distributor deceived an aircraft parts broker in the Netherlands by substituting turbine blades manufactured by an unapproved source. IHI applied to the FAA for an airworthiness approval tag for use in export to Indonesia and provided an altered invoice to the FAA to falsely indicate traceability to an approved source. Under the terms of its probation, IHI must retain a court appointed trustee, whose responsibility will include implementing a quality control system subject to periodic audit.
OIG and the U.S Customs Service investigated this case.
MARIkD Needs to Improve Maritime Security Program Controls
SepL 26
The Maritime Administration had not established written internal control procedures for the review ot
Maritme Security Program vouchers, did not determine whether vessels were under charter to the U.S.
Government, and did not conduct timely reviews of vouchers and associated payments at the completion of
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September

the fiscal year, our audit fund. MARAD concurred with our findings and took
immediate action to implement all our recommendations.
Coast Guard Employee Sentenced for Welfare Fund Theft
Sept. 27
Andrew Yantek, assistant manager of the Coast Guard Welfare Club for the
Cleveland Area was sentenced in U.S. District Court in Cleveland, OH to 6
months' home confinement and ordered to pay $36,131 restitution after pleading guilty to stealing finds
from Coast Guard dub accounts and using them to pay his personal expenses between 1997 and October
1999. OIG investigated this case with the Coast Guard Investigative Service.
Guilty Plea In Air HazMat Case
Conception Lton of Puerto Rico pleaded guilty in U.S. District
Court in Brooklyn to charges of illegally offering concealed automo_..ve paint and related flammable materials to an air carder for shipment
at New York's LaGuardia Airport. Leon was indicted in August on
charges of concealing the box's DOT-required hazardous materials
placard and telling a skycap that the box contained books. OIG investigated this case with the assistance of FAA.

Sept. 28

Better Oversight of Technical Support Services Contract Needed
Sept 28
FAA has not exercised effective management oversight or followed its own guidelines on the $875 million
Technical Support Servfces Contract to ensure that support services are cost-effctive and efficiently meeting FAA requirements. As a result, FAA is at substantial risk for inflated and overpriced contract services.
These weaknesses in FAA's oversight of the TSSC undercut one of the primary objectives of acquisition
reform, which was to provide more timely and cost-effective acquisitions and improve the quality of equipment and services acquired by operating more like a business.
South Boston Piers Transitway Finance Plan Found Reasonable
Sept. 28
We issued a memorandum to the Acting FTA Administrator on our review of the February 2000
Aassachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) South Boston Piers Transitway finance plan. We
fund that the plan documents the estimated costs-to-complete the project and how MBTA expects to pay
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those costs. Our review determined that, based on current
trends and projections, the projected funding for and the total
cost to complete the Transitway were supportable and reasonable. Our analysis determined that MBTA would exhaust
all project contingency fSnds and MBTA may have to use
some of the reserved $50 million in local bond authority to
cover future cost growth. However, our analysis concluded
that this could be avoided because the project budget contains
$13.7 million in costs that should be allocated to other
MBTA cost centers. FTA had not certified the finance plan to
Congress ty the end of the fiscal year.

Passenger Ferry Safety Inspections Reviewed
Sept 29
A review of passenger ferry safety inspections found high levels of compliance with Coast Guard standards.
When violations occurred, they were corrected, We did not assess the operation of ferries or the qualifications of crews. For the 50 passenger ferries
reviewed at New York and Puget Sound, Ae found that Coast Guard performed 87 percent of the required quarterly or annual inspections and that
97.8 percent of the deficiencies identified during inspections were correctjjj
-jjj
ed. We attributed this level of compliance to the limited number of ferries
operating in a port, the Coast Guard's knowledge of ferry operators, and
the risk associated with operating without avalid inspection in waters continuously monitored by the
Coast
Guard. Based on the results at these two ports, we determined no further work on whether inspections
were
conducted was warranted. M
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Completed Audits April 1,2000-September 30, 2000
(Dollarss in Thousands)
Type of Review
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n

1
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coo

W pfld

Funds That Cwe

BePvt T4eW
Le

LnternalAudi
Program/Functional

34

79

$0

$0

so
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$749,400

Chief Financial Officer
Financial Statements
Total Internal Audits
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79

0

11

$805
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s0
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s0
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11

$805

$0

$0

90

$805

$0

$749,400

$749,400

Grant Audit
Audits of Grantees under
Single Audit Act

19

Other Grant Audits
Total Grant Audits

TOTALS

53

* The dollars shown ae the amounts reported to management. The actual amounts may change during final resolution.

Department of Trasportabon programs and operations are r
carried out by the Department's own person and
recilmnts of feder Wans. Audits by 0OTh Offce of Inspector Genwe, as aresut, fal Into 3 categories: Intemn suct of
Deper entdl programs aid operations, audits of grant recMpents, and revews of work end sWdlng by contractors. The

table above shows 010' results in the 3 categories for te 6 monft covered by thi report.
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Management Decisions Regarding Audit Recommendations
(Dolafs in Thosands)
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"
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Audit Reports with Recommendations That Questioned Costs
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Audit Reports Recommending Changes for Safety, Economy or Efficiency
i.e

A. For which no management decision had been made
by the commencement of te reporting period

B. Which were issued during the reporting period

TOTALS: (A+B)
C. For which a management decision was made during
the reporting period

D. For which no management decision has been made
by the end of the reporting period
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List of AcorVm Forx In This Report:

Fiscal Year 1999 an Fiscal Yea 2000 comparison of
Fines, Restitutios and Recoveries

ATC
BITS

Air Traffic Control
Bureau of Transportation Statistics

CDL
DDE

Conunercial Driver's License
Disad.antaged Business Enterprise

DW

Defense Criminal Investigative Service

IM

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Bureau of Investigations
FBI
FMA Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration

-

FlWA

alm sRA

Federal Highway Administration

Federal Railroad Administration
Federal Transit Administration
Immigration and Naturalization Service
INS
MAAD Maritime Administration
NWF National Defense Reserve Fleet
NS
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
N S National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration
NM
National Transportation Safety Board
FTA

iO

tco

FIscal Year 1999 and Fiscal Year 2000 comparlson of.
Indictments and Convictions

Office of the Irspector General
Office of the Secretary
Research and Special Programs
Administrations
S1.SC St. Lawrence Seaway Development
01G
05

IORSA
100

I

Ml
M
UCorporation
•

0

i-ed--

BID

Surface Transportation Board

TASC

Transportation Administrative Service
Center

USC

United States Coast Guard

C0111101
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Awards.

~PCIE

smb

byishW
executive order in 1981, the Presidcns Council on Integrity and Efficency (PCIE) is

comprised of all Presidentially-appointed Inspectors General as wel as the director of the Office of
t tFAhics,
special counsel of the Office of Special Cunsd, the Federal Bureau of
Invesations, and the deputy director of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB).
The PCIE is charged with conducting interagency and inter-entity audit, inspection and investigation projects t effectively and efficiently deal with government-wide issues of fraud, waste and abuse. On September
29, numerous members of the DOT-OIG team, as well as individuals from other agencies working with
DOT-OIG were honored by their peers at an awards ceremony in Washington, DC.
The folo

uhq
g
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malud AWAMO FOR EXCBEIDIM

Runway Incursion Team
Iln mrnition of stificant contributionsmade in evluating and improving FAA's Runway Incurion
Pr~qam.

thu & Kwlwn

Kab ane

Re"t L BOri
Aviation Safety Team
MIx recognition of oumasing perjbrmaxqc dedication, and contribution to a major Cbngnnin
Department andpublic tran*ortationisue, improving aviation security
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it %
WNd
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Jms W age
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Suspected UnapprovedAviation PartsTeam
* In mcVnition of oumandingjointcriminalinvestigation by dne QIGs in the area ofnupected unapproved
aviation parts.

Pad L BWe

red Cosby

M
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AWARDFOR EXCELENCE - EVAUAllOtP
HazardousMaterialsProgramEvaluation Team
" In recognition of outstanding efforts in performing dbe Deparment-wide evaluation of DOrs Hatmat
Progm.
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1601AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE - MULTIPLE DISCIPLINE
National Tranportation Safty BoardTeam
Elm recognition of the uo qjb and wel-coorinated audit and invcse~ations of inwrnal controls fir dx
National 7)wsponration SaferyBoard's dk writing pnram. This oitnt effrtidentsfiedflau4 abu.s, and
miumawemNce, prompting swift and comrensive coret/e anions
Seopen"Sny a
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K
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AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Motor CarrierSafety Team
" For the dedication andperseverance exhibited to ensure audit recommendations resulted in timely lcgisatipe
actions to improve igway safley
Sban M.Cobbb
J0ph Cone
Mager Uckm
N J. Rudt
Keny .Bre
hm
e NSm
David K Drown
Cad Han tn0
Am Knozmwed
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flbn Maeey
Frank .Och
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AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE - MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE

T2K Team

" For outstanding leadrp in auditing Y2K issues within the U.S. Department of Transportation.
Jam L Meche
Rebne C. Wg
Pliip J DeGonague
Kad M.Bel
Nam J.Cuelr
Clarence S.F1ot
JOINT AWARD - INDMDUAL ACCOMPLISHMENT
* In recognition of his tireless efforts to advance and enhance the legislative work of the PCIF/ECIE

Brian A.Deflatbach
AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE- INDIVIDUAL ACCOMPLISHMENT
a In recognition ofoutstandibV effort conducting piminal investiations of hazardous material violations in
the aviation indumr.

aft" Pon"Wp
CAREER ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
N For superior l adrs ip and career contributions to the Inspector General community.

-AyMW
J.DOCal

AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE - JOINT AWARD
The DOT Member of the CrossAqency Team
* For superior efforts
in establishing Ahe 'Busines Side" of IGNET and improving communications among
members of the IG community.
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Office of Inspector General Audit Reports
A0l 1,2000-Septemnber 30, 2000
F RAL IHWAY ADMIUSIIATION
INTENAL AUDITS- 2 reports
Sr
TR-2000-090

06/09/00

Th-2000-088

05/07/00

*R viewoAenaie Pd vehies Pudmwcd with
om- Mktipdon and Air Qaky Improvment Funds
f0 ntral Artery/Ted Williams Tunnel Project
Oihut Need for Effectve Federal Oversight

FOCIA
OFOOMt

Improe inknmdton
$714,000,000 Better use

GRANT AUDIT - POST-AWARD - 5 report
QC-2000-101

05/30/00

*Saue ofArizona

$310,877 questioned

QC-2o-o

04/04/o

*Grand Vd~ey Metpoltan Council

$13,820 questioned

QC-2000-1 15

08/18/00

•Soqutem Calihiunia Association of Gove mnents

Improve grantee oversight

QC-2000-116

08/18/00

eState of Conneticut

Improve grantee overght

QC-2000-1 17
08/18/00
*&ae of Rhode Island
FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAJFE'Y ADMINISTRATION
INTERNAL AUoS -Ieport
MH-2000-106

06/30/00

*Disqualif/ing Comnmercal Drivers

Improve grantee oversight

Improve: safite

FEDERAL RALRMAD ADMIMTRTION
INTERNAL AUDITS - 2 report
CR-2000-121
RT-2000-081

MA

nA

09/19/00

"2000 Assessment ofAmtrask' Financial Performance
and Requirements

uive scuons to its strategic

business pla

91

04/19/00

lnplefnt major coc-

*Pennqvaia Station Redcvlopment Project

Improve oversight and
find safety needs

ADMNISTATIN

INTMAL AUITS- 3 reports.
MA-2000-097

06/21/00

*limited Progress in Disposing of Obsolete Vessels

Environmental protection

MA-2000-096

05/12/00
09/26/00

*Repor on Ready Reserve Force Ship Managers'
Contracts
Follow-up ofAudit Payments Under the Maritime

Improve financial controls

MA-2000-123

Security Program

Improve financial control

OTHER
INTERNAL AUDITS - Imreport
MA-2000-093

06/21/00

*Rauthorization of Martime Administration

Tsmny before Congr,
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'lce of Inspector General Audit Reports
-1

1, 2000-September 30, 2000

mcu OF TIM SUIETRW OF TRANSPORTATION
INTERNAL AUDITS -

e rw

wN

FOUS OF Mlr/

FI-2000-126
FI-2000-124

*Inactive Obligatons on Conmracts
09/45/00

FI-2000-119

09/08/00

CR-2000-112

07/24/00

1-2000-107

07/14/00

FI-2000-108

07/13/00

MH-2000-109

07/20/00

E-2000-9

05/01,0

,-2000-80

$35,400,000 Better se

'Headquanten Coputer Netweetk Security
Third Interim Repor on Travl Poldes and Pracdoes
of Plit
Appointees
Air Cardet liafht Deli) and Cancellations

Reporting; of travel and

oSecood Interim Report on Trawl Polides and
Practices of Pofitical Appointees
etIterim Report on Computer Security
Improve
m
Reporting of travd and

04/11/00

Tebc Dqaarment ofTramporutdon's Rulemating
Process Departmem vvide
'Interim Report Lfn Trwd Poicda and Practices of
Political Appointees
'Use of Funds ror the Year 2000 Computer Program

campaigning
Proper use offiuxns

07/20/00

'Internet Saks ofAiie Tiet

Testimony before Congres

OTHER - I report
CIR-2000-li 1

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD
INTERNAL AUDITS -2 reports
MA-2000-O8

04/20/00

MH-2000-128

09/29/00

*JAudit b the Perfrmance Measure for dhe
at
Boating s ty Program
.c:ost Gurd program foe Overseeing Passenger Ferry
St rety

rove boating saety dam
Hfigh level of complain
ith reslatia found

FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINSRTIN

ETERNAL AUDITS -3 rm ts
RT-2000085

04/21/00

RT-2000-09I

05/06/00

m1i-2000-098

054/3/00

*2ay Area Rapid Transit District Extension to San
Frimeisco Intesnational Airport:
'a kpon on the Finandal Plan for dte Tren Urbano Rail
Tn
'CM Project
bnuter Security Controls of Finandal Management
stem

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

Financial Plan reasonable
Financial Plan re sonable
Improve computer security
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Offic of Inspector Genal Audit Reports
APol 1,2000-September 30, 2000
WANTAUlS-POST-AWARD - 10 repol
FME CFWURTI

mAWo

goa

Qc.wxtm

-ACMU

04/13/00

* Me opolitan Ad.nt Rapid Tranit Adwdty

Irv

04/21/00

" San FAndco Bay Area Transit Aiihodty

Improve grantee oversight

05/23/00

" Pne

Valley Transit Authority

Improve grantee oversight

QC-2000-oM

05/25/00

* Si-Saut Dcvclqxnt Agency

Improve grantee oversight

Qc2000-10

05/30/00

" City ofSeattl, WA

Improve granted oversight

06/21/00

" Santa Clar Valky Transportation Authoity

Improve grantee oversight

QC-2000- 104

06/21/00

" Kansas City Area Transpotation Authority

Improve grantee oversight

QC-2000-120

07/18/00

* Regional Transit Diatrict

improve grantee ovtrsigh,

QC-2000-118

08/29/00

" Utah Transit Authority

Improve granted ostnig..

QC-2000-126

09/28/00

* chicago Transit Authority

Improve grantee oversight

QC-2000-082
QC-200043

QC-2000-103

grantee oversight

DINIAU OF TRANSPORTATION STATIC
CR-2000-122

RESEAR

09/15/00

&Flight Delays and Cancellations

Testimony before Congress

AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION

CRD REOTS- 1 r9pa
RT-2000-069

03/13/00

*P

RT-2000-092

05/11/00

" Reauthorization of'the Pipcene Safiety Program

ch Safety P

m

Testimony before Congress
Complete rulemaking and
improve oversight
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Office of Inspetor General - Other Congressional Testimonies
Apil 1, 2000-September 30, 2000
IiLNO,

DTE

SUBJECT

BUMlE

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINIRATION
CC-2000-380

10/05/00

0 Observation on FAA and Industry Effomu to Address

Subcommittee on Oversight,

Concerns about Aircraft Wing

Investigations and Emergency
Management Committee on
Transportation and Infrastructure,

Howe of Representatives
CC-2000-359

06/26/00

* Observations on FAA's Satellite Navigation Efforts

Subcommittee on Aviation of the
House Committee on
Transportation and infastructure

CC-2000-079

06/28/00

* Airin Customer Service Commitment

Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science and
Transportation

CC-2000-356

09/14/00

* Flight Delays and Cancellations

Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science and
Transportation

CC-2000-303

07/25/00

* Air Canier Flight Delays and Customer Service

Subcommittee on
Transportation and Related
Agencies of the Senate
Appropriations Committee

CC-2000-111

07/20/00

e Internet sales of airUne tickets

Senate Committee on Commerce,
Science and Transportation

__C-2000-076

04/06/00

* Aviation Security

Subcommittee on Aiation of the
Senate Commerce, Science and
Transportation Committee

D5
SMTIbs
s

C nrT5
" OVIAM uFMT

CC-2000-359

ThA imflfTa -fi
IwlI@iVlftlq11 l Lf

09/27/00

* Computer Security Within the U.S. Department of
Transportation

House of Representatives
Committee on Science

FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
CC-2000-351

09/26/00

* Assessment of Amtrak's Financial Performance and
Requirements

Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science, and
Transportation

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION
MA-2000-097

06/09/00

* Maritime Administration: Disposal of obsolete ships

Budget Committee Task Force on
Housing and Infi-astructure, U.S.
House ofRepresentatives

MA-2000-097

05/24/00

* Maritime Administration: Limited Progress in
Disposing of Obsolete Vessels

Subcommittee on Coast Guard
and Maritime Transportation,
Committee on Transportation and
Infrastructure

FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
TR-2000-088

05/03/00

* Central Artery/Ted Willams Tunnel Project
Highlights Need for Effective Federal Oversight

Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science, and
Transportation

NATIONALL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
ntsbrapid

04/13/00

9 National Transportation Safety Board Rapidraft Payment System

Budget Committee Task Force on
Housing and Infrastructure, U.S.
House of Representatives
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From the Inspector GeneralSafety. Efficiency, Mobility. These are key Strategic Goals of the Department of
Transportation (DOT), that identify with major accomplishments of DOT's Office of Inspector
General in the 6-month period ending March 31, 2000.
The Office of Inspector General (OIG) issued 75 audits on transportation issues during that
period, and also presented testimony before Congress on 13 occasions. Topics of testimony included Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) safety, security and modernization; motor-carrier safety; oversight of transportation infrastructure projects, and Amtrak's financial outlook.
Though a great deal of our work is motivated by the promotion of safety, one recent action
by Congress speaks directly to that effort: the creation of the new Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration. With more than 5,000 lives lost per year in the United States in accidents involving large trucks, OIG advised Congress that safety oversight would be strengthened by creation of
a new DOT agency dedicated to truck and bus safety.
In the area of efficiency, DOT, the FAA and the Highway Trust Fund have received unqualified, or "clean," audit opinions on their FY 1999 financial statements. Government agencies have
been required to perform businesslike accounting in the wake of the 1990 Chief Financial Officers
Act. But many agencies, not having had to carry out such functions previously, lacked records or
systems to help them balance their books. DOT deserves credit for the hard work that led to its
unqualified opinions, but more remains to be done. At the FAA, putting in place a state-of-the-art
cost-accodnting system would avoid a repeat of the labor-intensive, costly work that made the latest accounting opinion possible.
In the interest of mobility and accountability, OIG has continued its reviews of billion-dollar-plus infrastructure "Megaprojects," including the Boston Central Artery/Ted Williams Tunnel
project. Major cost overruns on this most expensive infrastructure project in U.S. history-with a
current estimated cost of up to $13.6 billion-have made the Central Artery an object example of
the need for strong federal oversight. OIG has been in the forefront of work to identify true costs
and recommend tighter oversight of the project.
In addition to OIG's audit work-which resulted in $759.9 million in total financial recommendations-OIG's investigative staff joined other federal agencies and law-enforcers in laying
groundwork for 140 indictments and 140 convictions, and $28.4 million in fines, restitutions and
recoveries. In the interest of crime detection and-if possible-prevention, OIG is expanding its
investigative initiatives against fraud on infrastructure projects, illegal transport of hazardous
materials, and trafficking in unapproved aircraft parts.

Kenneth M. Mead
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Summary of Performance
Office of Inspector General

October , 1999-March 31, 2000
Reports Issued 75
$759,939,000
Total financial recommendations
-That funds be better-used $759,600,000
-Questioned costs $ 339,000
Referrals for prosecution 162
126
Cases accepted for prosecution
Indictments 140
Fines, restitutions, recoveries $ 28,412,241
Convictions 140
Contract terminations/debarments

7

22
Actions affecting DOT employees
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Audits and
Investigations
The Office of Inspector General includes a staff of auditors and evaluators who review
the programs and operations of the U.S. Department of Transportation to help its managers, and Congress, improve them. Some audits focus on financial issues: others
review the effectiveness of programs. The Inspector General's staff also includes investigators who build criminal cases against lawbreakers-such as trucking firms that force
drivers to work too many hours without rest, haulers who illegally transport hazardous
materials, vendors who traffic in illegal, unapproved aircraft parts and Department staff
who violate public trust.
Many factors go into determining what to audit. Some audits are required by law.
Others are requested by key decisionmakers, such as the Secretary of Transportation,
heads of the operating administrations within DOT or Members of Congress. The dIG
audit agenda is also based on the past experience of an audited entity, the strategic goals
of DOT, and priorities established each year by 0IG itself. The Inspector General Act
requires the Department to provide the inspector general with all requested information
and for the IG to report any instance in which access was denied. No information
requested by 0IG was withheld by DOT officials during the 6 months covered in this
report; however, we had difficulty obtaining accurate, timely information about the
Boston Central Artery/Ted Williams Tunnel project from State of Massachusetts officials during the period (see page 30).
Information for dIG investigations also comes from many areas. DOT's operating
administrations and state government officials will refer tips or information about suspicious activity to 0IG special agents for investigation. Those agents, often with assistance from other law-enforcement agencies, build the cases.
Another source of investigative direction is the Office of Inspector General hotline, an
"800" number that lets citizens-including federal workers-have direct access to OIG
staff. The number is 1-(800)-424-9071. Hotline users are not obliged to disclose their
identities and "whistle-blowers" within the government are protected from reprisal by
federal law. The hotline staff now can be c-mailed at hotline@olg.dot.gov
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Focus:
0IG prepared a summary of the 12 most pressing management issues in the
Departmentof Trasportationat the request of the Senate Governmental Affairs
and Budget Committees, the House Majority Leader and the House Government
Reform and Budget Committees. The issues arm:

Surface Transportation Safety Congress created a new Federal Motor Carrier Safe(
Administration. In response, the Department set a goal of reducing, by half, deaths in crashes involving large trucks within a decade, and added truck inspectors at the U.S.-Mexico
border. Better data are needed in truck-safety oversight, and regulators' willingness to sanction-including stronger use of shutdown orders against unsafe motor carriers-must be
made clear. More foreign trucks need to be inspected and sanctions need to be increased against
those found unsafe; oversight of truckers' hours and commercial drivers' licensure needs tightening;
programs that prevent crashes involving trains and cars need greater emphasis, and pipeline-safety
programs should be strengthened.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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DOT's Top 12 Issues

surface, Marine, and Airport Infrastructure InFY 2000, there will be multi-billion
dollar spending on surface, marine, and airport infrastructure. DOT has taken steps to
improve oversight of large infrastructure projects, but more needs to be done. This was
highlighted when managers of Boston's Central Artery project withheld information from
FHWA about $1.4 billion in cost overruns. Federal grantors must demand complete, accurate data to ensure federal funds are properly used. The Department must strengthen internal controls to ensure project cost estimates are accurate; establish criteria to ensure finance plans are complete; promote "best practices" identified through experience; and take action to deobligate unneeded funds annually. Anti-fraud measures and compliance reviews should also be stepped up.
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Focus:

8dated

Financial Accounting/Chief Financial Officers Act DOT has prepared consoli-

to function
in astatements
more businesslike
fashion.
But DOT
financial
since 1996,
when new
federalhad
laws
government
agencies
notspurred
yet received
an unqualified
("clean") audit opinion on its statements, largely due to weaknesses
in some property an
equipment accounts. Significant progress was made in FY 1999, which
resulted in a clean
opinion on FY 1999 financial statements. These statements show DOT
had assets of $76 billion, liabilities of $30 billion, and operating costs of $42 billion. DOT still
needs to make major improvements in its accounting systems. DOT should acquire a state-of-the-art
management and accounting
system and institute integrated property management at FAA. Lacking
such improvements, DOT
will need to continue the costly, labor-intensive-and in the long-term,
unsustainable---effort that
produced the FY 1999 results, when such data should be collected as
a matter of course.
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DOT's Top 12 Issues
Li.
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MARAD's Ship-Scrapping Program The Maritime Administration currently
has 110 obsolete ships, and 88 of them are deteriorating and need to be scrapped to
prevent release of such hazardous materials as fuel oil, asbestos, polychlorinated
Aphenyls, lead, radium and chromates into the waters where they are moored. In the
past, MARAD sold many such ships internationally, but that practice has halted. Sales
of ships for scrapping have declined because the market is limited-the Navy is paying U.S. scrappers to take defunct warships. MARAD will not be able to meet a requirement that it scrap at a profit in 2001. MARAD's legal requirements need to be loosened, and it will need authorization and
funding to pay for the disposal of its vessels.
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Focus:
ObjeVtite: Helping the Department of Transportationpresent
businesslike countss
- Department of Transportation, Highway Trust Fund,
Federal Aviation Administration achieve "clean" audit
opinions on FY 1999 financial statements
Early in the year 2000, after 9 years of hard work, the Department
of Transportation,
including the Highway Trust Fund and the Federal Aviation Administration,
posted
significant accomplishments in financial management by achieving
unqualified, or
"clean," audit opinions on their financial statements. These statements
show DOT
had assets of $76 billion, liabilities of $30 billion, operating costs
of $42 billion, and
total budget authority of $57 billion. However, to avoid repeating
the costly and

extraordinary effort needed to achieve this worthy goal, DOT needs to
put state-ofthe-an accounting systems in place.
Financial accounting that meets businesslike standards is now a requirement
for federal agencies, since the 1990 passage of the Chief Financial Officers
Act and the
1994 adoption of the Government Management Reform Act. Under
these laws,
annual financial statements have been produced by DOT since FY 1996.
The Office
of Inspector General audits these statements and delivers an audit opinion
on the
reliability of the information they contain and whether the statements
were created
in conformance with generally accepted accounting principles.
In earlier years. OIG found deficiencies in the financial statements
of the
Department overall, particularly in the property and inventory accounting
of the
FAA and the U.S. Coast Guard. Starting in FY 1997, we urged FAA
and the U.S.
Coast Guard to establish accurate records of their property and inventory,
which they
estimated to be worth $25 billion. That year we also issued a qualified
opinion on
the Highway Trust Fund, largely due to a problem outside DOT's
control-the
inability of the Department of the Treasury to verify excise-tax revenues
that go into
that fund. Each year since then the agencies made progress toward a
"clean" audit
opinion. But until this year, that distinction was withheld from the Departmental
and
FAA financial statements.
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Financial Statements

Due to concerted effort and cooperation, DOT, the Highway Trust Fund and the
FAA earned unqualified audit opinions on their FY 1999 financial statements.
We found that the three entities' balance sheets, statements of net cost, statements of changes in net position, statements of budgetary resources, and statements of financing were fairly presented in all material respects and conformed
with generally accepted accounting principles. Further, sufficient evidence was
offered to support all material line-items. Though we identified weaknesses,
they were not so significant as to prevent the overall "clean" designations.
OIG's audits of the FAA's financial statements for FY 1999 and our audit of
FAA's property, plant and equipment similarly found documentation adequate
and accounting approaches reasonable. However, more work is needed. We
urged FAA, which also is developing a cost-accounting system, to make financial management-system improvements to avoid the future need for the extraordinary, expensive, and labor-intensive documentation that made this unqualified
opinion possible.
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Focus:
Object: to ensure public safety when hazardous materials
are transport by land, sea, and air

Hazmats highlighted in work of special team,
three investigations
A substantial portion of the work done by Office of Inspector
General
auditors and investigators involves hazardous materials, or "hazmats.'
In the U.S., there are about 300 million shipments a year of
substances
that could pose a threat to public health or safety if improperly
handled.
Toxic or potentially explosive or flammable substances are used for legitimate purposes every day, but must be moved from their makers to their'
users in keeping with federal regulations governing proper packaging,
labeling, handling, and storage. Violation of these regulations can have
tragic consequences.

DOT's Hazmat Program Evaluation
For a year, a team including OIG auditors and staff of the U.S. Coast
Guard, the Federal Aviaiion Administration, the Federal Motor Carrier'
Safety Administration, the Federal Railroad Administration
and the
Research and Special Programs Administration analyzed DOT programs,,
involving hazardous materials transportation and the effectiveness
of
those programs, as called for in the Department's Strategic Plan.
TheV1
team found:
-that

no organization in the Department was responsible
for
coordinating and overseeing the hazmat programs of the five operating
administrations with hazmat responsibilities.

.
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Hazardous Materials
-- that originators of hazardous-materials shipments need more attention, DOT-wide, because
they offer the greatest opportunity to improve safety.
-- that DOT has not changed the trend of human error being the greatest contributing factor in
hazardous-materials incidents.
-- that DOT lacks reliable, accurate, and timely data to measure program effectiveness and
make informed program-delivery and resource decisions.
The team recommended establishing a new institutional authority in the Department to act as a focal
point to administer and deliver a DOT-wide hazardous-materials program. The authority should
address intermodal and cross-modal issues to provide more effective use of resources. Further, the
team recommended that hazmat shippers receive closer scrutiny, that training standards be strengthened to improve safety practices, and that data-collection and analysis be improved to make the data
more useful. The full report is available on the Internet at htip:/./7uat.dot.govfftpt.htm

Hazmat crime
The Department of Transportation Office of Inspector General was instrumental in three major
cases involving hazmat violators in the past 6 months:
-The AMR Corp. case, in which the holding company that owns American Airlines admitted
to a 5-year pattern of violating hazardous materials regulations in its handling of freight on passenger
jets. AMR pleaded guilty to illegally storing the potentially explosive chemical Dioxital for 3 years at
Miami International Airport. The holding company was fined $6 million and also ordered to pay $2
million to the Miami-Dade County Fire Department hazmat program.
-The SabreTech case, in which a Florida-based aircraft-maintenance firm was convicted of
recklessly causing transportation of hazardous materials on an air carrier. Sentencing is pending.
Prosecutors alleged the company's actions allowed improperly capped oxygen generators to be
loaded on Valujet Flight 592. The generators were determined to have started a fire that caused the jet
to crash May 11, 1996, killing all 110 people on board.
-The Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. case, in which the cruise line agreed to pay a record $18
million fine. Royal Caribbean agreed to plead guilty to multiple felony counts for dumping oil and
,azardous chemicals into U.S. waters and lying to the U.S. Coast Guard. The affected jurisdictions
were Anchorage, Miami, New York City, Los Angeles, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico.
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Strategic goal: Safety

OEvaluate effectiveness of FAA's inspection system for
makers of aviation fasteners.

DReview the US. Coast Guard program overseeing
safety of passenger ferries

OReview railroad safety inspection data maintained by
FRA to assess the accuracy of information in its safetyO3Review FAA's $40 million annual investment in air- inspection reports and database.
craft safety research, engineering and development,
DReview FAA's data and efforts with regard to air trafincluding work to address aging-aircraft issues.
fic control operational errors and deviations, and follow
DReview adequacy of controls to ensure that only qual- up on FAA actions to reduce runway incursions.
ified truck drivers retain commercial drivers' licenses.
OPursue OIG investigations affecting transportation
DReview enforcement activities of the Federal Motor safety, including suspected unapproved aircraft parts,
Carrier Safety Administration.
motor-carrier safety, and illegal hazmat transports.
nAssess the progress of FAA's deployment program for
explosives-detection equipment.
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Strategic Goal: Economic
growth and Trade
Olnvestigate contract, grant, and procurement fraud.

Strategic Goal: National
Security
ODetermine whether FRA can effectively inspect up to 600
tuclear shipments per year and whether FRA has inspected alternate rail routes, should their use be necessary.
rAssess the effectiveness of the Maritime Administration's
internal controls under the Maritime Security Program.

OConduct fraud-awareness briefings for Federal Highway
Administration and Federal Transit Administration officials
and for stale and local FWA and FTA grantees.

flAssist chief information officers throughout the
Department enhancing computer security and effectiveness.
DReview MARAD internal controls over ship-manager
contracts for the Ready-Reserve Fleet.
OReview DOT and FAA telecommunication infrastructure
for security and user adequacy.
E)Review the security of the FTA grants-management computer system.
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FAA should set policy on use of Threat Image Projection tool for screener training
In our followup audit on the deployment of explosives detection equipment (report AV-2000002), we found that FAA had not established policies and procedures lor implementing Threat
Image Projection (TIP). TIP is a computer-software program used to test airport-screener
per-

formance b electronically projecting fictitious images of bags containing

bombs on the screens
of bulk-explosives-detection machines. FAA had not provided sufficient instructions
to air carriers and their screening companies managing the TIP program, or established controls over
the use
of restricted TIP program passwords. As aresult the program was compromised
machine
operators were using passwords to access the program and then disable or controlbecause
FAA advised
that control of TIP passwords has been attained, and uncompromised versions ofit.TIP
images are
now resident on scanners.
ak: Self-sufficiency possible, but difficult to achieve
........

aspector General testified about Amtrak's financial viability before the Ground
portation Subcommittee of the House Transportation and Infrastructure
Amtral
ittee. The OIG assessment of itAmtrak's
will be difficult-for
1999 Strategic
Business Plan (report
is possible-but
conclusion
the
to
leads
-10)
ieve operating self-sufficiency. It will depend on Amtrak filling the $692 milap OIG identified in Amtrak's 1999 Strategic Business Plan. Further, high-speed
rvice in the Northeast Corridor must begin as soon as possible so revenue beneaccrue in 2001 at a full-service level. Then the service can achieve its full revatential in 2003, the first year Amtrak is supposed to achieve operating self-sufcy. Amtrak also must provide its long-term strategic capital plan to Congress.
fety issues need to be addressed in New York's Penn Station and adjoining tun-

Cruise line pays $9.5 million in fines
for polluting waters of Florida, Alaska
Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. was sentenced, following guilty pleas to charges of making
false
statements and knowingly discharging pollutants into coastal waters of Alaska and Florida.
The
pleas cover two of six jurisdictions in which the cruise line has agreed to ultimately pay $18
million in total fines. In U.S. District Court in Anchorage, the corporation was fined $6.5
million,
assessed $2,800 in court fees, and sentenced to Syears' probation. Royal Caribbean admitted
it
bypassed an "oil/water separator" system meant to prevent discharge of oily pollutants, then
made
false reports to the U.S. Coast Guard that the system had been in service. A U.S. District
Court
judge in Miami also levied a fine of $3 million following Royal Caribbean's admission to
illegal
discharges, false statements about them and illegal storage of hazardous wastes.
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October 1999
Defendants sentenced in $140 million fuel-tax scam
Five men charged in a $140 million fuel-tax-evasion conspiracy with 20 other defendants were
sentenced in U.S. District Court in Camden, NJ. They were llya Klotsman of Fort Lee, NJ,
Anatoly Kogan of Woodside, NY, Gregory Khutorsky of Rocky Point, NY, Aaron Chervin of
Brooklyn, NY and Arnold Zeidenfeld of Brooklyn, NY. The sentences ranged from I year in jail
to $60,000 in restitution payments. The defendants were involved in a scheme in which hundreds
of millions of gallons of home heating oil were purchased tax-free, then resold to a distributor as
diesel fuel, which was bootlegged at a profit. The defendants set up sham fuel companies through
which the oil was listed on paper as bought and sold, to disguise the tax evasion engaged in by
the initial buyer and the final seller. In a separate case with a similar modus operandi, Roman
Sobalevsky was sentenced to 2-1/2 years' imprisonment for evading $402,000 in taxes.

Alameda Corridor project on schedule; cost-estimate accurate
The Alameda Corridor project is a 20-mile rail corridor that will consolidate rail traffic between the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach and the railyards near downtown
Los Angeles. In our review of cost, funding and schedule status and financing risk
(report TR-2000-004), we concluded that the $2.4 billion cost estimate for the project
is accurate. However, while the firaaice plan for the project identifies sufficient funding to meet costs, it does not specify that there are known and accepted funding risks,
such as potential impact of a consent decree which may require one of the funding parties to spend as much as $76 million of the $355 million it committed for other purposes, and the possibility user fees and port contributions in the future will not cover
debt repayment. We also concluded thaLthe project is on schedule and the estimated
completion date of December 2002 is reasonable.

Company superintendent sentenced
in heavy-metal pollution scheme
Ira Sidney Campbell of Brighton, IL was sentenced to 9 months' home confinement and 3 months .
of probation for his role in a conspiracy that led to pollution of a Mississippi River tributary.
Campbell was superintendent of maintenance for Chemetco, Inc., which operated a smelter near
Hartford. IL. For about a decade ending in September 1996, the Chemetco facility discharged
pollutants including zinc, lead and cadmium into Long Lake, a tributary of the Mississippi River.
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October 1999
Plea entered in sale of substandard h

opter parts

P.A. Intenational, Inc., an aircraft-parts distriba
ed guilty to making false claims. A U.S. District
pay $36,725 in restitution to d.e U.S. Coast Guard
ness with the government for 3 years. The firm, which also was
5
years' probation, falsely claimed its transmission parts and f
we
quality standards set ou, in a procurement contr
and fasteners were delivered to the Coast Gu n
That model of helicopter is used on search-and-rescue, law-enforcement and
environmental missions. P.A. International filled procurement requests issued by
the Coast Guard's Aircraft Repair and Supply Center in Elizabeth City, NC.

Cylinder-testing firm, owner fined,
permanently barred from the business
Charles Sheffield and City Fire Equipment Co., a finn formerly certified by RSPA to safety-test
compressed gas cylinders, were sentenced in Biloxi, MS. Sheffield and the corporation each
were fined $2,500 and sentenced to 3 years' probation by a U.S. District Court judge. As part
of the plea agreement, Sheffield is barred from reentering the cylinder-testing business, which
is regulated by DOT. Sheffield and the firm had pleaded guilty to violating the Federal
Hazardous Materials Transportation Law Sheffield and City Fire falsely certified that cylinders
were tested without performing the required tests. City Fire's retesting certification was revoked
by the Research and Special Programs Administration in mid-1999.
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Controls, safeguards reeded for Mexico-domiciled motor carriers
Our report (TR-20OO-013) concludes that motor carriers domiciled in Mexico are operating improperly in the U.S. and violating U.S. statutes, either by not obtaining operating authority or by operating
beyond the scope of their authority. Our report shows that during Fiscal Year 1998, at least 52 Mexicodomiciled motor carriers operated improperly in 20 states beyond the border states and at least 202
operated improperly beyond the commercial zones within the four border states. To ensure that
Mexico-domiciled motor carriers comply with U.S. statutes, controls should be established and safeguards enhanced. These should include the verification of registration information, the use of automated data and state safety inspectors to monitor compliance, the implementation of consistent
enforcement policies, increased fines, and additional resources.

Guilty verdicts in disadvantaged business enterprise fraud trial
Two Ohio men who orchestrated schemes to defraud the disadvantaged business enterprise
(DBE) program were convicted by a federal jury in Wheeling, WV of fraud, obstruction of
justice, and pejury. Kermit Bunn of Marietta, head of Bunn Construction, conspired with
Charles Striblin of Belpre, who created a "front" firm designated as a DBE to help Bunn
obtain contract work on five highway projects worth more than $747,000. The work purportedly done by Striblin's firm was actually performed by Bunn Construction, which also
handled all aspects of the Striblin firm's business including hiring and firing and negotiation of materials contracts. One of Bonn's obstruction counts resulted from his threat against
a special agent of the Department of Transportation Office of Inspector General.

Prison term, $55,000 in fines levied for illegal chemical transport, dumping
Oil-refinery executives John R. Cooke and Donald A. Mullins, and their corporation, M&S Petroleum,
Inc., were sentenced for illegally transporting hazardous chemicals and dumping them into the
Mississippi River. Also, Barrett Refining Corp. of Vicksburg, MS, which leased the facility to M&S,

was sentenced for discharging benzene-contaminated wastewater into the river Cooke was sentenced

-

to 2 years and 5 months in federal prison, fined $5,000 and placed on 3 years' supervised release.
Mullins was sentenced to 3 years' supervised probation and 150 hours of community service. M&S
was fined $25,000 and placed on 3 years' supervised probation. Barrett Refining was fined $25,000,
ordered to pay for the cleanup of the refinery site, and placed on 5 years' supervised probation.
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Airport access control needs strengthening
Our audit of controls over access to secure areas of airports
(report AV-2000-017) showed FAA
has been slow to take actions nxessary to strengthen access-control
requirements and adequately oversee the implementation of existing controls. Access
controls were tested from December
1998 through April 1999 at eight major U.S. airports. In
117 of 173 tests--68 percent of the tests
-we successfully entered secure areas by penetrating
emergency exits, following airport personnel through access-control points, and penetrating air-cargo
facilities. Once we gained access
to these secure areas, we boarded aircraft operated by 35 different
air carriers 117 times. We found
airport operators and air carriers operating at those airports
had not successfully implemented procedures for limiting access to, and within, secure airport
areas. Employee failure to carry out
security responsibilities was found to be the primary cause
of access-control weaknesses.

Company owners jailed for kickbacks on FAA contr
Bradley W. Bowen of Vincentown, NJ and John J. Rachel
of Nokesvil
each were handed a year in jail for violating the Anti-Kickback
Act
guilty pleas also brought each a $10,000 fine and 2 years'
supervised
Bowen was part-owner of Diez Management Systems.
Inc.; Rach
owner of the firms RGI, Inc. and Computer Software Engineering,
I
Management had been awarded a $2.5 million FAA contract
for printed
by air traffic controllers. The contract later was modified
to add a
accessory for $310,957. Diez Management, through Bowen,
falsely c
Rachel's firms were supplying the accessory, when
it was obtain
$77,700 from another source; Rachel. Bowen and a third
defen-atM
was convicted and jailed last April, shared the $220,000
difference.

Exporier sentenced for false declarations
Ronni T. Jensen, export manager for Shipco Transport,
Inc. of Hoboken, NJ, was sentenced
in U.S. District Court in Newark for making false statements.
He pleaded guilty to falsifying
export documents. In January 1999, Jensen agreed to accept
a package of aircraft parts from
a New Jersey parts broker for shipment to a freight forwarder
in Dubai. A Customs undercover agent informed Jensen that the final destination of
the parts was Iran, a country under
a U.S. embargo, and asked that the shipper's name be
kept off any export documentation.
Jensen. who was fined $1,000 and placed on 2 years' probation,
arranged the shipment and
supplied a certification falsely claiming compliance with
security requirements.
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TASC. Provide speedier, more detailed billing
Our review (report MA-2000-OIS) showed that the Transportation Administrative Services Center
(TASC) established effective procedures to record costs and bill them to departmental components.
However, TASC bills were not timely and did not contain sufficient information for recipients to determine if the amounts billed were for services properly authorized and received. An average of 78 days
elapsed from the time TASC received a contractor's invoice until TASC billed the departmental component, and bills identified most services only in general terms. In addition, TASC had not established controls to ensure that departmental components do not exceed their spending limits for TASC services as
directed in the Conference Report on the FY 1999 DOT Appropriations and reiterated in the House
Committee Report on FY 2000 DOT Appropriations. We recommended the Deputy Secretary direct
TASC to address these issues.

-hauler sentenced in fraud
tal Contractors, Inc., and its principal, Paul A. Lanigan. were senollowing their guilty pleas in a fraud against the government. A
strict Court judge in Philadelphia sentenced Lanigan to 2 years'
finement, 2 years of supervised release, 100 hours of community
and a fine of S12,000. The company was sentenced to 1-1/2 years'
n and ordered to pay S54,000 in restitution and a fine of $12,000.
ntal held the garbage-removal contract for the Philadelphia Navy
investigation found that Continental transported the garbage to a
solid-waste transfer station that lacked proper permits--violating laws, regulations and the contract provisions.

Motor carrier fined $100,000
for hazardous-materials violations
Superior Hauling and Fast Transit and Anthony N. Pallme, its vice president,
were sentenced for transporting hazardous materials in violation of DOT safety regulations and for lying to Federal Railroad Administration inspectors. A
U.S. District Court judge in St. Louis ordered Superior to pay a $100,000 fine
and placed it on 3 years' probation. Pallme was sentenced to pay a $600 fine
and was placed on 2 years' probation. Superior, a regional motor carrier, failed
to identify hazardous materials in its shipments that were moved interstate by
railroad.
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The top-priority Department of Transportation management issues
Our report (CE-20004)26), an annual, Congressionally requested listing of top-priority management
issues, includes a description of progress made by the Department in the past year and open issues and
recommendations. These top issues include aviation safety, surface transportation safety, air traffic control modernization, FAA financing and reauthorization, surface, marine, and airport infrastructure, transportation security, computer security, financial accounting and the Chief Financial Officers Act, Amtrak
financial viability and modernization, the Coast Guard's Deepwater Capability Replacement Project, the
Maritime Administration's ship-disposal program, and implementation of the Government Performance
and Results AcL The Deepwater project and the ship-scrapping program are new items since last year;, our
1998 highlighting of Year-2000 computer issues was removed because the Department resolved those
issues. For a more in-depth look at this issue, see our focus on page 2.

ech found guilty in Valujet crash
I jury in Miami found SabreTech, Inc. guilty of nine felony counts
to the corporation's responsibility for the improper loading of oxygen
rs. The National Transportation Safety Board found that a fire set off(
generators caused the May 1996 crash of ValuJet Flight 592, which
I110 on board; an oxygen generator is shown at left. The jury found
Esch
guilty of recklessly causing the transportation of a hazardous mateair carrier and willfidly failing to provide its employees with federidated hazardous materials training. The jury acquitted two SabreTech
charged in the indictment. A third defendant is still a fugitive.

AMR Corporation pleads guilty to hazardous-materials
violation, pays largest hazmat-violation fine in U.S. aviation history
AMR Corp., American Airlines' holding company, pleaded guilty to storing hazardous waste illegally and agreed to pay a fine of $6 million and pay another $2 million as community service. The plea,
entered in federal court in Miami, marked the first time a major air carrier pleaded guilty and accepted responsibility in a hazardous-waste case. AMR admitted its employees extinguished a July, 1995
fire caused by a chemical spill, then illegally stored the remaining 100 pounds of the chemical at
Miami International Airport for more than 3 years. AMR further admitted the violation of the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act was part of a 5-year pattern of conduct- In addition to the
$6 million fine and $2 million payment to the Miami-Dade County Fire Department's hazardousmaterials response unit, AMR must upgrade its security and procedures. The case represents the
largest dollar recovery related to hazardous materials in the history of U.S. aviation.
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Management of Free Flight needs cost-control incentives
Our report (AV-2000-028) concerns Free Flight Phase I-initial steps toward giving pilots flexibility to
fly more direct paths while maintaining air safety. The first phase is expected to cost about $722 million
through'Fiscal Year 2004. Of the total cost 83 percent will be spent on two new automated controller
tools. One, the Center-TRACON Automation System (CTAS) gives controllers suggested sequences for
landing aircraft and runway assignments that can increase efficiency. The other, User Request Evaluation
Tool (URET), helps controllers analyze airline requests for changes in en-route flight plans. We found that
in order to provide early benefits to users, FAA has left little room with both systems for schedule slippage or unexpected problems. FAA is using earned-value management,which compares contract technical progress and costs, to monitor CTAS and URET contractors. However, not all contracts have pricing
arrangements giving strong incentives to contractors to control costs.

MARAD contractors sentenced in kickback/theft schem*
Three employees of Triplex Marine Maintenance were sentenced in U.S. I
Court in Beaumont, TX on charges of providing kickbacks and theft oft
money. The trio had offered kickbacks to Bay Ship Management in exch
favorable treatment on ship-repair contracts. All were sentenced to 3
home detention and 3 years' probation. Further, Donna LeMaire, Triple
dent, was ordered to pay $66,185 in restitution and a $10,000 fine;
i
Courvelle, Triplex superintendent, was ordered to pay $67,385 in restit
a $10,000 fine; and Danny Weldon. an estimator for the firm, was ordered
$66,185 restitution and a $5,000 fine.
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Company, president plead guilty
in hazardous material air-freight case
Alpa International, Inc., an air-freight forwarder, and its president, Alejandro Craig,
pleaded guilty in U.S. District Court in Miami to charges of willfully delivering hazardous materials to an air carrier in violation of federal hazmat regulations. Craig and
other Alpa employees had removed hazardous material labels and wrapped opaque
plastic around pallets of petroleum-based toner the firm was attempting to send to
Paraguay. Employees of LanChile, the airline slated to carry the shipment, discovered
the hazardous nature of the shipment when a pallet had to be broken down to fit in the
hold. The investigation fund evidence of Craig's personal involvement in the concealment.
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Plastics company sentenced for illegal waste transport dumping
Professional Technologies, Inc. of Ham Lake, MN, was fined $25,000 by a U.S. District Court
judge in Minneapolis for illegally transporting and dumping 55-gallon drums filled with hazardous waste. The corporation produces plastic products, generating such hazardous wastes as
paints, thinners and solvents in the process. Court records show that between 1995 and mid1998, Professional Technologies collected such waste in 55-gallon drums and illegally trucked
it to a farm owned by the president's father. The transports were not properly documented and
the participants were not licensed to accept treat, store, or dispose of hazardous wastes.

Guilty pleas entered in false-license case

i

na

i

Guilty pleas to violations of federal motor-carrier safety regulations
wqe entered by Angus Daniel Senn, Senn Freight Lines, Inc., and
IVMSl Elton Shields. Senn is president of the firm and Shields drove a
Ippm
for the company. The corporation was accused of supplying a
false-identity commercial driver's license to a driver whose license had
been revoked. The corporation and Shields pleaded guilty in U.S.
District Court in Greenwood, SC to conspiracy to falsify records
reqWred by federal motor-carrier safety regulations. Daniel Senn pleadilty to one count of making false statements to the Office of Motor
,rs
by maintaining false job-application files for a driver the comi
did not employ.

Californian sentenced in welding fatality
A sentence of 6 months' home detention and a fine of $3,000 were handed to a
man who ordered a welder to attempt repairs on a cargo tanker at an unauthorized
facility. The welder was killed in an explosion. In addition to the fine and confinement, George Granados was placed on 3 years' probation. He had pleaded
guilty to conspiracy March 3, following an investigation that revealed neither the
welder nor the firm where the death occurred, Atlas Bulk, Inc. of Montebello,
CA, were certified to do such welding work.
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Puerto Rico contractor sentenced in highway fraud
Redondo Construction Co. and its owner and president Jorge Redondo were sentenced in a
highway construction fraud case. The firm was fined $250,000 and ordered to pay $750,000
in resittion. Redondo was fined $250,000 and ordered to serve 6 months' home confinement and another 6 months in a halfway house. Redondo and his firm pleaded guilty to submitting false reports claiming that excavation work on the Jesus T. Pineiro Expressway had
been completed, when it had not been. The company is barred from bidding on federal highway projects for ayear.

FAA: improve methods, upgrade data
needed to calculate aircraft overflight costs
In our report (FE-2000-024), we found improvements were needed in the FAA cost-accounting
system and procedures used to estimate costs of providing air traffic control for "overflights."
Overflights are aircraft that fly in U.S.-controlled airspace, but do not take off from, or land in, the
United States. FAA is developing a cost-accounting system. The agency determined costs related to overflights were about $32 million for Fiscal Year (FY) 1998, or about 1.3 percent of the $2.5
billion spent by the en-route and oceanic control centers that handle such air traffic. FAA estimated about 242,000 overflights occurred within U.S.-controlled airspace for FY 1998. Before FAA
establishes overflight fees, it should develop costs using the more current and accurate FY 1999
cost and flight data, and improve its methods for collecting these data.

Former government manager pleads guilty
to contracting conflict-of-interest
H. David Reed of Carlisle, MA, a former employee of the Research and Special Programs
Administration, pleaded guilty in U.S. District Court in Boston to a conflict-of-interest
charge. While chief of the Advanced Development Concepts Division at the Volpe National
Transportation Systems Center, Reed and others organized a privately held technology company. Reed tried to develop a private business relationship with a contractor working for
the Volpe center, unlawfully participating personally, as a government officer, in the contract. He was sentenced to 2 years' probation and a $1,000 fine. As a condition of his sentence, Reed was required to retire from his position at Volpe.
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Transportation agency returns $1.7 million to state DOT
A transit agency in Vancouver. WA returned $1.74 million to the Washington State
Department of Transportation after an OIG investigation showed the funds were used in a
prohibited fashion. CTRAN (Clark County Public Benefit Transportation Area) returned
the funds after a probe showed CTRAN made right-of-way acquisitions based on the value
the properties would have following future improvements by the owners. Federal regulations require that the acquisition cost be based on the current value of the property. The
improvements cited by the property owners had not been made when CTRAN acquired the
property.
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ckback scheme involving Navy subcontracts
Three sentenced in _.'
Joseph Wing, a former Maritime Administration employee, was sentenced on tax charges after receiving approximately $60,000 to recommend a firm for a subcontract award. Wing was fined $2,000 by
a U.S. District Court in Boston and placed on 2 years' probation. He pleaded guilty to filing a false
income tax return. Prosecutors alleged that Wing accepted $60,000 from Boston Ship Repair to recommend that firm to an executive of Bay Ship Management Co., which was awarding Navy subcontracts. Wing, who failed to report the money as income, also must pay back taxes and penalties expected to total more than $40,000. In a related case, two New York principals of Boston Ship RepairStephen DiLeo and Harry Nicholson-each were sentenced to a year in jail and fined $30,000 for paying kickbacks to a Bay Ship Management official.

Airport worker pleads guilty in security breach
Ricky B. Garner, an employee of a commercial airline, pleaded guilty to security violations in U.S. District Court in Dallas. Garner admitted he fraudulently used his airport samrity badge to enter a secure area of the Dallas Fort-Worth International
Airport without being screened by security, to illegally transport 10 kilograms of
cocaine onboard an American Airlines flight. According to the terms of the plea
agreement-and subject to the concurrence of the sentencing judge-Garner will be
sentenced to 5 years in prison followed by 3 years' supervised release.

Trucking company, three owners sentenced in phony logs case
A Grand Rapids. MI-based trucking firm and its owners were sentenced for violating federal trucking
regulations and misleading federal safety inspectors. W.B. Produce Haulers Inc., and owners Gary
Berenbrock. Aletha Curtis and William Berenbrock, Jr. were charged with conspiracy to make false
statements to the Department of Transportation. They oversaw violations of federal trucking regulations by using "ghost" drivers and hid records from Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
inspectors. The corporation was fined $28,400 and placed on a year's probation; it must reimburse the
government $42,000. William Berenbrock, Jr. and Aletha Curtis each face 4 months' electronic monitoring, a fine of $1,050, 100 hours of community service and a year of probation. Gary Berenbrock
must pay a $2,100 fine, perform 100 hours of community service and serve a year of probation.
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Three sentenced for illegally shipping hazardous materials
Three men were sentenced in U.S. District Court in Tallahassee, FL for conspiracy to deliver hazardous materials to an air carrier. Phillip Hinton, Jeffrey Sherman, and Adam Worobec were
involved in a scheme that offered kits for sale over the Internet which contained chemicals used to
manufacture gamma hydroxybutyrate or GHB, commonly known as the "date-rape drug." The
defendants shipped the kits via air carrier without declaring that the packages contained dangerous
goods. Sherman was handed a year in jail, a fine of $1,100 and 3 years' probation. Hinton and
Worobec each were fined $1,100 and sentenced to 3 months' home detention and 3 years' probation.
All three men also were sentenced on state charges of possession with intent to distribute GHB.
Hinton got another 3 months in jail and a fine of $1,333; Worobec was ordered jailed another 9
months. Sherman was placed on probation in the state case.

Flight instructor pleads guilty, student pilot sentenced
for log falsification
A U.S. District Court judge in Fort Worth sentenced student pilot Yasir Naser
Balbaid for falsifying his pilot's logbook. Balbaid was fined $3,600, required to perform 200 hours of community service and placed on probation for 3 years. Balbaid
admitted to the falsification, indicating he had flown 250 hours as required to receive
a multi-engine commercial pilot's certificate, when he had only put in about half that
time. Englebert D'Souza, Balbaid's flight instructor, pleaded guilty to.
falsification of Balbaid's pilot logbook. The FAA suspended D'
es for a year.

Excavating company sentenced in oil-spill co

"e

A federal judge in Minneapolis fined Plummer Excavating, Inc. $7
sentenced it to serve 3 years' probation. Last April, the com
charged with violation of the Clean Water Act following the acciden
ture of a crude oil pipeline by a company employee, who was then o
by a higher-up to cover up the accident. The pipe break caused 218,000

Ions of oil to leak into the Clearwater River and forced the evacuation o
town of Plummer, under threat from the oil leak, noxious fumes and a subsequent fire. Approximately $3 million has been spent to clean up the spill'
environmental damage.
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oat captains fined for polluting Ohio River
*-men
who captained towboats for M/G Transport Services Inc.
sentenced for dumping oil waste and bilge slops into the Ohio
Iolluting it. A U. S. District Court judge in Cincinnati senI je
Robert Montgomery and Fred Moorehead to 120 days'home
meant and 6 years' probation. Moorehead also was fined
and Montgomery $2,000. for violating the Clean Water Act.
-raljudge previously fined M/G Transport Services and its
nt, Harschel Thomassee, $155,000 and placed the corporation
Thars' probation.

Twe sentenced in fraud involving $1.8 million contract
Two officers of a New Jersey construction firm pleaded guilty and were sentenced to home confinement, community service and fines for making false claims to land a Coast Guard construcpresident of Tri-Gems Builders, Inc., and Jason D. Griffin, anothtion contract. Gothrie Short Jr.,
er officer of the firm, were accused of misrepresenting their profit and claiming their employees
would perform sufficient work as required by the Minority Enterprise Development Program in
order to be involved in the $1.8 million renovation and expansion of a Coast Guard child-care
center in Cape May, NJ. Short and Griffin both were sentenced to 6 months' home confinement,
3 years' probation, 200 hours of community service, and fines of $10,000 each. Short also paid
$210,000 in restitution to the Coast Guard, and Griffin paid $105,000.

Former MARAD employee sentenced for accepting gratuities
Former Maritime Administration employee Warren Hilton was sentenced in U.S. District Court in
Beaumont,TX for accepting gratuities. Hilton, formerly a marine surveyor at the Beaumont Reserve
Fleet office, will bejailed 4 months, serve another 4 months' home detention, and pay $7,460 in restitution for accepting gratuities from a government contractor. He also will be placed on a year of
supervised release. In July, Hilton pleaded guilty, admitting he received a color television, a videocassette recorder, and other items from CBH Services, Inc., a MARAD subcontractor. Costs of these
gratuities were concealed in invoices submitted to MARAD to cover costs of -pairing government
vessels.
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Boston Central Artery cost now $13.1 billion;
greater due diligence needed in management
OIG is conducting ongoing oversight of the Boston Central Artery project, which will place sev-

erl miles of elevated highway below ground level. FHWA's executive director and the Central
Artery project manager took exception to the finding in our latest report (TR-2000-050) that costs
could rise if construction cost growth trends are not controlled. However, February I the
Massachusetts Turnpike Authority announced a $1.4 billion cost increase, bringing total project
costs to $13.1 billion. These extra costs were not identified in the project's finance plan or in
response to our latest audit, showing a lack of management due diligence. FHWA should require
project managers to identify funds or cuts to meet shortfalls, and FHWA needs to ensure more
complete financial reporting on the project. February 17, the Secretary of Transportation accepted an FHWA plan that will implement all our latest report recommendations and spur a task-force
review of FHWA's project oversight.

Federal Highway Administration official, wife guilty in bribery case
Federal Highway Administration engineer James Clark pleaded guilty to bribery and wire
fraud in U.S. District Court in Alexandria. VA, His wife, Brenda Clark, pleaded guilty to a
kickback charge. James Clark had authority over FHWA contractors who did transportation
research and engineering under multi-million dollar government contracts. In return for
awarding contracts, the Clarks solicited and received approximately $150,000 in personal
loans and consulting contracts, using a series of pass-through companies and a business name
to conceal their activity. James Clark faces up to 20 years' imprisonment and a fine of up to
$500,000. His wife faces up to 5 years in prison and a fine of up to $250,000. OIG and the
FBI investigated.

Fiscal Year 1999 financial statements for FAA achieve unqualified status
In our audit (report FE-2000-060) of the Federal Aviation Administration's Fiscal Year 1999
financial statements, we delivered an unqualified ("clean") audit opinion despite the identification of five areas involving weaknesses in internal controls and compliance with laws and regulations. Overall, FAAs balance sheet, statement of net cost, statement of changes in net position,
statement of budgetary resources, and statement of financing for the covered period were fairly
presented in all material respects and were in conformance with generally accepted accounting
principles. During FY 1999, FAA overcame major problems with its financial records, allowing
it to provide sufficient evidence supporting all material lines on the FY 1999 financial statements.
However, FAA needs to make financial management system improvements to avoid the need for
the extraordinary, expensive, and labor-intensive documentation that made this unqualified opinion possible.
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FY 1999 financial statements for Highway Trust Fund
achieve "clean" audit status
Our report (FE-2000-056) delivered an unqualified ("clean") audit opinion on the Fiscal Year
1999 financial statements of the Department of Transportation's Highway Trust Fund. We found
that the balance sheet, statement of net cost, statement of changes in net position, statement of
budgetary resources, and statement of financing were fairly presented in all material respects and
conformed with generally accepted accounting principles. During FY 1999, the Highway Trust
Fund agencies overcame major problems with the statement of budgetary resources and statement
of financing to achieve this "clean" audit opinion. The agencies provided sufficient evidence to
support all material line-items. We identified four areas involving weaknesses in internal controls
and compliance with laws and regulations. While these issues are important, they do not affect
our overall opinion.

Modernizing the Federal Aviation Administration: OIG
The Inspector General testified before the U.S. Senate Committee on the
Senate's Subcommittee on Transportation and Related Agencies,
Appropriations. The topics were restructuring FAA, progress with acquisi
nel reform, and FAA finances. FAA's air traffic control modernization e
capacity have not kept pace with demand for air travel. There are proposa
FAA air-traffic functions to perform more like a business, and to increase
o
4
emization and airport- improvement programs. If Congress decides to mo
mercialization, it must be done gradually and in a limited environment, suc
traffic control. Regarding cost-control, FAA should make contractors more accounts e
and address human factors earlier in the development and acquisition process. We urged
FAA to implement a cost-accounting system and develop a strategic business plan.

Audit spurs recovery of $1.6 million in FHWA grant overpayments
OIG (report FE-2000-053) audited Federal Highway Administration payments to the states of
Virginia, California, New York, Pennsylvania, and Georgia during FY 1999. These states account
for about 20 percent of highway maintenance and construction costs. We found such costs were
valid, and supported by vendor invoices or appropriate reports in 109 of the 110 transactions
reviewed. The final transaction revealed a duplicate payment to the State of Georgia. Closer
review in cooperation with state officials revealed 42 duplicate payments, totaling $1.6 million,
between July 12 and November 23, 1999; these were found to have resulted from installation of
a new computer system in response to Year-2000 concerns and from weaknesses in controls over
the FHWA billing process. The duplicate funds were recovered, and officials of FHWA and the
state of Georgia are taking corrective actions to prevent future duplicate payments.
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Review of FAA's HOST and Oceanic computer-system
replacement
Our review (AV-2000-042) looked at FAA's work
to date on replacement of its HOST and Oceanic
air traffic control computers. FAA completed Phase
I of the replacement program on schedule, meeting an extremely tight timeframe. Controllers at
20 domestic en-route centers and 3 oceanic and
offshore sites have new computers. While there have
been 28 HOST outages since the new computers
were operational, none were caused by new computer
hardware or software. FAA still needs to complete the four-phase replacement program. Phase
2 upgrades software to improve the efficiency of
new processors, and software development is complete
for en route, and nearly complete for Oceanic.
Phases 3 and 4 will replace such aging peripheral
equipment as printers, storage devices, and tape
drives, which can cause unscheduled system outages
if they fail. FAA must set priorities and define
funding needs for Phases 3 and 4.

Truck driver incarcerated in manslaughter case
A state court in Portland, ME sentenced former
truck driver Michael I. Rogers to 5 years'
imprisonment and a fine of $3,000, plus 4 years'
probation, in connection with a fatal March
1999 accident. Rogers, who admitted he was driving
fatigued on the Maine Turnpike when
the accident occurred, must also surrender is commercial
driver's license and perform 200
hours of community service; the court suspended
4 years of his sentence and will give him
credit for time served on the remainder. He pleaded
guilty to manslaughter, reckless conduct
with a dangerous weapon (a tractor-trailer), maintaining
a false driver's log and failure to
maintain records.

Coast Guard actuarial model approved
The report (FE-2000-041) reviews the U.S. Coast
Guard actuarial model for estimating liabilities
for retired pay and medical benefits. The study
was conducted by the Hay Group, under contract
with the Office of Inspector General, as part of
our audit of the Depanmnt of Transportation
Fiscal Year (FY) 1999 consolidated financial statements.
The study was to determine whether
the methodology used by the Coast Guard contractor
to calculate liabilities and annual actuarial
activity of the Coast Guard military retirement
system was reasonable and reliable as of
September 30, 1998. The Hay Group concluded
the methodology was reasonable and reliable.
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OIG testimony: Amtrak financial viability and modernization
In testimony before the U.S, Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation's
Subcommittee on Surface Transportation and Merchant Marine (report CE-2000-055), the Inspector
General discussed Amtrak's Congressional mandate to end its need for federal operating support after
FY 2002. Self-sufficiency still appeared possible, although the delays in Amtrak's Acela Express service posed additional obstacles. Amtrak's success will hinge on its aggressive pursuit of projects such
as the service improvements identified in its Market-Based Network Analysis, and implementing fast,
reliable high-speed rail service between Boston and Washington. Though Amtrak has made progress
toward the goal, its $916 million in audited operating losses in 1999 were its largest ever. Although systemwide passenger revenue grew by nearly 6 percent in 1999, it was about 3 percent short of Amtrak's
goal. A multi-billion-dollar backlog of capital investments must be addressed to prevent deterioration
of service in the revenue-producing Northeast Corridor, and $654 million in life-safety issues in Penn
Station and the East River and Hudson River tunnels must be addressed.
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DOT wins "clean" designation
on Fiscal Year 1999 financial statements
Due to extraordinary efforts in the past 2 years, DOT was able to provide evidence
supporting all material line-items on its FY 1999 Consolidated Financial
Statements (report FE-2000-062). thereby earning DOT its first "clean" audit
opinion. The Department's chief financial officers and the many DOT employees
who worked on this important effort are to be commended. DOT still needs a
state-of-the-art Departmental financial management and accounting system and an
integrated property-management system for FAA.

Budgetary game plan needed for the Coast Guard's
Deepwater modernization project
We concluded (report MA-2000-065) that the Deepwater Project planning process for
replacement of Coast Guard ships and other assets is sound and that the Coast Guard
took actions to strengthen the process in response to recommendations by the Office of
Managernrnt and Budget and the General Accounting Office. However, significant data
gaps n,-e to be filled before the planning process ends. The question is not whether the
Deepwater assets have to be replaced or modernized but how, when, and at what cost.
We recommended that the Coast Guard develop a strategy for justifying the expected
$350 million FY 2002 budget request, because the planning process will not be complete
in time to prepare the justification. In order to ensure continuity in project management,
we recommended that the Coast Guard consider the need for civilian staffing at the senior-management level.

FAA contractor sentenced for false claims conspiracy
A Florida construction-company owner was ordered jailed for a year and fined $30,000
for conspiracy to pad invoices on a government renovation contract. A U.S. District Court
judge in Miami also ordered 3 years' supervised release for Eric Pitchman, owner and
president of Max South Construction. Pitchman's company was under contract with the
FAA to renovate an air-traffic-control center in Miami.
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Maritime ship-scrapping requirements need revision
Our report (MA-2000-067) analyzes the challenge faced by the Department and the Congress in
determining how to dispose of MARAD's fleet of environmentally dangerous vessels in a timely
manner. MARAD will not achieve the legislative mandate to dispose of its obsolete vessels by 2001,
nor will the disposals yield financial benefits to the United States. MARAD will need relief from
these requirements. Selling obsolete vessels for scrapping is not likely to work in today's marketplace.
Overseas sales have halted, there is limited domestic scrapping capacity, and the Navy is paying to
have its combat ships scrapped. We concluded that MARAD will need authorization and funding to
pay for the disposal of vessels if it is to significantly reduce the number of obsolete vessels in the
fleet.

Los Angeles Red Line shows progress,
but MTA must show funding ability
In our latest review of the Los Angeles Metro Rail Red Line proj
we noted that the full cost of the project now is estimated to be
$482 million higher than the original estimate. The Downtown
Wilshire Center segments are open; the North Hollywood segme
in June, 6 months early. However, the Metropolitan Transit Autho
on its resources that could affect its ability to operate the Red Lita
riders' lawsuit for more service, $99 million in federal funds coyet
appropriated, and the potential need to return $76 million in f
earmarked for two suspended segments. The authority should
reduce costs and delay expansion decisions until the final outcome
known.

Inspector General testifies on motor-carrier safety
The Inspector General testified before the House Subcommittee on Transportation of the
Committee on Appropriations about the new Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration's
progress in improving motor-carrier safety. Since we last testified on that topic, the Department has
placed emphasis on enforcement efforts. Compliance reviews have increased, most carriers identified as high-risk have been reviewed, and civil penalties have increased. However, the leadership
needed to give direction to the new FMCSA is not in place. Further, inspection resources at southem border crossings are inadequate; the TEA-21 mandatory shutdown provision for unfit carriers
is not being used effectively; and rulemakings take too long. In addition, federal oversight of the
commercial drivers' license program has not yet dealt with significant problems. Some states still
need to pass legislation implementing federal requirements and end programs that conceal violations and provide for special licenses.
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ce RSPA's pipeline-safety and inspection pro-

quest of Sen. Patty Murray of Washington, OIG reviewed RSPXs
Safety Program. The report (RT-2000-069) notes actions taken by
ce of Pipeline Safety in response to Congressional mandates on
safety. It also addresses current research and development on intertion devices, the need for sufficient accident data, and responses
recommendations. The audit recommends that RSPA complete
required by Congress, expand the focus of pipeline research and
nt, train Office of Pipeline Safety inspectors on pipeline-inspecologies, revise the collection of accident data and related enforce-

S/ 0 0,

-

~~

-

ensure accurate reports from operators, and set timetables for carrySB safety recommendations.

DOT needs to provide effective, independent oversight
of major infrastructure projects
The Deputy Inspector General testified (report RT-2000-063) before the House Committee
on Appropriations' Subcommittee on Transportation about DOT oversight of major transportation construction projects. The testimony focused on three points. We addressed the
Federal Transit Administration's use of full-funding grant agreements, which have effectively limited the federal government's financial risks and promoted accountability for transit projects; the need for better guidance on finance plans, some of which currently offer littIe of use to grantors or oversight agencies; and the need for DOT to provide effective, independent oversight of major projects.

OIG testifies on management oversight issues
The Inspector General testified on major management issues facing DOT before the Subcommittee
on Transportation of the Senate Appropriations Committee (report TW-2000-064). These issues
include aviation safety, surface transportation safety, air traffic control modernization, FAA financing and reauthorization, surface, marine, and airport infrastructure, transportation security, computer security, financial accounting and the Chief Financial Officers Act, Amtrak financial viability and
modernization, the Coast Guard's Deepwater Capability Replacement Project, the Maritime
Administration's ship-disposal program, and implementation of the Government Performance and
Results Act. The Deepwater project and the ship-scrapping program are. new items since last year;
our 1998 highlighting of Year-2000 computer issues was removed because the Department resolved
those issues. We also outlined our ongoing work, at the request of Congress, analyzing airline flight
delays, airline pricing, and customer service.
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Airline, freight forwarder plead guilty
to obstruction of post-crash probe
Cargo air-carrier Fine Air Services Inc. and freight forwarder Aeromar Airlines pleaded guilty in
U.S. District Court in Miami to obstruction of justice and making false statements in response to
a probe following a Fine Air cargo-jet crash in August 1997. Employees of the firms discarded
and altered documents, and destroyed a videotape showing placement of cargo pallets on the
crashed aircraft. Under the plea agreement. Fine Air will pay a criminal fine of $3.5 million and
Aeromar will pay a fine of $1.5 million; both firms must serve 4-year supervised probations and
institute air-safety programs subject to review by the court and probation office.

Quality, inconsistency of DOT data leads to improvements
OIG was asked to testify before Congress (report FE-2000-07 1)on the quality of program
data used by the U.S. Department of Transportation. Decisionmaking relies on access to
good data, and in DOT good data are key to ensuring the safety of the traveling public.
We found that the quality of DOT's extensive data varies considerably, and in some cases
reflects lack of completeness, accuracy or timeliness. We also found DOT's ability to collect good data is hindered by inconsistent definitions, poor input into collection systems,
and extensive reliance on such third parties as states, transit authorities, airports, and private firms that operate airlines, railroads and pipelines. In recognition of the importance
of reliable data, the Department has improved its financial data, and the Deputy Secretary
has established a committee on transportation statistics. Its goal is improvement of DOT
data quality.

Airport security contractor must pay $110,000
for falsifying employee background checks
Aviation Safeguards of Florida, Inc. was ordered to pay $110,000 in fines and restitution, and
placed on 2 years' probation, after pleading guilty in Miami Federal court to making false statements to FAA. The firm falsely certified on at least 70 occasions that crimini background checks
had been made on employees seeking access to secure areas at Miami International Airport. As
a result, some employees were hired who might have presented a security risk to the traveling
public. Aviation Safeguards' former general manager separately pleaded guilty to 22 felony
counts of making false statements to FAA; he was sentenced last April to more than 5 years'
imprisonment for those crimes and an unrelated sex case.
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FAA's FY 2001 Request for Research, Engineering, and
Development
The Assistant Inspector General for Auditing testified before the Hotse Subcommittee on
Technology, Committee on Science, on FAA's research, engineering, and development program (report AV-2000-054). The program plays an important role in developing new technologies for aviation safety, air traffic control capacity enhancement, End security.
Discussed were changes in the nature of FAA's research and development efforts and how
they are financed; government-wide cooperation and coordination on aviation research;
FAA's aircraft-safety research efforts; and the continued need for human-factors work in
developing new safety, capacity, and security technologies.

Illinois commercial driver-licensing prosecutions continue
As the ongoing commercial driver-licensing corruption probe dubbed "Operation Safe Road"
continued in Illinois, 22 defendants saw action during the 6 months covered by this report. A
total of 30 people have been charged in connection with the conspiracy, in which more than
250 unqualified applicants for truck and bus licenses were waved through Illinois Secretary
of State facilities without required testing, in exchange for hundreds of thousands of dollars
in bribes. Two of those charged remain under indictment only; eight more entered guilty pleas
to various charges. Twelve were handed sentences ranging from 4 months' home confinement
to a year and a half in prison, plus community service. One driver licensed under the scheme
was involved in a fiery accident near Milwaukee that killed six children. It was determined
that much of the bribe money was directed to political fundraising.

State transportation department
pays $300,000 fine in fraud cjje
The Washington State Department of Transportation paid $300,000 to the federal government in a settlement agreement filed in U.S. District Court in
Seattle, for obtaining federal excess property. The state agency wrongfully
obtained approximately $5 million in property by using the Fed.ral Highway
Administration's property screening authority. The investigation revealed that
employees of the Washignton DOT converted a substantial amount of the property for personal use.
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Coast Guard needs justification strategy for asset-replacement plan
In testimony before the U.S. House Committee on Appropriations' Subcommittee on
Transportation and Related Agencies and the U.S. House Transportation and Infrastructure
Committee's Subcommittee on Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation, we concluded (reports
MA-2000-057 and MA-2000-066), that the Deepwater Project planning process for replacement
of Coast Guard ships and other assets is appropriate and that the Coast Guard improved the
process, reacting to recommendations by the Office of Management and Budget and the General
Accounting Office. However, significant data gaps remain and should be filled before the planning
process ends. The assets will need replacement, but questions remain about how, when. and at
what cost. We recommended that the Coast Guard develop a strategy for justifying the expected
$350 million FY 2002 budget request, because the planning process will not be complete in time
to prepare the justification. We also recommended that the Coast Guard consider the need for civilian staffing at the senior-management level.

OIG testifies on Amtrak
In testimony before the U.S. House Appropriations Committee's Subcommittee on Transportation
and Related Agencies (CE-2000-068), the Inspector General presented OIG's views on Amtrak's
Fiscal Year 1999 and first-quarter 2000 financial results. Five months into FY 2000, it appeared
possible that Amtrak still could achieve operating self-sufficiency, although the delays in Acela
Express service posed additional obstacles. Amtrak's audited 1999 operating loss of $916 million, including depreciation, was $56 million more than its 1998 loss and the largest in Amtrak
history. On the positive side, Amtrak's systemwide passenger revenue grew by almost 6 percent
in 1999. That was short of Amtrak's goals by $31 million, or about 3 percent. Separately, $654
million in life-safety needs in New York's Penn Station and Hudson/East River tunnels must be
addressed.

Inspector General testifies on key safety, modernization
and financial issues facing FAA
In testimony (report AV-2000-072) before the U.S. House Appropriations Committee's
Subcommittee on Transportation and Related Agencies, the Inspector General discussed FAA
issues including its FY 2001 budget request-$11.2 billion, an increase of 12 percent over the previous year-along with safety and modernization. FAA must contain its operations costs because
recently passed legislation requires funding of airport improvements and facilities and equipment
before salaries and-operations costs are met. It also needs to underscore its commitment to safety
by reducing near-collisions on runways (runway incursions) and operational errors by air traffic
controllers, and by implementing guidelines for U.S.-based air carriers to follow in assessing the
safety of their foreign code-share partners. Two key air traffic control modernization programs-the Wide Area Augmention System and the Standard Terminal Automation Replacement
System-continue to have schedule delays and cost increases, adding to their estimated $4 billion
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OIG testifies on potential aviation securily improvements
In testimony before the U.S. Blouse Transportation and Infrastructure Committee's
Su-onmittee on Aviation (repon AV-20XDT070). the Assislant Insptror General for Auditing
discussed technology improving screcner performance, emplyeo) background chesvk. access
to secure airport
areas, and strategic security plans, FAA has increased its use of a cnmuter
program used to keep bagage.screcenrs fix-used on threat,. butneeds to increase screert
training and expand the use of scoe tagpage-screening equipmena. Bakbground checks on
iwosI\ktiie enplo),ees can, and should, be nxe extensive, andemployees need to be held
responible for their roles in keeping limiteldaccess areasse.ure. AA needs to create an integrated strategic security plan Ioguide its srk.

Major sentences in drug and sloten aircraft pails case
Tw Ilordka residents cresencedW on conspirac) and deut,-reatrd charges b) a US.
bitril
Ccun judge inMiami. Jloan Pereira mu's sere a -)car,
3-mith term and
Orlando Ilemandez must seine 2 )ears and 4 months for consirac) to tian'p." stolen
aircraft parts across stare lines and possession. ,ith intent to dista bur. is! cocaine, crac-k
cocaine, An marijuana. -Nkht Malagon also pleadedt guily to the sam shares.
Ilerkei and Pereiraill
sent 3 )cArs' survn ised rekase after confinement.
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The Office of Inspector General for the Depasirtent of Transportation %%
as created by
Congress through the Inqctor General Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-452. Th Act sets
Several goals for OIG:
o TOconduct wsupenise objective audits and investigations of
DOT's programs and operations;
o To promote economy. effectiveness and efficiency %%
ithin DOT:
o To present and dtct fraud, waste, and abuse In the Department's
programs;
o To review ei.isting and p.opoaed laws or regulations affecting the
Department and make recommendations about them. and
o1 To sleep the Secretary of Transponaion and Congress folly
informed about problems in I)epartmental programs and operation,.
OIG is divided into t-Ao major units and five support units. The major units are the Office
of Assistant Inspctor General for AuditingtEvaluations and the Office of Assistant
inspector General for Investigationss; each has headquarters staff and regional gaff. The
support units are the Office of Legal Counsel, the Communications Office, she Office of
Information Resource Management. the Office of hluman Resources, and the Office of
Financial and Administrative Services.
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Completed Audits October 1, 1999-March 31, 2000
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Management Decisions Regarding Audit Recommendations
(Dollars in Thousands)
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The Inspector General Act requires explana-

The Inspector General Act also requires this
report to describe any significant management decision with which the Office of
Inspector General disagree At thcloseo f
this reporting period, there were no significant management decisions with which
OIG disagreed.

tions of reasons for significant revisions to
,nanagemernt decisions made during the
reporting period. OIG follows up on audits
reported in earlier semiannual reports.
During this reporting period, there were no
I significant r visions of Departmental management decisions repotted to OG.
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Audit Reports with Recommendations that Funds be Put
to Better Use
IDAean in Thousands)
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Audit Reports Recommending Chftges
for Safety, Economy or Efficiency
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Status o(firesolved Audit Recommnendations
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Profile of Pending Investigations
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InvesgatonsOGinvestigations
Judicial Actions
October I 1999-March 31, 2000
Indkitments
Convictions J4O.tI,
Years Senennced
Years Prckilion
Supervised Release
.
Kesitutions./Civil Judgrents rItl)

Federal Recovery Olm.
State Recoscry

-

-

including fines, restitution,
civil ludsments or settlerments, and federal and state
recoveries. Federal recovergo to the US. Treasury.

-

V6l

Fie

In this

reporting period spurred
$28.412,241 In recoveries

State recovries are retained
by the states.

-

7-25

TOTAL 0,4)2,41
The 6 months covered by this
repo t opeed with a pending
caseload of 412. During the
period, 131 cases were opened
and 96 were closed, leaving a
pending caseload of 491.

During the period, 126
cases were accptdfort
prosecution. while 14
were declined.
The
number of cases pending efore prosecu torsas
of March 31, 2000 was
87.

Invesilgations
Administrative Actions
Admnsrativ Actions
October 1, 1999-March 31,2000

Employee Suf.pensions
Emplo)we Resignation/Retirement
Employ e Terminated
Empto)ee Reprimand
EmployeeCounsel
Debar)Fmenls/Sonpenions
Other Corrective Action
Rktulation/rule revised

I
4
4
5
8
7
18
I

TOTAL 48
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The WendellI. Ford Aviation Investment and Reform Act for the
21st Cenlury; New Safeguards
Against Counterfeit and Defective Aircraft Parts
On April 7, 2000 the President signed IIHR. 1000, the Wendell II. Ford

Aviation Investment and Reform Act for the 21st Century (AIR 21), Into law (Public
Law 106-181). This Important legislation, which reauthorizes the programs and
operations of the Federal Aviation Administration, also contains several provisions
recommended to Congress by the Insp ctor Cencral and supported by the Secretary.
To combat the danger posed by counterfeit or defective parts in U.S. civil,
public, and military aircraft and spacecraft, Congress incorporated the "Aircraft
Safety Act, whkh provides tough new civil and criminal penalties for traf ficking in
suspect parts. It also will help prevent offenders from reentering the commercial
marketplace, and allows destruction of defective parts stoclkpiles. This measure will
give, law-enforcement authorities a potent weapon to protect the safe y of the traveling public. This effort is the culmination of a 3-year interagency task force compriscd of the FBI, the Department of Defense, the Customs Service, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, the FAA, and OIG.
To maintain full confidence In the tbjectivity and integrity of the new FAA
Acquisition-Management System, Congress subjected FAA to the pro%isions of the
Procurement Integrity Act (41 U.S.C. 423). This law imposes restrictions on the conduct of business and information disclosed between federal employees and govrnment contractors. Specifically, it subjects employees and contractors to certain criminal, civil, and administrative penalties if contractor bid, proposal, or source sek'ction information is exchanged for anything of value or results in a competitive
advantage In the award of a federal contract.
Finally, the new law also ensures that FAA employees have -whistlt-blower'
protection, through Investigation and enforcement by the Office of Special Counsel,
to prevent retaliation for disclosure of information pertaining to waste, fraud, or
abuse: Additionally, the law provides FAA employees with recourse to the Merit
Systems Protection Board (MSPB) to contest certain adverse personnel actions.
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Co ftacts
Inspector General Kenneth M. Mead

(202) 366-1959

Deputy InspectorGenal
RaymondJ. DeCarll

(202) 366-1959

Assistant Inspector General for Auditing
Alexis Stefani

(202) 366-1992

Assistant Inspector General for Investigations
Todd I. Zinser

(202) 366-1967

Office of Legal Counsel
Roger Williams
Brian Dettelbach

(202) 366-8751
(202) 366-2083

Communications
Jeff Nelligan
Jennifer Gavin, Semiannual Report

(202) 366-6312
(202) 366-2009

Deputy Assistant Inspector Generalst
Aviation, David Dobbs

(202) 366M

Finance/lnformation Technology,
John L Meche

(202) 366-1496

Highways and Highway Safety,
Patricia Thompson

(202) 366-0687

Maritime/Departmental Programs
Tom Howard

(202) 366-5630

CompetitinlRaihlTransit/Speclal Programs
(acting) Mark Dayton

(202) 366-201
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RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTgRtION
FY 2002 BUDGET SUBMISSION
TO THE

coMMI fEES ON APPROPRIAttONS
GENERAL STATEMENT
In FY 2002, RSPA is seeking a total 6f $95.9 million In discretionary budget authority (BA) and
$90.7 million In dicretionary outlays to support its'critical safety programs. The major portion
four budget, 73 percent. is offset by user fees. RSPA is requesting additional funding in
support of initiatives that will protect lives and safeguard the environment, increase Mobility
and National Security, achieve cross-cutting goals and increase the effectiveness of the human
capital in RSPA. These initiatives help to achieve the Department's and RSPkAs Strategic Goals
and Performance Plans.
This request also will give us the resources and ability to make E-Government the standard in
support of ou mission. This goal will focus on expanding and improving the electronic delivery
ofRSPA services and information to our customers.
These resources will enable us to continue our investritenti in critical infrastture protection,
research and development, and technology transfer; while building partners ips among

government, industry and academia to deploy innovative solutions for today's challenges and our
future goals. These investments will promote safe transportation which is key to economic
success and quality of life in America.
Protecting Lives and Safeguarding the Environment
linielineSnfety: RSPA requests $53.8 million for the Pipeline Safety program, an
increase of $6.8 million. The requested increase will focus on two initiativesi 1) Integrity
Management Program and 2) Damage..Preventlon CommuniltyAsslsance Program.
These two programs will increase our efforts to protect people and the environment by
improving, enforcing and communicating standads for managing pipeline system
integrity and to prevent the leading cause of pipeline incidents, construction damage by
outside parties.
This new initiative will provide technical support which will help ensure that pipeline
operators are complying with new integrity management requirements. The new rules
will require operators to establish comprehensive programs to assess pipe condition and

to use all available information to manage their pipelines' integrity. The 6Mfice of

Pipeline Safety (OPS) will conduct field reviews ofoperators' integrity management
plans, beginning with the 66 large liquid operators from whom com lianck is required.
OPS will need additional technical support to review operators' identification of High
Consequence Areas (HCA), time lines for mandatory testing, risk factors considered, leak
detection systems adequacy, and other prevention and mitigation measures.
RSPA VY 2002 BU=ST SUW4ISS!ON
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Hazardous Materials Safety, RSPA is rquesting $21.2 million an increase of S.s
million, In support of Hazardous Materials Safety. RSPA hia included proposed
legislation to offlst these appropriatid funds with additional collections of
approximately $12 M|illdic fromh shipperscarriers who register annually.
The requested increase is for our Strategl HatardousMaterial Incident Reduction
Initatve. This Initive isa comprehensive. multi-disciplihary risk reduction campaign
targeting less obviouS yet major causes of hazardous materials incidents. New sources
are requested to fund outreach and education, research, analysis, training, and
enforcement activities.
This initiative will address gaps identified in the OI It)OT Hazardous Materials
Program Evaluation. The evaluation cited the need forimproving the quality of
hazardous materials data and better utilization of the information available. Funding will
be used to tailor outreach efforts to specific groups of the regulated community, to target
companies for enforcement activities, and to retool current training to reflect new
knowledge about hazardous materials transportation regulation, including registration and
reporting requirements, perforgiance-oriented packaging, and new materials.

Increasing Moblll

and Nalional Security

Emereey Tramsportation: RSPA requests ti.9 million, for the Emergency
Transportation prograrn, an increase of$O.1 nililli6n. This amount represents mandatory
increases for the program. OET will continue to manage the transportation emergency
response during regional and national crises. O& recently activated the Crisis
Management Center In response to the Washington state earthquake.
RSPA will continue to enhance the operations of the DOT Crisis Management Center
which is fully activated fofiignificant events impacting the transportation system,
ranging frorit labor strikes, hurricanes, earthquakes, other natural or man-made disasters,
to national security emergencies. Additionally, we will continue to maintain and Improve
the operational readiness of the DOT C6ntinuttyof Operations (COOP)Jsite. New COOP
initiatives assigned the Deprtmnent new roles In the areas of Weapons of Mass
Destruction, Critical Infrastructure Protection, and Continuity ofGovemrnment Operations.
OT has thi lead role to implement and coordinate these complex and responsibilities.

2
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Achieving Crosscutting Goals and Increasing the Effectiveness of Human
Research and Technology: RSPA requests $4.8 million, for the Research and
Technology program. an increase of $0.1 million. This amount represents mandatory
increases for the program. Funding will enable RSPA to continue to provide the
Department with leadership for national transportation innovation, research, and
education. Through partnerships with state and local governments, other Federal
agencies, industry, and academia-. IDT witl leverage these funds with private resources
to facilitate innovation and technology transfer.
RSPA will continue to chair and provide staffsupport to the Department's Research and
Technology Coordinating Council; manage a strategic planning process for transportation
R&D in the Department and he Federal Government; manage and coordinate a
nationwide .proam of tran-portation research, education and technology transfer through
a network of 33 University Transportiton Centers (tTC's); and, represent the
Department on national and International conrmtittees and at meetings on transportation
R&D.
The Research and Technology program works cross-modally through various research
and technology councils and partnerships on issues that impact all DOT Operating
Administrations. Funding will support Research and Development of new technologies
that will provide'safer and more efficient transportation rinte future. And those
innovations in science and technology wit continue to propel America's economic
growth.
Prngrant Swdt: RSPA requests $14.1 million for Program Support an increase of
$3.0 Mill6n. RSPA is requesting $2.6 million funding to support a Business
Modernization Inisardve. RSPA has already taken significant steps towards EGovernment. For example, RSPA now accept hazardous materials registration fees
electronically. RSPA needs t6 Insure that all such transactions are safe and secure.
Computer hackers and viruses are a growing threat. While the DOT firewall is RSPA's
front-door defense against outside intrusion, RSPA must also protect against back-door
access (i.e., modems) or internal threats.
During the Bellingham, Washington and the Carlsbad, New Mexico pipeline accidents.
RSPA learned that electronic communications were extremely helpful If providing
information to the public, the press and our inspectors ifit field, even though access
was very limited to RSPA's network. RSPA's communication network operations must
be extended beyond an eight-hour, five-dayaweek operation. Emergencies occurtand the
network needs to be operational 24 hours a day, ? days a week. Regional access is
limited to 23 simultaneous users. RSPA requires a Wide-Area-Network (WAN) with
adequate bandwidth to enable regional inspectors and telecommuting stiff to access the
network at any time of day, from outside the normal business office and to support
emnergency operations. This and other demands of an increasingly agile organization have

RSPA FY 2002 BUDGET SUIBISSION'
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far out snipped the capacities of RSPA's Program Support Offices. Despite RSPA's
significant growth over the last three years, irs program support offices have experienced
an actual reduction in resource capabilities. We must improve the delivery of support
services to our customers. This initiative will provide technology and human capital
investments in administrative activities which support RSPA's program office and
ultimately DOT's and RSPA's safety mission.
In addition to ensuring the integrity of RSPA's communications networkds Program
Support will continue to provide policy, legal, public affairs, managernet, financial, and
administrative support to our program offices. Funding I also included for GSA rent
and TASC estimates. The Program Suppo offices collectively promot.RSPA's
Strategic Goals arW Performance Plan while supporting DOT's Strategic Goals and
Performance Plan through their focus of providing needed support to RSPA's program
offices.

Conclusion
RSPA's FY 2002 request continues to develop technology that will shape and develop a
smart transportation system. Th'nniiatives will ensure America has an integrated
tmnsportation system that allows products and services to flow to market more efficiently
and safer with minimal disruptions. This is important because the transportation system
drives the economy. These initiatives will make our highways and communities safer and
cleaner and continue to protect the environment and the public from the dangers of
transporting hazardous materials throughout our nation and the world. Finally, this
request will help foster a transportation system which can bettiO respond to natural
disasters and threats of terrorism.
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DEPARENT OF TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
RESOURCE SUMMARY • BUDGET AUTHORITY
(in thousands of dollars)

APPROPRATON TITLE
Research and Specal Programs
From the General Fund
From the Pipeline Safety Fund
Subtotal, Research &Special Programs

FY 2000 FY 2001
Acul Estate

FY 2002
Eskna

31.i10
M
31.755

35.649
644
36,293

41,288
645
41,933

24.799
200
24.999

14.069
200
14.269

14,100
200
14,300

29,802
1,400
5,479
38.681

30.476
2,993
7.472
46,941

46.288
0
7,472
53.758

93435
68,38
24.799

97.602
03,434
14,069

109.991
95.891
14,100

30.340
24.999
0
1.382
56.721

37.120
14,269
0
1.200
52.689

46,931
14,300
$2,000
1,200
74.431

Ememenc PWoaedness Grants%

Mandatoiy Authority (permanent indefinite
Disc
ry Appropdiations
Subtotal, Emergency Prep. Grants

Pfaf,neSat* (sF
From the Special Fund
From the Special Fund "Resere
From the TF Share of Pipeline Safety
Sutotal, Pipeline Safety
TOTAL BUDGET AUTHORITY
Discretionary
Mandatory

GENERAL OFFSEISING RECEIPTS:
Pipeline Safety User Fees (new collections)
Emergency Prep. Fund (EP Grants)
HazMat Registration Program-Discretionary
HazMat Registration Program-Mandatory
TOTAL: GENERAL OFSETTtNG RECEIPTS

RSPA FY 2002 BUDGET SUBMISSION

DEPARTMENt OF TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND SKC
9L[ PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
RESOURCE SUMMARY- OBLIGATIONS
(in thousands of dollars)
FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

APPROPRIATION TITLE

Ad'u

Estnal

ate

Research and Special Programs

32.048

37.291

41,933

Emergency Preparedness Grants

14.001

14.269

14,300

Pipelne Safety
Trust Fund Share of Pipeke Safety
Subtotal, Pipe*ne Safety

29.610
5.728
35.338

43.408
7.840
61.248

46.280
7.472
63.768

199,285

205.000

208,000

280.672

307.807

317,991

Volpe National Transpodatlor- Systems Cvr.
TOTAL OBLIGATIONS

8
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

RESEARCH AND SOCIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
RESOURCE SUMMARY - OUTLAYS

(inthousands of dollars)

FY 2000 FY 2001
AWtu
lsfa

APPROPRIATioN TITLE
Research and Special Programs
Emergency Preparedness Grants:
Mandatory
Discretionary
Emegency Peredness Grants
Pipe" Safety
Trust Fund Share of Pipeline Safety
Subtotal. Pipette Safety
Volpe National Transportaton Systems C,.
TOTAL OUTLAYS
Vis"a'e y
Mandmory

(2,807)

FY 2002
Estikate

67.401

40.448

8.048
12,760
200
200
8.248 - 12,960

13.8
200
14.136

27,295
9.432
38.727

32.608
4.490
37.096

42.894
7.069
49.963

i'll

0

0

42,299
34.251
8.048

117,549
04,789
12,760

104.547
00,611
13.936
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DEPARTMENTOF TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
RESOURCE SUMMARY . FTP POSITION STAFFING

DIRECT FUNDED. BYAPPROPRIATIN.
Research &Special Programs
Pipeline Safety
Subtotal, Direct Funded

FY 2000 FY 2001
Ac
Estate

FY 2002
Estate

195
105
300

200
109
309

220
135
355

515
42
II
568

515
44
11
670

515
47
11
573

8w

879

928

ALILOCATION.S/REIMSURSEM ENTS

Volp National Transportation Systems Ctr.
Transportation Safety Institute
Ote (HonornMomeys and UTC)
Subtotal. AlocationstReimbursements
TOTAL POSITIONS

RESOURCE SUMMARY PiE
Yod(Woears)
DIRECT FUNDED. BY APPROPRIATION
Research & Special Programs
Pipeine Safety
Subtotal: Mdect Funded

FY00

FY 2001

Eslina
189
197
97
107
286
304

&fii

FY 2002

Esmate
207
122
329

ALLOGATIONSIREIMBURSEMENTS

Volpe Nitional Transportation Systems Cir.
Transportation Safety Insttue
Other (-t rs Aloreys and UTC)
Subtotal: AlocatonslReimbursements
TOTAL 17FE

526
44
7
577

550
44
I
605

83

909
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47
111
608
'

937
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RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
FY 2002 PRESIDENTS BUDGET
R&D BUDGET AUTHOR 'Y
(mthousands of(dolars)

Research and Soeclal Programs
1. Hazardous Materials
2. Research & Technology
3. Emergency Transpodation
4. PC&B and Admisative Expenses
Subtotal. RSP

FY 2000 FY 2001
AuAe rEsfla

FY 2002
Estmate

1.200
2.085
235
0
5.125

1.193
3.535
235
L43
6.426

1.375
3.535
235
Im
6.899

1,094
180
2,074

2.744
0
2.934

2,744
M
2,944

7,1"

9.360

9.843

Pivillne Safe
1. Pipelne Safely
2. PC&B and AdmnstatWe Expenses
Subtotal. Pipeline Safe
TOTAL R&D BUDGET AUTHORITY
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
10 YEAR HISTOiY OF BUDGET AUTHORITY
(in thousands oldolars)

Fscal

Research &
Special

APPROPRIATION
TF Share of
Alaska Emergency
Pipeline
Pipeline Preparedness
Pipeline

Adhr

Yor

Task

Grants

Tota

2002

41,933

46.286

7.472

14.300

109,991

2001

36.293

39.469

7,472

14,268

97.502

2000

31.765

31.202

5.479

24.999

93,435

1999

30.978

30,308

4,248

7.636

73.170

1998

29.402

29,421

3300

7,970

70,093

1997

29.703

29,3M

2,528

7,372

68.961

1998

23.550

28.472

2,698

6.9t0

1.630

1995

25.998

34.663

2.433

6.873

69.423

1994

24.008

16,927

2,449

8.357

1,741

1993

23.504

16.050

11.000

50,104

1992

22,366

13.553

35.919

1991

16,833

11.042

28.876

(544)

550
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RESERCH AND

1PECIA

PROGR4S ADMI4ZSTBAYIOH

RESEARCHAD SPECIAL PROGPS
ESTIMATES

APPROPRIATIONS

1992 .....................
23,912,000
1993 .....................
25,610,000
1994 .....................
24,587,000
1995....
3.................
26,9t2,000
1996 .....................
31,f 2,000
1997 ...........
7........
28,169,000

19 ....................
2,366,000
9
2
1993 ..........
3..........
23,504,000
19
....................
9
24,008,000
4
1999 .....................
25,995,100
1996 .....................
23,550,000
1997 .....................
26,703,000
199197 nibus .............
3,000,000
1 99 .....................
28,402,000
1991 (Suppl.) ............
1.000,000
1999 .....................
30,(46,000
2000 .....................
31,765,00
2001 .....................
36.292,979
2002...................

1998 .....................
1999 (Suppl.) ............
1"9 .....................
2000 .....................
2001 .....................
2002.......................

30.102.000
0
29,655,000
33,340,000 9/
42,531,000 1]/
41, 33,000 15/

11
1/
1t
2/
31
45/
5E'
S,7*8i 2f
1013/
1014/

I/ Appropriated as separate accounts.
2/ Utflects teducttors of $125,000 for working capital fund (See. 3301. $5,000 for
bonuses and awards ISec. 3311. $55,000 for procurezent reform (Sec. 323). and
a transfer of $17.900 for a consolidated civil rights office (P.L. 103-331).
3/ Reflects redoction of $187,000 for vorklingcapital fund, bonuses and awards,
anJ field office consolidation.
4/ Reflects redaction of $179,100 for TASC(Sec. 3218 and $3,902 for awards (Sec. 346).
S/ Includes $574,0
from Pipeline Safety Fund.
6/ Reflects reductions of $49,000.
7/ Reflects reductions of $314,000 for TASC (Sec. 320P and $42,000 for adninistrative
and travel expenses, P.L. 106-51.
8/ Excludes $282,000 in emergency Y21 funds.
9/ Includes C45,000 froesPipeline safety Fund and $4,575,000 in new user fees.
10/ Includes $645,000 from the Pipeline Safety Fund.
1l1 Includes (45.000 from Pipeline Safety furd and $4,722,000 in new user fees.
12/ Includes $1,722,000 transfer from USAII Caribean Eaiergency Eisaster Pellet Pecovery FunJ.
13f Reflects reduction of $296,000 for IASC (Sec. 329).
141 Reflects 0.22% tedaction of $80,021 (Sec. 1403 of P.L. 146-5541.
151 Includes $645,000 from the Pipeline Safety fund and $12 million in new user fees.
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PIPELINE SAfETY
ESTIHATES

APPROPRIATIONS

122 .....................
13,95),000
1993 .....................
IS, 518,000
1994 .....
9.............. 16,322,000
191S .....................
31,424,000
1996 ..........
6.......... 42,411,000
1997 ...... 9.............. 34.020,000
1IM .....................
32,9i8,000
......
399
9
9..............
32,143,000
2000 .....................
33,939,000
2001 .....................
42,014,000
M 2 .......... ..........
46,266,000

1
.....................
199) .....................
1991 .... ................
IM1 .....................
1996 .....................
1997 .....................
199 .....................
9
1999.....................
2000 .....................
2001 .....................
2002 .....................

13,553,000
IS,050,000
16,92?,000
34,97,500
28,472,000
29, 3 1,950
29,421,000
30,135.000
31,202,000
39,468,97

I
2/
,l
4,

9,

It Deflects reduction of $14,000 for working capital fund (Sec.3)0 of P.L. 103-3311.
2/ Reflects reductions of $213,000 for vortting capital fund, bonuses and avlrds, and
and field office consolidation and $65,000 from P.L. 104-114, the Canibus and
Consolidated Rescission Appropriation Act of 1996.
I/ Reflects reduction of $100,142 for TASC (Se. 3211 and $1,300 for awards (Sec. 346.
4/ Reflects reduction of $44,000 for TAISC(Sec. 320).
5DReflects reductions of $210,000 for TASC (Sec. 3203 and $32,000 for abinitCative
and travel expenses , P.L. 106-51.
6t Excludes $150,000 In emergency Y2K funds.
7/ Includes $1,400,000 pipeline safety reserve.
I/
elects reduction of $191,00 for TASC (Sec. 319).
9/
eflects 0.221 reduction of $87,023 (Sec. 103 of P.L. 106-5541.
PIPELINE SAFETY
I Oil Spill Liability Trust Funj)
ESTIMATES
1 92 . ...................
1993 .....................
I994 .....................
199$ .....................
1996 .....................
191 .....................
1998 .....................
3999 .....................
2000 .....................
2001 .....................
2002 .....................

APPPOPPIAtIONS
0
0
2,565,000
2,465,000
2, 98,000
2,52#,000
2,328,000
3,300,000
4,240,000
4,263,000
7,472,000

1992 .....................
1993 .....................
1994 .....................
399S .....................
19 .....................
1997 .....................
1998 .....................
1993 .....................
2000 .....................
2001.....................
2002 .....................

I/ Deflects 0.22k reduction of $16,474 (Sec. 1403 of P.L. 106-554).

0
0
2,449,000
2.432,500
2,698,000
2,528,000
3,300,000
4,248,000
5,479,000
1,471,526 It
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EMERGENCY PREPARENESS GRANTS
ESTIMATES
19)2 .....................
1993 .....................
1994 .....................
199S .....................
1996 .....................
1997 .....................
1998 ......... ...........
1999 ......... ...........
2000 .....................
2001 .....................
2002 .....................

AtPP AIGINS
1992 .....................
19
....................
9
3
1994 .....................
1995....................
1996 .....................
1997 .....................
1991 .....................
1999 .....................
2000 .....................
2001 .....................
2002 .....................

0
850,000
700.000
400,000
400,000
200,000
200,000
200,000
200,000
200,000
200, 000

0
700.000
400,000
400.000
400.000
200.000
200.000
200,000
200.000
191,$60 11

If Reflects 0.22% reduction of $440 4Sec. 1403 of P.L. 106-S541.

EMERGENCY PREAP

ESS GRANTS 1Approgriation LItation)
APPROPRIATIONS

ESTIMATES

199 .....................
19)3 .....................
1994 .....................
1995 .....................
1996.....................
1997.....................
1999 .....................
2000 .....................
2001 .....................
2002 .....................
11
2f
3/
4/

0
0
14,915,000
11,350.000
11.338,000
0 2/
0
0
0
0
0

1992 .....................
1993 .....................
1994 .....................
1995 .....................
1996 .....................
1997.....................
1998 .....................
1999 .....................
2000 .....................
2001 .....................
2002 .....................

0
10.300,000
11000.000
10.729,000 1/
8.181.000 3/
0
0
11,200,000
0
14.268,980 4/

Reflects reduction of $11,000 for procurement reform (P.L. 103-331 Sec. 3031
Legislation deletes language liaitinq obligations for emergency preparedness grants.
Reflects reduction of $9,000 for field office consolidation. Reflects 0.22% reduction of $31,020 (Sec. 1403 of P.L. 106-554).

ALASKA PIPELINE TASK
ESTIMATES
1992 .....................
1993 .....................
1994 .....................
1995 .....................
1996 .....................
1997 .....................
19958
.....................
1999 .....................
2000 .....................
2001.....................
2002 .....................

AORCE
APPROPRIATIONS

0
1,000.000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1992 .....................
1993 .....................
1994 .....................
1995 .....................
1996 .....................
1997 .....................
1998 .....................
19 9 .....................
2000 .....................
2001 .....................
2002 .....................

0
550,000
0
0344,000)
0
0
0
0
0
0
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General and special funds:
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS
For expenses neessay to discharge the functions of the Research and Special Programs
Administration, IS36,373,000] $41.993.000 ofwhich $645.O0 shall be derived from the Pipeline
Safety Fund, and of which IS4.7(04,0O01 S145,000 shall remain available until September 30,
120031 2004: Povided, That up to $1,200,000 Wfees collected under 49 U.S.C. 510-8(g)shall be
deposited in the general fund ofthe Treasury as offsetting receipts: Prosidedfurther. That there
may be credited to this appropriation. to be available until expended, funds received from States,
counties, municipalities, other public authorities, and private sources for expenses incurred for
training, for reports publication and disseminition, and rot travel expenses incurred in
performance ofhazardous materials exemptions and approvals functions. (Department of
Tramportation and Related Agencies AppropriationsAn. 2001. as enacted by section 101(a) of
P.L. 106-346.)

RsPA FY 2002 BUDGET SUmISsIOIN
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RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS
PROGRAM AND PERFORMANCE STATEMENT
The Research and Special Programs Administration provides vital services to advance safety
in hazardous materials transportation, protect the environment, foster innovation in transportation
by supporting scientific and technological research, and minimize the consequences of natural
and man-made disasters affecting transportation In American communities. In 2002, resources
are requested for hazardous materials safety programs, including emergency preparedness
activities. Funding is also provided for themanagement of the Office of Emergency
Transportation, the Office 6f Innovation, Research and Education, and th Traniportation Safety
Institute. The 2002 Budget proposes to increase hazardous materials registration fees to finance
hazardous material safety activities previously financed by general fund appropriations to this
account. This proposal Is described on page IS.

1Z
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DEPARTMENT OFfTRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL. PROGRAMS ADAMTRATSON
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS
PROGRAM AND FO4ANCUG

Otousnds Ofdogar)

Idenjlcbon 0ede 69-0104-0-I-407-0
Ottgapn brypWora

-Wit*

2000

00,03 Hazaroin luiah
00 03 Energety Transot Vn
00 04 I
areswd&8Traitg
00 os "Support
0003
To91drrr
09.0$1
Rtbnabe pogram
3000 Total =~sln
Budgetary resources avahtabi for obligaton
21.40 hcgsebaaeanae.SOY
22.00 Ne- budget atu*'y (gon)
22.10 Rotcsslalfomeoere Epiryaotgaos
23.90 Toa$ugtyeose vltt
xo~ao
23.9$ New o
ft
2398 tbbg&te balance eqergV
24.40 Un= Wte
balance carried bnwrd. OY
_
New bude alhority (Vots). deliS
40.00
4015
40.??
41.00
42.00
43.00

4pprcpliabon(delh)
RoductmnUadbI*Pt 10649
Reducion prnuat bo IL.108-55
Tin410 loe cont O~
tfTra trn
otw aownb(89-1?21
Approran( *tosWoAr
Discretionary spending ablsflyf krm offsetting colectlons:
6800 Offseticohctorts(cash)
68.10 Cange I uncoleced cuslorne pament from Feder"swcs
88. 15 D4aene b orders on hard frm fe"S StCot
68 90 $pendig A**r fromOfte*" coleton (mw dielinry)
70-00 TnW rem budoet tot
(ros)
Change onunpaid owtitons
UWpaW
oblgoo". SOY:
12-40 loW unpaid otlgalons. SOY
12 " Uncollecled cuslorma pament frnm Federal soum. SOY
?2.99 Otlgaledbulance. SOY
73-10 Nenotgatons
73 20 TOWouarys (goss)
?)-4Q A4 *"
Ine*e accoUts, (net)
73.45 fteonrlspror yew oegations
74.00 COangm uncolleced oistom pamet from %ea sons
Unaid olladone. bOY:
74.40 Unpaid Otigatons. bOY
74.96 thiomeded cusbtmer payment from Federalt sources bOY
74.9 OtlsldbjW"cEOY
Outa~ (ross) dem
88.00 OLOsyS
from mlew
*5*v5Wnar eutorty
)8.93 Ouiays fromfdisoeay balncs
87.00 Tobaloulalo
(ross)
Ontsets:
ApisroA
9udgel a*wiy and WUMy
8890 Offset ollectns (cash) hom- Federal source
Agahigr-abpIotq-q0yoW.
86
arwe i uraolceed cust opwi
from Federal sore
!L~~M~tnoant
beceddorim
r vrs from Fedsowme
8900 b&get-Io"l(nQs) d0m
90 00 Ouma (net)

18.702
1.56
2.781
1.3
32044
57.43
89.791

2001

2002

$9,188
213
1.963
1.89?
5,072
4.760
11053 K409
375911 41.933
53.O
55.000
90291 98.93

1.562
998
0
09.499
89,293 98.933
149
0
0
1.230 90.291 US$
(89.7911 (90"29) (98S93)
(4211
0
0
99
0
0
31.43$ 35.72S 41,21
(298)
(01
t)
65 5
645
31.75
382934 41,933
72.212 53.00 0 8.000
(34.835)
0
0
$66
57744 53005,0
89.499 39.293 90H93
55835 76.066 45.M5
4f)%
S 332
7 73 42.33
II. 3)
89.91 90"19 98.933
(09.405) (120.491)(9".448)
(19)
0
0
(149)
0
0
34.6"8
0
0
76,068 45.818 41.$43
I"~f
fl
4t-i V 1WK
jI,l 'in
32,000 "An8 833514
37.M654282
89.405S320.49V 11.93
98.4
72.212
(14.6N8)
188

53.000
0
0

31.175 38693
(2A807)61.41
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56.000
-

0
0
41.M3
40.444
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS
OBJECT CLASSIFICATION (Inthousands of dollars)
IeWcatlon code 690104-0-1 407
Died Obigatata
Pesonnel Corpensa on:
11,1 PFulinIep enrent
11.3r OdWe
len "*-Uno PWkeNen
11i.
er e
comwnaon
'l6
11.9 Total peonnel corpensa ion
12.1 C~an personnel benewft
21.0 Travel and t nsporaton of persons
23.1 GSA Rent
23.3 C*nrfdtios. uU. &nis, charges
24.0 Pnvli end reprodcion
25.1 Advsory &Assistance Service
25.2 Ow services
25.3Oherwichases o( goods &serwc
from govenvnel accounts
25A Operato
rn a&keance of faces
25.6 Research and development onVct
257 O aioo &maintenance Of e
rnent
26.0 Suppilesandmatertals
31.0 EquIpnt

FY2000

FY2001.
Etin

126*4
938
242
13.764
2,723
867
1.638
69
216
4.002
288

14.f 3
707
191
i610
3.424
822
1.692
197
249
6.479
243

18.512
784
206
17,483
3.872
788
1,627
269
249
7.002
948

1.962

2.648
217
6,097
1156
166
390

2.764
203
4.640
1t80
137
681

3.672
1.772
115
5w8

FY2002
Eu

41.0 Grants

99.0 Subtoal. red olgations
99.0 Sutotal. reimbursable obigations

32.048
57.743

37.291
53.000

41.933
55.000

99.9

89.791

90.291

96.933

189

197

207

I

1

Total obigebons
PERSONNEL SUMMARY

ODirc Ceivitn:
F Tme Eqyaleent Empb*n
Full Twne Eq hlent of Ovedim
end Hoday Hours (Non-Add)
Rekrbursable Civian:
Ful VTwEqivalent
m ent
TransportaionSafety isue
Oier(onors Attoreys " UTC)
Total FTh

44
7

44
11

47
1!

240

252

265
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RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS
(Legislative Proposal)
GENERAL PROVISION LANGUAGE
See, 323. The Secretary of Transportation shall increase fees chargedfor hazardous material
registraion and inspection under chapter $1 of title 49. U.SC. (except sections 108(g)(2),
2002 of
5109. M112. J13.5116 and 5119). so as to result In additional collections in fiscal )Jar
an estimated $12.000.000 to be credited to a specialfundIn the Treawy as offsetting-receipts:
Pronded. That the amount credited to the specialfundshall be transferred to and be available
until expendedfor the purposes ofthe Research and Speclal Program Administration 's
"
"Research andSpecial Programs account: Proidedfurther. That the amounts appropriated
forfiscal year 2002from the generalfundfor the "Research and Special Programs"" account
shall be reduced by $12,000.000.

PROGRAM AND PERFORMANCE STATEMENT
(Legislative Proposal)
The hazardous materials safety program. proposed to be funded at $11 million In FY 2002, is
presently financed entirely by general fund appropriations. Beginning In FY 2002, however, we
propose to.lnance SI 2 million of this program by offsetting collections of hazardous materials
registration fees.

RSPA
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DEPARTMENt OF TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Legfslavve Proposal
PROGRAM AND FINANCING (in thousands of dollars)
Identficaton code 69104-0-1-407.02
2000
actual
New budget authority (gross), detail
Discretionary

40.00 Appropriation (defit)
40.25 Appropriation (spedal fund. kndefinte)

2001
estimate

2002
estate

(12,000)
12,000

-43.00 Aproriton (total discretonary)

0

Net budget authority and outlays
89.00 Budget authority (net)
90.00 Outlays (net)

0
0
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RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
Sumnaryof Budget Authority, Positions and FTE
for the
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS APPROPRIATION

Thy tvn of exoensea
BrnGET AUIORi' m

Don &Benefits (PCSB)
Adrnilst

Exer

I

Hamat Regbkaion program
Research end Dwelol pmnt

TOTAL BUDGET AUTHORITY

BUDGET AUTHORITY Wb P m 'mnA~t

Hazardous Matgs

Emergec-Trmspoflai on
Research 1 To
ProraTASupport

TOTAL BUDGET AUTHORITY

FY 2000
AchEi

FY 2001
n

FY 2002
Eaflala

17.300
4.84
4,961
1,070
3.520

19.035
S,63
5,691
1.070
4,963

21.3 5
l.910
8.453
1.070
5.145

31.755

38.293

41.933

1.700

16.709

21217

1.378
3.397
9280

1.827
4.689
11.06

1.897
4.769
14.59

V1.755

38.293

41.93

195
189

200
197

220
207

42
44

44
44

47
47

7

11

11

FULL TIME PERMANENT FIP) POSITIONS and FTE

FTP (PodWo)
-m (wo& nears)
RairnbirsabaeTrenspodation Safety Instte

FTP (Posions)
erE (Workyws)
An Other fno Allmwes and T t
FTP (Posons)
flU (Wke)
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APPROPRIATION SUMMARY
RESEAfCf"ANb SPECIAL PROGRAMS
EXPLANAtION OF AbDINISTRATIYE EXPENSE CHANGES
(in thousands of dollars)

Total Personnel Compsoiation

S21,35$

+2,320

+179
FY 2001 COLA and Locality Pay Annualization
increase
clity pa0y
Our request funds the annuslization of the FY 2001 cost of living
at 3.7% (with the remaining increase absorbed) for the first quarter of FY 2002.
+529
lty " Adustment
FY 2002 COLA and L
estimated
increase
pay
locality
and
increase
living
of
cost
percent
Our request funds a 3.7
to begin in January 2002.
+512

Meri

Our request provides mandatory increases for employees who have methe required
criteria.
+246
Annuliazation of FY 2001 ATE
(work yea) f& the S new positions ad 2 fi granted by
Our request funds the 3I
Congress In FY 2001.
+74
Incra for 261 Paid Das in FY 2001
amount
the
by
request
2002
F
the
Increased
We
day.
paid
one
of
cost
the
Is
This increase
of 1260 of the FY 2001 Enacted Budget level for pay. This was necesaiy because FY
2002 contains 261 paid days and FY 2001 onlycontains 260 paid days.
N+780
We request funding for 10 new FTh (work years) for 20 new positions FY 2002.

Ix
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Admlnlstratlve Expenses

+376

$5,832

Travel and Tr
t
$788
+0
Our request maintains the PY 2001 level. It does not include inflation In an effort to limit
administrative costs.

$1,627

+35

Our request for GSA Rent represents Finding for sc requirements inHeadquarters and
In the field. The increase Isfor the requested 10 new FIE
Communcatior& Utilities

&Mslneu

$36S

+60

-

Our request Is needed to cover costs associated with comnuncations, utilities, an

miscellaneous charges not covered under the %wdng
capital fiud. These charges include:
local phone charges; long-distance phone calls made under C&P or AT&T; etc. Our
request does not include inflation In an effort to limit Administrative costs. However,
WO$K is needed to find telecommuicadons costs for thi 10 new PE.

$241
Signing

40

Our request maintains the FY 200 Ievel. Itdoes not include inflation in an effort to limit
administrative costs.
Tai

+20
$193
Our request maintains the FY-2001 level except for some needed additional training for
Hazardous Matedals staff. Stafftralning has been at alow level for several yeas and this
+$20 represents amodest increase.

Accouning
$133
+0
Our request represents the FY 2002 proratedcostestimate for accounting servicesprovided
by the FAA. The total
RSPA estimate for accounting services Is $221 thousand.
+12
$1,793
TAS.O&CF)
Our request reflects a proratioh of RSPA's share ($2,961 K) of DOTNTASC budget
estimate 0dr FY 2002. The +12K ate the service costs ofr D's, library services and
miscellaneous administrative support for the requested increase of 10 FTE. All other
TASC increases are being absorbed.

""-ut

w *A^A'

*sew

e.

ernus
L

"0lo
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DM lies &Materals
S129
+3
Ourrequest maintainsthe FY 2001 levelexcept for additional supplies forthe 10newFTE.
$372
+SS
Our request maintains the FY 2001 level except for one-time costs needed to provide
modular funiture for the 10 new PTB.

Administrative Support for
Hazardous Materials Safety
$191
+191
The Hazadous Mateuials administrative support budget has remained at essentially
$1,27 million over the past five yea despite F[B Increases of 7%, Including Snew
region offices. To compensate for the administrative budget shortfall, it has been
necessary 4Use program funds to provided the Hazardous Materials regions with office
support. $191K wvil remedy this problem.

'U

PY 2002 BUI GBI StJ2NISSIOM
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RESEARCHt AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
Summary Of Requlrenvants Budget Authodty, Positions and FTE
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS APPROPRIATION
ProgrqI Aevity: Hazardous Matedals Safety

FY 2000

Au

BUDGET AUTHORITY:
Personnel Cwonsation & Benefits (PCSB)

tV 20i

Etl

FY2002
Estimte

10.497

11.492

1.269

1,274

1.250
631

1.250

155
282
475
520
370
81

155
282
475
520
370
97

Hanat Registration Program

1.070

1,070

1.070

Research and O&eleoomek
.Information Systems
Research & Analysis

12=

IU

tam

Adnstatve Expenses

12.707

Contract PaHOnM:
Information Systems

Research end Analysis
Inspection and Enforcement

Rulemaldng Suppor
Hazmat Training
Information Dissemination

Emergency Preparedness
International Standards

300
664
236

Regulation Compliance
TOTAL BUDGET AUTHORITY

PC&B end Operating Expenses Wnded by offsetting
wlectl
from the Emergency Preparedness Fund
MEMO: Total Budgetary Resoes
FULL TIME PERMANENT (FTPIPOgtfliONS and FTE:
FTP (Positions)

FT (Wovyears)

631

300
423
470

582
155
282
625
670
370

97

300
505
670

17.700

18.709

21,217

300

400

400

18.000

1.109

21.617

129
126

129
129

135
132
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HAZARDOUS

ETASAfT

FY 2002 BUDGET REQUEST
FEE FUNDED PROGRAM

Cuirently. registration fees are used only to fund RSPA's $14.3 million Hazardous Materials
Emergency Preparedness Grants program. However, legislation Isbeing proposed to also fund
from these registration fees S12 million of RSPA's $21.2 Million FY 2002 Hazardous Materials

Safety program. Industry It generally more willing tW py fees used to improve the quality and
consistency of programs and regulations that directly affect them.
STRATEGIC HAZARDOUS MATERIAL INCIDENT REDUCTION INITIATIVE
RSPA's Ofe of Hazardous Materials Safety (tIMS)Wt |plng a comprehensive,
strategic, multl-disciptinawy risk reduction campaign, using enhanced statistics id new
englneerig capabilities to target less obvious yet major causes of hazardous materials
Incidents filth more extensive compliance Initiatives. New resources art requested totaling
$1.5 million to fend critical coordinated Information, research, analyis, training, and
enforcement activities and essential administrative support sertites. The new resources are
allocated by functional area.
The new resources will be largely dedicated to addressing gaps identified inthe 6Ab1 DOT
Hazardous Materials Program Evaluation completed in FY 2000. The evaluation specifically
cited the need for improving the quality of hazardous materials data and better utilization of the
information available.
As put ofthe risk reduction campaign, HMIS will intensify its efforts to address causes of
hazardous materials incidents. Pat of the new funding will be used to tailor outreach efforts to
specific groups of the regulated community and to retool current training to cover recent trends in
all aspects of hazardous materials transportation regulation, including registration and reporting
requirements, performance-oriented packaging, and new materials.
Some new funding is also dedicated to shoring up ISM' administrative infrastructure. The HMS
administra'ive expenses budget has remained essentially constant since 1997. Since that time,
our mandate has grown dramatically inconjunction with both international and domestic trade
growth. Since 1997,tBMS established a fifth Regional office in Atlanta, and five additional
outreach staff have been assiged to Regions, with the resultant increased demand on funds for
travel, office space, telecom.unications, and other support. These additional requirements are in
addition to the expected Inflationary increases Insuch items as rents and administrative support
contract costs, which have not been addressed inpast budget submissions.

ZZ
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RSPA'S Office ofHazardous Materials Safety (HMS) will help DOT achieve its Strategic Goal

for Safety. We will measure our success by the number of serious repoutable hazardous materials
transportation incidents. HMS administers a comprehensive, nationwide safety program to
protect the Nation from the risks to libe health, property, and the environment inherent in the
transportation of hazardous materials by water, air, highway, and rail; to protect the environment
from damage byoll and other pollutants; and to ensure the safe transportation of food. '
In eanyng out its mission, HMS strives to meet the following goals to maximize the public
benefit from this important safety program:
o

To maximize the safety and economic benefits, and minimize the adverse economic impact.
of national and international regulations and program actions;

o

To facilitate trade and maximize the safety and economic benefits ofu foruity;

o

To develop International regulations that are practical and effective and provide United
States Industry equal trade opportunities;

o

To foster and facilitate innovation in new materials, technologies and operations; and

o

To advance common interests in transportation safety improvements with industry, public
interest groups and government stakeholders includingg State and local enforcement
agencies) that result in greater compliance with regulations and programs which are
* practical and effective.

IMS has made significant progress in achieving these goals. RSPA represents the United States
in international hazardous materials regulatory forums and leads In the development of a core of
hazard and performance-based international regulations to ensure the safe transportation of
hazardous materials within the United States and among other nations. Uniformity in national
and international regulations improves safety and compliance. facilitates national and
international trade, and helps United States Industry maintain a large positive trade balance in
chemicals. Increases in economic activity have resulted In increased quantities ofhazardous

materials transported, yet have not resulted in a corresponding increase In adverse consequences

resulting from hazardous materials incidents. Perfonnance standards and regulatory exemptions
and approvals have supported rapId use of new materials, technologies, and operational methods.
HMS has developed effective partnerships with industry and State and local governments In
hazardous materials employee training, emergency response training and guidance and
enforcement activities.
IHMS plans, implements, and manages hazardous materials transportation programs In the
following Amctional areas:
Information Systems - Maintains and operates an analytical and information resource to
support all program activities;
MSPA PY 2002 BWOOS? MISSION

72-314 2001 - 54
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Research and Analysis - Analyzes and monitors hazardous materials transportation issues with
emphasis on safety elements; develops regulatory actions and analyzes costs, benefits, and other
impacts associated with current and planned rulemaking projects; develops countermeasures for
safety problems: and evalu4tes factors impacting current and proposed regulations. Supports
United States participation ticthe development of international safety standards that promote
safety and competitiveness of United States industry, and maintains a system for providing
exemptions and approvals to Improve safety and to facilitate implementation of new technologies
that result in more cost-effective operations;
Inspection and Enforcement .- Plahis and manages a national program of safety inspection and
enforcement to gain compliance with the Hazardous Materials Regulations (HIMR);
Safety Standards -- Promulgates safety standards to assure they reflect new technologies and
new industry practices;
Haimat Trqining -- Provides formal training and develops educational materials usi1g various
media to enhance compliance;
Information Dissemination -- Disseminates educational materials and descriptive literature
concerning specific requirements of the HAflI, to enhance compliance, and operates the
Hazardous Materials Information Center to assist shippers, caniers, enforcement personnel and
the public In their understanding of particular requirements in the HMR. Establishes and
maintains cooperative relationships with State and local govermens other modal
administrations, and industry concerning inspection and enforcement matters: provides
internships and mechanisms to obtain comments or feedback concerning enforceability of

proposed or existing regulations;
Emergency Preparedness -- Provides emergency response support and information to Mitigate
the consequences of hazardous materials incidents;
International Standirds -- Represents the United States in the development of international
standards for hazardous materials transportation to protect the public, environment, and
economic Interests;
Sate Food Transportation -- Ensures the safe transportation 6f food in accordance with the
requirements of the Sanitary Food Transportation Act of 1990 (P.L 101-SOO);
Registration Program -- Rgisters and maintains a database of certain shippers and careers of
hazardous materials and collects fees to support emergency preparedness programs and activities;
and
Emergency Prepireduess Grants .- Implements a national grant and technical assistance
program to Increase public capability to plan for and respond to hazardous materials incidents.
HMS uses funds from the Emrgenoy Preparedness Grants appropriation to offset personnel
compensation and benefits and administrative expenses necessary to conduct the Emergency
12A
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Preparedness Grants program. The resources available to be transferred for this activity are as
follows (dollars in thousands):
FY 2000
300

FY 2001

FY 2002

Estimax

Esiman

DQffiruxm

400

0

400

Accordingly, these funds are not included in the HNM S request, but are scored in the request for
the Emergency Preparedness Grants Appropriation.
POSITIONS:
Hlaurdout blaterials Safett is requesting an Increase of 6 staff members (3 FITt) to lefip
achieve DOT's and RSPA's Strategic Goals for Safety. The positions will be dedicated to
supporting a comprehensive DOT-wide effort at Identifying and correcting the major threats to
the public in the course of handling more than 800.000 haz.at shipments daily. The new ' .
positions directly address the Hazardous Materials Program Evaluation report finding that DOT
is hampered by lack of accurate and complete data to make informed program delivery and
resource decisions.
Two staff members will support enhancing risk assessrmnts b9 Wiilizing existing data enhanced
with other data sources from within DOT (such a FMCSA's SafetyStat and FAA's'discrepancy
reports) plus other non-transporttion sources (e.g., FEMA's NationalFire Incident Reportiag
System) to identify critical gaps In the hazmt transportation system. The objective is the early
identification of failure trends In package design and human factors.
Two additional stafTmembers will be responsible forevaluating incidents to Identifycrtical gaps
in the hazmat safety program requiring immediate actions to prevent the occurrence of similar
incidents with more severe consequences. The goal is to determine causes behind the failure
trends identified through engineering analysis, field investigations, and simulation.
Two new engineering staff members will address the problems newly-revealed in the
comprehensive effort by applying innovative technologies in new materials, package design, and
non-destructive testing.
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PROGRAM: HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INFORfMATION SYSTEM
FUNDING LEVELS: (dollars in thousands)
FY 2000
Aulual

FY 2001
s

FY 2002
Esimat

Differmce

1,250

1.250

1,850

+600

NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
o

RSPA will dedicate new resources to integrate and support enhanced data collection,
validation, retrieval and analyses through the application of nei' Interactive computer
technologies, utilizing the Internet to: streamline administrative burdens on the public in
areas such as incident reporting, registration, and petitions to the agency, and enhance
customer service and outreach by expanding public access to regulatory Information, safety
data and training materials.

o

RSPA will continue to upgrade the Hazardous Materials Information System (HMIS) and
expand an electronic image and data management system to allow easier and more userfirendly access to vital hazardous materials data and Informaiion by JAMS employees.
Federal and State agencies, industry and the public. Sixty State and local government
agencies and over 530 staff Inover 70 Federal offices use the-il
hS. At the State level,
incident data are used to support legislative and regulatory actions, priortize enforcement
efforts, allocate emergency response training resources, conduct studies, and plan and
implement hazardous materials programs.

o

RSPA will also expand its presence on the Worldwide Web. TheIHIS home page will
continue to be updated and topic areas broadened. RSPA will modify filing procedures to
allow industry t6 transmit Incident Report data via electronic means.

o

RSPA plans to complete migration of the HMIS from the current mini-computer database
management system to a more robust system to increase data collection and dissemination
capabilities. While the current system has performed well, it is based on 30-year-old
software technology that Is no longer supported by the manufacturer.

o

RSPA will continue 16 Improve data quality through the use of additional data verification
audits in its data entry process and enhance quality control procedures. RSPA will continue
to improve data retrieval accessibility through modified menu-cdiven programs and by
posting data to the Internet.

26
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ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO FY 2002:
o

RSPA continued to upgrade the HM S and expad an electronic image and data
management system to allow easier access to vital hazardous mditerials dait and
information by HMS employees, Federal 4M State agencies, and industry and the public.
To satisfy both internal and external information reqtirements, RSPA needs to ensure
consistent aA .icationof safety standards to enhance ts regulatory actions. Although the
current HMIS Is highly computerized, there is itili considerable reliance on paper
documents. The generation, storage and retrieve] of data from the system Is being
streamlined, and the overall Information system made more efficient by using electronic
imaging technology.

o

By implementing, expanding, and maintaining a HMS-wide on-line information storage
and retrieval system, RSPA simplified and accelerated the processing ofdocumets,
thereby making available a variety of information, such as Interpretations, exemptions,
approvals, docket files, enforcement data, and hazardous materials incident nformatioh, to
its own employees, 6M DOT administrations, Federal and State agencies, as well as to
industry and the public. Thii
S on-line system contains archived Registration program
forms, Hazardous Materials Incident Report forms, and exemptions documents.

o

RSPAis improving compliance with rqoridg requirements by corelating HMIS reports
with the Federal Railroad Administration's Accident report data and the HMIS telephonlc
data. R$PA also plans to Incorporate procedures to correlate HMIS reports with the
Federal highway Administration's Safel'net Accident File data. More complete reporting
will enable RSPA and the modal administrations to perform more accurate trend analysis
and to target non-compliance ofshippers and carriers in their compliance programs.

o

RSPA initiated an evaluation of the IMLS lncideni Reporting Subsystem In conjunction
with Industry and users. As pan of the evaluation, RSPA solicited comments on the merits
of revising the current incident reporting requirements of the Hazardous Materials
Regulations and the Hazardous Materials Incident Report forn(DO" Formh F $S00.1). Any
actions resulting front this rulemaking ve intended to increase the useliztness of data
collected for risk analysis and management by government and industry and, where
possible, provide relief from regulatory requirements.

BACKGROUND/SITUATION:
Federal. State, and local government agencies that respond to hazardous materials transportation
emergencies require technical and other Information to mitigate threats to public safety resulting
from hazardous materials incidents. The Secretary ofTrasportation is required by 49 U.S.C.
S101 gtgI
to establish and maintain a central reporting system and information center for this
pupose. This information is required to conduct a thorough statistical compilation of accidents
and casualties, as well as a list orexemptions In effect and their basis.
IMS depends on HMIS data to inform, support, and set priorities for all otlis mission activities:
develop regulations; issue exemptions, approvals, and interpretations; and target those shippers
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&Mpackaging manufacturers that warrant the most attention. ThIs fUnction is becoming more
critical as INS eneavors to expand its capabilities to engage in trend analysis. The INIS is
operated by in on-site contractor that provides data entry system development and maintenance,
and data retrieval supor. HMS oversees Improvements to die system.
Amendments to the Federal hazardous materials transportation laws expanded the scope of
HMIS by requiin the Department to collect additional infonnatioh, including intrastate
highway incident reports and certain other information on carriers and shippers of hazardous
miterials.

Z
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PROGRAM: RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS
FUNDING LEVELS: (dollars In thousands)
FY 2000
$31

FY 2001

FY 2002

L.trimat

Eimat

S31

$82

Dire
+51

NEEDS FOR IFY 2002:
o

RSPA will enhance its ability to identify critical safety gaps in the hazmat transportation
system by utiliziAg existing data In tandem with other data sources from within DOT plus
other no-transportation sources (e.g., EPA's Emergency Response Notification System,
FEMA's National Fire incideht Reporting System, industry, Census Bureau).

o

In FY 2000, RSPA.had &iighpriority nulemnakings In progress requiring extensive
analytical support and, In some cases, the use of outside technical expertise to analyze the
impact ofthe opposed rulemakings. A number of these rlemakings are expected to
extend into FS 2002, including RSPA's proposals to comprehensively revise requirements
for cylinders and to consider changes to basic cargo tank motor vehicle regulations
including the prohibition (except for minimum quantities) of flammable liquids such as
gasoline In unprotected wet lines. New rulemakings are also expected to arise in this time
frame. Other ongoing regulatory activities which wil continue into FY 2002 include
harmonization of requirements In the Hazardous Materials Regulations (HMR) with
corresponding provisions of international standards and clarification Otjurisdictional lines
that Identify %hen certain activities are In transportation and subject to the HMR.

o

RSPA will expand its efforts to conduct detailed analyses of the causes of the most serious
hazardous material incidents. In this analysis, we will look for product, operational, and
- other patterns that may Indicate cause. Results are used to Improve RSPA's overall risk
management mission.

o

Significant studies, technical analyses, risk assessments, and cost-benefit analyses are
necessary to support all elements 6f the hazardous materials transportation program In FY
2002. National Transportation Safety Board recommendations pose furher needs for
analysis. Additional guidance and tools for use by government and industry for hazard
claification, risk assessment, and risk management may need to be generated. The
Guidance Manual for Explosives, expected to be finalized In FY 2001, Is an example of the
tpe ormaterial that supports risk management and regulatory compliance. Other guidance
materials may need to be developed in areas such as reactive materials and risk analysis.

o

RSPA will continue to provide technical support for the development ofAcute Exposure
Guideline Levels (AEGIS) for selected chemicals. This multi-yesr project uses a National
Advisory Committee (NAC) under the sponsorship of the Environmental'Protection
Agency and is supported by mAy Federal agencies. AEG s for chemicals are vital in
developing the Table of Initial Isolation and Protection Action Distances "green pages" in
ISPA K 2002 BUDGET suMIssou
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past and future updates of the Emrency Response Guidebook. The Guidebook, which
serves as the basic reference for first responders during the initial phase of ahazardous
materials incident, was last revised in FY 2000 and will be updated in FY 2004.
"

RSPA requires continud analytical support in FY 2002 foron-going operational projects
such as development of a comprehensive risk management database to sulort hazardous
material transportation risk management and risk analysis. RSPA's efforts In this area
ensure that the significant body 6ttranportation risk related- information and data are
organized and accessible for use. Material is being identified, cataloged, and made
available at the DOT's Office of Hazardous Materials Safety risk management web page
for use by stakeholders In government, Industry, and the public. Key risk analysis models
and tools are planned to be Included In the database.

o

Each year, RSPA typicallyprocesses over 2,000 exemptions annually. Exemptions permit
alternatives to existing regulations when equivalent levels of safety can be demonstrated
and risks are not Increased. HMS will continue its use of task order contracts and
interagency agreements with organizations havingthe ability to provide quick-turnaround
evaluations and analyses of technical issues relating to incidents, operational controls,
classification criteria, and packaging and performance standards associated with these
exemptions ks industry seeks to transport new products or use innovative.advancements in
the transportation of hazardous materials.

ACIVITIES PRIORTO

2002:
M

The HMS Research and Analysis program continued to provide on-going analytical support for
our basic hazardous materials rulemaking mission. We also provided technical support for the
development of AEOLs for selected chemicals.
In addition to these efforts, we will have completed the following studies prior to lW 2002:
o

RSPA completed athreat assessment of the vulnerabilities of transpordng hazardous
materials In aircraft cargo compartments in compliance an non-complif'ce situations.
The study identified chemicals and subsumces that pose the greatest hazards in this
environment. The study concluded that, when a hazardous material Is shipped by Ofr In
compliance with the regulations, the threat of catstroic event Is low. The results of
this study support the development of more effective regulatory and non-regulatory
countermeasures to reduce the number of undeclared hazardous materials and shipments
that are not in compliance with regulations.

o

Research and analysis support was provided to participants in the negotiated rulemaking on
unloading liquefied compressed gases from cargo tank motor vehicles. Research focused
on the capabilities and limitations ofexisting emergency discharge control systems and the
potential for new devices, including pressure or flow sensing devices and remott controls,
to address safety concerns. RSPA hosted periodic progress reviews with industry and other
stakeholders during the two-year development and testing cycle for emergency discharge
control technology with amandatory implementation date of July 1,2001. This promoted
ITA
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the free exchange of information concming emergency discharge control systems on cargo
lUnk motor vehicles, including recent technology developments, lest results, and operating

experience.
o

As purt Of an International Atomic Energy Agencynalemaking, in FY 2000 DOT completed
a review ofcriticality safeguards in the regulations for the transport of fissile radioactive
materials to ensure they adequately protect the general public and the environment.

BACKGROUNDISITUATION:
In order to respond to threats to public safety posed by the transportof hazardous matedas,
RSPA Is required to analyze, monitor, and Integrate safety issues; develop countermeasures for
safety problems; develop regulatory actions and analyze costs, benefits, and other Impacts
associated with current and planned rulemaking projects; evaluate factors impacting current and
proposed regulations; conduct analyses to support evaluation of exemptions involving cuinlhg.
edge technologies; and study new or proposed changes to international transportation safety
regulations which may affect safety or indusW competitivenss.
RSPA staff provide the regulatory, legal, and technical expertise go evaluate rulemaking actions.
exemptions and approvals requests, and preemption issues. % hen RSPA does not have either
specific technical skills or available staff to accomplish specific evaluations or studies, RSPA
must rely on outside technical expertise.
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PROGRAM: INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
FUINGLEE

: (dollars-Ia thousands)

FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

Estimate

EAtimal

155

15$

fliffmmst

15$

0

NEEDS FOQKFY 2002:
o

Continue to conduct a greater percentage of shipper inspections compared to other
inspections, with emphasis placed on targeting those entities causing or contributing to the
greatest isk;

o

Continue to focus inspections on hazardous materials shippers who offer materials for air
transportation;

o

Reinvent the way we do business by increasing voluntary compliance. Because the vast
majority of hazardous materials transportation incidents are caused by human error, we
intend to better align our programs to address this problem. RSPA will implement an
intensive effort to reach the hazmat community through training and customer service. We
intend to raise awareness and promote industry involvement In hazmat transportation
compliance by ihiti'ilng and implementing joint partnership programs with industry and
multimodal enforcement groups to identify and verify high-risk hazardous materials
shippers within the small business community. -RSPKs regional hazardous materials
offices will provide technical assistance to small businesses needing compliance guidance;

o

Maximize effective use of Regional inspection stuffby contracting for pat-time staff
support for each of the five regional offices. SI 50.000 is requested for this purose;
and,

o

Conduct formal hearings. Each respondent In a civil penalty enforcement case has the right
to request a formal hearing before an administrative lav judge (AUI). Funding in the
amount of SS,000 is required for cases referred to ALs.

ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO !F' 2002:
lIMS conducts more than 1,700 inspections each year, and, when appropriale, submits
enforcement reports of probable violations of the HMR to the Offie of dief Counsel (OCC) for
civil penalty enforcement action. With the establishment of five HNIS regional offices between
1991 and 1997, and with a significant increase otinspectors in 1997, reports submitted to the
OCC for civil penalty enforcement have increased by 50 percent. RSPA has taken a number of
actions to streamline and minimize processing time in those steps of t.e civil penalty
enforcement process under its control, including: -
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*

Delegting authority for refering cases to OCC directly to each inspection unit;

*

Making prompt issuance of a Notice 6f Probable Violation ( ?V t6op priority to
encourag early corrective action and to provide companies with a timely opportunity to
respond to alleged violations;
Reevaluating and adjusting processing standards and incorporating most of those standards
into personnel performance appraisals; and.
Making permanent our ticketing program to simplify enforcement of certain violations
which do not have a direct impact on the safe transportation bf hazardous materials by
offering significantly reduced penalties and eliminating administrative procedures for those
respondents -- o pay the ticket.

As a result of these actions, the processing of FIMS enforcement cases and the issuance or
NOPVs and orders has improved. The ticketing program saves industry and government time
and money. hn 1999, tickets were closed in an average of 1.9 months, while civil penalty cases in
that )elr took 16.4 months to close on average. Reinspection ofthe facilities that have been
issued tickets has shown a compliance rate of more than 90 percent f'r provisions fonmedy
violated.
In the summer of 1996, RSPA began to place emphasis on shippers offering hazardous materials
by air, working with the DOT modal administrations, especially the FAA. through information
sharing, planning, and jointInspections. Since the beginning of FY 1998, we have conducted
652 aviation-related inspections.
We actively participate in the Cooperative Hazardous Materials Enforcement Development
(COHMED) program meetings and solicit information from State enforcement agencies about
noncompliance in areas under RSPA'sjurisdiction.
In FY 1999, lMS's five regional hazardous materials enforcement offices participated in
numerous joint inspection activities with the FAA, the 11WA, their IP and the USCG. In
addition, the regional offices worked with other Federal agencies, such as Environmental
Protection Agency, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and U.S. Customs, and a number of state
enforcement agencies.
BACKGROUNNSITUTION:
We estimate that more than 800,000 shipments of hazardous materials move in the Nation's
commerce every day. A consistent and strong enforcement program is essential to maintain an
enforcement presence suffcient to encourage and enforce compliance with the I-IMR to protect
the American public from the risks to life, health, property, and the environment inherent In the
transortation Of hazardous materials. The enforcement program focuses on obtaining the
highest rates of compliance, with emphasis placed on targeting those entities causing or
contributing to the greatest risk.
RSPA 1I7 2002 BUDORT SUBMISSION
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HMS has several major groups of affected parties within its more than 100,000-entity inspection
jurisdiction. These include manufacturers of packaging (and related businesses such as cylinder
retesters and drum reconditioners), offerors (shippers) of hazardous materials, non-vesseloperating common careers, and exemption holders (which are either manufacturers, carriers or
offerors). HMS also conducts shipment inspections in port areas. These affected parties
increased significantly with the extension of the HMR to all intrastate highway transportation of
hazardous materials. RSPA cooperates with the hazardous materials enforcement programs of
the four modal administrations: FAA. FRA. FHWA and,USCO, to ensure compliance with theHMR.
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PROGRAM: RULEMAING SUPPORT
FUINDING LEVELS: (dollars In thousands)
FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

Actual

Estimate

Estimis

Dffelrence

282

282

282

0

NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
o

UMS estimates that it will require $160,000 in FIY 2003 to meet its obligations for Feral
Rsg
publications. 14MS is also requesting $117,000 to fund the annual republication of
the volume comprising Pats 100-180 of Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations.

o

To increase opportunities for public participation in rulemaking, IMS is requesting
$5,000 to fund four one-day rulemaking hearings, two in the District of Columbia and two
elsewhere. The funding will cover room rentals, cou reporter fees, and other expenses of
such public meetings.

ACTIVITIES PRIOA TOFy 2002:
In FY 2000 and 2001, RSPA conducted public meetings on the following rulemaking
proceedings:
Re atos Review. RSPA conducted three public meetings, in Secaucus, New Jersey,
Clevelad, Ohio, and Long Beach, California, to seek information on improving hazardous
materials transportation safety, reducing industry costs to comply with the hazardous
materials regulations (especially to small businesses), and increasing customer service; and
CarMs Tank Motor Vehicles in Compressed Gas Service. RSPA sponsored a public
meeting In Des Plaines, Illinois, to promote an exchange of information concerning
industry compliance with new operating and equipment requirements applicable to cargo
tank motor vehicles used to transport liquefied compressed gases. Meeting participants
exchanged information concerning recent technological developments, the results of rialworld testing of new equipment and devices, and operating experience.

In FY 2000 and 2001, RSPA published the following rulemaking ddtuments:
International Harmonization. This rulemaking addresses a wide range ofehanges to the
Hazardous Materials Regulations (HMR) for the purpose of maintaining alignment with
international standards for the transport of hazardous materials. On October 23, 2000, we
published a notice of proposed rulemakin$ to revise the HMR fgr consistency with
international standards; on Pebruary 1, 2001, we published 0 rule
updating the
international standards incorporated by reference into the HMR. We expect to publish a
final rule to complete rulemaking under this docket in the spring of 2001;
RSPA FY 2002 BUDGET SUBMISSION
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Infectious Substances" GenetkalModified
Q
Mkr-ran L This rulemaldog
addresses transportation requirements for infectious substances, including regulated
medical wate, and genetically modified micro-organisms. We published a notice of
proposed rulemaking on January 22, 2001: we expect to publish a final rule by December
2001;

*

Emergency Response Information on Board Aircraft. In an advance notice of proposed
rulemaking published August I5,2000, we solicited comments and suggestions on ways to
implement a recommendation from the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) to
require that air carriers transporting hazardous materials have the means to quickly retrieve
and provide information about the identityof a hazardous material on an airplane;
Lithium Batteries Lithum batteries have been involved in several incidents involving
shoat circuits and fires related to transportation of these batteries on aircraft. On September
7, 2000, we published advisory guidance to inform persons of the potential hazards that
shipments of lithium batteries may present while in transportation and to recommend
actions to offerors and transporters to ensure the safely of such shipments;
R suTahioniPro r. Tis final rule, publishedFebruary 14.2000, amends the statutorily
mandated registration and fee assessment program for persons who transport or offr for

transportation certain categories and quantities of hazardous materials;
*

Mscellaneous Amendments, We published several final rules to revise the regulations to
incorporate miscellaneous improvements suggested by the regulated iindustry and to make
editorial corrections and minor regulatory changes to improve the clarify otthe regulations;

*

Adviyiotilce. Wepublished eight safety advisory notices concerning safety problems
identified with the transportation of hazardous materials in cylinders and portable tanks.

BfCKGROUNDM SITUATION:
As the number, volume and complexity of hazardous materials movements in iheU.S. increases,
HMS is required to determine the need for, develop, promulgate and maintain national safety
standards for hazardous materials transportation, to protect the public from risks Inherent in the
transportation of hazardous materials. In compliance with the Administrative Procedure Act and
othe applicable legislative and executive requirements, the public is given an opportunity to
comment on proposed rulemaking actions. This process entails publishing all proposed and final
actions in the Federalc
R
le.including exemptions, formal interpretations and preemption
determinations; maintaining a public docket section; holding public meetings when appropriate;
and annually republishing the applicable parts of the Code of Federal Regulations.

50
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PROGRAM: HAZARDOUS-MATERIALs'TRAINING
FUNDING LEVELS: dollarr In thousands)

EY2
Actual

2001

FY 2002

Estimat

Estimate

473

475

325

aferenc
+30

NEEDS FORF' 2002:
Our request will provide for:
o

Incorporation of new information intoTransportation Safety Institute (TSI)based training
and other technical assistance for state, local and industry partners. New material on
packaging vulnerabilities, failure trends, and tends in non-compliance will be folded into

our current curricula on a continual basis;
o

IIMR compliance training to public safety personnel through TS1;

o

Development of HIMS training modules specifically targeted at areas of noncompliance.
We plan to revise and update modules and develop new specialized safety training modules
(cylinders, radioactive materials, cargo tank) wich will provide effective compliance
training which is critical for the safe transportation of hazardous materials; and,

o

development of training materials to educate and train our stakeholders to ensure that safety
principles and concepts are understood and that skill levels are raised and incorporated into
day-to-diy transportation activities to enhance transportation safety. We will continue to
forge partnerships and alliances among trainers, enforcement personnel and the regulated
industry to enhance the development of these materials.

-

ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO F' 2001:
o

In FY 2001, RSPA continued its sponsorship of the DOT-wide Muldmodal Seminars.
These five nationwide outreach training seminars, which featured specialists from the DOT
modal administrations, were intended to enhance compliance ith hazardous materials
regulations among shippers, carriers, the enforcement community, and all other persons
who transport or prepare hazardous m3terials for shipment. Improved marketing efforts
resulted in increased seminar participation from S0 to over 300 attendees.

o

In FY 2001, RSPA continued to make compliance training available to State and local
compliance personnel through TSI's resident and train-the-trainer courses. More than 2,000
participants were trained at RSPA-sponsored seminars and conferences.

o

In FY 2001, a CD-ROM modular training series was updated and revised to include a new
module developed specifically for the transportation of hazardous materials by water. This
modular Uaining series was distributed on CD-ROM at a horninal cost and is available for
ft
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downloading free from the IS web site. Both distribution avenues are cost-effective for
small businesses to train emplo)es in compliance with the MR. These training modules
were developed as self-paced tutorials which do not require an instructor, and were
designed to reach a much wider audience, especially among those smaller jurisdictions that
cannot afford formal classroom safety training.
0

In FY 2001, RSPA expanded its Hazardous Materials e-commerce website for requesting
publications to include conference and training registrations. This effort resulted in broader
distribution f publications and increased participation in training opportunities and
conferences.

BACKGROUNDISITUATION:
RSPA develops and distributes cost-effective training and up-to-date educational materials to
industry to enhance compliance, to local emergency response agencies to promote emergency
preparedness, and to local enforcement personnel. These activities include development and
dissemination of training, technical assistance, and information initiatives that address the
hazardous materials transportation safetyconcems of management, technical, and operations
personnel.
RSPA's training services to industry are geared to promoting compliance with the HMIR. In
addition, RSPA provides emergency preparedness support to public safey personnel to perform
their jobs safety. Such training Is the most effective defense for protection against threats to
public safety, health, property, and the environment resulting from hazardous materials incidents.
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PROGRAM: INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
FUNDING LEVELS: dollarss I thousands)
FY2000
FY 2obi
Estimate
Actua
520

Y 2002
Estimate

Diffmocs

670

+150

520

NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
HIMS intends to strategically expand its outreach activities to enhance compliance with HMR.
The components of this effort include:
o

Hazardous Materials LWormation Center. The Center consists of both HMS and contractor

staff located at Headquarters. Its purpose is to assist shippers, carriers, packaging
manufacturers, enforcement personnel, and others in their understanding of requirements In
the HMR for the purpose of maximizing voluntarycompliance. In addition, the Center
staffs the statutorily mandated toll-fiee number for transporters ofhazardous materials, and
others, to report possible violations of the HMR or any order or regulation issued under
Federal hazardous materials transportation law. The Center has experienced a dramatic
25 %increase in call volume in the past year, due to changes In regulations, more effective
outreach, and changes in Registration program requirements. We anticipate fiuther volume
increases in the coming year. In addition, the support contract Is scheduled to be competed
in FY 2002. Additional funding will be used to fund the new contract. The new contract
will expand the capacity of the Center;,
o

RSPA web site (http'Jhaznat.dot.gov). RSPA will continue to enhance the site. The site
includes: copies of rulemaking proposals and'final regulations; the hazardous materials
registration form and guidance; Information related to the development of international
dangerous goods regulations; the hazardous materials incident report form and guidance;
searchable HMR, interpretations, and active exemptions; the Emergency Response
Guidebook; upcoming training classes provided by BSI; han-at training and information
publications; conferences and meetings; and general information on the program including
information on contacting persons within the organization;

o

Cooperative Hazardous Materials Enforcement Development (COUMED) program support
costs. Spring and Fall conferences which provide for the exchange of hazardous materials
safety information among States, local governments and industry on compliance and
enforcement issues. We will utilize COHMED's network bfstate officials ito
assist in
evaluating and determining shipper compliance with the Hazardous Materials Regulations.
This initiative will provide data necessary for developing future training and outreach
materials directly targeted at areas of noncompliance;

o

Hazardous Materials Safety PuMications. To improve voluntary compliance with the
101k INS will provide hazmat training, technical assistance and safety information. Each
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)tar, HMS distributes approximately 2 million items, including safety training materials,
fact sheets, newsletters and other safety-related information; and,
o

Hazardous Materials Specialist Internship Program (EA) support costs- Funds the sixweek internship program for State and local emergency response personnel. Under the
program, interns are stationed at RSPA headquarters and participate in activities related to
hazardous materials transportation. The activities include inspections performed by RSPA,
FAA, and FRA. Typically four State and local personnel participate annually.

ACTIVITIES PRIOR T6 FY.2002:
o

RSPA maintained the capabilities of the Hazardous Materials Information Center through
the acquisition of up-to-date telephone, facsimile, and computer hardware and software for
Internet accessibility; and through exercising its option t0 renew the service contract for
personnel to augment telephonic-inquiry responses provided by the HMS permanent staff.
In 2000, the Center handled over 29,000 telephone calls. Since 1993, the HMS-operated
Hazardous Materials Information Center offers a single nationwide toll-free telephone
service (1-800-467.4922) weekdays from 9.00 am. ro 5:00 p.m. (Eastern Time). The
Center has assisted shippers, carriers, packaging manufacturer enforcement personnel, and
others In their understanding of requirements ltdHvIMR
In
fo the purpose of maximizing
voluntary compliance. In addition, the Center staffs the statutorily mandated toll-free
number for transporters of hazardous materials and others to repot possible violations of
the HMR or any order o regulation issued under Federal hazardous materials tr sportation
law.

o

In 2001, a modular training CD-ROM was updated and made available for downloading
from the IMS web site free-of-charge to aid small businesses in meeting the training
requirements and promoting education and compliance.

o

In FY 2001, RSPA established its Hazardous Materials Safety Assistance Team field staff
to expand partnership efforts to reach small businesses preyiously not accessible through
associations or Federal Register notifications.

o

In FY 2001, RSPA spearheaded a ONE DOT multi-modal effort to develop hazardous
materials publications relating to the proper transportation of hazardous materials. These
training and outreach publications were distributed by all modal administrations.

o

RSPA continued to distribute to the airline industry a passenger brochure, 'These
Fly...These May Not" and a "Forbidden Hazmat Poster' on awareness of hazardous
materials that are not allowed to be In luggage or carded aboard an aircraft. By the end of
1W 2001, about 5,000 posters will have been distributed to airlines.

o

In FY 2001, RSPA distributed over 2 million copies of hazardous materials training and
technical assistance documents to the public fot Inclusion in their training programs and for
replication and distribution so their employees and students.
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o

RSPA sponsored the CO MED Spring and Fall conferences, uhich provide for the
exchange ofinformation among States, local governnents, and industry on compliance and
enforcement issues. During these sessions, specific emphasis was placed on detecting
undeclared shipments of hazardous materials.

o

RSPA also continued the six-week Hazardous Materials Specialist Intern Program with
paxticipanits from the State Police and local emergency response personnel.

BACKGROUNDISITUATION:
RSPA's outreach program is a cornerstone ofefforts to ensure compliance with the H$R.
Timely access and accurate Information on requirements for compliance with the Wk. the
hazards ofcertain materials and appropriate procedures to manage emergency situations
enhances public and worker safety, public and industry. Industry also needs to be aware of,and
participate In, the development of proposals affecting the international transportation of
hazardous materials to maintain the United States' positive annual S20.5 billion dollar chemical
trade balance. The needs for Information have increased substantially with the extension ofthe
HMR to all intrastate highway transportation, new hazardous materials employee training
requirement, medical waste regulations, and the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA). NAOTA has precipitated an increased need for delivery of training materials and
guidance in French and Spanish.

PSPA FY 2002 BOGrT SMr ISSIO
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PROGRAM: EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
FUNDING LEVELS: (dollars In thousands)
FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

AkM.

Esimat

Estimat

370

370

370

ifferene
0

NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
HMS will continue its reimbursable agreement with the Coast Guard's National Response Center
(NRC) to receive telephonic notification of incident reports from carriers of hazardous materials.
Federal hazardous materials transportation laws require the Secretary of Transportation to issue
regulations for the safe transportation of hazardous materials in intrastate, interstate, and foreign
commerce. The NRC currently collects over 27,000 telephone reports annually, of which 1,100
are related to hazardous materials (non-pipeline) spills.
ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO FY 2002:
The NRC has supported IS through the receipt of thousands of telephonic reports of
transportation incidents involving hazardous materials. The NRC provides callers with
immediate technical advice on responding to incidents through telephone links with the Chemical
Transportation Emergency Center, a service of the Chemical Manufacturers Association. The
NRC also notifies either the Environmental Protection Agency or Coast Guard on-scene
coordinator, ifwananted. RSPA receives immediate notice of major incidents, such as the
closing of a major trnsportation artery. A permanent record of telephonic reports is established
and integrated within the HMIS data system. The telephonic report data are correlated to HMIS
incident reports to improve compliance with reporting requirements.
BACKGROUNDISITUATION:
To mitigate the consequences of hazardous materials incidents, RSPA maintains a central
reporting s)stem and information center to provide law enforcement and firi filghdflg personnel,
government officers and other interested persons with time-critical technical and other
information and advice, as required by The Federal Hazardous Materials Transportation Law(49

U.S.C. 5101 t'MaJ.
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FUND1NG LEVELS: (dollars In thousands)
FY 2000
FY 2001

FY 2002

Actal

tma

Esmate

81

97

97

Diffe
0

NEEDS FOR 2002:
RSPA will continue (olead or participate Inthe U.S. delegations to five International
organizations: the UN Economic and Social Council Committee of Experts on the Transport of
Dangerous Goods, the Working Party on the Transport of Dangerous Goods of the UN Economic
Commission for
Europe, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Dingetrous Goods
Panel, the International Atomic Energy Agency, and the International Maritime Organization
Dangerous Goods (IMDO), Solid Cargoes and Containers Sub-Committee. RSPA staff will
continue to prepare official United States position papers and positions on papers from other
countries and organizations in order to convey formal United States positions and proposals that
represent U.S. interests on various issues concerning the international transportation of hazardous
materials. RSPA will begin work on publishinjaamendments to the HMR with the twelfth
revised edition of the UN Recommendations. RSPA plans to continue to work with its
counterparts In Mexico and Canada to futher harmonize the regulations of the three NAFTA
countries and to participate in the NAFTA Land Transportation Standards Sub-Committee. In
partnership with Canada, Mexico and industry, RSPA plans to develop aNorth American
Transport of Dangerous Goods Standard to facilitate further harmonization of Netth American
hazardous materials regulations. The funds requested will be used as follows:
o

Travel to continue participating in international forums and other standard-setting
meetings;

o

Translation of international documents, and assistance to RSPA in communicating with its
froeign non-English speaking counterparts;

o

Purchase of international hazardous materials regulations including the IMDG Code,
United Nations Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods (UN
Recommendations), and the ICAO Technical instructions on the Safe Transport of
Dangerous Goods By Air (To;

o

Contractor support In harmonizing the hazardous materials regulations among the NAFTA
countries, including transcription Of rail tank car requirements and tank buck requirements
into astandard format.

o

Conduct ofand partipation inoutreach activities to infon, update ad solicit feedback
fk-m )takcholders. relative to RSPA's international accisfti,. .,:J
to ,.e US interaci a-c
talen into account IninternattonA tornums and in the devv!opnim:t of aatendments to
international regulations.
RSPA PY 2002 BUMEt SUoMISS1O
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o

Management information enhancements and computer hudwaresof ware to support
RSPA's international activities.

o

RSPA will continue to maintain a database ofdocuments submitted to international
organizations, provide public access to international papers by placing them on WMS'
home page, and represent the interests of the United States before bodies formulating
international regulations.

ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO FY 2002:
o

International regulations require continual updating to respond to changes in technology,
new and unique hazardous materials, and concerns for safety. Each )car, RSPA represents
the United States in approximately 12 international meetings. In order to ensure the
interests of the United States are taken into account and to solicit public participation in
international standards development, RSPA hosts public meetings and maintains an Internet
web site. RSPA staff prepares on average over 100 official United States position papers
annually in order to convey formal U.S. positions and proposals on vaious hazardous
materials transport issues at international meetings. RSPA also develops on average over
400 U.S. positions In response to proposals from other countries in cooperation with U.S.
industry and the general public. In addition, RSPA meets with other government agencies
to formulate key United States positions. Por example, RSPA actively participates in a
Departmet of State-led interagency group on global harmonization of chemical
classification and labeling systems. RSPA reaches out to industry and public interest
groups by paticipating In several hazardous materials transportation conferences each yea.
RSPA also meets frequently with industry trade groups and associations to ensure United
States industry Interests are well understood and taken into account in global standards
development efforts.

o

RSPA published aFinal Rule dii February 1,2001 (HM-21 5D) to align the IlMR with the
eleventh revised edition of the UN Recommendations, the 2001-2002 edition of the ICAO
TI and Amendment 30 ofthe IMDO Code. A second final rule to address additional issue
not covered in the February 1, 2001 final rule will most likely be published in April 2001.
The regulatory amendments adopted in the Final Rules are necessary to facilitate the
t;sorttiqp of hazardous materials in international commerce. The uniformity of
national and international hazardous materials transportation regulations directly affects the
U.S. chemical industry, which exported over $70 billion in chemical products during 199S.
In addition to enhancing safe transportation through improved regulatory consistency,
international harmonization of hazardous materials regulations has ptayed asignificant role
in maintaining the United States' positive balance of trade In chemicals and results in
significant savings to the regulated public.

o

RSPA contributed a leading role In developing internationally acceptable United Nations
gas cylinder requirements. Prior to this effort gas cylinder requirements were not
intemationallyharmonized As aresult of RSPA's effort, UN marked and certified gas
cylinders wll be capable of being transported and accepted throughout the world.
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o

For several years. RSPA has worked with Mexico and Canada to ensure the safe
transportation of hazardous materials across our bordrs. It is important for each country
that hazardous materials regulations be consistent with the UN Recommendations and the
United States HMR. The United States and Canadian hazardous materials regulations are
for the most pan compatible, and Mexico has made great progress toward adopting the UN
Recommendations. Prior to NAFMA, Mexico had nobazardous materials regulations
which were compatible with United States regulations. Since adopting its first hazardous
materials transportation law in 1993, Mexico has enacted more than 25 Official Mexican
Standards which apply to hazardous materials transport within Mexico and that are
consistent with the UN Recommendations.

"

RSPA, with its Canadian and Mexican'counterparts. published the 2000 Emergency
Response Guidebook in English, French and Spanish. The Guidebook provides emergency
responders arriving on the scene of a hazardous materials incident with appropriate safety
information relevant to the hazardous material involved.

BACKGROUNDSITUATION:
To enhance mobility of International hazardous materials shipments white maintaining or
improving safety levels RSPA parlicipates in a number of international meetings. The
formulation and advocacy of United States policies with respect to international hazardous
materials safety standards are critical to public safety. Our objective is to promote a worldwide
system that provides consistency among modes and regions sufficient to guarantee the free
movement of hazardous materials. Consistency improves safety and compliance with the United
States regulations; and reduces the need for imposing different United States' domestic
regulations on import shipments.

RSPA RY 2002 BUDGET SUBMISSION
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PROGRAM: SllPPER AND CARRIER REGISTRATION
FUNDING LEVELS: (dollars (n thousands)
FY 2000

Aswd
1,070

FY 2001

FY 2002

Estimate

Esimat

1,070

Dffrec

1,070

0

NOTE: These appropriated fands will be offset by collections of approximately $1.2 million to
the General Fund from shippers/carriers who register annually.
NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
0

The Federal Hazardous Materials Transportation law requires RSPA to charge shippers,
carriers, and other persons subject to registration for the cost of administering the
registration program and for processing the registration statements. Unlike the fading
mechanism for the HMlEP grant program, the administrative costs ofthe registration
program require an annual appropriation. These funds must be available prior to each
registration year to enable RSPA to enter into contracts to process the registration
statements. An equal amount of money will be returned to the United States Treasury
upon receipt of the fees within the same )ear.

0

We are requesting an appropriation of SI,070,000 to continue to provide support for the
collection and processing of data and fees required by Federal hazardous materials
transportation laws, for administrative costs to maintain an increasingly complex record
keeping system, to provide greater accountability for the information and funds, to
provide Federal, State and local governmental agencies and industry and public
representatives with data collected by the program, and to issue Certificates of
Registration.

0

As a result of revisions to the registration requirements in FY 2000, the number of
registration statements that must be prcersed is expected to rise to approximately 44,CO
annually.

0

The funding is also required to continue an aggressive industry technical assistance and
customer assistance program, which is available 24 hours a day, to assist registrants in
understanding and compl)ing with the Federal registration requirements.

ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO Fy 2002:
0

qO

RSPA has administered the Hazardous Materials Registration Program since its inception
in July 1992. ILFY 2000, RSPA processed more than 42,000 registration statements.
RSPA's Registration Program relies on the resources and coordinated efforts or seven
major wodc units: RSPA: IMS; a Data Manager contracted by RSPA to process the
registration statements, issue certificates of registration, and maintain and manage the
registration data file; an on-site contractor to provide programming support, data analysis,
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and public information; the United States Treasury, and two banks selected by Treasury
to collect the fees and provide other banking services.
"

As aresult otreisions to the registration requirements in FY 2000. we anticipate
processing more than 44,000 registrations in FY 2001, collecting approximately $14.0
million to fund emergency response activities, and collecting approximately $1.2 million
for administrative costs.

o

RSPA implemented a technical assistance program16
t Inform industry of the requirements
of the program. In FY 2000, RSPA continued to refine the administration of the program
to ensure that shippers and carriers paid fee for each )ear of the registration program.
where applicable, based on experience gained in previous fiscal years.

BACKGROUND/SITUATION:
RSPA has been delegated responsibilities assigned by the Federal hazardous materials
transportation law (49 U.S.C. 5$101
ijMg.) to the Secretary of Transportation to collect company.
specific Information via the registration of certain shippers and carriers of hazardous materials,
and to collect an annual fee of not less than S2S0 or more than SS,000 from the shippers and
carriers to support an emergency response program. Funds are also collected, and must be
appropriated, to administer the registration program.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
MISSION & OVERVIEW
The HMS R&D program is authorized by 49 U.S.C. S 16i l..
This program provides the
technical and anal)tical foundation necessary to support the DOTsr regulatory, enforcement, and
emergency response activities in the area of hazardous materials transportation safety.

FUNDING LEVEL: (dollars In thousands)
FY 2000

FY 200t

FY 2002

Information S)stems

300

300

300

Reseaich & Analysis

664

423

505

Actua

Esia

D feec

F~tit

Activist Breakdown

Regulation Compliance
TOTAL

B

..

1,200

1,375
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PROGRAM: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ACTIVITY: Information Systems
FUNDING LEVELS: (dollars In thousands)
FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

Acta

Estimate

Esimate

300

300

300

0

NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
RSPA utilizes two sources for developing means to support and maintain the HMIS:
o

A contract that provides system development services. The contractor provides software
that enables RSPA to access and efficiently use HMIS data and prepare specialized
presentations of RMIS data; and

o

Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, which provides research and
development services related to data collection.

Both sources will be requested to:
o

Continue refining and updating the Intermodal database. This %illallow the modes to
obtain more information on previous shipper violations when assessing penalties. Federal
hazardous materials transportation law requires the Secretary to take prior shipper
violations into consideration when assessing penalties;

o

Expand user-friendly access assistance and tracking programs for the HM IS and
registration dat; and,.

o

Continue working with industry to test and assess the feasibility of enabling the filing of
incident reports through electronic means. Electronic filing of incident reports has been
requested by industry because It would save staff time and money and is important to
RSPA because it would increase the timeliness of the reports;

ACTIVITIES PRIOR TOF' 2002:
o

HMS uses data in the IMIS to support its mission activities: develop regulations; issue
exemptions, approvals, and interpretations; track program performance in accordance
with the Govemment Performance and Results Act of 1993; and enforce safety regulations.
This function is even more critical as the Deparment of Transportation (DOT) monitors
the transition to performance-based packaging begun in 1991.

RSPA F'Y 2002 BUDGET SUBtrSSION
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"

RSPA also uses the HMIS to develop information to plan inspections and to track data on
enforcement activities. This tracking system has been completely redesigned, increasing
the efficienCy ofinspector resources In addition, a multi-modal group under the
leadership of HNIS has been established to coordinate intermodal hazardous materials
enforcement efforts. This group developed a shared intermodal database of inspections
and enforcement data relating to shippers of hizardouas materials. The information
collected in this database has been expanded and enhanced.

o

Access to the HMIS has been provided to 60 State and local government agencies and to
over 530 users in more than 70 Federal offices. Incident data have been used at the State
level to support their legislative and regulatory actions, prioritize enforcement efforts,
allocate emergency response training resources, conduct research studies, and assist in
planning and implementing hazardous materials programs.

o

Registration information In the IMIS provides the Federal, State and local governments
the capability ofcorrelating hazardous materials activity to geographic locations and to
interrelate RSPA data with other Federal, State, and local government Information

systems for emergency preparedness and enforcement purposes.
o

We also continued to upgrade the Grant Automated Document, Information and Control
System (GADICS), an administrative tool of the Hazar'ous Materials Emergency
Preparedness Grants Program, to con rorm to HMS software standards and improve
usability by the Grants program specialists.

BACKGROUND!SITUATION.
Developing regulations and other interventions which address clearly defined public safety
threats in an optimal manner requires timely information. In addition. Federal, State, and local
government agencies that respond to hazardous materials transportation emergencies require
technical and other information to ensure public safety. The Secretary of Transportation is
required by 49 U.S.C. 5101 jLjM to establish and maintain a central reporting system and
information center to provide this service. HNIS collects information supporting mission-critical
activities on a continual basis, and maintains it on HMIS.

5)
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PROGRAM: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ACTIVIT: Research and Analysis
FUNDING LEVELS: (dollars 1Athousands)
FY 2001

FY 2000

AE9Esitl
664

FY 2002

Estimate

Diffeence

$05

+82

423

NEEDS FOR FY' 200:
RSPA plans to conduct the following research projects in FY 2002:
o

"Anal)ses of Packaging Standards". Proper definition of packaging requirements for
hazardous materials is essential to ensure the packaging functions as intended in the
transportation environment. Packaging must be able to withstand thirfl range of forces
and stresses encountered In a variety of modes. Additional engineering staffTand contract
support will allow RSPA to examine a broader range ofpackaging issues, such as
puncture resistance standards for performance oriented packaging, and to participate In
commercial packaging standards development activities of organizations such as the
American Society for Testing and Materials:

o

"Undeclared Shipment Reduction". Reducing undeclared hazardous materials are a high
priority for RSPA. Discovering practical ways to better communicate requirements,
conducting surveys to determine the level on undeclared shipments, and developing
noninvasive ways to screen for undeclared hazardous materials are areas that will benefit
from additional resources;

o

"Hazard and Consequence Analysis Tools". Conducting transportation risk assessment
critical to implementing DOT's strategic plan and supporting rulemaking requires an
integrated set of planning tools for hazard and consequence analysis for releases of
hazardous materials frorn
transportation sources. Continued development of such
planning tools %ill build upon the prior experience with programs such as the Automated
Resource for Chemical Hazard Incident Evaluation (ARCHIE), which was primarily
designed for emergency planning purposes;

"'

"Increased E ffectiveness of Design Methodologies for Cargo Tank Motor Vehicle
Accident Damage Protection". RSPA will sponsor research to improve the design of
accident damage protection ofcargo tk motor vehicles. The National Transportation
Safety Board (NTSB)conducted an investigation into a representative number of
"overturn" accidents involving DOT specification cargo tanks. Their report concluded
that improvements were badly needed in industry's state-of-the-art understanding of the
physical forces and stresses involved in overturn accidents and improvtrents in 'heir
analytic.'l -rPh.tologies;

PSPA 11 20' BUDGET SLPHISSION
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o

"2003 Emergency Response Guidebook (ERO2003)". RSPA will undertake critical
research providing a scientific basis for the periodic revision of this guidebook. The
Emergency Response Guidebook provides vital information for those responding to a
hazardous materials incident;

o

"Risk Performance Measures". The ability to gauge system performance is important in
understanding and managing risk. However, this is often difficult when high
consequence, low probability events arc involved. This research is aimed at taking a
formal, comprehensive look at hazardous materials transportation and establishing a
better set ef indices that provide a more realistic and meaningful measurement of risk.
This~vill
help identify where resources are best utilized and sene as a basis for
Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) type measures; and,

o

"Incident Cost Research". U.S. hazmat transportation results In more thin 14.000
incidents annually, causing fatality, injury, property damage, environmental, vehicle loss,
clean-up and other costs. Identifying the costs and estimating their magnitude provides
important risk management information that helps OHMS in its hazmat oversight and
regulatory activities. "Research efforts to improve incident cost data %ill be undertaken
during FY 2002, with findings expected to be reported in 2003.

ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO FY 2002:
RSPA has completed several long-term mission-critical studies addressing different aspects of
risk management. We have or plan to complete the following studies prior to FY 2002:
o

"Applicability of Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points (HACCP) or Similar
Systems to Hazardous Materials Transportation." In FY 2000, RSPA completed
exploratory efforts examining the applicability of the HACCP or similar systems to the
transportation of hazardous materials. The result is a Risk Management Self-Evaluation
Framework (RMSEF), which is intended to aid all parties in assessing and managing
hazardous material transportation risk. RMSEF provides a risk management framework
and a step-wise approach to risk management. It is a tool for voluntary self-assessment
by all parties (regulators, shippers, carried, emergency response personnel) involved in
hazardous materials transportation;

o

"National Transportation Risk Assessment for Selected Hazardous Materials". This
multi-ytar research effort, recently completed, more accurately portrays the spectrum of
risks involved in the transportation of hazardous materials. Reliance on historical data
does not depict true risk when low-probability, high-consequence events are involved.
Results of the study provide a better understanding of hazardous material transportation
risk across the continuum of accident probabilities and consequences;

o

In support of publication of the 2000 Emergency Response Guidebook (ERG2000),
RSPA sponsored critical research aimed at identifying greater nunbcrs of water-reactive
chemicals and applying statistical met
ology to predict initial isolation and protective
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action distances. In addition, research and improved methodologies permitted continued
refineenept of recommended actions based on spill size as well as updating ofinitial
isolation zones and health criteria. Heavy gas effects were investigated and incorporated
into models used for the final guidebook. RSPA also incorporated guidance on response
to criminal or terrorist use of chemical or biological agents;
o

"Establishing Acceptance/Rejection Criteria for Requalification of DOT Cylinders Based
on Fitness for Service Assessment Methodology'. Retest methods, such as acoustic
emission/ultrasonic and ultrasonic examination, as alternatives to the traditional
hydrostatic/visual inspection are being developed for requalification of DOT cylinders.
Advanced retest techniques are capable of more precise measurement and support more
sophisticated acceptance/rejection criteria, sometimes called "Fitness-for-Service
Assessment." Work initiated in FY 2000 on Fitness-for-Service Assessment
methodology will establish a technically sound basis for the acceptance/rejection criteria
fot all of the various types of DOT cylinders and for future advanced types ofcylinders;

o

"Study of Radiation Dose Received by hazardous Materials Employees and the General
Public as a Result of Transportation of RadioactiveMaterials". In FY 2001, RSPA
initiated efforts to review, evaluate, and update available data concerning radiation doses
received by workers and the general public which is a direct result oftlhe transportation or
radioactive material. RSPA began to assess these doses and explore methods to improve
radiation protection;

o

"Evaluation of the Transport Regulations for Radioactive Materials". This study, begun
in FY 2001, examines containment, radiation control, criticality prevention, and ftrmal
protection criteria used In the transport regulations for radioactive materials a look for
ways to simplify and clad fy transport regulations;

o

"Puncture Resistance of Specification Cylinders Used for the Transportation of Toxic
Materials". Welded and thin-walled DOT specification cylinders are currently authorized
for the transportation of toxic gases and liquids. RSPA conducted a study of lIMIS
incident reports and concluded that there is a potential for damage to these cylinders
during handling, or during vehicle overturns or accidents. Because toxic materials pose a
higher risk to the public if released from a punctured cylinder, RSPA has proposed a
performance-oriented puncture resistance requirement. To support the proposed
requirements, research was started in Fi 2001 to conduct tests to determine the actual
puncture resistance of currently authorized cylinders to help determine the required
design levels for new cylinder specifications;

o

"Enhanced Protection for MC-33 I Cargo Tank Motor Vehicles In Frontal Collisions". As
a result of two seVere accidents and a National Transportation Safety Board
recommendation, RSPA is completing a multi-phase study on how,to increase accident
survivability of front heads on MC-331 cargo tank motor vehicles. Results ate being used
to suggest improved design for heads (shape and thickness) and secondary heads (at
various distances and with energy absorbing materials). Prototype designs for
manufacture and testing were developed during the final phase of this project In FY 2000.
-SPA PtY2002 BUDGE? SUtISSION
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Successful demonstrations will aid RSPA In evaluating rulemaking options to reduce the
risk associated with severe accidents involving MC-330 and MC-331 Cargo Tank Motor
Vehicles;
' Lithium Battery Hazard Analysis". Potential hazards posed by lithium batteries in
transportation have become an area of increased concern based on recent incidents,
pafi cularly In air transportation. In FY 2000, work began to develop new experimental
procedures establishing the likelihood of lithium batteries causing uncontrollable fires
during transportation. Testing on a number of battery types and designs is expected to
extend through FY 2061 to FY 2002;
S"information Technology and Emergency Response'. As a result ofrecommendations
contained In '1993 study by the National Academy of Sciences (HAS), Special Report
239, the first of several periodic evaluations was undertaken to assess technology options
for improving emergency response to hazmat transportation incidents. The first postHAS study effort was based largely on 1995-96 technologies and deployment projects.
Additional technology evalutions were undertaken in FY 1999 and FY 2000, with
findings reported in FY 2001. Improved position location technology, wireless access to
the Internet, satellite-based voice communication, and other technologies were
examined;
o

-Analysis of Diagnostic Specimens Shipments". Diagnostic specimens, primarily blood
and tissue samples, are widely transported throughout the U.S. Traffic levels exceed
millions of specimens shipped annually, with a substantial portion being infectious
substances potentially subject to hazmat regulations. To better assess the volume and
nature of this traffic, with its implications for hazmat regulation, initial re each on
diagnostic shipments was undertaken In #Y 2000 and completed in FY 2t,01. Research
findings were used to support rulemaking efforts In this subject area.

BACROUNDSITUATiON:
The transport of hainat exposes large numbers of the public to the risks inherent In these
materials. Identifying those risks - risk assessment -- and minimizing their potential impacts*risk management - are fundamental to ensuring public safety. Compounding the public safety
problem is the fact that industry's drive to become more productive and competitive means
continuing development of new, potentially hazardous materials; at the same time, industry is
developing innovative packagings, testing devices, operational controls, and other technologies
ith risk mitigating capability. Research and Development funding plays a crucial role In
helping RSPA assess existing and future risks to public safety; identify the latest packaging
materials, testing and other equipment that help companies reduce hazmat transport risks; and
identify communication and other technologies that help emergency responders contain incident
damages when they occur.
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To balance the needs of public safety with continuing developments within industry, RSPA
continually reviews and revises the regulations and international standards, often in response to
industry petitions for rulemaking or changing international standards. The work cared out
under this budget item provides RSPA with the technical information, analyses and research
necessary to acheve this regulatory balance: managing the public risk associated with hazmat
transportation without imposing undue burdens on industry. Our research and development work
is generally organized into four areas that support risk management: (1) risk assessment,
including accident and incident analysis, (2) hazard classification, (3) packaging and operational
controls, and (4) emergency response.
RSPA budgetary amounts in this area are odest and the projects are ofrelatively short duration.
Projects in any fiscal year generally reflect immediate needs &n are subject to change to reflect
the highest priorities at the time.

*1
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PROGRAM

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

ACTIV1Xt Regulation Compliance
FUNDING LEVELS: (dollars (a thousands)
FY 2000
FY 2001
236

FY 2002

470

570

+100

NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
In FY 2002, we will continue the package testing program to ensure the integrity
ofour risk
management system by random sampling of all types of packaging and to provide
more general
monitoringof packaging manufacturers. The continually expanding economy
has led to an
increase in the volume of hazardous materials shipments. RSPA will continue
purchasing and
testing Intermediate bulk containers, which are significantly more expensive than
the packaging
most frequently being purchased and tested. The United States Army Materiel
Command,
Logistics Support Activity, Packaging, Storage, and Containerization Center, Tob)4whaU.
Pemsylvani (Tob)tanna) will continue to provide testing services. The additional
finding
requested will be used to procure testing services for compressed gas cylinders.
Tobyhann is
not equipped to tes this type of packaging so a new testing source must be identified.
,
The
results of these tests will help confirm the adequacy of current specifications and
whether these
specifications are being achieved in practice.
ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO FY 2002:
In FY 1996, RSPA entered into an interagency agreement with Tob)lanna to
test packages in
accordance with the United Nations standards published In the HMR. Since that
time, HMS

Inspectors have been actively purchasing packaging they believe will not perform to the levels

indicated In the UN standard markings on the packaging. Tobyhanna conducts
the testing and
provides HMS with preliminary results. This test Information not only serves as
the basis for
enforcement action with regard to any discovered noncompliance, but it al o enables
the
enforcement program to better plan and target its compliance inspection effort.

The testing program has uncovered a large number of packaging that do not meet
the
performance-based standards, including steel, plastic, and fiber drams of various
sizes, and
fiberboard boxes. HlMS contacts the manufacturers of any failed packaging, which
enables them
to determine the causes and make modifications to the manufacturing process.
The testing
program has spurred the trade associations representing the majority of manufacturers
and
reconditioners to meet and discuss issues. The program has been highly successful
in focusing
industrs attention on the Importance of manufacturing packaging which will
safely contain
hazardous materials during transportation.

%O
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RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
-

Summary of Requirements - Budget Authodty, Positions and FTE
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS APPROPRIATION
Program Actity Emergency Transportation

FY 2000
BUDGET AUTHORITY,
Personnel Compensation & Benerts (PC&B)

FY 2002
Es~

764

917

987

99

101

101

674

674

235

235

1.318

1,827

1,89T

7
7

9
9

A&rdtrstve Expenses
Conrad
Deelpmn
C".d Response
Management
Reseamb and Deeopn

TOTAL BUDGET ATH-ORITY

FY 2001
Estnate

FULL TiME PERMANENT (FTP) POSITIONS and FTE:

FTP (PosIons)
FTh (Wodwars)
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EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION
FY 2002 BUDGET REQUEST

The mission of RSPA's Office of Emetgency Transportation (081) is to ensure the
Department's ability to execute its emergency preparedness and response and recovery
responsibilities In all domestic and national security emergencies affecting civil
transportation.
OET oversees these responsibilities in all 0 DOT regions and Alaska through the Regional
Emergency Transportation Coordinator (RETCO) program. OET also develops national police
guidance for transportation emergency preparedness and response.

To execute its responsibilities, DOT must maintain alevel of readiness before a crisis occurs, so
the Department can respond immediately and decisively to disasters and national security
emergencies. Out's critical program elements support DOT National Security and Mobility
goals which include regional response readiness. OET:
O

Acts as the information clearinghouse for the Secretary. On a dalybasis, manages.
operates, and enhances the DOT Crisis Management Center which is fully
activated for
significant events impacting the transportation system, such as labor strikes, hurricanes,
eathquakes, other natural or technological disasters, or national security emergencies.

o

Manages the RETCO system, which provides effective Departmental emergency
management close to disaster sites. This program uses existing departmental resources
from all modes before and during a Federal Response Plan activation.

o

Ensures the efficient
transportation, deployment, and tracking ofcritical relief supplies
into disaster areas anywhere in the Nation. This is mandated by the Federal Reponse Plan.

o

Maintains and improves the operational readiness of the DOT Continuity of Operations
(COOP) site. New COOP initiatives assigned the Department new roles 1n the areas of
-Weapons of Mass Destruction, Critical Infratructure Protection, and Continuity of
Government Operations. OET has the lead role to implement, coordinate, and report 4n
the response to these complex issues.

o

Works with the Department's Operating Administrations to establish emergency

transportation response procedures, plans, training, and exercises.
o

5

Serves as the Department's representative on the Catastrophic Disaster Response Group,
the national level policy body consisting of key Federal agencies under the Federal
ISPA 7Y 2002 BUDGET StJSI
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Response Plan, charged by the Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA). This group convenes to resolve the mos complex and sensitive issues during a
disaster response
o

Provides technical expertise and policy formulation to NATO as the U.S. Representative
to the Civil Aviation Planning Committee (CAPC) ofthe Civil Emergency Planing
Directorate.

o

Conducts ongoing research, and prepares studies on threats to the transportation system in
specific risk ireas. In addition wo, with industry stakeholders to develop
transportation reasons plans which effectively use the resources ofprivate sector.

0

Implements national mitigation strategies, such as Project Impact, which place
requirements on Federal agencies to reduce the costs from disasters and improve response
efforts.

o

Maintains an operational COOP Plan for the Offie ofthe Secretary and coordinates the
Department's COOP planning effort for each of the DOT Operating Administrations.
The DOt's overall and inclusive COOP Plan must be continually maintained. The
COOP site must always be ready to become operational in any situation In which the
Headquarters facility becomes unusable.

POS
positions are being requsted. The current staffing level is 9 FTIE.
No new itiONS
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PROGRAM: CRISIS RESPONSE MANAGEMENT
F

I

-.

: dollart 6i thousands)

LE

FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

Aual

Estimate

Estimate

374

574

280

0

NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
Thefollowing describes major activities planned as part 6f Crsis Management Response base
for FY 2002. To ensure DOT's abilityto protect livws andpropertyduring major crisis
situations, OETneeds to conduct thefollowing planning and training efforts:
Enhanced training for Headquarters and regional t(eponse teams programs will utilize
Activation Infornation Management System (AIM) software to improve the deliver of
relief and recovery resources to victims. O-T's goal is to train seventy-five percent of
the team members evew)ytar. Traininglbt critical to maintaining te readiness of
response teams. Realistic seminars using the latest training innovations will be conducted
for each disaster risk area in the United States. In addition to D61 teamember, these
sessions will involve other Federal agencies, States, and industry to ensure that the entire
transportation community is familiar with their role In a disaster.

o

o

-

ContinultoitOperations (COOP), Continuity 6fGovernment (COO) and related efforts
dealing with Weapons ofMass Destruction (WMD) and cybtr warfare are major
initiatives for OfT. The Office %iltreview and enhance COOP plans aineeded, and plan
for and conduct exercises and training to improve the response efforts in these program
areas.

o

The Regional Emergency Transportation Coordinator (RETCO) program enhances our
ability to perform field disaster activities throughout the country. In addition, it provides
specialized terrodrst training in the reglions. We will provide mrof training to the
Regional Emergency Transportation Represeqtaives (kRl
Ps)'(
o enhance their
abilities to manage and direct large scale disaster responses. The RETCOs and the
RETREPs continue to be the Depatment's first responders. With increasing emphasis on
terrorism and consequeoe management issues Involved in a Federal response, added
requirements have been placed on both headquarters and regional response personnel to
develop cohesive plans for these threats. Funding support for the RETCO program will
enable them to meet the demands of regional disaster response and planning.

o

In FY 2002, plans continue for cdtical technology maintenance and upgrades for all inhouse systems, at headquarters, th regions, and tthe alternae site,
Equipment will be
purchased f&i the alternate site to allow for the full
range oftelecomunication

6U
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connections- locally and with the regions. The alternate site could be occupied for up to
60 days, day and night, under the worst possible external conditions, so it is essential that
maximum functionality and it least minimal comfort be achieved at the relocation site.
Without these upgrades, the COOP site does not meet the overall requirements for an
effective relocation site.
o

Department-wide planning efforts will continue as par of the Federal efforts to provide
disaster mitigation support and assistance to State and local entities. In addition, OET,
with FM WA and FEMA, will facilitate the multi-state Evacuation Liaison Team work
with the States on evacuation concerns.

ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO PY 2002
o

In FY 2001, ORT disaser responses ranged from flooding to hmricaneresponse to
international earthquake monitoring and reporting. In addition to orchestrating the
Department's Y2K activities at the begining of CY 2000, OET was also involved in the
Leap Rollover activation and the government-iide, Congressionally mandated Top
Official (TOPOF) terrorism exercise.

o

DOT managed the Movement Coordination Center (MCC) located at FEMA
headquarters. ORT undertook improvements to the MCCs plans and procedures to
enhance its overall iffectiveness. The MCC organization and operating procedures are
routinely reviewed to ensure it is operating at an acceptable level to meet transportation
demands during a disaster.

o

Qf developed and implemented intensive team-building exercises for each of the 10
DOT regions and the headquarters response team. OET also coordinated an introductory
exercise for the Office of the Secretary at the DOT COOP relocation site.

o

The leased space for DOT's COOP relocation facility has achieved initial operability.
Surplus furniture and computers were installed, and the telephone system became
operational during CY 2000. The telephone system is being enhanced to meet the needs
of the various DOT Offices. O"T Is keeping the site ready at all times In order to sustain
DOT operations during terrorist, weapons of mass destruction, or other national crises.

o

AIM softwe was installed to facilitate information processing in the Crisis Management
Center, as well as anywhere n the U.S. AIM continues to receive enhancements based
upon usage during real-time disasters and training exercise.

o

International technical assistance, Including a vulnerability reduction project for Central
America, funded by the Agency for International Development (AID) was conducted.
This effort was managed by Ot for the Department. 1tis project has been so
successful, several South American countries are interested in emulating it and have
scheduled a workshop to begin their work.

urPA FY 2002 SuMosT-suanrssxoN
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O

During FY 2001. OET began training the DOT headquarters and t0 regional crisis
response teams on Presidential Decision Directives requirements.

O

OET also is leading the Dqpaerment's efforts to rewrite the Presidential Emergency
Action Directives (PEAD's) which activate the Presidential extraordinary powers in
extreme crisis situations.

BACKGROUND/SITUATION:
The Emergency Transportation program supports DOT's Strategic Goals of National Security
and Mobility by providing Depaztnental leadership during natural and man-made disasters and in
fulfilling the Department's responsibilities under the Federal Response Plan, including the
consequences ofweapons of mass destruction incidents.
Emerging terrorism threats require Federal agencies to develop, exercise and maintain a viable
plan to continue essential government functions following in attack to the computer
infrastructure; an event involving a chemical, biological or nuclear weapon; or Othetdisasters.
Adequate expert DOT staffing should be available to meet these demands. DOT does not have
all the expertise needed, so outside support must be obtained to interpret requirements, keep
abreast of government procedures, and offer advice and assistance in developing training
exercises with subject specific scenarios.
The RETCO program should be standardized across the regions. Standardization will help the
program clarify its organizational framework, support adequate funding f6r professional
development programs and ensure the development of risk-specific scenarios for regional
response training. The RETCO program has been held at a minimal funding level for years. In
order for the program to meet new requirements, additional funding is needed to provide an
effective and efficient disaster response. As the Secretazy'srepresentative In the region during a
catastrophic disaster, the RETCO s need direction and a standardized program.
The condition of DOT COOP relocation site continues to be an issue in meeting the requirements
of the Presidential Decision Directives. The COOP site meets the initial requirements using
somewhat obsolete equipment, but needs further improvements In computer systems, and a more
reliable telecommunications system to reach other Federal agencies and our regional entities
during a COOP relocation, including access to appropriate LA, lines and have remote access for
DOT stiffriot able to relocate to the alternate site. Additionally, secure telephones and faxes, as
well as additional individual software licenses or a DOT site license for AIM must be provided.

02
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PROGRAM[

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

FUINGLEYEL$: (dollars In thousands)
FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

Atua

Eatimt

Estimate

ffagn

235

0

235

235

NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
The following describesmajor act! ilesplanned for FY 2002:
o

Continue to improve our capability to respond to the Secretars need for information, an
strengthen disaster preparedness, response and recovery activities.

o

Improve our crisis management systems and source data for transportation resources and
mapping. Assessing the effects of. disaster on the transportation system, documenting
the findings, tracking the flow of critical relie(resources, and providing up-to-th-minute
briefings for the Secretary and Senior DOIT officials will be emphasized.

o

Provide an effective means for controlling NATO and U.S. classified documents, enhance
our database for the retrieval of policy documents for use during disaster planning and
response. Research state-of-the-art software upgrades for our existing database systems.

0

Outreach to the Federal, State and local emergency management and transportation
authorities and the transportation industry will continuc. Assistance will be provided to
State and local entities as appropriate.

The following are products and mlletones we expect to achlet n FY 2002:
o

The multi-modal disaster information system will be improved to meet user needs and
new requirements.

o

Research transportation information resources and test software upgrades tO streamline
the flow ofdisaster information within the Department, especially Information on
transportation infrastructure damage during crisis events.

o

Upgrade controls of computer databases used in managing classified NATO/US
documents, the database for retrieving policy documents and other access-restricted
databases.

o

Upgrade the CMC audio visual system upgrades to ensure peak operating efficiency.

RSPA IT 2002 B.DOS? $MMtISSION
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o

Develop a Departmental level Continuity of Operations Plan, and integrate it with modal
plans and procedures.

o

Continue research efforts to improve transportation disaster mitigation, the results of
which will be used in outreach to States and localities.

o

Continue multi-state evacuation planning research in partnership with FHWA for
modeling and simulations and conducting training and exercises.

ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO F? 2003
0

OET identified transportation resources and mapping software applications for use in
DOT's integrated multi-modal crisis management system, as well as evaluate the latest
computer and audio viha hardware or enhancements to existing equipment for possible
incorporation into the DOT Crisis M anagement Center..

o

OET formulated an initial capability DOT COOP Plan as required by PDb 67. This
included a combination of continuity of government, continuity of operations and
weapons of mass destruction requirements.

o

Developed and conducted COOP-training exercises for designated OST staff in support of
current PDD requirements.

o

OET, n partnership with the Central U.S. Earthquake Consortium (CUSEC), met with
the seven State DOT's in the New Madrid Earthquake area and developed methodologies
and plans for responding to a catastrophic earthquake event in the reglop.

BACKGROUNIT

TO:

The Response Management Support portion of the Emergency Trauportation program helps
achieve DOT's Strategic Goals ofNatipnal Security and Mobility by providing Departmental
the Department's
leadership during nature id imaA-made disasters and in fulfilling
responsibilities under the Federal Response Plan, including the consequences of weapons of
mass destruction incidents.

M
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RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
Summany of Requirements -Budget Authorty, Posituons and FTE
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS APPROPRIATION
Program ActvIty.

BUDGET AUTHORIY:
Persocel Compensabon & Berdi

Research atTechnology
FY 2000
Aa
1.207

(PC&B)

105

Adn*ir&We Expenses
Research and OeW~iomek
R&D PWvfi & Mwgement
Tranuoion kasirtur Assuranc
Hunmn Centered Research
TOTAL BUDGET AUTHORITY
Retiursa

FY 2001
Estl
1,062
92

FY 2002
E
1.132
92

2m08

I.=3

am,

2.085

2.235
1.000
300
4,

2.235
1.000
300
4759

5,000

0

0

FY 2000

FY 2001
Authorid

FY 2002
Authorized

3,39

Fun*'g for e Advanced Veies

From F WA Higwmy Trust Fund - CA

~eibulk Fundg bf UTC GrntAutorized

1,200
From FTA GenerwFunds Approprabon
4.800
From FTA HIony Tru Fund. CA
27.250
From FHWA 1hNy Trust Fund- CA
Total rekrbursable rnftg for UTC Grants 33.2

1.200
4,800
27.250
3.250

1200
4.800
26.60
3,

FULL TIME PERMANENT (FTPI POSITOS and FTE:

atut

FTP Posons)

~A"

FY 2000

FY 2002

Etin

I1

9

9

3
2

3
3

3
3

I1

FTE (Woui.as)

FY 2001

Etirat
9

9

Rekrrbusable.,

Cenr pwgrai-FHWA TF
*emtTranpog
FTP (Poon4)
PTE (Workyears)
Trmhportalon Sael knitkte
FTP (Pomxos)

42

FTE (Workyears)

44

ASPA Reorganizaton moved TSI toProgram Support
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RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
FY 2002 BUDGET REQUEST

RSPA's Research and Technology program supporti the Department's Strategic Plan and its
Research and Development Management Strategy br (4) fostering innovation in transportation
through privia-public partnerships; () promoting world-class transportation research; and (3)
building the transportation workfo-ce of the future. This is accomplished by leading Federal and
Departmental transportation research and development strategic planningactivities and by investing
in advanced technology, enabling research and education for the Department and transportation
enterprise.
ACTIVITIE
To help achieve Departmental goals through the application ofscientific and technical advances, the
Office of Innovation, Research and Education:
*

Promotes Department of Transportation research policy and program coordination efforts.

*

Chairs and provides staff support to the Department's Research and Technology
Coordinating Council.

0

Manages a strategic planning process for transportation R&D In the Department of
Transportation and the Federal Government.

*

Conducts transportation systems-level analyses and peer reviews to assure theintegity of
this process.

*

Fosters innovation in transportation, particularly through public-private partnerships.

*

Manages and coordinates a nationwide program of transportation research, education and
technology transfer through a network of 31 University Transportation Centers (UTC's).
Manages transportation R&ID programs with intermodavmult modal applicability (e.g.
technology sharirigtransfer,remote sensing, advanced vehicle technologies, human factors.
infrastructure assurance)
Represents the Department on national and International committees and at meetings on
transportation R&D.

POSITIONS
New: No new positions are being requested.

8%
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PROGRAM: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

ACTIVI: R&D Planning and Management
FUNDING LEVELS: (dollars In thousands)
FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

Actual

Estimate

Estimate

2,085

Z,235

2,235

D
0

Four positions and funding are needed to establish automated systems and maintain proper
accounting practices andprocedures, and to insure integrity in the executionof RSPA'sappropriated
funds. Without such positions RSPA Is vulnerable to internal control weakness, waste, fraud and
abuse, and even possible anti-deficiency violations.
NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
Technical knowledge is doubling every 2-5 years. To meet its mission f providing leadership and
coordination of transportation R&D, RSPA must assess and expand its knowledge In several key
areas:

"

RSPA must identify future transportation trends, needs, and opportunities and highlight
emerging technologies and discoveries which provide opportunities for transportation system
improvements.

*

The Fourth Edition 6dtie Department's Trtnsporation R&D Plan (originally mandated in
TEA-21) must focus domestic and international research and technology innovation on the
needs of the global transportation system of the 21 st century. Attention must be given to
three critical transitions which will take place in the future:
-

An emphasis from extensive capital Investment toward better system management
and operations
From systems that require users to adapt to thefn toward "hulnm-centered" systems
that adapt to users
From -a mode-by-mode control approach to a seamless an! intermodal %isionof
transportation systems operations.

The Plan must include consideration *f needed partnerships, basic and enabling research,
and educational programs to fulifhlls vision.
"

RSPA must assess the results of international R&D to identify research needed to maintain
the competitiveness of U.. transportation-related industries, as well as opportunities for
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international cooperation and technology exchange. Data needed include current and future
international transportation R&D needs, trends, capabilities, and opportunities.
*

As required in Section 5108 of TEA-21, independent assessments of DOT's research
strategies and planning processes by theNational Research CouncitlTransportution Research
Board Committeeon Federal Transportation R&DStrategic Planning Process must continue.

a

RSPA must continue effectively managing research programs with Department-widebenefit
on Advanced Vehicle Technologies, Conmercial Remote Sensing, Human Factors, and
Transportation Infrastnuctuie Assurance. They were authorized in TEA-21 or subsequently
funded by the Congress. These programs frequently pool funding from several modal
participants.

*

RSPA must support a robust Federal science and technology base to improve transportation
system performance and advance technological innovations. RSPA will work to Improve
utilization otthe Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Program to stimulate
innovation through small business.

0

RSPA must assure easy access to Information on domestic and international transportation
research and the Federal transportation R&D planning process through new and upgraded
Internet tools and automated research and development databases.

ACTIVITIF PRIOR TO FY 2002:
*

Improved PlaiangtProgram Developmemtr Building on TEA-21 mandates beginning in
FY 1999, RSPA's strategic planning efforts have significantly improved the way
transportation R&i programs and budgets are planned, implemented and evaluated
Government.wide.

S

Implementation Partnerships Working through the National Science and Technology
Council and other interdepartmental mechanisms, RSPA promoted parlneships to
implement emerging tranportation technologies. These partnerships Included D0T; key
Federal, State and local Government agencies; the private sector; and academia. They
addressed Aviation Safety, Security. Efficiency and Environmental Compatibility
(FAA/NASA lead); the Intelligent Vehicle Initiative (FHWAlead); the Partnenhip for the
Advancement of Infrastructure and its Renewl (Civil Engineering Research Foundation
lead); Transportation Infrastructure Assurance (RSPAIDOT Office of Intelligence and
Security lead), Application of Remote Sensing Data in Transportation (RSPA/NASA lead),
and Transportation and Sustainable Communities (FP1WA/EPA lead).

*

International Cooperation: RSPA supplied analytical and program support for the FiveYear North American Transportation R&D Plan, developed under the North America Free
Trade Agreement (NAflA). Th"I Plan established R&D collaboration among the United
States, Mexico and Canada on: safety and security, trade and tourism, environmental impacts
of transportation,Infrastructure renewal, and access and mobility.
RSPA fl 2002 BtDGET SUDMSSON
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*

World-Class R&D: In response to Section 5108 of TEA-21, RSPA worked with the
National Research Council/rransportation Research Board to establish-a metit-based peer
review of the Depatmenris and Federal Government's transportation R&D strategic planning
activities Working through the D&T R&D Coordinating Council, RSPA also led the
development ofqualityreviews of DOT R&D programs and research laboratories annually
using Malcolm Baldrige, ISO 9000 or similar quality criteia.

*

Education: RSPA developed and., with the other operating administrations, implemented
the first DOT University Research and EducotionPlan to forge closer relationships among
DOT and the universities that perforn transportation research and education.

BACKGROUND/SITLJATION:
Transportation decision-makers will have to address the increas'd demand for transportation while
balancing the values of safety, security, economic productivity, environmental quality, energy
efficiency, and accessibility. This requires a long-term, integrated and global perspective.

Technological, operational and institutional innovation are key to solving the emerging global
transportation challenges. RSPA research activitieshelp meet the nation's transportation needs for
safety, security, mobility, economic growth and environmental quality through effective use of
emerging scinlific and technological innovation. These activities include international technology
assessments, R&Dplanning inconsultati6nuith stakeholdersorach to validate plans and confirm
emerging trends, and maintenance of data and management systems to assure information sharing
with clients and stakeholders.
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PROGRAM: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

ACTIMJI."Transportation Infrastructure Assurance ( A) R&D
FUNDING LEVELS: (dollars I thousands)
FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

AMWn

Estimate

Eimite

0

1,000

1 Cooo-

Difference
0

NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
To preempt threats to American travelers and shippers, RSPA must continue - in conjunction
with the Depanment'sOtfce ofIntelligence and Secwity and other operating administrations
- to research and assess possible countermeasures to threats to the security of
transportation's physical and information infrastructure. RSPA has identified three priority
areas:

(1)

(2)

-Chemcol and Biological Agent Detection for PassengerTerminals- The United
States must have the capability to detect and monitor chemical and biological agents
in major passenger terminals such as subways, bus/rill stations, and airportsTerminals provide opportune places to disperse toxicbiological and chemical agentsIn addition to conducting evaluations of detector technologies, RSPA must also
participate in information sharing on technological advances in chemical and
biological agent detection across the Federal Government.
Intermodal Freight Terminal Secutf,-- The United States must develop

technologies and procedures for improving the secuityofintermodal freight and the
network upon which it travels. "hisincludes the security 6fcargo, terminals, energy
supplies and facilities; public security and the security ofvital communication and
information systems that service these facilities.
(3)

ur

Hu man Factors Analysis for Tratsportation S)tems --The United States must
be able to recognize problems associated with human preparedness, prediction, and
response to threats in all modes oftransportation. In the longer term, RSPA research
activities should identifyaletness problems and develop technological or behavioral
remedies.

RSA FtY 2002 BUDGE" SUBMISSION
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AgaTIVrIES PRIOkib FY 2002:
In FY 2001. RSPA and the DOTO'fice of Intelligence and Security collaborated to identify
several high-priority need areas. RSPA and FAA funded single and multi.yeaz research and
technology transfer initiatives to: identify cyber.security gaps and vulnerabilities in
transportation control systems, use high efficiency particulate arresting (HtEPA) filters to
establish "clean air" baselines for transportation terminals and facilities, conduct broader
vulnerability assessments ofintermodal termfilals;establish nsportation requirements for
teams responding to attacks with weapons of mass destruction (WMD's), and transfer
information on improving infrastructure security to Governmental an- non-Governmental
stakeholders.
BACKGROUND/SITUATION:
Reports forn the White House Commission on Aviation Safety and Security-([997), and the
Presidential Conmission on Critical Infrastructure Protection or PCCIP'l997), highlighted the
potential vulnerabilities of key national transportation itnftructure to damage and disruption by
determined adversaries. Chemical/biological threats and ¢)ber threats are ofpirticular coocem
because of their potentially dire impact on the traveling public.
This activity provides the Department with an integrated and comprehensiveapproach for assessing
these vulnerabilities and developing technologies to ensure the safely and securityof the Nation's
transportation system. RSPA's Office ofLmovation, Research and Education, OfficeofEmergecy
Transportation, and Office of Pipeline Safety, re collaborating with the OSTOfficeoflntelligence
and Secrity and the other operating administrations to assess and share research findings and define
follow-on research needs on this topic.
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PROGRAM: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ACTIVII: Human-Centered Systems Research Program
FUNDING LEVELS: (dollars In thousands)
FY 2000

Actual
0

NEEDSORE

FY 2001

FY 2002

Eim

Estimate

300

300

D

fence
0

Q2002:

*

DOT must expand the knowledge base and technologies which forecast and detect
fatigue-compromised operators and support active fatigue management to restore
alertness and safety. Human eror, much of it linked to fatigue, is responsible for 70 to 90
percent of transportation crashes, and results in an annual loss of over 44,000 lives and
over 3.5 million Injuries. This translates to an estimated direct and indirect cost cover
$160 billion.

*

DOT must also develop Advanced Instructional Technologies (AIT) using interactive tnd
computer-basedtraining, modeling and simulation to upgrade operator skills and Improve
performance. The greater benefits ill come from applying thi lessons learned with
novice, and younger and older age drivers who are more prone to crashes.

ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO FY 2002:
* The first project awards from this activity were made in FY 2001. Results of the firit year
projects are expected to be: (i) consensus findings on fatigue management approaches:
(2) a first edition 6' Fatigue Management Reference, %ich will be a resource of best
practices on effective fatigue management; (3) an assessment of promising fatigue
management strategies; and (4) an action plan for future fatigue management research.
BACKGROUNDISITUATION:
This program Is Intendid to obtain a better understanding of human behavior and performance in
transportation, expanding the state of human factors knowledge, and integrating a wide varietyof
agency activity which has taken place.

72
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REIMIBURSASLE FUNDING FROM ETA AND FHWA

ACTIVIT: Universilt Transportation Center (UTC)Grants
FUNDING LEVEIS: (dollars In thousands)
FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

AVaJ

imate

£timat

liffem

1,200'
4,800"0,

1,200'
4,800"*

1,200'
4,800"*

0
0

27.25 0**

27 M **

27.2 0"

0

33.250

33,250

33.250

0

Reimbursable Funding from FMWA and PTA
* Appropriations from General Rewenues (FTA)
" Contract Authoity from the TransflAcco ml ofthe Highway Trust Fund
" ' Contract Authority from the F/tWA Account of the Highway Trust Fund
The amounts above are not requested In
and FHWA's budget.

kSP
AsBudget submission, but are requested from FTA

NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
The Centers mustconduct peer-reviewed basic and applied research, which will advance the
bodyofknowledge about transportation; provide amulti-disciplinayeductionprogmrantht
includes participation in research; and promote technology transfer by making rese',h
results available to potential users. Because UTC grats are limited to 50 percent of total
Center costs, each Centermust foster positive partnershipswith state, local and private sector
entities. In FY 2002, the 33 Centers will be eligible for fifth
year funding without further
competition.
To assure effective utilization of these funds, RSPA must maintain a system to coordinate
the education, research, an technology tranifractivities of the Centers and to disseminate
the results of the research.

RSPA V 2002 813Cr
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A_C/ITIE PRIOBROY20.
By 2000, the UTC Program had already:
*

instituted 4 new Ph) and S new MA program.
iincresed the number of PhD arid MA graduates by 21.4 percent.
reached 11,201 pre-college and 21,311 transportation professionals through outreach
programs.
leveraged more than SI percent In non-Government funds for research projects.

The grants that were awarded with FY 1998 funding authorized under TEA.21 provided funding for
the establishment and operation of 33 VC's. Each Center's program plan included common
baseline measures, and each Center reported annual progress from those baselines using a conmon
set of quantfi able performance indicators. Moreover, each center has published a homepage 6f the
Internet which includes project descriptions and peer-reviewed results ofall research projects funded
under the UIC grAnt
BACKGROUND/SITUATION:
To achieve its stategic goals for economic grovih and trade, the Department must ensure the
availability of a future cadre of professionals who are prepared to design, deploy, operate and
maintain the complex transportation systems of the future. The Department invests in universitybased centers of excellence that simultaneously conduct research to advance transportation
knowledge, share that knowledge with stakeholders, and use that knowledge to educate students in
a broad range of disciplines.

14
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RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
Summary of Requlremnents -Budget Authority Positions and PTE
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS APPROPRIATION
Program Activity:. Program Support
FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

Ad"M

Estimte

Estinio

4.832

5.564

6.528

AdrnlistrWtive Expenses

3,41

4,067

4.183

Contract Prowams;

.LQ31

1.437

3.3

aunDGE AUfHORITY:
Personnel Compensation & Benefits (PC&B)

Policy and Program Support:

Budget and rinanciat Management

200

200

200

5

5

5

25

1,007
200
25

1w32
1.007
2,111
25

9,280

11.068

14.059

48

53

67

45

N

57

5
4
2
18
16

5
9
2
18
16

5
111
2
23
16

8
5

8
8
44
44

8
8
47
47

Civil Rights:
Drug Program
Program Mgmt and Administration:
Information Resources Management
Business Modernization
Human Resources Support Systems
TOTAL BUDGET AUTHORITY

832
807

FULL TIME PERMANENT (FIrP POSITIONS and FTE:
Direct Positions & FTE's
FTP Positions
FTE (Wolyears):
Executive Direction
Policy and Program Support
Civil Rights
Management and Administration
Chief Counsel
Reimbursable Positions & FTE's:
Honors Attorneys (Positions)
Honors Attorey (FTE)
Transportation Safety Insitute (Positions)
Transportation Safety Insitute (FTE)

RSPA FY 2002 BUDGET SUBMISSION
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PROGRAMSUPPORI
FY 2002 BUDGET REOUE

Program Support provides policy, legal, financial, management and administrative support to
operating offices in their mission to promote the Admnistrations policies and the Departnent's
programs. Program Support includes essential services which directly support the agencyjs
programs in avuietyof areas, including the Office of the Admnlnistrat (Executve Direction),
Staff Offices to the Administrator (Offc of Chief Counsel and Office otcivil Rights), the
Office of'Policy and Program Support and the Office of Management and Administration.
The offices widdd Program Support collectively help promote the Department's and RSPA's
strategic goals and pertfonnance plans. Specifically, the offices support many ofthe
Department's Organizational Excellence Goals such as:
Make E.Gov the Standard - Expand and Improve the electronic delivery of government
services and information to the public and staff.
Sound Resource Aanagement - Ean an clean audit opinion on consolidated and standalone financial statements. This will give RSPA the ability to provide reliable and timely
financial information to decision makers.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTION
The Office of the Administrator provides overall management, strategic direction, and
implementation of Administration policy for the agency and its programs.

No new positions are requested in FY 2002.

Io
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POLICY ANJ) PROGRAM SUPPORT

Th mission of RSPA's Office of Policy and Program Support is to formulate, articulate, and
implement policy for all agency programs and actions, to ensure that agency actions are aligned
with Departmental and Administration policies, and to serve as liaison betweit RSPA and the
Congress. other governmental agencies, and the media. The 6tce provides leadership on
agency.wide strategic planning. legislative proposals, public information, RSPA.wide budget and
financial management, and implementation ofthe Government Performance and Results Act

opera) .
ACTIVITIES
To fulfill its mission, the Office of Policy and Program Suppor undertakes policy review and
analysis on all RSPA matters; provides policy direction and guidance for budget requests,
legislative proposals, regulations, reports and all other documents having policy making
ramifications; oversees the public information program; and ensures that accurate and timely
information is provided to the Administrator, the Department, the Administration. Congress,
industry, media, and the general public. The Office of Policy and Program Support provides
policy leadership; coordination and technical assistance on program matteis relating to
transportation research, technology, and education; regulations concerning hazardous materials
and pipeline transportatin;anid guidance on all RSPA financial transactions including grants to
universities and state governments.

Four new positions are requested in F' 2002 to improve efficiency in financial management.
(Fundingis requested under our Modernization Program)
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PROGRAM: BUDGET AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
FUNDINGfLEVLS- (dollars In thousands)
FY 2000

FY 2001
LxW
simaw

FY 2002
Estimat

200

200

200

Dffni
0

There is no increase In funding requested for th itern for Fiscal Year 2002.
Existing funding will be used to maintain auser-endly financial management tool that
is able to produce reports and other information 4flkkly a required by RSPA program
managers, the Administration, and Congress. RSPA alsoIs required to safeguard the
tracking of its operating budgets during the commitment stage and beyond.
RAMIS It(kSPA Accounting & Management Information System) Is RSPA's only
automated system (database) that enables fund managers to control their respective
commitments &d obligations within funding ceilings. It is imperative that RSPA
maintain an accurate account of its funds control to assure that it does not violate the
Ani-Deficiency Act.

ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO FY 2002:
RAMIS Il has incorporated the document control systems for all of the various
procurements. This closes the gap that restricts any procurement activity outside of funds
control. Also featured is an aled system that allows fund managers the ability to be
notified by Email of funds that fall below a set percentage limit. This gives the find
manager pro-active control over their respective allotments.
It Is necessary to maintain an Oracle-lilerate, contractor programmer to continue
strengthening the RAMIS Hdatabase design.
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LEGAL SERVICES

MISSION
The mission ofthe RSPA Office of Chief Counsel is to advise, assist, and represent RSPA and
serve the public by developing, implementing, and promoting legal, ethical, and practical agency
actions that have been coordinated with interested parties.

ACTIV]fES
The Office of the ChiefCounsel provides legal services to RSPA's safety research, emergency
preparedness and administrative programs, as well as the Administrator, program officials, and
agency employees. These critical services include litigation, legislation, tulemaking, preemption,
outreach, ethics counseling, and resolution of general law issues. A major portion of these
services is directed toward hazardous materials arld pipeline safety enforcement and compliance
issues. The Office 6fthe hiefCounsel also manages and coordinates RSPA's Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) Program.
The Office of Chief Counsel also administers the DOT Honors Attorney Program, under which
nine law graduates are competitively selected for a two-year appointmeht involving rotational
assignments throughout the Department. The program is funded through reimbursable
agreements witheight paricipatrig operating administrations.
ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO FY 2002:
With io increase in resources In Fisa, Year 2001, the RSPA Office ofthif Counsel is currently
performing at the same high levels set in Fiscal Year 2000. Those Fiscal Year 2000 activities
included the following:
e

Saft Enforcement: Provided legal support for both the hazardous materials and the
pipeline safety enforcement programs. Issued more than 500 compliance notices and
orders.

a

General a: Ensured the legal sufficiency of more than 150 grants with a total value of
more hah SSO,000,000.

S

Rulemaking. Participated in the development, review, coordination, and issuance of more
than 40 docketed rulemakings.

a

.g[al
Anal : Reviewed, coordinated and commented on more than 200 legislative,
regulatory, and executive documents.

a

Leislati: Drafted, coordinated, and advocated the Administration's legislative
proposal on reauthorization of the pipeline safety program and provided timely analysis
of and response to multiple proposed amendmets and alternative legislative provisions.

-RSPA FY 2002
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Initiated and led Department.wide effort to ldetify and analyze issues associated with
reauthorization of the hazardous materials safety program.
Litigaio: Actively defended the agency's position in eight cases involving challenges
under the pipeline safety or hazardous materials safety statutes.
Preemption: Issued two preemption determinations and actively defended four others that
were challenged in litigation.
FOIA Program: Received, reviewed, coordinated, and responded to 239 requests for
information under the Freedom of Information Act.
Ethi¢i Program: Solicited, collected, and reviewed for possible conflict, financial
disclosure statements from 206 RSPA employees. Provided ethics training for more than
300 employees.
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The mission of the RSPA Office ofCivil Rights is to implemenlk monitor, and enforce all
applicable civil rights salutes, rules, regulations, and guidelines. lInaddition, the Office of Civil
Rights manages and coordinates RSPA's internal drug program activities.

The Office of Civil Rights:
*

sponsors a wide range of EEO-related educational programs and training sessions;

"

participates in DOT-wide Special Emphasis Programs and initiatives;

*

coordinates reporting requirements relative to RSPA's participation in educational
initiatives with Minority Serving Institutions; and,

*

coordinates drug and alcohol testing and training activities, as required.

POS

itioNs

No new positions are requested in FY 2002.
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PROGRAM.Civil RGHTS
FUNDIN .

VEL: (dollars In thousands)

FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

Actal
timate
5

Estimate

Dfference

5

NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
There is no increase in funding requested for this item foi Fiscal Year 2002.

ACTIVIIES PRIOR TO FY 2002:
'The RSPA Lice, of Civil Rights has for many years been actively involved In the
development and implementation of effective civil ghta programs and initiatives.
These programs and initiatives are designed to.'(I)liminate barriers to equal
opportunity: (2) ensure non-discriminatio A fIeAderally-assisted programs; and (3)
increase the participation of minorities in programs sponsored by the Department of

Transportation.
The RSPA Office oft6
1ghlsA§lso manages RSPAs Drug and Alcohol Program in
accordance with DOT )rder 3910.1 C. The Drug and Alcohol Progarn isnot just for
DOT eMployees but also includes families and communities. Inaddition to providing
necessary drug and alcohol testing, RSPA provides educational films, brochures and
literature for employees to take home and for public display. ?New-managers and
supervisors, as well is Hazardous Materials Safety Inspectors, receive training on drug
and alcohol abuse, as required by regulation.

8Z
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MANAGEMENT AND ADMIRAION

The mission of Office of Management and Administration is to pro-actively respond to the
agency's administrative support requirements which support the primary goals ' the Research
and Special Programs Administration. The office of Management and Administration serves as
the principle advisor to the Administrator on safely and security training within DOT and ALSPA.

ACTIVITIES
Prdvides direction and advid (or human resources, management, and development
programs, and organizational planning and management.
"

Provides for, or coordinates, the procurement and the management of real and personal
property, transportation and supplies, general admifnistrative/support services,
computerized data services, and contracting and procurement services In support of
agency program needs.

"

Develops andA ministers the implenientati6ri and operation or organizational plans,
management systems and controls, information resource management, management
productivity Itptovement, and administrative standards and procedures.
Provides data processing, graphics, and publishing services clearance support to the

Washington headquarters.
Serves as liaison for GAO and 10 issues and assures recommendations are adequately
addressed.
Administers paperwork management functions, including records management, directive
management and the information collection budget. Also administers the RSPA
Executive Secretariat function and responsibilities.

POSITIONS
Ten new positions are requested in FY 2002.
(Funding is requested under our Modernization Program)
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PROGRAM: INFORMATION RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
FlLNYINiLEIZ

: (dollars In thousands)

FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

Estimate

Diernc

807

1,007

1,007

0

A WEstimat

NEEDS FOR Fl 2002:
No new needs are requested for the baseline program. Baseline support for the IRM
Program will continue vefy minimal Local Area Networks (LANs) suppoi links for the
computers and automated systems serving RSPA Offices. Baseline flmdiig will continue
to provide one LAW administrator, one assistant LAN administrator, LAR hardware and
software, tAN maintenance, and RSPXs connection to thi Department's fiber optic
network that provides external electronic communications. Baseline funding will
provide technical support to RPA computer users to diagnose and solve hardware,
software 6r telecommunication difficulties, will provide computer supplies, and offer
some traing classes and security awareness information.
ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO FY 2002:
A stable, dependable and reliable infrastructure is a critical requirement for enabling the RSPA
program 0 staff offices to adequately plan and perform RSPA's mission essential functions.
hurig VV 01 this infrastructure was supported and enhanced as follows:
Maintained and improved RSPAs corporate data bases such as the mail system,
RAMIS. FOLA, Training. PRISM, the help desk tracking system, and a National
Transportation Safety Board Tracking System for executive use.
Maintained and improved the RSPA Home Pages on the Internet adding more
information.

94

*

Created and deployed a RSPA Intranet for internal office use.

*

Maintained a successful security program achieving no network intrusions and
effective virus eradication.

*

Initial Investments have been made in network communications to start the
modernization of RSPA's communications network.

tRSPA
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PROGRAM: BUSINESS MODERNIZATION
FUNDINd LEVELS: (dollars In thousands)
FY2000

FY 2001

Actual
0

Contract funding
PCB +
costs
I adm.
TOTAL

FY 2002

200

D ffffec

2,111

+ 1.911

+ 2,600

Positions (+7 in IRM, +3 In administrative support
and 44 in financial management)
Il (all poitlons funded at .5 E In F 2002)

+ 14

+

7

NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
A f(1 serviceInformation Resources Office- The Research and Special Programs
Information Resources Management operation it'significantly understaffed. Canvassing
other DOT operating administrations and thi Dt
Os office we find the minimal HQ
staff composition of an Information technology operation is:
Director
Technical Specialist-COTR
Secuity Officer
Network Administrator
Computer Systems Analysts
Program Analyst
Web Master
Telecommunications Specialist

GS-15
GS-14

GS-I 3
GS-13

GS-1 2)

RSPA does not have
these 7 positions.

GS-12
GS-13
GS-13

RSPA has only a Director and technical specialist. Othei 6OT organizations
commensurate to RSPA have the following resources allocated to their IRM activity:

MARAD
HQStaff

t4iTSA

FRA

FTA

RSPA

Add'l Needs

6

9

7

14

HELPDESK

$1.8 M

$2.5 M

SI'§M

Sl.6M

$1.3M

+.SM

Admin. Systems

$.8M

$1.0M

$4.0M

S.8M

S.2M

+$1.4M

2

+ 7 positions

Even with this additional funding of+7 positions and $1.9M, RSPA Is still not it parity
because RSPA must use that funding to build, maintain and operate its IR ,
infrastructure, whereas the other modes shown here have essentially already built their
infrastructures and therefore can devote their funding exclusively to just maintaining and
operating their existing systems.
RSPA FY 2002 BMUGET SUBnISSION
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The additional $1.9 M contract dollar and +7 positions will go approximately halfway
towards our final goal of instituting the following Improvements:
Eahuced Rlonal Communleiatons. The RSPA information technology
architecture design currently allows robust e-mail communications in

headquarters but minimal performance and support to the regions. This must be
changed. Regional access is limited to 23 simultaneous users. Users cannot
transmit any significant loads over the network during peak hours because it
would ie up the network for indefinite periods of time. Large reports and
graphical information take anywhere from 5 - 30 minutes to transmit via dial-up
56K modems. To correct this problem, RSPA requires a Wide-Area-Network
(WAN) wfth adequate bandwidth to allow regional Inspectors and telecommuting
staff to access the network at anytime ofday and outside the normal business
office.
*

,

Establish Net4ork Manaeemenl Center. RSPA currently has network coverage
eight hours a day, five days a week. Thus when network problems ocir after
hours, the network is inaccessible until the next operating day. During the
Bellingham, Washington and the Carlsbad, New Mexico gas pipeline accidents,
we learned that the Internet was extremely help! In pushing information to the
public and our inspectors In the field, even though access was very limited.
RSPA'%communication network operations must be extended beyond an eight
hours a day, five days a week operation. Emergencies occur and the network
needs to be operational 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Local Area Network and Deskton Services.
*

RSPA has maintained i first generation 166 MHZ Pentium computers for
several years. However, the more robust operating systems and
applications software require more efficient and higher speed systems.
RSPA needs to manage the life cycle replacement oidesktop computers
and laptops so that one third are replaced every three years. A thirty-six
month life cycle is well above the commercially recommended eighteen to
twenty-four month cycles. Further, RSPA must ensure that the LAN
cabling and networking infrastructure in the Regions are sound and

functioning properly. Right now they are not.
0

The Office of Hazardous Materials Safety regional personnel are currently
equipped with outdated machines. Typically, moM staff member machines
are running on first generation Pentium platforms. Moreover, most
machines are 166 MHZ or less, contain 16 MB RAM, and have hard
drives of I GB or less. They need new machines equipped with the latest
technology, including'a Peitium IMlprocessor, 128 MB RAM, and a
sizeable hard drive. These newer machines will allow RSPA to provide
on-the-spot information to enforcement personnel during inspection
activities.

RSPA FY 2002 BUDGE? sMM34SSIoN

Enterprse Arcbiteture. The RSPA architecture (applications, technology,
competencies and processes) has to be much more automated so we can
strategically focus and provide products and .syces where they are needed, when
the are needed. A successful example of &kl the acquisition system, PRISM,
which automates acquisition workflow, reduces paper, and streamlines and
improves the manager
lthe
of aZ4sitioh process. A second successful
example is the collection of hazardous materials user registration fm via an
Internet based website. Th6 use of e-commerce and improved customer outreach
to conduct business is a winning combination.
Sjgn.t . We have already taken steps towards E-Government. For example,
we now accept user fees electronically. Because oithik we need to insure that all
transactions are managed In a safe and secure inner. Wetd6i°t yfido this.
Compu(& hackers aM viruses are a growing threat. While the DOT firewall is the
front door to RSPAks defen& to outside ifitrusion, we mutt also protect against
back door access (i.e., modems) or eternal threats.

In addition to the 7 Information technology positions discussed above, 3 administrative
support positions are need as follows:
One additional human resources position is needed to: support the data and
counseling needs of the 33 percent 6f the RSPApopulatibn eligible to retire; to
process new hires rcuititg from those retirements as well as normal attrition; and
improve workforce planning and employee development which recent surveys
have found deficient.
e

Two additional administrative support positions are requested to provide the
important real estate, space, property and telecommunications requirement of
RSPA's employees, conatacto4 and consultants nationwide. gPkis existing
administrative Si"p t staffI&far overburdened compared to all similarsized
agencies within DOT, as illustrated in the table below (data current as of March
2001). The table shows that RSPA needs another'5 administrative support
positions to gain parity with these other modes.
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FrA
#of HQ administrative
support staff

NhSA

FRA RSPA FMCSA' MARAD

7

8

6

2

# of HQ employees,
contractors & consultants
serviced by the admin. staff

350 * i

388

300

318"*

Ratio of employees,
contractors and consultants
serviced by each administra.
tive support staff member

500*

49

50

159*0

9

d

8

5

350

363

280

39

45

56

I

I

* FMCSA hasi positions as of March 2001 ahd their FY 2002 budget request will show an
additional 3 positions.
** FTA ad RSPA's* Q administrative support staff also must take care of all the logistical
needs ofti&field offices (l 0 field employees, consultants and contractors forFTA and 144 for
RSPA).

Lastly, RSPA needs 4 positions to improve efficiencies in financial management. We
have evaluated three administrations similar in complexity 6ii D5 &6 obtaia standard
of the level ofaccounting oversight and functional resources. ExcldidA accounting FTE
related to their Title 11 Guaranteed Loans funding, MARAD has 9 positions in
accounting operations and 6 positions in management accounting. FrA his the
equivalent of 20 positions in their accounting function. NHTSA has 4 accounting
positions and contract dollars of 200K per year.

Accounting & Fin. Mgmt
In-house positions
Accounting Contract S's
Transaction count for
Fiscal Year 2000

MARAD

FrA

NHTSA

RSPA

16 positions

20 positions

4 positions

2 positions

$200K

$200K

109k

106k

0

0

234k

151k

In summary, four positions are needed to establish proper accounting procedures and to
insure the integrity in the execution of RSPA's appropriated funds. Without these
positions RSPA is vulnerable to internal control weakness, waste, fraud and abuse, and
even possible and-deficiency violations.
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ACTIA IS PIOR T F, 2002:
In ]Y 2001, Business Modernization received $200,000. These funds were used to begin the
process of improving connectivity and technical support to our regions by modifg access to
the local are% network and providing additional technical support specifically for ouIr regional
staff. Some inspectors received new personal computer docking stations for travel and office use
with increased computing cap cty. Additionally. we increased technical support from an
existing contract with the addition ofone PAssistafit LA1technician. Finaff, more
communications data lines have been installed using FTS-2001 services and deployment to the
regional sites is expected in late March 2001.

RSPA FY 2002 B31100"
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RAM'HUMA

RESOURCES (HR) SUPPORT SYSTMS

S- dollara Inthousands)
FY 2000

FY 2001

AswEsirmn
25

FY 2002

Notimui

25

Dffnc

25

NEEDS FOR FY 2002.
No additional resources are needed In FY 2002. We plan to continuti6aisirange of0 R
services 1o RSPA managers and employees while maintaining capability to respond to
critical RSPA and Departmental requirements. These exiti4 contract dollars allow
existing personnel staff to focus On hiring and maintaining a fll compliment of
inspection and other RSPA staff.

ACTfVITI

PRIOR TO 2002:

*

Implemented automated time and attendance procedures.

*

Initiated Intranet to serve as a virtual HR information service to all employees.

*

Introduced one-stop shopping to provide customers a single point of contact for their
various HR issues. This model featured one-on-one consultation in resolving
employment related issues, strengthened the relationship between the HR fiction and
line operations, and reduced costs associated with errors in the decision-making process.

Implemented a number of automated initiatives, such as Employee Express, BenefiltsUne
and TALX, and have obtained services from various sources, such as TASC and
contractors, for non-routine requirements.

9U
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TRANSPORTATION SAFETY INSTITUTE

FY 2002 BUDGET REQUEST
MISSION:
Transportation Safety Institute's mission is to provide premier worldwide training, products,
andor services for people in the public and private sectors through Innovative, state-of-the-art
methods and technologies that contribute to the protection of life, property, and the environment.
POSITIONS:
Three new reimbursable positions and FTE are needed for FY 2002.
NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
One additional stafftmembt Is needed fir the Motor Carri& Safety Program in order to
expand training to industry and local law enforcement personnel. This program is
currently managed by one person.
#

The Transit Division needs an additional program specialist for the following new
training programs: Instructor's Course in Paratransit Bus Operator
g; Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design; Safety Certification Ouidelines; Advanced
Rail Accident/Incident Investigation;'Trantit Bus System Safety;, Threat Management and
Emergency Response to Rail Highjackings; and Bus Collision Analysis.

*

In conjunction with the National Association for PupifTrtsportation ,(APT),
T8 is
developing a training program leading to a NAT certification prograni foropublic4private
school transportation managers. Inaddition, "S i has agreed to support the Department of
the Interior (DOI) Drivers' Improvement Training Initiative through developmeM an
exportable training module in digital format with a student workbook, and providing a
train-the-trainer program for DOI instructors to train departnental employees in using the
latest driving techniques. These two Initiatives require a program specialist

ACT-hE PRIOR TO FY 2002:
In FY 2000, TS1accomplished the following:
*

Trained 58,469 students (up from 39,241 in FY 1999) on a total budget o 0S$,024,000
which resulted ini,265,808 training hours (an average ofover 21 hours per student),
developed 10 new couses, and substantially re ised a total of 57 other courses.
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&

Conducted a stakeholder satisfaction survey on which 97%ote 90 stakeholders
stVeyed responded. The overall average scores for TSIs Survey were In the "Good to
Excellent "range, including partnering with other Agencies.

0

Participated in Presidential initiatives for Partnering for Excellence, Buckle Up America,
and Safe Communities Intermodal.

0

The Pipeline Safety Divisinshipped the new release f Wnlot. Pieiinf Regulation
Software Program to all OPS Regional Offices and all state and federal pipeline safety
representatives. The software update includes current rulings 6n operator qualification.

J
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EMER"ENCY rREPAREDNESS GRANTS
(EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS MND)
For necessary expenses to cnryout 49 U.§.C. 5127(c), $200,000 tobe derived fro the
Emergency Preparedness Fund, to remain available until September
1-20031 2004: hyvided,
That not more than $14,300,000 shll ,emade available for obligatlo liffiscal y& 1200112002
from amounts made available by49 U C.5 116" 3127(c) and 5127(d): r pvdedfirther,That
1 b made
none of the funds made available by, 9U.S.C. 5116(i), S127(c) and 512761)
available for obligation by individuals other than the Secretary of Transportation, or his designee.
(Department of Transportationand Related Agencies AppropriationsAct, 2000, as enactedby
section 161(a) ofiL 106-346.)
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EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS GRANTS
PROGRAM AND PERFORMANCE STATEMENT
The Federal Hazardous Materials Transportation law (Federal hamnat law), 49 U.S.C. s01it
seq., establishes a national registration program of shippers and carriers of hazadous materials.
The registrants finance, through fees, emergency preparedness planning and training grants
programs, a training curriculum for emergency responders, and monitoring and technical
assistance to States, political subdivisions, and Indian tribes. In the Federal hazmait law, there are
permanent appropriations for the plannig and training grants, monitoring and technical
assistance, and for administrative expenses. In 2002, obligations are proposed to be limited to
S14.1 million. In addition, $260 thousand is requested in a direct appropriation for the training
curriculum.
In 2000, RSPA adjusted the registration fee structure to fill f±6d the Emergency Preparedness
program at the $14.3 million level. This was accomplished by extending the registration
requirements to any company that offers or transports a quantity of hazardous materials requiring
placarding. A two-level fee structut was established wider which SilAll businesses pay $300
and large businesses piy $2000. This resulted in approximately'40,000 companies registering.

- Grants

94
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND SPCAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS GRANTS
UNAVAILABLE COLLE6TIONS (In thousands of dollars)

Identifcation code 69-5282-02407

6io*

Balance, slart of year
02.20 Receipts: emergency preparedness
04.00 Total: Balances and collections
05.00 Appropriation (EP Grants)

FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

Ena o

Enaed

Rnut

0
24.999
24.999

0
14.269
14.269

0
14.300
14.300

(24.999)

(14.269)

(14.300)

0

0

07.00 Balance. end f year

RSPA FY 2002 BUDGET SUBMISSION
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS GRANT$
PROGRAM AND FINANCING (in thousands of dollars)
Identicalmon code 69-528242-407

00.01
00.02
00.03
00.04
000
0006
10.00

Grac
n
Tednlcal asislaet
Adrren
se
Curtculurn devogmei (deiwle BA)
ER Guidebook
Suppwement Traht Grants
Total ob laflons

2000
actS
12.A32
0
268
200
700
0
14.001

2001
d-.na
12.769
is0
400
200
oo
250
14,289

2002
es-ate
12.800
100
400
200
600
250
14,300

2.54
24.999
542
28.495
(14.001)
0
14,494

14,494
14.269
0
28.783
(14,289)
0
14.494

14.494
14300
0
28,794
(14,300)
0
14,494

200
200

200
200

200
20D

Bdgetary resources liablebe for obigation
21.46
22.00
22.10
23.00
23.06
23.9e
24.40

Unobliated balance avulabte. stano yer
New budge atqicrty(rn)
Resources eaatble from recoveres of pror yew obigadons
Total budgetary resources available for obrgaon
New obloalo
Uri
oigated balance ephng
Unobligated balance coled lorard, EOY
New budget mud- (gross). d

4020 Appropdsflon (spei an4d deft)

43.00 4propddcfn (lottaonrwy)
Mandatory
hIdsk-te)
8025 Approdl (specil Wad
60.77 Reduction puwA

SoPl. 106-M4 (0.22 puat

62-60 A wrowa (loW mndaby
Dleoarewary aedhig afthorly from offsetting collections:
700.0 TOt new budget auu (groa)

24,10
0
24.799

14,100
131)
14.069

141100
0
14100

24.999

14A69

14.300

18.957
14.260
(12,980)
0
0

20,o
14,300
(14.138)
0
0

Change inunpaid obligations

Unpaid obligations.stut
ofyw
724 Totlunadotg
,ia.SOY
73.19 flew obigasons

730Tow~oty (gross)
73.40 A*fiAn

In wtd counts (net)

73 45 Reovedes; of pior yew obligalons
obgations,
mid of ye.
71.0 Unwid
O telld
hbar,.t FOY

.A47
4.001
(8.248)
200
(542)

O.uays (gro). debt
8.)

Outleys kom new dsreonary ntfcy

200

200

200

8.9? Outleys from nuw rmadaisy etwiy
86.06 Outlays from madary baances

600
7.548

703
12,06?

706
13.231

87.00 Tom ouays
~
(gros)

8,248

12.960

14,138

24,00
8.248

14A-0
12.960

14,300
14.138

86.)3 OCtIys frM dbrftny baatces

Net budget auttwelty and outlays
80.00 Budget alfoy (net)
90.00 oulew (net)

RSPA FY 2002 BUDGET SUBMISSION

DEPARTMENT F TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS GRANTS
OBJECT CLASSIFICATION (InUmusands of dollars)
Ieticao code 89-6282O-2-407

FY2000

Dfrea Obliaft:

AduS

FY2001
Esimat

FY2002
E~

41.0 Grants
92.0 Uno'is xed

12,33
1,168

3.019
1.260

13.o8o
1.260

99.9

14,001

14,269

14.300

Total obigaons

'Contains admnarativo oblgaWt

expendiure tansleird from the RSP apropfdatn.
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EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS GRANTS EMERGENCYY PREPAREDNESS

U

Gmt%Monitoring and Technical Assistance,
Administrative Support, and Curriculum Development Programs

-UIN

LEELS: dollarss Inthousands)

FY 2001

n/2002

Enacted

Enae

lfmes

12,800

12,800

12,800

0

Public Sector Training
Grants

250

250

250

0

Monitorin~rexn cal
Assistance

ISO

150

150

0

ive Suppom
Administrd

300

400

400

0

NoiAnhmian

600

500

500

0

14,100

14,1o0

14,100

0

Grants
i

FY2000

EiergencyResonse
Gudebook NAERG)
Subtotal

APPROPRIATED BUDGET AUTHOP.IY

FY 2000

AW
Training Curriculun

TolI Budget Authority

Y3

FY 2001

Estim

FY 2002

Etm

m eife

200

200

200

0

14,300

14,300

14,300

0
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GRANTS

NEEDS FOR2002:
RSPA is requesting Rig.million to award grants to states and Local Erhergebyannn
Committees (LEPCs) In FY 2002 ($5.0 million for planning grants and $7.8 million for training
grants).
RSPA is wordng closely with'other Federal agencies to avoid duplication ofeffodt. Giaits to
States and Indian tribes ;4ll si nificantly enhance hazmat planning and emergency response at all
levels 6f government arid Inthe private sector tiy providing funds which might not otherwise be
availabe for tairing and planning to respond r(ohazmat incidents. Th1information gained from
State planning efforts will enhance the Federal, State and local governments' understanding of
the magnitude of the transportation of hazinat and may be used by the States to identify where
regional haznat emergency response teams should be located.
RSPA is also requesting $250,000 for supplemental public sector training grants "to nonal
"Aistructoto conduct
nonprofit employee organizations engaged sole)hIfighting fires" to train
hazardous matedals response training progrtn6s fS lndjvituals with statutory responsibility to
respond to hazardous materials accidents and incidents" (4'U.S.C. 5116(j)(l)). The purpose of
these programs is to intrease-the number dthazmat training instructors available to conduct
responder training programs 9t the local level.
ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO 2002:
ft 1994. $3.2
RSPA awarded $8.4 million in gtant in Maji 1993,0 ,9 million in grants in JU
million in grants in September 1995, S6.4 million in grants inSeptember 1996,1997, and 1998,
$8.6 million In September 1999, and we expect to award $12.3 million in FY 2000 and
FY 2001. All States and Territories and 32 Indian tribes have received grants. Ove 815,000
emergency responders and others have been trained, in part, using thgrant funds. Grantees
estimate that approximately 2million responders need training nationally.
In the firit grant budget period, survey results indicate that Hazardous Materials Emergency
Preparedness GrantiProgramOMEP) grantees completed over 500 commodity flow and hazard
analyses of hazardous materials being transported through their communities, created or updatedover 1,000 emergency plans, assisted over 1,266)LEPCs and conducted over 600 exercises using
grant funds which supplement State and other Federal resources. In the second grant budget
period.'HMEP grantees completed over 300 cbmnoditj flow and hazard analyse created or
updated ov& 1,200 emergency plans, assisted over 2,000 LEPCs and conducted over 800
w*and
exercises. in the third grant period, HMEP grantees completed over 500 commodi
hazard analyses, completed or updated over 4,400 emergency plans, assisted over 2,000 LEPCs
and conducted over 700 emergency response exercises. 1n the fourth grant budget period, HMEP
grantees completed over 500 commodity flow and hazard analyses, completed or updated over
5,Q00 emergency plans, assisted over 1,800 LEPCs and conducted over'700 exercises. In the
fifth grant budget period, HMEP grantees completed over 400 commodity flow and hazard
SPA FY 2002 BUDGET SrISSIO
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analyses, compl. or update d ovet ,30o emergency pls,.assift9ver 1,400 LEM and
conducted over 750 exercises. In the sixth gant budget period, -MEP grantees completed over
468 commodity flow and hazard analyse, completed or updated over 5376 emergency plans,
assisted over l4i LEPCs and conducted over 915 exercises. Similar accomplishiments are
expected for the seventh and eighth grant budget periods
During FY 2000, RSPA provided a grant to the International Association of Fire Fighters (IAFF)
to conductf 10 Train the Trainer training sessions throughout the nation, as authorized by 49
U.S.C. 5116 0). About 200 State-level hiamat instructors were certified to train local responders
in their States at the operations level. W* estimates that each trainer trins an average of 47
local responders. Thus, the RSPA training grant to the IAFF resulted in about 9,400 local
responders being certified at the operations level. In FY 2001,1 0 additional RSPA-funded
training sessions are planned.
BA(GROUNDISITUATION:
Over 800,000 shipments of hazardous materials pass through communities across the U.S. every
day. The risk of a serious incident, while unlikely, requires that all communities prepare plans to
respond to such emergencies, and to implement training to ensure effective response. Orants
made to States and Indian tribes are needed for developing. Improving, and implementiuig
emergency plans under the Emergency Planning and Community Right-To-KnoW-Act 0r 1986,
including determination of flow patterns of hazardous materials (hazmat) within a State and
between a State and another State; and determining thb need for regional hazmat emergency
response teams. In addition, grants made to States and Indian tribes are needed for training
public sector einployees to respond to accidents and incidents involving hazmat
Federal hazardous materials transportation law requiresi-SPA to maintain close coordination
with the-Federal Ernergepoy Minagement Agency (FEMA), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC), the Environmental Prottion Agency (OPA),and the Departments ofLabor (DCL).
Energy (DOE), and Health and Human Services (HHS)as pan of implementing the HMEP.
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In FY 2002, RSPA will monitor and provide technical assistance to State indian tribes and local

Jurisdictions, and sponsor a national session where gratee will presen program
accomplishments and receive tecca assistance from a team 6f Feda and non-Federal

experts. RSPA wIll conduct program level monitoring b$ rkvlew.,g oral and written progress
reports at national sessions to emure that a level 6f quality Is being met Without duplication and
overlap. RSPA will sugestprogrm level corrctive actions to grantees where necessary. In
addition, it will identify tho programs that work particularly well and use that information to
help States strengthen ieir planning and training programs. For example, In Arkansas, State
education satellite networks we used to train responders. Practical sessions are held atkcal fire
departments during hours when volunteers can attend. Use otthe satellite networks enables
volunteer firefighters to remain in their communities during training. Monitoring and technical
assistance activities continue in each yeai6t the program to ensure quality. The Commonwealth
of Virginia has Implemented an exempla yhawnatresponse team organization and his shared it
approach with other grantees. A key feature ofVirginia's organization entails the use of cost

recoveries to Rind program expenses CoMt recoveries accrue ' 'he incident response and cleanup expenses are borne by the shipper and cardier parties directly Involved in ot incident Cost
recovery collections cover a large pat of Virginia's emergency response expenses, nadng
response team budgets almost self sufficient.

for the
The HMEP curriculum author team has identified potential technical assistance tasks

period through FY 200S. Accomplishing these tasks will pote ntially reduce the national hannat

responder training deficit, en ure quality, and provide traceable benefits to communities during
haimat emergencies. Author team members will develop appropriate grantee-specific methods
and innovative tools to strengthen emergency response training. For example, annual refresher
training is required for emergency responders. When refresher training is completed responders
are re-certified. Developing guidelines for Intermet-based self-recertification gives responders
more flexibility In completing the written parts of training for recertification. Task results will be

presented at HMEP workshops. grantee training conferences and author team meetings. Working
closely with FEMA, DOT will provide assistance to author team technical assistance activities.

$150 thousand is requested for monitoring and technical assistance in FY 2002 and is planned to
be used as follows:
$90 thousand to conduct workshops and participate in grantee training conferences on
transportation-related concerns such as commodity flow resource management and hazard
and technical assistance sessions will allow
analysis. Information sharing through moni
of others and alloiW Federal
experience
the
on
drawing
by
States to maximize resources
Agencies to fulfill their monitoring and technical assistance responsibilities; and

60 thousand to develop and disseminate emergency preparedness guidance, including

successful practices and case studies, so that States with minimal resources can draw on the
experiences of others and incorporate transportation risk factors into their planning processes.
USPA FY 2002 BUDorr
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Since the begiCning Ofthi HMEP grant program, RSPA has planned and held [0 annual national
monitoring and technical assistance sessions where grantees, responders and LEPC members
presented program accomplishments and received technical assistance from a team of Federal
and non-federal experts. These national sessions provided practical tailored assistance, including
successful practices and case studies, to grantees ad provided DOT with valuable information
on the emergency preparedness planning and training activities. Additionally, assistance war
given to LEPC efforts by providing expertise and a transportation perspective In the planning
process, so that States with minimal resources could draw on the experiences of others and
incorporate transportation risk into the planning process.
RSPA continues to work closely with6ther Federal agencies through the National Response
Team (NO) and its jtaredness committee and subconirttees to develop criteria to evaluate
the overall benefits mid effectiveness oftl4ilanning and inning programs and to determine
what'types or methods of Federal technical assstanc6 would be most valuable in uppori fIocal
hazmat planningand training programs. The information obtained froin'effective monitoring can
be used to provide technical assistance to grantees to strengthen all planning and training
programs nationwide.
InwFY2000. we continued to leverage ow resources through compiling case studies ofsuccessfal
State ald local emergency plainfnig activities. Case studies were prepared describing
Wisconsin's Tni-State regional hazmat response planning program, Maine's hazmat program,
and North Dakota's response activities. The case studies were presented at the annual workshop
in April, 2000.
During FY 2001, RSPA will host our annual workshop, tentatively scheduled for May. In
support of the conference, we will work closely with the "IMEP curriculum -guidelines"author
team in preparing case studies and technical assistance to grantees. We also plan to continueotir
"successful practices" sessions with the IAFF and the International Association of Fire Chiefs
(LFC), and to continue coordinating with other Federal agencies, including FEMA and EPA.
BACKGROUNDISTATION:
Federal hazardous materials transportation law reiirs FEMA, in coordination with DOT, EPA,
DOE and the National Institu'e of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS), to mqnitor and
provide technical assistance to States, and their political subdivisions, and Indian tribes for
canying out emergency response gaining and planning for accidents and incidents involving
hamaL. Proposed reauthorization language limits technical assistance to DOT and provides that
the existing coordinating mechanisms of the NRT and, for radioactive materials, the Federal

Radiological Preparedness Coordinating Committee (FRPCC) are to be used to structure DOT's
technical assistance efforts.

Mu
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suPPoiRT Fog PLANNING AND TRAiNwo GRANTS

NEEDS FOR 2002:

RSPA requires $460 thousand for operating expenses to administer the HMIP grant program.
This amount will be used for:
o salaries and benefits of two Federal efiployces and for stalEtrav&e1 and other administrative
expenses as necessary to assist States, political subdivisions and Indian tribes to prepare gant
applications and to resolve problems during program iniplementation; and,
o contractor support to enhance and expand thd Grants Automated Data ar4 formation
Control System. The improvements will include provision for acceptance of grant
applications via the Internet and more efficient communications with customers.

BACKGROUNDS ITIATION:
Administrative support for the HMEP ait program -iessentiad for an tffe6tive and efficient
program. Of the amounts made available for the H{MP program in any fiscal year, up to an
additional ten percent is available for administrative costs.

MPA IY 2002 BUDGET SUNISSION
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NORTH AMERICAN EMERGENCY RESPONSE GUIDEBOOK
BACKGRAOUNDISiflTuiON:
Every three years. RSPA publishes an updated version of the North American Emergency
Response Guidebook (NAtkG). The NAERG was developed by DOT for ue by first
responders"-i.e., those public safety personnel first dispatched to the scene 6f a hazmin spill,
such as firefighters, police, and emergency services personnel. It Iesa guide for initial actions to
be taken to protect first responders' and the general public during hazmat incidents. The NAERG
has been wide haisid as the single most vaiuk61e riferece for initial response to hazmat
emergencies. Its usefulness results in large palt from constant efforts to ensure its continuing
accuracy. This book is also widely used by the transportation industry.
NEEDS FOR 2002:
Reprinting ofthe 14AERG will be accomplished in FY 2063 usri funds frotn FY 2001 and FY
2002. ThereAfter, RSPA will use FY 2002 funding to revise and update the NAERO. and initiate
publication of the next edition.
ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO 2002:

Prior to FY 1906, RPX-produced whit was then called the Emergency Response Guidebook,
which was available only in English. In FY 1996, for the first time, the t AERG was jointly
produced tlhe United States, Cnada and Mexico. Publication of the trlinual englishh,
French, and Spanish) NAERG si further step toward harmonizing hamat practices in North
Afherica. An updated version of NAERO 2000 was developed in late 1999, and is currently
being published. We anticipate distributing 1.1 million copies.
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NERDS FOR 2002:
inJY 2002, RSPA requests an appropriation of $200,000 to be used as follows:
o

to update, revise, and publish the 2002 editiond6f the Gudtn for Public Sector
Hazardous Materials Training. to produce the next edition oqthe national list and
catalogue of courses, and to maintain and update the HMIE Internet Distribution Site and
the National Course database. Significant changes anticipated in Occupational Safety and
HealthAdministration (OSI) regulations and National Fire Protection Association
(NFA) standards will mandate changes in the guidelines.

o

to support ongoing Statetnbal review of training effectiveness and to assist States/tribes
in curriculum self-assessment.

o

to conduct seminars supporting State exchange/sharing 0f exemplary hazmat programs
and courses and curriculum planning and revision. Support for exchange programs
will include instmtOr training and materials dissemination.* Support for pro-active
curriculum planning will include national futures issues workshops and identification of
upcoming challenges and solutions for State and local hazmat training.

o

to foster development and refinement of model curriculum courses in planning and
prevention. These key areas are presently being missed in State and local bfrricula.
Currently, most courses at the local level focus 6n response training. A major long-term
effect of the curricuhm will be to raise the level of training in planning and prevention to
that of emergency response.

ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO 2002:
RSPA co-chairs the curriculum subcommittee of NRAs preparedness committee with FEMA.
The curriculum guidelines and list of grantee-assessed courses are fully coordinated through the
subcommittee.
RSPA continues to fuid development 6f the National Curriculum Program to ensure a set of
accepted standards for hazrmat training. The national curriculum includes a summary of 50 State
curricula that recognizes differences In States and the desire of the States to use existing courses
as much as possible. The curriculum cotitains: recommended courses of study for training pubH
sector employees to respond to accidents and incidents involving the transportation of hazmat,
and to plan fdt emergency response activities; recommended basic courses and hours of
instruction; and appropriate emergency response trinldg and planning programs developed
under other Federal programs. The curriculum provides guidelines for training to enable public
sector employees to comply with the regulations Issued by OSHA and EPA, and standards issued
by NFPA. The program includes curriculum guidelines, State development ofa national list of
assessed courses, support systems, and model curricula.
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The first public edition of the draft curriculum guidelines was released In March 1994, and has
bee updated annually since then. Over 16,000 updated copies of the guidelines and assessed
courses are distn"buted annually to grantees and local fire deparlments ai requested.
BACffUSTIf

N:

Federal
materials
transportation
lAWnecessary
requires the
Secretary
Transportation
deelop hazardous
and periodicallX
updae
a curriculum
to train
publicofsector
emergedto .rsonse
and WNllS,.using l existing mechanisms of the NUT and, for radioactive materials, the
FRPCC. A t)/FI
M analysis of State and local government emergencyresponse capabilities
indicated that only dsin~l percentage of cOmmunities are adequately prqared to deal with
hazmat transportation incidents. Establishing a national curriculum, based upon performance
standards, will greatly assist responders in dealing with hazmat emergencies.
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pipELN SAFETY
(OIL SPI

LIABIJTY TRUST FUND)

For expenses necessaryto conduct the frictions of the pipeline pde prora, ,o pa=tsin-aid to cany out a pipeline sarotyprigran s authorized by 4 U.S.CM.M
07, and to discharge

pipeline pro m repnibiliti

f the

1Oi
Pollution Act o I0, (s47.o4

.oo6b

53, 758,000, of which (f -., 000 t7,047 00 shall be derived from the Oil Spliability
!
o o]
Trust Fund AMds
remain available until September 30,1260'1; 2004 ofwhkli S36,356,
D
S46,2 600 shall be derived from the Pipeline SafyFund, ofdwhh ($21,9,00M
£20. 707.000 shall remain available until September 30.,12003- am' f which S$3,000,000 shl be
derived from amounts p~vt~loy colected under 49 U.S.C. 6031: Provded, That amounts
previously collected under 49 U.S.C. 60301 shall be available for damage prevention grants to
States) 2004. (Depaneml fnsponrafon and RelatedAgencdes AppropriadonsAct, 2001, as
enacted by sedlon I 01(a) ofP.L 106-346.)
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PWELi,&E SAFETY

PROGRAM AND PERFORMANCE STATEMENT

The Research and Special Programs Administration(RSPA)is responsible for the
Department's pipeline safety program=

by taking a risk-based approach to pipeline integity

management. RSPA oversee thie safety and environmental protection ofppelinis throgh
safety
pipeline
damage prevention, compliance, research and development, and grants for State
activities.
programs and one-call
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
PIPEUNE SAFETY
UNAVAILABLE COLLECTIONS (Inthousands of dollars)
Idendtication code 69-5172-0-2-4b7
FY 2000

FY2661

FY 2002

Acua

Estmae

Estmate

01.96 Balance. start 6.year
0. , Piperne safety user fees
02.00 Pipeline safety ofTsetting collections
04.00 Total: Balances and collections
05.0i Perm safety appropriationn)

16768
o.3,0
9.664
66,762
(31.202)

13.60
3t.20
8,840
58.999
(a9,489)

46,931
8,472
65,449
(46,28,)

05.02 Pipeline safety offsetting collectons
05.03 Research and Special Programs
05.99 Total appropriations

(9,64)
(645)
(41.511)

(8,840)
(844)
(48.953)

(8.472)
(645)
(55.403)

1646

08.10 Unolgated balance returned to redepts
q6.50 Other adjustments

(2.212)

0

.0

07.99 Balance. end of year

13.039

10.046

10.046
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DEPARTMENTQOF TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AN) SPECIAL PROGRAM ADWMSTRMO

PROGRAM ANDO
FV4ANCOIO
(On
V"Iowads Ofda9")
Idesicslain code 60-5172.02-407
2000
"

Ob~~~oalow~xt
00.01 Oprtos16,775
0042 PA
00CCI G!"
r 1Ttaiectprogranm
1141~~~2R1.000ogam'9
'10.00 Tow olgain
Sudosomy macinn mrltable kw obigion
21.40 I.oblledbacuavailable. SOY
22.00 New bidgsI a***y (Wos)
22A10Resowoces evaitisl from reonvels of p& you, c
23.00 Towabudgebty resourcs avaiable lo obigaion
23&05New ctlgallons
23.98 Unlgaad baace extg(170)
24.40 Unctla als lance cusfled buwd. EOY
Wn budget auuwoft (gross). deall
40.20
4015
40.77
41.00
4.3.00

Dsrtoa
sgeo*in mtdtyhm

-fs,

2002
sromsly
alme
$154
2.744
1.5
03158
1,000
54.750

3.W9

3,939
44,300
.0
52 246
(52.241)
0
0

0
54.750
0
54.750
(54.750)
0
0

32041
096)
0
(55
3120

40.201
0
$?)
(64S
30.460

46,1031
0
0
1645)
44M3

$.41
(1.160)
(2.3S~j
0.20
37.331

8.840
0
0
8.840
4.30W

8.472
0
0
0847
54.758

1472
14.691
35,336
33

Iobitos

4ppopdaion (spsdt A.debtS.)
Re6Maoiopus'nti
106.40
ftaduct pnr~ian 10Pt 106-5%4
Traraftmed baOlier somwn (6104
Appbd n MtW disuiotnwh

8.9Offs*

2001
"v
sby
24.00
t,744
24.011
51246
'
5246

colisodiona:

woeicn's (cash)
5010Chng h cxlsbdasis,
ayetsbu Fde sits
W81
S4hm
A
Irw
oeode.s on hand bun Fed"t soures
agoSpndg u~oeft bon oftWg coecton (t~otdoevOwuy)
70.00 Told new bugt
ul)
ToL
S
Change i wiptd oblgaons
Unpaid obligations, SOY:
72.40 Totaupald ctigallons SOY
72.0 thicee uatlonr payrmet OvenFederl norce. SOY
72Z0 Oigaled baance. SOY
73.10 Nsw obigalons
73.20 Tota aldays (roes)
73.46 A*sf*tn epirse$d accowits V"w
73.45 Reovules of pioryen otigailos
74.001Charge Inacu wd OWstm psrynt km rnedst naves"
U *-1d obligations. EOY:
74.40 Unpuid Otgios. SOY
U4." thioolected QAtWWparnents kmn Facet sounos. SOY

2.131
37.331
14
30.476
(3.367

1M85W
8.0
M].7)
(
3
14.051
l8.ito
38.3P?
52248
(0)*
(41.448)
2.212
0
(14l)
0
_ 10
0
18.22
(t6151

)

32, 474
1.

woy
15h100
*A roawnesrflnsy
S&O0AWkenscrtioseyeimoss21.1%)
81.00 TOW ouaw (woe)
36.930
.Ofhfl:
AD" groes budget to-Wyadoedap:
88O0Offen -oeim
(cash) frn Fed"S son
064
Agant ussor bigt *-Iy ogi
ChangU
e I imooed ossben psyrnent ktrFdeS srObs
(1.16)
86.06 AduatneS hipcoehdqsbwo et kmn Fed acg
(2356)

28.180
1AM6
41.44B

31.162
26114
51.38

8.840

8.472

0
0

0
0

so000 tadge &aolt(net
00.00 0C0110(ne)

30.460
32.808

48A266
42.804

31.2
27.2915
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
PIPEUNE SAFETY
OBJEI CLASSIFICATION (In thousands of dollars)
Identification code W8-5172-0-2-407
FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

8.188

7.08

8,608

86
33
8.407
1.754
1.265
851
812
65
3.998
4.000

289
99
7.496
.2.387
1.088
1,082
206
76
8.213
1.628

315
106
9,031
2,23
1.251

791
0
600
0
40
204

14.6$1
35,338

3,103
23
1.203
50
47
28
24.411

3,301
20
1.000
51
80
342
19,460

51.248

63,758

29

1,000

1.000

35367

52.248

54,758

Drdc Cvan:
Ful The Equivalent Employment

97

107

122

Total FTE

97

107

122

Direct Obligations:
Personnel Compensation:
i
FuIeperant
111.3 0tthafnful4mpermanent
11. Other orsonneloompensation
11.9
Total peronnel €ompebation
12.1 -Ctian personnel benefits
210 Travel and transportation of persons
23.1 GSA Rent
23.3 Communicatons. ui. &misc. charges
24.0 Prnting and reproduc;on
25.1 Advisory & Assistant Service
25.2 Other services
25.1 Purchases of goods &services
fom government amounts
254 Opermton & malntenance of facalt
25.6 Research and development contracts
25.7 Operation maintenance of equipment
26.0 Supplies and materials
3f,O Equipment
41.0 Grants, subsldles, and conbutions

99.0 Subtotal, ditci obligations
99.0

Subtotal, reimbursable obWatons

99.9

Total obligatons

lst

Esiat
fl~a

(,f67

-

238
75
14.7T8
233

PERSONNEL SUMMARY
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TRUST FUND SHARE OF PIPELINE SAFT

PROGRAM A46 PERFORMANCt STAT

Err

The Oil Pollution Act of 1990 requires the prepation of oil spill response plans by pipeline
operators to minimize the environmental imc t o6l spills and to improve public and private
sector response capabilities. The Office of rlin.
Safety Is responsible for the review, approval
and testing ofthes plans, and to ensure tht the public and environment is provided with in
adequate level of protection fiom such spills through data analysis, spill monitoring pipeline
mapping, environmental indeing, and advancing technologies to detect and prevent leaks.

112
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
TRUST FUND SNARE OF PiPELINE SAFETY
PROGRAM AND FINANCING (in Ohosands of doSes)
Idenlicaklon code 89-8121-0-7-407
2000
actal

10.00 TOa otstoms
2140
22.00
23.90
23.95

Budgetary resources avbble for obflgfaon
. SOY
,
UoWgatd balance r
New bidge atVofly (gOSS)
bidgetary resourmes aveable for obigafion
Total
New obigaik-o

23.98 Unoblgate balance ewkAi
oa blo
24.40 U0
Nw bxde ou

40126 A

cered knvrd.EOY
rity (gr-). detal

pilsfn (Mistfund.definie)

2001
t

2002
estimate

,728

7.W

7,472

617
5.479
8.098
(t.i8)

m8
7.472
7.84w
(7,040)

t 0
7.472
7,JL2
(r.472)

(1)
368

0
0

0
0

5.479

7.488

7.472

40.77 Reducon pursue i PL i 6-554
43.00 ApWpr wfc (btoldsatonaal

5.479

7.472

7.472

TO
00

.Dlsorfona spauig &ahorityfrom offsettbig cavsatIons:
TOW now hudosi 4Ahi tomes

5479

7A72

7A72

Change In -paid obostlons
UnpaMi oblgatons, SOY:
TOW uaWd obagfl% SOY
go5"
New obfa
ToT outlays (gross)
ye
snd0147w
Un ai
sobbgat:o
Urooad Obilg.ons. EOY

5,088
5728
(9,432)

1.384
7840
(4.490)

4,733
7,472
(7.069)

1.3

4,733

6,138

Outlays (gross) detal
8M OLudsyfromnew dlscrsliisrysutioriy
disareday balances
880 Oa

5.173
4,29

3.661
829

3.661
3.406

9,432

4.490

7.069

5,479
9,432

7.472
4.490

7.472
7.089

72.40
73.10
7320
74.40

87.00 ToWai

Net ~

(osm)

a

and

0

-

89.00 udget sdioly (nt)
90.00 Oufts (net)
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION
TRUST FUND SHARE OF PIPELINE SAFETY
OBJECT CLASSIFICATION (In thousands of dollars)
Identification code 69-8121-0-7-407
Direct Obligations:

FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

Actu

Estimate

Estate

92.0 UndIstrlbuted

5,728

7,840

7472

99.9

65.728

7.840

7ei42

*

Total obligations

Those funds are obligated through an expenditre transfer to the Pipeline Safety appropriation.
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RESEARCH AM SPEC"A PROGRAM ADISTRATIN
Smay dtdget Dvtodty, PeNone &Wd
Ff3
forom
WPRPRITO

PEIESAFETY

FY 20010

FY 2001

AY 2002

8.026
So1

6.963
goo

106
g00

LZM

LWa

&M

03

3

Derivd from Pip"t 854 Fund
DrVed from CO680 Liebf Trust Fund
DDD S3.6rl
PO
Nettedfrom 04891Lt TmusFund
oted

O

45

3.6t4
1.329

frormPenSsyFd60

Dote Irom Of480 Ubiy Trust Fwnd

400

AMeAeSeemeoriS Tech 8SI0f !.I=
Derived frm POeO Safely Fund
Dotted frm 0480P ibityTrust Fund
DeckedfromP"% t* s~Fund
Dekedrkm O SpLlbt Truist Fund

-0011a

680
600

400
I

860
400
0
0

'0

-m

400
-

10

.*

4.194
$31

,A

Im

860
400 -

4.146798

-a

erived frm Pk"t $54 Fund
Dailvedfrkm 0i80 UWbfy Tust Fund

200
100

200100

200
00

Derve from P
DerMve
hun 01

771
200

600
300

O00
300

i

StuB*fFund

80 LWebly Trust Fund

~

~

~

0OwtvedfromP"
Sd*yFund
De~ve from 048 SbI tAyTruef Fund

-

PvM au

~ n0i f

"I

from PipteeSyFurd
Dwotd fiom 01 80 Libft Trust Fund

-Dotted

-over-
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0

300
2100

i16060=3
100
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Summary of Budget Authority, Positions and Ft (continued)
for the
PIPEUNE SAFElY -APPROPRIATION
FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

2,443

2.443

2.443

hupl at

tM 01 Pollution Act
Derived froM Pipelie Sa y Fund
Derioed from 01 Spi Liably Tnust Fund

xinaun an

.ainn

inpinne flT!

I-Unam

isk

400

400

300

400

300
176
219
0
0

0
0

0
0

644
600

644
600

12,200

15.000

16,000

Soo

MOO

1.400

50
1,000
1,000

60
-1,000
4.013

50
1000
0

0

0

2000

Risk Assessment
Mapping
POOe
Locating end Monvarin Technolog
Non-Oetluctlve Evokiton
Outsie Force Damage includess non-edestnjctive et

Soo

Leak Detection

Stale Pipee safet Ga(- PS Fund)
Stwe PIPetIe Saft Gt(TAWt Fund)
Risk Mangement Grent(Ps

Fund)

State Ouw-Ca Grt (Fi§SFund)
Damage Preventin (PS Fund)
Interstate Oierslg Grants. fonwery Damage Prevention
Grants Inprev s yem (PS Fund
TOTAL, PIPLIE SAFETY

-bOWP
&MWO

44.94
3,1161111

S fRd
U
18MUbMWTrutFunud
NW,

300

53J758

3,202
6,479

39,40
7,472

40,28
7,472

105

109

135

97

107

FTP (Pbssoom)
FTh (Workews)
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APP6PR4TiON SUMMAY
PIPEL E SAFETY
(Includes Amounts For Trust Fuud Share ot Pipeline Safety)

EXPLAIAiON OF'ABWMfIPATVE EXPENSE CHANGES
(In thousands of dollars)
7al Personnel Comoensation
$i11855
+1,992
-Our bs request includes $900.000 for FTB derived from the Oil Spill liabilifyTrust Fund

(OSLTF')

FY 20 1 COLA and Locality Pay Annualization
"91
Our rtqu fnds the annualization of the FY 2001 cost of living and localft pay
increase at3.7i/ (with the remaining increase absorbed) for the first quarter of Y
2002.
FY 2002 COLA and Locality Pay Adiustmcnt
+276
Our request fluds a 3.7 peret cost of living increase and locality pay increase
estimated to begin in January 2002.

MiI

a
+212
Our request provides mandatory increases for employees who have met the required

criteria.
Annuali2Aion of FY 2001 F
+200
Our request funds the 2 neV PfB (work years) for the 4 new positions and 2 FTE
granted by Congress in FY 2001.
Increase for 261PaldDayinF"2001
+38
This increase Is the cost of onpaid day. We increased the FY202 request by the
amount of 1/260 of the FY 2001 Enacted Budget levil for pay. This was necessary
because F? 2002 contains 261 paid days and FY 2001 only contains 260 paid days.
NewFM
-+1,
175
We request finding for 13 new FTh (work years) for 26 new positions FY 2002.

289* T 2002 BUDO'T 813$$ON
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Adminisatve Ratns$s

$4,725

-218

Travel andTransporaion
$1251
+233
Our requit In
n increase for new tiiployee. h amount Is based on half ye r
funding of $25K for each of the 8.5 field FTE and $5K tot each of the headquarters
FIT to cover travel aid transportation expenses. Our request does not include any
increases for inflati t
Our base ruest also includes $23fthousand for travel directly related to preventing
and mnI&it effects of oil spills Into water and environmentally sensitive areas.
Funds will be derived OSLTF.

IASfC E

$1,168

+17

Our request reflects a proration of RSPA's share ($2,949) 6It $6rYASC budget
estimate for F# 2002. The +17K are the service costs for secutity, ib services and
miscellaneous administrative support for the requested increase of 13 P"T. Al ote
TASC increase are being absorbed.
Rn
-S
$1,108
-'46
Our request for GSA Rent represents funding for space WrejuIments in Headquarters
and Inthe field. The increase is for the requested 13 new FIB.

Communications. Utilities

& Miseellanos
$548
+78
Our request is needed to cover costs associated with communications, utilities, and
miscellaneous charges not covered under the worin capital fand.+These charges
include: local phone charges; long.distancepbone calls made under C&P or AT&T;
etc. Out request does not include inflation in an effort to limit administrative costs.
However, +$78K is needed to fund telecommunications costs for the 13 new FIB.

Printng

$65
+0
Our request maintains the FY 2001 level. It does not include inflation in an effort to
limit administrative costs.

Training
$162
+132
Our request includes an increase for accident investigation and corrosion training for 25
of OPS' senior inspectors. The estimated coit for this training Is about $1,500
/personlweek for 3 weeks of training. Our request also includes a minimal amount for
other trying needs for staff
Acuntin
$88
0
Our request represents the FY 2061 prorated cost estimate for accounting services
provided by the FAA (Pipeline Safety's portion of RSPA's service contract). The total
RSPA estimate for accounting services is $221 thousand.

glO
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Sm gs &Materias

+3
Our request maintains the FY 2001 enacted level but Includes an $3thousand increase
to provide office appliess for the new employees.

ERWIpMenI A Furniture
$296
+72
Our request maintains the FY 2001 enacted level but includes a $72 thousand increase
to provide modular office furniture and computer equipment for the new employees. 0

State of Washingon

-798

Oirequest decreases the FY 2061 earmark for funds to supplement the State of
Washington's appropriation for pipeline safety activities. Funds were derived from the
OSLTF.

~
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MISSION

n'To ensure the safe, reliable, and eavtroamentally sound operation of the'Nation's pipeline
traasportatioa system"
RSPA's Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS) oversees the safe design, construction, Operation, and
maintenance Of the nation's natural gas and hazardous liquids pipeline sstem under 49 US.C.

60101
AMn.
OPS also oaducts -environmental jiroction andemergenctyresponse readiness
o
under the Oil Pollution At of 1990(OPA). OPS regultes more than 2,000 operators
withiI.9lrlion miles ofnatural gas pipelines that transporte- rg to about 60 million
residential and commercial customers.Virtually All nkural gui9 moved by pipeline and
provides 25 p2rcit fall energy consumed in ids country. OPS als6 regulates more thum 200
operators with 165,000 miles of hazardous liquids pipelines. These pipelines transport two-thirds
ofall crude oil and refined products consumed in the U.S.
In addition to our base program, this budget is focused primarily on two ne initiatives: 1)
protecting people and environment by improving, enforcing and communicating standards for
managing pipeline integrity, and 2) enhancing efforts to piivent the leading cause of pipeline
incidents, construction-related damage to pipelines.
lnteadtv Manaement Pro&=a
With growing energy demand, increased population living near pipeline right-of-ways, an aging
pipeline infirstucturn increasing competitive pressures for companies, and concern about recent
significant pipeline accidents, pipeline operators must take additional meas"u to ensure safety,
environmental protection, serve reliabilty, and public confidence. OPS's integrity
management initiative addresses these concerns by assessing all risks, requiring controls for the

full range 6fpipeline specific risks, including mandawry te"i

and timely repair and

measuring effectiveness of those controls. Through the integrity management initiative, OPS is

applying more stringent requirements indensely populated and environmentally sensitive areas.
-OPS has issued integrity management rules applying to hazardous liquid pipelines and now needs

to ensure industry compliance

Findings about operators performance should be communicated

to the public.-At the same time, OPS wilbe finalizing integrity management rules that apply to
natural gAs transmission operators, building detailed protocols to review company integrity
managerntplans and supporting development of more detailed implementing standards
through participation in national consensus organizations. The new ujles must acknowledge
such differences between gas and liquid operations as system configurations, opera 'ug

characteristics, risks specific to the commodity transported, the impact ofpast regulations and
test practices and the impact of disruption to gas"supply caused Lby potential down time during

certain integrity testing

The review protocols being developed must establish methods of

evaluating operators' management systems and how human error is controlled in addition to
Ots traditional focus on pipe material integrity.
*10
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IDzmae Prevention Comrmunity Assistance Program
Every time a pipeline ruptures, most often because of excavation damage, fud supplies urp
disrupted. The exte i of th disruption may vay'frontafew residences to regions of the country.
Excavation damage Is the single greatest cause of pelPOI failure; all
other underground utilities
(telecommunications, electricity, water, sewer and cable) are 6jually vulnerable. This damage is
almost entirely preventable. However, no single enttyhak jurisdiction over the numerous
parties contributing to excavation damage, which include excavators, contractors. locators, and
state, comtfy and municipalpublic works departments. While thE th*ly estabished Common
Ground Alliance Is taking tha first stes'to bring together efforts ofal these entities at the
national level, additional attention is needed to coordinate efforts at the state and local level to

reduce construction- related damage. thri!piodic energy disruptions wI continue across
the country wherever excavation is occur r i isl
wth ara. SPA propose agreive
action through a ne* Damage Pivention Community Assistante program to promote the
message that dambige prevention isa shared responsibility. In addition, we will continue efforts
to increase the efficiency of state one-call systems, improve pikipation b) facility operators

and excavators, aM enhance public awareness of the need to cill foij ipeline locations prior to
excavation. All of these initiatives will reduce the number 6fincidents caused by construction
related damage.
State Pro
The cornerstone of the pipeline safety program remains the relationship we have with our state
agency irtners. As we enhance efforts to improve pipeline integrity and prevent damage, we
have expanded the role of state agencies in overseeing interstate pipelines. Our goal Is to address
individual state concerns within-iAstrongly coordinated national program and provide increased
resources to address pipeline safey needs. State pipeline safety programs need to be funded up
to the 30 percent level allowed by state to address what Is clearly the highest risk area -pipelines in proximity to pbople-te Intrastate distribution pipelines. Maintaining support for
our state programs It critical to pipeline safety since state agencies inspect more than 90 percent
of the national pipeline system. State programs cover basic safety compliance program costs;
state activities related to education and enforcement of one-call system laws; and participation in
integrity. management plan reviews, risk management and other risk-based pilot programs.
Maintaining state-of-the-art information systems to link states and OPS is essential to this
Researh and Development
Research and development is a vital component of our prog= activities. We hive increased
coordination of needs and program planning with oth Federal and state agencieS, industries and
technology institutions. By Olayn a coordination role, OPS hopes to improve the effectiveness
and cost sharing dreseareh effort and provide greater accessibility to research findings.' OPS
must have a better understanding of the range of risks that can threaten pipeline inteity, the
likelihood of these threats, the consequences of breaches in Integrity, and the best tools for

addressing these treats.. We will continue to investigate new technological advancements,
improvements to our National Pipeline Mapping System, application of safety principles in
pipeli operation and maintenance.
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(PSF)
.
Most Olt programs are funded byoffettinS ouections' fom PipelineSafetyFud
supported by the pipeline industry, and the Oil Spill abilty Ta Fund (OSLTF). Gas
transmission and hazardoui liquid pipeline operators PXy a ra4ts share of program costs based
on total pipeline mileage, Operators of liquefied natuejiga NO) facilities are assessed based
on total storage capacity. The assessment is determined by the amount of the annual
appropriation.
Our icuest for Pipeline Safety continues use of the OSLW.Ti ls ensurs tha certain activities
directly related to preventing and midgating the effects ofoil spilI-into water and
environmentally sensitive areas at funded by tla appropriate soure (the OSLTF). To prevent
lede of water sources
and mitigate effects ofoil spills, OPS is improve ig our site-specific knoIm
and other environmental areas. We continue our efforts to define, identify, and priontize
unusually environmentally sensitive areas (USA's) so operators will know where to increase
protection. We review oil pipeline company otraons so we can achieve environmental
vigilance on asystem.wide basis. We investigate spill causes and consequences and evaluate
and act on environmental impacts.

RSP
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POSITi()NS
New: 26
Twenty-six new positions (and 13 FTE) are requested. Twenty of these poiitiocs will provide

OPS the resources needed to assure compliance with the integrity management plans pipeline
operators r preparing In accordance with our new regulatory requirements. Six of these
positions will *ok with Federal, state, public interest, and indusb"y representatives to promote
adoption of best practices inpreventing damage to pipelines, as ,ell as other underground
utilities; these positions will also enable OPS to address growing demands from communities for
more information and assistance in living safely with the pipelines that lie within their bounds.
The speclhc staitexpertise to be added are:
0 12 senior integrity verification inspectors to ensure that new required pipeline testing
and risk analyses and repairs are both adequately performed and completed on time;
S
integrity management program compliance and regulatov support stalf l meet the
significant enforcement worload increase assoated tthes integ
ules the
associated increase Ininspection activity, and the anticipated increase in the need to
address interpretations and regulatory policy questions;
* 6 damage prevention and community technicA assistance specialists to work with
States and locaities to promote adoption of leading edge best practices in damage
preventim, and to provide information and assistance to States and communities;
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PROGRAM INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS
BnhI fU.I ,LYl.: (dollars Inthousands)
FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

Eala

AMWuE
1,200"

iemc

1,335"

1,335"

0

$s400Kderivedfrom the Oil Spill Uabily Tt Fund
NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
Improved information system are needed to assist Federal, state and local officials in targeting
areas of pipeline systems " may be Mnerable to excavation damage, corrosion, material a
design pioblemf, as well ishuntn error. As we increase the quantity and quality 6f data we
receive on these systems and on accidents, better information management tools are needed to
assur that weaknesses in the pipeline infrastructure indicated by this data ate identified and
repaired as early as possible. Improved information storage capacity and system connectivity a e
needed to enhance regulators' and industfs abilities t6diagnose, target and address safety
problems.
We expect the outputs from funding Information system improvements to be:
significantly Improved quality of data on the make-tip and condition coexisting hazardous
liquid and natural gas pipeline systems, as well as on the causes ofpipeline accidents;
o

improved quality and timeliness ofelectronic data availability to Federal u state
regulators to expedite critical assessments ofunsafe operating conditions on pipelines and
support more rapid response to pipeline accidents and more effective remediation;

o

more thorough assessments ofpipeline system vulnenbilities;

o

information on underground damage prevention best practices to provide insight into what
works best on a state by state basis, helping provide safer, more livable communities;

o

better information to the public on the performance of pipelines and pipeline operators; and

o

information tailored to increase community awareness of pipeline risks and increase
community response abiliti'n the event of pipeline failures.

ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO IFY 2002:
In FY 2001, the OPS took several important steps to improve both the quantity and quality of
data it obtains on pipeline operatois and accidents on theirpipeline systems. In paticular, we
finaized new incident reporting and annual report requirements for natural gas transmission

I
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pipeline operators, proposed new accident reporting and annual report requirements for
hazardous liquid pipeline operators
In 2001, OPS completed the first phae hopingg and needs assessment) ofthe new simultaneous
Methods Analytical Risk Tool (SMART). We Ate creating this tool to integrate spatial analytical
capabilities from our Iiational Pipeline Mapping System ONMS) with inspection and
compliance information. SMART will link to the Integrated Operator Compliance System
(TOCS) and thi Pipeline Incident Processing and Enforcemdt system ( IPES), leak history
information, normalizing information from operatorannual report% and information in our
). Better use of existing and improved
Pipeline Risk Management Information System (Pkii
data wili alow OPS and 64 state pipeline partners to more effectively and efficiently allocate
resources based on risks to people and the environment.
We have integrated new nfofhnation into fi&from nw improved operator accident and
annual report forms. W6
sed lowed4 the threshold for hazardous liquid spill tepcing
from 50 barrels doWf t6 gallons, t6 provide earliest information of safety problenits. We
improved data quality, timeliness, and usefulness by enabling electronic reporting of accidents
and annual reports via the Internet.
BACKGROUND/SITUATION:
This Initiativ supports the day-to-dak information management needs ofregional and
headquarters personnel such i life-cycle replacement and upgrade needs for hardware and
software; data entiy (from accidents and annual reports) and systfA maintenance for our key
information system; database and information system design and redesign; data analyses in
support of OPS (e.g., user fee calculations) and customer requests.
OPS needs to hnproe our ability to collect and record more detailed information during
inspections, sharpen our focus on pipeline risks by further developing executive information and
decision support systems, and by linking existing data with our mapping system for regulatory
and community right to know purposes.
We need continued support to help integrate information about pipeline inspections (state and
Federa),'pipelin, incident data, and pipeline system material composition With spatial data. In
addition to saving regulatory nees, this system can be used to deliver improved-information to
communities about the risks that pipelines pose arid to ensure that communities are prepared to
respond in the event of i' Ieline failure. We Will develop this tool over a three-year period.
building the first test model in 2002 based on the results of our operational needs assessment
done in 2001.
We have provided linkage with the state pipeline safeptopams,enabling participation in
Interact-based Systems such l the National Pipeline Mapp g System and the Pipelin Risk
Management InformationSystem, a providing access to other decision-making tools. We will
use the Intern t and World Wide Wib to obtain, validate, and distribute information. Intranet
data sharing with OPS field st and state program staff, piloted during FY 2001, wil be tested
and partially implemented in FY 2002 and will be completed in 2003.
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PROGRAM: RISK ASSESSMENT AND TECHNICAL StUDIES

FUNINGnLEL: (dollars hn thousands)
lFY 2000

FY 2001

Atl

FY 20D2

to

B~m

1,256*

1,250*

Diff rence

1,250*

0

4$sOk deriwdfom the O1 il4Spittbti&ra Fund
"$o40OKdvwdftom the Oil Splfl Uability Trist Fund
NEEDS FOR F 2002:
OfS's integrity management initiative is the culmination of experience gined fr pipelinee
investigations and pilot programs OPS has conducted for the past several years. Wi growing
energy demand, increased population near pi iA rights-of-way, infrastructure, and concern
expressed bythe General Accounting Offit(kiAO), National Trad-podation Safety Board
(NTSB), arid others about recent significant pipeline actidena pipeline operators must take

measures to ensure continued public safety, environmental protection;,eliibilit y6 service, and
public confidence. Through the integrity managemeni'itiative, 6S is 1apyifg more stringent
requirements in poplat6d areas and prtomgg the i1M industs use fthe best available
practice forkcontroliig$ipeline risks- OPS needs technical support for developmental efforts
directed toward finalizing an integiiiiagement Wl fior natural gas transmission operators,
and building detailed protocols t6 revieW company integrity management plans. Analysis to
support the rules must acknowledge such differences in gas and liquid operations as system

configurations, operating characteristics, risks speci

the commodit transported, the impact

ofpast regulations and test practices, and the impact of disruption to gas supply caused by
potential down time during certain integrity testing. The review protocols being developed must
establish methods of evaluating management systems in addition to Ofl's traditional focus on
pipe material integrity.
FY 2002 funding will support the gas pipeline integrity rulemakings by providing for the
following:
*
*

analysis 6f factors to be considered in defining High Consequence Areas (HCA) affected by.
gas pipelis;
evaluation of design factors currently used for gas transmission pipelines;

*

evaluation of performance history and experience with the impact zone In gas transmission
failure;

*

identification of integrity management best practices and analysis of the potential

relationship between incident causes and industry practices;
*

evaluation of options for various forms of assessment of the integrity of gas pipelines, their

costs, and effectiveness;
*
*

140O

establishment of appropriate baseline testing and a basis for establishing retest intervals;
appropriateness of distinguishing between pipelines on basis of pressure;
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*

aanalyze the effectiveness of research activities; urd
analyze the effectiveness of draft national consensus standards addressing accident
prevention, testing and repair of pipelines, and accident mitigation.

ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO kV 2002:
In late 2000 and earl 2601, OPS proniulgai'd regulations entitled, "Pipeli Integrity
Management In High Consequence AreasF"r
t&icopanies operating hazardous liquid pipelines.
In addition to developtnj t" regulation, OPS has been intnamental in dev lping the
information and guidance operators need for compliance, inel"ig in 4NSI standard, a
regulatory definition ofenvironmental agt unusually sensitive Q.e.;
USA's) to a hazardous
liquid pipeline spill. and o"Nitional Pi lA Mapping SStii(NPM) thitl
portrays all high
consequence areas In relatii to pipeline locations. The new rules require operators to develop
an integrity minagemenFplan that includes I) each operators' pld foi
baseline assessment of all
pipelines that could affect a high consequence arei and 2) a framework for addressing each of
the required program elements.
During 2000, OPS met *Ailfrepresentative of the gat pipeline iWdustry, research institutions, and
State pipeline safety agencies (0 gather the information neaM
40(4 rulemakings pertainhg to gas
operators. At a ebruaq|12, 2001 public meeting in CrystIhdt, Vr,
the gas industry presented
its findings on how, integri~~ylhagement concepts could most effectily, be applied to gas
transmission pipelines. 0P his made significant progress gathering information needed to
develop an integr man agement rule targeting the natural gas industry, and conducting an
assessment of additional information that local communities and the public need to enhance their
protection froM potential pipeline accidents and preparations should one occur.
60lS continues to draw on its Pipeline Risk Management Demoistration Program aid System
Integrity Inspection (SD) projects to test the means it will use to examine the integrity assessment
plans required by the new ra1& arid to cultivate new inspection capabilities among its field staff.
These projects continue to offet insights into a number bf important areas: management systems
and means evaluating their effectivenes;,means ofengagng statand nd local officials in
discussion about effective community ro! Inmitigating pipeline risks; means of discovering
and addressing risksthat othewise would not have been found; new technology to improve
safety, environmental protection, and service relability and the development and application of
new risk management processes, models, and tools. OPS3 will continue the several risk

management and SU projects underway, which represent both interstate liquid pipelines and gas
transmission pipelines.
BACKGROUNDISITUATION.'

The development and implementation of the new integrity management rules draw on lessons we
are learning from two programs that have been underwAy for several years; the Pipeline Risk
Management Demonstration Program and the System Integrity Inspections(SII) pilot program.
Both programs emphasize the importance of operators' management s stems In maintaining
pipeline integrity, require comprehensive, systematic risk assessments ofparticipants' pipelines,
and encourage consideration ofregional and site-specific concerns in setting safety priorities.
RSPA 7Y 2002 BUmoGE
SUMISSxONa

27

1798
The approaches and methodologies we continue to explore under these two programs - including
more
isticated risk assessment methodologies and means of assess operator management
systems - provide the foundation for how we Lriplement the new integrity rules.
The OPS has also drawn lessons fim these initiatives on how to expand communications with
local communities and the public and on how to provide them information they need to ensure
their protection from potential pipeline accidents and to ensure their preparedness to respond.

123
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PROGRAM' INTEGRITY MANAGEMENT
UNgItNh yna: (dollars in thousands)
FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

AMWd

Estmae

lirt
maIe

0

0

4,9430

+4,943

*$798Kderivedfrom the Oil SpIil Lfabilit ThsuFund
NE

FRFY202:

This new program provides for technical support$
will need to ensure that pipeline operators
across the country are complying with new integrity management requirements. 'h new rules
require operators to establish comprehensive prams to assess pipe condition and to use all
available information, including the results 6fie assessments, to manage their- ipelines'
integrity. Ultimately, OPS expects to apply some forinof integrity management requirements to
all transmission pipeline operators. In 2002,01', wil expend significant resources conducting
field reviews of operators' integrity management plans, ben
o6
g wh the largeliquid
operators from whom compliance is required in 2001. OPS will need fechnical support
reviewing the adequacyofoperators' plais for the identification of High Consequence Areas
(ICA), operator time lines formandatoy testing. operators' selections of appropriate test
methods, risk factors considered, processes for integrating information, test results, and adequacy
of leak detection systems, valv e placement, and other prevention and mitigation measures. OPS
will also evaluate measures ofoperatr program effectiveness. OPS plans to propose similar
roles to cover operators of natural gas transmission pipelines.
T46
6 has-funded development of these rules under the Risk Assessment and Technical
Studies program element.
FY 2002 funding will provide for field review ofthese plant enforcement activities,
development and delivery of appropriate training, creation of needed information systems, and
support for third party analyses, including:
,
*

development of standard protocols to review integrity management processes, inspection
guidance documentation;
training of Federal and State inspectors In use of the review protocols, and in the

application of advanced inspeciion, monitoring, and repair technology and other system
*
"
*

control advances;
technical support for integrity management compliance reviews;
advanced training for Federal and state inspectors on internal inspection and monitoring
technologies, corrosion protection technologies, and accident investigation;
development 6tlnformation systems to manage integrity management compliance reviews,

results of testing, repairs and other prevention and mitigation measures;

RSPl FY 2002 BUDGET suMIssIoN
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1800
*

field engineering support (including third-paity experts in interpretation of assessment and
monitoring technologies) for accident investigation and oversight of new construction

Projects;
*

ants to state and local organizations representing governmental interests; and

*

technical support for participation in national consensus standards ornizahons.

ACTI TIS PR

IT

-

2

In late 2000 and early 2001, OPS promulgated regulations entitled, "Pipeline Integrity
Management in High Consequence Areas" for companies operating hazardous liquid pipelines.
OPS hit been instrumental In developing the information end guidance operators need to comply
with the nde, inching tWANSI standard and our National Pipeline Mapping System (WPMS)
that identified those High Consquence Areas affecting the enviinmenL The new rules require
operators to develop an integrity management plan that includes t) each operators, plan for
baseline assessment ofal pipelines that could affect a high consequence area; and 2) a
framework for addressing the required program elements In 1Y 2002, OPS will begin field
review 6tthese plans.
OS also made significant progress collecting information to support in integrity management
rule applicable to the natural gas industry, and assesingthe need for a communications rule that
will provide the public and local communities with access to the information they need to
enhance their protection from potential pipeline accidents and preparations should one occur.
OPS continues to draw on its risk management and SU projects to test the means it will use to
examine the integrity assessment plans required b9the new rules, and to cultivate new inspection
capabilities among its field staff. These projects continue to offer insights into a number of
important areas: management systems and means of evaluating theireffectiveness; means of
engaging states and local officials in discussions about a effective community fole in mitigating
pipeline risks; means of discovering and addressing risks that otherwise would not have been
found; new technology to improve safety, environmental protection, and service reliability, and
the development and application of new risk management processes, models, and toots. CPS
now has several risk management and SHt projects underway, representing interstate liquid and
gas trnmisionipelines. OPS has completed a repo assessing the feasibility6f applying risk
management to lo cWdistribution companies (LDCs), and Is considering future LDC
demonstration projects.
BACKGROUDSTTIN

The most resource intensive portion of the new OPS integrity management program effort will be
the field reviews of liquid operator' integrity management plans. These reviews will require
evaluation ofoperator time lin s f internal inspections pressure tests, or equivalent alternative
technology to determine the integrity of the pipeline in high consequence areas. They will also
require OPS to evaluate operator risk assessment methods, exhnations of risk factors
considered, and priority given, to pipeline material composition and coating, manufacturing
information, local environmental factors, pipeline repair history, activities in the area, previous
integrity test data, and corrosion and leak history.
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In reviewing the program framework, OPS will review the process the operator established for
continuous evaluation; the process for integrating information, including potential for excavation
damage, data from past integrity assessment, results of other inspections and tests, including
corrosion control monitoring and cathodic protection surveys on the pipeline, and the
consequences of a failure; repair criteria and prioritization; Identified preventive and mitigativemeasures t6protect high consequence areas; methods used to ensure the effectiveness of the
program (e.g., performance measures); and a process to ensure that qualified personnel will
review and interpret assessment results and data. More importantly, we will begin to observe
how operators implement their plans. In examining integrity assessment plans, field inspections
will include review bfdocuments that support the analyses and decisions made and actions taken
t6 implement the plea In reviewing this documentation, we will verify how well 1"operatoes
program addresses the main'elements Od& integrity assessment rules. We will follow these
reviews with subsequent field inspection fthe testing, repair, prevention, and mitigation actions
an operator makes. OPS inspectors and contractor' will verify that assessments have been
conducted according to an operator's plarn, that identified weaknesses that could affec the
integrity Of the pipeline have been repaired, and tht the operator has taken the planned
mitigative and preventive measures.
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PROGRAM: COMPLIANCE
ACf~iT: FIELD ENGINEERING SUPPORT

BIUPLIIL iYZUh: (dollars Inthousands)
FY 2000

S
3000

FY2001
Estimat

FY2002

3000

300*

0

0$100Kdeddfrom the Oil Spill iab ity DtI Fund
NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
Efficient and effecive assessment of the safety oft damaged pipeline is vital to stfely restore the
line to service without major disruption to commercial and residential customers, ad t0PS
efforts to regain state and local officials confidence In the safety 6f pipelines within their
borders. When pipeline accidents occur, the OPS must quickly assess the problem, Identifg.
diagnostic tests operators should use, approve repair and rehabilitative measures, and verify that
appropriate measures have been properly taken. OPS must t6htinue to depend on contractor
field engineering and laboratory support to: i) ensure that pipeline construction projects meet
Federal pipeline safety regulations for welding, coating, testing, and backfilling; 2) assist with
accident investigations an to help OPS determine the adequatyotoperator proposed response
and remedial actions; and 3) to witness remedial repairs to help OPS enu pipeline soundness
and sats*y public concern that the operator fully complies with safety and environmental
requirements before restoring service. New long-haul natural gas trans-mission pipeline
construction projects in the Eastern and Central regiQns are anticipated to continue Inresponse to
growing energy dna. Additional work may develop in Alaska as demand grows for North
Slope reserves. Each of these projects draws upon all aspects of field engineering support,
including on-site reviews. Inaddition to construction activities, OP anticipates using field
engineering support for smaller pipeline remediation projects. At the requested fading level,
07S expects to have technical support for field engineering of two long-term construction
projects and four short-term remediation projects.
ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO FY 2002:
In FY 2000, OPS used contract and laboratory support to oversee three pipeline construction
projects, three accident investigations, one post accident review, and one smart pig capability
update for 6PS inspectors. In FY 2001, to date, contractors continue long-term pipeline
construction reviews, engineering reviews, and accident investigations.
Field review support to Eastern and Central regions has been critical to oversight of seved
recent construction projects. Recent construction reviews have identified pipeline welding
defects through non-destructive examination, at well as compliance problems that could have
been the precursors of future pipeline accidents if not correctSd. The Maritime and Northeast
13
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Pipeline
tonatr
project
l InMaine and Alliance Pieline construction rjec In
finos
are
but two long term natural gas projects we continue to oversee to ensure timely deiveiy 6f needed
energy supplies. New pipeline construction projects In the Central region have b4--A for the
Vector pipeline and should soon commence on the Independence d supply link pipelines. In
addition, OPS Eastern Regidn required extensive ipp to oversee Colonial Pipeline
Comipars pipeline remediation efforts in Virginia and North Carolina.
BACKGROUNDS ITUATION:

Demands on OPS for oversight of new construction projects (particularly major new natural gas
projects), conduct of accident investigations and ovcfsight of fo1oW,0 repair and remediation
work, as well as for detailed engineering reviews are growing. OPS is increasing accident
investigation activities to determine the effectiveness of regulations and standards 6unentf, in
place, as suggested by the NTSB. These activities include: witnessing hydrostatic testing.
radiography, and internal inspections; investigating reported failure causes,; reviewing fracture
mechanics anadyses and witnessing pipeline remediation activities. OPS must continue to use
contractual help to meet specialized field engineering requirements for data gathering and test
observation needed before a Federal inspection.
Additionally, PS examines about 20 new construction sites each year to ensure compliance
with out design and construction standards and to identify any weaknesses that could lead to a
pipeline failure oviiltime. Witnessing new construction and remedial work after an accident
occurs, reduces the likelihood of pipeline failure.
Famiti-kity with the latest diagnostic technology and repair methods is essential for investigating
accidents and observing new construction. Investigating accidents and witnessing remedial
testing can be extremely labor intensive and highly technical. OPS needs contractor support to
assure adequate oversight. Since May 199S, the OP his relied on contractor support to meet its
oversight responsibilities.
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PRO-GZAM: TRAINING AND INFORMATION DISSEMINATION

flMMLEfJVELS: (dollars In thousands)
F1V 2000

FY 2001

f

Atu

E tmae

Esm

9710

I,10

2002
1,2W'*

Di
+4100

Fund
' $200Kdeivedfrom the Oil SpillLiability /thst
" $OOK defiedfrom the Oil Spill Liability Thst Fund

W( ) of
In FY 2002, findingis needed to continue training bq the Transportation Saf4 istitute
the more than 30 state and 55 Federal inspectors Who monitor 3,000 pipeline operators on a
routine basis. T1t also will continue to provide compliance training to pipeline companies on a
reimbursable basis. Federal and state training programs need to be updated and developed while
we continue to deliver routine compliance-based training. theTSI curriculum is being refined to
impart advanced risk assessment and integrity management technology and damage prevention
capabilities. Federal and state ispeetors need better preparation to find risks that are going
unnoticed ftio address integrity ofpipelines in a system-wide manner. These inspectors must
also learn and apply the latest technologies to detect problems early, evaluate their serioumes
and correct weaknesses. We are incorporating techniques to help inspectors conduct multiregion, system wide inspections designed to audit operators' capability to ianige integrity,
rather thin to simply mnhage to compliance requirements. This knowledge enables Federal and
state inspectors to ensure operators improve the safety of their pipelines.
n FY 2001' TSi plans on:
,

plan and deliver about 65 courses and seminars, an increase of40 over the base program to

support new inspectors;
*
*
*
6
*
0

134

plan for updates to its current training curriculum to include the conduct of multi-region,
system-wide inspections and system integrity management audits;
conduct risk management training;
enhance computer-based training and expanding application to broader use in prerequisite
and refresher training;
print and distribute approximately 25,000 documents;
develop videos, and other materials; and,
support participants involved ti the standards setting organizations and the PENO effort to
continue developing recommendations for guidelines on pigging, tanks, SCADA systems,
and welding practices and procedures/testing.
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The pipeline safetraining program has earned national and International recognition. Since
198.5, mote than 4,000 students hive been trained in classes and seminars. The Transportation
Safety Institute (TI)responds to about 7,000 requests annually '& copies of the plpeline safety
regulations, guidance documents, manuals, disketes, videos, and other materials.
In recent years 114 TSIhas adapted its course materials and instruction to: expand training
material to include addressing risks unique t thie gas pipeline industry; revise computer-based
training (lT) pipeline corrosion control courses (80 modules) and develop gas pressure
regulation and over pressure protection modules; train the Minerals Management Agency's
(MMS) inspectors to conduct inspection on the Dpartment of Transportation regulated pipelines
on the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS); and to add Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency
Response Training.

Th TSI staff members represent OPS Interests on a nuxiibW f standards setting organizations
such as the intentional Standards Organization 0SO);' the Natipnal Association of Corrosion
Engineers (NACE), the National 'Fire Protection Assoclati6f (NA), and the American Society
for Testing mid Materials (ASThM). This support helps Ol knowledgeably adokt more
industry standards by reference and align government regulations with these industry standards.
TSI continued to work with the Pipeline Employee Performance Group-(PE d&' working group
consisting of trainers ftom government and industry that was established to exchange ideas on
pipeline training. The PEPN Woiked on operator qualification curriculum and deliveTy, as well
as provided training for both pipeline operators and inspectors on how to conduct operator
qualification training.
BACKGROUND SITUATION:
TSI serves as a clearinghouse for pipeline-related documents to both the states and industry and
must have the latest pipeline safety codes and other reference documents. TSI staff provides
support to a number of standards setting organizations such as the International Standards
Organization (ISO), National Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACf,National Fire
Protection Association (NFOIA), and the American Society for Testing and Materials (MA) to
help guide the development of industry standards. Participati~n and support in this area areneeded as OPS moves to incorporate and adopt more industry standards by reference into the
pipeline safety regulations.
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EBQGR4M: EMERGENCY N6IFCATION

BI IRflLE.IAg.

: (dollars!I thousands)

FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

Aslua

Estimate

Estmate

Diih i

100

100

100

0

The OPS requires immediate notification froft operators after a major pipelineincident or when
other unsafe conditions occur to ensure that corrective measures are taken to prevent ftirher
damage orflof 6tlife. Knowing the location, damage, conditions on site, and contributing
factors Istritic o staif a ptrompt response. We must also have accurate information about
which regulatory agency has Jurisdiction 6 expedite rapid response to the scene and can also be
used to respond to calls from Congress, ftSB, and the media.
T S.Coast Guard's Naitional Response Center (NRO is the single Federal sportingg facility
for , hadous chemical, radiological, and pipeline incidents. til ng t
RC meets all
Initial FPodu1 reporting requirements and starts the response. OPS has used thl NRC for over 13
years. ?6I% and other responders receive complete information concerning spills quickly, we
can respond rapidly and effectively, assurig that we can take the steps needed to prevent
recurrence and to guide remedial action.
The expected outputs from funding telephonic notification information via the NRC are:
o

better Information about subcauses and precursors of accidents to increase our ability to
identify and target safety problems; and

o

improved quality and timeliness of electronic data availability to states to expedite critical
assessments of and response to unsafe operating conditions on pipelines and support more
effective remediation.

ACIV1TIE PRIOR TO FY 2002:
RSPA his continued using the National Response Center 0(NC) to receive emergency
notification calls. The services NRC provides are fundamental to administering an effective
safety program. Other Federal agencies, such as RSPA's Office of Hazarous Materials, NTSB,
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the Environmental Protection Agency, the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration, and many state pipeline safety offices also rely 6n the NRC's
services.
In FY 2000, a new lii ilirectly from NRC to OPS' new Integrated Operator Compliance System
(IOCS) was put in place to increase reliability and timeliness ofdata excha,-ge-.The data
collection process will be revisited with emphasis on capturing more environmental data.

1807
Increased relianc will be placed on automating operations. Including operaors notiIfi4 the
NRC electronically and that information being qW
forwaded to affected regions. RSPA will
pilot teat newly proposed data collection via the NRC in 2001.

TIe NRC operates 24 hours a day and Immediately notifies RSPA and the NTSB ofpipeline
incidents that meet certain severity criteria. Using the NRC service reduces the number of calls

the operator mut make nd enmres prompt response to emergencies. Increasing efforts to
inform the public and industry otrporting requirements continues to generate large numbers of
reports received annually. The table below depicts trends in reporting bycalendar year.
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PROGRAM: DAMAGE PREVENTIoM COMMUNITY

ASSISTANCE

FUNDING LEVELS: (dollars Inthousands)

FY200D

FY 2001

FY 2002

t

S9
bAtimatn
400

5004*

3 , 41300*

Di
+2,913

*entire anomdefvedfrom thepre-existing balance(reserw)In the PipelineSafety Fund
0* $200 delvedfrom the Oil Spill Liability Tht Fund
** The entire increase here is done through a downward adjustment of Damage Prevention
Grants
NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
RSPA Is requesting a realignment within base fiRds for damage prevention programs to enhance
efforts to address the leading cause ofpipeline failure, damage associated with construction. In
FY 2001, RSPA advertised and awarded grants to state agencies and associated stakeholder
organizations to promote adoption of the best damage prevention practices in the Common
Ground report. These program initiatives should be reinforced by Federal and state pipeline
agencies promoting participa ti in danageprevention among a broader set of state and
community organization and the private mor. To live safely with pipelines, communities,
state and local agencies need information and orientation about pipeline risks, best practices to
control those risks, and ways to meaningfully engage in prevention and response planning,
Further, evety time a pipeline ruptures because of excavation damage, fuel supplies are disrupted.
The extent of the disruption may vary from a few residences to regions of the country.
Excavation damage is the single greatest cause of pipeline failure; all other underground utilities
(telecommunications, electricity, water, sewer and cable) are equally vulnerable. This damage is
almost entirely preventable. However, no single entity has jurisdiction over the numerous

parties contributing to excavation damage, which include excavators, contractors, locators, and
state, county and municipal public worksdepartments. The Common Ground Alliance is the first
nationally coordinated effort to bring together all these entities and promote the message that
damage prevention is a thared responsibility. Additional national attention to coordinate efforts
at the state and local level to reduce construction related damage is needed. Othrwis periodic
energy disuptions will continue across the country wherever excavation is occurring in high
growth areas
This realignment would shift partial funding of $3,000,000 from the Damage Prevention Grants
program to a Damage Prevention Community Assistance Program to help localities ensure their

own safety and that of their neighbors by knowing where pipelines are located, how to avoid
damaging them, and bow to recognize and report emergencies that may arise.
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In FY 2002. OPS wili

0 Work with state agencies., in addition to our traditional state pipeline: agencies. and
communities to promote damage prevention best practices. Provide communities with
information needed to encourage pt, design.on ofexisting underground facility

easements, gather information prior to constrction to avoid impact to underground

a

facilities; encourage communication among all underground facilityowners on current
and future project 0r' Io,14 through construction phases. encourage marking and
mapping of facilities fo w sj Icble codes, statutes and facilityoperating standards for
other underground facilities that encroach on pipelines, and identify qualified excavation
contractors.
Gather information on current land use practices and zoning ordinances to determine how
k
best to prevent hazards on pipeline right-of-ways, to raise awareness ofthe risks of
development onpipeline rights of way, and effective methods of smat growth adjacent to
pipeline rights of way,
Acquire and incorporate into our National Pipeline Mapping Systetzt(NpMS)
improvements to information about assets that should protected, including hospitals,

nursing homes, schools, prison, parks, and public facilities;
*

Assess and incorporate into the NPMS information on hazardous liquid gathering lies

no curreitl regulated;
*

S

*

A

Develop a community dght4o-know program which may include the conduct of
community outreach in damage prevention and spill response techniques, and the
development 6fdtabases to support citizen education;
Participate n and fund the Common Ground Alliance to continue activities associated
with Dig Safely aud Common Ground B.i Practices, including making educational
materials available for us by operators, one-call centers and other interested groups and
evaluating effectiveness of program undewa' and
Expand emergency planning in communities, providing an emphasis on field deployment
to sharpen local officials techniques for protecting community assets from pipeline risks.
n&C233
= PRIOR TO FY 202:

The RSPA Common Ground team completed a study ofone-call system best practices. The
study assessed the methods used by one-call systems to encourage participation in one-call
systems by excavators and facility operators; public awareness programs; the relationship
between use of one-call systems and prevention of damage to underground facilities; and

effectiveness ofpenalties and enforcement activities in obtaining compliance with state one-call
laws.
The Dig Safely Team launched its national DigfS
campaign and conducted over 35 training
sessions nationwide. The campaign received the official endorsement of numerous significant
national groups including. American Petroleum Institute, American Gas Association, National
Association ofRegulatory LUift Commissioners, NationafTelecommunications Damage
Prevention Council, National Utilitj Contractors Association, One Call Systems Inteniational as
well as those ofindividual entities.
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These efforts led to establishment of theCommon Ground Allapce to canyon the excellent
work done by its Comm Ground and Dig Safely teams. InFY 201 ownership ofthe Dig
Safety lnitlativb was tri-isferrtd to the Common Ground Alliance's Public Education team,
though OPS continued to provide important personnel and financialsupport for that team's new
implementation effectiveness survey and for the broader efforts of the Public Education team.
RSPA also conducted Important public meetings in FY 2001 focused on the issue of pipeline risk
communications to local communities. These meeting provided new insights into what
information States and communities require, and in what format this information is most
effective. The lessons learned frota these efforts will serve as the base for OPS technical
assistance to States and communities and for development of community ight-to-know
programs.-

Finally, most recently, RSPA advertised and awarded grants to state organizations to promote
adoption of Common Ground best practices.
BACKGROUNDISITUATION:
Pipelrie failures caused by excavation damage have focused public attention 66 encroachment
dangers to pipeline right-fway posed by populatin growth and commercial development.
Excavation activity in the vicinity 6tpipelioslis the leading cause of pipeline failure. Potential
effects ofsuch activity to gas an hazardous liquid pipeline include property loss, environmental
damage, injury, and fatalities. Sukh damage maydisrupt other underground facilities, such as
telecommunications, electric, water and sewer lines. The Department has a goal to reduce
"hits"to pipelines by 25 percent by 2002.
The survey Obest practices, authorized byTEA-21 arid ubdertaken by the Common Ground
team, identified areas that require further investigation and highlighted the need for sustained
efforts to encourage appropriate damage prevention. The Dig Safely Team developed a
comprehensive damage prevention public education campaign. Having completed development
of a national public education campaign and the best practices study, we are now concerie with
educating communities to adopt both of these programs. Implementing these efforts wil greatly
enhance national damage prevention efforts.
These efforts art beyond the scope of the Damage Prevention Grants authorized byTEA-21
which authorized ending for states to improve their one-call programs. Common Ground
identified the need to maintain the open communication and the sense of shared responsibility
that developed among these stakeholders who worked together to address their common need preventing damage to underground facilities. While the Common Ground Alliance can serve as
the private sector focal pofit for publie-education about this Important issue, it Is critical to
reinforce these efforts at the Federal and state level to help get this far reachig effort off the
ground
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PROGRAM: IMPLEMENTING THE OIL POLLUTION Acr
FUND NjjYZIj: (dollm In thousands)
FY 2001

FY2000

2,4436

2,4430

FY 2002

2,443

0
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RSPA will cotttlue to review and approve pipeline operators' sill response plans with contract
assistance, conduct spill response readiness drills, negotiate agreements with Federa and state
agencies tu environmental groups to gel vocational data on sensitive natural resources, and to
ideni4y and map unusually sensitive ares. Specific outputs fix this program inchde

1,2-0 sPill rsponse plan reviews and approvals tor onshore pipeline operators;

o

digital mapSoa identify unusually sensitive drinking water and ecological resoure
rea in,motion about the resources within those areas to be protected, and contact

S
o

up to 20 iable top and 2 field exercises.

ACrLvrn

NUoR TO W 2002:

The Oil Polhtion Ad of 1990 (OPA '90) directs OPS to ensue tha pipeline operators can

respond to tstrophl spills. We a

mplish this by reviewing the adequacy ofoperator

response plasi and by exercsing these plans, in either table-tp or field exercises, to test and

strength

oierwa"

venonand readiness.

Exercises test p4e operators' ability to respond to spills along hundreds of miles ofpipeline.
They also demonstrate whether the response pta work or need to be changed. The drills build
and strengthen relationships among operator and emergency responders. Response to Incidents
baa been mt effective with better commnimations, notificaton, and more efficient deployment
of responsequipmenL A February, 1909 fuel oil spill nKnoxville, Tennessee illustrated the
benefits ofo rOPA program as the pipeline operator who we had drilled earlier brought
immense resawces to bear on the clean up while wodng closely with Federal, state, and loc
officials in a unified command srcture. A rigorous exercise progrn Is vital to reaching the
goal ofcontsnall improving the government and pipeline Industiy's ability to respond rapidly
and effectively to oil spills. The member companies that comprise the American Petroleum
Insttute indicated that the OPA program Is one of the most effective OPS programs.
In recent dismsions with people who had participated InOPS tabletop exercises, OPS found
positive results. Three quarters of the operators report communication and interaction between
industry ad government responders are stronger since the drills. Operators are learning more
RBSA FY 2002 SU00T SUBISSION
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about where environmentally sensitive areas are and how to more effectively protect them.
Nearly 9 of 10 operators considered the drills valuable.
Our team of tecmical experts recently finalized a model that identifies unusually sensitive
drinking water and ecological resource areas. Major categories in the definition include public
drinking water systems, wellhead protection areas, sole source aquifers, threatened and
endangered species, imperiled and critically imperiled species, depleted marine mammal habitats,
and areas where a large percentage of the world's population ofa species concentrates. Work to
collect and process data needed to create USA maps for all 50 states Is scheduled for completion
in FY 20001.
We finalized a Drinking Watef Data Catalog as par of an environmental index initiative and
have added the catalog to our web site, htfp:\Nops.dotgov. The catalog covers all 50 states and
includes data on groundwater wells, surface water intakes, aquifers, sole source aquifers,
wellhead protection areas and geology. For each category, the catalog names ti government
agency that created the data, a description ofthe data, noted problems with'the da, and provided
a ranking of the quality and completeness of the data for creating an electronic data layer of
unusually sensitive drinking water resources. The catalog also includes the draft model for
identifying unusually sensitive drinking water resources, I flowtbtit for gathering the data and
creating the drinking water resources data layer, and maps shi5
g the quality 6f the different
data layeis for al the states. Finally, the catalog ranks each otthe S0 state for drinking water
data quality and completeness. EPA reviewed the catalog and has provided it to headquarters
and region staff and to 60*r state agencies th4 interact with. We have beg work on an
Ecological Resource Data Catalog and will add this to our web site once it is finished.
BACKGROUND/SIUATION:
Spill response planning is essential to building a strong National Response Sy tem and to
reducing the environmental consequences ofoil spills from pipelines, RSPA works closely with
th Coast Guard (USCG), the Environmental Protection Agenc9 (PA), and other Regional
Response Team members and state and local emergency responders on table top and area
exercises to strengthen pipeline operators' and government agencies' ability to prevent and
respond to oil spills.
RSPA worked with EPA, Departent.6f Interior (DOI)D, other natural resource trustees,
environmental organizations, and the public to determine what drinking water and ecological
resources are most unusually sensitive to environmental damage from spills: 'These areas require
particular attention in spill response planning and additional prevention measures. We need to
locate the sensitive resources on digital maps to better protect them through increased prevention
Lad response measures. enhanced emergency response planning, and an increased awareness of
the location and character of these sensitive resources. Further, by targeting the most important
areas for additional protection, we reduce the most adverse environmental consequences.
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PRQRAt RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

ACM :DJFlORMxnIon SYSTEMS
FUNDINGf LEVELS: (dollars In thousands)
FY 2000
Aftual

OY 2 00 1
E.Simat

FY 2062
Estmat

400

400

400

Dffeync
0

NEEDS FOR f 2002:
Gaps in pipeline system information availability and oth& dati inadequacies need to be
addressed to provide adequately tfo determining safety trindi' Ad for evaluating avlid safety
and environmental solutions. ii Deptent'Office ? th nspector Genera (OIG), NTSH,
GAO and others have recommended that RSPA improve its safety and environmental data
collection and usage. TS"particularly applies to data collected during inspection activities, the
cornerstone of RSPA's approach to assuring adequate pipeline safety. Data collected during
inspections from both Federal and state inspectors needs to be made more useful to measure
performance for both government and industry. Correlating this data with other sources of
information on pipeline integrity, incident history, environmental risk factors, population density,
and information on underground damage prevention best practices on a state-by-state basis will
help identify the most effective pipeline safety and environmental protection solutions.
Further work is needed to develop an electronic repbing process to receive data diremy from
industry computer systems alternative reporting systems. Additionally, new community rightto- know needs requires that OPS redesign our information to be more assessable to the public.
OPS will hold public meetings and work with industry groups to develop this process.
Online training and computer-based videos that can demonstrate correct reporting procedures to

operators will be developed in 2002. Data from risk management demonstration projects, Oil
Pollution Act response plans, inspection information in our Integrated Operator Compliance
System (IOCS), and information
ithe National Pipeline Mapping System will be integrated as
we continue to improve our ability to make informed decisions on the appropriateness of
individual operator safety actions and natiorial initiatives.
ACTIVrIES PRIOR T6 FY 2002:
IOCS was designed to improve regulator access to essential pipeline safety information from
notebook computers while in the field. In 2001, we completed development of in information
technology architecture pli 1o help lk IOCS to geospatial pipeline information lnour
National Pipeline Mapping System. This connection will improve our inspectors' ability to
evaluate pipeline systems during inspections by helping them to identify areas that need
improvement through the use of onsite access to operator safety history and performance data,
RSPA F
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regulations, industry standards and a variety of support information. This connection will also
enable the OPS and inspectors to visualize and prioritize areas at higher risk from potential
pipeline failures.
In 2001, we provided Internet-based access to industry codes and standards to both Federal and
state inspectors. We also provided operators with electronic data entry for entering information
directly into the RSPA pipeline accident and operator annual report forms via thi Iternet. In
addition, we began modifications 6four databases to handle the dramatic increases In accident
reporting that will odee In FY 2002 when'OPS reporting requirements for spills are adjusted
down to 5 gallons f6n 50 barrels. This additional data will greatly increase government and
industry's ability to diagnose smaller accidents that could portend larger events and to better
target repeat operational problems that could impact safety and the environment
Also, during FY 2001, we added an initiative to standardize state communications platforms,
worked with the states to better assess their needs, made recommendations f6r an electronic
communication strategy, and proceeded with procurement and system deployment.
BACKGROUND/SITUATION:
Funding for contractual support Is i-iticAl to support O0i efforts to improve our ability to collect,
integrate and analyze new pipeline safety data. OPS Isin the process of revising ilI
pipeline
accident and annual reports, including lowering the reporting
irshold, greatly increasing the
amount of reports received. Consequently, improvements to oui information daibases are
needed. We will continue using the Internet as a tool to better Zommunicate with OPS'
stakeholders.
OPS needs assistance in assessing how new technologymay enable OPS to meet our business
needs more efficiently. In addition to making recommendations for use of new technology,
assistance is needed to develop proposed solutions. We maintain our regional cormunication
platform by contract support, especially for our Wide-Area Network (WAN) requirements.
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ACTIVMI: RISK ASSESSMENT
[WD.J jQLF,3J6: (dollars in thousands)
FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

Atut

Estlimm

Estimate

ffance

300

300

0

300

NEEDS FORIFY 2002:
We arc woddng to lmplove information on ad fiuther develop technological solutions that will
strengthen the Nation's pipeline system. in FY 2002, we will collaborate with oth& government
agencies, our industry partners, and research organizations to: pursue recommendations from our
Advisory Committees to assess the ne6d for, and possible extent of, performance standards
covering leak detection technology; tft investigate approaches t detecting stress corrosion

crack (SSC) in gas transmission pipelines; assess the safty risk proposed pipeline design
strategies, such as operating pipelines in elms zero locations at 80 percent of pipe yield strength;
help validate the methodology and tools used for corrosion detection through direct assessment

of natural gas pipeline system; assess the application of safey principals in pipeline opctstion
and maintenance areas, such as outside force damage, material integrity, pipeline controller
fatigue, and corrosion; and, investigate and characterize potential effects of residual magnetism
that remains in pipelines following in-line inspections using magnetic flhx technologies.
The use otplastic piping has grown rapidly In recent years. RSPA Will continue a collaborative
research project with industry, started in FY 2000, to develop andrefine a database on plastic
pipe failures involving slow crack growth and to analyze related failures., The results of this
project will enable RSPA ad industry to identify systemic safety issues involving the
formulation, manufacture, installation, and operation of plastic pipe.
ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO 1W 2002:
OPS prioritizes pipeline safety problems and solutions to maximize use of its resources. This
prioritization has helped OM' S more effectively allocate Federal pipeline safety resources to the
area of gretest safety risk. lis data can be instrumental in developing risk management
program system-wide. Results were compared to incident failure cause and frequency data in the
DOT incident database and other available incident rate analysis.
OPS reviewed how and what factors conthbute to pipeline aging and operating cycles' effects on
pipeline fatigue or crack growth, and established criteria for pipeline fatigue life calculation and
trench-less rehabilitation methods. We used engineering calculations to reconsider when pressure
should be reduced and determine types otdefects where this criteria should be applied. We
sought alternatives to pressure reduction. We studied and reported on the technical merits of
methods to replace metal pipe with plastic. We investigated the extent of stress corrosion
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cracking (SCt) asi pipeline fire mode and developed strategies to manage SCC. We
determined the structural condition of older plasticpipe Installed in gas distribution systems. We

collected and evaluated data on performance measures being used be state agencies. We cofunded research with the Depa.,tment ofthe Interior's Minerals Management Service (MMS) on
validating assessment models for predicting 01pei1ne failure through field testing and conducting
smart pig surveys. We supported research into developing sensors for excavation equipment to
prevent damage to buried pipelinet. OPS uses risk wessment on a daily basis to address
mandates so that resources can be assigned according to risk. This methodology ensures that
resources are directed to areas where risk-reduction will be maximized.
BACKGROUNDISITUATiON:
The risk to public safety and the environment is not equally distributed over the Nation's pipeline
system. The cost of actions to address all risks far exceeds any organization's resources. Where
and how to best use resources must be based on assessing and prioritizing risks and on the
expected impacts of the appropriate solution. RSPA needs to work with pipeline stakeholdes,
both onshore and offshore, to prioritize risk, use modem analytical tools, and institutional
expertise to carefully guide the program.
Better information will help OPS to develop better regulatoi standards and to answer questions
about the adequacy ofpipeline standards to protect environmentally sensitive and densely
populated areas.
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: (dollars In thousands)

PY 2000

Actual

FY2001

FY 2062

800

800

800

Estimate~m
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NEEDS FOR FY 20022
RSPA and state pipeline agencies must be able to depict pipelines In relation to people,
environmentally sensitive areas, water, and other vital resources to improve our ability to protect
communities and the environment from potential pipeline failure and to asses the risks posed by
and on a pipeline system. This information is also needed to help enable communities to-make
informed judgements on the risks pipelines pose and the ways communities can contribute to the
safety of pipelines within their borders.
In FY 2002, RSPA will continue working with state and Federal partners In collecting.

processing, and disseminating pipeline data from the pipeline operators. The majority otthe
pipeline data will be collected for the country during FY 2001. so we will be targeting the few
remaining interstate and intraste pipeline operators who have not provided data to the NPMS.

The NPMS will maintain and improve thequality previously collected data.. Given the rapidly
changing nature of the pipeline industry, a rigorous quality control and maintenance program has
been developed to keep track U pipeline operator ownership, geospatial, attribute, and metadata
changes. All repositories will maintain the data in accordance with the NPMS standards.
RSPA will continue refining the Intemet-based community education aspects of the NPMS and
will solicit input from community representatives, pipeline operator government agencies on
actions required to improve the usefulness of the tools. RSPA will simultaneously continue
refining its Intranet decision-support version of the NPMS that will enhance pipeline risk
analytical capabilities of RSPA and state inspectors. RSPA will also link. for the first time, the
NPMS pipeline location data with our inspection databases. Pipeline inspectors will so6n be able
to perform spatial queries on a wide variety of risk factors including location relative to high
consequence areas, past pipeline inspection, and accident history.
ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO FY 2002:
The NPMS iscomprised of a national data repository and multiple stae repositories. State
repositories are responsible for maintaining pipeline data within their boundaries. The state and
national repositories work together in processing, editing. and disseminating the data. By the end
of FY 2000, the NPMS had established 16 state repositodes.
RSPA FY 2002 BUDonT sunrSn
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A team including representaives from OPS. other Federal and state agencim and the natural gas
and hazardous liquid pipeline industry helped OPS develop cnsen
pipeline mapping
standards that govern the NPMS. These standards cover digitAl and paper data submittals,
metadata (data about the data), and processing and storage instructions.

The OPSegablished a goal ofcallecting 70%o 6th4 pijline data by the end ofcalendar year
2000. While we reached this goal for larger hazardous liquid pipelines, much work remains to be
done to obtain similar data for the natural gas industrys pitlines. To date, the maj6oityof
submissions to the NPMS have from Iarg Interstate naural gas transmission and hazardous
liquid pipelines. OPS began outreach and education programs in 1Y 2001 targeting intrastate
natural gas transmission operators, many ofwhom are small companies with limited mapping
resources. Because the smaller operators are primarily worko
tIg only with hard cojiy maps, a
significant effort was made to collect their daa and t6 provide them with additional assistance to
comply with t N M S submission standards requirements. RSPA assisted these operators by
conducting additional educational workshops and working one-on-one to incorporate their data
into the NPMS.
Other data layers in the NPMS were created to depict pipelines in relation to vital resources, and
to determine the potential hnards affecting pipelines aid the possible consequences of pipeline
release. 'Theother layers include drinking water resources, population densities, environmentally
sensitive areas, unusually sensitive areas, commercially navigable waterways, natural disaster
probability and consequences, national cultuMa resources, and other infrastructures.
In FY 2001, RSPA began delivery of NPMS pipeline data in in Intemet-based application that
allowed communities and the public to view pipelines in relation to other important resources
and risks. This application was developed as a community education tool about pipelines as well
as to allow pipeline operators to idetil their ipelines that pass through high .consequence areas
including unusually sensitive areas, high population areas, and navigable kvaterways. The
application also allows the download ofpipeline and other data layers that can be used f the enduser has a geographic information system.
-InFY 2001, RSPA debuted its Intranet-based application for use by Federal regulators. The
application serves as a decision support tool to assist O1S stafrin inspection planning
prioritization by, among other things, locating pipelines that pose the greatest risks in high
consequence areas.

BACKGROUNII1AIN

S

S

The OPS, states, other Federal agencies, and the pipeline industry set oit to establish
requirements for a National Pipeline Mapping System (NPMS) in 1994. The system'the mapping
team proposed would include location and attribute information on natural gas transmission and
hazardous liquid pipelines, and liquefied natural gas facilities. The development team
recommended that the NPMS be built through partnerships with state and other Federal agencies,
and through voluntary participation by the pipeline industry. Partnerships would allow OPS and
other Federal and state agencies to leverage re,oulces, minimize duplication, and improve
communication and data sharing. The resulting N'PMS was intended to enable OPS and the
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states to make more informed decisions about when and where to require new safety measures.
Voluntary participation would allow indusby to meet the needs of governmnt agencies while
meeting their ovoi business needs.
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ACnnVn : oUTtkiD FORM DAMAGE
FUNDING LEVELS dollarss In thousands)
FY2600

A6

FY200I
s~ate

Y 2002
Esiate

644

644

219

D
0

NEEDS FOR FCY 2002:
Outside force damage, particularly when done during excavation, Is isliding cause of ieportable
pipeline failures. We need to improve our ability to detect and evaluate dents, gouges and other
mechanical damage as well as monitoring activity 6n thi-pielie right ofwiyp excavation
damage can be discovered "real time" or near "real time" to preclude accidents. -In addition, we
need to improve our ability to locate buried pipe, particularly buried plastic pipelines-in gas
distribution systems, and other underground utilities.
There are a range of emetgig technologies tor"real'time" monitoring f6rthe prevention or
detection of damage which deserve more research attention to advance their Anpllcations to
prevent undergrou, utility failures and disruptions. OPS Is partnering with(3s Research
Institute (GRI), and 6thk research organizations interested in advaicing the technologies of
monitoring and pipe location for broader use In underground facility protection. OPS Is cofunding a research Initiative on "real time" detection o pipeline encroachment with ORI under a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU).' Once the research results are incorporated ona smart
pig, the output of the electromagnetic research will result in:
*
*

Measurable (30 to SO percent) increase in our capability to evaluate dents on pipelines
caused by outside force; and
Better identification and characterization of mechanical damage and the development of
an assessment criteria to rank the severity of the mechanical damage for remedial action.

Beginning in FY 2002, OPS will also partner with Gflpipeline industries, and other research
organizations to advance the technologies available for detecting and monitoring buried
pipelines, particularly plastic pipe. For the first aspect of the research we will identify and

evaluate location equipment for buried plastic gas mains and services, develop performance
criteria for new, improved generations of equipment with the desired locating capabilities and
investigate alternative ways to design plastic pipe so that it can be more easily located.
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Acrirzs PmR'raT6 F 2o:
OPS andOlI developed a MouM l996 to uid cooperative research. Under this MOU, OPS
awarded a contract to a consortium comprised of Battelle Memorial Institute, Southwest
Research nsttuti and Iowa State University to.identify and evaluateelectromagneti technology
to detect and characterize outside force damage (dents, gouges, and flaws) and stress corrosion
cracking.
Analysis techniques for identifying mechanical damage detected by smart pigs were developed
and tested. This research, completed n FY 2000, focused on identifying mechanical damage by
magnetizing the pipe wall in the traditional longitudinal direction used on corrosion pigs.
Duing FY 200 and 2001, OPS co-flnded wf dI a two year project to evaluate
electromagntic technology withithe agnerti field produced In the circumferential direction.
The pipe wall must be investigated with the magnetic field In the circumferential direction of the
pipe to completely identify and characterize mechanical damage. Research involves producing
additional defect sets, gathering inspection data of these defects in the 300 foot test section and
pressurized flow loop, and analyzing the data to establish detection protocols. The Cooperative
Agreement to co-find this project at a 50 percent level was signed in April 2000.
Completion of this resea will greatly improve the defect depth characterizati6b of metal-loss
mechanical damage defects. particularly long thin defects oriented along the pipe's longitudinal
axis. A critical assessment criteria to determine remedial action for mechanical damage Is also
being developed.
BACKGROUND/SITUATION:
Technology to detect and determine the severity of mechanical damage in pipelines without
diggingup the pipelines is critically needed. Early detection of dents and gouges from outside
force enables operators to make repairs that will prevent a possible failure. Detection 4fdents
and gouges associated with outside force is particularly critical because these incidents primarily
occur in high consequence areas, such as populated areas, commercially navigable areas, and
areas unusually sensitive to environmental damage. If these defects grow to faluri te can

rupture, leading td a gas explosion or a large magnitude hazardous liquid spill that could
potentially pollute k community drinking water supply or permanently damage fragile
environmental resources.
In 1996, OPS and GRI co-ftnded a research project to adapt existing "smart pig" technology
used to detect corrosion to detect axially oriented mechanical damage. The results of this
research project will be performance criteria for assenblig smart pigs capable ofdetecting and
characterizing mechanical damage. This technology will then be added to existing pigs used to
detect corrosion and rest in significant cost savings by allowing pipeline operators to
simultaneously conduct pigging surveys to detect both corrosion and mechanical damage.
The area of greatest need for improved underground pipeline locating capability is the
distribution portion of pipeline systems, of which approximately 351,000 miles are buried plastic
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mains and 317,000 miles ar buried plastic service lines. These systems ar located primarily in
densely populated areas. These buried plastic pipelines can not aurately b located using
methods traditionally used for buried metallic pipelines. Reliable, portable methods to locate
plastic pipelines must be developed to reduce the excavation risks that cause piipe failures.
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AIIY

iI LEAK DETECTION

BINDINDLY.,LM: (dollars In thousands)
FY 2000

FY 2001

FY 2002

klAl

Estmatn

Estfn

0

600

600

0

NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
Research Into various technologies to detect pipeline leaks Is needed to reduce the risk to the
public and to the environment from release of ;coMidities from both gas and hazardous liquid
pipeline& In FY 2002, additional research, including prototype testing, Is required for
environmental laser mapping (ELM) technology to increase the effectiveness ofthe system. In
FY 2002 we a4oplin to identify research needs In other technologies for leak detection,
particularly as they relate to distributing facilities. The Oif iah also be assessing the need for
additional performance skndards governing leak detection technologies in accordance with
recommendations from the National Transportation Safety Board and our own Advisory
Committees.

ACilT

PRIOR TO Y 202:

The Congrsional appropriation for research and development [i FY 2001 was increased by
$600,000 for a new activity addressing research into airborne leak detection. Specifically, the
research supported focused on airborne mapping research, technology and engineering in support
of improved leak detection and analysis.
The United States Air Force (Aft Force) has been conducting related research on environmental
laser mapping (ELM)systefi used in leak surveys. The ELM system is an airborne chemical
mapping system for multi-hydrocarbon detection, and infrared and visual imagery presented on a
GIS map with an interactive database. It uses a multi-wavelength laser system to measure levels
of chemicals in the atmospbe just above the earth's surface in the atmospheric boundary layer.
This technology Is applicable to both hazardous liquid and natural gas pipeline systems.

The OPS is working with the Air Force to father d(Pvelop the ELM technology and$is benefitting
from their research efforts. OPS, in partnership with the Air Force, performed a technical

oversight role In the project.
BACKGROUNDISITUATION:
RSPA has been concerned for sometime about leak detection systems on pipelines. Th Pipeline
Safety Act of 1992I,
required RSPA to survey and assess the effectiveness of emergency flow
restricting devices (EFRDs) and equipment used to detect and locate hazardous liquid pipeline
MsPh
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ruptures and minimize product releases from hazardous liquid pipeline facilides. We were
father mmmdaed by Corss to issue regulations pre-cbIn the circumstances under which
operators of hzdous liquid pipelines would use EFRDs mid equipment to detect and locate
pipeline ruptures sad mWmize product release from pipeline facilities. New requirements
govening these mandated mitigation measures were recently implemented for hazardous liquid
pipelines in OPS' new integrity management rules. These rules govern leak detection systems
built into the pipeline to reduce the risk from commodity release. With these rules in place, we
can now turn our attention to the development of remote leak detection systems such as the EU
system.
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inrI: STATE PPELINE SAFkTVi4tANiS

FUNhDINLQIlS: (dollars Inthoumunds)
FY 2000

FY 2001

&bWEtimat
13,0000

16,400"0

* $1,400K derivedfrom the il

FY 002

&=

Dffac

16,400"

pfdlabii' Trust Fund

0

"

NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
State pipeline safeyrograms need to be fimded irp
to the 50 percent level allowed by statute to
address what isclearly the highest risk area - pipelines in proximity to people - the intrastate
transmission and distribution pipelines. These pipelines represent nearly 90% of total pipeline
mileage, thoUgh dthcalb move much smaller volumes than interstate systemS. States also
provide nearly 90% of the nation pipeline inspection woforce. RSPA has these primary
objectives in finding stale pipeline safety programs in FY 2002:
. improving state program performance by adoption of uniform Federal regulations;
o encouraging States to take safety jurisdiction for all intrastate pipelines; and

o helping States focus their compliance programs on their highest risks.
Performnce criteria used in making grants will include an assessment on whether the state Mly
uses risk factors to plan and carry out inspections. OPS will encourage states to work with
operators to develop solutions to safety concerns. Emphasis on strengthening damage prevention
measures at the state level continues. Special emphasis is on one-call initiatives with earmarked
funding to address enhanced conpliance, communications, public and legislative education, and
excavator and operator training in pipe-mailng and notification.

ACMM1US PRIOR TO FY 200:
Working with its state partners, OPS restructured the grant allocation formula to increase the
focus on state program performance. For the last three years, all grants have been allocated to
states based on program performance.
Each year state nieline safety pr
ms ins
over 5I00 natural gn and 240 hardous liquid
iclinne operators. On average, this amounts to about 7.700 natural gm inspections and 321
hazardous !'ui
"m
o.The states also investigate and monitor an estimated one-third of
the safety-related condition reports received by OPS. This activity helps to ensure that pipeline
Risp
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opertors ar responding to safety and environmental concerns in a timely and risk appropriate
manner. In.adtion to scheduled inspectons, state programs participate in several joint
activities with their Federal coumterpaits. In EX 1998. state inspector worked alongside OPS
inmectors in IS compreheMive Inspctions ofpipeine facilities and helped to investigate eight
public omplaintsag
iau ni
nftigw o. The proximitt 6 the state programs to th6 public
occasionally impacted by pipeline operations, Is proving a valuable asset to OPS in addressing
public complaints.
Soecfic outU& of state Vit~.ia saft y mg=

are aproximattly 8.000 "ln.pocton$remltno

inafins over 14.000 non-cmpliances annuall1r. Inspectors identify potential causes for
failures before thiyoccur, thereby preventing death, injury and environmental damage. With
OPS grant fanding. states focus on non-compliances that could lead to failure, and then work
with operltois to anticipate and prevent other concerns that are not required by regulation but
which could lead to a pipeline's failure. .
The states have agreed to report these additional outputs:
o increased voluntary actions by operators to address identified non-compliances;
o reduced reportable incidents directly caused by non-compliance with regulations;
o increased number of agreements with operators to proactively address safety concerns to
enhance pipeline integrity (pilot);
o increased ust of,and communication about, pipeline integrity management (pilot); and
o reduced pipeline incidents and damages to pipelines caused by third-partyd1mage, the leading
cause of incidents resulting In deaths, injuries and environmental pollution.
States are active participants in many ongoing OPS initiatives such as the Risk Management
Demonstration programs the National Pipeline Mapping System, the System Integrity Inspection
Pilot Program, and the Data Improvement and Damage Prevention efforts.
BAcKGROUND/SITATioN:
State agencies ned to increase oversight of new construction, and to step up their efforts to
improve damage prevention practices. As a result of the prosperous economyonstrution of
eas pipelines has increased 15-20 nercent in the pae few yars. State personnel should be
available to witness installation and require corrections as needed, particularly addressing
inadequate training of personnel. State personnel who havewitnessed construction have reported
numerous instances of improper procedures used by contractors and inability to provide adequate
monitoring ofconstruction. Without correcting these enors at thE time of construction, it is only
a matter of time until corrosion occurs at welds and joints, or other breaches of integrity occur.

States report being able to cover only about half of their inspection units. (705 of 1309 units
in natural gas distribution and 343 of 580 units in hazardous liquid pipelines). States deed to
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substantially improve inpection coverage to be able to monitor the majority of their nifts, and
pmtcIi luy new construction
Additionaly, state inspectors are our first line ofdefense at the community level to educate local
officials, excavators, utilities and others on the importance of Improvement in damage prevention
practices. In 190. a report entitled "Common Ground, One Call Systems and Damage
Prevention Best Practices", presented a comprehensive compilati6n of tedhnqu s communities
can use to improve safety and help meet his goal of reducing hits topipelines by 2As over the
next three years. State inspectors are a primary means of encouraging the adoption of these
practices at the local level, where construction occurs. Extensive construction of
telecommunications, electric, water, sewer and gas distribution lines in the same rights of way
increases the urgency of getting dese best practices adopted.
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PROGAM: GRANTS
ACTlVIE: RISK MANAOE9TGRANTS

EUIdlLEVELS: (dollars in thousands)
FY2000
Actua

FY 2001
Estimate

FY 2002
W~mat

50

500

Diern
50

0

In FiscalYear 2002, we will be evaluatinglargi liquid operators' written integrity management
plats while winding down the risk management demonstrationandsystem integrity inspection
pilotprojects. We include States In all of these efforts.
NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
Grant funds continue to enabe state officials to interact w diPS and participating operators in
activities in their state (including evaluating operator integrity management plans, and
monitoring risk management projects and system integritypilots). We will continue to discuss
performance issues'regarding changes to operations aid maintenance on pipelines passing through their states. The need for States' participation in standards development, performance
measurement system review, curriculum design,, and identifying new techniques needing further
research is increasing.
States will continue sharing invaluable.geographic and socio-economic information abut the
areas through which pipelines run. $tates can help monitor the validity 6f approaches operators
propose. Travel funding Is included ini
this request to allow state representatives to participate
meaningfully and share information relevant to integrity management, risk management, system
integrity, performum and mapping issues.
ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO F' 2002:
Statespaxticipat6d in development of the itegrit management rule for large liquid operators, in
the approval ofrisk management and system itegity pilot programs, in the development of
mapping standards and in the identification of best damage prevention practices. They worked
with OPS and the industry to identify the conditions and criteria necessary to evaluate operator
integrity programs. They participated in training to prepare for evaluations of these programs,
contributed knowledge and local Information during the evaluations &d monitoring of
companies' demonstration projects, responded to issues raised by local government officials, and
now help document lessons learned from the process.
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As OPS adopts risk-based approaches in all aspects ofits program, states must be kept Mly
informed to effectively perform their roles partners in safety. OPS presently involves states in
demonstration and pilot projects involving interstate pipelines. Besides providing the geographic
based insights needed foraddressing site-specific risks, States gain experience applying
2002,
lI 1 new
-approaches that miy Atimately be adopted for the intrastate pielines$tyinspect
States will assist OPS Inevaluation of lrge liquid operators' written integrity management
programs, and in development of integrity management rules for other pipeline-operators.
OPS is InVolvidg states in the development, implementation, and/or monitoring of a numbr of
risk-based initiatives. Some, such as the integrity managemret rules, thttpeline Risk
Managemnf Demonstration Program and the System Integrity Inspection Pilot Program,
emphasize the importance of internal operator processes and procedures for ldentifg and
controlling risks, Others, such as mapping or damage prevention initiatives help provide the
information necessary for informed risk assessment. States need to attend the same training
provided to other government and industry participants Inthese programs. States are active on
planning teams, at public meetings, and in evaluations ofcandidate companies. Since these
activities xoceed States' compliance activities, OPS must provide States additional finding to
ensure thi participation.
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ACTQflffl STATE ONE-CALL GRANTS
FDINGQLEVELS: (dollars in thousands)

FY2000

1Y 2001
EtiatEsima1t

Acua
1,000

1,000

FY 1002

Differnce
1,000

0

NEEDS FOR FY 2002:
OfS will continue to give states grants to establish and improve one-call programs within their

respective states or regions with emphasis 6n enhanced compliance, communications, public and
legislative education, and excavator and operator training in tipeline-marking and notification.
States Will continue to be involved In implementing our national public education campaign,
"Dig Safely'. States will help collect data on the total volume of calls to 6ne-call centers, the
number of known hits, and determine the cause of the it (e.g, failure to call, failure to observe
the marks, etc.) We will review the data to determine the effectiveness ofthe damage prevention
grants.
State agencies need funding, separate from their pipeline safety compliance programs, to enhance
one-call public education, excavator training, and enforcement programs.
ACTIVITIES RIOR TO FY 2002:
In FY 998, OPS awarded funding to thirty-three states for one-call programs to increase public
awareness and education through seminars, literature, and electronic bulletins on the Internet.
Funding also resulted in better state pipeline maps to help excavators locate pipelines. States
also improved use orGlobal Position System (Of'S) and Geographic Information System (61S),
digitizingp pipeline information for use with 01S, state-wide excavator manuals, and one-call

violation processing,
BAC GROUNI

UATION:

-

Outside force is the leading cause of pipeline accidents. One-cali centers are designed to prevent
accidents by having people call before they dig. find out where, pipelines are, and avoid hitting
pipelines. Unfortunately, one-call systems are not being used as effectively a possible to limit
both the number and severity of accidents. The challenges to improve one-call system use are to
teach people to call before they dig. to better educate excavators to follow markings when they

dig. and to connect one-call centers that operate independently.

SW
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PROGRM: GRANTS
ACIJIt. i*rERSTATE OVF

IGHT GRANTS (formerly Damage Prevention Grants in

previous Fiscal Years)
FUNDINflLZYR: (dollars Inthousands)
FY 2000

FY 2001

1,000

4,913

P,mimat

AMea

FY 2002

EstiatDiee
2,oo

(2,013)

NEEDS FOR FY 2002
-The Department will provide grants to states to enlist their help Inensuring thit the damage
prevention best practices identified in the Common Ground report are implemented illy. This
grant program*ill enable states joplaya more meaningful role in the oversight of interstate
pipelines, but iil1 draw upon their strengths and knowledge of local conditions to ensum that the
best damage prevention practices are fhlly assessed by all interstate pipelines crossing through
their states. This gant program would &lWssupgport related activities such as oversight of new
construction, so that without which n6*)lpelines can be installed with undetected defects that

can later create significant problems. This pant program will cofplemeht the Damage
Prevention Community Assistance activity also proposed by OPS foriY 2002; that program will
focus mostly on intrastate pipelines and on community assistance.

AM

-

M PmOR TO FY 2002

During FY 1998-1999, OPS convened a study team ofgovenunent, industry, underground
facility operators excavators, and public representatives to report on best practices for one-call
notification systems. The team quickly recognized that damage prevention was a shared
responsibility among all of their oonstituencies. They therefore determined that the study needed
to include a much wide range of damage prevention practices. Their report, "Common
Ground," is in unprecedented national study ofBest Practices for excavation, planning and
design, notification, mapping. locating and marking, as well ts careful construction practices.
Thbinterstate damage prevention grants will enhance states ability to oversee damage prevention
practices identified by the stud,.Preventing damage to facilities isa complex issue. Solutions to
these challenges need to consider a wide-range of stakeholder viewpoints and often the states are
best position to underand these views.
BACKGROUND

/IT

TON

The single-greatest cause of failure ofnatural gas and hazardous liquid pipelines,
telecommunications, water and sewer supply, electric and public service is largely preventable. It
ocus during excavation arWA underground facilities. These damages and their consequences
affect the safely ad qutyoife fr&
all Americans. There are safety and environmental
concerns with pipelines, as well as the loss of heating and fuel supplies. This type of damage
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also results Indisruption of air traffic control and other commit operations dependent on
electronic communications. Improving practices associated with phases ofplanning. design
and construction would prevent most of the fatalities associated with pipeline accidents.
We will continue to challenge facility owners, excavators, state regulators, contract locators and
markers, highway departments and one-call center operators to share the collective responsibility
for improving safety. We must provide leadership and incentives to enlist participation of
diverse organizations to improve their excavation practices in order to realize the Department's
goal of reducing excavation-related damages by 25 percent by 2003. Reducing ex oii.-F caused damage to pipelines Is on the National Transportation Boar's Mot WantUULt. Our
state partners can playa meaningful and important role in assisting prevent excavation-related
damage.

1o
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VOLPE NATIONAL TAN SPORTATION YSTfEM CENTER
PROGRAM ANt) PERFORMANCE
The Woriting Capita Fund finances multidisclIplinazy research, ervaluation, analytical and
related activitiesu dezrtaen at the v e Nationa Tmsportation Systema Centr(VNTSO in
Cambrdge, MA. Tbe fnd Is financed through negotiated agreements with the Office o'the
Secra , Departmenta 4 eing administrations, and other goversneqtal eleinents requiring
the Centes capbilities. These agrements also define the activities undertaken Ai VNTC.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTAT)OH
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS AD MSTRAION
WOWONG CAPITAL FUND,.

VOtL KATIONL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS CENTER
PROGRAM AND FNANCMG On thousands of dollar)
IderkiWgon code 60-4522-04407

FY 2000

FY2001

FY 2002

Adual

Erce

Rqo

Obgaton by Program Act
10.00 TotS ObWgs8"
Budgetay resourewa aable for obtligtion
21.40 Unobtd balne -atWtd year

22.00 New budget u tyWos)

Resorca&bk from reoorfa* gor yew oBptions
for obgqao
TotWlbgte-yrevcsWA
Totl new obigatiort9
Unogated Balan -End di year
8peSndk autodfl from off-* co
Per.anMt m
22.10
23.90
23. 6
24.40

199*6

206.000

208A0

14,379
211.678
8.9e0
$53?.23
(1g
99
153.952

153A62
205.000

163.92
208.000

366.952

381.02

*)26.000)

"20.000)

17.068

68.10 Change Inoders on hand tor feerml actMmn
68.90 Spa*i eWmftm ofevng wcolone (to)

211.M8

72.40
2.95

72.99
73.10
7320

Oblged balance: Fund Balane
One on han4 fom fedwra

Totl

pdd oblgaons. sm of yea

Total ObtgeOne
Tota OAe (Grs)

73.45 A4us nw Int
74.40
7r4.06

74.99

-SOY

153.62

:cton:

6800 Offeg ooecoow Cash
anges Inwiad obligat
UnpaW obligations. sMet Ofyear

1$3.952

205.000

208.00

205.000

20000O

34,-18

90.W~ 104.7t1
(1j6 .42) (1 00
(93219)
(73.452)
-206.000
1992*

108.90
(1.o)
(93.00)
206.000

(17729)

(20.000)

(20.)

104,781
419I000)
(9329)

106,000
(19,000)
(,3.000)

106.000
(110.o0O)

Awqed,

, end of yW
UnpWd oblfa
Oiated bance end
ea.
From Federal si rceRecelaVblesendwnl d. -f e orders
Totd uPld cbigsft-. end yer

(93.000)

Oudaye (grin). dtet
86.97'

8869
87.00

t
On.ays fr new permannt
OAys fom pwmaed ba n s
OA (Gross)

r
88.00 Fede
68.40. No4der nds
Total offstting colocsons
88.00
88.96 Chang Ino-des on iwId from federal st
ity (net
'
BudtM
80.0

90.00

Outas (ne

73.228

190.0

192=60

10.840
177.068

15.000
20.000

20.00

178600
668
177,068
34.616

203,000
t.0
205.000

206.60
.0
208.000

15.60
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADINISTRATiON
WORKING CAPITAL FUND
VOLPE NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS CENTER
OBJECT CLASSIFICATiON (Inthousands of dollar)
Identification code 69-4522.0-4-407

FY2000
Ad

Re~itursth Obligations:.

34.26

11.1 Fn
11.3 Other than fun-time permanent

2.250

FY200I

Losl

37.407

FY 2002

Estimnl

40,40

2.628

689
37,195
8,750

791
40,728
9.060

2750
140
2.063
250

3.100
160
3,050
3M0

3100
170
3.050
30

43.015

40.600

46.650

J from government accounts
25.4 Operations & maintenance of facllties
25.6 Research & development contracts

3.730
3.270
64.450

3.900
3,300
82,035

3,895
3.300

25. Operation & maintenance of eqpment
26.0 Sippls and materials

176
1.80
31.007

200
1.09
M0AW0

11 6 Ot personnel compensaton
11.9- Told personnel compensation
12.C~vllan personnel benefits
21.0
22.0
23.3
24.0

Travel and transportation of pemons
Transportation of things
ti, & risc, charges
c
C
_
Printing and reproduction

25k. ter services 25.3 Pucae of goods & serices

31.0Equ~pment

32.0 Lands and Stuctums
Total oIgatdons
99.9

650
199,285

43,W~

82.50

225

1.900

660
205,000

9.000
660
208.00

PERSONNEL SUMMARY

Refrbursabe CivlanE
Ful Time Equvale Employent

626

50

550

Total FTE

626

660

660
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VOLPE NATIONAL TRANSPO*ATTON SYSTEMS CENTER
The Volpe Center was established In 1970 to provide the Department ofTransportation
(DOT) with an understanding of transportation technologies and operations, as well as analytical,
scientific and engineering skills. Staffed by a div&se mix of engineers, physical and social
scientists, and administrative and clericAl supportipe6ol, the Center applies its effective
resources quickly and successfully to a wide range of transportation research, development and
analysis projects and to the direction and management ofmajor technical programs. The central
purpose of the Center is the i0$cation of technical expertise and knowledge In ways that
advance the performance and health of the Natib's transportation system, particularly by
fostering innovation in transportation technology. Operations and arrangement. A closely related
objective is to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of Federal client agencies responsible for
transportation operations and those that are major jsurcuhaosr oiusers of transpoaton services
and equipment. The Center differs from almost all Federal organizations in thatis
n-trepreneurial and self sufficient, a budget neutral, fee-for-servict operation.

100
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RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTION
F 2002 PERFORMANCE PLAN
INTRODUCTION

Under the Governir Performance and Results Act of 1993 (OPRAX), annual performance plans
are required
Federal agencies, including the U.S. DepartmentTr
ortation
. The
Dea tt' byfirst
annual performance plan was prepared for rV 19991|1lnk
DOT's Strategic

Plan
197-2002,
performance
goals,
to thi President's
1W 1999
Budget.
To contribute
to DOT
'soverall through
perfornce,
RSPA has
developed
its own strtegic
plan
to inlude
long-term

S tate c Plan and Annual
y su ort i
srateic and outcome e goals which d irc
Perform
an . These coiective goals form the basis by Which we will measure our
achievements given RSPA's level 6f budgeted resources. Our success, or failure, in each of
these areas iul be 1 gauge-and a scorecard for the American public--to communicate RSPA's
and, ultimately, DOT's near-term progress toward meeting the intended strategic goals.
While our strategic plan sets out our general goals and objectives and describes the means we
will use to achieve them, this performance plih provides, in greater detail, RSPA's: major
program needs; specific, measurable target levels for our performance goals; special challenges
that we need to overcome; significant strategies and approaches we have identified to achieve our
individual goals; major activities, including new initiatives; and complementaiy programs and
sb ed outcomes with other agencies.
RSPA'S STRATEGIC PLAN-VISION. MISSION AND GOALS
RSPA's Strategic Plan is aligned with the Department's to help us implement the Secretary's
strategic goals through FI 2002, shape our resources and direct our day-to-day activities. It
identifies our vision, mission and strategic goals (oreflect our distinct charge in hazardous
materials and pipeline safety, research, education and emergency preparedness and response,
We are committed to implementing our strategic plan by infusing it into the budget process,

supporting it through day-to-day activities within the operating Offices, and reinforcing the
strategic goals and outcomes through the actions of our political and senior career officials.
Our strategic plan isRSPA's promise to the American people as we head into the next century.
Through leadership, sound management practices, and RSPA's distinct system-wide perspective
we will: advance safety In the transportation ofhazardous materials; protect our environment;
foster innovation by supporting scientific and technological research; meet the Nation's need to
have a highly-skilled transportation workforce; and minimize the consequences of natural and
man-made disasters affecting transportation in American communities.
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RSPA's Vision
A leader in innovative, collaborativesolutions In tranportationsafr4y research, education and
emergency management.
RSPA's Mission
Toproed people and the environmenifrom rsk ofhazardous materialtransporation;foster
transportationInnovations through research, rechnolog education and training; andpromote
transportationemergency management.

RSPA's Strategic Goals
Safety: Protectthe public by reducingtransportationrelateddeaths, Iniries, and property
damage
Environment: Poted ournaturalenvironment and nationalheritagefrom harnfid
transportationrelatedconsequences.
Research and Technology: Foster Innovation through science and technology to support the
achiewment ofnationaltransportationgoals Includingsafety, moblli, economic growth,
human and naturalenvironment and nationalsecurity.
Educaffon and Training: Build and continuouslydevelop a highty-skilled transportation

wortforce.
Emergency Management: Minimize the Impa 6n peopl, property,and te ptvironmemnt
following emergencies affecting transportationand ensure transportationreadinessduring
civilianand nationalsecurity crises.

lr"
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Because RSPA's sategic and outcome goals are cross-cutting within the Department, they often
support more than one DOT strategic goal ai illustrated below:

RSPA's Strategic Goals

DOT's Strategle Goals "

-. Saflty
-. Economic Growth

Safety .

Human and Natural Environment

Environment

- Human and Natural Environment
Safety

Research and-Technology -

Organizational Excellence--

(Str'ategie TC&tInir ovation,

Research and Development)
- Safety
- Mobility
- Economic Growth
- Human arld Natural Environment

- National Secrty
Education and Trainng -

- Economic Growth

Organizational

c'llence

Safety

Emergency Management .

- Mobility
National Security
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RSA'S PERFORMANCE I

MBMATION

RSPA uses performance information to measure how well we are meeting the Department's
strategic goals and outcomes. To gauge our performance, RSPA has identified a number of
outcome goals, intermediate outcome'goals, and program outputs that support the Department's
Strategic Plan. Outcome goas relate to RSPA programs and performance measures that make a
direct contribution to one or more of RSPA's strategic goals. Intermediate outcome goals relate
to RSPA programs and performance measures that make an indirect contribution to outcome
goals, while program Oritjts relate to RSPA work products, workload indicators, or other
activities generated by RSPA programs that influence intermediate outcomes.
RSPAs hierarchy of outcome goals, intermediate goals, and program outputs that support
RSPA's strategic goals is provided in the diagram as follows:

.STRATEIC-GOALS

I

!it

!

RSPA's specific outcome gods, intermediate outcome goals, program outputs and related
measures are provided next for each of RSPA's Strategic Goals: Safety, Environment, Research
and Technology, Education &Wd
mining, and Emergency Management. Together, these goals,
outputs, and related measures form the basis by which RSPA strives to meet the Department's
strategic goals and outcomes. We continue to explore candidate goals and measures to improve
RSPA's overall performed ind maximize resource contributions to achieve success.
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ISPA STRATEGIC GOAL: SAFETY
Prmed thepublic by reducing trasporflaonrelated deaths, lJurlde4 andproperfty damage
Outcome Goals-RSPA has identified the following outcome go~ls in its strategic plan for
w*kh
perfocmance measures will be used to gauge our progress Inachi
g our sWeg goal of
Safety and DOT's strategic goals of Safeft Economic Growth, MobLity, and Humn and Natural
Envfronmeult:
I. Reduce the number ofhazardous materials transportation incidents.
2. Reduce the consequences ofhazardous materials transporttion incidents.
3. Improve the integrity oftransportation systems and packages.
Office of Hazardous Materials Safety's Performance Information
Why We At: Many of th6 materials used in manufacturing and many of the retail products
people buy include hazardous materials. the are over 800,000 shipments of hazardous
materials each day in thie
United States. These range from flammable materials'and explosives to
poisofis and corosives. Release 6fthese materials duriuig transportation could result in serious
injiwy or death, or haum to the environment. To ensure the safe transportation of hazardous
materials, the Office of Hazardous Materials Safet develops regulations and standards necessary
for the safe transportation of hazardous materials (classifying, handling, and packaging);
maintains the nation'i largest database of hazardous materials information and incidents;
conducts compliance inspections; Aubprts training and education; conducts hazardous materials
research; provides training, technical and grant assistance for states, tetritorie aid Indian tribes
to supplement programs in hazardous materials emergency preparedness; ild'provides technical
assistance to industry, provides special exemptions and approvals to support shipper needs.
Performance Goal: Reduce the number 6f serious reportabJe hazardous materials transportation
incidents from 44 in CY 1996 to 391 or lets 6 CY 2002. 161s performance goal provides
masums for RSPA'aoutcome goals (1) and (2) above.
Historical Data:
Calendar Number of

Xw

1990
1991
1992
1993

1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

Sern cidents

D

402
405376
358
427
408
466
422
432
373
414
401
391
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Th' vigntority of hazpdoua aials trasporttonincidents ae
Special Challeages;
caused by human error. (4Tbi Hazardous Materials Regulations have been extended to all
intrastate motor carriers. Our special challenge Isto reach the hundreds of thousands of
hazardous materials shippers and carriers and to devise programs that will ensure compliance
with the regulations.
Signifiant External Factors: Th hazmsit industry's fleet of 365.000 placardedtrucks is only
2%/of tho nation's comma l reitrdtukfet n amat shipments by all modes
account for oniy We oft U.S. freight shipments. Yet, the amount othazat tonnage
transported easily excedS 1 ofafl freight tonnage transported, and the absolute number of
shipments is more than 800,000 per day. With this enormotis fow of commerce comes safety
risk.
Traffic growth, trade patterns, and demographic changes will challenge the nation's ability to
inreasig globalization is expected to provide
maintain current safety levels over the long term.
incentives for greater harmonization 6fhazinnt regulations worldwide. In addition to language
and cultural issues endemic to'global trade, U.S. demograhc trends themselves point to various
language/communication, training, and other human factor chahledget Agimhe Us.
population, the turnover among employee groups such as-drivers In the trucking Industry, and the
assimilation bf immigrants for whom English is a second or third language all suggest intensified
pressure will be placed on the hazmat industry and government regulators to maintain existing
safety levels.
Technology will be an enormous factor in dealing successfilly with hannat industry changes.
Wireless telecommunications and other Information technology advances will improve the ability
ofgovernment and Industry to monitor or track hazardous materials shipments and emergency
response personnel to manage events at hazardous materials accident sites.
Strategies: We will continue to increase the percentage bf shipper inspections conducted,
compared to other inspections, particularly inspections of shippers who offer hazardous materials
for air transportation. We intend to better align our programs to address the human error problem
by implementing an intensive effort to reach the hazmat community through training, technical
assistance and customer service. We intend to raise awareness and promote industry
involvement in hazmat transportation compliance, especially intrastate carriers. RSPA will
provide Superior technical assistance to the regulated hazardous materials industry to assure they
understand how to comply with Federal safety requirements. We will work with Industry states,
local governments and other stakeholders to develop and share information that will improve
transportation system safety performance. We will continue to develop erformance-based
standards to improve the hazmat transportation safety system. We will prioritize compliance
initiatives on arisk basis to address the most critical issues. We will improve the quality and
utility of program data by modernizing the Hazardous Materials Information System, through
enhanced applications, computer hardware and software architecture. We will improve safety
through early identification of failure trends in hazardous materials transportation; determining
causes through engineering analysis, field investigations and simulation; a"lying innovative
technologies in new materials, package design, and non-destructive testing; and formulating
responses through an appropriate mix ofoutreach. quality assurance requirements, training, and
IZ

-
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enforcement. We will participate in meetings of International organizations to promote
consistency between national and international hazardous materials requirements to Improve the
safe and efficient transportation of hazardous materials.
Program Initiatives, Activities, and Associated Resources (See Appendix-il):
Information Systens-Maintains and operates an analytical and information resource to support
all program activities including developing regulations; issuing exemptions, a iovals, and
Interpretations; and targeting high risk shippers and packaging manufacturers. (S 1.9 million).
Research and Analysis-Analyzes and monitors hazardous materials transportation Issues with
emphasis on safety elements; devel6s regulaioly actions and analyzes costs, benefits, and other
impacts associated with current and planned ruienaking projects; develops countermeasures for
safety problems: and evaluate factors impacting torrent and proposed regulations. Supports
United States participation in the development 6f international safety standards that promote
safety while maintaining the competitiveness dliited 'tates industry; and conducts programs
for providing exemptions and approvals to improve safety and to facilitate Implementation of
new technologies that result in more cost-effective operations ($0.6 million).
Inspection and Enforcement-Plans and manages a national program of safety Inspection and
enforcement to determine compliance with the Hazardous Materials Regulations (HMA) ($0.2
-

million).
Rulemaking Support-Promulgates safety standards to assure they reflect new technologies and
new industry practices ($0.3-million).
Hazinat Training-Provides formal training and develops educational materials using various
media to enhance compliance ($0.5 million).
Information Dissemination-Disseminates educational materials and descriptive literature
concerning specific requirements of their HM to enhance compliance, and operates the
Hazardous Materials Information Center to assist shippers, cariers, and enforcement personnel
in thelr-understanding of particular requirements in the EMIL Establishes and maintains
cooperative relationships with State and local governments, other modal administrations, and
industry concerning inspection and enforcement matters; provides internships and mechanisms to

obtain comments or feedback concerning enforceability ofproposed or existing regulations ($0.7
million).
Emergency Preparedness-Provides emergency response support and information to mitigate the
consequences of hazardous materials incidents ($0.4 million).
[ntematJonal Standards-Represents the United States in the development of international
standards for hazardous materials transportation to protect the public, environment, and national
Inter" ($0.1 million).
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Regitration Program-Registers and maintainsa database of certain shippers and carders of

hazardous materials and collects fees to support emergency preparedness programs and
activities($I.1 million).
Research and Developmient-ls program provides the technical and analytical foundation
necessary to support theDOrs regulatory, enforcement, and emergency response activities in the
area of hazardous mateii transportation safety ($1.4 million).
Emergen6y Pteparedness Grants -Implements a national grant and technical assistance program
to increase public capability to plan for and respond to hazardous materials incidents ($14.3
million).
Workload Indicators:

Incident Reports
Exemption Processed
Approvals Processed
Competent Authorities
Inspector Work years
Inspections
Cases Opened
Cases closed
*
a
b
c
d

19,283
2,771
9,064
224
30.5
1,637
543'
504'

18,135
1,031
8,503
177
i-3.0
1. 3
$71'
535'

:K000 23,000
2,i0
2,900
89,60
8,600
200
200
35.0
35.0
1,700
1,700
600+
600+
450+
500+

estimated
Includes 286 tickets
Includes290 tickets
Includes 330 tickets
Includes 274 tickets

Complementary Programs with Shared Outcomes- In hazardous materials safety, RSPA
works extensively with the modes and other agencies in harmonizing hazardous materials
regulations and in information sharing. Active coordination involves: Department of State,
Organization ( rEconomic Cooperation and Development, Environmental Protection Agency,
Department Of Labor-Occupational Safety and Health Administration, Consumer Product Safety
Commission, Department of Health and Human Sernices/Food and Drug Administration, the
United States Treasury, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the Department of Agriculture.
RSPA also coordinates shipper/carrier inspections with the United States Treasury, and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
In its execution of the Hazardous Materials Emergency Preparedness grants program, RSPA
works with the Federal Emergency Management Agency, the Environmental Protection Agency,
the Department of Energy, the Department of Defense, and the states, territories, and Indian
tribes to strengthen training and planning for emergency response involving hazardous materials.
114
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Offme of Pioeline Safety's Perfomance Information
RSPA's 0tce of Pipeline Saft (OPS) nimnages toward the Department's strategic goals of
Safety and Human and $istwii Environment by striving to keep people and the environment safe
from the risks pipelines pose. It also manages toward the Department's strategic goals for
Mobility and Economic Growth by taking actions to maintain the integrity and reliability of
transportation ofenergy and products through pipelines to American homes and businesses.
Why We AAt: A network of2 million miles ofpipelines safely transport natural gas to $5
million risidetital and commercial customers. While pipelines are a
the safest modes of
transporting gases, the nature of the cargo is inherently dangerous.- Pfioti failures whether due
to material or outside force damage, cab pose an immediate threat to people and communities.
Ou t oppriority continues to be reducing to zero the number of accidents caused by noncompliance with pipeline regulations and working with operators to reduce threats to pipeline
inteity, In particular, damage caused by outside force. OPS, states aM industry ar more fily
using risk.based factors throughout the OPS regulatory program. With government aid industry
working In partnership
fosters a corporate safety culture that always remains vigilifit to
risks that could'threaten people and our via resources. New regulatory efforts provide for
pipeline integrity management assessment as th6 means to determine the best and most effective
level ofcompliance options. OPS believes that in effective compliance program is one that
encourages industry to maintain and enhance pipeline Integrity.
Peifonmance Goal: Reduce the pmber of reportable natural-gas transmission pipeline failures
(leaks) from 4,93 nCYI1994 to 4,375 ICY 2002
Historical Data:
CslenlIar

Number ofNatural Gas

Transission Failures (Leks)l

1989

9,i28 .

1990

7,062

1991
I992
1993
1994
1995

3,318

4,033

1996

4,767
4,964
4.871

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

4,160
4,467
2,175
4,375
4,Jbl
4,226

2002
2003
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Special Chaileages: We ar pilot testing non-regulatoy aprsches to Improve-pipeline
integrity. OPS works with operators to identify,and address actions which will achieve the best
long term safety and environmental results, going beyond solely what is required. Under this

partnership approach, we fous on achieving mutual agreement about the protective approach
that is most effective. We believe that this cooperative relationship increases our ability to

impact a positive outcome.
Concens about data quantity and qiiality are 6f increasing importance. The National

Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) issued a recommendation to develop a comprehensive plan
for the collection and use of gas and hazardous liquid pipeline accident data needed to perform
methodologically sound accident analysis and evaluation of pipeline operator performance.
RSPA Is moving in 2001 to addresspipeline accident data concerns with revised natural gas and
hazardous liquid accident forms (with liquid reporting threshold lowered from 50 barrels to 5
gallons), revised natural gas operator annual report forms, and a new hazardous liquid operator
annual report form.
Strategles: Based on lessons learned form RPA's Risk Management Demonstration Project
Initiative, RAPA will greatly enhance pipeline safety measures In areas sensitive to damage from
hazardous liquid and natural gas transmission pipeline accidents through a new integrity
eent process that began 62001 with a final tule for large hazardous liquid pipeline
operators. This regulation, which takes effect Marc" 3 1, 2001, provides additional safegtrds for
populated area, environentslly sensitive areas, and commercially navigable waterways. Under
the new integrity management program,hazardous liquid pipeline operators that own or operate
500 or more miles of pipeline will conduct a baseline integiity assessment of their pipelines
within seven years using intemal inspection, pressure testing, or other equivalent technology. The
new rule requires periodic assessments at in interval not to ekceed five years to assure that the
condition of the line Is understood, and any new problems that mayarise can be addressed. The
rule requires operators to integrate information from these assessments with other information
about the pipeline to identify and address the integrity threats that could adversely impact the
public or the environment.
We are creating an improved integrated information system that will link trending information
from reported incident data to inspection data, with a geographical information tool that will
further our ability to understand cause-and-effect relationships of our compliance and regulatory
activities in improving safety,and our understanding of risks pipelines posh to people and the
evironment OPS works with the National Association of Pipeline Safety Representatives
(NAPSR), our state partners, to Improve data sharing and understanding of safety issues through
a new electronic link between states and OPS.
Activities, Initiatives, ad Associated Resources (See Appendlx-fl):
Information and Analysis - Provides data that the Office of Pipeline Safety uses to: collect safety
and environmental information and analyse incident, inventory, inspectons, and operator dats in
order to (i) assess ris6 and prioritize inspections and (2) identify safety measures that need to be
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taken to prevent and respond to agents, (3i)intends (through LAWWAN capabilities) daa
between OPS Headquartp and Region offices, the Deparnen, State Offices other Faderal
agencies, and operators.($ 1.3 million)
Rik Assesment & Te hnical Studies - Pilot risk management and system integrity inspection
programs ensures that pipeline companies achieve superior safety and environmental protection
by Idendfying and developing system specific measures to address thi risks Inherent In
transporting naftral gas and hazardous liquids. Increasing emphasis Is beinfhjtced dn achieving
meaningful community Involvement so that local conditions are considered.($1.2 million)
Compliance- Assures pipeliAM facilities across the Nation operate safely and protect life,
property, and the environment through planning and managing a risk-based inspection and
investigation program.($03 million)
TralnbigandInformation Disemination-Develops curriculhin and delivers training to promote
conipliance with pipeline safety regulations; teaches rebilatory requirements to industry
personnel, particularly small gas system operators; and teaches Federal and State Inspectors
compliance requirements, inspection techniques, and enforcement procedures.($1.2 million)
Emergency Nonfication- Uses the National Response Center as the single reporting facility for
emergency notificaMi~t bf incidents Involving pipelines transporting hnal gas and hazardous
liquids. Provides Federal, State, and local emergency responders, and the public Information on
lipeline location and operation.($0.1 million)
Oil PollutionAct of 1900 Program- Protects people and the environment by ensuring that
pipeline operator can respond ocatastrop
ills.
We accomplish this by I) review operator
spill response plans; 2) oversee field and table-top exercises to strengthen operator readiness to
respond to oil spills firn pipelines; 3) monitor major spills and remediations; in 4) Identify and
provide access to information on the location of unusually sensitive areas. ($2.4 million)
Integrity Managemrn Pogram - Enhances pipeline safety measures in areas sensitive to damage
from hazardous liquid iM natural gas transmission pipeline accident through a new integrity
management process that provides additional safeguards fot populated areas, environmentally
sensitive areas, and commercially navigable waterways. ($4.9 million).
Research &Development- Study technologies and processes to more fully incorporate isk-based
approaches into the regulatory program M advancing technologies and their applications in
varioiis pipeline system configurations. Improve data to help industry and government make
better more informed, risk-bsed decisions. The risk-based approach to pipeline safety oversight
requires regulators to play an evolving role in assuring the integrity of the national pipeline
mapping system, and to the fullest
extent possible, preventing out-side force damage to the
pipeline. Advancing the capability of internal inspection tools will enable operators to find and
repair threats to pipeline integrity before apotentially catastrlo or severely disruptive event
occurs.($2.7 million)
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Grats to Suites- Work with stats to more fully use ask-based factors in oversight ofintra- and
State agenles inspect more than 90 pOcmt of the national pipeline
some Interstate pipeline.
system. State agencies and OPS will be using; conimod measures ofperformance to monitor
operators compliance and reduction of threats to pipeline integrity. OPS mppots state programs
in three distinct ams: basic safety compliance program costs; state activities related to damage

prevention education and enforcement of lawu and participation in integrity management and
other risk- based pilot programs. OPN also Will issue giants to states who proviW Overnlght on
interstate pipelines focused on damage prevention and new construction. ($1SA Million).
Complemeta4 Prograis with Shared Outcomes: The damage prevention initiative is a

Administratiob, Federal
wigfiwy
partnersih transportation and utility industries, Federal
Railroad Adminlstrati6n in State oimntewazls. We are developing a National Pipeline Mapping
System with input and interest from ERC, NOAA, DOB, USGS iad others that will help tas
analyze risks to nvironmentally sensitive and populated areas. We participate jointly with
NAPSR and tade associations such as the American Petroleum Institute, American Gas
Association, Interstate Natural Gas Association of America and other industry partners in

designing new reporting systems and data Improvements. Wejointly participate with Coast
Guart' Near Miss Incident Reporting System development for lessons on out own voluntary
incident reporting system. We participate with Coast Guard also on the ONE DOT initiative to
mutually address common data issues.

Performance Goal: RSPA replam the previous gopl for reducing outside force damages to

pipelines with a new goal s ch goal in 1001.- 1od outside force damage measure included
all types of outside force hits to pipelines, including natural force and excavation damages. A
new baseline for reducing the number of incidents in all types ofpipelines (distribution,
transmission and hazardous liquid) caused by excavation damage by 2S %in ft& yeas with
reporting in 2004. The new baseline established in 200ffor 2000 performane Is 136 excavation
damage hits from all types of pipeline accidents. The new goal for reducing excavation damage
Simprovie our assessment of progress made for targeting the causes of excavation damage by
removing the natural force damages caused by earthquakes, floods, wind, ightdng, and other
natural forces that were previously included in the outside force damage reduction measure.
Historical Data:
Natural Gas Natural Gas

Y
2000

r a

s
16

Hazardous

Distribution

U" id

66

35

117

Special Chanes: Excavation damage to pipelines has focused public attention on
encroschment dangers to pipeline rights-of-way posed by population growth and commercial
development The potential effects of third-party damage to gas and hazardous liquid pipelines
include property loss, environmental damage, injury, and fatalities. The leading cause of pipeline
fire isthird-partydamage caused by excavation activity in the vicinity of pipelines. Damage
to other underground facilities, such as fiber optic cable, disrupts voice and data transmissions,
air and rail traffic control, and even telemedicine procedures.
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Haing completed the rvey ot best practices authorized by Tansportation EquityAct (rEA-2)
and the development of a national public education campaign, we re now concerned with
families
communities on how to use both the best practices and the national campaign
materials.' Gettiog these in place will greatly advance the effectiveness of national damage
prevention efforts. The work of the Common Ground team has not only Identified areas that
require fiuther investigation but hais also highlighted the need for sustained efforts to encourage
appropriate damage prevention.
Strategies: The damage prevention initiative ia partnership oftransportation and utility
industries, Fede ' Highwiy Administration, ?ederal Railroad Administration an State
counterpart. Electronic link with states will help expedite needed data improvements by
enabling states to participate more fully in data sharin g. regulatory and compliance program
development and improve response time to accidents. New outreach efforts to educate the
public about damage prevention and the need to call before digging are underway.
Activities, Inllatdves, and Associated Resources (See Appendix-E):
Damage Ptewnnon CommunlO, Assisnce - Provides education targeted at excavators and other
citizens about the benefits of underground damage prevention, and implements program
improvements to inform regulators, excavators and the public about how and why to avoid
pipelines and other buried utilities to reduce accidents to underground utilities, specifically
natural gas an d o liquid pipelines. Hit1 completed the surveyof best practices
authorized by Transportation Equity Ad (TEA-it) and the development of a national public
education campaign, we are now concerned with familiarizing communities on how to use both
the best practices and the national campaign materials. RSPA proposes aggressive action
through a new Damage Prevention Community Assistance program to promote the message that
damage prevention is a shared responsibility. ($3.5 million)
&ate Oe-Ca! Grant- OPS will continue to give states grants to establish and improve one-call
programs within their states or'regions with emphasis on enhanced compliance, communications.
public and legislative education, and excavator and operator training in pipeline-marking and
notification. States will continue to be involved in implementing our national public education
campaign, "DigSafely". States will help collect data on the total volume of calls to one-call
centers, the number of known hits, and determine the cause of the hit (e.&, failure to call, failure
to observe the marks, etc.) We will review the data to determine the effectiveness of the damage
prevention grants. (l.o million)
Complementary Programs with Shared Outcomes: Having completed the survey of best
practices authorized byTEA-21 and the development of a national public education campaign,
we are now concerned with familiarizing communities on how to use both the best practices and
the national campaign materials. Getting these In place will greatly advance the effectiveness of
national damage prevention efforts. The work ofthe Common Ground team has not only
identified areas that require further Investigation but has also highlighted the need for sustained
efforts to encourage appropriate damage prevention. These efforts are beyond te sope offthe
grants program established by TEA-21 which provides grants only to states for improvements in
their one-call programs. What Common Ground identified as needed, was the combination of
oraRz
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the spirit of shared responsibility and open communication that developed as the Federal and
state regulatorM operators of underground utilities, and persons involved in excavation and one
call centers worked together to address their common need - to prevent damage to underground
structures. Perhaps the most effective way to assure the continuation of this spirit is through an
independent, non-profit organizAtion dedicated to underground damage prevntion. Such an
organization could effectivelY comm icate with the entire damage prevention community,
monitor and record the effectiveness oftprogram improvements and save as the focal point for
public education about this impotent issue.
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RSPA STRATEGIC GOAL-ENVIRONMENT
Protect our natural environment and national heritagefrom harmful transportation related
consequences.
Outcome Gouls-RSPA has identified the following outcome goals in its strategic plan for which
performance measures will be used to gaupe our progress In achieving our strategic goal of'
Environment and bOT's strategic goals of Human and Natural Environment, and Safety:.
1. Reduce the number of hazardous materials released in transportation.
2. Reduce the avenge quantity hazardous materials released by all modes per serious
transportation incidenL (Note: Includes the tirnsportatioii bfbazardous materials by air,
highway, rail, water and pipeline. Excludes bulk marine transport ofhazardous materials
because this area is not within out jurisdiction, but it Is addressed by DOT through the
United States Coast Guard.)
,%
3. Reduce the environmental Impact 6f hazardous materials released In transportation,
especially in those areas where the environment is uiusually sensitive to environmental
damage (e.g., rSroir for drinking water,national parks, and other fragile areass.
Office of Phnllne Safely's Performance Information
RSPA's Office of Pipeline Safety.(OPS) manages toward the Department's strategic goals of
Safety and Human and Natural Environment by striving to keep people and the environment safe
from the risks pipelines pose. It also manages toward the Department's strategic goals for
Mobility and Economic Growth by taking actions to maintain the integrity and.reliability of
transportation of energy and products through pipelines to American homes and businesses.
Why We Act: Almost 610 billion ton miles ofpetioleum and other hazardous liquids move
across the country by pipeline annually. While this is usually the least costly way to transport
these bulk cargoes, it also entails some risk. Because ofthe large volume moved by pipeline, any
spill into the environment is potentiallyi significant one. Our top priority continues to be
reducing to zero the number of accidents caused by non-compliance with pipeline regulations
and working with operators to reduce threats to pipeline integrity, in particular, damage caused
by outside force. OPS, states and industry are more fully using risk-based factors throughout the
OPS regulatory program. With government and industry working in partnership, OPS fosters a
corporate environmental culture that always remains vigilant t6 risks that could threaten people
and our vital resources. New regulatory efforts are moving us to an integrity management
approach for risk assessment as the means to determine the best and most effective level of
increased safety. OPS believes that an effeive compliance program is one that encourages
industry to maintain and enhance pipeline integrity.
Performance Goal: Reduce the rate of hazardous liquid materials released by pipeline to the
environment per million ton-miles shipped by from .0233 tons losthnillHon ton-miles shipped in
CV 1994 to .0142 tons lostlmlllion ton-miles shipped in CY 2002.
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Historical Data:

Tons

YW

1989

1990

N&~u

1l2,112.24

8,158.66

1991

-8,324.48

1994

3,

1995
199

7, .06
l4,340

1998
1999

f4,1 ',94

2000
2001
2002
2003

V319RR

t,09113

Ton Miles

'Tons N t W
Million Ton Miles Shined

~.0?l2

584.2
584.1
578.5
588,8
'5s92.:9

.0174
.0146

.A33

591.4
601.1
619.2
616.5
616.5
619.8
619.8

.0132
.0232
.f137

.0131

.0161

.0151
.0142
.0134

Special Challenges:- Program activities related 165preventing and mitigating effects of oil spills
require imnpoving our site-specific knowledge of water sources and otheienvironmental areas
by improving access to data available. We continue to progress by defining and prioritizing
unusually environmentally important areas so operators will know where to increase protection.
We have conducted several task force studies ofoil pipeline company operations so we can beer
foster environmental vigilance on a system-wide basis within a company. We have increased our
efforts to Identify spill cause and consequences and to evaluate and act on environmental
impacts, particularly relahg to protecting drinking water sources. We are revising our accident
information to improve our understanding qfspill trends, and we are lowering the reporting
tlrshold form 50 barrels down to 5 gallons to gain insight into a broader universe of spill events.We are creating a neW hazardous liquid annual report to provide needed informati6n for
normalizing accident trends. We now dedicate additional resources to field engineering support
for monitoring and remediating the causes of major spills. Experience in actual incidents has
demonstrated that the splll response planning under the Oil Pollution program is having very
positive results.
Strategies: OPS continues implementation of the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (0W4program
using a consultative process similar to what we are now using in the risk management
demonstration program. OPS has learned valuable lessons from our four years ofexperience
working with hazardous liquid operators on their oil spill response plans a6d exercises mandated
b9 OPA. Working cooperatively with industry,'we continue to Improve spill response planning
and focus efforts on the most important environmental areas in need of additional spill

prevention efforts.
Our top priority continues to be redeAg to zero the number of accidents caused by noncompliance with pipeline regulations and working with operators to reduce threats to pipeline
integrity. RSPA's Office of Pipeline Safety, states and fnustry are more fully us,ing risk-based
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fctor throughout the OPS regulatory program. With govnment and industry working In
partnership, OPS fosters a corporate safdy and environmental culture that always remai
vigilant to risks that could threaten people and oui vital resources. New regulatory efforts
provide for integrity management as the means to determine the best and most effective level of
compliance options OPS believes that an effective compliance program is one that encourages
industry to maintain and enhance pipeline integrity.
We are moving to electronic reporting of pipeline incidents, providing on-line help for
standardizing capture 6f information and assuring that reporting is complete aid accurate. We
are obtaining better Information on the locations Ofspills to provide more useful information for
geospatial analysis ofspill risks as pos6d to people and te environment
Acflvties, Initiatives, and Associated Resources (See Appendix-I):
Information andAnayIs - provides data that the 0hloe ofrPipeline Safety uses to: collect safety

and env
mental information aid analyse incident, inventori4 Inspections, and operator data in
order to (1) assess risks and prioritize inspections and (2)identiy safety ieasures that need to be
taken to pree nt and respond to accidents, (3) interfaces (through LAMiWAN capabilities) data
between OPS Headquarters and Region offices, the Department, State Offices other Federal
agencies, and operators.
Risk Assessment & TechnicalStudies- Pilot risk management and system integrity inspection
programs ensures thai plpeline companies achieve superior safety and environmental protection
by identi1irig and developing system specific measures to address the risks inherent In
transporting natural gas and hazardous liquids. Increasing emphasis is being placed on achieving
meaningful community involvement so that local conditions are considered.
Complance- Assures pipeline facilities across the Nation operate safely and protect life,
proper t, and the environment through planning and managing a risk-based inspection and
investigation program..
Trainingand InformationDissemination- develops curriculum and delivers training to promote
compliance with pipeline safety regulations; teaches regulatory requirements to industry
personnel, particularly small gas system operators; and teaches Federal and State inspectors
compliance requirements, inspection techniques, and enforcement procedures.
Emeency Modflation- uses the National Response Center as the single reporting facility for
emergency notification dtlncidentiinvolving pipelines transporting natural gas and hazardous
liquids. Provides Federal, State, and local emergency responderm and the public information on
pipeline location and operation..
Oil PollutionAct of 1990 Program- Protects people and the environment by ensuring that
pipeline operators can respond to catastropjc spills. We accomplish this by 1) reviewing
operator spill response plans; ) overseeing field and table-top exercises to strengthen operator
readiness to respond to oil spills froth pipelines; 3) monitoring major spills and remediations; and
4) identi6ing and providing access to information on the location of unusually sensitive areas.
RSPM FY 2002
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-1854Research& Development- Study technologies and processes to more fully inoorporate risk-based
approaches into the regulatory program and advancing technologies and their applications In

various pipeline system configurations, Improve data to help industry arid government make
better more informed, risk-based decisions. The risk-based approach tO-pipeline sfety overight
requires regulators to play an evolving role in assuring the intejity of the national pipeline
mapping system, and to the fullest ext l possible, preventing out-side force damage to the
pipeline. Advancing the capability of internal inspection tools will enable operators to find and
repair threats to pipeline integrity before a potentially catastrophic or severely disruptive event
occurs.
Grants to States- Work with states to more filly use risk-based factors in oversight ofhitra. and
some Interstate pipelines. State agencies inspect more thin 90 prceht bf the national pipeline
system. State agencies and OPS will'be using common measures of perfohance tomonitor
operators compliance and reduction of threats to pipeliMh'fitegiity. OPSWprts state programs
in three dstinct areas: basic safety compliance program costs; state activities relatbt to damage
prevention education and enforcement flaws; and participating in risk management and other
risk- based pilot programs.
Complementary P oirams with Shared Outcomes: We are developing a National Pipeline
Mapping Systeffi *ihinput and interest from FERC, NOAA, OE1CUSGS'and others that will
help us analyze risks to environmentally sensitive and populated areas. We participatejointly
with EPA, USDA, DOI and NOAA to collect data on the location of environmentally sensitive
areas and are co-fiding with EPA-the Nature Conservancy efforts-at the national and state levels
to populate digital data banks. We also are working with NAPSR and trbde associations such as

the American Petroleum Institute, and othet Industry partnefl, in desigmAg nieWreporting
systems and data improvements. We jointly participate with Coast quad's Near Miss Incident
Reporting System development for lessons on our own volunta incident reporting system and
on the ONE DOT initiative to mutually address common data issues.
Performance Goal: Reduce the environmental impact of hazardous materials released by
pipelines in transportation, especially In those areas where the environment Is unusually sensitive
to environmental damage (eg., reservoirs for drinking water, national parks and other firagle
areas).
Ten-year Data: New goal: historical data do not exist.
Special Challenges: In support of our environmental mission, we are working to defini and
identify areas which are unusually sensitive to environmental damage from a hazardous liquid
pipeline release to provide additionl|eline regulatory protection to these areas. We need to
locate the sensitive resources on digital mats to better protect them through increased prevention
and response measures, enhanced emergency response planning, and an increased awareness of
the location and character of these sensitive resources. Further, by targeting the most important

areas for additional protection, we reduce the most adverse environmental consequences.
Strategies: Our team of technical experts recently pilot tested a draft model that identifies
unusually sensitive drinking water and ecological resource areas. Major categories in the
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definition include public drinking water systems, wellhead protection areas, sole source aquifers,
threatened and endangered species, imperiled and iticaill Imperiled species, depleted marine
mammal habitats, and areas where a large percentage of the world'f pop"ulition 6f a species
concentrates. The purpose of the pilot was to determnif the modit c be used to identify and
locate unusaly sensitive resource area$ using avallktle data from government agencies and
environmental organizations. The model is being modified based on thV lot and comments
received from the resource experts. Work to collect and process data needed to create USA maps
for all 50 states has begun.
Activities, Initiatives, and Associated Resources (See Appendix-II):
Information andAnalysis - provides data that the Office of iNjline Safety uses to: collect safety
and environmental information and analyse incident, Inventory, inspections, and operatoidata in
order to (I) assess risks and prioritize inspections and (2) identify safety measures rthat need to be
taken to prevent an respond t6 aidents ) interfaces (through LANWAN capablies) data
between OPS Headquarters and Region offices, the Department, State Offices other Federal
agencies, and operators.
Oil PollutionAct of19O Program-;Protects people and the environMient bj en6sgi~g that
pipeline operators can respond to catastrophic spills. We accomplish thIs by 1) review operator
spill response plans; 2)overse field and table-top exercises to strengthen operator readiness to
respond to oil spills from-pipelines; ) monitor major spills and remediations; and 4) identify and
provide access to information on the location of unusually sensitive areas.
Research & Development- Study technologies and processes to more iy incorporate risk-based
approaches into the regulatory program and advarncing technologies and their applications in
various pipeline system coaigurations. Improve data to hdp industry andgovernment make
better more informed, risk-based decisions. The risk-based approach t6 ipelihe safety oversight
requires regulators t6 ply evolvirig role in assur
the integrity of thitonal pipeline
mapping system, and to the fiulest e4 , possible , preventing out-side force damage to the
pipeline. Advancing the capability 6finternal inspection tools will enable operators to find and
repair threats to pipeline integrity before a potentially catastrophic or severely disruptive event
occurs.
Complimentary Programs with Shared Outcomes: OPS is working with EPA, Deparlment
of Interior (DOI), other natural resource trustees, environmental organizations, and the public to
determine what drinking water and ecological resources are most unusually sensitive to
environmental damage from spills. We have finalized our Drinking Water Data Catalog as part
of an environmental index initiative and have added the catalogt6ur web site,
httpA ops.dot.gov. The catalog covers all SOstates and includes datioh groundwater wells,
surface water intakes, aquifers, sole source aquifers, wellhead protection areas, and geology. For
each category, the catalog names the govenmeit agency that created the data, a description of
the data, noted problems with the data, and provided a ranking 6fthe quality and completeness of
the data for creating an electronic data layer 6f unusually sensitive drinking water resources. The

catalog also Includes the draft model for identifying unusually sensitive drinking water resources,
a flowchart for gathering the data and creating the drinking water resources data layer, and maps
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showing the quality of the different data layers for all the states. Finally, the catalog ranks each
of the 50 states for drinking water data quality and completeness.-
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RSPA'S STRATEGIC GOAL-RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
Foster innovationthrough science and technology to support the achievement ofnational
transportation gods Including safety, mobile, economic growth, human and natural
environmentand national security.
Outcome Goals-RSPA has identified the following outcome goals in its strategic plaI for which
performancameasures will be used to gauge our progress in achieving our strategic goal of

Research and Technology, DITrs strategic goats ofSafety, Motility, Economic Growth, Human
and Natural Environment, and National Security, and DOT's Organizational Excellence Goal:
1.
I
2.
3.

4.

Help achieve a departmental and federal consensus on transportation science and
technology strategy and plans.
Develop and deploy system-level solutions't6 transportation challenges.
Sponsor research to identify and develop multi-iiisciplinary, cross-cutting transportation
solutions, such as human factors research.

Devef6p and demonstrate commercially

4igh

medium and hea ,y-duty low emission

vehicles in partnership with th6 Department U Energy (DOE)

Office of Research. Technology and Analysis' Perfofmance Information
Why We Act:-To advance its strategic goals through research and development (R&D), the
Department must provide leadership fot national transportation research, development and
education. SuA€leadership can be achievedonly in partnership with state and 1ocal governments,
other federal agecieidg ustry, academic and the public whtimately benefit fran the
nation's investment. This is true particularly in a time ofconstrained resources and increasing
global competitiveness. At the same time, the combination of an increasingly othplex
transportation system sn a wider variety of users and options to consider require a much higher
level of technical, analytical and system-level sophistication.
Performance Goal: To advance transportation RD to shape a fast, safe, efficikit, accessible
and convenient transportation system for the 2 Is!VCentury through strategic planning, world-class
research, better exchange of information on useful technological innovations, partnerships,
research and education.
Special Challenges: Extensive baseline data does not exist for the indicators listed above.

DOT's operating administrations now annually conduct a diverse set of self-assessments of their

R&D program effectiveness using the Malcolm Baldrige, ISO 9000 and/or other similar criteria.
The results of these assessments of the R&D programs *tMA the Department as well as across
the government need to be Integrated to establish a benchmark front *Which needed improvements •
to the R&D management process can be determined.

RSPA FY 2002 BUDGET SUBMISSION
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Strategies:
Strategic Planning- A strateglc playing process is necessary to ensure alignment of
Departmental and interagency
. don S&T policies and R&D plans and budgets with
national transportation goals. DOT 1 lead collaborative initiatives with other Federal agencies
to ensure integration among and impl entation of transportation R&D plans, programs and
budgets within DOT and across the go eminent.
World-Class Transportation R&D
fifty-To advance its strategic goals through technology,
DOT must ensure that its tn-house R&4fivities are centers of excellence in their areas of
technical expertise. To advance the
Strategic Goals in'FY 2002, RSPAwill foster
recognized quality programs and promo e conduct of program assessments to establish standards
of excellence In transportation R&D.
Transportation Science and Technology
orn tion Networks -'Therapid arid opi exclhge of
research and technolo6tuifohi h nt Hial Co enabling transportation advancearid in
avoiding duplicationi of R&D efforts bo within Dr
&an
between agencies. RSPA will
conduct activities to improve our Int
presence and other infornido&networks, thereby
providing
makersfor solutions
u
t ef national
transportation
enterprise with accurate information on
R&D ard decision
its implications
problems.
Public-private Partnerships - Strategic
es
represent an increasingly Important corporate
management strategy in advancing
ti6n science and technoM-,y'Appendix2 tthe FY2001 DOT Trasportation R&D Plan
titles key areas for partnershipl tiatives. In FY 2002,
through RSPA's leadership, DOT wit begin to formulate specific activities to address these
areas.
Education and Training - An import t elemeht in assuring the future of the traporati6n
enterprise is our continuing invest t finft human capital -. the transportation professionals
and workers - who are responsible rtthe design, construction, operation, and maintenance of

the system. Through support f edu4ationalproirans intended to develop essential
transportation skills and knowledge. DOT will buill the expertise necessary to address
tomorrow's challenges.
Transportation Infastructure
R&D - A comprehensive approach for assessing
transportation vulnerabilities and d velop
demonstrating and deploying-technologies is
critical to assuring the safety and suwty ofthe Nation's transpotation system. In FY 2002,
DOT will continue the transportati n infrastructure assurance R&D program funnded InFY 2001
to enhance the protection of critical national transportation physical and information
infrastructures.
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Activies, Initiative and Associated Resources (See Appendix-l):

Ongoing:
R&D Plannin* and Management:

Strategic Pliming and SystenAssessment (0'.1 million)
Public-private Partnershlp ($0.3 million)
Information Networks ($0.5 million)
World Class Tranqsrabon R&D Capability ($0.3 million)
Enabling Restarch (0.1 million)

Human Factors (S0.3 Million)
Transportation Infrastructure Assurance R&D (S1.0 million)
Complementaiy Programs with Shared Outcomes:
This program supports t.6 Departmt's Strategic Plan (Second Edition) and planning activities
mandated hi Section 5108 otTEA-21. As such, RS, will coordinate this program and other

cross-cutting intermodal research programs with DT

modal adrninisfation through

mechanisms such as th beatment'sRearch and Technology Coordiati Council and
similar groups. RSPA will work closely th other Federal agencies engaged in research which
support achievement of our transportation Strategic Goals to ensure synergies among
transportation-related R&D programs across the government.
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RSPA SR TEGIC GOAL: EDUCATION AWNt'ING
Build and continuously develop a hIghly-skilled transportatonworkforce.
Outcome Goals-RSPA has identified the following outcome goals in its strategic plan for which
performance measures whfi be used to gauge our progress in achieving our strategic goal of
Education and Training andbDT's strategic goals of Economic Growth and Trade, and Safety
and DOT's Corporate Management Strategy of Research and Technology (Education and
Training):
1

Increase student awareness and preparation for (ransportation careers through the
Garrett A.Morgan Technology and Transportati6h Futures Program.

2.

Establish university research and education centers to prepare future transportation
professionals.

3.

Enhance the skills of current transportation professionals.

DO1T-wde initiative-Garret A.Morgan Technolosy and Transportation Futures Program
Why We Act; A visionary DOT itiative is the Garrett A. Morgan Technology and
Transportation Futures Program Cthe Morgan Program'). ASPA;,together with each 6fDOrs
Operating Administrations supports the Department's activities to promote education, research,
and opportunities in transportation to guarantee that the nation has the transportation workforce it
will need for the 21st Century. DisOt among Federal programs, this initiative applies
innovative partnerships with industry, labor a6d othtr govermental agencies to leverage
minimal Federal support into a powerful community effort.
Performance Goal: Reach it least 5.0 nmlion students by the end ofCY 2001 (reach'3.0
million students by the end of CY 2000, instead of 1.0 million, and reach an additional 2.0
million students during CY 2001). This is a DOT-wide performance goal.
Historical Data:

ye

Number of StudenL Reached Each

1996 (actual)
1997 (actual)
1998 (actual)
1999 (actw)

2W6 (goal)
200)1 (goal)
2002 (&oe)

9

7-0&
960,134
470,935

at least 1i,49,0003
2,000,060
3,000,000

a

Total Reach
0

0 1

l,0i;06 5
11'
$

000

5,000,000
8,000,000

Special Challenges: All of the DOT operating administrations are working on the goals of the
Morgan Program. Many ofour partners in the Morgan Education Roundtable are working with
students to interest them in transportation career and work on their skills. To feature new and
interesting transportation facts and a variety of education and transportation care resources to
help teachers, students, parents and community leaders throughout the nations is the'significant
IYU
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challenge facing DOT as it develops and deploys its web site. A related challenge will be to have
amechanism in place thatyromotes timely, complete reporting 6y'al ofour partners related to
the number of students thy have reached together with information about their associated
Morgan Piopa activities. DOT has exceedid the original goal of reaching 1,0 million students
by the end of CY 2006, as of the end ofCY 1999, we have already reached ovii 1:5 million
students.
Strategic: RSPA will ntinue to support DO& to reakia wide universe ofstudeti through the
Morgan Program the DT education web site (htnIM/education.dot.pov. RSPA will work to
increase student awareness and preparation for transportation careers in concert with DOT's
efforts to: expand the student base by increasing the number of DOT partnership schooliN create
a transportation School-to-Career model to be shared wit school systems across the country, set
up a speakers' bureau to supply speakers across the county for ail grade levels, from
kindergarten through graduate school and includingirade and community college activities;
expand the Morgan Education Roundtable, comprised of education, labor aid transportation
business partners, so that We have a greater outreach effort across the country and reinvigorate
the celebration of National Transportation Week to include education kits for classroom
presentations for all of DOT's partners across the country.
Activities, InItlativ6s and Associated Resources (See Appendix-dI: We will continue to work
with segments OfOts 450 partnership schools. Now that'DOT has acomprehensive list of all
the schools, RSPA m share materials fromo lrpartners witthe appropriate students, such as
MATHCOiFNTS mith workbooki for 7th and 8th graders and work with the Society of
Automotive Engineers' Wortd 04otionmath and sciencecu iculum or others. We will
continue to work with the'Council 6f Universii'Transportation Centers, the Transportation
Research Board, the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy and the US. Coast Guard Academy to
increase interest in transportation degree programs and to develop multi disciplinary and
intermodal transportation cunriula.
Complementaiy Programs with Shared Outcomes: The Morgan Program is part of DOT's
Welfare to Work effort because it can promote careers i transportation for students who might
otherwise not have an opportunity in the work force. If DOT can interest students in
transportation careers and then ensure that they have the skills for those career, we will help
them get well-paying jobs that can enhance their lives.
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Office of Innovation. Research and Education's Performance Information

Why We Act: To achieve its strategic goals for economic growth, the Department must ensure
the availabilityofd future cadre of professionals who are popa
to design, deploy, operate and
maintain the complex transportati6n systems of the future. This future outcome can be achieved
only by investing now in the development bf theotople ad the technology that will make the
nation's future transportation systems. By supporting University Transportation Centeift'(UCs)
at universities across the country, RSPA ensures that those investments yield the desired results.
Performance Goal: Number of students graduating with transportation-related advanced
degrees from universities receiving DOT n
By 2001, increase the number of graduate
degrees awarded by universities receiving DOT funding to advandetran rtition education to
1203. (Performance indicators will track annual progress toward this goal.)
Historical Data:

Numb&t of Students Graduating with Advanced' Digre

l9~9
2000
2001

WA
1,046
1,203

2002

1,215

Special Challenges: There is a possibility ofundercounting due to difficulty in specifying_
degree programs that are transportation-related. Additionally, some universities may not fully
comply.
Strategies: RSPA 4A continue the established practice of requiring each UTC to develop a
strategic plan geared to the accomplishment of the six program goals. RSPA will hold each
Center accountable for accomplshing the objectives In i oWn
plan, rather than'for performing a
series of individual tasks. Additionally, RSPA will foster partnershipi and information sharing
between and among the several Centers, to facilitate the transfer of best practices and te
dissemination of program results.
Activities, Initiatives, and Associated Resources (See Appendlx-Ii) RSPA's staff of three
university program specialists will manage the full life cycle ALthe tUTC grants: solicitation
evaluation, award, program oversight, and close-out.
Complementary Progt i s with Shared Outcomes: The research to be conducted by the
UTCs is to be selected by ihe Centers, but'they are required to consider the priorities set forth in
the DOT Strategic Plan and the National Transportation Science and Technology Strategy.
RSPA will work closely with the Department's Research and Technology Coordinating Council
to ensure a two-way flow of information on transportation research issues and priorities.
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RSPA *StEG!C
GOAL-EMERGENCY MANACEMEWr
Minimize the Ispad on people, property, andtle enylromentfoilowingemergendes
affeclngtransportation and ensure transportationreadiness during dcilia and national
security crises.
Outcome Goals-RSPA has identified the following outcome goals in its strategic plan for which
performance measures will be used to gauge oifr progress in achieving our strategic goal of
Emergency Management and DOT's strategic goals of Mobility and National Security.
I.

Guarantee critical ifd timely transportation services during natural and man-made
disasters and national security crises.

2.

Minimize fatalities, Injuries, and property and environmental damage that result from
hazardous materials and pipeline transportation incidents.

3.

Reduce the economic impact ofemergencies affecting transportation

Office of Emergency TransportatlonsOi Performance Informatlon-Natlonal Security
Wihy We Act: RSPA's Office 6fsmergeeyTransportation supports the SecreWary's strategic
goals of Mobility and National Security b 'providing operational oversight and staff capability to
execute Departmental responsibilities in civil emergency preparedness, and response and
recovery for transportation services across the continuum ofcries. The program fulfils the
Secretary's statutory and administrative responsibilities for providifi transportation services
during national and regional Anergencies to protect the public safety and national security.
To execute its responsibilities, RSPA must prepare before a crisis occurs, to ensure the
Department is ready to respond immediately and decisively during disasters and national security
emergencies. Critical ziTtional security program elements include plans and procedures
developed and in place t6 assure that the response will be organized and consistent with
interagency directives, such as the Federal Response Plait OM)i d Presidential Decision
Directives, and National Security Presidential lirectives, calling for increased preparedness
among Federal agencies tn'the areas ofweapons of mass destruction and threats to information
technology an, hDepanment's Contiftbity of Operations (COOP) and Continuity of
Govenmeht (COG) plai directed toward ensuring that the Department can maintain its essential
functions throughout any National Security emergency.
Other critical national security program elements include RSPA's responsibilities to improve and
refine its emergoy preparedness training and exercise role with regards to terrorism events in
conjunction with the Department's Office 6f Intelligence and Security. OBT is leading a
governmnt-wide effo to coordinate the deployment of teams from various federal agencies that
could be used to respond to a terrorist event.
Crisis response management teams at Headquarters and in the field are staffed and trained from
existing DOT personnel.
RSPA FY 2002 BUDGET SUEMIS$IO
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A reliable response infrastuctupe (Crissl
Management Center, communications, ADP, data
bases, operation facilities), is required to ensure coordination with effected Jurisdictions, and for
the collection mid dissemination of informnatin to the Secretary and senior officials within DOT,
other Federal disaster agencies, and the White House.
Performance Goal:

Position DOT for rptd response to national security emergencies at home
or in an area of the world where transportation resources are needed to
bolster the security ofthe United States through interagencyplaning,
coordination, training, and exercises.

Historical Data:

Historical data collection began in FY-2000.

Special Challenges: National Security emergencies are high constquenc, rare events and may
result from an act of foreign ag2 tession, attack involving weapons of ass destuction, and/or
declared war. Ensuring all DOT Operating Administratioi renmailycommitted and
involved to provide appropriate emergency response, mtigiti6n and recovery actions.
Strategies: National Security emergency response can range from complex one-time events to
protracted defense mobilization. DOT Will accomplish itU Performance Goal In con j action with
other Federal deparienUtA agencies that will contnroute to the response. OT willleverage
existing resources to provide tot
the management and direction of these efforts, in conjunction
with contractor support to provide research assistance and improve processes for consolidUg'
Departmental If u int6 relorts-and presentation RSPX developed a readiness rating to be

determined b9W multi-factor matrix tocalculate an overall readiness value based on three
components: (1) training and exercises; (2) continuity of operations and continuity of
government; and (3) networking and partnership.
Activities, Initiatives, and Associated Resources (See Appendix-il): Major crisis response
management initiatives proposed for CY 2002 ii the area of National Security are:
OET is requesting $0348 inillion in Contract Program funds to:
*

Contin6e work on plans, exercises and trainig for Continuity ofOperations

(COOP), Continuity of Government (COO) and related effbrts dealing with
Weapons 0 Mass Destruction (WMD) anrcyber warfare at headquarters and
regional offices.
*

Continue plani'Yor technology review and upgrades for in-house systems, at

headquarters, the regions, and the DOT alternate site.
OET is requesting $0.11 0 million in R&D funds to:
Cpnue development of departmental level Continuity ofOperations Plans
(COOP) and integrating and harmonizing these plans ivith the individual modal
plans and procedures.

1865
Complementing direct training efforts will be an ongoing program of exercises, intended both to
evaluate the effectivonoss and practicality Qf plans and provide realistic experience for response
teams. In addition, DOT will be called upon to support a major military deployment exercise, by
examining transportation demands in the evolving national security strategy.
Continuity of Operations (COOP), Continuity of Government (COO) and related efforts dealing
with Weapons 6f Mass Destruction (WMD) are continuing initiatives. We must develop
adequate plans for managing these program areas and develop effective lrnjementation.
Additional major crisis response management initiatives proposed for CY 2002 in the area of
Mobility are:
OET is requesting $0.226 million in Program funds to perform the following activities:
Enhance Headquarters and'regional response teams training programs to improve the
delivery of 4tifand recovery resources to the victims. Thes training sessions involve
other Federal agencies, Stales, and industry representatives arid include customized risk
area driven scenarios.
The RETCOs aid the Regional Emergency Transportation Representatives (REtREPs)
program support will continue in their role as the Deparbmnt's first responders as well as
being responsible for maintaining and training their regional teams.
Continue plans for technology maintenance and upgrades for in-house systems. at
headquarters, the regions, and the DOT alternate site.
Enhance the ktTCO's role by prbvidirig funding for additional regional team training.
computer and communications equipment and supplies, professional development
training for the RETCCW&BREP, and travel to applicable exercises and meetings
sponsored by other State and Federal agencies
OGT is requesting $0.125 million in R&D funds to:
Improve our capability to respond to the Secretarys need for information, and strong
preparedness and response activities, before, during and after a crisis;
Improve our crisis management systems and source data for transportation resources and
mapping with special emphasis on tracking the flow of critical relief resources.
Improve the means for tracking classified documents, enhancing our database for the
retrieval ofpolicy documents and *esearch software upgrades for existing database
systems and aud& visual usage.

Outreach efforts to the Federal, State and local emergency management and
transportation authorities and the transportation industry will continue. Further
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Department-wide planning efforts as p of the Federal efforts to provide disaster
mitigation support and assistance to State and local entities.
The ongoing program of training for Headquarters and regional response teams will be

contihud. Emphasis is Winjplaced on improving the delivery ofrelief and recovery resources
to the victims. Su~h tralintisi-itical to maintaining the readiness of team members. Seminars
will be conducted for each regional disaster risk area hri the United States. In addition to DOT
team members, these sessions will involve othet Federal agencies, States, and industry to ensure
that the entire transportation response community Is familiar with their role in disasters.
Complementing direct training effls wi be an ongoing program 'f exercises, intended both to
evaluate the effectiveness and practicality of plans and provide realistic experience foriesponse
teams. In addition, DOT will support major military deployment exercises, by examining
transportationdemands in the evolving national security strategy.
The Regional Enrirgehny Transportation Coordinators(RtCO) ate facing new challenges.
The increasing emphasis on terrorism and the consequence management issues involved in a
Federal response places added responsibilities on-bthheadquarters and regional response
personnel to develop cohesive plans to meet this ever-changing danger. In preparing the
RETCOs for these new threats, as well as their regular disaster response duties, RSPA provides
them some funding support to carry out these responsibilities. Support for the RETWOj program
will continue at an expanded level to meet the demands of field disaster response and planning.
OBT must continue critical tehnology maintenance and upgrades for all in-house systems; This
program ensurt that the ET resources remain fincttionka in meeting office demands in support of
the Secretary. In addition, continued refinement of the Activation Information Management

System (AIM).
Complementary Programs with Shaied Outcomes: In performing its mission, the Office of
Emergency Transportation works in'close coordination with the Federal Emergency Management
Agency at headquarters and In the regions, and other emergency response Federal government
agencies in the conduct of our role in emergency preparedness and response under the Federal
Response Plan. This Is done in conjunction with'the Regional Emergency Transportation
Coordinators who'manage the Departments response efforts in the region through a network of
DOT, other Federal and State and local individuals who work together for a common caute in
disasters. In our NATO efforts we work closely with the Department of State; FEMA and other
DOT Operating Administrations. We also work closely witthe Depaiment of Defense, most
often the U.S. Transportation Command and the Air MoblitityCommand in establishiij$la tor
meeting military and civil transportation requirements in a crisis. In addition, this office is active
in industry outreach efforts as indicated by our work-with the Centril0.. Earthquake
Consortium (CUSEC), the Western States Seismic Policy Council (WSSPC), the National
Defense Transportation Association, and the Transport Canada.
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APPENDIX-I

RSPA'S PERFORMANCE MEASURES (Detaml
RSPA Strateolc Goal #1: Safety
Hazardous Materials Incidents

Memsre:

?nerof serious; reportable hazardous materal transportation

Baselin:
46in'C&1996 (*Revised from 464 reported earlier)
Target Level:
341 in V22
Data Source: RSPA's Hazardous Materials i nations Systein (HDI).
Seep of Measure:- Data resqen the total number of serious incidents reported to
RSPA It does wot captureall iidet reported because the vas majority of inidt
reported are fior mal spills aam equently under-reported. and do not revultima
.givfiantComequenknh[bIa
waike incidents is =ofina
e
perfonanc
goa andpi~idnttnau
iveidilor for fatalitiesfid liSA.
defines a serioushandoesan~i~sickdktmMone that involve a Eataityor majo
hgwry due to a haaosmaaa-dom* of(a aortmrapota wwtexyorfrclitycr
evwuatio of six, !0r0
zuls 6io da-Pestc- ofa hazardous matrialra veticle
accident or ealus
idreaofhardsmaal
Cbmeat: The Offic ofMn50
iesMhr Safety collects the data whb wismite
pcnoddaba ou beWffDY
by caera , hM~~*.~q,,r

-4
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Pipeline Failures
Memn:
NwnbW ofnw
iautigs trulml on failurs (leaks).
swegoh.
4,9i3 it CY 1994
Targe( Level:
4X30 iu CY 2M0
Dat Souone: RSPA Form ?OOO-Traqolssion Natura GasOperator Anual Report&.
ge .1 Measure: Requred by49 CMR 191.9 Onsbore leks ePeated by no"ra vas
operator transudssion pipeline Dat aey availble by June I of the Molowing year.
Dat con change when an operao files aqytaeal reports
CmmeI Tis"interediate paribriiac Vo9 track swit lyiman mat eonomio loses
from piPeline icdents It prvie a leaihi indcator Of oveall system integrity and
t saftl, where pieline rel" ated
Wure
m iesm"d ecoglmi Oonsor ee MALY
resell We manag thi peribnnme pAl by ftying 96 reduce the number offaMures
(leaks) by five percent over a peido e aedr
ars
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Pipeline Outside Force Damage

Men

Nmber of dent in all es of pipelines (distribution, transmission and
hazardous liquid) caused by excavation damage.
RSe":
I$(i CY 2000
Tr Stevdl i61 6CnV
3
Dio Seurcet RRPA 7000-1 Form, Hazardous Liquid ,Accident R Iport RSPA 7100.2
Form,Natural Gas Transmission Incident Report and RSPA 100.1 Form, Naual Gas

Distributn Iocident Repo"t
reo,-if Measre:- This maueis based on reportid hazadous liquid pipeine leaks and
.it.a gas lealt that meet federal ftpcig crteria as defined in 49 CFR 191.9 and

1 l.srnauira gas incidents aid 19S.S) 0* liqud a
~IdabTese reports are filed
within 30 days of the ocaurence of portable Incidenit Complete calendar ye "daaare
iSiie

by March I of the folloiv4year. Data changes as operators file supplemental

Cemenot:. This intermediate perfonnadce merse tracks with conomic losses fqr the
most conmnon cause ofpipeline dmae- dama by excavation bits to pipelines. The
are Is also b leading indicao of injwies and fatalities by tracing a more common
"idedtht c

precedepeson

bei~e of reducing excavationd
dai

wyordea.

WeInoveto a stretch Val with 2000 as

by 2S%ova a fee

period.
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RSPA Strategic Goal 02: Environment
Pipeline Spills
Meams,:
Mw ratio of hazardoiisqild materials released(lons net loss) by pipelne
to th eaironem per tota volume shipped (to-toile)
mBneM
Ratio is .033 (i 1,000t000) (l31,783 1* inkt loss in 0) 1994; quantity
Twrteve
w.06142 in tY 200M~.~
Data Sure:- RSPA 70004 Form, Hazardous Uiquid Accident Report (ions net Joss*.
Seope of Memrwe T

cei

n ep~Jmo

ueipt

iudppl

filed within30ti Cowplete caedryear daa aw avai"ai yMrho h
Dat fo
8 febyeats
M16iowinagyear.' Data ciawgss sepeealr
ton-miWe shipe way be inowplete and i subject to revision.. *Thsperfbrmazwe
mmereplaesthe cnaepreviously reported in DOt'.1V 1999 !Perftaane Plan
(ave quantit spiled) because dwl measure morm accuracy flects risk.
"indica.tor of
I preiri aon
Commliou This meaure is an intermediate ouqpdaltn
consegmence owwconw. Pipeline inciet involvinghlquid hazardous matajal we tiome
&haresul in a fitlity o izusy (for macst penposes, anth xabngi eia
Fofmn n.pr hofha,)
rpt
taag equal i
..4aS006 product
i
60 bael&. ecafld ofthelbt;i
lde
da isorca
dia orths rnease. a long-term goa isI~5etS to dsort-term alin

Pipeline Spills-Unusually Sensitive Areas
Memm~ 1~verge
~itypl~os) f liuidbazaA~a n~tab eleased by
To

tv

AsomdafIPPipelInesom-tl
1
Se* -M*u@Mretbbe~i
Cmm&B~seinedais willbegi a

PPM

T

i
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RSPA Strategic Goal #3: Research and Technology
Transportation R&D

Measre0s):

Amount of Federal resources being focused on implementation ofthe Strategy

Number of"rght"partners involved in strategic pufarships
Number of uonqoration R&D poroms and ini ves tha u
t sategi gos
sie of usomer base
Numnber oudis W*dudi~g Mit advanced degrees intrspttinvaedfed
Reduced R&D data collection and analysis costs
Reduced R&D dr c6lection time
Scoee. of Mesure:. ESPA Wilfinthe thie Deg tmeit's oals through R&D 6yprovidig
sttegic dfrcjou, t=by wabling policy makers and inilementers at l levets to
allkte scarce resouc

to support national transporaio oals. RSPA will also provide

word-la products and sevimcs to our customers whlIwifl lead to enhancM quality of
transportation systems.- Noviding abette exchange Uf RA~b Wwfrtqtion will enable
transportatlom advances while minimizing duplication of R&D efforts both witdn and
outside of the Federal G3amxnenL Collaboration with the public and prvate sector will

expedite the research process and speed the introduction of new technologies into
transportation systems a&W operations. In adton. RSPA will further the Deartmnt's
strategic goals through ltsspport of educational and tr~lnln programs by investing in the
human capital and building the expartise needed to address tormrow'tapoain
duilenges.
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RSPA Strategic Goal N4: Education and Training
Transportation and Education (Garrett A. Morgan)
Measure:

Nmnberiof students reached

Basedw

0oi 996

Target Level: 8.0 million students in total by the end of CY 2002 or 3.0 million additional

students in ICY 2002
Data Source: DOT maiained database to aggegate responses from pztes engaged in
the propm

SoWe Measures Includes students reached through DOl 'awab site of All ages
through specifc activities such as tanships, job sbalowing, career days. video
offers, classrom visits, teacherextemships and web site visits, that ifo them of
the oppoetunites available in t tmaasportatioo field and ensure they have the skill and,
knowledge tqvIred f& tanportation jobs.
Comment Dot wrfl develop and maintain a new web site database to count tl number
of students peticipeting hn the prgm, based on a measure stil to be detennied.
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Transportation and Education (Untyerst Transportation Centers)

Sued=

Ndmbex tSbadas grv ahu ith truportion-related ach'aned
de* iceromiwierlw
i
fi Wded Wider the VTC Program
Each qivamhywhidrreceives aucgntin
f FY 1999 will provide as
Oct ofits g
0ldkW~
list bf the'Wan** degreess that it considers to be
tranpoatatioa.*elaed'~ which are awarded by the instituioa(s)
(I)

(2' the tqm*rf sdenrollced in those degree programs in
d~190.'1#'" acadano year CLe. the last academic yea oompletid
-()themumnberoistudects
who recidadvanced degrees lirn
thoseprograMms inthe 1997-98 academic year.

Target Levl. 1,215 in2002.
DataSource: Ination will be derived froincyrrent university records and proved
to RSPA by patf~tiq to uavsitea s' tp~t dir grant applications arid through.
_, 'eqi~th
&
vimgprogram.
ucchdderel of Masters and Ph.D. degrees in anry
Scewm of Measuke: i e
Commit The-UMsae l requied iopmvm the same reseacb education and
tsc oiogy
rpawgoLs.RSPA witrck therfectivenesswith a vaneyof
Part6pats the ftkiidal)
Zth
research rogramandithe frequency and
anopeof
o~gybisM~u
td
& of
w~~6ae
intened to indict progress toward
1 aie prepared
ad o&dcne
ea~dc o0f Am e ricans who
the a cievae0tf 6 ,u
0"6
to design di**' sid opit h to2
eloolel dvaced tranvoatation systems of the
2latcrth:q

mm~'

Mi

MMU

D'Fm=UI~L
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RSPA Strategic Goal #5: Emergency Transportation
Continuity of Operations-National Security
Measre:

Abili& o~tdjier6rediesprogrm at lOO
00a eespoes
andeffiemcwIve
k1e
OT#
~aea:(1) Provide 12bfmg sessionscb yea r teD!cp,
ie fti 4 DOTCOProciosead
response "emns;(2)
imWtal DOT OOP #lanslnd ()provide outreach efforts tomi

Target Level:

FPo&d A' inia" of l.rmgseons each year, an'd ref repne
.4n PActions (Or.spcil vets"oWientfitluaats to
th0
I~, 4aem luet
number ma
nothcc
sessio~~~~nd togt
diaa ed n noptiig
6eliagn ne
PDD requirealfts w~li impo" annually. .All qvtms, equijlent
;wd plais
ttoes
pero ADOT COO? cie~ou~dbe ia
pbvce.,'Aft*o ~ldiior t~f officials able to mobiliie 66 the

$e

afcing teD01r liQ b00din must be maintined and the
indiykuls trained ad exercsed..
Data Surce: SPA/O fsa
a ed on FY 2000 data.
of Measmm
P ~ edeeedhesrlndtrindb
acownmt" (1
n ot
I
op-aitis
nai
en
for mlkgthe

"iigad
xercises; (2) Obntinuty of
n
yfwrxetad()ntokn
ftini6osm come d and the
usf
ee

t6~COP lease is being repewe
Aeed aiin

ynraaaedd<aoCOOP

~on~espo
Commemt(s).

rdosnesti &-em~s or civilia

and
ill e reisedii,
~Te
rdvessan anua

i o 6 COP'it Setvai

telephoneclh t6,

hd~t ib
e
ire'ur RSPA to coordinate dlosel with
otherDiOT-Oeraiing Adminisratons, S-60, the Departnmt of
Defense ad_ thiederalEmergency Management Agency, and the

White House

AM

fvsto
0ais~ci
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APPENDIX- I
Research and Special Programs Administration
FY 2002 Peformance Plan
Proposed Budget Authority by DOT'S Frve Strategic Goal
(dollars In millions)
De apartment of TransportationsNFve Strategic Goals
1.

APkOfktI

2.

ON
Safety

Mobility

3.

4.

5.

Eiviron-

National

Orjaizational

ment

Secuity

Excellence

TOTAL

Research and Special
pSP)
Pfomms
Hazardous Materials Safety

21.2

EmergencyTransportation
Research & Technology

Emergency Preparedness
Grants

1.0

3.5

-1.9

7.9

-4

.1

30.0

1.9

.4

.3

Program Support
Subtotal, RSP

21.2
1.5

2.1

14.3

4.8
4
41.9

14.3

PIneline Safety
Trust Fund Share
Grants (except TF Share)

15.7

7.5

7.5

2.3

18.0

PC&B, Administrative and

Progrm costs, and R&D

12.7

Subtotal. Pipeline Safety

31.2

PROPOSED BA

75.5

22.5

2.2

53.7

22.5

RSPA lY 2002 BUDGW
T SUB2lI$SrI

1.9

-

7.9

109.9

0
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U.S. DEPA

MENT OP TRANSPORTATION

SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
GENERAL STATEMENT
The U.S.Saint Lawrence eawa-y Development Corporation ($LSDO), an

operating administration of theiU,S. Oeparftent of Transporation. Isresponsible
for the operations and maintenance of the US.portion of the SI Lawrence Seaway
between Montreal an Lake Erie, iis responsibility indudos maintaining and
operating the two U.S. Seaway locks located In Massena, N.Y., ad vessel traffic
control in areas of the St. Lawrence River and Lek6Ontario. In addition, the
Corpotatio p~f6fr trade development functions designed to enhance Great
Lakes St. Lawrence Seaway System utilization. Maritime c Inrerce n tie Great
Lakes Seaway System annually generates almost 50,000 U.S. jobs and $2 billion In

person

Incme.

The 8L-6C coordinates its activities
vwith its Cpnadian counterpart, th'St.
Lawrence Seaway Management Corporaton (SLSMC), particularly with respect to
rues and regulations, overall day-to-day operations, traffic management navigation
aids, safety, environmental progr
.operating dates, aid trade development
programs. The unique binatonal nature of the Seaway System requires 24-hour,
year-round oc'dimation between the two Seaway enti ies.
Notable SLSDC programs and activities Include:
ASIGPs Protect - Since 92, I 6 sb has worked with the U.S. Department
of Transportation's Volpe National Transportain System Center and Canadian

partners to deiji aid Implement slate-of-the-wa Automatic Identificatido System
(AS)IGlobal Positioning System (GPS) navigation techdoogy. The AIS/GPS

project represents a mao step forward Inmarine navigation technology. Infact
the Seaway Is the world leader In developing shoresde applications fr AJS/OPS.
When testing and implementation of the AIS system Is'completed during the 2001
navigation season, Seaway Vessel traffic controllers wAT be provided with highly
accurate, real-tine access to the position of commercial vessels In their vicinity,
wih will
enhance safety and improve the efficient transit of vesWs through the
System. D-i the 2002 season, the SLDC,In oooperaon with tI6Canadian

SLSMC and the U.S. and Canadian Coast Guards. will work to have the program
fully operational throughout the Great Lakes.In addito, all c nmrdal vessels

transiting the Seaway taft sector from Montreal 16 mId Lake Erie wi be required
to have the AIS equipment on-board by April,
60&2
In 2000, Industry partners
agreed to continue 50 percent of the final cost of this program over the 2000 and
2001 navigation seasons.
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Foren-Fa Vessel Iecton - The SLSDC a4l the U.S. Coast Guard, in
onunctlon with T
Canada and the 8LSMC, signed a meroandum of

understanding

7,to develop a program of coordinated vessel

Inspection and enorcement actities to expedite the safe transit 61 shipping
through the Great Lakes Seaway System. The principal goal of the program Is t6
Inspect all ocean vessels related to safety and environmental protection Issues in
Montreal, Quebec. before they enter U.S. waters. In 2000, the SLSDC continued
this program by Inspecting 100 percent ofal ocean vessels n Montreal. This

improved Inspection regime has saved vessels four hours, on average, per transit

and ensured that any safety or Ovlronmental Issues associated with these vessels
are addressed prior to enterk4 U.S. waters.
SL.Lawrence Seaway Lock Avalablty - During the 2000 navigation season, the

ava labilty of the two US. locks maintained and operated.l ft

LSo was

98.7 percwt DrN th season, only 2.6 hours of the 04. total hours bf downtime

wete dO to vnWfxniojg lock equipment This pefd

a

isincluded

in the 0.8.-Department of Transpodation's annual performance plan. In addition to
the high lock avallabit rate, 2000 was the eighth consecutive shipping season
with no vessel Incidents Inexcess of $50.000 Indamages.
Initiatves - During 2006, Vhe SLW conl-ed Weptornote
cornrertlal navigation to and from North America via the Great Lakes Seaway
Trde De

System to'current and prospective customers both domesticaly and abroad. In
2000, the SLSW led delegations of U.S. and Canadian Great Lakes Seaway
System trade and -rnau-U1h
executives on Seaway Trade Missions to Greece,
Turkey, England, and The Netherlands. In 2001, the LSC will lead Seaway
Trade Missions to Norway, Poland, Brazil, Argentina, and Venizuela.

In addition to Seaway Trade Missions, the SLSDC Is working with various Great
Lakes/Seaway port authorities, the GreafLakes Cruising Coalition, state and local
governments, and tourism associations, to attract cruise vessels Into the Great
Lakes. Since 1997, the number of cruise passengers on the Great Lakes has
Increased from 1,600 to 14,000 expected this year.

U.S. Seaway Lock Imorovements - In 1999, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

completed a comprehense study of the two U.S. Seaway locks operated by the
SLDC In Massena, N.Y. The study recommended that the SLSDC make
structural, electrical, and mectanlcal maintenance Inprovements to its lock

Infrastructure. Following t completion of the 2000 navigation season, the SLS C

focused Its annual lodk winter work program on several of the recommendations
made by the Corps. Major recommendatons made b'the Corps have been
Incorporated Into the Corration's five-year capital and special project plans as
appropriate. Some of the projects may be accomplished In-house, provided they
have minimal Impact on normal maintenance functions, while larger ones wi lkely
be accomplished by contract.
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SLSDC STRAtEGIC PLAN
Introduction
The SAi Lawrence Seawty Development 1CapomIon (SLSDC or Corporation) isa wholly owned
government corporation created by stato May I, 1904,to construct operate and maintain that paut of
the St Lawrence Seaway btveec Montreal and Lake Brie, within the territorial limits of the United
States. Trade developil functions aim to enhance
t Lakei St Lawrence Seaway System
utilization without respect to territorial or geographic lmis
The SLSDC coordinates its activities with its
Canadian counterpart, The St.Lawrence Seiway
Management Corporation, particularly with respect to rules and regulation, the Tariff Of Tols, overall

day-to-day operations, traffic management, navigate aids, safety, environmental programs, operating
dat, and trade development pr
=s The unique binational nature ofthe System requires 24-hour.
year-round coordination between the two Seaway entities.
The mission of the Corporation is to serve the U.S. intermodal and international transportation system
by improving the operation and maintenanceota kale, reliable, efficient, and environmentally responsible
deep-dr=a wm y,in cooperation with its
CAnadian countopt The SLSDC also encourages the
development of tlde ough te Great Lakes Seaway System, which contributes to the comprehensive
economic and environmental development of the entire Great Lakes region.
The SLSDC headquarters staffoffice. ae located in Wchngtob D.C. Operations and operations
personnel are located at the two U.S. locks (Eisenhow r and Snell) in Massena, N.Y.

External Factors/Basis for Data Reported
External factors pffecting SLSDC performance and all strategic goals include: vessel incidents due to
mechanical failure and human erro, weather conditions; global economic ators affecting demand,
production, and pricing ofcommodities and vessel services; and federal policy decisions by the United
States and Canada.
The Seaway System and related operations are on a calendar year (CY) basis from late March to late
December. in accordance with calendar year operations, both CY and fiscal yea (October 1- September

30) (FY) data art reported as appropriate.
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SLSDC Performance Areas

Compared to DOT Goals and Strategies
Pdomc
Safety
SI-orChn
se*Lnt~
Areas
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Vision Statement
Ensure the sbructunI viability of the US. Seaway navigation facilities and promote the Grea Lakes
SL Lawrence Seaway System.

Mission Statement
Serve the U.S. transportation system by improving the operations and maintenance of a safe reliable,
and efficie deep draft Intematond wastrway. In cooperation with the Canadan St.Lawrence Seaway
Management Corporation.
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STRATEGIC GOALS s
frommota uvgato. ad workplace saety sad evlrounmetal protectVon by reduct
venl tncdents ad empoye Jsrks, and preventg environmental lncdeats.

outcome0o
* Increase the application oftechnologies and peogram to ensure navigation safety and protection of
the river environment
, Reduce the rie of commercial vessel incidents.

* Improve compliance with navigation and worirplace safety and environmental standads.
Honr We Will Achieve This Strateae Goa
*

Insist on excellence Inoccupational safety by providing the education, equipment and commitment
needed to makit'he Seaway an accident-free employer.

* Effectively Ut emerging technologies, mch u Automatic ideoti ication System (Afs)I (
Positioning System (UPS) technologies and related systems to enhance system safety.

a

*

Maintain the enhanced vessel inspection Progm at Montreal to inspect every ocean vessel on the
first transit inbound each navigation season, Ineooedination with the SLSDCs Canadian cotmterpart
and the Canadian and US. Coast Guards. The program includes Seaway regulations and fittings.
legislated pod-state inspection, and the International Safety Management Code QSM

*

Promote System safety through traffic control procedures; rmles and regulations for Seaway transit;
vessel speed surveillance; deployment of fixed and floating navigation aids; operation of weatherand
visibility meters; vessel inspections, routine and foe cause; water level and rate of flow monitoring
and vessel customer exit survey recommendations.

*

Maintain and improve ou capability to react to a hazardous material spill by conducting simulated
Emergency Response Exercises, and updating our sill response plan and equipment accordingly.
Continuously improve teamwork of regional government agencies to respond to an incident through
training. simulations and actual incident critiques

*

Hire an IndustrialHygienist to review and analyze environmental and industrial hygiene issues at the
SLSDC and plan a program to ensure a clean and beathful environment for SLSDC employees and
customers.
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Cudkdst NPlbrma
Meawnw CY data forced fiom die
SLSDC offices of Lock Operations,
Eng~ee"n and Strasegic Ptaring,&and Minenaince and Marine Serice Aimua istosica dab for
baselin measement IsIncldd in annual perirmance agreements, perfmunme plans, and budget
justificaio Selected historkal data are shown below.
Incasse
e utilization of available technologies to advance system sat y.
' Reduce the number of aerial vessel incidents in excess of $50o000 in damages each navigation
season. Five-yvr roiling avenge, vessel incidents:

I

CY 198-- 1993

1.2

1990-1994
1991-1995
1992- 199

04
-.4
0.2

1993-1997
1994- 1998

0.0
0.0

1995-1999

0.0

1996 - 2000

0.0

Increase the percentage ofocean vessel first-tramit-inbound inspections at Montreal. oUtside of U.S.
waters, each navigation season:
CY 199
1997

38%
100

1998

100

.1999
2000

100
100

V IncraseEmergeney ResponsePlan aining andsimulated actvations.

72-314 2001 - 60

aIlJABIm'

easmual

*

nae

Nala aemastfr i ae k the matdasa
vbt
of the Seaway Syu by
at plans &d dedsu sustaia the loag
relabity and avalablfty of U. S.

the availaiity and reliability ofnavigation facilities each shipping Season.

Reduce the risk of vessel delays due to lock equipment failure.
* Improve maintenance and inspection systems to esure an accessible, safe, and efficeat System for
How We Will Acv Ths S

t

*

Ensure the structural integrity and mechania reliability of our locks through acomprehensive
program of maltenante, Inspection and modernization.

*

Implement AIS/PS technologies to more efficiently manage vessel tLff control and vessel
blockages at the two US. Seaway locks.

* Strictly maintain weetlyhnonthly inspections for electrical systems and lock machiney and Conduct
major maintenance and rehabilitation programs during the winter shutdown perio&
* Continue sly evaluate and improve our opemtin procedures, regulations and policies to better serve
our customer. Actively seek customer foedack.

*

Supplement SLSDC preventive maintenance mesures Incoordination with period, comprehensive
surveys and evaluations by independent engineering consultants such as the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers.

*

Maintain five-yea rolling" capital improvement plan for machinery, lock and hydraulic steel
structure replacemenrehitation programs

*

Periodic channel maintenance and improvements, including sweeping and maintenance dredging.

* System operating date negotiations with Canadian counterparts; and related Safety s activities
critid t availablitr maintenance and repair of fixed and floating navigation aids; weather and
visiblity meters; Emergency Resonse Plan and periodic simulations; water level and rate of flow
monitoring.

1967
Cuc
Perlbousm Meosmr=s CY daa sourced fiom the SLSDC offices of Lock Opetatiom
Eno ring and Strae Pami& and MaIntesane and Marine Services. Annual histoc data for
basli mcanxem Isincluded in annual performance agreement. performance plas, and budget
justifications. Selected bsoical data are shown below.
V ince the pecenrte ratio ofSeawsy System navigation days opan, vemus downtim Inthe U.S.
Seors of the Seaway, for any incdet, ;*use, problem,or occurrence, including weather. Five-year
rolling average of navigation day availability.
CY 1987- 1991
1988- 1992
989 - 1993

97.4%
97.0
98.4

1990- 1994
1991-1995

98.2
96.4

1992-1996
1903-1997
194-1998

98.4
96.6
07.5

195- 1999
199-2000

98.1
98.1

V Reduce delays to navigation per tota commercial vemssl tnrsit.
due to lock eqpipmem maintenance
failure. Five-year rolling avenge ofpe'transil delay bows:
CY 1987 - 1991
1988- 1992

0.001361 hos
0.001963

1989- 1993

0.002860

1990- 1994

0.005628

1991-1995
1992- 199
1993-1997

0.008801
0.007134
0.006256

1994 - 1998

0.005155

1995-999
1998-2000

0.002105
0.001106

V Increase the effectiveness and extent of periodic evaluations and insTwioas, by~tSDO personnel.
Obtain outside views and expertise, by armging for periodic inspection by the US. Army Corps of
Enginees or ote consultants.
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]
eenirp Increaed System utzilkton that benefls both the Great
Lakes regleal economy and the national ecmomy, whke promoting Cost effective competition for
a System um

I
Increase
the voluNme of United States international tonage through the Seaway System, to and ftm
U.S. ports.

SIncrse ocmn vessel fleet System utilization

in terms of laden vessel tfansits and ton age peg tnsLit.

* Increase domestic and internation tradedevelopment programs to improve the Seaway's
competitive position in saving the nation.
SIncrease cruise vessel fleet System utilization in terms of cruise vessel transit and annual passenger
levels.
How We Will Achiee This Stmtegic Goal:
* Save as a catalyst to unite the Great LakesiSeaway ommnmity to improve communications an
cooperation on system-wide initiatives directed toward improving customer service.
* Target overseas trade development programs to high potential markets and region Focus trade
activities on specific commodity groups and vessel service, including refitting existing ships and
construction of new vessels for Seaway operation.
* Develop and implement abinational Inte web site tojonvide current and prospective users with a
single resource for Seaway-reated information on rules and regulations, real-time vessel locations,
water level and weather coodition, trade development and promotional activities, regulatory cost
information, and caro matching services.
* Advocate policies to reduce System operating costs to the industry, such as rebates, new busins
incentives, and targeted cargo discouts Support negotiations with our Canadian counktpar to
frots reduce or eliminate all Seaway tolls.
*

Work with carrier ports pilots, agents, cargo handlers, and other interests in the Great
LakedSeaway community to contain costs and participate in trade development programs.

* Develop operating initiatives to improve current capacity and future utilization of the system, such as
vessel draft, beam and length modifications.
* Expand our capability to analyze and disseminate traffic information and publications ad develop
trade leads. Continue successful information outreach programs like Seaway Nightbas
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Omudde Perlorinue MeLynm CY data smced fiom the SLSDC moehy and annual naIaton
stttcs, sad Offie of Lock Operations daa on vesd pre ckarA and vend owneragent record
Annual hLtorical data for baseline measuremw t s included in annusalirforance agreements,
performance plan, ad bufet jusfictom. Selected hisoa date me shown below.

b
Increase
tonage vohme fe total Sygm toanage, and Unied States interasoal tonnage through
the Seaway System, to and fom U.S. pods. Five-year tolling avaMge, interniona tonnage:
CY i96-1990
1987- 1991

10.2 mKon tons
9.6

1988-1992
1989- 1993
1990-1994

OA
8.8
8.8

1991 -1995
1992-1996

t0.4

1993-1997

10.6

144- 1998
1995-1999

11.2
11.2

1996-2000

10.9

9.6
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MtANAnf Am'OINTAIahaiLKt Improve Seaway customer serve, Increase employee
profleencyj ansd be accountable for maud financial managment

* Increa custmWstaeholder satisfaction with SLSDC services.
* Increase wouorc performance measurements to improve morale, and to achieve progress toward
meeting all SLSDC performance goals.
* Increase management planning oc on meeting long-tm critical capital outlay programs,
operations and maintenance needs, and replenishment ofemergency reserves.
How We Will Achieve This S92ratie Goal:
0 Conduct outreach with all customers, employees, industry, federal and state agencies to involve the
customer In the development of policies, programs and operating decisions.
* The SLSDC will pursue ISO 902 certification for all organizational functions.
* Supplemeot outeach activities with customer surveys to obtain direct feedback concerning operations
and regulations in practice and recommendations for program modifications.
* Foster an employee customert environment to strengthen and develop the organization internally.
reach out to the employee local community and participate in localfnational education initiatives.
* Continue suppod for administration initiatives and wortlife policies, empower employees in the
decision process, utilize partnership and encourage teambuilding and wodklife policies.
S Establish binational partnerships with Canadian counterparts to drive service improvements and share

resources
* Conduct and participate In maritime industry oriented public meetings with a broad ary of U.S.,
Canadian and overseas interests representing all segments of the (heat Lakes St Lawreoce Seaway
System
SEn.sure that commitments are maintained to monitor costs, to build emergnc y reserve and to
conduct periodic risk assessments. Corporation assets will be safeguarded and transactions perforoed
In accordance with accepted accounting principles.
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CanidaebdbmmCT and FT data sourced fivn the SLSDC saual financial audits and
management reports. Annual historical dat (or baseline measureanent is included in annual perfornmc
agrfements petrfbiance plans, and budget justifications. Selete historical dab are shown below
U M &aroe
h customer SWMeratings of SLDC parkrnance and mevmc
quality, measured ove time
against baseline mvey results. Baseline: CY 1995M lomar service rating of4.5 on a scale of
ICDS.
SEmplayee cu twAl audits measure over tim aga

setine

it.

" Reduce the ratio of administrative overhead expd ses verus operating t a , excluding
depreciation. Five-y rolling average, admistrative expenses as a percent ofopersting expenses:
FY 1991 I1995

26.6%

1996
1993-1997
1994-199263

26.2

1m - 1999
1996-2000

26.1
26.0

1992-

26.3

E
Ensure
dt a clean" annual financial audit rafting Is maintained. Baseline: under the auspices of the
ovm ent Corporation Control Act, the SLSDC has had a cleae audit since the first FY audit of
June 30,1955.
I

Eurwe that the SLSDC's resolve account year-end balance Ismaintained at a level sufficient to
achieve the SLSDC finamial plan goal. Five-ye rolling average reserve account balance:

FY iM - 1992

S101.

993

1.7

1990 - 1994
1991 -199
1992-1996

t.0
12.0
11.9

1993-1997
1994 - 998

11.4
11.0

1995-1999
1996-2000

10.7

1989-

10A
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SLSDC FY 2002 PEjORMANCE PLAN
SAFETY

Program: AUTOMATiC VESSEL IDENTIFICATION SySmM (AIn

Program Need: Enhancement ofveel trafc control procedures and operating safety for vessels, crews,
property, ad environmental protection. 7u project required a oordinator to bring together the mnmy
interested parties. The SLSDC and its Canadian counterpartaccepted ta role.
Perfruance Goal. Evaluate, recommend. and Implement, application ofGloba Positioann Systern
(UPS) technologies toa vessel backig system that will enhance navigation safety and protection&of the
river environment The Goal tr C 2000 was to reach agreement among government and Industry
partners on c sharing and to conduct pre-operatlonal testing and evaluation; this was achieve.
The Goal for CY 2001 Is Implementation of the program In the St Lawrence Seaway.
The Goal for CV 2002 is to make AIS carriage requirements mandalot within the Seaway traffic
sector froqa Mttreat to mid Lake Erie by April 2002. In addition, the SLSDC In cooperation with
the Canadian R Lawrenet Seaway Management Corporation atd the UOAk
and Canadian Coast
Guards, will work to have the program fully operational throughout the Great Lakes.
Performance Measure Detall
indicator: Fully op

bonal AIS based traffic services system in the St Lawrence Seaway.

Scope: Includes agreement by the Laker (Canadian) sad Ocean fleet operators to proceed with cost
sharing and testing of vessel trcking units in cooperation with the Seaway entities.
Source: Proceedings of the GPS/AS binational steering committee established in 1996. he SLSDC
representative is the Director. Office of Engineering and Stratg Planning.
Baselin: The program was formally initiated in 1996 by the SLSDC Administrator and the President of
the former Canadian Seaway Authority now the St Lawrence Seaway Management Corporation
(SLSMC).

Data: ibis is not a data-driven program, but rather involves negotiation among fo
industry partners

l and private

Indicator: The indicator seatei to the other SLSDC performance areas of Reliability. Tde
Devoepment, and Management Accountability, including Customer Service, Fiscal Performance and
Cost Effectiveness.
Verification * Validation: SLSDC Director of Engineering and Strategic Planning periodic progress
reports, and close coordination with the Seaway MIS Steeing Commite, and the Advanced Technology
for Navigation and Safty Subcommittee under the U.S. Coast Guard's Great Lakes Waterways
Management Forun

-

.-

"--
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fleets.
" Rc nieg the gmv. mna~
a rtnrsh
I pis key latho success of this program.
Cadia Seaway entty om ercalzaon during ISehP resulted indelaying the prograr- decion
process C 20 wsa significant decision period for the fuie of the program and atift extefing
hat CY 2001 and beyond
Special Cbalflhagw Obtainin Slhlns Industry Partners commitment to Cost shaing Dur14 March
2000 the Seaway entities reached a cost shaing agreement with the C-adimn Laer and Ocean Veisel
fleets. The career indstjv will contribute approximately $600.000 1othe estimated 512 Million project
cost over the remaning two years of the proec's develoment and Inplemenation. The codt-sharing
program effectivee My 1,2000 trough the 2001 navigation seaso) is in the formal afsurcharge of
CANSO006 per vessel gross registered to Other special challenges include working close with the
shlpmaster pilot ad electonkc chart manufac tu es for the design and installation of the S
transponders on board the vessels.
-Strategies: When the project Is flly operational. during the 2001 navigation season, it will provide
vessels and vessel trafc controllers wth highly accurate, realtime access to the position of all
commercial vessels intheir vkinty Ibis new technology wll greedy enhance safety and improve the
effickat transit ofvesses through the System.
SLSDC and SLSMC will ootinu to work closely with the U.S. and Canadian Coast Guards6*
extend
the AS coverage to tS yperW 'Lakes. The Volpe Center continues the refinement of AS interface
with the Seaway Vessel Traffic Services System and the design and installation oftbore side AIS
communication stations along the Seaway.
Benfts inlinde: More eficent taffie management a consequently'reduced overall transit time for
users. Itb estimated that for all
users there will be annual transit time savings of $300K, based on total
annual transit; real-time position information of'other vessels or safe meetingfovestaking in critical
reaches of the Seaway; accurate vessel positions along the entire Seaway system resulting in better fleet
management for vessel operators shore-t-ship communications on lock availability, water levels,
atmospheric conditions, et. to enhance safe vessel transit; timely ditching of piots n thereby
miainnized transit delays;
and similar benefits to all users in the typer Lakes a a result of a Seaway
Entity mandate that all vessels carsy n AIS unit
onboard.
Complete tatylrgmms with Shared Outcomes: The primary Safety benefits ofa vessel tracking
system extend from the Seaway entities to pyotae, carrier and system safety and environmental
protection concerns by the US. and Canadian Coast Guards.
Artivites and Iitiatives In FY 200112002: Procure hardware for sbore-side communication stations.
stall AIS shoreside stations and declare the Seaway A9 system operational during the 2001 season.
Continue periodic medings, with decision point, consideration of many alternatives, group decisions on
vrou tep an continue program work contract d with Volpe Center throughout the process. The
Seaway entities will implement required vessel carriage ofAS equipment in 2002.

-
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SAFErT

Pnna

COMMERCIAL VESSEL INCIDhZT

Progps Need: Critical to the Safety miion of Seaway Lock operations, vessels and crews
Pe.formaofe Goal: Reduce the risk of commercial vessel Incidents Inexcess of 550,000 in damage
The CiV 2002 Goa Is zero.
Performncne Measure Dld
Indicator Number of vessel incidents in excess of $50.000 Indamages, each navigation sea
CY
1990
1991
Irn
1992
1993
1994

Incidents
0
I
1
1
0
0

1996
0
1997
0
1998
-0
1999
0
2OO9
0
0
2000 d
(Note: year-to-year variations are detailed In SLSDC annual reports)
Scope: Incident record, and vsevl facility damage estimates.
Source: Lock cperationVvessel btffie control documents all incidents, estimates of Corpoation facity
damage are performed by tb* office of Mainlenance and Marine Services andor Engineering and
Strategic Planning, and vessel damages are estimated by an indepeii l Vessel Classification surveyor.
Baseline: Current baseline data covers CY 1990 to date. Several more years of historical data are
avaiable.
limltations
Data: SLSDC has strong confidence in the validity of the data.
Indicator: The indie tot relates to the other SLSDC performance areas of Reliability, Trade
Development, and Mrnagement Accountability, including Customer Service, Fiscal Performance and
Cost Effectiveoess.
Vetficatlo and Validation: 24 how vessel raffle control computer records by SLSDC. SLSMC, vessel
operator and pilots on ocean vessels; radio commncation among the two Seaway entities and the
vessel opetors; and videouio a of vessel Incidents.
Comment: SLSDC Infueoces the measure through operating rules and regulations for safe transit, and
vessel traffic control preoeduees.
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Special Cbalkaes: Vise and navigation incidents resulting f electrical mechanical hire and/or
hman error. W their onditionshat include wid fog. mow, ce md ain
Stratis: Perodic review, ad revision ofsaftr ansit Initiatives including te vessel operator cutomner
ioput incident epor itqum; vessel customer vrveys; PSMAiS progrn.
Complemetar Progru with Shared Outemes: 00'%coordination with SLSMC each operating
in designated trak control sector r coordinatioa with the two Coast Guards an inspections; with NOAA
on weather nations; and wor with Volpe to obtain their technical expert.
Activities m datives I FY 2001202. Traffic control ocedures; vessel sped s
;vellmo;
operation of wealth and visibility meters; positioning and maintena ofnavigtion aids; exploration of
OPSWDPS technology qplications; enhanced vessel Iaspections; em"IrgdSy response plan training and
simulations; partipto in St Lawrenc River Board of Control ftc Lake Outaio and the St Lawrence
River water levels ad flow rates; vessel customer son-ey responses.
SAFETY

Program: ENHANCED OCEAN VESSEL INSPECTION

Program Need: Required by Seaway Regultions, ad Coat Guard legislated rsponsibities
Signific for safety ad environmental protection.
Performance Goal: increase the number ofenhanced vessel inspection on the first transit inbound each
navigation season, at Montreal, in advance of entering the Seaway and US. waters. The C 2002 Goal
Is Inspect 100% of ocean vessels on the first transit Inbound each navigation season.
Performance Measure Detail
Indicator Peccentage of fi transit inbound inspections. 100% of ocean vessel Inspections have been
achieved In C 1997,199M,1999 and 2000.
Scope: Al ocean vessel Inspections by the two Seaway entities splemented by priority vessel
Inspections USCO at Montreal. The Inspections Include safety checks on vessel construction ad
equipment ballast water radio telepommuncatioas, and documntatioo. as well it Ned State Control
Inspections. In particular, the Seaway program supports the (d Pollution Act of 1990, the NowIndigenous Aquatlie Nuisance Prevention and Control Act of 1990, and the Intemnational Safety
Management Code (ISM) effective July is i99s.
Source: SLSD

SLSMC, and USCO, vessel inspection records.

Baseline: InCY 1996, pric to the enhanced program, an estimated 38% of vessels were Inspected on the
first transit inbound, in CY 1997,100% was achieved through a pilot program agreement with USCO vnd
thereafter the pilot program became poliy and a 100% level has been achieved every ye .
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Data: SLSDC has strong confidence in the validity orthe data.
Indicator: The indicator relates to the other SLSDC performance areas of Reliability. Trade
Development. and Management Accountability. including Customer Service, Fiscal Performance and
Cost Effectiveness.
Verfiatlon and ValIdations: SLSDC/SLSMC computer records; USCO vessel inspection records and
Vessel Operator documentation.
Commeat: On July 16, 1999, the Corporation and the Canadian Seaway Authority were awarded 1SO
9002 certification for the high quality vessel inspection services program on the St. Lawrence Seaway.
The international certification is only conferred on firms that meet the highest quality management
standards established by the Geneva-based International Organization for Standardization. The Londonbased Lloyds Register of Quality Assurance was the independent accrediting agency that performed the
actual evaluations of the inspection program.
Special Cballnges: The inspection program was initiated by the Seaway entities as a major safety
and
customer service initiative. The program saves operating time and cost without compromising safety and
the environment. The program depends on a USCO policy decision to continue the current working
agreement, year-to-year.
Strategies: Vessel customers surveyed have voiced a strong positive reaction to the program.The
Seaway entities incorporated the ISM Code in the Inspection tem in April 1998 as a heads-up to vessel
operators for the July 1,1998 effective legal date. SLSDC has a ong4term goal to rationalize all U.S. and
Canadian requirements with a single inspection regime cared out by the Seaway entities.
Complementary Programs with Shared Outcomes: Customer Service and Environmental protection
due to vessel customer time saving from consolidated inspections, time and cost savings by resolving
problem areas immediately in the Montreal area, and having corrections made before entering U.S.
waters. Demonstration ofpersonnel resource FIB and cost-efficiency, resulting from a federal
partnership among the Seaway entities and the two Coast Guards to eliminate duplicative inspections.
Activities and Initiatives I IFY 20012t002: Negotiate continuation of the present enhanced inspection
program with the USCO; program review and improvements based on vessel customer surveys.

RELIABILITY

Prgram Need: TheCorporatiIsresponsibimaintainin

Proeram: US. LOCKS AVAILABILITY

the U.S. portion of the St Lawrence

Seaway System for safe and efficient transit ofvessels and cargo. SLSDC is legislated to construct
operate and maintain federal navipgation facilities in the U.S. waters of the St. Lawrence River.
-Prfoormanee
Goaloyrove the reliabiliti and availability of the Locks and related navigation facilities
during the navigation season. The CY 2002 Goal Is 99% avallablity.
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iPerornmeMeasure Detal
indicaton Ratio ofnaviptica days open versus downtime
CY
1991

Percentae Available
97.0

1992

96.0
1993
94.0
1994
96.0
1995
99.0
1996
97.0
'1997
97.0
1990
983
1999
99.2
2000
98.7
(Note: year-to-year variations are detailed InSLSDC annual reports)
Scope: Includes "downtime (delay or prohibition oftransiting) for transit of theb.S. sectors of the St
Lawrence River throughout the navigation season (late March to late Decemer Downtime is measured
in minutes/bows of delay for weather (visibility, fog, snow, ce), vessel Incidents (human error, electrical
and/or mechan"cl failure ; water level and rate of flow regulation; and lock equipment nalfunction.
Source: SLSDC others the data froa Lock Operations Records
Baseline: Cturent baseline data covers CY 990 to date. Several more years of historical data are
avaiable,

Data: SLSDC has strong confidence in the validity ofthe data.
Indicator: The indicator relates to the other SLSDC performance areas of Safety, Trade Development,
and Management Accountab 'ty,including Customer Sefvice, Fscal Performance and Cost
Effectiveness,
Verifieation and Validation: 24-ho vessel traffic control computer records; Radio communication
among the two Seaway entities and the vessel operate; and vidcoiaudio tapes of vessel incidents.
Comment: SLSDC influences the measure through oeg4erm capital planning and investment, consistent
facility maintenance, a trained and competent work force and operating procedures.
Special Challeages Vessel incidents due to hwnan eror, electrical or mechanical failure; weather
conditions (visibility. wind, tog. ke); aging infrastructure.
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Strategies: SLSDC strategies fo " 2002 focus on o -0g4ffm
preventive maintenance and periodic
inspections; winter maintenance program; five year cpt outay plan. em- e- y response and other
contingency plans kept current, replenishment of resenes fobcritical maintenance ne0d; and
implementation of lock structure and maintenance improvement programs as recommended by the U.S.
Army Coqs of Egineers.
Complementary Programs with Shared Outcomes: SLSMC and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
maintain identical programs and strategies; includes information exchange with the Panama Canal and the
International Canals and Waterways group started by SLSDC in 1993.
Activities and Isltatives In FY 2001/2002: Emphasis for lock operations, maintenance, marine services
and engineering functions will include enhanced periodic inspections and surveys; channel sweeping;
maintenance dredging; culvert valve and miter gate machinery and structural rehabilitation at both locks
with emphasis at the Snell Lock; gateliflet overhaul; preventive maintenance and operating coordination
with Canadian ounterpart on navigation operating dates, water levels and flows regime, application of
OPS technology to vessel tracking systems; maintenance, positioning and retrieval ofnavigation aids.
RELIABILITY

Program: LOCK EOIPMENT MAWNENANCE

Program Need: Ongoing maintenance of the U.S. Locks and navigation related equipmentand facilities
to ensure maximum operating performance.
Performance Goal: Reduce the risk of vessel delays due to lock and equipment maintenance failure.
The CY 2002 Goal Iszero hours of delay.
Performance Measure Detail
Indicator: Hours of delay per total commercial vessel transits.
Hours Delay Per
CY
Total Vessel Transits
1990
0.0000
1991
0.o00
1992
0.0064
993
0.0061
1994
0.0156
19
0.0058
1996
0.0016
1997
0.0020
1995
0.0005
1999
0.0004
2000
0.0009
(Note: year-to-year variations are detailed imSLSDC annual reports)
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Steps: Includes -dmwtime (delay or prohibition of trmnsiting) tot transit Of te -U.S. sectors of the St.
Lawrence River throughout the navigationseason (lt March to lot Decent) Downtime is measured
in minsesi'ot of delay for electrical andt'or mechanical equipment SlO= due to maintenance.
Srce: SLSDC office of Maintenance and Marine Sarvicts.
Baseline: Current baseline data covers CY 199 to date. Several more Year of historical data are
avilbe.
Data: SLSDC ha strong confidence in the vaMdity of the dates.
Indicaton The indicator relates to the other SLSDC performance areas ofSafe. Trade Development
and Management A stability, including Customer Service, Fiscd Performance and Cost
Effectiveness. Ths icator Isalso included in the "Availabiit ' performance measure.
Verification ad Validation: SLSDC five-yeas and oe-year maintenance programs, including
preventative maintenanm computer software. On a daily basis, wok orders Cover all maintenance
activities initiated and completed. Vessel delays. and cause for same are also documented in 24-hour
vessel baffle control computer records; and through radio conuncation among the two Seaway entities
and the vessel operators.
Comment: SLSDC Influences the measure through long-term capital planning and consistent facility
maintenance and Investment Critical programs of the Office of Maintenance and Marine Services have
achlev ISO 90 certification.
Special Chalenges: Vessel incidents doe to human error, electrical or mechanical failue, resulting in
lock facility damage; weather conditions visibility , wind, fog ice, limited winter downtime for major
maintenance in difficult weather condition; staffing limitations; and an aging infrtaucture.
Stmtgs: SLSDC strategic for 0Y 2002 focus on long-term preventive maintenance and periodic
inspections; winter maintenance program; five-year capital outlay plan; emergency response and other
contingency plans kept current; ad replenishment of reserves for critical maintenance needs.
Compl*meatary Programs with Shared Outcomes: Canadian counterpart agency and Corps of
Engineers maintain identical programs and strategies; includes infmation exchange with the Panama
Canal and the International Canals and Waterways group started by SLSDC In 1993.
Activities and Initiatives InFY 2001)200. Emphasis tor lock opettioos, maintenance, marine seices
and engineering flmctioos will include enhanced periodic inspections and surveys; chanel sweeping;
maintenance dredging; culvert valve and miter gate machinety sd structural rehabilitation at both locks;
gatelifter overhaul; preventive maintenance and operating coordination with Canadian counterpart on
navigation operating dates, water levels and flows regime, application of GPS technology to vessel
tracking systems; maintenance, positioning and retrieval of fixed and floating navigation aids.

21
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In December 199, the U.S. Aruiy Corps of Engikner provided the SLSDC wih its lock nuvey and
evalation report for the two US. Seaway looks.The Cop concluded that the lock structure and
equipment were generally well maintained and in good operating condition. However, recommendations
were made for maintenance and capital improvements and for modifications to maintenance and
operatingrocedures. SLSDC completed a rview and eval"~*f
otheoCor-p eorn completed
preliminary project privatization and post estimates the nex 1-12 years. At t
ms
ne, with limited
tes design and cod data availle, it is estimated that SLSDC could spend over $5.5 million in fiscal
yents 2001-209 to implement the recommendations, with an &ddtioia estimated $2.0 million to be
spent in fica years2010.2015. After receipt and review ofthe Coros' interim report the Corporation
budgeted 5S0,000 in fiscal yean 2000 to accomplish some of the recommnendation&s liadition
S720,000 was included [n the President's fiscal itar 2061 budget request to complete some of the more
critical items included In the final report. On May 11,*Administrator lacquez briefed staff fromn the Senate
and House Transportation Appropriations Subcommittees on the Corps' findings.
TRADE DEVELOPMENT

I.
QA:I

NATIONAL TONNAGE

Program Need: This il't traditional trade development initiative encouraged by the Congress as a
significant benefit to the Great Lakes region.
Performance Goal: increase the volume of United States international tonnage through the Seaway
System, to and from US. ports. The CY 2002 Goal Isa I[crease Over the previous navigation
season.
performance Measure talll
Indkator: Annual tonnage volume for U.S. international tonnage.
CY
1990$00W
1992

19

MtotreTonS
71941,141

9,131,444

1994

11.499.33

1996

tl.*4)543

199
1999

II
It1.49.12

2000
10,406j648
(Note: year-to-yesr variatioos are detailed In SLSDC annual reports)
Scope: Tonnage transiting the Montreal Lake Ontario Section of the Seaway, to and from overseas and
the U.S., by commodity type, plus US. movements of grains, coal and coke transshipped through Canada
for export from the lower St. Lawrence River.

Sorce: Seaway statistical data ae maintained by the SLSMC Tolls and Statistics
Office located in
Crnwall, Ontii The data at obtained from vessel operatoragent documentation
required for transit
of the Seaway System
i

Basel ne Current baseline data coven

y 1990 to date. Several more years ofbstMorica data are

available. Annual System traffic reprt have beet published in the Sane format each year, beginning
with the 1959 through the 1998 navigation season Beginning with 1999 selcted traditional forat
changes have been implemented with no significant loss of comparability with previous
years.

Data: SLSDC has strong confidence in the validity of the data.
Indicator, The indicator relates to the other SLSDC performance areas of Safety, Reliability,
and
Management Accountability, including Customer Service, Fiscal Performnce and Cost
Effectiveness.
Verification and Validation: The SLSMC Tolls and Statistics office is audited annually
by the Canadian
federal Auditor General's office. In addition to the federal audit internal and external
audits are
conducted annually on documentation submitted by vessel operatorsdagents. Joint
US. and Canadian

Seaway regulations require the folowing: 1Documentay evidence, comprising

otgo

Comment: An economic impu asessnm published in 199$ estimated the foll

Seaway

declared...shall be kept by the agent, owner or oprator or a period of five years, or
until an audit has
been performed.. whichemr occurs firt and suih documents shall be made available
to an officer
requiring production ofsuch evidence."
System
impacts throughout the US. Lake port consounties: Diecandinuce jos-5,0;Pesnlism

$2.1 billon, Business revenue -$1.9 billion; Federal taxes - $155 millio't State and
loc taxes- SI01
million. A Canadian assessment states annual generation of $2.1 billion (Canadian S)
for the national
economy and 17,0 6 jobs.
Special Challenges: Vessel Incidents due to humn error, electrical or mechanical
failure, resulting in

lock facility damage, w herecondition (visbility, wind, fog, key global economic factors affecting

the
demand, production and pricing of commodities (pmarily export grains, coal, iron
ore and iron and steel
and vessel series; and US. and Canadian federal transportation policy decisions.
Strategies: Focus on the ocean vessel fleet in terms ofvessel numbers, world fleet supply,
ability to use
or be fitted for Seaway operation, including newbuilding Vessel fleet operators
are the primary partners
in trade development more than any other segment of the industry.
Complementary Programs with Shared Outcomes: Coordination with Canadian
counterpart and all
segments ofthe Lakes/Seawiy maritime industry including State and port city communities,
ll of whom
benefit from the success of trade development efforts.
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Aetilties and Ialdtf'tm i FY 2001)2002: Vend increased capacity Initiatives such asincreased beam.
dra and length regulations; toll-r te ephoo tine for customer h quhiie Internaoal Canals and
Waterways meetings to exchange operating, safety and Iongenn planning infomioe state ofthe
development missios with pot, camte and ca
Seaway Fleet alyses; overseas and domestic trade
interests and cruise vel operatora; customer service pod pacesetr awards; revision and publication of
ta focus on the problems and
regiowl ecoomi impact studies; formation offInuisby task groups
potential for selected commoditiiqs d ocsrvces; Seaway "Nightcat daily ocean vessel transit
Information service Seaway and U.S.trade statistics services; promotional films and b ochum;
participation in trade exhibitions; publication of Seaway marketing advisories and international calendar
of events; implementation ofan upgraded binational System website.
Proam: CRUISE VESSEL ITINERARIESIPASSENGERS

TRADE DEVELOPMEMT

Program Need: The SLSDC has been promoting te Great Lakes St Lawrence Seaway System to the
international cruise vessel community to attract the industry to the region. The introduction and increase
in cruise itineraries and passengers correlates to an economic and tourism benefit to the Great Lakes
regi

Performance Goal: Increase the numbm ofscuise vessel itineraries and passengers traveling through the
Great Lakes Seaway System, to and front U.S. pots, through promotional efforts. The CY 2002 Goal Is
tn Increase I the number of Great Lakes Seaway System cruise vesd Itineraries and passengers
over the previous navigaton season.
Performance Measure Detail
Indicator: Annual cruise vessel itinerary and passenger totals.
CY

Cruise Vessel
Itiserarles

Cruise Vessel
PasSeers

8
9

1,720
210

16

3180

I 9
1991
1998

S
Tope:
Thnota numbotu vessel
trip
itinrres and passengers within the
Great Lakes Seaway
System during each navigation seasm
Maripoel Group Lt.,ofCambtidge, Ontario.
d by the
data for
CYs 16.1999 s
Source: Statisticl
vessel
isa
the marketing €on~ott for
Greg Lakes Seaway System ports i atractg c
which w
trnsits
C 2000 statistical data
supplied by t Great Lakes Cruising Coadio
i toa
ofnea
government
,provincial, state, and local
40 representatives
fom US.and Canadian pors f
agencies;
and statr tourism, and economic development offices The SLSDCis a ex officio
member of th Coalition.
Baselin: Baseline data cam, CY 1996 to dat.
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Data: SLSI

hI strong confidence in the validity ofthe data.

Indicator: The indicator relaes to the other SLSDC performance areas of Safety, Reliability, and
Management Accountability, including Customer Service.

Verification and Valldaties: Statistical data are generated through direct contact with cruise vessel
companies engaged in sailing the Great Lakes Seaway System. Alicruise vessel transits are coordinated
with the Maripout Group and/or the Great Lakes Cruising Coalition.
Comment: In 1997, the first
foreign-flag cruise vessel in 22 years, the C. Cotumbci, transited the Great
Lakes Seaway System. Since that transit, Great Lakes Seaway System interests, including the SLSDC,
have worked collaboratively to promote the Seaway System to the cruise vessel industry.
Special Challenges: Vessel incidents due to human error, electrical or mechanical failure, resulting in
lock facility damage; weather conditions (visibility, wind, fog ke); and global economic factors such as
consumer disposable income affecting demand for cruise itineraries.
FY 2002 focus on promoting theentire Great Lakes Seaway System to
Strategies: SLSDC strategies for
current and prospective cruise vessel companies and working in close coordination with the Canadian
SLSMC and Great Lakes Cruising Coalition. In addition, the SLSDC will continue to serve as co-chair of
the Cruising Subcommittee ofthe US. Coast Guard's Great Lakes Waterways Management Forun. The
subcommittee is working to harmonize U.S. and Canadian Great Lakes Seaway System regulations
related to the-cruise vessel industry, through collaboration with U.S. Customs, immigration and
Naturalization Service. and US. Departsent of Agriculture officials
Complementary'Programs with Shared Outcomes: Coordination with the Canadian SLSMC. the

Great Lakes Cruising Coalition and all segments of the Great Lakes Seaway System maritime industry.,
including state and local port and tourism communities, all ofwhorn economically benefit from cruise
vessel transits.
Activites and Initiatives In Y 2001/2002; Trade Developmnl programs targeting the cruise vessel
industry, including paricpation on the Great Lakes Cruising Coalition; meeting with potential and
current cruise operators in the Gre Lakes; development ofa Great Lakes Seaway System cruise display.
participation and exhibition in the annual Seatrade Oruise Convention in Miami, Florida; development of
a Great Lakes Seaway System cruise vessel technical guide; and production ofa marketing brochure
highlighting the advantages ofcruising the Great Lakes Seaway System. In addition, the SLSDC will
continue to co-chair the Cruising Subcommittee of the Great Lakes Waterways Management Forum.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTABILITY

Program: CUSTOMER SERVICE

Program Need: High priority traditional program (vessel customer in particular).
Performance Goal: Achieve a high level ofvesl customer satisfaction through survey and sating of
SLSDC services and performance. The Goal for CV 2002 and beyond Is tofollow-through with a
planned biennial vessel customer survey program plan establisbed InCV 1998.
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Pefrace Mesare Det&U
indicator: Customer survey numeric scale service ratig
Scope: The survey are jointly designed by the two Seaway entities th two separate suveys in
recognition of the different operaios of Ocean fleet and the Canadin (Laker) fleet Narrative responses
and co ent solited fio both fleets include floating and fixed aids to navigation radio ,
communications in general, and with vessel uraff control sits in particular; lock bmsit procedures; port
services; traffic information, dispatchng tug senrK; and geerl System infomtio. n addition, the
Seaway vessel requirements for transit;
ocean fleet is asked to respond on Port State Control inspect
and pilotage services. Both stveys include a table of numerical service-satisfacion ratings on ascale of
1o5.
Soure: Th Laker and Ocean flcet vessel Masters am requested to participate in the survey, that is
finished to them on their first upbound transit for the navigation season and returned on their exit
downbound. Individual vessels am surveyed only once.
Baseline: The first om Customer Ei Survey was opertional throughout the CY 1995 navigtfion
season. 7be Seaway entities achieved a6 overall service satisfaction rating of 4.5 on the scale of Ito
S.
The survey response rate was 61% of total surveys issued A second survey conducted during 1998
virtually repeated the 1995 Sults.
A third joint SLSDCiSLSMC customer survey for CY 2000 shifts the customer base focus from the
vessel masters to the vessel agents. owners and operators of the ocean and laker fleets. This most recent
effort will be completed during FY 2001.
Ltinitadiom
Data: SLSDC has strong confidence in the validity of the data.
lIdicator: Tbe indicator relates to the other SLSDC performance areas of Safety, Reliability, and Trade
Development
VerIfication and Validalom: Ajoint Seaway entity ci mittee is responsible for evaluation and
implementation of survey program results. When proposed respondent suggestions are feasible for
immediate impknentation the action istaken during the come of the shipping season. Other feasible
improvements requiring interagency long erm planning and coordination, or off-season work are
impemnted accordingly.
Speca Chlen" .:Overcoming the unfamil potential customer risconceptions about the System.
such as vessel sihe and shipping season lirnitatiocs; weather conditions (visibility, wind, fog. ice); global
economic fators affecting the demand. producAi and pricing of commodities (pmarily export pains,
coal, iron ore and iron and steel) and vessel services; and U.S. and Canadian federal transportation policy
decisions.
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Stategies: ISO 9W02 certification. On Iu 13, 20 0, SLSDC'S Lock Operations and Mainton"e
program together with two additional Office of Administration programs, Le., Softwar Development
and Maintenance and the SLSDC Suggestion Progranm, were reviewed and assessed by London-b&sed
Lloyd's Register ofQuality Assurance for compliance with ISO 9002 certification requirements. in.199,
SLSDC's vessel inspection program was certified, followed in 1999 by vesel traffic management, aids to
navigat o, personnel, administrative support and management infomation services. The new
certification ties together those SLSDC programs and areas already certified with the programs recently
reviewed by Issuing compliance for "all operations, maintenance and administration ofthe US. locks and
contingent US.waters ofthe St. Lawrence Scawaf. Th6 Crporation will continue outreach and
response with all customers, namely, employees the Great Lakes StLawrence Seaway System maritime
-industry, federal, state and local government agencies.
Complementary Programs with Shared Outcomes: Partnering with carriers, port and other maritime
industry customers; other federal (CoM Coast Guard, SLSMC); community and education programs
with other significant employers In the Massena area; includes employee customer outreach.
Activities and Initiatives In FY 2001/2002: kelates directly to all Trasd Development activities;
customer surveys ISO 9002 certification throughout the Corporation and encourage same among Seaway
savice industries Seaway Summits and related work group meetings jointly sponsored with Canadian
counterpart annual Industb 6ay meetings with vessel operator participation in maritime industry and
association meetings, seminars, and wokshops throughout the yen and throughout the Midwest region;
selected issue public outreach meetings; reduction and simplification of internal an4 external regulations;
Ice breaking and tWgassistance with Seaway vessels; development and publication ofcustomer service
standards; grounds landapi beautifiction programs including enhancement of the visitors center
facilities for tourists. the local community and employee customers; local community adopt-a-school and
related education programs; employee customer pfltnerships, communication, woetlife programs and
cultural audit surveys.
Program: EMERGENCY RESERVE

MANAGEMENT ACCOUTABILITY

Program Need: The emergency reserve serves primarily as a finaci contingency fund for swift
recovery from acatastrophic emergency to the lock facilities andlor critical capital outlay eeds (not
budgeted).
Performance Goal: Maintain the emergency reserve account at a level sufficient to ensure contingency
funding for
catastrophic emergencies and funding of critical capital outlay needs. Tbe FY 2002 Goal Is to
maintain a minimum year-end annual reserve balance of$10 mIllon.

27
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Iaet
Historical record of reserve account fiscal year-end balances. The FY 2M0 balance was
$10.2 million.
FY

oas

19"
19M

1991

11.1
ILl

1994
1994

IIts
11.9

1996
1997
1999
2000

11.2
103
10.1
10.2

1

11.9

(Note: yinrb-year variations are detailed I SLSDC annual reports)
SWe: The Level ofcertificates; ofdeposit plus Interest, held in 6 Minority Bank Prova (120 bank)
trougbos the United States. Te goal is to maintain a base level bf$10 million in the reserve.
Source: Office of Finance records, and annual external audit reports.
Basele: Current baseline data coves F? 1990 to date. Several more years of historical data are
available.
Mlmtations
Data: SLSDC has song confidence in the validity of the data.
tadleatorn The indicator relti to the other SLSDC performanc areas of Safely. Reliability, and Trade
DevelopmenL
Ver lfation and Validaton: Office of Finance records, and annual external audit repots. Annual
fiancialmanagement reports have been published since the Corporation was established in 1954.
Commeat: The reserve funds represent funds earned by SLSDC fi-om toll collections and miscellaneous
revenue in excess of costs pro to AMil 1,1987, and miscellaneous income, since that date, when the
Corporation became apopriated by the Water Resources Development Act of 1986. The Cororation
must be ina position to immediately react to emergency ies that could affect Seaway navigaton facilities,
in prtcular lock walls, lock gates, tuiinel failure or any similar catastrophic impact to eiter of die U.S.
lock Estimates of double lock gape failure and replacement to maintain operations range up to $12
million d mdig upon the cause and extent of damage. rqi, or replacementto become operational, A
1985 incident at the Welland Canal trapped 53 vessels above the Canal for 24 days at acost tQ the capers
of $24 million; the Seaway Authority expended $7.8 million for emergency repairs and aothr $5million
for permanent repair during the winter shutdown. A similar incident in 1934 (bridge failure) trapped 61
vessels foe 19 days at an estimated cost of $22 million to the carriers. DaIly vessel operating costs can
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rapg

SS$00 to 5.5,000;, t

e ot incrred whether sailing&in port, or awaltig rsluton of a

emnergeocy. System IneriyI seriously irpacted by shutdous. The main interest of overseas conutl,
throw

development activities Iswhat were we doing to prevent future

shutdown incidents such as tn 1984 and 195.

Stratgles: Strive to mainta the base level on the reserve account. in accordance with log-range
contingency needs.
Complementary Programs witb Shared Outcomes: SLSDC benefits the Department of the Treasuy
Minority Banks Program throughout the count bank interest income Is also reinvested in the reserve or
programmed for use as needed to reduce appropriations. Our Canadian counterpart also has a reserve
invested in Canadian federal securties.
Ativites and Initiatives In lT 20012002: Perform preventative maintenance programs at the US.
locks during the winter months in order to lessen the chance of critical capital outlay need that would
require reserve funds. Build the reserves to extent possible based on annual budget justfction and
miscellaneous income levels.

MAJAGEMNTACCOUINTABILITY

Proram: ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

Program Need: A oeg-term management goat
Performance Goal: Redue administrative overhead expense ratio of total operating expenses, excluding
depracition. The FY 2002 Goal has rati fot5% or lower.
performance Measure Detal
Indicator: historical record of administrative and operating expenses at fiscal year end. The FY 2000
ratio was 26.2%.

fi
1991
1992
1993
1994
19
1996
1997

Percentage of
Admalstratlve Expenses
243
26.2
252
2
2U
27.1
26.7

1995
1999

154
24.

2000

26.2

Scope: Administrative expense include: executive manaement and administration of the Corporation
includes legal, civil rights, accounting procurement, human resource, and related administrative support
series.
Source: SLSDC Office of Fina e records.
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er (are

baselie data covr

Y 1991 I date. Svnal moiyes ofhistorical dat ar

Data: SLSDC has strong confidence in the validity ofthe ddat.
udlleator. The indicator relates to the othe SLSDC perorminm ars of Safety. Relibilit, and Trad
Verflatin sd Vafldadom: Office of Fimance records, and annual external audit reports
Special Chalklges: Monitoring expenses to insure proper ratio of administrative to operating expense
Strategies: Not backhling vacancies, reduce supplies and materials, contatual senices and waking
capital sesice
Complementary Prorms with Shared Outcomes- Accou. b

, streamlining.

Actvisad aldatives to FY 2001/2002: Management oversight.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTABILITY

Proram: CLEAN AUDIT

Program Need: Annual financial audit
enal's Government Auditing Standards.

e by Chief Financial Officer Act of 1990 and Coptroller

Performance Goal: Achieve a high annual external financial audit rating f6 financial sttement
accounting systems and internal controls. The WY 2002 Goal h a clea" unqualifi e audItrating.
Performance Measure Deta
Indicator: Historical record of auditmats.
Scope: Iacludes SLSDC financial records tiat are audited, and an annual management rep
audited. The report is issued March 31 each year covering the previous fiscal year.

6a is not

Source: Auditor report on review of financial records included in the SLSDC annual financial repo
Baseline: Most recent year FY 2000 "clean" unqualified audit mark. Several more yeans of historian
data are available.

Uaflovi
Data: SLSDC has strog confidence in the validity of the data.
Indicaton Tie indicator relates to the other SLSDC performance areas of Safety, Reliability. and Trade
Verlfeatloa asid Valdatlo.,: Office of Financ records, and annual external audit repot SLSDC has
had a "clean" audit since the fir Fiscal Year audit of June 30,1955.

1009
SPecia Challenge: Enwsun that ase t r sfeguarded and transaction performed In accordance wt
Accepted accoun Vpripl
Strategies: intend controls, staffing competency, pao

rik assessuents.

ComplemenOtry Programs with Shared Ooteomes: SLSDC long-term
management accountability in
all performance areas.
ActIvIties and iitlatives In FY 201f002: Continued overnight byflkce
of Fingnce.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
FEDERAL FUNDS
Publ c enterprise funds:
Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation
The Sai Lawrence Seaway Develment Cooration is'
hereby aithozod to make
such expenditures, within the limits 6f funds and bonawV auVt available to the
CorporaWn, and I accord with law, end tW make such contracts 7nd commitments
without regard 16 fiscal year limitations as provided by section 104 of the Govemment
Corporation Control A4 as amended, as may be necesfy Incarnin'ta the pograms
set forth Inthe Coporation's budget for the current fiscal year.
T1r!nrldwat
101 (4.1of

and Ralni d A1 *r-ka 4.Aiywvis&va Act 9120
n
014hlU

as anord AX sectkn

--

-

--

.-

~

~-.

--

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Program and Finandng (n thousands of dollars)
oono

69-400943-403

_Obilgations by jprogrm actvW.y

acu

2WI
20
estimate estknate

nrm
c
.................
....................
i,2SA 4
It 40
00. Operations m
- 14,24
1.2$4
1.8)
00.02 eplaceen ad Iprovements ..............................
Budg6
Tta
y resoob
cesaavaolble.for.obl-gat2on
Unobligated balance available, start of year.
3................
3,
0
21
.AT4 lbto borrow ...................................
. ......
21.n
Qaao.........
Id...... ba.......a.......
ce:.....
10AI
13,401
1342
21.99 Total unobligated balance avablae, start ofya .....................
13,064
13:8
4 6
22.00 New budget authuity (gross) ...................................................
-......
- 1
22. 0 Resources available from recoveries of prior year obgaltions ......
23.90 Total budgetary resouces available for obligaton.
:14)
(3:76
9
U 245)
23.95 Total n
now obo87 .................................................
.............
Unobtigattd balance available, end of year.
200
................................
3,206
3, ;"
24.47 Aurity to borrow
.......................... 10.221o16
10.0
{'11
24.90 Fund balane.................
13.421
13.421
24.90 Total unobgted balance vable. end ofyea...4...............M
now budget auhorty (gross), detail:
Discretionary spending authority from offsetn osections.
386
1.4
68.00 Offseti oolection (cash) ................................................. 13.16
13,87
14,245
.il
68.10 Change in recevables &d unpaid unflled orders .....................
.4(2104
68.A
rnent 0 receivables and unpaid unified orders................

8.90 Spenditi authority from offsetting collections (total discretionary)1304

3150

4.5

Unaid obligatons. state of yeaw
i, 2
2.687?
3.072
72.90 Fund balance.................................................................
343
0U3
72.95 from
a
u Wied
orders .....
2,
, 5,
615
72.99 Total unpaid obligations. start of year ..........................
; &r 14.245
73.10 Total new obigaons ............................................... 13,14
-8
(12.7
(43,876) (14,245)
7320 Toal outlays (gross)..............................................................
210
73.40 A4ustments I epked eoounts (net) ....................................
...
(99)
73.45 ATput cents inunexpred accounts......................................
Unpaid obligations., end of year
2,172
3,072
2,t11
74.90 Fund balance ....................................................................
"
30
343
74.95 from Federal
Receivables
unpaid untied orders....
2,31W
25"
S 343
Wi
-............
end oire and
........................
b
2 sources:
74!,n
14.245
31.0
13.875
86.90 Ouftays from new discretionary authority ..................
0
0
86.93 Oullays from dlscreioaray balx es.....................................
(367
14,24
......
1275
13,xw
87.0Tt outy (gross) ...............................

Ofsets-

Omettg clectons (cosh) from:
88.00 Federal sources .....................................................................
88.40 Non-Federal sources.............................................................
88.90 Total offsetting collections (cash) ..........................................

11971
1.192
1

12.975
900
3.875

88.95 Cheang I receivables and unpaid unfied orders ......................
(210)
88.96 Ajus",.t to reeivables and unpaid united orders .................
met budget authority and outlays:
.....................
(406)
90.00 Outlays (net)...: ...................

13.345
" 900
14.245

...
...
......
...

...
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
PROGRAM AND PERFORMANCE
The Saint Lawrence Seaway Develop
t Corporation (SLSDO) Is- wholly owned
Government Corporation responsible for the operation, maintenance and developtnefit of
the United States portion of the St Lawrence Seaway between Montreal and Lak6Erie.
Major peorities are to control Seaway Corporation costs and to encourage Increased use

of the Seaway system.

Appropations from the Harbot Maintenance Trust 1:n6d and revenues froh non-federal
sources are Int6nded to finance the operation and maintenance of thb portion of the
Seaway for which the Corporation Is responsible.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANsPORTATIoN
SANT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Statement of OpwsrUonsW{n thousands of dollars)

kIdnltceon code 69-4089---403

0191 Revenue .............................................................
0192 Epe .
0199

2000
actual

2002
esuanle

12i797

13.245

e..............n.............................................
(11.372)
(12.79fl

(13,245)

Net tome ooss (-) ......................................

12.234

2001
osfrnate

862

-

--

-

--

-

-

--

-

-
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DEmARTMENT OF TRAMSPoRTrOn
SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Balance Shet on thousands of doln)

kientficelton code 69-408904-403

199
actual

2000
acta

2001
esiateo

2002
slate

Assets:
Federal assets:
1101 FundbtlancewTreasury ................
1.006
11.4.
,016
996
1106 Raceh-bles,neL............................................
1107 Advances and prepayen
.................
...
...
Non-Federal assets:
1201 Irweslments i non-Fede ralsecurItie.
I
1206 Recelvables. net..................................
151
141
1207 Advances and prepayment .................
80
202

7
168
...

7
173
...

Other Federal assets:

1801 Cash and ote monetary assets
.
12,68
1803 Property, plant and equipment, net...... 85,45

12.31
83.840

190

Other assets ......................................
1.624
1.683

1999

Total assets....................................
100,911
99,805

12.760
6.9o9

13,078
68.76

1.661

1.674

102,520

102,684

LiabiliUes:
Federal lalities:
2101 Accounts payable ................................
Non-Federal lablities:
2201 Aounts pay abe..................1993
..
1.718
2206 Pension end other actuaral abi
M os,
1.624
1:662
2207 Othet.........................................................

2.119
1.661
...

2.135
1,674
...

2999

3,780

3.809

Total liabilltes ................................
3.617
3,280

Net Position:
3200 Invested capital....................................
100,262
98.636
300 Cumlativerwltsofoperations ........
(2968)
(2.105)
3999

Total not position ............................
97,294
96,626

4M9

Total liablItles and net position ...... 100.911

99.80

101,737
(2.997)

101,978
(3.103)

98,740

q6,45

102,520

102,684
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPO RATION
MAhN LAWRENCE SEAWAY DVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Obe0 Cassficaion (In Ousands of dol
-ar)
69-40894-3-403

jatu

SF - nepe

J

esbinale,

6,962
. .....................................
7.421
7.644

per
11.3 Oth ln hll-tine
11.6 O personnel

osnte

..............................
322
227
513
.............................
440

p

11.9 Total
personal compensa

0.1 OChia personnel

8.256
............................
s
o
7.629

353
657
8,554

..................................
2.008
2,080

21.0 Trae aid transportation of person ......................
182
22.0 Transportaton ofU*
23.1 Renl paa
232 Rental pamynon to o

190
IA
s .......................................
6
191
185
mattsatoSG
.......
.........................
198
14
14
...................................
le

23.3 Cormnunlcations, utiities, nd
235
246
m ce nc uso r .......................................
24.0 Prbkig and reprodu
252 Other er

22
15
.......................................
d
t

446
.
e........................................
s..............

26.3 Puwcas of goods and serves
449
162
from Govemriet accounts ..................................

189

13
25A Operation and matenance of faci ................
e

431

301

10
22
10
25. Mmedical e.......................................................
25.7 Operation and4mtena-ce o equpmer ...........108

130

167

715
697
729
26.0 Suppes and maters .......................................
659
78
160
31.0 Equipre .. ..................................................
840
32 0 L nand
nd bsth
u res...............................................
99.9

14,245
Total new obligation ........................................
isiS 13.675

DEPARTMENT OFTRANSPORTATION
SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Pusoneal Sun'ma'y
Idenfcatbn code
69-4089-0-3-403
Total compensa

2000
aclual

2001
estimate

2002
estimate

work yeas:

5001 Fu-meeW A

167
145

lenL ...........................

60506 Ful-tino equhale of o.wtme and
ho hourss....................................................

6

6

157
8

A- -

-

-

-.

-.

-

-

--

-

-

Aft
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
TRUST FUNDS
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
(Harbor Maintenance Trui, Fund)
For necessary expenses fot operations and inaintenance of those portions 6f the Saint
en a
=td
arid maintained bV the Saint Lmrence Seaway Development
Corporation,
,000
£1
13m
to be derived fromnthe Harbr Maintenance
Trust Fund, pursuant to Pubric Law 99-6M. (Dfpartrnnt of Tmrnspadatbm and Related
0)
.f nf Puhlic law I06Art 2 1 ast enadAd by section
Agenda AppMpda

39

72-314 2001 - 61'
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
OPERATIONS AND MANTENANCE
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars)
Iowtifceon code
69-8003-0-7-403

2000
gc"S

2001
estnmie

2002
estimate

0-i lga i by program atlvty.
10.00 Total new obligations objectt class 25.2) ..............

Io1

12.976

13.345

Budgetary resources available for obligation:
22.00 New budget authority (gross)...............................
23.95 Total nw
................ ...........................

(11.9f1)

12,976
(12.916)

13.345
(13.345)

40.26 Aproprtion (bust fund, d
).......................
12,042
40.76 Reduction pursuant to Pl 106- ......................
(20)
40.75 Reduction pursuant to Pl.t0i3
113 ..... ...............
(48)
40.75 Reduction pursuant to
10
.6-5..4...............

13.004
..

13.345

43.00 Apopriation (total discretionary) ...............

12,976

New budget authority (gross), detail:
Discretionary

I 1.07

(29)
13.345

Change Inunpald obligations:

73.lTotai new oligations...............................119
73.20 Total oulays (gross) (-) ................
Outlays (gross), detail:
88.90 Outlays from new discretionary utoiy..............

12,976

13,345

(11.971)

(12,075)

(13.345)

11,971

12.975

13.345

New budget authority and outlays:
89.00 Budget authority ................................................
11.0711
'12.9781
13.34S
90.o O t s...............................................................
11.0711
12,976
13.345
The Water Resources Deveaopmenl Act of 1986 autrIzes-us of the Harbor Maintenance Tnst
Fund as te major source of h'ni for the Corporambon's operations and maktenance actAes.

--

--

DEP T ENT OF TRANSPORTATION
SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Sumunmay of Expomws by Activity (In thousands of dollars)

2000
acui

2001
esaed

2002
esinated

Operation and maintenance:
2,794
2.609
2,501
........................................
I. Locks and r
3.768
3.383
3.29
2. Mairen e and englneerk ........................
3.270
2.936
3,169
3. General and dev lopm............................
3,300
3,416
3.058
4. Adminibfatlve .............................................

Total operation and maintenance

11858

12.77

13,245

Replacements and improvements:
0
160
221
1.Equ xnent .......................................................
840
1,078
1064
2. Capital projects.................................................
1.078

1.000

jiM143
13,875
Total obligations..... ...................................

14,245

Total replacements and Improvements

1,285

2.000

2.001

2,002

Authorized Positions by Actvity
56
65
6
1.Locks nd maie .............................................
56
61
56
2. Maitenance and englnesei ............................
12
12
10
3. Genral and development ................................
33
33
32
4. AdmkdsatUve ...................................................
157
157
148
Total positions ................................................
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DEPARTMENT OP TRASPOrATIO
SAWNT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Summary of Travel and Trsnspodaton of Persons

On thousands of dollars)
2001
eslnaled

200
actual

1t.Opept .........................................................
2. Cus&,mner swvlomnj
nu..wiuwu~qsjw .vsuw..
......................................................
3. To and frcm OC

43
Is

0
. .........................

2002
esOnated

60
23
9

60
23
9

82

82

DC Office:
17
s........15
f.Operatno ................................................
41
moelhgsftonferences..
39
2. Custioerveieen.
16
19
3. To and frm MasSw ..............................................
4. Tmde
veloW
i
m ......................................
42
25

b

L .. .

.. . ....

Grand Total ...................................

16
39
18
35

1..................................
112
102
108
182

184

190
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Estimated Other Services (in thousands of dollars)
(includes Object Class 25.1.25.2,25.3,25.4,25.6. 25.7, and 25.8)
FY 2001

FY 2002

Trade development .....................................................................
12
35
Transportation Admflstrat Sente Center (TASC) .........................
182
16
Trade studies (vessel fe n
n shift) .................................
22
20
Binatonal website ........................................................................
109
107
Consuming services .............................................................
18
18
5
10
Congressional trips.....................................................................
Network cont-ed .........................................................................
13
13
St Lawrence Seaway Management Corporation services .......................
5
55
Financial audit..... ........................................
32
32
Payments fn-Ueu-of taxes..............................................................
25
26
Hazardous waste removal ...........................................................
I
18
Armnistration buldg services ......................................................
20
22
Crack routing ................................................................
...
97
Budding masonry repais ..................................................................
i8
Energy related repaks at Administration Bu lding ...................................
28
Miter gates M te element analysis ...................................................
1t2
...
Crossunder stakway1 repai
...................
60
.,.
Vertical MIgate structural evaluation .............................................
...
28
er gate rehabilitation..............................................................
...
115
Navigational alds, moori cobs, and docks ......................................
22
22
Tunne wingwds (drainage Improvemnntste and liner) ......................
33
60
Lock monumentation .............................................................
...
28
Buoy bar"e maintenance ...............................................................
...
60
Asbestos abatement .........................
I.......................
r ......
4
1...........
10
Telephone service ..............................................................
18
20
Trash removal .............................................................................
15
18
Weather system maintenance (NOAA) .............................................
45
45
3
15
(New York Power Authority) ..............
Maintenance of high voltage irmes
Radio - odus. NY ...................................
.......
s
20
M medical care ..................................................................
10
10
Unitoms (2-year agreement) .......................................................
. 3
Tralri .....................................................................................
68
65
Operation end maintenance of facilities ............................................
10
10
Operation and mWnence of equilment .........................................
45
20
62
...
Miscellaneous
1.223
1.071
Told..................................................................
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DEARMEW OTRANSPORTATION

SAN

LAWRNC SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
OPERATIONS ND MAINTENANCE
GENERAL JUSTIFICATION

Acooftkiaed by giS Cxoga idude hmcdons descite below. Corporation objectives ae to oondnue
Io operate 0e system ina sale. reie, and effldant manner wile Iterfacing wfth a nOMWd of diverse
oorvneroo on the Gre a kes/Seaway Sm.
interests tat share he ormon o of epad
Loa$s af-dsf Chog,-adns- Lock Operations and vessel -ati oont-l on e St Lawe Seaway we
conducted on a 24xw day, 7-dy west basis throughout e shippig season. MarneOperaons consIst of
oommlsslonkg and decormissiorig aids to navgation, chnndl dredging and maintenance. tugoat and
oar Aoatg eqmer ser..

The Corporation foUies must beomainlaied i ffidenoperating condiiona
Aft~mace!andFacilities
hidude locks and gidewals; roads ad bridges; dnels; pubic use faces navigation alds
wil continue to be performed &urhi he noavi~gation season.
'-The Corporation engages i actities do",ed to Icrease pubic awareness of
Gfelad
ng new markets for. and
he Seaway. This hdues costs associated with strategies &ned at I
increasing use o e system.

. Eecutive management end eftinistration of he Corporation Includes legal. cht rigt.

accounting. procurement. computer. personnel adminstraon, and othe related administrative support
services.
Remersand

v ern

tof tie
-Capitl expendures provide for he conthuation and Wmpovema

navigation system w4d lockc operations, nd the replacements of oqluipment. machine. and tools.
2001
157

157

0

12,797

13,245

448

FtC-tine Equivalent Employment
Prarr Level t'n
%thou ds
Opertaf Expenses
Reacements W4

Tnst/Sped

rovemen

2002

1

1.000

-

Totl

13.875

14.245

370

Fund

12.975

13.345

370

NonWaderdl Revenues
Total

9
13.875

_

14.245

370

.hnw
moure: The
Tn Coation's FY 2002 budget projects ep&dtr of $14.245,000. This
amount Inudes $13.245,000 tofund operates end maintenance and $1,000,000 for replement end
improvements. The Corporation proposes to fund hve program level from new ilge authority Of
$13.345,000 and non-federS revenues of $00000
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DEPARTMENT OPTRANSPORTATION

SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
PROG AM(NES

on thousands of dollars)
Personnel compensation and benefits:
FY 2061 annualization and FY 2002 pay increases .......................

Other mandatory pay Increases.....

.......... .

35

.

Sub-total, personnel compensation and benefits.- 370
Other costs:

Replacements and Improvements ............

..................
...................................

Contract Increases ...........
Maintenance projects ..........................................

.78
is
60

Sub-total, other costs .......................................

0

Total program changes ...................................

370

a net increase o $370.000 compaed lo FY 2004. Net personnel
The FY 2002 program 4eykds
compensaon and beneits increase $370,000 for pay kneass. Replacement and knrrovema
projecasdecreas $78.000 offset byconbarct ireas of $18.000 and kxreased maln c pjects
of $60.000.
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DEPARTMENT OP TRANSPORTATION
SAM LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
FY2002 CAPITAL PLAN SUMMARY

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT
1. Office and Compe Eqipmnt

20,000

2. Light Tnaccs and Electrc Carts

$SAM

S. Miscellaneous Equlmnt, Tools and Pants

23,000

4. Emergency Response Equipment
Sub-total

160,00

CAPITAL PROJECTS
1. Wastewater Treabment Facility Replacement at Eli
VIsiors' Center

120,000

2. Water Quality Improvements at Eisenhower

250,000

3. Electronic Equipment Replameent
4. Electrical Equpm Upgrade

30,000

5. Mechanical Equipment Upgrade

30,000

& Approach Wal FenderIng Improvements

30,000

7. Safety and Evfrconntl hlnproverments

25,00
200.000

6. AI/PS Projec
S. Culvert Valve Redesign (Corps)

30,0

10. Vertical Uift Gate Cable Modifications (Corps)

40,000

p.)
11. Load Idicating Devices for Slitflg Deotolts (Cor
Sub-total
Total

-~

t

640,000
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
SAINT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

FY2002 CAPITAL PLAN PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT
Office and Comnutqr Eculuent • $ 20.000
Replace copier in
am
Support which Is utlized to make approximately 260.000

i.

copies annuay end Is requtNg frequent sr ice.
2.

UoMhTrucks an'd Electric Cats. $ 95,000

Three (3) light bucks uttid to perform lock and racry maintenance. as wed as serce
aids to navigation among e Rier, w be replaced inaccordance wWihGSA rieria. Four
(4) electric curts used by Unehandlers at Ebenhower and Snel Locks wol also be

rep(aed this yew.
3.

Miscellaneous Eculoment. Tools and Parts -t 25,000
Replace an eating lathe In tle Mechanical Shop ~ Is over 50 years old.

4.

Emeraencv Resnonse EouIment - $ 20.000
Replace unservceable oi boom and upgrade te emergency response equipment as

requied.
CAPITAL PROJECTS
Wa
*wtr
Treatment Facility Relcemontat Elsnhower Visitors
Cener-S 20.000

1.

Replace the deteriorated package sewage treatment plant at the El-wert
Center with a sept$kach field system.

Vsitors?

The existing plant was Instaled in 1902 and

major mainterance Is requied to replace deteorainog components. Replacing this
package unA with a septieleach field system wi eliminate th need for ceied operators
and wS reduce testing roqut'ements.
2.

Water Quality Imorovements at Elsenhower - $ 250.000

The facties hi Esher Lock are served byan on-site wed which produces water
wit high Sulfate leels. These high levels cause plugging of ppes and fixtures and
cause problems with the tested
of the water. Plans are to discountin ue

to gel pota

of the wed and

water from Ie ownlAAge of Massana trough thek disruption system.

This wi reduce mainenance costs end testing requtements.
-.

Electonlc Eoulo2ent Reclacement - S 35.000

This Is

fljtyear program to upgrade the CCTV systems. by replacing cameras,

receiw boards, modems. demodulators, eo.
4.

Electrical Eaulmnent Ucarade- S 30.000

This Is an ongoing project o repldeaginginseroeable eckrical equipment to reduce
mainence costs end assure contnued relabily of th equipment Upgrading
electrical equipment als Imiproves lie safely for employees operating and maintaining
the equient.

1926
S.

Mecn"hal iftment Uoade - 30,000
This Is an ongoi roJec to replace worr evc

l

n

co

ent of lock

Waere"ti mecawy (Le., iter ges, a~vr valves. vertical litqgets. were rope fenders.
etc) th~ new components made from more wew and corroio resistant materials to

irprov te relabty of to equipmenr Where corrosio of hydaulc compwa t Is

tovolved tes Impoments also prvd addtonal errvtcrmerW
6.

Approach WA Fendern Improvements •. 30.000

Replace wonVnr iceable fender
ntbbedcoomosle fnders.

7.

on lok

approach

-oeo.

ais wth

Improved

SalN aiW
d Environmental Imoroveonenta - S 26.000
This Is an ogokg project to povide a saer and healthier worklace for employees and

to make Iprovements to ton% rmwt program to Insure conmpiance wi tm
dangig regations. in the area of safety, Improvements woud be made go address
respiratory and falend heaft protection. Envtonmsntal Improvements would be
targeted at potion prevention, recycg and anerg effidicy.
8.

AS0PS Prol t .200000
S
This Is tO last yen of the mttie AuAmtio Identiication Sysletoba Postong
System (A/GPS) Project for appl*n otoede MS tWioy o entance mathe
navigation and Vessel Traffic Services (VS) In the St. Lawrooe Spaway and Great

takes System. Th year program wil ensure the oompletrn Of to Instalation and
testinof
cteo MS sOwe-side orfmtfloaio statioria prio to Acre1 t, 2002, when al

commercial vessels han..g too Seady wil be required to had te AIS eqn6flent onbond. "rhsalso ides provide tedcl support ed the required coordination for
hnplaenwnafon of M-based Vessel Traf Serioes System not only for tf Seaway but
also for U.S. and Canadian Cocr:t Guard VTS regions.
9.

Culvert Valve Redealan $ 30.000

Design a new singe skin auvFe viva to replace U exisbgrgind vave Wich are
corroded and begwng to display an Increased frequency of fatigue cackg. The
exisftng cuved valves we double sin end there Is no way to prevent corrosion of to
are not eooesstble. (Recommxende by te Corps of
interior surfaces, as t

enineers.)
10.

Y~faMLifnGt*SR4MotfiaLs-40,00

This pWoe Is to oten te cables me used to raiseend lower fe vertical Wt gate.
These cables were instaled In iio and have street and been austed suh ftat
there Is no ftxter a*stinen i n some of 0o brnbucdes. The scions of cable being
removed wi be analyzed to determine when tese cables wI ruire mpiacement again.

(Reomrmended by to Corps of Engineers.)
-Ii.-

Load lIdicatina Devices for Stiffi DenlckL-$ 50.000
lnstSl load4idoeiV devices on the four (4)Afg derricks to Improve to safety and
efWiency oicperti.ons for ptacn and armovrg stopoga. (Re6ommended by the Corps
of Engineers.)
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SANT LAWRENCE SEAWAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
FY2002 Capital Plan
riori
kty

-

fP!2r!!

Amount

Project

2M.00

I

AIS/OPS Project

2

Safety and Environmental Improvements

25,000

3

Emtergenty Response Equipment

20.000

4

Elecboni Equipment Replascement

35.000

5

Mechanical Equlpment Upgrade

30,000

6

Electrical Equipment Upgrade

30,000

7

Culvert Valve Redesign (Corps)

30,000

8

Vertcal Lift Gate Cable Modifications (Corps)

40,000

S

Water Quality Improvements at Eisenhower

10

Approach Wall Fendering Improvements"

30,000

II

Load Indicating Devices for Stiffleg Derricks (Corps)

50.000

12

Light Trun s and Electric Carts

M,000

13

Wastewuter Treatment Facility Replacement

120,000

i4

Miscellaneous Equipment, Tools and Pars

25,000

15

Office and Computer Equipment

250,000

09
Total

49

-

--

-

S\
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Ten-Yar Hlstowy of Approprlations

*Flsca Year
2001

3,004,000

2000

12.042,000

* 1999

11.496,000

1998

1I.20000

'997

t0,337.000

1996

10,150,000

1995

10,51.,000

1994

10.765.000

1993

10,825,000

1992

1o.w.000
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OPERATIONS AND MAIi4EiNANCE

-

(HARBOR MAINTENANCE TRUST FUND)

ESTIMATES

APPRO~kIXtIONS

1992
$10,80,000
1993
12,080,000
1993 (Supp.) Rescission
0
1994
10,91,000
1995
10,271,000
1995 (Supp.)Rescission
0
1996
10,243,000
196 (Sup$.)'Resssion
0
1997
10,065,660
1998
(5)
1999
(5)
2000
(5)
2001
(5)
2002
13,345,000
1. Reflects reducti

1992

.>

6,06,060

1993
I0,415,000
1993 (Supp.) Rescission
-91f000
1994
10,500
1995
1 102%,00
1995 (Supp.) Rescission
-36,06
1996
2
9,564,000
190 (Supp.) Rescission
-1s,000
1997
3 10,32i,96
1998
4 11,01Qo00
1999
6 I,4g,0
2000
7
0,97,000
2001
8 12,975,301

' f$2,0 6 for working capital fund (Sec. 330) and bonuses and

awards (Se. AY1yQ.L l08-3A1). Also a reduction of$10,000 from SLSDC fund for
procurement reform (See. 3231P.L l03-3Ji).
2. Reflects reducti6h of $586,000 for working capital fund, bonuses and awards and field
office consolidation.
3. Reflects reduction of$12,704 for TASC(Se. 32 1) and $2,000 for awards (Sec. 346).
4. Reflects reduction of $7,000 forTASC (See. 320).
5. Proposed as a performance-based organization using mandatory (permanent) budget
- authority.
6. Reflects reduction of $1,130,000 for decreased tonnage in 1997 and return Of 6piotage act
functions to Coast Guard. Also a reduction 6f S20,00 for TASC (See. 320, P.L 105'-277)
and $16,000 rescission pursuat t6P.L 106-51.
7. Reflecs reduction of S)3,000 pursuant to P.L 106-69 for'TASC (See. 319) and $46,000

(.38%) government-wide reduction pursuant to P.L 106-113.

8. Reflects reduction of $28,600 (.22%) pursuant to P.L 106-554 (See. 1403).

1981

*urae WranepeflhMou barb
W(htagou, DA.

0423-11111l

April 9,2001

The"t lonorable C.W. Bill Youig
Chairman
Committee on Appropriations
V.S.House 6f Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Chairman Young:
The fiscal year (F4) 2002 budget request and justification fo theStirface
Transportation Board are enclosed. In accordance wi the ICC Termination Act of
1995, P. 104-88, I am transmitting this appropriation request to Congress and the
Administration concurrently.
SpeeIfcally, the Board isfrquestinga funding level 6f$18.47 million,
Which mirraf thelHoard's enacted 1Y 2001 £ppropriatio6, adjusted for the
3.6 percentcivilian pay ruisfdr FY 2002. iiiBoard lsilsb requesting an
appropriation oft 18.457 million and the provisi6 ihat'$.950 thlllion firom fees
established b the Board'pursuant to 31 U.S.C. 9701, shall be credited tO this
appropriation as offsetting collections, which is the same iarropriation language
enacted for FY 2001. This budget request and funding level are identical to the
President's budget request.
The Board Is sending an identical package to the Senate'Appropriations
Committee.
Sincerely

-

Linda J.Mogan
Enclosures

cc: Chalrman Harold Rogers
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Surface Ttanspofttfitibi Boad
Budget Request
FIl 2002

April 2001

Surface Transportation Board
FTEs for FY 2002 Budget Request

surd Mrnbva
Undar
J. Mrgm- Churnn
WiWarn
Clbum. Jr~-..
Ykrm
WaneO.B
-Comioner
10

10

FY 2002 FTEs. The number ofFull-Time Permanct
Numbers taotbeleft represent FY 2001 FTFs number to the right repr
Positions and FTEs are the same. The total number of FEs for the Surfae Transrtation Board is 143 for FY 2001 and 143 for FY 2002.
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SURFACE TRANSP OITXI1OI'

A b
OVERVEW61? BOARD AI bfW

OARD

j

S

The Surface Traniphi6 Board (Board) is'a three-member, blparisan,
decisionalit Independent adjadicatory' body organizationally hoised *IiAtthe
Departmehit ofTransportati ii (D) ,ith jurisdictidh over cetain surface transportation
economic regulatory matters. TheBoard was established pursuant to P.L. 1064-88, the
ICC Terminationi At of 1995 (iCtA),. Consistejitwil the trend toward less economic
regulation 6f the surface trainior tion Indusftry, the ICTA:eliminated the iCC and, with
it, several regulatory tbnctions tht the ICC ha4 ainistered. The !CCTA transferred to
the Board cd rail functions and certain n~n-rill adjudicative ftinctioii previously
performed by the ICC. Moto cartier licensing and certain other motor 6incti6ift Were
transferred to th Departmeht dTransportation and are administered by the Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Adlilnistration.
encomoassts rate reasonableness, car service and
The rail oversightfioird
interchange, mergers and li acquisiti6ni, and line constructi6As and abandonments.
iht$jrlictio 6 the Board also includes cirtafi oversight-6f the intercity bus industry
and pipeline carriers; rals regulatioit involhing non-contiguous domestic water_
transportation, househ6fd goods carriers, and collectiveljdetermined mot6r carrier rates;
and the disposition Of motor carrier nderehargeclaims. The ICCTA empowers the
Board, through exemption tthority, ti promote deregulation adminls6iiely. With
the exception of the now-completed undercharge docket, the number of cbsis pending at
the Board has remained relatively constant because, even as cases are resolved, new cases
are filed.
In the performance of its public interest responsibilities, the Board is charged with
promoting, where apprbriate, substantWe and procedural regulate -refr in the
economic regulation of surface traMportation, and with providing an elfiet and
'fective foiul for te resoluti-6tfputes. In this regard, during fiscal year
(FO) 2000, th Board processed rulemakings streamlining or thervld proving
applicable regulations and the regulatoitprocess, including h proceeding directing the
suspensid" bnClass I railroads of fitings related to major merger transactions pending the
development of new mergertules; handled several pending rail and pipeline rate
reasonableness complaints;, tok action related tO the 5-year general oversight of the
fi&QPSP merger, &conrill acquSiou thCSX and
Union Pacific/Southe
Norfolk Souther(NS), and the acquisition ofthe Illinols Central(IC)ly the Canadian
National (CN); continued activity related to various ril access and competition issues;
completed action on several labor arbitration appeals; processed other rail restructuring
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cases; and completed action on a significant dmbir 6f on-rail matters. The Board has
processed various matters brought before it in a wiy tha hi promoted private-sector

negotiations and resolutions, where ap -o riate, and has facilitated market-based
activities that are found (o be in the pu lic Interest.
inFY 2002, the Board requests budget resources totaling $ 8,457,000.'
Consistent with past fiscal years' appropriitih acti, the Board Isre4uetingi provision
allowidt user fee collections to be credited to the iipropriation as offsetting collections
and used fdt necessary and authorized expenses, t6 the extent thai they are collected.
This request reflects the workload that Is xpected and the statutory and regulatory
deadlines associated with the resolution ofthe cases filed.

1Thls budget level mirrors the Board FY 2001 budgetary authority granted to date, adjust for the
3.6 peent pay raise. The Board requests authority to operate at a FY 2002 f ll time equivalent (Fmh level or
14). The equee authorization rot143 If will provide the Board with the discretion to hire stff to replace
toured, retirement-elible staff prior to their anticipated retirement date. This would ensure asmoothe
transkion from current staff.who are becoming retirement-eliglble, to new staff, who would gain te workin
knowledge and the analyticand legal expertise necessary to process the Board's workload and prepare decisions
(or theBoard's adjudiain
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PERFORMANCE COXis
In-the performance of its functions, the objective 6fthe Board Is to UE6h,that,
where regulatory oversight Is necessary; it Is exercised efficiently and effectively,
integrating market forces and private-sector resolution, wh.-re possible, into The overall

regulato4yframework.
In paitlcular, the Board seeks to resolve matters brought before it fairly ihd
expeditiously. Through use of its regulatory exetnption authoity, streamlining 6fits
decisional pt ocess and the regulations ft3licable thereto, a d consistent applicati&i of
legal and equitable principles, the Board seeks to facilitate commerce by providing an
effectiV6 forui ffr efficieht dispute res6lution and facilitation of appropriitl business
transactions. The Board continues to ivd 1ftdevelop, through w1|inakAjs-iAd tase
disposition, neW and better ways to analyze uhique and complex problems, to reach fully
justified decisions more quickly, and to reduce the costs associated with regulatory
oversight.

ACHIEVEMENT OF THE BOARD'S COALS
To be more responsive to the surface transportation community byfostring
governmental eflciency,4tnovation In dispute resolution, private-sect6r solutions to
problems, and competition in the provision of transportation services, the'Board will:
*
Continue to strive fbr a more streamlined process for the expeditiobi handling of
rail rate reasonableness and other complaint cases, in an effort to provide additional
regulatory predictability to shippers and carriers;
*
Continue to be expeditious in the processing ofsll
Acases before the Board and to
ensure that appropriate market-based activities In the public Interest are facilitated;
*
Continuiet6 develop new opportunities forthe vaA6us sectors oftthe transportation
community to work cooperatively with the Board and with one another to find creative
solutions to industry and/or regulato*y problems involving carriers, shippers,employees,
and local communities; and
*
Continue to work to ensure the provision of rail service that is responsive to the
needs of customers.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND WORKLOAD
Attached is'gi tabtfiit shows workload trends and accomplishments, which
provides the basis for &hifoard's requeit for FY 2002. As the tablif|dicatei, the Board
believes thu the number 6f decisions and court-related work Is the best measured 6f
workload and performance. hI accordance with its continued conmitment to resolvln$
matteis bfor it expoitibusly, the Board ticipates a relatively coistint overall oUtit
fnteach W iro the end of FY 2002. In this regard, however, Congess thil yeras
in tW past, m4,have proposals to make changes in the statute tha thtfoard adntlftsteh.
It is unclear at thli time what the ultimate resolution 6fthit effort will bd'and what
Impact any legislfAtion might have on the Board's resources.
Fiscal Yeai 2600
DuringVY 260, the Board's workload incfadid 043 decisions and court-related
wtork, involving'adjudicati6fis ad nulemakings, dealing with rail and non-rail
traiportatioi issues. These decisions pertained t6 mil carrier consolidations, review of
rail labor arbit6l decisions, rail rates and setce, ril line sales, rail Iii constructions,
terms and condition s for continued rail service, and abandonments. They also related to
truck rate undercharge case lntercify bus merger and pooling matter?, motor carrier
collective ratemaking oversight, and other non-rail matters such as pipeline rate cases.
With respect to rulemaking activiotth Board issued decisions exerntting various

activities trom r6tulation where regulation is not necessary, engaged In other rulemakingrelated activities intended 16 ( ti e oelsting processes, and has Underway a
comprehensive reexamination of i6 raMemrger policies and rules. In particular, the
Board initiated a proceeding S
9Tfdlx Parte No. 51 (Sub-No" I), Pub c Views on
Major Rail Consolidations, to obtain public views on the general subject ofmajor ril
consolidations and the present and future structure otthe North American rail industry.

After receivlidtover 400 written comments and oral presentations by 125 parties at
4 days of public hearing ti March i000, 1h~Board issued a decision, which was upheld-

by the D.C. CirculiCourt of Appeals, suspending all major ril merger activity before the
Board until ne* merge mles are li lace and a number ofconcerns and issues are
addressed. Pursuant to a commitment made by the BoM In thIs decision, prop~ed rules-

were Issued 6 October 3, 2000, and final Mes are 6 b6 issued by Junei1t210, ,at
which tineCthe

moratorium on the filing omfajor rail mergers is scheduled to expire.
The Board Is examining such matters as "downstream" effects, maintaining safe
operations, safeguarding rail service to shippers and In connection with shortline
railroads, promoting and enhancing competition, cross-border issues, 'ierger-related
-4-
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public interest benefits, and employee issues. The Board also adopted'nl fulat i|STB
Ex Paite No. 393 (§tNo.4), ModificatIon of the CarloadWaybll ample and Public
Use File Regulations, intended to more accurately collect data on rail freight traffic
pertaining to rail contract movements. in 8i Pare No. 74, Safe Implementatlow-ofBoard-Approved transactions,the Board and theI FederAl ti~lroad Administration OlRA)
have proposed thaijoit A les bt established setiti forth procedures for develooing and
implementing ste l ntegratin
olans concembiI financial transactionS presented for
consideration to the Board. The Board defended in cour(th- VIsion 6fmarket
dominance guidelines in E Ex Parte N6. 627, Market DominanceDeterminationsProductandGeographIc Competition. in which the Board eliminated product aild
geographic competition as considerations in determining market dominance In rall rate
cases, to expedite rail rate cases add further level the playiig field between railroads and
shippers regarding rate disputes.(he b.C ircuit
u recently issued a decision reaffirming
the Board's decision in part and remanding it In part. The Boafd recently issued a further
decision In response.)
Regardidg-specific casel; the Board made signiflcM progress In resolving
pending rail and pipeline rate complaints, including STh DocketNo. 42022, FMC
Wyoming Corporationand FuC Corporationv. Union PaeicRailroadCompany (final
decision issued, after which the parties reached an agreement);Docket No. 42038,
Minnesota Power, Inc. v. Duluth, Missabe, a Iron Range Railway Company (case
settled after a series of interim decisions); §T Docket No. 416$7, Grain Land Coop. v.
CanadianPacjfic Limited and &
(roadCompany dibla CP Rail System; STB Docket
No. 4205 I,Wisohs n Poweranf
igt v. Union Paeific RailroadCompany, a
clarification of ST Docket No. 41191, West Texds Utiliitie Company o. Bullkon
Northern Railway Company, and M D3ocket No. 41685, Cl Industries, Inc. v. Koch
Pipeline Company, L.P. The Board is In the process of defending ln'thi'D.C. Circuit its
rate reasonableness decision In the Koch Pipelinecase.
With respect to specific rail restructuring activities, the Board has continued its
annual 5-year general oversight of the UPISP merger anid ha begun general oversight of
the Coni all acquisition and the acquisition of IC by CN. rn addition, during FY 2000 the
Board instituted two separate oversight proceedings involving the State Of New York's
Buffalo area in connecti.ofwith the Conrail acquisition proceeding. One proceeding
involved a 3-year studf(Buffalo Rate Study) to'examrie linehaul anid'iwitching rates for
rail movements into and oft 6the Buffalo area. The other proceeding'directed CSX and
NS to assess the existing railroad infrastructuremI the Buffalo area and,'in consultation
with shippers, railroads, governmental and local iterests, to develop proposals for
infrastructure improvements in the area. The Board also issued various follow-up
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-decisions relating to the conditions Imposed in the UP/SP metgki Ad Conril acquisition
proceedings. An appeal from thi Board's decisilIn the Conrail acquisition case is
pending in the 2"' Circuit.
Regarding other rail matters, thiBoatd issued 33 rAil abandonmen(decisions,
23 . I1A6 construction decisions, and 137 short-line and non-carritr ac4ulisltion
decisions. Most sliificantly, theho
has done substantial work dn thi-transportation
and en'Wrorllenttl issues associated with the constructon and operation of a 281 -ile
segment of QtDakota, Minnesota & Easteffi Raliroad (DM&9 iin Wyoming (8th
Finance Dock(t N. 33467, Dakota, MInnedota, & Eastern Railroad Corporation
Construtlio Into the Powder River Basin). thils pirbject would allow DM&B to extend
its existing system westward to-Access coal ines In the Powder River Basin. The Board
has continued to work on an application filed by Tongue fiverRailroad forthe proposed
construction of an alternative route for a line already approved for consftructIn (SmB
Finance Docket ,P6. 30186 (Sub-No. ,Tdhgue River Railroad Compdhy -Comtruction
and Opedtflon--Western Allgnmenti. In addition, the Board continued to handle labor
arbitration appeals connected with previously approved major rail hetgers. "And the
Board continued its work On' 6 J6int task force with the Department of Agriculture to
address shipper "d railroad informational needs related to recurring seasonal problems
affecting grain transportation.
Non-rail decisions included 27 motor carrier undercharge decisions and
21 decisions dealing with intercity bus merger cases and poolingagreements, as w%6l
as
actions related to motor carrier rate bureaus.2 The Board also expended time oi water
carrier cas' Involving rates in the non-contiguous domestic water trade, including
STB Docket WCC- 101, Government ofthe Territory o/Guam v. Sea-Land Service, Inc.,
AmericanPresideni Lines, Ltd., and Matson NavIgati6n Company Inc.; and STh Docket
No. WCC-104, TrailerBridge, Inc. v. Sea Star Lines, LLC.
Fiscal Years 2001 and 2002
During FY 2001 and 2002, the Board will continue t6 look for ways to streamline
or otherwise improve applicable r6, ratiosW d the regulatOry process. The Board will
entertain anfyprpoed exemptions from regulation that might be appropriate and resolve
as expeditiously ds possible petitions fohulemaking filed by parties.

T

hese numbers are subsets of dn decisions included Inthe wodload summary table that follo.
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With respect to M! carri consolidations, the workload It e4cted 16 remain
constant for 1W2061 and 2002. In particular, the Board will continue to monitor the
UP/SP merger, the Conrail acquisiti6i, aid the

4It merger pursuant to t

five-year

general oversight conditions that the Board imposed as pai fit approval thosee
mergers, and will continue to handJ. ,a proceedings dealing With the'intpretaiidn of
other co6ditions imposed pdI
,l
Ioarif
pval. while ri6 neWb4i6tt 'ali
merger filhn could be made utfilf After Jun6l 1, O1), under te Board's judicially
affirmed moratorium, significant stifYteso
will be devoted toiimaking necessary
changes to thl Board'S rules govertfilg these refeis iitd-issuing finial rules by June it,
2001. Alsoth'e Board his been advised that Ctlaas t6file an-4pplicaticn idi
April 2001 to acquire the Wisconsin Central. which applicants will argue should be
considered a minor transaction and thus unaffected by the moratorium and eligible for
handling on an expedited basis.
Concerning other rail restutrl matters, rail abandonment decisions are
expected to increase somewhat in F201 aIsd remain stable though FY 2002, because
the increased complexity 6f abandonment filings continues t6Mo4if more than one
decision in certain cases. The Board continues to experience a high volume of"post
abandonment" actii itelating to trail use, as trail proponents and property owners
dispute the atpli ion ofthe National Trails System Act. The Board also continueg to
handlesevera rail ic construction applications and pejtions for exception. which
involve significant environmental review issues. In STI Vinanc Docket No."33824,
GreatSal Lakte andSouthern Ralihoad,LLC-Conlructionand Operation--inTooele
County, UT, the Board issued a decision earl, in: FY 2001 +allowingthe applicant to
construct and'operate a 32-mile rail line connected with' the interim storage fsreht
nuclear fuei, subject to consideration df th anticIpated environmental inpacts6f the
proposal. In St'tifiance Dockei No. 3386d2,Publlc Service Company of ColoradoCofltruction&ernption-Pueblo County, C .OtheBoad ranted final aIoval InFY
2001 for a pro
by the Public Serviceb'Tpahy 6folorad6(PSC() to construct a
line to connect its Comanche Power Station with line &t
fhM 16 permit servicdby UP
in addition to the existing service available from tli[
lingt6n Northern and SantaFe
Rallwdy Company (INSF). Subsequently in FY2 0,In'dtt late poceeding, te Board
granted PSCO's request to cross BNSF's line to reach UP's line. We project that line
construction decisions will increase slightly through PY 2002, including the processing of
the Tongue River and DM&E construction applications likely to Wiroduce decisions once
the necessary environmental reviews have been completed. Other line transaction
activity li expected t6 increase in FY 2001 and 2002 as more carriers continue to sell
unprofitable or marginally profitable lines as an alternative to service abandonment.

til
As t All rates and services, the workdoad is expected to increase in FY 2001 and
remain stable through FY 2002, due Wt1 continuing exiration oelig-M
coal
transportlM
TtMracti, the potential filing bfcomplilnb under the Board' hbn-coal rate
guidelines, and thelcpplictlcd of the contract exception to the Board't bottleneck
decsi6n. Dutiu1l'th first half ofF' 200Iotfr new maximum coal rate cases were filed
with the Board. Thsenew proceedings will rijlure si&Mficaht staffattehtioitglvn the
complexnature of the cases and the tight statutortftinefiameh rWr completion. in
addition, the Board will continue to work on the various pending rate inatters already
mentioned.
Regarding non-rail matters, the truck iae undettharge workload has decreased
significantly over th last few years froM pre-FSY! 8 levels, and thtBoard resolved the
last case in the undercharge docket ddrWith
iSt
half SOPY 2Ab1. The reduction in
undercharge decisions reflects the Board's commitment to resolving its underch~ige
docket, and specifically handliffgihe docket In i more efficient way by consolidating
those cases with common issues, In addition, the intercity bus merger and pooling
workload Is projected to increase in FV 2002, and non-contiguous domestic water trade
rate case activity Is expected to Increase slightly through FY ±002. The Board expects to
do substantial work on cases involving motor carrier ratemaking antitiust immunity into
FY 2002.
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FY 2002 OMB Budget Justification
Workload Summary3
Actual
2oo
Board Decisions
andCourt-related
Work

Estimated'
F 2001
Board Decisions
and Court-related
Work

Estimated4
h 2062
Board Decisions
aid Court-related
Work

134

145

145

Rail Rates and Service

58

88

88

Rail Abandonments and

378

433

433

Other Line Transactions

137

184

185

Other Rail Activities

78

107

109

Motor Carrier

27

6

91

100

92

903

1,063

1,052

Workload Category

Rail Carrier
Consolidations

Constructions

Os

Undercharges

Non-Rail Activities
Total

3At this dm#, the Board believes t the number of Board decisions and court-re ted work is the best
measure of workload at the Board. Certain activities performed at the Board that provide direct and indirect
support for rulemakings and decisions in specific cames arot reflected in thes workload wumbeers Such
actdvties-not reflced Include: enforcement actions; ril audits andrail carrier reporting oversightK adminlstmion
of the rail waybill sample and development of the Uniform Real Costing System; and case-related correspondence
and infomal public assistance.
4
estimated workloads for FY 2001 and 2002 ae based on historical information regarding actual filinfs
and best estimates oflrbable Mm filings by pardes. Because the Board h principally an adjudicatory body, it
does not directly control the level or timinS of actual case filings.

ge decisions projected for FY 2002 have decreased from previous
$ The motor carrier under
estimates. This decrease reflects the Board's consolidation of several undercharge case dockets into a single
dechon. The undercharge number in the outyean reflects the final closing out of the undecharge docket.
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES
(Dollars in thousands)

Permanent Positions
Full-time Ejuivalents
Personnl'4Compensation
and Benefits
Travel

Other Costs
TOTAL B IJ T
RESOURCES -

FY 2000
Actual

FY266I
Enacted

134
134

143

$13,232
43

FY 2002
&st

Difference
foa Enacted

143,
143

0
0

$14,111
51

$14,802
58

$691
17

3,652

3.754

3,597

li

$16,927

$17,916

$18,457

$541

143

Changes In Resources:
For personnel compensation and benefits,$14,802,006 itreq uemed to support the
Board's permanei positions. Included In'thls request is $l2,000 to 'nd the annual cost
of the January 2001 pay raise and $380,000 for the January 2661 iy raise estimated at
3.6 percent. The request also includes $100,000 for lump-sum leave payments to retirig
employees.
A traVai budget of $58,000 Is requested primarily for ohl-site visits to railroads to
finalize audits and review public accountants' workpaper§, foi physical Inspectiont of
proposed rail abandonment and construction sites and veifiationr of environmental data
provided bt parties to proceedings, t6conduct operational reviews, to meet with shippers
regarding rail service issues and ctnipliance, for defense ofthe Board's decisions in
courts across the country, and for the general presentation upon request of issues within
the Board's jurisdiction.
Funding to cover other costs is requested at $3,597,000. Included In thisnumber
are rental payments to the General Services Administration (GSA)'azid payments for
employee training, telephone service, postage, information technology systems support
and equipment, miscellaneous services and suiplies, and reimbursable services acquired
from other Federal agencies.
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SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD

SALARIES tit

EXPENdES

OBEC
C SIFICAT1ONS
(in thousandS =
'dor)
OBJECT
CLASS

PERSONNEL COMPENSATION
11.10)FILL "TIME PERMANENT A0+T.
11.50 OtHE.fHAN FULL-TIME PERMANENT
i t.66 OTHER PERSONNEL COMPENSATION
11.90 TOTAL PERSONNEL COMPENSATION

IFY 2000
ACTUAL

FY 2001
ENACTED

FY 2002
REQUEST

10,484
300

11,291
0

377

36S
11,149

369

1.840

2.062

2,192

0

0

0

21.00 TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION OF PERSONS

43

81

58

22.00 TRANSPORTATION OF THINGS

13

20

20

1.697

1,785

1.795

220

216

218

12.10 CIVLIAN PERSONNEL BENEFITS
13.00 BENEFITS FOR FORMER PERSONNEL

23.10 RENTAL PAYMENTS TO GSA
23.30 COMMUNICATIONS, UTILITIES.
MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES
24.00 PRINTING AND PRODUCTION

9,679

489

20

40

40

25.20 OTHER SERVICES

287

304

304

25.30 PURCHASES OF GOODS FROM
GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTS

875

984

888

20.00 SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS

256

288

290

31.00 EQUIPMENT

284

71

66

0

48

0

16,080

17.016

17.507

703
144

767
133

810
140

42.00 INDEMNITIES-OTHER PAYMENTS
99.00 SUBTOTAL. DIRECT OBLIGATIONS:
REIMBURSABLE OBLIGATIONS:
11.10 REIMBURSABLE FULL TIME PERMANENT APPT.
12.10 REIMBURSABLE PERSONNEL BENEFITS
99.00 SUBTOTAL. REIMBURSABLE OBLIGATIONS
99.90 TOTAL OBUGATIONS

847
18.927

900
17.Il1

95
18.457
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SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD
SALARIES AND EXPENSES
PERSONNEL SUMMARY
ENA&IEO

ACTUAL
1001 FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT-DIRECT
2001 FUL iME EQUIVALENtiREIMSURSABLE
FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT (FTE) TOTAL

125
9

134
9

134

143

REQUEST
1:

I

-

SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD
SALARIES AND EXtENSES
10-YEAR TABLE
ESTIMATES
1997..........
(15.344.000)
1998..........
"
(14.300.000)
1999
..........
(16.000.000)

APPROPRAIbiLS
198 ..........
'
$.,421,000
17 ..........
4
2,244,000
1998
.......... 3.815.000
1999 ..........
'
s.99.060

2000 .......... (17.,000,000)
2001 .......... (14.000)

2000.........
'
16,930.000
2001 ..........
'
918481

2002 .......... 8.457,000

'Reflects reduction of $7.000 for administrative expenses. P.L 104-34. Excludes $707.000 from
2 offsetting collection. Funding fo 11/9-9i30t98.
To be derived from offsettig colections.
3

The estimate provided For$1 .344,000 in us& fees of which a maxium of $3.000.000 would become
available as an appropriation and subsequently reduced as offsettig collection are received.
4Reflects reduction of 100.000 for awards (P.L. 104-205, sec. 346). Excludes $3.000.000 from offsetting
005ectin.

sEstimate reduced the Board's request by $1,553,000.
'Reflects reduction of $3.000 for TASC (P.L. 105-66,sec. 320). Excludes $2,00000 front
offsetting coections.
Reflects reduction of $10,000 for TASC (P01. 10.-277. sec 320). Reflects reduction of $31,000 for
admirlgtrve and travel expenses, P.L 106-51 (sec. 202). Excludes $2.600,000 from offse
collections
as a credit to the appropriation.
'Reflects reduction of $12,000 for TASC (P.L. 108-89. sec. 31). Reflects reduction of 58.000
(0.38 percent) (Sec. 361, be III,
Appendix E-HR 3425. P.L. 106- 113). Excludes $1.600,000 from offsetting
co4lections as a credit to the appropriation.
'Reflects reduction of 537,59 (0.22 percent) (Sec. 1403 of Chapter 14. Division A,Appendix D of
P.L. I0-554). Excludes $900,000 from offsetti collections as a credit to the appropriation.
'0 Includes $950.000 from offsettin collection as a credit to the appropriation.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE OMMISSION 1
SALARIES AND EXPENSES
ESTIMATES

1993 ..........

2 $45,030.000

1993
(Supp)
Rescission
0
1994 .......... 45,4$6,000

1995 ..........43.02.000
199 ..........33.202.000

APPROPRIATIONS
1993..........
$43.930,000
1993
(Supp)
Rescission
-360.000
19 4 ......-.
44,960,000
199 ..........30,302.000
1996..........13,379.000

- Interstate Commerce Commission terminated on December 31. 1995 (P.L 104-88).
2 Excludes $8,200,000 from offsetting user fee colections.
3 Excludes S7,300.000 from offsetting user
fee colections.
Reduction pursuant to P.L. 13-50.

Excue$830oOQ from omte"n user fee olctions.
'Reects reduction
tl9.000 P.L. 104-19.
Excludes $3,400,000 from offsetting user fee colections. Funding provided through
1213111995.
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q~urate gatioflatttii tlorb
ulinu. I.c. Z042.0601
July 1. 2000

The Honorable C. W. Bihl Young

Chairman
Committee'&ApOpropriations
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Chairman Young:
The fiscal year (FY) 2002 budget estimates fo the Su fac Tanportation Board
are enclosed. In accordance with the ICC Termination Act of 1995. P.L. f64-88, I am
transmitting th i budget estimate anfd appropriation request to Congress At the same time
they are sent to the Secretary of Transportation.
Specifically, the Board Is requesting]; .
fion, which Mirrors the Board's
FY 2001 budgetaiy authority recently approved byfihIouse and Senate, adjusted for
inflation and pay raises. The funding level requested is necessary for continued
expeditious processing of the Board's caseload.
The Board is sending an identical letter to the Senate Appropriations Committee.
Sincerely

-Linda J.Morgan
Enclosure
cc: Chairman Frank R. Wolf
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SUtface Transp6tation Board
Budget Request
FY 2002

July 2000

72-314 2001-62

Surface Transportation Board
FTEs for FY 2002 Budget Request

Undo J.Morgn, Chairman
Wayne O.Burkes,Vime Chairman
WIi= Clybum, Jr.. Commissioner
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6

10
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Analysis, and
43

r

46

ofthe

General
Counsel
12.5

12

rof

Proceedings

42

41

ofthe
Secretary

20r

20,

Te above numbers to the left represent FY2001 FTEs; numbermto the right represeatFY 2002 FIs The numberjof Full-Time Permancat
positions and FlM is the same. The total
number of FTEs for the Surface Transportation Board is143 for FY 2001 and 145 for FY 2002.
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SURFACE TRANSPO1kTXAYCN

eAu

OVERVIEW OF BoARD ANBf6dift RFkE4!J
The Surface Transportation Board (Board)'is ithree-member, bijsisan,
decisionafly independent adjudicatot body organizationally hoUsed within the
Department Of T-raprtiti6d'(ii
) with jurisdictioh over certain surfalcaportation
economic regulato*-itters. Th&Board was established pursuant to P.C.|(4-8, the
ICC Terihin6ition Ado1 1095 (IC&rA).' Consistent "A&th6trend toward iWeeconomic
regulation of the surface tranrrtati6n industry, the IC&A elin-ated th ICC and, with
it, several regulatorylictdions that the ICC had administered. The ICCTA tradtferred to
the Board cre til fiictiohs and certainnon-rail'adjudicatiVa functions previously
performed by the iCC. Motor carder licensing and certain othernotor Ainvtions were
transferred to the Secretar-y of Transportation and~h particular the Federal Highway
Administration withlh DOT.
The rail oversight bfih Board encompesses rate reasonableness, car service and
interchange, mergers and Ike acJutions, and line constructions and abandonments.
The jurisdiction 6f the Board also iniclWdes certain oversigtthe intercity bus industry
and pipeline carriers; rate regulation involving non-contiguous domestic water
transportation, househod&
carriers, and collectively determined mbtor carrier rates;
and the disposition of 6fnbt6 carrier undeitharge claims. The ICCTA empowers the
Board, through Its exeMpti&ti&thority, to promote deregulation administratively. With
the exceptidn of tht'reductliln the undercharge docket, the number of cases pending at
the Boa9d has remained relatively constant because, even as cases are resolved, new cases
are filed.
In the performance of its publWinterest responsibilities, the Board Is charged with
promoting, where app6lrate, substantive and procedural regulatory ref9 An the
economic regulation of surface transportation, and with providing an'ef cleit and
effective font& for the resolution bfdistbtes. Ihks regard,-during fiscal year
(FY) 2000, the Board processed rulemakings streamlining or otherwise improving
applicable relations and'the regOtla$
rocess, including a proceeding directing the
suspension by Class IMlroads offiling &lated to major merger transactions pending the
development of new merger rules; handled several pending rail and pipeline rate
reasonableness complaints; took acti
elated to the 5-yenr general oversight of the
Union Pacific/Southern PaciflUoP/SP) merger, the Conrail acuisition by CSX and
Norfolk Southern, and the acquisition ofthe Illinois Central r(15)'b the Canadian
National (CI'); continued activity related to various rail access and competition issues;
completed action on several labor arbitration appeals; processed other rail restructuring
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cases; and completed action oni significant number of non-rail matters: The Board has
processed vaiout matters brought before It fn a way that haf promoted private-sector
negotiations and resolutions, where appropriate, and has facilitated market-based
activities that are found to be In the public interest.
[if PY 2002, the Board requests budget resources totaling $18,889,006.'
Consistent With past fiscal years' appropriation acts,'the Board It td4uestingi provision
allowing user fee collections (6 be credited to the appropriat& is offsettint collections
and used for necessary and authorized expenses, to the extent thlt they are collected.
This request reflects the workoad that Lt & ected and the statutory and regulatory
deadlines associated with the resolution of the cases filed.

711~s
budget level mkmrrs the
Board FY 2001 budgetary authority ranted to date, adjusted for inflation
and the 3. percent pay raine The Board requests authority to operate at aFY 2002 full time equialet #
level of 145, which Isabove the current 143 nIEs providetfor if 2001. The requested authorizadon for
145FTEs will provide the Board with the discretion to hire stff to replace tenured,t
sff prior

to their anticipated retirement date. Thi would enue asmoother ransition from current staff,
whom becoat
Ig
re ti-elible, to ew st. who would gain the working knowledge and the analytical a legal epertise
necessary to process the Board's workload and pep a decisions for
the
Board's adjudication.
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PERFORMANCE GOALS
In the performance of its functions, the objective 6f the Board Isto ensure that,
where regulatory oversight is necessary, it is exercised efficiently and effectively,
integrating market forces and private-sector resolution, where possible, Into the overall
regulatory framework.
i particular, thSeBoard seeks to resolve matters brought befordflairly and
expeditiodsly. Through use of its regulatory dxdmptioi authority, streamlining ofits
decisional process sad the rE6t9ti6ns applicable thereto, and consistent application of
legal and equitable frinciplei, the Board seeks to facilitate 6atmnerce by providing an
effective forrni for efficient dispute resolution and factiittib of approjirate business
transactions. The Board continues to strive to develop, through rulemakings and case
disposition, new and better ways to analyze unique and complex problems, to reach fully
justified decisions more quickly, and to reduce the costs associated with regulatory
oversight.
ACHIEVEMENT OF THE BOARD'S GOALS

To be more responsive to the surface transportation community by fosteitg
govenmental efficiency, Innovation in dispute resolution, private-sector solutions to
problems, and competition in the provision of transportation services, the Board will:
*
Coninue to strive for a more streamlined process for-the expeditious handling of
rail rate reasonableness and other complaint cases, in an effort to provide additional
regulatory predictability to shippers and carriers;
*
Continue to be expeditious In the processing of all cases before the Board and to
ensure that appropriate market-based activities In the public nterest are facilitated;
*
Continue to develop new opportunities for the various sectors of the transportation
community to work cooperatively with Vie Board and with one another to find creative
solutions to persistent industry and/or regulatory problems involving carriers, shippers,
employees, and local communities; and
*
Continue to work to ensure the provision 6f rail service that Is responsive to the
needs of customers.

-3-
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND WORKLOAD
Attached is a table'that shows worload trends and accomplishments, Which
provides the basis foirth6 Board's request for FY 2062. As tljMtle Indicates, the Board
believes that the number of decisions and court-relatid work lithe best measure of
workload and perfomfince. In accordance with the Board's continued commitment to
resolving"mattets before it xpqditiously, ittlciptes a relatively chstAtoverall output
in each yeo through the iAd otf
2002. lin thls i4i j [ however, Co
thli year, as
in the past, has before if p&posl to make change in the Statute thlifttiBoard
administers. It Is unclear tt this time what theultimate resolution of that effort Will be
and what impact any legislation might have ciihe.Board's resources.
Fiscal Year 2000
During FW I0Othe Board's projected workload includes 1,049 declslons'and
court-related workivolving adjudications and rulemakings, dealing with rail and nonrail transportatn issues. These decisions pertain to rail carrier consolidations, review of
rail labor-arbitral decisions, rail rates and service, raT line sales, rail line coflstructions,
terms and conditions 11i continued rail sitvice, and abandonments. They also relate to
truck rate underchafge cases, Intercity bus merger ai'd pooling matters, motor carrier
collective ratemakidg oversight, and other non-rail matters such as pipeline rate cases.
With respect to rulemaking activthde Board issued decislons'exempting
commodities, services, and other classes of transactions fromrne ulalon where regulation
is not necessary and has uinderway a comprehensive reexaminati&rbfig -ri Metgr
policies and rules. i6 hIcular, the Board Initiated a proceeding in h T6 Part o.
582 (Sub-No: I), Public Vlews on Major Rail Coioldation, t6obtanrublic views on
the general subjectS6fiajor rail consolidations andth present md future stctute of the
North American rail industry. 'After receiving over 400 written comments and oral
presentatiodsb 1iS parties at4 days of public hearings in March 2000, the Board issued
a decision, which was recentlyIphe ld by thE D.C. Circuit Coutf Appeals, suspending
all major rail merger activity before the Board until new merger rules are Iiplace and a
number of oncens ard Issues are addressed. Pursuant to a coutiitment made by the
Board i thi' decision, proposed rules will i4 issued by October 3, 2000, and final rules
by June 1,2001. hhiBoard is examining such matter as "downstream" effects,
maintaining safe operations, safeguarding rail service to shippers and In connection with
shortline railroads, promoting and enhancing competition, cross-border issues, mergerrelated pIblic iterett benefits, and employee issues. The Board also adopted final rules
in STB Ex Pare No. 383 (Sub-No. 4X Modification of the Carload Waybill Sample and
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Public tUs File Regulatlonw, intended to more accurately collect data on rail ffel[tM
traffic pertaining to rail contract movements. In EIx Pare No. 574, Safe Implementation
of Board-ApprovedTronsactions,tht Board and the Federal Rilroad Administration
(FRA) have pftpod that joitt nules be established setting foilhocedures for
developing and Implementing safety integratloiiplaM concerning f& lal transactions
presented for consideration to the Board. The Boad will b defenddA
tatn the
revision of market dominance guidelines in 61b E Pane N6At'Markjominance
Determinatlons-.Product and Geographic Compelition, in whic-&
9oardeifiMInated
product and geographic cofthti as considerations Indetermining arket dominance
in rail rate cases, to expedite rail rate cases and further levet'i playing (eld between
railroads and shippers regarding rate disputes.
Regarding specific cases, the Board made sli tic aW 6 l IAresolving
pending rail and pipeline rate co-plaints, including ST*Docket No. 42022, FMC
Wyoming Corporationand FMC Corporationv. Union Paeific RailroadCompany, STB
Docket No.42638, MinnesotdPhwer, Inc. v. Duluth, Missabe, andlronRange Railway
Company, M Docket No. 4168, GrainLand Coop. v. Canadian Pacifit Limited and
Soo RailroadCompany d/b/a CP Rail S)em;Ift Docket N I"31685, CFlndustriet,

Inc. v. Koc PipelineCompany. LA; 8T Docket No. 4t-6 4i.coln Pow, and

Light v. UnId
fP RailroadCompany; and a clarification of Sii Docket'&41rh,
West Texas Utiliies Company v. Burlington Northerni Rallway Company. The Board
will be defending In court it rate reasonableness decisions fn the Koch Pipeline case and
the PAC case (which also has been appealed administratively), ad its decision A "Docket
No. 32479, CaddoAntoine and Little MisouriRailroadCompany - Feeder Line
Acquisition - Arkansas MidlandRailroadCompd ttinthetween Gurdon and Birds Mill,
AP, a proceeding setting the purchaseWiMVi6 for a 0.:-nhiii'il lite undt the Board's
feeder line provisions. And depending on how the Board wlis on a petition for
reconsideration that recently was tiled, the agency may be called Ab to defeid its raterelated cost accounting decision fd Docket No. 33726, Western Coal Traffic League v.
Union Pacific RailroadCompany.
WiA1rospec66 ril festrUtiihtt BoardIs contialig Its annual 5-year general
oversight 6thei SP merger Wnd
has begun general oversight of the Conrail acquisition
and the acquisitionof IC by'CN. In addition, the Board Instituted two separate oversight
proceedings Involving the State of New York's Buffalo area in connection wftlhe
Conrail acqulsitind proceeding. One proceeding Involves a 3-year study (Buffalo Rate
Study) to examine Itnchaul and switching rates for ail movements no and oMt f the
Buffalo area. The dthOe proceeding directs CSX and 1'S tolassess the existing railroad
infrastructure itl6 flffalo area and, in consultation with shippers, railroads,
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governmental and local Interests, to develop proposals for Infrastructure Improvements in
the area. The Board also issued various follow-up decisions relating 6 the conditions
imposed In the UP/SP merger and Conrail acquisition proceedings and will be defending
the Board's decision In the Conrail acquisition cass in the 2" Circuit.
Regardii other ratill matters, the Board expets 6 issue 413 rail abandonment
decisions, 27 fal line construction decisions, and I35 short-line aAd non-carrier
acquisition decisions. Most significantly, the Board has done substantial work on the
transportatldh and environmental Issues associated with the cohstructlh operation of
a 281 -mile segment oftli Dakota. Minnesota & Eastern Railroad (DM&E) in Wyoming

(STB Finance Docket No. 33407, Dakot , AninesOta, & Eastern Railroad Corporation
Constructioh into the Powder River Basin). -Thi ject would allow DM&E to extend
its existing-system westward to access coal mines in the oWder River Basin. The Board
continues to work on an applicatioh field by' Tongue River Railroad for the proposed
construction of in alternAti e roufk fA line already approved ror construction (SB
Finance Docket-No. 30186 (Sub-No. 3), Tr&gue River RailroadCompany--Consruction
and Operaion-.Wesiern Alignment). iSFinance Docket No. 33824 OreatSatLake and
Southern Railroad, LLC-Construction and Operation-in Tooele Count, C?, th.
applicant has recently filed for pefrnissi6i to construct and operate a 32-mile lne
connected with the interim storage fspen nuclear fuel. In addition, the Board will
continue to handle the increase inIab6r'arbltrAti6n appeals, which are connected with
previously ajpr6ved major rail mergers. And the Board continues its work on ajoint task
force with the Department of Agriculture to address shipper and railroad informational
needs related to recurring seasonal problems affecting grain transportation.
Projected non-rail decisions include 34 motor carrier tidercharge decisions and
20 decisions dealing with intercity but merger cases and pooling agreements, as well as
actions related to motor carrier rate bureaus. The Board also Is expending time on water
carrier cases involving rates In thg 6n-contiguous domestic water trade, including
STB Docket WCC 101, Governmen l 6fthe TerritotyofGuam v. Sea-Land Service, Inc.,
Americah President Lines, Ltd., and Matson Navigaliott Compny Inc. ;STB Docket No.
S y['
Dcket No. WCC-I05,
WCC-104, Trailer Bridge, Inc. v. Sea Star Lines, LL;
DHX, Inc. v. Matson NavigatfohCompany and Sea-Land Service, Inc.
Fiscal Years 206i and 2002
During FY 2061 and 2002, the Board will continue to look for ways to streamline
These nmbas am subsds of the demision included in h wodoad smm

tab e
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or otherwise improve applicable regulations and the itgulat o process. The Board will
entertain aijy proposed exemption frAh regulation that migt b appropriate and resolve
as expeditiously as possible petition tot r'ltlnakin'g filed by parties.
With rese to rail carrier consolidations, the workload Is expected to remain
constant Pf;iP 2060 and 2602. In partitalar. tl "&oard
Mbt) tdhtinue to monitor the
UP/SP mergeihth C6hiaI iilsitiri, and tfeCN/IC merger Oilsuaht f6o11i'efive-year
general oveirsit conditions thht thi Board imposed as part 6f1ft-approval fthose
mergers, add I1continue Ca hidlO y proceedings dealliijg it the infetpretati6ki of
other conditions imj6gsd as parttihe Board't affroval. Wle no neiViaj& Ail
merger filings could be made until after June 11, 2&1, uiderthe Boaid'i judicially
affirmed moratorium, signltcant staff returces will be devoted to making necessary
changes to the Board's rules governingthese mergers and issuing t naiirles by June ,
2001.
Regarding rail ratet and services, the workload Is expected t6 increase in FY 2001
and remain stable throughY9Y 2002, due to the continuing expiration Sloiti-ter coal
transportation contr cts, ihepotential filing of complaints under "th6 Board'i non-coal rate
guidelines, and possible application of the contract exception to the Board's bottleneck
decision. These new cases will be complex and require significant staff atehtiefl as new

standards are tested and tight timeframes for completion of rate proceedings are met. In
addition, the Board will continue to work on the various pending rate matters.
Rail abandonment decisions are expected to remain somewhat stable at the
FY 2000 level throujhtY 206 5 ,%ecause the increased complexity otabandonment
filings requires more than one decision. The Board continues to experience a high
volume of "post abandonment" activity relating io traif6se, as train proponents and
property owner! dispute the application of the ationial Trails Systepn Act. Th1Board
will continue to handle severAlia
iAlle const-uction applications and options for
exemption, which involftsignificant environmental review issues. We project that line
construction decisions will increase slightly througf'i Y 2002, including th processing of
'
Tongue River and DM&E construction applications liket M
iiroduce decisions & the
necessaIy environmental reviews hav6 been completed. Other line transaction activity is
expected to increase slightly in Y 206i and 20f as more carriers continue to sell
unprofitable or marginally profitable'lines as an alternative to service abandonment.
Regardini non-rail mat ,the truck rate undercharge workload has decreased
significantly from pre-FY 199R levels and will continue to decrease through FY 2002 as
the Board works to close out its undercharge docket. The reducti6h in undercharge

1958
decisions reflects the Board's oimitmeht to resolving its undercharge docket, £nd
specifically handling the docket " more efficient wdy by consolidatingith6, cases with
commdn issues. In The non-rail activites area, ifitercity'bls merger and pooling workload
is projected to increase in FY 2002flnoiib-cohtiguous domestic Water trade rate cases
are expected to co6iinde it the 1Y 2000 level through FY 2002. The Botfd excts to do
substantial work on cases involving motor-carrier ratemaking antitrust ifimunity through
at least FY 2002.
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FY 2002 oMB Budget Justification
Workload Summary'
Workload Category

Rail Carrier
Consolidations

Estimated
FY 2000
Board-Decisions
andC6dit-related
Work

Estimated
Estimated4
FY2002
01,661
Board Decisions BooM Decisions
and Cot-related 'kd Court-related
Work
Work

162

145

145

Rail Rates and Service

62

88

88

Rail Abandonments and
Constructions

440

433

433

Other Lin Transactions

135

184

185

Other Rail Activities

71

110

112

Motor Carrier

345

25

17

115

100

92

1,049'

1,085

1,072

Undercharges

Non-Rail Activities
Total

-

' At this time. the Board believes that the number or Board decisions and court-rlated work is the best
measure of workload at the Board. Certainactivities performed at the Board tha provide direct aod indirc
support for rulemakings and decisions In specific casesare not reflected in these workload numbers. Such
activities not reflected include: enforcement actions; rail audits and rail carrkr reporting oversight aninistsation
of the rail waybill sample and development ofthe Uniform RAI Costing System; and case-related correspondane
and informal public assistance.
4

Estimaed workloads foe FY 2001 and 2002 are based on historical information regarding actual filings
and best estimates oftobable future filings by patis. Btcaw the Board is principally an adjudicatory body, it
does not directly control the level or timing of actual case filings.
1

SThe motor carrier undercharge decisions projected for FY 2000 have decreased f&om preAos
estimate Thi decrease reflects the Board's consolidation of several underharge caendockets into asingle
decision.
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sALAIUES AI'dtkfENSES
(Dollars inthousands)

Permanent Positions
Full-time Equivalents
Personnl' Compensation
and Benefits
Travel
Other Costs

FY 2000

FY200I

Actual

Enacte

140
140

143
143

$13,287
54
3599
$16,940

FY 2002

e

Difference

fromEnach

1456
145

2
2

$14,132
49
3JM

$15,634
58
322

$902
9
24

$17,954

$18,889

$935

TOTAL BUreOET
RESOURCES

Changes In Resources:

For persorihtl compensation and beeis

1640bIs requested to suppoi t the

Board'spermaneAit positions. InclUded in this request is 1i4,000 (6 fuid
ithe annual cost
of the Jaiuary 2001 pay raise, $381,000 for the January 2061'pay raise estimated at
3.7 percent, and $58,000 for mandatory within grade increases for FY 2002. The request
also includes $100,000 for lump-sum leave payments to retiring employees.
A travel budget 6f$58,000 Is requested primarily for on-si1e visits to railroads to
finalize audits and reviewpublic accountants wokpapers; for physical Inspection of
proposed rail abandonment and construction sites and verification of environmental data
provided by partli to proceedings, to conduct operational reviews, to meet with sippers
regarding rail service issues and compliance, for defense of th'eBoard's decisions in

courts across the country, and for the general presentation upon request of issues within
the Board's jurisdiction.
Funding to cover other costs is requested at $3,797,000. Included In this number

'The requested increase
i FlE will allow the Board to hi entry level saff to replace t tenred,

es€eligble sthff
fnee date This would
%ri ensue the requed itr kion for Current staff
to new staff who ca gain woaing knowledge and expertise necessary to process the Bord's woeload.

1901
is a rental payment increase directed'bftiOeneral Services Administration (GSA) arid
regular cost increases in employee training, telephone service, information technology
systems support and equipment, and reimbursable services acquired from other Federal
agencies.
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SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD
SALARIES AND EXPENSES
OBJECT CLASSIFICATIONS
(inthousands dollars)
OBJECT
CLASS

11.10
11.30
11.50
11.90

FY 2000
ESTIMATE
PERSONNEL COMPENSATION
FULL TIME PERMANENT APPT.
OTHER THN FUL.L-TIME PERMANENT
OTHER PERSONNEL COMPENSATION
TOTAL PERSONNEL COMPENSATION

11,502
0

367

370
11,253

373
11,175

1.802

1,969

2,209

400

21.00 TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION OF PERSONS
22.00 TRANSPORTATION OF THINGS
23.10 RENTAL PAYMENTS TO GSA
23.30 COMMUNICATIONS. UTlLITIES.
MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES

-

0

10

0

54

49

se

20

20

25
1.795

1.700

1,785

217

278

252

50

50

40
-

t

FT 2002
ESTIMATE

10.83
0

9.888

12.10 CIVILIAN PERSONNEL BENEAiTS
13.00 BENEFITS FOR FORMER PERSONNEL

24.00 PRINTING AND PROOLkTIONW
!
25.20 OTHER SERVICES

FY 2001
ESTIMATE

304

191

309

25.30 PURCHASES OF GOODS FROM
GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTS

894

1.106

999

26.00 SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS

288

287

301

31.00 EQUIPMENT

138

58

66

0

0

0

16.090

'17.054

17.939

724
126

775
125

810
140

42.00 INDEMNITIES-OTHER PAYMENTS
99.00 SUBTOTAL, DIRECT OBLIGATIONS:
REIMBURSABLE OBLIGATIONS:
11.10 REIMBURSABLE FULL TIME PERMANENT APPT.
12.10 REIMBURSABLE PERSONNEL BENEFITS
99.00 SUBTOTAL, REIMBURSABLE OBLIGATIONS
99.90 TOTAL OBLIGATIONS

150

1,4

900

950

17,954

18.889

SURFACE TRANSPORTATfON BOARD
SALARIES AND EXPENSES
PERSONNEL SUMMARY
FY2M0 . FY2001
ESTIMATE
ESTIMATE
1001 OUiC-TIME EQUIVALENT*DIRECT
sMuR ABLE
2oo FULL.,ME Eou, ALENT-.
iOTAL
FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT

FY2002
ESTIMATE

i3t
9

134
9

,1

140

143

14

I
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ACCESS BOARD
FISCAL YEAR 2002 BUDGET JUSTIFICATION

INTRODUCTION
Th dosoent presents the Access Board's budgefNtJu
u foit
riscyear(F)) 2W2.
We are requesting a tot budgetatho itiof$,OS O00, (See AppmufrA) This amoWt ls a
4.83 percent tnrease over the amont appOrowedf' FY 2001. Ae Board s not planning
new codly I
m nFY 2002 but wl conmnue with the program started tn FY 2001. and has
followed the rctviw bssedby OMB for the grepwadonof he fiscal Year 2002 budeL
GOVERNMENT PERFORMANCE AND RESULTS ACT
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN
Followic the 0overmert Poa~m and Results Act opera) , the Board las
established long-range goals and ajram o e ivesW desc the strategies it win koplernet to
achieve the long-raunge goals. The ob*tives ae ft
od intern that pemit future assessment
regarding whether the objectives were achieved,
s the requirements for an amual.
performrnue plan and review, thls budge jusiication presents imformtion under cacH of the
Board's provam 1,P regarding the long-range goals reports on the resus ofthe FY 2000
actiiitim reviews the played FY 2001 activities, and prest th6 FY 202 objective.

The Board was established by sectio S02 o the Rehabilitation Act and Isthe only Fedora
agency whose prmay mission is acessit for people with disab e The Board is
responsible for Javvekpi guidelies under the Americans with Dsbilit Act, the Architectural
Barriers Act, and the Telecormn lions Act for easing that Wmxp and eii
transportation vehiclek and telecommunications eq rinet covered by these laws arm readily
accesil to and usab by people with disabties. In 1998, the Board was given now
respoosity under section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act Amernents of 199to develop
standards for accessible electronic and irfom-ation technolog for use by Federal agencies, and
mde the Assistive Teclmology Act of 199* to provide train for Federal and State enployes
on obligations related to section 501 ofthe Rehabfitation Ac. The Board also enforces the
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Archectural Barriers Act and provides training and technical assistance on each of its gidelnes
and standards and on a variety of other accesslity issues. Additional, the Board mntain a
smnl research program that develops techical assistance materials and provides knnaion
needed for rulmaking.
The Board has adopted this mission statement tp guide its programs Me Board Li the
coaal for achleving an acce!bl e America. Te statement recognizes that achieving an
accessible Amea reques brm
together public and private sectors. The Board has
establhed thee long-range goals for its programs:
S

take a leadership role in the development ofcodes and standards for accesslbifitr

*

work in partnership with agencies and others.to make the Federal government a
model of complianoe with ssibiliy standar&ds and
be known as the leading source of information abou accessilty and dissemnte
that infomntion to customers in effective ways.

In developing objectives and strategies for achving the long-range goals, the Board seeks
to work together with its stakeholders toward common objectives. The Board's pla is simple:
work with its stakeholders to establish consensus-based guidelines and standards th are W,

reasonable, and acceptable to all Interests; where the Board has enfoement responsibilities over
Federal agencies, assist those agencies to achieve fl conEance; and involve its stakeholders in
developing and dissesniuting materials and manuals that wig help them understandand coml
with our guidelines and standards.
Thbe Boa's programs will result in acessi ble hu lings and frlitie transportation
vehicles, teleconxmmncatioas equiment, and electronic and information technology across our
country and, ultknately, the fIl economic and social itegration of people with disabiOties into
our society. Achieving these results wigl depend not only on the Board's activti but also on the
level ofcommitment and action taken by other Federal agencies, State and local governments, and
businesses who a r required to comply with or enforce the various laws that guarantee the civil
rights ofpeople with disabilities.
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS

The Board wil continue to develop and update accessibility guidelines and standards and
to work coopertih ely with organizations which develop codes and standards affecting
accessibility through FY 2002 and beyondLA report on the Board's current and completed
rulenmakings and cooperative efforts In codes and standards development is attached as
Appendix B. The status ofcurrent guidelines and standards efforts Isprese ed below.
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ADA and AA Acct albllity Ouldellnn

Tis n&lwil revise, the acceestWq guielsc for the Americans wiith Disabiiie Act
(ADA) and the Arcitcctural Barriers Act (ABA), and inside new guWielhs lor accessilAe

housing overed by both of these laws. Through i nilenAkhg. the Board wil amei
contute and coordination ithe d Ieoee of guidnies applicable to the public and ptrate
sector, as wei as the Federal govrmmefl. A noe of opposed rul ah (NPRM) was
published lor publi comment inNovember 1999. Ih NPRM consists Of separate scopig pus
for each kw. The ADA scopg pat isbased on the recommendations ofthe Board's ADAAO

Review AdvisoryCommittee and covers private 6ilites, such as place of'public accommodation
ad cocmnerchiScilizies, and Stale and lcal governmentiaedcities. The ABA scopng pan
applies to federally finced facilities and isbased on the ADA scopg part, wth a kw chnges
due to dM eu in tlhe coverage of the two hws. For extsnwle, the ABA scoping pad covers
fSilits leased by Federal agendes. The NPRM contain a single set ofupdated technical

requrements based on the raomadosof the ADAXO Review Advisory Conszitee Both
the ADA and ABA scopig paits

ece the common technical requiremnts., The common

period fr the proposed ru& closed i May 2000 and over 2,00 comments wu received. The
Board held two public ea*gs on the proposed rude. A find le win be published inFY 2001.
Recreation Facillte

In July 1999, the Board publishe anNPRM to amnd ADAAO by addig new sections
for amusemeat aide boating and fihin fivilkties. golf comes, sports facilities, and swimmng

pools. Te new recreation provisions re based on the roememdations ofthe Board's

Recreation Accep Advisory Comnitteeand Board research projects. We held two pbl
hearlp to recei fedback during t com t period. Ove 200 people attended the hearings,
and appmxhnate 54 people provided testiony. We received approximately 300 written
counts on the proposed guidelines. Inan efxl to provide the pubic with more opportuities
for hpmt ito the provisions for this rule, the Board placed in the docket, fr review ad
ntade by an ad hoc committee of the Board for the
comment, a smay of

dalrecreation Slciities guidelines. The summy reflects the ad hoc committee's consideration
ofcomnts on the proposed rule and inrtmion gathered at meetigs sponsored by the
committ.

The Board held two i*rmational meetings i Washigton, DC and San Francisco,

CA to disms the sniiry ad received 60 written comnns. A al rule wl be pbshed in
FY 2001.
Outdoor Developed Area
The Boards Od~oor Develped Area Regulatory Negotiation Cosmmittee: presented its
report to the Board InSeptember 1999. fIts committee developed new sections itr parks, trails
areas. An NPRM based on the commit 's report wE be pubshod for
ad caqpig ad
public commit IntY 2001.

-A
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Passenger Vessls
In Septeber 199 the Board convened a Passegtr Vessel Access Advisory committee
to develop accessibility guidelines r cruise ships, Trrks excursion boats, and other vessels
covered by the American with Disabilities Act. Th Committee presented its report with its
reoommendatlon to the Board in November 2000. The Board will create an ad hoc committee of
Board meters to begin developing a proposed rue on access to passenger vesstb. The

proposed rule isexpected to be publ in FY 202.
Public Rights-of-Way -

When the Board issued final rules for State wad loca government in 998, it decided to
reserve provons for publ rights-of-way. This was due in large measure to the concern of the

tnortation community expressed incomment to the Board on proposed ,anditeri ft.! rules
for entities covered by title I of the ADA. Rather than falk the guidelines for public rihsof-way, the Board embarked upon an ambitious outreach plan to the highway industry. We

produced avideotape, an accessibility checklist and adesign guide on accessible public tof-

way. In addition the Board ha been actively involved with trwsportaion industry organMions
and has worked closely with the Federal Highway Admiistration on access issues.
The Board has reviewed its education and outreach program and the inact of State and
local government regulatory effint in this area, and believes that the deveokpmed of
requiements fm accessiity Inthe public right-of-way is appropriate at this t nc. In October
1999. the Board created a 32-memter Public Rights-of-Way Access Advisory Committee to assist

it indeveloping an 4PRM for s"id

a street crossings, and related pedesti

filrie The

Committee presented its report with its reconurnatiora to the Board in January 2001. The
Board has extended the Advisory Committee's charter fx an addik l year, An extension that
wi len t Committee to de lop a tecimica ssitance nanal for agencies and practitko
to support implementation ofthe future guidelines. During this time, the Board will proceed with
rulemaking according to the Committee's report. A proposed rule is expected to be published in
FY 2002.
FY 2000 Results - Rulemaking
In FY 2000, we issued two proposed guidelines or standards and a sumnury of draft fitb
guidlines:
*

NPRM on revisions to the ADA and ABA acsiility guidelines

*

NPRM on access to electronic and information techology

d-

~i
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S

Summar ofrecommendations nmde by an ad boo committee of the Board for

draft fal recreation fc
FY 2000 Results -

es gu-eies

Codes and Standards

Our big-range goal is to take a leadership rok i the development ofoodes ad standards
for accessibility. The Board wors with model code organization ad volutary consensus

stadards group tin develop and periodically revise codes and standards affct accessib~ity
We have voting membership ineight codes and standards organbztions6 and monkor or are
actively involved in the development or revision ,ofdozens of other codes and standards affecing

accessibility.
We believe this goal enhances the Board's credibility as a knowledgeable sore of

information regarding technical aspects ofaccessibility. AdditionIly, by working cooperatiely
with codes and stadarnd

setting bodies, the Board will be more alert to non-Federal inhluenoes

affecting its constituencies. Fmaly, as the Board annes a leadership rol Fedeal and prive
codes and standards will be more sIar. Harmonization between Federal and private

requirements willmake itmore Rely that buildings amd tackles mill be access
tha reducing
the necessity for complaints and litigation Some highlights of accomplishments in fY 2000
The Board has actively anticipated on the lnernaml Code Council
(ICCYANSI A i? Committee in revisingits standard, "Accessible and Usable
Building and Facllitiefs. A major objective of the Board and tt,, ANSI At 17

Committee isto harmonize the Americans with Disa

Act Accessibility

Guidelines (ADAAO) and the 1CC/ANSI Al 17.1 standard. The ANSI standard
will consider revisions based on the rcomamdations ofa Chairmm's task group
which was formed to review the Board's proposed rule to update and revise the
ADA and ABA accessibility guidelines. The task group includes the Access
Board.
Tle parent of a child with a hearing loss petitioned the Board to include new
provisions in ADAAO for acoustical accessibility for individuals who are hard of

hearing because the acoustical environmnts found inmany schools today ar
barriers to communication and therefore to learning for children with hearing

impirmen. The Board published a notice in the Federal Register In June 1998
requesting ifonrmtion on a variety of issues regarding acoustical environments

including possible sooping and technical requirements. Rather than inktiWing
rulemakirg. the Board is colaborating with an existing Acoustical Society of
Ameti (ASAYANSI Working Group on Classroom Acoustics to develop private
sector techmical and scoping standards A Federal Regirter notice of the Board's
action was published in November 1999 and includes technical assistance on
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classroom acoustical design. At the Board's request, the existing working group
membehp was broadened to Include other stakeholders, including
representatives of school systems, school designers, disab i organizations, and
the Department of Education. The Board ins provided finding from ks research
budget to support administrative costsof the working group. A &W draft of the
standards has been submitted to the ANSI Commttee S-2 &o Noise for review
and approval as an iustystandard. Fal action is expected by Spring 2001.
Once the standard has ben approved, the Board wil pursue its enforceability.
on the yoar 2000 revisionmto the Manual on
ie Board provided commend
Uniform Traff Control Deves (MTfcD), which includes coverage of

pedestrian signs, Intersection desin issues, pavement mings, signas,,
slgmllzation, a d other traffic control issues and was a member of a Signals
Committee Task Force to develop a draft standard for acesle pedestrian
signals. Thw Comnmittee voted uunaiiously in June 2000 to include the standard in
the 2000 MUTCD, whih was published in lanuary2001.

FY 2001 Plans - Rulemaklng
In PY 2001, we will issue four final guidelines or standards and one proposed guideline:
PFha rule on accessibiit guielincs for play areas

*

Fa rule on access to electronic and information technology

*

F'ial rile on revision to the ADA and ABA acessMlity guidelines

*

Final rule on recreation Scilities guidelines

*

NPRM on access to outdoor developed areas

FY 2001 Plans - Cod

and Standards

In FY 2000, the Board issued proposed guidelines for the Americans wit Disabilities Act

and Architectural Barriers Act. Although the Bonrd's new guidelines are wery $ilaW to the &da
publication of thi ICOiiternational Building Code, 2000 and the ICCANSI A 11.I 1998,
participation in the development of the &st addenda to these doamets wil preset further
opportunities to harnnize the Board's final guidelines with these private consumes standards.
Faftwnization wl reduce the potential for litigation and increase acceptance of the Ameicans

with Disabilties Act ad tb Arcitectural Barriers At nthe bhdin hst y. As the new
model codes and standards prese t opportunities for amendments in FY 2001, we will focus
priailyon harmonirion, by sharing public commennts to our NPRM.
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FY 2002 Objectives - Rulemaling
In FY 2002, we wil issue one final
guideline and propose two new guidelines:
&

Fma rule on outdoor developed areas

*

NPRM on access to public riglts-of-hiys

a

NPRM on access to passenger vessels

FY 2002 Objectives - Codes and Standards
16 I 2001, the Board plans to issue r]l guidelines for the Americans with Disabilities
Act and the Architectural Barriers Act. The Board will concentrate its efforts
on harmonizing its

guidelines with model codes and standards. The ICC/lntermntioini Building Cod (S

offers o

process

rtunoeitto propose changes to the ]BC &rincorporation in the 2003 model code.

The Board will actively participate inthi process by submitting or supporting $ioposabs to

include provisions that
are simar to the requirements of the final
rule for the ADA and ABA

accessbTity guidelines. to addition, tin Board miy propose changes tha am not included fiits

finl guidelines where the Board obtais information through the rulernnitng process but has not
had the opportunity to amend the &n rule due to inufficient notice in the proposed rule or has
lacked inormati.
The model code process offers the Board the opportunity to consult the

uildingiustr prior
to mknlakng.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
The Board provides technical assistance to a wide variety of people regarding the
accessibility guidelines and standards it issues. T7e Board's customers include architects,

builders, designers,

ufacters people with disability, State and local governments, and

Federal agencies. The Board's technical assistance program has four components:

Responding to customer inquiries. The Board responds to about 13,000 customer
inquiries each yoar. We have four toll-free telephone lines for customers to cal with question
Customers also e-mail and fax us questions. Many literally are sitting at a drawing table with a
sign Problem. They wad accurate, reliable, and tnery advice. Out customers vau eing
to discuss their questions directly with our accessilaity specialists who developed the guidelines
and standards.

Develoing and disseminting bulletins, annual and other publications. The

Board n-itai about 30 publications on accessibility issues. They range from short bulletin
responding to flequenly asked questions about specific issues such as accessible paking to
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m ials on the Board's guidelines and standards. Wesendoutabout l2,O00publicationseach
Year i print and atie
fonmats.
S
roviing training. The Board onducts about g0 trading sessions each year.
Training umully isprovided at oonfrcccc and seminars sponsored by other organizations.
Training sponsors general reimburse us for travel expenses.
I

S
MataiinngtheBoariswei'svt. The Board's web site (hA*/AMwcessboardogov) has become a very effctiv way to'distrihte nomination to the public. Customers
can download many ofor publications and view ouracces"inity guidelines and standards from
out web site.
iet Board also has established partnerslhs with other organization such as the American
Institute ofArceects, the National Association ofADA Coordinators, and the Disability and

Business Technical Assistance Centers to disseminate information about the Board's program.
Many oftdp Board's guidelines and publications are available through these organizations' on-line
network. The Board also provides training kr these organizations. Data on the Board's
tecmical assistance program for FYs 1998 to 2000 are attached as Appendix D.,
The Board's long-range goal is to be known as the leadid source of informtion about
accessibility and to disseminate information to our customers ineffective ways As we revise the
guidelines for the American with Disabilities Act and the Architectunl Barriers Act and develop
guidelines for new areas such as recreation and play aeas, and standards for electronic and
infornuzion technology, there will be increased denmnds for technical assistance from existing and
new customer groups Th-re also wil be opportunities to use existing partnership and establish
new partnerships with cutcmer groups to disseminate hsfmation about the Board's guidelines
and standards.
Ff2000 Results - Leading Source of Information
As a rest ofour expertise inaccessiity issues, many gowsnent agencies ask for our
assistance inensuring access at their dcilities. During FY 2000, we conducted accessibility
reviews of House and Senate Ofe buildings for the Congressional OfflepfCon ianc The
Office of Complianci was established to implement and enforce the Congressional Accountahility
Act of 1995. Also, at the request ofthe Genera Accounting Ofie (OAO) we assied in the
developmnt of a survey ofpoln place ao sibifity. Board staffalso provided training to OAO
surwyors. OAO isconducting a comprehensive nationwide study to determine the extent to
which States are providing people with disabilite access to polling places and poling methods
since the passage of the Voting Acoesbit for the Elderly a handicapped Act In1984.
Many foreign gowemr agencies also ask for our assistance in promoting access in their
countries. InFY 2000, we met with several delegations from other countries, incluing: the
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public building consa
aistar director of planng for

from the Slnuoka Prek ture h

Japan; Croatian representative from the State Department's International Visit Progran;
Japanese researchers on accessible pedestrian signals and wayfidin techolo, European Union
Commissuo representatives to discuss the Access Boand's role indeveloping U.S. disability
policies; the Department of Agricukure of Cnada regarding the design of a new headquarters
building in Ottawa, Ontario; and Swcde's Office of Disability Oibudsnn Board.
Each yea the Board meets outside of Washington, DC to encourage a more dkect and
open dialogue with meters of the public about accesslblty and the work of the Board. These
visis outside the Washington bekway substitute forone of the Board's regular medts, which
ar held evey other month i the Washington, DC mea. InNovemer, the Board wyr to
Boston, MA and toured three
sites in the Boston area. At the New Chardon StreiDtstict
Courthouse, the Board visited a very accessible courtroom wth an electric adjustable lectern, an

accesiljRyk

box, judge's benh and witness stand, and an accessible courtroom holdjweel

At Havad Unversky, we visited Memorial Curch and Memorial Hall Both of these historic
fies
showed creative means of access, as wen as accessible whecchai spaces intheir\
the Board where we were joined by the University
assembly eas. Harvard hosted a luncheon fot
Provost and several
staff orom
the University. At the WOBH National Center for Accessible
Media, we visited ares of WGBH that address captioning king web sites accsble, making
educational muhiameia access descri video service, diga TV access, and motion

picture access.

On July 2, 2000 the Board held a public forum to commnmorate the 1Oth anniversary of

the signing of the Americas with Disabilities Act (ADA).' The forum, The Access Boad and the
ADA: The Nxs 10 Yeas, celebrated the achievements of the Board over the past decade and
looked ahead at the work that remains to be done. It pvided an opportunky for the public to
make reconmendations on the work the Board should take ito consideration i napping out an
agenda in fulher Mfiling its ADA mission, The forum inclhled a I 5-z*nme, narrated slide
presentation on the Board's activities over the past t0 years and our current rulesrking efforts.
About 100 people attended the forum. A quarter of the attendees Provided comef to the
Board covering a range oftopics. Maor topics and common themes included: mukple chemical
sensiivities, electronic and information technology, coordination with the buildiw and codes

industries, and votig accessibility.
In FY 2000, the Board responded to 12,579 customer inquiries; distributed U9
iforntion packets; and conducted 83 training sessions which were attended by 8,92 I people.
An information packet usually contains several publications. Since we do not collect data on
publications dissented through partner organizations, the actual number of publications
dissent ted to outcustomers is greater than our current data indicate.
The Board teamed up with the American Institute ofArchiects (MJA) to develop a webbased education coume On the Board's ADA guidelines The course focuses on supplements to
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ADAM) that cover public sector fcilicis Including courthouses and prisons and building
ekments designed for children's se. The AIA is nukin this corse available on its web s te to
tain architects and provide coninubj education credits to hs metbrs and others. It is also
available through the Board's web ve The ideract v course includes case studies, discussion of
key baits, and multiple choke questions and allows uses to download a course workbook and
copiesfthe guidelines. Shoe die end of September 2000,19 individuals have taken the on-line
course
The Board added to ks o election of interials by publishing a new resource, Accesslle
Rights-of Way: A Design GuW. "11 Board developed this guide Incooperation with the Federal
Highly Administon in order to provide advisory information until guidelines for public
rights f-way are developed. The 14*-page guide shows how existing ADA standards for
pedestrian routes on sites can be adaptedtrapplication to sidewalks and street crossings. It
provides best practim recomanedations, along with the rationale bnd them for the design,
construction. alteration, and retrofit ofpublic pedestrian facilities.
Other technical assistance aid training projects fimded in FY 2000 include:
an assessmae oftlt problem vsually paired pedestruis have in current
roundabout design and the development oftechnical assitance materials on
accessible roundabout designs
a project with the Construction Specifications Institute to develop technical
assistance materials on construction tolerances and measuement protocols for
surface flatness, slope, vibration. and rotability

a project with the Forest Products Laboratory of the Departient of Agriculture to
test coatings for use on fibrous playground suncing materials to improve
nzhtanbility and usability for people with disabilkies
a project wit the Rehabilitation Fngieering and Research Cener on Universal
Design to conduct a workshop On imovative approaches to gathering
anthropometrics data needed for the development ofaccessiility guidelines for
building fcilities, and communications
a project jo sist the Board with its technical assistance program required by
section S of the Rehabilitation Act Amendments and the training program
required by (he Assistive Technology Act for access to electronic and information
technology The project wil develop t(echni assistance and "ing materials
and plce these materials on various Federal web sites.

1976

F= :206;Pg1
We used existing purtnerships with organizations ai] established new partnerships to
develop the trakai and technical asistance materma.
We have used our web site to provide copies of the Board's guidelines aid answers to

frequestr asked question about the guidelines so that more customer an get the normaton
they ned. The umber of user sessions continues to grow. Thee were approximately 416,693

user session

F Y 2000. nearly double the amount fiom the previous yen. Due to the creasing

ue of the Board's web site, weae cusing on web-elda disseniation of formation since this
allows a variety ofoptim for
speedy dinbtn at a low cost fr the Board. During FY 2000,
we completed a redesign and upgrade ofour web site. The new site katures a streamlnd
organization foreasier ivrgation and a host of new material ina variety of file formats (hil,
text, and PDF). Th inrmation includes material on various Board guidelines, research reports,
and other Board publicafon. The site also offers
new features, such as an on-line form forfling
conlaits under the ABA. Since the new site was uivetled, the number of users seWmo
averaged over 51,000 a month,a three-fold increase over the mnthly average for1W 1999.
We also ptepar tickles for
publication such as the World Travel &d Tourism
Development, an Intermatnal refence periodicalpublished in asciation with a muter of
leading travel and tourists oradation, and for
the AIA Arcliect and the BOCA Magazine and
Bulletin on the ADA and ABA Accessibility Guidelines proposed rule. We also published and
distrbited sixcopies ofAccess Omufs a fiee newsletter the Board issues every other month by
mail and e-mail In addition, we responded to press inquiries on
"
ndowl and syndicated newspers and magazines such as the New York Tes, the

Wail Stred lon4 Kiplwer Washington Nvwslett, USA Today Coenumer Reports
Magazine, Business Week Online, Wred News, Boston Globe, and the Los Angeles

*

goiumumet related newspapers and Journals including: the Federalfies, Federal

Compuer Week, Ooveruneat Computer News, and Govenment Executive Magamne
*

disability related newsletters Includ: Disability Comliance Bulletin, Disability Law
Repoet, Report on Disability Programs, Disablty Funding News, Disability Resources
Monthly, and the Transit Access Dewsletter
trade association periodicals such as:Banker and Trademan Newspaper, Managing
Housing Letter, Maenance Solition Moazine, ATM Magazine, American Banker

Newspaper Outdoor Hlospitaity Magazine, School Construction News, Advance for
Audiologists Mgan, Meeting News, Todays Faclity Magame Landscape
Architecture and Specifier Magane, and Indoor Eavkonmea Business
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local newspaers television and radio stations such a tbQ San Franisco Daily Jones!
wroP Ne Rato, st Petersburg Tarme
Hartrd (Cf) courd, Oosew Falls OM Post
Star Newspaper Tamta
uTbe.
Des MoWies Register, Naples (F) Da N's;
Slvweon (OR) Appeal Trbm Pe ay an Town* News Magaz, KCR TV
(Ceda Rapids lowa ABC affliste), Pltsbur Post Oadte, Patriot News (HOaisburg,
PA newspae), Obix n (WA) Newspaper Pars (TX) News, Tacoma News Thbmoc,
Steward News (Florida newspaper , and the Star-Ledger (New krsey newspqa).
FY 206 plans - Lading Soufte otnfomalon
In FY 2061, we plan to develop training ad techaical assistance progranu Er a variety of
accsbilty isues. We wig also contine to find the development of necssary regaoty
assesmet for out nmikai
In Wy"ag out owitraitg and technical asistance duties, the
Board will Mat potential pM bck
the Disability and Busiess Teci cal Assistance
Ceera, kuner Access Board advisory ouxattee mentems trade aid idwesy grouMs and
dis1uy groups. The folowig researi, tethmia asistance ad trainig projects wil be
funded inFY 2001:
ADA and ABA tratg aid technicalassistance - develop materials kr wse in
prin, audio via and on-lie training programs r design profissiota] ad
geo admnes
Classroom acoustics- Promote implementation and use of the new ANSI$ASA
standard on classroom acoustics by developing an outreach program ad
producing technical assistance materiah
Histoic preservation - develop a tech"c assistance lethin on the review aid
decision process through a colaboration with National Trust, National Park
Service, aid State Histor Preservation Offices
Recreation training and technial assistance - develop materials for use inprint,
udio vss aid on-lim training program for design profssiorn amd general
adicom
Indoor Envfromnetal Ak Quary- develop a realistic plan ofa6ions that can be
taken to reduce the level Of toxicemicals; and biological gets inthe door
environen through building dein aid construction to provide more accs fr
people with a variety ofdisabilitie acted by indoor enviromnental sk quality
Exterior otrast aid flumination for people with vision inymnts- determine
the curret state ofkmowledge regarding exterior contrast and ilkam.sion for
people with vision hupaiesets insupport of a new ANSI working group
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Implications ofsoooter and power wbetkblk use - oondu a ost-benefit analysis
tht idenifies ADAAO provios requiing modification to nake spaces and
lements more accessible to people who use scooters 6r powir wheelckn and
asses the feasibiRy of poWte"changes inthe guidelines
FY 2002 Oboctlv

- Leading Source of Infonnaltn

In FY 2002, we will continue to develop training and information materials on ou section
SO$ standards with a focus on the responsibilities of the States. We will produce asimple fact
sheet and questions and answers on the application of the section 0 standards that can be
banded out a onfrences. Wodbops fon Federal procurement staffand presentations at
conference and other on-location training will be a major part of or FY 2002 section 501

awareness campaign.
ARCHITECTURAL BARRIERS ACT COMPLIANCE AND
ENFORCEMENT
The Board enforce the Arcitectural Barriers AMt'(ABA), which requires tint most
uldings designed. constuted. aered, or leased by the Federal government aidcertain other
kderally financed facilities be accessible to people with disabilities. Conplaits received by the
Board once post offices, national parks. military amlties, vtera hospitals subway stations,
ad a variey of other facilities. When the Board has jurisdiction and finds tint the applicable
accessibility standards were not Followed, we request a corrective action plan and monitor the
cas until the barrier isremoved. Even when the Board does not iave jurisdiction or no violation
isfound, we attemt to negotiate voluntary barrier removal.
The Board's long-range god isto work inparneship wi h Federal agencies and others to
ensure that they achleve 100 percent co6mpiarne with accessibility standards Inery building
covered by the Architectuial Barriers Act. The Board's experene with resolving complaints is
tht most violation are not intentional. When violations are found, it i usually because the
people responsib for designing buiktings, reviewing plans, and on-site construction did not have
a good undestarin ofthe socsibility standards and how to apply then People responsible
for buying playing and design at headquarters, reg onl and field office, and local sites must

have a wofkig knowledge of the a essibility standards if 100 percent comp dance is to be*
achieved. As Federal agencies awe reorganized and perstimel assignmts an responsibilities
change it I important tint agencies have effective systems for training new people responsible for
applyig the accessibilty standards and for monitoring compliance with the Architectural Barrrs
Act. Traing will be even inoe important when the acocssiity guidelines and standards for the
Architecural Barrieas Act we revised.
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FY 2000 Results - ABA Compliance
In FV 2000. the Board reeived 178 written complaints. These included complaints

investigated undet the Architectunl Barries Act, and also those concerning itles not covered
by that lw but po dI CoVye
d by other laws, such as the Americans with Disabilities Act and
the Rebnhllitaion Act. OftM 178 contlahts, we opened 82 as new Architectural Barriers Ac
caes. Ahough the Board did not have author under the Archit cund Barriers Act inthe

other 96 compildns, we responded to the compykts, uszaiy by rekrring them to the appropriatJ
enforcement agency. In addition, we rehrred another 21 cofiylaits to other agencies for action
when our Investigatiom revealed thee was no violation of the Architectural Barriers Act or we
did not have jurisdiction. The Bord receives many comments from its customers, indicathIg they
their
coyphits are addressed.
we inake this extra effort to ensure that
aem
pleased that
The Board contimed its high rate ofauccessfib comlaik resoetion in FY 2000. Ofthose
cases closed where the Board had jurisdiction and a violion ofapplicable standards was found,
ames'mwhere
removal of bersm Additol, In those
IDO petcen resumed in the c
the Board did not havejurdiction over the sciyor no vioition was round, we notiated
vohintary barrio removal i 41 percent ofthe cass.

Ti Board responds'quickly to all
new complaints and contacts cornwknts moe
freuetlY to update them on the stat" oftheik om at In FY 2000, the Board sent initial
letters t comphlInsa acknowledgIngpj.ceipt of thek comphit or began an Ivestigtion of the
issues they raised within an average of IA days. The*Board's customers regukry Mby
they we
pleased to hear foim a Federal agency 66 promptly. It is Board practice to keep compkints
informed on a regular basis throughout the course ofour investigations, inFy 2000. we
contacted 106 eonoplaknnts to provide updates on the status oftiek complaints.
In IFY 2000, we also developed comprehensive compliance and enforcement Pag on our
web site designed to assist users with varying leves of knowledge about accessiity aws. The
pages provide s
irknation about the Architectural Barriers Act, including an electronic
cocplait form for filing ABA compass as well as geners)lforma tion about various accessibiity
laws and how to fllempyihts under these laws.
FY 2000 Results - Working In Partwship with Agencies
irng FY 2000 we continued ongoig actions under our long-tenm goa] ofworking in
pitneralp with agencies and others to make the Federal over
a model ofcomnyhnce with

acesostandards

Under out pertnersl with the Oeneral Services Administration (GSA) (SA fi
revised and updated version of its Solicitation for Offes (SF0) used in las

actions

da

1980

incorporate as appropiate Board staffcomm ts on the acessibi provisions of the SFO. am!
began the process ofdeveloping an electronic version of the revised SFO fk4 use via its web site.
Under our pautneush p with the U.S. Posta Serie (USPS) W reviewed USPS CDROM and Handbook for compliance with current accessibility standards. The USPS comnpled

comprehensive
design
and construction
criera, bicudinig
and mnde
them a
e on
a CDROM,
USFS 2000B
Designaccessitility
Standards requiemnts,
and the 1999 USPS
Standard Design Crteria HandbOok This
*-OM,
which includes hudreds of detailed
computer-asssed design drawings of various postal facilities proto"
and the Handbook are

wed bjpostal suffas referenes and by USl contractor a working tools. USPS staff also
acces these cieria viathe USPS irnrmet. We reviewedthis CD-ROM and the Handbook, sd
in Februgy 2000. we forwarded to the USPS Design and Consfruction staff the resolts of ow
accessilt review of the Handbook and the CD-ROM drawings of Medium and Small Standard
Building Designs. We also included information on those drawings that would be affected by the
pending revisions to o accssibil y guidelines kr the Americans with Disabilities Act and
Architectural Barriers Act, for future reference. The USPS staff has informed us that or
comrmt and suggestion about the accessib ity aspecs of the drawings proved useful and wil
be incorporaed, as appropriate into future versions when these dravings are updated and the
revised CD-ROM is issued.
We also met with a USPS Design and Construction staff architect/engineer to describe and
offr Board and other resources, such as mapuals and videotapes, to assist the USPS Intraining
on the Architectural Barriers Act standards, The USPS subsequetly incorporated the
recommended videotapes into its reqked training for Design and Construction
ambhitec engees.
FY 2001 Plans - ABA Compliance
In FY 20018 the Board will cosiu to investigate oniahints under the Architectural
BarriersAct. At thebeghming of FY 2001, the Board ad 91 active cases. Weexpetorecehe
160 new ompinkt Fin2001. Of this total, we esthmte that S0 wil be opened as new
Architectural Barriers Act cases and S0 wilt be rekn-ed to other agencies for enforcement under
other laws, such as the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Retabiliation Act. The Board
will gonthn to respond to complaints in an average of thee or fm business days and provide
periodic updates to conpylakint on the status of their complaints.
F 20

Plans - Workilng In Parbenhlp with Agencies

The optimm end result of these partnerships is the ldenifi at" of "b1e prac ce" to
share with other Federal agencies and interested parties In early PY 2001, we conphlded our

partnershis with GSA and USPS and Metified two such exemplary practice

-

the leasing

policies and procedures of the GSA as executed through its Solicitation for Offr (SF0), and the
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,USPS 2000 Buldin Design Standards CD-ROM wha provides reey access to acurae and
co mistet ionition on wcessibl features
of a wide variety of postal hciles, fr we by both
USFS staff and its comactws.
GSA completed the electronic version of its revised and updated SFO and made it
available on the GSA web site InNovember 2000. Based upon our aulysis of the 3F0
accessiility provision and how they ae used in practe, we kdenified the new SF0 as a best
practice and publiized it
on ow agency web se inJanuary 2001. We reoninended that
agencies conductitg their own leasing actions review the accessibity provisions inthe GSA SFO
forhiorpontion, as appropriate i theik
leasing processes. We also provided a link to the SFO
on the GSA web site so that
interested parties can access this
leasig Iformstion directly.
We also completed our partnership with the USPS, resukiog inthe Identification of&best
practice. We selected the USPS 2000 Bulding Design Standards CD-ROM as a best practice
because it is an exemplary method ofdissenkiating comprehensive, accmrate and up-to-date
ikinuation on accessibity requiemens inan electronic brma, InNovember 2000, we
publized thi dissomiantion method though our web site as a best practice to share this
innovative techlque with other Fedel agencies and Iterested parties who use design prototypes
inthek cowntnction projects. We also proved a li to the e-maladdress of the Acttg
Director, Desip and Construction, USS, so that inerested parties
can contact her dkectly b
morW inntion. We have been hinrmed that the USPS has received a nmnber of inquiries
based upon this ink.
We will cosine to promote the goal and work inpartners with agencies in

provkg

their coinpyince with Architectural Barriers Act accessbilky standards. One such partnership

effort s planned br Apri 2001. At the request of USPS,the Board wilconduct traikig on the
Arlectudal Barriers Act standards for
the Archki
gboer project masgers from each of the
ten USPS Feld Services Offices.
With the impending issuance of revised and updated Architectural Barriers Act standards,
we will begin to focus on the following strategies under this long-term goal
S

lden*&
plans or action by the our Architectural Barriers Act standard setting agency to
impleme t the new Architectural Bariers Act standards

#

Idemify any bes practices for rpylemeutation of the new standards and publicize these to

other agnce
FY 2002 Obctlvn - ABA Compliance
In fY 2002, the Board wil coinue to investigate conpaits under the Architectural
Baris Act. We eiae
tha we wfl have 90 active cases at the beg
g of FY 2002 and w
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receive 160 new complains. We expet to open 30 new Ahitectural Barriers Act cases and
80
3f comns to ote agencies for enforcement under other lw& We will continue to
provide good customer space. We also will evaluate and refine our electronic conplakt-fling
system and the complained and enorceme infonnation presented on our web site.
FY 2002 ObJectives - Working In Parbiership with Agencies
In FY 2002, we wl continue out efforts to den*t and public-imexenplary methods,
procedure, or teclmologies for Inplenmting the new Archkectund Barriers Act standards. In
addition, the Board will look into the development of web-based traifg or other Werctive
methods for implementation of the new ABA standards in cooperation with GSA Or other
COST DISCUSSION

Objec Clan 1100 Salary

We antic-pute the Board wigl use 3O3-U Fft InPW 2001'
md 31.97FI inFY 2002. The increases in salay costs reflect

$ 2001,30
NW 2001

FY 2002

. $,36l,000

$2,543,000

the 3.7 percent cost-of-lhivg increase. Publ Board memba
we paid tan Exeoutive L

l I V rite, and ln"

2002 wer

panni on five days per Board mm r chof the six
reain Board meetings. We ae also plaming th ee meetings
each for days long k a mall poup of Bond members to
complete the rulemki agenda. Additionally, we hae
included a total of 120 hours for additional duties for Board
offers.

Object Clau 1200
Personnel Benefits

We calculated benefits based on ow exeriec with the
benefit pckges employees hav chosen to the pest. Seventy
thee percent of the staff partlejate in the Metro Transit

1WY
2000-

$511,000

Subsidy program. Benefits for publicBoard members include

1Y 2001
FY 2002

$550,000
$533,000

only the socil soit alotmet from the employer.

Object Class 2100 Travel
PY 2000
1V 2001
FY 2002

$297,420
$202,000
$197,000

Our travel budget I devoted to the cost of travel br 13
public Board members to attend six Board meetings and the
three incidental meetings InFY 2002. Most ofthe finds for
staff trawl will be used to send two to three staff members to
meetings of model codes and standards organizations. We .
continue to be very successful in being reimbused for tavel to

-~id
traift

1983

we red 1,00square fedt of opnrlloffioe spae
Out estieued rea cot is$300,000 =1Or
Y201, with a2.0
peremith
se in FTY
20(2 'Te sras omiedby
s
USA.

6466ct ;%la 2319 ROMt
VY 2000
FY 2001 .

$203.000
SOD00

FY 2002

5303.000

Object Clas 2332
Postagl

Our largest xfpekure inthis category Isposage for
the 23,000 pubi&dlon ic sand out to owr cutommr yearly.
Ibi includes postage for distyleuting copies of"+wb punished

FY 20Do
FY 2001
FY 2002

re We also spend $6,000 Ooran in-town deliuy service end
$5,000 for the rental of 2 postage mers.

$0,000
S$1,000
$51,000

Object Class 2338
Phones;

Fv 2000
FY 2001
FY 2002

O urgest expenditure in this category is about $20,000
per yea foj oe PIS lines. We we playing $8,000 for our Ioilfree lines sod $4.000 for our loca ca

$34.000
$36,000
$32.000

Objec ClSs 2400
Printng
Federal Register
FY2000
FY 2001
FY2002

Publ"ng proposed and fi ndks in the Fedwr
Regreris a rivela hgho ost for the Board. Prhui in the
Federal ReStercosts $4SOpe pageand the ru scanbe 1O
pages oo We pla to conlete one proposed end four fial
nles in FY 2001 and one iW rul and two proposed ruie FY
2002- Rules we reviewed by OMB in accordance with

SI63,215
$121,000
$121,000

Executive Order 12866 befmr publication inthe Federal
Regster. Due to this exteena review process, it is not a~wy
pole to know whether rules completed In the later pat of a
-

Code of Federal

Regulaton.

fiscal yewr wI be published inthe same fiscal year
Our finl rules ae printed in the Code of Federal

Regulatioms and we are charged for these costs. Based on owt
past exprieceP we budgted $11,000 InFY 2001 and 2002.

fY 2000
FY20DI

$14.000
$11,000

FY 2002

$11.000

1984

Jwu*

AcesBu;-FlscYeer209Ml
Publisoor and
Newsletter

n

-

1

ofour accessIhIy
Provwdig customers 4Pop6e
guMefie% general publicdiom and mwetea isone 0fow
go Inpotat actvtiei. TI moun requested InFY 2002
reflects 0 aticipated cot ofprikg copies of the proposed

FT 2000

146,760

F2oT

and fid
$20O110,000

#Y 2002

$110,000

les which wil be punished.

ObJect Cls" 26o0
Contracts
Reearch and Technical
Assistance
FY 20005
Y 2001
FY 2002

$4O,00
S400,000
4000

FacIltstor/Conlractor
FY 2000
FY 2001
FY 2002

$223,339
5282,000
$229,000

Cotractdig for research to assist inour guideline
devebpmee and to provide technical assistance Materials is
crucial to the Board"s nisson, in FY 2002 the Board wil
of technic assstace muedah for
emphasize the dewbiopi
its
new ADA and ABA guidelines.

In FYs 2001 and 2002, we iDuse contraWor support to

develop traing material toWet the Board's responsNilities
under section 503 of the Rehim ion Act Amendments of
1998 and section 203(d) ofthe AssAse Tecnolmky Act of
1998.

Bureau of Public Debt

The Board contracts with the Bureau of Public Debt
(BPD) inthe Departmed of the Treasury to provide

FY 2000
FY 2001

571,000
$65,000

procsxexz. &iaCiaJ peroilk oa personnel services We
anticipte the srice wil cost S65,000 in FY 2001 and S86,000

FY 2002

585,000

Saff Tralrdng
FY 2000
FY 2001
FY*2002
FY 2M

I FY 2002. INFY 2002 we anticipate using n

t

services fom

BPD to process the Board's contracts.

S10,000
$10,000
S10.00
Sio-ow

Our stfftraik blud has been devoted to our
employee ,Wvawe effoMt such as courseshIhumn
resoures, mugement, and alerntive dis*te resohtlon.

1985

pP

,

Mailing SOvlces
FY 2000

$35,000

FY 2001
FY 2002

$30,000
$.000

Court Reportr
F 200

S14,400
S13.000
$13,000

FY200!

FY 2002

FY 2000

SAW300

FY20DI

$21,000

FY 2002

$21fim

Federal Express
FY 2000
FY 2001
FY 2002
Equhpmen
FY 2000
FY 2001
FY 2002

We OWdrwith aJavis-Wgnaer-O'Day Act vendor to

We oonbad with aceatiftid cowt reporter to provide
tramicipts ofaml Bond d mod~ advisory committee meeligs
The cost is appro x, t 2,O per meetwk. We ae plazning
r 6 Board mectiin Y2002.
We provide sgn language hrerpreters at amBoard and
mosta* i iomitee meetins. The cost isapproximately
$50.00 per day, and we pln 28 das ofinterprders inFY
2002.
We ue Federal E)xress to send meetbg material to
Board membei ,aadvbsoM committee m1ers.

$5,000
$3,000
S5.000
Maintenance

We Purchase fl tane contracts for our oftfce eby
and security system, ad acopier.

$12,000
$12,000
S2,0

Drug Teting
FY200M
FY2001
FY 2002

20

$1,000
$1,000
$1,000

We contract with the Departmew ofthe Imedor to
provide seies for the numdatoy dr* tesW pom.

1986".

lisllanle

FY 2001
FY 2002

.

FY 2001
FIY 2002

of the TSa

to

$12,000
$12,000

Desktop ManagemeM
FY2000

We plyeeAreni
contract with the

$' 0000

Oi060

$201,000

Is -the ytilycost ofthe desktop magement
progmn In FY 2bO the Board wid pay approx tly $285.00
per

for
each of seat& Allof the Board's desktop

computing needs'- t desktop oonputer loa area network
sere, software prkdev, mirtenance am s"o services to
our st4 icludig web site hostig anid Iernet service provider
fimctions we provided under the program by the EER Sytens

Ino. As part ofrthe contract, the cowany also supplies and
supports adaptive technology used by several employees. The
Board will receive new Computers ery thee year and our
softwa Will be uated on acontiuous basis. Beghing in
ieFY 2001, the Board plam to brg its telephone system
une
tsdstop seatmnagemnt prorarn abe Contractor
wil sul the Board with desktop phone sets and atelephone
system switch. lhe digta telephone system will be tied closely
to the Boahd's desktop comer system The phone system will
add approxiately $53,000 per yea, fbr the fist two yew of
the contract, to the seat nmg aet program costs. After the
fst two yeats ofthe contract, the cost kb the telephone system
will &Hto about $23,000 year-.
Ob t Class 2600
Su l"es
Books

Our lMy isconsidered to be one ofthe best Iharies of
accessibl design naterials. Every book, antiad periodica

FY 2000

$7,000

IsMakd

FY 2001
FY 2002

$8,000
$8.000

It bused extensively by out staff.i developing Vuid5he and by
mnny archkect, oes amd
buldg code officials. We plan
$8.000 ED
pero
subsuiptions and new book purchases in
FY 2001 amd $.000 in
FY 2002.

in a databas so the information
is easil accessed.

log!
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ACCESS BOARD APPROPRIATf)NS
FY2000
Actal Speeding

PERSONELCOirNsi tfON

$1,936,000.00.

FY2oo
Spending Pin

S2,107,000.00

F2002

'7

Requested

FN fi

S2,201,000.00

02

4.46%

FPd-rnT Penm (!")
Te6*orsay Fug rn
Pat Thm
Board Members
Overtne
Emplyee Awards
Speca Pesonmel Ser Cas
TofaIa
Pcrsomel Benefits
TOTAL Pemound Compt milon

$511,000.00
$2,752,500.00

TRAVEL
Board Membes
AdvisoJy Conitee
Staff
TOTALTRAVEL

$21'3,720.00
50,700.00
33,000.00
$297,420.00

$126,000.00
611-0.00
28,000.00
$21S,000.00

RENT (OMCE SPACE)

$293,000.00

$300,000.00

S305,000.00

1.6W.

POSTAL
CourierSeryk
Postage Meters
Potage
TOTAL POSTAGE
PHONES
FTs.

GSA - Lhes

46,000.00

49,000.00

SA,o06.0

220300.00

117,00.00

2S,0C606

5,000.00
34,000.o0

5,000.00
36,000.00

3,00.600
40,000.00

0.00
11.l%

0.00
$2,241,500.00

$2,374,000.00

82,58000.00

7.33%

$540,000.00

$583,000.00

7.96%

32,914,000.00

$3131,M000.00

7.45%

$174,000.00
23,000.00

3. 10%
-100,00%
.17.86%

$197,000.00

-8.37%

$6.000
4,000.00

$600.90
5,090.00

4.0,%
41,86Y.

$6.00
5,000.00

0.00%
0.00%

41,000.00

40,000.00

40,000.00

0.00%

ss$,000.00

s51,000.00

$51,000.00

0.00%

$18,000.00
8,000.00

o20,bQ 60
4,.0

$20,000.00
8,000.00

o.o0
90

BelAtlkic
Phone Maw~nc
TOTAL PHONES

4,000.00
4,000.00

4,
.00
4,000.00

4,000.00

0.00%
-100,0M

534,000.00

336,000.00

$32,000.00

-11.11%

PRINdN
Federa Regiser

163,215.00

121,000.00

121,000.00

0.0w,

1989

Atwendx A'
Code of Federai Rep.
NewlettuldPss Relefts
TOTAL PIING

11,090.o
,*.oo
46,76 .00
8230"9700

11,000.00
10,000.0
I0.000.00
$,U2,00&00

R SARCH &TECIL ASSIST.
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

uooooo.oo

$2 39.00

Fac iaodCosctors
BPD

Trawg
Coat Rporter
lItepreter Suie
Corir (Fedeal Expess)
Ding Tesikig
Kmhoenweus
Desbop MsMeut
TOTAL ADMIN. SERVICES
SUPPLIES
Books

Ofce S-ppe
TOTAL SUPPLIERS
EQUEPnMr
TOTAL

uo,oooo
20oo0.o0

t0$0000 6'0060
,0o0.oo
30,000.60
14,400.
1 00

11,000,00
10,000.00
100,000.00
$242,000.00

0.00%
0.00%
.9.09
.3.97%

$400,000.00

0.00%

5229,000 .6

is,0,6
10.000o
-0,OD
13,0000
11,000.00
5,.000.00
1,000.00
12.000.00
201,000.00

4.57%

3077f%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%A
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
40.56%

5.00000
12,0000
1,000.00
15,000.00
92,000.00

1=0000
1,000.00
12,000.00
163,000.00

$514,10 0

$551,000.00

$615,00.00

11.62%

$8,000.00
25,000.00
$33,00.0

0.00%
-28.576A
-23.26%

$2,000.00

$8,000.00

- 2S,000.00

35,000.00

$32,000.00

$43,000.00

$10,000.00

$22,"0.00

$4,615,00.00 $4,784,000.00

,oo.oo
$S5,iS,00.00

-77.27%
4.83%

1990
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STA TUS OP CURR NTACCESS
BOARD RULBMAKINO EFFORTS
Febrvy 2001

*
ADAAG Rvision and Areiltectural Barriers Act Acceasibility Galdeline. Ths,
nimainig makes revisions to the Americans with Disabilities Ad Accessiy uidelines
(ADAAO), updates the WMinhun Guidelines and Requkernents for Accessible Design (moRAD5)
for Federal facilities covered by the Architectural Barriers Act (ABA), and creates .mw pddelies
for accessie buying.
T'he nrdemiing consistts ofparute scoping and aplia sections for each aw and one
set otfechia req mets for both the ADA and the ABA. The ADA scoping section isbased
on recommendations ofthe Board's ADAAO Review Advisory Committee and covers private
ficiTties
(Places ofpAblic aocoomdaton and coimnwci citiess) and state and local
government holites. The other scoping secion addresses feerally fideed Sciliie covered by
the ABA. New scoping and techical provisions for accessible housing arwe
included i this
rule
and are based on ruemets for "ryrpe A- dwelling units contaied i the I998 edition of tim
ICC/ANSI At 1. standard, "Accessle and Usable Buildings andFacilties".
The Boad established a22-member ADAAO Review Advisory Comnittee to review and
make recommendations for updat ADAAO to enmre that
it remain consistent with
teimlogical developments and changes inmodel codes and national standards and continues to
meet the needs ofpeople with disa ies. The committee developed acomrehensive set of
rfor
changes to sections 1-10 ofADAAO. The recornneodations address the
fornu of th guidelins its numbering system, and changes to the scoping provisions and
technical requiremess. Cited as an outstanding exanpe ofreinventing governments, the
committee and the Board received the Vice Presidential Hamur Awrd in July 199&. The
committee's Bog report, "RecoundrAlxofora mwADAAG, Is available from the Board.
The Board issued a proposed rule
irn
November 1999. The cornunt periclosed on
May IS,2000. Over 2400 comntswtre received on the proposed ruk The Board held two
Public hearings on the proposed rule. One hearing was held hnLos Angeles. CA On January 31,
2000; the second hearing was held inArlington, VA on March 13, 2000.
,/
/

/

notice of item to establish advisory ommi.tee- April , 1994
notice establishing advisotycomditte - September 14, 1994
fcil committee meeting October 24-25,1 9; Jaarmy 26-27,1905; April 26-29,
1995; February 26. March 1, 19 July 7-9, ,1996 August 26-2t, 1996
numerouss subcommittee meetings were also hell)

-

- - -

- --
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/
/
/
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-
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Ftn-

commttee pressed tcoimnsow to t Board - Jul 16.1996
notice of proposed r
.leaking.
November 161999
tari
Jauay3I.26A March 3.200
Wmton meig - October 24-25,2M00

* Reetem Factilites. Thb nleawilt wEI adr reraion Iiries cukgso
Sites, places of
o. and boating ad fidg &cides. The Board convened a 27olt,
membr advisory committee to makre

on issus reted to mald g these arm

accessible. The oazmvste sfromJl 99-May 194.Afereevgthcumtes
report. te Bond published khas an advance notice of proposed nueuke (ANPRP4 Ove 600
comments were reived on the report ad questions asked i the ANPRM. The Board also
sponsored an kfmrosion mosang on
soto nature golf iites inSeptember 1996 to
obtain addeiol nforomtion on some issues rated to access to

isture golfcourses.

The Bond p6ubied iNPRM for sports -iclities,places ofamuemen, ol and
boand dehing fdciltks InJ*1999 and held two public hearins to receive kedback duh
the commn period. The NPRM was based on t recommenaion of the advbo yomitec
and publi commnts recd i respondto the ANPRM and hiktanion moctig 7U
commn period closed on December S, 1999. Over 300 commons were receive on the
proposed nile. The Bonrd also sponsored an hibrntion mooinig on acce-s1
to amaeSe rides
inDecember 1999 to cifrt comain raised by the amnasemet iustry duri the public
comm period. Inan efut to provide the public wih moe opportuaiies rinput Ito the
provisions fr a final nile the Bond his plced nithe docket Sr review and comment a sunmay
of recomnaions made by an d hoc commitee of the Access Board for the fial creation

ciitges guldelbes.. The summay reflects the ad hoc couazittee's consideration of comes on
the proposed rule ad hrmation gathered at meti g sponsored by the committee. Coatieds
wI be accepted on the summary and the Board wil consider those commns bekre .t votes on a
el r). The Boad held two hi mtionmal meetings in Washigton, DC ad Son Francisco, CA

to disow the summy.
/

notice of Itet to establish advisory committee - Februmy 3, 1993

/ notice estsblg advisory conzitee -,Ame 10,1993
/
fiall com miteen tJ
iy -1 t993; October 23-25, 1993;
Jamuy2-30, 1994; March 18-20,1994; May 20-22, 1994(numerou

subcommitee mptigs wer also hed

or
/

/
/

conmmtee presented rcmedtosto theBoard -uly1i,1994
advance notice ofproposed ruleadg - September 21, 1994
krmtion meeting on mbdtue golf decilities- September 14 1996

notice ofproposed naiecaib - uy 9.1999
ifoention mesh; on amend rides - Dcember 1,1999
/pubichear;- Augus26,1990, Novmber 17,1999

192

/

/ notice of draft fia gidelines smamay and inomtional meetings.-Jly21,200D
iformtion mens -Augs 21-22,20D; Sqtater 6-7,2000

L

Outdoor Developed Area. The Board convened a 7-memer advior commttee to
e recommendations on Issues related to mir&V various recreation as accessile The
commttee at from July 1993-May 3994. The committee did not reach comsn on bow
eccessloud beproved hi outdoor developed res. Two atmtves were presented. One
ukrative based the determination of the degree ofccess on the consideration of fiv
kntenrelatd
o recratio sttlcoition ofthentral
mnrskamoutofstructnri
modificatio recretion expalence, and consltation with -eplwith disabuiie The other
approach defied the degree ofaccess at the onset to be the easier degre for aDl
reeotion
settings and #nvoanes unles itwould chawg the fundamenal nature of the activity or

eevomned Exceptions could then be inciked to modify the degree of access on a requirement

by requfrent bse* become of sen
specific purpose of a train.

elvations, geologic katuwes listori

aracter, or the

Tne Board catod a 26-meber Outdoor Deeloped Ars Regulatory Negotlation
Com-itee to achieve a comamis approach and requirements for makin outdoor developed
areas acessible The Commttee presented its report to the Board inSeptember 1999.
/

notike of hteat to establish regulatory negotiation committee. Ap I1,1997
igpn -t~Am ,97_
M committee meeeh: June 26-27,1997;
N-26,
4.Sept
199
£6, 997amsay
3-Febuan2, 1fl;May
13.1'
1 ; August- 47 O
October2l-24, 1998; Jiamy 19-22, 1999;Apr 7-30, 1999
15.1t-6, 1999
committee pt ed report to the Board - Septeeber 15. 1999

/ notice estahMn regulatory nego "
/

*
PauMgerVeasek This rulemaking inaddress access to krnes. cruise shps, excursion
boat and Other vessels. The Board's Initial rulemaking on tansit vehicles asked questions on
issues related to waiter transportation. Conments confirmed that firther study was necessary
before access requkements could be developed. 1n*1994, the Access Board and the Departmt
of Transportation Anded a research project to asses the feasibility and impact ofproviding
access toe variety of vessel, iNS
project was coniplWd nJuly 1996 .4d provided valuab
inkromtion for rulemakhg The Board and DOT also held an kfontn meet with
ornizatin representing people With disabilities and the marine industry to detan the scope
and conple;dy oftbe nalemmking.
InAugust 199, the Board created a 22-meter Passenge Vessel Access Advisory
Coeunttoe to provide reconmmendations for a proposed rule addressing accessibiliy guidelines fir
M
constructed and alered passed vessels coverd by the Americans with Disabilities Act.
The Comittee presented its repot wth its monrendations to the Board inNovemr 2000.

3

1993

hrmtn

of
of

- March 30,199M
notce esabid~ig avisWycoauzteeAugust 14'1991
fall con
ene&4 Sqptaater2,44i*;ovenbt 1M.21, 199$;
FetsIsy 1*9 Apil 21-23, 1999; July 21-21,1999. October 20-22,1999;
Febuy9-120WAprl26-2.20; Setemer 19 -22,2000

S
S

.ationrmeetApri I15, 1996

/ notice of Wnt to estabMh advisoy commit

oonmttee presese d reconndta

to the Board - Nove

er 17,2000

FablSe Rigts.-ef-Way. Ie'Aecess Boad decided to rcitnet rul;pung on

accesatl peestrianr bewiides by conveftg a Federal advisory comritee to develop
ecoedio
dees o pubc rgs-of-w. When the Board issued Sl rules Ar
Site and local govermnets In 1998, it decided to reserve proves for public tits-of-waN,
doe k rge measure to the concerns ofthe trumsportan community eqssd n com nt to
th Board on proposed and ktein final rls kr entiies covered by ttlel ofthe ADA. Rath

am
tkghe
guaidkhs for public rgbts-of-way, the Boad emarked uon namitious
o reach plan to the highway inlustr. We produced.a leotaeu,
an ac tasty checkist, and a
design guideonwmoesd public tis-of-way.
In October 1999. the Board created a 3 1-mue

Public Riglis-of-Way Awcess Advisory

Cotmmittee to assist itin developing an NPRM for public riajisof-way access requirements.
Repesensa
of awi& rw of stakoders
di traspodation idtus y orgaintos
and disabiity and pedetrin advocates will develop recomentiosm fr soping and technical
provMons to address acces to sidewalk street crossings, and rented pedestrian bclites. "Fe
Committee presened its report with its recommendation to the Board In January 2001. The
Board has ended the Advisory Committe's chster br maaddition year, maefxesion that
win enable the Commttee to develop a technical assistance wamal fr agencies and praeters

to support imlenmenation of the futue gidelines.
/

notice ofproposd ruSeakig- Decemer 2, 1992
inerihmna rule-,Am,
1994

o

fiSal rule - Jama 13-, 1991 (public rkjtsof.way not included inthe fial rule)
notice of intet to establih advior committee - August 12, 1999

/notice
/

estabisilt advisory committee -October 20,1999
hi conmietee nitgt Deceer 2-3,1999;Felmy 9-l, 2000; May 19-19;

2000-, August 16-1, 2000; October 18-20,2000
Soamitt~ee 1
ed woommend
s to the Board- Jamaary 10, 2001
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COMPLETEDACCES R OAR) ROLEMAKINGS
Febnary 2001
ADAAG hitay consisted of nine
0
ADAAG or Buildings and Facilities (Sections 1-9).
section. Sections I through 4 contain general sections, soopig provson, and technical
specifications applicable to all types of buildings And facilities. The scoping provisions SPeci4

(e.g.,
which and how many elements and spaces of a binding or facily must be ac
toie rooms). The technical specificalions descU how to design the
Parking spa entrAn
elements and spaces covered by the soping provisions so tit they ar accessible to and usable by
indivduals with disabilities Sectons though 9 contain additional scoping provisions and
tech-ic specifito or the foowing fOCiet rsUrant and caMerias (seWtd S); medical
care faciBlies (section 6); mercantile establishmnis (section 7); libraries (section 8); aM hotes,
motels, and transient lodging (section 9). The Department of Justice adopted ADYAAO sections I
though 9on July26, 1991 s the standard for accessible design i its regulations f tle IlII of
the ADA.

/
/
/

advance notice ofproposed rulevakin - August 31, 1990
public hearings - Penmary It, 199f through Ma 7,1991
notice ofproposed nLesnking - January 22, 1991
fAl rue -July 26, 1991
Department of Justice adopted guidelines - July26, 1991
Department of Transportation adopted guidelines - September 6,1991

*
ADAA for Trasportation Faciities (Section 10). This rnnicnking added section 10
to ADAAO wtih contains additional scoping provisions and technical specifications for
transportation facilities.

/

/
/
/

supplemental notice of proposed nleukaog - March 20, 1991
&l rde -Septembe 6, 1991
Department of Transportation adopted guidenes - September 6,1991

Deparunent of Justice adopted guidelines - January 18,1994

*
State and Local Government FalcitIes (Sections 11-12). This rulemaking added two
special
ication sections to ADAAO for certain State and local government facilities covered
by title 11 the ADA. The two sections are II -- Judicial, Legislative, and Regulatory Facilities.
and 12 - Detention and Correctional Facilities. The rule also covers niscellaneous provisions
that
apply to State and local govermnent facilities.
The Board published a notice ofproposed nrmuking and conducted five public hearings
on the proposed nile. Folowing an analysis of the cornneits the Board published an interim
final rde asking for additional coosnents. Provisions regarding accessible residential housing and

1997

Cons1-9dAcass Batu

S

FEhmwv

SI

public riglts-of-wny were proposed as padt Sae NPRM and the Iterm final rule. However, no
action was taken on either ofthese subs I the fina
rl Proilo for accessible residents
housing will
be proposed as part of the Board's ADAM(i Revision and ABA Accessibihy
Guidelines rulemdi
The Board will be convening a Federal advisory committee to develop
recommendations on access to public rightf-way. The Board published the fina rule on
January 13, 1998.

-

notice ofproposed rtluklnt - December 21, 1992
public hearings - February
19) (wo hearings); March 2, 1993;
March 9, 1993; March 15, 193

4

/

/
S

Interin fnalrue -Jde 20,1994
final rule- Januaij'D -199i (not adopto&y the Departments ofJustice or
Transportation as enforceable standards yet)

*
Automated Teler Machines, In response to a petkion fr rukmaking, on July IS. 1993,
the Board issued a joint final rule with the Department ofTranportation amending the reach
range requirements for accessible automated teller machines and fare vending machines. The
Department of Justice adopted the amended requirement on January 18, 1994.
/

/
/
/
/

/

notice requesting public comment on petition for ruletmling - May 6, 1992
publichearing-May2S, 1992
notice oftproposed
lenmking - September 8, 1992
final
rule-July 15, 1993
Department ofTransportation adopted guidelines- July I5.1993
Department of Justice adopted guidelines - January 18. 1994

*
Chlldra, Elements. This rulemaking added provisions to ADAAO forhb~dg
element designed for children's use. The Board published an advance notice ofproposed
rulemaki in February 1993 seeking comnne on general issues, such as the scope ofthe
guidelines and the ages or grades that should be covered. Following an analysis of the comments,
the Board published a notice ofproposed rulemaking in July 1996. The Board published the fin!
ruleon January 13, 1998.

/
V

/

advance notice ofproposed rulenuking - Fetmury 3.1993
notice ofproposed rulemaking - July 22, 1996
finl rule -January 13. 1998 (not adopted by the Departments ofJustice or
Transportation as enforceable standards yet)

1998

0
Play Arear. The Board convened a 27-me r advisory committee to metk
recommendations on hies rented to malc*n various recreation eas accessible The committee
me fromMy 993-May 1994. Some issues remained where consens was needed for play
Me- including the extent to which an accesstle surface is provided ihan exterior play area ad
what de specific reqkemes 96r
accems-le play equipment sho d bo
The Boad created a 17-member Play Areas Regultory Negotiation Committee to seMe
consensus "r.eu s for acess to play aas. The comttee'presed its conewns report t6
the Board inJuly 1997. At the same meetiti, the Board approved an NPRM on access to play
we The Board published t NPRM h April 1998 aid held on public hearn inDenver, CO
to recev additional feedback during the comment period T e fiW rule wa pushed on
October It 2000. OnNoveater 20,2000 the Board published ai amended advisory note to the
accsibiTy guidetes for play areahie Federal Register. Th am=ded adis note cariWs
that play components that ae attached to-a composite play structure and can be approached from
a platform or deck we elevated phy conponees These play comnoeats are not considered
ground level play cornets also, and do not count toward meeting the rater of ground level
play components tht must be located on a accesslbe route.
/
of
of
/
o
-'
/
/

notice of itent to establish regulatory negotation committee - December 22, 1995
notice establishing regulatory negotlaion committee - February 14,1996
fl committee meetis March 5.7,1996; May 10,1996; A st 4-6, 1996;
October 26-28; Januy 6-9,107;AprI 2-4, 1997; Jy 8-9,1907
committee presented report to the Board - July 9,1997
notice ofproposed rule aking - AprIL
l0, 1998
pAb& hearing -Awe)1, 1998
fie rule - October Ik 2000 (not adopted by the Depurtmnt of Justice as the
enfrceable standard wt) _
amended advisory note - November 20,2000

0
Detectable Wamagp Temporaq"Supealn. In reSPOMto ApetiKi for rukMin
in 1994 the Bond, DOJ and DOT suspended temporarily until July26, 1996, the requkements for
detectable warnings at curb r-nys hazardous vehicular rea and reflecting pools so that aresearch project on this subject could he considered indetermnig whether any changes inthe
requirement are warraned. TIh research showed tat itersectiom ae complex emvoomes
and tins blind and visually knafred travelers we acombination ofcues to detect and cross
- intersection. Although detectb wwns helped these indiduah locate sad idenifycurb
rains and provided auseful cue, the research suggested that detectable warnings nay be
redundant at most ilersection Other technologies may be as efTctive ad less costly.
In March and Api 1995, de Bond received petitions from two transit agents and an
organirntion of blhinpersons to reviw the reukerments for detectabe
warns at tm

1999

platfrm edges. Tbe Bowes ADAAO Review Adviso Com=tee aso considered the
requirnI for
detectable wannW within the context of the committee's complete r-iewof
ADAAO Povisions. Imcommittee recommended tat the requirement Ir delectable waatg
Scurb
rams, hzardous vehiular are and reflectipogls that are currently suspended be

elnae.The committee recommended requiring detectable wanngs at platform edges in
transit stations, and allowing in -equivalent tactile surake, and "equivalent decectability." Since
any amendment to the detectable warning requirements wilbe done s W~t of the scheduled
review and update ofADAAO, in 1299, the Bosr4. DO) and DT published a finl rule to
extend the temporary suspension until
uly 26, 998 to alow the ADAAO revision process to be
completed. Because the ADAAO revision nalemking w not completed by My 199, the
temporary suspension Is been contirued until July 26,2W01.
/
/
/

/
/
V/

proposed -rule
to temporarily suspend the requirements - Jul9 1993
final rule
to temporarity suspend the requiements - April It 1994
proposed rule In extend the temporary suspension - N&1 12, 1996

fnal n eto tend the temporary suspension -1 2,

996

proposed rule to extend the temporary suspension - ane 1, 1998
fial rule to extend the temporary suspension - November 23, 1998

*
ADAAG for Transportaton Vehicles. A separate ADAAO was issued for
transportation vehicles which covers the foBowg vehicles and systems: bses and vain, rapid rag
vehicles, Igh rail vehicles, commuter rail cars, ntercity rai car, over-the-road buse, autoated
guileway transit veics, hWgh-sped ral cars, monorails, and trams and siah vehicls 7he
Departmet of Transportation adopted ADAAO for transportation vehicles on September 6, 1991
as the standard for accessible design in its ADA regulations-

/
/

notice of proposed rulemkiag - March 20. 1991
nal rue- September 6, 1991
Department of Transportation adopted guidelines - September 6, 1991

*
Over-ths.Rgad Bues T"he ADA require the Board and the Department of
TrWoti (Db 0 issue guidelines A rg
ns foe a
s to over-the-road bases. Te
Board and DOT o-sponsored an information meeting on over-the-road ins issues and in March
199I the Board published an NPRM to amend the technIcal provisions for
over-the-road buses to
include provisions foe wheekhair acess ad other niscellaneous provisions. The Department of
Transportation also published an NPRM 6 accessible over-the-road bus service. After reviewi
the comments received inresponse to the NPRM4 the Board issued al guidelines whih irkd

technical provisons for Wits
ramps, whieelchair securement devices noveabl aisle smrests, and

revisions to secificationsfor doors and fighting.
ThbDeparnerd of Transportation adopted the
Board's guidelines on September 28, 1998 as the standard for accessible design infts ADA

reglaiom

2000

/kkrnAion
e

/

S

meet g -October 21, 1993
notice of proposed rulemaineg - Ma ch 2, 1992
fnalrufe- Septembe 28,1992
Department of Trmpotation opted gudeines - September 28,1992

*
TeIcoSmUatSc owS Equipmet. -e
Board to issue accesstiity guide
hD c
in

telecommunicationsAct of 1996 requires the
i
with the Federal Communication

Comnmion,
D r telecOnxmiitiOns equUnr ad customer preIs equipmeeLr The Board is
also requited to review and update th guidelines periodically. The Board convened a 33-member
Telecom incatios Access Advisoty Committee to assist the Board infifiliv its
*ndate
to
issue these gudeiest The committee presented its ecconundatioms to the Board i January
1997. Based on the committee's recommendations, the Boad pub shed notice ofproposed
ruen r,ig
I April 1997. The Boand published a fal rule on Februay 3,1992.

/
/

/
/
/
/

notice of int to etabish advisory pqnttee - March 2, 1996
otice establishig advisory condtme- May 24, 196
FullcommteemeetxipsdznA 10-12, 1996; August 14-164 1996;
Septembr B-27, 1996; November 6-, 1996; December 16. 1996;
January 11:14, 1997
committee presented recommendation to the Board - Januay 15, 1997
notice ofproposed nalpnkig - April 18, 1997
fi rule -February 3 99
Federal Comunication Commission adped guidelines - November 19,1999

*
Eleetreak aW hkrmation Teckneogy. On August 7, the Presided signed ito law
the Worttrce Investment Act of 3998, which includes the Rehablitation Act Amendenads oft
1992. Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act Amendments require. tht when Federal departments
or ageIes1 develop, pocan, nuhtais or use electronic am! inmtion technology'. they shell
ure thin the technology is accessle to people with disabilities, unless an undue burden would
be imposed on the deparmen or agency.
Section SW requires the Access Bond to publish stadards setting 6M a defition of
electronic ad information technology and the technical ad flnctionul performance center for
such technology The Acess Bond and the Gener Services Adminttion re required to
provide technical assstmce to hdivduhs ai Federal departments and agencies concemng the
requirumeds of section S0.
Indevelopilits staMardi, the Access Bord was requi ed to onst with vw
Federal agencies the elactrome md infostion technology industry, ad appropriate public or
nonprofit agencies or orgn atioM including organiztions represent in-divdual with
5

2001

diwbfides Th Accrs Boad is alo required to pa,idly
e-iew m - qewoprte
V.
mmm
the stands to nfiec teciogcl adiem or I IgP In electronic wd kWtrtlon
ted og. The Boad convewd a 27-mmer Electrode md Inhfado TelWby Ace
Adviory Commtte to assist it indevelopbl ha sdads. ibe Conmitee Pcsced It report
with
to the Board InMay 1999. lbs Bord insed a notice ofproposed
ndemakh on access to electronic anl hirnnaton tocioology on March 31. 2000. A fial rude
was publfid on December 21, 2000.
''

notice of hte to estabiM

/notice

lisocmntte

-

August 24,1998

establihing adisory committee - Septembter 29,1998

/

"ulconztjn

/

1999, FcbuayS-9, 199. March 29-30, 1999 May l.1 1999
comnmitee presented fomendatom to the Board - May 12,1999

o

October !5-16, 1994; Dwcea

f notice ofproposed rueonkleg - March 31,2000

/fiualrle

-December 2l,2000

6

N

-f*W1991; mnary 5-6,
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APPOUIX.04
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COOPERATIM EFFORTSIN CODFSAND STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT
-Febnaay
2001
The Board 'smisson is to be 'the cata5lsfor acheving anaccessibleAmerica" TM statement
recon i
ochevifga acceible Amerca requires fringing together the public and
private sector One ofthe Board's long-range goals is to take a leadrsUprole in the
development of codes andstandardsfor accessibility T Board works with model code
organfraon and vomtavy coasens standards grot that devlp andperiodicall revise
codes and standards affectng accessblity The followfn Is a li of the codes andstandards
that the Board activl works with
0

American Natioaal Standards Instiftte (ANSI) Alt Coite

activdy pasripated oh

Te Board as

Irctntional Code Council (ICC ANSI AlC7 onmkte I
Ith

revisig sdtsdar "Accesstle and Usa"
uiligs and Facles". A major obetiv
of the Board and the ANSI Al i7 Comntitee is to leronize the Americam wth
Disabiies Act A s ty Guldines (ADAAO) ad the IC/ANSI Afni standard.
Tlbe ANSI standard wi entertain revisions based on the t€eoinmlatr ofa Chairnmn's
task group which was formed to review the Board's proposed rule to update and revise
the ADA and ABA acccssily guidelnes. The task group includes the Access Board.
American Society ofMeabmnkal Engineeti (ASME) A8 Platform Lift an
StarwayChait Committee. Standards for platform lifts which once wer included in
th6 ASME A7 Sity Code foe Elevator nd Escaors are now -artofthe ASMB A IS
standard. This new Coinmtee has already revised its standards to improve the qual
and acessWitybfpltform lift and staiway lift devices Thbnew standard no Ionger
Includes provisions that 'r
fis to be key operated.
*

international Code Coucil ([CC) itlemational Buildlg Code (B1114 The
Itermntioinl Buling Code repr
a Cooperative efftrt on tQ Part ofnationd model
codes to king unikrnmy to buildog
4 codes. Addkionalt the ICC provides interested
parties with a single agenda to whih they may dre recommended code changes. TIh

[BC includes uamroa provisions affctg accesst such

aL sopung provisions

kr

the ICC/ANSI A11.4 standard, provisions for nnntreamned access& elkments and

requirements Air accessible mean ofegress. The IBC Appendx also includes provisions
closely parallelingADAAO requfrerneit Air certain dern than
ny be outside the
tradition
dc
ofa building code amthority. Appendix provions such as those

add rs g TVs and sips ar realy av ib

to adopting authorities hr inclusion in

state and local codes. Adoption ofthe IB by state and local code authorities provides a

unique opportunity for principles ofaccessbiry to be standardized and integrated in
buiAdg codes. Bord staffs monitoring this process. The fial document is bei
prepared Mp cation.

b~.

2004

Recently,the iCC winounced its intention to collaborate with the Department of Hosing
and Urban Devlopment (MD) and the National Association of Home Buiers (NAHB)
l
a teh tint would assist locaxisi co
aas~~s
Indevlopa
,lenfiy
sections of the Iderneeioml Bung Code (IBC) that exted the
homehalers to
requkemds ofthe Fak Houing At Thew documents would provide adopting
juidictions a road map to more ea revise the eoaamus model code and ANSI Al i7
voinck ng iquiests hr fuly accessible
rferemce standards b removing any provom
nmulilimily housing that exceed.the feeal)law. Disability rights, advoates, the AA and
other have requested tiat ICC reconsider publishing this enaterial under its ImprimatIur
due to their beliefthat this action is not consistent with ICCs comitmedt to a consaus

process Board staff iscloseymonitoring this isw
*

ANSYMIF.I (Standard hr Puble Swimming Poo.

Sponsored by the National Spa

and Pool institute). The Access Board has actively participated on the ANSI/NSPl.I
Committee over the pe few ytm to revise and update this standard. Based on our
aNd technical provisions hr access
inolvement, th standard presently includes Se
ino tha water. The National Spa and Pool Institute is curently ekig approval of this
standard utie the ANSI accredted canvas method.
*

NSPiWWA-9 Standard hrAquatc Recreation Facfltie - This new standard

wasdeveloped to specifcally adeswater

-a

and water attractions. Preiously, these

heflities we considered under the ANSIINSPI (Standard for Public Swbmng Pools).
Operators and repesentative from this industry promoted and supported the need hr a
new standard to more etdively ad&ess utnique featues ofthese facilities. The
Access Board actively participated in the development of tis new standard. The
NSPI/WWA-9 Commitee is awaiting the pubication of te Board's fal rule on
recreation ciliies before taking further action on te accessibility section of this

proposed standard.
*

Aosical Socety of Amerka (ASA)ANSI Worldsg Group on Cla..room
AcoaslecCommlffee S-12, Noke. Theparent ofa child with a hearing loss petiioned
the Board to include new provisions in ADAAO for mousu accssibility for Individuals
who we hard of hearing became he acoustical environments ound in many school today
to lemng for children with hoeing
we barriers to communication and therei
inpaknnents. lhe Board publisld a notice in the Fedirai Regser In At 1992
requestig khnstion on a variety of issues regarding acoustical ewionmets including

-osR -opn

and tecnical requkements. Rather tn inaig ndlenmking. the Board
is collaborating with an existing Acoustical Society of Awica (ASAYANSI Woekin
Oroup on CaSWoom Acoustics to develop private sector technical and sXpig standards
A Federal Regiter notice of the Board's action was published i November ad incude

2005

technical essiStase on cbsa'oom aoustial design. At the Bond's request, the existing
workig pow menmbersh* wis broadened to iclude Other stAkeho1lder, icluding
rqireseiatime of school systems, school desik=N disabhtyoaZaton; and the
4 from ifs reseuchd to
iA
Deptma of Edaion. The Bonrd ha
sppofl administrative costs of the worekig group. A drft document devel od In.May
November 1999. March 2000, ari harm 2000. Thec
was revised at subsequest neehv had
fnl draft tas been submitted to ANSI Coanittee 9-12 on Noise for review and apptovw
Saniodustrystadaard. FinlactionisexpectedbySpriM200?. Oncethestaniardlas
ben pMved the Board wil purse its enorceablity.
*

IT Committee on Accessible Intersections. The Board isa founding meer of this

jolt badustsYIcomu
for intersection. The

tchnical assistane.
*

group charged with developinga 'tootbox' on accessible design
institute of Traffic Engineers (TE has developed awebsite for

FHWA Pedestrian Gudanee Committee. Th Transportation Equity Act for the 2 l
Century ffAEM!) Contains new requkremedis for pedestria Scilities. The Federal

Higway Admnistration was been dkected to develop policy guidance on pedstian and

cycling facit for trmspoflation engineers. The Board participated on the FHWA
Maittee tht developed guidance on policy issues addressed by the Secretary of
TraMspoion inJuly 2000.
*

NatIonal Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP). The Board suknitted
proposalto the NORP to reconmend cMages to transpotatiOn industry standard and
other docusnerts to Incorporate pedetn and accessibility critcri. TI proposal was
funded by the Tranportation Rsevh Board to include the deveblpaic ofpetria
Guidelines for the 'Grea Book' ofthe American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO), th Indusry standard for the geometric design of
roadways. Te Boand isa member ofthe advisory panl seeing this work. The
NCHRP contractor has cordinted closely with the Public Rghts-of-Way Aces
AdisorYConmitte. The guidelIneswillbe sulmkted for AASHTO approve i2001. It
is Iley that FHWA will r *rewe the AASHTO Pedestrianmsidelines for National
Highway system ard Federal-aid Projs.
National Committee on Uniform Traflc Control Devifce The Board provided
comment on the year 2000 revision to theManual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices

(WMCD). which includes coverage of pedestria signals, iersection design issues,
paveatn mldngs sigsge., sigiiazation and other traffic control issues and was a
member ofa Signals Committee Task Forte to develop a draft standard for acessible
pedestrian signals. The Conasittee voted uamimously in Ami to include the standard in
the 2000 MUTCD. which was published MJanuary 2001.
3
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*

Natioal Fire Prosetha Admiabtrathm. The Board Isa sponsors

newlyb-red NFPA Rmch Fomnition study o

e

d it.Pto

me

of(he

the caus

of may five-roed deahs. A regular
on fire ga control has bew proposed to the
litaeloal Stads Orgaizatio. Tbi reseseth itivree will hatige the scieific
bos behin the pmposaL A preliomay draf has been produced.
Th Board also dosely moxntors development In other coder ndstsdardr nduft:
"

ANSI C63 suboonmittee on medical devices to develop stAdards to mange hearing aid

conipattiily and accesblity to digkWa
wirelen tileconzmxdcatioms

*

ANSMEIA-S4. 1980, M gnetic Field Intensity Criteria for Tekpbone Compatily with

Heaing Aids, Inclding ANSIIHA/EIA-504.11994

*

*

Blk'ding Officiah and Code Admeistraos Internatioml (BOCA), National Biding
Code

Committee on Acessible Transportation ResatRB
• FCC mpiremn

*Model codes. Intenational Conference of Builing Officials (ICBOXTh tnibn
Buling Code, Southern BuIding Code Congress Interation (SBCCI, SUndard
tits
Code
*

NFPA . 199, Fire Prevenion Code'

NFPA 72-199 Inxtn, Mahtenac e and Use of Protecthv Signag Sstems

*
S

NFPA 101, 1997 Life Sady Code
NFPA 130- 997, Fixed Guideway Trash sysem

*

The Board I a member ofthe followng codes and standards orgnlmaIom:
Americm Nations] Standards Institute (ANSI) A l ! Committee
Americm Society of Mechcal Engineers (ASME) AI Phaitrm Lit and stairway

o

,

(hirE
*
*
S

*
*

-

VA Committee

ASTM Committoe F-8 on Sports Equipmrt and Facilities
Builin Officials & Cod Adminstrators, InteratmlA nc
International Confrewe of Building Offiials
Naio
C rence ofStates on Building Codes and Staads
National Fir Protection Assocdiion
Souihern Buildg Co Congress lntio*L Inc.
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APPWndxl

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, PVBLICAtIONS, AND TRAINING
TehAsistae C0%land Faxes

tY98
14,472

FY99
13.350

FY 00
12,$79

Web Ske User Sessions'

8%1lf2

212.783

416,693

Inkxmation PackeWs

12,1S9

Trawnng Sessions
Trawy~ pardacpants

'Data

has been

7,14

.8

101

1

67

8

7.120

1

10,944

892

collected sio March 1998.

'An hWfrmation packet usuafly contahs several publications. We do not colect dat on

publications disseomted thmohpartner organizations, therefore the actual number of
publications disseminated to our cusomers i greater than our current data indicates.
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ARHITECTURL AD TRANSPTATION BARRIERS COMPLWCEF OWD
SALARIES AND EXPENSES
10-YEA
ESTIMATES
1993
0,000
0......
1994 ..........
3.348.000
1995..........
3.232,000
m . .......3.6,000
1997.........
3.540.000
I O
m .. .
3.640.000
1909 .
3.847,000
2000 ..........
4.63.000
2001........
4.796,000

2002

-....

TABLE
APPRWRATIONS
0,300000
1994....
3.348.000
3.350.000
...
1995
1ow ..........
3.600,000
1997 ..........
3.640,000
19 ..........
3.640.00O
1999 ...
3.847.000
2000 .........
4.61s,000
2001 ..........
4,784,000

19 ..........

5.015,000

I ReducWn of $18.00(3s percent (& c. 301 o roTe III Appwxt E (HR 3425) of P.L 1064 13).
aIslonA. AppendxO (HR 66) of P.L 106-664)

'RdiJcbm of $11,000 (0.22 pmcenQ (Se., 1403 of Chaper 14.

